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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
December 7, 1938

My dear Mr. Silverman:
The years that have passed since Variety
first saw the light of day have witnessed many and,
striking changes in the amusement business* The^
files of your paper must therefore be a gold mine\^
of history to those interested in the evolution and
development of the art of amusement since the turn
In extending hearty congratulations
of the century.
upon the completion of a third of a century of pub-T'
lication by Variety may I express the hope that
your publication may go forward with progress to
ever greater achievements in the years that lie
ahead

Very sincerely yours.

Mr. Sid Silverman,
iPublisher and Editor,
VARIETT,
154 West 46th Street,

New York,

IT.Y.
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Third of a Century

RKO REORG

^

There was show business in Greece when
Rome wasii^t even a split week. Clear traces
of professional, organized entertainment go
back 3,000-4,000 years. Against which the paltry 33 years which this special issue celebrates
is just a spot announcement.
But with a difference; for between 1905 and 1938, which
years coincide with the publication life of
Variety, there liave been more radical changes
in show business thsin in ail the rest of the-

Confirmation of the EKO reorganplan is all set for Jan. 5
This was practically
(Thursday),

Jzation

certain last Thursday

(49) at

Federal

the hearing before N, Y,

melody, a director in his deft touches, a
designer in his sets.
Television, for example, is faced with an entertainment problem compared to which the
engineering job is a snap. Far from opening
easy new frontiers of public amusement, television merely complicates the old problem of
personality. Electronics may also, as predicted, one day make the tonal harmonics of the
old masters seem primitive and simple, but one
thing is certain: the inventors won't be able
to write or play this suj)er-mtisic of the dim
future.
Experience from 1905 to 1939 clearly
shows that. However refined or wonderful the
tools of entertainment become^ they always just
add up to a frame, stage, setting or distribu-

•

Pan 101 Risers iwai

xi Too Beatrkal

Claremore, Okla„ Jan. 1.
tlie new CldreTnpre. postoffice has been put on the
Will Rogers mural in

griddle by local citizens who state the
painting is un7lifelike and not true
to the Rogers character as knov/n to
Claremore. The mural is a Faderal
Art Project, painted by Randall
Dayey, of Santa Fe, N. M.

According to Morton "Harrison,
treasurer of the Will Rogers commission, the mural cost 'just $1,018
too much,' Government is reported
to have paid $1,020 to Davey for the

m AVE

in his

Judge William Bondy who announced that he thought the plan
fair and equitable to all concerned
and that he was ready to sign 'it in atrical history.
the 'near future.' The court might
have placed his okay on the papers
These changes have been in the direction of
at that time had not Col. Hamilton
C. Riekaby, counsel for the Atlas mechanization, starting with the threading of
Corp„ «hief proponents of the plan, strips of celluloid into an apparatus throwing
.j)[>ti;oduGed
an amendment to the
Ifockefeller Center's part in the re- a beam of light O" a sr.reen and now reaching
a staggering feat of electronics whereby images
organization.
Rickaby's recommendation would are rescrambled off the air and projected simulbetween
eliminate the agreement
taneously in the home with the spoken word.
the CSenter and RKO in relation to
In the process has emerged a kind ,of enterthe operation of the Music Hall and
tainment
in w-hich a whole array of special
It
theatre.
Center
Eocl:efeller
the
would also reduce the Center's par- techniques and trained craftsmanship must be
ticipation in the new share,^ of the coordinated to produce the final result.
Show
company to the extent of $5,000,000,
and would cut its common shares in business has therefore necessarily and inevitYet this is but a
the new company from 500.000 to ably become big business.
415,000, No objection was raised at fraction of the social, political and economic
the hearing to this amendment to the implications^of what has happened and is happlan.
pening in the entertainment field. Variety in
However, Judge Bondy fixed
Thursday to hear any final argument its columns for the past third of a century has
on the plan. He explained the delay unfolded, week by week, the history of this
in confirmation by saying that he growth and change.
But the past is merely
wanted to make sure as to the an overture to the future. The drama of the
technical consents and to avoid all
possibility of a reversal. Meanwhile, business of drama becomes more complex.
Riclcaby was directed to draw up the
technical form order which .Judge
Eondy will sign in confirming the
Mechanization (films, radio and potentially
plr.n.
television) bring show business ever closer to
At least two groups will appeal
thie man on the street.
On the other hand. enfv3m..the confirmation of the plan.
These are Nathan Rosenbsrg, repre- tertainment for its own sake has now been
senting H, Cassel & Co,, holders of supplanted and supplemented by entertain'$175,000 of debentures, and John
ment for the sake of selling soap, improving
S lover, on behalf of Ern«st W, Stirn,
public relations, winning electiofls, pressuring
of Mjlwaukee, holder of 1,234 shares
the government or the people. It is getting so
is.
he
insists
tot common .stock who
tths only legitimate stockholder en- that it is hard to tell where the showman and
titled to file protests or to have a
the business man separate. They're becoming
say in the reorganization."
more and more the same guy.

In P,^.

Wednesday^ Janiuuy

THIRD OF A CENTURY

SETMTHDRS.
made

Annitermry Imie

What
j

bankers, sponsors, business

men

tion system for personality.

Business syvStem too. easily becomes the tail
wags the production dog. Blockbooking
example, is a business man's device
for fool-proofing the danger of losses on showmanship. System is not a complete triumph,
for it tends to be maintained by penalizing the
money-makers to protect the money-losers. It
clogs the natural affinity of sock personality
and sock boxoffice earnings by leveling off the
good with the bad. It's an effort to deny 'inthat

in films, for

and exalt 'efficiency.' At the moit is not all that's wrong w-ith the film
industry but it's probably a big clue.
spiration'

ment

Or

take radio which is notoriously a borrower rather than a creator of entertainment.
Its masterminds sense and fear the hazards of
personality while appreciating the values.
Radio's way out of this 'gamble' of possible
loss is to pay peak premium prices for guaranteed favorites and to sidestep any creative experimenting. The importance of personality

becomes almost psychopathic with the big
sponsors. Expediency justifies the five-figure
system and even turns out to be cheap. Mean-

gen-

.

All of which makes the news that makes
Variety. Of this paper it may still be said it
news to its readers and white space to its
advertisers. And, to paraphrase a statement in
the, first issue, Dec. 16, 1905, it looks forward to
the 51st anniversary edition to decide whether
a non-osculatory trade paper is a good idea.

transmitting antenna, the chemical apparatus
and so on. But personality cannot
be turned out or prc/ressed on a factory asof colors,

sembly belt basis. This is what makes entertainment impossible to standardize. Person-

and under any auspices, and
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reels

unless the reels give direct credit to
the store whose goods appear in the
film.

In the notice to the executives of
the reels, warning note points to the
fact that such credit was received
from fashion magazines and fashion
pages after a similar resolution was
passed about a year ago. Reaction
among thr film editors, however, is
that if the Fifth Avenue shops insist
on credits, they will be ignored by
newsreels in the future. That has
been their attitude with hotels and
certain stores that previously insisted on screen credit before allowing their model." or gowns to be
photographed.
They believe that
such stipulations hinder 'freedom of
the reels' .and make them commercial
propositions, whereas exhibitors pay
for newsreel entertainment
screen ads.

when

it fits

into the screen story.

Cruze,

deeds

his

lored

Woman,

as stores involved in
direc-

Town

for Visitors

Part of the housing situation lor
to the New York World's

visitors

was solved last week when it
was revealed that a giant trailer
Fair

town, capable of handling 5,000
people and more than 1,200 trailers
daily,
was assured.
Corporation
representing an investment of $1,-

located near the Whitestone bridge,
now nearing completion.

proposition

daughter,

demanding
for

$150,000

return

worth

Recently Miss Cruze

of

won

It

headed by
will have

Donlevy's Brit. Veto

suit

Jane

Julie

the

is

a

carried into effect.

1.

of
real

estate.

Brian

Hollywood, Jan, 1.
turned down a

Donlevy'

$25,000 one-picture deal with Mayflower Films in London.
Actor is slated for a featured role
in 'Beau Geste' at Paramount.

de-

cision in suit for the same property.
This time her father asks the court
to appoint a guardian for her.

ARRIVALS
Mr.

and

Mrs, Erwin Piscator,
Asher, D'Oyly Carte Co.,
Martyn Green, Sydney Granville,
Marjorie Eyre, John Dean, Leslie
Rands, Evelyn^ Gardiner, DarrCU
Fancourt, Richard Walker, William
Summer, Margery Abbott, John
Dudley, Helen Roberts, Viola Wilson,
Isadore Godfrey, Nadia Boulanger,
Alexander Omansky, Dr. H. J. ErIrving

panies maintaining distribution set- take the profit out of operation for
ups in Italy were shuttering and U. S. distributdrs and cut them off
withdrawing, according to latest in- from having any individual ,or priformation from overseas late Dec, vate say on their own product.
31, while the other four major distributors (Universal, RKO, ColumMeairre Film Choice
bia and United Artists) were reRome, Jan. 1.
ported sticking with
the
other
Now appears here that American
majors on the theory that they were companies will withdraw all disbeing forced out of Italy.
tribution of their films in this country. Great Britain may do the same
Industry looks on Italy's move to
and France is not enthusiastic over
put foreign picture distribution in
the Italian film monopoly plan efthe hands of E, N, I, C, government film monopoly, as being a test fective the first of this year.
This leaves only German and scat-

Newsreel Cavalcade
Moving
cycle,

into line on the patriotic
arrangements have been comRKO under which Path?

pleted by

News
Will

will turn out a feature which
take the past 20 years as a

1

anger.

background and attempts to illustrate the trend toward the future.

RKO

will release.

Given the tentative

We

Stand,'

the

,

N. Y. to L. A.
title

scenario

of 'United
for the

newsreel picture is now being prepared by staif writers of Pathe

case which involves virtually the
entire
distribution
alignment of

tered European films for Italian theNews. It is hoped to have the feaExhibitors
predict
it
American companies in Europe, atregoers.
ture, ready for release some time in
Which not only explains the im- will be a slim 1939 unless some February.
American product comes through.

Herb Crocker,
Robert Emmett
Lynn Farnol.
Patsy Kelly.
Ritz Bros,
Murray^ Silverstone.

portance

Representatives of foreign departmients in New YcKri. believe that if
Italy triumphs in the present move
to nationalize all distribution, other
countries in Eprope will follow suit.
It is no secret that other nations

Laurel Sued by No. 4
Vera
dancer
Laurel,

tenance
Brais
cruelty.

Silverstone,

Farnol West

Los Angeles, Jan. 1.
Murray Siverstone and Lynn FarLaurel,
Russian
and fourth wife of Stan nol to the Coast Friday (6) on new
filed suit for separate main- product .campaigns.
of $1,500 a month.
Both return to New York after
of complaint was extreme annual
stockholders'
meeting in
Hollywood, Jan. 12.
Illiana

But

they contend that the matter ot
whether or not any mention is given
should be left strictly to the editors.
Note warning the newsreels was
signatured by John B, Swinney,
managing director of the Uptown
Retail Guild, which listed Bergdorf
Goodman, Hattie Carnegie, Jay
Thorpe, Saks Fifth Ave., Bonwit Teller, DePinna, Milgrim and the Tai-

necessary facilities and will be
virtually a complete community by
itself.
Ely J. Kahn, architect for
Ford, will handle designing with
World's Fair type of architecture

Again Suing

Los Angeles, Jan.
filed a second

With both the Italian government have been watching developments
and the major American picture closely because they see an opporcompanies standing firm regarding tunity to chisel in on American film
distribution in Italy, any new de* profits.
velopment or change of fr'ont is not
American major companies have
expected to be revealed until some maintained that they are being
time in January.
Italy's govern- forced from Italy, since elimination
ment film monopoly was scheduled of percentage deals, outright flat
to become effective as of Jan, 1, rental buys and complete domina1939,
The four U. S. major com- tion of distribution situation would

attached to the Italian
situation but also why the industry
has urged a solid front on the part
of majors.

and not

Newsreel editorial staffs often give
credit to prominent establishments

all

James Cruze
against

Trade Mark

Avenue

Camp

33 years will be even harder.

Adamant On

Others

by a £H>up of Fifth
shops. Editors of ttie newshave received a blunt warning
that Uptown Retail Guild would not
permit photographing of merchandise
slap in the face

Harry Rich Mooney,-

The next

His Daughter on Deeds

Pk Walkont;

After publicizing Fifth Avenue as
beiqg the shopping center of the
world Jn connection with' the forthcoming World's Fair in New York
City, newsreels have been handed a

Vabiety has one or two fixed editorial ideas.
It tries hard to be newsy, not very hard to
be 500,000, called Trailer Town, Inc., is
grammatical, djslikes censorship in any form handling the project which will be

'

unpredictable in its manifestations,
longevity,
timeliness.
Entertainment embraces the personality of actors, singers, comedians who are seen and heard, the personality
of an author" in his craftsmanship, a composer
is

U. S. and Italy Birth

SHOPS'

NE?Kiran)EA

sells

work.

Complained that the characters include an orchestra and two many
show people, and failed to capture
Rogers' life as Claremore saw it.
Davey^states he. attempted to show
Roger^in all his various activities
and not just as a cowboy.

1939

while the miracle of broadcasting, as such, is the resolution passed by the
by now, no attraction in itself. Personality is tors.
what counts. Similarly, few theatres any longer
boast of the particular sound system.
N. Y. Fair's Trailer

erally are slow to see in its true importance is
the absolute reliance of all entertainment upon
personality. Cameras are precision tools tliat
can be made in factories; ditto microphones,

ality

4^

'

.

L. A. to N. Y.
Bruce Cabot.
James Cagney.
James R. Grainger.

Tom

Harrington.

Edwin Knopf.
Nate Scheinberg,
Robert Sinclair.

—
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Market

Boxoffice

ilOyND

Henry

King:

Michael Cur tlz
George B. Seltz
Jack Conway

W.

S.

Decision

in
the Loew's stockaccounting will not be
handed down by N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Louis A. Valente for

holders'

Van Dyke

Frank Capra

yrorld's

Leaders Differ from Domestic Grosses (U. S. and
Canada)—Still Loyal to
Old Faves

Victor Fleming

ONPARDISTRIB
John W. Hicks,

By Mike Wear

mount's

greatest money, stars at the
boxoffices around the world during
1938 (excluding domestic market of
U. S. and Canada), in order of draw-

The

ing ability, were:
1. Clark Gable.

Garbo.
Gary Cooper.
Paul Muni.
Sblrley Temple.

2. Gretfi
3.

4.
5.

7.

Jeanette MacDonald.
Charles Boyer.

8.

Deanna Durbin.

6.

foreign

Jr.,

head

of Para-

department,

sails

England today (Wednesday)
where he will resume his contactfor

ing of important distribution centers
on the continent. Hicks served as
head of Paramount's operating company in Great Britain until David
Rose was named permanent head.
This work and other matters concerning the British situation occupied most of his time on his recent visit to Europe.

Now that the Great Britain setup
adjusted, Hicks will be able to
devote more attention to other situations in Europe. He plans to be
gone six or eight weeks this time.
is

Errol Flynn.
10. Claudette Colbert
List represents stellar players who
attracted the most business in the
countries outside of the domestic
It indicates stars who go.t the
field.
top money at the world's boxoffices.
VARiEfFT correspondents all over
the globe surveyed their respective
countries for a cross-section of the
10 best. Besides this data, the stars'
boxoffice business as disclosed by
the home-office reports on their
films during the past 12 months, is
the basis of the ratings. In a number of countries this meant that
product released in U. S. after July
1 figured little or not at all in business reports, because many nations
are that far behind American releasing schedule.
Standing was obtained by lining
up local popularity against the business' obtained in various sections of
the world. While one star may be
an ace boxoffice attraction for a
particular company in some country, the actual amount of revenue
9.

British Films

.

combo and their
older co-starring efforts nearly enabled them to get into the money
popul^^rity of this

again.

Rise of Clark Gable from, No. 3 to
the ace spot is attributed to the condraw of 'Test Pilot' a. 1 'Too
Hot to Handle,' plus returns still
coming in on 'San Francisco.' Salesmen were inclined to rate the heavy
grosses coming in on 'Too Hot' as
a major test of the star's drawing
power because the story itself was
regarded below standard.
sistent

Greta Garbo continues in second
because foreign audiences

place

went for 'Conquest' and 'Camille,'
even though the former was not regarded as especially strong in domestic field. Revenues of these productions further attested to the fact
that screen patrons in foreign knds
are slow in breaking away from
old favorites, once they are firmly
entrenched.

Gary Cooper slipped from leadership to No. 3 because he had only
one feature on which there was
heavy response outside the U. S.—
Bluebeard's Eighth Wjfe.'. ..'Marco
Polo/ besides running into bans in
Italy

and China, was comparatively
lukewarm in foreign territories. His
(Continued from page 5)
.

months, it was authoritively learned
last
week. It is understood the
Court is not inclined to rush the
matter, holding that whatever decision is reached, it will not necessarily
new contracts
affect
the
scheduled for the first of the year.
Should the defendants lose, the
If
contract would become void.
they win, the agreements become
retroactive and payments of salaries
and bonuses Mvould start from the
first of this year.
It is understood
briefs have been filed with Justice
Valente as requested, and they are
in possession of the judge.

'38 Top Pix Grossers
•Snow White' (Dlsney-RKO)
'Alexander's Ragtime Band'
(20th)
'Test Pilot' (Metro)
'Chicago' (20th)

'Hurricane' (Goldwyn-UA)
•Robin Hood' (WB)
'Marie Antoinette' (Metro)
'Love Finds Andy Hardy'
(Metro)

W

MARCHES

WB

RKO-Radio

release.

and the American Marliet

putting the big names of English literature and stage oh the screen
around the time when Adolph Zukor
founded Famous Players; another
British Company of pre-war days
prophetically named London Films,
(not Korda's present outfit) made
'The Prisoner of Zenda' and 'Rupert
of Hentzau
died.

'

Both company and films

The war put

a brake on production
England and America went ahead
and stayed there. The war over,
there were isolated pictures from
C. M. Woolf and Herbert Wilcox,
among others, but the StoU Studios
were the only producing organization oif any size in the. country. It
in

was not until 1926 that the Elst'ree
Studios were started as the first
serious effort to reestablish film production, in England.
I know that readers of this article
have started to say 'so what?' This
is the 'what.' Britain as a production
source is in the running again and
wants a better share of the American market than it has at present
and the obstacles are very much
those that existed in England prior
to the Films Act of 1928, known commonly as the 'Quota Law.'
Main benefits to British films under the law were the establishment
of a restricted booking period and
the ban on block booking. Before,
major American companies had the
market practically se\yn up with
yearly contracts sold on a roster of

budget productions continuously in
picture became almost legendary in the problematic hope of American
the minds of promoters and investors revenue.
in the mushroom companies that
Blind and Block Booking'
sprang up after 1934. The genial sun
Again blind and block Ijooking
that helped the fungus to flourish fills theatre date .books very swiftly
was our old friend, the Films Act of and the picking up of odd dates
1928, which unfortunately was inter- would keep no distributor alive if
preted by some promoters to bestow his picture cost real money. Further
a 'heads I win tails you lose' chance British pictures, being regarded as
on the Brish film producer. Produc- 'foreign' product sold by a national
tion costs and salaries got beyond distributor, are subject to a special
the telephone numbers stage and be- cancellation clause
on exhibitors
gan to look like the calculations of contracts which carves a big differan astronomer.
ence into the figures of contracts
Some of those budgets started sold and billings for matured exhibigloriously, but two years saw the tions.
majority expiring with a faint hiss
Also, the day and date release
as the last of the hot air escaped. system, though admirable enough tot
Soon after the pre-boom producers the major firms with its world covresumed work on sane lines and erage of publicity on a given date,
some good product has resulted; the puts the American film streets ahead
earnings in England on a successful of a British film in prominence In
picture wiil still pay well for a mod- the public mind and is consequently
*Henry

VIII'.

The

grosses of that

—

erately priced production. The big
picture with a six-figure budget in
sterling requires a profitable American exploitation before it can show
a profit, but relatively few British
pictures -have achieved that. Until

they do further progress is difficult.
One of the main obstacles against
that progress sounds almost like a
line from a crazy comedy, but like
all good .comedy has a ring of truth
in

it

'British films do not get bigger and
better because they do not get
American distribution; and they do
not get American distribution because they do not get bigger and
better.'

Viewed more closely, the situation
shows that British films in America
have to compete against something

more than the quality of the Hollywood product. The key theatres are
controlled by the major distributors
and mutual booking keeps those theatres well supplied with product. To
make a booking in the key spots an
independent picture has to be not
merely good, but an absolute worldbeater. In these circumstances, only
isolated British pictures get, at rare
intervals, substantial revenue from
American distribution and no British
producer can afford to produce big

'

and star names, whereas from
1928 onwards the- home product began to compete on an entertainment
titles

value basis. A period of steady prog,ress followed until Alexander Korda
scored his deserved success with

Deadline Jan. 1
This
Jan.

edition

went

to

press

1.

Early deadline, because of the
holiday's mechanical problems
and the size of this issue, omits
departments
certain
standard
this week.
•

Leads Femmes—
*Snow White' Top Pic wfth.
$6,500,000
King FoW
most 'Money' Director—
Aptry No. 1 Western Star

—

NEW WICKET RATINGS
By Arthur Ungco:
Holly wood, Jan. 1.
youngster who, bjr
.

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
March of Time goes Into fulllength feature production iearly this
year, with the number of features to
M. Shubert Leaves
be determined by the success of the
first
venture, on which Sheridan.
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Gibney is working,
Milton Shubert resigned as assoLouis de Rochemont, producerproducer at Warners and publisher, announced the .new policy
ciate
leaves the lot at the completion of here after conferences with Gibney,
his two pictures, now practically fin- Walter Wanger, Frank Capra, Walt
ished.
Disney, Fred Quimby, J. R. McDonAside from a vacation at Sun Val- ough and Howard Benedict. First
ley, Idaho, Shubert has no imme- feature, budgeted at $250,000, is for
diate plans.

Temple

INTO FEATURES

By Arthur Dent

London, Dec. 20.
My innumerable friendly contacts
with the tJ. S. A. and the sympathetic receptions I have always enjoyed there, encourage me to talk
frankly through the columns of
Variety. I hope I shall not receive
from America any parcels that explode when the string is untied.
It may surprise, but it probably
won't impress New York and Hollywood, to have to remember that the
basis of commercial film was laid in
Britain when William Friese Greene
patented his camera and projector
and exhibited a film of Hyde Park
Corner in 1890, and from that year
until the Great War, British and
might be negligible compared with American production stood on equal
the total foreign business enjoyed terms.
Will Barker, Cecil Hepworth,
by. a rival company in the same Colonel Bromhead and Sir William
nation.
Jury were all working hard about
Past year's list of boxoffice cham- the time when American production
pions is pertinent in its consistency, moved to Hollywood from New
with six winners appearing in the York.
first
10 in 1937.
Newcomers are
Simon and Harry Rowson were
Charles
Boyer,
Deanna Durbin,
Errol Flynn, and Claudette Colbert,
while those crowded from the 1937.
compilation are the .Fred AstaireGinger Rogers team, Marlene Dietrich, Robert Taylor,
and William
Powell-Myrna Loy team.
Even
though illness kept Powell from
making new films (one rated a
weakie in the foreign territory), old

weeks and possibly two

at least six

HICKS ABROAD

STRONG ALSO-RANS

DECISION DDE IN FEB.

valuable to the smaller theatres by
reason of its established' publicity.
British films lack this asset.
Admittedly, the American exhibitor naturally prefer? American

It's

another

leaps and bounds during the past
year, working in 10 pictures at Metro
and one outside pic at Republic, became the boxoffice champion as to

draw power

in 193d.

Mickey Rooney,

elevated to stardom by Metro, leads
contingent on his lot, including Clark Gable, Robert Taylor,
Norma' Shearer, Greta Garbo and the
other stars who have been outstanding in exhib value for .years. Young
Rooney, with those 'Judge Hardy*
repeaters, 'Boys Town' and varloils
other pictures he was put into during the year, became hotter than aflrecradker
during the final six
months Of the year.
"The femme contingent Is again
headed by Shirley Temple,' who with
her output reduced from four to
three on the year, managed to still,
hold that b. o. pow^'r so far as
the world market is concerned.
With the passing of time jnany of
the stellar names of the past li>. years
are beginning to recede in value,
newer blood, as usual coming, to the
fore. Metro, 20th-Fox and Warners
pushed plenty of the newer crowd
to the f oregro&nd while, in other instances, several stars who had faded
from the horizon made a comeback
fight.
Most outstanding was Janet
Gaynor, who gives indications of
again possessing drawing quality.
Productions released during 1938
•the entire

:

'

saw an unusual number

of rerhakes,

both in the top nloney and pyogram
brackets. Studios just did not seem
to- show an unusual desire to. experiment with new material when
they could fall back on picture property which had proved itself in the
past.

Series Pix Potent

Then,
pictures
factors.

on the year, the series
became rather important
Metro hit best with its

too,

'Hardy Family'

series;

20th-Fox con-

tinues its 'Charlie Chan' and 'Jones
Family,' also adding the 'Mr. Moto'series; Paramount has its 'Bulldog
Drummonds,' Columbia is starting a
'Blondie' group, with
having
started its -Annabels,' but dropping
out after the second/due to loss of
Jack Oakie. Likely that in an endeavor to get rid of the 'B' stigma,
many of the companies will expand
on the series, figuring them of potent
draw value the same way as the exhibs did the weekly serials in the
early silent days.
The western and outdoor picture
major studios. It is a definite fact became quite a factor also during
that some of these pictures are the year with many of the stars in
ringing the bell with the British this realm outdrawing a great many
public which has been brought up. of the dramatic luminaries on the
for years on a film diet never less sam'e company program;.
Also nothan 75% American. It is reasonable ticeable on programs of the indie
to suppose that these pictures should
companies, as well as some of the
find some favor with American au- majors, was that
a great many stars
diences.
and important featured players of
Film quiz shows that American three to five years ago are being
producers are seeking to do some- used to balance casts of
the mediumthing more than make pictures on priced pictures.
the established axioms of producNo. 1 boxoffice winner for the
tion. I suggest that a British pic- year
is Walt Disney's 'Snow White
ture of the right type in An^eriqan and the
Seven Dwarfs,' "which, on
schedules would add flavor to the worldwide
distribution,
will
hit
staple fare and tickle the jaded aparound the $6,500,000 mark. Runnerpetite of the ticket buyer.
Such a up, 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,'
has
picture handled nationally by a big
proved itself a tornado at the interdistributor without
discrimination national
boxoffice.
'Test Pilot' with
in cancellation clauses, would mean
Clark Gable, Myrna Lby and Spen*.
money for all parties.
ccr Tracy came next.
'ChifiagQ*
Quotes Kennedy
ranked close alongside of it and
I would like to quote your present
'Hurricane,' released late in 1937, Ig
extremely popular, ambassador to proving to be
a great worldvtridft
England, Joseph P. Kennedy, who b.
0. rtagnet.
Containing relatively
(Continued on page 30)
(Continued on page 10>

product ^nd can give very cogent
reasons for doing so; also Britain
has sinned in the past in sending to
the U. .S. A. and boosting heavily
the wrong type of picture, technically good
but unsuitable for
Americans in theme and treatment.
There are points, however, where
the British films will repay a good
break from American distributors
and here they are. Today, Britain
has had considerable experience in
production and an increasing stream'
of good product is issuing from the

RKO

.

^

.
'
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VARUBXy

Third of a Century

PIGTUaES

IN 1938

By lack Jungmeyer

Quarter Equal

1.

year

com-

with the Hardys,' 'Boys Town,' 'Stablematcs'
share in 'Love Finds Andy' made
that picture probably the most influential upon film
trends during the season.
Born to show biz and earning his right to high place
in it by his own efiorts and through no freak, young
Rooney seems to have weathered the iisually difficult
period between boyhood and young manhood in pictures, with his phiz still raw from his first shave. He's
proved himself a top money maker, a delight to ex-

from their standpoint in
of the general condition of the
film industry. Total spent for erection of new houses and remodeling
of old ones was just about $1,000,000.
Nine new houses went up, adding
6,700 seats to the city's total, and 10
houses were renovated, representLatter
seats.
10,000
about
ing
brought about a rise of approxiequipment

sales

Ar lists.
.Bcb Hope made

On

the year before.

the

same
what

lot,

two other juve promlnents passed
be their most difficult

will probably

the through
transition, to stellar rating. Judy
are year in the adolescent
Garland, already well established as an exceptionally
the Alden, operated by Charles
She, too,
talented youngster, was given top billing.
Goldfine, 800 seats; the Chelten, op'Love Finds Andy Hardy,' and
erated by Lewcn Pizor and Charles profited by her role in
Freddie
credits.
additional
noteworthy
several
had
"Warner
9C0 seats; Lane,
Segall,

Among the more importaht of
new houses which were opened

house, 700 seats; Crest, operated by Bartholomew added to his consistently applauded actLeo Posel, 900 seats; Adelphia, op- ing honors while he added almost a half foot to his
For these two there seems no
erated by Affiliated Theatres Cir- now gangling height
cuit, 700 seats; and the Senate, Har- break ahead, thanks to personal intelligence and
risburg, operated by Jay Emanuel, careful handling.
700 seats.'
Jane Withers deservedly made the stellar status as a
Biggest of those given a thorough consistent entertainer and money maker for 20thremodeling and modernizing job Fox, also
a product of wise- handling, while the prodi•were the Tioga, Segall-Pizor opgious Shirley Temple, 20th-Fox's b. o. ace, held her
erated* 1,400 seats; the Byrd, opagainst the rapidly increasing juvenile competition
own
erated by Ward Greenfield, 1,800
on all sides.
seats, and the Stonenur^t, operated
The rise to box office prominence of -the so-called
by Charles Klang, 1^400 seats.
-

Dead End Kids was phenomenal.

Identified

by

their

aggregate title, rather than individual names, Billy
Halop, Huntz Hall, Bobby Jordan, Leo B. Gorcey,
Gabriel Dell and Bernard Punsley impressed themselves definitely as top feature caliber from their introduction to films in Samuel (]rOldwyn's screening
of the Sidney Kingsley play, through Warners* 'Crime
School,* Universal's 'Little Tough Guys' to the Warners' smash hit, 'Angels with Dirty Faces,' together
with several other pictures in which several or all
appeared. Their composite performance, because of
casting to established repute, is pretty well stfandardized along the line of tough hoodlums, but has been
kept so vivid and vital as to escape monotony by

KIncey's Fourth 1q Charlotte
Charlotte, N. C, Jan. 1.
Plans for the new 600-seat picture
theatre to be erected in a Charlotte
suburb by the North Carolina Theatres, Inc., filed.
Scheduled to be

completed by April 1. To be named
the Dilwortb^ it will be fourth house
operated here by H. P. Kincey.

LIPSTONE VICE MORROS

repetition.

AS PAR'S MUSIC HEAD

Tommy

Kelly and

Ann

were 'elevated to top
levels in short order for performances in David O.
Selznlck's 'Adventures of Tom Sawyer.' It was young
Succeeding Boris Morros as music Kelly's
film bow.
head at the Paramount studio, fol
Jackie Cooper moved from 'White Banners,' an imlowing, latter's recent resignation,
pressive
role, into star rating at Universal in the'
Louis Lipstone has resigned trom
Balaban & Katz in Chicago and is forthcoming Boy Scout serial, 'The Eagle Scout.'
how on the Coast to take up his new
Terry Kilburn, diminutive son of a London cabby,
IdtitlQS.
niade quick headway toward prominence in Metro's
Lipstone has been with B&K for 'Lord Jeff,* after being a radio protege of Eddie (Can21 years. He started as an orchestra tor, and followed with outstanding enactments in 'A
director and in later years took Christmas
Carol' and 'Sw:eethearts.*
charge of all presentations producGood Story Breaks
tion for B&K. On resigning he was
The kids profited, in general, by better stories than
In charge of all entertainment enter
prises
for
the. circuit
formerly the grdwh-rups, and, as a rule, better direction and
handled by A. J. Balaban.
production preparation. Also, the demand upon youngReplacing Lipstone as booking sters coming into films now is for genuine skill as well
manager of Balaban Sc Katz will be as charm, and not mere cuteness or prettiness. To
Max Turner, Chicago vaude agent. survive the climb to stardom they must have the stuff.
Dave Wqllerstein and Nate Piatt
In the adult ranks the most sensational success for
will .sit in on respective vaude
new faces* was scored by Edgar Bergen with his little
houses, Chicago and State Lake,
alter-ego, Charlie McCarthy, in U^uversal's John M.
Wallerstein
also
okaying
Great
.

Gillis

,

Stahl production, 'Letter of Introduction,', following

States bookings.

their film debut in

Samuel Goldwyn's

'Follies.'

Bergen

and McCarthy looked as good as they listened to the
customers, already thoroughly primed by the radio.
That, and the good script deal Bergen got in his rich
role in 'Introduction' was enough.
On the distaff side, Hedy LaMarr got the heavy
Surrender of Eddie Cantor, film
comedian, to the long arm of the U. rave of critics and the star accolade by Walter WanS. Internal Revenue Bureau Was an- ger in 'Algiers' for her romantic allure with Charles
nounced ThufsJday (28) as Cantor Boyer. Her first bid for attention almost too much
agreed to kick in an additional attention for the censors came with her decorously
$3,253 on income taxes of the Solax nude display in the much ballyhooed import, 'Extase'
Holding Cox-p
('Ecstasy').
Extent of her histrionic abilities still has
As transferee of the corporation, tq be demonstrated, but as a glamour girl there is no
comedy star had been assessed $15,- question in the executive mind of Metro, which has her
381 in penalties and income and. ex- under contract and is grooming her for its first line

Cantor Settles U. S. Tax

—

cess profit, taxes.

of b.

o.

—

shock troops.

Danielle Darrleux was new to this country, although
a confirmed stair in her native France, when she made
the stellar grade with ease in Univfersal's 'The Rage
of Paris.' She will be seen again during the coming
year as a Universal cohtractee.

Hays Meet Today (Wed.)
of the December xiuarterly meeting of the Hays
office directors will be held today
Will
Hays, head of
(Wednesday).
Distri
Motion Picture Producers
butors Assoc., who went to Sullivan,
Ind., his former home, for Ciiristmas,
returned last Thursday (2d) in order
to be present for this directors'

Adjourned session

Miliza Korjus, Hungarian songster, imported on
strength of her voice without having been seen by
Metro, was more or less delicately induced to lose some
80 pounds before the producers had her face the
cameras in 'The Great Waltz.' She scored vocally, but
is .likened to Mae West in her technique and physique.
Richard Greene, British stage leading man, imported
meeting.
Hays plans to go to the Coast by Darryl F. Zanuck on cable call for 'Four Men and
about Jan. 15 on his regular winter^ a Prayer,* moved up fiast at 20th-Fox to co-star billing
with Sonja Henie In 'My Lucky Star' and carried on
visit;^
in John Ford's 'Submarine Patrol.' Studio has great
hopes
for his future. He has diligently lost all but the
SAIL
FAIRBANKS,
slightest trdce of his English diction and has a
London, Jan. 1.
heavy schedule fdr this year.

&

1

ASH£B

Douglas Fairbanks and

Irving

John Garfield at Warners copped a hit in 'Four
Asher sailed for New York Dec. 30;
On the same boat were Doris Daughters' as the cynical young musician. He was
Keane, Vera Bergman, Alexander reiiruited from the stage, has a distinguished style,
a vigorous manner and resourcefulness which Warners
Briailowsky and Arthur Rubenstein.

in

'Thanks

The final
mount and

(4th 7 quarter tor Paraits subsidiaries, some of
which are wholly owned, others in

part, will equal or go slightly over
Memory,' having displayed a decided flair for the earnings shown for the combined
romantic comedy in several pairings with Shir- three prior quarters of 1938 from
last
Broadcast'
'Big
in
appearance
initial
after
ley Ross
Jan. 1 to Oct. 1, it is reported. For
year.
this period a net of around $1,700,000
Marie Wilson is to be starred this year at Warners was shown. Poorest of the earlier
after coming to the verge of it in 'Boy Meets Girl,' quarters was the third.
Announcement of the fourth quarresult of a careful buildup.
ter's earnings for the three months
Rita Bro.««, were officially rated stars at 20th-Fox in
ending Dec. 31 will probably be made
'Kentucky Moonshine' and 'Straight, Place and Show,'
at a board meeting some time in Janalthough the faces have been around and in evidence uary.
This meeting may be held
for some time at that studio.
about the middle of the moiith, it
into
moved
Paramount's glamorous Dorothy l.am<>ur
is said, rather than on the last Thursthe star bracket after 'Spawn of the North,' which day of each month when regular sesgave her a straight' acting role with George Baft, fol- sions are held.
Vast improvement has been shown
lowing a number of sarong-wrapped parts topped by
her emergence to prominence in Samuel Goldwyn's by Paramount on the fourth quarter
'Hurricane.' Jon Hall also won high acclaim in 'Hur- not only in film product and rental
ricane,' which advanced him to current assignment returns but also in the theatres, with
in star billing for the title role in Alexander Korda's business in latter for the final quarter running only around 5% behind
forthcoming 'Thief of Bagdad.'
Priscilla Lane demonstrated her ability so well in the same quarter in '37.
In order to get in the earnings of
Warners "Four Daughters' that she took top billing,
above Wayne Morris, in 'Brother Rat' and is to have many theatre subsidiaries in which
the parent conipany participates, the
choice assignments during 1939.
Nancy Kelly, who has the femme lead with Tyrone subsids and Paramount h.o. execuPower in 20th-Fox*s 'Jesse James,' is being heavily tives on the various boards, have
Former child star, now been busy toward the end of the
touted by Darryl Zanuck.
She year declaring dividends where they
18, has gone through a radio and stage interval.
sli^wcased with Richard Greene in 'Submarine Patrol,' were justified by the business shown.
and is considered to have unusual skill and maturity
W-rs $105,844
for her years.
Sydney, Dec. 15.
Ellen Drew came from a candy store to Paramount's
Williamson-Tait's net profit for the
Scoring with
stock company some 18 months ago.
Bing Crosby in 'Sing, You Sinners,' she is considered year ending June 30 ran to $105,844.
Previous fiscal year's net profit
one of Paramount's brightest prospects for important
roles in 1939. Frank Lloyd was impressed and gave totaled $109,844.
her' an important spot with Ronald Colman in 'If I

.

Were

Morc^ Prespects
Patricia Morrison is another young player regarded
with favor at Paramount and looks like its best bet
among the coming-uppers for the new year. She was
recruited from Broadway after appearance in Two
Bpuquets,' and will be seen first in 'Persons in Hiding/" then in the Bob Burns picture, 'I'm from Missouri.'

who

by 'Four DaughWarners. They are workprofited

a fair'-baired boy at
ing out an important schedule for the comparative
newcomer who has shown exceptional promise.
Tried out in Metro's 'Good News' broadcast, Ruth

20.

in 1930.

A new

company with a

total share
capital of $8,000,000
to amalgamate Finewood and Denbam studios. Th«
share capital will be $3,750,000 di-

and debenture
being formed

is

vided equally between the two interests,

Jeffrey Lynn, another

Net Profit
London, Dec.

D.'s $350

&

British
Dominions Film Corp.,
owners of Pinewood Studios, has issued its -annual report, showing a
net profit of $350 against a loss of
nearly $30,000 in 1937 and $500,000

'

ters,' is

A

B.

King.'

Robert Preston is playing second male lead in Cecil
B. DeMille's 'Union Pacific' (Par) as result of his showing in 'King of Alcatraz,' to which he came cold from
Pasadena Playhouse, and also in 'Illegal Traffic' and
'Disbarred.'

•

I

Paramount

light,

hibitors, a pride to his studio and a splendid trouper,
in the good graces of his fellow thesps.

over

the grade at

Rest of the Yr.

for the

'Out West
men —and
whose dominant

than

view

in

pictures, registered a decided hit in Edward Small's
'Duke of West Point' to give him a new rating and top
billing in forthcoming Small productions for United

impressive performances—'Love Finds Andy Hardy,'

satisfactory

mately 30%

coming j56ar.
Louis Hayward, seen advantageously with Miss Darrieux in 'Rage of Paris,' and previously in several RKO

Youth crowded into the star and near-star brackets
such numbers and with such boxoffice significance
that their collective success was the outstanding feature of player achievement during 1938.
Scoring the greatest individual triumph was Mickey
Rooney, Metro's self-assured and gifted adolescent,
who cinched his slardom in a series of consistently

1937,

To

expects to capitalize with his star rating during the

1.

in

Philadelphia, Jan.

Philly had a good average
during 1938 for building and
plete remodeling. It was below
but builders and equipment
here agreed that it was more

1939

See Par s Final

Hollywood, Jan.

BLDG.

4»

NEW FACES OF 1938

FOR PHlLtrS

NEW

Wednesday, January

Anniv^nsary Jmu9

and there will also be $4,mortgage debenture

250,000 of first
stock.

m

'

Hussey commanded attention in 'Rich Man, Poor Girl.' REP'S FIVE BIG
She has the advantage of a radio-trained voice and
works in a manner suggestive of Myrna Loy. Studio
$2,500,000
has announced it will groom her for important status.
Ann Rutherford, talented and attractive, got her
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
breaks in the Hardy family pictures at Metrft, and
Starting this week, Republic
is highly esteemed by the studio as she is popular
launches a program of five anniverwith audiences. She had a part in 'Benefits Forgot' sary specials representing an investand a good assignment in 'Dramatic School.'
ment of more than $2,500,000. First
Dennis O'Keefe is another Metro protege who has is 'Wagons Westward,' a $750,000taken good advantage of his opportunities to' show budgeter, rolling Thursday (5).
flair for comedy drama and leading man qualities, folOthers to follow as rapidly as
lowing debut in "^Bad Man of Brimstone.'
possible are 'Doctors Don't Tell,*

WILL COST

In the sagebrush realm,' Roy Rogers, Republic newcomer given an excellent original chance; made good
with a bang-and-a-gallop in 'Under Western Stars.'
Warbling cowboy has star rating,
John Payne, who moved over to Warners from Paramount, advantaged himself in 'Garden of the Moon'
and clicked in 'Wings of the Navy,' a capable and resourceful actor being groomed for importance.
Lloyd Noljan, while not a newcomer, had his opportunity to make new headway when he was substituted
for George Raft, as latter stepped out of 'St. Louis
Blues' and as result was slated for program of other

important asignments.
Helen Parrish and Constance Moore have made
notable progress at Universal. Miss Parrish, elevated
from stock to the Deanna Durbin starrer, 'Mad About
Music,' showed to advantage in 'Little Tough Guy' and
will be seen in the next Durbin picture, 'Three Smart
Girls Grow Up,? as one of the trio. Miss -Moore, 18, a
songstress from Texas, has been elevated to leads

through

five pictures, including the Collegiate

entries,

'Freshman Year' and 'Swing That Cheer.'

bracketed at $750,000, and 'Two
'Years Before the Mast,'
'One
Woman's Family' and 'Evangeline,'
each rated at better than $500,000.

*U.

P/ Preview First
Mormon Temple

Pic in

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
length feature to be
the Mormon Tabernacle,
City, is C, B. DeMDle's
'Union Pacific,' slated for a special
preview there about April 1.
Heber J. Grant, president of the
church, is arranging the ishowing lor
First

full

shown in
Salt Lake

railroad, state

and city

officials.

Studio Contracts

series

Joy

Hodges also has progressed substantially at Universal,
getting her best break as second femme lead with
Constance Bennett in 'Service de Luxe.'
Others who attracted attention during a year that
was kind and opportune for newcomers to the higher
elevations are Andrea Leeds, Dorothea Kent, Lucille
Ball, Joan Fontaine, Ann Miller, Whitney Bourne,
Eleanor Hansen, Donald McBride, Frances Mercer, Kay
Sutton, Richard Fiske, Jane Woodworth, Jack Carson,
Lynn Bari, Jean Rogers, Robert Killard, Evelyn Keyes,
Donald O'Connor, Laiiise^Campbell. Lana Turner, Ann
Morrisson, Arleen WfielanT'
Those who survived and moved ahead are to be
considered more highly complimented and rewarded
for ability and definite promise, since' 1938 was a year
of heavy purging of studio player lists, especially for

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Al Duffy inked scripting ticket at
Columbia.
20th-Fox renewed Arthur Arthur's
writer pact.
Joseph Schildkraut drew a new
ticket at 20th-Fox.
Ldraine Johnson signed to player
contract at Metro.
Warners renewed Bobby Jordan's
'

pact
Frederic Tozere, actor, signed by
Warners.

Paramount handed Shirley Logan
a player contract.

20th-Fox lifted
Brewster Twins.

options

on

the

those moving into the better coin levels, because- of
June Gale's player option lifted by
threat of reduced income and mounting expenses to 20th-Fox.
producers, with its resultant impatience for dubious
Gale Page signed player ticket at
talent
Warners.

.

Wednesday, January

4,
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Ihird of a Century

SHOW
a long time on any calendar. It is
a-third-bf-a-century, nearly half man's alloted threescore
and ten, and the age of Variety, which first saw the light
Dec. 16, 1905 in an office in the Knickerbocker Theatre Bldg.,
Broadway at 38th street.

Thirty-three years

—

The Old N. Y. Clipper
There was no paper particularly catering

to the then large

vaudeville element. The N. Y. Clipper, the most formidable
opposition in point of circulation, was still bging brought out
in the same format that had served since its foundation. It
had no sense of news values, it carried no headed items.
The most important vaudeville news was carried in a department with the single column head, 'Vaudeville and MinIt might run three or four columns under this single
strels.'
heading; or, if the exigencies of makeup required, it might
be split to 'fill out the bottoms of columns. But always with
the standard head. And the most important news of the
week, could be found sandwiched between such items as,
'Sadie Glutz has just completed five successful weeks on the
Gus Sun time' and 'Ed Gillette lost one of his dogs last
week.' There was not the slightest effort to build up an
item to accord with its importance.

and inoffensive. There was no
constructive criticism; merely a recital of the acts listed with
such favorable comment as could be applied. Poor acts were
glossed over. To criticize might be to lose a $5 or $10 ad In
the anniversary issue. And that was unthinkable.
The Dramatic Mirror used headed items, but without full
coverage and the reviews were no more critical. The Telegraph did a little better, but vaudeville was regarded as more
or less unimportant except from an advertising revenue point
of view. Blakeley Hall had lost control of the sheet and
Lewis made no particular effort to keep up the old standards.
B'way Shows Still on B'way
It was a vastly different show world that the windows of
Variety looked out upon that December day. Broadway
shows were still on Broadway, for the picture theatres had
not yet grown so great they could chase the drama down
the side streets and vaudeville up the alley. The Clipper of
even date with the first issue of Variety listed 438 road
shows, and probably did not get them all. Of these perhaps
20% were traveling stock companies, generally referred to as
*rep shows,' hypnotists, lesser magicians and the like. There
were about 100 major road sjiows, playing the first class
houses. First class houses were those chjirging not less than
$1 top. Most of them got $1.50, which was regarded as the
road limit in price except for the most extraordinary attrac-

The reviews were

pallid

'

tions.

In addition there were 80 musical troupes listed, 12 minBtrel companies, and in the summer there were sometimes
as many as 90 circuses of all sizes. In the season Archie L.
Shepard toured six picture outfits, staging the pictures with
sound effects and giving a 90-minute to two hour show.
Ljrman Howe also had one of two touring companies, but
did not list his route.
Chicago had 10 major theatres and about 15 more played
the lesser road combinations. Philadelphia and Boston had
eight each and Washington, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and San
Francisco boasted five each. Even the smaller townS: had
at least one theatre playing the top attractions and had no
trouble keeping the houses lighted for a 35-40 week season.

In

New York

there

25 Legits Then
legitimate houses playing top

were 25

attractions. In Variety's natal week the attractions included
Fritzi Scheff, Forbes Robertson, Grace George, Blanche

Walsh, Mrs. Fiske, Maude Adanis and- Amelia Bingham.
Most of the theatres were on Broadway and still below 42d
street for, although Oscar Hammerstein had broken down
the invisible barrier supposed to extend along that cross
street, there were only the New York and Criterion, which
had' formed the ill-fated Olympia; his Victoria, originally

home of musicals, but now given over to vaudeville; the
Hudson, aiid the Belasco, also Hammerstein-built, which was
originally known as the Republic and which was in 42d

the

back of the Victoria. Only recently Klaw &
Srlahger had opened their New Amsterdam and Liberty
across the street, and there was, of course, the long standing
American, now given over to road combinations. Broadway
theatres mostly charged $1.50, though now and then upped to
$2 when they thought they could get it
Vaudeville Tops
Vaudeville was at the top of the pile, with Hammerstein's
Victoria the leader. Percy G. Williams had the Colonial and
Alhambra, Keith's Union Sq., Proctor's 23rd, 58th St., Fifth
Ave. and 125th St., Hurtig & Semon's, Pastors, and, by courtesy, the Atlantic Garden, though this latter was properly
a beer hall.
In Brooklyn there were Williams' Orpheum,
Hyde & Behman's Adams St.. Keeney's, the Amphion, the
Imperial (former Montauk), East New York, and Gotham,
the. last two lesser houses owned by Williams.
In the summer there were the Brighton Beach (still in the Brighton
Beach enclosure), Henderson's, at Coney Island; Morrison's
and Deimling's, at Rockaway, all playing standard acts. Also
in the summer there were the Hammerstein, New York,
Madison Sq. and Metropolis roof gardens; the latter in the
Bronx. The Casino Roof, daddy of them all, was in disuse.
It did not have the capacity to permit it to fight the Hammerstein and New York roofs.
For burlesque there were the Dewey, Gotham, Circle,
Miner's Bowery and 8th Ave.
Following the first White Rat strike the Keith booking
Office had gone on
the downbeat. F. F. Proctor had witharawn and so had many of the out-of-town managers, who
street,

just

aid not relish the
idea of being denied headline attractions
merely because these had played for the optJosition in New
Jfork^
The result was that from a formidable setup, the
tt.cith office
was down to its own houses in Boston, Provi-
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Anniversary Issue

BUSINESS 33 YEARS

is

The paper was founded on an idea, an ideal, a grudge and
$1,500. The money did not. last very long. The grudge faded
with the years, but the idea was sound, as was also the ideal
the absolutely iinpartial recounting of all the news, regardless of Whose toes were trodden upon. That ideal has
persisted until this day and is the cornerstone oh which
the success of Variety was built. There have been times
when, following that ideal, it cost advertising patronage, but
these have n<5t been many. There have probably been times
when pursuance of that policy brought real regret to
Sime, but the following of the policy, as ejcemplifled in the
first issue of the paper, was almost a religion with him.
Generally it worked out beneficially in the long run, as all
sound policies must.
The grudge was against William Eugene Lewis, editor of
the N. Y. Morning Telegraph, who had fired Sime with the
advice that he never would get anywhere unless he learned
to conform .his writings to the dictates of advertising.

VARIETY

By Epes W. Sargent
•

dence, Pawtucket, New York, Philadelphia and Cleveland
(Prospect); Grand Opera House, Pittsburgh- Chase's, Washington; Kernan's, Baltimore; the Shea houses in Buffalo and
Toronto, the James Moore theatres in Rochester, Detroit and
Portland, Me.; "the Park, Worcester, anrt the Grand Opera
House, Detroit. Of these only about half a dozen could pay
full saliries. Only one, the Union Square, was in New York.
Bill Morris' Booking: Array
On the other hand William- Morris was advertising 12
weeks in New York without a repeat. His string included
the Williams houses, the Orpheum, Colonial, Alhambra,
Novelty, Gotham and Bergen Beach, a summer booking;
Poll theatres in New Haven, Hartford, Worcester, Springfield, Waterbury, Bridgeport, Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, the
Proctor string, including the 23rd St., 58th St., 125th St.,
^Fifth Ave., all in^ New York, and houses in Troy, Albany and
Newark, Wilmer & Vincent's Utica, Reading and AUentown,,
and a hAlf a dozen smaller spots, not to mention some summer bookings. Morris was a great hand to develop new
spots. Some of them lasted, some did not, but it was worth
the effort.
When Klaw
Erlanger moved its offices to the New Amsterdam, Morris quit his old office at 6 West 28th street to
move into his former quarters at 1440 Broadway. Later in
the year he was to open a Chicago office with Jesse L. Lasky
in charge.
There were innumerable small agents and in the issue of
March 17, 1906, the Commissioner of Licenses announced that
vaudeville agents would take out licenses by May 1, or he
would come and get them. This grew to be an annual gag,
but this year (1938) it looks as though Commissioner Mogs
None of his predecessors ever
is about to get somewhere.

&

Opposition
Opposition promised to develop from another direction.
Luescher, who had followed Fynes as Proctor's
general manager, gave up^ his position anC effected a combination with Felix Isman and Harry A. Levy, both of Philadelphia. It was announced that a circuit would be formed
with houses in Pittsburgh, Newark, Syracuse, Rochester,
Buffalo, Cleveland, Baltimore and Washington. Offices, were
opened in New York, but the sole result was a brief season
at Albaugh's, Baltimore.
With the aid of William Morris,
Luescher offered stronger bills than Keith was able to afford
Kernar's, but the towners were 'not used to going to Albaugh's for their vaudeville shows, so they didn't go, and the
venture closed in just two months.
It was in this year that Luescher put into effect William

tly in the new year Variety carried a brief announcethe effect that J. Austin Fynes had resigned as gen-,
manager for F. F. Proctor. This occasioned little com-

;

ment from those in, the know, for it was no secret that relations were strained. It was inevitable that a break should
come. It was merely the expected happening. But that
innocent appearing news item was to be the first of a series
It was the openof stories with wide-flung consequences.

Hammerstein's dream of a mystery

American

was Hammer-

La

announced his determination

to go

it

&

J.

Austin Fynes bobbed up

in

another direction.

Al-

ways

interested in real estate on the side, he moved In on
the motion picture shows.
He formed the International
Amusement
Realty Co. and the Nicolette Amus. Co., his
idea being to develop houses to be sold as going concerns.
Picture Show's
Picture shows were no novelty to New York.
few years
before half a dozen had blossomed almost overnight; crude
fitups in vacant stores, with a program running about 45
minutes.
Originally they were able to, obtain only short
lengths, running up to around 300 feet, but the success of
'The Great Train Robbery' had changed production methods,
and films now ran from 800 to 1,000 leet. The investment
called for a projection machine, a screen and some folding
chairs. Sometimes an automatic piano was used for a bally
hob. If the spot did not prove profitable it was a simple
matter to move to another location. The admission was
uniformly 5c. The original handful had increased to 200 or
300 and some exhibitors were considering raising the admission to a dime.
Fynes spotted his locations carefully, made a more permanent installation with cheap veneer opera chairs instead of
the folding camp chairs, got the house going and sold out.
In one of his more ambitious spottings he spent $1,500 in
making over the structure, an old church, got his investment
back the first couple of weeks, and sold out, the purchase
price being clear velvet. Picture shows took a sudden spurt.
It did not all happen in VARiEtY's initial year, but it got its
impetus then. It was some years before the picture theatres
invaded the theatre section, but Paramount took over the old
Victoria, rebuilding the house as cheaper than fixing up Oscar
Hammerstein's rather peculiar building ideas and renaming
the spot the Rialto. It was the head of the camel entering
the tent In a few years pictures took over Broadway.
Another development of the year was the initiation by the
Music Publishers Assn. of a movement to secure an amendment to the Copyright law giving royalties on the performances on mechanical devices. That went over and eventually
led to th>i formation of the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, though the latter did not become active until 15 or 20 years later, but it was all an Indication of
the many changes the business was to see initiated in the.
year which saw the birth of Variety,
IZ Hour Benefit Show
This was the year of the San Francisco fire and a benefit
for the sufferers was staged at the Metropolitan opera-house.
It commenced at 11:30 a.m. and ran without
a hitch for 12
hours and 20 minutes. Harry Leonhardt was the stage manager and almost every act in New York put in an appearance, for San Francisco enjoyed a warm spot in the actors'
hearts those days, when it was one of the livest cities in the
country.

&

A

of Keith-trained men for his service staff.
When the Booking Office was in process of formation In
Boston, Proctor declined to come over, and the supporting
managers insisted that Keith go to New* York. It took a
couple of days to whip him into line and just when the
matter was adjusted Fynes took Fred Watson away from
Keith. Watson was the piano-orchestra of the Boston house,
but actually a headliner in his own right. He was as popular with Boston patrons as Mike Bernard was with the Pastor
crowd, with the difference that Watson appealed with straight
selections. He could rag it with the best of them, but Boston preferred the more popular clajsics, and many went to
Keith's more to hear him play than to see the acts.
When Keith learned of the kidnapping, they had to sit on
his head to quiet him. It was the final straw. Now the two
managers were sitting in the same box and making a pretense of friendliness: a situation which Fynes hugely enjoyed.
Inside of a week it was 'Fred' and 'Ben' between Keith and
Proctor. The latter went down the bay in Keith's yacht and
Keith went up the Hudson in the Proctor auto. The upshot
was the merging of the two interests, which was announced
in the issue of May 19, 1906. Later on when Proctor sued
to dissolve the Maine corporation, Fynes was his most valuable witness. Fynes confided to friends that he helped Proctor in sheer contrition for what h^e had done to him. He ex-

pected Proctor to be trimmed. He wanted him to be trimmed.
But he did not anticipate the thorough skinning to which
Proctor was subjected.
In the same issue announcing the formation of the Keith
& Proctor Co., it was announced that Sylvester Z, Poli had
joined the Keith Booking office. Poli had recently grown
ambitious. Starting with an upstairs House in New Haven,- he
had entered Bridgeport without apparent objection from

—

missions.
In the spring there were numerous conferences among
the Keith faction, the Western Vaudeville Assn. and Klaw .&
Erlanger, who were sitting up and taking notice of vaude-

juggler),

as

Originally his idea had been to go to the HippodGrome
as booking man for Thompson
Dundy, but complications
arose and he broadened his scope. As events jJroved, he did.
right well by himself in making the change.

'

spots.

known

alone.

Keith and Proctor
There was little love lost between Keith, and Proctor,
though Proctor's attitude was rather negative. He merely
On the other hand
disliked Keith on general principles.
Keith had a very active hatred for Proctor who had brought
the Keith idea of continuous vaudeville into New York a
year or so ahead of him. This dislike was increased when
Proctor took Fynes from Keith's Union Sq. to be his general
manager, and Fynes fed the flames by taking over ai. number

Meanwhile, Keith was making overtures to Percy G. Williams, but that showman was not easy to handle. He had the
top hand still, and wanted to run his shows his own way.
There were numerous conferences, but the deal was chilled,
when Williams demanded a cut on the booking office com-

It

Luescher sent to Paris'
Belle Daizie bringing her back as
'Le Domino Rouge.' She wore a red mask off the .»tage as
well as on, and quite a little interest was whipped up. She
was even mentioned for the Metropolitan Opera ballet. She
grew tired of the continual masking after a time and gave It
up. Luescher sold the title to a burlesque manager, who did
not do much with it. Incidentally she was Mrs. Luescher.
Clifford C. Fischer,' then American manager for H. B.
Marinelli, the French agent (originally Marinelli was an
a local dancer

"

Keith. He had built a handsome new theatre in New Haven
and had taken over houses in half a dozen New England
towns in addition to slopping over into Scranton and WilkesBarre. He had put the roof on the new New Haven house
without mortgage or lien, but it had left him short of ready
cash. He bad experienced no difficulty in obtaining loans,
for his reputation was of the best. Now he suddenly found
the banks closed to him. The Keith people had visited every
bank and warned it tl?at it would build in opposition to Poli
There was but one thing to do and Poli
in every town.
had to do it.
This double defection removed 16 houses from the William
Morris agency. It was a body blow, but Morris took it in
stride.. He arranged with the Shuberts to take over some
of their houses for Sunday shows and to put a weekly bill
The latter experiment was short lived and
into others.
eventually the Sunday shows were also cut out as unprofitable, but he kept his acts working until he could open up

act.

stein's idea to bill the 'Countess X.'

ing paragraph in a chapter that rewrote the history of vaudeville. The next item announced that B. F. Keith had acquired
the lease of the 5th Ave. theatre. Proctor's flagship.
Fynes, smarting under his treatment by Proctor, tipped
Keitih off that the lease was due for renewal. He stood in
pretty solidly with the Gilsey Estate, owners of the property,
and aided Keith in getting the lease. Proctor had given the
matter little thought.^ The Gilsey Estate at a proper time
would probably send' over the new lease for his signature.
Ha was badly taken aback when, one evening, one of the
service staff brought the information that Keith and Fynes
were sitting in the Gilsey box. Under the terms of the lease
the box at the left hand side of the stage was perpetually
reserved for the use of^the Gilsey family and its friends.
Proctor lost no time in hurrying to welcome his un>yelcome
guests and receive the bad news.

new

to nothing, largely due to
the influence of Max Anderson, of Cincinnati, who was interested witi the Shuberts in certain ventures. There was a
later resuJt, however, when the Keith people effected a deal
with the western men. - This gave them a combined total of
about 100 houses of which about half could pay good, if not
top salaries.
The Western Assn. included the Orpheum houses in San
Francisco, Los Angeles, New Orleans, Kansas City and
Omaha. In Chicago they had the Chicago Opera House, the
Olympic and Haymarket, Other operations were Orpheum,
Denver; Orpheum, Minneapolis; Columbia, Cincinnati; Columbia, St. Louis; Grand Opera House, Indianapolis; the
John D. Hopkins houses in Louisville and Memphis, and a
lot of smaller fry.
Percy Williams took the war into the enemy's camp by
entering Boston, taking over the Music Hall, which had been
operated by a realtor named Allen. It was considerable of
a shock to Keit^, who long had regarded Boston as his private
property. He did not so much mind Allen, who was a local
man, but Williams promised more active opposition. It was
one of the factors which later on resulted in the sale of the
Williams interests to the Keith office.

Mark A.
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The conferences amounted
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It was In this year, too, that Harry Thaw shot Stanford
White on the Madison Sq. roof garden. Walter Pllmmer, a
vaudeville agent, had taken over the roof for what was practically a burlesque show.
In the usual course of events it
would have closed the first week, but the opening night of
'Mile. Champagne' was the closing night of Stanford
White's

career.

After the crowd had been herded downstairs Lionel

Law-

rence, the stage manager, looked around for Plimmer
and
found him in a dark corner with the tears streaming down
his face. He had put all of his coin into the venture

and

now it was as good as closed. To the contrary people
thronged the roof nightly. It was in this show that Maude
Fulton made her New York bow and scored a hit.
Variety ended the year with an anniversary number of 64
pages with special stories by Bert Green, James J. Morton,
Max Berol Konorah, Harry Mountford, Walter deFreece
(Vesta Tilley's husband), Tony Pastor, Fred Niblo, Harry
Houdini, Fred Mozart, Ernest Hogan, Charles Robinson,
Guy
Rawson, -L. Lawrence Webber, Will D. Cobb, Miss Daizie,
Charles Leonard Fletcher, Al Filson and Jack Norworth,

.
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FILM PRODUCTION TRENDS

Vs. Metro

By Jack Jungmeyer

On 'Letty Lynton

May

Pic

Force

HollywooQl, Jan*

Sharp Revision of Copyright

Law

during the year. These aire still more or less
in the trial stage, although the Sports feature at 20th
seems to have caught on and Warners' 'Secret Service'
series

1.

better than the
showman—that popular preference for particular kinds
to anythmg like
calculable
definitely
is
not
of pictures
a dependable degree. If it were otherwise, picture
would be a golden cinch and exhibition a
It

is

obvious— and none knows

it

considered to have promise.
Berlin's 'Alexander'
Among the individual money makers of the season
20th-Fox's 'Alexander's Ragtime Band' was, next to
'Snow White,' the smash entry. Hit of this picture was
all the more phenomenal because it triumphed in a
season which quite definitely saw the general run of
filmusicals on the downbeat. 'Alexander* was not, in
the ordinary sense, a fllmusical, being a romantic, musical drama, but it had to overcome the waning popular
interest in films featuring music.
Growing popular indifference to the stereotyped mu-

is

making

Donanza.

.

Purveyors of screen entertainment have been trying
dope out the problems of seasonal and sectional likes
and dislikes ever since the first flicker begot the na-

In an opinion confirming the report o£ Special Master Gordon
Auchincloss in the Edward SheldonMargaret Ayer Barnes plagiarism

to

tion's fourth largest industry.
The bulk of the product, the several hundred annual run-of-the-mine features^ must necessarily please
the steady stream of customers at least mildly to
maintain the fairly stable production and prosperity

suit against Metro concerning 'Letty
Lynton,' Judge Vincent L. Leibell in
U. S. district court entered judg-

or comedy with music is attributed to the
montonous repetition of same basic formula, with

level of the industry. But these more or less standardized staples of the business—the bread and butter
items in the film larder are not first in tlie minds of
producer and exhibitor when they indulge their box-

against Metro and affiliated
corporations for a total of $602,658.
An income \ax. claim of $16,445 to
which Metro took exception was dis-

ment

sical

—

oflfice

frothy fripperies unequal to task of sustaining or properly supplementing the ear appeal of a few evanescent
songs. 'Ragtime,' Irving Berlin's song cavalcade, drove
straight to the heart of vast audiences with its legitimate sentiment and nostalgic wallop. Darryl F. Zanuck will attempt to repeat with another cavalcade coming up, and several other studios have projected musical olTerings which will be governed somewhat by the
Berlin pattern, but a new approach to the film musidrama seems necessary to garner satisfactory returns.
There were positive indications, especially during the
latter part of the season gone, that public taste was
again turning moire strongly toward vigorous, tough
drama, both emotional and action type. Outstanding
examples in winning b.o. approval were 'Old Chicago,'
'Angels with Dirty Faces,' 'Alcatraz Island,' 'Buccaneer,'
'Jezebel,'
'Hurricane,'
'Marie Antoinette,'
'Algiers,'
•Spawn of the North,' 'Boys Town,' 'Test Pilot,* 'Sisters'
and 'Four Daughters.'
In the romantic drama classification the public
singled out for notable' approval 'If I Were King' and
'Robin Hood.'
End of Screwballs

There must be some magic yet uncon-

dreams.

jured, some will-o'-the-wisp not yet quite identified or
captured, by which the public might be constantly beguiled to flood the tills; by which the majority of pictures might bring smash returns. If only the secret
preference could be anticipated, or
of seasonal
shrewdly moulded, so that the entertainment wares
would coincide with the primary interests, the practical or romantic himgers of the ticket-buying masses,
what a swell world this would be as viewed through
the lobby wickets.
Every year, in its film business records of outstandin
$5,500
'Lynton';
was infringed by
ing successes or floperoos, has some answer to these
counsel fees to O'Brien, Raftery
The year 1938 had its
b.o. yearnings and conjectures.
Driscoll, attorneys for the complainpositive indications. And because it was a season of
ants, and $15,505 as fees to Special
selective film shopping by the cuscareful
and
more
Master Auchincloss. The award made
"I feel that the only short subjects
tomers, the verdict of actual preference was more
in the case carries interest at the aside from Disney cartoons, that are
clearly defined than in several preceding years of unrate of about $100 a day.
better than FitzPatrick Trayeltalks,
dulating b.o. The record, viewed in perspective, is of
In .his finding, Judge Leibell modi- are Pete Smith's Specialties."
value to producer and exhib in as much as its indicaholding
slightly,
Patrick.
figures
Fitz
Jomes
A.
the
(Signed)
fied
tions will carry over into the coming season as to the
on
Metro
that the profits made by
present amusement temper of the populace.
•Letty Lynton* totaled $532,153, in'Snow White,' Walt Disney's long shot, now thorstead of $587,000, as found by the
oughly extolled and well beyond the $4,000,000 gross.
special master. The court also held
With the dwarfs still beating a pleasant work song on

allowed by Judge Leibell. Metro will
appdal from the finding, having retained John W. Davis as counsel for
this move. Appeal can only be on the
extent of the damages, and not
against the proved plagiarism.
The judgment of $602,658 includes
award of $532,153 to Sheldon and
Mrs. Barnes, authors of the play,
•Dishonored Lady,' which it was held

"

,
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PETE SMITH

FAIRS, EAST

that each corporation identified by

Metro

is

liable for its

own

profits,

ljut that since Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Distributing Corp. and Culver Ex-

port Corp. are merely agents of
Metro, the latter is jointly liable for
them.
'Letty Lynton,' released in 1932,
grossed $1,655,269, while the cost of
production and distribution totaled
$1,067,644. It was assertedly based on
a novel of the same name written
"by Mrs. Belloc Lowndes and based
on the same theme, rights to which
yreie bought for $3,500.
Lelbell's Opinion

VERY PICTURE-MINDED
Although 'Cavalcade of America,'
feature which is being
made under the supervision of the

historical

Hays

office,

gesture

to'

is

the

the

main industry

New York

World's

be far from the -only
motion picture on exhibition at the

Fair, it will
fair

next year.

One of the first features to be set
for production will be Til Tell the
World,' being made by MacfaddeA
Publications, for showing in its -exhibit in the Communications build

Judge Leibell makes an interesting ing. It goe.s before the cameras on
note concerning damages permitted the Coast some time next month
under the- copyright laws, and -adds, Herb Crooker, manager of Macfad*In my opinion it is punitive and un
den's fair exhibil^ wrote the story,
just to award all the net profits of and will produce. Lynn Shores di
.

•Letty Lynton' to the complainants rects.
Patricia Murray the femme
in this case; yet under the wording lead.
of the Copyright Act as interpreted
Jed Prouty, Betty Ross Clarke,
ty the decisions of the appellate Frank Albertson, Ethelreda Leopold
courts, I can do nothing else.'
and the Mauch Twins already have
He also said, 'Evidence from ex- been signed.
The- world's fair itself is picture
^perts and other sources was pre^
maxi
the
sented to establish that
minded and will finish cutting on its
average contribution of a play two-reel, non-theatrical short, before
such as 'Dishonored Lady' to the the end of the year. Picture gives
moving picture, 'Letty Lynton,' could concise pictorial outline of what has
not possibly amount to more than been accomplished thus far at the
10% of the net domestic profits of expo, showing the fair to .be about

mum

the picture.'

60% finished. Film will be shown
possible that Judge Leibell's gratis throughout the world.
'Cavalcade of America' will give
a graphic story of the highlights' in
American history as the industry's
exhibit at the New York exposition.
It will be shown in the Federal Bldg.
at the fair under the auspices of the

It is

opinion in. the 'Lynton' case may
lead to changes in the law. He in
dicated that 'if we are to avoid in
stances of grotesque injustice, then
we must adopt some working rule
similar to that employed in patent
infringement cases.'

In elaboration of his opposition to
the basis of the award Judge Leibel
wrote: 'If the complainants get all
•the profits of the picture, they are
receiving the profits that Joan Craw
lord and Robert Montgomery made
lor the picture by their dramiatic
talent and the drawing power of
their reputations as motion picture
.£tars. The direction of the picture
and the technical skill required in
its production also had a large part
in the accumulation of profits.' The
award could be:justly set at 25% of
the profits.
.

Of the amount awarded, Metro
must pay $307,665; Loew's, $84,210,
and Culver Export, $140,278.
Award handed down in the 'Lynton' case recalls the sock that the
same film company got in 1933 as
result of the slander action which

the Prince and Princess Yousopoff

brought in connection with the M-G
picture, Rasputin.' The judgment in
that instance amounted to $250,000
and, until the 'Lynton' award, rated
as the record siun received in a dam-

age

suit, .either

copyright or

-

tort,

from any film company. The Russian twosome had charged that inci-

Comedy preference was more toward the legitimate,
credible behavior and character manifestation type,
with the screwball concoctions going out after a long

AND WEST,

U. S. Commission.

Material was secured from 211
features and 24 shorts.
It will be in
15 main episodes, outline of which
was made by Dr. James T. Shotwell,
director of economics and history of
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, at the request of

Topping was Columbia's Frank Capra produc'You Can't Take It with You.' While that has
zany features, it is essentially a morality play
couched in comic sugar-coating a satiric preachment.
In the same category, as to substance and merit in production, is David O. Selznick's 'The Young in Heart.*
They represent the trend. And here again, the homely
comedy stressed in the Hardys and Jones Family is
.pertinent
So also is the essential comedy in the
Deanna Durbin starrers from Universal, pictures in a
class by themselves and with rising b.o. strength as
shown in 'Mad About Music' and 'That Certain Age,'
An astonishing thing, based on a freak or hunch
showing in a Beverly Hills theatre astonishing to producers and exhibitors is the b.o. clean-up of reissues
of Universal's 'Frankenstein' and 'Dracula,' played all
over the country as a twin. bill. Horror pix were presumably dead. But a double dose of the goosefleshers
brought the thrill-hungry customers in hordes. Universal has practically had a patent on this, type of
chiller over many years. They were discarded when
the Carl Laemmle regime stepped out. Now,, on the
strength of the surprise business done by the double
reissue, U is hustling into production with 'The Son
cycle.

the cash registers, was the fabulous wonder of the year.
This astonishing fairy tale didn't necessarily indicate
an entertainment trend, but it proved how rich the
pickings still may be in the field of genuine novelty,
?Snow White'
if the innovation also has heart appeal.
was a surprise, an .animated, feature-length cartoon,
which, the industry predicted, would be of mild and
limited interest only; a jolt and a challenge to, the inOnly reason why it wasn't
dustry's creative brains.
followed up by a flood of similar cartoon features,
merely on the basis of its astonishing grosses, was that
elaborate animations of this kind are so staggeringly

tion,

its

expensive to make.
The Disney masterpiece will find its echoes in the
coming year. It has unquestionably exercised a stimur
lating effect on the proposed production of plastic animations in 'The Lost Atlantis' and other scheduled fantasies reminiscent of the pioneer, 'The Lost World,' of

—

the silents.

The Family

Series

One of the genuinely significant b.o. demonstrations,
soundly confirmed during the past year, is the popularity of the series pictures with their sustained group
characters, especially the family series topped by
Metro's 'Judge Hardy' domestic group and 20th-Fox
.'Jones Family.'
Both these repeaters scored notable
successes in 1938, 'Love Finds Andy Hardy' taking the
laurels for Metro; the Jones' 'Down on the Farm' hitting for 20th-Fox. Metro repeated its Hardy par with
'Out West With the Hardys,' and 20th with 'The Jones
Family in Hollywood.' Having gone through a process
of trial and improvement for the past two years, these
productions have found the groove for sustained >popularity and a public demand still far from any indicated decline. Their essence is intimate, human commonplace, presented from the mellow, himiorous angle,* paralleling the average customer's own domestic
experiences. Reception of 'Love Finds Andy Hardy'
brought attempted emulation in several studios.
The 'Hopalong Cassidy' pictures which Harry Sherman produces for Paramount, in the series category
since they play the same top names throughout, continued their popularity level during the year. Twentieth-Fox's 'Charlie Chan's' interrupted by the death
of Warner Oland, resumed their decidedly profitable and
widely distributed offerings late in the fall with Sidney
Toler in the title role. The same studio's 'Mr. Moto*
series has been coming along steadily as runner-up to
the Chans. Warners has a comfortable profit-maker
in the 'Torchy Blane' series.

Hays.

Horror is one of the basic passions about which the
picture biz has been more or less in doubt as to how
it may be catered to.
Apparently its b.o. possibilities
have been overlooked for the past few years.
Crimers in Vogue Again
Pictures dealing with crime and prison continue to
have strong appeal, despite the censorial handicaps
against
thrown
them> Warners, specializing in prison
yarns, chiefly through the Bryan Foy unit, and having
had several outstanding successes in this classifioation
at comparatively low cost, are preparing to carry on
into the new year with more of the same kind. Released during 1938 from this studio were 'Over the
Wall,' 'Crime School,' 'Alcatraz Island,' 'Girls on Probation,' with 'Blackwells Island' coming up. Columbia

,

number of prison pictures, made by
armour, for profitable showing in their budget
as did RKO. Latter had 'Reformatory,' 'Crime
Ring,' 'Penitentiary,' 'Women in Prison,' 'Condemned
Women,' while Paramount made 'Prison Farm,' Universal 'Prison Break,' and Republic 'Prison Nurse,* with
Monogram also in on the prison cycle.
The tough kids, stemming from stage and film versions of 'Dead End,' had a big inning this past year and
look like they!re going to provide a degree of b.o. favor
also released a

Larry

also

has settled

Warners have each been experimenting with

NO CUT. 20TH DROPS
IS WRITERS; ECONOMY

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
dents depicted in the picture did per20th-Fox' is letting, options on 18
sonal injuries to their names and writers lapse, in line with its econreputations.
omy program.
Most scribes were dropped for reSince this libel award, .film companies have been prefacing all pix fusal to waive a pay hike called for
with a title disclaiming 'any simi- in their contracts, 20th offered continucuice at present coin.
larity to persons Uving or 'dead.'

Bell

still

Labs Increase

D

class,

WB's

Warners

other

during the coming months. Warners features its Dead
Kids, and Universal its Little Tough Guys. Well
behaved youth, needing no reformation, seem to be in
eclipse in the current film vogues.

End

Crooning Corrallers
Westerners seem to be running more and more to
guitar strumming and vocalizing dude cowpokes, with
the passing (regretfully to the older school of rootin'tootin' action addicts) of tlie tougher and perhaps
homelier hombres of the saddle. Women audiences for
the sagebrushers have, however, picked up materially
since the cowboys turned troubador, as .producers of
westerns were quick to note and capitalize.
Serials did well the past year, especially Universal's
'Flash Gordon,' and Republic's 'Lone Ranger,' and there
will be an increase of cliffhangers this year.
There was no lack of support for the good pictures
in any classification during the past year, but many of
the hits, sporadic, didn't necessarily indicate or fall
into any definite production trend.

1.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
its capital stock from
$100,000 to $5,000,000. Papers filed
with the Secretary of Stat^ at Albany
by J, W. Farjell, New York City.
Organization tax and filing fee
totaled $2,475, one of the largest recently noted.

has increased

WB

Murray's Legit
Pittsburgh, Jan.

Albany, Jan.

Ken

—

of Frankenstein.'

Patriotio Shorts
its patriotic Technicolor
shorts into the series category, projecting at least two
Another pictorial history, which for
release during the next few months in a new fourwill stress the development of the
reel length. 'The Declaration of Independence,' a twowest, is being made for similar ex- reeler,
brought in over $100,000 in rentals. Based on
hibition at the 1939 San Francisco the
reception of the patriotic briefies, studio in the
fair.
coming year will launch another similar series dealing
with the heroic figures of both the Americas.
Le Roy's 'Oz' at Fair
Universal launched its Collegiate series with 'The
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
First Year' as initial of four pictures
Mervyn LeRoy completed nego Monogram, following the popular trend,in the groupis starting a
tiations to operate a 'Wizard of Oz' 'Tailspin Tommy'
series.
Universal's 'Little Tough
concession with 116 midgets at the Guys in Society' and
a third coming up, U's 'Crime
New York World's Fair.
Club' pictures, are of the same ilk.
Entire Minchkin Village' set, now
With the public having offered definite proof of prefin use on the Metro lot, will be
erence for the repeaters, provided they like the charshipped in sections to Flushing.
acters and the pictures are well made, 20th-Fox and

WUl

—

Execs

Powwow West

1.

Murray, playing Stanley here,

Gradwell L. Sears,

S.

E.

Morris

Sam Schneider, Carl Leserman and
most likely go into vaude com- Mort Blumenstock leave New York
edy, 'Take A Bow,' which tried out Jan. 14 for conferences with ^1- M.
recently in Boston as 'Flying Ginz- Warner, Hal Wallis and Jack L. Warner at the WB studio.
picwill

burgs.'

Comic

also has another

ture to

make

for

deal.

U

Final detaUs of the full '39-40 sea-

under a new son lineup of pictures will be gone
into.

Wednesday, January

4,
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VARIETY

Ihird of a Century

The Year In
Investigation of the record reveals that the past year has
been notable for troublesome developments in the picture
industry but, in retrospect, it appears to have been no more

disturbing than most former years though perhaps differing
of the problems which arose.
Cost troubles, economic di iculties, legislative nervousness,
b. 0, uneasiness, administrative alarm and other factors of one
form or another, borne by the calendars of the past, are not
new, but as in the past they must be met whether by new or
old means of approach.
Every year has brought forth things that frighten, just as
1938 was the unhappy harbinger of the U. S. anti-trust suit
against all major producer-distributors.
It is incontrovertible that the Government suit, production
panic, distributor dilemmas, exhibitor eruptions, foreign fears
and a miscellaneous collection of problems concomitant to
these represent undisguised scares at the moment. That the
best efforts of the industry must be put forth to parry with
them goes without saying.
Improvement in public, political and trade relations, sadly
lacking for an industry which has blindly and indifferently
disregarded .the value of such relations, may be a step in the
right direction in tackling the task that lies ahead.
The administrative burdens of the picture industry branch
out into three principal limbs of activity, each with its relation to the other, and each with its distinct problems. These
are production, distribution and exhibition.
Production, Llfeblood of the Biz, a Big Worry
The lifeblood of an industry which, it is said, represents
an investment of more than $2,500,000,000 and, in the United
States alone, reaches a market of over 80,000,000 consumers
the perishible,. fragile ribbons of film that go all over the
world in tin cans flows from a source, mainly Hollywood,
which suffers from all sorts of cardiac convulsions. If it
Isn't one kind of attack, it's another, and doctors, on the
ground as well as those called in from home offices, banking
circles or elsewhere, are on the job regularly to watch the
patient. This year thely are more concerned than ever over
the state of the blood pressure, the causes of the heartburn or
the nature of excesses indulged, latterly in most cases the

somewhat in the character

—

money

eaten.

Manufacturing, under conditions that apply to no other
of product, several hiindred feature pictures yearly, the
.expense for each ranges from less than $100,000 to over $2,000,000.
The $1,000,000 picture may show a profit of any-,
•where from 10 to 100% when it has gone to market or it may
show a loss of the same range or greater. The same holds
true for the $100,000 picture and no one,, to this day, has been
able to figure out which type of picture represents the best
business judgment in the long run, nor why there shoiild be
Buch great variance in the negative costs of pictures of comparable, value as viewed on paper and as demonstrated at
the boxoffice.
One thing the bankers have strained to understand, against
basic business'.principles they have been taught, is why $500,000 is spent on a picture when the likely market potentialities
for it suggest a return of less than this amount; why $1,000,000 should be chanced when for that picture the gamlsle for
a profit is not clearly and safely with the producer; nor why
between $2,00.0,000 and $3,000,000 should be plaiced on the
same roulette wheel. In no other business does the manufacturer take the same chance of overshooting his market.
A member of the New York banking fraternity, unaccustomed to a long-shot way of considering business adventure,
pointed out recently that if a* picture made, possibly in the
east, at $200,000, and, although this picture wasn't a gem of
rare cut, if it grossed $300,000, to show a good return on the
investment, possible even for a 'dog', then this was good
business practice. The same picture, made in Hollywood at
perhaps $500,000 and still grossing only $300,000, would, in
this man's justifiable opinion, be bad business practice.

form

Exhib Does All Right, Bnt

The books for the past year show that too many pictures,
though making money for the middle-man (the exhibitor),
have not been worth their cost to the producer. Inference
to be drawn is that the exhibitor is the better business -man.
If he can take a cluck, pay what that cluck deserves in film
rental and come out showing a profit, though small, he is
operating correctly, but if the proper rental, which he returns to the producer is not enough to also provide a profit
lor the latter, then he, the producer, has suffered bad business
balance.
In too

many instances there is no doubt' that pictures have
made money from the source they are supposed to make it

—

the public but after negative, sales, printing and advertising
costs have been written off, the amount brought in has resulted in a loss. This occurs not only for the so-called *B'
product but also for the $1,000,000 pictures. The pictures

themselves have not been
costly to the maker.

flops,"

they have merely been too

There are instances in all probability where an exhibitor
Is getting an edge on rentals, enabling him to show a profit
out of ratio to the 'chances for the producer to show gain,
but on the whole the cry for more rentals is predicated on
costs that may be as much out of line as the theatre's normal
to reap profit against such inflated rentals.
Any
marked increase in rentals, to offset careless investment in
manufacture or waste, would be tantamount to expecting that
'the exhibitor relinquish the basis for marginal profit, suggested by his own market potentialities, on which he operates.
He can't get any more from nor afford to pay more for
pictures of comparative grossing value, whether one costs
$500,000, another $1,000,000 and a third $1,500,000,
If they
all are of the same quality and draught, then, as an exhibitor
views it, he should pay no larger rental for one than for the

ability

—

others.

That the mistakes of the producer should not be visited
upon the exhibitor, i^or for that matter upon the public, is
incontestable as a matter of good business procedure. That
the producer, regardless of whether he is guilty of wanton
waste, bad judgment or lavish laxity, should put his own
house in order, is equally irrefutable.

Those Budgets

The men who stand guard over

the film factories and

those engaged in manufacture are presumably making an
effort to correct the faults that lie at the source, hence the
talk to cut. Since the pudding is in the eating, it remains to
be seen what economies will be effected to meet present market conditions, including the restricted income from foreign
buyers of film. Almost anyone familiar with production find
what goes on in that branch will attest to charges of fantastic spending that still
exists and suggest, that if pictures must
cost so much as they do, there is something wrong somewhere
along the line.
There are certain fixed costs in production which are undebatable, including union. labor which has impressively increased the negative bills against pictures. However, this

money spent in manuThe economy must be effected elsewhere if pictures
are to have a fair chance of earning a profit on the inviestment they represent. There isn't any trouble with the), distribution departments, nor with the exhibitors, nor with the
public. The trouble lies with a tendency to put much more
money into a product than its market, though big as it is, will
warrant.
represents a minority portion of the

facture..

At a recent board meeting at the Motion Picture Producers
& Distributors of America, Inc., in New York, which Harry
M. Warner, Harry Cohn, Joseph M. Schenck and others came
east to attend, a stern warning was sounded that picture costs
must be controlled. From all exterior signs, that's as far as
the warning has gone. Not a single studio has made a move
the scope of which would impress the trade.
For the 1938-39 season, it has been estimated officially that
about $165,000,000 will be spent by the major producers in
turning out the year's supply of film. A total of around
450 features has announced for the season, 20 of them in
color.

$2,800,000 for 'Antoinette'

So far the highest investment in any jingle feature for the
1938-39 season is the $2,800,000 assertedly spent in making
'Marie Antoinette'. When cost of distribution and printing
is added to that, it will virtually be necessary to bankrupt
most exhibitors in order to get enough money back to show
a profit. On the year there will probably be between 35 and
40 pictures costing $1,000,000 or more to make. Unless they
are worth what they're costing, and the $500,000 films are also
worth what they're eating up, bankruptcy will be no word
for it.
Producing pictures isn't like manufacturing automobiles,
figure, but just as styles change frequently in that field so do they change in pictures. During
the past year, producers thus have sought to avoid styles
that are getting tiresome. They are alsd weeding out supervisors, directors and artists who aren't seemingly earning
their pay but though they are dropped by one studio many
usually show lip at another.
The average producer has a childish reluctance about
letting some people go for fear a competitor will grab them
and do something with them, Sometimes this happens, but
not often. Whenever it does, there has been something wrong
somewhere. More talent in various branches of productibn
has been stubbornly retained, despite thfe results obtained,
than in any other business.
Changes in the taste of the candy that pours out of Hollywood have included a very definite trend away from screwball comedies during the past year. This occurred early in the
spring when a deluge of this type of picture finally started
keeping people out of the theatres, with some very worthwhile comedies in this class going down to ignominous defeat

where carbon copies

,

Bread

V Baiter Pics

Along with a determination by Hollywood that it must get
out better B's, the family type of picture, sometimes called
bread 'n' butter entertainment, came into prominence. Wall
street immediately approved of this type of picture due
largely to the low cost. Various series have led to further
experiment in this direction. Serials, meantime, have begun
to indicate a revival of popularity to the extent that some of
the larger chains and better class independeht theatres are
beginning to use them. This use is partly due to improvement in the type of serials being put out by the lesser companies.

Clambake musicals went into sharp decline this year but
a good musical will always do business. At the same time,
music has started creeping into westerns in an important
manner to lend them a somewhat different fl£»vor.
Before the 1938-39 programs were set up last spring It
became evident tha.t the public appetite was ripe for more
pictures of the spectacle, outdoor type, including those of an
historical or biographical type. 'Zola,' the season before, had
been voted the best of the year by the Academy and numerous spectacles or biographicals had outdistanced the business
expected of them in contrast to the disappointing showings
made by the screwball comedies, clambake musicals and
drawing room dramas. Hence, the change in raw materials
at the factories.

More Cycles and Trends
There was a

flurry, too, over cartoon features and their
foll6wing the tremendous §Uccess of Disney's
•Snow White' but after the dust had cleared away only one
company, outside of Disney who is continuing in the field,
decided to try its hand at the actorless drama. Paramount's
Max Fleischer has not advanced far on the project but the
plan still stands to turn out a full-length pen-and-inker.
Similarly, 'Alexander's Ragtime Band', second only t,Q 'Snow
White' as the best rental-getter of the year, made the producing fraternity cavalcade-minded. It is yet to be seen how far
this interest will extend.
possibilities

The past year has seen attempts to cash in on Dewey's warfare against organized crime in New York much to the prosecutor's dislike but on film it hasn't paid so well, although
•the gangster picture has weathered the storms generally with
fair success. Stories flavored with horse racing or pugilism
have also flourished, and the rag-to-riches and the poor-girlrich-boy theme remains an occasional weakness, even if as
dated as the player piano. Apparently the screen vamp has
vanished also, 'Angel,' Dietrich's last for Paramount, at $200,000 for this picture, settled the argument, if there was any.
Kid pictures have not done so well as in 1937 and other
years but Mickey Rooney has been built into doughty boxoffice
material by being well cast in the 'Judge Hardy' series plus
'Boys Town' and 'Stablemates'. The technique in building
up Rooney has differed from that employed for Shirley
Temple, Jane Withers and others.
Newspapermen screen cycle portrayed

the business in
a light that is calculated to do'the industry no good with the
average editor. In a recent tour of several states in the east
to discuss pictures with editors, a representative of the Motion Pictures Are Your Greatest Entertainment campaign was

astonished to learn how much the average Horace Greeley resented the manner in which newspaper life was Hollywoodhandled.
Distribution Problems

The sales branch of pictures, representing costly operation
but entailing expense on the whole that is more easily justiwhich is incurred in Hollywood, is always in
the middle— between the producer and the retailer with
the result that it is constantly struggling between two forces.

fied than that
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By Roy Chartier

at the boxoffice.
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They are forces generally which have small appreciation of
the distributor's problems.
Many are the worthless pictures that able salesmen have been
able to dispose of, getting the producer some profit or reducing the loss that otherwise might, have been sustained,
and many are the instances where the exhibitor, a chronic
squawker, has demanded adjustments whether justified or
not. Trying to please the producer and the exhibitor at the
same time makes the lot of the distributor a singularly tough
one.
In selling pictures the distributor is selling promises. They
are not his promises, but the promises made his department
by the factory, where anything can hj,ppen during a year
ahead, and where nearly everything does in the usual course
of things. However, when the promises made to the retailer,
upon which contracts and terms therein are based, are not
fulfilled, it is the distributor who must bear the brunt of the
complaint. He may be compelled to make adjustments, permit cancellations or be forced to make peace with his accounts in some manner or other that is likely to affect his
books for the season and, thus, lay him open to burning attack from above in his own company.
There are many cases in industry history where a sales
head has had to resign, or has been forced out because he
couldn't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear in terms of
rentals. Advertising and publicity men have also been subjected to blame because exploitation and merchandising, no
matter how far it has been extended, failed to do the same
thing.

The bankers and other outsiders in picture companies, as
well as the presidents, v.p.s and producing heads who have
been reared in it, seldom consider the problems of selling or
the difficult relations existing between the seller and the
buyer.

The Doughty Salesman
Give a $100-a-week salesman a car, a portfolio full of promhe himself hardly relies upon, and a flock of instructions
on merchandising the new season's product, subject to all
sorts of home office approval, and the gentleman is going
forth on one of the toughest of missions. He is bearding the
lion in his den, but, armed doubtfully to resist him, stalks in
dauntlessly to do battle.
No matter what has happened during the past year, he is
going to have to parry plenty of objections raised against
pictures in general and no doubt his in particular, sold with
the same glowing promises which the salesman again has
under his arm. He has been ordered- to get higher rentals
ises

a year when the sales force wasn't- told that?
he has to get more playing time, preferred dating, a
deal on the shorts and trailers, if carried, and other things.
He takes it on the chin handsomely, checking his pride
somewhere else, restrains himself as best he can when he
and his company are called bad names, and many times wines
or dines the exhibitor far beyond what his expense account
will allow in order to land a contract.
Since they have to face the facts and fight hard for what
they get, as well as acquire the technique of a Philadelphia
lawyer in mastering the highly-complicafed provisions embodied in contracts and exhibitor relations, it is no wonder
that so many men have come up through the sales branch' to
occupy key positions in the industry. Two such men are
Company presidents today, Sidney R. Kent and George J,
Schaefer.
Murray Silverstohe, >yithout that title as yet,
virtually runs United Artists. He also came up through distribution. James R. Grainger was elected president of Republic's distribution branch early in 1938, and Al Lichtman is
assistant to Nicholas M, Schenck, president of Loew's. Others
in major companies within a stone's throw of the top administrative offices, are now v.p.s as well as board members and
may get there, among them Neil F. Agnew and Ned K.
Depinet.
It has always taken a salesman to sell pictures but not
always a producer to get into the production branch. This
may account for the fact that fewer persons, through politics
or otherwise, get into sales and that there are fewer vacancies in that branch, with the majority holding their jobs or
through ability moving forward in their department. There
are more promotions from within in sales an admirable
policy and one that selling forces admire than in any other
field of industry activity.

was there ever

—and

—
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Need for Beforms
This policy will probably continue, but in other ways In
the face of exhibitor agitation, the Government's anti-trust
suit. State theatre divorcement moves and scattered civil
actions, the distributor realizes that 'the old order changetb,
yielding place to new.' The distrib also recognizes that the
change must be slow in order to be healthy, no matter if the
tendency is to hun'y. Nearly, every change that the world—
or the industry has witnessed has been slowly, almost imperceptibly wrought. Even if the U. S. Government, down
to the smallest independent exhibitor. Is howling for a
maximum of action and reform, it might be considered safer
in the long run to change the old order of thought and procedure by evolutionary rather than by revolutinary methods.
Otherwise the advantages to some and the disadvantages to
others might be too pronounced.
Remembering this, it would be desirable that the reforms
which are justified in producer-distributor and exhibitor relations be achieved carefully, while reforms that are confiscatory, dangerous, internecine or impractical be avoided just
Thus, it's desirable that the pendulum sway
as carefully.
in a smaller arc.
The distributor .has much to lose and so has the exhibitor,
as well as anyone, including stockholders, landlords and
creditors interested in either or both, if the new order over
which much agitation is being waged, is not created with
complete appreciation for all the elements involved, and with
a sense of restraint which takes into consideration the potential losses as well as the potential benefits.
There is no gainsaying that many evils exist which should
have been corrected before, nor that the signs of the storm
which has broken could not be seen. The picture industry,
however, not unlike others of great strength and high investment doing business over the world, is not alqiie in the
abuses with which it has been charged. Although indifferent
to the warning signals, it is a gigantic business which now is
becoming a little frightened over the measures that are being brought to force it to correct alleged wrongs. Some may
be real, some may be fancied, but time will settle that.

—

The Government suit, filed last summer, is drastic in many
particulars as well as very upsetting at this time. Among
other things it declares for complete divorcement of production and distribution from the ownership or control of theatres.
This feature affects five major companies. Paramount,
20th-Fox, Loew's,
and Warners.
Another summer blow was the failure of distributors to
(Continued on page' 48)
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$-1,200,000

it

mark

'Robin Hood' and 'Marie Antoinette'
also are headed for over the $4,000»000 mark in .world boxoffice.
Many pictures turned out late in
the year are headed for imf>ortant
money, especially 'Angels with Dirty
Feces' and 'Boys Town.' However,
they will do far better in the domesti. than the foreign market. 'Sweethearts,' released on the tail end of
'38, gives indications of being potent
in 1939.
'Gunga Di ,' also
T),
0,

skeded for January release, may also
be an imusually heavy world-wide

new year.
King 'Money' Director
the directorial end Henry King
gets the plum for coin pictures, with
'Chicago' and 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band,' both for 20th Century-Fox.
Michael Curtiz is right alongside
him, having turned out four at Warners, besides having remade and finished a number of pictures started
by other directors for which he did
not get screen credit. His pictures of
the year were 'Robin Hood,' 'Angels
with Dirty Faces,' 'Four Daughters,'
and 'Four's a -Crowd.'
George Seitz also proved a most
profitable coin procurer for Metro
with the 'Hardy' series. This group
of pictures gives indications of
healthy returns on the compahy production investment, with two of
them headed for better than t|ie $2,OOOiOOO mark.
He also made another, 'Yellow Jack,' starring Bob

^coingetter during the

On

director at Metro, ranks next
for having turned out 'Too Hot to
Handle' and 'Yank at Oxford.' Alongside of them come three others:
Woody Van Dyke, who made 'Marie
Antoinette' and 'Sweethearts'; Frank
Capra, whose 'You Can't Take It
With You' ranks as an unusually important grosser on the year, and Victor Fleming, whd made 'Test Pilot'
well as having "Treasure Island,'
Which he megged, reissued by Metro,
Pictures turned out during the year
•were below the 1937 total, as up to
Dec. 1 about 100 less features had
been recorded than the previous
year. In proportion, however, there
were plenty of the $l,000,000-plus
pictures turned out, top cost going
for Metro's 'Marie Antoinette,* at
around $3,000,000. That company, as
usual, had quite a large number
which hit over the $1,000,000 mark,
such as 'Girl of the Golden West,'
*Test Pilot/ Too Hot to Handle,'
'Mannequin,* 'The Citadel,' 'Great
Waltz' and 'Yank at Oxford.*

Heavy Sugar Cargo
Heavy priced grbup running' in excess of the $1,000,000 mark at 20thFox had 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,'
'Chicago,'
'Suez'
and 'Submarine
iPatrol,' as well as a couple of expensive Sonja Henie pictures.
Warners, in that category, had

must

artistic

nicely into

series,

AL

METRO
Stars

MICKEY BOONEY
CLABK GABLE
SPENCEB TRACY
MTBNA LOY
ROBEBT TAYLOR
NORMA SHEABEB
JOAN CBAWFOBD
JEANETTE MacDONALD
WALLACE BEEBY
NELSON EDDY
GBETA GABBO

division a^

with the other companies planning
on setting aside funds for experimentation and training of new blood

LIONEL BABBYMOBE
BOBEBT MONTGOMEBT
LUISE BAINEB
JUDY GABLAND

the creative

it

reluctant

must pre-

FBEDDIE BABTHOLOMEW

pare

itself for the fading out of established elements in the creative
division, some of it through arbitrary cost, others through vanishing,
interest on the part of the public,
and still others on account of incapability. In its stead must be replacement of new and reliable talent
that can keep the motion picture on
an entertainment level that will
provide encouraging financial returns.
The independent producers, such
as Republic, Monogram and Grand
National, with ambitious programs
for the year, are making themselves
more important here than ever in
the past, and many of the majors

MABGABET SULLAVAN
BOBEBT DONAT
BOSALIND BUSSELL
i-ELEANOB

*HEDY- LaMABB
*MABX BBOS.
*No pictures starring these
people released during 1938 by
Metro.

Featured
Lew Ayres
Melvyn Douglas
Bobert Young

have been watching their product
and personnel with a view to availing themselves

of

the

top

King,'

'Buccaneer,'

'Bluebeard'^

POWELL

*WILLIAM POWELL
*HELEN HAYES

Virginia Bruce

James Stewart
Lewis Stone

calibre

talent.

Maureen O'Snllivan
Bitter

Crowds Autrey

Dennis O'Keefe
Frank Morgan

In the western field, where musicals still are the important and po^Hollywood Hotel.' 'Jezebel,' 'Robin
tent coin elements. Gene Autrey still
Hood,' 'Gold Is Where You Find It'
leads his field although Tex Ritter
and The Sisters.'
is coming along in fast strides. ReParamount camp came forth with public
has another star in that
'Spawn of the North,' 'If I Were sphere,
Roy Rogers, whom it is

Eighth Wife,' 'The Texans,'' 'Big
Broadcast of 1938' and 'Men with
Wings* as its higher-bracket product,
with latter costing around $2,000,000.
Universal ran up $1,250,000 on its
*Letter of Ihtroduction,' and bordered the $1,000,000 mark with Hage
of Paris,' 'Mad About Music' and
.'That Certain Age.'
Columbia had just one, 'You Can't

GOODMAN

A Happy New Tear
All My Friends

to

a* number of the studios for the past
Metro and 20th-Fox
few years.
have made the best strides in this
direction during tht past two years,

is

Walter Pidgeouy
Florence Bice«

Fay Holden
Cecilia Parker

Baddy Ebsen
Beginald Owen
Nat Pendleton
Beginald Qlardiner

grooming for stellar b. o. George
O'Brien and Richard Dix are more

than holding their own in the outdoor action stuff with the Harry
Sherman
'Hop-a-Long
Cassidys',
starring Bill Boyd, being jumped in
production budgets as well as earnings.
Paramoxmt has taken Buck
Jones into its fold also, for action
stuff.
Metro is going in for actioners to be turned out by Nat Levine,
Take It With You,' which hit around
budgeted around the $175,000-$200,$1,500,000, while RKO, in the $1,000,OOO bracket, had 'Having Wonderful 000 mark. Columbia is doing oke on
Time,"Carefree,* 'Radio City Revels' Larry Darmour's Jack Holt pics and
and 'Bringing Up Baby.* For United the Charlie Starrett westerns.
Many Freelancers
Artists release, Sam Goldwyn turned
There still are the great number of
out 'Cowboy and the Lady.'
Hal
Roach, on his first for UA, 'There freelance players who do not appear

Una Merkel
Virginia Weidler
Bita Johnson

Sara Haden
Bay Bolger
Mary Howard

Lynne Carver
Franchot Tone
Charley Grapewin
Miliza Korjus

Guy Kibbee
Henry Hall
George Murphy
John Beal

'

in the studio records as to b. o.
ter than $1,000,000, and Selznick-In- value, unless they have made a numternational close to that figure with ber of pictures during a year at an
individual plants
Many of these
•Adventures of Tom Sawyer.'
people are stars of yesteryear and
Few Musicals
Musicals were very much on the potent in giving importance to prodownbeat on the S'ear with indica- ductions both as to name value and
^ons that' cluring 1939 there Will be performance. Then, too, there is the
Metro, of course, wUl large contingent of players who get
still fewer.
stick to its operettas; 20th-Fox may the two and three day bits and parts
do one or two, with Warners figur- in pictures. These people earn iming on abandoning them, and other portant money running from $100
companies including Paramount and to $500 a day, but are neither publicized nor billed.
There are at
possibly doing one each.
Pretty much of the costume, pe- least 2,000 who gain screen credit
riod and fantastic in production this way.
will be eliminated with the new
Continues
Another thing also to be
year.
ehimned will be the endeavors by
Roster of Stars
ambitious' produters to make those
Metro again continues to lead as
^Academy award' productions. Pictures will atid must be made for far as important personalities in the
the boxoffice, and not for vanity, star and featured brackets are conproducers who want the approba- cerned. The. policy during the past

Goes

My

Ann Butherford
tBobert Benchley
Josephine Hutchinson

Heart,' laid put a little bet-

BKO

>

With

Metro

Top

Still

established stars at the plant.

Another progressive move that
has been in the making will manifest itself strongly in the bringing
into the top production ranks players, writers and directors who have

of

1939

the second choice among the femmeai,
being frequently used in important
Dennis O'Keefe, a newpictures.
comer, is moving along fast, as well
as Walter Pidgeon, another newcomer on the lot, who has had nu.
merous important assignments during the year.
The group of players who were
mainly used for musicals and revues
did not get much in productiopt assignments with result that their b. o.
value for the year remained almost

year negligible.

Th^re was considerable acquisition of new blood in the feature
group on the year that will undoubtedly show itself impressively during
the next 12 months. One of them,
Miliza Korjus, who made her debut
Wil- in 'Great Waltz,' Metro calculates

a Draw
Clark Gable, though in two pictures on the year, still manages to
be in the vanguard of the other
Gable

to fears

at Paramount, it seems quite obvious
that the 'boxoffice' wishes will be
the keynote for lViJ9-40 production.
Likelihood is that more relishable
boxoffice fodder will be turned out
than has been since the advent of
dialog pictures.

divisions

the

.

4,

stars at the

studio.

two years has been to nurse along
important talent and then to use it
in spots most beneficial to company
and individuals. During the past year
two youngsters have been added to
tion from distribution for RKO, and the star roster—Mickey Rooney and
Rooney proved to
Y. Frank Freeman lending his hand Judy Garland.

these

'Stablemates'

at the b. o.

will
disfavor
be
diplomatic
of
off.
A number of the companies will do quite a bit of salvaging in this way. Also with the trend
to economize, much story material
that has been worked on and left
by the wayside will be put into
work to appease the budgeteers.
With An Eye \u ine B. O.
Plenty of attention will be paid
to thje wants of the theatre operators.
With Universal having proved itself, through the operation of the
combination;
Blumberg-Fox-Work
Metro having gotten its guidance
through the liaison work done by
Al Lichtman; George J. Schaeffer
coming into tRfe guidance of produc-

end of the industry.
Hollywood, though it
to admit it, kndws that

Town,'

Result was that on
Rooney topped the list of

brushed

in

'Boys

and the other pictures in which he
was used made him a dynamic force

in 1939, with topical subject matter
being injected as circumstances warrant. With the intent of the industry to ignore the foreign dictation
as to what not to make, it is quite
likely that considerable story matter

'B'

him.

'

zestful

Down to earth and biographical
yams will be pretty much the trend

which has been shelved due

spots created for

However, the boy's sparkling and
performances in the 'Hardy*

in

the future*

Montgomery,
Jack Conway, another consistent been groomed in the

money

be the sensation of the organization,
going far ahead of the expectations
of the company execs who have had
him under wraps for several years,
Rooney had been figured as just a
worthwhile youngster who would fit

tion of the industry at large

hit well over the
in all-arounu take.
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Buth Hussey
Bobert Morley

Edna May Oliver
Gale Sondergaard
Sophie Tucker
Stanley Morner
Janet Beecher

Madge
Billie

Evans-.

Burke

Ilona Massey

Jo

Ann

Sayers

Lana Turner
Anthony Allen
Virginia Gray
""Fanny Brice
Allan Jones
'^Johnny Wcissmuller

iFeatured in Metro shorts.
"Not used in any 1938 releases
by Metro.

liam Powell, who headed the contin- to figure potently in time.
gent last year, when teamed with
A great number of the featured
Myrna Loy and individually, does people on the Metro roster did riot
not,figure as a *38 coin-getter. Rea- reach proportions of billing or proson, of course, was Illness which duction on the year, being primarily
kept him off the screen during the used for the company's weekly radio
period.
show. Topper of this contingent is
Spencer Tracy galloped ahead on Fanny Brice, who had no pic assignthe b. o. draught angle from last ment, but is qualified as an qutstand-*
year, with Myrna Loy heading the ing ether asset. Also missing from
femme contingent. She took the the screen were Allan Jones, fealaurels away from Jeanette Mac tured chanter, and Johnny WeissDonald, the topper last year. Miss muller.
MacDonald only has one pic to her
credit this year, which accounts for Shirley Temple No. 1
her dip. Robert Taylor, though given
fitting material, did not make the b.
B.O. Star at 20th-Fox
o. impression that studio had exShirley Temple continued to be
pected, as is shown by the improve- the
outstanding asset at the b. o.
ment in the rating of Spencer Tracy during '38 for 20th-Fox. Though
over him. Norma Shearer had just there were only three
releases for
one, 'Marie Antoinette,* while Joan the year,
her individual draw value
Crawford appeared to have waned a proved tops. On this lot the
younger
key
the
in
bit at the b. o., mostly
blood were the real money produWallace Beery showed cers,
centers.
as Tyrone Power forged ahead
strong improvement with the pro- with tremendous
strides and Alic»
duct he had as his vehicles, and in- Faye proved another
outstander as
dications are that with proper cast- far as the
revenue on her pics was
ing he may hit the 'first, fivei cate- concerned; performance
in 'Chicago'
Greta
year.
coming
gory in the
and 'Alexander' the standouts.
Garbo, though not a strong factor in
Skates None Too Sharp
this country, still holds the strength
,

abroad and is virtually the most potent coin-getter for the company,
per picture, outside of the American
market.
Luise Rainer„ even though owner
of an 'Oscar,' did not seem to prove
a magnet with those who purchase
entertainment through the
their
wicket. Her type of pictures on the
year, so far as entertainment was
concerned, did not bring about a
great deal of audience enthusiasm.
Lionel Barrymore, the old warhorse,
was impressed into service aplenty,
and, though not an' outstanding magnet with the buyers, always proves
to be potent enough to attract attention to the pictures he works in.
Studio has ambitious plans for Judy
Garland on the new season, and it's
expected that the youngster will
climb to a dominant spot within the
next year.
Freddie Bartholomew is rather
hard to fit with material currently.
Studio had him doing plenty of personal appearance work of late.
Margaret SuUavan, new acquisi-

Jane Withers also was a most
wholesoihe contributor with her series- ol homey pictures.
Sonja Henie,
though doing okay earlier in year,
sort of receded with her last picture
of the year.
Warner Baxter continued to hold his own, while Loretta Young, who rated among the
topsters the year previous, was not
so forte this semester. Warner Oland,
who had starred in the 'Charli
Chan* series, was well up in front
at the time of his death.
Another
series star qxiite potent is Peter;
Lorre in the 'Mr. Moto' group.
Ritz Bros, on iheit own proved oke,
with Don Ameche giving indications
of increasing b. o. strength in the
forthcoming year. William Powell
and Fred Allen each did a solo for
the studio as well as the Dionnes.
The Quints doings are not as interesting with continuation of their
growth in life as were the e.arlier
ones, however.

Grade Fields, whose strength in
England is tremendous, will possibly
get an American following if type of
pictures continue along lines of her
tion to the starring contingent, will last. Annabella and Simone Simon
need plenty of sales pressure to set were strictly washouts on the star
her up in the foreground. Her value list.
Featured division of this studio is
proved quite negligible on the year,
as did that of Rosalind Russell, who beflig greatly strengthened with inhas been in th6 top billing fold for dications that number of those now
past couple of years. Robert Mont- in grooming stages will wind up the
gomery, though giving acceptable year by becoming rather important
perforniances, does not seem to get in marquee value during the new
much response from the b. o. angle. year. Gloria Stuart, who has starred
for
several years
at
Universal,
Stars Without Pictures
proved the outstander in the feaEleanor Powell, who was well up
tured division.
on the list with William Powell last
Haley Tops Division
year, does not figure at all in 1938
Jack Haley, aided by his radio
due to being out of pictures. Her
last was 'Rosalie,' made in. 1937. work, forged to the fore, and tops
Hedy LaMarr, added to the stellar the male group of featured players.
contingent after a loanout to Walter Plenty of strength is obvious with
Wanger for 'Algiers,' did not face the such potent players as Adolphe Mencamera. Helen Hayes, though on the jou. Jack Oakie, Victor MacLaglen
starring sked again, had no picture and Herbert Marshall, each in ^or
on the year and Marx Bros., who one of the program. Tony Martin
again returned to the Metro fold, did not fare as well at b. o. as one
might figure with his radio draught,
were in same spot.
Another new member of the Metro but likely that during this year his
group leads the featured contingent. assignments will be tailored* for a
Lew Ayres, who first came to the b. o. buildup. Several new ones
20th has great confidence in are Binfore at Universal in 'All's Quiet on
nie Barnes, Richard Greene, David
the Western Front,* appears to be
Niven, Nancy Kelly, Arlene Whelan
the outstanding player in this conand Jean Rogers. These are being
tingent, with indications that he will
carefully placed with purpose of
return to stardom within the course
building them to the heights.
of the year.
Melvyn Douglas, feaSlim Summerville continues to be
tured at this lot and starred at Copotent as far as draw power with
lumbia, is next fave for b, o. pur- fans is
concerned. Brian Donlevy,
poses, with Robert Young, a relative
who forged ahead very quickly,
oldster in the outfit, also moving up stood
in important position before
fast in value, and likely to find him- starting
his freelance career. Others
self in .the star ranks.
who can be rated of unusual conVirginia Bruce heads the femme sequence in
important castings infeatured group, and may find herself clude Jed Prouty in the 'Jones Famtopmounting casts within the next ily' series; Joan Davis, John Carrayear.
James Stewart, who led the dine, Claire Trevor, Michael Whalen,
feature column last year, did not im- Arthur Treacher, Key Luke and
press as strongly for a repeat. Lewis Phyllis Brooks. As the Zanuck studio
Stone, veteran star, is still a very is always on the lookout for new
potent factor in casts and on the blood, there is also a fadeout prosupport end of a marquee.
cess going on in feature division.
Maureen O'Sullivan proved to be This year such players as Jean Her-
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rating

Stars

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
GARY COOPER
BING CROSBY
JACK BENNT

RONALD COLMAN
DOROTHY LAMOUR
MAE WEST
BOB BURNS
GEORGE RAFT
WILLIAM BOYD
HAROLD LLOYD

Start
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
TYRONE POWER
ALICE FAYE
JANE WITHERS

W.

FRED MacMURRAY
BOB HOPE
SAY MBLLAND
GEORGE BURNS — GRACIE
ALLEN

SONJA HENIE

WARNER BAXTER
LORETTA YOUNG
*WARNER OLAND

ART DIRECTOR

DIONNE QUINTS
GRACIE FIELDS

ANNABELLA
FRED ALLE^

Completes three years in April at
New Universal Studio with "Three

Smart Girls," "Mad About Music,"
"Letter of Introduction," "That Certain Age" and "Rage of Paris" to his
credit.

Now

SIMONE SIMON

working on "You Can't Cheat
an Honest Man," "Three Smart Girls
Grow Up" and "Son of Franken-

^Deceased.

stein,"

Victor McLaglen

Joan Davis
Herbert Marshall
Jack Oakle
Tony Martin
Richard Greene
Slimr Snmmervllle
Brian Donlevy
Jean Hersholt
Jed Prouty
BInnle Bamea
Joan Davis ^
David Nlven
John Carradlne
Arthur Treacher
Claire Trevor-

Michael Whalen
Nancy Kelly
Cesar Romero
Marjorle Weaver
Phyllis Brooks

Rochelle Hudson

June Lang

Key Luke
Ethel

Merman

Robinson
Joseph Schlldkrant
Borrah Mlnevitoh
Helen Westley

Bill

Leah Ray
Arleen Whelan-iLouise Hovick
Sidney Toler
Spring: Byineton
Wally Vernon
Paul Hurst

with John Barrymore,
though without his star designation,
still proving a valuable asset to the
numerous productions he worked in.
Shirley Ross progressed nicely, with
Akim Tamiroff coming strongly to
the fore in a couple of important
assignments on the year. Another
excellently,

Edward Bromberg

George Barbler
Jane Darwell
Chick Chandler
Robert Allen
Lon Chaney, Jr.
Ruth Terry
Sidney Blackmer
Jean Rogers

newcomer

the fold giving signs
of impressive rating is Louise Campbell,
who graduated from the
'Drummond' series to femme lead in
'Men With Wings.' Studio plans on
sending her quickly to important

Sidney Fields

Lynn Bari —

Eddie Collins
George Ernest
Joan Gale

to

stellar rating.

Pauline Moore
Paul McVey
Sig Rumann

Osa Massen
Joan Castle

Gary Cooper
Set Paramount Pace

Colbert,

star

Raye

Players to Be Watched
Edward Amold, in for solo, rated

Douglas Fowley
George Sanders

Paramount,

next, with Martha
femme contingent.

heading the

Dixie Dunbar
Douglas Scott
Florence Roberts

J.

came

with a rather small

Balance of the featured group is
the standard supporting type, utilized
considerably because of their boxIn this aggregaoffice teaser aide.
tion are Randolph Scott, Basil Rathbone. John Boles, Charles Butterworth, Gene Raymond, Porter Hall.
Charles Bickford, Madeleine Carroll, Roscoe Karns, Elizabeth Patterson, Mary Carlisle, Gene Raymond, Gail Patrick, Ben Blue, Edmund Lowe. Yacht Club Boys, Tito
Guizar, Heather Angel, Colin Tapley,
Cecil Cunningham, Henry Fonda,
Mary Boland, Judith Barrett, Harvey Stephens, Douglas Dumbrille,

contingent, had as its leader
Uaudette Colbert, with Gary Cooper
neadmg the male contingent here,
as -well as for Sam
Goldwyn. Bing Barlowe Borland, Benny Baker, Bert
'-rosby came up considerably
WlUiam Henry,
in Roach, Claire Dodd,
rating, breaking
about even with Grace Bradley and Harriett Hilliard.
Jack Benny. Ronald Colman,
Paramount, during the past few
in a

while
Lamour, inducted into the
star fold, proved
rather important
in draw value.
Mae West had one
P"^ °" the sked and it became
eviaent that her magnetism
had faded
n.^'^.u
iJorothy

l^ieh,

of a lot of
the feature and stock players, and
indications are that more will vanish

months, also rid

itself

from the horizon within the next
few months. In the meantime studio
has garnered large crop of youthconsiderably as had that of Harold ful talent of both sexes and will
inade one on the make a strong effort to enhance
vopr^M ^^°^Se Raft still has consid- their sales value- through spotting
domestic draught and is in important productions.
Studio
rlnt
as quite important in the feels that with its limitation on star
fnr^-°"®°
foreign
markets.
William
material it must speedily develop
Who IS starred in the Harry Boyd, new blood to click with the exhibs
Sher^nan actioneers,
proved himself very in the next few years.
'

,

WARNER

Stars
BETTE DAVIS

DUNNE

i

•CAROLE LOMBARD*
•ISA HtOtANDA

•FRANCES FARMER

•BUCKJaNCS
pictures for 193ft re-

6R0S.-Fi<.

Featured
Carroll Naish
Mftrtha Raye

Edward Arnold
Lloyd Nolan
John Barrymore
Shirley Ross

RKO-RADIO

Allen Jenkins
Hugh Herbert

Charles Bntterworth
Livingstone

Gene Raymond

Ann

Porter Hall
Charles Bickford
Charles Ruggles
Madeleine Carroll

Glenda Farrell
Rosemary Lane

John

Eddie Albert
Claude Rains
Gale Page
Lola Lane Margaret Lindsay
Jane Wyman
Marie Wilson

Carlisle

Roscoe Karns
Ben Blue

Henry Fonda
Eleanore Whitney

Edmund' Lowe
Betty Grable

Fay Bainter

Tito Guizar

Gail Patrick

Jane Bryan
Janet Chapman
Jerry Colona
James Stephenson
Dick Foran
Johnny Davis
Melville Cooper

John Howard

Penny Singleton

,

Leif Erlckson

Benny Baker
Douglas Dnmbrin*
Franciska Gaal
Heather Angel

Gale Sondergaard

Mary Boland

Barton MacLane
Lana Turner

Billy Lee
Louise Platt
Irene Hervey

William Henry
Luana Walters
Bert Roach
Pat Wilder
Grace Bradley
Francis MacDonald
Florence George
Sheila Darcy

Bette Davis the No. 1
Star at Warner Plant
Bette Davis, was the fair haired
child on the Warner Bros.-First
National roster. She took the top
honors away from Errol Flynn, who
changed places with her on the

Ann

Shirley
Sally Ellers

Preston Foster
Chester Morris
Ruby Keeler
Milton Bcrle
Victor Moore
Joan Fontaine

Ann Sothem
Edward

Ann

James Ellison
Louis Hayward
Helen Broderick
Allen Lane
Paul Gullfoyle

Donald McBrlde
Sam Levene
Jack Carson
Lee Bowman
Richard Lane
Jack Arnold
Lee Patrick

for type of pictures in which he is
used, showed up in splendid style,

proving of more value than George
Brent, Olivia de Havilland and Kay
Francis, the latter another fadeout
after long and profitable service to
the company,
Anita Louise, also listed in the
star group, did not seem to radiate
strongly so has disappeared from
the
roster. Another on the list
for one picture, Miriam Hopkins,
made no release on the year.
John Garfield and the Dead End

Whitney Bourne
Billy Gilbert

Walter Abel
Bradley Page

WB

Vlcki Lester

Bruce Cabot
Rita Oehman
Irene Dare

Kids, newcomers into the fold, are
the trailblazers of the featured contingent.
Studio has great faith in
Garfield's future and likely that this
recruit from Broadway legit will be
among the starring contingent when
the 1939-40 product announcement

Thelma Leeds
Joan Woodbury «•

Kay

Sutton

Frances Mercer

Leona Roberts'
June Travis

made.
Priscilla

Lane

Ellis

Miller

Parkyakarkas

Gloria Blondell

is

pictures for 1938 re>

Featured

Anderson Lawlor
Marcla Ralston

Ian Keith
Lucien Littlefield

Joyce Matthews

•Made no
lease.

Isabel Jeans
Patric Knowles

Cunningham

Harriett Hilliard

.

•BURGESiS MEREDflTH

Henry O'Neill
Veda Ann Borg

Barlowe Borland
Larry Crabbe
Harvey Stephens

Cook

•CLAUDETTE COLBERT
•DOUGLAS CORRIGAN
•VICTOR McLAGLEN

Dick Purcell
Ian Hunter
Gloria Dickson

Judith Barrett
Ellen Drew

Johnny Downs

•EDDIE CANTOR

Mabel Todd

Hayden

George Hayes
Rufe Davis

Jr.

•JOHN BOLES
•BOB BURNS

Hugh O'Connell

Colin Tapley
Archie Twltchell

Dolores Casey

GEORGE O'BRIEN
KATHARINE HEPBURN
BARBARA STANWYCK
RICHARD DIX
LUCILLE BALL
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
BOBBY BREEN

Litel

Yacht Club Boys

BROS.

JOE PENNEB

Lynn

Jeffrey

Elizabeth Patterson

Dodd

MARX

Bonita Granville

Ronald Reagan

Mary

Dorothy Howe
Edgar Kennedy
Donald O'Conner
Evelyn Keyes
Marie Burton

CARY GRANT
JACK OAKIE
IRENE DUNNE

Sheridan

William Frawley

Jackie Coogan

Stars
GINGER ROGERS
FRED ASTAIRE

.John Payne
Joan Blondell
Donald Crisp

Mary

Billy

ItKO

Featured

Randolph Scott
Basil Rathbone
John Boles

Claire

Starringr list at

John Garfield
Dead End Kids
Priscilla Lane
Frank McHugh

Frances Dee
Louise Campbell-^

Cecil

assets

Though it had plenty of star commitments, both under term contrdct.
and for individual pictures, KKO
had nothing sensatiohal during the
year in production and, as its main
mdrquee asset, depended- om Ginger
Fred AstaireRogers' production.
hail just one that was released .on
the year with Miss Rogers, white
she had two others tucked avuay
under her b.o. belt. Cary Grant and
Irene Dunne, on one-pic deals.

•Not used in 1938 releases.

Akim TamlrofT
Edward Everett Horton

Russell

marquee

Ginger Rogers Heads

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND
KAY FRANCIS
ANETA LOUISE
•MIRIAM HOPKINS

Lynn Overman
J.

Anthony Qninn
Glenda Farrell

out and becohie
during 1939.

HUMPHREY BOGART
GEORGE BRENT

by Paramomitii

MelKnowles and

Bainter,

Patric

Gale Sondergaard.
Studio also has quite a bit of new
talent which, though of little b.o.consequenee currently, may break

PAUL MUNI
ERROL FLYNN
JAMES CAGNEY
EDWARD G^ ROBINSON
PAT O'BRIEN
WAYNE MORRIS
DICK POWELL

•BARBARA STANWYCK
•DON AMECHE

Pay

Litel,

Cooper,

ville

SHIRLEY ROSS
•IRENE

John

say,

,

also

Pushing Three Fenlmes

Aim Sheridan, a new ingenue, is
being groomed for potent billing
as well as Jane Bryan, who has had
a couple of tryouts under her belt
for the year. Marie Wilson also is
highly thought of by the front office, desirous of pushing her to the
G. Robinson, who Is rated on par fore but having a hard task obtain^
with Cagney. Pat O'Brien, though ing suitable material for her.
Joan Blondell's b.o. strength did
obviously very popular with exhibs,
had no immense productions, being not appear potent this year with recoupled with others, so therefore he sult she decided to try elsewhere,
for her 1939 screen labors. There
rates behind the other two.
Wayne Morris, newly added to the are plenty of established stellar
star roster, made an exceptionally players in the contingent, who with
He eclipsed Dick performance and marquee value,
fine showing.
Powell who, at end of 1938, ob- always prove desirable for theatre
tained a final divorce decree from revenue. In this group are Donsdd
the Warner lot. Humphrey Bogart, Crisp, Claude Rains, Margaret Lind-

ANNA MAY WONG

•Made no

potent in the nabes and hinterland.
Bob Bums, a new star oh the list,
shows evidence of unusual value,
with Ray Millaod iind Bob Hope, also
new in the star division, making fave
impressions with fans and exhibs.
The Bums and Allen combo coasted
along nicely during the year, but
will be missing as a team in future
productions, with Miss Allen continuing for one on her own. Fredric
March had just one on the lot,- 'The
Sidney
Sylvia
Buccaneer,' with
likewise doing one on the year,
made in the east, Gladys Swarthout did not register strongly and
fades from the new year group of
Anna
stars, as does Joan Bennett.
May Wong starred in the B's coming from the Harold Hurley division,
and did not prove important at all.
Isa Miranda,' recent importation,- did
not face cameras for the year's releases and likewise Irene Dunne,
Carole Lombard, Barbara Stanwyck
and Don Ameche, all of the
latter having One-pic commitments.
Frances. Farmer, busy with her New
York legit career, did not find time
to do any cinematic work, either.
Buck Jones, recently added to the
Paramount fold, will get first of his
under way early in 1939.
Lynn Overman, in stock for number of years, proved to be the outstander in the featured group. He
was used aplenty in important picJ. Carroll
tures during" the year.
Naish, getting plenty of workout,

Jack Haley
Adolpbe Menjoo

Paul cently added, and who, should the

from Flynn.
Cagney Starts Climb
James Cagney, back in the fold,
follows Flynn In value and should
he get a couple more pics like 'Angels With Dirty Faces' he wiU reattain his former top racking. Another back in the fold is Edward

GLADYS SWARTHOTJT
JOAN BENNETT

lease

Featured
Gloria Stuart

of the previous year.

11

Muni continued to hold the second studio decide to make anything muspot in the Warner fold, as weU sical, will substitute in lead roles
as taking away the male draw value formerly assigned to Dick Powell.

FREDRIC MARCH
SYLVIA SIDNEY

JACK OTTERSON

PETER LORRE

WILLIAM POWELL
DON AMECHE

FIELDS

C.

PICTURES
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Hovick and
$holt, June Lang, Louise
Bill Robinson disappeared from the
contract group, but, well established,
they are frefelancing- successfully.
In perusing, the list of featured
players here many of those who are
just listed will undoubtedly next
year be in the upper brackets of
the company's coin-getters.

Lane, one of the three
leader of the femme

sisters, is

group on the featured list, with her
sister,
Rosemary, down on the
rating and the other sister, Lola,
though more experienced in screen
work, out of the lineup. Frank McHugh and Allen Jenkins, WB vets,
are- still up there, as is Hugh Herbert, who left to pursue a freelance
career.
Studio has considerable't
faith in ability of John Payne, le-A

1

proved to be very potent for the
company, as was Jack Oakie, who
has left the fold.

Marx Bros., with one, were okay;
while Joe -Penner and
George
O'Brien proved to be more profitable to the company than Katharine
Hepburn, who has vanished from.

RKO

listing.

Barbara

Stanwyo'r.

(Continued on page 22)
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L A. Mighty Despite Racing And
Tyg

H.O.s Assured

TRADE WINDS*
AUGUR WEL, IINCOLN

'DUKE,'

on Probation* (WB). Last week 'Dr,
Los Angeles, Jan. 1.
'Flirting with
Big takes for locals. This despite Kildare' (M-G) and
Fate' (M-G); okay $4,500.
opening of Santa Anita race track
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,on Saturday. Tournament of Rosies 500; 30-35-40)—'West with Hardys'
parade and Rose Bowl game at Pasa- (M-G) and 'Christmas (iarol' (M-G),
dena. All first runs staged midnight Fourth week still above par. Third
shows Saturday, at upped prices. week nice at $3,000. First two weeks
Town's leader is easily 'Sweethearts,' at the UA cleaned up good $9,000.
single billed at State and Chinese.
Orpheus! (Hamrick - F-vergreen)
Current Fix; Last Week's Estimates (1,800; 30-35-40)—'Kentucky* (20th)
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024; and 'Next Time Marry' (RKO). Last
JOHN CARRADINE
30-40-55-75)
'Sweethearts* (M-G). week 'Thanks for Everything' (20th)
Looks mighty big. Last week 'West and 'Pecks Bad Boy' (RKO) went
After an exciting part in 20th
with Hardys* (M-G) and 'Christmas over strong for $5,000.
Century-Fox's "Jesse James," the
Carol' (M-G), neat $10,700.
Hamrick-Evergreen) versatile! thesp just completed a still
Paramount
'Dawn. Patrol)
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55- (3,000; 30-35-40)
.interesting role ,in Walter
65)—'Goin? Places' (WB) and 'Devil's (WB) and 'Blondie* (Col) .(2d wk). more
Wanger's "Stage Coach," both attracLast week, 'Dawn First week clicked big with $5,600.
Island' (WB).
tions being readied for release early
Drew'
and 'Nancy
Patrol' (WB)
EivoU (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—'Alin the new year.
<WB) (2d week), $10,000.
giers' (UA) and 'Speed to Burn"
Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55) (20th) (reissues). Last week 'Three
—'Pygmalion' (M-G) (2d wk). Mo- Loves Has Nancy' (M-G). and 'Keep
mentum of initial week's $8,000 Smiling' (20th), good enough $1,600. K. C. Product Strong
should kee^. this Shaw opxis going
United Artists (Parker) .(1,000; 30.
35-40)—'Sweethearts'
lor six to eight stanzas.
(M-G)
(2d
Enough to Drive Out
Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 30-40-55- wk). Will hold l,onger. First week
'em for great $7,300.
wowed
'Going Places' (WB) and
65)
Last week,
•Devil's Island* (WB).
Duals and Vaudeyille
second stanza of 'Dawn Patrol' (WB)
and 'Nancy Drew' (M-G), $9,000.
Kansas City, Jan. 1Orpheum (Bway) (2,280; 25-30-35->
Film attractions in all straight pic'Sharpshooters'
(20th)
and
40)
ture houses on the strong side, and
vaude. One of the strongest shows
general drawing power improved
of the season and looks sweet. Last
over last week.
week 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par),
'Sweethearts,' at the Midland, one
first run, and 'Annabel* (RKO), plus
of the few films of the year considvaude, fair $8^000.
ered strong enough to take the week
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 36-40-55)—
solo, as only about half a dozen
That Woman Again' (Col) and
throughout the year have played
'Newsboys' Home' (U). Last week
single in this big house. Film doing
'Blondie' (Col) and 'Girls" School'
itself justice, giving house one of its
(Col), fair $6,200.
Looks to lead-..the
bigger weeks.

—

—

W

—

AND VAUDE

BEST BET,

Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)
and Models' (Par) and
Detroit, Jan. 1.
stage show.. Last .we€k 'Tom Sawyef' (Par) and stage show, very disPlenty of good product, aided, by
appointing at $10,000.
New Year's Eve and extra holiday
30-40-55)
(2,872;
'That price-sked, brightens film row here
Woman Again' (Col) and 'Newsboys' currently. Top coin-getter should
Home' (U). Last -week 'Blondie* be the Fox, with 'Kentucky* and
(Col) and 'Girl's School' (Col), okay Tony Martin returning to head stage
show following smash two-week sesh
$8,000.
State (Loew-Fox)- (2,414; 30-40-55- at same spot last spring.
75)—'Sweethearts* (M-G). Holiday Current Pix; Last Week's Estimates
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—
biz has house topping 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band* and sweet gross in 'Up River' (20th) and 'Thanks for
sight. Last week 'West with Hardy's Everything* (20th). Last week, 'Man
(M-G) and 'Christmas Carol' (M-G), Remember' (RKO) and 'Breaking
better expectations with close to Ice' (RKO) $4,100:

—-'Artists

—

'

$13,000.

United Arttsts (F-WC)

(2,100; 30-

Fox (Indie). (5,000; 30-40-65)'Kentucky' (20th) plus Tony Martin-

40-55)—'West with Hardys' (M-G) Lola Lane topping vaude. Last week,
and 'Christmas Carol' (M-G). Looks 'Thanks for Everything' (20th) plus
big.
Last week 'Goes My Heart' stage show, okay $18,300.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
(UA) and 'Up River* (20th). $2,700.
30-40-75)
'Artists
and Models'
Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-5565)—'West with Hardys' (M-G) and (Par) and 'Comet Over Broadway'
Last week, 'Dawn Patrol'
(WB).
^'Christmas Carol' (M-G). Last week (WB) and
'Say French' (Par), good
^'(5oes My Heart' (UA) and 'Up $16,500.
I

[

!

—

1

I

River*

(20th),

weak

$3,700.

town.

1939 on a tail wind.

1.

Expected to lag

the two-day holiday, ^. but is
sufficient to give all houses a good
currency flow.
'Trade Winds' looks better than
average at the Stuart, while 'Artists
and Models' is the Lincoln's strong
after

.

-Colonial (NTI - Noble - Monroe)
10'15)—'Red River Range'
(Rep) and 'Shadows Over Shanghai'
(Rep) split with 'Rio Grande' (Col)
and 'Tough Kid* (Mono), Just the
ticket for thi
house.
Last week
'Early Arizdna' (Col) and 'Life Returns'
(Indie)' split with .'Under
Western Stars' (Rep) and 'Higgins
Family' (Rep) $900, okay.
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; Id25-35)4-' Artists and Models' (Par)
and 'Storm' (U). Last week 'Christmas Carol' (M-G) and ^Thanks for
Everything' (20th) $2,800, ill right(750;

single stage

some

fiesh

Newman

up

to $2,750.

—

(2d

^BDFF

'SWEETHEARTS' OK

New Year's weekend is
driving up the' grosses to peak figures,
'Sweethearts' is showing extraordinary strength, with 'That
woman' also clicking and 'Kentucky'

—

and a cold

Jane Withers' P.A. with 'Blondie

verjr nice $19,000, nine days.

fives Pitt 2 Flesh Spots; B.O. Big

Jane

day-and-dating of same picture at Senator hurting.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)
—'Children of Wild' (Indie). House
still in a tough way for product and
going in of late for strictly exploitation films.
Put in 'His Exciting
Night' (U) for midnight shows, however.
'Wild* has stage lecturer in
Yellow Rosebud, billed as Indian
princess.
Last week 'Newsboys'
Home' (U), pretty good at $4,350.
with

Withers p.a.'ing along
and giving Stanley, which
has had a monopoly on presentations, a little competish. Latter playing 'Young in Heart' and Bob CrosPenn expectations high
by's band.
with 'Sweethearts' benind big advertising push.
'Out West with
Celluloid Spells
Hardys! looks good at Warner after
strong session at Penn. Fulton catchCoin; 'Sweethearts' H.
ing what it can with Indie 'Children
of Wild,' house being still strapped
for product, and ditto Senator with
Portland, Ore,, Jan. 1.
town's only holiday dual in 'Smash'Sweethearts,' in its second week ing Spy Ring* and 'Freshman Year.'
at Parker's UA, is a smash winner Current Pix; Last Week's Estimates
Alviii (Harris) (1,800; 25-40-60)—
Another
that will hold longer.
inoney maker is 'Dawn Patrol' at the 'Blondie' (Col) and Jane Withers on
stage.
First flesh for this spot in
Hamrick-Evergreen Paramount.
Cnrrent Pix; Last Week's Estimates more than two years. Last week
Biroadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35- "fn^nks for Everything' (20th), one
J|0)—'Itade Winds' (UA) and 'Girls o'i season's big disappointments at

0

SOLID

•KY."

(Par-Smger) (2.800; 25-35-40)
—State
'Artists and Models' (Par). Musical
revues of this type haven't been
clicking so well in this town. Well
liked, but box-office prospects not

INFRISCO
San Francisco, Jan.

Two

enough to overcome numerous adverse influences. Looks light. Last
week, 'Brother Rat' (WB), $6,500,
pretty good, but plenty disappointing
for such a highly praised picture.

.

color pictures, 'Sweiethearts'

regarded any too favorably.
Last
week, 'West with Hardys' (M-G) $9,000, good, but under expectations.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Gangster's Boy' (Mono). A first-run for a
change and title and star, Jackie
Cooper, spell dough. Should breeze
through to nice results. Last week,
'Drums' (UA) (2d run) $700, fair.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)
'If
King' (Par).
First neighborhood
showing and looks pretty good. Last
week, 'Stablemates' (M-G) $2,600,

and 'Kentucky,' look set for the best
town this Week. 'Pacific Liner,'
which got its world preem at the
Golden G&te, also is sailing along at
a good clip.
Although Christnlas
Week was way below expectations,
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day mUd.
hitting new lows for many houses
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
all Over town, most Of the boys on —'To the Victor'
(GB).
No cast
the main stenl have hopes of the names, but should build in this class
New Year starting more auspiciously spot. Looks like fair results. Last
than the last few weeks of 1938 week, 'Moonlight Sonata' (Indie)
biz in

—

ended.

(5th

Most of the screen fare

more

last

Fox

wk)

week

attention than it got
from the public, but balmy spring
weather in December and brilliance
of outdoor Christmas trimmings all
over town was too much competish
for the deluxers, as well as the
nabes.
Current Pix; Last Week's Estimates

rated

$1,000, light.

,

(F-WC)

mer'-mndie' And
'Sweethearts' Aiming

For Denver Records

35-55-75)—

(5,000;

'Kentucky' .(20th) and 'Chan in Honolulu' (20th).
Last week 'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and 'Up River' (20th),
healthy $20,000;
tiolden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)
—'Pacific Liner' (RKO) arid vaude.
Top. of $1,10 tot this show on New
Year's eve. Last week 'Little Tough
Guys' (RKO) and vaude, fine $17,000.

Denver, Jan. 1.
Business looks to equal or pass
.

same week

last year.

Weather

is

helping.

'Up the River' and 'Blondie' broke
opening day record at the Paramount. 'Sweethearts' will threaten
the Orpheum house records.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)— Current Pix; Last Week's Estimates
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—
'Can't Take It' (Col). C7th Wk).
Amazing strength of this picture has 'Trade Winds' (UA), after a week at
all the boys gasping.
When biz the Denver. Last week, 'Submarine
started, to sag at. the. Orpheum last Patrol' (20th) fair $3,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)—
week, along with practically everythmg else in town manager Hal 'Christmas Carol' (M-G) and 'FlirtNeides started thinking in. terms of ing with Fate' (M-G), after a week
his next attraction. HoWever, Frank at the Orpheum, Last week, 'DraCapra. picture is going into 'its matic School' (M-G) and 'Law West
seventh inning. -Last week (6th), of Tombstone' (RKO), nice $2,000,
both having been at the Orpheum a
$7,500,week.
Paramount (F-WC)
35-55.

Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—
Pittsburgh, Jan. 1.
'Going Places* (WB) and 'Devil*s
Town dressing its windows with
Island* (WB).
Last week. 'Angels'
fiock of ace attractions. Additional
(WB) (2d run) excellent $10,000 in
shows at upped prices, bolstering
10 days.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50) takes considerably. Business started
—'Kentucky* (20th).
Last week.
off at a breakneck pace and it looks
•Artists and Models' (Par), bettered
like a sock session everywhere.
expectations for good $7,500.
Hfpp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Trade
Alvin has a flesh display for the
Winds' (UA). Last week 'Thanks first time in more than two years,

PorL

SWEETHEARTS.'

(2,800;

•

.

•

lor Everything* (20th) slow $5,000,
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)—
That Woman Again' (Col). An
Should click. Last
'other natural.
week 'Storm' (U) and 'Swing, Sister' (U), sloughed off to fair $7,200.

fair.

25(Par-Singer)
— 'Thanks
Everything'
for

(20th). Good light entertainment for
this season of year, but not powerful

•

running strong.
Current Pix; Last Week's Estimates
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—
'Sweethearts' (M-G).
Looks great.
Last week, 'West with Hardys'

(M-G)

—

Orpheum

Frankie

Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)
30-40-50)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB)
^'Sweethearts' (M-G). Solo here in
run) and 'Mysterious Rider' strict contrast to usual policy.
(Par).
Last
week,
'Heart
of
North'
Last
Healthy
start looks to hold.
BRISK; "WOMAN,*
(WB) and 'Bulldog Drummond' week 'Cowboy and Lady' (UA) and
(Par), okay $7,000.
(M-G) $12,000,
'Christmas Carol'
'KY.,'
United Artists (United Detroit) good, but little off from expectations,
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 1030-40-65)
'Sweethearts'
(2,000;
(M-G). Last week, 'Snow White' 25-40)—'Artists and Models' (Par).
Buffalo, Jan. 1.
(RKO) (3d wk) (reissue) $5,000 Returns the house to sj;raight film
New Year's sellout midnight per- after $10,000 and $5,000 in previous fare, and also to 40c top price from
formances sent this week's grosses two weeks.
(Continued on pag^ 52)
skyrocketing. All houses are being
helped by strong holiday attractions
000;

40)—'West with Hardys' (M-G).
Moved here from State after good

(U) $2,500,

at the Tower after
conipetition from the

Masters and Joy Hoc^es making a
dual headliner at the Tower this
week.
Last week failed to live up to expectations, figures being noticeably
under anticipations in general.
Current Pix; Last Week's Estimates
Esquire and tJptown (Fox Midwest) (820 and 1,200; 10-25-40)—
'Kentucky' (20th) day and date on
Giving
early Wednesday opening.
good account of itself. Last week,
five days for "Thanks for Everything'
(20th), making 12-day total, looked

'Storm* (U), also dual first runs.
Fairly satisfactory anticipations. Last
week, 'Christmas Carol' (M-G) and
'Annabel' (RKO), dual first runs,
split with 'Flirting Fate' (M-G) and
'Frontiersman* (Par), also dual first
runs, $1,500, pretty good.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-35-

35-40)

show

during December.

'Law West of Tombstone' (RKO) and
'Nancy Drew' (WB), dual first runs,
with 'Down on Farm* (20th) and

split

seven days all things considered
there. Still an ace for family trade
Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10- and in a spot where it should get
25-40)—'Trade Winds' (UA), Last good matinee play.
week 'Sweethearts' (M-G) did okay
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)—
with $4,700.
'Up River' (20th). Good holiday atVarsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25- traction for this spot. Lack of cast
35)—'Duke of West Point' (UA). names only fly in the ointment
Last week 'Heart of North* (WB), Should struggle through to fair results.
Last week, 'Service de Luxe'
nice $2,600.

usual

its

Fact that the film houses were sans
stage shows or particularly outstanding" attractions mitigated against es?ecially heavy returns at the New

ear's eve midnight performances.
Houses have such midnight performances every Saturday, anyway. Night
clubs and hotels, as well as some parpoint. 'Duke of West Point- having ties, imposed a heavy drain on boxthree good opening days, for a nice offices.
week's prospect.
Current Pix; Last Week's Estimates
Current Pix:; Last Week's Estimates
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

'Artists

days at least.
Theatre row retvurns to

year.

.

Newman

likewise is okay with
and Models* and heading toward one of its fairer figures: 'Kentucky' day and date in the Esquire
and Uptown, broke in couple of days
early, with Wednesday opening. Certain of a few extended days, affd may
stay on for a couple of weeks. Nine

Minneapolis, Jan. 1,
Sub-zero weather, snowstorms and
Icy roads are doing plenty of damage
to box-offices that were none too

healthy under more favorable weather conditions. Many potential customers apparently prefer to hug the
firesides imder present conditions.
With midnight shows helping on And the bowl football radio broadNew Year's eve, film biz spurts into casts loom tougher opposition every
Lincoln, Jan.

DETROIT

RKO

1939

Product Put Damper on Mpls.

—

-

4,

Weather, Competish, Lack of Sock

Football; 'Sweethearts Heading For

Smash, More

Wednesday, January

Anniversary Tssub

Blondie,'

$5,000,

,

(2,740;

75)—'Artists

-and Models' (Par ) and
'Sons of Legion'. (Par) (.2d wk).
After a bad start, new Benny picture
has taken hold. Last week 'Artists
Penn (Loew-UA) (3,300; 25-35-50) and Models', (four days) and 'Dra—'Sweethearts' (M-G). Big campaign matic School? (M-G) and 'Christmas
should prove fruitful. Last week Carol': (M?:G) (three days), disap'West with Hardys' (M-G) strong at pointing $11,000.
$18,000, and moved to Warner for
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-

75)— 'Dawn Patrol' (WB) arid 'Up
second week.
Senator (Harris) (1,800; 25-40)— River' (20th). Last week 'West with
'Spy Ring' (Col) and 'Freshman Hardys' (M-G) and 'Df. Kildare' (MYear* (U). Last week 'Thanks for G) (3d. wk), closed to $4,500.
Everything* (20), day and date with
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 3555-65)— 'Young Heart' (UA) (2d wk).
Alvin, pretty bad $2,250.
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)— Last week $10,000, which "v^^asn't bad,
'Young Heart' (UA) and Bob Cros- considering,
by's band. Last week, 'Going Places'
Warlield (F-WO (2,680; 35-55-75)
(WB) and stage show with Ken Murr Tr'Sweethearts" .(M-G), After takray and Gene Austin good at $19,500. ing it on the chin during the past
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)— month, the Wairfielid. is- staging a big
•West with Hardys' (M-G). Moved comeback thiis week with the Machere after nice week at Penn. Last Donald-Eddy operetta;. Last week
week 'Christmas Carol' (M-G) and 'Thanks for Everything* (20th): and'Comet Over Broadway' (WB), dis- 'Nancy Drew! (WB), very bad at
appointing at $4,000.
$8,000.
"'.

.

'

Denham

(Cockrill)

(1,750;

25-35-

40)—'Tom Sawyer' (Par) and 'Adventures of Chico* (Indie).
Last
week, 'Frontiersman* (Par) and 'Orphan Annie' (Par) were yanked after
doing only $1,500 in four days,
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50)—
'Dawn Patrol' (WB). Last week,
'Trade Winds' (UA), good, considering business at most other first runs,
closing with $9,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,600: 25-35-40)

—'Sweethearts' (M-G), Last week,
'Christmas Carol' (M-G) and 'Flirting with Fate' (M-G), best in town
with $10,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2.200: 25-40)—
'Up River' (20th) and 'Blondie' (Col).
Last week, 'Hard to Get' (WB) and
'Storm' (U), fair $3,000.
Riaito (Fox) (878; 25-40)— 'Submarine Patrol' (20th), after a week
at each the Denver and Aladdin, and
'His Exciting Night' (U). Last week,
'Angels with Dirty Faces' (WB),
after a week at Denver and Aladdin,
and 'Dr. Meade' (Col), $2,000.

)

Wednesday, January

VARIETY

Third of a Century

1939

4,

State-Lake Potcy With

New

Topper Looks

Xrime Strong in Chi; 'Honepoon/
'Tarnished
New

With the

Chicaf!0. Jan. 1.
Year's eve session

down the line.
Not much to choose from on

profits all

the
picture angle, with 'Paris Honeymoon' rating as the oiUy picture with
any noteworthy boxoffice ability on

own. Other major theatres, such
as the Oriental, State-Lake and Pal-

its

"

Current Fix; Last Week's Estimates
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
'Dramatic School' (M-G) opened
Saturday (31). Last week, Snow
White' (RKO) $5,200. good.
Chicairo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
'Paris Honeymoon' (Par) and stage
show. Powerful but aided neatly by
those buck-top shows on New Year's
eve. Last week 'Artists and Models'

When the figures for New Year's
in, it is expected they will
compare favorably with the same
holiday stanza a year ago, in spite of
the fact that the majority of the
Broadway theatres held over their
Christmas shows.
Last year all
houses but one ushered In fresh pictures for the New Year crowds.
Receiving art unpreccdently heavy
play between. Christmas and New
Year's eve, with business startling
the street on Tuesday, Wednesday,

WITH GOOD PRODUCT

.

Providence, Jan. 1.
Increased biz. at all stands has
main stemmers smiling after seasonal

Xmas week
show

drop.

State closing late-

period on Monday. Tenday period helped draw late parties
and may be resumed later. Blackstone on Albee stage for week's run.
Current Pix; Last Week's Estimates'
Albee RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Newsboys' Home' (U) and Blackstone on stage.
Last week 'That
Woman Again' (Col) and 'Peck's Bad
Boy' (RKO), so-so $5,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-3550)—'Brother Raf (WB) and 'Nancy
Drew' (WB) (2d run). Last week,
'Goes My Heart' .(UA) and 'Spy
Ring' (Col) (2d run) had heart-failure with $2,500.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
'Up River' (20th) and vaude. Last
week, 'Freshman Year' (U) and
Bowes- unit on stage slowed to fair
trial

'Cowboy and Lady' (UA) and
Carol' (M-G), whooping

mas

'Christ$12,500.

JIMMY McHUGH
Composer
Best wishes to

Strand (Indie)

(2.200;

25-35-50)—

Honeymoon' (Par) and 'Storm

my

friends

WHISTLE'); Deanna Durbin's 'That
OWN'); and Alice

Certain Age* ('MY
Faye's 'You're a

('TOU*BS

Sweetheart'

A SWEETHEAET').

MCE PRODUCT,
DPPED PRICES,

PHIUY
Philadelphia, Jan.

1.

Last

With two extra performances at
well-tilted prices all along the line

—

$4,800.

OHental (Jones) (2,200; 25-35-40)
—'Tarnished Angel'
(RKO) and
vaude. Show lines up as a house-

HUB

currently.
In the zoom
with everything else.
Last week
Nurse' (U) managed okay

B.O.S

built unit

H.O.S

'Secrets of
$16,200.

HOT, was

LOOM

STRONG

*

Brilliant

showing after

fine

$13,400

Boston, Jan. 1.
Film b.o.'s responding well to the
holiday rush, with 'Out West with
the Hardys' smashing away to very
hefty gross at Loew's Orpheum and

week.'
Stote-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-3540)—'Crime Takes Holiday' (U) and State.
vaude. House has caught on with
'Thanks for Everything* looks good
its eight-act policy
at low-priced at the Memorial, and 'Paris Honeyset-ups.
Will go into great money. moon* medium at the Met.
'KenLast week, for six days, 'Confestucky' and 'Up the River,' dualled,
sions' (Par) got house away in great
playing both the Met and the Parastyle with $14,000.
Other
mount New Year's Eve.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700; houses will offer theii' current bills.
85-55-65-75 )
'Sweethearts'
(M-G Advance on holiday eve shows very
opened here Saturday (31). Should good all over town.
perk on New Year's session. Last
week was off at $8,000 on second Current PIx; Last Week's Estimates
week of 'Shining Hour' (M-G).
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 20-30-40)—
'Freshman Year' (U) and 'Juvenile
Court' (Col) plus vaude, for four

—

'ANGES'

days;

H.O.

PACING

FOR B'KLYN RECORD

'Suez'

(20th)

and 'Man Re-

member' (RKO) (2d runs) without
vaude, three days. Last week 'Crime
Holiday' (Col) and 'Little Advengood
plus vaude,
(Col),
turess'
$10,000,

Brooklyn, Jan. 1.
Splendid lineup of talent on stages

and

first

rate film attractions will

give downtown deluxers whooping
grosses for New Year's week. Socko
biz at ev«ry theatre with Fabian
Paramount ahead of everyone else
and likely to set new record. Paramount holding 'Angels with Dirty
i^aces second week and due to gar-

Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-4055)— 'Artists and Models' (Par) and
'Tom Sawyer' (Par) (2d run). Last
week 'Sub Patrol' (20th) and
'Thanks for Memory' (Par), $7,000.
Keith IVIemorial (RKO) (2,907; 2535-40-55)— 'Thanks for Everything'
(20th) and 'Last Warning' (U), Last

week 'Goes My Heart' (UA) and 'Always Trouble' (20th), nine days,
ner magnificent gross. Strand with okay $22,000.
ueorge Jessel on stage and 'AdvenMetropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35ture in Sahara' on screen also strong.
40-55)—'Paris Honeymoon' (Par) and
Fabian Fox in chips with 'Artists
'Storm Over Bengal' (Rep), with
andJWodels Abroad.'
'Kentucky' (2pth) for midnight show.
Current Fix; Last Week's Estimates Last week 'Artists and Models' (Par)
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Thanks and 'Tom Sawyer' (Par), $14,000.
for Everything' (20th) and 'SharpOrpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40shooters' (20th).
Last week, 'Up 55)_'West with Hardys' (M-G) and
Klldare' (M-G) (2d wk). Tally
^^^It^ ^20th) and 'Annabel' ImHO), 'Dr.
$16,000, good.
11-day run, including New
for
-/^x , (4,089; 25-50)—'Artists and Year's eve will be in vicinity of
Models' (Par) and 'Secrets of Nurse' $28,500, socko.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35/^J/«v ^^st week, 'Heart of North'
^^^'i 'Cipher Bureau' (GN). 40-55)—'Artists and Models' (Par)
^^I
Okay
$16,000.
and 'Tom Sawyer' (Par) (2d run)
for midnight
,(3,618; 25.-50)— 'Cowboy and with 'Kentucky' (20th)
T
Lady
Last week 'Sub Patrol'
(UA) and 'Last Warning' (U). special.
Last week, 'West with Hardys' (M- (20th) and 'Thanks for Memory'
$10,000.
adequate
run),
(2d
(Par)
Faces' (U), $17,000,
lood
Scollav (M&P) (2.538; 25-35-40-50)
^Paramount
25-35-50)— —'Sub Patrol' (20th) and 'Thanks
(4,126;
.^ngels' (WB) and 'Down on Farm' for Memory' (Par) (3d run). Last
uoth) (2d week). Last week, this week 'Angels' (WB) and 'Down on
pair

drew wonderful

Farm' (20th) (3d run), tepid $6,000.
$27,600.
State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)—
'Adventure
m Sahara' (Col) 25-50)—
and vaude with 'West with Hardys' (M-G) and 'Dr.
^l^^ Jessel heading bill. Last Kildare' (M-G). Held over for four

.Strand

^K^T^'
^GN)

(2,870;

in 75-cent top houses

to 99 cents.

Cnrreiit Fix; Last Week's Estimates
Aldine (WB) (1,303 42-57-68-75-86)
of West Point' (UA). Opened
on Saturday (31)^ to catch holiday
biz, which gave 'Trade Winds' (UA)
two extra days on its second lap. Latter reached fair $11,000 for the nine

days.

'Spring Madness' (M-G).

last

Tap

pushed to 86 cents from 7 p. m.
on both nights, with the vaudfilmer
Earle, which ordinarily gets a maxi
mum of 68 cents, getting shoved oip

—'Duke

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
—'Up River' (20th) and vaude. With
special New Year's eve reserved
seats gets into the respectable figures. Last week, brutal $14,100 for

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-6575)—'Trade Winds' (UA) (2d wk).

housed.

'*

is

a chance this figure

may be

hit or

bettered.

Paramount got a

fine $47,000 over
'Artists and Models

Christmas with
Abroad' and Glen Gray Casa

Loma

band. With business toward the end
of the week maintaining a powerful
pace, plus seven shows for New
Year's eve, predictions were that

would be

this figure

creased on

substantially inthe holdover.
r

The second-run

State,

-

.

which never

Thursday and Friday (27-28-29-30), holds over Christmas shows, pushed
virtually all houses finished their forward to a smart $29,000 over that
Xmas weeks strong and started out holiday with 'Out West >ylth Hardys'
on the New Year lap in smash fash- and a vaude bill, including Dinty
For New
ion. In view of the upped prices for Doyle and Jane Pickens.
New Year's eve, with most of the Year's it brought In 'Young in Hearf^
larger first runs at $1.50 top, and the and Paul Whiteman Thursday morniTiis show is likewise
scheduling of extra shows, most man- ing (29).
agers found that the pictures held strong.
over started better on their current Current- PIx; Last
Week's Estlmafes
(2d) week than on the first (YuleAstor (1,012; 25-40-55-65)—'Pygtide) sessloiis.
The only theatres not increasing malion' (M-G) (4th week). Hit over
prices Saturday night (31) were the $15,000 last week with aid of the
Music Hall, where the orchestra price Christmas holiday, best showing to
Reof 99c and the loge scale of $1.65 was date, and continues strongly.
not disturbed; the Rivoli, where the- mains indefinitely.
top is 99c, and "the Cap, which gets
Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
99c. orch and $1.25 for loges. In all 'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d-final week).
houses midnight shows were sched- Severe competition and lack of wide
uled, with the push of business to de- mterest holding this one down to
termine how far into the morning what amounts to fairly good showthey would grind, while in others ing; last week over Christmas it
very late complete stage and screen went over $30,000.
shows were put on.
The ParaCriterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Ride
mount, Strand and State went to a Crooked Mile' (Par).

new high

$8,500.
.

all of

and an especial greeting to those
with whom I was associated during
1938-1939 in Deanna Durbin's 'Mad
LOVE TO
Music'
('I
About

Majestic (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)-'Thanks for Everything' (20th) and
Last week,
'Swing, Sister' (U).
(WB) and 'Nancy
'Brother Rat'
Drew' (WB) surprised with swell

'Paris

Carol's

Shows. Upped Scales

week are

week, and fairly strong product, aggregate
Over Bengal' (Rep)l
'Artists Models' (Par) and 'In Old figure hung up this sesh will without
(Par) $25,600, mild.
Mexico' (Par) proved pushover for a doubt register tops for the year,
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75) swell $9,000,
Extra midnight performances were
'Artists and Models' (Par). Hitting
given on both Saturday and Sunday
rapid pace. Last week 'Say French'
nights, playing as in past years to
(Par) and 'Gangster's Boy' (Mon)
mobs on their feet in almost all

meek

Top 'Xmas
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Boom B way; Wliitemaii- Heart' Big

PROV. GROSSES PERK

ace, are relying almost completely
on their stage line-ups.
Also only one holdover though
'Artists and Models' moved into Garrick following a meek week in Chicago. 'Trade Winds' continues in the
While 'Shining Hour'
Roosevelt.
wpund. up in the United Artists,
with 'Sweethearts' succeeding Sat.
(31). Apollo same day opened 'Dramatic School.'
Palace, insisting on its position as
the traditional vaudeville spot of the
town, came through with a special
line-up of talent for the New Year's $5,000.
eve midnight show, adding five acts
State (Loew) (3.200; 25-35-50)—
(M-G). Last week,
to- the regular bill and sold the en- 'Sweethearts'

semble on its traditional reserved
seat set-up for the special show.

to

$107,000; Extra

Angef Ako CEcky

at a dollar straight in nearly all the
lo.op houses the downtown spots had
a foundation of beaucoup coin on
the week. And plus the weight of
the best general week in the year,
the total' grosses at all the places
are sufficient to mean plenty of

PICTURE CROSSES

Anniversary Issue

of seven complete stage

shows.
State scheduled its last
complete program at 1:30 a. m., while
the Par and Strand set 2 a. m. as the
time for the final show, with screenings of the picture to continue after
that as long as business warranted.
Crowds from out of town have
been larger than anticipated, which,
together with kids relieved of school
chores, brought continuous lobby
holdouts during the entire past
week. The estimate on New Year's
travel in and out of the city was that
it would run about 10% higher than
last year.
Ah advantage this year
was that Christmas and New Year's
provided a three-day weekend at the

Opened here
Thursday (29) and started off well
for what will probably add up to a

much

better than average week. In
ahead 'Blondie' (Col) floundered
badly, less than $5,500.

—

Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)
'Lady
Vanishes (20th) (2d week). Started
holdover week Saturda; (31) in time
for the

New

mg more

Year's push after snar-

than $10,000 over the
Christmas stanza, swell. If business
does not fall off sharply toward end
of this week, it may be held a third.
.fatoce
25-35-55)—'Angels
(1,700;
with Dirty Faces' (WB) (2d riin) and
Annabel Takes Tour' (RKO) (1st
run), dualed. This bill above average and will probably go eight days.
titled scedes.
The only *A* first run to change With new show coming in Thursday
shows for the New Year stanza is the (5). In ahead, 'Brother Rat' (WB)
Music Hall, which brought in 'Topper (2d run) and 'While New York
Takes a Trip' Thursday (29), and is Sleeps' (WB) (1st run), $7,500,. only
pacing briskly. 'Topper' will beat the fair.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)—
showing made by 'Christmas Carol'
over the first of the holidays, latter 'Artists and Models' (Par) and on
having finished powerfully at $107,- .stage. Glen Gray band, Andrews Sis000.
ters and other?
(2d-final week).
'Ride a Crooked Mile,' which en- Pulled 'em in over Christmas for a
tered the Criterion, a secondary first fine $47,000 and will beat that conrua Thursday (29), and two reissues, siderably over New Year's week.
'Black Cat' and 'Dark House,' at the With seven shows Saturday (31 )»
Rialto, are the only other new shows, upped scale and long grinding. New
except at the second-run State. show of 'Zaza' (Par) and Benny
They are up against very tough com- Goodman for Wednesday (4).
petition, especially from stage-show
Radio City Mnsi o Hall £5,880; 40houses, which always get the biggest 60-84-99-$1.65)—'Topper Takes Trip'
portion of the out-of-town play.
(UA) and stage show. Opened very

(37-57-68-75-86)—
Boyd
(WB)
'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d wk). Aided
by pleasant w. of m., after, being
given an initial draft by the crix that
got it off for $23,000 last session.
Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68
75-99)—'Girl Downstairs' (M-G) and
Ken Murray, Lionel Stander, Eleanor
Whitney and Gene Austin on stage
Strong show in town this turn, with
two extra shows at upped prices.
Last week, Ritz Brothers p.a.ing and
'Swing, Sister' (U), sockeroo $31,000
Of the two lea^ng straight film stoutly Thursday (29) and is certain
for six days, plus $3,100 v extra at
first-runs that also must face this op- to beat the smash $107,000 run up
Stanley, Camden, on Sunday.
angle, Capitol and Rivoli, 9y,?'^9^"stmatf by '(Christmas Carol'
Fox (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75-86)— positional
(M-G) and
'Kentucky'
(20th).
Last
week, the latter is, however, overcoming show which6 two-part Yuletide stage
had been held a second
'Thanks for Everything' (20th), with the hztndicap in usually fine style. week.
'Topper' wiU probably go a
Having
brought
in 'Beachcomber'
'Ferdinand' (RKO) to hypo, failed to
second week.
Xmas
eve
to
the
Riv
(24),
went
show much strength at $13,700.
Elalto (750; 25-40-55)—'Black Cat?
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68- $36,000, terrinc, on. the first week and
75)—'Thanks for Everything' (20th) should equal or surpass that figure (U) and 'Dark House' (U) (reissues)
opened here Friday (30). In ahead,
and 'Ferdinand' (RKO) (2d run). for the New Year's tally.
Last week, 'Christmas Carol' (M-G)
'Sweethearts,'
the
Capitol, 'Heart of North' (WB) held for nine
at
(2d run), not bad at $4,100.
mounted a pretty good $30,000 over days, getting good $9,000.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68- Christmas and is pacing satisfactorily
RlvoIl
(2,092;
25-55-75-85-90)—
75)—'Trade Winds' (UA) (2d run). on the holdover, although taking a 'Beachcomber' (Par) (2d week).
Opened on Saturday (31). Last week, back seat to the smaller Rivoli, as British-made Laughton starrer went
'West with Hardys' (M-G) (2d run), well as the Roxy, Strand, and Para- to $36,000, very big, over Cairlstmas
fair $4,200 following two weeks at mount, which also held their shows. week and started on
holdover Saturthe Stanley.
The Globe, with 'Lady Vanishes,' a day night (31). Chances are good it
Stanley (WB) (2,916: 37-57-68-75- stout business-getter for this small will top this figure over New
Year's,
86)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB) (2d wk). 'B' first run, is also on a holdover. one angle being
that people, include
Got- $19,200 in the initial take-off.
All these holdovers are very strong. ing out-of-towners, who are piling
Stanton (WB) (1.457; 26-42-57-68)
'Kentucky' went to $55,100 over into the stage show spots first, will
—'Devil's Island' (WB),
Saturday Christmas week 'at the Rbxy after a then get around to this picture. It
opening (31). Last week, 'Spy Ring' very slow start, while 'Dawn Patrol,' will be held a third
week, under
(Col) punko $3,900.
plans.
with
:

.

Abe Lyman band, which

'SWEETHEARTS' LOOKS

SWEET

IN

BALTIMORE

Baltimore, Jan. 1.
Quite a decided spurt here this
week-end, indicating a brighter turn
from recent spotty going, Nice lineup of product and extra late shows

by all downtowners, all helping.
'Sweethearts' started them coming
early and continued consistant pace,
poinUwg to biggest take for Loew's
Century in recent weeks.
Strong
stage lineup pushing combo Hipp to
front with 'There's That Woman
Again.'
Current Pix; Last Week's Estimates

Century (Loew's-UA)

—

(3,000;

15-

'Sweehearts'
(M-G)
and Ken Whitmer stage presentation.
Looks like biggest thing here
in months. Last week, 'Cowboy and
Lady' (UA) and stage show held a
steady' pace to $11,300.
25-35-40-55)

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
'That Womim
Shadows Over Shanghai' extra days, including midnight show. 15-25-35-40-55-66)
and vaude, $14,500, okay.
For 11 days about $19,000, very big. Again' (Col) leaning on extra strong

—

left

the gate much faster at the Strand,
finished the Yuletide lap at over
smash business.
But for
having opened two days ahead of
Christmas, with Saturday (24) also
under expectations for all of Broad$50,000,

Roxy
tucky'
final

(5,836;

(20th)

week).

"

25-40-55-75)—'Ken-

and stage show (2d-

Inaugurated holdover
very steadily after forging through
to fancy $55,100 over the first of the
two year-end holidays. WUl not be
way, 'Patrol' arid Lyman would have held third week.
cracked the record under the presStrand 2,767; 25-55-76)—'Dawn Paent policy of $51,800 established the trol' (WB)
Lyman band (2dweek of Nov. 25 (Thanksgiving final week).andAAbe
strong New Year's
week). Starting its holdover week week will
follow the smash business
very briskly, over New Year's there of over
$50,000 scored over Christmas, nearly all the house can accommodate and close to the record imder
vaude layout featuring 'Gang Bust- the stage show policy here set
ers,' Jane Pickens and Red Skelton. Thanksgiving week by 'Angels' and
Last week, 'Christmas Carol' (M-G) Ted Lewis, $51,800. New Year stanza
for 'Patrol' and Lyman with seven
and Benny Davis unit, $12,200.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15- shows Sat. (31) and a scale of $1.50
top, might equal or better this figure,
25-35-40-55)—'Artists
and Models'
(Par) (2d wk). Same film not so however. 'Going Places' and Louis
Armstrong, Bill Robinson, others^olforte last week at $4,300.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35- low Friday (6).
State (3,450; 35-55-751—'Young In
'Kentucky' (20th).
55)
Opened
Tues, (27) and catching on after Heart' (UA) (2d run) and Paul
Whiteman. Off Thursday (29). for an
good reception by crix.
excellent week. Over the Yule wieek
Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40went over earlier expectations
55)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB). Last week. house
to .get $29,000,
Going Places' (WB) fell down bad- 'HuTdys' (M-G) very good, with
and Dinty iJoyle^
ly to $4,400.
Janfij Pickens and others on stage.
'

—

,^
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ZAZA
Hollywood, Dec. 29.
reloaao oJ Albert Lewtn proStars Claudette Colbert; features

Herbert Marshall and Bert Lahr. Directed
Screenplay by Zoe
by George Cukor.
Aldns from play by Pierre Berton and
Songs by Prelerlck HolCharles Simon
lander and Frank Loeaser. Asst. director,
Hftl WalUer; camera. Charles I,anB, Jr.;
Epeiclal effects by Gordon Jennings; editor,
£:dward DmytryU; production consultant,
lAUa Nazlmova; dances. I^eRoy Prlnz. Proviewed at V/estv.'ood Village Dec. 28, '38.
K'jnnlng time, 83 mlns.

Ziza

ning time, 80 mlns.

Marlon Kerby
Cosmo Topper
Mrs. Topper
Wllklns
Mrs. Parkhurst
Louis
Baron de Rossi

Claudette Colbert
Herbert Marshall

Dufresne
Casrart
Anals
Nathalie
Florlanne
Malardot
Toto

Bert

I>al»r

Helen Westley
Constance Collier
Gene\'leve Tobin
Walter Catlett
.1

Buasy
Marchand
Bimone
Touget
H«nrl
Rug Dealer

'Zaza' has always been

Verree Teasdale
Franklin Pangborn
Alexander D'Arcy

'Mr. Atlas'

.ii

Prosecutor

,

,

'Sklppy'

Paul Hurst

Eddy Conrad

j.Tllor

Spencer Chaiter.s
....Irving Plchel

A

delightful, very entertaining
built around several of the
characters who appeared in 'Topper,'
this is a sequel, and so well
which
of

comedy

produced by the Hal Roach plant

on

as to suggest that a cycle based

an actor-

Topper's experiences should be in
order. One a year about Topper and
the invisible characters around him,
with attendant trick photography
and film technique would no doubt
be welcomed by the exhibitors.

whether on stage or
Original play produced by
David Belasco made Mrs. Leslie
Carter famous; first film version
turned out by Paramount in 1915
gave impetus to Pauline Frederick's
screen rating; and remake in 1923
did the same for Gloria Swanson.
Claudette Colbert takes full advantage of those basic opportunities to

proof

BUUo Burke
Alan Mowbray

,

Bartender

Judge

Ann Todd

Rex O'Mallcy
Ernest Cossarl
Janet Waldo
Dorothy Tree
-....Monty Woolley
Maurice Murphy
Frank Puglla

'

Mme. Dufresne

Constance Bennett
...Roland Young

role,

screen.

'Topper,' also produced by Roach
and also directed by Norman Z. Mc-

Leod, turned out to be a bigger boxoffice hit than had been anticipated.
It
gathered good momentum on
•

word-of-mouth and ended up a fine
money-maker. The sequel, labeled
with some sense of suggestion, 'Topper "Takes a Trip,' will do better.
The picture will do equally well in
the small towns as in the big, and
is a natural for world consumption.
Foreign territories will, go for it as
quickly as the domestic field in view
of its universal appeal and the simple but high effective story.
Constance Bennett, Roland Young,
Billie Burke and Alan Mowbray
were in the cast of 'Topper,' turned
out by Roach for Metro, in 1937. In
that picture Cary Grant appeared
opposite Miss Bennett. They played
husband and wife who, after a drinking spree, were killed in an auto
accident and then returned to life
with a determination to do a
good deed. Their experiences carried them towards a henpecked bank
president (Young) whose troubles
mounted as they appeared in

a most vivid, vital and
realistic characterization, a perform-

provide

ance that ranks with the tops of the
season.
At the boxoffice 'Zaza* will hit
solid business in the keys,' and roll
the subon thdt momentum throu
returns.
for
profitable
sequents
Baslcajly, it's a great attraction for
strong
.theme
of
the women with a
lover's sacrifice.
In the latest presentation of the
play, first time as .a talker, Paramount has retained .basic funda'

'

mentals of the original, but adaptation by Zoe Akins injects new treat-

ment

of the early 1900 story to
freshen it up materially, withal retaining the uniqueness and flavor of
the original settings.
Zaza is a mischievous and flirtatious vaude soubrette teamed with
Bert Lahr in small time bookings in
France.
Forcing introduction with
Herbert Marshall, pair fall in love the flesh or disappeared into ether
and launch an affair that goes as far at will.
As 'Topper Takes a Trip' opens
in innuendo and action as the Hays
code allows. After quitting the act, the scene of Cary Grant and Miss
Zaz^ discovers Marshall is married, Bennett's auto accident and their
is reproduced to form
resurrection
and gives him up to finally become
sequel.
start
for
the
fitting
•the hit of Paris. Knowing Marshall pi
is present at her opening, Zaza sings Acknowledgment is made by Roach
a song of parting for him to know to Grant for the reproduction of this
ppening sequence as the groundall is over between them.
Avork,- and 'he :is disposed of so
Claudette Colbert hits the peak of
carry on.
her screen career with a sincere and that Miss Bennett may
However, a dog with an astral body
scintillating portrayal of the frivol
pifctures in
ous and tempestuous Zaza. Her coy (Skippy). in numerous substituted
the last couple years, is,
flirtation with Marshall, and later
and his barking,
dramatic passages in giving him up as a companion
tearing at trouser legs, etc., when
to go on to success, are a finely tem'
seen, adds to the comic results,
not
pered characterization that greatly
obtained.
increases entertaining factors of the
Young, as Topper, is in court trypicture.
ing to offer a dubious defense in a
Marshall capably handles .thie role divorce case BUlie Burke has brought
of the husband who falls in love with against him because he had a woman
Zaza, but is greatly overshadowed by in his room (Miss Bennett's astral
Bert Lahr, Helen Westley and Con- body of 'Topper') as the sequel gets
stance. Collier. .-Lahr, in his first dra- xmder way. Thereafter, with the acmatic film" role, is notably impressive tion shiftmg to Europe, where Miss
as'Zaza's 'partner and counsellor. He Burke has gone to get her divorce,
"Will undoubtedly be called on for the living spirit of Miss Bennett and
straight: parts in the future.' Miss Skippy remain to keep him comWestley and Miss Collier also gain pany although he doesn't want them
at<;ention. in
prpminent character to help him. The good deed Miss
roles<
Bennett is still trying to do is ^reLittle Ann Todd, in brief sequence concile Ygimg and Miss Burke. AfVith lUiss Colbert, gives a sparkling ter' much hilarity and many very
performance in handling a most im- amusing sequences, she succeeds.
portant passage in story developNorman McLeod's adroit direction
ment. Others in suoporting cast were throughout keeps the film at a nice
nicely fitted to their respective roles, pace.
and excellently spotted.
The dialog is as much a credit
The two son^s are by Frederick to Eddie Morna, Jack Jevne and
Hollander and Frank Loesser. 'Hello Corey Ford as the photography is a
BroMy Darling,' sung by Miss Colbert, feather in the cap for Norbert
has a good chance of gaining pOp dine and Roy Seawright, latter hanand radio attention. 'Zaza' is used as dling special effects. Lines handed
never
overand
brilliant
an early comedy number by Lahr Young are
done. Those -given Miss Burke are
«nd Miss Colbert.
dumb-Dora fiavor, but
Production has been mounted with of a wacky,
exceedingly clever. One of the beauall-around excellence. Sets and costhe production is that pantotumes carry plenty of eye-apDCcl, ties oftakes
care of much of the footmime
and the dance numbers fitted nicely
with just the proper but puninto the action.
Photography by age,
gent amount of dialog to suit for
Charles Lang, Jr., is highly meritoristory-telling and comedy purposes.
ous,- and Miss Colbert's closeups are
Mowbray again plays Topper's
top achievements in the camera art.
butler, and a little scene he has with
Special photographic effects by GorTeasdale is a pip. Franklin
don Jennings are particularly fine. Verree
Pangborn plays a hotel manager,
Director George Cukor presents all while Alexander D'Arcy is the
of the fine flavor and dramatic in- money-mad baron.
Char.
tensity of the original play, adding
dignity and humanness in his' guidance.
Picture swings along interestingly, though at -a slow but even
Sclenart Pictures production and release.
tempo. Play does not lend itself to Features Dr. Robert E.. Cornish, Onslow
fast-paced picture technique, and Stevens, George Breakston, Lois Wilson,
Eugen
Directed
by
Hobson.
Cukor wisely steered away from try- Valerie
Frenke.
Screenplay and- adaptation, Aring to make such a radical change. thur Horman. John F. Goodrich; story,
•The controversial 'can-can' dance, Eugen Frenke, James Hogan; camera,
which was vetoed by the Hays of- Robert Planck; editor, Harry Marker. At
Colonial, Lincoln, dual.
Running time, 02
fice during production, is naturally
mlns.
out, although a few brief shots have
Cast; Dr. Robert E. Cornish, Onslow
been allowed.
."Stevens,
Lois Wilson, Georcre Hreakston.
'Zaza' is geared for good boxoffice Valerie Hobson, Stanley Fields, Frank
returns, and should easily outstrip Relelier, Richard Carle, Dean Benton, Lois'
January, and Richard Quine.
popularity of its film predecessors.
'

-

-

'

Title changes

'Susannah' succeeds' 'Susifnnah of
the Moun ties' as tag for Shirley
Temple starrer at 20th-Fox.

'

.

U

Baby

W

Pierrot..

Little Phlllipe

Tho Mother
The Principal.,...

„^o?°

Mile. Clotllde

Senipollnslcy

Modelclne Robinson
Gabrlolle Dorx.Int
;..PatiIlne Carton

The Chaplain

.Jean

Perler

(In Fre:nch; with English Titles)
(In Yiddish; with English Titles)
The French seem to have an unPretty nearly all of this produccanny but sure knack of touching
periment, films were taken of the
tion
is out of synchronization, which
the heartstrings with their emotional
event to preserve a record of the
indicates the picture is a
or romantic delineation of
amazing achievement and working strongly
re-dubbed version in Yiddish of a mental humanity and this one,fundawith him at that time were Mario
while
Polish production previously shown
Ralph
CelBlack,
not
of tremendous Importance, is a
Margutti, William
in this country, titled .'Apartment good example, of what
will please
mar and Roderick Kfida, who ap- Above.* Barring annoyance caused
feminine fans. 'Le Mioche' is faintly
pear in the film.
by poor dubbing, it still remains
Leading up to the event is a story pretty fair entertainment, fashioned reminiscent of 'Maedchen in 'Unihaving Cornish, Lois Wilson and along American production lines, form,' but without the sex-psychosis
Onslow Stevens hopped up in the with new and up-to-the-minute jazz angle.
Picture is handicapped by a slow
hope that they will some day per- and gags that should give Yiddish
form this experiment while in col- folk a li.ght-hearted pleasant hour beginning and needs judicious pruning and tightening. Jagged cutting
lege. Stevens- breaks the threesome, and a half. It is an advande in style
goes to a big research lab, and then of entertainment heretofore turned has been resorted to unfortunately in
those spots in order to shorten
is broken both by opposition of the
out by Polish or Yiddish producers,
lab and the death of his wife, Val- but hardly up to Hollywood stand- lengthy colloquy which proved diffierie Hobson.
Small kid, George ard in story, direction, camera cult to trahslate.
On the whole, it Is a tasteful wellBreakston, is about to be sent to make-up and other deft touches.
directed comedy,= without a single
juvenile hall, when he est:apes with
Fans may like departure from naughty sequence, despite its Gallic
his dog.
Pooch winds up in the
serious
classical origin. It is a setup for women and
of
usual
style
hapds of the dog-catcher, Stanley
men who remember what it is to be
Fields, is gassed, and then comes the themes.
Simple,
parent.
sentimental,
Every attempt is made to bring a
includes Stevens'

experiment which

Every

up to date, plot being laid
New York, although made in
Europe, and leading man a radio
announcer and orchestra leader who
succeeds in wedding the classic musical art to present-day jazz type of.
radio program.
Love works wonders even to" uniting both lyric
muses into a joint musical program,
an idea that is cleverly worked out
in best musical taste.
Tale is one of comical mixup between a pair of lovers, swain getting identity' of his lady love mixed
lip with girl friend she is visiting.
Henry, the radio commentator and
musician, has an impoverished boy
friend,
determined, tp niafry a
dowry, ho ipatter which girl goes
with it, and also adds considerable
to the mixup.
He spends most of
his time fighting with his landlord,
uncle of his sweetheart, both being
musicians, but of different schools.
Complications threaten to keep the
young pair apart forever, but love,
'Humoresque,' and a masked costume ball, with Henry impersonating
Mae West at her worst, keeps things
moving to a happy finale.
Though starred, Helen Gross plays
second fiddle to E. 3odo, as Henry,
latter getting more than half the
action, and lines.
She fills the romantic counterpart ^required by
script, but needs additional histrionic
training and a reduced figure.- Other
characters are passable, but two buthe story

rehabilitation as well.

performance

plodding,

Is

colorless, and it's a pic much longer
to the audience than its accredited
running time would indicate. Represents small biz possibility. Barn,

in

'

COME

RANGERS

ON,

(WITH SONGS)
Republic release of Charles E. Ford proStars Roy Rogers, Mary Hart;
Raymond Hatton, J. Farrell MacDonald. Directed by Joe Kane. Original
screenplay,
Gerald Geraghty and Jaok
Natteford; camera, Al Wilson; musical director,
Cy, Feupr; .film editor, Edward
Mann. At Mayfalr; N. T., "Dec. 20, '38.
'
dual. Running time, OT mlns.
duction.
features

-

Roy
Janice

'

Jet

Roy Rogers
Mary Hart

"....I.Raymond Hatton

Forbes

Col.

...J.

MacDonald
Pumcll Pratt
Harry Wo'ods

Farrell

Harvey
Burke:
Nelson

ruce MacFai-lane

Ken

Lane Chandler

Smith

:

. , . .

Earp

.Chester Gunnels

Lee Powell

:

Fairly ambitious effort for a western. Script has a few concessions to
adults in the audience, production is
adequate and the playing is acceptable. 'Come On, Rangers' is no occasion lor a .celebration, but it's above
average for the breed.. Excellent for
juve matinees and even passable for
lower-bUling in the duals.
Story sticks to the fundamentals
of action, basic emotions and clearcut characterization. Deals with the
wholesale knavery that is supposed
to have broken out in Texas after the
Rangers were disbanded, upon the
state's admission to the union. Detail
of U. S. cavalry, being unfamiliar
v/ith the locale, is stymied by guerilla
tactics

and

political

But

intrigue.

when an ex-Ranger's brother was
bumped off. retribution was in moand there was gunfire and

tion

thwarted villainy all over Texas.
As the demon hero, Roy Rogers
looks The part, handles a pony satisfactorily and slings a mean sagebrush baritone, but. he scarcely even
goes through the motions of acting.
Mary Hart has the looks for the colonel's daughter and she fills the
modest acting requirements. Raymond Hatton is a colorful scout,
while J. Farrell MacDonald and Purnell Pratt are plausible in character
parts and Bruce MacFarlane fills out
the part of the admirably restrained
suitor who doesn't get the girl. Joe
Kane's direction stresses the action
and maintains authentcity.
Hobe.

La Signora
('The

di Montecarlo

Lady of Monte Carlo')
(ITALIAN-MADE)
Rome, Dec.

E.X.I.r.

relPase

of

Continental

20.

produc-

,<?iars Dlta Parlo, Foaco Giachettl,
Berry and Clawllo Lehmann.
Directed by Mario Soldatl.
At Barberlnl,

tion.

Jule.")

Rome.
The Crook

His Accomplice
Their Victim
Victim's Brother

Jules Berry

Dlta Parlo
Claudio Lehmanb
.....Fosco Giachettl

•Lady of Monte Carlo,* who functions as a crook's accomplice, is'
really an adventuress with a heart
of gold and a suppressed desire to
go straight.
Her desire is finally
realized when she meets an old admirer and realizes he still loves her
and she cares for him. Fact that
the old admirer's brother was the
victim of her latest scheme in Monte
Carlo affords some difficulty, but in
the end both the victim and his
brother forgive her erring ways, and
'

tender and charmihg, it is a laughgetter all the way through, and ends
on a romantic note indicative of an
unspoken but happy ending.
Direction by Leonide Boguy is sensitively handled and discloses a sure
knowledge of ftdolescent behavior.
Acting honors are divided between
Lucien Baroux, who plays the bewildered professor, with an unexpected foundling on his hands, and
an 18-month-old infant, 'Little Phillipe,'

of

much

promise.

Madeleine Robinson also does a
applying proper restraint in

fine job,

the role of the- deserted mother,
forced to abandon her child on its
father's doorstep.
Story deals with a lovable, honest
professor, a commercial failure, but
still "full of faith and homey philosophy about getting all out of life, no
foundling
matter how miserable.
Instead
is dumped on his doorstep.
of turning it over to an orphanage,
he starts complications when he is
forced to take the child with him to
a new job as teacher in a swank
finishing school for 'jeune filles,' with
strict regulations as to moral behavior and guidance by its teachers.
Prosper Martin's problem is how
to hold his job and at the same time
secretly take care of the moppet. His
rebellious pupils finally discover the
secret and intend to expose him.
Prosper makes an emotional appeal
on what it means to be a foundling
in a cruel world and the girls, their
maternal instincts aroused, take over
colic gentlemen -in comedy roles
would, never be missed, though it's the job of mothering the child.
Balance of the picture is one round
chiefly the script writer and directof hilarious sequences with the girls
or's fault.
staging a sitdown-strike if Prosper
Interior settings are fairly well and child are expelled. The fight is
dressed and in good taste, the ball- finally won, Prosper is begged to
room background especially aping stay on at the school and the infant's
Hollywood standards. Direction is mother shows up just in time to be
seldom static, but cutting 15 minutes restored to her offspring.
from the production would make it
English titles are irttelligently
an even better production.
done, making the picture easy to follow, without any extensive knowledge of French. Picture's appeal is
not necessarily limited to art and
Little Flower of Jesus
neighborhood houses, but should
('Saint Therese of LIsieux')
prove entertaining for all types of
.

A

'

(FRENCH-MADE)
Sunray Films, Sunray proilucllon and refeatures ,Slmone Bourday.
Directed
by Georges Chaperot. Based on autobiography, 'Story of a .''oul.'
Produced and
photographed In the village of LIslcux and
In Carmelite convent, France.
Music by
F. L. Strenpy.
At Belmont, S. Y., week
lease;

Dec. 12, 'as. Running time, 07 mlns.
Cast: SImone Bourday, Suzanne rhrl.sty,
Andre Mnrnay, Jano Doly.", Nicolas Mallkov, Colette Dubois. Lionel Salem.

(French production; with dubbed
English Dialog)
Kindest thing to be said about
Flower' is that it is a

.'The Little

non-professional effort, and consequently can't be judged from usual
trade standards.
Possibly it might
attract Catholic church group, but
it is so far behind 'Glory of Faith,'
another French production in which
this great saint figures, that this is
highly dubious. Difficult to believe
.that even churdh members will appreciate, the superfleial' acting, absurd treatment,' bad dubbingj sound
and all-round mediocrity of 'Flower.'
This French-made film was turned
out, undoubtedly, with sincerity of
purpose, but the result is a test of
audience patience. .It shows a con-

Remake possibilities are also
Camera work swings from fair
to excellent, particularly in exterior

fans.

good.

composition.

FUOCHI D'ARTIFICIO
('Fireworks')

(ITALIAN-MADE)
Rome, Dec. 20.
EMIC rtlpaso of Juventus production.
Stars Amedeo Nazzarl, Vanna Vanni. Directed by Gennaro RIghclll. From origlniil
piny of Lulgl Chlarelll; camera; L. AlbcrcelU.
At Barberlnl, Rome. Running time,
02 mlns.
Count
Amcdoo Nnz7.arl
Prince
Lulgi Chlarlnl
Prince's dau.ijhter
Vanna Vannl
Prince's girl friend
Jerry Lnml
Count's secretary
Mario Porelll
Film distinguishes itself for the
ugliness of its women. At least two
of the actresses, 'Vanna Vanni and
Jerry Land, are lookers, but the
trouble lies in faulty makeup. Although the original play was quite
successful in Italian legit some years
ago, the film version is prolix and
boring. 'Characters are weakly portrayed, though the plot is good.
It is based on the experiences of a
yoiing count who returns to Italy

from New York with less money
when he left his country to
life anew. Everybody, however,
French thespians
mouthing American words, some- believes him to be wealthy, despite
times even with their mouths closed. his vigorous denials. A friend who
Aside from the crude sets, reminis- shared with him the dark days of his
cent of early American filjn vintage, American adventure takes advantage
the whole story is tossed together of the credit the count enjoys as a
in a haphazard manner, with shots reputed millionaire, and by skillfull
of cathedral interiors, burning can- gambling in the stock market, wins
a fortune for the penniless aristodles and storm clouds alternated
crat.
The latter than marries the
evil accomplice conveniently with prosaic interior happenings.
'Life Returns' shapes up as a te- her
prince's daughter, who has plenty of
dious attempt to lay groundwork finishes under the wheels of a train.
Chorus at the opening, which money herself.
to bring in actual shots of the now
While acting- and directing—in might have been a highlight, is flutAmedeo Nazzari stands out. Luigi
famous experiment by Dr. Robert spite of difficulties of .<:ombining teringly recorded. Photography is Chiarini, one of Italy's best legit
Cornish (May 22, 1934, in Berkeley, French and Italian actors with a foggy, dim. or blurred excepting for players. Is sacrificed in
a small part
Ccdif.) when a dead dog was brought German leading lady are good, plot a few' outdoor distance shots. Even that
gives him little .opportunity.
back to life. Ideaed and di;:ected by is too hackneyed to, allow this pic- the English dubbing and editing has Mario Porella almost steals the picEugen Frenke, its biggest handicap ture to be of any importance.' French not made the picture strong enough ture from Nazzari, as the resourceand Italian versions of the film were to fulfill its mission in telling the ful secretary, supplying the picture'*
is extreme dullness.
When Cornish performed the ex- made simultaneously.
Heln,
story of 'the little flower.' , Wear.
only laughs.

—

'Boy Trouble' is release title for
Paramount's 'Two Weeks with Pay.'

.

Henry.
Badel Radolson

Mothers')

(FRENCH-MADE)
National Pictures release ~of d'AguIar pro.
Stars Luclen Baroux, Madelein*
Little
Robinson,
PhlUIpe,
Directed
Leonlde Moguy. Scenario, Jean Gultton;
music,
Michel Levlne; camera, Mk-hci
Kelber. At 65th St. Cinema, N. T., week
Dec. 1!3, '38, Running time. 93 mlns.
Prosper Martin
Luclen Barou^
(luctlon.

Rtnra Helen Cross.
Best Films releaso.
Original, J»
Directed by Leon Trystan.
Fethke and N. Rondek; dialog, Joseph
Tunkel; art direction, Jacek Rotmll and
At
Stephan NorrLs: songs, Henry Wars.
Running time,
Squire, N. Y., Dec. 8, '38.
80 mlns.
Helen Gross
Son In
Josepli Orwld
Hershel ,

b.o.

LIFE^ETURNS

The Lone Wolf wound up as 'The
Lone Wolf Spy Hunt' at Columbia.

('40 Little

(POLISH-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

'Zaza* (Par). Fine production
with hefty women-appeal. Good
boxoffice indicated.
'Topper Takes a Trip' (UA).
Dandy comedy sequel to 'Topper,' made by Roach for Metro
release in 1937. Can't miss at the

1939

4,

LE MIOCHE

NEIGHBORS
Miniature Reviews

toh

Paramount

Wednesday, Januaty

Anniversary Issue

Topper Takes a Trip
Vnlted Artists release of Hal Honeh-MllH. Bren production. Stars Constance
Bern ett and Roland Young; features BIlUe
Burke, Alan Motvbray, Franklin Pangbovn,
Verree Tensdale, Alexander D'Arcy. Directed by Norman Z. McLeod. From novel of
same name by Thome Smith; adaptation,
Eddie Moran, Jack Jevne, Corey Ford; ediWllUum Terhune; photography, Xortor,
bert Brodlne and Roy Seawrlght. At R. C.
Music Hall, N. Y., week Dec- 20, '38. Run-

(WITH SONGS)
duction

VARIETY

Third of a Century

glomerate group of amateur-appear- than
start
ing and acting

Wednesday, January

4,

1939

third of a

Century^VARIETY—Anniversary Issue

15

BROTHER RAT
Held Over in 86 Percent of All Key Engagements!

ANGELS ^ DIRTY FACES
4 weeks in Frisco, 4 weeks in Louisville, 4 weeks in New
York, 4 weeks in Seattle, 3 weeks in Cleveland, 3 weeks
in Washington, 3 weeks in Philly, 3 weeks in Chicago,
doubled time in practically all other engagements!

DAWN PATROL
Every engagement to date a holdover!

And They Just Keep

Rolling Along!

. .

—
Third of a

16

Wednesday, January

Century—VARIETY—Anniversary Issue

.4,

1939

happened with 'Angels'. It happened
again with 'Dawn PatroF. Now ifs happened

It

a screening-room
audience brought to its feet as one man,
applauding! Booker, reach for your date
book! Grab that phone and make way for

for a third time

THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL
First picture since his electrifying role in

Tour Daughters' for JOHN GARFIELD.
Plus those six Angels with Dirty Faces,

THE DEAD END KIDS.
Also Claude Rains,
Directed by Busby Berkeley

•

Ann

Sheridan,

Screen play by Sig Hcrzig

From

May

Robson, Gloria Dickson

a Novel by Bertram Millhauscr and Bculah Marie Dix

WARNER BROS

•

Music by

Max Steiner

Holdover
Headquarters

.
Wednesfer, Jannary

4,

1939

Tktrd of a Century— VARIETY—Anniversary Issue

WARNER BROS

17

Holdover
Headquarters

The 'Dev9 Dogs of 1939!

WINGS OF THE NAVY"
with

GEORGE BRENT

OLIVIA De HAVILLAND

JOHN PAYNE
Frmrk

McHe^

•

Jofia Litol

Henry €yN«af •Directed by

• Vibtor Jory

LLOYD BACOJ*

OrJgmdl SdiWd- Pkry by Miob««i Fessnrr

A ConnopoHtaD Froduotionr

EXPECT WONDERS
irS PACKED WITH 'EMI
.

.

18

Third of a

Ceniury^VARIETY—Anniversary Issue
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Holdover
Headquarters

CAGNEY AT HIS BOX-OmCE BEST!

S
Wednesday, January

4,

1939

Third of a

Ceniury^VARIETY—Anniversary Issue
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^TUDY THIS FACE!
You'll never_forget
ecstasy

it.

For here are forever written the

and^ain of woman loved and

faceiof Bette. Davis. in her
**Dark Victory." Here
in'^a jrole^hich is

demy Award.

is

loving.

Here

is

the

supreme dramatic triumph,

the screen's most gifted actress

destined to win for her another Aca-

Here, with "Dark Victory",

is established

a blazing new pinnacle of screen perfection.

WARNE R iRO

Holdover
Headquarters

20

Third of

. .

.They keep right on

twin,

YES,

Wedneddaj, January

m Cenfary—VARIETY'-Anmitenmrjrbtm

rolling

4,

with *Brother RatV comedy-

MY DARLING DAUGHTER

from the stage smash, with Prisdlla Lane, Jeffrey Lynn,

May Robson— ali of *Four Daughters' fame— plus topnotch
troupers like Roland Young, Fay Bainter, Genevieve Tobin.

We follow it with the spectacular Technicolor epic of

DODGE CITY starring ERROL FLYNN and
Olivia DeHavilland and
calling

And

it

crowds of

others.

Already they're

the "Robin Hood' of the West!

for Easter-Time the attraction awaited since *Zola'—

PAUL MUNI

and

BERE

with, as supporting stars,

DAVIS in

JUAREZ

John Garfield and Brian Aherne,

and more than 75 speaking

parts. This,

man,

is

product!

1939

—

'

,

'
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Third of a Century

By Claude Binyon

ming

had decided

I

,

that this was a friend to be a pal. In
short order he was looking through
my scrap book.
Suddenly he
straightened.
didn't know you
riety,' he said slowly.
'I

pools, specializing in sophisti-

whole setup

cated comedy, but the
creates as much illusion as a torn

^That's the

a

hurry...

tackdrop. Jack Benny says the two have what
swimming pools, are ruining an me.'

the time.'
And the

little welicft is

Hollywood Agents Hectic Year;
Cutting

GET

A

FILM BUILDUP

wrong

book,' I said in
'The other book doesn't
I wrote—it's just about

O'etroit,' Jan.

1.

Hollywood, Jan.

St. Louis, Jan. 1.

KMOX

casts

,

FROM M-G FOR GUILD

..

off

your

angel.'

on Broadway, and me catching shows ing for film adaptation.
you while you cried over a stuffed crab

'That's me,' she said.
'You're still pretty,' I said, 'but
were' a lousy ingenue.'
'I

wasn't lousy,' she sal

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Osa Johnson lost her suit against
two airplane companies for injuries
'That's it,'' I said. 'We're still alone.'
to herself and for the death of her
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
'The trouble with you,' said the
husband, Martin Johnson, the exCrane Wilbur's firsT; chore as a plorer, when a plane cracked up near
little wench,
'is
that you've held
director of .features on the Warner Los Angeles last January.
both ends of the stick.'
'What do you mean by that?', I lot is 'Hero for a IDay,' rolling Jan. 5.
Superior Court Jury held accident
asked.
Charley Grapewin has the fea- an 'Act of God', She sued for $706,'Simply,' said the little Wench, tured spot.
530.

plain

'I

ftank.'

Other

;

disheartening

things

little

There was the recent night
Grace Hayes' night club near
Hollywood. I was attending with an
actor who mentioned that we might
be introduced and wondered if I objected. I didn't. In time I met Miss
Hayes. She smiled.
'I remember that name from Vacrop up.
at

was

cried because I

slammed home

tees that full force of all agents
stood behind their decisions, individuals soon lost interest in outcome,
leaving settlement entirely in the
hands of the appointed.

alone.'

At the present time agent comby M. C. Levee,
Bert AUenberg, Abe Lastfogel,^ Leland Hay ward and ..Bill Woolferiden,
are meeting with- Ralph "Morgan,
mittee, represented

.

Kenneth Thomson and Laurence W.

I'm—'

By Rqy Chartier

MiSs Hayes.
introduced and I

'That's too bad,* said

Although the American theatre
map may be carved up, Munich style,
in the near or not so distant future,
depending on what changes are
wrought by Government pressure,
during the past year its contours
were not altered materially. Every.

wasn't.

And the time our production unit
missed the whistle and gave birth to
« lemon. The notices were as a sour
as the picture and our little group
was holding its vindictive post-

mortem.
thing devolves upon the question of
'What do those critics know?',
chain divorcement, either by Federal
•napped the director. 'Thirty bucks
or state decree.
a week and trying to tell us about
Producer-distributors

the picture business.'
'Those guys!' I said.

cpntrplling

theatres of their own occupy impor*A nickel a tant territory.
So-cdlled
'Indedozen.'
pendent' circuits, many of which en'They're sore because we didn't
joy buying power tantamount to
advertise,'
said the producer.
'I
monopoly, are also in possession of
could tell you, a case
He broke off, valuable zones. Individually
'

looking

•weren't

at

rive.

he

'Say,'

and

;

said,

together, in wide localities and in
single situations, they are ih a.pQsitions to dominate the little fellow^
That will always be, though perhaps
not to the extent to which the smaller
retailer is subjected in other fields of

you on Variety?'

'A long time ago,' I said.

The director stared at me. 'Would
you wait outside?', asked the producer,
'But I

,,v."

Wfpte the picture!', I pro- merchandising where chain operatested. 'I'm.; With you fellows.'
tion has been found to be profitable,
'Would you wait outside?', said the
economically sound and evolutionary
.

'

producer firmly.

At studios

:

And

I did.

;

have posed for pubby appointment with the
photographer, and again there is that
something.
There was the time I
was to be photographed at work in
.my office. I spent an extra half hour
I

licity stills,

natural.

Aside from the probability th^t

some of these indie chains

of wealth,

buying power and manpower might
ibecpme even more dictatorial, they
can be accused simply because they,
are now so organized and so .set uP
at home preparing, achieving that
to enable practice of the same oplook of careless quality that goes as
ipression of which other chains stands
With the writer born. My hair was
accused because they are owned,
rumpled not too much, my suit was
by a manii,facturer-seller of film. If
expensive and my pipe was large.
protected all
The photographer, was impressed ;the little indie is to be
the way, then it would appear a logiwhen he entered my office.
cal conclusion that all theatre comThis is an unusual assignment for
Ipanies of strength, operating a group
ine, sir,' he said.
'I haven't made
of from 20 to more than 150 houses
«ny pictures of writers,'
would have to be broken up. 'There
'I'm teamed with. Wesley Ruggles,
is a representative number of simonthe durector,' I said.
'We've made pure indie circuits operating ;from 20
five hit pictures
in a row.'
than 150 theatres. If nothing
Then that's it, sir,' said the photo- to more
else they enjoy buying power in.
erapher. 'That's why.'
of their operaWe have done- surprisingly well,' I iratio to -the extent power,
as well,
tions.
This Buying
puffing at my pipe.
"If'
asserts itself not- only ih obtaining
Uh--now, if you'll just sit at that
film, but everything else the theatre.

•

.

'

Wewnter, Mr.—Mr,—

owner

|Binyon,' I supplied.

photographer
f«f
V
twehead.
'Binyon,'

requires.

What Follows
wrinkled

his
Granted again that the producer;,
him- distributors will give up their thea^
tres, numbering close to 2,500,.. who
jWhat's the matter?'
Who will be in
will acquire them?
the Binyon thaf worked
nn
a position to bid sufficiently high, to
on
Vaiubtt, sir''
get them? And will those affiliated
'Well, yes.'
circuits which are now owned, in part
tJw« I2°i°erapher heaved a sigh, iby producer-distributors obtain first
^"'^'^ co^t.:
said, call on the producer, interest in\their
'am? ;
"
gag stills-" he [properties?
mooned me over—
'Fat,' he added.
In other" words, v/buld such a cirJust Declasse
cuit as Saenger become 100.% con^
setbacks.
by E. V, Richards and asso-.
Not
long
trolled
aeo iZ^ vA^?^^
^'"^^ ^^'^^l^
I inter- ciates by buying Paramount's .^QVo
^""^
wife at din- interest and then be considered $ny
ne?• A«
'"^"ward.we were mellowir^g less monopolistic in character> re•

he said

SJ'
uLf

to

Beilenson of the SAG for final drafting of the licensing plan. Complete
pode is expected momentarily lor
signaturing by both groups.

EXTERNAL THREATS TO THEATRE MAP

she said.
'I'm not there any more,' I said.

lETY,'

was

demands.

.work out some. compromise with the
actors' plans, and managed, for the
fifst .time in history, to rally the
agents. Appointment of committees,
representing both the Artists' Managers Guild and smaller unaffiliated
offices, quickly followed. After turn-,
ing oyer '.their unanimous protests
to Guild move and assuring commit-

•

.

The actor

its

Fluttering to cover, the 10%ers
started a drive for -a united front, to

,

•

studios.

went blithely on their way with no
thought of unity, except for a few
larsighted boys who were laughed
at for 'taking it too seriously.' Working quietly for several months, outlining, provisions to be included in
its franchising contracts, the Guild
cdught agencies unprepared and

at midnight?'
'I

by the

SAG's licensing drive, if for nothing else, can be thanked for being
the first thing to awaken a need for
fellowship in the percenters.
Apparently ignoring pointed announcement a year ago by the Guild that
such a move was in the offingi agents

I

TIME-OUT

1.

being Screen Actors* Guild's licensing move and the cutting down of

ia sensational gross here,, for
backstage interview. Cohaa
was asked to tell of his outstanding contribution to the theatre.
His reply was, 'Telling the
Shuberts what I thought of

off

a

j

bumped

Either

Year for the agents in Hollywood
was marked with many trials and
tribulations; the most outstanding

Local CBS station
cornered George M. Cohan, whose
'I'd Rather Be Right' is grabbing

There is something about Variety.
In San Francisco, for instance, I was
present for a sneak preview, staying
them.'
at a sweet hdtel and giving out inAn
terviews with a tired look.
a.sked.
According to .studio schedules, at
afternoon at the races had been armyself
found
I
finally
'I
don't
brandy,'
want
id the ac- least four features with -Detroit as
ranged and
being whisked to the track in a black tor. 'I want my hat.'
centerpiece will coinlWiut of Holly- SINCLAIR'S
limousine, between Wesley Ruggles
'I'm
not on Variety now,' I
wood cutting rooms ijWt ypar. Alfurs.
in
lady
and a
pleaded. 'I'm in the picture business,
ready
announced is Metro's forth'Originally you're from the east, I the same as you.'
coming Judge Haij^y . opus, 'The
presume,' said the lady.
'I want my hat.'
Hardy s Ride High,'' wljich'll^ cover a
'Oh, yes.'
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Later
night
little
that
the
wench
Detroit auto plant, 'Belle Isle, etc.
•I, too,' said the lady.
Robert Sinclair is taking time out
turned to stare at me as she put her Paramount has bought rights to
'Obviously.'
Metro to direct 'The Philadelphia
'The west is crude, but it has a hair in pins. 'They're never coming Wessel Emitter's '» X)! B. Detroit,' at
back,' she said.
and both Warne^ and 201h-Fox are Story' for the Theatre Guild.
certain charm,' she said.
He returns to a studio directing
understood to be" pociflg "over plans
'I can't help it.'
'A certain charm,' I admitted.
'What,' she
assignment' after the show gets under
'His wife was sweet.'
for auto industry plotlj^s.
There was a lull.
He left for New York Dec. 30
asked, 'did you do in New York?'
'He was a swell guy.'
Another possibility is Chris Sinsa- way.
'A theatrical paper,' I said, 'Va'Then why can't we have friends,' baugh's 'iSaga of IQO Y.^rs on Rub- to start rehearsals Jan. 10.
riety.'
she asked, 'like other people?'
ber,' which the. vetprari'- .automotive
'You old poop,' said the lady.
*Kid,' I said, 'do you remember editor is now penning Serially and
*Don*t you remember me?'
New York, with that smelly little which J. P. McJSvby, Satevepost
Mrs. Johnson Loses Suit
I thought of her name. 'Oh, yeah,'
ap&rtment over the chop-suey joint writer, is understood to be consider-

I said, 'you

No Help

Prod.

Cohan's Payoff

DETROIT FINAiLY WILL

were on Va-

Down

smart.

This motor burg, ijphich has been
rather piqued these many years be'Here's something you wrote about
cause it has been slighted by films
me/ said the actor. .'Reviewing me
both as to plugs and ^s plot locale,
in a picture.
I remember it—beapparently will get some appeasecause it set me back three years.'
'Ho\y about another brandy?', I ment during 1939.

otherwise classy routine.

21

^

over our brandies and

My seven-year stretch .on Variety
upon
ended in 1931, but somewhere
me remains the mark 61 the mugg.
worked diligenily in HollyI have
wood as a scenario writer with a
tweed coat and a pipe and two swim-

—

of
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'that you'll be a mugg fornhe rest
your life because 'y<J^j got some
on ypu.'
'From which end?'
'From the end,' ^airf the little
wench, 'that you weren't holding at

MUGG

EX-VARIETY

VARIETY

gardless of

whether any monopolistic

-

site of

While negotiations, 'so far, have
jprogressed more or less in a peaceful manner, clouds still are hovering,
in the shape of threat that -writers
and directors will be drawn into
protection of. the plan. That such a
move has been considered "by the
Ihter-Talent Council of SAG, Screen

the old Daly's historic play-

advantages are taken, than it is house.
Pool Declared Off
With Saenger cited as an ex
A few theatres here and there have
ample, among many, would there be
been given up by the majors and
anything to stop the biggest com
petitor in his territory from picking !some pools have been dfeclated iofl
up that 50% of Paramount's and thus, such as the Parambunt-RKO Kansas
combining with Saenger, make the City pooL Others have been renewterritory even tighter than it is now? ed. It was in Kansas City that RKO
During the past year the producer- dropped one of its houses, the Maindistributors have gone forward to street. The circuit continues to concomplete theatres on which plans, trol the old Orpheum there. RKO
leases and deals were made prior to also dropped the Bijou, Boston.
In Chicago the local map has also
the filing of the govermnent antiThe Oriental
trust suit, but under an agreement changed somewhat.
reached mezmtime no further expan- which Balaban & Katz buUt has .resion is to be undertaken. Acquisi- cently gone over to Jones, Linick &
tion of a 50% interest in B. S. Moss' Schaefer. In turn the latter gives up
Criterion, N. Y., recently by Loew's the State-Lake which B^ & K. In the
:was. noted by the Department of Jus- future will operate. Another change
in that territory was the acquisition
tice: and Loew's -was asked to explain
this apparent failure to maintain in August by<Essaness of -the Woods.
the status quo. Loew's declared it The map above the border was
had staHed negotiations on this deal changed with the taking -over' of
Loew's Montreal by Arthur Hirsch.
in advance of the U. S. Suit.
Harry Koplar's interest in St. Louis
Indies Can Expand
Amusement in St. Louis was acquirThere is nothing' to stop indies ed
by Fanchon
Marco earlier in
expanding, however, whether they
the year concurrent with the purhow operate one theatre or 100. The chase of an interest in F. & M." by
indications are that with the majors
Sam Dembow, Jr., and his active parrestricting themselves from the field
ticipation in the company as a vice
until they may. re-enter competition,
president. F. & M. may be among
if fever, the independents will spread
independent circuits .that will exthemselves during the coming year.
pand during the coming, year,
Flans for considerable late building
4 Newsreel Houses
and negotiations here and there for
In addition to indie expansion and
are being reported,
acquisitions,
the grouping of various smaller indie
jOrie of the latest deals is the passing
'interests here and. there, there has
of control of the old Sol Brill circuit been considerable pooling of unaffUof eight houses which blanket Staten
iated houses in various situations,' ininFabian
Island, N. Y., to the Si
cluding Philadelphia, the stronghold
terests.
•of WB.
In New York building has
buildconsiderable
been
-There has
been at a low ebb, but during the
ing, rebuilding and remodeling dur- year four newsreel houses have been
.;ing 1938 in spite of economic condi- opened, last of which was the one in
tions thiat have been less favorable Radio City which went into action
:than for most of 1937 when elaborate less than two months ago.
pilaiis to erect new theatres or reconNumber of theatres in the U. S.
struct old ones were developed. As in the last report rendered, was- 18recession set in toward the end of 410, while for the world the number
'37, some plans for expansion -were
was over 89,000. Nearly 63,000 of
;cai>celled, while others were carried these are wired for sound.
During 1938 a total of
fbrw.ai-d.
Sooner the large number of 'cans'
around 500 new film houses have represented in the more than 18,000
dotted the map.
theatres of this country are knocked
Less than 50 of these are producer^ out of business, burnt down (most
distributor controlled or affiliated of them are firetraps anyway) or betheatres, built by majors' or for them come garages to be replaced by
by ...others, under deals that antedated houses that are a credit to the indus-

now?

.

'

&

.

.

—

government suit. Among the five
major chains, Paramount has increased its list the most with new
theatres until nOw it numbers over
RKO, Loew's, WB and Fox1,500.
West Coast 'are all represented by
less than a half dozen each. Warner

'

,

Writers and Screen Directors Guilds
is known, but so far no definite steps
•have been taken other than serious
discussipa of the mattei*.

Another factor not to be ignored
in the licensing drive is the California State Labor Commission, under which agencies are, licensed and
i-egulated by state laws-. Labor body
has comse out with definite stand in
th^ matter, ,i»dicating that agents
and actors may go as far as they
like in working out a contract, but
final approval /.\jst remain with the
state bureau.
Currently, labor buis okaying all new pacts between agents and, clients with th^

reau

provision that' final pontrac^

iorm
must meet with its
Commission has stated
it 'will stand ifor no infringement on its power over agents.
adopted

by

approval.
flatly that

SAG

,

Freelancers Hi(
Curtailment of casts by the studios
has been the most serious barrier
for agents to hurdle, particularly
those dealing almpst exclusively in
freelance players.
While eliminations of roles

from

stories

have been

inore noticeable dui:ing the past six
months, the move has, been growing
since adoption of new working pacts
With unions, which have upped production costs. In turn, agencies with
large lists of freelance clients have
ibeen eliminating all except those
who work steadily and have campaigned for other choice artists to
*ome under their banner.
<

Recourse to the California courts
by agencies and artists kept up the
usual yearly average, marked by
i

slight flurry in filings

when

state su-

preme court decided that arguments
over- cancielled contracts could be
taken direct to superior court instead of first going to the State Labor Commission for arbitration.

Most significant among the legal
proceedings was the award to agents

and the community, whether ma- of the right to collect commissions
chains build them- or not—the on an ex-client's future speculative^
better for iall concerned.
earnings when the artist walks out
Among charges that cannot be on a managerial pact without just
levelled at the major chains is that cause.
In several instances courts
they haven't tried to iniprove the have confirmed such awards made
quality of the places where film is by the Labor Bureau and in other
of
building
shown for safety- as well as comfort damage cases tried in the civil juexpansion included the
the new Warner in London, Pn the of .their patronage.
diciary.

:the

.

try
jor

—

—
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featured group for value were EdMustangers
gar Bergen <*Charlie McCarthy'),
Walter. Brennan, Adolphe Menjou,
Republic to B.O.
Basil Rathbone, John Boles, Phil
Having as its two best revenue getBaker, Joel McCrea and Jon Hall.
Walter Wanger, making a quartet ters western stars, RepubUd is forgstarred here also, but not important- of pictures, had as his big coin ing quickly ahead in mounting its
pictures with potent star and featly, as did the Gloria Stuart-Lanny asset Fredric March, with Charles
Ross combo, which made one.
Boyer next and Joan Bennett first of ured names. The two toppers of its
Heading feature group here was the femmes. Henry Fonda was just own are Gene Auti'y, tops in getting
Melvyn Douglas, who splits his a step in front of Madeleine Carroll coin for the concern, and Roy Rogacting time between here and at and Hedy LaMarr, whom Wanger ers, just breaking into the same line
from Metro, and of work under this company banner.
Metro, with Ralph Bellamy, who had borrowed
In checking over the roster of
also gets around other places, and Sigrid Gurie, drafted from Goldstars it utilizes there is to be found
wyn.
"Walter Connolly coming next.
Featured players under his banner a variety of talent which was dynaColumbia used plenty of important and top coin featured players who were important included Leo mite at the b. o. for many years.
from round the colony for individual Carrillo, Joseph Calleia, John Halli- Namies of these people are still of
assignments, such as Leo Carrillo, day, Gene Lockhart, Maria Shel- value, especially .in the territories
which absorb Rep's product, and
Joan Blondell, Richard Arlen, Jimmy ton and Alan MarshalL
Hal Roach had on his starring they help considerably in merchanDurante, Mary Astor, Francis LedIn many inerer, Three Stooges, Raymond Wal- side just two, Fredric March and dising this- product.
Virginia Bruce, latter on loan from stances one will see that exhibs capiburn and Frances Drake.
In featured division im- talize on star names of these pictures
Possibly an important co-starring Metro.
team will be developed with Arthur portance were Patsy Kellj' and Alan over the so-so prnduct of the major
In the featured group
Lake, a silent day juve star, and Mowbray. For 1939 Roach will have companies.
Penny Singleton, who will be used Oliver Hardy, and Harry Langdon Robert Armstrong is a potent factor
Constance Ben- with Smiley Burnette, an Autry
in a series of "Blondie' pictures. as a new team, and
Other featured players iii main were nett to add to the star group, with aide, next. Balance of those used are
and Brian Aherne in found on rosters of other indie as
just cast fillers, but' not of selling Roland Young
the featured layout.
well as major production organizavalue to the exhibs.
David O. Selznick had as his star tions.
tops on the year Janet Gaynor and
17 Included 10
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. In the feaMade-in-America Filnis tured division were Roland Young,
United Artists, with 17 pictures Paulette Goddard, Tommy Kelly,

Two

Lead
Grayy

Top Films and Stars
(Continued" from page 11)

though having no outstanders to lean
on, proved okay, as did Richard Dix,
Studio has
w:;h his action stuff.
ad-.'.2d

tir jent

Lucille Ball to the star conbut, currently, nothing im-

po.;srrit

wV.o

is

has developed. Bobby Breen,
a Principal Pictures (Sol

RKO,

through

Lc.-ser) star, releasing

was rather a weak element in providing revenue or draw value for
pi'-rduct at tlie theatres.

SLudio hcd contracts with seven
other stars who have not been used
for 1933 relsase, though two of them
ar? now in pix just finishing produc-

They ai"e Douglas ('Wrong
tion.
Way') Cprrigan and Victor MacLagThose who will sea service during lDo9 in the unused group are

len.

Claudette Colbert, Bob
Burjess Meredith and John

E:'-*le Cr.ntor,
"Bl'ti-.s,

Bois.
Stuiio featured group here complayers who have done many

UA's

cho.es at other plants during the
ye?r. S'.iidio actually has no terrifically important player of b.o. value
for its 1M8 rating. Topping the contiu'ient is Ann Shirley; then comes
Sally Eilers,

who

managed

also

ing out tiiis product, is listed individually by producers who turned
out the American product. Sam
Goldwyn had three ttiat he deliv-

to

at Universal and RepubPreston Foster is another busy
crr.f tsman elsewhere, as is Chester
Moi-ris, who is used aplenty by <2oRuby Keeler, who rates
lun-.bia.
next, had just one on the season,
while Victor Moore; Ann Sothern
and Milton Berle are currently out
lic.

.

UNITED ARTISTS

GART COOPER
MERLE OBERON

;

SIGRID GURIE

1-2

Featured
EDGAR BERGEN
WALTER BRENNAN
ADOLPHE MENJOU

on tbe €oL Lot

Cniuznbia, vfaose top stars aire all
on sia^ pk deals, bad as its outCary Crrantplreae Ounne

combination, witii Jean Arthur running them a close second. Others
Avlio came over on pic deals to rank
as draw vsQue include Edward Arnold, Lionel Barrymore, James Stewart, Edward G. Robinson and Katharine Hephum.
Joe E. Brown, under the Dave
Loew wing, made two that were released by the company. Jack Holt,
•who is- under the Larry Darmour
.

•wing -with

Columbia

reieasej is

very

Deanna Durbin by Far
Ranks Tops at Universal

STUART ERWIN
CECELIA PARKER
LINDEN

JOEL McCREA
JOHN BOLES
JON HALL

OVMrwatKT BOGART
IDA LUPINO
C. AUBREF SMITH
JACKIE MORAN

SALLY EILERS
PRESTON FOSTER
ANDREA LCXDS
RANDOLPH SCOTT

PHIL

BAKER

ELLA LOGAN

JOE E. VROWN
EDWAB3> «. ROBINSON

CHARLES BOTEB
JOAN BENNETT

HENRY FONDA

JACK HOIiT
KATUA8IN& flEPBITRN
BUCK JONES
CHARLES STABRETT
EDITH FELLOWS
LANNT
GLORIA STUART

Featured
Carrillle

Joseph Calleia
Gene Laekhart

iobn Halllday
Maria Shelten
Alan Marshall

JANET GATNOR
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
Featured

Walter CMnolly
Lee Canilio

Jaan Blonlell
Blduird Arlen
Jinuny Darante

Temmy
Ann

Fraacis Lederer
RayiB^nd Walbarn

Hal Roach

IVlprean

Rita Hayworth

Featured
Patsy Kelly

'Terry

Alan Mowbray

Eleanar Stewart

Ann Doran

ered,
four,

Joan Perry

Walter

Wanger turned out

David O, Selznick two, and
Hal Roach one.
Edward Small,
newly added to the fold, had *Duke
of West Point' released on Dec. 30,
so it is not included in this group

Charles Farrell
Penny Sineieton

Arthur Lake
Donald Grayson

rating.

was

Barrle

stuff,

as

Alice White

Grant Withers
Evelyn VenaMe
Jane Travis

Mady Corrcll
Mary Hart

Sally Blane
Lloyd Hashes

Weaver Bros. & Elviry
Knowles
Alan Baxter
Patric

Farrell MacDonald
Jackie Meran
Claire Windsor

J.

Lynn Roberts
Robert Cnmmln^s

GN

First

Had

Craiir Reynolds
Marcla Mae Janes

Milbum
Ritter;

Fine Arts Contribs 26

Frances Robinson

Grand National

Johnny Downs
William Lnndiean
Constance Moore

its

first had Ritter as
principal coin getter, with Ken

Maynard next and George Huston
also

quite potent in star group as

Stone

Matty Fain
Robert Kent
Kay Llnaker
Martin Spellman

Knopf's Story Safari

were James Dunn and Ralph MorHollywood, Jan. 1.
Mac- gan. Rod La Roque also made a
On hunt for story material, Edwitt
Laglen, Randolph Scott, Sally Filers, comeback with
the company as did Knopf, Metro
scenario head, shoved
Constance Bennett and Hope Hampsuch names as Fairbanks,

Jr.,

ton.

Featured players of unusual value
also brought in from outside were
Mischa Auer, Nan Crey, Kent Taylor,
Alice Brady, Andy Devine,
Frank Jenks and Dorothea Kent. Of
course, most of these were not as
significant in name value as large
number of featured players brought

Cooper Tops Goldwyners
Goldwyn, of course, as his ace
Buck Jones, who made a few distributed by this company ior How- had Gary Cooper, who was way in on single and multiple pic deals.
Charles Starrett, com- more powerful <in draw than the Universal, however, is working on a
ard Lang.
pap.y's own western star, is proving other stars, such as Merle Oberon, buildup plan which may bear fruit
a money-*maker, too. Edith Fellows Sigrid Gurie and Zorina'. In his during the. 1939-40 season.
potent with his action

Evatyn Knapp
Weldon Heybam

Alan Marshall
Leon Ames

Ken Murray

Stars
FREDRIC MARCH
VIRGINIA BRUCE

Meredith
Jack Luden
Robert Palfe
Marc La,wTence
Richard Cnrlls

Judith Allen

Joe Frisco

Ben Weldcn

Jr.

Jean Rogers
Barbara Read
Joy Hodges
Louis Hayivard

May Robson

Iris

Helen Mack
Rosalind Keith

Tcm Brown

Walter Brennan

Jacqneline Wells
Frances Drake
Three Stoafes

Gene

Kelly

Glllis

F3atured
Ann Nacel
Grant Richards
Marjerle Main
Jabk La Raa
Eric Linden
Ralph Morgan
Jean Parker

Ralph Byrd
Deris Weston
Tala Birell

Paul Kelly
Mary Beland
Vincent Price
Sam S. Hinds
Irene Rich

Paniette Croddard

Mary Astor

Bert Gordon

Frank Jenks

Reland Tounff

Stars
JACKIE COOP£B
BORIS KARLOFF
TEX RITTER
FRANKIE DARRO
TIM MeCOY

Patricia EUis

Kent Taylor

Wendy

MONOGRAM

JOHN CARROLL
MOVITA
JACK RANDALL

Grace Bradley
Beverly Roberts
Zdward Brophy

William Garean
Rebert Wilcox

JR.

pany products.

Donald Woods

Charles Ruckles
Edward E. Herton

Noah Beery,

other indies do. In the feature class
has tops in Ann Nagle, Grant
Richards and Marjorie Main. Other
players on this grouping are mostly
^se from the freelance field, many
of them relishable assets to the comit

Eric Blore
Jackie Maran
Lyie Talbot

Edmund Law*

Stars

;

Ann Dvorak
Gibson
Pinky Tomlln

Alice Brady
Dorothea^ fent
Andy Deriike

Selziud[-!nteniationaI

MelTyn i>»Bcls9
Rmtpfa Bellamy

Wynn

MafCrea
Nan Grey
Melvyn Doufflaa
Glenda Farrell

SIGRID GURIE

Featured

Mischa Aner

Joel

—

ROSS

Evelyn Venable
Richard Cromwell

List

and Jack Randall.' These are all
showing signs of progteis, -with Ritter
moving fast and possibly heading the
group next year. No outsiders ot
big coin proportions are used by this
company in its starring group as

MacDonald

HOPE HAMPTON
Featured

Adolphe Menjon

HEDY LAMARR
Led

J. Farrell

Monogram

Cooper, after whom come Boris
Karloff, Tex Ritter, Frankie Darro,
Tim McCoy, John Carroll, Movita

Raymond Hatton
Dnstin Farnnm

Jmckie Cooper
Herbert Marshall

MADELEINE CARROLL

Topline

Monogram' is another indie making
headway with a number of its
own groomed stars. Topper is Jackie

fast

Victor Jory
Joseph Schildkraut.

,

FREDRIC MARCH
Stars

CARV GRAMT — mENE
DUNNE
JEAN ARTeCK
EDWA1H> ARNOLD
UONEL BABRgllORE
JAMES STEWART

Cooper, Karloff, Ritter

Ernest Tru'ex
Penny Sfn^letoa
Rochelle Hndsen

GAIL PATRICK

Stars

WARNER

Mary EtUs

WAKREN WILUAM

Homey

Harriet Spencer

Robert Armstront
Smiley Burnette

JR.

CONSTANCE BENNETT
BARTON MaeLANE

Wab«r Wanger

Brlffitte

Lucy Manneheim
James Newell-Terry Walker
Marsha Hunt

Featured

DANIELLE DARRIBUX
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
VICTOR MacLAGLEN

MART ASTOR

'

POLLY MOBAN
BAjl^ION NOVARRO
BOB LIVINGSTON
RAY CORRIGAN
MAX TERHUNE
JOHN WAYNE
OTTO KRUGER
WALLACE FORD
MARY BOLAND
BOB STEELE
PHIL REGAN
HENRY WILCOXON
MARIAN MARSH

DEANNA DURBIN
EDGAR MSRGEN

ERIC

Lois Wilson-Onslow Stevens
Grant Withers-Blanche Mehaf-

ALISON SKIPWORTfl

Stars

ANN SHIRLET

\

H. B.

-

HOBABT BOSWORTH
PAUL LUKAS
BEN LYON-LUPE VELEZ
Featured
fey
Neil Hamilton
Lionel Atwili

BRUCE CABOT

UNSmiSAL

RITZ BROS.
BASIL RATHBONE

COUffllBIA

Don

KEN MAYNABD
GEORGE HOUSTON
JAMES DUNNtRALPH MORGAN
ROD LA ROCQUE

GENE AUTBir
RICHARD ARLEN
CHARLES BICKFOBD
R0¥ ROGERS
PRESTON FOSTER
LEW AYERS
GLEASON FAMILY
MADGE EVANS

Universal had as its main b. o.
backbone for the year Deanna Durbin, who is plenty of value to this

good deal on potent outside talent,
and foir marquee embellishment had

ZORINA

staxider tiie

^

Stars

TEX RITTER

Stars

also as marquee value in 'Letter of
Introduction,' with Danielle Darrieux, the recent acquisition to the
roster, though not a domestic moneygetter on this one, helping out plenty
on the foreign market to. establish
prestige for herself and the company.
U, as Columbia, depends a

Stars

Grant-Dunne, Jean Arthuri

in

GRAND NATIONAL

Walter

company. Edgar Bergen helped much

(Samuel Goldwyn)

of the' fold.
Others listed

here Jiave their
value, but from the manner in which
development took place at the studio
during the ye&r nothing happened to
prove them of use to help sell picture's with top marquee l>illing,

May Robson and

in

names

There are a great many individual
producers in the indie ranks whose
product and players are not listed as
most of them are just of the in-andout class with the pictures reaching
the ^must have flller' programs.

!

which 10 were domes- Ann GiUis,
and with four producers turn- Brennan.

sig-

line with such boxof several years back
as Grant Withers, Neil Hamilton and
Lionel Atwill>

Oiflcance

office

REPUBLIC

tic,

keep busy

Rark

this company also are top mounters of yesterday with Lois Wilson

by

j

released, of

1939

and Onslow Stevens of great

!

pr*.:3s

i,

Stuart
Erwin, Hobart Bosworth,
Paul Lukas, Ben Lyon and Lupe
Velez.

off for IJew York.
He'll pass a week consulting with
publishers and viewing the new

Cecelia Parker and Eric Linden,
legit offerings.
featured in major product,
are also used in star group here.

who were
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company

pictures

season and most
likely that

some

for
still

the

of the
current

to. foe

made,

The Youngs Have

It

Hollywood, Jan.

L

personalities will be
Loretta Young has three sisters
turned out who no doubt will reach playing in 'Alexander Graham Bell,'
the major company ranks In short which rolls this week at 20th-Fox.
time.
Youngsters are Polly Ann and
The/ featured group of players used .G(>orgiana Young and Sally Blane.
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U. S.

TOPS

By

m

Sydney, Dec.

to

markable.

Strong

Despite

largest in the film colony, on the
grounds that he is not an American, although he has made formal
application for citizenship.
Under Uncle Sam's regulations^

Eric Gorrick

continues to bring

•The Plainsman'
but the star did
in some returns,
pictures he had
hot have the big
spot.
1937 when in the top
Ascendancy of Paul Muni from
No 9 to No. 4 position is based on
throughout
distribution
extensive
Earth' and 'Zola.'
the world of 'Good
Money taken in on these producReissue of 'Louis
tipns surprised.
Pasteur' showed additional returns
malce his foreign b.o. rise re-

all

patriotic

20.

blathei:,

a

Commonwealth-wide check, extend-

a foreigner

ing to New England, still indicates
that the U. S. product and stars
mean the most to the b.o.s. This
was true in 1938, as in previous
years, and probably in many years
Year, however, has not
to come.
been overbright not because of
pix, but because of many b.o. obinfantile
including
an
stables,
paralysis outbreak, 150th anniversary
celebrations and cricket broadcasts

boat of more than 16 tons in
American waters. Flynn's yacht
is 60 feet long and is listed at

—

Girl of the Golden West' and 'Fireappealing to foreign tastes.
fly'
Patrons outside the U. S. are credited with appreciating the singing star
whether able to understand her or
Although tearfied with Nelson
not.

Eddy

in 'Sweethearts,' just released,
others, her features did big

not operate a

31 .tons.

—

XMASWEH('SU.S.

Temple Still
from England.
Shirley Temple dropped to fifth
'Snow White' (RKO) astounded
The child wonder of the everybody by remaining in. one
position.
20th-Fox lot continues a favorite house in Sydney for 21 weeks. Same
outside the U. S., going against the pic is now in its eighth week in
tradition that a juvenile of her age Melbourne, and will be the Yuletide
seldom maintains such consistent attraction in New Zealand and Taspopularity in the world mart. Some mania. In every nabe and stix cenforeign countries reported that she
meant little in big houses, excepting
with children, but she maintained
her grasp sufficiently in other territories to stay fifth.
Jeanette MacDonald climbed from
No. 10 to sixth spot, such vehicles as

may

B.0.AB0DT5%
BEHIND

ter iX's broken all records.
'Alexander's Ragtime Band' (20th >
proved another click and has hit to
eight weeks in Sydney, with okay
Other majors
b^3 in Melbourne.
finding high favor with Aussie fans
included 'Robin Hood' (WB), 'The
Awful Ti:uth' (Col), 'Yank at Oxford' (MG), 'Happy Landing' (20th),
(Par),
'Bluebeard's Eighth Wife'
'Night Must Fall' (MG), 'Heidi'
(20th), '100 Men and Girl' (U), 'Emile
Zola' (WB), 'The Hurricane' (UA),
'Joy of Living' (RKO) 'Mad About

'37

Pending more couiplete reports on
Christmas week receipts throughout
the country, figures available in

York, based mostly on

first

New

run the-

atres, indicate that this year's holi-

day business is a little behind that
recorded for Xmas week in 1937.
While the percentage cgnnot be
figured exactly as yet. it would appear that perhaps the business is
about 5% behind.

The downtown

New York

first

runs and those of some other keys
are away ahead of Christmas week
in '37 but in many keys .and territories, hard hit during the past year
and this Christmas affected by cold,
rain or other inclement weather,
'

and
Music' (U), 'Nothing Sacred' (tJA),
whether or not he waS her leading 'Rage of Paris' (U), 'Tom Sawyer'
man. Distributors believe that Eddy (UA), 'Firefly' (MG), 'Wee Willie
did not figure in the draw of her Winkie* (20th), 'Test Pilot' (MG),
films.
'Marie Antoinette' (MG), 'Rebecca of suffered in comparison with last
Boyer,
who narrowly Sunnybrook Farm' (20th), 'Three year. Releases available in some
Charles
missed the first 10 list for 1937, Comrades' (MG), 'Cloistered' (AD), situations, as against pictures on
seventh position slightly 'Girl of the Golden West' (MG), playdates last Xmas, also may have
gained
ahead of Deanna Durbin. His work 'Judge Hardy's Children' (MG), 'Boy caused the deflection in numerous
cases, while in N6w York numerous
in 'Conquest' first cinched him with from Barnardos' (MG).
pre-releases were placed on engageforeign patrons during the past seaFormby Big
Then the strength in foreign
son.
British biz, excepting the quickies, ments. Christmas business in N. Y.
lands of 'Tovarich,' 'Mayerling' (lat- went along nicely with 'Divorce of for 12 leading downtown houses
ter a sock French film in the foreign Lady X' (UA), 'Drums' (UA), and showed an increase of about 14%.
When the whole country and leadToday George
market) and others in the past year 'I. See Ice' <AD).
Boyer, besides Formby means plenty throughout ing keys as well as smaller situations
aided materially.
a" following in France, is a
strong boxoffice favorite in Latin-

having

are

Australia.

Two

locals, "Let

George Do

It'

considered,

reported gross

ceipts are causing

and
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The French Wanted Laughs

Hollywood, Jan. 1
Errol Flynn was forbidden to
sail his yacht, Sirooco, one of the

IN AUSSIE

PICTURES

Anniversary Issue

Flynn Beached

the Globe

producer, 'Cowother under a new
receiving its first
boy and Lady,* is
domestic field.
dates outside the

VARIETY

Third of a Century

re-

some disappoint-

By Hugo Speck
Of

on. His 'Qual de Brumes'
an example of the underneath
which the French like to
see presented to them, and though
sad and unsavory some parts of it
might be, they enjoy it.
Boyer's one film produced in
France this year, 'Orage,' undoubtedly kept his average iip, although
it did drop from second to fourth in
comparison with last year, while
Danielle Darrieux sudden coming
from no rating in the first 10 of last
year to fifth of this, is undoubtedly
due to a great degree to her Holly-

Paris, Dec. 20.
all of the stars in the world

to

realities

To Disney, or more correctly
'Blanc Neige,' as 'Snow White' is in
French, the Seven Dwarfs, Mickey
and Donald Duck go the honors
not only of being first, but of being
the only American representative in
the first 10 of ths French national
choice as reflected by b. o. returns.
The others in the order of their
pulling power wer^ Fernandel, Jean
Gabin, Charles Boyer, Danielle Darriex, Louis Jouvet, Vivianne Romance, Raimu, and With the rest a
tossiip between Sacha Guitry. Tino
Rossi and Gary Cooper.
Scrutinizing this list and recalling the films in which they appeared during the last 12 months,
show a tendency on the part of the
French fan to avow his nationalistic
spirit to a greater degree by a swing
to native stpirs and a desire for
amusement on the laugh side along
with a little thicker mixture of
stark realities.
The switch to a preference for native idols there wore four Americans in last year's first 10, topped by

wood

His many appearances put him up
in the list while Vivianne Romance's
climb might be attributed to somewhat the same reason which saw
Gabin go up the ladder of public
choice.
Raimu is another favorite
and his 'La Femme du Boulahger,'
made by Marcel Pagnol, assured his
inclusion because, he represents to
perfection a certain slice of France
itself.

Guitry's satirical ongoings with his
wit and excellent dialog

light

though always too long—capture a
certain vein of French appreclative-

—

ness that allows the inclusion of his
name, Rossi, candied singer with
the femme following, took the slide
from fourth to tenth principally because most of his pictures haive been
modeled one on the othpr. He depends almost entirely bn his voice,
as his acting capabilities are not extended. And as it is of the, chocolate-coated type, as well as his appearance to a degree, only the
femmes can continually take it,

—

and

roles;

Romance, who has
self as tops

Annabella would probably have
been in the first 10 this year had

Vivianne

she made more films in France, the
outstanding one, 'Hotel du Nord,'
only being released at the end of the
year.
Simone Simon's Hollywood
visit did her little good from a b.o.
return angle as' the French were not
particularly taken by the roles in
which she was cast. Her one French
production, 'The Human Beast,' with
Jean Gabin, like that of Annabella's,
only appeared late in December.

establi-shed her-

here in portraying risque

roles of the 'bad Woman' as a counter-part of Jean Cabin's 'bad man'
males leads.
The four ousted Americans really
dwindle down to three if Gary
Cooper is to be counted. Chaplin
is not there because he made no pictures and the disappearance of Dietrich and Garbo might also be accounted for by the scarcity of their
output appearing here.

'Dad and Dave Come to Town,' ment due to the fact that this year
tries.
turned out by Cinesound, smashed Christmas was a three-day weekend
Deanna Durbin, whose consistent- records everywhere. Two others by at tilted scales while last year the
ly strong pictures continued through same unit, 'Lovers and Lubbers' and holiday fell on Saturday, making it
Another angle which must be
1938, is talked of even by rival com- 'Broken Melody,' did better in the just a two-day weekend.
pointed out at this point, to do juspanies as the miracle girl in numer- nabes and. stix, although the latter
tice to the Americans, is .the fact
ous foreign lands.
Her record of was a class production.
that this li.<?t is compiled from all
Musicals, such as 'Goldwyn Folthus far never having had a mediof France, that is,
li-,sl
completed,
ocre film won her the eighth place lites' (UA) and 'Gold Diggers' (WB),
after consulting distributors or opIn the list.
flivved.
Pix like 'Test Pilot' (MG),
N. Y.
erators who have houses throughout
interest,
Errol Flynn, who was rated as with strong action and love
the country, like the Siritzky cirhaving promise in the previous year, okay for the mob, and adventure
Threatened with a strike of engi- cuit with 32 houses in key points.
pushed up into ninth position. Tre- yarns similar to 'Robin Hood' (WB).
As publicity for American stars Is
neers
in
New
York
'theatres
over
mendous business already done on
There's been a definite swing away
concentrated in Paris, provincial auforeign engagement? with 'Robin from weak duals. Public preferred New Year's, circuits and managers
diences are not as acquainted with
Hood' highlighted his b.o'. strength, a strong top pic with a good vaude hurriedly negotiated a new deal with
Local 30 of the Engineers Union, them as are Parisians. Also, among
although 'The Sisters' and 'Perfect act or shorts rather than a weak B.
effective Jan. 1.
It will run for 15 the inhabitants of the capital are
Stars
Specimen' contributed. His 'Dawn
months through April. 1940, and thousands who understand and enPatrol' promises even more for 1939.
Deanna Durbin has retained peak
calls for' an increase in the scale joy hearing the English language
Claudette Colbert, a newcomer to popularity throughout year. Shirley from
$46.67 weekly to $52.50.
spoken and, for that reason, they
the 10 Best, had been developing Temple is still tc^s with the kidFollowing inability to get together Would have a greater desire to see
b.o. pull in the two previous years.
dies, but has no pull whatsoever in on
a renewal of the 1938 contract, American films than provincials who
•Bluebeard's Eighth Wife' and 'Tova- the city spots nights. Clark Gable expiring Dec.
the Engineers don't understand
31,
a word and their
rich' alone enabled her to make the is big, but Robert Taylor is less hot. went to the international union and
grade during W38.
Bobby Breen, who seemed to be go- Joe Fay, v.p. of that union, together entire outlook is French throughout.
A list for Paris alone would probing places, has dropped away down with the executive board of Local
Strong Contenders
Among those who just missed the and doesn't mean a thing; this also 30, forced a meeting of the man- ably include, besides Gary Cooper,
who would lead; Gable, Irene Dunne,
first
10 brackets
were Spencer goes for Jane Withers. Tyrone Power 'agers Thursday (29).
Tracy, Robert Taylor, Myrna Loy- and Don Ameche okay as faves, and
While the engineers originally Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. Desought a one-year deal for '39 at anna Durbin and William PowellBill Powell (Miss Loy was chiefly Sonja Henie is up with the b. o.
Myrna Loy in somewhat the order
>*ith
Gable this- year), Tyrone leaders. WiHiain Powell appears to $55 a week, Wi^h two weeks vacation
named.
Power, the Astaire-Rogers team, have lost some popularity, whilst and double time for overtime, the
Although 'Snow White' has just
Bette Davis, Mickey Rooney, Sonja Annabella, after an early promise, final agreement reached, on the 15
disappeared
from the boulevards and
months'
basis
was
for
with
$52.50,
Henie,
Ronald Colman, Fredric is now out in the cold through bad
March and Luise Rainer. Although pix. Best team for the b. o. is Jean- time and a half for overtime but its run in France is by no means
completed, it will probably be the
Tracy was with Gable in 'Test Pilot' ette MacDonald-Nelson Eddy. Irene no provision for vacation.
All chains operating in Greater biggest grosser this country has seen
and 'San Francisco,' distributors say Dunne is still important and DougNew York, together with individual in years. In Paris during its long
that the fans came for Gable and las Fairbanks, Jr., is gaining. Danhouses, including all the big first first stand in the Champs-Elysees it
Vrent out talking about Tracy.
ielle Darrieux made a good impact.
runs downtown, are embraced in took more in proportion than any
Robert Taylor slipped out of the Eddie Cantor, once a topper, has the new contract.
film offere4 to the public since the
first
10 classification through no slipped away down, and Gary Cootime of 'Ben-Hur' and it will probpreas
strong
so
quite
fault of his own, but because his per is not
ably be a long time before another
best draw, 'Yank at Oxford,' was viously.
Paul Muni holds his spot,
will equal it.
Its enormous child
Boo, Jr.
only starting to clean up nicely in but Greta Garbo and Joan Crawford
draw helped.
One of the most
world marts. His part in 'Camille' are nixy here.
Hungry for Comedy
and others helped him stay up as loved actors is Spencer Tracy.
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
That the French went more for
far as he did.
'Son of Franlcenstein,' completed
Tyrone Power built at the b.o. work in 'Boys Town' has focused Saturday (31) at Universal, goes into comedy to relieve them of worries
with his work in 'In Old Chicago' the .foreign spotlight on Mickey national release Jan. 13, with heavier during the most troubled year the
'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' Rooney. as, of course, it has in the advance bookings than any other U country has experienced in the inter, and
national field since the war, is
Possibly more complete returns on domestic market.
Sonja Henie is feature.
Cutter.s kept pace with the shoot- proven by the fact that Fernandel.
the latter would have
placed him in again beginning to build with foring schedule to speed up the dis- No. 1 French comic of the most
the list of boxoffice
favorites. Tlien, eign audiences, but needs more pictribution.
too. distributors
French order, climbed from third
felt that at least tures before she will be accepted as
With 'Chicago,' it was a
place last year to second this trip.
case of a a heavy draw.

American and Scandinavian coun-

trip.

Louis Jouvet has always been a
favorite here in supporting roles and
has an outstanding theatrical name.

Charles Chaplin is no doubt due to
the great improvement shown during the year in the general standard
of French films which brought three
hew names well up in the list. They
are Danielle Darrieux, now recog^
nized since her 'finishing' in Hollywood as the No. 1 French femme
whose great
lead; Louis Jouvet,
pulling power through many appearances in excellent supporting or
co-starring

chew

is

portraying the gamut of human emotions the French public scorned the
lot and picked a person whose face
is never seen on a screen as its
favorite for the year just ending. It
was Walt Disney & Co.

COSMO-WARNER

..

THEATRE ENGINEERS

TALK RENEWAL

r>.

FORCE

WAGE TUT

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Future of Cosmopolitan Producdepends on the outcome of a
conference between. William Randolph Hearst and the Warners in two
weeks. Negotiations for a renewal
tions

of their exploitation-distribution deal

collapsed two months ago. Current
contract expires with the release of

'Wings of the Navy.*

New
clude

deal, if signed, will not in-

more

any

Marion

Davies

starrers.

Name Samuelson Head
Of New_Phi]ly

Allied

'

Philadelphia. Jan. 1.
Sidney E. Samufelson, former prez
of National Allied States Association, was named biz manager of the
new Philly Allied, unit by the board
of managers on Thursday (29)
Salary he is to receive not divulged,
although he earlier told the board
he wouldn't handle the job at less
than $7,500 a year. Samuelson said
he'd give the post 'as much time as
necessary to handle it, but it isn't a
full-time task;'
Other paid officers of the new organization will
be David Yaffe,
young attorney, who, through his
father's interest in various theatres,
has long been active among exhibs,
and Walter Woodward, recently
sales manager for equiprftent con-

•

.

.

spectacle drawing rather than the
wst. His 'Suez' probably
will cinch
nim for a top classification in 1939.

Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers team,
won high rating in the past,
back only because their latest

The Marx

Bros.,

DOC'S

the Ritz Bros.,

and Laurel and Hardy teams continued to develop their drawing

power in England, where they like
wacky comics. Of the youngsters.
Bobby Breen. Jane Withers, Virginia
leature
is
just starting
foreign Weidler, Bonita Granville and the
rounds.
Mauch Twins show promise. Breen's
Growth in popular appeal of the singing ability aided him plenty as
Juage Hardy PamUy' series
and his an individual star.

',

fLv/^u
leu

I

AND DAISIES

His art

is

cerns.

and

Woodward
exhib, is
treasurer.

director and
traveling

office

will

serve as

field representative.

of the slapstick variety

with plenty of French flavoring. He
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Republic breaks into the social- knows his audiences and plays to
ized medical controversy this month them to catch the pay dirt.
Jean Gabin's climb from sixth to
with 'Doctors Don't Tell,' scripted
by Aben •Can del from a magazine No. 3 place might be attributed to
his showing life as it is swept- out
yarn by Dr. George Raymond.
Picture is the first Anniversary from under the bed or from behind
studio's
1938-39 a bar, with plenty of honest-to-goodthe
on
Special
ness raw, hard facts for the public
schedule.

Yaffe will be assistant biz

manager

Ben

temporarily

Busch Scripts

Fertel, vet

serving

as

'Atlantis'

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
signed Niven Busch

Trem Carr has

to write a story for his picture, 'The
Lo.st Atlantis,' to be released by

Columbia.
Prehistoric
I

1

feature

rolls

late

In

February for six months of shooting.
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RADIO
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MmiEN

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
Mith

SAM

JAFFE * EDUARDO CIANNELLI ^ JOAN FONTAINE
PANDRO S. BERMAN IN CHARGE OF PRODUCTION
PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY GEORGE STEVENS

From a Story by SEN HECHT and CHARLES MacARTHUR

S(,ttn

phy by Jo«/ Sayn m<i

frtif

Gwoi

jr.
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How long is if since you've had a picture,
that
to

made the critics really go

town?
A mar-

Here's the picture that will do

it! ...

velously fine production that

some of the

critics will

probably nominate for the

Academy Award... A

picture that

ENTERTAINMENT.

.warmth and tears

.

and laughter and heart tugs!

is

. . .

ALL:
John

Barrymore in a role great enough to crown
his great career!...Little

star of the stage's

>.^^^.^^.V

^^x•:^>:^J

Peter Holden,boy
"

"On Borrowed Tkne

in his screen debut... Scene-stealing;
Virginia Weidler

more winning than ever

...m the story of a lovable down-and-outer

who became the city's most pampered son!^

*v.v.-.->.

RADIO

John Barrymore
Peter Holden

•

Virginia Weidler

Donald MacBride

•

Katharine Alexander

Pandro

S.

Berman

Directed by Garson Kanin

•

in Charge of Prodttction

f 'reduced

by Cliff Reid

•

Sam

thy

h'MiTmu
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CRUSHER" M^KAT
BOSS OF THE STOKEHOLD CREW. . . WITH PIS-

TONS FOR FISTS ... A FURNACE FOR A HEART
...AND

AN EXPERT'S EYE FOR A PRETTY FACE!

'A

•

;

•

K'X^vXO'XvX'AvA"
l?:-x->x-x-XwX-:'X-:

Flaming drama staged on the f aging breast of

an angrT sea!

helow-and
decks,

.

•

lYphoon ahead, mutinT

three people prisoned under

ba^g

doom- a
doctor,

.

the creeping terror of white

lone ship's nurse, a globe-roving

and the

''Crusher''

who needed him

even more than he hated him

.

.

•

RAW

CONFLICT ON TOUR SCREEN, IN A PICTURE

POWERFUL IN PUNCH AND BOX-OFFICE PULLI

r<

i<

o

»A\DIO

WENDY BARRIE

VALAN

HALE

BARRY FITZGERALD

DIRECTED BY LEW LANDERS

PRODUCED BY ROBERT SISK

SCREEN PLAY BY JOHN TWIST

28
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sensational holiday special!
m

your erowils see Til£$1
nursery rhymes-when

out mrho's playing Mother fioose^
Little

$oon
©W.D,En*.

Bo Peepy Jack Hc^rner andali

the others!

THE BIGGEST StlR-

PRISE PACKAGE of

wrapped

tl

season,

in true Disney styli

backed up by the kind of national
publicity

and tieups that mean

tickets presold to niilllonsl

24.
Release"

"^^^

WALT
DISNEY
PRODUCTIONS

^^^^V,^

DISTRIBUTED BY RKO RADIO PICTURES
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SELIG FIRST TO

Chartier

grosses nationally off about 10% and
Going into 1938 a year ago with
dubious, the film theatres of the country were imbued
the outlook very
concerning what lay ahead. At the height
with anything but optimism
winter pictures were bringing in less coin than product
of the season last
comparative value had during hot weather, and the uncertainties were
of

^'Recession had come in October, 1937, knocking business galley-west. The
year had eaten, substantially into the profits shown the
final quarter that
difficult to figure what
prior nine months, and, as 1938 approached, it was
Through the balance of the Avinter and oyer the
the future >vould hold.
in the recession and, unfortunately for
spring, there had been little letup
slipping.
the theatres, the product was
The result was that for the first seven months of '38, grosses were away
down. Over May, June and July they were running from 12-15% behind
decline.
the same months of the prior year; this representing a serious
January, February and March of !38 had averaged a decline of about 10%,
the year prior. As April arrived,
as compared with the same months of
grosses started falling off a little more, while in May and June the low for
the year was reached. In July business was a little better than was expected, based on what had happened in May and June, although picture
product being supplied for that month did not stack up strongly.
A lot of rainy and cold weekends during July reacted favorably at the
This
boxoffice, lessening the decline that otherwise may have been felt.
unseasonal condition was rather general throughout the country, and, while
a stroke of good luck for the theatres, it was brutal for outdoor enterptises.

IT

V Mail Gerk Sizes 'Em Up,

Or Have You Anydung for Me?*

IN L. A.

By Heloine Samuels
The Place to Pick Holly So
'Have you anything for me?' and in a harsh and raucous manner her
They Called It H'wood— there, against the railing, stand the various cognomens, and then carewalk out. The gal, under thtf^.
Edison Cameraman in Mary Collinses, Harry Joneses, fully
circumstances, really does conduct
de Loves, Ben Cohens, CarFmco Started Trek West Delores
men Riccis, et al. Many, in addition herself as a lady.

—

CrifiFith's

Early Maneu-

vers

DOWN THE YEARS

Sherman Lansing is a well-tailored,
Variety as their mailing address, expect advice for the personable young man with a listlonesome, the lovelorn, the career- ing in the Social Register. Neverseeker and last, but riot least, per- theless, upon information and .uncerhaps a loan temporarily to tide them tain belief, that does not prevent him
from also being a great trumpet
over.
John Orman this name is fictiti- player and a prospective orchestra
leader par excellence.
Extremely
ous, of course, as are all the others
polite, he times his presence with the
has never failed to come in with the
erratic arrival of his one foreign
postman, who, excepting Saturdays^
letter, which comes periodically,
makes an appearance four times
Lansing's serene existence offers a
daily.
The guy's air of nervous expectancy is supposedly due to.his re- direct contrast to Harry Daniels,
cent divorce, subsequent remarriage whose trials and tribulations with
and the straightening out of the wel- his dancing partner, her family and
fare of his numerous offspring, by their marital prospectus result in a
proxy or otherwise. A middle-aged constant avalanche of billet-douxs
man with startling white sideburns, from both sides. After every little
to the use of

—

By Arthur Ungar

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Is December, 1905, the folks of
Los Angeles would come out some
eight miles to a section of the town,
westward of course, to pick holly
August the First Ray
for their Christmas decorations. That
July having been better than June in spite of no appreciable change in section of the town was heavily forproduct, operators were considerably gladdened as August brought what
ested with holly and is now known he sort
of lives his part.
appeared to be a substantial upturn in business. New season's product
as Laurel Canyon. Most of this terbegan to roll that month, led by 'Alexander's Ragtime Band' and 'Algiers,' ritory
Diane Hunt's affected Bostonian
at the time was owned by a
accent somehow just doesn't seem to
the first two important 1938-39 releases to be made available. The result
family named Taft, who decided, due
was that August's business averaged less than 10% behind the same month to the quest for holly, to call the match her general demeanor or attire.
An attractive girl who bravely
the year "before. With further improvement shown on the gross graph for.
section Hollywood.
September, October and November, the picture theatres were quickly
declares she has danced her way
At that time it was just a quiet practically all over the world, in thecatching up with the pace which had been shown in the fall of 1937. A1-.
though at the end of November grosses were still' averaging about 5% little sector of Los Angeles where atres, cafes and night clubs of any
behind, the fact that the difference had been narrowed to this point was one went pickniclj:ing on the trolley strata, she presents a picture of
encouraging even thoujgh the recession of the fall of 1937 had brought the or with the aid of the horse and calcimined
elegance.
Peculiarly
buggy.
No one heard of pictures enough, her mail solely comprises
level do\Yn sharply.
Further encouragement Vias lent by the fact. that while some stricken outside of those that were being notices to attend meetings for any
galleries
taken
the
portrait
on
by
quarter's
third
behind,
others
the
running
from
5-10%
in
territories were
and all kinds of political and social
Motion movements. She says she attends in
'38 business was neck-and-neck with a year ago. On a few specific fall days, Spring^ and Main streets.
order to keep in touch with world
the national average has topped business for the selfsame day in 1937, pictures were unheard of.
another welcome sign, although difference in" weather, product and the
As. a matter of fact the first time events.
like may have figured importantly in such cases.
that cameramen ever hit the gold
Cherie Le May was once a cute
•^ith fall business snapping back as well as it did in view of conditions coast of America was in 1906 when little .blonde chorus girl until her
and product that did not assay quite as high as it had for the final quarter £dison sent a cameraman named appetite Ifbt the best of her. But as
t)t '37» operators looked to 1939 for substantially greater infiprovement and
Redfield to San Francisco from 'New her 'dearest'
friend
reports:
'It
a possible return to the levels that had been maintained prior to recession. York to get som? scenes of the earth- don't matter to her. She had a lucky
While in New York and some other keys, Christmas business ran sub- quake and fire damage. Locally the break. She got herself married to a
ptantially ahead of the same holiday week last year and early capitulations cameraman was more of an attrac- sailor and how she's
protected for
would indicate that the average gross level was a little behind for the tion to the sightseers and cleanup life.' Incidentally, and of some
whole country, This is a bit disappointing in view of a three-day Christ- folks than the ruins. He was some trifling annoyance, Miss Le May's
mas weekend this year as against two days last Xmas.
pumpkins and every time he set up mail mostly consists of request samGeneral business indices show that the upward swing In industry started his tripod he was beset with ques- ples and data from every conceivable
In July and has steadily climbed, except for September, with result, that a tions as to what he was doing and kind of manufacturer
and contest
recovery of about 50% of its highest position in the summer of 1937 has what he would accomplish. Today holder who put such ads in publicabeen made. Such indices would indicate that business is within about it is different. Folks out here ap- tions.
75% of normal at the moment.
pear to know more about what the
However, look at Dorothy Smithcinematographer is doing thdn he
Product Just Wasn't There
son and her many, many aliases.
The 1938 gross graph for pictures, which started pointing upward slightly knows himself.
Since the lady has never been sober,
In July, has been affected importantly when the whole year is taken in
In 1907 the first 5.1m production opportunity to pass critical judgaccount by a basic lack of product quality. Operators declare that the unit hit Los Angeles. It was sent ment on her idiosyncrasies is a little
first nine months of the year were extremely bad from a b.o. point of out from Chicago by Col. Bill Selig. difficult to
accomplish.
Except to
view due largely, in their opinion, to inferior pictures. Arrival of better Francis Boggs and Tom Persons say that she remarkably and success(Continued on page 52)
headed the unit which came out in fully manages to stand upon her
the winter season to make 'exteriors
for a one-reeler, 'Count of Monte

own two

feet at all times, rattle off

upheaval on their horizon, which
seems to be quite often, the dejected
young man comes in for advice on
procedure.
By now he should be
well versed well until the next

—

—

time.

Mary Brown and Ann Mason are
schoolteacher and nurse respectively.
While they probably do not know
each other, they are an excellent
study of similarity.
Their air of
quiet efficiency certainly has a pleasant and quieting effect after some of
the whirlwind visits from our usually

extreme personalities.
The Shakespearean Actors
Violet Barlow's parents toured
every hamlet .and lane of dear old
England in Shakespearean repertory.
The lady herself was practically
in the so-called theatrical trunk.
Hence it is well un-

bom

derstandable that she

is an extremely
exponent of the famous
However, as Miss Barlow
comments resignedly, "That's all long
ago and no one knows or cares now.'
So another legit performer manages
to live on earnings from an occasional walk-on part or a surprisingly unexpected, but nevertheless

versatile

Bard.

extremely pleasant, radio job.
Some of our mail callers never
come in personally at all, but send
letters and picture postcards from
all parts of the world with forwarding addresses. While these are in a
definite minority, they lend that con(Continued on page 52)

Cristo.*

Behold, a Pic Actor

That was the

first

time this town

saw a film actor. The unit did not
It just did its
establish any base.
chore and faded back to the Windy
City, The following year Boggs and
Persons managed to sell Selig the
idea that a winter plant would be a
good idea in Los Angeles, where they
could wildcat from a studio base and,
get enough exterior stuff to last the
year around. The idea was okayed
so they came out and commandeered
the roof of a building at Sixth and

Main

streets

where the

first

studio

Los Angeles was established.
who had been a
stage actor, formed Essanay with
George K. Spoor of Chicago, 'creatin

G. M. Anderson,

ing the character of 'Broncho Billy'

and doing his chores around the
'Windy City' until the audiences began seeing telegraph poles for westr
ern backgrounds. So he decided in
the fall of 1908 to take his troupe to
Golden, Colo., for a brief spell.
Things did not work out well there
so he headed for Niles, Cal., close
to Oakland, and established a studio
there,
j

In Nov., 1909, Fred Balshofer was
sent to 'Los Angeles by Kessel and
Bauman of the New York Motion
Hearing a Bison unit
Picture; Co.
of 17 players they established a studio in a store and backyard in the
outskirts of the Los Angeles busi-

CLAIRE TREVOR

GENE AUTRY

Republic's singing western star for the second straight year has been
Whose outstanding pictures for the past year are "The Amazing Dr. Clit
terhouse" and "Valley of the Giants," just completed the starring role in ness Cistrict. This company worked voted the box office champion among cowboy stars, by the nation's exout in the suburbs, with exterior hibitors,
forthcoming Walter Wanger production, "Stage Coach?'
enterthe
mo.st
of
providing
shots
Autry Is currently wording on a series of new mUsital westerns for
_Miss Trevor is now in New York doing her weekly broadcast in support
tainment. Those pictures were re- 1939. Aside from his film activities during the past year he set many
of Edward
G. Robinson in the role of 'Lorelei in the Rinso "Big Town" CBS
leased by Universal.
box office records during several personal appearance tours, and; appeared
Progtaih.
had
Selig,
year
who
same
TAat
with Eddie Cantor, Rudy Vallee and Charlie "McCarthy among others on
Her representative, Harry Wurtzel, is. due in New York after 'New Year
w> discuss a
guest radio shots.
(Continued on page 55)
London pic offer with Miss Trevor.
j
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Ready Docket for NLRB Hearings On
Squawks Meeting

15,000 in Pix

Search for Wahpoers

Hearing dates for complaints inapproximately 15,000 film
workers will be assigned this week
by National Labor Relations Board,

Employees.
Most important of these cases is
dispute between International Photographers Local 659 and lATSE and
American Society of Cinematographers over control of head cameramen.
The ASC has petitioned to be certibargaining representative for
cameramen, while the lA is asking to be designated as collective
representative for all employees in
photographic end of industry, includlA is now
ing first cameramen.
negotiating working agreement for
photographers at Walt Disney Studio.
Another petition involves dispute
between the J A Studio Utility Employees Local 724 over jurisdiction
of studio laborers. All complaints
except that of ASC have been consolidated and hearing postponed until Feb. 14 in hopes amicable settlement can be arranged. The lA also
is petitioning to be certified as bargaining representative for members
of its four big studio locals. Negor
tiations are being handled by Harold
V. Smith, head of lA Coast offices.
Early Hearing for
fied as
first

(Continued from page 5)
lunch given in honor of Murray Silverstone expressed the opinion that it would be a definite loss
to the film industry as a whole if
production perished.
British film
Some of the most successful American pictures of recent years have
been based on British subjects and
these indicate that audience interest is stimulated by the importation of ideas and stories from other
at a

countries.

than that

What

more logical
these should come from
is

trial

Given that the film acquired is
of a standard to merit distribution,
the added "advantage of not having
to produce one, two or more films
in England with its consequent displacement of money and executive
man-power, should make Britain
figure more .largely than ever before
in the policies of American producers.

examiner by Bernard L.

special

attorney

intimidation and 'refusal to recognize
certification of Guild by NLRB as
exclusive bargaining agent for all
scriveners.
Other film cases to

be assigned for
hearing include Cinema Players, Inc.,
which is'askmg to be designated as
collective representative for extras;
Screen Writers Guild, petition of
Motion Picture Technicians Committee for an investigation of the lATSE.
Society of Motion Picture Draftsmen,
and Set Designers Guild,
Survey just completed by studio
unions indicates that employment
boom which started in fihn industry
in November will be carried over
There was a slight
Into this year.
letdown at Christmas, but labor calls
for men began to increase again this
week.
Smith, of the lATSE, said the- em-

ployment

situation

improving

is

men being
He said if

steadily, with additional
put to work each day.
production schedules of

ecutives materialize a

studio

ex-

new employ-

Tarzan

PHILLY KAYOES 3^
SALES TAX ON FILMS

series is

now

being set by M-G.

NW

INDIES DO

killing

the

said that several times within receht weeks organization has not been able to supply all the demands for men and
had to call on downtown locals to
.

*

*

4i

Revivals are the order of the day in Hollywood, with 'Frankenstein,*
and a lot of other cadavers showing more signs of life than some
of the new productions. So let us exhume a few quips of 1938, which was
a fair-to-middlin' sort of year, even though it did bog down on the back.

stretch.

Time Stumbles On!
*

f

*

Claudette Colbert's two dogs, a daschund and a French poodle, get along
without international complications in 'Midnight.' Showing that dogs have
more horse sense than people.
*

*

'Life Is a Parade' becomes 'The
is like that in Hollywood.

Parade

Is Over,'

Life

«

«

«

The picture star is highly paid
When life is bright and sunny.
But when the final score is made.
The lawyer has the money.
^

»

*

Freddie Bartholomew, a moppet, has paid $83,000 in attorney fees. If
he works hard and counts his pennies, he may save up enough to study law.

PAR'S 87

*

Paramount

is

*

*L

brushing up 'Angels In Furs,' indicating a cold winter

i

Heaven.
*

Minneapolis, Jan.

He

1.

*

*

looked upon the surge of youth

Survey shows that producerowned Param<^nt Northwest circuit
has anything but a stranglehold on

It

exhibiting end of the business in this
territory
and that independent
chains are continuing to expand and
gain strength. All the more independent circuits have been prospering and apparently do not find the
supposed advantages enjoyed by the

Those kids who looked with smiling face
Upon, a new career,
When he had ruji his youthful race
And faced a future drear.
It brought him back to days of yore
When he was in his prime,
A proud and pampered star before

With envy in

He

northern

circuits

each consist

Baehr

chain, in

Minnesota, comprises 11
There are any number of

houses.
smaller circuits numbering from two
to five theatres.
In the Twin Cities,

RVvrs

dis-

«

To

interests were prepared to
fight the levy in the courts on the
basis that film is leased, not sold,

1.

.

*

'Dead End' Kids as reformers in 'The

*

Bullish trend in films

*

*

—^Walt Disney throws Terdinand the Bull' and John

M. Stahl takes 'BuU By the Horns.'
Football scenes in 'Hell's Kitchen* indicate that the old neighborhood
In bygone days the boys tossed forwards and laterals with

has changed.
bricks.

*

Gals in the good old U. S. A. are registering a protest against Tyrone
Power's South American roman e. They claim a foul chitting below the

—

Panama

Canal,
*

*

4r

Nelson Eddy, highwayman, will make the heart rejoice,
Stickinir up a stagecoach with a million-dollar voice.
*

m

*

Horror films grow more horrendous,

More

Who

colossal,

more stupendous.

d'ya think

is

Jack the Ripper
*

•

coming back?

—good

old Jocfc.
*

*

Back in the simple days of childhood. Jack the Ripper was a name to
frighten children. When a kid became a rugged individualist along about
bedtime the mere mention of Jack the Ripper would send him scurrying
under the quilts. Now he is coming to Hollywood to show 'Dracula,'
•Frankenstein' and those other bushers how to raise big-league goosepimples. Motion Pictures Are Yovu- Best Baby Frighteners.
*

*

*

Speaking of double bills, Rita Hayward was robbed of two automobiles
in one night. Next thing we know, the press agent will pull a double
jewel robbery.
*

Newer homes
air

*

*

In the picture colony are being constructed without openIt is no longer a social necessity to bathe colossally.

dunking ponds."

*

Studios are doing

away with
is still

•
'B'

*

pictures

by handing them another
by any monicker.

right about a rose
*

Retain His Theatre
Philadelphia, Jan.

Film

«

Add Hollywood miracles—the
Battle of the City HaU.'

name, but Shakespeare

astrous measure.
Their work was
so effective that the vote by.jCouncil was unanimous for striking out
the film tax clause.

felt the blight of time.

The leaves had fallen from the vine
To mingle with the mold.
For he had reached the age of nine.
And he was growing old.

Paramount operates 87 houses in
Minnesota, North- and South Dakota
and western Wisconsin. Biggest of
the independent chains is the McCarthy with 20 houses. Probably
even more important because of its
de luxe theatres is Firanklin Amuse.
Co., 13 houses, most of thembuUt or
acquired the past few years and a
considerable number in the Twin
The Eddie Ruben and the
Cities.

his eyes.

pained him like an aching tooth

To see those fresh young guys;

producer-owned competitor a .serious
handicap to progress.

Hearing set for last Wednesday
was postponed because of the holidays until Wednesday (4) by the U.S.
although there wasn't much op- District Court on charges brought by
timism oh that angle due to the Mel Koff, operator of the Darby,
precedent in New York which up- that imfair tactics are being used
furnish men.
held the tax.
to wrest his theatre from under
Keep Makeups Busy
him. Koif claims that receivers for
Motion Picture Makeup Artists rethe mortgage holders have violated
port entire list of makeups was exthe court's instructions by selling the
hausted shortly before Christmas and Parking Meters Irk
house to outside interests without
that names of only 20 hair stylists
first giving him a crack at buying it.
were on call sheets.. Calls have- alSalt Lake's Theatres District Court, he maintains, when
ready been placed for scores of
receivers took the mortgage instrucmakeups to report lor work next
ted them to let Koff have initial opweek.
Salt Lake City, Jan. 1.
portunity to purchase the theatre if
Herbert Sorrell, business represen-r
Salt Lake City flicker patrons are a sale contemplated. Their failure
tative of Motion Picture Painters
nursing a torrid beef presented them to do so, he feels, probably means he
Local 644, said employment outlook during
the holidays by the city com- wUl be forced out when his current
favorable, with more painters

minimum. Labor boss

E. Phcrir

'Draciila*

OK DESPITE

Par has 22 theatres against 58 independents. The
Philadelphia, Jan. 1.
independents have 13 in the downStrenuous lobbying by exhibitor town sections of Minneapolis as comorganizations and Warner Bros, re- pared with 11 Paramount houses.
Independent nabe spots number 45
sulted last Thursday (29) in the
against 11 Paramount's.
last minute removal by City CounParamount operates six Minnecil of a clause in a general sales apolis,
downtown
St.
Paixl
five
tax measure which would have bur- houses; and seven Minneapolis and
dened exhibs with a 3% tap on film four St. Paul nabes. Independents
rentals.
have 10 Minneapolis and three St.
Similar sentence was in last year's Paul loop theatres, and 31 Minne2% sales tax bill and was likewise apolis and 14 St. Paul nabe situapulled out by friendly councilmen tions.
Throughout the territory the Paraat last minute. Getting its baptism
of fire in the current campaign was mount's 87 theatres are only a comthe new Allied unit. Dave Yaffe, parative drop in the total bucket of
assistant biz manager, rallied the more than 300 showhouses. Where
forces, which worked under the field Paramount has the edge, however, is
generalship tactics of Abe Einstein, in total seats dnd size of aggregate
vet Warner Bros, legislative contact investment.
man.
Lewen Pizor and George
Aarons, of United Motion Picture
Theatre Owners, rival group, also Koff BatlSng
in

1939

Over the hill the Old Year blows
Along Time's endless track.
But do not cheer him as he goesHe might come back.

*

of eight theatres.

ment peak may be reached by the played a part
middle of this month.
L. C, Helm, bushiess representative of Studio Utility Employees Local
724, announced unemployment at a

New

tiesi

Bennie Berger

assigned

here from Washington. SWG charges
major companies with coercion and

forest-ldng-jump production if
showing photographic possibili-

Further; the new Films Act of
1938 has a reciprocity clause by
whicli American companies, acquiring British films for distribution in
America, are relieved of renter's
quota obligations in England.

Summing-up is just this. Britain
today is making good pictures after
years of hard exi)erience, those pictures need an American outlet before they can improve further and
in view of the consummation of the
trade treaty which will tie England
SWG
and America closer than ever beOne of first cases to be set dowh fore, America would not lose by
for hearing will be complaint of taking more interest in the material
Screen Writers Guild charging pro- produced on this side and making
ducers with unfair labor practice. the path through the U. S. A. someHearing will be conducted before an what smoother.
Alpert,

By George

attractive

Talent lads have been told
that appearance Is the major
considei atlon, but if they can
Comact so much the better.
.pany apparently is willing to
help train suitable types for the

Britain, a country that is closer to
America in language, thought and
ideals than any other in the world.

.

NLRB

tall

streamlined figure.

volving

Dr. Towne Nylander, NLRB regional director, will confer with William Walsh, board's senior counsel,
and local field examiners to determine the status of various Investigations and the possibility of arranging
settlements without a formal hearing. Labor tops and attorneys for
the major companies will be aslted
to submit recommendations for adjusting disputes involving International Alliance of Theatrical Stage

for

young men of .unusual physical
getup and beautiful girls with a

British Films

1.

4,

RETAKES OF 1938

Metro Is Booneing for a new
Tarzan and his femme mate.
Eastern talent executives have
been told to scout the Atlantic
seaboard

Hollywood, Jan.

Wednesday, January

Anniversary Issue

*

*

They socked the l.odj/ on the eye
With many a hearty biff.
They dragged her up a mountain high

And

tossed her off a

They dunked her

cliff.

mossy well
Arid doused her in a lake.
They flung her in a dungeon cell

And

in a

chained her to a stake.

Through hurricanes and floods she went.
And quakes and sinking ships.
Nor ever mussed her permanent

Nor

soiled her fingertips.

In jungle fens and Arctic snowt.
In bloodshed and despair.
She bloomed as dainty as a rose
In yonder garden fair.
*

•

*

Ton can always tell a yokel In Hollywood. He carries a little camera
on a strap.
In three weeks^ automatic lease expires.
«
*
*
at any time since
parking meters will be installed in
Koff
particularly
unwilling
is
to
retrenchment policy was adopted.
J^^uances of the picture art
the downtown biz district where lose the Darby at this time, as he just
Charles H. Woodie, business repAre
to the common throng
baffling
85% of the burg's cinemas are Jo- came to a very favorable settlement
resentative of Studio & Theatrical
When Gladys Swarthout plays a part
cated.
with Warner Bros, on runs, following
Janitors union, has been elected
Without a song.
Under the new, city ordinance, de- threat of a court suit
*
*
*
president of California State Council
signed
to
relieve
overburdened
Employees.
Los
of Building Service
Measuring masterpieces of sculpture or painting by the dollar sign is
Angeles will be host to 1939 con- parking conditions, motorists will
an old newspaper custom. Often you read: 'So and So Sells ,$1,600,000 Art.'
Cisco's
Girl
Friend
have to fork over before parking the
vention.
Now comes Hollywood with Its own artistic yardstick: 'Goldwyn Shoots
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Screen Actors Guild has cancelled family bus, as follows: 12-minute
2,500 Feet of Heifetz.' Howja like a couple furlongs of symphony?
Lynn Bari is slated for the femme
*
*
•
all meetings of board of directors parking, Ic; one hour parking, 5c;
lead opposite Warner Baxter in 'ReKnd Clas^ B Council until after holi- two hours, 10c.
Film critic iff Budapest fought a sabre duel with a producer. Over here
Curb devices aren't new here. turn of 'the Cisco Kid,' rolling late they use poison gas.
Proposed pact for licensing
days.
this
month
at
20th-Fox.
*
*
*
of agents is expected to be ready They were jerked about two years
Cesar Romero gets one of the supfor submission to directors at their ago, following a three month trial
There was a man in Hollywood and he was wondrous dumb.
period.
porting roles.
next session on. Mo.nday (9).
He answered 'No' instead of 'Yes,' and now he is a bun*.
was
working now than

mission.
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Ready for Release
All set and ready to pack 'em

in, in

the grand old Paramount box

office

new

audi-

tradition, are these brand

ence builders. Everyone of 'em proof

Paramount

positive that the big
studio

knows how

"Artists

to deliver *em:

and Models Abroad"

starring Jack

Benny and Joan Bennett;

"Disbarred" with Gail

Patrick,

Robert Preston, Otto Kruger/'Zazo/'
starring Claudette Colbert with
Herbert Marshall;

"Ambush"

with

Gkdys Swarthout and Lloyd Nolan;
"Boy Trouble" with Charlie
Ruggles, Mary Boland, Dpnaid
O'Connor; '^Parls Honeymoon"
with Bing Crosby, Franciska Gaal,

Akim

TamirofF, Shirley Ross;

"St. Louis Blues" with Dorothy
.

Nolan ;'^•• one third

Lamoui-, Lloyd

of a notion^' starring Sylvia Sidney

with Leif Erikson; "King off
•Chinatown" with Anna May Wong,
Akim Tamiroff; J. Edgar Hoover's
"Persons

In

Hiding" with Lynae

Ovcrmaii, Patricia Morison, J. Carrol

Naish; "Sunset Trail" featuring
Hopalong (Bill Boyd) Cassidy,
"Bulldog Drummond*s Secret
Police" with John Howard and
Heather Angel; "The Beach-;
comber" starring Charles Laughton!

with Elsa Lanchester.

In Production
In #/ie Cutting

Room

^ *

whipped into shape for
and

c;arly

spHng

.

,

getting
winter

late

release are these

grand additions to the big Paramount

pragram (boy, these rushes look
temfic): "Cofe Society" starring

"OrSBARREir
CROOKED MOUTHPIECES...The
shield the

—

the

men who

men behind gangland's

men who cheat

guns'

the electric

'chair thru trickery provide

Paramount
with another sensational thrill -drama.'
Backed by a strong cast including Gail

Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurrayj^^

Patrick, Robert Preston, Otto Kruger,

Shirlly Ro$s;'^Hotel Imperial" with

Sidney Toler. Robert Florey directed.

Miranda, Ray Milland; "Never|
Say Die" starring Martha Raye and
Bob Hope. and Andy Devinc; "Back*
boor to Heaven'^ with Wallace
Isa

HEVER SAY

Ford, Patricia ElUs.

Before the Ccfmero

DIE"

.Hollywood's^

. . .

top notch directors are

now

sending

America's favorite stars through

RAYE AND HOPE

BOB HOPE

.

.

.

MARTHA RAYE

and

team up again to distribute

their paces in these smash Paramount'

belly laughs in their funniest comedy.

"Sudden Money"^'

Andy Devine, comedy star of 'Men With

with Charlie Ruggles, Marjoric'
Rambeau; "I'm From Missouri" starring Bob Burns with Gladys George;-

Wings," and Alan Mowbray are in there
helping them make this one the°s.ock

spring successes:

"Me and My Gal"

starring

Buck

Jones with Helen Twclvetrees;

"The

'

laugh hit of the winter season. Elliot

Nugent

directs

Lady's From Kentucky" starring
George. Raft, Ellen

Drew with Hugh

Herbert and Zasu Pitts; Cecil B.

De

Mille's long-awaited

"Union

Pacific" starring Barbara Stanwyck,^

McCrea with Akim Tamiroff,'
Lynne Overman and a tremeadous

"HOTEL IMPERIAL'

Joel

casfof thousands; "MIdnight'<star-;
ring Claudette Colbert,

Don Ameche

with Francis Lederer, Ma.ry

John Barrymbre;

Town"

"Man About

starring Jack

Dorothy Lamour.

Astor,"

Benny and

Romance.. .ISA

MILLAND find

Miranda

and

RAY

love between battles as

war surrounds "Hotel Imperial." Ray
shares acting honors with Paramount's'

thrilling new star in this adventure
drama of love and war. Reginald Owen,'
Gene Lockhart, J. Carrol Naish and
a large cast of feature players.

Florey directs..

Robert
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Wciiilf Rings and Ring

.

romantic yearnings of
a "Paris

Honeymoon"
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When BING CROSBY gets tangled up in
FRANCISKA GAAL and SHIRLEY ROSS

.

.

all right.

With Akim

the
it's

TamirofF, lots of laughs and

the usual bevy of bigtime hit tunes. Frank Tuttle directs.

NiSSISSjlipi

on that

ShOWbOlt R0in3nCI...Paramount*s exciting musical

drama based

and grandest of all American jazz or swing numbers, "The
Louis Blues," with DOROTHY LAMOUR and LLOYD NOLAN.
Raoul Walsh directs.
first

St.

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
with^HERBERT MARSHALL jn
^nc of the greatest cmotionai
Starring

gramas of

all

time, VZaza..*^

features an all-star jine-up

including Bert Lahr, Helen

Wcstlcy, Constance \Collier,

pcntvicvc Tobin.> Walter
Catlctt^,^

pcorgc Gukor

dircctsJ Albert

producer.

Lewin

7^

is

:

the

X certain Academy

^Award Winner can

Ji"'''"

a. sure-fire

box-office hitl'

on the exploits of the F. B. I.,
from the book byj. Edgar Hoover. With Lynnc Overman, Patrisia
Morison* J. Carrol Natsh. *jr<»/fi6 this lirU

First of Pxramouat's'drAraas based

JWlthing New

in ThrillerS..,First called "I

*

two young people trapped

^"njJ> of

Wwys
I

Swarthout plays her

Nolan. EnicwTrutx.

first

Robbed a

Bank"—

in a ruthless manhunt.
big dramatic role, with Lloyd

New
(lie

York DraiBa...Thc hell which bred the "Dead End" kid» U
9. lo'vc story of a kind never before' seen
screen. Stirring Sylvia. Sidney with Ixif Erifcsoa. Dudley

stark backgrouild for

Thrills! Thrills! Tbrills!...the best of Paramount s much-praised

underworld dramas

vi'i'th

Anna May Wong, Akim

Tamiroff*.

Has

everything a punch-packed action picture needs.

.

Paramount's laughing ronuncc of

those darlings of the tabloids, cafe society, starring

MADELEINE

upon the

CARROLL, FRED MacMURRAY, SHIRLEY ROSS. Edward

Mioi^y produced.

H.

Griffith directs.
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CHARLES LAUGHTON
returns to the screen as

THE BEACHCOMBER
with Elsa Lancliester

The

critics

cheer -tiie magazines rave!

New

York crowds Jam Broadway's Rivoli
Theatre

to;

see Charles

Laughton, the

screen's first actor, in the
first

big film event,

new

season's

"The Beachcomber'*

acclaimed as the grandest role of
Xaughton's film career— and

a

sure-fire

jnoney-maker for theatres everywhere.^
'Another of the year's superior productions. .An_experiencc_emphatically not
^ ^^N.Y. Timer
to be missed.**

3-page

17,300,000 readers of Lift .read this

1

•ravc'reviewi

2

800 big

daily

newspapers carried this

United

Press^ave:/'Pne'*pf the best pictures of

this_or_any other year^

you

3

see

We

urge that

it!.'

News Week gives front page publicity break
plus" rave' review 1

4

"Tliird

best English speaking picture of the year,"

says National Board of Review!

A glimpse

of the

crowds now storm-

ing the Rivoli Theatre on Broadway.
A few

of

the

raves

from

New York

A

"-Delightful comedy.

character, study.,"
^'.Sheer magic.^

and attention./!

—

Critics;

fascinating

Journal-American.,

Well worth your time
World-Telegram.

"One

the season's outstanding films."

of

Sm^

^Sums up to delightful entertainment."
sr—Daily News:

impudent and

'*\Ks §aily

captivating a production as has

town JJtterly delightful.

'

come to

'—Herald Tribune.
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Tricks in Sliow Biz Contracts
By

I.

Robert Broder

(Formerly of Counsel, Radio-Keith'Orpheum)
Recently, an artist
which had
film contract
lo

submitted, a

been offered
approved
him and which had been
h?s

by

manager. It contained the
be picked up lollow-

Recently;

a

topflight
orchestra
leader, who had just opened a^ a
prominent New York hotel, siibmitted a contract to a girl singer.
The contract was between 'Joe Blotz'

Ssual option, to
screen test. and His Orchestra, Inc., and the
the making of a
on the part singer. In examining this contract
There was no obligation
company actually to make closely, it was impossible to ascertain
ftf the film
had no re- whether the corporation- was the
artist
the
and
the test,
film company in girl's employer or whether ij was her
course against the
It contained
provisions
it did not make the n>anager.
that
event
ihe
whereby the girl agreed to work extest.
him- clusively for the corporation and
The artist, however, obligated
other provisions whereby, if the girl
from signing any conself to refrain
worked for anyone else, the corporaemployer in show
tracts with any
employer was tion could collect 25% of her inbualness, whether such
come as a management fee (and in
in
engaged
or
company,
film
another
addition, the girl had to pay agents'
theatrical enanv other field of
commissions for procuring outside
the artist
deavor. In other words,
him- jobs).
commit
or
work,
to
not
agreed
'Unique' at $30 a Week
for
employment,
further
self for any
The contract further recited that
several months, during
a period of
to make the girl's guaranteed salary during
was
company
film'
the
which
or not it wanted each of the five years of her employup its mind whether
test of him, or ment was to be the sum of $1,500
to make' a film
following the per year and that her services were
to,
wanted
it
whether
making of the film test, employ his so unique, extraordinary and irreAttached to the option placeable that, in the event that she
services.
agreement, was the actual contract breached the contract and attempted
which the ftlm company would enter to work for anyone else, the corporait exercised tion could enjoin such other employInto with the artist, if
The contract contained ment. The conclusion to be drawn
its option.
every possible restrictive clause upon from both of these provisions is
and laughable on its face. Surely, an
the future services of the artist
several expertly prepared 'sleeper' artist so 'unique, extraordinary and
clauses which were buried in the irreplaceable' must be worth more
than $30 per week.
This young
midst of much legal verbiage.
One such form of contract, used by singer was also to provide her own
one of the major film companies, in- wardrobe for theatre and hotel apcludes a provision to the effect that pearances.
take
Having the foresight to consult an
If the film company failfed to
advantage of a lay-off period in one attorney, that was sufficient to kill
term of the contract, it could add the that deal and assist her in procuring
lay-off period to any subsequent a more equitable contract.
Not alone does the young and interm of the contract. This contract
provides for the usual guarantee of experienced performer, but experi20 weeks employment in each 26- enced and higher-salaried people freweek period. Each subsequent 26- quently get themselves into difficulweek period provided for an increase ties through signing long-term man
contracts
which should
in salary. If the employer (the film agement
company) utilized the artist's ser- never have been signed.
Specifically, a contract was sub
vices for the full 26 weeks for the
mitted recently by a name band
first period, at $500 a -week and the
leader, whose salary is upwards of
artist's salary was to be increased to
He had entered into a man$1,000 per week during the next 26- $5,000.
week period, the film company could agement contract with one of the
lay oft the artist for 12 weeks dur- largest band booking organizations
In The contract which he signed was
ing the $1,000 a week period.
other words, the artist was losing printed except for the percentages
exactly $3,000 in this particular in- which were to be paid as fees to the
It was the old story
stance and, of course, the artist management.
would continue to lose much more of 'It's a printed form. Everybody
it.
never make any
signs
money as his contract went on.

w

.

•

We

another field, we find
Reabuses in contracts.

Going to
similar

a prominent dancer was offered an engagement at an imporcently,

tant

New York

hotel.

The engage-

ment was procured through a standard booking office. The agreement
submitted to the artist contained a
sentence to the effect that if the artist ever worked at the same hotel at
any time during the succeeding fiveyear period, the artist was to pay
commission to the booker for any
such subsequent engagement, regardless of whether or not any such subsequent engagements were procured
by the same booker.
It is thought that the necessity for
legal counsel has been obviated due
to standard forms of contract being
required by such organizations as
Actors' Equity Association, Screen
Artists'
Guild,
Scenic Designers'
Unioh, etc.
Although these standard forms may be sufficient for the
rank and file performer, quite frequently riders are added to theSe
contracts

by managers which poorly

VARIETY

inird of a Century

changes. If you want us, this is the
only contract which we will sign.'

When
Eventually

Trouble Arises
there

was

trouble
Bookings became very infrequent
and the orchestra leader found it
necessary to try to break the contract
in order to get work and keep his
band together. An examination of
the contract disclosed such highhanded and unfair provisions as beIf,
ing for a period of 20 years.
however, the management failed to
procure any employment during a
period of six consecutive weeks, the
leader could terminate the contract
on 10 days' written notice. The catch,
however, was that the management
corporation was given the right to
sign all contracts for the leader at
whatever salary it saw fit, at or
In other
above the union scale.
words, if the management corporation failed to get employment for
the leader for five weeks, it could
sign a contract for the leader and his
$5,000 band, to appear for one night
at the union scale and thereby commence, another six-week layoff.
The contract contained no guarantee that any minimum number of
weeks of employment would be procured. In fact, it did not even guarantee 1o get any employment for the
.

Now

It's

WANE OF

Free Bridge

Philadelphia, Jan. 1.
Latest move of Joe Conway,
vet operator of the Egyptian
theatre in suburban Philly, is
to set bridge tables up on the
promenade during matinees.
If the women customers don't
like the picture, they can play
bridge. He claims it's a 'wow.
Present plan developed from
an original idea of about five

without
either,

tea

Conway

and
ex-

plains.

in this category.

competitors

as

boxoffice history

general product

That Was the

Fox Irving Berlin
ander's Ragtime

picture,

Band.'

20th->

'Alex-

[This ex-

cludes, of course, the cartoon- filmusical,

'Snow White.']

What

'Alex' had, and.

what most of

the other musical endeavors of the

season

lacked,

pointedly

indicates

public alike.

Henry

'Alexander's Ragtime Band' had
genuine emotional wallop. Its song
content and arrangement blended
well with a story of our times.

manager
promoted

Pines, assistant

at
Chinese, Hollywood,
to
manager of Leimert; Earl Poggi, assistant at Egyptian, Hollywood, new
assistant at Chinese; Sidney Pink

In other words, the management
corporation agreed to do exactly
nothing and the orchestra leader
agreed to pay them a fixed per- transfers from Ravenna, L. A., to
ceiitage of his gross income for every California, Pomona, another Christone of his engagements during a pe- mas Eve reopening.- Hamilton Davis
riod of 20 years. The sole obligation shifts from the Embassy to the
of the management corporation was, Ravenna; Orville Weckerly, assistant
'To use their best efforts to procure at Iris, Hollywood, upped to manbookings.'
And that might mean ager of Ravenna; R. Erspamer, asexactly nothing.
sistant at Leimert, to manage Mesa,
To the lay business man, such con- Los Angeles, vice Jerry Gordon, reditions are, at the least, incredible. signed.
No business man would attempt to
Henry
Madigan,
assistant
at
enter into any agreement outside of Carmel, moves to similar job at Iris;
his daily routine, without the advice Fred Levy transfers from Alpha,
experienced
services
of
counsel
and
Bell,
to
California, 'Venice, with
in his field. The practice of law has Henry Zeidell, newcomer, replacing
developed into specialized fields. at the Alpha.
Show business has so many individJohn O'Neill of Inglewood, Ingleual problems of its own that the spe- wood, transfers to the Fox, Butte,
cial field of theatrical law has, of Mont., with Earl Peterson, assistant
necessity, come into being. A lawyer at the Fox, Florence, assigned to
specializing in the theatrical field manage the Inglewood.
Bert Hanwould no more think of undertaking son transfers from manager of the
the drawing of a ffechnical agreement Fox, Redlands, to management of
involving a mining enterprise, than Liberty, Great Falls, Mont., and
a lawyer' specializing in the mining supervision of other F-WC operafield would attempt to draw an tions there.
Charles Doty from the
agreement for the management or California, "Venice, goes to the Ritz,

Most

of theatrical artists.

Great

Attention has been called to a
printed form of contract being issued
by a new night club in Hollywood,
whereby the artist agrees that if he

Falls,

It

from its music department. Oft
top of that,
didn't take up the
option on Dick Powell, its chief
songster during the past few years.
Musical schedule for 1939 has been
cut to lowest program in ai long time.
fers

WB

.

is partly political, but also
indicates a change in policy as to
Paramount's future dealing with its
musical program, in line with the
public's recent verdict on this type

of screen entertainment.

From the standpoint of production,
P-ramount as well as Warners,
Metro,
20th-Fox
and
Universal
placed considerable stress on musicals in 1938.

more

Paramount had

important

offerings

as its

Bing

Crosby's 'Sing, You Sinners,' 'College Swing,' 'Doctor Rhythm' (Emanuel Cohen production), 'Paris Honeymoon,' 'Tropic Holiday,' 'Artists and
Models Abroad,' 'Cocoanut Grove'
and 'The Big Broadcast of 1938/
Warners made 'Garden pf the Moon,*
'Gold Diggers in Paris,' 'Cowboy
from Brooklyn.' Universal's contributions were B. G. DeSylva's ,'You're
a Sweetheart,' 'The Road to Reno,'
.

1.

hailed as Hope Hampton's comeback
musical, and the two Deanna Durbin starrers, 'Mad About Music' and
'That Certain Age' (characterized by
Miss Durbin's singing, although not
in the specialized sense, musicals).
Metro produced 'Rosalie' and 'Girl
of the Golden West,' both William
Anthony McGuire productions, and
'Great Waltz' and 'Sweethearts/ the

ness during the time appearing at
Bob Hope goes jittery in his next
this particular night club, the opera- Paramount picture, 'Some Like It
tor of the club is to receive 50% of Hot,' based on the current swing
the artist's additional income thus vogue.
earned.
Musical film features Gene Krupa
Attorneys have been accused by and his band.
agents and managers of attempting to
In some instances
displace them.
EITTEE'S P.A.'8
Ini^the majority
this may be true.
Monogram's singing cowboy star,
of instances, however, ethical attorneys confine themselves to the Tex Ritter, is going on a tour of perpractice of law, leaving the booking sonal appearances in the south and
of artists to those particularly quali- midwest shortly.
Dates start some time in January.
fied to do so.

Indies Blues

At Paramount Boris Morros left
department head.
This

music
severance

as

Hot

Hollywood, Jan.

Hollywood's

verdict on the prospect of films
with music for the immediate future
is Warners' purge of all contract clef-

Mont.

Hope Gets

'doubles' in pictures, radio, television
or in any other field of show busi-

significant as to

own

,

Demands

its

make

mediocrity of the

ager at the Parisian. Roy Lindsay
from the Leimert, L. A., to
Fox, Pomona.

20-Year Pact

St Louis

above

cessfully

not only to

for itself but also to emphasize the

transfers

leader after the termination of the
contract.

employment

1.

some of the potent reasons why this
film form is currently on the wane
and why so many pictures, more or
less based on music, were a bitter
Bernardino,
reopening
Christmas disappointment to
producers and
Eve. R. G. Maser will be new man-

the picture, thy're usually
willing to play bridge with anyof

—and

Hollywood, Jan,

One screen musical* this past year
stood out so prominently and sue*

Los Angeles, Jan. 1.
Number of Christmas presents in
the form of promotions were handed
out over the weekend by Charles P.
Skouras, prexy of Fox-'West Coast
Theatres, in a wholesale transfer of
theatre managers taking in Southern
California and Montana divisions.
Everett Sharp moves from the LaBrea, Los Angeles, to the West
Coast, San Bernardino, replacing Joe
Kelly, who goes to the Redlands,
Redlands. Barton Aylesworth shifted
from management of Marquis, Los
Angeles, to similar post at the LaBrea.
G. W. Jones, newcomer to F-WC
ranks, will manage the Marquis;
Mort
Feinstein
transfers
from
Parisian, L. A,, to California; San

be meshing better beciause after
the gals have gandered a hunk

crumpets,

By Jack Jungmeyer

1

F-WC Managers on Coast

vited in for an hour of bridge,
following which they were to
quit to view the feature. Femmes didn't like it, however, because of the punk partners they
claimed they always drew. Also
resented the fact that Conway
didn't serve 'em ice cream and
cake. Present scheme seems to

35

FILMUSICALS

Skouras Moves Around

weeks ago which failed to click.
It was for bridge matinees.
In-

body

PICTURES

Anniversary Issue

Hunt Stromberg

specials.

Exhlbs Cooled on 'Em

A

few' of these were outstanding
and grossed satisfactorily, some exceptionally. Many of them went in
one ear and out the other without
any memorable reaction upon either
audiences or the coin tills. General
concensus of producers apd exhibitors at the end of the year was the
conviction
that
filmusicals
were
definitely on the ebb.
Only where
producers had a heavy contractual
investment in songsters, as in the
case of Paramount with Crosby and
^""'^^ with Jeanette MacDonald and
Nelson ^-^""J^'
Eddy, was mere
there aenni«
definite
^7'^"!'

Over lATSE

for Extra Union Help
I

two operators at $75 per week each
St. Louis, Jan. 1
i..*
I
+1,^ oo,««
Negotiations are under way be- and a maintenance man at the same
Sen theatre owners and the St. scale after he was led to believe the £?"7,V?L'*'ci^^^^^
tween
^^^^
t^'^ coming year.
Louis Local No. 6, lATSE, for main- operators would cost him only $45
Following the 'Alexander's RagStandard Forms Gone
tenance men in all theatres in St. and there would be no maintenance
time
Band'
precedent and approach,
operHolloway
man
on
his
payroll.
the
In the vaudeville field, the days of
many
of
Louis Coimty, although
Metro essayed 'Great Waltz' as a
the standard printed form of con- orchestra.
indies fear that their biz will be ated his house for nine months and
shuttered it last March after drop- musical biographical drama, woven
accede
tract, which never varied, are gone.
to
forced
they
are
if
ruined
leader
^orchestra
the
If, however,
Independent bookers have sprung got a job either through his own to the union's demands. A six-month ping $2,300. The house cpst $60,000 'arou^id Johann Strauss' immortal
melodies.
But neither 'Waltz' nor
up, whose contracts are decidedly inlA reports to build
efforts or through another agent, he survey of theatres by
'Ragtime Band,' nor several of the
adequate (and in many cases, not en- was still required to pay the man- that many janitors, managers and
pictures in the above listing which
forceable) and require close scrutiny. agement corporation its percentage, others were doing the work that
Finch's Union Beef
have a dominant musical character,
In a recent instance, a new booker
even though he had also to pay a comes under the jurisdiction of
Reading, Pa., Jan. 1.
are filmusicals in the sense of creamissued
contracts
which were so commission to another agent. The maintenance men. Newlin said that
Claims that Walter S. Finch will puff musicomedies that the public
poorly drawn that they even failed management corporation was au- about 35 maintenance men, members
Capitol if terms of associates with the term. They are
to protect the booker himself.
This thorized to collect all monies from of the union, have been out of em- have to close his
a contract with stagehands and pro- here lumped as a musical category
booker's contract failed to state the all employers and if the orchestra ployment
place at which the performances leader
Parleys are being held with St. jectionists' unions are enforced, and to justify comment as to current
and his orchestra could
trends which show a constantly widJi'ere to be rendered, and likewise not
perform because of illness, Louis Amus. Co., which operates that Finch has already lost $4,000 ening
rift between the more serious
through the wage clauses in the pact,
failed to include, among other things,
the management corporation was about 31 nabes in the city and counmade
in Berks county court dramatic musicals and the frothy
a provision for
were
Theatre
Louis
Ownthe
St.
and
ty,
its
comthe act to supply the still to be entitled to
musical fripperies.
Usual photographs
and necessary mission for. the unplayed engage- ers' Assn., headed by Fred Wehren- here as a hearing of claims for back
stage equipment
Of the latter, the 1938 public
Most of the 50 indie nabes pay by union members in a labor disfor its perform- ment. The man.igement corporation berg.
ances. In other words,
are members of Wehrenberg's organ- pute with Finch last summer. The showed itself surfeited. For the more
if the act re- disclaimed all responsibility for the
two unions, which hold the contract serious endeavors there was a dequired the use of special stage props,
failure of any employer to pay sal- ization.
scenery and costumes, it could walk
Several indie theatre owners have with Finch, the employees them- monstrable, growing demand,
aries to the leader and was not to be
into the theatre
Every indication from the prelimwithout such props, obligated in any way under any cir- voiced protests against the mainten- selves haying no contract, filed
costumes and scenery, do the act in cuftlStances for anything arising out ance man move and pointed out the counter-claims that the wage terms 'nary caucuses of the producers and
street clothes
and the management of the contract. To top all of this, fate that befell Henry Holloway who are not onerous and that at least two film sales chiefs in lining up the new
would have no recourse.
opened a house in University City, persons stand ready to take over the year's picture programs is that the
all publicity used by the orchestra
Holloway, ac- 2,200-seat theatre if Finch should approach toward films with pre-^^ artists' management field, leader, whether or not created by a suburb, last year.
Oft
f
contract
abuses are becoming' more him or the management corporation, cording to information current in throw up the lease or close the dominant music will be much more
and more frequent.
forced
to employ house. '
circles,
was
carefully mulled than heretofore.
local
orchestra
the
by
could not be used
express

the

real

intention

of

the

parties, or are so clumsily drawn as
to give rise to two or more interpretations.

,
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R IN THE HISTORY OF THIS
STRY HAS A COMPANY
N SUCH RECOGNITION!
SHIRLEY TEMPLE

NAMED "NUMBER ONE" MONEY- MAKING STAR
for the 4th cowsecttiive Y^a^fl
was an all-time record a year ago
Shirley Temple was voted Number One
It

.

third consecutive time.

.

.

when

for the

Only Shirley Temple

could break a record like that!

FIVE OUT OF THE

"

FIRST TEN" MONEY-MAKERS

are 20th CenturT-Fox stars!
Shirley Temple!
,

. .

Sonja Henie!
Jane Withers!
Alice Faye! .Tyrone Power! —Five out of ten!
.

.

.

.

.

and

couuc

20th tops the

monthly "BOX OFFICE CHAMPIONS''
with 18 top grossing attractions!

More monthly Box Office Champions than any
other company Proof again that 20th leads the
I

industry for consistent, weeJt-iy-weeJt delivery
of hit pictures!

A GREAT

1938

1939

Wednesday, January
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NEW YEAR" HAS A MEANING!

During the dark days
this company alive.

of 1932-33,

it

was a hard problem

just to

keep

!lt was important to us and it was equally important to thousands of
our customers that the company continue as an important production,

By devotion to its task, a loyal organization pulled the
company through to health and strength, but this could not have
been done had we not also received the support and confidence of

source.

exhibitors throughout the world.
little more than three years ago, Messrs* Joseph M. Schenck, Darryl
Zanuck and William Goetz were invited to come with us, because

F.

of their outstanding production achievement.

Within those three years, without agitation or legislation, but by stick-'
ing

strictly to

the business of producing and selling pictures. Twentieth]

Century-Fox has steadily forged ahead until today the world's exhib->
iters

of

vote

it

undisputed leadership.

But Darryl F. Zanuck and his production associates are not the kind
men to rest on past accomplishments. They recognize the respon-;

sibility of leadership.

They appreciate

their continuing obligation

to.,

our theatre customers.

Accordingly, the thousands of exhibitors v^ho depend on us ifor
be glad to know that the pictures our studio has]

their product will

produced
est in this
I

am

for release in the first three

company's

months

of

1939 are the

strong-/

history.

sure you will agree that they represent a sincere and intelligent]

effort to

give your theatre the greatest possible

attractions.;

We wish you a happy and prosperous.New Year— and are doing Jour,
best to see that you get

it.

[President,

20th Centuzy-Fox Film CorpT)

-A

....

VMS

4f

OB
^^^^^

^
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ALL THESE SMASH ATTRACTIONS

Word of this

outstand-

ing sensation has already spread like

wind-whipped prairie fire With its theme
!

Ame^rica's most lawless era,

it

depicts the

thrill-

romantic adventures of the most colorful outlaw
of them all! Epically produced hy 20th in Technicolor.
ing,

DARRYL

F.

ZANUCK'S

Production of

JESSE JAMES
t>

•

****

in

TECHNICOLOR
Utring

TYRONE POWER
NANCY KELLY
HENRY HULL
J.

•

HENRY FONDA

•

RANDOLPS SCOTT

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
EDWARD BROMBERG BRIAN DONLEVY
JOHN CARRADINE DONALD MEEK
•

•

•

JOHN RUSSELL

•

JANE DARWELL

Directed by Henry King
AsaocUte Producer and Original Scr««n
Play by Nunnally Johnion

^'''/ec/./

fastest.

is,\e*a^^'^r

al CO

10
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IN THE FIRST QUARTER!

otv®

spates

tott^"

sV-V

Sir

by

Horror!
Chills! Mystery! The
elements which are so popular
at today's boxoffiqes are all packed into
Conan Doyle's greatest Sherlock Holmes
story
^the fascinating, spine-tingling tale of the
giant, unearthly beast with blazing eyes that prowled
in the gloom of the lonely English prison moor! .
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Conan Doyle's

Sir Arthur

THE HOUND of the BASKERVILLES

HERE ARE 20th's FIRST-QUARTER RELEASES!

with

PRODUC^TION

Release Date

RICHARD GREENE

•

BASIL RATHBONE
(as

ANITA LOUISE

Sherlock Holmes)

NIGEL BRUCE
(as Dr.

Watson)

JOHN CARRADINE
LIONEL ATWILL
BERYL MERCER BARLOWE BORLAND

Dec. 30

KENTUCKY

(in

Teqhmcolor)

WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS

Jan.

6

Jan.

13

CHARLIE CHAN IN HONOIUIV

Jan.

20

SMILING ALONG

Jan.

20

MR. MOTO'S LAST WARNING

Jan.

27

JESSE JAMES

Feb.

3

•

Directed by Sidney Lanfield
kmm^r.

Associate Producer Gene Markey

(in

(starring

Grade Fields)

Technicolor)

THE ARIZONA WILDCAT
(starring Jane Withers)

Feb. 10

TAIL SPIN

Feb. 17

THE THREE MUSKETEERS

Feb.

24

Mar.

3

PARDON OUR NERVE
WIFE,

HUSBAND AND FRIEND

Mar. 10

THE INSIDE STORY

Mar. 17

THE LITTLE PRINCESS (inTeclmicoloi)

Mar. 24

THE JONES FAMILY IN
EVERYBODYS BABY

Mar. 31

THE HOUND OF THE BASXERVULES
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decisively defeated (largely through 4he vote and influence of
the Hollywood contingent) and has|
been much less in evidence shoe;
then. With the election of Arthur'
4.aDd the like for more than a year Bryon his president, the association
DOW and has obtained " a contract embarked on a policy similar to ilhat;
years,

THE UNIONS
By Boy

year has been a turbulent onci
OiaEtier
for 4fee indiTStay asid the many new
unions iiiat have sprung up of recent signed a nine-year pact with the prodale wMiin it Bi^tdons between; ducers, but the SWG, while oertffied,
flbe two caused considerable strain,, has not made much headway with
alifliou^ no pr^onderantly serious the producers to date. Banning extnouble. Strolces were itiiicatened in; tras earlier in fee year for failure!
varioas branches ot industry and to pay dues, with a thMat of 3,000;
Iheve vats xtmcSx organizing activity; of them to go over to the CIO and
during 19S8, with aaotable progress' also turning thumbs down on a stumade, but labor impasses, lockouts, dio unemployment conference, ihe
pickseting and the like ivere held to SAG, early in the fall, took under
a minimum.
consideration a proposal to slftsh exTbe laoiestion of jtuusdiction and tra registrations to 2,'5aO and place!
Use ^ort to obtain certification as players under contract to Central
move
An^ottiber
l^j TiganniTig agents froon 4he ItJationail Ca ifing
Bureau.
Labor Itelatiozts Boand, plus -spUts ia whicSi placed SAG in Ihe limei^ht
vaii0iis iranks such as studio writers, was its decision to combat smy plan
focused Iftie most aikeiidion on the on the part of Ihe produOEr-s to cut
labor per5»sctive of the year.
salaries. This ooctu^red prior to the
31as^ in "SS She InierDataonal Al- nane-y-eir contract producers signed,
liance of ^[Sieatrisal Stage Stoplpyees, ©ne x£ the SAG decisions of iibe yiear
at -lKEiami, announced it would extend was not ±0 permit iiewspapermen or
all aotors and columnists to double as acftors unless
its jurisiiiclion to
ofhers in pictures. That plan in- they became members of the union.
stanfiy met with concerted resistance
Managers
Artasrfs
The
by studio icrafts which tmited to (agents) from the first wanted a
Ihwait sekSi a move, and, although -dosed shop instead of being lioensed
flae ambition of the lA to control
by the SAG:, hot finally agreed to the
every branch, no doubt, still exists, latter in November. Screen Publifbe IA later sought to clarify its in- cists have not made very notioeable
tention by indicating ttiat what it
headway during the past year, nor
favored was an "inclusive organizahave various other .guilds or unions
tion' for strength and protection
in studio activity of one kind or
within the industry.
All are hopeful of NLKB
The IA, strongly entrenched in the anodher. that they may ad as bardecisions
basic
studios under the five-year
gaining representative for their. variagreement, with its position fortified
crafts.
throu^ negotiations in 1937, late ous
The imion situation in the east and
last winter voted a $1,000,000 fund to
organize the industry completely. Otiaer parts of tlie country has not
Kie big stagehands-operator union been imduly distuihing. WegoHamet with early opposition from the tions which are held every April 1
Screen Writers Guild and other or thereabouts in Tfew York between
unions in Hollywood which united f*at Casey and unions signatory to
to fight dominance by Hhe IA, and the five-year basic agreement were
the latter, at ite convention in Cleve- stalled until late summer due to unland in Junej adc^led a xesolution certainty of conditions, with renewal
asking fiie American Ttederation of for aniptber year art the same scale
Labor to revoke ibe charter c^ the as before.
Screen Actors Giiild.
The IA, which is included in the
i

i

was

i

covering these employees in flie New
iiheatres,
Ihe IA, more recently, inaugurated a drive to completely oi^ganize theatres ffrom top
to bottom) in the east generally, includiBtg New En^and. Its drive for
total unionization of theatre hdp is
expected to eventually become najaoflwide. Meantime, the ^theatrical
Managers A;eeotS'& Tipeasurers, making notable progress in the legit fldjd,
as also worldr^ on tmionizatiDn of its
craft in the picture business, including the studios and theatres.

of the other member groups. That!
is, of the president being a non^paid
honorary officer, with most of the
practical afEairs of the association in
iflie hands of the executive-secretary
—in this case, Paul DuUzell.
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After mpny years of agitation
Complete lack of showmanship by
abcmt the Sieged abuses and evils of exhibs here is a major plaint
of
theatre ticket speculation. Equity Philly eacchanges. Distribs
declaim
finally joined iorces with the League there is
a downbeat in enthusiasm
of .New York Theatres to put into ef- among house operators that
carries
tect a ""eode of fair practices." In re- right out to the potential
patronage
turn lor the League's cooperation, and is one of the principal
causes
of
A move to unionize the ni^ht clubs Equity agreed to ,a formal, perma- bad biz in these parts. Exchangemen
'in New Yoiik was also instituted dur- nent basic contract covering Broadpoint to sales or lack of
of
ing the past year. Th& Motion Pic- WJiy production.
New ticket code; •escploitatibn materials like sales
posters,
ture laboratory Technicdans in N.Y. wassiibjected to an enormous amountheralds and paper, as the basis of
amilarly put -on a campaign to in of criticism, mostSly fnc«JTi the hrtdEers,
their reckoning.
onease its reypresenitation in the lab Charges, counter-charges, threats and
Althou^ grosses are down considfields with successful results follow- recriminatdons have continued, biit
eraibly under last year, distribs say,
ing iStrxIoe threats and picketing. The at present it is still too early to tell
there is no attempt being made in
New itorik <nperators, Local 306, whether or not the code is enior- Philly
to combat generally bad conwhich has failed to effect a merger cible or workable.
ditions with advertising and exploitawith UmpiKe State operators,^ a rump
SAG's affairs ^during 1938 wer.e not tion, except in a few -cases where
lack
umon., is can^paygning against the- all smooth sailing, but nothing of a
of product causes exhibs to exert
atres wQiidh £ti3] employ Emp men.
genuinely drastic nature occurred. themselves on the
stuff they get.
Musicians started a drive during One development of possible signifiIn addition to block booldng, which
the summer in Greater New York cance was the formation, wilh rep-:
was pointed out as a principal cause
for a sdx-day work week at se'en resentatives of the 'Screen Writers
of lack of showmanship, the fact that
d«tys' pay -under present scale et.ist- Guild and Sereesn Directors Guild, of
every first-run situation, both downing. The Music Hall, N.Y., first to the Inter-Talent Council Acting in a
town and in the nabes, is controlled,
sign, TfHDuld have to pay about ip45i/000 purely advisoiy or unofficial capacIhere is no strong competihurts.
annually, over and above the cfld nut ity, this group has met regularly to
tion to attract potential customers
as a result of this move, it was esti- discuss m<utual problems, and when
from one liouse to another, as the
mated.
possible,
map cooperaitrve plans. (Circuit rightly 3fe^ that it gets the
Another union move in New York, iSowever, it is still in the nature of coin in any case. In cities where
where most of them begin, with rest an experiment, and its practical there is a variety of first-run ownerof the country to be considered later, worth cannot yet be estimated or ship there is a buildup to milk films
Other SAG developments of all possible. Besult is that the pic
is the drive of the American Federa- predicted.
the year
concerned "the becomes 1361*61
tion of Actors to organize theatres during
known, attracts
using stage shows, with a contract lATSE, licensing of agents and modi^ people who might not ever see it
in^ negotiation under whidi the AFA fication of production contracts,
all, and it does better in the subsedemands a closed shop and a miniAFRA's Top Aotfavily
4quent runs, too.
mum of $60 weekly for any artist ap- Most important activity of the; IFlact that midlown houses are so
pearing in the theatres.
American Federation of fiadio Art-: tjijped, it is feUt, also eliminates exThe stagehands, operators and mu- ists has been its efforts to obtain oon- ploitation. Typinc has gone so far
sicians, except for -the six-dgy woik ttacts' ooveru:^ wages and woi&ing .-lhat when it was attempted to show
basic agreement, has gone -forward week in the stage-show houses, have conditions of its members on sus- a Shirley Tiemple film in ihe Stanley
rath^ £l£)wly in its organization of aaot been much of a .source of traolKle taining and coixunerdal pr-qgrams. It instead ccf the iFox, where the moppet
Contrariwise, these began n^otiations with the xteln;(U>rks alws^ys pl^ys, it died.
worlcers of numerous daeses in the during 1938.
theatres, including earless, poxters, unions have shown mos>e of a dis- azkd a oommitTtiee representing the
Volume of anoessories and exploiushers,
doormen, managers, etc., poaSoD to play bail with the &e- American Ass'ii of Advertising Agen- tation material, exchange managers
years. In cies «arly in January, 1938.
while minor moves of the CIO to get atres than in former
Con- say, has remained about stationary
into the theatre fielkd have been only the -absence cS. feelbter eacctiBes, how- tiact covering sustaining programs for the past few years, instead of innegligibly successful; CIO has juris- ever, these imiions are stall blamed was signed with NBC and CBS late creasing as .grosses fell off. Type of,
for ailing busaness, and xcasciEcwas an the summer, but little progress material
diction over the candy butchers.
has changed, however.
The MaaiMing Service Employees operators refuse to. try vaudevilfte or has been made -with the admen.' There has been an increase in the xtse
moan,, vS. 49ae ASl^ has been-iocfianiz-l i^tage shows because of labor de- Union last moniSk fioalSy submdttied^ of biUboavds aiid Ihe sale of 24Hsbeet
its demands lor a wage scale and is paper has
jag porters, cleaztexs, <%arwomen mands.
fione lyS. -Window cards
now preparing ito try to pressure <the and hemids have .slid badly. Unkn

i
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William Sioff, a power in Ihe lAj
resigned before the year end^d, stepping fxA. Sept. 3, fallowing reports
Hi $100jOOO paid kasxu There were
vaianos denials that -such a payment
liail been made by -producers, suggesting intbeot of foitifysnig their politian .viSSi iSx JA, IBarity za August,

Bass haa '3«vealed tlalt $1AGMD{® was
e^ea him «s a loan in 1937. This
caE^'Oot

^ a bearing before a Sacra-

mcBfto, Calif.,- grand jury.
'^rtaesA of the IA to embcaoe the

Four A's <Assonated Actons
no logger
n^rded vnlSb. any s^axixo^fm. At'

<^nd on the Talent

wtafiOe

nd-ATtisities of Amteiaca) as

the IA "was interested in
jurisdiction over the Screen
AxtBTs -Goiild; notably the extras, as
-an opesadog -wedge. This and other
moves failing, with resistance met on
file -outset

taMog

the IA jurisdidaonal amhave gone out of the news,
while naeantime the A AAA is trying
tor « 'one big union* of its own,
a3i sides,'

bilsGms
I

I'

csabiadDg all artists' groups, including Sicpity. SAG and others.
Jn additkte to being accused of
iMmdmg BmSS $100,000, the producers
liave been blamed for many other
ttusgs ia labor, relations during the
past -year^ including that they were
trs'Sng to destroy the Screen DiVKiars Guild. This group, at the
tame, tbrealened an AFL tieup. In
Aa^ust the
filed charges of unfair labor practices against ten stiidics TgniOi the National Labor Relatkms Boaitd.

SDG

•

By Hobe .Monisoa

fsystein,

a

End

central tawasuiy,

a sin-

gle membership card and one set
Performer unions have made sub- ot dues.
Figured the various
progress during' 1938, not changes would eliminate duplicaonly in their relations with outside tion of effort and red ts^, increase
forces but also in their internal af- ^jcieocy^ save expenses and ^de-:
fairs. However, as the year drew to crease dues.
But even thou^ ^le:
a close, nearly all the -variotrs unions various ^officials agree on the de-'
were involved in critical struggles sirability of the changes, the actual
on diffei«mt JEnonts. Indications are metiaod to bring it alboizt is vastly
that the coming year will be a vital complicated and
remains to bej
one to .performer unions and Iteooe worked out Efforts to .solve ftfaati
to tiae posiitaon of the performer in problem will undoubtedly consume
the amusement industiry.
a great part of the coamng year.
Jurisdictional Ditpates
In the ranks of professional -show
Number of sharp ioiisdictkmsil
businesSf zteazHy all performqs oome
under the American Federation of disputes within the Itour A's ranks
Labor banner. Associated Actors have occurred during the year. Forand Artistes of AanericEi, the AfHi- mation ot AFRA settled the question^
chartered international union, has as Teganls radio, in wbldi Equity,
jurisdiction over the entire per- SAG and AGMA had previousSy had
former field. Its anember groups, -a stake. But that was only one of
eac3i with its separate charter cov- the fields io dispute. AFA and the
ering a different field of entertain- Burlesque Artists Assn. ^peiU; a
ment, include Actors Equity, Screen part of the year at odds over variActors GtuHd, American federation ous phases of the vaudevi31e-^rAFA ooiitested
of Radio Artists, American Federa- lesque situation.
tion of Actors, American Guild of with Chorus Equity. <subaaiaTy of
Musical Artists and a number of 'Actors Equity) for- jurisdictkoi over
stantial

j

Screen Writers
Ffictaoa between the SWG and the
Screen Hajrwrights has also colored
the latota* map of the Coast, with the
latest development a clash with piodooeis over the new form of con- minor unions.

chorus members in niteries and
vaudeville houses, finally wincing
on both counts. Decision was an
line with the Four A's general policy
of giving to each member vscCvm
jurisdiction over chorus as well as
principals in its field.
That policy came up again in the
was being signed
battle
between
and the
imaer protest In June the SWG won inter-factional fight in Foiu.' A's his- Grand Opera- Choral
Alliaoce, which
a vote for writer bargaining repre- toiy ha^ threatened for a time to had previously held the AFL chardestroy
the ordisrupt
and
perhaps
entstion, 267 to 57, against the SP,
ganization. Strife extended virtual- ter governing jurisdiction of opera
after flie -latter had announced it
chorus sii^rs.
When the two
would not fight election of screen ly throughout the Four A's ranks, groups were unable to agree on
settlement was finally
wrflers to determine a bargaining but when
terms for a merger, the Four A's rereached,
became
more
relations
r^iresentative.
voked
the
GOCA
charter and
trieodly than Ihey haid ever been
During 1S38 the
won absolute before. In particular, relations be- awarded the jurisdiction to AGMA.
•utonon^y from the Author's League
tween Equity and SAG, which were As the year ended, the various and
at America, but a close relationship
inter-related jurisdictional questions
princii>al5 ih the quarrel, have conexists in that its members are also
seemed to be settled, at least for
tinued to improve.
meo^3exs of the Author's League.
Main objective at the present time some time to come.
The SDG, promising better pic- appears to be to sti«i^gtlien still
Of the various member groups in
fnres with less waste if given a free more the dominant position of the the Four A^, Equity probably had
hand, earlier in the year petitioned Four A's. Officials of the various the least hectic year. That is natuthe 'liISS to act as bargaining rep- member-unions have at last arrived ral, since the legit actors' group is
icsentadave for directors, assistant di- .at a fair decree of imanimi^ on older and much more firmly estabrectors and unit managers, with first the principles involved and a tenta- lished than any of the others. AfEairs
date set for hearing being Aug. 16. tive, broad outline has bden reached within the Equity organization itself
Pos^nement was taken and tjhie for the desired changes in the con- reached a climax of tendon late in
bearing was held, but certification of stitution. Idea is to house all ofiiices the spring, with the annual election.
the SDG as bargaining rep. is still of &e various groups under one But the so-called insuisent faction,
pending.
Ihe SAG was certified roof, to amalgamate administra- which had been steadily rising in
earlier in the year, and oh Sept. 27 tions, set up a -unified bookkeeping power, and action over the last few
Strengthening of the Four A's; the
of the SWG
These contracts re- parent -union, continued during 3938
developments which began the
tt«
quired arbitration by SP of any disputes over screen credits. Members previous year. Confidence and cothe SWG signed such* contracts operation among the im«nber bodies
only whto attaching a rider noting was also extended and bulwarked,
although only after the most violent
that the agreement
traet offered

members

on renewals.

d

AGMA

.

SWG

agencies into acci^ting it.
requit«aaents that balfposters distrib
"Ottier AFRA activities durii^ the^ window ^cards makes "use of the prac*
its SicA annual xatiooal tically ppohibjtive, runiaiitg the cost
convention (incidentally, the first up to about 10c a >card.
convention ever held by a Four A's
gi'oup) in St. Louis, its settlement
with CBS of the case of an employee fieqr
faster
discharged from a Cincinnati station
aHleiBBdly for union activity, victory
f«s,
iia a similar case aigainst KSD, St
Louis, and the pending NLRB disDetroit,
Jan. 1.
pute with all the St. Louis stations.

year -were

Mod

NiMt

On

Federal Judge Ernest A. O'Brien
AGMA
American Guild of Musical Artists, last week denied witibout ppejodice
newest Four A's member, has had a .a bondholders' petJfion asking restrenuous year and its battles seem moval of 'T)ave Idzal and the Union
laiMy to continue well into 1939. Cruavdian Trust Co. as triKtees of
Besides its victsrious jurisdictional the Colwood Corp., owners of the
fight with Ihe Grand Opera Choral Fox here.
Judge O'Brien declared he wanted
Alliance, it, obtained contracts with
the Metropolitan Qpeca axtd the vari- to .give tnasitses xnore time to carry
ous other operatic outfits in the coun- out the proposed reorganization plan,
whidh was okayed in Jrune, 1937, and
tiy and is now -feng^ed in

a

ta'ucial

struggle with the two major concert calling for leasing of Fox theatre to
Fox Michigan Corp., controlled by
bureaus,' Columbia Concerts Corp.
and NBC Artists Service. It ha.s car- SlcouraE l^s., at fixed rental of
$125^000
annually plus percentage
ried the latter scrap to the Federal
above certain gross. Judge O'Brien
Cxsmmunications Commission, havuig
been granted the right to intervene told Harris W. Wienner, attorney for
petition
in Ihat body's hearing of monopoly the bondholders, lhat the
xhaiges against the two concert man- could be renewed later.

AGOMA also ran into .a
with Yehudi Menuhin over

^genaeofts.

tusste

the latter's refusal to become a member. Fiddler emerged the winner
in
the first test of strenglh, but the
Gtuld is understood readying a crushmove against him.

Qsnm

19^

and

Wd

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Wives' seqiiel to 'Four
goes into work at Warners eardy next moidh, "with three
AFA
Besides winning its battle with I^ane Sistets and Gale P.age as the
Chorus Equity for jurisdiction -over Rename quaitd;
•diorattBes

in

niteries

and

•'IVjur

I3au4g3a*6rs,'

va^^de

aud losii^ another jurisdictional fight with the Burtesque
ArU
ists Ass'n, the American
Ifledeiation

liouses,

of Actors has been busy throughout
the year with its campaign to organize the nitery and vaudeville
field.
On another front it won a
technitai but terribly ejqjensive victory from the Rin^ldng-Baraum
Bailey drcus management. In the
latter case, although the .union
forced
tthe sihow to close rather
than hack
down on various wage and working
-condition demands, it received
a brutal lambasting in the press
all over
the country and there was
extensive
criticism of the union's leadership
even from within the membership.
looming on the Four A's horizon
IS television and the
jurisdictional

&

problems

it

will involve.

With no

Maj. Gen. James G. Harbord,.
chaiEnaan of board of Badio Corp. of
America, was married at Rapidan,
Va., Bee. 31 to Mrs. Anne iLee Brown,
widow of an army officer.
Couple plans a wedding trip before turning to Maj. Harbord's home
Y. They were married
at Rye,
in the Rapidan Episcopal Church in.
a simple ceremony with only
friends present.

one J^le to preiMct

how

soon practi-

cal television will arrive or what
form it win take, all the various
member-unions are 'eying the siti^But until the new
tion jealously.
medium becomes an actuality, no ac-

tion

by the parent unions appears

likely.
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Third of a Century

fects expert

Films^ Technical Advances
the process method has developed to
a point where huge savings in costs
are being made,
Today process, miniature and spe^
cial effects departments in the major
plants are considered among the
most important of the technical services.
During the past year, these

By Walter Greene
Hollywood, Jan.

1.

Most important contribution to the
studios during th^ past year by suppliers and manufacturers was the
group of faster and finer-grain panchromatic negatives introduced by
/Lgfa-Ansco and Eastman Kodak. Re- departments have

Speed proved

to

be nearly four times

faster than the previous regulation
negative, and was quickly accepted
by the newsreel companies to shoot
interiors of sporting events and night
shots of important happejiings that
previously required spacial lighting.
The Ultra Speed type was restricted

doubled

of utilizing their systems to materially reduce production costs.
Skyrocketed costs for location
work due to labor and talent condi-

introduced on general produc-

tion in the studios at the start of the
year.
The Supreme brand rated
twice the speed of panchromatic
films up to that time, allowing for
better quality of photography and at
the samfe time resulting in redaction
Agfa's Ultra
of light necessary.

1

and technicians are
continually discovering new methods

The Agfa-Ansco negatives were
first

at least

[

i

j

1

tions, imposed during the past two
years, has focused attention of front
office execs on their process depart'
ments as a possible source of reWhat
ducing production budgets.
was formerly a convenience for a
few scenes a month has become an
important factor in film making.
One Film's Saving: at $290,000
One recent picture utilizad production backgrounds that saved the studio around $200,000 which would
have otherwise been expended for
Cost
the elaborate sets required.
of the background plates was under
10% of that figure, and studio had
the further advantage of using fewer

I

especially offered for process plates
and general exterior work imder
normal lighting conditions.
As result of the faster and finergrain negatives made available to
photographers and process departir.ents, a better lualityof photography will prevail, while studios will,
be able to save considerable money
annually in decreased cost of light-

ing on interiors.
Dupont's special sound-track negative for variable density track was
widely used, as it removed all peilodic fluctuations and densities in
recording.

Otherwise, Little Else

Aside from the raw film manufacturers, suppliers of new equipment
brought little of importance out of
the research laboratories during the
year.
The two electrics, Erpi and

RCA,

wei-e content to

work

closely

with studio sound departments in
further .adapting their systems for
better sound quality without introducing new gadgets to experiment
with.

Of importance to exhibitors was
the recent trend of studio soimd departments, with Erpi and RCA cooperating, to work out a suitable
standardization of sound on release
prints. After several years of com-

'

petition in which studios tried to
outdo each other in turning out masterpieces of sound recording that
were fine in projection rooms and a
few key houses containing highlytuned equipment, but duds when
shown on average theatre appar^itus,
the sound engineers have now adopted policy of providing best quality
of soundtrack for the theatres to reproduce with present equipment under normal conditions.
In other
Words, instead of trying to achieve
the best sound job possible on pictures, studios are now putting on
the track a recording that will be
reproduced at a uniform quality in
the theatres and eliminate distorted
sound where formerly more was put

on the track than the averag' theatre reproducers could accommodate.
Within the walls of the major studios, greatest advance has been in

tory all around, as process departments are now closely watching for
chance of their own to duplicate
the Paramount idea.
Miniatures
V
One of the top jobs which combined process, special effects and
miniatures on
wide scope was
achieved in Paramounfs 'Spawn of
the North.' Miniature icebergs, with
walls breaking off and plunging into
the sea, were photographed for back'

ground plates.
These were used
most realistically and dramatically
on process work that stands out as

By Bob Moak
1.
was given a buildup similar to that
Hollywood accorded 'Alexander.* For 'Submarine Patrol,' however, he plotted on
split into two

Hollywood, Jan.

Scripts ready for shooting are now'
broken down for process and special effect shots before pictures go
into work. Process department advises which scenes are to be made
before the background screen, and
directors follow that advice.
One
production exec declares that process
and special effects departments in
his particular plant have cut down
location and exterior work at least
50% and predicts that, within the

Birth of
;

i

studios'

new year

boss

flacks

finds,

camps on the subject of previews,
and otherwise. There's the
cake-with-frosting
crowd,
which
argues that ermine and white ties,
backed by arc lights and broadcast
mikes, draws worldwide publicity
for the feature to be unveiled, thus
press

sound was

Utilized originally

when

introduped to secure
exterior shots of moving autos or
street scenes where sound could not
be recorded due to interfering noises,
first

different lines, taking it along with
reviewers to the Fox theatre in San
Diego, Coast submarine base, where
press and ranking naval officers and

their families made up audience.
Picture was also run in Grauman's
Chinese on Navy Day for those
critics unable to make the trip.
Par's DeLapp copped off big space
impressing Johti Public with im- in newspapers and fan magazines by
chartering special train and hauling
next two years improvements in
portance of the offering. And there's
500 members of press to Bing Crosprocessing will reach a point where
the no-frosting school, which be- by'?
Del Mar track, where he
it will be the exception rather than
the rule for a picture company to lieves product gets a better break screened crooner's starrer, 'Sing You
go off the lot for shooting; naturally through straight press and air re- Sinners,' which had racetrack theme.
Gang pulled in for lunch played muexcepting westerns and features that
views when critics are seated in the
are predominantly exterior in contuels and slot machines during afmidst of run-of-the-mine audienjces ternoon race card, lingered for dintent.
Although there are about 15 com- and their minds not detracted by ner, then sat in grandstand while
'Sing' hit the screen erected in inpanies scattered around Hollywood fanfare.
field.
claiming color processes in various
Leading the way in glamorizing
DeLapp also did the unusual in
stages of development, Technicolor
remained during the year as the only press screenings is Harry Brand, previewing 'Cocoanut Grove, 'screenone in which its process was Utilized 20th-Fox's praiser, who has set a ing it in the Ambassador Hotel's thefor feature releases.
There is no new pace for swank in pre-release atre, then moving the reviewers to
doubt that ontf or two practical color
the hotel's Cocoanut Grove for a
screenings of the Westwood outfit's
processes wiU finally emerge from
dinner-dance.
Brand takes over a theatre
the systems now being developed, epics.
In a Theatre
and they will undoubtedly^ be used for a night, and gives the preview' all
Since taking 'Marie Antoinette' infor feature production to some ex- the trappings of a world premiere, to the Carthay for a flash previewi

"

'

I

negative color process, utilizing the
has

Kodachrome method which
been available in the 16 nim.

field

for several years, although little has
been allowed to get out on progress
being made. Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus. Technicolor's president, recently predicted that the single negative color system would probably
be ready for production, purposes
within a year.
Most prominent in the camera field
was the development of the multiplane camera for use in cartoon

flack,

waves

off

outsiders,

using

studio projection room for screenings,, and tossing a buffet supper af-

terward. Harry Sherman, who produces the Hopalong Cassidys and
other outdoor dramas for Paramount
release, and who personally supervises his previews, also uSes projection room, following unreeling with

what he

likes to call a 'family party,'
the -press bending elbows with cast

and technical crew.

premiere, Metro's Strickling, long
sponsor of that method in handling
reviewers, has fixed a policy of taking new films into theatres as part
of latter's fixed program.
After
years of using the Carthay and Grauman's Chinese, he has picked threa
houses for Metro's previews. They
are the Westwood Village, the Alex«
ander in Glendale and the Uptown,
L. A. Which gets the btealc on each
feature depends upon type and cost
of production.
Class dramas go to
Village.
Alexander gets comedies.
Low budgeteers go into the UptoAvn.

Universal's
Joseph and RKO's
Benedict believe exhibs buying their
respective product should be given
an opportunity to cash in on their
pre-release showings in return for
surrounding the reviewers with average fans. Both praisers use Hollywood Pantages and RKO-Hillstreet,
and when these are not available,
because of sellouts on regular attractions, move into the United Artists, Inglewood, or the Alexander,
Glendale. Joseph and Benedict also
hold down on number of free seats
requested by theatre operators, running two previews simultaneously if
necessary to handle the pass list.
This is done to help the exhib fatten
his own take.
Columbia's Brown»
shows preference for the Pantages,
Hollywood.
Because -of radio and newspaper
possibilities offered by taking new

450 Miles for a Screening
pictures into cities where arc lights
Warners' Taplinger broke prece- and invitational mobs are more of
work by Walt Disney studios. Madent when early last spring he a novelty than they are in Filmchine was devised and constructed
To
loaded the village's army of critics town, several of publicity directors
by the Disney technical staff headed
are making
spreading

some of the finest of the year.
project the backgrounds of sufficient
by William Garrity. and was used
size to accommodate scope of action
extensively in 'Snow White.'
Its
required. Paramount used a backmain purpose is to create third
ground screen 36 feet wide, utilizing
dimensional illusion in certain shots
a triple-headed projector to secure
and sequences and characters and
sufficient amount of light brilliancy
backgrounds on corresponding planes
on the screen. Paramount and Warfrom the camera. For each frame of
ners both have the specially-defilm shot, maximum of 67 adjustsigned, triple-headed projectors for
ments might be necessary, and the
process work, which double the latimultiplane turns out two feet of cartude allowed for action in front of toon negative per hour.
the screen. Other studios will likely
Improvement of color photography
install similar equipment during the
and prints, and wider utilization of
coming year.
process backgrounds and special ef20th-Fox's 'Suez' provided large fects, are indicated as major
techamount of process and special ef- nical improvements of the coming
fect assignments, with Fred Serjon year, as has been the case
during
going through complicated steps call- 1938. From this point, nothing of
ing for multiplicity of negatives to outstanding importance in the line
achieve realistic results that could of new devices or apparatus to upnot have been secured under any set production seems to be ready to
normal shooting conditions.
emerge from the research laboraDouble exposure work of camera- tories of the various equipment manman Norbert Brodine and special ef- ufacturers.

First 10

Cameramen

into planes

and busses and conveyed

them 450 miles to the ghost-mining
town of Weaverville, Calif., which
has no theatre, and projected 'Gold
Is Where You Find It' on portable

a practice of
non-reviewer pre-release showings
about the countryside.
Par sent
'Spawn of the North' .into Blowing
Rock, in the Nqrth Carolina hiUs,

weather-beaten where natives made good air-press
Populace totaling 100, copy. Same company's 'Arkansas
never patronized Traveler' was given a one-man prethe cinema, participated in affair view for William Allen White, to
which was described over a nation* whom it was dedicated, in his homewide radio hookup.
town of Emporia, Kas. Warners took
Brand of 20th went Taplinger one 'White Banners' into Columbia City,
better when he dragged out 'Alex- Ind., birthplace of Lloyd C. Douglas,
ander's Ragtime Band,' and rented its author, screening it while the
the Carthay Circle, Los Angeles, townsfolk cheered the local boy who
where he led reviewers, industry top- made good.
Burbank heads also
pers, stars and visiting dignitaries Sent 'Gold Diggers in Paris' to Minpast gaping throngs lining the thor- neapolis, home port of the Schnickeloughfares. Mutual Broadcasting Sys- fritz band, which had featured part
tem aired the event on a half-hour in film.
slate, while news outfits serviced
Meanwhile, arguments for and
clients with reams of wordage and against 'frosted' previews go on.
tons of photos. Brand had the entire Opposing views are best sumiped up
house, issued reserved-seat tickets to by Brand and Strickling.
guests and showed the feature only
Says Brand: 'The flash preview
in conjunction with .a short subject. takes up the publicity slack that alIn the past most press previews had ways comes between the time a picbeen conducted without advance ex- ture is finished and its release.'
ploitation and as part of a regular
Says Strickling:
'We prefer to
theatre program, attracting few stars have critics get the reaction of an
and meaning little outside of Holly- average theatre audience instead of
wood in the way of news stories and the smart Hollywood crowd. Then,
art.
Idea clicked so well that Brand too, it's next to impossible to pick
repeated Dec. 14 at same house with up the publicity campaign at release
'Kentucky.'
Heralded by a two- time after a film has been given a
weeks' blurb campaign, affair was too heavy play through a swank preattended by press stars and other view.'
guests in formal attire. NBC carried the word-by-word across the
screen

in

town

hall.

many

of

ancient,

whom had

.

(Listed Alphabetically)
William Daniels

Tony Gaudio

Rudolph Mate

Victor Milner

Joe Ruttenberg
Joseph Valentine

Leon Shamroy

Joe August

George Folsey
Charles Lang, Jr.
Arthur Miller

James Wong Howe
Ernest Palmer
Gregg Toland

SECOND TEN
Ray June
Oliver Marsh

John

Ernest Haller
Peverell Marley
Sol Polito

Seitz

the wider use of process backgroimds
in pictures.

1939
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extra players than would have been
for production purposes due to its ordinarily required if the set had
tendency toward greater grain con- been constructed thus saving content in the emulsion than on regula- siderable time.
tent.
banging the drums to get out the
tion production negative, but studios
Most important from standpoint
Color
found it valuable for special use on of setting precedent for general use
But Technicolor is not standing mob to gaze as the studio bunch pass
certain background and process shots in the future was Paramounfs pio- still, and is raising its own three through police lines. Timed to stir
where specific effects could be ob- neering effort for 'Say It in French.' color process to high state of per- interest in general release of the
Victor Milner and a camera crew fection.
tained.
Rapid strides have been
shot large amount of footage in the made to increase quality and uni- film, innovation gives the picture
Eastman Steps In
Eastman Kodak research labora- Waldorf-Astoria, the Rainbow Rocm formity of prints of Technicolor fea- nationwide ballyhoo through ether
tories went to work immediately in Rockefeller Center and other tures and shorts in the laboratory. prattle and coverage by wire news
upon the introduction of the Agfa- large interiors. General lighting as In fact, major advance of the tint and photo associations.
Aligned with Brand as pros on the
Ansco product, and came forth with applied to production on a studio firm in the past two years has been
stage was used, except that ceilings
its competitive negatives in'- October.
within
the
laboratory
buildings, frosting question are Terry DeLapp,
prevent use of overheads.
These where
Eastman matched the Agfa-Ansco
sjecret of
the Technicolor Paramount, and Robert Taplinger,
shots, made under conditions nev.er
Cons, whose slogan is
Supreme type with Eastmas Plus X dreamed of
process in its entirety is limited to Warners.
before by studio techless than a dozen executives and *Keep the reviewer's mind on his
Panchromatic Negative, which dou- nicians, were
utilized in the studio
work,' include Howard Strickling,
bled the speed of the former East- for process background plates
when heads of the plant. Despite the Metro; Howard Benedict, RKO; John
many protective patents on color maman negative in general production production started later.
Joseph, Universal; George Browne,
use.
Eastman also introduced its
'Paramoupt is so well satisfied chines and processing methods piled
Super XX, with an emulsion of high with the results obtained in the up by the company during the past Columbia; Walter Compton, Respeed comparable to Agfa-Ansco's first trial, that cameraman Leo 20 years, greater portion of the Tech- public, and the lads passing out bally
Ultra Speed, and with grain charac- Tover was sent east recently to nicolor lab work is development by for the separate production units
teristics similar to the latter. Super obtain interior shots of prominent engineers that is not easily patent- comprising United Artists. They put
the picture in a theatre as an extra
XX will be used generally for news- buildings and hotels for two other able for 'tjrotection.
While improving quality of prints added attraction, rope off a section
reels and exteriors where adverse pictures lined up for early shooting.
for the press, and let nature take its
Lghting conditions are present.
Other
major
studios
closely of its present tri-color process, Techcourse.
In between, Eastman also intro- watched the Paramount experiment, nicolor is conducting extensive reBill Pierce, Monogram's No. 1
duced a special background negative but results achieved seem satisfac- search in endeavor to develop single

—
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Roy Seawright enhanced

Trip.'

;
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the entertainment factors of Roach's
'Topper.' It was the first picture of
its type made in number of years,
and technical achievement was uf
top calibre. Same application was
used in the sequel, 'Topper Takes a

their personnel,

sults included finer grain, better photography, use of less light for interior, and requirement of less light
for exteriors to allow companies to
shoot under adverse lighting conditions.

VARIETY

THIED TEN
George Barnes
Bert Glennon
Ted fetzlaff
Joseph Walker

Karl Freund
Theodor Sparkuhl
Leo Tovar

Merrit Gerstad
Karl Struss
Sid Wagner

land.

Since

picture

glorifies

the

Blue Grass state. Gov. A. B. (Happy)
Chandler and 23 other leading Kentuckians were persuaded to attend.
They were brought west in a special
car, and feted for two days before
the preview and two days afterward.
Four Star theatre in Los Angeles

was leased by Brand for the inaugural screening on 'Suez,' which

Top SpeciaSsts
(Process end Miniature
Farciot

Edouart

Byron Haskins.
Gordon Jennings.
Vern Walker.

Work^

o

'^'fi'^

of a Century
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Chi»Birthplace of Ideas
Ghieagov Jan.

of operation. This
remarkable in itself, in view of
the olt-repeated statements by fop
exhibitors that the theatre operation

For years n&w tRe Cbicago Trislo
bune has carried or its flag thisFirst City
£30 "Make Chicago the
oTthe WbrfA' How long, it will take
become the first city
'lor Chicago to
bat there are inis iHToblematica!,
stances and evidence that point out
contributed more
that Chieagt> has
business than any
Iftrsts' to show

Hollywood, Jam, 1.
reached its furthermost pomt
Motion picture cameras and camand that beyond its present developera
have undergone
accessories
ment can go no further. A. J. Bala^
ban explodes these statements hy sweeping changes in the last 12
demonstrating

new
will

ideas in
exercise

that

theie

are

show business
ingenuity

to

if

still

one

devise

a special

audience,,

firsts

and made

it

is
a theatre without any
advertising the flicker out
front.
In the place of the standard
announcement sheets are little cutouts of scenes of the pictui-e, and
simply the title at the base of the
cut-out. Inside the theatre there is
a new type of seat, which slides back
rather than lifts upw Customers already seated need not stand to permit someone to pass by.
New-Sttjrle Boar of Shorts
All theatres run hewsreels, but
nothing like the 'Esquixe Hour.' This
is a 'newsreel*^ that evidences much
caa-e,
patience and thought. The
shots are all carefully selected from
all services.
In addition, there is a
cartoon, an old one maybe; but it
will be good.
A travelog that ties
in,. usually, with the feature picture.
There is an outstanding excerpt from
a hit picture of the past.
Maybe
Grace Moore singing the 'Some Fine
Day' aria, or Deanna Durbin singing
the Leopold Stokowski orchesgreat with
tra, or the Chaplin wordless song

sheets

&

the theatres strictly as theatres
ministration building, known as the
themselves, with no mention of
Irving Thalberg Memorial, at a respecific shows or attractions. It was
Culver
a general appeal for patronage for puted cost of some $2,000,000.
City outfit also unveiled several new
^- & K. houses as a guarantee of
stages and other structures
sound
good entertainment rather than the
within confines of its main lot, as
week's show. This instituwell as adding almost 100 acres to its
tional copy, as much as any other
outdoor set holdings to the south of
Item, served, to
establish the circuit the studio proper.
only
in
Chicago,
"Jj
but throughout
Despite continued broadening of
'he nation, where
B.
K. operation lot borders during the last decade,
stands for truly de luxe exhibition.
every company except 20th-Fox finds
I>urmg' 1938 there was a theatre
hampered by overcrowding
itself
opened in Chicago. It is called the
during periods when peak production
Squire and is operated by Harry
Zanuck's
loads are being carried.
and Ehner Balaban, according to the
by
difficulty
solves,
organization
lormal declarations. But the guidthrowing its Westwood overflow into
ing spirit in
setting up its policies the old Western avenue plant, which,
Mid operation plans
was A. J. Bala- though expensive, is the only way
oan, one of
the founders of B. & K., out at present.

&

now returned

^uire

is

01 burth,

to Europe.

The

the newest theatre in the
by reason of its date
but rather because of its

world; new, not

:

experiments.

negative

'

In cameras proper, the

new

costs- back,

from

exhtibition.

Progressive Pictures, starting off

with a bang, turned out four features
against a s<diedule of 12, but in the
past few months has been conspicaous by its inasctrvity. According f
old hands at, bucking the indie marProgressive's features

ket.

carried

Mit-

j

forward the niost drastic
changes, silencing hood and camera
being combined into a single box,
the whole lightened so extensively

chell brings

j

about the time sound swooped down,
also have joined the progress procesWhile these auxiliaries came
sion.
into existence as makeshift affairs,

each year has brought about changes

of oai;ers and ac- adaptable to the smaller-budgeted
preparing to start film, Telco. Company recently comas. soon as pleted its first film after four yesrrs
distribution setup is completed so of experiments and process is said
production pace can be geared to re- to cost only ai^roximately 10"^
more than black and White. Proleasing needs.
Tbp^budgeted, independently pro- duction of pictures in the color is
duced pictures will be made by Com- being handled by At Lane.
With outlook for re-birth of promodore Pictures with announced cost
of $150,000 for each of its four fea- duction, rental tots catering to indies
tures. Pictures will be aimed at the ate looking forward to chance to
foreign market as well as the TJ. S. start operations again in the blaxdii
In charge of production for Commo- after too many years of red rnlt
dore, headquartered at General Serv- International studio, run by Ralph
[ice studio, is Alfred A. W. Bouifle. Like, who also tusns oat aa ocea[Comipsny is capitalized at $1,0004100 sionall picture for the small raaiics^
and both foreign and domestic dis^ currently is headquartering Wifla
MbuftioQ is now being set up by S. Kent Productions, Harry Webby. C.

ipleted
'

tioners,

one each
and

second of

is

melodramas

meet additional needs. Most advanced now in use is the newest
addition to Universars supply. Suggestions for its design and construction were contributed to by members of the camera and engineering
departments of JtH major loli& Its
chassis is propelled by an electric
motor, giving, it a confiroUed speed
range of from ooe-teaBh of a mile
to five miles per hour. Boom, end of
which carries a camera platEorn* as
well as bucket seats for the camera Broastien,
to

j

C

I

crew, also is electrical^jr operated.

president..
Concern will Borr, Like's own Argosy outfiit and
not play for usual state-right market. Laughing Gas Productions Co. Progressive studio, formerly the Maurice

STUDIO INVESTMENTS

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
While this has been a year of curhas all been ribbed and caricatured tailed expenditures on the part of the
by the comics, but these comedians motion picture industry, investment
themselves would be the first to yelp
Coast production plants has
their heads off now if they failed in
to receive such service in a motion jumped to the amazing total of $112,picture theatre today.
000,000. Figure marks an increase of
Outstanding, of course, is the air
approximately $4,000,000 for permaconditioning and air-cooling which
in the last 12
lias completely revolutionized show nent improvements
-business.
For years, the legitimate months.
income during
distributor
Should
theatre refused to recognize that
there was such a thing as air-con- next quarter continue at level atit is estiditioning, but today, even the theatre tained during November,
yibich has steadfastly insisted that mated production companies during
for
its customers want art rather than 1939 wDl lay out around $4,000,000
comfort has called in the air-con- additional land and new buildings
upping
marked
Any
equipment.
and
ditioning engineers to see if they
wtft make art easier to take during of theatre grosses in initial three
months would boost figure to beJune, July and August,
Chicago operators first thought of tween $7,000,000 and $8,000,000.
Unsettled conditions, which have
the nrodern type of marquee which
combines advertising flash and an- marked fading semester, have caused
biggies to ponder long
production
nouncements with its other decoand carefully before loosening purserative and protective purposes.
construction and apnew
for
strings
Good-Will as B. O. Asset
expansion undertaken
Chicago first brought institutional- paratus. Only
that forced by necessity.
advertising and good-will into circuit has been
Heaviest spender for 1938 is Metro,
operation, with Balaban & Katz sellwhich completed its gray stone ading

^ent

•

own

the

i

»

;

their

ket

i

ihey did in taking the nickelodeon made a master-of-ceremonies, so that
and transforming it into the modern the stage shows became the most imThere is basically portant idea of show business fr.om
picture theatre.
To house the stage
Ettle difference between the Chi- .1926 to 1933.
cago which was built in 1922 and, show and m-. c.s, big de luxe theaThat tres sprang up throughout the na9ay; Radfo Ci-ts^ Music HaQ.
comparison fells the story of the tion. Chicago began both ideas.
In 1933, the firm of Jones, Linick
K. did mangreat advance that B.
SS9 when it brolte ground for its 8c Schaefer was to take the Stateloop flagship. After 16 years that Lake theatre and spring on the pubhouse, the forerunner of all deluxe
(Continued .on page 48)
theatres^ is still a beauity to see and
a joy to sit in. It is unqjiestionably
stiH the fliiest theatre in this terri-

This one house^ in itself^ tells the
entire story of deluxe operation. If s
the story of a' beautiful house^ courteous attendants, free checking of
parcels, the considerate handling of
.wet unibrellas, etc.
Of course, it

most important of all, vastly imc
Credit for
proved photography.
much of the forward march in lensing equipment belongs to the studio houses but increase in. production
photographic crews, who nowadays costs, and reduced returns dropped
number turned out to bare fraction
work in close co-operation with the of former times. Loosening of the
manufacturers, suggesting innova- purse-strings and a ^ghtls" modfified
tions and passing on the results of production code resulted in. new Irfe,
indies again seeing & chance to get

I

and the 'State-Lake policy' several
years ago meant the combination of
vaudeville and pictures on a four-aday schedule. It was an immediate
smash and soon all theatres throughmade it sell theatre tickets.
out the country were using the
B & K's rfoneering
Everyone knows the story of Bala- State-Lake policy. Later, there was
baa & Katz and the truly great job to come Paul Ash, whom B. & K.

tory.

added gadget tending toward ease

Standard Plctusesy headed, by too high a budget to hope for profitBmry: W. itudaards, finaUy got imder able playdate^ and unless costs sheets
way after trying tor two years to- can be readjusted on balance of the
find the proper financing for series program, little chance is seen for
jof 12 pictures.
Now amply bank- continued shooting. Ben N. JudeQ,
rolled, company has located produc- head of company, is still trying to
tion activities at Grand National decide whether Progressive continues
that its movement about the sets
studio and is under way with its. or folds, according to reports.
requires the services- of only one program.,
Richards has organized
Road Show Pictures is doing four
man. Other hooded cameras in use Standard Pictures Distributing Co. musical
outdoor draimas, Gene Austin
since the coming of sound have been to take care of releasing end.
headlining.
Company is currently
Another company starting with
a burden for three men. Sound-proof ambitious plans is Equity Pictures, road-showing its first in conjunction
with personals by Austin, picture
qualities also have beCTi increased,, backed by Malcolm Browne, Inc.,
later going into theatres on reguleV
with the result that all trace of jwith Bennie F. Zeldman in charge
runs.
Upon return of troupe ta
production.
Presently
being
motor noise is eliminated. Range- of
Hollywood, second of the series wiH
from 'Modem Times..' It is a coirt- finder is built in in such a way worked out is complete distribution get into work and Austin will again
setup
with
network
of
exchianges
to
lift
plete hour's entertainment of gen- that it is no- longer necessary
tour country as additional stimulus
uine film variety. This is new and a hood to make use of it, with bet- around the country. With program at the box office.
of 20 features, consisting of eight
vital in show business. And Chicago ter fociising resulting.
Bright star of incependent horizon
action
melodramas,
eight
westerns
Camera cranes, which came into
started it.
land four specials, Etsaity has cpm- is what is thought to be first color,
Chicago has
State-Lake theatre, general usage in the film plants

popular entertainment by combining it with pictures. Chicago took
fan-dandiig, which hiad been a mild
attraction in $4.40 musical showsy
and made it the biggest box-office
waHc^ of 1933-38. Chicago took the
radio qua program,,
intellectual
jazzed it up with some popular musical ideas and made it the outstanding bright idea of commercial radio
of 1938. Chicago took aQ icebox and

'

months, each revision in design, each
of operation, greater efficiency and,

Hare

goes back
many years, even before there was a
It is interesting to note
Variety.
has taken
that the leads that Chicago
have all been in the direction of
It has adpopular entertainment.
mittedly lagged behind New York
and other cities in the promotioti of
entertainment for- the rfasses. But
give Chicago a general entertainment scheme and the town will bring
out special angles in that field to
give it greater popularity among the
wide mass Of the population. Chicago, it would seem, has its finger
on the true pulse of the American
people and knows, better than any
other city, the tastes and preferences of the nation.
Chicago took motion pictures,
made them a general medium of entMtaiament and brought the operatioa of theatres to their present, high
Chrcagio took two-a-day
standards.
vaudeville, which was then limited to
This record ol

Clifford Sanforth, long dabbling in
indie production, recently formed
Clifford Sanforth Productions with
slate of 14 features^— six Oriental
mysteries and eight westerns. Production is scheduled to start this
vival of the state^rights feature durmonth. C. C. Burr, another well-:
ing last 12 months. Heorganization
known
indie producer, has again en>
Picture
of the Independent Motion
Ptoducers' Association and forming tered active production under the
of new producing companies with Atlas banner after two-year layoff
their own distribution outlets were to turn out series of Fred Scott
Sam KatzmanTs
strongest indications of shot-in-the- musical westerns
Victory Pictures is doing eight westarm given to indies in- general.
In past years Hollywood would be erns with Tim McCoy, and recently
coimted on for around 250' of the announced intention, of producing
nabe six dramas for the state-rights marsmall-budget
features
for

has

all possible them.
other city in this best of

vrotlds.

By

Bill Brogdon
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Independent production lifted itself from doldrums of past two years
and staged a strong move for re-

is

1.
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brand-new ideas

Holpenn
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ITs plant, which had been allowed
to have
gotten under way last spring, was to run down at the heeL during latter
shelved because of box office decline. part of Laemmle ownership^ has been
Prospects momentari^ are that plans in process of getting face-lift for last
First move of Cliff
will be dusted off this year, and, three months.
should that happen, the Western ave- Work upon assuming general mananue lot, first HoEywood home of the ;g.ership was to order fresh paint, inold Fox Film, will be dismanfTed and side and out, for entire plant. Next
its reAlty placed on the market. Prop- was to modernize and soundproof
erty is in heart of a business zone, three of lot's oldest stages, including

Westwood

site,

which was

with high land values and excessive the Phantom,, so-named because* it
was used in making 'Phantom of the
taxes.
Paramount, intent in 1937 upon ac- Opera,*^ back in 1925. It is estimated
will contribute better than
quiring a new site in the Westwood that
or valley sectors, continues to hold $1,500,000 toward permanent conoff, but will be forced to make move struction iti 1939.
KKO WaHiBg far Re«re OK
within the next five years. Working
While RKO also finds the going
under adverse conditions, due to
overcrowding of its present plant, hard when more than six features
company is forced to erect all out- are simultaneously in work, comdoor sets on its ranch in the Malibu pany execs prefer to wait until orhills, which means transporting peo- ganization is free of court strings via
ple and equipment 40 miles from the 77b receivershipi
Republic, too, plans to cut loose in
Hollywood.
Hemmed in to north by a ceme- near future with heavy outgo for
buildings,
having
and
tery, to the west by RKO, to the east property
by a thickly built residence and crowded conditions until negotiaapartment area, and to the south by tions for purchase or longtime reexpensive business property, it is im- newal of lease on present valley site
possible for Par to build another is completed. Herbert Yates has for
structui'e within present confines. It months been dickering with Guaris estimated that acquisition of nec- anty Liquidating Corp., owners of
essary land, construction of another plant, for its purchase. Company a
plant and purchase of equipment to few weeks ago unveiled new $100,000
completely move production fcom sound recording stage constructed
Marathon street lot would run to be- across the line on Yates' own land.
Hal Roach is another who is feeltween $15,000,000 and $20,000,000.
Columbia, which finds itself facing ing effects of limited stage space, and
a problem similar to that confronting is mulling idea of razing present adPar, has partially overcome its diffi- ministration building on his Culver
culties by erecting all outdoor sets City property, and replacing it with
on its valley ranch, seven miles steel and concrete structure running
away, and throwing overflow stage full length of his Washington boulework into the former B. P. Schulberg vard frontage. Idea is to include
studio on Bronson avenue, which it three big stages and executive offices under single roof.
recently acquired under lease.

U

^

Conn studio, is housing Road Show
Pictures, Holljrwood Famous Pictures, Spanish language company,
and serving for interiors' f0]^ Sana
Katzman's Victory westerns.
Talisman studios, operated by
John P. Meehaii for L> A. Young of
Detroit, has been more successful
than other rentals, having yearly
lease with Monogram Pictures which
assures it of operating overhead and

some

profit. Also on lot are Orescent, E. B. Derr company doing
series for Monograrai; Bennie Zeid»

man's Equity Pictures; Million Dollar
Productions, Negro concern scheduling 12 features; Clifford Sanforth
Productions;. Majestic, which handles
actual production of the Equity piefores. Also shooting on the lot at
various times is Tri-Art Film Productions, independent two-reeler outfit.

Studios run on rental basis such as
General Service, etc., are usually occupied by companies with assured
releases, either with the majors or
with wen-established, independent
companies, and do not' take the
chance with vagaries of the states
,

rights field.

Among
lished

top three of the well-estabindependent companies are

Republic,

Monogram and Grand Na-

aU with less worries on their
hands as to the selling end. GN"

tional,

still has its mark to make in the field
but internal troubles are expected ta.
be ironed out soon to allow production of remaining features .on its
schedule of 68 pictures. Both Monogram and Republic have had no

trouble in functioning efficiently^
servicing its exchanges with full
quota of product.
If spurt started in past few months
among indies can be maintained, actors and technicians who have mostly
been between jobs, will have an opportunity to again pocket a regular
paycheck. Of particular significance
in this line is work under way to set

up nation.- wide independent exHeavy increases in number of fea- change system for all indie proU's Face-Lift
While Universal has plenty oE room tures and shorts produced since 1932 ducers. At this writing plans have
for growth, its Universal City hold- has been a boon to owners of rental not yet jelled but efforts are conMonogram now uses prac- tinuing both in New York and oa
ings including 365 acres, it is in great .studios.
need of more sound stages, two of tically all the space at Talisman stu- the Coast. Such a system would «ksdios.
International
construction.
Is never without sure steady employment to that large
under
now
are
which
Plan
20tb's $3,000,000
activity nowadays. Paramount is us- number of players, technicians and,
Program calling for an outlay of Work also will start shortly on a sixmore than $3,000,000 for new sound story administration building to co.st ing both General Service and Grand other workers who find no market
National for its overflow.
for their services among the majorsaround $700,000.
stitges and other buildings at the
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It's

doing

GOLDWYN
BUSINESS
like

'The Hurricane

and

Stella' Dallas

SAMUEL COLDWYN

It

j>u2rrCtr

GARY COOPER
MERLE OBERON

PATSY KELLY

WALTER BRENNAN

FUZZY KNIGHT MABEl TODO
HENRY KOLKER
•

Oirtdid by H

RALPH BELLAMY -ANN SOTHERN
BUCKMER • THOMAS MITCHELL
ROBERT ELLIOTT
a TAY OARNETTproduction

SIDNEY

engagements all hold-overs.
Philadelphia, Chicago, Denver and Montreal!
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The Year In
(Continued from ppge'^S)
defeat the North Dakota divorcement statute, which has
bepn appealed to the U. S. Supreme court. Earlier in the
year, the Neely bill was passed to end blockbooking and
blind selling, causing great consternation.
The U. S. Supreme court, which serves as the last hope
in all agitation against distributors or theatre orgariizations,
duting the year rendered an opinion which caused a setback
in the Dallas Interstate case and dealt another blow by refusing to review an order of the lower court against distribs
in connection with the Philadelphia double-feature ban.
More trouble concerns two actions directed against Balaban
& Katz, one of which was brought by the Government on
charges of violation of a 1932 consent decree. This suit
names all distributors excepting Columbia. The other B&K
action, of a civil character, waS brought by Chicago exhibitors against B&K, Loew's and all distribs under the antitrust laws.
Numerous other scattered moves that produce
shaking in the boots, over and above the actions that are
carryovers from 1937, include a new A. B. Momand suit
against all companies; a zoning-clearance suit in Indiana
against distribs; a $1,000,000 anti-truster in LaCrosse, Wis.
against Paramount, 20th and United Artists; Ramish-Gore's
$300,000 conspiracy charge versus Fox-West Coast; an antitrust suit against Lucas & Jenkins for $645,000; two suits in
Philadelphia leveled at the Warner Bros, and an action of
Newark independents against local chain operators and most
distributors.
If

^
'

nothing

else,

the trend of the times

is

providing a

field

day for the attorneys. In the U. S. suit alone it is estimated
the legal bill will run over $1,500,000.
In addition to the Federal suits, State legislation, civil
antirtrust and other actions, during 1938 there has been a
large number of cases charging plagiarism, breach of contract and violation of stockholder rights. Among the more
important of these was the case in which an award of $532,153
was- made to plaintiffs in the 'Letty Lynton' (Metro) storylifting matter, largest award of its kind ever made in the
picture business, and the more recent stockholders' action,
also against Loew's, on which much interesting indie testimony resulted. Decision in, the latter is expected shortly.
The legal bill that's being run up might be lessened by
steps that are being taken in an effort to avoid lengthy procedure in the courtrooms, notably in the Government antitrust suit and others with similar grounding, but there is no
certainty that these efforts will be successful.
When it becanie evident serious trouble lay imminently
ahead early last summer, the New Deal was promised the
industry would be good and steps were initiated by distributors to set up self-regulating machinery to govern distribexhibitor relations. The Government filed its anti-trust suit
anyway, interrupting those plans son^ewhat.

Couldn't Dodge Mr. Whiskers

However, the distributors carried forth on the implied
assumption that if they could settle grievances with exhibitors that were widespread, and set up a code of trade practices that would be agreed to by both sides, a trial of the
Government suit might, be avoided. To this end, after numerous negotiations between distributors and the committees
of 10 leading exhibitor organizations, a draft of trade practice reforms has been drawn up and forwarded to the exhib
bodies for their approval. It remains to be seen whether this
or a satisfactorily revised trade practices program' will be
placed into effect.
It also remains for the future to decide what will be the
reaction of the Department of Justice to the adoption, if and
when it occurs, of such a program and to what extent, if any,
Distribuit may affect the ponderous anti-trust suit on file.
tors recently appealed for a bill of particulars in connection
with the action, seeking minute clarification of charges alleged.

Meantime, the routine business of the distributor makes inroads on his time and his sense of calm. As in the' tradition
of the theatre, however, his show must go on, regardless of
abnormal difficulties, unforeseen problems and unwelcome
troubles.

During 1938, even if he hadn't had to worry about selfregulation', suits dnd' the 'like, his sleep had been greatly disEarly in the spring the exhibitors were complaining
bitterly about the. ptoduct being released, one plaint beirtg
there were too many D's and hot enough B's, .with result that
a flock of reissues wer6 scheduled. While a record number
were added to the release sheets, so few of them got anywhere
that many, which were to have been made available ultimately, were forgotten about.
turbed.

Brutal Spring and Summer
Passing through the dull spring and early summer months,
with growing fear over what the future offered, judged by

way business was going, the producer-distributors started
discussing a back to the boxoffice ballyhoo. Born of the

the

Wednesday, January
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panic was what later became known as the 'Motion Pictures
Greatest Year' campaign.
During the spring and summer, selling had proceeded at
a dangerously slow pac6'. This also created panic among disPlanning of the 1938-39 programs had been no
tributors.
cinch and some companies reduced the size of their season's
catalogs.
The combined majors had failed to deliver fewer
pictures on the prior (1937-38) than the year before, and
sales conventions had been starting in March, earliest' ever,
but all the way through the summer and deep into the fall,
the contracts came through slowly.
Late 1937-38 product had been away below normal, exhibitors were beefing about features that were getting too
short in running time (no less than 109 in '37-38 running
under 67 minutes), reissues had not helped much, and very
definite resistance to rentals for the new season was being
felt.
The alarm created among the distributors no doubt
justified the 'Motion Pictures Are Your Best Entertainment'
idea, even if the average theatre operator thinks it has been
worth much less to him than its proponents had imagined.
Pictures of genuine boxoffice quality, led by 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band,' began coming through around the middle of
August and activity in contract-taking pepped up somewhat,
but, due to the general uncertainty of the times and other
factors, many key deals were still stalled a long ways.
And
there is still much for the salesmen to do before the '38-39
books are closed. What a life they' lead!

Exhibition's Kinks
In exhibition, where the buying public is the deciding
problems have also been legion during the past
year.
Aside from such matters as trade practice reforms
and legislation which grows out of complaints made by the
exhibiting branch of the industry, the theatres are concerned
over a multitude of things which affect them directly or indirectly, locally or nationally.
factor, the

These problems make the theatre operator's or manager's
as trying in his particular sphere as those which beset
the distributor in his selling of pictures and the producer
in making them. Some of them are the concern of all three
branches of industry activity, such as giveaways, double bills,
overseating, censorship, public apathy and outer-industry
life

competition in the form of sports or other oppositional activity.

From the high-salaried operator in luxurious home office
independent in the tank town who operates
part time, the quality of the product he is able to obtain is
the important desideratum. That his public will shop with
him if he has the right goods to offer is taken for granted,
but an exhibitor's worries do not end with such simple business philosophy.
Pictures that are deserving of better
grosses than obtained may be dying because a fickle public
has gotten fed up on certain types of productions.
An opposition theatre may be holding out such alluring
bait as giveaways or bank night; or the fickle film fan may
avoid picture shows in favor of periodic amusement that acts
as competition, including outdoor activities during the summer months, football in the fall, the circus when it comes to
town, local- events of various descriptions, etc. Not to mention Lent, the two weeks prior to Christmas and such acts
of God as hurricanes or floods against which the best' quality
of film suffers.
suites to the little

Sundry Angrles

Even though the product obtained by a given theatre may
be considered good, there is always the added setback repre>
sented by overseating, unfair price cutting competition, zoning and clearance, location of operation, etc. Then, in the
face of the true business possibilities of the theatre, the
operator must gamble for a profit on film, the value of which
is to be proved but for which rental terms have been, agreed
upon in advance of production in most cases.
General business conditions and the danger of new and
unforeseen opposition, not the least of which may be further
theatre building in the community, also forces the exhibitor
to gamble more thain he may consider is fair for him.
There has been much building and face-lifting In the
theatre field diiring 1938. If a new theatre is opened in a
tough situation,- that theatre may get hurt but it also -works
the other ^way very often. If the pictures on display are
comparative in' audience value," a fickle public may desiert an
older house and flock to the one, newly built, which has the
glitter of gold about it and nicer rest rooms.
So it isn't just quality pictures that the exhibitor can rely
upon. The operator not getting product that is as good as
that of his competitor is in a. more difficult position, however. "Since he cannot rely to any great extent bri the film
he is buying, he may be forced into duals, if not already
existing; into bank nights or other artificial stimuli; or into
admission prices that are so low he is selling a scale rather
than pictures.
,

In addition to the 'Best Entertainment* campaign, durinif
the past year games qf various descriptions^ have glutted the
exhibition market and new boxoffice gags have been tried,
including quizzes, spelling bees, coupon stunts and the lik?
On the other hand,. the year 1938 has seen much agitation

designed to do

away with bank night and double

Herbert Bayard Swope's boy, John Swope, who is also known to the
film colony as an agent, of a sort, will be better known as a camera artist
when his 'Camera Over Holly wood' (Random House;' $3.50) comes out this
week. Swope's 10%er boss, Leland Hayiyard, wrote the introduction,
which is a different sort of an intro is that his boss not only strongly
suspects but as much as states that seemingly all the photographic subjects
were taken in Hollywood while Swope was supposed to be snapping producers into buying Leland Hayward's actors, writers and directors. To
the credit of Swope (and Hay ward) there aren't too many shots of Margaret Sullavan (Mrs. Hayward) although James Stewart, a particular pal
of the lenser-agent, does seem to be generously represented.
This is the volume for which Claude Binyon was to have done the intros
but seemingly it's the type of book where pictures speak everything for
themselves.

Duallng

There has been no decrease in dualin'g throughout the
country but territories which have been more or less free
from the policy in the past, notably the south, southwest and
portions of the west, are still holding their own with single
The result, in the absence of any authentic poll inside
bills.
the industry or with the public, is that some theatre operators
want the duals and others don't. In Philadelphia the legality
of duals has been upheld following efforts of distributors to
eliminate them, while in Chicago last spring there was talk
of a city ordinance to ban double-featuring. In that situation,
as well as in some territories of lesser importance, smaller
indies have moved to triple bills as a means of competing
with larger houses playing duals.
While the time may come when all double-featuring will be
wiped out and banko, bingo, giveaways, etc. are relegated to
the scrap heap, it does not appear to be around the corner.
No less near, in all probability, is a satisfactory settlement of
clearance and zoning, over which there has been considerable trouble during '38, notably in the Chicago territory,
Indiana and Philadelphia.
Trade Practice Code

A

trade practices program, first draft of which has been
sent out for exhibitor approval, affords some hope in connection with reforms in connection with zoning and clearance,
but that all squawks on this mooted point could be settled by
any pact having a chance of adoption is unreasonable to expect. However, there may be relief on protection and clearance through plans for a system of arbitration to govern this
as well as other items of dispute beliween exhibitors and distributors.

There

is

much

bear, but also
diction.

Time

that a system of arbitration inay have to

some things over which
will

it

may have

no

juris-

tell.

Exhibs

continue to complain, in one -way or another,
against radio, but notably because of participation in it by
producers, stars and others. One of the complaints is against
early airing of song numbers from pictures, although there
is another school of thought which believes the establishing
of a hit song through broadcasting redounds to the benefit of
the film from which it comes.
In Minneapolis Sunday night scales were cut early in the
year as a means of combating competition on the air that
nig"ht,' while in Birmingham, the R. B. Wilby interests raised
a howl" because admission was being charged to local broad.

casting.

Other Exhib Highlights
The exhibition field also gave the industry historian the
following during 1938:
Threats of strikes by closing theatres; efforts to cut operating cost by darkening some signs, thus saving electric
current; complaints of subsequents against milking of films
of medium names as b.o. fodder for
stage-equipped theatres; failure to get Federal tax relief in
the" 1938 tax bill; Sunday film tests here and there; closing
of more than the average number of houses during the summer; threat of as many as 88 indie theatres in one key to
cut to a half-week against distributor demands, never carried
out; advances by the drive-in type of theatre, mostly in the
east but threatening to spread as summer opposition; disapproval by larger buyers of long-term film contracts due to
gamble taken; a tendency to favor neighborhood houses as
first runs due to parking problems in downtown areas; a
hurricane in the east that caused heavy damage to theatre
properties, with Paramount the hardest hit; squawks which
led to extension of the Greater Movie drive beyond Dec. 31
for subsequent runs; admission for 12 months held to 24c,
bettering the mean average for the past eight years; probable
testing of the Walges and Hours bill so far as theatres are
concerned; killing of horse and dog racing in western Massachusetts, largely through efforts of exhibitors; inclination
toward theatre building as taxpayers because of the low cost
and stimulation of construction generally under new plan of
the Federal Housing Administration to provide funds; and,
reorganization that has been just
lest it be forgotten^ an

up ahead; successful use

RKO

around the corner for a long, long time now.

necessary.

Chi's Ideas

lie

the latest tag for Walt Disney Enterprises,
the second corporate name for the company in two months. Title changing began Nov. 1 when three Disney companies went out of existence
through a statutory agreement. Firms disbanded at that time were Walt
Disney Productions, Ltd., Walt Disney Enterprises and Liled Realty &
Investment Co. New title was adopted as more fitting, as the company is
primarily in the picture production business.
is

(Continued from page 45)
a combination of stage show,

vaudeville and pictures, so successful that it has become a standard
policy in most vaudfilm theatres.
Fanners and Quizzers
Also in 1933, Sally Rand quit the
legit stage in Chi to wave a couple
of. fans at the World's Fair on the
lakefront, and for at least four years

Charles P. Skouras handed out bonus checks amounting to $54,000 to following the fan dancers, bubble
employees of the Fox West Coast Theatres in California, Arizona and dancers, ostrich dancers, muff, scarf,
Montana. Disbursements covered bonuses for district and house managers bird and other dancers were eviin the recent F-WC business drive, prizes for special drive weeks, insur- dently the only attractions which
ance premium refunds, employees' Christmas bonuses and awards for best guaranteed a strong boxoffice. No
decorations of theatres during the Motion Pictures Are Your Best Enter- doubt there had been fan dancers
tainment campaign.
before Sally Rand, but Chicago's
2,000

"

Prominent actor had a huge grouch for the holidays, the result of outsmarting himself. He had a deal with an agency to make three pictures
during 1939 for a major studio at $65,000 a picture. Contract had been
Movement is afoot by Lewen Pizor, prez of United Motion Picture Thesigned by the studio and awaited the actor's signature. Meanwhile another atre Owners of Philadelphia to have every film house play 'The
Star
agency told the thesp they could get him $100,000 per film, so he spurned Spangled Banner' at the finish of each performance, but is meeting with no
lamenting
the
loss
of
his
Instead
services
the
studio
gave
offer.
of
first
the
great success. Wherever tried in the Philly zone its pretty unsatisfactory,
three cheers. They were tickled pink to get out of the contract. Now the large number of patrons not even recognizing the strains or merely
consecond agency has the actor on its hands. Best offer reported so far is tinuing to walk out anyway..
$25,000 a picture.

Deal is under way whereby Electrical Research Products, Inc.,' will distribute complete booth equipment of- American manufacturers in about 50
•foreign tenritorieis. ERPI foreign distributing companies will handle equip-

At

New York

ment, many exhibitors in foreign countries preferring to do business with
one established firm.
In the past ERPI foreign organizations have confined their activity to
handling of Western Electric sound equipment although expediency has
prompted them to distribute other kinds of booth equipment when

Walt Disney Productions

bills.

way to eliminate giveaways in the
area and elsewhere altogether. The movement to purge the country of banko, bingo and other b.o.
bait, whether legal or not, started early in the year with
test cases inaugurated in some sections on the games. Mean-i
time, there are many operators who are afraid, as they will
admit, to guess just how much banko and other stunts for
b.o. stimulus have really meant in gross receipts.
present, steps are imder

Greater

-

Inside Stuff-Pictures

1939

4,

great ability to take a

and dress
tion

it

didn't
either.

up

static

for popular
in this

fail

item

consumpinstance,

Quizzes were going along nicely
in radio for a couple of years, but
for a rather select audience; until,
in
early
one Kay Kyser
1938,

Walt Disney's cartoonists may have taken a good long look at the big dressed it up with popular music
Wrigley sign atop the International Casino, N. Y. Some of the round fish, that
the whole nation could underlittle bubbles and iridescent color movement in 'Merbabies'
suggest
most wallop-

the

this..

,

stand and made it the
ing idea of the year in radio.
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THE START OF A SMART
SHOWMAN'S CALENDAR '° 1939!
MA All

1% A

VII

All"

BASIL RATHBONE

Oricmal screenplay by Willis Cooper

Produced and directed by

BORIS KARLOFF
Br

1

A

1

II

AA

Rowland V. Lee

A Rowland

V. Lee Production

1

BELA LUGOSI
LIONEL
ATWILL
LIVREiL HlffILL

in

SON OF
FRANKENSTEIN"

W. C. FIELDS

"YOU CAN'T CHEAT AN

HONESTHAN.,»

JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON
Emma

i„

Dunn, Donnie Dunagan, Edgar Norton

McCARTHr

BERGEN and "chaifc
and FRANK JENKS, PRINCESS BABA

Edgar

Screenplay by

GEORGE MARION, JR.

Oriflnal Story

by diaries Bofle

Directed by GEORGE MARSHALL
Associate Producer: LESTER COWAN

deannaDURBIN.
3

SMART GIRLS GROW UP

«.NAN GREY* HELEN

CHARLES

lAIIMMIIinrD
WINNINUtlf
A HENRY KOSTER PRODUCTION

PRODUCED BY JOE PASTERNAK

PARmSH
ROBERT CUMMINGS
WILLIAM LUNDIGAN

ERNEST COSSART

- --n
NtLLA

EAST SIDE
OF HEAVEN'

i>fAII#rD
WALIIIlSl

with

BINC

CROSBY

i

Directed by David Butler

Music and

L.yrics

by John Burke and James Monaco
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-From the season's drama smash of youth!

! They square off. Cooper is new to this
gang of kids. Somebody kidded him ... he
was tired, hungry, so he snapped back.
Now he's got a fight on his hands.

'a

2i A left cross gets Cooper before he knows
what happened. His opponent drives in hard
figuring on an easy take. The kid in front of

aware that he's

him seems

do damage

daffy,

no

fight to

him

3i

He's down! That

left and then a hard
Cooper seems dazed, unin a fight with a boy out to

right did the job.

at all!

— not

to

win a decision!

4^2^

He walked out
4i

The round's over but the

bell

means

He

drives

nothing to Cooper's opponent.

hard and the

yell of the

mob

covers up the

sound of the gong, the weak protests of the
few that want fair play!

5i

But the

fight isn't

back and there

is

on her ideas • • •
but not on her!

over yet. Cooper comes

determination to win. The

other fellow realizes that his set-up has be*

come a problem. He
« • .

steps

up

his

own pace

the fight's just begun!

THE TUMULT OF A
MOB GONE WILD...
ROARING SCENES

V

YOU'LL NEVER FORGET!

MX

,
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Hollywood, Jan.
With the Screen Actors Guild

1.

set-

tightened its grip
ting the pace, labor
on the film industry during 1938,

Supported by the National Labor Relations Board and encouraged by enactment ,ol .the Wage-Hour Law,
many new guilds and unions sprang
up Screen directors and writers reneived thfeir fight for producer reMajor studios are now
cognition.
100% organized, although' the white
collar workers are rather loosely
banded together in company guilds.

The SAG moved into first place as
the largest, and. xnost influential Craft
ih the, roiotion picture business. The
actors laughed off

a*

threatened in-

by the International Alliance

Employes, headed off a brewing extra revolt by
them modified autonomy,
granting
and then branched out to. assume
ot Theatrical Stage

control over the agents. The players took time out between these activities to negotiate a new. modified

agreement with all major companies
and most of the independent^.*
While the actors have always
steered clear of entangling alliances
with other crafts, they, agreed to sit
in on establishment of an Inter-Talept Council as a safeguard against
any expansion by the IAT§E. Council meets once or twice a. month,
with representatives from the SAG,
Screen Directors Guild and Screen
Writers Guild attending. Pledges of
cooperation also were received from
the film editors, studio flacks and
technical organizations.

many

Bloff's Resignation'

Resignation of William Bioff as
Coast head of the lA, return of local
autonomy to Studio Locals and inter
nal attacks by minority groups re
suited in ditching of any plans to
take over all workers in the indus

With various, crafts, directing
attacks against the lATSE, the organization soon found itself on the
defensive.
try.

:

A deal was

control of
Studio Utility Employes Local 724,
contingent upon Jeff Kibre with
drawing his
petition demand
ing an investigation of lA supervision by international officers. Kibre
refused, and the
hearing went
over until Feb. 14 to determine if an
amicable adjustment could be ar
ranged.
With the lA definitely removed as
threat to its reign, the
quickly
negotiated a new pact with the pro
ducers and announced plans to fran
chise all agents. The agents balked,
but later agreed to drop all opposition if the actors would modify certain requirements in their licensing
program.
Attorneys for the two
groups are now drafting a code of
ethics for the agents, subject to ap
proval by the
and the Artists
Managers Guild.

NLRB

NLRB

SAG

SAG

it

became evident the

licensblocked, all of

ing plaij could not be
the independent agents

AMG

as associate

Levee,

AMG

joined the

M. C

members.

prexy, promised they
would receive the same considera
tion as the original 13 members
Principal objections of agents were
limiting of contracts to one year and
demand that all existing contracts be
m^de to conform with pact finally
"adopted by the SAG. Some modification will be made in these.
Big decrease in number of extras
used by. studios was seized upon by
certain leaders in old Junior Screen
Actors Guild to foment a revolt of
extras.
Several petitions were filed
with
NLRB demanding various
groups be - certified as bargaining
representative for atmosphere play
frs.
Several of these are still pend
mg. Offensive was blasted, however
when the SAG adopted .-new by'^ws granting modified autonomy to
th? extras.
The name of Junior
Screen Actors Guild was abolished,
and the SAG. membership divided into Class
and Class B groups.
•

A

Class

B

PICTURES

Anniversary Issue

Walter Sharp is execumanager of organization.

Casey Holds Off
Pat Casey, producer labor contact,
refused to negotiate vrith studio publiicity writers, art directors, and other

Market

Bullish In

membership,

composed

largely of extras, was given authority to initiate
resolutions, rules and
regulations, and to sit with the SAG
bbard of directors when such proposed legislation is under discussion.

By-Laws call
three members

for,

appointment

of

of Class B Council to
represent the junior membership belore the board.
addition the By-Laws provide
tv.^"
that
the Class B membership may

withdraw from the

SAG

upon an

affirmative vote of 51% of the membership. Demand for such an election may be initiated
by a 30% vote
of Class B members.
new provision also provides
that the Class

A

members cannot vote the Class

A
B

51

1938

foi^ the first 39 weeks of 1938,
comparing Havor ably with $4,898,893

By Mike Wear

622,091

strike unless the latter
Reactionary trend of. late 1937,
themselves vote in lavdr of a walk-, smaller
groups until thi^Ir status was
which was prolonged and even acput.
clarified by the NLRB.
Hearings
centuated during the first half of
Extras' Or^.
liave been held on a majority of the
A 'hearing on petitio'h of Cinema- petitions; and recommendations for 1938; was abruptly halted in the
Players, Inc., to" be designated as. certification are now pending before stock market during the latter part
of June and in July, with subsequent
bargaining •represeixt.ative -for the the board in Washington.
activity on the upside bringing new
extras will be ordered by the NLRB.
Agreement with studio Painters
high prices for the past year. Even
shortly after the first' of the year. If expired in May
and workers are now
in the face of disturbing news in
it is shown that Cinema Players has
seeking wage tilt for men employed
support of a representative group on night shifts. Petition for time Europe, with its continued tangible
of extras, tops in the SAG may agree and half lor Painters on graveyard threats of warfare, 1938's stock market wound up the 12 months with
to a consent election ,to determine shift was filed by
Herbert Sorrell,
whether the SAG will continue tq business representative of Motion healthy gains as contrasted with
drastic .losses shown in the previous
negotiate for the extras, or whether Picture Painters Local 644.
the latter will set up a separate orEnactment of Wage-Hour law re- year. Past year will go down as the
ganization. The producers, however, sulted in hurried visits to Washing- one in which the steady decline was
have already indicated they will not ton' by Pat Casey, "Victor H. Clarke, abruptly halted and, a new recovery
bargain with any group claiming to Keith Glennan and other film execu- movement got under way.
represent the extras, since their con- tives. Several conferences were held
This changed sentinient was mirtract with the SAG covers these >vith Elmer F. 'An.drews, Wage-Hour rored in the ris0 in the valu^ of
players.
Twelve
adrhi istrator, but no definite ruling leading amusement issues.
The Screen Writers Guild was des- was' secured for application of the representative stocks appreciated
ignated by the NLRB as exclusive act, to the film industry. Following $00,000,000 in value from the closing
bargaining agent, for all screen writ- huddles between various attorneys quotation on Dec. 31, 1937, to the final
ers and held two preliminary meet- and
company executives, studios pirices Dec. 31, 1938. While higher
ings with the producers. The scriv- placed all white collar workers on prices were registered by picture
eners walked out of the last parley 40-hour week. Paramount also put shares earlier last fall than shown in
when the film executives refused to assistant camermen on 44-hour week final market sessions in December, the
cancel .their contract, with. Screen and other moves were made to com- manner in which the film -company
Playwrights, Inc., .and deciined* to ply with law when attorneys warned issues weathered the selling of
recognize the S'WG as exclusive bar
against probable prosecutions. Va- stocks for tax purposes and the sluggaining "reprtsentative' for all writ- rious changes are being recommend- gishness in final month boded ^yell
ers.
ed daily at conferences between for the future of these shares.
Charles; Brackett, prexy of the Casey and major studio managers
Heavy declines early in 1938.
SWG, immediately signed complaints and attorneys.
recorded by picture stocks •were
filed with the NLRB by attorney
Tops generally agree .that biggest wiped out later, even though the dip.
Leonard S. 'Janofsky charging the developments in studio labor this in income, in common With
other busimajor companies with unfair labor year was agreement on 8-hour day
ness generally, showed up in repractice.
Dr. Towne Nylander, re- for actors, SAG* licensing plan for
duced earnings for picture comgional director of the NLRB, confer
agents, and resignation of William
panies during the year. And comred with both groups and suggested Bioff as Coast head of lATSE and
panies turning in reports for fiscal
further efforts be made to negotiate personal representative of George E.
years ending in August and October
No action has been taken on issu- Browne, lA international president. made poorer showings as a rule than
ance of formal complaints, the ex- Investigation by Federal agents of those closing their 12-month period
aminer stating that he desired to in- charges of racketeering by certain in December. This was to be exlabor tops also, drew considerable atvestigate all phases of the situation
pected because none of these comThe NRLB finally assigned Bernard tention. Investigators are still trac- panies
was able to cash in on imAlpert as special aittorney to handle ing incomes of certain leaders who
proved
business for the last three
are alleged to have received huge
the situation. Dr. Nylander explain
or four months of the year.
ing that William Walsh, senior NRLB sums shortly after settlement of 1937
Typical of this situation was the
counsel, was needed for other work, studio strike.
Membership of Inter -Talent Coun- report of Warner Bros, for the 12
If complaints are issued, a hearing
months ending. .Aug.. 27 which
cil is composed of following:
\yill have to be conducted before
Screen Directors Guild: Frank, showed net operating profit of $1,special NLRB trial examiner, with
Capra,.
Herbert
Biberman, Lewis 929,721 as compared with $5,876,182
several months intervening before a
previous fiscal year. Just how
decision can be handed down in Milestone; alternates, Elliott Nugent, in the
W. S. Van Dyke, 'Frank Tuttle. the slump cut into earnings of the
Washington.
Screen Actors Guild: Ralph Morgan, final, quarter (June, July and AuWriters
Elizabeth Risdon, Robert Montgom- gust) is revealed Ijy the first 39
In the meantime, the Screen Play
ery.
Screen "VVriters Guild: Charles months' report showing net operatWrights continue to arbitrate disBrackett, Jant. Murfin, Philip Dunne, ing profit of $3,282,765.
putes over screen credits and other^oris Ingster.
Col. and U's Down and Up
wise function for the members. 'The
New officers of the Screen Actors
The year 1938 was marked by dehad notified the producers that
Guild are. Ralph Morgan, president; clining revenues for Columbia Picany further negotiations with the SP
Joan Crawford, James Cagney, Ed- tures and vastly improved earnings
will be illegal in'view of certification
ward Arnold, vice presidents; Paul by Universal; Universal's new exof the SWG by the NLRB, and SWG
members are signing under present Harvey, recording secretary; Porter ecutives who installed Cliff Work as
Hall, treasurer. Board of directors: studio bass in place of Charles
R.
contracts carrying clause .providing
Edward Arnold, Beulah Bondi, Ralph Rogers, and other realignments were
for arbitration of credit disputes by
Byrd, Meivyn Douglass, Porter Hall, held responsible for the situation
the SP.
Hugh Herbert, Howard which will find the company operatA double-barreled attack was laid Paul Harvey,
Peter Lorre, Edwin Stan- ing steadily in the black during last
down by the Screen Directors Guild, Hickman,
ley, Gloria Stuart.
few 1938 months. U showed a net
which petitioned for certification as
Screen Directors Guild is governed loss of $773,248 for the 39 weeks endbargaiilin^ representative for direc
by the following oilf icers: Frank ed July 30, 1938, but a profit in the
tors, unit managers and assistant di
Capra, president; W. .S. Van Dyke,
final quarter ending last October
rectors, and at the same time charged
Howard Hawks, vice presidents; probably will reveal Universal comthe major companies with unfair
Frank Tuttle, secretary; Rowland V. pleting a fiscal year with its smalllabor practice for refusing to negoLee, treasurer. Board of directors:
er loss in a long time.
tiate.
Hearing on the charges re
Herbert Biberman, Frank Capra,
Dip in Columbia Pictur?s earnings
quired several weeks, during which
John Cromwell, John Ford, Gregory
forced the company to pass up the
it was shown that many of the direc
LaCava, Rouben Mamoulian, Lewis
tors had never paid any dues in the
payment of its usual cash dividend
Milestone, Phil Rosen, A. Edward
organization and that others were
starting with the action in June, alSutherland, Frank Tuttle, Howard
delinquent more than one year.
Hawks, Williams Wellman, William though retaining the semi-annUal
divvy of 2 1/2%.
Producers offered to negotiate sep
K. Howard, Leo McCarey,' W. S. Van stock
While many companies for the
arate agreements with the directors Dyke.
and unit managers and assistant di
Junior Screen Directors Guild: first 26 weeks showed materially rerectors, but claimed three groups did Harry Scott, president; Robert Ross, duced net profits, some being cut
not. constitute a proper bargaining vice president; Sid Fogel; treasurer; almost in two, as compared with the
Com Clem Jones, secretary. Junior Board previous year, both Loew's and 20thunit under the Wagner Act.
panics insisted directors were high
of directors: Horace Hough, Joel Fox managed to buck the trend
Loew's wound
ly-paid creative artists, while unit McDonough, Walter Mayo, Harry fairly successfully.
managers and asistant directors were Scott, Eric Stacey, Fred Fleck, Rob- up the first 40 weeks of its fiscal
representatives of business office ert Ross, Joe Dill, Bob Farfan, Sid year (ending in August) with a net
Tops in SDG refused to divide mem
Fogel, Vaughn Paul, Clem Jones, profit of $8,352,675 against $11,714,bership and all negotiations were Ralph Wilson, John Voshell, Paul 722 in a similar period pf 1937.

in sinailar period of 1937, final total
is expected to be considerably under, the $8,617,114 recorded for full
12 monies of 1937. Excellent returns
from the film company are anticipated in the final three months.
High cost of t)roduction was held
responsible to some degree for the
slump of Paramount earnings. The
total for the first three quarters,
$1,876,469, -was roughly $4,800,000 below the same period of '1937. While
a net profit of $2,500,000 is looked
for for the full 12 months there may

"

.

not be sufficient improvement in the
last quarter tq realize thi^ amount..
Two weeks of rising stock values^
late last June began to convince trad-"^
ers that the bear cycle had been com-'
pleted snd .that a new bull marketwas in the making. The bear traders
could not laugh off gains of 1 to 5

,

.

'

Subsequent rises,
halted temporarily by European disturbances, bore out. the contention

and

'

"

points.

10

that a bullish cycV had arrived, and
as' usual, the market' traders discounted upwards thg improvement
in business by 'several months.

'

WB's Conversion

'

Financial circles showed avid inWarner Bros, plan of exr
changing old debentures, due in the
fall of 1939, for new debentures of
the:s.aihe 6% interest-bearing value
due in 1948. Deb holders were asked'
to deposit. old .bonds for certificates
for the new obligations, but the final
date for exchange had to be extended to Dec. 1 and then to March
By the end of the year
15, 1939,
about $19,200,000 worth of the debentures had been deposited, or about
57% of the $29,400,000 total issue.
Net profits of $4,141,205 for the
first nine months ($6,599,111 in 1937)
repotted by Radio Corp. of America
indicates that the full, year savings
will range between $5,000,000 and
Besides paying the divi$6,000,000.
dends on the •fii'st prfef erred and the
small issue of Radio B preferred still
outstanding, RCA paid 20c, on com-'
mon shares as it did in 1937. Columbia Broadcasting also suffered a
slump in earnings aS' compared with
1937, reportmg' $2,606,157 in the first
nine months against $3,053,416 for
1937.
Company paid $1.25 on both
the A and
shares during the year.
Improved earning position ofTechnicolor, Inc., Was indicated in"
the eight-month report when net was
$862,612 agaihst '$451,258 in similar
period of 1937.
.Corporation paid
85c. in dividends^ as oi Nov. 1.
Pathe Film Corp. proposed plan
of liquidation and establishment of
new capital setup failed to pass at
special stockholders' meeting, Dec.
13, when only about 60% of outstanding stock showed at session.
Needed 80%. Officials blamed court
actions of small common stockholder group and E. I. du Pont de

-
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•

'
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negotiated to relinquish
the studio laborers to

When

tive

members on

By Rod Roddy

VARIETY

ant cutters.

MARCH ON

THE GUILDS

vksibri

Third 6f a Century

1939

4,

.

B

'

SWG

-

.

Nemours, both of which
plan

failed.

New

now being

formulated.
stockholder
suits
against

Loew's, Inc., one having been tried
and a decision expected early in
1939, caused heavy selling and depression of Loew shares and bonds
mid-December. Losses of four or
five points subsequently were par-

wiped out.
RKO Nearly Out of 77B
Radio-Keith-Orpheum came closer
to emergence from 77B, after the
tially

•

called

is

Two

usual court delays, stockholder complaints and other obstacles.
Cod*
pany showed a deficit of $480,176 fd
the 26 weeks ended July 2 against ^
profit of $1,442,710 in the same i?^vip'd
a year ago. Earnings record Was refleeted in low quotations for the
common stock but the bonds made
,

substantial gainis.

Wing.
Loew and 20th-Fox
With net earnings of $536,205 for
Screen Writers Guild officers and
Frank Capra is president of the
The dividend record for Loew's the first nine months, Consolidated
SDG, Charles Brackett prexy of the executive board follow: Charles fell back from its record high of Film Industries, Inci Which has
SWG,. and Ralph Morgan head of the Brackett, president; Philip Dunne, $7.50, paid in 1937, to only $3 but heavy interest in Reptiblic' Pictures,
SAG. Morgan scored a 4 to 1 victory vice president; Maurice Rapf, secre- permitting a nice cash reserve to appeared headed for $656,000-$700,000
over Meivyn Douglass and carried tary; Ring Lardner, Jr., treasurer. pile up.
year.
Company paid .$1 on its preoff.

.

.

i

'

Board:

Charles
Brackett,
Philip
Although 20th-Fox revealed $4,- ferred stock for the year;
Gilbert Gabriel, Sheridan
Gibney, Da'shiell Hammett, Lillian
Kenneth Thomson was retained as Hellman, Boris Ingster. Ring Lardexecutive secretary of the SAG, and ner, Jr., Mary C. McCall, Jr., Dudley
with the Guild counsel, Lawrence W. Nichol.s, Laura Perelman, Maurice
Beilenson, handled most of the nego jRapf, Eudd Schulberg. Donald Ogden
Closing: Price Closing Price Points Appreciation
tiations with producers as well as Stuart, Anthony Veiller. Alternates:
STOCK
Dec. 31, 1937 Dec. 31,1938 gained
in value
over the licensing Julius Epstein, David Hertz. Henry
with the
12
31/4
$936,000
15V4
plan. The SAG also retained Aubrey Myers, Frank Partes, Gertrude Pur- Columbia Pic
Con.s, Film pfd
1
5
lOVz
2,620,000
5V2
B
cell,
Wells
Root.
Class
contact
for
studio
Blair as
160%
I843/4
241/4
54,584.810
John Lee Mahin was reelected Eastman Kodak
members. J. C. McGowan, veteran
Gen, Theatres Eq
IV/a
1,508,000
15%
3%
director, was employed as executive president of Screen Playwrights, Inc.
45
54 Vb
14,600.000
9V8
secretary of the SDG to succeed Her- Other officers are William Consel- Loew
4
13%
9,819,200
9%
man, Bess Meredyth, vps; Bert Kal- Paramount
rick Herrick, resigned.
5
5
lOVi
3,071,250
J/4
mar, secretary; Walter De Leon, Pathe
Society of Motion Picture Film
Radio
1st pfd
46
20%
fMVa
19,124,626
treasurer.
Lee
Executive
board:
John
Editors negotiated pact with pro4
.2%
"nii
12,571,950
Mahin, Bert Kalmar, Walter DeLeon, RKO
ducers calling for minimum of $100
261/4
19%
6%
11,105,250
McNutt, 20th-Fox
weekly for editors of features and Bess Meredyth, Patterson
Universal pfd.
29
39
702,000
J68
Rogers,
Rupert
Emmett
Howard
$75 for shorts. One-year agreement
61/4
6
925,250
y*
Hughes, Grover Jones, William Con- Warner Bros
recently expired, and' editors are
Total appreciation
$116,424,436
.«!elman, Rian James, Casey Robinof
apreclassifiCfition
now asking for
•Loss,
Depreciation.
Final
quota
tipn
son.
in
1938
(Dec.
t
30)
J
film librarians and assisthis. en tire slate .into office.

Brackett

and Capra were selected without op

Dunne,

position,.

Amus. Stocks Climb

AMG

prentices,

in ^38

^
*

—

—

(Continued from page 29;

to

regard

him

with

partment.
Marcelline Loring was once glorified by Ziegfeld, which should be

Oh
While we

again.'

Louisville, Jan.

recommendation of her ck
apparently cater only to
However, the pass- membars^ ^Jl'^^T, a'^usetnent^ world,
those not directly of it, but by pering of time has not been too kind
petual contact, really become part
and Marcelline has not emerged into thereof.

sufficient

\

;

f uU matxirity of glorious womanHosfers, On and Off
hood with the fair, slender, delicate
These are, therefore, included en
stateliness one would be led to ex- masse in thL<; general resume. The on

the

j

A

pect.

faded figure, with an air
occasionally

she

hep"I'>ssnesc

"drops in'to pass'the time, for she has
never received any maiL The cost

Gaines
i

i
!

of serious illness of long duration

has reduced her financially and pulchritudinously. However, she lives
carsfully, perhaps meagerly, and so
ekes out her existence-

The No-Mall

'

i

;

^

\

Caller

{

Brothers

(nee

brings to mind Martha
Bryson, who is a psychological study
if ever there was one.
mature
woman whose beruffled skirts sweep
the floor, she unfailingly visits us
every day. She has never received make his presence known by taking
any sort of a communication, but a flying leap from the front door to
always leaves specific and definite our railing, which he has to cling to
instructions to be sure and hold all very tightly in order to prevent
her mail; not to return it to the post himself from catapulting on the head
office no matter how long she may of the receptionist (that's us) who
be delayed in making an appe^irance. sits beyond. The Gaines Bros, must
Her costumes alone usually attract be on every advertising mailing list
some attention, but her very per- in town, as evidenced by their maiL
sistence about her non-existent mail
Joe Dolan is a press agent for
leave one with a feeling of pity legit road shows. We see him rarerather than annoyance.
ly, but when he does come in, his
To get accustomed to Paul Maro- fiery, incessant line of chatter imnev's funeral attire and approach parts a stimulating effervescence. He
takes some little time. Other than has a friendly greeting for anyone
mentioning his surname, the man and everyone he meets, and only his
has never uttered one word, al- white hair testifies to his 30-odd
though he has beea coming in for years of heraldry all over the United

Which

•

i

A

|

;

!

ye^s.

Perhaps he cannot speak

English, as his name does indicate
''foreign extraction.
His mail is al-

of

Ginsberg),

professional dance taam, are no
^o'^Ser a team, or. in the accepted
Unless
sense, professiotial dancers.
considers that Johnny Gaines,
the younger one, keeps in practice
by constantly executing Intricate and
perhaps difficult routines in the mirrored reflection of Vakiett's window; and that Martin, the elder, feds
it is time for him to retire, and so
is trying to become another agent.
with offices in front of the Palace
Theatre building. Their short, lithe
figures belie the years which dose
scrutiny shows they must have attainsd." Martin always manages to

Jean Duke is our office boys' deYoung, well-formed and ex-

light.

Furthermore, the speed with which
to
just complete his general makeup.
It takes all sorts of people to constitute a world and so we come to
Stephen Forrest, a very effete young

on our letter-boxes throughout her
daily,

but, oh, too short, stay.

To

date, every effort on the part of our
younger masculine contingent to disrupt her calm has met with no suc-

Fl^

in Months,

in three

months.

RIVOLI THEATRE

Story by SO^tlKRSITr MAVftHAM
9:30 A.M.
BKOADWAT at 49th Street

Dson open

'WAY'S BIGGEST HOLIDAY SHOW!

AIX.

OCc TO

straight

$1

SKATS

1

PM.

(WB) and

the Stae«

Kew

Stage

MUSIC HALL
"TOPPER
TAKES A TRIP"

fS^^'

STUE

'^Starti

In

Thunday

HEART"

"OUT WEST
HARDYS"
nd

(Par), $8,000, good.

MacDONALD - EDDY
'SWEETHEARTS',

Armida.
stage
socko.

IVHITKMAN
niifl Ills
RIIYTmt

PARAMOUNTs^^^^'k
COLBERT
"ZAZA"

BENNY
AND

HIS

ORCH

—

32-37-42)
'Dawn Patrol*
(2.600;
tWB) and 'Thanks for Memory*
Getting a big advertising
(Par).
barrage. Last week. 'Heart of North'
(WB) and 'Peck's Bad Boy' (RKO),
$4,900, fair, eight days.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-2737-42)—'Exposed' (U), renamed locally 'Candid
tans of Deep'

Camera

Girls,'

and Tl

(GN) plus vaude. Last
week, 'Sons of Legion' (Par) and
vaude, five days, plus Toy Town
Jamboree' headlined, split with 'An(RKO), 'Jamboree' and
nabelle'
(3,139; 32-37-42)— 'Kentucky' (20th)
and 'Spring Madness' (M-G). Las*
week, 'Artists and Models' (Par) and
'Down on Farm' (20th). $5,500. good.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—
'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and 'Miss
Manton' (RKO). Last week. 'Room
Service* (RKO). and 'Campus Con-

fession* (Par), $2,200, okay.

(Continued from page 29)

and

Year's

De

eve,
Patrol'
(U),

Luxe'

(1,250; 10-20-25-

(Par),

'Rhythym

in

(Rep) and 'Mr. Wong'
Saddle'
(Men.), first-run tripler, split with
•West of Santa Fe' (Col), first run,
(20th)
and 'Miss Manton'
'Suez*
New Year's eve
(RKO), tripler.

film in August and September, when boxoffices instantly responded, would
seem to bear out this underlying reason for the drop to 12-15% in grosses
during the late spring and early summer.
Optimism concerning 1939 contrasts with the pessimism which was general when 1938 was born, for various reasons. Among these is the belief
that better product will be provided. Less uncertainty over conditions
generally is also expected to prevail and may encourage more spending
than has been noted during 1938. While it has not been dissipated, though
less a discoiuraging factor at the moment, the intensity of the war scare
and upset foreign conditions, are likewise blamed for business anemia
during 1938.
The year just ended also included elections which always create adverse
reaction at the boxoffice as well as business or public uncertainty. There
were elections in 47 states to choose 35 senators and 32 governors. In some
territories the heat of the campaigns tended to keep a lot of people away
from the theatres, a large majority clinging to radios to follow develop-

ments.

The September hurricane, as well, affected business in many eastern and
England states. Losses sustained at the boxoffice and through sus-.
pended operation or damages inflicted were great. Paramount and the
Prudential Playhouse circuit, lattei- an independent on Long Island, were
hit. Many theatres were shut down for a week or more.
hardest
the
Because of the adverse conditions that have prevailed during the past
year, most operators have brought costs down so that even if in 1939 the
attendance does not come back to the high point at which it stood pre-

New

viously, the percentage of comparison in profits will be more favorable.
show added 'Shadows Over Shang- Economy has become generally advisable but in some of the more hard-hif
hai' (GN) and 'Mr. Wong' (Mon), territories it has been intensely essential to cut operating overhead in view
Last week, 'Old of bad conditions, notably In the Michigan, Chicago and northwestern
dual, to tripler.

PERSON

GOODMAN

(20th)

New

week 'Dawn

'Service

35)—'Booloo'

RODEO

•

CUUDETTE

on

Last

$10,000, dandy.
Town (Goldberg)

FAIX

IN

'Kentucky'

show

(WB) and

In P«rfMn

TAIDEVM-I-B

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

The Grosses

(U). dual, split with

(RKO). 'Garden Moon
(WB).

'Racket Busters'

Orpheum (Blank (3,000; 15-35-55$1)—'Say French' (Par) and stage
show headed by Dixie Dunbar and

SUt Stn*t

Nelson

Jeanette

TOD.AS OSLlf

Omaha and

Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1.250: 1025-35-40-55)—'Gohig Places' (WB)
and 'Storm' (U). Looking excellent
Last week 'Woman A^ain' (Col) and
'Peck's Boy' (RKO), $5,500, nice.
Omaha (Blank) (2.200; 10-25-40-55)
—'Artists and Models' (Par) and
'King Alcatraz* (Par) with 'Sweet
hearts' (M-G) on midnight show,
swell.
Last week 'Cowboy and
Lady' (UA) and 'Touchdown, Army'

\\\ M-G-M's
rKCH.vicur^OR
MUSICAL.

Orpheum

London, Jan. I.
David Rose, new head of Para- extra acts, $5,200, big.
operating company in Great
Paramount Hamrick - Evergreen)

midnight eve Britain, is reported as being conBrandeis stantly in touch with city financiers,

for

.

Orpheum mount's

bill.

tripler, $3,000. socko.

SbOw

Spectacular Stage Productions

D^is

$2,-

000, mild.

Year's show.
Very good showing.
Last week 'Stablemates' (M-G) and
•Certain Age'
'Miss Manton'

—On

stage, $8,000, light-

Rose's Finandng

dual,
split
with 'Keep SmDing'
(2dth). Tarnished Angel' (RKO) and
'Mr. Wong' (Mon.), tripler.
'Down
Aritansas' (Rep) and 'Ghost Creeps'
(WB), dual, added to tripler for New

HELO OVER

ROXY

and Lola Lane on

got 55 cents.
Suburbans went to seeking a bankroll for Par producquantity, giving five features for 35
tion here.
cents.
Idea as outlined thus far would
Carrent Pix; Last Week's Estfanates
for Paramount to undertake
be
Avenae - Dundee - Military (Goldsuper-features
here suitable for
berg)
(950-810-650;
10-25-30-35)—
'Suez' (20th) and 'Brother Rat' (WB), world distribution.

LAUGHTON in "The BEACHCOMBER'
A TASXMOVyr PICTtRE with KIm I^achester

A SWh St.

'Cowboy
La^t week, week,
'Torchy Man* (WB) (3d week),

(M-G) and 'Christmas
Carol' (M-G), $4,500,. modest.
Lyric (Olson) (1.900; 25-30-40 >—
'While New York Sleeps' (20th) and
Major Bowes Swing School unit on
stage. Latter given all the billing.
Last week, 'Heart of Noirth' (WB)

1.

Dixie Dunbar and

Armida headed the
show, while the

Ar.

and State, with
upped admish.
Carreai Pix; Last Week's Estimates
Blae Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 32-37-42)—'West with Hardys*

slightly

Am

weight.

Omaha, Jan.

got

<2tb

And

Aided by the double holiday,
grosses skyrocketed here this week.
Away out in front was Orpheum's
stage and screen fare, first flesh here

Artists

generally disappointing CJhristmas
week. Prices for the midnight shows
upped. Sterling chain (John Danz)
has vaude at Colonial, Paloraar, Winter Garden, Florence

FORFAIRaO.

'Dr. Kildare'

First

Trench^; 5 Pix, 35c

.

The United

LOOKS

—'Sweethearts' (M-G).

Omaha OgSng

cess.

York Theatres

INDPLS.

—

long .blonde bob and
Many, many more personalities
sweepiogly lashed blue eyes must could be elaborated on, but we now
be the envy of every female. What- call a halt after enumerating the
ever his peculiarities, his graceful vagaries of those that are repreand charming manner has forced us sentatively outstanding.

Chcorles

$5,000.

(M-G) and 'Man Remember' (RKO).
Indianapolis, Jan. I.
'Sweethearts' at Loew's is shovCring Former film moved here from Fifth,
with Fate'
'Flirting
the way to all other first run houses Last week,
as the new calendars go up on the (M-G) and 'Up River' (20th) excellent $3,000.
walL Looks out in front with a
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
Coliseum
strong start, while 'Artists and Mod- (1,900; 21-34)—'Men Wings' (Par)
els Abroad' at the Indiana and a and 'Time Out for Murder' (20th).
to Handle' (M-G)
week,
'Hot
Last
combination of Major Bowes Swing
and .'Mr. Moto' (20th), $3,700, good,
School plus 'While New York Sleeps' eight days.
at the Ljrric occupy runner-up posiColonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
(Par) and *I
tions in that order. The two other 'Frontiersman'
first-run houses. Circle and Apollo, Criminal' (Mono), dual, split with
are playing holdover sessions of 'Lost Express' (U) and final install'Dawn F^trol' and 'Kentucky,' respec- ment, Tracy Returns' (Rep), duaL
(Par), split with •Join Marines' (Rep) tively.
Last week, ^Public Cowboy No, 1*
and Tools for Scandal' (WB). Last Ciirrent Pix; Last Week's Estimates (Rep) and 'Speed to Burn* (20th),
week, 'Penitentiary' (Col) and Tom
split with 'Bom to West* (Par)
Apollo (Katz-DoUe) (1,100; 25-30- dual,
Sawyer' (UA) split with 'Dangerous
40)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and 'Next and 'Tracy Returns* (Rep), dual,
to Know' (Par) and 'Midsummer
$2,000.
Time Marry* (RKO). Moved over good
Nieht's Dream' (WB) slight $900.
(Hamrick-EverAvenne
Fifth
Bialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000: 15- from the Circle for a second stanza. green)
32-37-42)—'Sweet(2,349;
Last
week,
'Slave
Ship'
(20th),
re30-40)—•Artists and Models' (Par)
hearts' (M-G). Opened New Year's
and •Last Warning' (U). Last week vival, dismal $1,200.
bally. Last weet
plenty
of
with
eve
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,600; 25-30•Kentucky' (2Qth) and 'Down on
(M-G) and
'West with Hardys'
Farm' (20th), proved terrific for 40)—'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Down on 'Christmas Carol' (M-G) (2d week).
nine-day stanza, and wound up with Farm' (20th). Shifted over from the $5,000, slow.
a near record-breaker $13,000, way Indiana for a holdover sesh. Last
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42>—
week, 'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and 'Next
lieyond expectations.
'Goes My Heart' (UA) and. 'Crime
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 15- Time Marry' (RKO),. okay $6,300.
Takes- Holiday* (Col) (2d week).
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 2530-40)—'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Down
Last
week, socko $5,800.
on Farm' (20th), moved over here 30-40)—'Artists and Models' (Par)
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
after stupendous week at Rialto. Last and 'Last Warning' (U). Last week, (850; 32-37-42)— 'Artists and Models
week 'Up River' (20th) and 'Sharp 'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Down on (Par) and 'Down on Farm' (20th).
Farm' (20th), robust $8,000.
shooters' (20th), so-so $1,800.
Moved over from Paramount. Last
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)
and Lady' (UA) and

man whose

New

Hefty in Seattle

house adds to the picture scramble
locally, as an innovation here. Last
week 'Heart of North' (WB) okay at

a single at Ijoew's State.
spelling fine re-

Eddy-McDonald

Ten-day showing of 'Cloistered'
opened at Columbia Auditorium (31).
Cureot Pix; Last Week's Estinatca
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Avenue)
•Cowboy and Lady* (UA) and 'Christmas Carol' (M-G), after week at
Loew's State. Last week Tliaoks for
Everything* (20th) and 'Secrets of
Nurse* (U) scraped bottom at $1,200.
Keotneky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
•Can't Take It' (Col). Deemed strong
enough to hold up aj single. Last
week, 'Aricansas Traveler* (Par) and
•Straight, Place' (20th). nice $130.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3400; 1530-40)—•Sweethearts' (M-G)
Last
week, 'Cowboy and Lady* (UA) and
•Christmas Carol' (M-G) nice $7,500,
and moveover.
Mary Andersen (Libson) (1,000; 1536-40)
'Dawn Patrol' (WB). Last
week, •Hard to Get' (WB) fair $3,300.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Numbered
Woman' (Mono) and •Dr. Rhythm'

ways from the same person, some- tremely pretty, no matter the dewhere in the middle west, and writ- liberate and perpetrated distractions
ten on the same gray notepaper. offered, she always focuses her gaze
he comes in and goes out seems

1.

Tatrof Beaucoup

Orpheiim (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)
—'That Woman Again' (Col). Opened
Saturday (31). Columbia film in this

turns.

States.

1939

Tower (Fox Midwest) (2.050; 10Seattle, Jan. 1.
25-40)—'Storm Over Bengal' (Rep),
Bang-up shows at most spots, with
with-Frankie Masters band and Joy
Hodges on stage. 'Started good. Last timely Saturday openings for such
week 'While New York Sleeps' big ones as 'Kentucky/ 'Dawn PatroV
(20th), with Gene Krupa and band and
Holiday biz
'Sweethearts,'
on stage. Jitterbugs supported show
gravy this week.
strongly and week came in at $12,- bringing nice
Midnight shows at all first runs
000, only spot to hold expectations.
Combo
and many of the -subsequents after

j

j^l

4,

'Sweethearts,' ICy/

Going okay.
previous week's 55c.
Last week 'Hard to Get' (WB) and
vaude headed by Ben Blue, $8,000 at
55c scale, a bit off at this figure.

After a running start over the holidays downtown houses are romping
along to take some sweet profit With
another week-end holiday setup and
first-class films, plus the usual midnight shows New Year's eve, everybody is sitting hunky-dory and well
pleased with returns.
B.o. leader looks to be 'Sweethearts'

well!

Wednesday, Januaiy

KANSAS CITY

•

"The Saviour has come once

pers,

Jmw

(Continued from pasre 12)

SOCKO GROSSES

indulgence

rather than humor. Every few weeks
he shows up for his check from
home, which he dramatically clasps
to his chest and confidentially whis-

tinental touch to Varijety's Mail De-

Annitertary

LmE SIGHTS

Variety's Mail Clerk

terior qualities.

VARIETY
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The only theatre

iin

Belle,

Mo,

will

be remodeled at an expenditure of
Arnold Boschen, architect]
$5,000^
HaOnibal,

Ma,

will let bids- on Jan.' 5,

Mexico' (Par), 'Prison Farm' (Par) zones.
and 'Night Hawk' (Rep), first-run
While the year ahead may not be a banner one there is every reason to
tripler, split with 'Time Out Murder'
expect that it will surpass the showing made in 1938 by a marked margin
(20th), first-run, 'Black Bandit* (U),
if the quality of picture product does not fall far below normal and war
first-run, and 'Certain Age' (U), trip,

ler, $2,100,

very good.

does not develop.

.

Wednesday, January

4,

1939

.

.
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you are capturing the immediate
every eye in your theatre

.

.

.

lowest cost per reader of any
tising this business affords

•

why more

That's

Pre-vues by
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.
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.
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VIRGINIA

DOUGLAS * BRUCE

MARGARET LINDSAY* STANLEY RIDGES
Directed by Alexander Hall

A
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Third of a Century

H^wood 3d of a Century

Ann iversary

Funereal Bally
Los Angeles, Jan.

1.

Ghost walked in this town in
street as a studio.
They
spite of the holiday letdown.
would put up two six-foot flats as
Fox- West Coast ushers, wrapped
background, and to keep the sun
exoerimented with Los Angeles, es- glare off would cover the flat tops
in white sheets, carfded empty
tablished a studio at Edendale, tak- with sheets
coffins about the streets to plug
and tablecloths borframe house with a rowed from the restaurant. Props
midnight spook shows.
ing over an old
the, property.
Circuit plans to continue the
picket fence enclosing
were also purloined from the eatEdendale is located above the pres- ery, such as tables, chairs,
spooky stuff.
etc.
Temple (Aimee When a change of set was needed
ent site of Angelus
MacPherson's worship house) and an they were switched about or others
Marshall obtained downstairs, the set was
area where Mack Sennett,
the landscape, and two years later
Neilan and Thomas H. Ince, and dressed and work resumed. It took the Keystone Cops were favorites
studips,
about two days to shoot a pic here. with the public.
later Kalem, had
There was no rent for studio or
Bosworth First Coaster
In November of 1911, Vitagraph's
props. Actors just ate lunch at the
western company was established
One of the first stars of the silent place.
days to originate on the Coast was
Finally in September, 1910, Holly- temporarily at Santa Monica, but a
been
doHobart Bosworth. He had
wood came to life as a studio center. few months later the company
ing stock work in San Francisco, David Horsley, president of Nestor, bought a 29-acre plot in east Hollycame south for his health when he with Al Christie as his director, wood at Prospect and Talmadge^ to
job
from
got the offer for a picture
came here from Staten Island, where builu a studio which is still standing
Joseph P. McGee of Selig Polyscope. Nestor had been turning out its prod- and used occasionally by Warners'
Bosworth. like all legit actors, ex- uct, and leased an old roadhouse who acquired the plant in purchase
first.
insult
at
pressed horror and
running from El Centre to Gower of Vitagraph about 10 years ago.
McGee sold him when he offered on Sunset boulevard as their first
Early in 1912 Carl LaemmJ.e
The pic- studio. Harry Revier
$125 for two days' work.
used part of bought the Imp Co., which had been
of
the
SulPower
ture was 'In the
the space as a film developing lab- producing for several months at
tan,' with Bosworth playing the male oratory.
Boyle Heights location, and acquired
lead. The picture was taken in back
The roadhouse was used for office the Nestor site at Sunset and Gower.
of a Chinese laundry where a sheet and dressing room space, with. Re- He also bought that corner properwas borrowed for a robe and a bath vier utilizing the horse watering ty for the Universal coast studios.
towel for a turban, Bosworth liked troughs for his developing work.
In the same year, Jimmy Youngthe work and the next year was an The first stage erected was a wooden deer had a profitable production unit
actor, writer and director, buying platform 20x40 feet.
'Her Indian at Edendale turning out one and
stories from a young girl named Hero,' with Dorothy Davenport in two-reel westerns for Pathe. YoungGladys Smith, who afterward became the lead, was the first picture made deer would shoot necessary amount of
Mary Pickford, the actress. State- here by Nestor. Also in the cast film, put the developed negative in a
ment of purchase of these- stories were Victoria Ford (later Mrs. Tom box with a couple of stills, and ship
from Gladys Smith was recently Mix) and Jack Conway, now ace east for Pathe representatives to cut
made by Bosworth over the radio Metro director.
into releasing shape.
show, 'I Was There.'
Within three months after Nestor
Start of Colossals
Other statistical figures ^how that had planted itself in Hollywood, 15
In fall of 1912, D. W. Griffith arMiss Pickford was brought west by different companies decided to setD. .W. Griffith in the fall of 1909 with tle in this area seven niiles east of rived in Los Angeles for what
included downtown Los Angeles and the proved a permanent stay. He headed
a Biograph unit which
Owen Moore and Henry B. Walthall, Alexandria hotel where they domi- a Biograph troupe, and immediately
Marion Leonard, Florence Barker, ciled and fraternized from their ad- started production of 'Judith of
Bethulia,' multiple-reeler which was
Dorothy West, Kate Bruce, George vent into the to^yn.
filially completed for the astounding
Nichols, Billy Quirk, Frank Grandon,
Spring

(Contiaued from page 29)

.

V
efu^ees From 'The Trust'
Charles West, Mack Sennett, Dell
Most of these companies were inHenderson, Arthur Johnson, Daddy
dependents,
who. were chased out of
Miller,
O'SulButler, Christie
Tony
livan, Alfred Paget and Jack Pick- the east by the spies and strongarm
ford.
At the cameras were Billy men of the ill-fated Motion Picture
Bitzer and Arthur Marvin.
Bobby Patents company. For some time
Harron, later a Griffith star, was these companies had armed guards
both around studio and outdoor loprop boy.'
Griffith rented a three-acre lot at cations to prevent -smashing of their
Georgia and 12th streets in down- cameras and equipment by ^he alert
town Los A'ngeles for outdoor stages, strongarmed huskies of the 'trust,'
located next .to a lumber yard and as' the ^'a tents company Wcis called
had high board fence to keep' curi- at that time.
osity seekers out.
A rough wooden Around this time Pat Power enstage was erected 50-foot square. countered similar trouble at Fort
There were two small dressing rooms- Lee, N., J., as did Anderson in Chifor men and women to use in relays. cago. He was making westerns there
and in one picture Indians were
Griffith's First Bio
shown in sweaters and over "the top
The first migration into Hollywood
of the set was visible trolley poles
was made by Griffith to Paul Dewhich caused audiences even in those
Longpre's Garden off Hollywood and
days to baef. Powers emigrated to
Cahuenga, where 'In Old California;'
the land of real Indians and no trolthe first Bio picture on the Coast,
ley poles. In those days audiences
was made. Griffith confined himself
would watch characters, and tried to
practically to exteriors, developing
get lip reading of speeches players
his own negatives, cutting the picmaking and generally overlookwere
tures and titling them here and then
ed detail and background.
shipped the complete picture east.
American. Film Manufacturing Co.
Thait winter the Griffith unit wanorganized in IDIQ by S. S. Hutdered all over southern California, was
chinson, who_ raided the talent and
using locations at Pasadena, San
staff of the Essanay Coast studios in
Gabriel
Capis.

.

Mission, San Juan
trano mission, Camulos and Santa
monica.
Camulos was the background for the first version of 'Ramona,' which was made in one reel.
In the 1909-1910 season
Alice

an effective manner. It was one of
the first indie companies on theCoast and established its studio and
headquarters .at Santa Barbara un-

der the Flying 'A' banner.
Tom Ince, in January, 1911, was
Joyce and Carlyle Blackwell were
spending their, winter around Los taken away as a director from
Laenimle's Imp company by Kessel
Angeles working for Kalem.
When Griffith returned to Cali- & Bauman at $125 to produce and
Ince capie to
fornia in November, 1910, with his direct for NYMPC.
Biograph troupe he brought Wil- Los Angeles with a troupe and set
liam Beaudlne along as a prop boy. up a studio in Edendale. 'The New
Latter now is a director.
Blanche Cook,' a one-reeler, was his first pic-

Sweet also came along. She. get $40
Wilfred Lucas was another member of the caravan. Mary
Pickford and Owen Moore were not
along, they had joined IMP. Marion
Leonard had gone to Reliance. S.
E. V. Taylor, Walthall,
James Kirkjvood and Arthur Johnson were with

ture.

a week.

Ince spotted the Miller Bros. 101
in winter quarters on
Pacific Palisades above Santa
Monica, and had Kessell & Bauman
tie up the circus for picture use
during the winter at the rate of
This established
$2,500 per week.
.the same company.
the 101 Ranch trademark in those
The new troupers that Griffith days. First picture was a two-reeler,
brought out were Claire McDowell, 'Across the I^lains.' Then followed
Stephanie Longfellow, Florence La a long series of Kay Kee 101 westBadie,
Mabel
Normand. Vivian erns that made the series popular
.^ITescott. Frank Powell. Edwin Au- with theatte patrons and exhibitors
gust, Charles Craig, Joe Graybill,
of those days.
Oonald Crisp, Eddie and Jack DiUon
Wall St. Comes In „
and Jeanie

MacPherson.
Having had his production experi-

ences

the previous year, Griffith
had another studio bOilt before his
arrival on a 2 1/4 -acre tract next to
the car barns &t Georgia
and Gerard
streets.
This had open stages only
and a one-story building for offices,
aresslng rooms and projection room,
irst picture
made that trip
f
i'Hoch
Arden.' Production

^as at Santa Monica, and
nrst

made.

two-reeler

that

it

was
work
was the

Griffith

had

Ranch show
the

Formation of Mutual Film Co., as
distributing agency for indies early
in 1912 by H. E. Aitkins and John
R. Freuler saw the first sizeable
chunk of Wall Street and public
money into the picture business.
In the winter of 1911, Mack Sennett, who had been acting and dipersuaded
Biograph,
for
recting
Kessell & Bauman to hire him as a
director-producer of comedies, and
Keystone was launched with a small
studio having one stage in the Eden-

Eatery Doubles As Prop
dale sector. Mabel I^Iormand and
For .dramatic subjects the Bio- Alan Fralick were featured in 500*^^°wd were using the roof of foot subjects at the start, but Sennett
tht
me
old
Hoiffman restaurant on soon had his" cops hopping all over

figure in those days of $35,000. Picture was in five reels and grossed
nearly $200,000 in the United States
alone, still getting revenue for Bio
as late as 1916.
Lionel Barrymore
joined Biograph as a featured player

Issue
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a huge picture plant, and in 1914 duction and elimination of several
bought 230 acres in San Fernando distributing organizations that had
valley for $165,000, site of present been handling product of indepenUniversal City. Studio was opened dent producers. Swing was to cenMarch 15, 1915, with special train.- tralization of both production and
load of U officials and celebs coming exhibition, and numerous companies
from New York. Main stage, 450 were caught in the shuffle,
feet long, accommodated two dozen
Several
Independent
producers
companies at one time, and to cash foresaw what was coming and tied
in on publicity -value of tourists, up with miajor studios in extensive
overheaid runway was constructed So capacities. Louis B. Mayer, who had
sightseers could look over the pic- been producing three groups of feature-making below.
tures for Metro and First National
release, was injected into the MetroFirst Six-Reel Comedy
In 1914, growing success of fivereel features in the theatres indicated
the demise of one and two-reel
dramas. In April of that year. Mack

made 'Tillie's Punctured Rofirst six-reel comedy, with
Marie Dressier, Mabel Normand and
Sennett
mance,'

Chaplin.

Picture took 14 weeks to

make.

Phenomenal

success of Chaplin
under the Keystone banner resulted
in G. M. Anderson signing the come-

dian for the year of 1915 for astound-,
ihg figure of $1,250 a week. Year
later, Chaplin was back under the

Goldwyn merger

as head of production,
with Irving Thalberg going
along as his associate in the deal.
Schulberg Heads Paramount
Paramount studio organization was
re-shuffled for infusion of new blood
and Ben. Schulberg moved in to take
charge. Top directors with boxoffice
•names of those days caught lucrative
contracts with the majors and passed
up overtures to start their own individual producing \mits to relea.<?e
through a coinbined outlet like
United Artists. Associate producers'
failure to get over washed most of
them up from cooperative com-

Mutual banner for a $570,000 fee for
panies,
12 months, and after that contract
Period might be termed leveling
he signed with First National td deprocess and stabilization period of
liver 12 two-reelers for $1,000,000.
Before he finished switching to five- the industry. Studios, which heretofore had been ramshackle affairs
reelers during this contract, deal cost
thrown up with no idea of permaFirst National several million dolnency, were being enlarged with
particularly
agreement
was
lars, but
profitable

to

the distributing com-

pany.
First serial made was 'Adventures
Of Kathlyn,' which Selig turned out
for release starting in January, 1914.

Universal quickly followed with

well-constructed stages and buildings of steel' and concrete which indicated that leaders of the industry
finally realized picture making was

here to stay.
Guilds Start Stirring

'Lu-In
1926
and 1927, indications
Cunard pointed to lessening
of audience inand Francis Ford. Then Pathe got terest in pictures, and the heavily
into the serial market with the very
capitalized companies

cille

Love,' starring Grace

profitable 'Perils of Pauline,' following with 'Exploits Of Elaine.'

Late 1914 saw influx of new organizations to produce five-reel features exclusively, and by the end of
the following year one and two-reel
dramas were passe and shunned by
theatres, and audiences.

inaugurated
retrenchment in production.
Attempt to make horizontal cut of

10%

in all studio salaries at this
instead of gaining its objecupset Hollywood and resulted
in losses of considerable amounts
through arguments, meetings, etc.
This idea on the part of heads of
companies backfired to cause trouble
during the past decade, as talent
groups were launched for protection against other compaigns of like
nature, and preliminary groundwork
for the Guilds was laid in these
time,
tive,

Among the five-reel companies
launched about this time were Bosworth, Morosco, 'Pallas, William Fox,
American, Balboa and World Film.
Famous Players and Lasky were
gathering momentum, while many
in 1912.
of the old companies, which had years;
In the same year, Laemmle estabbeen turning out the short reelers,
Sound was launched by Warners
lished a second studio at Edendale to
jumped to feature-length product.
without fanfare In 1927, and new intake care of expanding production
First feature carrying the "Fox n9vation caught heads of. oth^t 'comactivities of Universal. Lubin, which
trademark, released through Box panies asleep.
Studio execs were
had confined production to Phila- Office Attractions Co., was a'fivenot interested whei^.'Don Juan' was
delphia area up to this time, finally reeler made by the Horkheimer
shown in the summer of 1926 with
sent a company west in 1913. Head- Bros., 'Will of the Wisp,' featuring
a musical score sound track accomquarters were established on Pasa- Jackie Saunders. Horkheimers opplishment.
Even the Vitai>hone
dena "avenue, on present site Df Syca- erated Balboa studios in Long Beach shorts on the same bill were
tossed
more Grove. Unit made three split for number of years, releasing most off as novelties ti^at would not get
reels weekly, featuring Dolly Lar- of
product through any further than the Edison filmtheir
later
kin and Freddie Fralick. Production Pathe.
disc apparatus of 20 years before.
consumed three day^ or less a week,
But when' 'Jazz Singer' hit the theAitken Launches Triangle
with cast and crew off for balance of
of Triangle by Harry atres in 1927, with part dialog and
Organization
the week.
Aitken in 1915 was of major im- singing, attitude of competing comGeneral procedure in those days portance to progress of the industry panies changed. Rush was on for
was for director, cameraman and at that. time. He coined the name tieups with the electrics to immetwo principal actors starting out to from three producers tied up to de- diately
install
sound
recording
seek locations. When right spot was liver product to the organization, equipment in the studios, but it .took
obtained studio was advised to send D. W. Griffith, Thomas H. Ince and nearly a year before all niajor
out prop man. After location was Mack Sennett. Program called for studios were sufficiently equipped
set, call would be put in for extras Griffith and Ince each to deliver one to turn out majority of their picor supporting players, and many feature weekly, with Sennett turn- tures with full sound and dialog. In
nearby barbers and tailors would ing out two Keystone Comedies a the meantime Warners introduced
close up shop to secure a $5 check week for the program.
Triangle the first all-talker, 'Lights of New
for few hours' work.
booked one feature and a comedy York,' in July 1928 to revolutionize
in a block as a complete program fllm production and its technique.
Whoop Up 'Squaw Man'
The Promised Land
to theatres, and backed up by heavy
First feature unit to invade HollySovHV^l in pictures gave new life,
national
in
advertising campaign
wood was the Lasky-DeMille-Gold- publications, Triangle got off to a and vitality to production. Any
fish troupe, which came west with a
Dissension finally player, director or other person havbang-up start.
short bankroll, even for those days,
hit the ranks of the company with- ing had stage experience was signed
to ambitiously make 'The Squaw
in a few years, and when Griffith, to a juicy contract and bundled off
starred.
Dustin
Farnum
Man* with
Ince and Sennett withdrew with to Hollywood. Songwriters came in
Trio had originally figured to pro- their stars and personalities. Para- droves to write tunes for musicals,
duce in Flagstaff, Ariz., but on ar- mount stepped in to get the bulk and Hollywood was the promised
rival in that town found bad weather of the best boxoffice talent.
land.
and came on to Hollywood. Robert
Hollywood was a flnancial paraDecline of Triangle, with resultant
Brunton interested the newcomers in reorganization which installed strict dise until 1933, when came the deleasing a barn on Vine street, which economy supervision over produc- pression. But Hollywood refused to
became the center of Lasky produc- tion, provided opportunity for Para- admit a depression was on. Salaries
tion for many years.
mount and First National to make of talent and executives kept mountD. W. Griffith jumped from Bio- phenomenal progress.
ing while negative costs hit new
graph to Mutual late in 1913, and
In 1916 Griffith made 'Intolerance' highs.
While companies were getworking in Union Square for' a reported cost of $1,500,000, but ting bankruptcy cleaning and reafter
studios of Reliance, came back to the the picture failed to duplicate suc- blocking, salaries skyrocketed. And
headquarters
Coast and established
cess of 'Birth' and Griffith put mUch despite continual statements of comin the plant which later became fa- of his profit of the previous spectacle pany
heads that costs must be
mous as Fine Arts.
back to make up losses on 'Intoler- trinamed, the Hollywood merry-goImmediately on his arrival in ance.' Ince was ambitious at that round still spins.
Hollywood, Griffith started prepara- time and turned out 'Civilization,'
And from being a camping ground
tions for the most ambitious picture a costly spectacle, which also failed over the winter for picture complanned up to that time, 'Birth of a to click but turned in a slight profit panies in 1909, Hollywood has beNation.'
Turning out one and two to the producer.
come an industrial center employ*
From 1916 to 1921 were the golden ing around 40,000 people who direw
rcelei's to supply the Mutual proProducers and companies $91,000,000 from its cinema, payroll
irth' got under way and prodays.
gram,
vided introduction to pictures of sprung up overnight in Hollywood where $165,000,000 was spent on the
many players and directors who later and the east, and financing was 1937-38 product.
.

'

Pictures generally were
in the business. plentiful.
Cast of 'Birth' included Henry B. making money and in many inturning back huge
Walthall. Mae Marsh, Elmer Clifton, stances were
Robert Harron, Lillian Gish, Joseph profits on nominal production costs
Henabery, Sam De Grasse, Donald of the day.
Metro, which had been mainly a
Crisp and Jennie Lee.
Adam Kessell, of KB. backer of releasing organization, opened its
Kcystonei hired Charlie Chaplin Jan. own studios in Hollywood around
Chaplin's 1919, and Warners trekked west about
2, 1914, at $150 a week.
1922 to acquire acreage on site of
first picture was a one-reeler with
Mabel Normand, 'Mabel's Predica- what later became that company's
His first two-reeler was Sunset Boulevard studio.
ment.'
Increase of theatre circuits in the
•Dough and Dynamite.'
Carl Laemmle was sold the idea of 20s resulted in tightening up of pro-

became big names

Clap Hands for Ellen
Hollywood, Jan.

1.

EJlen Drew gets the fomme lead
opposite George Raft in 'The^Wortd's
Applause,' due to roll Jan. 16 at PbV"

amount.
Harlan Thbmpson produces' "froiji
script by Gilbert Gabriel
Ferris.

and Waltfer

-
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— probaUy unique— tW

ttis institution

by William Morris sbould kave so long endured, grown and expanded.
since

it

kas keen a creation founded on

fidelity ratker

tkan

krick

steel,

and mortar. William Morris kad

service, sincerity,

m

W

intertwined witk tke

M,

imkued and

A

pendence, integrity.
of 1898

on Union

name

present, tke

ments

in

still

Wot

only tkrougk

William Morris

is

its

sym

nis

far-flung organization kas

Scj[ uare.

of

—

into sukmission|

it still

today,

stands,

nrmty

service, sincerity, mde-l

grown from

kristling past

tkat kole-in-tke-wall

kut tkrougk

its living

amuse^

eternally integrated in tke kistory of

America and tke world. But, except

and

Despite aggres^

come down. And

trained,

so

love for tangikle

I[

kuy kim

kis trade-mark, kas never

and stone of otker men

Tte more

elements aitd were

independence and integrity .>

tke second generation wkick ke nurtured,

riveted to tke steel

little

kuman

sive assaults of powerful enemies, despite dazzling offers to

tke

founded

courage, imagination, enterprise

spirit,

temples; tke catkedrals of kis kuilding rested firmly on

cemented solidly witk

1939

Its structures aife traJilionally transi-^.

a long lime in show business.

tory. Tkerefore it is extraordinary

4,

for size, tkere

kas keen

little

ckangc)

expansion and growtk kave only served to empkasize tke original principles and
•

policies of tke founder.

korn and

^ Innumerakle

careers

raised, to kigker glories. Tt^Ient kas.

perfected.

New

of living.

([

names,

new

faces,

kave keen tke

new metkods kave keen added

Suck kuilding was tke

ere

are

life -work

no more enemies. Tke

Tke

kave keen estaktisked and accepted.
inspiration of his precepts lives on.
olisli ment.

Forty years

of striving

i[

Stars kave keen

keen sougkt.out, encouraged, developed,

of

keritage of tkose younger disciples of kis creed

on.

fruit.

to art

and tke joy

William Morris; amd suck
.

wko .took: over. and wko now

figkts

-

kave ^ keen ;^ won.

Tke

soldier kas; gone ^ to kis rest.

is

tke

carry;

principles;

But

tke]

Forty years. ^ Forty years of work and accom-^

and

attaining.

Forty years~bf kuilding ^on aj

foundation no more sukstantial tkan one man's kig keart, witk materials no more solid

tkan one man*s ckaracter

—^William Morris' monument
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pat casey

SEASOIS'S

GREETimS

ALBERT LEWIN
PRODUCER

PARAMOUNT

FRANK CAPRA
YOU CAN'T TAKE

IT

COLUMBIA

WITH YOU

Wednesday, January

4,
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THANK

YOU, EXHIBITORS

AND ALL

OF MY FANS, FOR CHOOSING ME
THE NO. 1 BOX OFFICE NAME FOR THE

FOURTH CONSECUTIVE

YEAR.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE
4'
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FILMACK
TRAILER CO
*^

Chicago, Illinois
ft]

m
ml

An open

letter

to

m
Dec. 28, 1938.

Dear VARIETY:

When anyone

Dece

sticks

out

it

business world for 33
years they certainly deserve a pat on the back.
in this

—

VARIETY

Congratulations,
.

.

.

will

hoping you
enjoy an even greater
arid here's

future.

This year, FILMACK,

cele-

is

20th anniversary. And since you asked,
ril tell you how FILMACK
brating

was

its

born.

was back

in 1919.
was
a Press Agent for Universal
It

I

at that time. The most disgusting thing in show business was the special trailer
situation.

Honestly,

Sundays

of

it

took a Month

to get a

50-foot trailer made.

came

so

about

de-

I

something

do

to

be-

with

disgusted

special trailer service,

cided

little
I

it.

One day

I

just tossed a per.

good Press Agent job
out the window and opened
a trailer company dedicated

fectly

to the hustling

showmen

of

guaranteed- 'em
"Same-day Service" and
began
immediately
they

America.

sending
It

I

me some

orders.

has been a long, hard

... but FILMACK

battle

tossing

still

the

back the same day the
der

UNANIMOUSLY VOTED THE

BEST FILM of the YEAR'
Season^s Qreetings

Produced Throughout the World in

1938,

by

the

NATIONAL BOARD OF REVIEW

is

trailers
or-

rolls in.

Improvement has followed
improvement, until today
we have here at FILMACK
the equipment, the crew
and the ambition to produce special announcement
trailers
in
a hurry that
really do a "ticket selling
job!"

VARIETY, as you go about
the country, from coast-tocoast, visiting with America's finest

showmen,

right

on their office desks,
would like for you to tell
'em FILMACK'S story
and urge them to send their
next special announcement
I

.

CAPTAIN
ARTHUR GEORGE

:railer

FIRST RUN and ROAD

SHOW ENGAGEMENTS
BOOKED DIRECT FROM

WORLD

PICTURES CORP.

729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Cable Address: WORLDFILM
Foreign Territories Available
V

City

.

•

order to

IRVING MACK
the Organization which can

The guy with

produce Good trailers
than Western
Union can send telegrams.

faster

/

NORMA SHEARER THALBERG
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THE STAR OF

GABRIEL PASCAL
THE PRODUCER

Wen
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1939
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I
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preparing this year two more

BERNARD SHAW
PROMISE

pictures

WENDY

pictures starring
I

63

and two

HILLER.

BERNARD
my ENGLISH AND

to

my

friend

SHAW, to
AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS,
to

ALL EXHIBITORS,

come up
in

me

that

best not to disappoint

kind reception

and

have

will try

them

my

after the

"PYGMALION"

throughout the world.

will

I

to the expectations they

as a Producer,

and

had

Third of a Century—-VARIETY—Anniversary Issue
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Season^s Qreetings

RODGERS

and

HART

S.

JOY

CONGRATULATIONS

JASON

20TH CFNTURY-FOX

WHAT DO YOU

THINK?

PRINCIPAL PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

CONGRATULATES VARIETY

ON

ITS

THIRD OF

A CENTURY OF HONEST JOURNALISM

PRINCIPAL PRODUCTIONS

SOL

LESSER, Presidenf

Congratulations to

on

Its

Third of a Century Anniversary

HORACE McMAHON

^

!

Wednesday, January

f

1939
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Century^VARIETY—Anniversary htue

season:s GREETINGS

T

1

Paramount Theatres
Service Corporation
—

'

1

+
PARAMOUNT BUILDING

NEW YORK

Congratulations Variety!

Season ^s Greetings
True

Your Name Variety

to

Has Served This Ever-Changing

Show

Business for a Third

of a Century!

WE

GEORGE

SALUTE YOU
1

And

to

Show

Our Many Friends

Business

We

in

Extend the

Sincerest of

Season's Greetings!
The Minnesota

Amusement Company

RAFT

65
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1

MAINE •» NEW HAMPSHIRE

SEASON'S

THEATRES CO.

GREETINGS

DEAR VARIETY—

ON YOUR

ANNIVERSARY WE SENT

25th

YOU THE FOLLOWING

LEHER:

Fabian Theatres
EVERY year we make

a canvass of our theatres to

ascertain which paper, whether trade paper or

newspaper,

in

Corporation

the opinion of the managers has the

most valuable and

reliable information as far as the

operation of the theatre

is

"VARIETY"

concerned.

To a man, our managers and
bookers depend more upon "VARIETY" for general
theatrical information than they do on any other
always tops the

list.

publication.

FROM my own experience
liable information in

find that get more re"VARIETY" than do from any
I

I

I

other source.

WE

congratulate

"VARIETY" on

its

past perform-

ance, and feel assured that because of

its

progresSuite 2101

management it will continue to become more
and more depended upon by all who seek theatrical
sive

NEW

news.

AND THIS STILL HOLDS GOOD ON YOUR
THIRD

1

OF A CENTURY.

Broadway

501

YORK, N.

Y.

FLORENCE

ROGGE

Sincerely^

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

JOHN

J.

FORD

and BALLET DIRECTOR
radio CITY MUSIC

fiedfice

HARRY SHERAAAN

"WASHROOM
INFECTION"

HALL-NEW YORK

MILTON SCHWARZWALD
MENTONE PRODUCTIONS,

Onliwon Towels and Tissue
Write A. P. W. Service, Albany, N. Y.

35-11 Thirty-Fifth Ave.,

Long Island

INC.

City, N. Y.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

NICK GRINDE
DIRECTOR
Mctnagement

STANLEY BERGERMAN,

INC.

PARAMOUNT
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1939
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WILLIAM
BOYD
JUST COMPLETED FOURTH YEAR
AS "HOPALONG CASSIDY" FOR

PARAMOUNT RELEASE

Available Until April

1939

1,

Management

GEORGE VOLCK

A.

Greetings

From

the Great

McCOY

BUCK
JONES

the

and

Even Greater

LIPMAN
NOW STARRING

"ME AND

MY GAL

99

A PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION

IN
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NEW YEAR GREETINGS

FROM

EDWARD EVEREH NORTON

SEASON'S GREETINGS

M.

E.

COMERFORD

PETER

LORRE

DALE VAN EVERY

4,

1939
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"'Trade Winds' Preems to
Breezy $14,500, PhiUy
Philadelphia Dec. 20

"Mighty powerful

is

Winds/ which world-preemed
VARIETY
$14,500 and
, . .

'Trade

at Aldine. clicking off

Dee. 21, 1938

assured of at least one more week.

TAY GARNETT
FORTHCOMING

TAY GARNETT

production

"WORLD CRUISE

"

Congratulations
ON YOUR

THIRD OF

A CENTURY-

OVER THIRTY-THREE YEARS
OF SERVICE TO SHOWPEOPLE

AND SHOWBUSINESS

HELLO

!

SHEA THEATRES
OF BUFFALO
Bing and Dixie

72
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MERVYN LEROY PRODUCTIONS
for

M. G. M.

'•STAND UP

AND nCHT"

"WIZARD OF OZ"

SEASON'S QREETINQS

FREDERICK JACKSON
Screen Plays
Management

LAURA WILCK

SEASON'S QREETINQS

LEW AYRES
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Wednesday, January
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Best

Wishes

for the

New Year

from

HARRY SHERMAN

Producer of
Clarence E.

HOPALONG CASSIDY STORIES
1938
f<i« PARAMOUNT
1937
lioi^aloik^ Rides

Pdataoia of the
Beer

EH

Ploins

Bar 20
Arizona

OcKssodhr of
Hofiuet

Again

Justice

Pride of the Wost
In Old B^Qxico

The Sunset Tvml
The Frontiersmen
SUtvei: on the Sage
Ariiisona Esa^elitts
(•Toniative: Title)

^ (xd^tion to two exciting Zone Qreiy

Fiioductiions:;:

Next seosoa EScurry Sbermaxi will pro-

duce six mtore KbpaJk9!ag^ Cassidy
and two or more Zone Grey

pKCtwres,

fsatbi^ies.

Xlie Mysterious Rider
Heraiia^e oi^tbe Desert

S}0Ms on

V

Gpe^eiings

FRANCES DEE

Wednesday, January
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Q eo

w

ik. 1958

'Greetings
lo*^
J."' -

-

««'^**

«„d ruggod

throughout its
character thro B

of o^i^*»^, ^3
^oontury
^^::S^%s^^Srror
Bcrv*
a»
record of
-

't»i».nt.

^

4.-i^)«te.
«f triT)
its groate^

iV^,ia
varied

'»*nU'°.^n:-

DUNBAR

DIXIE

Century-Fox—"KING OF BURLESQUE"
20th Century-Fox—"PIGSKIN PARADE"
20th Century-Fox—"WALKING DOWN BROADWAY"
2Pth Century-Fox-^"ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND'
Universal—"FRESHMAN YEAR"
20th

MGM—"ONCE

OVER UGHTLY"

Personal Appearances
Management, WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
N*oM)

^ -^'**Sn«a'"i*''^k°^^'.^« ^^^^^^^
reporting •»

sttoew^

Season^s Greetings

M&P
THEATRES
NEW YORK

M.

J.

SAM

LEO MORRISON
INCORPORATED

HOLLYWOOD
T

I939

DETROIT

Deo

DOT
Cor you
for

4,

MULLIN
PINANSKI

!

1
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1938-1939

RELEASES

MY LUCKY STAR
1

T

A

I

lis

L S P

I

99

N"

PRODUCTtOJS

"ROSE OF

WASHINGTON
SQUARE

DIRECTOR

*

UNDER GONTRACT TO 20TH CENTURY-FOX

CONGRATULATIONS AGAIN

!

RALPH RAINGER ond LEO ROBIN

Season's Greetings....

GEORGE BRUCE
HOLLYWOOD

Third of a Century— VARIETY—Anniversary Tasue
-

-.
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'

s

Congratulations on a Third of a Century Anniversary

MICHAEL CURTIZ
Director

For 1938
"FOUR'S

"FOUR DAUGHTERS"

"ANGELS" WITH DIRTY FACES'
For

Intermduntain Theatres

r

SALT LAKE

BOX loia

WARNER

BROS.

Inc.

SPONSORED SHORTS

THCATRC BUILpiNB

CAPITPI.
P. o.

A CROWD"

"ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD"

CITY.

UTAH

wabatch

TOfiS

Distributed

10 VAKiETI

.t
/

Tou have
the

By

losg^

\ -

been Tmoim to us, out here in

West^as one of our closest links with the happenings

throughout the Industzy.

Ve compliment you not only on

your speedy reporting of vital screen news,

"but

In All Exchange Cities

on your

Are Selected For:

complete coverage of the entire amasement world*

1.
We heartily extend our hest wishes for a long

2.
future as pleasant and fruitful as the past thirty-three
years.

AUDIENCE APPEAL
PROFITABLE TIE-UPS

Smart Exhibitors build Box Office
Sincerely,

with Modern's free sponsored shorts

IKTSBUOUNTAIN THEATRES INC.
Utah and. Idaho ,

MODERN TALKING PICTURE SERVICE
9

General Manager

Rockefeller Plaza,

New

Or Your Exchange

•A

MAN TO

York, N. Y.

Circle 6-0910

ANN SHIRLEY
REMEMBETi"

'BOY SLAVES'
In Preparation

*SORORITY HOUSE"

RKO

City

Wednesday, January

1939
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National Release
January, 1939

"Topper
Takes a Trip

5%v

^

MM-,

starring

CONSTANCE BENNETT

ROLAND YOUNG
Now

•

Showing

Bnrke

* Alan Mowlnray • Yerree Tcaadale
Franklin Pangborn • Alexander D^Arcy , *
*
Adas the Pup
,

Billie

Directed by
Z.

UeUoi

MARCH BRUCE

In Production

Screenplay hy Jack
Jevne, Eddie
Mom, Corey

NomUn
.

«

FonI

•

m

'THERE GOES

OLIVER HARDY HARRY LANGDON
BILLI£ BURKE ALICE BRAI)Y

MY HEARr
with VatBj Kelly

Eugene

•

Alan Mowbray

Pallette

•

*

•

•

Jamet

Naiu^ Carroll

Seteenpjay

Screenplay by

Directed by

Eddie Moran
and Jack
Jevne

Nonnin
Z.

McL«od

Corey
Ford

'

-

Jean Parker

Directed by

"^j";'

^1

•

•

June Lane

J

„

^

Etienae Girardot

Elli4on

Gordon Douglas
A. Edward
Sutherland
Atsociate

Producer

'iW

»-j>>^^ A-C-.-J ti^V.

[ji

In Preparation

Preparation

'CAPTAIN FURy"

Donald Henderson Qarke's

starring

Brian

AHERNE

Sensational
Victor

McLAGLEN

•

with

JUNE LANG PAUL LUKAS
JOSEPH CALLEIA
•

/ti

New

Novel

Preparation

JEAN ARTHUR
m

"THE HOUSEKEEPER'S

THE WATER

DAUGHTER"

GIPSIES'

I
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GONGRATULATIONS CN YOUR THIRD OF A CENTURY ANNIVERSARY

JOHN

STAHL

M.

Producer - Director

UNIVERSAL

SREETINeS

FROM

CHARLIE RUGGLES
AND

SEE

•

ARE

HIS

^ KENNELS

1^

ALFRED

L.

WERKER

Under Contract

to

20th Century^Fox

Season 's Greetings

UNA MERKEL

4,

1939

Wednesday, January

4,

1939

Third of a

Cenlur,-VARrETV-Annir.^rv I.....

•

TRI STATES

THEATRE CORPORATION
A. H.

BLANK, President

RALPH BRANTON, General Manager
EVERT CUMMINGS

JOE KINSKY
District

A. G.

STOLTE

Managers

Congratulates

On

a Third of a Century's Service

Season

to All

Greetings

HOWARD EMMETT ROGERS

Season 's Greetings

W.

p.

LIPSCOMB
Screenplay

^Pygmalion

'
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^W-RAY JOHNSTON

Showmen^of America

19 14

YEAR BY YEAR

1914

JAMES CRUZE

19

BEFORE THE WHITE MAN CAME

ALL INDIAN CAST

BEATING BACK

1915
SILAS

1916

MARNER
JEANNE EAGELS

DERWENT HALL CAINE
THE MASKED RIDER

1918

HARRY MYERS
LIGHTNING BRYCE

1919

1921

1927

JANE NOVAK
TEN NIGHTS

1922

IN

A

BARROOM

1928

JOHN LOWELL
MAN AND WIFE

THE DEEMSTER

1917

1926

THE GOLDEN TRAIL

AL JENNINGS

JACK HOX/E

1923

1924
1925

3 9

ACHIEVEMENTS OF THIS PRODUCER -DIST RIBUTOR

DISTRIBUTION

1920

NORMA SHEARER

MARY CARR
FLAME FIGHTER

HERBERT RAWLINSON

1938

S'COTTY OF THE SCOUTS

BEN ALEXANDER
SHANGHAI ROSE

IRENE RICH
CASEY JONES

RALPH LEWIS

1932
1933

1934

1929

PHANTOM IN THE HOUSE
RICARDO CORTEZ

1930

WORLDLY GOODS
LILA LEE
MOTHER AND SON

1936

1931

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

1937

EASY MONEY

1935

THE THIRTEENTH GUEST

GINGER ROGERS
SWEETHEART OF SIGMA
MARY CARLISLE
JANE EYRE

VIRGJNIA BRUCE
THE HEALER

RALPH BELLAMY
THE HARVESTER

ANN RUTHERFORD
HOOSIER SCHOOLBOY

GANGSTER'S BOY
JACK/E COOPER

ongratulations to

VARIETY

WES L E Y

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
SHOW

1939

SILVER

Celebrating 25 Years of Service to the

MILLION DOLLAR MYSTERY

4,

-a

PLACE OF THE NATION

ROCKEFELLER CENTER
NEW YORK

CITY

MICKEY ROONEY

CHI

WALTER WANGER

welcnmes 1939

with

TWO
DISTmCTIVE
BOX DFFICE
ATTRACTIONS

MARCH

and

in

with

Ralph Bellamy

•

Ann Sothern

Sidney Blackmer • Thomas Mitchell * Robert Elliott

A TAY GARNETT Production

with

Claire
Directed by

JOHN FORD
who made

"'The Informer''

''The Hurricane''

and other

notable attractions

TREVOR

•

Jofen

WAYNE

Andy Devine, John Carradine
Thomas Mitchell^ Louise Piatt
George Bancroft, Donald Meek
Berton Churchill, Tim Holt and

Tom Tyler
A JOHN FORD PRODUCTION

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS
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WM. ANTHONY McGUIRE
AUTHOR OF

THE GREAT ZIEGFELD
PRODUCER

"ROSALIE"
GIRL OF THE
IN

GOLDEN WEST"

PREPARATION

ZIEGFELD GIRL

97

METKO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Congraiuhaions

To VARiETY

On its
Third of a Century

WARNER BAXTER

John W.
Considine
Jr.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Wednesday, January

4,
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3

ROVALBANK BUILDING
CAKlAOA

Mr. N. L. Nathanson, members of the Executive
Committee, and our managers and staffs join with me in
sending cordial greetings to Variety on the occasion of
its

THIRD
I

am

of a

CENTURY Anniversary.

voicing the sentiments of our entire organization

in expressing our appreciation of the valuable contribution

Variety has made

to the

world of entertainment in

senting latest news, views and ideas from

Show

all

pre-

branches of

Business.

Sincerely,
/. /. FitZrgibbons

Vice-President

FRANK
TUTTLE
DIRECTOR
66

PARIS

HONEYMOON
with

BING CROSBY

OMAR KIAM
COSTUME DESIGNER
UNITED ARTISTS

^9
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Dear VARIETY:
For thirty-three years VARIETY has taken the initiative in the ever-changing panorama and climb of the amusement industry. Many times you have anticipated and
warned us of the impending changes. You have played and continue to play an
important part in the dramatic development of the amusement industry.

VARIETY are

show business

a

a

The pages

of

We

Sparks Theatres in Florida look back with pride over our years arid

of the

endeavors
business;
goers.

in the

we

same

of the

the history of

VARIETY has served

business.

for

third of

the inside people of

Sparks organization have served that vast throng

Surely there never

was a

century.

show

of theatre-

time that called for greater co-operation, more

sympathetic understanding and more constructive relationship between the trade

and
The

its

customers.

life of

VARIETY has been
and constructive

the

life of,

the

we

show

business.

With your continued

a new and greater period of
show business will develop. We salute you and gre^t you on your thirty-three
years—a third of d century of service to all of .the. amusement business.

co-operation

criticism

believe

E,

J.

SPARKS,

Pres.

Sparks Theatres of Florida

SEASON'S GREETINGS

DON BAKER
LeRoy Prinz

FOURTH YEAR
PARAMOUNT THEATRE, NEW YORK

Dance Director

THANKS TO BOB WEITMAN

HAPPY

SEVENTH YEAH AT

mW

YEAR

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS

DOUGLASS
MONTGOMERY

MOLLY PICON
Happy Holiday Greetings

to all

wide-awake exhibitors. My second full length Yiddish musical
film, "MAMEtE," now showing
at the Continental Theatre, Broadway and 52nd Street, has been
enthusiastically acclaimed by both
the press and public, which ac-

BALLERINA

it

counts for the capacity business.

Following

its

Broadway

run,

it

Now

will be released throughout the

Management:
Orsatti & Company

States.

ceipts

For bigger box-office re"write

FILM CORP.,
New York.

or

wire,

SPHINX

535 Fifth Avenue,

in Third Capacity

Month

at Little Carnegie,

DISTRIBVTEID

New York

BT

MAYER & BURSTYN,

Inc.

NOW LOCATED AT
RIALTO THEATRE BUILDING ^'""^^"^J^'^York

SEASON'S GREETINGS

HAROLD YOUNG
DIRECTOR

THE STORM'

CODE OF THE STREETS

For

NEW UNIVERSAL

Wednesday, January

4,

1939
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87
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RUSSELL BIRD WELL

Announces

ivith

pardonable pride

exclusive

the

public relations representation of a limited

number

of Motion Picture personalities including

RONALD COLMAN
JANET GAYNOR
CAROL LOMBARD
DAVID

O.

SELZNICK

NORMA SHEARER

Industrial

and foreign accounts

on February

1st,

Beverly Hills,

New

ivith

to be

announced

the opening of offices in

York City and Washington, D.

C.

I
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BOYS

4,

TOWN

METRO-GOLDWYIS-MAYER

MAD ABOUT MUSIC
UmVERSAL

ADVENTURES OF

TOM SAWYER
SELZmCK

SEASON'S

IISTERISATIOISAL

Greetings

*

ROBERT

EONARD
SEASOJS'S

GREETimS

DORE SCHARY
M. G. M.

1939

Wednesday, January

4,
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Interstate Circuit,

89

Inc.

MAJESTIC THEATRE BUILDING

DALLAS, TEXAS

Variety

As

:

rolls on so does Variety, keeping pace with
our ever-changing industry. On this occasion the

time

thirty-third year of

—

its

being— we extend

greetings and

our best wishes for your continued success.
Sincerely,

Karl Hoblitzelle
R, J. O'Donnell

Under Confracf fo

SAMUEL GOLDWYN.

INC.. Ltd.

All
Artists

Should
Contribute

To

the

Motion
Picture
Relief

Fund

A
Contributor

I

Congratulations to

J.

VARIETY

CARROL NAISH

MARTHA RAYE
•<9

on

SEASON'S GREETINGS

DARIO FARALLA
PRODUCING FOR PARAMOUNT

n

Om tlm oemdmb of Us
Third of q Century

i

1

FOX WEST COAST AGENCY CORPORftTIOH

FOX WEST COAST THEATI^ OF NOKTHEHEi CAOFOIOilA
ISBXX

S£.

BOmES

FOX WISCONSIN AMUSEMENT COBPOBATEC»i

FOX MIDWEST AMUSEMENT COIPOIATION
FOX INTER-MOUNTAIN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
FR&NE

B.

lOCBETSON

EVERGREEN THEATRES CORPORATION

NATIONAL THEATRES AMUSEMENT

CO., INC.

spmo&
3

p.

siBomRS

FOREIGN

92
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SUBDUED SPARKLE OF BUDAPEST
Soak^the-Yanks in AustraEa,
smaller the better— somehow find a
way out and are always popular.
Their musical performance is truly
Budapest is indeed hard put to it amazing, even though it palls after
a time.
to keep up its claim to gaiety these
Small Bars

By

By

Budapest, Dec. 20.

Patriotic Tactic

Politicians

Eric Gorrick

days.

Politically

lor th0 American film distribs. From that locals of quality, and Britishers
every part of this island continent in general, should be given an opporyells have gone out to politicians tunity to compete with U. S. pix on
concerning an alleged stranglehold an open market.
Major U. S. distribs took out of
gotton by U. Si interests over AustraSame Australia about $4,000,000 in 1937.
lian and British holdings.
thing has also happened in New Yet a major chain like Hoyts, screenZealand* This patriotic angle is cer- ing mainly U. S. product, was able,
despite outbreak of infantile paralytain to generate trouble.
From the very first the American sis, anniversary celebrations and
Im biz has been against producing cricket DX broadcasts from Englcfhd,.
in Australia. Despite political threats to turn in a profit of $300,000.
U. S. distribs are by no means
it still openly refuses to produce films
here. Premier Stevens of New South blameless for the creation of so much
Wales, where most of the bother current political strife In this terricropped up, admitted that the pres- tory. 'They have bucked the governent <[uota has been a failure. Gov- ment on many points and, in addiernment, through its Film Commis- tion, have been deemed grasping with
sion, is now attempting to bring percentage demands.. On the other
down a measure early in 1939 where- hand, they are slugged by all proby the distribs will be brought into vincial governments on high taxes,
quota line. In the meantime the dis- including a payment of 16c per foot
tribs are sitting pat. It's the waiting on all negative prints brought in.
The current political fight for
that causes the headaches.
Political plays have been in force screen control, with airings in all
throughout 1928. New South Wales newspapers, is not doing the b.o.'s
would prefer the quota question any good. Public is being given an
to be taken in hand by the Federal inside to the pic biz generally. It's
authorities, but the Federals are a bad policy. Public buys the kind
not so keen, knowing just what has of entertainment it desires, and so
Premier Stevens, to far the lean has been towards the
..to be bucked.
U. S. Sane showmen admit it would
save his face, must act.

life is

pared to other poverty-stricken, war- singer,

•

Pressure Reason

Looking behind the scenes,

it's

easy

why pressure is being apLeading commercial men, with
experience, sunk a lot
of capital into home studios, only to
find they were on wrong end of the
to see just

plied.

no production

cigar. With empty studios they are
.now yelling to the government to

make

the U. S,

men

sink coin into pic

production under quota enforcement.
Take, for example, National Productions, a unit headed, by powerful
Tbewspaper interests as w^ll as political.
National started off in grand
style by importing Charles Farrell to
star in 'Flying Doctor.' Technicians
weire brought over from Gaumont
British. Despite all this the pic left
its sponsors holding an empty finan
cial bag.
Some time ago Columbia
tried a fiyer in the home production

Imported Victor Jory to, star
'Rangle River,' with Clarence

field.

in

Badger directing. One production
was quite enough. Today Cinesound
the only unit in regular produchowever, execs stated
that imless government provided
some assistance the studio would be
forced to .ishut. U. S. coin is needed
to fceep home studios open. Local
producers want it, and the govern
ment intends to ptovide it ^in.a conis

tion. Recently,

—

stitutional

way.

.

BOARD

TO EASE EXHIB,

blazingly hold

GEORGIE
Great Britain's
Sketch Actor.

Pantomime

WOOD
greatest

Radio

patronage

1938-39,

is

sparser,

money

tirickles

Belfast.

America:

thinly,

—

W

DISCREPANCIES

OF

HIT

Now

and Associated Theatres Properties never existed.'
But while the film came in 'or
to lease the Adelphi as a vaudeville
some chiding from that angle it rehouse, with George Black in control, ceived full justification from another.
Octave
Aubry, recognized authority
is not likely to go through. The main
on Bonaparte history, expressed the
be completed

to

traders may offer the only solution
in, bringing about peace between
exhibs and U. S. distribs operating
in the dominion.

This territory has always been a
point politically to the U. S.
At one time, following
certain political moves, the distribs
"withdrew for a .spell.
Earlier this year it was anticipated
the distribs would again withdraw
but when the government told them
that if they went out again the road
back would not be an easy one, they

ATP

wants

is

opposed, to the idea, and

on the rental plan.

is

opinion that the divergencies

shown

were permissible.
'History

cinema

is

is

one

another,'

thing

he

and

said.

'I

the
ac-

cord a certain indulgence to falsifications of detail if the goal followed is
attained, if the grandeur of a man
or the value of a work is attained.'
Although certain de Lesseps descendents are still protesting at parts
of the picture, responsible members

understood that GaumontBritish now is considering the London Hippodrome, a subsidiary of
G-B, as a suitable vaudeville spot.
Hippodrome played vaudeville the hiave approved the film.
last time 14 years ago when operated
by William Morris.
Tropical Radio Rules
'The Fleet's Lit Up' is closing at
the Hippodrome some time in JanuWashington, Jan. 1.
ary after having been there since
Finishing touches placed last week
mid-August. Vaudeville twice-nightly policy is supposed to go in during on allocation pact which assures
Central American nations of freFebruary.
quencies necessary to overcome engineering difficulties common in the
It

government to sit in at all meetings.
This move has boen discussed for
some time and according to many

that

rental proposition for the house.

Black

Auckland, N. Z., Dec. 15.
In an endeavor to bring peace
within the picture industry here, it
has ,been decided to appoint a special
board of four representatives of the
exhibs and a like number of distribs,
with a chairman appointed by the

is

form a private company with G-B
promote the venture instead of a

is

HOME TO ROOST

legion.

Anna Bar, Capri, haunt of governbut it all goes on just
n.ent party politicians; Bristol Bar,
the same, ready to pick up on the Hungaria Grill, Dubarry,
Prince of
first sign of relief.
Wales, Orszaghaz Bar which melts
There have been practically no big into the bridge club active at. the
establishment,
foreign attractions booked. Few of same
and half-ainternational repute, invariably are dozen others, less pretentious, con-

Opera House, more

A

flat

jdeclded to stick.

still

.

insisting

distribs.

piano bait, sensational
two or three years ago, has lost zest:
either they are no longer at the
Whatever effects politics, racial piano or they have' ceased to be
The discuses who still
prejudices, Nazi threats and their socialites.
hold their own are quality goods,
counter-effects may have 'on things
more on the actress than on the
in general, wildest political antag- hostess side, socialite or otherwise.
onists peacefully sit side by side in- Jarika
Solyom,
Martha Ratkay,
the Arizona or the Anna Bar. But T:rry Fellegi belong to the first

Budapest niteries

IN PARIS

reason for the failure of the deal

attract most of the betlocal patronage.
The so-

still

ter-class

ciflites at the

their own.

Greetlnes to "Water Rats" in
Dave Apollon, Cliarles
Rlesner,
Ted
Chaplin,
"Chuck"
Shapiro, George Swifts, Chick York.
From "Water Rats" in England,
especially Sam Downing, Charlie
Hungarian extraction; artists who
Kunz, Bobby May also "Hollywood of
Householder" Charles Austin and return from engagements abroad to
put in a few weeks or months at
myself.
home, gladly accepting payment in
Hungarian currency so that the
transfer problem which makes the
engagement of a foreign act almost
impossible, does not enter into the
question. Qualification for membership of Artists' Association, formerly
a mere formality, is now taken more
seriously and dependent on an exam,
be foolish to ^ave any government
ensuring a certain standard.
dictate to the public what type of enArizona, leading night club, is still
tertainment it must buy.
the unique glamorous bedlam that
Sir Ben Fuller once remarked if
experts still call the craziest place
the government forced showmen to
of entertainment in Europe. Formerscreen Australian films, and the
ly it only had a revolving fioor that
showmen took a loss, then the govcould be raided and sunk, but this
Paris, Dec. 24.
ernment should reimburse them.
There are many who agree with Sir
Recent attacks in French period- year it has been reconstructed to allow the boxes to sink below floor
Ben.icals on the way Hollywood porlevel and soar up again, with lightErection Stoppage
trays Frenchmen in its pictures has ing coming, from big shells on the
In New South Wales no one. can
been followed by a second, a blast walls that shift to and fro, and a
build a theatre without governmental
Taking up the row of boxes that have no direct
permission. This ruling has been ex- on 20th's 'Suez.'
view of the floor but watch the show
tended until June, 1939. In South cudgels of certain members of the
from its reflection in black mirrors.
Australia political pressure was at- de Lesseps family, the mag points
What with colored lights, an orchestempited to stop Metro from erecting out the historical discrepancies of
tra platform that moves up and
a new theatre. However, Metro, de- the film, showing photos of the perdown, backwards and forwards, girls
spite yells, is going ahead on erection sonages involved at the time the inswinging from the cliandeliers and
plans.
cidents actually transpired and also
toted along on wires from the ceilIn every centre of Australia politi- stills from the film.
ing, and similar devices, it's anycal pressure is on to stop U. S. interCaptions of one picture note the
thng but restful, but then, apparentests from advancing any further. difference in the ages of the Emly, people don't go to niteries for' a
Some of the headaches experienced press Eugenie and de Lesseps at the
rest cure, and they seem pretty well
in 1938 included erection stoppage, time of the Suez's opening in 1869.
25% right of rejection, proposed tax The Empress was then actually 43 pleased with Arizona's stunts.'
Ma^ryar Texas Guinan
on each pic imported to assist local and the engineer 84. De Lesseps,
producers, stoppage of block-book- played by Tyrone Power, and the
Additional Barnum touches are the
ing, Empire quota on a reciprocal Empress,
portrayed
by Loretta zoo attractions. Miss Arizona, probasis, control of theatre licensing) re- Young, are pictured as comparative prietor's wife, the Texas Guinan of
striction of investment and control of youngsters.
Budapest, started last year by aptheatres to British subjects, cheaper
Power is also shown talking to the pearing on the floor in Oriental
film hire, and prevention of foreign Khedive Mehemet Ali and his son, splendor riding a real live camel.
(U. S.) domination screens of New Mohammed Said, the caption stating Ship of the desert proving a smash
South Wales.
'but when Lesseps commenced hit, she topped it with a Hindu num1939, according to . .
those on the inside, will bring. addi- to interest himself in the canal, ber for which a baby elephant is bortional headaches.
Mehemet Ali was dead.' Other photos rowed night after night from the
show Power fully dressed in the municipal Zoo.
pony and a
water with Annabella, and state: snake are other guest performers
Black'is Adelphi, London,
'The little Francaise and M. Ferdi- on the polished revolving floor of the
nand de Lesseps have a fashion of Arizona. Arizona has been an exDeal
Looks Cold flirting in the water which only the cellently paying proposition up till
heat of Egypt might explain'; Anna- lately, deservedly so because it is a
bella saving Power in a sand storm well-conducted establishment, with
London, Jan. 1.
with the caption stating, 'such a per- the proprietors knowing their job
The deal between Gaumont-British sonage as portrayed by Annabella and doing it. Miss Arizona is head

to
to

jsore

capitals,

.

Flgares
Australia, with a population of 7,000;000, has, according to a report,
1,240 pic theatres.
These are kept
open mainly on U. S. product. Various managements tried an all-British
policy, but failed in every instance to
keep such a policy in operation. It's
admitted that it would be impossible
^ot locals and Britishers alone to sup-

P!CK N. Z.

mid-European

shadowed

.

.

Bit by bit the g'lamour of the

Bars, small niteries with a pianist
once famous, even notorious, night or a two or three-piece orchestra
wearing off. Yet, perhaps com- and an occasional diseuse or torch

ply sufficient product to keep all theSydney, Dec. 15.
has been a bad year atres open. It is admitted, however,

it

E. P, Jacobi

tropics. State Department announced
final agreement with governments in
Hollywood, Jan, 1.
the hot zone where operation on the
'Prodigal Returns'- is the next Span- Standard 550 1600 kc band is imish language picture starring Tito practicable.
Guizar, to be made by Dario ProducOnly reason ior American partici-

Rozsnyay, her husband, is
manager, composer and pianist; girls
are pretty and of a nice type. They
had been planning to establish a
summer branch at a roadhouse, but
nothing came of that owing to crisis
slump.
Only other important place at
present is Moulin Rouge, which has
much success with a really good floor
show compiled of old-time musical
comedy hits. Banking on 'good old
days' nostalgia has proved so successful that they- are now putting on
the third show in this 'style, with
'Merry Widow' and contemporaries
very nicely staged. Parisian Grill,

stitute the link between niteries and
simple cafes. Of these there used to

be one on every street corner in
Budapest in bygone days, substiand homes, but their
days of glory are past. They have
gone dark by the dozen during the
last few years,
stricken by the
slump, by taxes and by radio entertainment in the home. The latter
element was felt considerably bycafes, restaurants and shows during
the crisis weeks when everybody

t'-ling for clubs

was glued

to

the loud speaker at

home.
Patrons are not so
in

numbers

consumption.
niteries are

much reduced

as in their powers of
Of a Saturday when
still

packed— well, not

exactly to capacity, but still comfortably crowded the overwhelming majority will be Scotsmen with
perhaps one or two emperors the
reckless spenders thrown in. Hungarian champagne, at five or six
dollars a bottle at swell night clubs,
is the staple drink; anybody who
calls for French already deserves the
title of emperor.
Fancy drinks are
not very popular, foreign brands
being, heavily
taxed; champagne
comes cheaper in the long run. Next
to it, 'barack,' the national apricot
brandy, is chief item on list of
drinks.

—

—

—

Compared

to pre-war or inflation
Budapest nite life has, of
it has. even dwindled considerably in comparison to

booms,
course,

grown drab;

\yhat it was four or five years ago.
But' coming from Berlin or 'Vienna,
Prague or Zurich, Rome or Brussels,
Amsterdam or Belgrade, you will
still find it miles above any of those
placgs in the way of gaiety, temperament, brightness and originality on
the part of the entertainers and appreciation, enjoyment and abandon
on the part of the guests. There is
less money and no doubt a good
many people are missing from the
ranks.
But those that are left
haven't lost their zest for fun, and
they never will, not if Hungary goes
'

.

ever so totalitarian.

hostess;

.

.

the third big nitery,

is

in conjunction

with

Moulin Rouge and has not
opened this winter so as to cut out
competition which under present
conditions might harm both. Grill's
chief income being summer biz at
Margaret Island, they've decided to
lie low during the winter.
Of the ritzy restaurants, Reine
Pedaque, Kakuk, Kis Royal and
Tarjan's are in the front rank, both

summer and

winter.

Kakuk and

Kis Royal have gipsy music, and
therefore much patronage from foreign visitors. Foreigners and provincials form the nucleus of clients
at Cafe Ostende and other places
tions at Grand National, starting late pation was the military defense of where gipsy kid bands are performthis month,
the Panama Canal, since the chan- ing.
Despite legislative measures
Mortimer Braus is doing the screen nels are earmarked for special ser- against
juvenile
performers
in
play from an original by Dana vices in this country and no conflict niteries, kid orchestras, comprising
Wilma.
is likely.
gipsy boy musicians under 14 the

—

—

MAY NIX TAX ON
U. S.

DISTRIBS

INIS.W.
Sydney, Dec.

15.

Unofficially learned that the gov-

ernment of

New

South Wales may
impose a tax on U. -S.

decide not to
pix as a subsidy to assist home producers. Reported that the government regards such an imposition

wholly unworkablefrom a law viewpoint, and such a tax, if imposed at
all, would, it's said, have to come
with the authority of federal officials, and not through any single
state government.
Understood the committee probing
the current picture situation on behalf of New South Wales govern-

ment has had advice from Canberra,
the seat of the federal government,
to watch its step on additional tax
impositions in connection with the
picture industry.

Radio Normandy have received
renewal from Hayward's Military
Pickle via Muller Blatchly

&

Co.

.
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An Old Adage Fits Mid-Europe:
'Clasli of Arms Silences the Muses'

By H. M. Brown
Budapest, Dec. 20.
After the upheaval of Anschluss,

By

E. P. Jacobi

the

scripts

that are sadly

lacking.

Majority are adaptations of popular

in March, 1938, the Czechoslovak during the last two years, have re- fiction or stage plays, with current
of foreign plays; now it is very smart
Rome, Dec. 20.
patriotic trend expressed by preferto be very Italian.
Jewish play- ciisis in October and the war scare, ceded completely into the backence for folklore stories. Even among
Heavy hand of politics makes itself wrights are virtually excluded from entertainment trade in mid-Europe ground.
show business in four
the original screenplays, there is not
felt in Italian
No Jewish patronage
the Italian theatre, though as yet is gradually settling down again.
all
of
censorship
through
much trace of originality. The Cinways: (1)
For how long? Who knows? Of
trade
there
has
been
law
passed
banshow
no
of
the
aspect
Business
productions even remotely smacking
course this does not mean that it is is regulated to a great extent by the derella element still prevails. On the
production
ning
of
plays
by
Jewish
anti-Italian influwhole, there is some improvement in
of anti-fascist or
authors.
But, unofficially, and de- back to 'normal.' Trends in various Kraft durch Freude.
Majority of

almost all
ence; (2) through tinging
fascist propItalian productions with

countries

spite the fact that Jewish influence
was never important in show busiaganda; (3) through the application ness here as it was in Germany, Jeweconomic
i.e.
'autarchy—
of Italian
ish
activity on screen and stage is bepelf-rellance ambitions; (4) through
ing nixed. The French playwright,
certain preferences shown for and Henry Bernstein, who was the forcolleagues.
German
the
returned by
eign author most widely produced in
Partiality toward ihe other mem- Italy, returned a decoration received
ber of the Rome-Berlin axis has not from the Italian government in prohad very great economic importance test against discrimination against
usual Jews.
BO far. There have been the
Official regulations such as
•cultural' exchanges.--German singing those forbidding Italian artists to

—

assume foreign pseudonyms, requiring the fascist salute on screen and
stage, and prescribing the fascist
form of address give Italian pro^
ductions more and more of a national stamp.

Berlin actor, Lotha Muthel, is
Burgtheater,
almost
of
'Aryanized' well before
Repertory comprises a
few German classics, the standard
propaganda dramas of the Third
Reich and currently ap adaptation
Oscar Wilde's 'Bunbury.' Volkstheater, Raimundtheater and Volksoper, just reopened 'after reconstrucThese
are KdF theatres.
tion,'
magic letters mean that they are cooperatives, controlled by the 'Kraft
durch Freude' organization, state institution which provides entertainment and propaganda for workers.

manager

completely
Anschluss.

Most outstanding 'un-Italian' touch
that has been allowed to remain is
the peroxide blonde touch: most
produclaboration on two-language
Italian actresses, and practically all
tions with German studios than with chorus girls and variety artistes,
those of any other nationality. Many have dyed hair.

By Joshua Lowe

London, Dec. 20.
mained in the management of Heinz
Constantly threatening war clouds Hilpert. There have been many imall kinds of show portant changes in the company; few
business in 1938. Chaos in stock mar- Austrian actors are left, the new
of
ket, luxury trades, etc., played havoc batch being almost exclusively
with amusements. Over 130 odd pro- German extraction. Season has not
ductions were boldly presented, with brought a single new play- by an
but a bare 25% that could be classed Austrian or German author.
Vienna's two major film studios,
as coming anywhere near the hit
mark. Definite successes in straight Rosenhuegel and Sascha, are also
shows include 'Dodie Smith's latest, 'under reconstruction.' Very con'Dear Octobus; Charles Morgan's veniently, the two most popular
'The Flashiiig Stream' and Emlyn screen stars, Paula Wessely and
Williams in his own play, 'The Com Magda Schneider, have just had
'Spring Meeting,' sched- babies. How far Vienna will enter
Is Green,'
uled for New York production, is into the Reich film production in the
drawing profitable business at a future remains to be seen,, but it
small house, as is also J. B, Priest- certainly seems likely that special
ley's Yorkshire comedy, 'When We Austrian characteristics will not be
Are Married' among other quiet, un- tolerated.
spectacular little plays that are just
Naturally, German films dominate
staying put.
the picture theatres. At the time of
American contributions consisted writing, eight out of Vienna's 13
of 'Amphitryon 38' which did full de luxe first-run theatres presented
time business during its allotted German pictures, -four simultaneousspan; 'Golden Boy,' with good tak- ly showed The White Squadron,'
ings until they changed the cast and Italian propaganda picture, featuring
sent over an entirely new company; the African campaigns, and only one
'Idiot's Delight* was okay until the presented
an American feature.
became tense, French films, so much in evidence
situation
political
necessitating its sudden withdrawal.
prices
It was later revived at cheap
at His Majesty's, where it ran an- wonderful launching and looks set
other six weeks 'Dodsworth' (Pal- for many months.
Most spectacular flops in this field
ace) probably flopped due to the
fact that it had an English cast which were the Drury Lane show, 'The
did not conform to the atmosphere. Sun Never Sets,' which lost about
survived
only
Time,'
•On Borrowed
$150,000 in the month it lingered;
four days at the Haymarket
and the second ice production at the
Theatrically unique was the re- Coliseum, which only survived three
opened 'George and Margaret' which weeks, in .strange contrast to its preMoritz* which coined
is still going strong at the Piccadilly decessor 'St.
at half prices, after two years' run at money. But the craze for this form
Another instance is of entertainment was definitely exWyndham's.
C. B. Cochran's musical,
'Glorious Morning,' which moved hausted,
from the Duchess in September and 'Happy Returns,' with Beatrice LiUie,
was a big disappointment; also Elric
is playing to half price at the White
put a damper on

Ceisorship of foreign productions
ior political reasons bas hit at American pictures a number of times.
•Blockade,' 'Farewell jto Arms,' and
*Idiot's Delight' were not only nixed
by Italian censors, but singled out
for comment by Commendatore Luigi
Freddi, director-general of the Italian film industry, as typifying an

'

trend in American production which Italy resented- Even
more surprising to American prowho apducers representatives,
peared to have thought these pics
anti-war rather than anti-fascist, has
been the branding of certain scenes
in American pics descriptive of Italy
or Italians as 'anti-Italian.' Fascism
wants the modern Italian to think of
himself as typically 20th century,
and thinks it is condescension to portray him still as a picturesque, songsinging, spaghetti-eating individual.
Accordingly, all scenes that show
'picturesque' Italian life are required
to be cut or changed.

-'anti>fascist'

Bai Inieriial Pr«pafaada'B OK
While Italians object to political
inferences in foreign productions, al-

outstanding Italian producboth screen and stage, do their
for fascist propaganda. On the
all

tions^
bit.

stage, the

San Remo drama prize was

awarded to a play 'I flgli' ('Sons')
that yras full of -declamatory patriotic
passages, but that turned out to be
such bad drama that it was dropped
>from the theatrical repertoire immediately after the official performance
at which the prize was awarded. On
the. screen, 'Life of Verdi* showed

episodes of the struggle for the unification of Italy, glorified typically
Italian musie.
'Under the Southern
Cross' glori&ed the Italian colonist
in Africa.
'Xjueiano Serra, Pilot'
glorified Itsilian military aviation.
That these pics were considered outstanding in this year's crop cannot
be questioned, as they were single'd
out for showing at Venice; that they
contained propaganda passages can
also hardly be questioned.
In addition to propaganda for Internal consumption, Italian
show
business has arranged various good
^vill tours,

abroad—notably

to

South

America.

Ermete Zacconi, Italy's
distinguished 80-year-old actor, took
his

company

American

.on
capitals,

a tour

.of

South

'Paprika,'
which he
Me-'-chwitz's
hoped would be a prosperous suc'Lambeth Walk* SImw
cessor to 'Balalaika' but which folded
Musical hits are headed by the
'Maritza' at the
days,
after 11
cheap-priced, twice-nightly producPalace, 'No Sky So Blue' and 'Pelistion of 'Me and My Girl' at the Vic1938'
other
hall.

were
of
which is booked weeks sier's Follies
wash-outs in the musical line.
and has been running this
Taper
Off
MusicaLt
close
way since its production" at the
The popularization
There seems to be. a departure
of last year.
]of 'The Lambeth Walk' song and with each ensuing year, of the musi•dance from the show is probably cal type of show as an attraction.
doing a lot to keep the show in the Not that so many fail in proportion,
limelight. The venture looked any- but that so few are staged. Public
thing but promising until the show taste seems to demand the quiet,
was broadcast, when it took a sen- homely type of comedy, like 'George
sational spurt, and has never looked and Margaret,' Dodie Smith's family
plays and that type, replacing the
back.
Crazy Gang in its revue, 'These ghoiUish era and the sex farce. The
toria Palace,

ahead,

was decorated by
the Minister for Press and Propaganda upon his return.
'Goodbye, Mr.
Foolish Things,' is doing splendid quiet sincerity of
The move to limit 'un-Italian' in- business at the Palladium, and the Chips' and the piece a man can take
seems now to be
fluence in show business ties up with
only other revue, 'Nine Sharp,' has his young people to,
'

;

general

ambition toward economic
and cultural independence.
'Autarchy* has become the most popular
word in Italian production, and of
course film and legit production are
bound to mirror this general trend.

been doing consistently good bu.siness at the liny Little theatre .since

!

'

in most demand. But chiefly, musical productions are now so expen-

'Wild Oats,' 'The Fleet's sivc, it takos months, even with a big
repaid. ReLit Up,' 'Running Riot* were in the hit, to get the investment
money, while 'Bobby Get Your Gun' cently Jack Waller is reported to
'Under :have said he would do no more
is carrying un at cut salaries.
Formerly large part of repertoire Your Hat,' ihe new Cicely Court- musjcal."!. and Cochran 'swore off*
0^ legit companies were translations neidge-Jack Hulbert show, has had a several times.
'

January.

'

theatre tickets arc distributed
This
through their organization.
gives a certain stability to the box
office, but no diance of big profits.
Lack of Jewish patronage is strongthe music,
ly felt, especially in
world.
Vienna's standajrd musical
con-vsdy stage,. An dor Wien, is dark;
important concerts
and recitals,
mostly sold out in days of yore, are
half empty. No one now dresses for
'

:

the average quality, but no outstanding success. Hungarian pictures are
steadily gaining importance -in the
local market but at present can
hardly expect to do so abroad.

Durbin, Darrieux Tops
Figures for the first ten months of
the year, Jan. 1 to Nov. 1, show that
of 173 pictures shown^ 90 were
American.
German imports have
slipped considerably. Only 23 Ger-

a theatrical performance. A good man features were exhibited, same
bars and night clubs are either number as Hungarian. There were
'under reconstruction' or frankly 26> French imports. The remaining
11 features were of British, Italian,
closed. Pemina, the only revue theCzech and Austrian extraction. Outatre, and Ronacher, variety stage,
standing favorites of 1938 were
are open.
What has become of the talent for Deanna Durbin, Danielle Darrieux,
Sacha
Guitry, Clark Gable.
which there is no longer any room
Legit theatres show astonishing
on Germany's and the former Ausr
vitality of Hungarian amusements.
tria's stages?
There is only one
Of the 11 legit stages playing at the
outlet for German-spealcing actors
close of last .season, one did not reand Gernian-writing authors oi the open; instead, there
is a new vennon-Hitlerite brand, and that is
ture to make up the number. Three
It is practically the
Switzerland.
of these have distinct successes now
only country where grand musical running; four cun'ent plays have alcomedy in the Viennese style is still ready passed the 50-performance
very popular. Of course, Switzer- mark, a fact that means success in
land is a very limited field .and pro- the case of a non-musical on the

many

own talent like all other
but a few of the really
important figures of the pre-Hitler
One Private- House
era find refuge there, such ?.s BassorOnly one theatre, Reinhardt's mann, now .touring in Swiss author
one-time Josephstadter theatre, is a Faesi's comedy which has brought
private undertaking and has re- him exceptional success.
Beyond

NOT SPIFFY

•Olympia,' it was considered that this
pic should have competed with other
reportorial films or else been put in
a class entirely by itself as was Disney's 'Snow White.' Instead, it was
classed in the competish with regular feature films, which was by many
considered unfair.

most

I

LONDON LEGIT

While there
was no disagreement on the great
artistic merits of Leni Riefensthal's
the Rome-Berlin axis.

common cheap

the conductors.

—

a voice was raised in accusations of
political favoritism when at the International Film Exhibition at Venice, the prized Mussolini Cup was
awarded jointly to the members of

divergent,

Half of Vienna's theatres are closed
for reconstruction.
Of. those that
are open, state-subsidized Opera is
the one that has undergone the
slightest change, save for some important individuals, notably among

—

clubs touring Italian cities; Emma
Gramatica, Italy's No. 1 actress, giving perfoi'mances in Berlin. B^niamino Gigli has made a number of
pictures especially for the German
msu-ket; German producers give the
Italian Riviera a break, over the
French, in film scenes laid in southern resorts. And there is more col-

are

between them almost nil. The
one thing that is common to all,
nationalism, makes each different.
Vienna has ceased to be a key
city in the world of the theatre. It
is simply a branch of the German
totalitarian
entertainment system.
traits

tects its

Budapest stage; subscriptions, par-

countries,

ticularly in the state-subsidized theatres. Opera and National, have gone
Constant source of complaint of managers is shortage of
good plays. This is certainly not a
local symptom, but a particularly depressing one in the case of Himgary.

over well.

is still the Mecca
Austrian play- For years we used to pride ourselves
brokers -have pitched their tents on the fact that although poor in
there, and authors and actors rally funds, we were rich in talents. The
around them as far as immigiation facile gifts of Hungarian play wrists ^
started a world vogue. At present,
restrictions permit,
although there is an insistent local
CEechoslovakia
demand for national product, there
Prague, only a few months ago a are not enough available plays to go
German
acting,
is
no
stronghold of
round even at home. To eke out
more to be considered as such, home product, there is an increasing
Prague's two important German the- demand for English and American
atres are closed, their companies dis- plays, but few of these digest really
German theatres in the well. In spite of Hungary's political
banded.
Sudeten area are conducted to con- approach to the Berlin-Rome axis,
form to other Reich stages. Sign of only one Italian and one German
in play, and that one on an American
spirit
prevalent
nationalistic
five
that
of subject:
Czechoslovakia
is
Harms Johst's 'Thomas
Prague's seven legit theatres are per- Payne,' were produced in the govforming original Czech plays, and ernment-controlled National theatre.
only the opera and a musical comedy Both were flops. Nationalistic trend
stage include plays of other extrac- is expressed by great number of historical and folk plays and fiction, but
tion in their repertory.
Majority of cinemas are showing few of these have the hallmark of
American pictures currently, but genuine conviction and strength that
this may undergo a change in the might carry a message beyond the
limitations
of
subjects.
future if Czechoslovakia's political obvious
orientation towards Germany finds Hence,, the export possibilities of
expression in trade trends also. At Magyar plays have been considerpresent nationalistic tendencies turn ably lessened of late.
This symptom of authors drying up
against manifestations of foreign
is of course larg^ due^ to the poculture, German or otherwise.

Switzerland, Paris

of refugee authors.

'

i

litical situation. There certainly is a
good deal of truth in the old clashHungary, exiled talent in no way of arms silence of Muses adage.
Added
to this are local difficulties rechanges the aspect of cinema prosulting from new press laws and
duction or other branches of show
anti-Semitic measures. These do not
Neither

Refugees from Germany not being
admitted either to Czecheslovakia or
to

business in these countries.
have Austrian picture imports been
importapt enough for their present
lack to make any difference. After
the Anschluss slump and another
set-hack in the war crisis days, entertainment trade in Hungary has
picked up surprisingly. Production,
at a complete standstill last spring,
has made up for lost time. Some
22 fuU-length features have been
completed this fall. Of thc^e 11 have
Hungarian
already been released.
production figures for the current
season should not lag much, if any,
behind the maximum production of
35 features made during the 193738 season.
Restitution
areas,

and

up

till

of

exclude

non-'Aryan*

authors

-^i.

from

publication or stage production, but
have created an atmosphere of apprehension that is not conducive to
creative conditions.. This applies also
to picture scripts and particularly to
fiction publication.
Theatrical companies have noty
been infiuenced in any way by the
anti-Semitk
restrictions;
so- far,
the only important changes due
to these are evident in the press.
Many periodicals have^heen refused
circulation permits and considerable
.

changes have been made on the' staff
of nearly all dailles) a matter of great
importance in the world of Hun-

garian literati v^ho largely depend on
Hungarian journalism for their bread-and-butrule ter and write fiction and drama only
Hungarian imports, as a part-time job.
The current

North

now under Czech

closed to
gives an added stimulus to national legislation to further shrink the 20%
film production.
Territorial read- population ratio down to a 6% quota
justment has brought about a 10% is further stifling that group of
increase of population, estimated to literati, cinematic and stage artisans.
mean a 12% increase of pictureHowever, even though things look
goers. This prospect gives a widened slightly drab for the time being,
base for Hungarian pictures. Sale of r Hungarian show business has given
these is restricted by language limits another proof of its vitality during
and costs must be kept within nar- the recent trying times. Producers,
row bounds to ensure a reasonable actors, authors, directors are skilfull
profit margin. Locally-made features if not shatteringjly important just at
come to anything between .$24,000 present,, and Hungarian audiences inand $32,000. Only one or two have sist on going to films and theatres
run to a higher figure.
on the slightest provocation You
Hungarian Cinderella
can't kill the Hungarian entertainHungarian pictures are gcining in ment trade unless you knock it on
popularity, improving in technical the head with a haminer and apquality and in standard of acting. It's parently not even then.
I
{

I

I

j

I

—
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Night life in Berlin
The Tusculum is a wine-restaurant
of further down.
Lobbies of the international hotels
Berlin, the Friedrichstrasse, is just a
look like those in Switzerland at the
ghost of its old self as the trend height of the season. Old German
Kur- aristocracy and the new political
to the West Side continues.
fuerstendamm gets the play. Elite world meets at the Kaiserhof.
separate restaurant with access from
goes either to Giro's or the Quartier
Berlin, Dec. 20.

Former

white

light

district

A

These

Latin.

class joints are

had

all

set to

COIN LACK

Uptown at Peltzer's Atelier. Horcher's next to the Scala or Schlichter's opposite, the gourmet can inhunBiggest dance place, allowing
dulge his wildest fancies, fine wine
dreds on the double floor, is Delphi included, and get out for around $30,
in a building of its own now featur- but if not bent on rarities, he can
band
Swedish
Huelphers,
a
ing Arne
make a fiver do the trick.
double
huge
Another
master.
For the Cosmopolitans
floored dance cabaret—with a sepBut. all these places belong to the
flight—
Fenlis
show
bar
a
arate
up
.

move.

international side of things. It's hot
B6rlin. The Berlin type of restaurant is the big beer place, such as the

biz,

Hoke Popular

Berliner Kindl on the Kurfuerstendamm. In summertime tables are set
out way into the street; at the back

Berlin native goes in for fun in
crowds and flits down south into the
New World. It is a gigantic barn
with two floors, connected by shootthe-shoots which whisk you off your
feet and swing you to your place.
It's great fun going there with a
crowd in a holiday mood. There e
shooting galleries, a merry-go-round
and other indoor tents'aows. Bavarian food, b^er and music are
served before a huge stage with
yodeling, shoe-plattler and all the
hoke that goes with it.

garden is crowded, after
sunset lit with electric bulbs strung
from tree to tree. During bock-beer
time when particularly hefty beer is
on tap, special entertainments are
arranged. Electric bulbs get colored
festoons
fittings,
paper
lampion
dangle from the ceiling and a Bavarian band frolics up a hum. The
crowd gets balloons and papercups
and the fun gets going. The place is
packed to the rafters. Such beer
restaurants with backyards as Alte
Klause are spattered up and down
Kurfuerstendamm. Italian and Russian spots lie in between. The cafe
addicts meet at Cafe Wien where
there is hoofing on the- second floor.
On NoUendorfplatz Cafe Hoflinann
has an excellent Mexican band, while
the Filmhot further on has a floor
show and jazzband.

an open

It's the terp that also counts with
the Resi, the frolic fave of the eastMirrors everywhere and reside.
volving mirrors frpni the ceiling, reflect a colored, sprinkle on the move.
Over each table is an. illuminated
numb'Sr to aid location for telephonic

and postal communication. Through
the tubes you can send any billet-

doux to anybody hitting your eye.
The only catch is the censorship department making ample use of the
basket if your slip doesn't' seem
proper.
Haus Vaterland kept to it. The
various rooms a la gypsy, turk and

cowboy are standing

scout,

FACK ACUTE

i

Barberlna, Rio Rita, Cascade, Freddy
and Roxy are all intimate dance bars
on or near the Kurfuerstendamm in
easy reach ^of those on the nitery

Also does big afternoon

troupe Bob Ritchie,

the

is

import but encountered labor permit difficulties in connection with
doing a film on the Coast.

GOV'T RADIO

champagne

at small
tables or hard lildcer at the bar.
There are still lots of bars and
petite boites. But they don't differ
from the usual run in the other metropolises. Soft waltzes as well as the
tango are tops. Most exclusive of
The
these spots is the Koenigin.
Kakadu, longest rail in Germany,
with a bevy of girls on both sides
and a floor show now has a strong
presence of Japanese. The Atlantic,

ina.

Fair.

another side, the Kaiserstuben, is
at dinnertime. If you are in
search of the exclusive foreign element, you drop in at the Adlon bar
or grillroom. Once a week the hotel
splurges a house-dance; it's a popular
society affair. At the Eden arc the
aforesaid oxclusives, with a dash of
the artistic thrown in. A specialty is
the five o'clock dance on the roof
garden with a good swingband. The
Excelsior hotel is famed for its cellar
restaurant with good food at low
Eatery's a former Turkish
price.
bath all laid out in Dutch tile.
Those in the know as a rule don't
stay in their swank hotels for dinnerLondon, Dec. 23.
Downtown they go to Hiller
time.
BBC is threatening it will reduce
or Habel Unter den Linden or the
quality and quantity,
programs
in
Old Inn, tucked away in a courtyard.

best pay in town. International set
generally meets after dinner for

and

dren's orchestra of 25 from the Hungarian capital for the N.Y, World's

This

attractions.

air

slow down visio, restrict cultural
and foreign broadcasts and reduce
personnel unless Government gives
increased bankroll.
Is curit an
rently incurring heavy expense in
Broadcasting House expansion, adtransmitters,
regional
ditions
at
boosting visio et al, and is likely to
become insolvent unless more cash
is forthcoming.
Aside from receipts from publications, Corp exists entirely on Gov't
grants from the income it receives
from radio licenses. These cost 10
shillings ($2.50) per set per year,
yielding annual sum of above $20,000,000, but of this the Treasury
takes a rake oft of nearly 33% to
cover expenses plus a contribution
to the national exchequer.

MORIAY'S NEXT PIC
Gaby Morlay, French

film

and

legit

actress, will return to France in February after a brief Canadian tour in
'Victoria Regina,' to star in Marcel
L'herbier's film production of 'En-

tente Cordiale,' based on life of
Edward VII,

Sexton Blake,

King

gumshoe hero of

kids, due for
in 1939. Ernest Dudley is writing a script from a story

millions

BBC

of

serial

English

mat

by Barkeley Gray.

Aussie Revivals Didn't Revive Biz

An

Bv

Eric
hourly thunderstorm over the Rhine
Is the main stunt of .another room,
and a generous floor show rounds up
15.
Dec.
Sydney,
a lot of try-outs and feature names
After remaining in the doldrums
as well.
St. Pauli, a class nitery
styled on the remake of the dock- for the batter part of 1938, legit is
joints at St. Pauli, a district of Hamat the moment encouraging hopes for
burg, never lacks a smart crowd and
Old Williamson-Tait setup
features the songs of the old salts 1939.
with accordian accompaniment. A
of dancing gals keep hoofing
on the run. A bar Alls one nook of
the room. It's a gay, peppy place
and always packed. Another spot
with a big draw is the Ziegeuner

continued bringing old-time revivals
out of the storehouse only to find
public appetite blunted. Revivals included 'Desert Song,' 'Belle of New
York,' 'Rose-Marie,' 'No, No, Nanette' and 'New Moon.' These revivals
Keller in the center of West End played both here and Melbourne.
night life, and situated in a cfellar.
Of the new shows offered by the
A hot gypsy band in costumes and W-T setup, 'Balalaika' went to a big
Hungarian decor jam it to capacity hit, proving that public still willing
though no dancing is permitted. But t^ pay for class attractions with
food is good at the price and Hun- fresh artists. Margaret Adams and
garian wine for only a few cents a Robert Halliday from U. S. scored
decanter helps key up the spirits.
in this show. W-T also did remarkCurfew
ably well with Ruth Draper. British
Although curfew rings on public star. Fay Compton, did excellently
places at 3 a.m., special club li- in Melbourne with 'Victoria Ragina,'
cense gives life to some wee hour but oddly did not fare so well in
Girls play quite a role in Sydney with this one and two others
spots.
'George and Margaret' and 'Tokeeping whoopee - bent customers
frbm turning in early. The Kuens- night at 8:30.'
June, 1938, saw, after months of
tler Eck is the oldest spot tucked
away in a cellar. It has quite a share dickerings, a new unit, Austi'aditlon as hangout for artists who tralian-New Zealand Theatres, take
turn up after curfew and mix over the W-T holdings. This deal
with the smart set on' their last was brought about;, largely through
Old the efforts of Ken Asprey. The old
lap after lah-de-dah balls.
folios and antique art adorn the W-T directorate was cast overboard
walls.
A keyboard is reserved for and a new one appointed, includprivate tickling and musically minded ing Asprey, Frank Tait, Stanley
guests amuse themselves till the Crick, George Dean, Ernest C. Rolls.
crack of dawn.
Major stockholders include A. W.
Too Funny
Allen, Sir Hugh Dension, Sir George
A new spot. way up the Kurfuer- Tallis, E. Gorman, H. S. Chambers,
stendamm is the Kuenstler Klause W. H. Edwards, J. H. Mason and K.
with boites and nook? but in the way C Campbell.
Revivals
were continued until
It's a rendezvous
of a restaurant.
for artists after theatre and Is Ernest Rolls was able to book new
crowded, by visitors from the nearby attractions abroad. Took a chance,
Kabaret def Komiker, which re- however, and decided to spot Betty
Former manage- Balfour in' 'Personal Appearance,'
opened recently
ment there was forced to close, but the show flopped quickly in" MelANZT, with
and here.
Political satire and ribbing didn't jell bourne
with demands of official quarters. nothing new to offer, closed down

number
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1939

By Hugo Speck

Tibor Koves of Budapest is in New
York on a deal for the Gypsy Chil-

Metro talent
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NOT SO GAY PAREE
EXPO

known packed

for their jazzy bands and can afford

hoofing

N. Y.
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Annttersary Jsaum

Harassed

and

Paris, Dec. 20.
by in-

halls

In

this

section

are

plentiful

enough with the Coliseum

hounded

where

dis- Willie Lewis and his Yank colored
differences,
political
ternal
tressed and disturbed by an almost orchestra is spotted and Tahiti.
continual war scare topped by being Dancing leading the lot.
nearer to a great conflict than at any
Swing: to the EtoIIe
time since the treaty of Versailles, a
Noticeable during the year was a
big slice of the Gay was knifed off swing of night life interest from the
Gay Pdree during the last 12 months hill to the Champs-Elysees district
with the end of the year seeing a with the larger cafes putting more
continued letdown as compared to interest in musicking houses so cusprevious seasons,
tomers could come and listen, pay a

While after dark amusements cannot be said to have diminished
greatly in number, the end of the
year seeing the usual flourish tb
snatch whatever holiday coin was oh
the spend, the trend of political
events, and especially the new financial decrees of November upping the
cost of living, exerted a great influence.

cafe price for a drink and go home..
Class place for the summer season
was the Restaurant des Ambassadeurs, with shows set by Clifford
Fischer and Henry Lar\igue. These
embodied some of the best offerings
of the time, including Eddie Oliver's
orch, with the 12 Paradise Girls and
acts like Grace Poggi, Ketty Mara
and the Anacaona Sisters. But indicative of the trend in this town of
how much money is available, spot
reopened in October without dinners,
with Eddie Foy's French band to be
replaced later by that of Serge Glykson, no line of girls, with acts and
prices pared in comparison. Later,

Wave of strikes which began in
1936 continued to make sporadic appearances and the franc was allowed
to fall another 30% in relation to the
dollar and pound to touch 38 to the
dollar at the end of the year. This
was decidedly against causing even
the money spending Frenchman to however, Georges Carpentier was intrade mille notes for champagne stalled as host and the talent budgets
corks. The lower franc did have the upped with comparable increase in
effect of attracting more visitors, biz.
especially English, but the' touchy
Pavilion de I'Elysee, a little further
international -setup did much to off- up the Avenue, was a new spot for
set what would ordinarily be a big this year and was still surviving
tourist draw.
when the old one was ushered out.
In only one case did international In. the higher price range like those
events help the bright light world. up nearer the Etoile, it caters mostly
That was the postponement of the" to a French crowd. Still going strong
visit of King George and Queen and making a bid for the dinner
Elizabeth of England. Spots intend- crowd by a recently inaugurated poling to stay open until late June un- icy is the Boeuf-sur-le-Toit transtil after the visit, extended shutterlated Steer on the Roof for us just
ing until they had returned to Eng- around the corner from the Hotel
land in late July.
Georges V, Class of entertainment
there is usually consistently held to
Montmartre
Through it all Montmartre on the a pretty high standard, with Blllie
Sparrow, Bob Harley and Garland
hill still held top honors for high,
middle and low offerings to the pre- Wilson getting breaks and George
dawn browsers. Every type of night Johnson's American Negro band
holding down the pit for .swing. Over
life Paris has to offer from the dance
on the other side of the Avenue is
halls with taxi girls, smoky little
Villa d'Este where Harwood Chase
boites where the atmosphere is not

—

maestros another American Negro
band and entertainment hits a good
interest scale.
In the same district
are Chapeau Rouge, Le Berry and
Cabaret des Champs-Elysees where
Bernard Hilda and his band splits its
time between there and the down-

bill, niteries where nudity
reigns, the bigger class spots to the

on the

exclusive clubs where the atmosphere is very much on the bill,
are* to be found somewhere on the
slant of the hill.
Bagatelle, where Ford Harrison's
American orchestra and a local tango
band are the only attractions, is the
big class spot of the district and the
little

cabaret at the Cafe Florian.
hall came Into existence
during the year in the
reopening of the old Chez Ray Ventura as Mimi Pinson's. The Bagdad
specializing in tea dances, reopened
late In the season to make a bid for
the holiday business.
Left bank's Montparnasse held its
own with the same old haunts. It
still housed the Poisson d'Or, the
Boule Blanche, the Joker, the Jocky,
and la Villa in the ordinary run of
cabarets and the Cabaret des Fleurs
as its nudist contribution.
Still going is the Monocle, hole-in-wall for
the gals who wear tuxedos. Sphinx
across the street Is another tourist
eye-popper.
stairs

One dance

in the district

only one in .town where evening
dress is de rigeur. It does not compete except in price .with the upper
strata restaurants like Maxim's and
Cafe de Paris, both of which are in
the Opera district and carry bands.
The Bagatelle is a supper club exclusively, catering only to the afterdinner and after-theatre crowds,

opening at 11 o'clock.
His Majesty's, Melbourne, for a few
Leading in popularity with all
weeks. Overhead kept on mounting classes is Pierre Sandrini's Bal Tabaand things looked black for legit.
rin which also passes the dinner for
Toward th.e end of the year the a later opening but carries the best
Covent Garden Russian Ballet ar- floor show to be seen. Popularly
rived and went to a click in Mel- priced, Sandrini's specializes in gloribourne for ANZT. In the meantime. fying the gal. Two Americans, Lyda
Rolls had been busy abroad booking Sue, acrobatic dancing ace, and Anita
shows and players, and finally 'The Lou, American
can-can
dancer,
Women' was staged in Melbourne, topped the Yanks in this year's rewhere it met with a socko success. 'I vue bolstered by six dancers from
Married an Angel' was next to ar- the New York side of the water.
rive, and looks like a tremendous Plans call for a new revue at the
Bal early in 1939. Sandrini intended
hit oh carry-over into 1939.
Introduction of new shows and to open the Moulin Rouge as the
class players from abroad set legit class dinner-dance spot of Paris in
upon its feet again and things look the late fall or early winter but debright for the future. Major draw- layed reconstruction because of disback is that ANZT has only one the- turbed situation.
atre in this city.
Will seek added
Subdued Li^rhts
capital to permit erection of new
Of the little exclusive nooks
In Melbourne group has where subdued lights, Russian and
legiter.
three theatres.
Hungarian music and signers offer
Shows promised for 1939 by ANZT recompense for stratospheric prices,
include 'Golden Boy,' 'On Your Toe.s,' four led the list at the end of the
'Night of Song,' 'Crest of the Wave,' year. There was Sheherazade; Casanova, where the American singer
'Fleet's Lit Up,' 'Me and My Girl,'
'Susan and God,' 'Shadow and Sub- Reva Reyes is still favorite; Monte
stance.' 'Idiot's Delight,' 'Casino Re- Cristo, where American singers used
vue,' 'Folies Bergere' and 'Ice Revue.' to headline but their pay is too
steep now; Don Juan, opened and
American Performers
operated for a time by Harry Piker,
U. S. artists now here include
Irene
Purcell,
Nancy Sheridan, and perhaps also the Monseigneur, to
Debby Dare, Dorothy Zimmer, Susan add on a fifth.
Below this overpublicized excluJackson ('Women'), George Dobbs,
siveness and overpriced drinks comes
Katherine Crawford. Maryon Dale
a host . like Caprice Viennois, Le
CI Married an Angel).
Grand Jeu, Chez O'Dett, Chez
Outside of legit, ANZT will im- Frisco,
The Big Apple, with Brick
port concert stars during 1939-40, Top doing the honors.
Melody's Bar
possibly including, so it's i-eportcd, and
a great many smaller spots.
Grace Moore, Lily Pons. Yehudi Noticeable by its absence is
Chez
Menuhin, Paul Robeson and Richard Florence, for years the top spot
on
Crooks.
the hill, but closed after the summer
Fullers are also stated to be in- season and shuttered ever since.
terested in legit next year, and Dave
Three sizeable nudist adherents
Martini. Minerva Centre, Ltd., is en- hold the notice
Chez les Nudistos,
deavoring to get started In this field which offers the best show produced
also.
by Felix Rosan; Chez Eve and Pile
Legit looks better for 1939. It can*
ou Face, the latter being reopened
be as bad.
after nearly a year's darkness. Dance

—
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TO CHART BBC

SHOWS
London, Dec. 23.
Listener research at BBC, starting
probe, covering a bigger field
and digging deeper. Research unit
is
eager to get some index of
opinion on programs generally, and
Is inviting 4,000 random radio owners to keep tabs on Corp.'s weekly
output so as to show which features are most listened to.
Special logging sheet is being issued to the 4,000, who are asked to
indicate what programs they heard,
together with comment, and sheets
are posted back to BBC each week.
System is entirely voluntary, and
cooperators are selected from tally
of nearly 100,000 who responded to a
recent request to kick in with Corp
on the research slant. Probe will
cover period of four months.
BBC claims these tests have
proved most satisfactory when applied to individual types of pro-

new

.

!

grams, and states John Watt was
largely guided by a 2.000-listener
probe of variety in building current
schedules. Inquiries have also been
on talk and
similarly carried out
discussion features.

Wednesday, January

Third of a Century

1939
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VARIETY

FOREIGN

Anniversary laaue

95

FOREIGN DOWNBEAT
New Rules Impeding Yanks Expected
Paris, Dec. 20.

Year 1938 has been perhaps the
history of

the

French

Marked step-up in
of productions, but more
important this increased number of
improvement in
films has shown
quality which American distribs can
no longer ignore, or at least, must

film production.

the

number

recognize as a growing competitive

factor.

Technical progress generally has
kept pace with photography. Little
technical mistakes

which can make

a.

look amateurish to the educated
cinema audiences of today have
been ironed out to a considerable exfilm

There is still room for improvement but progress has been
made.
Big stuff to the French industry
was fact that a Hollywood star, Marlene Dietrich, was signed by Jack
Forrester, of Forrester-Parant, to
moke a film in France during the
coming spring. This is exceptional,
for France has mostly small producers (nearly 90 companies produced 111 films in 1937). French
can at the moment exert themselves
on name talent due to low productent.

viewed

broadly.
Staggering outlay for executives, directors and high overhead in general
forked up by the Yank companies, is
Too, studio
not on ledgers here.
costs are much lower in comparison and taxes for stars differ between the two countries by as much
as 45%. The French can use the tax
difference for salary outlay.
When von Stroheim, Conrad Veidt
and a few others started making pictures here, the French industry began boasting that it was turning
tion

costs

The
tables
on Hollywood.
the
deal followed on Grace
Dietrich
Moore's film in France during the
latter part of the year.
Only 20 films were produced during the first three months as compared with the 31 in the same peLabor
riod of the previous year.
calling
for
the
40-hour
laws

at 160.

Industry soon shook that lethargy,
however, and in the following three
months turned on the pressure to
make completed productions stand
at 55 at the mid-year marker.
Between 15 and 20 productions
rate mention.
First real outstanding production to make its appearance during the year was 'Prison
Sans Barreaux'
('Prison Without

in the visa law making it necessary nationalization plan, whereby a govthat all films be dubbed before they ernment body w6uld handle the discould be registered for visas. It was tribution of all foreign product
that clause that elbowed the Yanks (largely that from U. S.) in that
out of their place "in the waiting country. Italian business, under exline. Previously, foreign films could isting political conditions, represents
be registered for visas before they a neat percent^^ge of that done now
were dubbed^ but not so this trip. on the continent by U. S. film comThey had to be dubbed, first. As a panies and, inversely, the .tremenconsequence several American con- dous popularity of American films
cerns did not have their product may eventually win the Italian govready, but finally managed to grab ernment around to a more reasonBut this will have to
their share before the 94 visas to be able attiude.
alloted were filled. What did come come after the first of the year.
The Italian film monopoly was
to light though was that independent
distributors who had bought old scheduled to become effective Jan.
dims in America for small prices had 1, 1939, and major companies had
entered them as American product, made arrangements to. quit the
bringing the sum total of visas country if the law went into effect
granted Yank pictures higher than
the usual. But in so doing they were recommendations would most likely
doing an injustice to the American contain came to nose. Decrees makindustry by importing secondary ing law of its findings were expected
films in the first place that the comto show with the batch of financial
panies themselves would never think and economic reforms issued at the
of sending to France and secondly, middle of the month, but for some
rightthat
should
grabbing
visas
by
Unknown reason they were postfully go to top American product. poned. But as the commission's life
Figures on visas granted for foreign is limited to the end of the year the
six
the
first
1938
and
films during
new decrees are expected to appear
months of 1939 will be found below. before Dec. 31.

which gave Corinne Luchaire
big part and as a result
performance saw her mak-

English version of the pic for
Korda in London.
This was followed by the only pic Charles Boyer
made in France during the year.
An adaptation of a Bernstein play
called 'Orage' (Storm), it revealed
another newcomer in Michele Morgan who next co-starred with Jean
Gabin in another of the year's best
productions, 'Le Quai de Brumes'
('Foggy Quai').
Interspersed between these two came one of the
year's greatest flops
best offerings.
The

Marseillaise'

produced and

which

and one of its
former was 'La
Pierre

Renoir

marked the one and

only film in

which the government
nad a hand. It was supposed to be
super-super production of the
previous year for presentation at
the expo but was not released until
March of this year.
the

'Ballerina' Tops
Commendable piece of work

in

at

practically

sati.sfying

be-

Japan and paved the way for

dl.s-

tributors to get their profits out of
Real hope in the
that country.
Orient, however, lies in the early
successful culmination of present
Japanese campaign in China.
.

Upturn in France, even though a
monetary situation cut into
any increase in boxoffice, was a
happy development. Several companies made extensive and profitable
deals for showing their product,
with the mild dubbing restrictions
and taxes not greatly changed from
critical

a year ago.
.

This friendly attitude

on the part of the French governpartially can be attributed to
which has
greater
success
thie
greeted the showing of French-made

ment

films in this country.

Down Under
Agitation for quota laws in num-.
erous states of Australia, with anything likely to happen, is termed a
real threat to business. Down Under.
Australians were given the cold
shoulder in England's quota law, any
hope of bolstering home production
being crushed by the new British
act.
There still remains the urge,
particularly

in

New

South

Wales

where some of biggest centers of
population are situated, to push Australian production. The new quota
law put into effect during -1938 in
New South Wales has been ignored
by American distributors on the
grounds of unconstitutionality. As
a consequence, n€w N. South Wales
laws were passed late in the year
and will cut deeply into U. S.
revenue.
Distribution is looking up in several Scandinavian countries. Sweden,
however, is agitating for a home industry which is expected to mean
restrictions or higher taxes against

foreign films. South Africa still enjoys free trade, although real rev-

enue comes from only about seven or
eight cities of importance.

Soath America

to larger cities. Besides the number
of theatres destroyed in bombardments, experience has shown that
those operated under military con-

While the American industry is
looking hopefully to South America
as a means of further, increasing
business, leaders admit there is an
undercurrent even now which hints
of restrictions, higher taxes and possibly quotas to come,
Argentina is
the only actual country whfere this
has come to the surface. Proposed

American government campaign to
use films as goodwill bearers is expected to combat the spread of Nazi

and Fascist ideas in South American

At least they will counthe propaganda of which
American film officials have been cogtrol seldom show as good boxoffice nizant for some time. Desire to obtain
a firmer foothold in South America
as under civil regime.
Promise of better revenue from and supplant other foreign pictures
the Orient

is

territory.

teract

contained in the agree- with U. S. product

is seen, too, in

the

ment made by American companies programs of several Spanish features
with Japan, whereby approximately in work for several major companies
240 features were shipped into that at the present time. Possibilities of
country by the end of 1938 and $800,- this territory are seen in these am000 in rental coin was withdrawn bitious moves by American profrom Japan to the Yokohama bank ducers.
at San Francisco.
This money, deMexico continues as a profitable
rived from revenue on pictures dis- market, despite labor government
tributed in Japan, will be split up rules which have added to the cost,
among the American companies already high because of a high tariff
signing the pact at the end of three and taxation.

London

Town,' repeat of G. B. Shaw's 'St.
and a new play by James

Joan'

Calling

Bridie,

London, Dec. 20.
Wilison Dlsher to broadcast
Jerome Kern's life story in March.

Duke

of Kent, King's brother

and

Governor-General

of

prospective
Australia,

will

broadcast to

Com-

Alexander WooUcott to broadcast
program on Stephen Foster from

New

York.

Beckitt 8i Colman Products have
placed
contract
with Normandy
.

the

study of child psychology was
of another committee to draft will take a crack at the Americans
La Mort du Cygne,* released in tion
laws for that forever searched for without them having any legal
America under the title of 'Balcure-all for the French industry. grounds for regress.
Those measlerma.'
For its type, this was the With members appointed from all ures which it is expected will be inoest production
of the year.
anything to
Two other films high on the stand- ministries which have distribution, cluded which would hit the Amerido with the making,
cans hardest are;
ard scale but
of entirely different
and exporting of films, the
1. A paragraph making it obliganature were 'Alerte en Mediter- importing
committee was placed under the tory for all houses to carry a docuranee and 'Adrienne
Lecouvreur,' Premier's office with a mandate to mentary film on each program. Reajne former having
ah international make its recommendations before the son which will be given for this will
nare on a naval
background and the
be to encourage young directors, as
jawer of the dated type showing the end of the year.
me of a music hall sweetheart of
At the time it was formed in- most young meggers start with that
type of film. But in reality these
another age. Going
back in history formed circles were ot the belief that would make programs too long for
also was
'The Patriot' in which Jean. the new inter-ministerial commission
«enoir held up a co.lead with Harry was the forerunner to the sort of double features to be carried. And
«aut in taking some leaves from .action that in no way could be of any that is where the Americans would
be caught. In the nabes and prov'"^^o^y of Russia.
Also drew- help to the Yanks and might possi5n«
°
Russian history for a back- bly find some means of getting inces where most of the double
J
programs are offered, it is
ground
feature
Francothe
of
terms
was 'Tragedie Imperiale,' around the
an American film usually which
'Katia.'
and 'Jouer America trade treaty.
d'p^^",°^^''
aEchecs'
('Chess
Fears thus engendered in Ameri- furnishes the second part of the
Player')
with
Conrad Veidt.
documentaries were
If
ican circles were practically con- program.
November when fir.st made obligatory the second film
in
t»J![f*"while no overwhelming ca- firmed
meantastrophe engulfed
of what the committee's would have to be dropped,
!

smellers

on

Jack Waller's
fourth of BBC

despite

land' series.

drammer plans include Burgess Meredith's 'Adventures of Mr,
Bean,' Barrie's 'Twelve Pound Look,'
'Jamaica Inn,' 'Mr. Deeds Goes to

for Jan.-March include 'No. 17,' 'Les
Miserables,' three broadcasts from

Clifford OAeis- ".Vaiting for Lefty
BBC list for March presentation,
fears of its leftist swing;

'

film in-

Agreement was

it xemporarily lifted the ban,
in existence for about a year, against
U. S. films being imported into

cause

through London Press Exchange and
same
As far as could be learned in the monwealth Jan. 26 on Empire pro- J. Walter Thompson Co,
time, and looking much worse from best informed circles the decrees will grams.
the American angle, was the forma- be in six parts, nearly all of which

Coming

the

American

years.

'

first

of her
ing an

By Mike Wear

.

week had upped production by some
40% and a great many of the producers had been caught by the exchanges, having previously borrowed
in England at 110 to the pound and
being forced to pay them back

her

ideas and
and national-

quota

,

,

Bars'),

of

ism in foreign countries represented as outlined. American firms contend
more than just the threat presented they can't operate profitably on any
terests here but 1938 has seen a in 1937, but a definite inroad into the flat rental basis with the Italian govgreat suffidiency of unwanted and revenue of American companies in
ernment body controlling all disuncontrollable events take place. the past year. An added handicap
claiming that they are beAnd worse, 1939 promises to bring was the continuation of the Sino- tribution,
ing forced out of business in Italy.
legislative action of a sort that is Japanese conflict and the spread of
Americans get out, it will be the
bound to curtail American activities Nazism in central Europe as the Ger- If
final move away from the Hays ofhere and cut receipts.
man r\ile extended to Austria and fice
agreement inade between AmeriOutstanding events over which the parts of Czechoslovakia.
cans and Italians about two years
Americans had no control and which
While income prospects are on~~the ago.
hurt all business interests .in France downgrade in Europe and in otner
Almost before the ink was dry on
alike were the screwball interna- parts of the world, some hope is seen
there were departures or
tional situation and a further de- in bolstering returns from South this pact,
laid
valuation of the franc. From May America, where many foreign man- threats of such from the terms
project, to
the franc slid to 38 to the dollar by agers spent much time in the past down. First there was a
abolish dubbing of foreign films
the end of the year in comparison year.
Actually, income from the
smallto around 25 in January, 1938. That foreign market .is off only 8% as which would have eliminated
meant that 13 more francs had to be a whole compared with a year ago, town business. This fell through but
made for every dollar squeezed out but ensuing months are expected to shortly afterwards there was a big
of the business here if dollars were see a further dip, especially if Nazi increase in the dubbing tax, these
added revenues being used by Italian
to be taken out of the country. That
influence is extended, war scares
picture firms to help them compete
fall in the value of the franc in no
continue in Europe, and Italy goes
way offset the corresponding de- through with its distribution mo- against the pictures they were; taxing. Then there was talk of cutting
crease in operating costs for Amernopoly act.
the amount of exportable earnings
ican firms doing business in this
To add- an additional headache, from $1,000,000 a year to $500,000
country.
Great Britain, which might be ex- and number of pictures they could
First show on the legislative field
pected to take up the slack or de- import into Italy from 250 to 150
indicating that the French had by
cline 'elsewhere, will not show any annually. This also failed but left
no means forgotten their home inappreciable improvement over 1937. American representatives convinced
dustry and wanted to help it to the
Reason: the new Quota law. Put that they could not depend on the
detriment of the outsiders came in
into effect in the last 12 months, it
March when the government ap- forces U. S. picture companies to Italian film industry holding to the
Hays agreement.
pointed a committee charged with
make of buy more fexpensive British
Italy already has a customs duty,
the duty of finding out why profeatures,
an amusement tax and an added
duction output in this country stood
Although the larger American burden in that virtually all films
at such a low figure and recommending measures to remedy the companies thus far have decided to must be dubbed into ;the Italian
Happily for. American in- live up to the spirit as well as the language. The number of films alfault.
letter of the British quota law by lowed into the country is limited
terests the committee never did
much niore than discover that of the spotting costly pictures on their and there is a quota on exhibitors
488 films, shown in France during quota requirement programs, if these as to the number of foreign pictures
more expensive productions (with they may play.
1'937 only 116 Of them had been
an outlay of upwards of $500,000
It recommended that the
French.
Hitlerism
government take measures to correct each) do not measure up in the
world market, and especially the
Absorption of Austria by Hitler
this deficiency of French production,
United
States,
distributors
American
meant that the same quota laws, rebut none of its recommendations
may decide to trim sails and make strictions and other regulations now
prompted any steps.
more minimum credit films. But for apply, to pictures distributed in the
T*iereafter the country was too the moment,
U. S. companies are country which has become a Geroccupied with government changes willing to test the idea that successman province. While not a highly
and war scares to pay much atten- ful world - market pictures can be
profitable territory, it meant reduction to any reforms those out gun- made in England
even if represent- tion of foreign income. Only a few
ning for foreign films might want to ing a big outlay. Also the credits
cities thus far have been placed
put into law. Nothing further hap- all along the line have been virtuunder Nazi rule in Czechoslovakia
pened that greatly affected the Yanks ally doubled, meaning that twice as
as result of the Sudetenland paruntil early in October after the in- much money
be
must
put into Great tition. Theatres in the area repreternational uneasiness resulting in Britain's quota credit
films.
All' of sent a negligible amount of business
the Munich agreements had sub- which cuts into net.
revenue received because largely German lower-class
sided.
The Yanks were caught un- from distribution in England.
Big threat to foreign
patronage.
awares when the gates were opened
business is contained, however, in
Italian Blow
to let in the mob searching for visas
the possible spread of German confor the 94 foreign dubbed films
While much talk is heard about the trol into other important nations.
which could be shown in France be- inroads of Nazism, American comAnd In the Far East
tween Jan. 1 and June 30, 1939.
panies really feel that the biggest
New Visa Laws
blow to their European market
Returns from China get worse as
A new clause had been included would be the establishment of Italy's Japanese troops press their warfare

By Hugo Speck
greatest in

The sweep

legislation, restrictions

!

j

I

ing the cutting out of the Ameri-

can

film,

i

I

story, aired as
of Eng-

other

j

!

life

'Showmen

2. State control of collection of reThis is an old proposal- dating back for several years. Reason
for its inclusion stated that it would
protect the rights of authors, writers,
etc., and assure them of getting their
just cut. But if it' contains the stipulations it carried when originally
proposed it would allow the state to
take a further cut of the receipts
presumably for the cost of the collec-.
tion ^with which the French industry would be subsidized in one manner or another.

ceipts.

—

Val Glelgud's

BBC

drama plans

K. K. Chesterton's 'Club of Queer
Trades,' 'Mr, Deeds Goes to Town,'
'Cyrano
de Bergerac'
(Humbert
Wolfe's

rhyme

Bernard Shaw's

B. A.

version
'St.

— again),

Joan.'

EXHIBS GET

Lautaret

2 MORE
Buenos Aires, Dec. 25.

&

Covallo, local exhibiwho have been operating five
cinemas, have purchased two other
houses, the Broadway and the Motors,

gadon
Latter theatre operated by Augusto
Alvarez.

-
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AMERICA

to

rom

HENRY SHEREK
His Majesty^s Theatre, London

AUSTRALIA'S GREATEST

NATIONWIDE THEATRE CIRCUIT
Joins with the rest of thd

Show World

in

congratulating "Variety" upon achieving a third of a century of progress!

m mm
Controlling

and operating

136

ultra

lid.
modem

theatres throughout Australia.

The only
first-run

circuit

rights

Century-Fox,

in Australia

of the

Uriitod

entire
Artists,

with exclusive
product of 20th

Warner

Bros.,

RKO-Radio and Columbia productions.
The only circuit in Australia with palatial
theatres in every Capital City and throughout
major suburban and country centres.

The only

New

Year Greetings

to

All

My

Friends

CARROLL GIBBONS
SAVOY HOTEL
LONDON
(Eighth Year)

circuit in Australia presenting World
Celebrity Vaudeville. Always open to negotiate with Big Time variety acts looking for
first-class

playing time on

its

nationwide

circuit.

There's a Hoyts Theatre Everywhere
Managing Director: Charles E. Munro
Head Office: 600 George Street. Sydney
Cable Address:

Hoytsfilni,

Sydney

Wednesday, January

4,

1939
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Compliments of the Season
to all

my

friends

JACK BUCHANAN
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STOLL THEATRES CORPORATION
COLISEUM BUILDMGS,
Chairman and Managing Director
OSWASTOU., XESQUAKK, LONDON

TE^.:

TKMPLK BAR

1500 (7

EDMUND

KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

COMMENCING DECEMBER

lOTII

CONTINUOUS

DOORLAY'S
CHRISTMAS

PICTURE

GWENN

PROGRAMME

ROCKET

Open

Tlie CoDtlnentnl M'onder Slionr
- 0:25 & 0:00 V. M.

11:4((

A.M. Dally

IlAlLV: 2:30

CHISWICK EMPIRE
COMMENCING MONDAY, DECEMBER 2Cth— DAILY:

rSoM»^^^^ ^

2:30, 6:30, 8:30

VVHITTINGTON"

"DICIC

Zo^kV^

New

HACKNEY EMPIRE
COMMENCING MONDAY, DECEMBER
i^^^^o^fiMio''*"^

"JACK

SAVILLE THEATRE.

LONDON

6:40; 8:55

A FEAST OF Fl'N
AND LAUGHTER

EMPIRE

COMMENCING MONDAY. DECEMBER 20th—DAILY:

ERNIE LOTINGA

as

"buttons"

2:30. 0:40, 8:55

"CINDERELLA"

in

rantomlme

BRISTOL HIPPODROME
V^^^o^^r'^

'^Worth a Million"

AND THE BEANSTALK"

COMMENCING MONDAY, DECEMBER 20tli—DAILY: 2:30,
»»nT ll"n"nTM"
SELBY & LANE S
JXiatXUUWi
VANTOAUME

COltniENCING MONDAY,

Farce

26tli—DAILY: 2:30, 0:40, 8:55

SHEPHERDS BUSH EMPIRE

WOOD GREEN

1939

Ltd.

STOLL PICTURE THEATRE

CHARING CROSS, W.C.2

4,

LOI^JDOW, W.C.2
- - SIR OSWALD STOLL

'(iBAMS^

LONDON COUSEUM

Wednesday, January

DECEMBER

SCth—DAILY:

**GOLDILOCKS

2:30, 0:30, 8:4S

THREE BEARS'

JUg

NEW MANCHESTER HIPPODROME
COMMENCING XMAS ETE>- DEC. 24th—DAILY:
BERT LOMAN'S PANTOMIME

Regret Previous Contracts Prevent
Appearance in New York Production

2:30, 6:35

of

PHILIP BARRY'S New Play

(Ardwick Green)
&

8:60

"RED RIDING HOOD'

ENGLAND:

U. S. A.:

STOLL PICTURE THEATRES

MYRON

SELZNICE

CONNIE'S

BEDMINSTER Hippodrome
LEICESTER PALACE
CHATHAM EMPIRE
LEICESTER FLORAL HALL
CHATHAM PICTURE HOUSE NEWCASTLE - on - Tyne

LAWRENCE
WRIGHT

Seasons Greetings

to

Friends

(and Especially the Lads in

'All

**

Over

the

World

Twenty-One*') from

WISHES ALL FRIENDS

A WRIGHT
PROSPEROUS

ERIC

NEW YEAR

MASCHWITZ

CURRENT SONG HIT
4t

CINDERELLA
SWEETHEART

99

THE RAGE OF EUROPE

LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC COMPANY,
WRIGHT HOUSE. DENMARK STREET
LONDON. W.C.

2

LTD.

Co-author "GOODBYE, MR CHIPS" (M.G.M.)
Author-Producer ^'MAGYAR MELODY" (Play)

and "THE LILACS

BLOOM AGAIN"

(Play)

Wednesday, Januaiy
«

4,

1939
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WILL FYFFE
Opened Palace, New York
As Headline! for Three Weeks
YOU KNOW THE REST

Now Comes THE VICTOR'
(Owd Bob)

AND MORE TO FOLLOW

Thanks For American Offers
Will Be Seeing You Soon

WILL FYFFE
Qreetings

To

All

My Vriends
I.

4

I

100
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A NEW EVENT IN SCREE
I- X.

IN

GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR
Based Upon the Opera By

:W. S.

GILBERT

anil

ARTHUR SULLIVAN

By Arrangement With

RUPERT D'OYLY CARTE
Adapted, Conducted and Produced
Directed

FOR RELEASE BT

By VICTOR

By GEOFFREY

SCHERTZINGER

TOYE

Wednesday, January

4,

1939
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HISTORY!
THE FIRST

GILBERT & SULLIVAN OPERA
TO BE BROUGHT TO THE SCREEN

WITH

KENNY BAKER
JEAN COLIN
MARTYN GREEN
SYDNEY GRANVILLE
JOHN BARCLAY
GREGORY STROUD
CONSTANCE WILLIS
ELIZABETH PAYNTER
KATHLEEN NAYLOR

Recorded By

THE LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
and the Chorus of

THE D'OYLY CARTE OPERA COMPANY

Address:
127

WARDOUR

ST.,

LONDON, W.

TELEPHONE: GERHARD

I.

7311

Telegrams and Cablegrams:

GENFIDIS RATH, LONDON

Third of a Century— VARIETY—Anniveraary Ts8ue

GREETimS TO ALL MY FRIEmS

Am ASSOCIATES BOTH SIDES OF
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THE ATLANTIC

FROM

CHARLES

L.

TUCKER
17

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
LONDON. W.

I.

NEW

''SOMETHING

ROYAL COMMAND PERFORMERS

Ken DAVIDSON

Hugh FORGIE

and

BADMINTON

International

Champions

With JOE TOBIN (Commentator)
^yMt

to

Ofl'4>r

MR. GEORGE BLACK, SIR

Our sincere

OSWALD

TliiuiUti io

STOLL, MR. H.

MARLOW

and

MESSRS GEORGE

and

for Ttielr.KiTortH on

•aiSSSSSlSlSlSlSSiPS^

HARRY FOSTER
Our

Bflinlf

Now FEATURED

in Mr. George Black's Current Success,
"These Foolish Things," LONDON PALLADIUM

ROWlu COMMAND NOTICES—
"The torch -bearers were Ken Davidson nnd Hugh Forgle who renlly
have SOMETHING NEW to bring to viiudevi lie."

—John

Grime,

DAILY EXPRESS.

"EASILY THE MOST EXCITING TXTRN IN THIS YEAR'S VAUDEVILLE." Lionel Hale. NKAVS (."HRONICLE.
"Had every pHrt of the lioii.se tlirilled with Its nstoni.«<hin(f skill ftnd
howmanship." DAILY SKETCir.

—

—

Elp.,

PAIXADIVM NOnCiGS—

TEDDY OROWN

THE GREATEST XYLOPHONE PLAYER IN THE WORLD
(t

Came
Now

Can Prove

—

It

has the cue-

—REYNOLDS NEWSPAPER.
"The outstanding

hit of the

Dlrcetien^FOSTEB'S

show."— EVENING NEWS.

AGENCY,

Piccadilly

House,

London,

W.l.

It)

13 Years Ago, and Still a Headline Attraction
Playing Pantomine Season. For George Black, At the Empire, Gldsgow.
Resuming with Charles L. Tucker's Vaudeville Unit,
to

"The hl^h spot of the Pnlladlum show. Il'.s a thrlUM
tomers on thett feet." Paul Holt, DAILY EXPRESS.
"Made the huge audience shriek with excitement."

England

SHOW BOAT/ Jan. 23.
THANKS FOR AMERICAN OFFERS
'VARIETY

To My Friends
and Associates
in America

The

Season^s Qreetings

SEASONAL GREETINGS

From

Morris Levy

EDWARD HORAN

lladio Production

LEVY'S SOUND STUDIOS, Ltd.

c/o CHAPPELL & CO.,
50,

New Bond

73. Nevi/

Street,

LONDON, W.

Greetings to All

and Supervising
and Programme Recording

Controlling

Bond

St..

London. W.l.

England's Finest and Mosl Vp-lo-Dale Recording Studio

1.

Our Customers

MR. and MRS. SIDNEY FISHER
OLIVELLI'S— Now
Greetings to

Our Friends

Bigger and Better
All

Over the World

Wednesday, January

4,

1939
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SANDY POWELL

VIC OLIVER

IN

IN

''AROUND

I'VEGOTAHORSE
AND

THE TOWN"

"HOME FROM HOME"

GORDON HARKER

*

*

i-

THE RETURN OF THE FROG^
WITH

UNA O'CONNOR

•

Rene Ray

Hartley Power
PRODUCED BY

FROM A STORY BY

EDGAR WALLACE

CORDON

*

HERBERT WILCOX

'W

TOM WALLS

HARKER

IN

IN

"NO PARKING"

''OLD IRON"

DISTRIBUTORS

1

O

F

PICTURES
IN

THE UNITED KINGDOM AND EIRE

BRITISH LION FILM

CORPORATION LIMITED

Managing Director:

7

6-7

8.

WARDOUR

S.

W. SMITH

STREET,

LONDON. W.

PICTURES
I.

—
Third of a Century—-VARIETY—Annitenary Issue
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ON THE EVE OF THE

Wednesday, Janiiaiy

4,

1939

50TH ANNIVERSARY

FOSTER'S AGENCY
(HARRY FOSTER)

(GEORGE FOSTER)
POINTS WITH PRIDE TO ITS RECORD

WHJJAM

MORRIS. Inc., New York
DICK HENRY, New York
CURTIS & ALLEN, New York

PICCADILLY HOUSE,
Telegron>s:

W. 1.
CONFIRMATION, LONDON

T«Iephoncs:

REGENT

Piccadilly Circus, London,

5367-8-9

Handling the Biggest Attractions in the World

Wm.
RKO

OA's Spanish Trio;

Greater Union
Theatres Pty*, Ltd*
Controlling

Greatest Circuit of

the

CONSISTENTLY PRODUCING BOX OFFICE ENTER.TAINMENT FOR THEATRES

Rowland to Mex (or

Contracts have been signed between United Artists and Fortunio
Bona Nova, Spanish actor and film

OF THE WORLD

.

.

.

producer, whereby latter will make
three pictures for the Latin-American market. UA will release. One
picture will be made in Hollywood
and other two in Mexico. Nova will
co-star with Andrea Palma. Producer is now in Mexico to cast the
film.

Exhibiting Theatres in the Metropolitan

Contracted to turn out six Spanish
RKO this season, William

talkers for

Centres of the

Commonwealth

of Australia

presents

Rowland has gone to Mexico City to
make the second of the series following production of the first earlier this
at the Eastern Service studio,
Astoria.

fall

Owned by

Built iip

tralians.

Capital,

Australians and

manned by Aus-

by Australian Labour and

through continuing years of glorious

successes,

—

solidly

it

has become a National

Instit

Hoi^'

backed by the sentiment of the

Rowland's pictures are budgeted at
Since the first ran to
nearly $50,000, he is trying Mexico
City as a producing ground in the
hopes of holding the negative cost
down. All >five yet to go under the
RKO contract may be made there as

$40,000 each.

a

,

result.

whole Nation.

What the Motion Picture Industry has come
mean to America every American knows.

STEPS OUT"
vNith
Jc.-.

6. '36.

•Robert's Wife,'

'Me and

—Dec.

My

lobe—Nov.

Girl,'

P.iunccford
Jean Har

Rit.i

n Dcci!r>5

ton H.i'vcy Ad.ims ,ind
3n AH Stjr Cjst

'French Without Tears,' Criterion

—Nov.

,

"MR. CHEDWORTH

Current London Plays
(With Dates When Opened)

to

Kellaway

Cecil

Sent by Cincsound to RKORjdjo HollywoSd, ind
brouqht bjck to make

23, '37.

Victoria Palace

16, '37.

'Nine Sharp,' Little—Jan. 26, '38.
'Banana Ridge,' Strand—April 27,

In like manner the giant circuit of Crieater

Union^s Independent

Distributing E^fcchange (British
Pty., Ltd.)

;

Theatres;

Exhibiting

Empire Films,

Producing Unit CCinesound Pro-

'38.

'Glorious

May

Morning,'

Whitehall

26, '38.

'Spring

Ambassador

Meeting'

May

31, '38.
'Lot's Wife,'

Savoy—June 10.
Hippodrome—

30.

Supplies,

stands today as a

Monument

of

—

Riot,' Ga;iety ^Aug. 31.
'Flashing Stream,' Lyric— Sept. 1.
'Room for Two,' Comedy Sept. 6.
'Dear Octopus,' Queens Sept. 14.
'The Corn Is Green,' Duchess
Sept. 20.

—
—

—Sept.

M
W
f

23,

Oct.

5.

'Bobby Get Your Gun,' Adelphia—
Oct.

UNION YOU UNITE YOURSELF WITH THE
STRENGTH OF THE AUSTRALIAN NATION.

tin's—Oct. 11.
'Quiet Wedding,'

NORMAN BEDE RYDGE
Chairman of Director*
Office:

THE STATE THEATRE

(The Empire's Greatest Theatre)

MARKET

STREET,

SYDNEY

Cable Address: Unitheatre^ Sydney

.

A not

'

of fun. frolic

with

.ind foolery

ground thjt
.

IS
.

3

back-

newl
.

jnd

JS

r3c> js i*s h'|h-specd
entertainment,

7.

'When

We

Are Married,'

St.

Wynham's

Mar-

— Oct.

14.

'Goodness,
Oct. 18.
'Idiot's

Nov.
Nov.

How

Delight.'

Oct. 24.
'Eilazeth

Sad,' Vaudeville

His Majesty's

Austri

of

—

Gate,'

Duke

of

KEN C.HALL
CINESOUND PRODUCTIONS P'^U-^

Produced and direcfed by

Garrick

3.

'Traitor's

Head

.

different!

'Elephant in Arcady,' Kingsway

WHEN YOU ALLY YOURSELF WITH GREATER

THE DOCS

.

'Goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury

Pride to the Australian people.

Movicsl

of

rhjs
CONE TO

'George and Mdrgaret,' Piccadilly

—Aug.

Mjnuc

George Wallace

17.

'Running

ductions Pty., Ltd), and National Theatre

Merriest

'The Fleet's Lit Up,'

Aug.

York—

17.

'Geneva,' Seville— Nov. 22.
'Under Your Hat,' Palace— Nov. 24.
'Story of African Farm,' New
Nov. 30.
'Windfall,' Apollo—Dec. 15.
'Under Suspicion,' Playhouse Dec,

—

—

STUDIOS
65 Ebky

Street

Wavtrlcy

N«w

Sauth Walei
Australia

20.

'No.

6,'

Aldwych—Dec.

LONDON
Doriand Houtc
14-16 Resent Street

Undon, SW1
England
iprmnUIIva:

niC

STttlLITZ

NEW YORK
1540 Broadway

Naw York

City

K<ri«i<iii>il**>

CAfTAIN H. AUTIN,

21.

GREETimS TO ALL OUR AMERICAN FRIENDS
PARTICULARLY

ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE. INC
FROM

TvESLIE A.

MACDONNELI^

MfJU. ENTERTAINMENTS CORPORATION,

LTD., 199 PICCADILLY,

LONDON, W. 1

V.C.
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4,
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Seasonal Greetings

To All

My Friends

My Sincere

Wishes to All

For a Prosperous Year

MONTY BANKS

105
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HAPPY TO

Wedne8da:f, January

4,

1939

HANDLING "THE LAMBETH WALK"

BE

A SENSATION

IN

EVERY COUNTRY OF THE WORUDI

Season^ s Greetings to All Friends

From

REG CONNEXLY
CAMPBELL CONNELLY,

EDITIONS CAMPBELL CONNELLY

CO., LTD.

LONDON

mWIN DASH MUSIC
In association with

PAAIS

CINEPHONIC MUSIC CO., LTD.

CO.. LTD.

IRWIN DASH

In association with

GAUMONT

ALLIANCE MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
In association with LOUIS DREYFUS

BRITISH

Night Life in Tel

STUART

Aviv Lively Despite
Internatl Troubles

Jimmy

Phillips

Wish

All Their

Despite

its

Popularizing Their English Songs

1934—*1SLE OF CAPRI"
1935—"RED SAILS IN THE SUNSET"
1936—"DINNER FOR ONE PLEASE JAMES"
"SERENADE IN THE NIGHT"
1937—"HARBOUR UGHTS"
"TEN PRETTY GIRLS"

"HOME TOWN"

castlns

AND THE TWO SENSATIONS

&

IN

atres Pty., Ltd.

EUROPE

CINDERELLA
(Stay In

My

Arms)

ond

New Dance Rage Inspired by H. M. KING GEORGE VI

The

THE CHESTNUT TREE
ACTIONS

pire

THE SPREAD ING
AT.L

*

CHEST

NUT

Cables: Mauritunes, London

rUma, Ltd.

NEW YORE

—

—

——

REPRESENTATIVE
M. lu WLLLSON, Walker * Bedmnn,
Attorneys, 39 Broadway, New York
City.

Snndent Address
SYDNBY. AUSTRALIA

AFRIQUE

Donat

Pic Soars 'Citader B.O.
London, Jan.

Extends Greetings to All His Friends In

1.

Combination of 'local-town-boymakes-good* arid, the fact that the
already has clicked in
America, brought unusually enthusiastic notices on 'The Citadel,' at the
Empire.

America, Africa and Europe

picture

Rave criticisms, in which British
prestige as typified by this picture
was stressed, held responsible here
for the way the business is holding
up.

Will See

You

in America Shortly

'King' Grinds in B. A.
Buenos Aires, Jan. 1.
policy of continous showing
of a new feature has been inaugurated by Paramount with *If I Were
King,' when it opened here at the

Season's Greetings

New

Cairo, Dec.

from London

BILLY BISSET
And

His

MUSIC FROM MAYFAIR

CAIRO EDITOR TO H'WOOD

PUBLISHED BY THE

—

Cables

TREE

PETER MAURICE MUSIC CO., LTD.
21 DENMARK ST„ LONDON, W.C.2, ENGLAND

& Trust Company, Ltd.

AVIAnON

"FEATURUS"

Opera Cinema, Dec. 29.
Perfoi'mances start late in the
afternoon and run until after midnight instead of the usual three-aday plan generally employed at
houses here.
'NEATH

Managing Director
General Agency

— —
(Director).

Founder nnd Xate Managlnic Director
Greater Union Theatres, Ltd. Cinesound Productions, I<td. ^British Em-

Most of it is copied from
American films wh^ch are in vo"gue
now, since German and Italian pi^
are taboo. A good hand on a month's
stay in Tel Aviv would clean up.
All niteries have no cover charge.
Prices on drinks, food, etc., are
modest. They make their profits on

Co., Inc.

Production Agenoy

PICTURES
Aircraft Development Pty., Ltd., rcpresentlnic Armstrong; SIddeley PhilManaging Director
Si Fowls—Airspeed
^Italy
Safety
London Theatre Centre, Iitd. Inspira- lips
Airways (Newcastle), Ltd.
tion Films Australia Newcastle The-

fair.

British Pride in

PENNY SERENADE

&

Chairman

LOOK OUT FOR:—

Published in U.S.A. by. Shapiro, Bernstein

Pty., Litd.'—ComBroadcastlnitr Corporation

Artists

INVESTMENTS

(Q'nlsnad), I^td.—Fidelity Badlo Ity.,

entertainment

so-so,

Famous

I<td.

Prague.
are

Corpo-

—

—
Company

monwealth

turnover, the. places usually being
filled from 7 at night until around
1 a.m., when municipal authorities
clamp down on music.

1938_"TWO BOUQUETS"

—

Commonwenlth Broudcabtlnir
Network of 24 Stations Australla'd
T>anrest Group The Australian Brond-

from the hot spots of Beirut, Damascus and Cairo. Other artists drift in
here from Bucharest, Budapest and
'Bands

Managing Director

Conimoiiwenlth Brondcastlnic
ration

York

THEATRICAL

Chairman

troubles, Tel Aviv, all-

Jewish metropolis on the shores 6f
the Mediterranean, has been keeping
open.
Three of
its niteries wide
them have gone in for floor shows and
permanent bands, mostly drawn

American Friends a 1939 of Happiness and
Prosperity and Thank Them for

New

RADIO

Palestine, Dec. 20.

Peter Maurice and

DOYLE

F.

London

Australia

14.

CAFE DE PARIS

Zakaria Cherbini, 30-year old film
editor of Al Ahram, Arabic newspaper, is planning to visit Hollywood
in March.
His primary purpose for the visit
will be to do some articles on films.

LONDON

and RAYA SISTERS
THE DOLINOFFS
"DANCING MYSTERY"
NOW
KagUHh Representatives:
i

V /l
i

i

K

n'

I

I

II

1

^'

I

f

mi

l'

III

'

I'

'

" ^»

GREETINGS TO ALIi OUR FRIENDS
rtAVING IN PANTOMIME, HIPPODROME, BLACKFOOI/. OPENING AMERICA IN FEIBRUARY
American Representatives:

FOSTICR'S AGENCV.

WII.I.IAM

MORRIS (NAT. KALSCHEI>i).

."" I
l>

1 *

:i

•

n

f

» C f

ti

• H

9 U

IV
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Third of a Century

j

BRIAN

DESMOND
HURST

Sends Greetings

To All His Friends
In the Motion Pictures Industry

c/o Chrlsfopher Mann,
Sackvilie

House,

Piccadilly,

London,

W.

I.

.
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ttappy

New Year

Happy New Year

to

Jules Stein

to
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Andre & Steve Calgary
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Ted Friend
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Sophie Tucker
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LeRoy Prinz
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Walter Winchell
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The Costumers

WHERE BROADWAY MEETS

SCRIPTS-

IN

LONDON

Mount Royal

TRANSGRIPTIONS-

ing Fairs in 1939 at

Apartment

PROGRAMME IDEAS

By JOHN HURLEY
Costiune business, which had been
coming out at the elbows for some
Better
time, is wearing new duds.
than a dozen new fields are being
serviced. Along with two forthcon^-

units

Hotel

We Want Them
MAGOUARIE
MACQUARIE

^«'^^'''^»

95

percent of the Austridian radio
audience.
Transcriptions are featured on
75 percent of all stations in Aus*
tralia

MACQUARIE

stations, covers

and New Zealand.

buys more programmes than any
other organization in the South*,

em Hemisphere.

MAGOUARIE

MACQ U ARI E

^^^'^ ***
^"*®™ yo"» if yo«
have scripts, transcriptions, or
programnie ideas for sale.
"""^

*"c««»8ors t©

2GB and B.S.A.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO: DR. R. L POWER
407 L N. Van Nuys Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

LARRY ADLER
CHARLES AUSTIN
NOEL MADISON
NOAH BEERY
DAVE BADER
GALI-GAU
GENE SHELDON &
LORETTA FISCHER
KENDALL CAPPS
CARROLL AND HOWE
SID

MARION

MADELINE COLEEN
FORSYTHE, SEAMON &
FARRELL
NORA WILLIAMS
LEE DONN
JACK LEONARD

GLORIA LANE
BARR AND ESTES
DIAMOND BROTHERS
SID TOMACK & REISS
BROS.

COOKIE BOWERS

T.

MACQUARIE BROADCASTING SERVICES PTY.

C.

N.S.W.

considered
gravy side-lines.
Schools, clubs, churches, little theatres, summer theatres. Junior League
groups, charity shows, and shows
.

and
(transoceanic
ships
plus the new wrinkle of
pageants and large scale niteries
have helped. Prospect of 50 different shows at New York Fair '39 and
slight return of costume plays this
and last season are also cheering.

aboard

cruises),

.

No

VANE

TEX McLEOD
CHESTER FREDERICKS
THREE SWIFTS
CALGARY BROTHERS
IRVING TISHMAN
GLORIA DAY

Wish You

Specialties

It's true that some of the one-time
users are still around, but amount is
insufficient to. keep any small outfits
Smallies
operating in the money.
have been forced to the wall. Certain individuals 'make out' with a
couple of accounts, i.e., smaller
'

and present day burlesque

niteries

Burley
costuming.
was important once, but advent of
the strip hurt. Specialists (makers
alone) are virtually extinct. AH are
making, buying, renting, selling to
get by under new order of things.
All hive had to reorganize and re-

with

scant

its

•

6,

trench.

All

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

29 Bligh Street Sydney,

comes with new
and development of what

was

& MILLER GORDON

Ltd.

turns, together

Bright outlook
territories

SUE RYAN
DANNY WHITE
ROSS AND STONE
BUSTER SHAVER, with
OLIVE & GEORGE
EDITH ROGERS DAHL
Gtt>ST NINA
WALTER DARE WAHL

GOODHART
HOFFMAN

and costumed

est cut of all.

JEAN DEVEREAXJX
JOE TERMINI

LERNER,

and.

with decline of musicals, repertory,
stock, the road, costume balls and
masquerades, (pl-e-cafe society), all
were socks in the nose. When the
Federal Theatre Projects decided to
dress themselves, it was the unkind-

STONE AND LEE
ROSS AND BENNETT
SENATOR MURPHY
SHEA AND RAYMOND

SYBIL

New York

San Francisco, television looms a
speck on the horizon as a future aid.
Loss of vaudeville's flash acts,

AUSTRALIA

Coincident with the change in revenue sources, the seasonal aspect of
the business has altered. There's a
year-around flow <now as compareid
to October to May high spot of yesteryear. Another new factor is the
volume of business as compared to
one time large individual orders of
the Ziegfeld, Carroll, Dillingham and
Erlanger period. Profit is ma^e on
quicker turnover now. Also there is
less' bad debt risk today.
Once as
much as $25,000 had to be written off
the costumer's books annually. Uncollectible figures rarely hit th«
.

Cables: ^*Mounroy London"

.

THE

PRINCE
PICCADILLY

LONDON>

CmCUS
Vf.

of

WALES'
THEATBE

1

"London's Folies Bergere"
LONDON^^ MOST CONSISTENTLY
SUcSeBSSFUL THEATRE

All

Communications

ALFRED ESDAILE

The Management

Is

ALWAYS OPEN
to Consider

BIG and

NOVEL
SPECIALTY

ACTS

Mcmctging Director

NON-STQP FRENCH REVUE IN ENGLISH

hundreds now. Smaller number of
shoestringers in Broadway producing
is a contributing aid.
Other new
accounts are equally less speculative.
Cafes Bad Risks
Greatest risks are in the cabaret

Those who put too much stock
in bistros have been hit plenty,
largely by the 77b route around New
York. Biggies don't have muqh to do
field.

with

New York

large scale ones.

niteries,

They

excepting

confine nitery
spots on

activity to
out-of-town
rental c.o.d. basis.

Many

of

little

drama workshops,

theatre
get

etc..

groups,

up

their

rigging, but the majority make
outside buys. Scenery construction,
direction and acting are prime concerns.

own
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and over 178 .to the pound it
evident that operators here could
not pay foreign name acts to appear
in France unless acts were willing
to double while here, which in itself
presents plenty of difficulties. That
narrowed the field to local acts and
end of the year the old vaudeville there aren't anything like enough to
pond was just about dry.
go around, which resulted in disconAt one time in 1936 there were ten tent on the part of the public and
houses open and offering a pretty a falling off of box returns caused
fair brand of variety or vaudeville by number four.
year that number
Iiast
shows.
Although the decree mentioned in

4,

1939

dollar

Decline

Varieties' Paris

is

By Hugo Speck
Paris, Dec. 20.

night life floundered in Paris
what is properly
went completely
tmder, torpedped for a bull's-eye by
very many of the same reasons
"Which caused after dark amusement dropped to five and this year three, number two was never rigorously
.spots to become just ^fter dark. spots with only one offering anything like applied into the 50-odd houses it affor the lack of persons wanting to be class bills, the other two content to fectfcd in the Paris region.Vmany of
programs with French circuit the larger cinema cases did put in
fill
amused, even at any, price.
This type of entertainment began riders, all native in vintage and al- acts or pit orchestras to cover the
taking it on "the lam last year and ways in France because their prod- most loose application possible of the
continued so drastically that by the uct is not exportable. The two per- law. But it did result in many of
manent circuses which have always the acts and orchestras which were
been here kept their stands open for making the rounds popping up at
business but their offerings must be first one cinema and then the next.
considered from a different angle. So the oncomers were naturally
So in reality it all boils down to more willing to pay the price of a
with Mitty Goldin's ABC film and see an act or two instead of
three,
shifting over to revues about half
paying almost the equivalent or more
of the time, to pacs up what few forto see the same acts in a variety
eign acts he can afford to bid for,
house.
the situation looks about as lively as
Radio No Help
very
still
day.
a scarecrow on a
Free show offerings by the radio
If

louring 1938 then
called vaudeville
•

,

:

.

BOB

BROMLEY'S

Four Reasons

stations hit their stride in SeptemIn addition to those already cited,
ber and have to this date seemingly
the following reasons undoubtedly
clinched the fact that vaudeville has
contributed to the shrinkage of this been buried in a pretty deep grave.
type of show business and curiously Variety, legit cinema and revue
enough both radio and cinemas had house operators headed by Mitty
a hand in it:
got together to fight the idea,

"PERSONALITY

'

PUPPETS"
London, England

BOOKED SOLID TO

APRIL,

1939

NOW PLAYING SAVOY
HOTEL
TROCADERO
RESTAURANT
GROSVENOR HOUSE:
Reps, CHARLES TUCKER,

further devaluation of the
continually falling throughout the year for a tumble, of over
30% during the. 12 months to touch
38 to the dollar;
2.
decr^ early in the year
making it obligatory that cinemas
grossing over a certain amount weekly put in vaudeville acts or pay an
extra 25% tax;
i-

INGALLS
Exclusive

,

&

DAVIES

it

A

li

.1

Goldin

A

1.

franc;

A

3.

movement on

dependent

radio

the part of inbroadcasting sta-

tions to give public broadcasrts in different theatres and"' halls where- the
public was admitted on the cuff or
for pfs^ctically nothing in 'relation to
variety house ptices; ahd
-

claiming it was unfair competition
as the broadcasting stations did not
contribute to the public assistance
taxes or have to stand heavy overheads. The big drum was beat for
all it was worth with a lot of noise
coming therfef rom, but at the close
of the year' the broadcasters continued .with' th6ir free or almost free
shows. PoSte Parisien wbs using the
2i800-seater Empir^,' Radio-Cite was
using the Normandie and the Theatre Pigalle, and other stations were
dividing their attention between
smaller houses and halls. But there
is no doubt Ihis practice did its part
in choking o!ff vaudeville on a legiti;

4.
growing unwillingness on the mate Vaudeville stage.
With' the ABC, the other two
part of the public ^o pay the prices
asked to see the same .acts over and houses worthwhile mentioning at the
over again in one house aftiet an- end of .ihe yelar were the European
and -the Bobiho, the latter two
other.
^
snialler and in th6 neibes. True, there
First, however,. pr9bably, had more
the F'eftit-Casiho, the .Concert
-influence than any one of the folr was
lowing three.. With 38 francs to the Mayol .^ecializing in'revues, and .the
largei* theatrics offering acts but none
of thfem pull much- weight.
Mitty
Goldih with' his ABC offers the best
show^,- snagging foreign -acts wherever possible, but nothing like those
which have been seen in jirevious
years.
Clifford Fischer is reportied
to be dickering for the Empire as a
'Vaude outlet here but nothiilg tangible had come of that at this' writing.

A

.

.

'

;

Management

SHERWOOD & MATHeWs

SE4S0N'S

Three revue houses, while' offering
nothing exceptional in the way of,
foreign' name acts and- some \he san\e
as far as native talent goes, kept
perking at the. usual rate' with a
climb upward towards the end of the

GREETINGS
I

To Our Friends

year.

Chevalier Revue
"Varna's Casino de Paris ran a
revue .headed first by Mistinguett and

The World Over

later by John Warner until late October, and then burst out with the
best thing he has produced in years

PHIL
SID

MICK

HYAMS

with

a

crackling

Maurice Chevalier.
bell ringer and is

set to

Paramovint, Pox-Movietone,
It was a year of swift happenings.
Universal, Metro's News of the Day, and RKO's Pathe, followed
newspaper headlines closely, but the newspaper headlines were following the radio news flashes and the reels were often downright
Dictatorships and propaganda control complicated their job
stale.
further. Photographically the difficulty Is making a comprehensive
Anschluss
story, topically the difficulty is securing early shipment
and Czechoslovakia were newsreel heartbreakers.
Past year had no graphic luck breaks such as Norman Alley's Panay
boat Scqoperoo, the Hlndenburg disaster, the police killing of 12 in
labor shooting at Chicago.

Munich was the highlight of 1938 and history. Jewish persecution scenes, ranked by most newsreel editors as next in importance
in foreign affairs, were terrifically ticklish and hard tq handle. Editors
rank struggle between the Japanese and Chinese as third in news
value. 'March of Time' cashed in on Europe's troubles with several
timely topics.
While press association editors are inclined to name the terrific
hurricane which swept New York, Long' Island and New. England as
an outstanding story, newsreels attach eqMal importance to the
Ho\yard Hughes around-the-world fiight and the. Douglas Cbrrigan
solo plane jaunt to Ireland. This is because they were' able to cash
in on both stories with more dramatic effect. Several of the reels„
just as the daily newspapers, were slow in getting into action on the
tropical hurricane catastrophe because it's the type of news whose
scope spreads and is not easily predicted.
On the domestic front the newsreels designated the national election
last fall as next of importance, as did newspaper editors, because of
sweep in sentiment towards the Republican party.
Whereas a. year ago there was' considerable talk concerning an
Associated Press or combined coverage by newsreels, the new year
opens with newsreel executives giving attention to the. possibility
that newsreels might be.sold on a strictly competitive. basis if new
block-booking regulations should preclude any chance of spotting
Such .change undoubtedly
newsreels along with feature product.
would see many drastic shifts in the present newsreel setup, with
new combinations not altogether unlikely.
'

That the reels are

WATHON

Season^s Greetings

FROM

DIANA WARD
Now

*

1 . . .

Kelvin Hall Circus, Glasgow
^
^Agricultural Hall Circus, ^London

Waverly Carnival, Edinburgh
Stadium Circus, Liverpool

.

...k...
'....4

13th
14th
10th
9th
15th
25th

Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year

at

COCONUT GROVE
LONDON

REGENT STREET
The Gayest

Spot in

ISite

Town

CHESTER FREDERICKS

GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

3rd Year*

Sailing

'

—

Her Third Month

GLORIA LANE

Also Booking Vaudeville and Revue in ^gland and
Wintergarten, Berlin, Germany
ADDRESS .ACL LETTERS REGARDING BOOKINGS TO

STANLEY W. WATHON

in

and

^

33 Qiieensborough Terrace,
Cable: BRAVISSIMO, LONDON

LONDON, W.

i

run of well, .over a year, to be fol- shifting spectacle. New revue which
lowed by qne that ran until early went in there near end of year
September. Bat the latter had no starred Jeanne Aubfert and featured
real narae'.'ialent in the Entire cast Irene Hilda, known from her New
and degenerated to a mere scene York appearances with Fisct\er.

EXCLUSIVELY BOOKING

.

seen in the establishment

Derval's

Europe's Best and Biggest Circus Agent

Hippodrome, Great Yarmouth
Belle Vue Circus, Manchester

is

FROM

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Circus, Blackpool

change

,

Folies-Bergere
closed a revue headed by Josephine
Baker early in the' season, after a

Tower

alert to such

by several reels of newsreel contact men at police headquarters in
New York City and the possibility that sin>ilar- arrangements might
be perfected in other metropolitan centers of news. System worked
out unusually well in Manhattan because police headquarters also
contacts some seven other states by teletype on big events.
Lew Lehr continued to make 'em chuckle in Movietone. But the
prize laugh clips were the straight comments by Sweepstake winners; caught by Paramount and Fox, and the English narrator's
droll poetfy about spring in London and Graham McNamee's comment on April snow scenes ,in New York City by Universal,
Newsreels continued giving hangup gridiron coverage with added
expense,.particularly for' locally important gaipes, again making the
-football season 4in added financial burden without additional compen..<sation from exhibitors.

run until

talent held the stage for the greater
portion of the year, with a Marseillaise revue going in towards the end
of the year.

STANLEY W.

News

By Mike Wear

show headed by
The latter is a

March of next year. At his Alcazar,
a nude review with no outstanding

Paul

Newsreels and World

For South Africa, For Vaudeville
Tour, February 2

2
c/o

FOSTERS AGENCY, LONDON, ENG.

Ill

THAT YOU SHALL HAVE MUSIC. HARMONY
AND HEALTH AS WELL AS GOOD FORTUNE

THROUGHOUT THE NEW YEAR IS THE WISH OF

RECALLING HAPPY MEMORIES
OF ALL FRIENDS IN AMERICA.

RADIO
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Grimes

Wheeling,
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the seasoned acvertising man
thinks the daily routine is
getting him down I should like to
prescribe a little -fling at radio. If
he is past 40, with a score of years
in the business behind him, and if
he operates in a locality at least
overnight from the nearest network
headquarters, he is a good, prospect
ior learning that life will, have bie^
gun the. day he takes the fling.

To

who

.

Such a bold and venturesome ad
manager may just as well forget the
Wages and Hours bill because it
doesn't apply to him. As a further
suggestion he might take a pencil
and make a correction in the Good

Book, changing 'six' to 'seven' where
it mentions the day of a man's toil.
And with a little thrill (or shudder)
he'll be in the show business!

Maybe

this thing started too late
glad it started.
but I

me

am

The local radio station offered our
company a part in a series of 'indusWe were to
trial' radio programs.
get tdgether some music, make a talk
about something, all of which would
simple stufE. Our experience was
A telephone call to one
of our plants brought to the studios

"be

significant.

tagious.
His boss catches it. And
while this may sound backwoods to
Variety's readers who know a lot
about radio, we're putting down
facts.
Walter wanted a musical arranger. Think of a small town radio
program requiring a musical arranger! As I look back, figuratively,
with my ears, I know he was right
but I didn't know it then.. The lad
has a way about him. He got his
arranger and it was the first time
we couldn't find the needed talent
for a job among our employees.
Maury Longfellow, however, is now

more

aspiring and per-

radio talent than we had
ever seen in our life.
Out of such prospects emerged an
orchestra of sorts, a soprano at least
easy on the optic nerves and a
whistler past middle years who had
been with Al G. Fields, and someone to do the speaking part. This
effort was no 'Hellzapoppin' but Mrs.
^

The Magic Sqund-Box

especially good publicity.
something to be desired.
licity,

President

industrial customers
letters

Fascinates the Pee-pul home

voluntarily

office at
like this

show by
written

to

their

the

Wheeling Steel that

unpretentious radio
All those amateurs and ex-profes- they
sionals from one of our factories who program and continue to talk about
appeared on that- program made it it as they listen to it every,. Sunday.
their business to call me repeatedly And there is no question but that it
* and ask when we would be putting is good advertising when inquiries
them on the radio again. It's a and orders are the aftermath of a
marvel to me, the magnetism of a 30-minute broadcast. We point, to
microphone. They called so often I more publicity for Wheeling, the
couldn't forget them, not even during town, Wheeling Steel, the sponsor,
the ensuing years when business and for members of the cast and embrought little profit to spend in ad- ployee headliners,' which also are
Wheeling Steel, than we have ever
vertising or otherwise.
seen heretofore. And, intangible as
Late in October, 1936, the idea' still
it
may be considered, anyone in
persisted.
We had a meeting with business
whether it is steel business
Next
the local radio operators.
or show business knows that pubthing I knew we organized a band,
of
a mixed quartette, got a master
ceremonies and sent out invitations
to our employees to attend an audition for headliners. First show was
piped from a large studio to a loudspeaker in an adjoining room packed
with company Officials, executives
and their wives..' Curtains were
drawn over the windows between
Has the talent package .idea in
I these two rooms so the performers
radio reached its highest point of
would not see the audience, and vice
development, or are advertisers as a
versa. We didn't want either to become nervous; we were after a Vote whole beginning to regard this device as too cumbersome and inflexiof confidence and more than that we
ble for successful solution of their
wanted some "favorable votes on an
merchandising problems? Ad agency
appropriation that would put a
men are divided in their opinions on
series of programs on the air via the
the subject. As for the trend either
local transmitter.
most deeply concerned are talWe got the vote of confidence that way
ent agents and indie program proiiight, Nov. 5. What is more we got
ducers.
the appropria.tion the next morning
By the talent package is meant the
and the Wheeling Steel Employee
type of show in which the star supFamily Broadcast, first of its kind,
plies everything from the band to
went on the air the following Sun- the
stooges and guest artists for a
day afternoon, Nov. 8, 1936. It has lump
sum. Example programs are
been going ever since, this year
those presided over by Eddie Cantor,
modestly spreading out on a limited
Kate Smith, Bums and Allen, Jack
coast-to-coast network of the Mutual
Benny and Fred Allen, Likewise,
Broadcasting System.
the
tieup with Maxwell House
Slight Problem
Coffee, the Texaco set-up and the
cast
with
musical
radio
shows
amelanges as represented by
Half -hour
of 28 to 80 people are some under- Fred Waring, Horace Heidt, etc.
Reversing the usual procedure of
taking, I have discovered. Fine as
the .facilities are in a small station parliamentary debate, the negative
like WWVA, with a commendable side herein gets the first crack at
personnel, a radio program such as the forum.
As a rule, states the
we attempt each Sunday calls for all contrary element, the proposed show
hands on deck and every man to a looks great on paper. With such an
pump to prevent capsizing. The sta- array of talent the program couldn't
tion willingly undertook the detaUs help but click. The agency executive
but before we knew it the details checks off each nahie on ,the setup
ovei'took all of us. Program director before him, nodding his head in asfound it necessary to give sent until there looms up in his mind
of
all his time to the production of 'It's the one big question: Will it serve
Wheeling Steel.' He moved down- the advertising or merchandising
town to my office. He's producing purposes of the client? In nine times
the show today, Walter Patterson, out of ten, the anti-packagers conand at 27 we think he is pretty good tend, it doesn't.
A star may know what will be enand believe he is proving it. Down
at my office we figured he could be tertaining and gather around him
I surely those components that will point up
closer and of more help.
lieeded help and plerity of it. He's his particular talents, but the agency
that isn't traveling, along the line of
still at my elbow and it is getting
increasingly difficult to do a little of least resistence will find, say the
a lot of other work that's got to be antis, that this, method is tantamount
The averto working in the dark.
done.
Walter's ambitious spirit is con- age client has more to think of than

WWVA

MGM

1939

after until the show signs off Sunday
at 6:30, Most of these people work
by day and despite the time required
for. rehearsals which must be confined to evening hours, except on
Sunday, it is great fun and all seem
to enjoy it, and e^ecially the checks
Of course, all are paid
they get.
for this radio work. It is a happy

Warmed Up

To Radio by Degrees
President W. W. Holloway, of the
Wheeling Steel Corporation, was not
so sure the writer knew what he was
doing with this radio program. It
was a long time before he attended
one of the Sunday performances be-

family.

cause he, like many high executives
of other companies sponsoring radio

What is the end? I hope there
isn't any end except in the sense
that there is an objective!, that of
bringing to the microphone worthy
talent from the employee family of

nrograms,

Wheeling

Steel.

Expecting That
Season's Greetings

ROY

But Nerves

SHIELD

Musical Director, Chicago Division,
N. B. C.

To

the

might be

Hen

Now

layman
difficult to

this

Fruit,

Steadier
procedure

understand; to

professional whose success is
won by dint of patient labor it explains why no Wheeling Steel pro-

the

eluding their leader, and all but five
gram has been marred by an amaare on the payroll of the corporaunprepared for his responsibilithe latter having won berths teur
We are always expecting the
ties.
also as members of the staff orchesproverbial egg to be laid between
tra of station WWVA. Recently the
Sunday
Steele Sisters, a trio of high school the hour of 5-5:45 o'clock on
Doubtless it will happen
girls who are members of employee evenings.
families, won a four weeks' engage- some day and there may be no harm
ment with Horace Heidt and his Ale- if it does happen. These boys and
girls are presented for what they
mite Brigadiers.
gratified by the interest and spirit
Old Timer on the program is John are, nothing more. Many times we
shown by our people in this pro- Winchcoll, a member of the payroll like to think they surprise the audigram. I am now a regular listener department. He gets as much fan ence who is asked not to expect too
and when it is possible I am looking mail as the company, I am told. His much.
for a good seat in the visible audi- bits are written, strange as it may
And there Is the meat of the nut.
ence.'
seem, to the character of John As long as we keep the purpose of
Wheeling Steel program is broad- Winchcoll by Patterson and Patter- the Employee Family Broadcast upcast from the stage of the Capitol son's boss. John, thereby, enacts the permost in the minds of all contheatre in Wheeling every Sunday' character of John and John is the cerned with its production and do
The biggest radio Old Timer. His parts have been con- not let the show itself take on transat 5 p.m. EST.
program out of Wheeling, West Va., densed on the assumption that if the cendent importance, it is our opinion
it seems natural that it be staget^ and
employee family and friends like we can continue to have the dials
aired from the largest theatre in
him they will like him more if they of our employee family from coastWheeling; in fact, the largest in do not hear too much
of him. This, to-coast turned our wdy and along
West Virginia. Capacity audiences we believe, is good showmanship and with that big group another of genuof 2,500 are the regular thing, not
it applies to the 16-year-old soprano,
ine friends yfho like the idea, like
the exception.
Dorothy Anne Crow. Member of
Program pattern is, of course, va- the employee family, this young lady us and stick along.
Sure, we have troubles. I personriety.
It opens with a recording of
is still in high school.
One number
a
Wheeling Steel mill whistle, on Sunday with perhaps a bit in the ally escort members of our little
family to our first aid station, near
usually followed by a rollicking
finale is considered plenty of hard
number by the Singing Millmen. work during the week and on the my own office, to have throats
They are a male quartette and its Sabbath for the yOung student whom swabbed, noses sprayed. We have
members are two 'yardmen' from Reinhold Warrenrath has frequently such obstacles, but they are those
human ailments we have to look out
the Steubenville, Ohio, works of the
complimented.
for so Sunday's show is not too secorporation, an operator on steel
And speaking of hard work these riously affected' and so ho mother
plate shears from the Yorkville,
Ohio, works, and a clerical worker boys and girls who comprise the Mu- and father, brother and sister, or
from the tube mills of the Benwood, sical Steelmakers or Wheeling Steel even relatives in Peoria, are disapWest Va., works, of Wheeling Steel. cast have a strenuous week. Radio pointed because Johnny is too ill to
Each contributes a solo now and programs -presented by professionals sing with the Musical Steelmakers.
may require plenty of rehearsal
then.
Other night we had one of our
Musical Steelmakers are 17, In- hoxu-s, but
our hiunble judgment regular auditions for headliners from
the employee family. First preference, by the way, is for actual workers right from a mill or a machine
who can qualify for a part on the
program; second preference Is for
sons and daughters of actual workers
in the mills, mines, factories or offices of the corporation; third and
last is for those whose imcles and
entertainment. He has to consider In many instances their perennial
aunts work for Wheeling Steel.
organizational enthusiasm and by. or- status clinches the argument, taking
When we announce an audition
ganizational enthusiasm he means for example, the self-same Eddie
more than his employees. He must Cantor, Kate Smith, Jack Benny, we have to forewarn the managebecause when applitake into account the manifold likes Burns and Allen, and Fred Allen. ment of
and dislikes of his thousands of deal- These personalities have become cants start coming up in two eleers.
radio fixtures and successfully so be- vators it requires extra help to handle them and numbered cards have
Vast majority of his dealers may cause they have been left free to to be passed
out to give everyone a
like the comic but for some consti- pick their own support and to mold
proper chance. This is one of the
tutional or vague reason they're dead this amalgam of talents and temtrials of the game that greys a felset against the tenor on the show. perament so that it is sympathetic
low's few remaining hairs. We ought
Since the dealers serve as the in- to the unique predilections of the to
have additional accompanists and
Again, the package show is
fluential factor in practically every star.
a few more members on the audition
Rubiform of advertsiing, the smart manu- set to stay because Young
board.
facturer or distributor will bow to cam, rated among the top three
And so it goes. Nine coal miners
these dispositions in putting together agencies in radio, not only has emone of our mines in Pike Couna program.
How important a part ployed all but Cantor Under such from
ty, Ky., were auditioned right in
this factor plays in such organiza- arrangement but is still of the opintheir
home town. Our producer and
ion
that
the
method
makes for sound
tions as General Motors and U. S.
miles
Rubber Co. is attested by the. exist- showmanship, all depending, of my assistant had to drive 350
ence of their own Dealer Advisory course, on the mike experience and to get there. On returning the resupportport
was
favorable
and
was
previous
success
of
the.
star.
Councils.
Of pertinent interest' to the ques- ed by more than one hundred photoWith the anti-packagers the show
tion of the packaged show is the graphs.
Hillbillies?
We prefer to
that counts in the long run is the
development
that has taken place in call them mountaineers, and anyone that has been whipped together
one of the talent agencies, Lyons & way many who pretend they do not
with the assistance and guidance of
Lyons, The personalities concerned like mountain music were honest
the agency of record. It is aware
are William Stuhler and Don Stauf- enough to call us and tell us they
of the organization's problem, and,
fer.
Stuhler joined L. & L. abbut a were good when they appeared one
it is assumed, it also knows the sort
year ago and Stauffer is slated to Sunday.
of entertainment that will curry
team
up with him in two or three
We have signed up for continuafavor with the class of consumer it
months, with the latter retiring as tion of our weekly programs until
wants to reach. It is a species of
v.p. in charge of radio for Young & June
25, 1939.
It's a lot of work—
expediency— dictated alignments that
Rubicam. Though young in years and a lot of fun to be a 'sponsor.'
do not function best with the packeach is a seasoned radio executive
aged-all-ready-to-go-type of show.
and producer, and the theory that
Cited as substantial affirmation of seems to motivate their
new alliance
the anti side of the question is the within the L. & L.
organization is
WOR, Newark, introduced a new
consistent policy that J. Walter that because of
their background style of mike
on the bandstands of
pursued
in
putting to- and close association
Thompson has
with the prob- various New York
New
hotels
gether the elements of all its shows. lems of the advertisers they
should Year's Eve,
It's tagged the 'PeriAnother agency likewise mentioned be able to construe the advertiser's
fone' and was modeled by Jack
Ruthrauff
Ryan.
is
needs and provide him with a pack- Poppell
after the N. Y. World's Fair
aged show that will do the job suc- Trylon, Perisphere and Heicline.
Success Throttles Quibblers
From the pro contingent comes the cessfully.
Instrument is counted on to give
The William Morris Agency has, a truer reproduction of sound than
opening broadside that nothing success like success. The package show of course, been the chief proponent do the mikes now in use. Its conhas proved for the most part suc- and one of most successful salesmen vexity makes it possible to pick up
cessful in capturing top audiences. of radio packages.
sounds on a very broad arc.
tion,

m

'The Package'

A

4,

50 hours a week is a moderate demand for a 30-mlnute broadcast in
which the material Is wholly amaRehearsals ot 'It's Wheeling
tetir.
Steel* begin with the Singing Millmen on Monday evening. Tuesday
evening Is the only night off there-

Is

probably always caught
a full fledged member of the Wheel- the program on the day something
ing Steel family and he works in went haywire with il. And plenty
an office that adjoins Pat's and mine. does. He knew what it cost so mayLongfellow puts a 50-minute clas- be that knowledge brought him out
sic score into a two minute capsule for the first time one Sunday afterfor the Musical Steelmakers which noon. He makes the following statehe says they can butcher in a single ment expressly for Variety:
'I am a convert to our radio proafternoon's program.
Although he
may say it is slaughterhouse tech- gram because these boys and girls
nique, Maury doesn't really believe have done what I believe to be good
that for he and a lot of others really work along entertainment lines. Alconsider that the Musical Steelmak- though I know most of them have
ers are doing fairly well. There are even less training for their initial
no big names among the members appearances than members of the
of this band but they hold their regular cast who are far less expert
standards high and work hard, like than professionals, I must a.gree with
many of our friends that their proit and come up for more.
duction is surprisingly well preEarl Summers, Sr., directs the sented.
Musical Steelmakers and has a way
'I have been amazed git the amount
of bearing hard in the right direcand high calibre of talent that comes
tion on the down beat.
to lipht in our organization and' am

Wheeling Steel was begun for
the express purpose of providing opportunity for the musical talent
among the corporation's employees
and the employees' families, and
with the idea that such opportunity
properly embraced might prove to
be good advertising for the corporation's products. And good advertising it is if an enthusiastic
organization unanimous
sales
Jones' plant started to grow and that in praise of its radio program
ago.
eight
years
was nearly
as a sales help means anything. And
good advertising it must be when
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Today and Tomorrow In Radio
By Bob Landry
In IDSiS radio 'stepped into the bright sun of international
political importance. This was dramatized by Anschluss in
March and by Munich in September. Coincidental with the'
plot and counter-plot of the world struggle, between fascism
and democracy, between open markets and closed markets,
raw materials and spheres of influence, the attention of the
American broadcasting trade digressed frequfently from the
routine news events of domestic broadcasting to considerations of far wider and infinitely deeper significance. Radio
sensed, as never before, the role it plays in human life, a
role that dwarfs the advertising function while at the came
time re-emphasizing why radio is so notably a superb adver-

medium.

tising

Psychologically, after the imagiriation-si:iri-ing experLences
of 1938, a 'big question' of 1937— would New York or Hollywood win out as chief origination point for sponsored programs? now saems pretty minor. Radio is romancing with
destiny these days. That Hollywood versus New York rivalry

—

was

just

puppy

love.

Foreboding's
It is

not yet possible to fully perceive the subtle ways in

which post-Munich economics may

affect

American

life ar.d

thinking; and, in turn, find expression in American radio,
which is famously hyper-ssnsitive to every current and backwash. Already unmistakable are new tensions and new problems created by the convulsions and revulsions of Europe.
In America where free speech has more or less been taKen
for. granted (except during war-time and .in scattered backward areas) the year 1938 has brought with it certain forebodings. What is free speech? And for whom and to what
degree is it free? And does it actually exist on the radio, and

who and what

threatens
Obviously free speech

it?
is

a facile ideal

when nothing very

menacing to life divides men. Today racial animosities are
chafed and mob jitters (as revealed by 1938's famous 'Mars
Panic' broadcast) is widespread. The 'freedom' of a demagogue to agitate not only strains the whole practicality of
speech, but introduces confusing thoughts that free
speech isn't so simple as Americans have heretofore naively
assumed.
Viewed in this light, the end of 1938 and the opening of
1939 may well be seen as peculiarly saturated with meaning
free

to American radio as a dividing line between a past that was
easy and prosperous, to the point of fantasy, and a future
that is to be vexatious and complicated, beyond present reckoning.
>

Internationalism

can events happening in Germany or middle Europe
upon American broadcasting? In many ways. For
example, by rolling its eyes toward South America and causing our Government and business men to blanch with appre-

How

react

Germany has given a powerful impetus

to participation by the United States (tentatively, and in a small way
at first) in the business of broadcasting. That possibility does
not charm the guardians of status quo who visualize further
inroads, supervision, limitations and other calamities as conceivably following a first breaking down of private enter-

hension,

monopoly.
At the same time that this nebulous South American threat
to Yankee trade advantage and prestige causes our Government to sympathetically ponder having its own radio stations
The
for shortwave commercial and political propaganda.
country is dotted with German bunds and, in sections of the
prise's radio

land, there

is

marked

increase of anti-Semitism,

The

sit-

most hated and in certain cases most-successful
tactical measure ever adopted by American 1-bor unions, is
another import from Europe. America has, of course, always
felt political vibrations from overseas due to the colonies
of immigrants in all of our large centres. Today, as never
before, the impact of what's said and done in. Europe is felt
in America, Radio by virtue of its intimacy with every and
all phases of American life confronts European-germinated
ideologies and must adjust itself and these pressures to the
somewhat vague but real rule of 'public service, convenience
and necessity.'
Trouble-Makers
As between old-style Democrats and Republicans, offsida
markers are simple enough to set up and enforce. But, today, the demagogues of all parties want to incite religion
against religion, race against race, and class against class.
Parsons who are shrewd pulse-readers are alarmed at the evil
possibilities that a provocative spark might set oft in some
sections. All of which comes right home to the front yard

down

strike,

of radio as a chief

news agency of the people, and as the one
forum which every demagogue wishes to exploit.
Some years ago the late Anning Prall, thon chairman of

the Feileral Communications Commission, told the National
Association of Broadcasters that the Government would not

•

provide (leLallaJ yeas or nays as to specific kinds of programs
over the air. It was up to the individual broadcasters to
guess, and guess correctly, what should or should not be
censored. And if the individual broadcaster did not. possess
the inbred common sense and judgment to know the right
answers, he did not have the proper qualifications to be a
broadcaster.
This responsibility, when so defined, seemed
suificiently appalling at the time. Today the burden is infinitely greatei-.

Looking Both Ways
seems appropriate in connection with this Anniversary
Vapiety to approach American broadcrstlng from
a plateau point of view, first looking backward to the known
happenings and attempting to evaluate or at least itemize
thsm; and, sacond, looking ahead to the pr-Dbabllities. Concerning the prdphietic stories ;t may at least bs hoped that
they are not 'teched in the head.' In any event, censorship
and inte:rnational radio loom, large in relation to the future
and have accordingly received more than ordinary proniIt

.edition of

inonce.
It is too soon to appraise the 'rejuvenated' N.A.B. and the
it is trying to accomplish.
But that effort is important
in the trade story of 1938. Not necessarily from the exact
point of view here expressed but substantially because of the

work

trends already

their life v/as not. just a bowl of cherry brandy.
In Washington, in February, 1938, the N.A.B. met. It was
a convention to end conventionitis. a great sobering xip, an
honest Injun powwow. Spade work was done, the foundations laid, the new N.A.B. complete with blu3print was unveiled.
"That the convention found the rank and file delegates lethargic is historically important as proof that there
had been other 'new year resolutions' before.

WLW

Developments of the year included the first tapering off of
the upward curve in CBS' rn'onthly gross time sales. Socalled 'recession' got pretty well mired and it provided first
sample of red ink in several years for many a brbadcaster
throughout the land. Detroit, prime source of advertising
revenue, went dry when automobile sales dwindled to fractions. Of the various advertising media radio suffered most
of all. Tires and other accessories followed suit. Adverse
Federal ruling on motordom's dealer assessment for advertising purposes further bogged down the carriage trade.
NBC during 1938 made numerous changes in sales policy
In an effort to warm up the cold feet of the blue network.
A. E. Nelson, one-time indie broadcaster of Chicago, got the
•

job as blue sales manager and moved to New York from
KDKA, Pittsburgh. Various tactical changes, some of an
auditing nature, were put through. Ultimate resujt Is still
uncertain.

Trammel Brought In
RCA-NBC's tendency to make year-end changes

of Important personnel introduced Nlles Trammel, long Chicago
of the network, as exiecutive vice-president, a job left
open since Richard C. Patterson (now with the Dept. of
Commerce in Washington) stepped out. President Lenox R.
Lohr had heretofore been known as opposed to an exec v. p.
but the obvious need for a desk-free functionary, with the
experience and authority to make decisions and to get out
and mix, finally brought this appointment. Trammel had
often been reported coming east and had as often spurned
V. p.

Bv Rudy Vallee
sort, failed
In 1928 the orthodox formula of York, or a party of some
to jell. The confusion of crowd
sustainings' was a typical print ornoise, tittering hostesses and silly
chestration played by a regulation personalities being picked up at
band of 12 or 15 men, played as writ- various tables, seemed to be confusten from introduction down through ing.
to the end, to be followed by a coy
The obvious solution was a feaor stentorian announcement of the
who could
artist
guest
repetition of this tured
next number.
was what most night listeneirs had either sing, gag or do something
come to know and expect.
really entertaining. Thus for a peCommercial programs were ap- riod of three or four years the
parently much the same, and the formula was extremely simple— apword 'guest artist' had hardly come proximately 45 minutes of dance
into popular conception, although music, 8-10 minutes of a guest arthe Dodge Victory Hour, with the tist, 5 minutes for commercials, and
unheard-of miracle of picking up 2-3 minutes for applause and humorJolson in one city, Will Rogers in ous reaction commonly known as
another, and Paul Whiteman in still 'spread.' This, of course, varied with
another, had left radio audiences the guest artist; with some the music
gasping.
But as yet the typical was cut as much as 10 minutes. Still,
commercial with guest artists, and in contrast with our present three
the variety show, were only germs spots which never consume over 18
in the minds of a very few.
minutes, the program must have
Big commercial hours with big been unquestionably too long on the
money at least big money for those musical dance side. In our blissful
days were just beginning to in- ignorance, however, we continued
crease in numbers in 1929. From the happily playing musical Spots somevery start our particular program times as long as 8-10 minutes, and
had at least one guest artist. Our sometimes in a tempo hardly calcuoriginal idea of having the broad-, lated to stimulate the listener to any
cast supposedly emanate from the great degree.
Villa Vallee, on East 53d street, New
Early band efforts were simply
"

—
—

i

popular tunes played in measured,
It was only a quesstately tempo.
tion of time before this type of pro-

gram palled on the listener to the
point where it was obvious that a
new formula must be found.
Still Room for Improvement

And while broadcasting technique
has progressed far since those days,
in my opinion there, is even now
great room for improvement,- both
from the standpoint of receptivity
of the microphone to cohesion between monitor, production men and
direction.
As I stated in Vauiety
some time ago, I still believe that
for the artist to perform in front of
a microphone without an indicator
to tell him, at that, moment, what he
or she is doing with strength of

.

is

po.ssibly

the

NBC

Toscanlnl

NBC

was

just as the clock struck 1938 that
proudly
aside the drapes and revealed Arturo Toscanini as aa
employee (at $4,000 per Saturday night) and culturally thia
is und<Jubtedly tops for a year when the iriiminence of investigation made all of radio excessively aware of the nobler
things. NBC had two major brushes with the finger-pointera
during the period overlapped by Toscanini prestige. Tliese
were respectively Mae West and the 'Beyond the Horizcft*
NBC took full blame for the Westian skit,; actually
cases.
It

the work

Walter Thompson, but when Eugene O'NeillV
was singled oiit for a witch-burn, the outcry of

.of J.

near-classic

the cognoscenti was rude enough to make the wduld-be censors yell 'excuse, please* and run for cover.
From a program production standpoint the year was
marked by flukes and crisis-created popularities. Champion,
fluke, of course, was the Orson Welles 'War of the Worlds'
program over CBS which provoked an incredible display ot
nation-wide hysteria (somewhat if not largely exaggerated.,
by newspaper stories), and. has sliown broadcasters the
dangers of over-vividness. It was during the disaster-about*
week or two before Munich that the people came

to-befall

to appreciate

transorarnic broadcasting.

In

London Fred

Bate for NBC, John Steele for Mutual, and Ed Murrow for
CBS were suddenly in the spotlight. More, ever more, news?
of the demented continent was the order of the day from the
American networks.
Briefly, if not permanently, new personalities emerged out
of the Sudeten story. Hans von Kaltenborn doing an all-day
and aU-night shift, sleeping on a cot at CBS, became a house*
h(*i word for the first time. Max Jordon; Maurice Hindus,
William Shirer and others broke through the murky anonymity of 3,000 miles of ocean to speak from 'the-scene-of-the*

ble to me.

N4>thinff

for

substantial ranking.
in a summer

Billy House, from vaudeville,
getaway for the jinx-chased Wrlgw
is committed to the Jessd
Lasky amateur variation. Rudy Vallee program had a long
lull of comparative mediocrity, and the Chase &' Sanborn
hour was .virtually a one-man program (Edgar Bsrgeh) with'
its floundering around accentuated by Bergen's sllckness,
I»
the eai'ly half of the. year Lew Lehr became the ttst newsreel-created comedian to achiev^e major prominence. He has

sounded good
ley

account which meanwhile

shown a tendency to grow in- radio popularity.
Otherwise it was the same old time-tested favorites. Check
'n' Andy, Jack Benny, Paul Whiteman, Eddie Cantor, Burns and Allen, Easy Aces; Fred Allen, Joe Penner^
Major Bowes, Brng Crosby, Phil Spitalny, Ben Bemie, Gtq^

'em—Amos

Lombardo, Al Jolson.
Acknowledgement should be made, of course, to the activ*
Ity in dance orchestras which were distinctly bullish in
1938 and found ready sounding boards in radio. This aspect
of talent development and new careers is fully treated elsewhere in this special edition,
Hollywood
Hollywood's place in the radio sun is now seen to be
permanent as concerns some accounts but Its limitations artt
also more clearly apprehended and the belief that easy, short-r
cut solutions to the radio entertainment problem could foe
found on the sponsor side of Pasadena is not exploded. Texaco's tUmmy ache in the fall was due to an indiscriminate
bunching together of film naxtiss, merely because they were
film names. It proved vastly educational in more ways Utan
one, and to more organizations than one. Ward Wheelock
chose to demolish the Campbell soup 'Holywood |{bt<A'
go. east for a cheaper program (of similar formtilftX vciiib
Orson Welles. Film colony angles are treated in (tet^ 1^
the Hollywood story -elsewhere.
Rash of quiz programs broke out during^ the summer and
continued into the fall. Of these 'Information Pliease' is the
standout. These shows, all twists on vox pop and amateur
ideas, have provided low-cost entertainment but, like everything in radio, were speedily overdone and Only a few Of the
best survive the final shaking 'down.

Many

times the brass

section, five or six strong, lumber
down to a microphone with hardly
time to set themselves for a solo, and
then rush back to try to play another passage from their original

Actually there is no excuse
place.
for broadcasting to have failed to
adopt the Hollywood technique of

handling a microphone.
In 10 years, too, radio has evolved
a comparatively unrestricted
to one of the most carefully
watched and guarded, blue-pencilled
means of entertainment. In 1928,

from

medium

one of our most popular numbers
was the Cole Porter lyric, 'Let's Do
It,' which cleverly states that people,
it,'

animals, insects and things 'do
with the simple explanation, 'let's

do

my

Much New

But of new entertainment personalities 1938 produced few.
Bob Hope came in strong for Pepsodent and seems headed

WOR

moving the microphone
the sections of the band, instead of
Today, because of unusual whims
sections of the band and caprices of an unpredictable
laboriously (sometimes noisily, and public, it is impossible to even play
always with great difficulty) down 'Holy Night' in dance tempo. It is
to a microphone, is incomprehensi- a wonder to me that there has not
nique

all

drew

—

moving whole

most popular of

with a vice presidency,

It was in
it, let's fall in love,'
the fall of 1928 that someone howled
head as a result of this song,
for
with the result that
took the
cost sometimes hundreds of dollars initiative in asking me not to do it
a minute, are ruined or at least poor- Gradually the other stations likewise
ly balanced because it takes time for assumed the same attitude, and from
frenzied signals from the monitor or practically that time on, all the stathe control room to reach produc- tions have united in a ban on songs
tion man and director to remedy the containing the word do do it again,
you do something to me, and all
defect.
of that type which, because of
Why broadcasting studios have not songs
the simple double-entendre on the
adopted the motion picture techword, have become restricted lyrics.
of
to

voice against strength of gain, is like
an automobile without a speedometer. Today many minutes of vocalizing and instrumental music that

the,

Board meeting that conflrmet) Trammel also rewarded Dr.
A. J. Morton, head of the NBC-owned and managed stations,'

crime.'

rick Miner
After months Of search, the- N.A.B. board's appointment as
the N.A,B,'s first paid president, to pay $25,000 and $.5,000
extra for expenses, went to Neville Miller, former mayor of
Louisville. Job of making radio's trade association stand for
something more than an annual golf tournament and a threeday busteroo has begun. (Sie Variety's Anniversary Edition,
next year, for further details.)
Washington, as usual, occupied a lot of the broadcasters'
time. In 1938 there, was the super-power hearings revolving
around.
and there were (and still are) the 'monopoly'
hearings which will continue into February or later. Politics
remains the great preoccupation of all broadcasters. Many a
radio station owner knows more about Washington politics
than he knows about station operation.
Time Sales Fell Off

Ten Years Before the Mike

A

mentioned broadcasters have realized that

He

the bid.
toppers.

been more of a furore aroused
the playing of such classics
'Martha' in hot dance tempo.

by
as

Restriction

Between the restrictions laid down
by the ASCAP, the writers, the
sponsor,
the
advertising
agency^
children's societies, teachers' socre^
ties, women's organizatldns, temperance organizations, and others, it id
almost impossible today to do a
broadcast of the type possible five
or six years ago> It is becoming itt^*
creasingly difficult to clear aanfis^
lyrics and material.
If it continues
to become more difficult, the time
will come when all programs will
be of such an innocuous and taime
nature that the zest and pep will
have gone out of broadcasting. Pbssibly by that time we will have
television with an entire new set of
censorship rulings and theories.

Giertrude

Berg Guests

On Orson

Welles

Shew

Gertrude Berg, director and enthe chief role in The Gold-

".ctzr of

bergs' family serial, takes heir first
outside dramatic part since stsctinjS
the Goldbergs nine years ago wliMi
she joins Orson Welles on his Campbell

show Friday

(6).

Shell play

the part of th^ mother in Welles*
radio version of 'Counsellor at Ximw/

Payoff check for the stint witt Tje
to a charity.'

made out
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Televisions Futurer-and
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1939

When

By Bob Landry
Chicago, Jan. 1.
Of the 100 and more agencies in
Chicago, about a dozen handled 95%
of the radio business during 1938.
:A11 of the others talked' about going
into radio in a big' way, voiced their
opinion that radio was here to stay
and had a $1,000,000 account primed
to buy an hour a day on 500 stations.
And yet, despite this talk, only a
handful did anything in or about

Took the weakest of the B-W tobacco accounts from Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborn and made it a
seller through smart radio handling.
Agency credited with shrewd .time
buying and selling copy. While the
shows themselves do hot rate as particularly hot stuflE for the discriminating they sell. In addition to the
B-W accounts such as Avalon cigarettes, Big Ben and Bugler tobacco,
Seeds handled radio billing for
Schaeffer Pen and a piece of General

Lxadio.

Mills.

By Dan Goldberg

i
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There was basically little change
McCann-Erickson agency in Chiin radio business in Chicago as far as cago did little during 1938. Primariprograms and ideas were concerned; ily buying a few spots for Maytag.
but 1838 saw a reshuffling and reKoche, Williams & Cunnyngbam
valuation of agencies as to standing agency also was pretty stagnant in
in the radio industry. Several of the radio during the past year, but rates
biTiricst agencies crawled into a shell for its snatch of the Horlick's acof lassitude while others .zoomed count for which it is now buying
into large importance in the ether some spots and announcement.
busine.ss, establishing themselves as
Benton & Bowles-Chicairo had a
in
the
present-day winner in 'Stepmother' for Colgate
factors
real
agency business. The line-up was and did okay in the farm field with
about this way:
its feed portion of the Quaker Oats
Blaclcett-S a
p 1 e-Hummert con- account. B.&B.-Chicago has three
tinued as the pace-setter topping all career men, Ed Aleshire, Stu Sherothers on general billing and im- man and Art Marquette.
Neisser-Meyerhof had a Ipt of Coportance in the radio field. Their
billing on such accounts as Ovaltine, lumbia network billing last year" beGamble. cause of Wrigley. Little doubt that
General Mills, Procter
$kelly Oil was enough to make the the real operations and thought on
agency a honey jar for stations and the Wrigley radio handling is in Chilittle cago Columbia offices, which means
There
is
representatives.
question of the job that B-S-H did chieftain H. Leslie Atlass, who is
for its accounts, although several at- very, close to 'D.K.' N-M, on their
tempts to gild the lily met with re- oWn, hit on a winner with its interverses. Agency attempted to obtain views with clubwomen in, the clubdiscounts or rebates for its clients rooms for the Kitchen Klenzer
from stations using B-S-H com- product.
mercial platters; also tried -'to boost
Rathrauff & Ryan agency in Chithe amount of radio station publicity cago in 1938, grabbed off big bowl
Both of these of Quaker Oats for which it now has
for its accounts.
angles were branded as chiseling and two coast-to-coast progra^is, 'Girl
received with a complete chill from Alone' in the daytime and the weekthe stations and it is unlikely that ly Tommy Riggs variety period. Unthe agency will succeed in accom- der the supervision of radio chief
indicates the Ros Metzger department steadily exIt
plishing much.
manner in which the agency is in panded.
there fighting for an edge. The
Needham, Louis & Brorby con-
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Radio

'and the CBS transmitter atop the Chrysler Bldg., will begin operating
intermittently. Each transmitter will be powered with 7,500 watts.
CBS studios will be in Grand Central Terminal, RCA in Radio City
and each transmitter will be linked to its studio by A. T.
T. coaxial

—"Movietone

Dir.:

There has been lots of television during 1938 if publicity statements^ press showings and headlines are the measure. Separated
from this battle of mimeograph the story is one of cautious stepping
and obscure progress, if any. A reddish discoloring of the outer electronic epidermis during the year was pronounced a press agent's
rash, but the threatened appearance of television receivers in New
York department stores prompted a curtailment of RCA's regular
schedule of programs which had been in progress for some months
and which was obviously t}ie one development encouraging indie
set-inakers to rush into the market with television receivers.
In a nutshell these are the broad facts about television:
1. Not only does the FCC still classify all television as 'experimental,* but" in New York there is no television broadcasting whatever at
the moment.
2. Only television activity in New York (latterly in 1938) has been
some outside events by the NBC's tele-mobile unit which were
monitored and studied by engineers but not put on the air. Indoor
activity confined to improving equipment, etc.
3. Sometime in January or February, 1939, the NBC-RC transmitter
In the Empire State Bldg. (where a new antenna is being installed)

News"
Henry Souvaine, Inc.

&

cable.
to hjs own announcement, Allen B. DuMont will launch
a 50-watt television station in
Jersey sometime during 1939.
Paramount Pictures has a 50% stock interest in this enterprise.
5. By April, 1939, when the
York World's Fair opens it is ex4.

New

FLUNG

UNFAIR'

AT NBC,

New

.

CHI,

According

pected that NBC and CBS will have two hours a week of telavision
programs and that television receivers; of several brands, will probably be placed on the market. How good they will be, how much
they will cost, whether the public will buy them in any great numbers, are open questions.
Costs

BY AFRA

6. Size of image will determine the price of sets.
It is probable that
sets selling for $150 or thereabouts will throw an Image of not over
inches.
This is a 'chair-side' set. Around $350 is the estimated cost of sets with an 8 x 10-inch frame which is called 'comfortable' for 3-6 feet scrutiny by small groups.

3x4

Complaint against NBC's Chicago
branch was filed last Friday (30)
with the Regional Labor Relations
Board in Chicago by the American
Federation of Radip Artists. Action,
which was filed by 'Henry Jaffe, the
union's

charges the net-

attorney,

work with unfair labor practice.
of inSpecifically, it accuses
timidation to prevent the unioniza^
tion of sound effects men in its Chicago studios.

NBC

agency continued its faith in script tinued its coast-to-coast ride with the
According to AFRA execs, the
shows as the best commercial radio Fibber McGee show for Johnson as
medimn, though it did indicate a its one big item in the radio business. sound effects men asked to be taken
tendency of move away from the kid
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace con- into the union and were admitted to
ehow to a more adult type of pro- tinued with 'First Nighter' as its membership on the theory that the
gram.
prime radio entry for its Campagna organization's AF of L charter from
the Associated Actors and Artistes
Kostor made strides during 1938, account.
of America covers 'artistes' as well
zooming ahead in radio billing and
J. Walter Thompson revamped its
It is alleged that
activity though without any particu- entire radio staff in Chicago and is as performers.
larly strong new atcounts, They are now handling only a single local when NBC learned of the imionizacontinually battling for new busi- show in Chicago. However, has a tion of the men, it discharged one,
ostensibly for some other cause. Two
ness, however, and have made, from number of spot shots.
'resigned.'
subsequently
time to time, several additions to
Schwimmer Jfc Soott is one of active others
the staff in the hope of corralling smaller agencies, living up to its Thereupon nine more AFRA-mem-withdrew
ber
effects
men
soimd
point
strongest
the
fresh clients. But
reputation for aggressiveness ahd
that Kastor made in 1938 was its new ideas. Came through with an from the union and wrote a letter
to NBC affirming their loyalty to
ability to boost its current clients in outstanding .job for Wurlitzer's natheir network and their opposition
radio billing. Agency turned in two tionally. Also handled a smart set of
AFRA.
outstanding jobs. First was its trick annoimcements nationally for Lea & ip

7. Meanwhile Scophony of Great Britain has set out to invade
America. It is now engaged, in promoting American capital and to
make arrangements for the manufacture of its sets over here. Scophony sets throwing an image 18 x 24 are retailed in England for
aroimd $1,200. They are described as producing 'good-looking images'
from a mechanical type of television (RCA is electronic in principle).
8. First to apply for RCA television equipment is WTMJ, Milwaukee
(owned by the Milwaukee Journal) and the prospective outlay of
about $100,000 suggests the costliness of going into television in even a
small way.
WTMJ envisages a l,0Q0-watt transmitter. Studios,
cameras, coaxial cable, channels, lighting, properties, sound equipment, etc., add Up the initial investment. (Lubke-Don Lee visio in
California is off-standard for America, using a 375-line image instead
of the 441-line approved at present by the Radio Manufacturers Assn.)
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in taking 'Manhattan Mother,' a top
ilve-times-weekly script ^ow, and
making it pay out successfully in a
lone market. With only Chicago as
an outlet for the American Family
EO£p product, the agency took a
script show that on cost of cast,
•writing and production compares
with any Coast-to-Coast program,
and made it a worthwhile investment
lor a single market. Now has the

Auspitz & Lee was another out-standing agency among the smaller
outfits in Chicago during 1938. Again
bought rnpre local radio time than
any other agency for a single account
—Evans Fur. Agency had made this
firm a big winner right through the
depression years and continued to
hold up volume of sales for fur firm
during the past year. Looks for conand *siderable expansion in
program on two stationSi
other types of
WGN, daily. Agency also took a new accounts during 1939, especially
with
Procter & Gamble product, the Teel an eye towards national
radio busiliquid dentifrice, and helped boost it ness.
Jn a druig field. Used a few spot
Henri, Hurst & McDonald several
shots with Jeriy Cooper discs and years ago found
a good thing in
also some cutrin announcements on Smiling Ed
McConnell and since that
the Jimmy Fidler picture gossip time has endeavored
to utilize this
program. Radio department now home-folks crooner
for all clients
headed by Bob Jennings, ex of WLW. and accounts.
Lord & Thomas (Chicago) deYounf: & Rubicam (Chicago) toclined in importance in radio during ward" the close of 1938 suddenly
1938. Had practically nothing on the spurted. Has the Drackett business.
air. Kay Kyser's College Of Musical Office, now in the process of revision
Knowledge was an outstanding and expansion.

WBBM

smash

for

Lucky

Strikes (American

tobacco) but that rates as a New
York deal on the part of the agency.
Agency lost two important accounts
during the past year: Quaker Oats
It
got the Lady
aird Horlick's.
ils'-her account, for which it switched
from the Wayne King orchestra
standby and replaced it with the
Guy Lombardo band.
Walter Wade, chiefly identified with
Alka-Seltzer, saw a decrease in billing for the stomach-soother account
and is at present resting on oars.
Agency went out and corralled one
h's local radio account, the Morris
B. Sachs clothing store, for which it
is at present continuing the weekly
60-minute amateur show which was
originated and built to midwest
smash proportions by the Schwimmer & .ficott agency.
RueseU M. Seeds agency, under the
presidency and guidance of Freeman
Keyes, shot into national prominence
in radio during 1S36, primatily with
the selling job accomplished for several Brown & Williamson labels.
-

there

.Since

Perrins..

few sound

are

effects

men

comparatively
with NBC in

Chicago, the defe'ction of the nine
men following upon the loss of the
other three, wiped out AFRA's majority representation in the group.
Understood that in its NLRB complaint, therefore, the union will raise
the novel point of whether the 12
men should be considered as AFRA
members in figuring whether the
union should be adjudged as representing a majority of the sound
effects

men employed.
who flew to Chicago from

Jaffe,
St. Louis

last

Thursday

due back Sunday
St.

(1)

in

(29),

New

Philadelphia, Jan.

Tally

Ayer

reveals that oil firm during the season just passed bankrolled 20,000
hours of football airings, or 181
games on 71 stations, increase over
1937 and 1936, when it began sponsoring sports. First year it aired 129
games on 42 outlets and in 1937 156
contests through 60 transmitters.
.^Ayer reported to the sponsor that
C.A.B. ratings taken one Saturday in

October: and one in November gave
a composite figure of 23.6 for all
games being played those days.
Highest single rating, and one of the
topnotchers in all radio, was the
Pitt-Duke game, in Pittsburgh, for a
C.A.B. figure or 66. Lowest rating
found was 10. Largest single hookup was the Harvard-Yale game, 41

York.

Singers, actors and announcers
employed by three St. Louis stations, KSD, KWK and WEW, will
vote this Friday (6) on whether they
want the American Federation of
Radio Actors to represent them for
bargaining purposes. Date was set

POLITICS
Chicago, Jan.

1.

Though the Republican campaign
on behalf of Alf Landon resulted in
a record-breaking Democratic victory,
Blackett - Sample - Hummert
e^ecs are still politically ambitious.
Would like exploitative connection
with the 1940 Republican campaign.
They feel that despite the cost and
defeat, they obtained contacts with
otherwise aloof gentry. This offset
the defeat and the cash outlay to Hal
Blackett and others personally.
Now have angles out for contacts
with Vanderburg of Michigan and
Taft of Ohio as their guesses for the
Republican presidential nomination.
Will again splurge with their
favorite angle on radio assistance:
and hinting to stations of a five-year
license .for stations should the Republican nominee win the nation's
•

.

stations.

was

Louis Vote Jan. 1

FtHtBIGTfflE

1.

completed by N. W.
Son for Atlantic Refining

just

&

Sweetheart Soap Back;
Sponsoring Jack Berch
Sweetheart Soap goes back on the
11 with Jack Berch on a

air Jan.

curtailed CBS net. Berch is set for
two 15 min. slots a week, Wednes-

vote.

day and Friday at 7:45-8 p.m. CBS
Artists Bureau set the singer through
the Franklin Bruck Agency.
Soap makers recently dropped a
at a conference held last week beBIZ
tween Henry Jaffe, associate na- commercial airing of Little Theatre
tional counsel for AFRA, the local plays with William A. Brady.
National Labor Relations Board and
Salt Lake City, Jan. 1.
spokesmen for the three outlets.
Presumably with an eye on the
Vote casting will take place beToscanini's
Series
profitable side ventures of WXYZ,
tween 10 a. m. and 5 p. m. at local
Detroit; KMBC, Kansas City, and
NLRB headquarters.
London, Dec. 24.
some other local stations, S. S. Fox
BBC is organizing a series of of KDYL here will shortly set up
eight Beethoven concerts at Queen's
a transcription cutting department.
in May, all of which will be Engineers
Widow Succeeds Mark Hall
have been doing ground
conducted by Arturo Toscanini. Al- work
for several months.
ready flooded with application for
pro-

FOX OF KOYL ENTERS

PROGRAM WAX

PINK SUPS FOR 40
IN FED. RADIO DIV.
Along with the general cutting

in

BBC

the ranks of the Federal Theatre
project last week, the Radio Division
suffered a slice of 23% of its complement or around 40 people. Those
dropped were mostly from the writWashington, Jan. 1.
ing and acting deptsl Pink slips
were mailed out Friday (30) and
Woman president was elected last
take effect Jan. 15.
week by the board of directors of
Shows to be dropped have not as WOL, Washington affiliate of Mutual.
yet been decided upon.
Mrs. Helen S. Mark, widow of l-eroy

Mark, former

'BevivaV Benewed on

MBS

WOL

prez,

was

ele-

vated to the top post on the unani-

mous

decision of the board.

seats.
It was

canini

Will record

much

the same

when

Tos-

grams for

KDYL-produced

sale outside this market.

was here

in 1937, when even
highest in the land

some of the
couldn't rustle up a ticket, but had
to be satisfied with picking it up on
their radios.

Rock

Andrews

Girls with Dole

Sisters have been added
the talent lineup, on the Dole
Pineapple show set to start onr a
CBS net Jan. 14. Girls supplement
Phil Paker and will work with the
Eddie Delange orch, which was

Andrews

to

Gospel Broadcasting Corp. has reIsland on Mutual
Othei officers elected were Wilnewed on 86 stations of Mutual net- liam B. Dolph, executive v.p. and
On Jan. 14 Rock island, 111,, station
work. "'Old Fashioned Revival' pro- general manager; W. L. Shaffer, WHBF,
simultaneously raises its signed last week.
gram resumes for 25 weeks as of treasiurer, and H. J. Jett, secretary. power to .1,000 watts
and joins
Trio' is currently, fulfilling a twoJan. 1.
Mrs. Mark had formerly served the Mutual.
week date at the Paramount theatre,
station' as vice president.
R. H. Alber agency placed.
It's 110th affiliate of Mutual.
New York.

Wednesday, January
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Radio Outlook For 1939

Is

115

Good

By Edgar A. Grunwald

TOTAL RADIO TIME SALES:

1937

Prediction of radio's dollar volume
prospects in 1939 can definitely be
prefaced by a clearcut statement it

1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938

—

will be better (possibly

From FCC Data
'$33,902,487 retained
1,857,102 retained
52,949 retained

^

jjETWORKS.

$35,812,538

by major nets
by secondary nets

by

other nets

$20,100,395
2,040,742 paid stations for commissions, etc.

$22,141,137

.$22,141,137

NETWORK TOTAL

$57,953,674

National Spot

23,117,136
36,838,163

Local

ime Sales)

$117,908,973

The above figures are before agency or broker discounts. They do show,
however, 'trade discounts' for the networks i.e., frequency discounts.
The broadcasting industry in 1937 paid out $16,982,960 in commission to
agents and brokers.

—

FCC

terminology as regards network designations, it
CBS and Mutual; 'secondary'
networks means regionals; and 'others' means part-time or very small
In duplicating the

is

assumed that 'major* networks means NBC,

hook-ups.

Those

who compare

this.

chart with the

/

the network angle there can
be no doubt of this, at least $o far as
the start of the new year is concerned. From the spotrlocal angle,
the same situation would seem to
apply if statistics on general business
activity are brought to bear.

FCC

charts

may

note that the

network figure is $57,953,674, whereas the FCC (table 4, FCC summary of information) gives it as $55,917,189. This is due to the fact that
chart includes all tiTrtc sales, whereas the FCC included (in the chart
mentioned) only time. sales to ADVERTISERS. The difference of $2,036,484
is made up in payment to stations for commissions, sv.staining programs,
total

this

Therefore, figuring only
or other contract methods.
ADVERTISERS would give 1937 a total of $115,872,488.

TIME SALES TO

Tfational spot business includes figures only from statioTis with net sales
of $25,000 or more during 1937. It is assumed that stations having a smaller

Their
net than $25,000 did entirely local business.
spot would be too small to disturb the figures above.

amount
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computed.

1
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For a long time annual computations were carried on by the Na-

-

140

\

\
\
1

/

1

Association ol Broadcasters.
The NAB arrived at the gross by
adding together the sales figures of
major networks, regional networks,
spot business, and local business. In
the case of the major networks at
least, the 'gross' was understood to
be card rates before any discounts
whatsoever.
This summer (1938) the FCC issued
a gross sales intake for the year 1937.
However, the FCC played havoc with
network revenue. For whereas the
major networks reported (to the
world at large) a combined 1937
gross of $69,612,480, the FCC whittled
this category down to $53,277,905^ The
$16,400,000 got lost in frequency discounts and similar 'trade' discounts.
It was, in short, the difference between card rates and what actually
went into the cash box.
Summing the whole thing up, the
FCC credited the radio industry with
gross time sales of $117,908,973 during 1937. By certain additions and
subtractions necessary to translate

y
m

/

/

tional

\

r-/

*

/
-

this figure into 'gross

1

t
1

/

180

Translating a relatively certain
outlook into relatively certain dollar
signs, however, is plainly impossible.
It would be tea-leaf. r£ading. Anc" it
would be double folly in view of the
fact that somebody first has to find
out for the broadcasting industry on

what

•

better)

From

$35,812,538

$19,266,127 paid stations
698,^42 paid stations
135,626 paid stations

much

thai! in 1938.

by major networks
by secondary networks
by other networks

1
/

/

/
1
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1
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*
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time sales to

60

\t

instead of mere 'gross
sales'
(which would include
intra-industry sales of facilities), the
RunniniT index of network gross revenue (solid line) and general
actual total boils down to $115,872,INDICES:
business as indicated by BUSINESS
INDEX (dotted line)
488. An accompanying table shows
the division of this money by
1939 category.
1938
1937
1936
clined in revenue, either singly or in
1935
1938 Revenue
combination.
The industry as a
92
85
92
88
79
Dept. Store Sal^s Index.
What 1938' amounts to in terms of whole, therefore, seems to be about
105
86
dollars is not yet known. The major where it was in 1937.
112
105
Shifts in
Business Week Index .
86
networks, still counting by card rate, revenue downward may have ocAutomobile Prodnctlon. 4,120,000 4,620,000 5,020,000 2,500,000 3,500,000 will do a possible combined
$72,055,- curred, but so far as actual calcuResidential Construction $478,800* $801,624* $905,293* $980,000*.fl,100,000* 000 if NBC is credited with $41,780,- lation now goes, they appear to be
1!
000, CBS with $27,340,000. «nH Mu- quite small.
Farm Cash Income . $7,100,000* 7,865,000* 8,521,000* 7,600,000* 8,000,000* tual with $2,935,000. That's roughly
As against this picture, 1939
4% above 1937, though there's no promises first of 'all a much brighter
All flgiures in the 1938 column are preliminary, and all computations in
Outstanding development in the aftelling what the figure would turn network outlook.
half dozen large
the 1939 column are Variety estimates, compiled after consultation with
out to be if the card-rate angle were network programs are already sched- fairs of the American Federation of
J. A. Livingston, staff economist of Bttsiness Week.
discarded in favor' of figures actually uled for the first of the year, and Radio Artists during 1938
was easiIt should be specifically pointed out here that while economists feel on the books.
agencies predict a coAtinued upturn ly the. union's contract with NBC
pretty safe in making '1939 estimates, they cannot estimate a month-byMeantime, ASCAP's radio intake in activity.
month or season-by-season pattern. Thus, it is safe to' say that 1939 will has been estimated to be off several
and CBS for mininnum pay and
From a wealth of data (for which
-'Surpass -1938 by a considerable margin and compare favorably with 1937; percent during 1938. Since ASCAP
working requirements for sustainbut it is impossible to say whether this will be accomplished via an ex- revenue is based on that portion of acknowledgment is hereby made to
ing programs.
Negotiations began
ceptionally high spring and fall, or via a steady trend from one end of the network sales passed on to affiliates, Business Week) certain factors especially pertinent to the radio indus- in
January and the agreement
year to the other.
plus local and spot revenues, it would
try may be singled out as hintseem apparent that at least two of ing what 1939 has in store. These fac- finally went Into effect late in the
(*) Indicates that 000 are omitted.
local and spot
dethese factors
summer.
tors would tend to show that activity
Negotiations, with a committee
for the new year will compare rather
favorably with 1937, a good year alL representing the American Assn. of
things considered.
Advertlsrng Agencies, which began
advertisers'

time

1935-1939

BUSINESS

WEEK

RADIO IMOtrS

.
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1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

—

1938

Thus department store sales are
estimated to hit an index figure of 92
in 1939, the same figure as in 1937.
General business levels could easily

show a 20% gain over

Auto factoiy
slated to rise

*40

1938.
sales (production) are
by 1,000,000 cars, and

Cash farm income
possibly more.
(including benefit payments) should
be increased by a half-billion dollars.

^50

new

residential

construc-

Not only is an upturn here
valuable to radio as a lever for
plugging associated lines of goods
accompanying residence building,
construction
anticipated
but the
total itself actually promises to surpass the robust 1938 total.
tion.
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To all of which must Toe added the
inevitable government role as a disIf
of
money.
the extributor
penditures continue steadily throughout the year an apparently logical

tional

1
1

tJ

<

•

'50

INDEX

(dotted line)

and network

ffross

revenue

(solid line).

measures.

AFRA

held

its

first

national con-

mid-November in St.
was the first time a performer union had ever had such a
vention

Louis.

in

It

AFRA won reinstatement of employees discharged from Cincinnati,
and St. Louis stations for alleged
union activity. It has a vital case
pending before the NLRB, involving
the question of whether announcers
should be included with actors and
singers in negotiations with St. Louis
stations.

Although efforts were made to efmerger with the unaffiliated
American Guild of Radio Announcers and Producers, no agreement
—
Latter organizathis tendency would could be reached.
expectation
naturally be reflected, to some ex- tion has been rather inactive during
tent, in a steadily

1

-1

AFRA

get-together,

But the really heartening estimate
concerns

•

at the same time, have been virtually without result, the admen
having stalled every effort of the
union to conclude an agreement.
is now readying more drastic

high level of na-

income through the year.

Factors less intimately followed by
the broadcasters, but highly important to those lines of activity most
often scrutinized, are: credit, influx
of foreign capital, *and inventories.
Credit should be 'easy' during 1939
because of the banks' backlog of coin,
and the desire of the. government to
obtain cheap money to £nance its
deficits.
Inventories meantime are
not clogged up to excess, indicating

fect a

recent mdnths.
In

mid-December the

statement

La Roche of Young &
Rubicam, brought the question of
agency attitude toward the situation

of Chester

out into the open.
the necessity for continued replacements.
An accompanying table gives the
trend for a number of these factors
for 1935 through 1938 and estimates
for the coming year.

,

.
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Soap and Cinema Stage
Big

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Spirit of camaraderie between the
picture studios and radio has at the
moment reached such a benign pass
that it is hard to believe that such
soul-mates ever were anything but.
Time was, and not so far into the
dim past, that the mere mention of
the air trick in a ftlm factory would
send execs into quotation marks.
A little matter of education (or
was it publicity? ) has brought a new
blush 10 the situation. It was accomplished, in the words of Danny
Danker, 'by playing ball together.'

More

f.>f

the Danker philosophy:

'By proving to them that we had
an understanding of their problems
their confidence. We kept
it by showing that we are on the
level and not just
tei-astcd in getting- a star on the air. \7c tried not
to interfere with production, saw to

we won

i

was

v/ell protected
and went out of
plug for the picture and studio without any insistexice or prodding.
That won them
over and thsre's no reason why it
should be any other way?
.Danksr may well be the spokesmen for the Hollywood radio industry.
He is one of the pioneers and,
most important of all; knows the
pries tag of perhaps 500 Llm players,
by rots, which minimizes the necessity of bargaining.
It's a matter of
availability rather than price.
Eaot Meets- Wcct's Problems
Other first line talert buyers, to
name a few, Joe SlauiTer of Young
& Riib cam, Bill B::l:er of Benton &
Bowlc3, Tiny RiiiTner of Ru*raufl &
Ryan, Tom McAvity and- Jack Runyon of Lord & Thonrtas, Mann Holit

that the player

by an expert
our

way

script
to insert a

'

iner of Lennen iSc Mitchell, are taking a leaf from Danker's book and
mrtking it easier all around. It tock
a while for the lads from the east to

savvy Hollywood pcoduction problems and front office whim^. But
they're bright laddies. Rotten news
sources but definitely bright.
"
Ask any talent buyer which is the
tou.'jhest studio to deal with for a
guest si:ar and he'll fumble for an
answer, finally sputtering, 'Why, none
of tht?m

Metro

is-

tough.*

whether the show is sold out or not,
figuring it will pay its way In exploiexecs

finally

come

Is

pools are here to stay because

what's
European refugees.
goose for the films is bound to get
Noyes called a meeting of radio a rise out qt radio. Or vice versa
and newspaper (executives here, all (if you're an a-dvertising man!)
Is NBC crazy—building a preof v^hom promised full cooperation,
cally for

dwarfing all other media. Given a
proper air setting, the player can
make more friends than by peering

from lithographs or printers ink: It's
the next thing to direct personal contact, which has minimized the necessity of personal appearances sO that
the star can rub shoulders with her

according to the policies of their reOn the raspective orgapizations.
dio publicity division committee are
Henry Selinger, Leonard Erickson,
Voynow, Niles
E.
Leslie
Atlass,

public.

FRANK GALLOP

—

'

—

i

WTOC, SAVANNAH,

j

WSB

GROUP

of talent as several of its

have their own proBing Crosby, Bob Burns,
Jack Benny, Butns and Allen, Martha
Raye, Bob Hope and a few of lesser
pvominence are exclusive to their
pcr:;.onalittes

grams.

sponsors.
P;>r a time Warners was not so
easy to crack. Not that the studio
isn't air-minded but it had its own
ids.'s how to best make radio do an
exploitation job for its pictures and
players.
Several package shows
wova wrapped up for salp but nothing happened and the principals
wr--2 made available: for guest shots.
RKOoRadio is represented by Frank
Hsaley, whose job it is to see that
s:;7}*>t and handling of the player is

because

Is

CBS

its

soft in the

thinks
Don
Tliornburgli desierves an expensive
setting?
Would Danny Danker be
a big man in Janssen's Hofbrau on
Lexington Avenue? Is the weather
nice, are the ingenues nicer, in Manhattan?
Look the facts obliquely in the
face' and find
out what anchors
the radio on these Pacific shores.
Lenox Riley Lohr even admits, 'Say,'
I'd like to live out here myself/
There you have the one big item,
There's two. The other has to do
with economics, that double wageearning shot (for talent anyhow)
it

j

1

—

•

A

Slight

Hollywood

Case

Lord

Welles the alarmists chortled, 'There's
the
break;
others
will
follow.'

Thomas

That one was knocked into a cocked
hat fast. Comes the new year and
three new biggies: Kellogg's hour

To

Mf.

George

McGarrettjUew

York

From Mr.

show, Wrigley's Gateway to Hollywood and Screen Actors Guild Show
for
Gulf.
That puts Hollywood

Elmer Droop, Holly wood

Don't believe 'em.

and for good reason. Studio
exclusive package sale to
General Foods for its 'Good News'
show and that doesn't leave many
available for outside shots. However,
thoss on whom waivers can be- had
aie okay by Louis K. Sidney with
good grace.
At 20th-Fox players can be had for
the asking but the rub here is the
price.
Studio matches the player's
pay for its cut, which runs up the
price around double of what would
l>» paid to a star of comparable value
from another plant. Paramount has
Rubey Cowan as radio liaison, and
no reasonable demands are refused.
Sludjo, however, has little to offer

tentious studio setup just to have
call letters big?

noodle

Trammell, 'Larry Selz, Herb Sherman, Sid Strotz, Lou Lipstohe, Holly
Shively, David Stotter; Ken Laird,
"Greetings"
Maurice Needham, Sam Gerson,
'Gang: Busters' 'Hilltop House'—'
Richard Kross, Ralph Atlass, Ed
33 FORM CORPORATION
'Nstmcy James' New York PhilharWood, Henry Kastor Kahn, Art Linmonic Symphony.
ick, Bob Jennings, Clarence Menscr,
Business Men Assure WPTF's ConAnd thanks tor everything.
Horwich,
David
Nate
Pumpian,
tinuance in Baleierh
Glenn Snyder, Stu Sherman, Hays
McFarland, O'Neill Ryan, Jr., MauCharlotte, N. C, Jan. 1.
rice Lipsey, Nathan Perlstein.
Some 33 business and professional
In the newspaper and periodical
men are organizing the Carolina
group are Leo Abrams, Lou Cowan, which is not to be had anywhere
Radio Corp. to take over Station
IN
VS.
Rev. John Evans. Nate. Gross, Jer- else in' this democracy of ours.
WPTF from NBC and prevent its
ome Karpf, William McDermott,
What, no badminton courts in the
possible removal from Raleigh. NBC
Leon Stoltz.
background? Radio sponsor makes
last month exercised its $210,000 opWTOC, Savannah, has served ^^^^^ ^iegel and
a crack about g6ing back east after
tion on the station that has been notice on Paul Raymer that it is
picture is finished. 'What, and give
owned and operated for a decade quitting him for' the Katz agency.
im.ES GAtES AT WCAU
up Palm Springs, Arrowhead, Santa
by the Durham Life Insurance Co. The change became effective Jan. 1.
Anita and the shack on the hill?
Philadelphia, Jan. 1.
Action followed rumors that a
Savannah outlet has allied itself
Greensboro group was seeking the
New post of 'sales counsellor' has Why, you must be- crazy, man. I'm
Macon;
with
WMAZ,
and
WGST,
here
to stay.' Only one stern Puri'r
5,000-watt station. Julius C. Smith,
been added at WCAU, effective toGreensboro attorxiey, whose name Atlanta, for the purpose of selling day (Tuesday). It' S. Niles Gates, tan, Fred Allen, refused to give in.
Rudy Vallee' periodically finds it
was mentioned, in the rumors as themselves on a combination basis formerly of General Electric,
hard to break away (New York or
front .man denied all knowledge o£ against WSB, Atlanta 50,000- watter.
Gates will do merchandising, mar- have a good show in L. A.!) Now
any such move. Meanwhile William Threesome calls itself the Georgia
work Fibber McGee and Molly are here
C. Hedges, Frank Russell and Percy Group. Katz will represent all three ket research and co-ordinate
K. Ladner, of NBC, are due in either individually or as a group in of the' sales and program depart- and that's Chicago's loss.
What's to dislodge radio? One
ments.
the national field.
Raleigh soon to make deal.
hears a lotta talk about 'overdoing
the Hollywood thing' but you have
to hold those com-husking events
where corn in growing. The big
erf
names have taken root here and
radio foUowc the names whether
you believe it or not. When Ward
Wheelock
padlocked
Hollywood
INTER-OFFlCE CORRESPONDENCE
Hotel and went east for Orson
Yep, radio and pictures are getting

along like newlyweds.

is,

way

have

around to a unity of opinion that no
publicity medium can do the job of
radio.
Carrying the message into
millions of homes is looked upon as

Subject

made an

in the

Hollywood, Jan. 1.
There's been a lot of loose talk
and double-talk about radio broadcasts
from Hollywood. Which is'
considerably less important than the
loose change and the double-checks
Chicago, Jan. 1.
(payroll)
that
imbue Hollywood
David Noyes, phief of the Lord & with a- fascination
that
Thomas agency here, is Chicago can't match for big namesNew York
and buy-'
chairman of Jewish Welfare Fund ers of big nanies. The
swimming
drive.
Out to raise $2,000,000 lo-

ADMEN'S REFUGEE AID

David Noyes of Lord & Thomas
Exploitation Chairman

tation.

Picture

1939

ITwood Agrees-Honywooirs Great

Meeting of the Minds

By Jack Hellman

4»

The

'Double

Burp'

Program

Date

I packed my stopwatch, said
New York ingenues and came
out here to make a name for myself as producer of
the Double-Burp Theatre of the Air. Well, the programs have all burped oh schedule, but I keep getting
a funny feeling that someone is following me I keep
turning around and there's nobody there. The dojctor
says I've got rehearsal mildew.
Well, the first broadcast was from a bleeding heart.
I get the script at the last minute and grab a cab to the
studio. By the first red light I realize its a blueprint
for a clambake. The rehearsal is at 10 a. m..and me
up all the night before on the teletype machine taking
down those free verse commercials. I was asking,
myself without any answer why I was knocking mysejl
out just because some Message-to-Garcia guy has gotten a hot feminine slant on the product from a dame
he met at the Stork Club and has been inspired to
mow me down with a change in the Client's story.
You know what I put into a show, what I have to
Right now, let me say, Gaorge, that I'm a guy
give.
who don't mind losing a little sleep even if it don't
help the stomach ulcers none. As you say, the thing
to do is to put on a good show and take the shots

—

two up.

—

later.

,

that Crossley

—

26,1938

Tabled side by sides the east still
holds an advahtage in total commerbut just as wc were going into a dress, the studio cial hours. Hollywood's claim is for
called and cancelled because the director needed our the big shows, the ones requirinj^
talent on location somewhere, so they had to leave production and lavish outlay of coin.
and I had to get Ben on the phone to fix me up with Not to rub it in, but what has the
something!
east to compare with Chase & Sanborn, Texaco, Kraft Music Hall, KelI know our star went over, and our client can thank
me for cutting the picture plugs from 40 to 35. Being logg, Good News, Lux? After you've
around out here the way I am does pay off some divi- said Fred Allen and Kate Smith,
what then? In the half hour bracket
dends. Personally I think our star is terrific ^he'll run
the Coast is away overboard on names
that LT into three figures before he's through!
the east can't match. Hour for hour,
But I started out to tell you about the first show. however,
the bugle is all toward the
Well, George, with a bad script, new acts, a tempera- east.
Just as one-sided is the coin
mental comic, a New York name leader with a local being tossed around these parts for
union band, I had my hands full of the well-known air workers.
Sack, but I'm keeping myself under wraps because I
9Z%WKi,90\> fayoff
see I'm going to have to handle the thing without
It has been figured by fairly conblowing my top. I get that soprano out in the foyer servative analysts that during the 39
and give her the business.
weeks of the current semester picture names aloqe will take over
I get those writers straightened out; I get the network to come through with Stock for the band, so it $20,000,000 out of the pot of gold.
won't be laying out 84 bars on every tag; I get those That might sound like Hollywood
who make
sad novelties lined up in the one, two and three spots; hyperbole, but the lads
such claims have ruined much linen
I get the commercials ironed out so they make some
at the Brown Derby to arrive at
sense in English; I get .our star down to the Bar for a
their conclusions. All right, will you
few quick ones and make him purr ^nd everything believe
Now trot
$15,000,000 then?
looks jake for the show.
out the N. Y. talent payroll for the
Mind you, nobody's talkin' to anybody, but I feel I same period, and toss in Chicago and
got a show anyway, and as they say out here if you Cincinnati for good measure, and
can't feel it leave it alone!
what has Hollywood to be ashamed

Dear George:
Three months ago
good-bye to all the

Anyway, I guess you're reading the Crossley as
usual and shaking your head, but everybody knows
is a phoney, and if they had one on Sales
Results it would be something! I bate a Frankenstein
monster like a silly report the same's I hate any twofaeed guy. The boys out here like the show and it's
been swell hearing them say the things they do.
in tlia approved manner. It's a thin
Oh, yes, I was telling you about the first show.
coniract list at this spot but with ths Well, our star is very happy now and thinks the show
e::-;?p(ion of' Fred Astairc, who isn't is a knockout.
I guess they must have told you
to be had, there's little need for the about the script.
Our star tiirew it out, of course.
buyers to prowl Gower street.
That puts us in a spot, but I called up Hymie HendrickThe Siars Come Ont
son and he loaned me Sam Bern\yitz and Kelley Nathan
United Artists group plays ball all from the Lust Show and that helped me out a lot,
ths way and theirs is a star-studded even though thfe boys were a little tight during reMost of the players enjoy star
list.
hearsal and got in a fight with our conductor so that
rating and retain for themselves, rahe fired his arranging staff and it walked ^ut taking
dio privilages. In this constellation
its arrangements and the band had to ad lib.
I guess
the earnings from radio in some
that explains why you thought the music was a little
cases exceeds the income from picfuzzy.
tures. Always in demand are Carole
"The sopranj gave us a lot of trouble, too. She said
Lombard. Fredric March, Madeleine
she knew the client from Chatauqua, and no guy lilce
Carroll, Brian' Aheme, Constance
that was goin,; to forget his obligations.
Bennett and others who freelance.
Really, George, the band was superb even if ,they
Of the smaller indie plants Repubhad to ad lib, and, if she sounded a little fuzzy it must
Jic has of a sudden decided to cash
have been because the engineer I drew was fresh out
in on the publicity accruing to pichad to sat up the
tures and personalities through radio. of a Radio Repair Shop. Of 'course, I
Studio show headed by Gene Autrey band myself while the writers were going over the
will hit the lanes in short order as material with our star.
About the guest stars Well, I guess it must have
• Columtria sustainer. to whoop up
sounded silly after all the publicity had been released
lntere.<5t in the company's product
and' play«r list;' Outfit doesn't care and everything, to have to put on » lot of tired acts,

Dec.

—

of?

Well, I

guass the rest is History, George. I get the
The hours belong to the east
whole thing on its feet and standing in front ofas wide
mikes waitin' for the Air. Then the phone in the The coin is all west by just
a margin.
control room rings and they tell me we're cancelled on

account of a Fireside chat!

Kemp

I ain't saying the Thing got out of hand, even though
Art
Saks Ckief
we were a little upset, and the hot milk I had afterward down in the drugstore brought back the old
CBS on Coast
For
ulcers.
But why we had to be told after all I went
through is only something I'm going to take up with
Jan. 1.
Hollywood,
the network when I feel all right again. Only I don't
Arthur Kemp, special rep on the
guess I can find anybody over there to do anything
Radio Sales,
about anything except show me a chart or a framed Coast for Columbia's
,
,
"^"^^'^ sales manager
slogan. Sometimes I am sorry I left the Long Island ^^^^
Railroad for Radio, but what the aitch, if a dentist can ^^l.^^^
"^^^9^^^ J^^^y^^^^-.^^
do it, so can a Ticket Seller-as you always used to say.
S
J^!^^
"l^*^"' ^
^^X, which ^taUo"
But, anyway, George, I am better now and have been
writing the script myself, and, George, don't you worry sales promotion manager durmg
regime.
i

I

'

I

^
'

Guy

about the show! Tell the client that everything is
Pear-shaped, and we all feel out here that next
week's show will really l>e something to give Crossley
writer's cramp.
Best of everything to the gang.

Grand in
week s expenses was

P. S. -The Five.
last

has been hot
to keept

for.

I

him happy.

think

my
for
it's

Butch.
miscellaneous item on
that Jill our Comic
worth every cent of it

Earl

Frank Galliano's Accident
Milwaukee, Jan. 1.
Frank Gagliano of the WISN engineering and continuity depts., haa
Biija
boxes of 'safety matches
two
lYv^, sm?ill
I

explode in his hand,
predicts that he will
His phyiscian
'
never have any feeling in the tips of
his fingers.

.

Wednesday, January

4,

Third of a Century

1939

\Yj^J^tETY

ATLANTA COUGH SYRUP
NOT MAGIC, SEZ FTC

Inside Stuff-Radio
Cornerstone of Buffalo's new convention hall about to be
ground-breaking ceremonies.
Include a transcription of the
participated
'^uncil president, public works commissioner and others who
mobile transcription unit.
were grooved via the
broadcast and has been turned over to ofPlatter was used in a
cornerstone.
ficials for the
built will
Voices of

Harry C; Butchef, Washington vice-president of CBS, reported last
network through sale of 300 shares of
he has wiped out his interest in the

A

stock.

Conquest Alliance Co. states that it will continue to represent KGMBKHBC, Honolulu, in all United States areas except the west coast on an
occlusive basis under a contract which doesn't expire until June 1, 1939.
Statement is made, explains (partially) Conquest, 'because of some misunderstanding which appears to' be -circulating through the trade.'
John Blair has the west coast franchise.
•

ROOSEVELT

Uurderer on

Lam

OverAirbyWOWSIeuth
Gretna, Neb., Jan.

May

of

WOW,

Washington, Jan.

1.

—does

Complaint was issued against the
company and against Max L. and
Sadie B. Clein, prez and v.p., respectively.
Cleins must file answer in
20 days or receive a cease and deorder.

the scene.
jail

in Omaha,
of $35 and

FRANK WALKER
STICKS TO RCA

robbed a beer tavern
for open country (27). May
Frank Walker has decided not to
out WOW's mobile unit, followed the police to where the bandit leave the special recordings division
car was crowded in a ditch. Occu- of RCA Manufacturing Co. for a
pants were momentarily under cover proffered post with the American
of darkness. May, with two Oniaha Record Co., which recently became
World-Herald reporters, holed up in a CBS subsidiary. Out of the offer
came a salary and an executive
a nearby barn to keep warm.
First bandit, the murderer, came board membership for Walker in
police
to
machinery
of
set
a different
His new
into the barn, cold, tired and bloody, his present organization.
the communciations business and seeking warmth. Ready to give up job will place him not only in charge
hixed repeatedly tips that Commis- anyway, the man readily talked on of all the company's recording activdue
is
Payne
Henry
George
sioner
the air. Meanwhile, the W-H re- ities, but he will also direct the sales
Only feeble light, how- porters scouted up two more of the and merchandising for this division.
to depart.
ever, on Payne's recent visit to the
Edward Wallerstein, who quit the
aandits. Airing was around 2 a.m.
Executive Offices, which set tongues
sales managership of RCA Victor's
wagging and cattsed wish-thinkers to
phonograph record division to beconjecture about possibility he is become president of the latest CBS

The President's

•;ook

USES

ing kicked upstairs.
.

made

was the

denial

mW

FOR

third in less than a month on the
matter of replacing the seven-man

board with a three-man body or a
single administrator flanked by some

ORGAN
PROGRAM

Philadelphia, Jan.

1.

Henry Patrick, billed as 'The Romantic Troubador,' yesterday started
month, Chairman Frank R. McNinch
a daily chirp shot on WIP to the
and Thomas Corcoran, prominent
tunes of WFIL's new $22,000 organ,
member of the brain trust, joined in in one of the trickiest deals ever
dousing cold water on the yarn that
Dr.
Even worked out here. Sponsored by
legislation was being drafted.
Mallas, Dentist, Patrick does a daily
before that,' McNinch refuted sugat 1:15 p. m. and on
WFIL
on
show
radical
gestions he had virged some
WIP at 6 p. m. But WFIL has an
changes upon the President.
organ and WIP doesn't. So. through
Definite answer to question of the
Feigenbaum
the
of
efforts
whether the President intends to al- Agency, which handles the account,
ter the Commish membership is exPatrick will do his WIP warbling in
week.
this
pected before the end of
WFIL's studios and the show will be
with custom, he piped five blocks down the street to
In accordance
should send, to the Senate without
the other transmitter.
S
Norman
Gov.
delay the name of
last
incidentally,
Feigenbaum,
Case, to whom he gave a recess apabout its
week complained to
pointment only a few days after
billing of a 'Wandering Troubador.'
Congress quit last summer. If there
Said it was confiicting with Patrick's
Is any prolonged wait, the implicanom de radio. KYW, thereupon,
tion will be that the Rhode Islander
switched its tag to 'Wandering Minis to be supplanted, coni;rary to the
strel.'
general expectation that he will be
nominated for a full seven-year
semi-judicial

review

unit.

Early

last

assuming a scholarly seriousness
about their work, the personal equations used to be a little more complicated. They used to marvel how
guys with such limited knowledge of
the radio business could accumulate
such large income from station commissions.

This personal regard has changed
somewhat, and for the better. Sta-

3.

them a convicted murderer. May had
the murderer on the air in an interview before the police arrived on
Foursome broke

company

Omaha, mike

in hand, participated in the capture
of four jailbreakers here, one of

Recurrence of rumors that FCC
personnel shifts are in prospect
drew another denial in official quarPresident
ters last week. This time
Roosevelt himself bluntly sought to
put the silencer on whispering that
the Administration will perform a
major operation on the regulatory
agency. Although he did not quiet
flatly
all gossip, the Chief Executive
disclaimed any thought of setting up

By Ben Bodec

not cure every
or 'hearing of the other down will
cough 'irrespective of the cause,* come the hair and the vocabulary.
Commish insisted, nor is it capable of
It wasn't so long ago that station
stopping coughing spasms, as adverreps, which also takes in their sales
tised.
staffs, split the time buyers into two
Also cracked down on Malco Cold
They were either
classifications.
Tablets, made by the same outfit,
reasonable or good' fellows or just
for beckoning to radio listeners on
something under the garden rocks.
the grounds that it is capable of
With the time buyers, even those
'driving colds entirely out of the

sist

Foster

AT FCC

—

the

acquisition, is slated to take over at
this
week.
Turndown by
contract came as
a disappointment to both Wallerstein ahd Columbia Broadcasting.
Walker was to have charge of all

ARC

Walker of an

ARC

ARC

recording and manufacturing

operations.

WALTER ELY SUCCEEDS BAKER
Lincoln, Jan.

1.

tion reps are more inclined to. credit
the buyer with' a knowledge of relative values and a tendency to curb
the personal angle.
Some buyers

make no bones about having

their

favorites but contend that this personal leaning is justifiable. From experience they know that anything
such favorites tell them is on the
up and up. They can also depend
.

upon them to. produce requested material even if there's no assurance
of a contract or of the solicited account okaying a spot campaign.

Not Just Social
These same time buyers pooTi-pooh
effect of social entertainment.
friends, they cultivate in the
trade make more than pleasant companions. Invariably they're the sort
that help the buyer along the rocky
path of his job with cd-operation
and information and don't figure that
every gesture in either direction entails an obligation.
This philosophic

the

The

sentiment

is

no gag

either,

solemnly

assure these selfsame buyers.

Gripe

that

is

most

frequently

among

station reps and their
salesmen concerns the limitation of
their
contacting spheres.
It's
a
straight line to the agency time,
buyer or else. Unlike the situation
that prevails in the newspaper field,
they're not only cut off from direct
contact with the client but they
mustn't take their story to the ac-

aired

William Baker, manager of KGFW, count executive. All this, Say the
Kearney, has resigned effective Jan. reps, has created the kind of rela1.
Walter Ely, chief engineer since tionship that still makes them step-

was

constructed last August, succeeds.
Fred Christensen, manager of
KGFW's Grand Island remote stu-

station

dios,

moves

children of the advertising business.
In the case of newspaper reps and
space buyers even there's a more
marked feeling of confidence. The

in as his assistant.

KYW

W

tierm.

Lam

Leyy Boys on the

Philadelphia, Jan.

GEO.

TO M.

C.

MURPHY
GULF SHOW

1.

Wandering Levys are on the loose
again. Doc, prez of 'WCAU, in Florida over the holidays, will return tomorrow (Wednesday). Then Ike,

v.p., who not so long ago returned
from California, will sneak away
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
again until it's Doc's turn to go back
Screen Guild show for Gulf Oil to Florida in February.
dialer
will make a quick bid for
Doc also planning a trip to the
preference by triple starring the ini- Coast later in the year to look over
tlaler next Sunday (8).
In the upper rebuilding work on Arrowhead Inn,
bracket will be Jack Benny, Joan hostelry that was burned to the
Crawford and Judy Garland. Regi- ground in recent California forest
nald Gardiner is also in the cast of fires. He and Ike own a chunk of it.
a musical revue being whipped up
by Morrie Ryskind. Oscar Bradley
to L. A.
has the music assignment for the
series.
San Francisco, Jan. 1.
Mitchell Leisen directs the
show and Tom Lewis of Young &
Charles Brown, sales promotion
Rubicam produces.
manager for the NBC's Western
George Murphy was assigned by Division, leaves tomorrow for Hollywood to make his headquarters at
Screen Guild officers to emcee show
the web's new studios.
They took a vote.
Brown is the last of the network
On the second show Jan., 15 will
be transferred south.
he Fred Astaire, Herbert Marshall, execs to
Loretta Young and Franklin PangBOOK ON SPEC
ADAPTS
horn in a comedy with music. Script
heing supervised by Dwight Taylor
Radio rights to 'We Saw It Hap-

pen' current best-seller

by

13

Cecil Widdifield, radio director of
}he

Russel

uito

New York

M. Seeds agency, goes
this

week

for a tal-

ent hunt expedition.
Is

on

angling for a comedy headliner
new 30-minute show idea that

the agency has
lined
chent.

up for a new

delphia.

Boys
of these agencies,

.

dents, is becoming increasingly complicated. The client is all the time
getting smarter about radio, and unless the agency can marshal the
facts upon which to iJase a sound
it is spot broadcasting itself that will remain the major
After all, there are other
media.

recommendation
loser.

ROOSEVELT TALKED 32
TIMES ON NBC IN '38
Washington, Jan.

J.

32
Roosevelt talked
President
times to radio audiences during the
past year, NBC report shows. Total
broadcasts over NBC since his inauguratiqn in 1933 added up to 157
at year's end.
Next in line with his chief, Postmaster General James A. Farley
rang the bell with 17 speeches dujcing the 11-month period. Henry A.
Wallace, U. S. Secretary of Agriculture, was third with 16 broadcasts
up to Dec. 1, and Secretary of State
Cordell Hull trailed with an even
dozen. All remaining Cabinet officers used the NBC network 17 times
among them, but Assistant Secretaries hogged the air with ai total of

W.

officers broadcasting

up

to

R. Baker to N. Y.

Bowles agency, returns to New
York Jan. 5 to represent the firm
on General Foods accounts. Tom

B&B radio chief, arrives
of the year to pass a
of months here, thereafter
dividing his time between N. Y. and

Revere,
after

deals with stories behind the

Burt Lambert joins Mutual sales

many

William R. Baker, Jr., vice prez
and Coast radio head of Benton &

New

Formerly
staff in New York, Jan. 3.
with Hearst Radio and KYW, Phila-

in

Nov. 30 to 479.

series*

Book

Office

Trouble

say the station reps, is that they have
to deal with youngsters whose rating
in the office isn't much, above, that
of apprentice. They lack the reputation or acceptance that is required
to impress an account executive after
they're convinced they have a good
idea or something that ought to be
passed on to the client.
But this
criticism is tempered with a sense
of fairness.
The reps realize that
until stations adopt a- uniformity of
method in presenting information
about themselves time buyers will
continue to lead frustrated lives.
Under the present system the task
of co-ordinating the material for intelligent transmission to the client is
frequently a brain cracker.
From the buyer's viewpoint most
reps are no bargain when it comes
to co-operation.
A request for information is invariably followed by
a demand to know whether it s for
an account that is actually set to go
on the air or whether it's for an account that the agency would like
to sell on a campaign. Past experience has got the buyers in the habit
of either refusing to commit themselves or stating that it's ready busii
ness. If the buyer is honest and replies that it's, something that the
agency is working on the rep says
something about trying to get the
information and, with few exceptions, proceeds to forget" all about
it.
As the time buyers see it, the
matter of getting information should
be an avid duty of station representation, whether It means immediate business or otherwise.
Their job, say the ratecard stu-

ernment

Times writers, have been
bought from Simon & Schuster by
Roy Post. He will adapt it lor a

news.

quested. These close-clipped queries
make the rep feel .that the buyer
fears that he "nay tip off another
agency to what's in the works.

by members of
Congress were recorded, showing
the Senate with a long lead over the
House. Although only 96 Senators,
as against 435 Representatives, Upper House members made 97 broadcasts in 11 months compared yfiih
the Lower House total of 111.
NBC brag' also listed 'six Ambassadors and Mini-sters, 51 Army and
Navy figures and 164 other Federal
officials ... 25 state Governors, 38
other state officials and 48 municipal officials'—bringing total of Gov-

York

Widdifield to N. Y.

time buyer shrouds most of his inquiries in mystery with the result
that the rep can't get the information
from the station in all the fullness
and frankness that the buyer has re-

34 broadcasts.
Usual oratings

Brown Moved

Cecil

117

Reps and Agency Buyers

1.

system.'

After

Jail-Break Is Quizzed

Sins

DENIES

Sales

station reps have got around to
M. L. Cleirl & Co., Atlanta, Ga., the point where they admit that
makers of cough-syrup and cold tab- agency time buyers are people. That
lets, spanked last' week by Federal
in itself is quite a progressive step
Trade Commission for exaggerated in the relations between the two
and misleading advertisihg contained clans. Not that there is any overt
Mentho-Mulin radio broadcasts.
week sion bark-stopper, manufactured by hostility between them. But boys
will be boys and once out of sight

WGR-WKBW
WGR

Class

Washington, Jan.

RADIO

Annweraary Tssue

first

DEL SHfiBBOTT

coiiple

Thanks for Everything

Hollywood.
Baker has headed the local office
for the pa.st 18 months, having succeeded Ilcrschel Williams.

Season's Greetinffs to Everybody, Especially to The Colgate-PaKmolive-Peet
Co., The General Electric Co., The Lorillard Co., The Coca-Cola Co., and
All Prospective Companies.

—

.
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Is possibly the nearest approach
wo
get at the BBC to the Rudy Vallee
hour,- for Instance, but a similar
broadcast has had to be done in Eng-

BRITAIN'S FABULOUS INVAUD, YAUDE,

our listeners' own conceptions of comedy, rhythm, tempo
and 'atmosphere. Or, if a parallel is
sought with the fast type of Amerii
can band broadcast, the hour on our
schedules that most nearly coincides
with the formula is a recent series of
shows introduced by Jack Hylton, in
which the hot and sweet playing of
his boys is supported by vocals, comedy interludes and gag presentations,
played through without interruption.
Even that, though, had to be relish to satisfy

OWES MUCH TO DOCTOR KILOCYCLE
Operating Experience and Theories of British Broadcasting Corp. Seek Harmonious Relations With

Box

complete workout, what stood out a
mile was that 92% liked .variety and
wanted more. That's just how popular vaudeville has gotten since the

BBC.

Office
would become threadbare. Familiarity

breeds contempt?

They don't use the vernacular of
Well, I didn't rise to that bait, first
show business at the BBC. In the because I don't see any sign of it,
matter of words, everything within secondly because what a trained obthat institution is goverr\,ed by scl/- server of show business might nodetermined standards of Engiisfi, tige wouldn't be apparent to John
whether spoken or written, and the Public, who knows what he likes
utterances of departmental chiefs and is happy when he gets it. Of
^\are not exempt from the standing course, it's a point, but we in Broadrule.
casting House are not too dull-witted
contribution to manipulate our programs so as to
the
therefore,
if,
which follows may appear in parts prevent, as far ais we can, killing
•

exude the comfortable phrase- the goose that lays our own golden
ology with which readers of Vahiett eggs," in other words, giving the fans
are more familiar, it needs explain- an overdose of their own favorites.
One contention I heard when I got
ing that the article has been by permission translated from original ma- in another argument on this same
terial which was impeccable in lan- subject was that the biggest names

Other fact tha-t came at us like a
poke in the eye was an emphatically
expressed distaste for dance music!

happened that way I still can't
but imagine what brainfiogging it implied if we were to accept the verdict and give them more
variety and less music. Isn't it enough
that we have to juggle and fake al-

tating the other fellow..

ready to give

to

'em., sufficient

Still,

we had

to solve

it,

Audience Research Needed
You

without

either letting the shows go stale or
drop steadily in quality?

we

and

RALPH EDWARDS
Procter
poration

& Gamble
- Horn &

—

-

Chrysler Cor- Kel^

we

for

flatter

guage.

We worked from the two factors
aforesaid
loud pedal for variety, wam! wam! wam! is the best air show
soft pedal- for music and out of
of them all. We. know. But we'll let
those we created what we call the you tell us where we are going to get
band show, a continuous entertain- sufficient talent to fill out the bills
ment with a band as its framework, we have to find three or" four times a
but tricked out with comics, special- week and keep up the quality.
ties and what all into a conglomerate
whole.
of English^

in radio variety are -those that establisiied themselves on the boards

WATT

By JOHN

London, Dec.

20.

Show

business spends most of its
time knocking the BBCl That's ungrateful, because radio has given at
least one side of the entertainment
world the biggest and most continuous boost it ever had and that aside
from its nonstop plugging of other

—

sections.

long before broadcasting became a
But beyond a
force in the land:
handful of names which immediately
spring to mind though I'm not going to fall into the trap of listing
them here^where are the topliners
of the music halls? Admittedly, such
as there are, are personalities in
their own right* craftsmen at their
job, and they didn't- need radio, to
establish them,, but they couldn't
carry the whole variety business on
their shoulders. What'^do you think?
The way it strikes me is that these
are exceptions that pro.ve the rule,
and all the .a.rguments yo.u like .tp
put,:up .to chalieoge vaudeville's debt
to radio go so far and ixo further..
We .ran some months back a 'listeners' log,' an idea of mine tp try
and establish a cross-section of what
the customers thought of the seryice
they, were getting.
"We listed all the
different types of programs for which
all
the department is responsible
the many classes of light entertain-

—

,

Just like the United States, England for years carried its own fabulous invalid the variety theatre. All
'

—

up and .down'

the'

United Kingdom

famous old.musib halls were putting
up, the shutters or,' worse; dirifting
ovdr to the all-conCiuering motion
pictures. There remained, right un-

;

.

—

—

—

Jt clicked! We started with 'Monday Night at Seven,' a regular weekly, program that has in it a bit. of
•

everything, the sanie features recurring week by week. "Then we raised
the tabs on 'Band "Wagon/ and of all
the shows we regularly put over, this
is the one that has jelled and tickled
the pop fancy. 'This program has a
slick band. Miff Ferrie's Jakdauz (a
well-^iked harmony trio), an organist,
a couple or so other interest itenis
and a permanent^ comedian, Arthur
Askey, with his sidekick, Dickie Murdoch.
Comics stick themselves in wherever there is a pause between acts,
and the resultant impression is of a
slick comedy show. The listeners
love it; but don't realize just how
they have been fooled.
For why? Because they get a 60niiKiute show, and out of that the
comedy merchants are probably not
on the air for more than 12. Everybody is happy, the customer gets a
swingy show with a variety atmosphere about it, and the BBC doesn't
have to overwork its available com-

comparativfely recent times, only
a handful of key theatres that held,
true to the old: traditions. It looked
Because, as the
.(A^bad for business.
field closed in, the market for talent
dwindled; there seemed no future
ment from organ recitals to straight
for up-and-coming vaude performvariety shows and invited our audiers, so the whole variety world
ences to pass on them. Out of 47,000
looked set to be slowly strangled
listeners who offered to cooperate,
in its own vicious circle.
•we selected 2,000 at random, who heThen what happened? Along came roically listened to everything on the
radio with its potent serum, -applied list, whether good, medium or lousy,
edy talent.
a' hypodermic syringe to the invalid and week by week marked off their
There isn't any secret about the
and gave it such a shot in the arm likes and dislikes for o\u guidance.
fact that, though variety is tops for
that; not -only were the flagging tisappeal in the light entertainment
sues fully restored, but new life
class which is all that concerns my
»went coursing through its .veins, imdepartment we give listeners less
parting a vigor such as it never had
in Popularity straight programs
of this nature than
before,
After the statistical experts had anything else. You haven't got to
.It's a fact, and here's some of the
analyzed, collated, correlated, cross- tell us that a ^lapbang variety proevidence.
referenced and given the results a gram, putting over half a dozen acts,
Exhibit
toptil

.

—

—

'

—

Dance Music Ranked

—

—

Low

A—^Practically

every

liner on the- road today is a personality or team that made good on
the air; even the biggest of. the .oldtimers have to fight to get their

names bolder on the

bills

or what have you

Who

—

veloped by BBC.

—

.Exhibit C And now we're getting down to cases ^the drift from
vaudeville to films was first arrested, and then the pendulum began
a swing in exactly the reveirse direction.
Today, something of a landslide has set in throughout the
country, and so fast are the old
halls '-everting to type that it's even
got the picture people bothered.
There's more active variety, at this
time in the U.K. than ever there
was—even in the days when films

—

.

hadn't been thought

of.

Can you take it? I could dish out
more facts still, except it's clear the
case is already well proven. Maybe
a line of
ths defense might put
argument to dispute my claim. I

wouldn't know.

Sees Little Sign Of
Surfeiting the Fans

An angle dangled in front of my
face by a "Vaiiiett mugg when we
talked this thing over was that radio
might in the long reckoning do disservice to the music halls by so
gorging listeners with vaude shows
that they would tire, or 6y putting
up the big shots of the variety stage
«o frequently that their technique

Barring. a common' language, Engand Americans are foreigners to
each other. The outlook of one is so
entirely different from that of the
other that there must be complete
localization' in approach to the job of
providing entertainment. You m-ight
say that films contradict the argument, but, without overstepping on to
lish

Any consideration of international radio must
necessarily be broken down under a variety of subheadings. Term international radio may cover such
widely separated and diverse activities and manifestations as Fred Bate reporting the Wimbledon tennis
matches for NBC to the Cuban sales penetration of
International radio may refer to
Sterling Products.
the respect-commanding news coverage of ah Austrian
or Czechoslovakia crisis by American networks, or it
may be scented with the peculiar flavor of a fugitive
doctor quack-quacking from some semi-illegal border
station in Mexico.
Broadly speaking international radio's future importance to American liusiness is in connection with
and as part of the present effort to keep South America insuliated against German, Italian and Japanese
trade blandishments. In the Latin republics the opportunities for a -widening export trade for American
manufacturers suggests that the native radio stations
will get increasing appropriations,
is, by all odds, the world leader in broadSom^ 70,000 programs a year of
kinds are put on the air and the range of stellar
personalities regularly available to the listener is way
beyond the best array of talent or productions offered
elsewhere. BBC in Great Britain is second to America
in sho-vvmanship, finesse and regular scheduling of air
entertainment on a pretentious scale.
What's Wrong With BBC
What's right and what's wrong with BBC has been
One of them, J, B, Priestley,
discussed by experts.
the English dramatist, writing on this theme in the
London Sunday Express in July of this year, asked
the question, 'Why is the BBC so often and so severe-

America

casting technique,

all

.

ly criticized?,'

and answered by saying, 'What

wrong with BBC

is

really

is that it represents a monopoly.
Competiothef broadcasting system, is allowed.
tion is barred. There is only one runner in the. race.
The listener is told to like it or lump it.'
Our American system of broadcasting under ad
vertising auspices and substantially, although not entirely, for merchandising objectives is repudiated b>
Great Britain and South Africa adopted in riiodifle'
form by France, Canada, Australia, New Zealand ant

No

good money on the show.
But we certainly got on a winner
when we hitched our buggy to variety as kingpin of our light entertain-

ment section. If our work has put
the music hall stage on the upgrade,
it^s quite incidental, though no less
pleasing and stimulating.
At the
BBC, we a'ssurne it is our job to give
radio owners the best show that
means and circumstances

allow.

are, as a precise fact, in
ness.

show

some one
tend'

It

For that reason, if for no other, we
do not seek antagonism with other
sections of the entertainment indusAs far as conceivably possible

try.

we make

it. our aim to work shoulder
shoulder with picture and stage

to

We" may, at points, be
else's territory, I still con-, interests.
point. rivals, but that is a broad issue more
goes' to pi'ove

my

Movies that are naturals in America
are often less enthusiastically received in England, and it was only
the backwardness of British production that caused audiences in this
country to come to rely on pictures
made in Hollywood, reflecting the
American view arid the American

for

the higher-ups than

a

-

depart-

mental head.

A

recent radio transcription of
'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' as an
example, gave, the 20th Century-Fox
picture a grand West End send-Qff.
We were only concerned with it as
radio program, and I imagine our
outlook.
audiences agreed we did the right
I'm
Where radio is concerned,
thing. In the year we also broadcast
pretty sure the average strong Amer- our version of Disney's 'Snow White,'
ican program would not score in the which earned us much praise.
U. K. Five gets you ten, in fact,' that
Regarding the stage, BBC has for
if Jack Benny's or Charlie McCarsome years aired as a' weekly featute
thy's hour were presented over the excerpts from current
West End proBBC air exactly as they now go ductions, in the intention of giving
forth, but without any indication of
listeners an impression, of what is
the talent taking part, they would be happening in the London theatre.
as like to flop as not. There are ideas
Players have been interviewed at the
in American broadcasting, naturally,
mike for 'In Town Tonight-,' all of
that can be applied to our progrf^ms
which means nationwide publicity.
and vice versa, we hope ^but if
We cannot see eye to eye the whole
either borrows a formula from the
other it needs revainpitig more than time with those elements which regard us as their opposition, which Is
somewhat if it is to get by,
A program like our 'Band "Wagon' only a natural tiling. It was' a
'

'

—

—

we

disappointment
when
prevented from putting

imitated by most of Latin America.
Such
hideaway spots as Yugoslavia, various Chinese ports,
an obscure corner of Ireland, the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg, are also identified with radio advertising, whereas Holland, Belgium, the Scandinavian countries, Switzerland and other European countries do not
let Ex-Lax into the parlor, and do not, in fact, have
by American standards a very advanced organization
It is noticeable that in some of these
non-sponsor lands consumer cooperatives enjoy considerable eminence.
Commercial radio is doing nicely in a small way—
in the southern counties of England where satisfactory signals from France and Luxembourg can bring
in English-language programs.
This provides a gross
advertising volume annually of perhaps $3,000,000,

of advertising,

—

when we would be

the escutcheon of international radio will stand out.
And right now international radio in general is 10-12
years behind radio in America,
This starts with
equipment, much of which is obsolete, or discarded
apparatuis brought second or third-hand from the
United States. Another black mark on international
radio is the ranting style of advertising almost universal with announcer-salesmen.
In marathon commercials, finesse is unheard of and printed advertising rates merely a starting point for haggling. Entertainment is apt to be confined to phonograph recordings in many countries and so-called 'networks'
are sometimes strictly hit-or-miss conversion of shortwave signals into local longwave.
This crudity and backwardness is, however, being
overcome as more advertisers, including Americans,
ire supporting native stations. Cuba and Argentine in
,

'D38 showted considerable zip.
is

no

less

to

likely

clash with theatre business.

On

the balance the department Is
very good friends with those same
elements. It is understandable that
we should, perhaps, sympathize most
closely with the variety section and
do our best to give it a leg up, because that's the section of show business we ourselves are in.
So, if v/e broadcast programs glorifying the showmen or the old music
halls of England (as, in fact, we are
dong at this time), or take an O, B,—
outside broadcast to you from the
Variety Artists' Ball or the Water
Rats Club, we are killing two birds
with one stone and effectively serv-

Mexico, the Bad Hombre
Mexico has been the bad boy of international radio
and has not given any evidence thus far that it proposes to bring its 100 odd stations into any kind of
decent conformity with other countries. So long as
Mexican stations, notably those operated by Amer- ing two masters
ican slickers just over the border, are able to con- our audience.
tinue their nauseous broadcasts, a smudgy stigma on

In the next few years an upsurge of Importance
prophecy for International radio.

were

the Royal
the air
from the Coliseum," but even there
the theatre folk had legitimate grievances. Our compromise was to engage m&ny of the principal performers for a Saturday Music Hall bill
just in advance of the event, when
we could give our audience an idea
of what the Performance would be,
and at the same time pick a night

Command Performance on

loosely

-ish

We
busi-

-

By Bob Landry

are

familiarly known to millions of
plain folks who heard 'em and liked
'em on the ether.
Exhibit B Some of the regular
air shows that we built big on our
program schedules are now packing
the music halls.
'Kentucky Minstrels,' 'In Town Tonight,' 'Carroll
Levis' Discoveries,' 'Kerbside Kabaret,' and more recently 'Band Waggon,' are surefire bets of this nature.
All of these shows were de-

Ouliook
Americans Not Similar

INTERNATIONAL RADIO

than those

of the crooners, comics,' instrumentalists

can't solve, problems by imiYou've got
be guided by audience reaction
alone, which is far more difficult for
us than for American networks,

where response to sponsored pro-^
the grams cart more easily be keyed,. if not
to the satisfaction of listeners, at least
to that of the g.uy. who is spending

Hardart

Company Thanks
discovered an logrg
Honor of Serving Tou.
answer that will satisfy everybody.
ourselves

•taste.

Imitation Misguided;

to

("Director of Variety, B.B.C.)

«•

conceived to suit the local

Why it

.figure out;

—

—our

industry and

NBC's Happy
San Francisco, Jan,

1.

Chimes which duplicate the tones
of NBC's signal for station breaks
are being used in the radio departments of several local department
stores to summon salesmen when
customers are waiting, following distribution of 13 of the chimes as
Christmas gifts from the press staff

KPO

of
here.

and

KGO, NBC

stations

Unanticipated use of the chimes
in that manner helps keep both
salesmen and customers NBC-conscious..

»

-

—

.
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Sponsored Radio In Great Britain
By Ian

Radcliife

and only just over 100 miles from proved that if the entertainment apLondon, Dec. 20.
London, made. itself known to late- peals, the listener listens. Results
Most Americans, except readers of night knob twiddlers as the only from day-tim6 broadcasting
hjive
International Radio coltransmitter on the air in English been phenomenal and many of the
learn that after midnight.
firms already mentioned have been
umns, will be surprised to
Gieat
'on the air' for two, three and four
sponsored radio does exist in
Irish Governnient Ended
years without interruption.
The
Britain—or at least listening to sponthroughout
record is held by a. firm whose comsored radio is general
although the programs Athlone Sponsored Shows mercial plugs have been aired from
this country,
across the
In June, 1933, the 60,000-watt Irish Radio-Normandy for nearly seven
are transmitted from
It is generally Government station at Athlone threw years without a break.
Apart from
English Channel.
thought that the British Broadcast- open an hour a day for .sponsored Sunday, when any time between nine
broadmonopoly of
programmes and a rush started which o'clock in the morning and seven at
ing Corp. has the
although this resulted in the whole hour being night is booked solid on 52-week
casting in English, and,
programs originating in booked but within four months, series, week-day morning."? are booked
is "true for
Great Britain itself; radio waves with an extension of four hours on pretty solid on both Luxembourg
jmow no frontiers. BBC gives a Sundays a coUple of months later. and Normandy and if the 1939 bookchoice of two programs at most This station was short-Jived, how- ings are any criterion, it seems. that
in ever, as a commercial broadcaster to the afternoops will be nearly as well
times, but vast numbers of homes
Great Britain actually prefer to lis- England, as after 13 months' opera- booked before long. So, even" the
Variety's

that time were handling some of the
time on Radio Luxembourg realized
that they had studios installed, primarily for films, which could be
used to make radio programs. The

break-away occurred ^vhen the

J.

Walter Thompson Company provided a radio studio in the basement
of Bush House, London, and in-

much

for the stations, however, and
have resulted in a considerable relaxation of restrictions. While Luxembourg still insists on a .certain

amount of ndusic in each quarterhour period, this has not prevented
some five or six of this type of programs being aired daily, and Nor-

mandy

allows complete 16-minute
without music, provided
spot is well cushioned by
music either side.

stalled the Phillips Miller strip sysof recording. This system saved

periods

tem

script

quite considerably over film, bringing the recording cost of a quarterSustainer programs have up to rehour down from about $150 to about cently consisted of phonograph rec$95, while still retaining the strip ords announced by local station anidea.
On the other hand, disc re-, nouhcers (all companies maintains
cording can be obtained for as little staffs of English announcers at the
as $60, according to the. studio used. transmitters), but a recent developNewest likely development is direct ment of the I.B.C. is to produce a
which it is esti- certalft number of their sustainers in
lack of night-time broadcasting (ex- process recording,
advertisers
their London studioS. Luxembourg,
cept a limited amount on Sundays) mated will halve costs for
still do a job. Since three copies,
and
with a smaller broadcasting schedule
hasn't really slowed things up much,
of programs are the maximum re- and fewer periods to sustain, still
quired (no sponsor using more than uses phonograph records.
British
three stations) those in favor of diStrictly Transcription rect process claim that it is wasteful Talent Costs Moderate;
for the advertiser to go to the exThen the program, British Post pense even of using wax when the
Office controls all lines to Europe;
advertising, campaign igains nothing
'Rent them to commercial broadCost of talent is still comparaby its use and merely makes the
casting companies for radio adverlow, and although Horlicks
return obtained., by the sponsor tively,
tisers?^— 'Never!!" So the broadcastPicture House (4 to .5, p.m. Sundays,
•more ^expensive. Direct process may
ers record all th?ir programs, even
Luxembourg and Normandy; 5. to 6
cost as little as, $25 to $30 for rewhen they're in theatres, and they cording a
program, p.m. Paris) is said to cost, $2,500 for
15-minute
go over the air a few days or even
and it seems the obvious move that talent for the hour's, broadcast, $500
weeks later. Even this ..hasn't stopped unless some Jiew and ^still cheaper for a, 15-minule rrogram is still
the -top artistes going on to the cqrhthe higher expenditures.
prbcess becomes -available advertis- among
mercial air, Gracie Fields, England's ei"3 will eventually standardize on Many, 15rm.inufe programs cost no
than $250 to $300.
Nfl. 1 star, is currently tops ior Fairy
this system. Broadcasting companies more,
.

.

ten to English prograpiS; transmitted tion the Irish Government decided
from the continent of Europe and that, English-made goods should not
plugs for hie advertised from an Irish station,
advertising
containing
British-made products. No sponsored and I.B.C.'s first year's concession
programs are accepted by the BBC, was not renewed.
BroadIn the autumn of 1933 the French
so the I.B.C. (International
casting. Company, Ltd., and other Government took over Radio-Paris,
companies operating concessions, ob- which ceased its English transmistained from stations abroad,- broad- sion, but at the same time the 200,cast regular Schedules of radio pro- 000-watt transmitter in Luxembourg
grams designed 'to please the ears of got going and this finally began to
the British listening public—and that set the scene for the present-day pothe programs really do please is sition. About the same time the 60,evidenced by the rfesults of the in- 000-watt Poste-Parisien transmitter
vestigation carried out by Crossley, in Paris started to broadcast a regprogramme in English each
Inc., of New York,' only some two ular
months ago. It rather seepis to show evening from-10:30 p; m. From that
development has been
that; as in every other field,, comlpe- time- on,
and today. Radio-Normany
tition sharpens the :wits and makes steady
possible many things whiqh were (now -20,000' watts) broadcasts an
competibefore
impossible
thought
English schedule' of 73 hours Weekly,
Radio-Luxembourg 50- hours, Pbste-i
tion started.
So, although all sorts of different Parisien and Radio-Lyons (a cojninterests in Great Britain have done parativ« newcomer) about 20 hours
everything they can to keep radio each week. Many of the transmisadvertising out, yet, there it is— sion times are right outside the.
eagerly looked forward to and en- times of the BBC broadcast^ (Radiojoyed in English homes and now Normandy starts the day at 7 A. M.,
accepted as a reguHar advertising Radio-Lyxembourg at 8, while the
medium by many of the biggest con- BBC starts, at 10 o|clock) and the
cerns in this country.
prograinfties from the Continental
How It Began
are regularly heard by
stations
Of course, it wasn't an easy thing millions of 'English' listeners and
thie
Effirst
and
when
started
to get
used by dozens of tnanufac.turers, inforts to reach the English market cluding such well-known names in
were made as far back as 1926, those the American market as Horlicks,
few. people who noticed the effort Kraft
Lux,
Pepsodertt,Cheese,
thought that .Captain Leonard F. Phillips .Milk qt Magnesia, ColgateHugge, the originator of the idea Palmolive,
Alka-Seltzer, ' Oxydol,
and the founder of the I.B.C, was Quaker Oats, Kolynos and many
crazy. With a few hundred thousand others.
sets", most of them drystal or twoWith all commercial stations lying
valve, how could ai>yone hope to outside Great Britain, the two most
penetrate into England from a dis- vital questions in building up a
tance of over two hundred miles? listening audience are geographical
However", the first cojmmercial radio position and ppwer. Radio-Normandy,
program in Englishj; in the form with only 20,000 watts, has a much
of a fashion talk, spbnsored by the greater audience in England than
American-founded store of Self- Poste-Parisien, with 6O,0po watts can
ridges, duly took th^ air from the ever hope tor have.
Situated only
Eiffel Tower station in Paris in the just over 100 miles from London, it
autumn of 1926. Exactly three lis- can now be heard in the whole of the
teners took the troul>le to write to southern half of England in daythe sponsors and say they'd heard it. light the Paris station, although
And that was the extent of radio ad- three times more powerful is not so
vertising to the British public for easy to get and Radio-Lyons (some
1926 and some time to come.
400 miles away)' with 25,000 watts
However, with the development of cannot be heard except at night.
receiving sets and the increase in Radio-Luxembourg's
200,000 watts
1930
saw
power of the transmitters,
and channel on the long wave band
the formation of the I.B.C. and regenable it to penetrate' England
ular commercial broadcasting startthoroughly, but even so, the "signal is
ed one half-hour on Sunday nights
much stronger on the eastern side
from 10:30 to 11 p. m. from Radio
of the United Kingdom and the maToulouse, sponsored by a phonograph
jority of its listeners are concenrecord manufacturer.
About this trated there, in the same way as the
-

,

,

—

'

"

Commercials

Time Fees Sound Big

.

-

.

.

Soap; George Formby,. England's No,
2, for Feen^a-Mint (both^handled by
Erwin Wasey), while Charles B.
Cochran, England's premier showman, comperes the current Lux Theatre of the Air, and Bebe Daniels and
Ben Lyon are on the Rinso Music
Hall (both by J. Walter Thompson).
Reginald Foort, for two years the
B.B.d. resident organist, has just
signed With Macleans Toothpaste
(leading bl-and iii England) before
going on a tour of the provinces,

ho'pe that they will put the money
solved back into talent or time.

There are only four or five studio
set-ups available to sponsors. Latest
news is that I.B.C. is just pulling out
the back of its premises to make
room for a third studio, which will
be the first to have an audience galThe majority of programs
lery.
are recorded with audiences, but
some of the larger shows -are staged
at the Scala theatre or in film houses
and. produced on the' same lines as_
and one of the I.B.C. outside record-", the Chase
Sanborn hour or jack
ing vans will follow him-aroimd makBenny's show.
ing platters for airing over Radio.

Normahdy Sunday afternoons and
Radio Luxembourg Sunday rhornSo, once again, where there's
a will there's a vi^ay, although what
the final way is to be has yet to be
decided. The majority of tr-anscriptions are recorded on discs, but up
to a year or so ago quite a large
number of programs, were recorded
on the sound track section of ordinary films. Of course, this method
ings.

was

very

much'

more

expensive
than disc recording, without offering
any particular advantage,
except that the average layman
could easily visualize a half-hour
program running continuously on
film, whereas he knew that disc had
to be cross-faded.' The fact that the
average sound-heiad only holds film
for about 11 minutes and has to be
'

Audience Participation
Programs Breaking Out
programs
too, and modified
Quiz programs, .have
their bows from both Luxem-

Audience

participation

are coming
versions of

made
bourg

Brown

in,

('The Riddle Master' for
Poison) and Normandy
,

&

CTeazer Time' for Genoza brand
within the last two
to a few -months ago
stations would not accept any programs containing less than' 65,% of
music for fear of repercussion
among Continental listeners who
were liable to kick against too inany
foreign language broadcasts being
put over their stations. The bait of
Monday through Friday script shows

toothpaste)

months.

'

Up
'

-

cross-faded also, was not stressed offered to stations last fall
when the film interests which at Blackett - Sample - Hummert proved

and time-salesmen had a tough job
even getting a hearing. Still, Radiocame into the field the next
year and from 1930 onwards some
commercial programs in English
were on the air every week, though

many didn't last long. At one time
?very phonograph record company
Was on the air in the course of the
Week from one station or another,
but it didn't seem to occur to any
other type of business that radio
could do a job for it.
-

Language Problem

Made
By
tant

Stations Reluctant

Radio-Paris,

now

well

known

for

its

transmission in English, was running
two hours of entertainment every
Sunday, one sponsored- by the Gaumont -British Picture Corp. and the
other by the Sunday Referee (a
newspaper which was promptly
thrown- out of the Newspaper Proprietors' • Association for daring to
use radio) and Radio-Normandy had
started regular sessions of sustaining

programs far into the night. AU
RfC. local programs finished and
still do
at midnight, but Radio-Nor-

—
n^andy,

—

a 500-watt transmitter situated on the north coast of France

^hem about an hour earli^i^ .than he
did before, and. two sponsors (one
each station) cash

''

In.'

more difficult than it ought, to
every vested interest against it

thing

several times menIt, has been
tioned in "VAniBTT that the rates for

time on. Radio-Luxembourg are the
(Radio-Norhighest in the world.
mandy isn't much lowerj $425 a 15minute period 'as against $500 for
peak time on Luxembourg), True,
the rate is high, but where else in
the world can an advertiser cover
an area containing 10,000,000 radio

Difficulties

Some

163 hours a week of sponradio look mighty fine, but
when you start to look a bit deeper
into the workings of commercial radio in England, you begin to wonder
how it ever got going at all. Here,
very briefly, are some of the problems which ^the broadcasting companies have to contend with:

homes

at that sort of cost?

Actually, Radib-Luxenibourg can
be heard pretty well all over England, with one or two ba^ spots, but
it's listened to mainly in the eastern
half.
Radio-Normandy (its range
.

start

hours on

the spring of 1932, two impordevelopments had taken place.

Were met with a blank refusal.. So
the I.B.C. set up its. own service,
gets the results to London- headquarters by expifess' "telegrams and
telephones them io -Luxembourg and
Normandy, and the listener gets

Advertising Bates

sored

To
Tlie

.

swell job for the sponsors.

Cross-Channel Radio

Many

.

and yet a steadily growing business
giving a vast and varied entertainment to the listeners and doing a

majority of listeners to Normandy
are concentrated in South of England.

Faces

'

•

be,

—

Paris

-

And so It goes—everything wrong
by from every point of view, every-

•

time, experiments were made from
all sorts of stations in France, Belgium, Holland, Spain and as far away
as Poland. None of them lasted long

News broadcasts, are so. far .nonexistent because of the Inability of
the broadcasters to 'rent' lines or obtain news from regular sfitvicea, and
ah aniusiiig sidelight to this aspect
of the question is the football reEverybody in England is, as
sults.
crazy about football as are Americans over baseball, as much because
of a natural intbtesi; -in the game as
because most Britishers have a few
sixpence invested --in football pools.v
which pay gigantic prizes for acSo,
curate forecasts, of results.
naturally, they want to hear, the results as soon as possible. But because it takes time to distribute the
evening papers the results aren't
known till nearly 6 o'clock^ Except
in the centre of London, and are not
broadcast from the B,'B,C. until 6:10
Matches are all over by 5
p.m.
o'clock, biit when the commercial
broadcasters wanted to radiate them
quickly and applied for a service
from the recognized sources, they^
•

with, except for a few
Sundays, no commercial

vastly increased in recent years)
services the southern half primarily,
with about 10% of its audience scattered over the north. Although the
two stations are in competition, advertisers fiiid th£^t to get complete
coverage Of Great pritain they've
got to use both and most of them
do,
Normandy's strength of reception in the south holds the majority
of listeners and Luxembourg's coverage of the remainder of the country is unchallenged, so between them

transmissions in English are .on the
air

between 6

p.

m. and 10

p.

m.

The stations require these times to
broadcast in their native French language" and put over types of programmes which do not appeal to
England.
So, practically speaking,
the whole business has been built up
on day-time broadcasting to the
tune of about $6,000,000 annually. It
took literally years to convince prospective sponsors that anybody listened to radio in day-time, and until
one or two firms, more enterprising
than the rest, tried out programmes
at breakfast and tea-time, the broadcasting companies had big spells of
sustaining programmes without a
chance of a sponsor.

—

Once

again,

however,

it's

DR.

CHARLES M. COURBOIN

Heard Sunday.q at 12 noon, EST, on Mutual Broadcasting System,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., and short wave to Belgium.
R.C.A.-Vlctor

been Recording

Ai-tlst

Available for

Guest Appearances

almost complete coverage can be obtained.
Paris and Lyons claim
listeners in the Manchester and Liverpool area, less well serviced by
stations,
but they'ire
the bigger
usually only brought in after the
bigger stations are already being
utilized.

'

'
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FCC BAR ASSN. GIVES DETAILED STUDY

OF VALUE

'Power to

VS. SALE PRICE SINCE '35
^

•
,

—

Bare Bones Theory Erratic Impossible to
Guess Commission's Policy Wide Range Some-,
tirne^ Sanctioned, Other Times Refused

Calls

—

,

'
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License Revocation

Weapon

Diabolical

4,

of Censorship

,

By Louis G. Caldwell

P^bst Radio^Mioded

(Washington Rtcdio Attorney)

I

Chicago, Jan.

Lord

1.

Inconsistency of the FCC in. applying .the public interest yardstick
to station sales was highlighted last
weelc by a study of 34 cases in which
formal
rendered
the' regulators
1935,
September,
since
published in the Federal
Association
Bar
Communications
Journal revealed that in half the instances relatively wide spreads between valuation and consideration
was tolerated and only three applications for parmission to shift ownership in which the price question
was important resulted in adverse,

opirtions

AjESalysis

agency here has
Pabst-Premium beer

Washington, Jan. 1»
the
Of the many problems that have
While the beer product has backed attended
Federal
regulation
of
away from radio in the past couple
WGAR, Cleveland; depreciated of years, it is understood that broadcasting from the outset, the
value, $77,922; price, $139,000 worth L. & T. agency is readying a coast- three most important are (1) the
of stock (flotation was object).
to-coast ether set-up for the account necessity for improvement of broadWREN, Lawrence, Kan.; depreci- to start early in the spring.
cast service in the physical sense,
through elimination of interference
ated value, $68,562; price, $295,000.
WTIC, Hartford; replacement
and through increasing .the strength
value, $513,473; price; $500,000, plus
of radio signals over wide areas and
acquired

Washington, Jan.

1.

& Thomas

the Commish withhold consent for
the proposed transaction;

assumption of $1,500,000 liabilities.
The analysis brought out the lack
of imiformity in obtaining evidence.
On some occasions only the origiilal
cost was given while on others only
the depreciated value of replacement value (latter usually is much

higher) was listed; a few times hone
of the figures were cited while now
of
the act, and then two of the three figures
interpretation
strict
Here and there
voiced by the Commish majority in were mentioned.
the. recent Travelers Insur?ince Co. net worth was taken into account.
matter (WTIC, Hartford, and fom* Many times the profit and loss stateshort-wavers), can be put on and ment- was- overlooked.
The bulk Of the approvals, regardtaken off as easily as a hat. No fixed
principle has beer^ followed, while less of difference between v/orth and
the occasions when the regulators consideration, have- come in the past
have looked askance .at fat .profits year since Chairman Frank R. Mcare about as frequent as blossoms of Ninch advocate of the bare-bones
theory took the helm.
a night-blooming cereus.

FCC
IT

AIS AT

m

FOR YOU'

summary

is

that the

—
—

making any extended
herd-rider
unidentified
observed tartly that while Various
theories have been urged upon the
Cornmission at oral arguments by
counsel appearing in behalf of applicants. .no fixed policy ot theory
has yet been adopted.* No attention
was paid the cases where the Commish rubber-stamped the requests
without botiiering to take testimony
or to set forth its reasons for final
Without
comment,

DENYWniTO

action.
^

Starting

Gnessinir

with

Game
WTAQ, Eau

the

Claire, Wis., sale more than three
years agO; the summary, showed the
Commish by implication has fol.

lowed the principle that owners are
entitled to recover past losses whea
disposing of their plants; that often

analysis is made of
financial condition of the properties

no thorough

involved, and that it has been a
guessing game whether the FCC
would find the public interest benefited through chaAge of ownership.

tion, in the following cases the regulators felt no alarm ^bout ratifying
I

I

Washington, Jan. 1.
Closer ogling of station sales was
set in motion last week with adoption of a new application form
which will give the
mass of

FCC

data never before required for consideration in trying to agree whether
public interest would be served by
change in ownership. Blanks are
still subject to revision but will be

1.

WHAT

Reports current here that
be operated jointly with -WFIL
its sale to Bonwit-Teller is approved by. the FCC were repeatedly
denied this week by Sam Rosenbaum, WFIL prez. Despite the fact
that financial control of the two outlets will be in substantially the same
•hands, Rosenbaum said they would
operate as separate entities smd on a
competitive basis.
is now owned and operated by the Evening Public Ledger,
which itself is reported under option. Permission for transfer of 200
shares of stock, involving majority
will
if

WHAT

was

'control,

Bonwit-Teller,

asked

last

week.

largest woman's

specialty shop in town,

is

owned by

WHAT

'

less

receiv-

broadcast

some measure

is

taken to check

the tendency, will be greater in 1939

than in 1938.
necessary,

it

proof of this be
will be found Jn the
If

grounds on' which iapplications for
renewal of license are constantly be;

facilities.

The first is important because obviously the benefits of this modern
miracle should, so far as possible, be
made available to all the people in
all parts of the country, throughout
the hours of the day, the seasons and
the years. The second is important
because, in the u^ of this medium
to reach the public, liberty of expression is essential to the advance of
civilization, is the cornerstone, of
democratic government, and is the
principal barrier against autocracy.
The third is important because Without competition in the market of
ideas the principal social justification for freedom from government
censorship crumbles.

ing set for hearing, in scattered pronouncements found in examiners'
reports. Commission decisions and
press releases, and in the attitude
arid practices of broadcasters.
The
Mae West, 'Beyond the Horizon,' and
Orson, Welles incidents were only
the more sensational developments,
in which the tendency emerged from
the procedural labyrinth in which it
is usually buried.
Those who deny the existence of
censorship rely on an emphasis on
form with a disregard of substance.
In its true meaning, censorship includes any governmental power of
action which, through fear of penalty, prevents the utterance, of facts
and opinions and deprives the public of free interchange and competition of ideas, The loss of a license
to broadcast is a punishment more
,

Testmg

WTAM

FRED

WHAT

WRAX

WPEN

now

forbids censorship or any interfarence with the right of free speech.
degree of censorship actually
exercised has, in general, increased
from year to year.
It has been
greater during the past year than
during the preceding year, and, un-

j.The

of the familiar form in use for
several years.
As result of attempts to' standardize the yardsticks, the Commish is
There has, in fact, been governdemanding lengthy and elaborate ment censorship' of broadcasting feared under most circumstances and
pedigrees.
Not merely enough to since the enactment of the Radio Act by most licensees than a fine or even
give the bare outlines of the tenta- of 1927.
a term in jail, and the power to inIt has been based on a
penalty for past conduct
tive transaction. From now on, the peculiar
interpretation given the flict this
regulators want to know everything Act first by
at successive six-month intervals is
the Federal Radio Comthe most diabolical weapon of cenabout the financial and' operating
sorship yet devised.
plans, the corporate set-up, the idenTo destroy a
tity of behind-scene principals, the
broadcast station for offenses in proother .interests of the prospective Engiaeers
gram service is about as reasonable
purchaser, the past activities and
as decreeing that a railroad cease
operation because it has occasionally
possible other stakes in radio, etc.
Gas-Fiiled Coaxial
carried passengers travelling in vioRubber-stamped by six of the
lation of the Mann Act.
seven members, the blank concocted
Cable in Cleveland
Broader Than Any Law
by the Rules Committee is intended
To be safe, the broadcaster must
to remove anonymity and to bring
refrain from broadcasting any and
into public sight the real controlling
Cleveland, Jan. 1.
all programs which some present or
factions throughout the industry.
After 10 months of installation
future majority of the Commission
Even transactions where minority work,
is testing a new type
.may, without advance warning, deblocks of paper may change hands
of
gas-filled,
aluminum
coaxial
clare contrary to 'public interest,
must be submitted to. the Commish transmission line developed
by NBC. convenience or necessity.' No statuin the event the result would be a
Invention is called the only one in
virtual shift of control. Strict intertory prohibition could be as broad as
operation in the country, running
this in practical effect.
Rules or
pretation of the new rules and the from
transmitter building to aninstructions on the form will require tenna,
and is part of station's $50,- standards are almost completely
lacking and in making its ex post
a report in situations where several 000 engineering improvement
profacto determinations the' Commission
small deals are being engineered.
gram.
employs a loose procedure unacRegulators have made deliberate
Coaxial cable has two tubings,
companied by most of the siifeguards
moves to crowd intermediaries,
with space between them filled with
traditionally regarded necessary for
brokers, and disguises out of the
compressed dry nitrogen gas to keep
protection against arbitrary deprivapicture.
Henceforth,
applications
moisture out and prevent freezing
tion of the right of free speech.
must state not only the actual offi- or
breakdowns.
Exactly 460 feet
The vital question is not whether
cers and chief owners, but the origlong, line is set on rollers in narrow
to be
inal incorporators and the names of
runway to allow for expansion or the listening public is or is not
treated to an Orson Welles broadcast.
engineers, lawyers, accountants, or
contraction of at least three-andIt is whether the power of a federal
other experts consulted in connechalf inches.
agency shall be allowed to swell to
tion with the deal and the request
Developed by NBC with Raybould such dimensions that, if and when a
for official sanction. Nearly every
Coupling Co., Isolantite Co. and demagogue with a dictatprship comsalient bit of personal history except social security numbers must Aluminum Co. of America, it is re- plex is elected to high office, he will
garded by William S. Dutterk of have this great means of mass combe unwrapped.
Radio City's engineering staff as an- munication
at hand to control and
swer to establishment of a television abuse for
his own purposes, with no
network throughout the country. legal or constitutional obstacle to bar

deals where the purchase price was Albert M. Greenfield financial inmaterially bigger than the declared terests, who also own Lit Brothers,
valuation:
which is a half owner of WFIL.
WEJC, Lancaster, Pa.; present at>- Rosenbaum is v.p. of Albert M.
praised value $19,000; price, $22,500 Greenfield & Co.
for 70% of the stock of the licensee
F. Raymond Johnson, prez of Boncorporation although the' station ran wlts, said the station, is being purat a loss for previous two years.
chased purely as an investment, alKNX, Los Angeles; replacement though the. 100-watt time-sharing
cost $217,237; purchase price $1,- outlet has admittedly never made a
profit in the entire eight years of
250,000.
KGFG, Oklahoma City; depreci- its existence. W. Porter Ogelsby,
ated value between $11,000 and $15,- g.m., is son-in-law of John C. Martin,
Ledger publisher.
OeS; price paid for 133 1-3 out of 200
Greenfield interests are also reshares of stock $22,500 although staportedly eyeing WTEL, with which
tion had incurred losses.
shares time, so that singleKMPC, Beverly Bills; replacement station full-time operation could be
value $48,225; price $125,000.
achieved.
WPEN-TVBAX, Philadelphia; reWILLIS
to Bonwits actually
Sale of
price, took place on Sept 8, it was revealed
placement
value,
$89,353;
$166,000 for 450 out of 750 shares of in Philly Friday (30), but was kept
common stock, all
under cover until application for the
preferred stock, and 60 out of 90 transfer was made to the FCC. Terms
Frederic A. Willis, assistant to the
common.
shares of
of the sale were a full purchase price
KFJfZ, Fort Worth; net worth, of $10,000, to be paid $1,000 down, CBS prez, William S. Paley, has been
assigned, to take charge of the net$33,981; price, $57,500.
$1,000 within five days of the apKFXR, Oklahoma City; replace- proval of the transfer, and the re- work's shortwave broadcasts. It's
a new executive post and was
ment value, $4,067; price, $65,000.
mainder at the rate of $2,000 a year
created in recognition of the rapid
EHUB, Watsonville, Calif.;, orig- for four years.
expansion of such operations, parinal cost, $28,054; price, $35,000.
ticularly as directed at South AmerKSHhC, .Sail Antonio; replacement
ican audiences, hds been making the
value, $22,031; price, $13,000 for halfClear-Again
past several months.
interest.
Willis,' whose' authority will be
Chicago,
Jan.
1.
WFAB, New York City; replaceanalagous to that of Frank Mason at
Clear-Again cold tablets have
ment value, $55,459; price, $85,000.
NBC," will at the start co-ordinate
replaceweekly
on
Lansing,
Mich.,
15-minutes
bought three
WJBM,
the various phases of Columbia's
ment value, $20,255; stock worth the Mutual web starting Jan. 4 for network activities.
a HoUsrwood gossip show by SteUa
$50,000.
replaceD.;
Unger.
/(WNAX, Tankton, S.
on nine stations, through the
, Set
ment value, $84,956; price, $200,000.
Crowley^s Hospital Discs
WBLY, Lima, O.; replacement Erwin-Wasey agency.
Philadelphia, Jan. 1.
value, $24,937; price, $27,000.
Jerry Crowley, one-time program
WMPS, Memphis; replacement
director at WIP, has been named
Axton Takes Onslow
value, $36,578; price, $50,030, plus
chief of the radio exploitation deunderwriting of $47,700 worth of
Boston, Jan. 1.
obligations.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco (20-Grand partment of the three-cent-a-day
WCLS, Joliet, III.; replacement Cigarets) will sponsor Coach Jack hospital service here. He is now
Onslow over WNAC, Boston, in a making a -series of discs on the hosvalue, $13,809; price, $30,000.
WAYX, Wayctoss, Ga.; replace- series of 130 15-minute 'Sport pitalization plan for use on local
stations.
Roundups.'
ment value, $9,944; price, $20,500.
They will also be made available
Five times weekly fi-om Jan. 16
On the other Hand
Through McCann- later tb similar services throughout
Only in the following instanges to July 14.
the- country.
where the spread ,was substantial did Erickson, New York.
,

populations hot

suc-

'

Philadelphia, Jan.

,

Although other factors may have
been responsible for the adverse ac-

GENTRY

put into use immediately in place

OPERATE WHAT

,

to large

its

Communications
Commission, notwithstanding a provision in the Act which expressly

ing good service, (2) the dainger of
government cepsorship of broadcasting, an agency of mass communication which ranks with the press, and
(3) the prevention of any attempt by
a small number of private individuals or corporations to monopolize

action.

Point of the

mission and, since 1934, by
cessor, the Federal

account.

WRAX

on Mutual

.

HAS NEW
SHORTWAVE JOB

Advantage

of it over copper television lines costing $5,000 per mile
is that it's not only cheaper but more
practical. Only 1,000 pounds of lightweight aluminum are used in contrast to 3,000 pounds of copper used
in previous set-ups.
new type of

way.
Radio is a fast growing art and it
but natural that in its development
problems are uncovered which reHowever,
quire prompt solution.
censorship is not the cure for these
his

is

A

is an
with problems. In fact censorship
even greater threat to our democratic
Government than the evils
Although not planning to trans- form of
it proposes to cure.
mit sound programs yet, WTAM

coupling
also
does
away
soldering and speeds repairs.
,

•

The will of the people rules only
claims coaxial cable will increase its
reception in Northern Ohio and if it finds opportunity for expression.
Eastern Pennsylvania by eliminating That is why the Constitution guaranspurious radiations of power at other tees freedom of religion, of assembly,
of the press and of speech. Radio,
frequencies.
which is also a means- of communication of thought, must likewise be
The
kept free and competitive.
Nearer
power to determine what the people
Wichita, Kans., Jan. 1.
shall hear must remain with the
Removal of radio station KFBI people. No government agency will
from Abilene, Ifans., to Wichita was ever be wise enough to be entrusted
a step nearer Saturday when Federal with this power.
Communications Commission
anIf the people of America fully apnounced charges of 'prejudicial conpreciate the importance of the freeduct' against Examiner George H.
dom of radio, and if the radio inHill had been dismissed.
Charges dustry continues to be alive to its

KFBI Moves

had been made by Marcellus Murdock,

which

publisher
is

of

owner of

Wichita
statiofi;

we shall never have
The danger lies in the
possibility of impulsive action taken
by the people at the time of some

responsibility,

Eagle,

censorship.

Howard

T. Fleeson and Russell Lowe..
KFBI is owned hy Farmers & unfortunate incident or action taken
Bankers Life Insurance Co., which by an administration in the .spirit ol

has

home

office here.

'

retaliation.

'
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THE THREAT OF CENSORSHIP
By Bob Landry
Although ostensibly a social

pr.ob-:

directly bears upon
lem, censorship
both entertainment and advettising,
of broadthe mama and. the papa
to radio on
happens
What
casting.
front has or may
its public serviqe
have a direct bearing On radio, as
apple of the
a trade. Radio is the
Demagogs love
propagandists' eye.
the radio and correspondingly hate
and revile those vfho set up rules
that keep them (the demagogs) at

Probably broadcastarm's length.
enough,
ing as an industry is big

and American democracy is sturdy
enough, and the .cracki>ot and reactionary threats presently are not
enough, to justify too
much fuss over the question. Still
a re-reading of the 1938 news stories
in Variety on the trade side and
in the daily press on the general
side does not encourage pleasant

dangerous

.

musings.
Is censorship a greater or a lesser
threat today than, say, a year ago?
There are more
It would seem so.
people now disposed, in the words
of Edward Klauber, to say 'the Government ought to do something,
about it' and In the words of Oswald
Garrison Villard who also responded
to a* request for a statement on. .the
subject: 'The question is serious and
is certain to become- more so if the
country cannot get itself out of the
depression and put millions of unemployed to work.'
Outbursts of racial, religious and
class hatred are just unusqal enough
in the United States to encourage
nervous stomachs among the freeThis is probably a
style worriers.
good sign in itself; prejudices and.
their ugly symptoms are hot taken
for granted, their very articulation
when bold and open causes shock.

is expected by the Government term, for .censorship has almost as
by the general public to safe- many" .shades of meaning as there ^ire
guard, good taste and democratic persons discussing the subject.
ideals.
'The term comes from the Latin
meaning to value.
'I think that events during the past word . censere,
year have demonstrated one particu- Originally, censors were Roman
lar factor in censorship not suffi- magistrates who took the census, and
ciently stressed previously. That, is, gradviallly became overseers of -morAs fairly with, controversial issues
als and conducts. Hence, censorship
as they now piust with candidates the 'obligation of a station to determine to the best of its ability the implies an official or governmental
for public, office.'
accuracy of facts in a speech caleu^i jurisdiction over speech and action.
lated to assist public thinking. The It has come to mean, to a great exV.
usftal waiver of responsibility is not tent, control of any kind. Therefore,
(President, Town Hall, N. Y.)
enough because any harm that may we speak of government censorship,
'In spite of the westward march
result from distorted fact is already censorship by other groups, and: a
of
dictatorship
and
censorship accomplished once the broadcast: is personal censorship or sejlf-c'ontrol.
,\vhich, of course, go hand in hand,
peirmitted without refutation.
'Censorship, in the broad sense, is
American radio is the freest insti'This" brings up the difference be- one of the, most important ijrpblems
tution in the wdrld' for the dissemination .of news and information. tween opinion and fact. Radio should in .radio,, and-has. been from." tbe.b97
Under the radio law, radio's primary exercise no censorship on" opinion, ginning. The danger lurks in the
responsibilit;y is to the public. From other than that which is in the- in- degree to which it is. exercised, and
the commercial viewpoint, its pri- terest of good taste. But it has a by whom. Prohibition as well as
mary responsibility is to the public* moral obligation to safeguard the ac- privileges are essential. This control
During my three years' contact with curacy of facts upon which the opin- comes from two sources in 'broad*
the -industiry, I have never known ions are based. Show up the inac- casting—from the broadcasters thema group in: private business more curacy of fact and the public can be selves and from the vast listening
keenly aware of their social re- depended upon to realize, the illog- audience.
sponsibilities ihan the men 6nd wom- ic^ position of the opinion. But per'It hds been said that one man's

sometimes
even
courageous,
in
th^ir' handling of public issues. But
the tendency to some form of cenT
sorship by the licensing agency has
doubtless grown. It can be successfully resisted only if the grounds for
complaint are abolished by a legal
requirement that stations must, deal

GEORGE

ship

ani^

it

'

PENNY

'

.

.

•

-

.

They, like everyone mit distorted facts to go unchal- rights stop where another's begin. In
else, are subject to human error, lenged and you confuse
and incite broadcasting, this truth is acknowland th!at mistakes in judgment the public to unreasonableness.'
edged and care must be taken that
should be made in this relatively
the sensibilities of .one .portion of the
new industry operating under pubpublic are not sacrificed to gratify
lic scrutiny over seventeen hours ai
the prefetehces of "another. The obday every day in the year, can only
(Manager,- WKY, Oklahoma City)
ligation of r.adio. is to: enforce -the
lie expected.
'Regarding Government censorship, simply code, of civilized behavior, re'I feel .-that the present system of
it would seem the FCC is going to spect of one man .for another, honorcompetitive stations and chains licontinue to leave the matter in the able dealing and honest intention,
censed by a responsible government
hands of the individual stations and served with courtesy, good manners
body is thoroughly democratic and
networks, which in the past few and. good "taste.
in the public interest.' I hope" that
•

GAYLE GRUBB

•

.

any changes in the radio law will years have done much t.o allay the
not depart from these basic prin- fear of such governmental interference
in
broadcasting
operation.
ciples.'
Strict censorship of commercial copy
is today being observed by most staS.
tions,
which are watching" more
(President, B:B.D.& 0.)
closely their program schedules "as
Apteceoems
'Now' that .the- tumult has died they apply, to one of the fundamental
been intermittent down about the Orson 'Welles inciThere have
demands of their- licenses, namely,
flare-ups in American history. One dent I don't think there is any more
public interest.
election, it will be recalled, was chance of Federal censorship .than
'It is our judgment that the industhrown by the unfortunate phra$e, there was' a year ago and' I don't be'Rumj Romanism and Rebellion! used lieve there was any chance of it then; try will more and more become its
'strictest censor, making the future
by a- Protestant clergyman. In the
'Certainly the net'works and the
anti- agencies are more conscious than possibility of Government censorship
antirCatholic,
anti-Masonic,
passitges
the ever of the dangers involved, and very remote.'
aiiti-Semitic
Negro,
history books remind us that from aside from the ever present anxiety
the old A.P.A. and Ku Klux Klah
of some advertisers over hurting the
S.
to the modern epidemics of 'hate
medium by pressing too hard, I think
(Columnist, Commentator)
th^ neighbor' virus the paralysis of
the outlook is" very wholesome.'
hard times has nearly always, pre'There was never any attempt tq
ceded.
censor me on the air except on a
What makes the present eruptions
speech I made on syphilis. That cenmeoacing .is .that radio .gives the (Vice President and General Man sorship was a great mistake by a
quack, the rabble-rouser, the venomager, Louisville Courier-Journal) subordinate officiaL It was corrected
spitter an audience of a size never
'My own feeling is that the threat later.
previously possible.
On the other of censorship of radio has somewhat
•However, it is a fact that- sponsors
hand the same radio, used defen- subsided, but that it should never be
who would like to have returned me
sively arid wisely can, and. perhaps regarded lightly. Radio must always
may,
safely be on the lookout for it. Censorship to the air for political comment were
lead
the populace
through .the bogs of vicious intoler- will come if radio broadcasters are afraid to d6 so because s6m6-bf my
talks had been critical of the Adminance.
hot intelligent enough to adhere to
So great is the timeliness of this non-partisanship and to good taste. istration. These fears 'were based on
nothing definite but a sort ol vague
theme of censorship that the followright
broadcaster
has
a
to
radio
No
apprehension^
ing expressions are especially wotthy
use his station to propagandize for
of study.
They are appended al- his own views, nor does he have a .'The broadcasting companies, themphabetically:
right for the mere sake of money to selves, have never made an attempt
•to direct or delete any observation
transgress the bounds of decency.
'There are sour notes in any de- of mine.'
{Atmritan Civil Liberties Union)
mocracy, and there will be sour
'Censorship, of the radio is" really notes in radio as long as it is free.
two. problems, first, political censorThere should be sour notes, because
(Executive V.P., CBS)
ship by a' Federal agency, and secthe
freedom.
"

DURSTINE

'

-

,

HUGH

JOHNSON

MARK ETHRIDGE

,

.

.

ROGER

N.

—

BALDWIN

EDWARD KLAUBER

•

'

ondj

'editorial

litical

censorship

by

the

best evide]:ice of
The only media of expression which
play in symphony 3re those which
speak with the voice of one man. I
hope America is never so- deluded as
to' feel that there is anything to be
gained by giving any public agency
or individual the right to set standards for her radio. The result "would
be bound to be mediocrity in the
it

by

station
managers. By far the greatest obstacles to freedom on the air have
come from station managers. Poselection'

FCC

'

en in radib.

ROY

is

.

Columbia Broadcasting System
'My impression is that as interest
in broadcasting grows, and more and
moire people come to realize its im-

'This, the broadcaster, advised by
the listeners, is bettet fitted to do

than any other agency. Any' attempt
of the broadcaster to shirk this duty,
or of any agency to usurp if; would
tend to destroy one'^bf ihe' fundamentals of democracy. The government does not want this, the public
does not, nor does the radio industry.
Despite periodic agitation by those
who, for "their .o"wii purpose, would
attack" this freedom of the air- I do
hot believe that an iron-clad, official
censorship would ever be permitted
in America.'

FRANK

renewals.

fiVst

.

This is the right power. In .the third place, instead
But the trouble in prac- of elevating' the standards, it would
that the conservatives with tend to lower them, because the
the money get the air and the libstandards of any committee are mass
erals or radicals without it don't—
not often. What Mr. Cameron can standards, and mass standards are
always lower than the standards of
say in behalf of employers
on Mr.
*^ord's sponsored program can be creative individuals who are groping
answered by Mr. William Green or for new techniques. Nothing worse
fir. John L. Lewis only on sustain- could happen to American radio than
mg time. The networks; anyhow, for the power to censor it to be reWill not
sell
Mr. Green or Mr. posed in a group of men.'
Lewis time.
Another obstacle to free speech
on the air is the fear of libel
or
(President, WMCA, New York)
Slander suits against stations. That
"The past year has witnessed
war compels the submission of
manuscripts in advance, with not greater stress upon management in
mfrequent warnings and delations. radio for responsibility of opinions
Ahe law should be changed to re- expressed on the air. In this con"eve stations of this liability in the nection, there is. a measure of censorship exercised by radio which is
**'?cussion of public issues.
Viewing the long record of com- inherent in the obligation of manplaints of censorship
by stations and agement to the public welfare. This
01 indirect program
pressure by the type of censorship, which has been
"censmg agency at Washington, it is clearly defined as the station's remy observation .that station man- sponsibility rather than any Governagers have become
more tolerant. mental agency, is not only desirable
Is

DONALD FLAMM

LENOX

LOHR
R NBC)

(President,

any discussion of censorship

Is first

it

of all necessary to define the

advocated or discouraged on

the air.

'Programs are already censored,
not uniformly but through the application of extremely heterogenous
standards. This is not necessarily an
unfortunate situation; but I believe
th^t. clarifllcation of the whole subKject is ihdicated.'

JAMES

G.

STAHLMAN

(President, Nashville Banner)
'Radio is in for censorship of some
degree, ^yhethe^ it likes it or ndt.
The present government is determined, to- control every method of
communication possible. It can easily control radio,, because of license.
'Unless radio be on guard against
every ejicroachmeht beyond the law;
it will soon be wholly at the mercy
of those- who "would hamstring it;
just as they hope uUimately to hamstring the American press.*

OSWALD G. VILLARD
The

usually , self-imposed

under the law

to scan
their programs critically \and to try
to better them.
•

.

'In

said,

by the

and in the public Ii}- managers of the big stations
who are
terest, even if at times they lose
dreadfully afraid
money by it. Broadcasters hold val- FCC, often, I think,of offending the
unnecessarily ^o.
uable Government licenses for tlie When
I attacked Hoover over a welluse of frequencies which Iselohg to known
station just befpre the Presithe whole people, and are obligated
dential campaign in 1932, its manas trustees for the ppblic

'

place, because such an agency
would be so timid and constricting
that it would strangle creative enterprise. In the second place, it would
down in the law for equal facilities inevitably take on the color of biased
lor. political candidates by opening
news presentation shaped to fit the
their programs to ail sides of conpolicy of the administration then in
'Station censorship is based on
fear of arousing antagonism by discussion of controversial issues. Some
stations have followed the plan laid

;

'

opposition today than ever beforie.
'The second is, that in the great
majority of cases, people who learn
the actual facts in connection with a
given situation which has. aroused
their
criticism,
usually
become
friends of broadcasting as soon as
they realize the iearnest efforts that
are made to handle it properly under
varying circumstances.
'The third reason for encouragement is that apparently the public is
becoming pretty well aware that the
broadcasters can, and do, act very
swiftly to correct a fault when they
find it, and thus the public is surely
learning that the industry's powers
of self-regulation will in the lone
run be their best reliance.'

al-

shouse

me

{

much more emphatic and widespread

it,

threat constantly rethe prohibition of;
Congress, in the system of license

seepis to

•

tice

comparison with

d.

WLWi Cincinnati)
that any discussion
of the dangers of approaching censorship -in radio assumes that such
does not now exist in effect; self-imposed, it is true, and through being
self-impoged reflecting a wide variety of divergent individual reactions
as to what sl^ould or should not be
'It

McNINCH

troversial issues.

the

mains,, despite

jAmes

(Vice President,

(Former Editor, The NatUm)
question of radio censprship
serious today and is certain to become more so if ,tiie country, cannot
R.
get itself out of the depression and
(Chairman, Federal Comniunicdtiona
put, the millions pf unenixployed to
Commission)
work. That' means a threat to prpp'I^owhere do I see any real danger erty, and the
instant that threat apof Federal censorship, of radio broad- pears
the effort to keep men frpm
easting: So far as 1. know no one ill saying
things unpalatable to those
the Government wants -to. blue-pencil whom
Woodrow Wllison called the
the programs. CeftaihIy I do not.
'masters of America,, the great capi'If a censorship, measure should be
talists,' will become intensified. Tobrought before the Congress for con- day the menace is already here. It
sideration, I. would vigoi^ously oppose may be that Boake
,Carter was not
it.
It would be a Pandora's box out forced off the air,
as has been stated,
oi^ which would spring to plague lis
because of his outspoken peace
innumerable and unimaginable evils, vie^ys, .but- there' were any
number
'Sometimes, the ghost of censorship of people gunning for
him. There
by the Government is summoned up are others the radio chain:
managers
merely to frighten us against our in- probably do not dare
Invite to speak,
sistence upon the broadcasters cen'It is less a direct censorship today.
soring themselves, las they must do It is

method.

in

though

enjoy.'

is

'The proper and fiqal arbiter of
portance as a social, force, thei:e are
an increasing number of demands for radio programs. is the listening pubcensorship.
These naturally come .lic. The Commimications Commission
has its function of regulation to
from people who think 'the government ought to do something about it' perform, especially tijrough the rewhenever, they believe anything is newal ,of licenses. But as for censorship,
the only kind we have in this
wrong, and of course from people
whose idea of free speech is that it country
exercised when the proshould be a privilege only of speak- grs^ms are selected and edited.
ers with whose vie^ys they agree.
'The broadcaster is the one to ex/There are, however, three encour- ercise power over, this and to anaging signs. The first is that every swer to tiie public for the manner in
suggestion of censorship is met with which he exercises it'.

trifling

is

by that body, and further, that
has no power to do so.
'The various
organized
bodies
which. have- criticized radio on one
point or another do not seem to realize the implications of some, of their
proposals. As changes are necessary
in the' radio structure they can be
made by 'the regulatory body under
the present law and by the industry
itself.
Any deviation from this system -will inevitably lead to an entirely different system of broadcasting than that which the people now

but

:

PAUL W. MORENCY
(Gen'l Manager,

WTIC, Hartford)

agers got the

jitter's.

Yet what

I said

was nothing like as. severe as what
Mr. Roosevelt and other Democrats
said after the

campaign was under

way. The managers said they agreed
with me, but they wiere afraid of
what the commision might do to
them. I continued -to talk only because I had paid for. my time.
'Censorship is nearer than a year
ago. The threats to tree speech
oa
or off the air multiply as shown by
Boss Hague in Jersey City ahd
others elsewhere. Nothing biit eternal vigilance wUl save the freedom
of the

air.'

HARRY
(President,

C.

WILDER

WSYR, WJTN. WNBX)

'Broadcasters- on this side are at
'The problem of radio censorship the crossroads. The
American sysis important not merely to the radio tem is on trial
as never before, as
industry but is of much greater im- we have the bizarjre
spetacle of 'the
portance to the people of the United air propaganda of
European dictaStates.
As I see it, radio in" the tors producing chaos in
international
United States is already censored by affairs.
Decisions in this country
the best and most critical censor pos- have again to be
made on free speech
sible
the public. Arty delegation and censorship.
of authority to censor radio pro'A member of the British
Parliagrams to a body large, or small, pub- ment recently told
me that aU Eulic or private, would be. the first rope has
been saturated with Ger-jreat step toward the suppression of man and
Italian propaganda over the
the free expression of opinion on all air so that it
has become difficult to
problems. The Congress, wisely rec- obtain popular support
for any posiognizing the importance of this fact, tion, except that of
Hitler's at the
specifically denied to the regulatory Munich crisis.
body which it created, the power to
'This nation Is one that .must
not
exercise censorship.
The head of be placed in such an unhappy prethat regulatory body has already ex- dicament, but we will be
if censororessed himself to the effect that ship passes out of the
hands of
there is no desire to impose censor- licensees.

—
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Ga-Ga Bui^;

In Los Angeles, That

Radio Becomes Self^nscious

'REFUGEE THEATRE OF THE AIR' NATIONAL LAWYERS' GUILD
(New York Chapter)

Songs, Talk, Drama, Orch.
Z9 Mins. Local

—

By Jack Beomon
New

Los Angeles, Jan. 1.
highs in the commercial coin

brackets of independently owned
radio stations in the Los Angeles
area, exclusive of network owned
or affiliates, were reached during

Season just closed has been
considered one of the most successful in the history of broadcasting on
the West Coast, according t Leo P.
Tyson, president of the Southern
California Broadcasters Association,
Inc., and general manager of KMPC
in Beverly Hills.
Concentrated efforts to build programs that appealed, offering of foreign language news broadcasts for
the cosmopolitan population of the
southland and airing of old-time
stage productions and reviving of
minstrel shows for the air were
some of the contributing factors for
the increased sale of air time.

1938.

*

compared with last year. Programs
on these stations are bankrolled to

WMCA, New York
(American Advertiser,
Openly

borrowing

WHN

by

WMCA, New York

Inc.)

billing
weeks ago.

air.

originated

Increase in general business for
the year will run from 23% to 27%
over the same time last year. Stations included in this survey are

Debut (29) of this troupe of unfortunates, all refugee actors from Austria, sounded anything but felicitous.
It wasn't their fault because

among

the 10 of

them there was

solid

KEHE, KPVD, KGER,KGFJ.KMPC, worthy talent. Impediment was
KFOX, KFAC and KMTR.
sloppiness of the production. It
Network owned,

or affiliate stanot included in this group are

tions,

KFI, KECA,

KNX, KHJ and KFWB.

WHEELER NO
LIKE

MILLER

stkwm

Child Commentator

is a series of debates on soproblems which the local chapter of National Lawyers' Guild promoted.
Though definitely an instructive and informing type of program there must be some other underlying motive behind barristers.
Manage to sneak in sufficient number of plugs for themselves and
counselling in general. liOoks to- be

This

cial

the

some

ALADDIN LAMPS
Sunday, 4:39 p. n.
WGY, Schenectady

39
Sustainlnr
Tuesday, 9 p. m.

Wed., 7:30 p. m.

the tune of 723 hours per week out
of the 1,198 hours they are on the

and
the
not

goodwill builder designed to beat the

only reeked with bad showmanship,
but gave evidences of poor taste in
building up sympathy. Most of the
dialog which sought to paint the

ethical

law

Third

is

Otto's Melodians

15 Mlaa.

MIns.—^Local

HOROWITZ-MARGARETEN

ANDY WALKER
With

Talk

of 'don't advertise.'
rather irregular series

&

(Pfesba, FelUrs
Presba)
Series of transcriptions possess

mellowness, sentimentalism and rest
fulness that should please the grouo
at whom they are primarily aimed
ruralites in lamp-lit homes. Unso^
phisticated oldsters, off the farm
can be held, too. Fact platters are*
loggy with advertising probably will
be no great hindrance.
Walker, who emcees another disked
farm jprogram heard here, is a skillful exponent of the homey-folksy
technique. He uses it not only on
number announcing, but in the spieling.
Some of latter is direct and
some indirect; patter and poems, for
.

no set time or dates) preGeorge Gordon Battle, Dr.
troupe's background and the plight sented
Holmes and New York
that befell them when- the Nazis took John Haynes
Ernest L. Meyer instance, leads into plugs.
over Austria was so forced and slap- Post columnist
Walker
or not lays whole thing on
thick, but farm
dashy that the story lost much of its word-battling on whether
there should be a federal law pro- folks are not supposed to
inherent force.
mind.
hibiting incitement to racial or religAladdin
Singers,
well-balanced
Interlarded through the scenario ious hatreds, etc.
male group, click with old-fashioned
were dramatic recitations and songs,
I^pic was thoroughly covered with
with English and Yiddish alternating Stanley Faulkner of Guild acting as selections, including hymns. Otto's
Melodians, a small string ensemble
during the dialog and recitation feeder.
Hurl.
also on other waxes, play fast-tempo
phases and the lyrics confined to
bits for a change of pace.
Otto featheir
original Viennese.
Among JOHN HcCORMACK
tures a German dialect in talking
those whose talents stood out were
'Serapbook for 1903' with Gertie Mil- and singing, which may not be the
<:he mixed pair of liedersingers and
lar,
Patrick
Carwen,
Andrew
strongest
asset
in
current
temper
of
comedienne who did a folk character
Churchman, Lionel Gamltn, Eve affairs.
In addition to Walker's
study in Yiddish. The m.c, whose
Curie, Griffith Brewer.
drum-beating, heart-throbbing dramEnglish was approximate enough to
(S)
atizfations 'tell' the benefits of Aladmake himself fairly understood, gave Tuesday
BBC, London
din lamps.
Company themer, of
himself up at one point to an excerpt
Two famous personalities who had course, is "Lamp Lighting Time.'
from Shylock with telling effect.
never broadcast from a BBC studio Station miker also whacks the skins
Underwriting this venture is Horo- previously lent lustre to what would mentioning not only oil,
but electric
witz-Margareten, manufacturers of else have been no more than an lamps, shades, vacuum
matza and noodles. Program closes average contribution to 'Scrapbook' circulating oil heaters. bottles and
Jaco.
with a plea for letters. These refu- series, normally brilliantly assemgees, the announcer states, have bled by co-compilers Leslie BaUy
'OC GOOD FAMILY'
toiled to learn the English language. and Charles Brewer.
John McCor- Sketch
They need a word of encouragement mack sang Irish ditties to put a peThe listeners in writing would do riod to his recent farewell to the Siistainlnr
Sat., 4:39. p. m.
the troupe its greatest turn by sug- concert stage, and Gertie Millar
WJZ-NBC, New York
gesting that the program get itself now the Dowager Countess of DudScripted by Herbert L. Jacobson,
a competent' producer and dialog ley was on hand to recall the days
'Of
Good Family' tries to tell an old
writer.
A program of similar title of her musical comedy fame and link
was launched some weeks ago on her contributions with that of Mc- story in a new way but doesn't quite
come off. Subject is the oft-repeated
WHN.
Odcc.
debut
as a yarn of the boy in
Cormack, who made his
moderate cirsinger in the year reviewed. (1903.) cumstances and tile heiress
whether
McCormack gave three homely to money or important name
was
BATS TO YOU'
folk son^ and also entertained lis- not made clear, but the treatment
With Fred Rnssell, Will Hay, Will teners with his joyous Irish brogue
inferred an heiress ^who have to
FyCTe, Wee Gcorffle Wood
and easy mike manner. Too bad that- overcome the boy's lack of backMins.
such a first radio appearance should ground in order to consummate their
Monday (5)
(there's

.

games and audience participation programs along with educaQuizz.

tional series for the kiddies are other
types of airers that have helped
One
boost the- stations' income.
"

small indie operator has virtually
paid his freight with a child commentator who interviews top name
picture people and has little diffiProgram has
culty getthig guests.
been set for year's bankrolling.
Hillbiliys still h<rid their own lor
During the
sponsored programs.
recent political campaign one Hillbilly devoted hiis entire efforts to
winning the Congressional* nomina.

on his sponsored program. He
was defeated in the run-oS when

tion

his attorney-opponent yrent on the
air with a girl singer of the range

fongs.

Special

Fands Help

Politicians gave the needed boost
to hoist some of the smaller broadcasters over the top for the season.
California's
and Egg proposition dumped more than $500 weekly
fdr three weeks into the local air
lanes.
Musicians Mutual Protective
Association, leading the drive of

Washington, Jan.

1.

Stern disapproval of the protectyourself policy outlined for the
guidance of National Association of
Broadcasters recently came into
sight last week and foreshadowed
further repercussions from the attempt of radio to handle the problem of spielers who incite religious
and racial animosity. Sharp slap at
Neville Miller, trade imit president,
by Senator Burton K. Wheeler of
Montana, one of the industry's

severest critics.
In a Voltaire act, the Montana
solon who wields influence by virtue of being chairman of the Senate

—

Interstate

Commerce

Committee

charged Miller with censorship inclinations and warned that the Constitutional guarantee of free speech
must not be infringed. Although he
did not defend bigotry

and

intoler-

Wheeler asked 'Who is Mr.
Hdm
Miller that he should set himself up
to say when free speech should be
denied to any citizen of the United
States?
What special knowledge
does he possess that he can judge
other unions, dumped approximately when I or anyone else abuses free
$10,000 into the radio cash registersIn two weeks to defeat a non-picketing ordinance.

ance,

speech?'
The solon explained he does not
share' the political views of Rev.

Charles E. Coughlin—whose bitter
anti-Jew microphone talks have ignited a raging controversy ^but declared that any station which shuts
City Hall throne chair. Some $8,000 him off is equally as intolerant as
in radio time went into this cam- the cleric has been accused of being.
paign alone. It was purely local and No question of agreeing or disagreegi'avy to many of the smaller sta- ing with opinions is presented, according to Wheeler, but the danger
tions.
However, when the campaigns of denying privileges set forth in the
simmered down, that time, generally bill of rights.
'In times of hysteria which sweep
speaking, was rapidly filled, in with
commercials on the 15-minute spot through this country, there are alannouncements and variety pro- ways those super-patriots who believe they are destined to regulate
grams.
As a result the outlook for the the actions and speech of their
fellowmen,' the Montana law-maker
first quarter o£ 1939 stands out as a
commented. Added the resistance
-'i>right spot in the business.
Buildto the Coughlin talks is evidence
up, of commercials is general with
that such hysteria 'is very apt to lead
local merchants taking to the air
us into -war with Germany or some
through the local stations in greater
other totalitarian power.'
volume than ever before.

Then Los Angeles had a cleanerupper .campaign dethroning Mayor

—

Frank L. Shaw by recall and. putting Judge Fletcher Bowron into the

Not So Corny
Little over a year ago, when Tyson
Here and Tbere
took: over the reins of the SCBA, he
directed a campaign for better proO'Brien, KMBC announcer,
Don
grams, closer cooperation between
enlisted Paul Fonda, station en
sponsors and agency executives and
gineer, in a race against the stork
the radio station and the newspaper last week. Fdnda, a private pilot,
National agency flew O'Brien. to Omaha, where bis
advertising men.
men and bankrollers were also called wife was confined in St. Joseph's

—

—

—

M

also be a farewell performance.
Gertie Millar sang, making a truly
valiant attempt to recapture the- lilt

BBC, London
First time the Grand Order
Water Rats, famous association

of
of
of the variety profession,

and impertinence of the munber
from The Toreador* at the old Gaiety
members
has been on the air, and done by with which she scored her first hit
them for the sake of their own char- She described vivaciously memories

hospital.

baby

Listener interest centered
on appearance of most every topliner of modern vaude in a com-

ity injected into his

production job

charity propositions must have the

KXOK,

St.

Louis.

Jingle

contest

woven into program adds interest
Lauer Furniture Co. is bankroller.
before any station releases plugs.
George Guyan, former program
have
director
of KFRU, Columbia, Mo
As a result flesh airshows
been given a decided hypo and are has been upped to asst. to Station
Manager C. L. Thomas.
helping to work the stations onto
For past years Shafer, JcLtabee
the black side of the ledger. On the Ann Hopkins,
scripter; Jack
nine independent stations in Los Hansen, KFOR program director,
live
in
increase
Angeles county the
and Vera Nelson have gotten to
show time reached 21% this year as gether in Lincoln for the holidays.

WOW

semi-narriated

form

.BBC Variety Dept. got a
ded

bill at

star-stud-

a ridiculous fee at the

same time as the Water Rats coined
a welcome contribution to funds.

'BRADLEYS OF PRAIRIE FARM'
With- Dan Hasmer, Marie Nelson,
Rita Astot,

Ken

Fagcrlfn,

Chuok

Grant, Fred Howard, Dick Earl,
Georce Menard
Rnral Serial
3» Mlns.—Local

PRAIRIE FARMER

after

ards.
able, with

Hasmer

as the

grandpappy wading into his role with
both feet and coming up with a solid
Marie Nelson as the
character.
mother and Rita Ascot as the daughter are turning in
tions.

warm

THE WHISPERING

CHOIR'

15 Mlns.

Sostalning

Thursday, 8:39 pjn,

WJZ, New York

Furnishes a pleasant musical ina curt brushmix^d chorus sings soK^
off.
Guest made it clear that Kos- terlude.
accompaniment, t»«
telanetz was not just an able mu- ly with piano
selections all being chosen to fit tne
sician, but a public benefactor.
It
may have sounded to some folks mood of the 'whispering chorus.
LiUy arranges and
like
a
super-whopper
publicity Joseph
This one includeo
build-up. To others, perhaps, it was the programs.
cheapened by the lack of restraint 'Dancing on the Ceiling,' Stephen
Is
and common sense. Nor is Andre Foster's 'I Dream of You,' 'Love
Me
Kostelanetz one of the orchestra- the Sweetest Thing,' 'Drink to
conducting gentry that can safely be Only with Thine Eyes' and a group
mcludea
allowed to open his mouth.
His of Christmas carols which
speaking voice is thick and impleas- 'God Rest Ye, Merry Gentlemen,
ant. His personality is in his baton. and 'Gather Around the Christmas
usual radio 'salute'

interest, comedy and a
touch of sadness; all good and propei'
elements in the simple design of the
story-telling by Walter Hank Rich
is

he had concluded.

Andre Kostelanets was saluted by
Edgar Guest the Lake Erie bard, on
the Household Finance program last
week.
Compared to the slithery
verbal syrup that Guest poured, the

and human

Cast

BBC, London

Highspot of a 40-minute melody
program, ^ffas performance by Noel
Gay of a version of 'The Lambeth
Walk' he scrapped before writing
th6 one that became a world hit
Number bore .vague resemblances to
the ditty we all know, but was too
full of notes, and in spite of melodious construction sounded an ordinary and undistinguished effort
dig, though, was an interesting sidenote to a best seller.
Next best in the bill was bands
rendering of 'Lambeth Walk' as it
ducers.
Pointing to the way American pic- might have been composed in many
tures serve as advance salesman for lands—Vienna, China and Cuba—
U. S. goods and the nation as a and orchestration was effectively
whole, Schenck stated that the in- done to make amusing show. Plugdustry felt the Federal Government ging of the number was in honor of
should furnish encouragement to the Gay, who turned up on the program
The customers like
film business for what it has done as guest artist
for American trade. He indicated this sort of intimacy, hut band leadthat more money than ever would ers continue to waste air time by
be spent for productions in 1939, the introducing i>ersonalities with fatuous complinhsnts.
Silver Jubilee year bf the industry..
Show was fairly well blended,
Representatives of the automobile,
food, publishing, banking, drug, rail- with spots of music for all tastes,
road and retail indtistries also spoke but perhaps lacking fluidity and slick
on this 30-minute broadcast Some- presentation. Interesting contributhing
apparently
went haywire tion was by singer Pat O'Regan, rewhen the representative speaking for cent discovery in BBC 'Band Wagon
the railroad companies was tuned in series, who may win fame after he
from Washington, not being named brings his enunciation under conor subject listed. Explanation finally trol. Work of other artists was of
came through from the N. Y. end, good standard.

(girl),

complete sanction of the association

in

Here,

by BBC's John Sharman, who is a
Fo&Dw-Up Comment
member of the Order, kept it alive.
Those who contributed bits included
Will Fyffe, Georgie Wood, the PalJoseph
M. Schenck, 20th-Fox chairladium Crazy Gang, Tommy Trinder,
Claude Dampier, Ceorge Jackley, man, spoke in behalf of the motion
Charlie Kunz, Clarkson Rose, Ronald picture industry on NBC's red netFrankau, Creorge Doonan, and dozens work show, '1939 Outlook on Busiwho will not be. offended at getting ness,' last Thursday (29) night,
no mention. Along with its snatches stressing optimism of the produces
Schenck,
of melody, unforced gaiety, comedy despite setbacks in 1938.
and interest was a note of sentiment, speaking from Palm Springs, Cal.,
meaning .it was all of a good enter- was -spokesman as president of the
Association of Motion ^Picture Protainment.

"

^

Scripted

with the younger brother of the girl
coming in to explain previous events,

then fading off for dramatizations,
one of it's major troubles is its
length. Half hour seems to be too
much for a family serial, especially
too; was an artist whose superb mike when the yarn is a single thread.
technique suggested a seasoned per- This might have been better conposite show, though few had oppor- former rather than a debutante.
densed into 15 mins., but even that'*
Bill included as well such historic dubious.
tunity to do more than sing out a
hullo to the mike. That apart, nar- 1903 events as King Edward VU
Cast however, handled themselves
rated history of the Order lent a sealing the Entente Cordiale in Paris, admirably.
touch of romance, because Mr. Man- Orville Wright's first flight (from his
in-the-street is always a sucker own description supplied to BBC),
OUT OF THE SKY'
where the glamor of the footlights is Madame Curie's discovery of radium, 'MELODY
and a link with the Dickensian days With Jay Wilbnr Band, Sae and
concerned.
Her Boy Friends, Sam Costa, the
Given an hour to put over show. of the stage coach. A laurel wreath
Mad Hatters, FhylHs Frost, Pat
Rats necessarily presented a sketchy to Patrick Curwen for flawless emO'Regan, Dudley Beavcn and Noel
entertainment, but excellent emcee ceeing.
Gay
work by Will Hay and the informalSaturday (10)
of a third of a century ago.

ity fund.

Before -the father arrived "Saaday, 1:39 pJB.
was bomWLS, Chicago
Father O'Blrien was returned to
Presented by Prairie Farmer paper
Kansas City studio after missing less which
owns WLS, the show is a
than a day's work.
weekly serial script and presents
program schedule throughout the
George R. Guyan, program di- farm life without
a comedy rube, and
day. Where the different air lanes rector at KFRU, Columbia, Mo.,
as such, okay piece of radio drama
were cluttered with hodge-podge of- father of baby girl.
and story-telling.
Art Rekart, chief engineer bf
ferings of the filler type, they have
is bucking a tough rival by
(Show
been revamped for programs that fit KXOK, St. Louis, and KFRU, Co spotting itself opposite the last half
lumbia, Moi, commuting between two
the- time of day.
of the Chase & Sanborn program
checking equipment.
SCBA is the only incorporated or- stations
It's
a typical family of father,
Toby Nevius, comes for KXOK, St.
ganization of its kind in the country^ Louis, worked for station all day and mother, two sons, and a daughter, a
It has raised the standard of broadfor a nitery half of the night. Try- grandfather and the hired hand.
casting in the southland region as ing to stretch hours in a day to They talk of sellbig cattle and of
harvest, of the International LiveweH as making competition keener. catch up on his shuteye.
Haskell Schwartzberg, free-lance stock Exposition, of basketball and
Trade account regulations have been
actor, doing Santa Claus stint for picture shows. There is love interest
tightened and" free air time for
into these meetings, along with network executives. As a result the
independent station owners are
offering an entirely different type of

love.

is

A

The formula 'It Can Be Done' is Tree.'
impersona- good, but does the flattery have to
Program is sustaining filler subGold,
run to the consistency of taffy?
ject to time change. It's well done.
I

Wednesday, January

4,

MV DUCK

WHY

Third of

1939
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SUSTAINING

Plan to iastall latest model sightsound receiver in the White

House went awry when Marvin*

By JOHN HURIiET

NBC

the

musical guiders are balk-

names on such
ing at use of their
Coniplaint is that associashows.
thing that comes
tion with any old
frequently
along, many of which are
poor, places a stigma on their work
which it is hard to work off when
commercial possibilities hove in view,
politics and teacher's petting of favorites who get bettfer things is also
in the cbmplaiht.

frequently

are

Conductors

(Street

.

Rebelling at routine type of programs they have to conduct, some of

H. Mclntyre, secretary to the
President, got wind of publicity
being inspired by the American
Television Co., scheduled donor.
Arrangements were cancelled
in resentment at the free advertising play.-

made

age is done, it's claimed, by tone of
Absence of
general performance.
proper buildup for publicity is also
deplored. Boys figure they get the
slufl oft jobs as well as the brush off.
Rather be anonymous if obliged to
stand the gaff. Situation is slightly
similiar at CBS but the complaint
there is not as strong since it is considered that CBS is more liberal in
build-up to staff people.

Eyebrows

Philadelphia, Jan. 1.

Hearing is slated in Harrisburg
Tuesday (3) on an injunction de-

by WCAU against new
Pennsy law which forbids the fur-

manded

nishing of private leased wires for

gambling inforAnything concerning horse
made prima facie evidence

the. dissemination of

mation.
racing

is

ter

of'

stock arrangements and library
with little time to alter same
is

still

another

A

comparison of number of graducommercials and better
to
ates
things on both nets is regarded as
proof of the beef. Whereas CBS has
gradded Mark WamoW, Andre Kostelanetz, Howard Barlow, Freddy
Rich, et al., NBC points to Peter

Van Steeden;

WANT SPIELBtS PUT

radio entertainment is to improve, that improvement must come in more effective
production. It certainly can't come
from bigger names. The advertisers'
coffers have been bled white paying
for the- biggest names in the entertainment world. No, that's not the
way out. Radio will have to begin
to offer entertainment instead of entertaineris.
Webster says production
is to create. Radio seems to define it
is keeping split second timing of a
radio program by means of a stop
watch. Sooner or later, radio wiU
have to concede the point to Webif

ster.

CIO. They have
to negotiate further with
Gimbel on a new termer for the
refused

CBS

production

radio

—and

pre-

inasmuch as Dr. sents

termer,

largest stockholder, and Bill Paley,
CBS prez and largest stockholder, is

Doc Levy's brother-in-law.
Suit was filed for WCAU by former Attorney General William A.
Schader in Dauphin County (Harrisburg) court. It asks a rule against
the five members of the
Utilities Commission to show

Public

why an

it to the advertiser for his consideration. Object, 15% of that mil-

lion!

gets

Whether or not said agency
depends upon whether or

it

not said audition 'clicks' with the
advertiser.
Ergo, the show is designed, not to please the public, but
Long association with
'his nibs.'
'his nibs'
has made the agency
thoroughly familiar with each of his
separate likes and dislikes.
The
program will feature his favorite
artists (whether they logically 'belong' or not).
It will present his
favorite songs (whether they routine
and pace well or not). It will avoid
touching on subjects that the agency
knows are 'taboo' with 'his nibs'
(even if such avoidance cuts all the
drama out of the presentation).. It
will be long on commercial and
necessarily short on showmanship.
But it will get that million.

injunction should not be granted to
which expired at the prevent
any action being taken
end of the year, unless gabbers are'
against tlie Bell Telephone Company,
included in the talks. Spielers a
the plaintiff, or any other person or
touple weeks ago came into the
corporation by reason of the phone
in a body.
company's leasing of private lines
Contract being sought at WIP will
or wires.
have separate scales of wages for
the two groups of employees, but all
working and other conditions will be
uniform. Termer for the fishbowlers
Wanderlust
G.
Stay Away in Droves
at WFIL is also about to expire.
When this little private entertainPact for WIBG panelmen is under
Maxon agency has again requested ment gets on the air and the listeners
discussion now, while vertical conNBC to clear a different half-hour stay away in droves, who's to blame?
tract for all
employees is being redrafted and readied for inking for the General Electric show with Why, the advertiser, of course. The
Phil Spitalny and Dorothy Thomp- agency doesn't blatantly tell him so
this

ACA

L's

WPEN

—doesn't have

son.

Program

Normandy's

New Wave

is

now

opposite the

Lux

Radio Theatre Monday nights -and

the account has become ' convinced
London, Dec. 20.
that the. competition makes it imRadio Normandy has been shifted possible for the name combination
to 274 metres
(1095 k.c).
New to draw anything like 'the audience
wavelength lies slightly above Brit- that it would be entitled to otherish Broadcasting Co.'s station
at wise.
Stagshaw and the London, North
and Scottish transmitters.
International
Broadcasting
Co.,
Survey of Loathing
which builds Normandy's programs
Philadelphia, Jan. 1.
and
time,
sells its

has launched an

extensive advertising campaign to
call attention of British listeners to
«he change.
Drive includes, film
theatres, magazines and billboards.

Harry Clarke

to

CBS

Hartford, Jan.

1.

WDAS is running a program popu-

larity poll in reverse.

Working on the premise that listeners forget the shows they like,
but remember forever those that
irked them, it is questioning its listeners as to those programs they
found most distasteful during the
year. Query is: 'What Didn't You

Harry Clarke, spieler of WTIC, has
resigned to join the announcing staff
Like About WDAS and
Of CBS.
Successor not chosen as During 1938'?
yet.

At WTHT new faces include
Thomas York, operator;
Sylvia
Crowley and Jeanette Demeillers,
commercial department.
Massachusetts Federation of TaxPayers Assn. 26 15-minute programs,
What's Happening in Massachusetts'

Ia^ Jan. 6 to June 30. Through
Advertising Management, Inc., Bos-

glamourous

A

huge publicity departments busy
making stars glamourous off as well
as on the screen.
And radio says,
'And now, Lizzie Gilch will sing
When the stock of ready-made
glamour runs low, radio is going to
have to mend its ways. And mo^t
'

all

showmen

seeni to agree that

won't be long now.'

number

A

'it

sufficient

and any advertiser
is driven to one of two things:
(1)
Dropping the air as an advertising
medium, or (2) recognizing and
of flops

The Comedy Shows
You've heard of the exception
Radio has
proves the rule?
its exceptions too. These are notably
the comedy programs on thfe air today. The. fact that, as a class, they
are the most showmanlike examples
that

of radio is directly ascribable to the
fact that they are supervised by the

comedians themselves . men who
have had a long training in the theatre, actual contact with many audi->^ences and hard knocks in the school
.

In most of these programs, one thing leads naturally to
another . . . seems to be done in
preparation for the following unit
of entertainment.
As a matter of
fact, it is difficult to spot the exact
place where one luilt stops and another begins
albeit they are care-fuUy arranged for variety of mood,
pace and tempo. The scenery is always there . , costumes and lights
too.
There's a complete production
for the. listener to enjoy . . . not

Its

Programs

to.

He picked

it

and,

nine times out of ten, he'll defend
it.
'A rotton Crossley?
Must be
the band' or the star or the script
writer. Seldom, if ever, will he admit that there wasn't any show
there in the first place only a
hodge-podge of things he liked and
a conspicuous absence of the things
he didn't. Yes, he's a victim of his
own system. Choosing the show
may salve his vanity but it surely
puts him in an awful spot.
The
agency is satisfied. It gets 15% of
the million, shoulders no blame and
can spend the next million in news-

—

—

—

We

.

radio show for us that will get a
big audience to whom we can sell
sponges. We've appropriated a million dollars for this campaign the
rest is up to you. Let us know when
the program starts on the air so we
can tune in the first performance.'
-Puts a different complexion on

.

—

and

knows what

eventually

magazines

it's

where

arrives

at

the

essential.

doesn't
-the

—or

liver
tious

it?

spot.

else.

If

he's

—

.

.

OBSCURE TUNES USED
BY TENOR HAYWOOD

it

point

Ex-

.

The agency is just voices.. When such a perfectly
He's got to de- produced program is tuned in, the
at all cau- end comes around before the listener
(^nd what advertising man knows it . . . certainly before he is
And that's as good a
isn't) he'll want to play it as safely ready for it
as possible. He might even try to formula for the air as it always was
dig up a showman and ask advice. for vaudeville . . . 'Leave 'em wanting.'
In
radio
it means they'll tune
Suppose 'he does. What has he a
right to expect? He has a right to in next week and hear your sales
Yes, if all
expect a production instead of an story all over again.
amateur show ... an entertainment types of shows gave as much thought
instead of a group of entertainers. to production as do our popular coEvery good entertainment should be medians, radio would be a safer place
a one-man show with the producer for advertisers today.
handed and holding the bag. He
So, Mr. Advertiser, before you start
should be responsible not only for to tinker with the band, change the
the selection of the script, cast and script writers, fire your vocalists and
music, bxrt also for the creative ef- malign your actors, check up on your^
fort necessary to weave these units production. Is it a showman's idea
into a well routined and cleverly of a program or your own?
Are
dovetailed entertainment that the the scenery, costumes and lighting
vast radio audience can see as well all they should be? Has everything
as hear
and
I
do
mean
see.
.
.
been done to give the entertainment
An Ear Picture
pace, tempo, continuity and a veneer
For the radio listener is, of neces- of glamour? Are you giving the
sity, a visualizer.
Give him a series radio audience a production ... or
of recognizable sounds arranged in just a lot of voices and sounds? Can
the proper sequence to suggest a they see or only hear your show?
complete picture and his imagina- Are you creating a bit of 'make betion does the rest This partnership lieve' for them ... or offering bought
with the listener's imagination is glamour in a void of studio walls?
what makes radio entertainment Perhaps a little attention td these
possible. It gives the radio producer details will turn your clambake into
everything to work with that his a radio show.
Broadway contemporary enjoys
.
costumes, scenery and lighting effects. For costumes, there are dialects,
delivery styles and voice qualities. A
things,

now on

doing.
the present

where alterations are

.

.

wide Irish brogue will costume a man
as completely as Guttenburg himself
Like Topsy,
system could do it. Scenery is a matter of
only
grew,'
like
a few suggestive words and
'just
And
a house or a
city that's built without a plan, it carefully
chosen
sound
effects.

papers

.

of experience.

'

knob-twirlei's,

week.

.

—

—

WCAU

posed

tions Association,

.

become

when: some producer, in one branch
of show business or another, creates
a bit of 'make believe' around them
that enhances those talents.
He
'sells' them to the public with 'production.'
Zeigfeld used to work
weeks, I'm told, just designing a
glamourous entrance for a star.
Hollywood goes further and keeps

-

WCAU prez, is third
IN WITH ENGINEERS largest stockholder in Columbia;
Isaac "D. Levy, WCAU v.p., is second
1.

They

talent.

—

its

Philadelphia, Jan.

limitations of the medium
are not responsible for so much bad
production (or perhaps we should
say such an absence of production)
then we must conclude that the
trouble lies in the producers' lack^t.
of showmanship. Perhaps we throw
around too
the title 'producer'
lightly.
Of course, under our present system of passing the buck to
the advertiser, there isn't any need
of showmanship. Just take the boss's
formula, and get it on in a half hour,
stop watch, and you're all set
Anybody out of college can dc it
Even the college isn't necessary. But
under the new-radio-era plan, when
advertisers wake up and rectify this
mistake of such long standing, the
title may again come to mean something/ To earn it perhaps a man
will have to be a showman . . . will
have to be able to select talent,
supervise script, direct the actors,
pace the show, make use of costumes, scenery and lighting effects to
give his production that glamour
which has been the very essence of
show business since time began.
If the

rectifying the 'basic mistake' about
which w6've been talking. If he folinjunction is that the station's con- it is just as certain that they are all
lows the former course, his comtract with CBS is jeopardized by the born of one basic mistake on the part
petitors are liable to run away from
law. Brief, which was filed Dec. 19, of the goat himself-^the advertiser.
him
in sales. If he follows the latter,
points out that WCAU's contract Some day, advertisers as ~a- whole
something like this will happen.
with CBS pays it $250,000 a year, in will wake up and see through the
Idyllic
return for which the station must whole system. Then there'll be hell
Our new-era Advertiser will call
broadcast concerts, news events, to pay and much better radio.
in his agency man and say, 'Joe,
sports and other occurrences withThis basic mistake on the sponout question, comment or alteration. sor's part is allowing yea, even de- we've decided to institute a radio
We're convinced that
If CBS sees fit to cover a horse race, manding that the agency pass the campaign.
must carry buck directly to the advertiser him- radio is a powerful advertising
the brief declares,
medium, so we want to go On the air
it or abrogate its contract.
self. What happens when a Captain
Observers here cocked a brow at of Industry decides to speiid a mil- to sell Spelvin's Spiffy Sponges.
WCAU's obeisance to the web, dis- lion or so in radio advertising? The Now, we know a lot about sponges
practically
but
nothing
about
regarding the legal aspects of the agency gets together an audition
spangles. Show business is not our
brief. Further cause for a chuckle, a complete performance of the proracket.
want you to put on a
of course, is the outlet's fear of losing

Leon Levy,

Joint contract covering both announcers and panelmen at WIP is
being sought in confabs with prez
Ben Gimbel by the Broadcast Division of the American Communica-

.

.

(or,

the wires are being
is another ob- by the act that
With all the money at its comPrograms start with sizable used for gambling. It prohibits, mand, with all the best actors,
number of men and are then gradu- therefore, Pennsy outlets from airing writers and facilities in the palm of
the
of
Derby
or
any
the
Kentucky
Musicians
half.
in
ally cut, sometimes
its hand, why has radio so neglected
races which are reguare shifted around shop, never mak- other famous
Why is
this matter of production?
larly broadcast.
>ing for regular, body or organization
there, so very little of it? Thets are
the
plea
for
the
Principal
point
in
Latwork."
other's
each
ftuniliar with
certainly many, many reasons. But

stuff,

Murray couldn't
get over the absence of any limita'Walter,' he said, 'you ask for
tion.
the world with a fence curound it .
and" they build it for you!'

celluloid production.

.'
As far as the listener is
writer (3) Riffling sing. .
in a
lists for new and bet- concerned, there she stan-is
at least, more expensive) bare- walled room containing only a
voices to replace what probably is microphone. How long can any star
already a thoroughly competent cast stay glamourous under such condiPerformers are just peoNever, (oh well, hardly ever) does tions?
anyone question the prodnction of ple .. believe it or not just ordinary human beings
with a little
the program.

a new script
through talent

Musician economy

for improvement,
blow.

he experiences the same sort of reaction that John Murray Anderson
once voiced to me on ai Hollywood
set during the filming of his first

—

stacle.

ter condition is again practised more
on smaller fry, hurting quality. Use

As a matter of fact, when a
tion,
showman is turned loose in radio,

sale.

.

Connection;

Brief Raises

mediocre singers
to
subservient
which hurts prestige. Further dam-

Finney Agency)

proaching the day when there'll be
no more ready-made glamour for
For rddio not only buys its
glamour ... it also destroys itHow many Times have you heard
well-known cry is the agency's cue a star, glamour acquired in some
branch of show business,
for routine -A ^the regular give him other
service routine which consists of (1) brought to the microphone with,
will
CxUch
Lizzie
no^v
Tinkering with the band (2> Getting 'And

When an advertiser invests from
$5,000 to $25,000 per performance in
a series of Radio Programs, only to
have a gigantic floppo on his hands,
he yells bloody murder. This too-

Nevertheless,

CBS

&

.

WCAU Recites Fears Of
Losnig

12S

By Walter Crcdg

1.

Those free television sets for
President Roosevelt and Federal
luminaries never were delivered,
it turned out last week, because
the White House would not lend
itself to a commercial build-up.

PRO0tAMS
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The Producer Should Hold the Bag

Slap at Press Agent
Washington, Jan.

VARIETY

Century

Charles Haywood, tenor, frequently
heard with New York Oratorial Society, has started a five week series

Sometimes the
ficient

A

latter alone are sufship's whistle
and a

and first rate water tank are all you need for the of
American folk songs over station
advertising men have been stumbling finest ship set any Broadway proalong trying to learn show business ducer ever boasted.
For lighting WX<3R, N. Y., beginning Monday
John Dodffe's Sea Trip
themselves instead of delegating that effects, the radio producer can em- evening (2) at nine p.m.
highly technical work to men who've ploy music.
Where the stage proWashington, Jan. 1.
Haywood sings songs of early white
sales given it their entire attention for ducer dims his stage and spotlights settlers in various sections of the
John Dodge,
manager, Washington, off on Jan. 27 years. Under this system, money is two characters for a love scene, f e country.
for
thought.
For a radio producer uses soft, beautiful
for a 21-day cruise to South Amer- substituted
bigger and better show, the average music to mellow the scene and spotica.
My-T-Flne desserts (Fenick
Will visit principal ports of S. A. advertiser and his agency have only lights his characters by putting them Ford ) is supplementing its NBC camformula bigger and better right on mike.
via the Grace Lines and make a one
paign with the placement of disc verbroadcastits
glamour
'on
No,
the
American
names.
Radio
buys
limitations
study of South
of the medium sions of its 'Circus' show on stations
But we're rapidly ap- are no alibi for unsuccessful produc- in a half dozen cities.
the hoof.'
cellent manufacturers

WRC-WMAL

&

—

'

,
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Third of a Century

Canadian Radio In 1938
Toronto, Jan.

of two new high-powered
one to serve the Maritimes

Opening
stations,

from France and the tinued to dominate listener interest
It is also hoped that in Canada.
Popular Shows
exchange programs with other units
of the British Empire will be inCanadian production continues to
creased. Arrangements for the 1939 lag through lack of 'sufficient finanschedule, for instance,, have been cial backing. With the exception of
completed with Australia.
a few local French-language shows
Netherlands.

1.

and the Other the three Prairie
will
mark the comProvinces,
pletion of the first stage of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s policy
of national coverage whereby CBC
programs will be carried from Coast
to Coast over its own transmitter
system.

CBA at Sackville, New Brunswick,
scheduled to go into operation in
early April, the 50-kilowatter to
serve the Atlantic coast area. CBK,
a similar powered station, will go
"^nto operation this summer at
is

Undertake^ to Get Detailed Facts on Gov't Use of

Air—To Avoid Boresome Stuff
Comparison

Washington, Jan,
Centralized

standpoint, like 'Fridolin,' the American prothe
cultural
music and the drama hold an im- gram.<! I'ke Charlie McCarthy, 'Inforportant place in the CBC schedule. mation Please,' Jack Benny, Bing
In addition to the American pro- Crosby, Lux arid others still top the
grams already mentioned,' CBC is field for both French and English
carrying during 1938-39 the Toronto listener audiences.
Symphony, the Montreal Orchestra,
English-language
French
and
the Calgary Symphony, and Les serials are popular. So is' opera and
Concerts Symphoniques de Montreal. symphony. But the strongest draw
During the summer of '38, the is still exerted by musical variety

From

Jerusalem, Dec. 10.
At recent press conference of
the Palestine Broadcasting System it was stated that the entire
annual budgfet of the P.B.S. was
less than the' mohfey spent by the
British Broadcasting Corp. on
flowers and decorations every

interest over the CBC national net- sponsors are still the mainstay of
work.
Canadian radio.
Manitoba and Alberta.
In the field of drama, the ShakeThere has been a marked improveIh surveying radio development in spearian cycle of 13 plays was the ment in regard to. technical performCanada throughout 1938, it should be most ambitious undertaking in the ance in Canadian broadcasting from
stage
took
short
history
of
CBC.
Such
CBC
remembered that when the
the studio end. There is more widebver, there was a basic plan for stars as Walter Huston, Dennis King, spread use of better and more uptoexisting Walter Hampden, Eva Le Gallienne, date reproducing equipment and esbut
radio;
nationalized
Margaret
Anglin
and
Nan
Sunderonly
a
few
equipment consisted of
pecially greater care and study in
small stations. The" first aim, there- land -journeyed to CBL, Toronto, to the use of the latest equipment.
fore, was to bring into being a sys- play the lead roles supported by And while program production has
important
that
Canadian
talent.
The
first
stations
high-powered
tem of
lagged behind the technical end .of
drama offering scheduled for '39 is a radio the old idea of throwing a
would serve all regional needs.
Because of population concentra- radio serialization of the 'Jalna' batch, of performers into a studio
tion, the first two units in the, m'if. books -which will -run in nine weekly and" waiting, for a show to come out
set-up were CBL, Toronto, and one-hour installments.
is beginning to fade.
CBF, Montreal. Both these 50-kilowatters, serving Ontario, the Gr«at Anschluss and Munich
Rural West Tastes
Lakes region and Quebec, went into
Coverage
operation on Xftias day, 1937, but
To Strictly Homefolksy
News coverage of a type never atdid not really get into their respective, strides until the early part tempted by CBC before was an outBy ANDY McDERMOTT
standing activity during 1938. A
of '38.

Only one transmitter here for
Hebrew, Arabic and English.

Watrous, Saskatchewan, and will
cover that province together with

Run

The establishment of CBR, Vaneouver; the modernization of CBO,
Ottawa, and the establishment of a
modern and efficient switching system at Windsor, Ontario, for in-

policy of obtaining exclusive rights
Canadian sports events was
to
adopted, the mobile unit being used
for such activities as the Allan Cup

hockey series, the Canadian Golf
coming MBS and CBS programs, Open, the Davis Cup matches, the
rounded out the CBC engineering Canadian football championship, and
operations of '33. (NBC programs the King's Plate turf classic.
for CBC coverage are switched at
Use of mobile equipment also
;

CBL, Montreal.)
With the completion
^Prairies and Maritimes

stepped up the calibre of such
actuality broadcasts as the arrival of
stations, the the Mercury pick-a-back plane after
first stage in the plan of national- its trans-Atlantic crossing, the Naized coverage has been achieved. tional Parks descriptive series, the
The second stage- will be the erection Calgary Stampede, and the Ivy, Lea
opening by
of smaller stations in certain areas international 'bridge
which, because of terrain' or atmos- President Roosevelt which CBC suppheric cotiditions, are not now ade- plied exclusively to the three Ameriquately served. These additions will can chains and' to BBC.
of the ne\y

be made from time to time as

CBC

resources permit.

Noticeable Improvement

In Program Quality
Noticeable has been the pronqimced improvement -in the quality
of program transmission in recent

months, "the CBC system is a long
attenuated set-up, Cahada's population being mainly centered within a
harrow Coast-to-Coast strip. In -addition, the Rockies -and the wj^stes'of
the Northland must be surmounted;
but transmission has reached the
stage

of

outsts^nding

and

even

quality.

There is one exception, however,
And it is hoped that this' will be
remedied during 1939. That is the
Mexican interference which is destroying the reception of CBC's
Toronto station programs in certain
Mparts of the province. While the
Havana agreement of 1938 distributed
'

'

<

available broadcasting channels
^mong the United States, Canada,
Cuba and Mexico, the latter country
has not as yet set its signature to this
allocation.

Despite diplomatic representations
that have been made by the Canadian

Government to Mexico regarding
the blasting out of CBL, Toronto,
the offending Mexican station continues to operate in the same chanAttempts to have this situation
remedied will be one of the CBC
nel.

tasks of

'39.

with, the avowed
intention of CBC to increase national
have
hours,
these
broadcasting
doubled during the past year, early

In

connection

jumping from an average six hours
a day to a minimun) average of 12
hours daily. In some areas, the net-

The use of mobile equipn^ent is
expected to be heavy during the
Royal visit to Canada In May and
another unit is now under^ -construction which, after the departure
of Their Majesties, will be turned
over to CBF, Montreal, for French-language actuality broadcasts; Coverage of the Royal itinerary .ih Canada
will be e:iclusive to CBC but will be
made available to the three American chains and to BBC in exchange
for. past and current favors.
In the field of commercials, approximately 15% of CBC's .national
network time is occupied by sponsored Canadian and United States
programs. These include such top
shows as the Chase & Sanborn Hour,
the Jello program. Ford Symphony,
General Motors, Imperial Oil, Imperial Tobacco, St. Lawrence Starch.
In connection with the national
coverage given by CBC's chain of
high-powered stations, CBC hias also
entered into an arrangement with a
.

Montreal, Jan.

-

.

"

week

New

restraining

Jersey's

On

Now

Toronto-Montreal weekly.

Top American network show used
be Jack Benny but Lux Theatre
now with Benny
second, and McCarthy the Dop&

to

has major audience

'One

third.

Man's

Family,'

Bing

Crosby, 'Big Sister' and 'Good News
of 1938' rate high, while 'Carnation
Hour' tops imported musicals. Sym-

WXYZ

in
studios, new serial will be
directed by Charles Livingstone, sta-

Walter Thompson (San Fran-

and -lOO-word announcements for the, Washington
Wenatchee, Wash., on stations in 25
State Apple Advertising Committee,
key markets throughout the country in a three-week campaign durcisco), placed 50

ing., the

holiday season.

approves and requisite cooperation
can be achieved.
In accordance with idea outlined
exclusively in Variety several weeks
ago, the National Emergency Council—super-admintsti;ative agency
to
coordinate various Federal activities
—is finishing the most complete and
comprehensive survey ever made tc
.find out how much use government
units make of radio, nature of programs, and extent of duplication,
overlapping, and conflicts. Similar
review of transcription activities also
nearing an end.
Object is to find
out whether there is any hogging of
microphones and if so the identify of
Disclaiming any desire to apply
censorship or use coercion, officials
of the N.E.C. promise the chief, aim
is to reduce boring, tedious, and
unInformative speeches and harangues,
insure
balanced
presentation
of
worthwhile dope about national
problems and government operations, and cut down the pressure on
stations for time.
Not an attempt
to inVade show business, since the
government people realize the industry can do a better job in most
instances and principal reason for
using the airwaves is to educate and
inform, not entertain or divert.
,

Some Programs Flopped
Survey and trial stunt are the reawareness that some govern-

sult of

ment ventures flopped through

in-

sufficient preparation and poor technique, plus the complaints that excessive din is resulting from the oratory instincts of some Federal creations.
Network people have yipped
about impossible requests for fa.

cilities,

while political foes have ac-

cused New Dealers of trying to perpetuate themselves in office with
airwaved propaganda.. Excursions of
unauthorized government
officers
into controversial flields also have
caused embarrassment and dissatisfaction,

Some concrete problems are being
As for instance whether the
Farm and Home hour, veteran NBC.
studied.

—

ABC

America'

contains capsule resume stances turned
up where minor
the elementary mechanics of bosses, fired
with enthusiasm, misbroadcasting,
explanation of the judged the possible worth of their
powers and duties of the Federal radio ventures, piling up stores of
Communications Commission, dope superfluous discs.
Bad programon programs, explanation of network building
is another headache, since
setups and other factors. Numerous it
creates a prejudice against govpokes at 'controlled' foreign bi'oad- ernment
recordings in general.
casting throughout the pamphlet,
Some signs of progress already.
with particular emphasis on freedom
During the chain-monopoly hearings,
of .U. S. air.
the FCC recently heard from NBC
Attired in sky-blue covers, latest execs that steady spielers in the govpromotional stunt contains raft ernment have come, through experiof black-white-and-blue and salmon ence, to appreciate the practical
and black full-page prints, showing problems confronting station and
course of sound waves from trans- web managers and now are more
mitter to receiving set, family groups reasonable in their requests.
But
conjuring up scenes from th6 'world's there still are too many occasions
of

NAB

New show

J.

on station executives and provide
more fruitful use of facilities lies
just belo<v the horizon. Scheme
already is getting a limited test, with
more ambitious efforts nearing the
starting point providing Congress

-

chaels in lead.

ing produced at WXYZ, the others
being 'Lone Ranger,' 'Green Hornet,'
and 'Ned Jordan, Secret Agent,'
which was recently added.

man"

feature, cannot be used to accommodate all of the government agencies
trying to hit the farmers.
This
would cut down—if the thought
proves practicable some of the demands from field men for local station time.
Another angle is the
nish the listening public with an un- wasteful rivalry between persons
who love to hear themselves speak
derstandable explanation of the mysand who often compete with each
teries of broadcasting, came off the other in the
race for auditors. Depresses last week and is ready for sire to reduce expenses also is belaunching. Slated for free distribu- hind the
study.
tion with all new radio sets, 50-page
In
the transcription field, the
booklet—tagged 'The
of Radio N.E.C. has' discovered extravagance.
...So That The Average Listener Wide range of prices for platters
May Understand How It Works In looks unjustifiable -in some cases. In-

dramatic chief, with Jay Mi- theatre' while listening to programs,
and pictorial explanations of variglorifies the band of 20 ous phases of the industry. Liberally
police officers who were sent into decorated
on the margins with
the Yukon territory of Canada when sketches of antennas, spinning globes,
the first great Klondike gold strike dance bands and other insignia dewas made in 1895. 'Yukon' brings to noting transmission and production
four the number of dramas now be- of programs.
tion's

1.

last

Way

,

'

1.

NBC got a permanent injunction
from a special statutory federal court

NAB-RMA

draw tremendous audiences. Tops is
Imx>erial Oil Hockey network from

l.

govern-

.

Trenton, Jan.

Spaced Badly

Serials

of

activities,- in

ner that should lighten the burden

offenders.

Only kick on' serials is they're too
Booklet
badly spaced, coming one after another as they do.
American
in Radio
Rating right up with Old Time
stuff is news and ^ports.. News has
Ready for Distrih
leaped- into first place over sports
with recent European crisis; Ijnterest
is tremendous, beyond anything eastWashington, Jan. 1.
ern or ihetropolitan radio execs realLong -awaited 'radio primer,'
ize, principally due to crop failure
that left farmers no money to buy through which the National. Assopapers, making ra<lio their only news ciation of Broadcasters and the Radio
source.. Sports, especially hockey,
Manufacturers' Association will fur-

WXYZ hvades Yukon

During the past year radio has
work service is averaging 15 hours come into its own in Canada (belatedly by American standards) as
a day.
„ Sequel to the trans-Canada survey an accepted medium for the disjaunt of Rupert Lucas, CBC produc- semination of news. This has roused
tion chief, a more tightened system the resentment and fear of powerful
see in
of general operation and the dove- publishing interests who
tailing of balanced program broad- radio news broadcasting a form of
competition
publishers
which
have
outstanding
feabeen
an
casting has
ture of nationalized radio in this as yet found no means of offsetting.
Activity in the Canadian radio
country; it Is expected that, in the
field
has been limited;
light of experience, this will bs program
carried to an even more efficient Overshadowed and topped .by superior American production methods,
degree during 1039.
During 1939, the field of exchanges the great reservoir of talent from
will be enlarged. CBC is now carry- stage, screen and -Broadway availing musical programs from Germany able to American radio, added to
and opera from Italy; arrangements practically unlimited bankrolling,
(Or« 'Bearing -oompletion fox; jvegular Amenican .radio* progyam* 4jAM.e.^ con-

WFTHNBC

are considered delectable.

of private stations who phonies are well down list, though
agree to carry sustaining CBC pro- N.Y. Philharmonic-Symphony
has
grams and undertake to accept CBC good audience.
commercials. These 34 basic stations,
which get a percentage of the
revenue from commercials contracted
for by CBC (this agreed upon according to population, area, type of
market served, etc.), coupled with
Detroit, J^n. 1.
the CBC set-up, is giving Canadian
First of WXYZ's new series of
listeners bettered coverage.
dramas, 'Challenge of the Yukon,'
will hit ozone this week over parent
station and Michigan network. Will
be aired each Tuesday and Thursday
Role of American
at 6:45 p.m.
Written and produced

Sponsors in Canada

DONT BOTHER

Board of Public Utility Commissioners from interfering . with the operation
of one of the network's experiRegina, Sask., Jan. 1.
mental stations in Bound Brook, N. J.
With nearly two-thirds of her pop- The commission had insisted that
ulation rural or sod-minded, Sas- NBC conform with a state law rekatchewan still places 'homey* pro- quiring builders of radio transmitgram-s iabove anything else in radio. ters to apply for a certificate of pubThat goes for music, plays, comedy lic convenience and necessity, but
and what-else.
the statutory court took the posiRecent surveys by radio stations tion that no state body has authorshowed that tops was a department ity to regulate interstate broadcaststore's recorded program of home ing.
melodies, sacred songs, etc., heard
In asking for the coiurt order NBC
ovQr various stations for past 10 argued that the state board was tryyears. Similar style stuff on other ing to arrogate to itself authority
stations oke.
This like reflected in that has been invested in a federal
big following for 'Big Sister' and body by the 1934 communications
similar type serials, 'One Man's Fam- act, and that the Jersey statute passed
ily' over combined U.S.-Canada nets, in 1930 -was unconstitutional.
FCC
and Art McEwing's Farmer Fiddlers has already approved the station's
on CBC. Cowboy and ballad singers construction.

number

By MORI KBVSHEN

STATE TOLD,

direction

ment broadcasting

-

year.

Promenade Symphony series from shows, song and comedy programs.
CBL, Toronto, had a heavy listener- American programs and American

Widen News

1939

4,

Natl Emergency Council Charts Radio

programs

By Robert McStay

Wednesday, January

Anniversary Issue

While not

purchasers of new
sets are expected to read the book
from cover to cover, and some customers will undoubtedly be stumped
by. terminology, radio primer is written with a breezy style which should
make the contents easily understandable to anyone with average vocabulary.
Starts with ABC explanation
of actual physical process of transmission and reception ^illustrated in
color and winds up with page on
transcriptIpn,pi:ogr^p,.s, .y^ ,^ ,
^ „

—

all

—

,

when' some little wig with officious
manner screams and rages to the
point where licensees make costly
donations to avoid incurring displeasure- of Uncle Sam.
The scheme being perfected is ad-

Leaves room
if the wrong approach is
used and may prove to be the egg of
a Frankenstein.
So far, however,
the promised benefits appear likely
mittedly not perfect.
for abuse

to outweigh the potential disadvantages, providing the -N-KC. continues
to maintain sympathy for both the
broadcasters'' and th^ listeners' viewpoints.

Gillette (electric shavCr) renews
Yankee
in
for 39
participations
Service, thrice v/eekly,^ gtajting Jan. 2.
•

Network News

i

Wednesday, January
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Young & RuBICAM announces

TWO IMPORTANT NEW RADIO
SHOWS for 1939
Early In 1939^ Young
initiate

& Rubkam

two new, widely

shows for Young

viSl

different radio

& Rubicam Climts

• • •

Q0"Pha Baker
Harry Von Zell, The Andrews
DeLange Orchestra, and the ''Man in
the Box"— a new comedy program—produced
by Young & Rubicam for the Hawaiian Pineapple Company, Limited.

With

Bottle,

Sisters,

The

Premiere Saturday, January 14
9, P.M,, C.bJS.

Screen Actors
Guild

Other radio shows put on
by Young & Rubicam for
All the motion picture

stars,

est radio effort

Unusual combinations of stars in dramatic,
comedy, and musical shows. Premiere on January 8 includes Jack Benny, Joan Crawford,
Judy Garland, Reginald Gardiner, George
Murphy, and Oscar Bradley's Orchestra—produced by Young & Rubicam for the Gulf Oil
Corporation

. . .

Young

with the coopera-

and directors, in the greatyet attemped by Hollywood.

tion of their writers

Gulf Refining Company.

FRED ALLEN in
Minit

& Rubicam clients

"Ibwn Hall Tonight"

for Sal Hepatica,

« • •

Ipana and

Rub

JACK BENNY for Jell-O
BEN BERNIE and Lew Lehr for Half & Half Smoking Tobacco
EDDY DUCHIN and his orchestra for Pall Mall Famoiu Cigarettes
"HOBBY LOBBY" with David Elman for Fela-Naptha Soap Chips
«'LONE RANGER" for Silyercup Bread
LUM'& ABNER forPostum
MARY MARGARET McBRIDE for LaFrance & Satina
'*AL PEARCE.fc His Gang"

for

Grape-Nuts and Grape-Nuto Flakes

"THE PHANTOM PILOT" and "NEWS DRAMAS" for Langendorf

Premiere Sunday, January 8
7:30P,M.,C,B,S,

United Bakeries, Inc.

"SILVER THEATRE"

for International Sterling Silver

and 1847

Rogers Bros. Silveiplate

KATE SMITH in The Kate

Smith Hour
and Calumet Baking Powder

*^WE,

THE PEOPLE" with

for

Swans Down Cake Flour

Gabriel Heatter for Sanka Coffee

Young & Rubicam, he, Adv ertising
NEW YORK

*

CHICAGO

DETROIT

HOLLYWOOD

•

TORONTO

•

MONTREAL
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Columbia

Mr, Robert F. Lund

A

Mr. Alexander H.Watt

Mr. George H. Soul*

few of the subjects discussed on ^^The People*s Platform**

Public Opinion and the Press

Public Opinion and Magazines

Public Opinion and the Radio

Is

Should

4,

sets

Mr. Lyman Bryson

Mrs. Robert V. Russell

Wednesday, January

We Spend Our Way to Recovery?

There PoUtics in Relief?

A Third Term for Presidents?

Wliat is a Liberal?

Do We Need a League of American Nations?

Do We Need a Larger Army and Navy?
What Should We Do About Our Surpluses?

Should We Admit the Refugees?
How Can You Succeed in the Arts?

1939

Wednesday, January

4,

1939
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:j||r,

/4»ios

Pinchot dined with a cabby.

A

housewife from the Bronx and a

Connecticut grocer exchanged views with an industrialist and <tn economist.

A

pacifist.and

a rear admiral debated armmnents. Secretary

Wladlace

end General Hugh Johnson had coffee^ and an 4trgument. A truck driver,
a former president of Panama, a poUcenuaCs^ife and a famous socudist
-^all have been Colunibia's dinner guests, all have helped make The
People's Platform, created

by the CBS Department of Education, one
interesting of all radio programs.

of the most provocative and most

E

Ivery

Sunday

night, a little before seven, a small group of

people meets for dinner in Columbia's dining room. Each week
it is

a different group,

men and women from

brought together at the dinner table by

man

Lyman

of Columbia's Adult Education Board.

ject of particular

moment

is

all

walks of

life,

Bryson, chair-

Each week a sub-

introduced, and conversation,

stimulated by good food and pleasant surroundings, flows

smoothly across the board.

No microphones

are in evidence.

Hidden under

flowers,

they are suddenly and silently cut in as the discussion gathers

momentum. No person in the room knows just when the voices
go on the

what

is

air.

Nor does he

care.

He's

much

being said and what he wants to

too interested in

say.

For a half hour, spontaneously expressed opinions and beliefs—and sometimes heated arguments— are broadcast from
coast to coast. Unrehearsed

section of

American

and informal, they reveal a

ideas, the ideas of

cross

groups of different

occupations, different party affiliations, different economic
levels.

And Columbia, while having no editorial interest in the

opinions expressed,

is

pleased to present

them

to the

Amer-

ican radio audience as an immediate reflection of American

thinking and American feeling.

T^e Columbia Broadcasting System
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GREETINGS

JACK BENNY
and me

too

MARY LIVINGSTONE

Management—ARTHUR

S.

LYONS

NEW

•

LYONS & LYONS

"THE EARLY BIRD"
CATCHES THE WORM;

YORK'S

HIGH-FIDELITY

STATION

\

. .

and the worm

in this

case

is

a load of sales for the

participating sponsors of this easy-to-start-the-day-with

program

the brim with music, weather signals;

filled to

temperature reports,

The Only

etc.,

under

thte

direction of

popur

lar Charlie' McCarthy. Write, wire or 'phone for details.

Station

AIR FEATURES
INC.

That Reaches
People Who
"Hate Radio"
Owned and Operated by

INTERSTATE

BROADCASTING

TOM FIZDALE
INC.

CO., INC.
730 Fifth Avenue

NEW YORK
CO. 5-6366

247

PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK

•

NEW YORK,. 485

•

CHICAGO

•

HOLLYWOOD ^532 SUNSET

BLVD. TEL.

WOODBURY 6-3101.

•

LONDON

w.

Whitehall 7010.

MADISON AVE. TEL. ELDORADO

360 N.

.17

5-5580.

MICHIGAN AVE. TEL. CENTRAL

soHo

SQ.,

i.

tel.

7571.

^
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Broadcasting %stein
a title that NBC
has earned by performance
is

THE reference to NBC as The World's
no
Everywhere, the maconsider Radio City,

Greatest Broadcasting System
self-imp osqd title.
jority of listeners

New York,

to be the world center of

broadcasting. Radio City
of

A

NBC.

is

brief glance at

NBC

outstanding

NBC

is

home

the

some of the

services explains

has rightfully

won

its

how

title— The

World's Greatest Broadcasting System.

wide circulation, or whether he prefers
to "go National" at a

NBC

cost,

new

all-time

low

can serve him.

The outstanding entertainment provided

NBC Transcription

sult of facilities

Service

is

which no one

offer.

To produce

NBC

and

the re-

else

can

these transcriptions,

RCA cooperate. Through RCA

is obtained the benefit of leadership in me-

Program Leadership
The Red and Blue Networks

of

chanicalreproductionrecordingof sound.

NBC

each on the air for an average of 1 7V2 hours
a day, or a total of

year 1938,

NBC

National spot and local advertisers can

are

35 hours. During the

has sent out more than

56,000 programs. All of these programs
were free for the tuning to some

obtain from the

States.

NBC

The

and through arrangements with broadcasting organizations in other countries.

At

inception,

its

NBC

felt that

one of

the most essential features of successful

broadcasting would always be the plan-

the style in programs has been set by

NBC. Many of the most important types
of programs now broadcast were first
conceived and put on the air by NBC.

its

By

The

.advertisers.

vides

more

NBC

NBC Red Network pro-

intensive nation-wide circu-

any other network. With
unexcelled station facilities and top

lation than

flight

programs

it

commands

audiences in broadcasting.

Network, NBC

the biggest

On

the Blue

offers national circulation

lowest cost per listening family
ever offered by any network. Advertisers
at the

obtain thisunapproachedlow cost through

means of the new economy discounts
recently established for the

NBC

Blue

tain the

advertiser wishes to ob-

most intensive available nation-

of its opinions. And, in this way, an informed electorate is built up — an electorate which can express itsielf intelligently at the polls.

News of national interest to American
citizens is reported skilfully
tially.

.

."

and impar-

."in the public interest." This

principle accounts for such notable services as the reporting of the Czecho-

Slovakian

crisis,

and the day by day

broadcasting of events at the

Our
Managed
"Tops in

Spot advertisers find these

sta-

tions particiUarly economical because

fewer stations are needed to cover broad

The majority

of these

sta-

tions are super- power transmitters

Lima Con-

on

from

at

home and

abroad.

basic principle of impartiality also

governs the conduct of all programs
which go out over the NBC Networks.
That these and similar services of. NBC
are outstanding in broadcasting is due in
large measure to the fact that NBC draws
freely upon the experience, research and
resources of the Radio Corporation of

major markets.

America, the only organization that

The combination of adequate power and

makes and does everything in radio and

clear channels covering

favorable frequency delivers the most

sound. All the points of leadership enu-

complete obtainable coverage.

merated above are the factors which
make NBC The World's Greatest Broadcasting System.

One

of the largest talent organizations

in the world

As

is

the

a division of

NBC Artists' Service.

NBC,

this Service pro-

management,
and in a4dition, valuable guidance. NBC

vides artists with personal

Artists are available for every type of

entertainment, both public and private.

A

particular function of

NBC

service is

and

to provide radio advertisers

their

agencies with talent specifically suited

NATIONAL
BROADCASTING

COMPANY

to the advertiser's sales problems. In

addition, the service furnishes

program ideas and complete

"In the Public

and important supplementary groups.

Whether the

NBC

every measurement

Stations are unquestionably

Spot

on iniportant public

the evidence each side offers in support

broadcasts,

Leadership in Artists^ Service

two great networks,

double nation-wide service for

offers

and

Local Advertising

Network Leadership
Through

give both sides

ference, as well as hundreds of vital news

Lieadership in Spot

territories.

ning of programs. Throughout 12 years,

and recording of programs.
Thesaurus is used by 221

station subscribers.

In addition, many of them

reached other million s through short wave

Record Program

feel it

questions an equal opportunity to weigh

tion, castings

26,000,000 radio owning families in the

United

NBC

Service complete facilities for the crea-

We

our obligation to provide through
radio an instrument of free discussion
...to

Leadership in Transcriptions
by

in the interest of the public.
is

At

all

sound

casts.

Interest^'

times the National Broadcasting

Company aims

to operate

its

networks

THE WORLD'S GREATEST
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

A RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA SERVICE
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FUEDICTS
FOR BALTIMORE
1939
®

January, February:

Lots of cold,

of precipi-

lots

tation, lots of slush, lots of
*'dirty weather.*'

Baltlmoraans will buy drugs, cold
ronradlos, coal, fuel-oil, onti-fraoxo,
skid-chains, galoshes, good, lolid

foods!

And o

lot of

them, fleeing to

kindlier climes, will buy vacotiontogs.

3) March, April: Spring
rains, spring sunshine, relapse into winter, Easter
weather,

lallimoreans will splurge on spring
finery^

new

more gas and oil.
and "Polnt-to-

cars,

Will attend races

Polntt", will visit the cherry blossoms
In Washington. Lots of parties; gro-

^

and

cers

'//////////''A

liquor dealers

wear happy

smiles.

HaXthwtdU Jj2XKLuyj Ihxiio Siatam

® May, June: Spring
and a foretaste of
summer. The Preakness at

flowers

For the past 10 years, every authentic survey in the Twin

jPtmlico* Graduation. Bevies of Beautiful Brides.

Cities

Area has shown KSTP with more than 50%

listening audience.

That meanst mere

the 7th U. S. Retail Market, where

o billion and a half dollars

. . .

lisitners

Annual

of the

per dollar in

Retail Sales total

and the BEST BUY in the entire

-

hunting,

booms, |ewelers
cileKrqtt their "second Chris^as",

.furniture busjness

caterOrs

work

overtime. Golf gets

going; nineteenth hole gets busy.

•

Northwest

home

go

Balrimoreans

/w/y, August: "Is

it

hot enough for you?"

FIRST

In the Nafion for

Showmonship.

FI RST

In percentage of

renewed contracts each year.

FIRST

In the Leading Test Cities in

Management

Sales

FIRST

choice

tiie

Brewers ond bottlers rush; Ice cream
goesonthedailydiet. Summer dethes

and

500,000 population group

.

• .

1938 survey.

and deidgnated as

the

air-conditioning sales soar, sun-

burn counts

Its victims

by the thous-

ands. Lots of Ballimoreans vacolioh

Twin

Cities official radio station

in 1938 Solesmen's Crusade.

on the beautiful Chesapeake, so
food sales In Maryland know no sumright

mer drop-off.

MORE local and national advertisers select KST
FOR GREATER COVERAGE IN THE NORTHWEST

that

C September, Octobert
Late hot spell that lingers
then
after Labor Day
snappy

—

—

fall with Indian
s.ummer. Football weather
at last.

Boltimoreans change

into

winter-

weights, lay In season's supply

MINNEAPOLIS

SAINT PAUL
Stanley E. Hubbard, Pres.

& Gen. Mgr.

EXCLUSIVE OUTLET BASIC RED NETWORK

O
N. B. C.

—

shop for new

November, December:

From Indian Summer to
zero. Auto Show
Last of
the races; Turkey Day and

Debdi

Christmas Spirit.

Co.. Inc.

Boltimoreans will spend more

money

November and December than
any other four months!

In

SEASOWS GREETINGS^
Joyous Cteeiirigs

JACK MILLER
and HIS

GUY
LOMBARDO
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA
^

ROYAL CANADIANS

LADY ESTHER

MONDAYS
10 P.M.

FRIDAYS
EST

EST

10 PJ^.

CBS NETWORK

Expressing our appreciation for the many

off

oil-burners.

—

For Rates and Schedules, Addieas: Roy C. JenldiiB, Sales Monager, KSTP, MINNCAPOLIS^
ST. PAUl. MINNESOTA, or our NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES; In New York, Chicago,

end San Francisco Edwoid Peiry &

fuel,

there are going

In short

to

In

be lots of business oppor«f

lunilies - ^

and the best

ipaij

to meet those opportunities
half ujaij

on Baltimore's

is

favorite air^waij

h

PFBR.

IN

BAimORE

NBC NETWORK
•

.

years 6f joyous association with

and

TED

COLLINS.

KATE SMITH

HOTEL ROOSEVELT

NEW YORK

CITY

NOW
•

Management—MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

NATIONAL REPRESENMIIVES

EDWARD PETRY

ti

Ca

=

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK

Wednesday, January^

4,

1939
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may

be a third of a
century to youse guys^ but
it Ha If and Ha If To bacco
to the Ole Maestro and All
the Lads. Yowsah !

It

EACH SUNDAY AT 5:30 P. M. E.S.T.
CBS FOR AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.

VIA

The NATION'S

Season's Greetings

LARGEST

from

INDEPENDENT

I

STATION
CHICAGO'S FAVORITE SPORTS STATION

WJJD

W-l-N-D
"T/ie Tip-Top Spot

CHICAGO

20,000

WATTS

National Sales Offices

201

WILLIAM
5,000

Extends Greetings of the Season

Mm

on Your DiaV^

GARY

NORTH WELLS

G.

RAMBEAU

ST.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CO., National Representatives

Watts Daytime—560 Keys.— LOOO Watts Nighttime

134
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HONOR NANCY JAMES

HER

An ED WOLF PRODUafON
MONDftY THRU FRIDAV—CBS— 12:15 P-M. EST

KLEEIIEX

Presented by

BASIL

LOUCHRANE

GUY

\m HOKOR

LOMfiARCX)

NANCY JAM€S

For

LADY ESTH

JOHN GRIGGS

SQIENADE

KAY STROZZI

KATHLEEN NIDAY

AS
AliTlED KAKE

PHYLUS ^^TIN

as MRS.

Also "HILLTOP

JOAN BANKS

AS

HOU^'

EVQ.YN WHARTON

COLTON

KINGSLEY

LEW WHITE

AS

.AS

(ViCTCm ABTIST)

ELLEN CLARK

LARRY

ORGANIST

DAVID VICTOR and HERBERT
Writers of

Greetings Everyone

"HER

LITTLE,

THANKS

GREETINGS FROM

/or

THE KING'S JESTERS

1938

and
THEEft

GABRIEL

MORE

HEAHER

Jr.

HONOR NANCY JAMES"

ORCHESTRA
CONSOLIDATED RADIO

NATIONAL SPOT ACCOUNTS

ARTISTS

MORE
NETWORK ACCOUNTS

Afraid you'll have a Prosperous Year

HOPE.

I

I

HOPE.

I

HOPE!

AL PEARCJE
Exclusive Management:

FANCHON &

MORE

SEASON'S GREETINGS

LOCAL ACCOUNTS
tliah ever

before in

from

the history of

WIRE
INDIANAPOLIS

IVtARCO

DO YOU HAVE ALL THE
FACTS CONCERNING
THE
WIRE?

NEW

HAPPY DAYS
From

and OSGHESTBA

GRAPE NUtS iPROGR/^

JOSEF CHERNIAVSKY
In Chcurge of Music

SEASOmS GREETimS

REPRESENTED BY

THE KATZ AGENCY

DON

AL MAISTER

VOORHEES

nnd Hak Writer
Season's Greetings

Itatlln Script

Meet

llie

Ma<i)Ht«r|tiece6:

OrKan
nn«1

(ariiiOer

Sonfr ]M4>etR

20 Browning Ave.,

Author

Boi(«a

serlefi

(DOR.), Mati.

CKlSKlTlNfiS

CMETINGS
VKOM
THE SW^THEARTS OF THE AIR

MAY

BREEN
PETER D£ ROSE
SINGfll

WLW—CINCINNATI

Season's Best' Wishes io All

My

Friends and Listeners

Everywhere

AND CONOKATUI.ATIONS TO

HAROLD BETTS
"DOGGY
DAN"

Sponsored by

N.B.C.'s

ALICE REMSEM

JOHN MORRELL &

CO.

OriKlnatrs from Hlatlon WltlAQ, Montlay ThroiiKh ftatnnlay
12:30 to rZi4B Noon

Dliwcthm ]ntANK

fRRRIN. HSNRF. HDROT «

M4-IM)MAI.D

:
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Yearns Greetings

For

NEW

1939 ;

.

.

.

TRANSMITTER
Its

new

RCA

tower now
.tional

Type D High

radio

homes

in

Fidelity transmitter, with 586-foot

WLS

operation,

in

its

offers for

.5MY/M

improved cpverage and improved

I

area.

?39, '862,660 addi-

WLS

offers

this

signal at ho increase in rates*

NEW RECORDS
750,000 persons have paid to see 354 performances of the

WLS

National Barn Dance at the Eighth Street Theater since

March, 1932.

NEW

Millions

ances of

WLS

1939

be another

will

more have attended personal appear-

acts from coast to coast and border to border.
"sell

out year."

REPRESENTATION
WLS has appointed John
representatives,

John

throughout the nation:

Blair

& Company as new

Blair offices

New York,

are located

national sales
in

key

cities

Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles,

San Francisco and Seattle.

For

ANOTHER "MILLION LETTER" YEAR

1938

i

'

With another

million letters in 1938,

WLS again

proves

and responsive audience, for "Audience mail
Proof."

is

its

loyal

Audience

WLS mail
WLS GETS

1938, another year and another million, and

has reached more than Nine Million

in

Nine Years!

RESULTS!

National Representatives:

Exclusive

WLS
Earl

W.

Kurtze

WLS

Artists

JOHN BLAIR and CO.

Booking

ARTISTS, INC.
George

R.

Ferguson

The Prairie Farmer Station
Burridge

I_

D.

Butler, president

(Chicago )

Glenn Snyder,

Managa

f

Third of a
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IIZHEIS important radio

stations for four, three, or even

two successive years continuously use one transcript
tion service there can he hut one reason.
These stations
have received year in and year out recorded programs that
build listening audiences and that return dividends to them"
selves

W

E

and

to their sponsors.

our recorded library to broad"
1935.
We are proud that
through the years most of the stations that began with us^
are still among our growing list of subscribers.
Nine
stations tJiat subscribed the first month of our existence^
eighteen that joined us the second year, and twenty'three
originally offered

casters

in August,

that joined us the third year are

still

subscribers.

J^O the many broadcasting stations that have
recently

become Associated subscribers

we pledge the same quality product as will
make them also continued users of AssO"
dated Recorded Program Service down
through the years to come.

ASSQ,CIATED
PROGRAM

RECORDED

GERTRUDE
B£RGI
AND

''The
Now

in

RADIO'S BELOVED

GOLDBERGS^*
Their Tenth Year of Broadcasting

Sponsored by Procter

CBS Network •

& Gamble

for

Mondays Through Fridays

|.

OXYDOL
•

1

P.M^

EST

Wednesday, Januaiy

4,
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& Thomas

Lord

offers congratulations to show business

on 33 years of \ariety
WE

ARE GLAD to join the throng who are wish-

ing Variety

many more

years of usefulness.

Thirty-three years of success

quite a record in.

is

way they do
United States.
Lord &.Thomas have seen lots of changes, too.
Fact is we have been at our job for 65 years,
and that just about covers the history of adver-

a country where things change the
in the

A Few News Items
89,000 seats behiiid the demand... So many people want
to see

Lucky Strike's Kay Kyser's

College of Musical Khowledgei-

We

89,000 are now on the waiting list.
record has ever bieen faintly approached

thati

doubt whether

this|

radio.
.

listeners at an extraordinarily

.

building an audience and getting

Ibw cost per thousand.

continues to set the pace in popular
.The Lucky Strike Hit Parade, shortly to begin- its fifth

Your Hit Parade
music
year,

. .

is still

Th^t was befoifc radio tied the knot
between advertising and showmanship.
Another nice thing about Variety. The pages are
large enough so that when we run an ad like this we
also have room to say a few words about ourselves^
So what we'll finish off with is a list of some of
our own eflForts in radio on behalf of our clients.

of Interest at

L

&T

and with the addition (7 weeks ago), iof Lanny Ross and the Raymond Scott-Quintette it becomes more of a radio "must* * than ever.
First or second every year. .Since radio began and through
Thomas has been first or' second among advertising
1937, Lord
agencies in total billing with the two major networks every year
save one. (In 1935 we were fourth.)

&

Oldest show on air renews for i3th year , The Cities
Show has. just been renewed for another year, its 13th,
making it the oldest major show on the networks, its 13th year of
is still

Time was when we were not so conscious

of Variety.

.

iii

Service

continuous appearance. It

tising:

the guide by which the popularity of all, songs

is

gauged

New shows

during 1938... Among the n?w sho^i ipresepted
Kay Kyser's College of I^iusical
Knowledge for Lucky Strike, the Bob Hope Sliow for PepsofJent,
Guy Lombardo for Lady Esther (twice a week), the Sophie
Tucker Show for Roi-Tan (three times a week) and Her Honor
Nancy James for Kleenex (five times a week).
for

our

clients during,, 1938 are

Some L & T "Firsts" in Radio
First Daily Radio Contest of National

American

streets

with conversation.

Scope— It rocked

Made an average of 10,000

one-dollar sales a day for months.

First Daily

new

Network

Strip

First in Contest

Program— Started

a whole

technique of commercial program building.

First to Rebroadcast

same program

First to Present Authentic Police and

Commercial Program— Repeat
Far West coverage.

in

First

Chain Sponsorship of Football

First

Network Daytime

Serial

Show

to

Women

late at night for

First Big Hit Variety Musical Show Sponsored on
the pattern for big commercial musical pro-

Some of the

duction shows in radio.

Commercial Broadcast

of Metropolitan

Opera

Amos

Commercial Series

of Pick-ups of Foreign

Commercial Series

—Artists and orchestras from

and Andy; Bing Crosby; Eddie Duchin;.Bob

Hope; Hal Kemp; Walter O'Keefe;

Phil

Cook; Kay

Kyser;The Goldbergs; Louella Parsons; Fred Astaire;

Dance Orchestras
First Sustained

talent first sponsored or

popularized nationally through us

Series
First

Returns— 2,250,000 forty-bejit purchases

two weeks*

Network— Set
First

Department of

Justice Dramas.

all

of Spot Pick-ups

over the country: picked up

Lucille

Manners;

Lum and Abner; Walter Winchell;
B A. Rolf e; Mary Marlin.

Jack Pearl; Clara, Lu and Em

;

on same program.

LORD & THOMAS
NEW YORK

HOLLYWOOD,
CHICAGO
PARIS
TORONTO

LOS ANGELES

LONDON

SAN FRANCISCO

i
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Season^s Greetings

ELAINE

STERNE

CARRINCTON
Author

of

"PEPPER

YOUNG'S
FAMILY"

50,000

Now

NBC-RED NETWORK
3:30 VM.

Watts

BLUE NETWORK
11:30 A.M.

Five Times Weekly

through

established

preference

leadership

covering local events.

and
in

SDC

"Doctor Christian"
dominance

in

Deep

the prospering

Shows

South.

Starring

jean hersholt

wAbc-cbs network
10 P.M.

the

economy

five times the

within

re//-5e//--over

CBS

WWL-the

r

1

F.

power of any

station

miles.

Thousand Watt Station

in

New Orleans

WTAG

Inc.

CALLAHAN, GEN. MGR.

WORCESTER,

COUNT
MOST

Season^s Qreetings

Louise Wilcher
Staff Organist

and

nam VMM

•

Special Events
Greetings from

DICK

BOONE COUNTY JAMBOREE

WLW

NBC
Vick's

FISHELL

Vaporub

WHN

CROSLEY RADIO CORP.

ABBOTT

and N.B.C.

SEASON'S GREETimS

and COSTEL.L.O

"COMEDY STARS OF THE KATE SMITH PROGRAM"

EDWARD

€IU€»40\

sports and

EMCEE

Agent

Central
Massachusetts

Rap/a S7m(w\

CHARLlY WAYNE
Shoe Polish

MASS.
Leading Station in
Worcester and

UIEED E COfllPliny

Pianist

WOR

Griffin

Tuesday

station with

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY,

AFFILIATE

VINCENT

50

400

of using

SHERMAr\[

Personal Manager

Special Material by

JOHN GRANT

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,
Exclusive Representatives

Inc.

Wednesday, Januair

4,
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO VARIETY ON ITS
33rd ANNIVERSARY

A MIDNIGHT CALL!
may be a call at midnight that sends announcers, production
men and technicians hurrying to the scene of a disaster. It may

MCCANN-

It

be a feature that has been on the BBC's Special Events calendar
unusual
^but you may be certain that when something
for weeks
happens in Buffalo it wiU go on the air through BBC stations!

ERICKSON,

remote truck with its portable transcription
equipment travels more than 1^500 miles' each month
covering special features. It goes to the airport for an
interview with H. V. Kaltenbofn as he waits for plane
connection^. It goes. to Central Terminal, where the cur-

BBCs

rent celebrity is put
It

on the

air.

It

INC

offers

takes listeners to fires.

covers the waterfront!

Complete Radio Services
BBC's idea of "Mikcmanship" starts with schedwere at
uling. Did it happen during the day when many listeners
work? Record it and put it on at night. When Prime Minister
speech
Neville Chamberlain returned from Munich his memorable
was broadcast to this country in the afternoon, but listeners in
that
Buffalo also had an opportunity to hear it at night. We think
We also think it's good showmanship!
is a public service.

That

isn't all!

When

BBC discourages the cutWe dramatize the idea or
round table discussion. We think that, too, is

speakers request time
and-dried dial twisting 'Halk."

make it a
a public service. It makes the message more
We also think iVs good showmanship!

WGR

-

AT THE ENDS OF JHE DIALFREE & PETERS,

Inc.,

Nat. Rep.

in all four

major radio centers

IN

NEW YORK

IN

CHI0A60

IN

HOLLYWOOD, 448

IN

SAN FRANCISCO

-

285 Madison Avenue

910

S. Michigan

S. Hill Street,

Avenue

Los Angeles

effective.

-

WKBW

1 1

4 Sansome

Street

140
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LASKY'S

L.

to

Hollywood"

C B.

S.

Sunday, 6:30-7:00 P.M., E.S.T.— 3:30-4:00 P.M., P.C.T.

Sponsored by

Talent Search

WM, WRIGLEY,

ior

RXO. RADIO

The makers

PICTURES, INC.

of

COMPANY
Gum

JR.,

Double Mint

GREETINGS TO ALL
RADIO PERFORMERS
From

lowest

BOB

..Both
i'.Bliic

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF RADIO ARTISTS

(.ost

(Affiliated

per ListeiKM"

HAWK

RKD

NBC shows

the

with the American Federation of Labor)

Representing more than 6^000 Radio Artists

throughout the United States and Canada

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

2 West 45th

New York

Street,

City

NATIONAL OFFICERS

THE

JAMES WALLINGTON

EDDIE CANTOR

QUiXIE-DOODlER

Prcildent

Vlca-Pretldent~

LAWRENCE TIBBETT

EMILY HOLT

People's Rally
Matnal Network

For the

Son.,, 3:30

P.M.

EST

VIcs-PrwIdent

Also,

JA8CHA HEIFETZ

See'y

LUCILLE

TURNER

MENRY JAFFE
AtHcUte

Couniel

LAURENCE W. BEILEN80N

GEORGE HELLER

NORMAN FIELD

N.

Csuniel

Exeeutlvt Stcrttary

Vice-Preildant

ON THB

PAUL
.

AsHciate Counsel

«nd Trcif.

WALL

RNordlni Stcrctuy

VUC'PrMidcnt

LOCAL OFFICES IN

Mennen Co.
Chicago

-

Los Angeles - San Francisco - Detroit
Cincinnati

-

Denver

-

-

St.

Louis

Montreal

EASY ACES
y^^r^i^

FOREIGN RESIDENTS

For

MODEL SMOKING TOBACCO

OF METROPOLITAN
Season's Creetings

ADVERTISING

8:30

NEW YORK

SCHWIMMER & SCOTT

WBNX
1000 WATn DAY

PAT

PICK
Monday

Kites,

EST

CBS

YORK

AND NIGHT

CHICAGO

tvmS present

BERT LYTELL
DRAMA TIME
WJZ New York
"

Radio Versions of the Famous Short Stories from Liberty Magazine

SUNDAY, 5:45

P.M.,

EST
Mcmagement:—WM. MORRIS AGENCY

FRIDAY, 7:45 P.M., EST

-

Wedtiesday, January

4,
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Vvnicli are
?

important radio programs

are some of the people

VL.ere

appeared negularly on
directed by the J. Walter

During 1938 we have
for
p.

Bayantine

Bowman

8c

Dairy

directed radio

Sons

Lamont

Company

Lever Brothers

City Baking

programs

& Company

Corliss

Company

Libby, McNeill

Coca Cola Bottling Company

& Libby

Penick

&

Ford, Ltd., Inc.

Company

&J. Colmaa (U.S.A.) Limited
Elgin National Watch Company

Scott Paper

Emerson Drug Conlpany

Standard Brands Incorporated

J.

every radio

that

is

conspicuous.

program— big or

little— local or

national— has an important job to do.

The

Company

Swift 8c

Company

Washington

State

Ktaft-Phenix Cheese Corporation

W.

Young,

smaller programs directed

less

impor-

by the Thompson Com-

results for their advertisers.

Certain situations call for a dominating

Kellogg Company

F.

many

pany are accomplishing substantial

Commission

others for a ten-second

Big or

hour

coast-to-coast;

announcement in a single

small— the program most important

city.

to

you

is

the

Inc.

Zenith Radio Corp.

J.

years

Thompson Com-

Apples Advertising

Weeo Produas Company
The J. B.Williams Company

Johns-Manville Corporation

many

of the ten most popular programs for

pany productions. Less spectacularly but none the
tantly,

United Air Lines Transport Corporation

Queens)

list

Shell Petroleum Cotp9ratioa

Group V (The Savings Banks of

&

fact is that

mean one

has contained from three to seven J. Walter

Griesedieck Western Brewery Company

Brooklyn

The

By an "im-

often speak of "important" programs.

portant" program they

Safeway Stores, Incorporated

of Los Angeles

The

People

The Northern Trust Company

Company

R. T. French

Thompson Company during 1938

the following advertisers:

Canned Salmon Industry

The

who have

IMPORTANT radio programs

Walter

one

that will bring the

most

profitable sales return.

Thompson Company

NBV YORK CHICAGO ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES HOLLYWOOD SEATTLE
JOHANNESBURG • BOMBAY
RIO DE JANEIRO • CAPE TOWN
BUBNOS AIRES SAO PAULO

•

TORONTO

MONTREAL
CALCUTTA

•

SYDNEY

•

LONEMDN

MELBOURNE

•

PARIS ANTWERP
LATIN-AMERICAN

THE HAGUE BUCHAREST
AND PAR EASTERN DIVISION

il42
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i

FIBBER McGEE and COMPANY
JIM

JORDAN

If

BILL

THOMPSON

1
I;:

V

IRENE VERMILLION knd CO.

I

i.

SYLVLi CLARK
PALACE, CHICAGO

^eek

of Jan. 6th

THE FOUR NOTES
HAROLD PEARY

1939

Wednesday^ January

A,

1939
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AT YOUR SERVICE
For fifteen years,

W-G-NV

salesmen^ program advRers

sfcM of expert producers,

and

talent

have been

serv-

ing advertisers with consistent success. In the hands of

these

men and women, whose production record

equalled

in

the Middle West, your company, your

and your product are not only

un-

is

name

safe; but assured of the

best creative thought, the most brtllrant program execution

and the soundest follow -through. The production

record speaks for

page boys

o

itself.

Three hundred employes, from

to executives, are

AT YOUR

SERVICE!

ommercia
WITH

CHICAGO
441-445

NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

50,000 Watts -720 Kilocycles

Eastern Sales Office:

WILLIAM

E.

McGUINEAS

220 East 42nd

New York

Street

City

Pacific

Coast Office:

EDWARD S.TOWNSEND
Russ Building

San

Francisco,

CaL

Third of a Century—^VARIETY—Anniversary Issue
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ALL
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NEW YORK

1939

IS

TALKING ABOUT

THE NEWEST

WNCA
PROGRAM
Here's a zncLrket with total

rietail

sales only

A

under that of Metropolitan New York!

which the

effective

that of Chicago!

A

buying income

compact

more than twice

is

territory in

more them two and one quarter million

which there are

families

.

.

wants supplied by over one hundred thousand
outlets! It's
.

.

.

CREATION

a fraction

single area in

.

their
retail

your market within the Golden Horseshoe

REMEMBER?

that part of the great Middle West blanketed by

WJR, the Goodwill

Station, Detroit,

and WGAR, Cleve-

"RICH KID" with Freddie Bartholomew ond
Dead End Kids
"CAT-WIFE" with Boris Korloff

land's Friendly Station. There's gold for you within tha

the

"DARK WORLD" with Joan Crawford
"ADAM AND EVE" with Con't-mention-the-name

Golden Horseshoe. And these two great stations ar«

with Henry Fonda and Brian Aheme
"ALTER EGO" with Bette Davis
"THE HARP" with Maurice Evans and Brian Aheme

your pick and shovel 1

"I

DO"

ARCH OBOLER

W-J-R
THE

GOODWILL

W-G-A-R

STATION

THE

FRIENDLY

STATION

THE GREAT STATIONS OF THE GREAT LAKES

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Basic Stations. .Columbia Broadcasting System

Edward Petry & Company,

Inc.,

RADIO PLAYWRIGHt
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

National Sales Representatives

GARNETT MARKS

the SINGING VIOLIN'

NBC

ANNOUNCER
NEWS AND SPORTSCASTER

JACQUES RENARD

Tues.

YOUR BEST BET

And HIS ORCHESTRA

COCOANUT GROVE, BOSTON, MASS.
Mutual Broadcasting System (WOR)
Monday-Tharsday>Frlday-Satnrday

Hamurement WIIXIAM MOKRIS

AGENCY

FOR
Thurs.

1939

BASEBALL REPORTING

Sat.

JOSEPH
RINES
and
His Orchestra

HARRY RICHMAN'S
ROAD TO MANDALAY

Management
JACK LAVIN

Exclusive

The Park

Central,

MORBIS AGISNOT

RAY

B L

OGH

Thank? Everybody for a Record Year
Management
CBS ARTIST BUREAU

New York

Wednesday, Janiiaiy

i,

1929

Third of a

Ceniuiy^VARIETV—Annivenary isBue

IBTe appreciate your recognition of an Ayer

The Atlantic Refining Company,
Showmanship Awards.^ In 20,000

client.

in your 1938

station-hours o£

broadcasting during the past football season, Atlantic

has

made entertainment of its listeners paramount. No

untimely commercials.

It

has found that "once over,

lightly" does the best job.

We

also appreciate the splendid co-operation of

the 71 stations that formed the Atlantic Football

Network, and of the 40 expert play-by-play and commercial announcers

who helped

to earn Variety's

pat on the back.

W. AYER

.
^

This

it

SON,

ft

Inc.

the second conaceutite year that Atlantic football broadca$tt have

received a major award. Latt year they ttere given the Advertising

& Seuling

award for excellence of commercial announcementSm

STEADFAST

WOR
PR^ENTS

A

STAR COMBINATION

POLICIES
KOIN has

* ERNIE FIORITO
AND

HIS ORCHESTRA

consistently re-

fused advertinng .of spot
medical accounts, alcoholic beverages, odvertisihg dentists, small loan

per

companies,

m

basis

<md oU

inquiry

other ob-

and

jectionable programs

announcements.

THE

* SHIRLEY

Continental
Singing Star

Popular

HOWARD
Songstress

"^NOVELTY CHOIR
SEVEN BRILLIANT VOICES
Every Monday,

8-8:30 P.M.

Produced by WILLSON M. TUTTLE

The Bronx Zoo

Ellis

Tomb

RESULT
KOIN
plete

enjoys

com-

the

confidence

of

the

Northwest's largest radio

audience and should be
on any schedule which
includes the great Ore-

gon market

— Representatives —
Free

&

is

39 years old.

is 41.
is

years old.

42 years old.

Island is 46 years old.

The Statue of Liberty is 54 years old.
The Brooklyn Bridge is 55 years old.
The Union League Club

KOIN
PORTLAND, ORE.

is

75 years old.

Snug Harbor is 107 years old.
A Fen in the Main Post Office is 80 years

A joke in Hellzapoppin

WHAT HAS

is

VARIETY

old.

460 years, old.

GOT TO BRAG

ABOUT?
Don't

Peters

World Broadcasting

EST

COAST-TO-COAST, MUTUAL NETWORK

YEARS OLD!
SO WHAT?
The Aquarium

featuxing

IS

THIRTY-THREE

Gromt's

**Studies in Contrast**

*DON
ARRES

VARIETY

Ask

FRED ALLEN
"Town Hall Tonight"
Ipana-Sal Hepatica
Direction,

WALTER BATCHELOR

Third of a Century— VARIETY—Anniversary Isbm
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first

its

New York

environs

.

.

.

Variety,

Metropolitan Trading Area.

•

NEW YORK

1250 KILOCTCLES

2500 WATTS BT DAT

•

1000 WATTS BT MIGHT

STODIOS-501 MADISON AVENUE,

NEW

TOBK.CrTT

1939

June 22, 1938

City and

the entire

4,

as
-From

Serving

Wednesday, Januaiy

ON THE AIR 24 HRS. A DAY

Wednesday, Jannary

4,

1939
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MAJOR BOWES' ORIGINAL AMATEUR
HOUR .... Sponsored by Chrysler

EDWARD

G.

ROBINSON m"BIG TOWN/'

AL JOLSON with Martha Raye and
Parkyakarkus on the Lifebuoy
Health Soap Program.

with Claire Trevor. The racket-smashing
serialof the newspaper world. Sponsored

Corporation for Plymouth, Dodge.

Passenger Cars and Trucks, De*
Soto and Chrysler Motor Cars.

147

TOMMY

RIGGS, with "Betty Lou,"
fambus child character creation.
Sponsored by QuakerOats Company.
his

by Rinso.

outstand/ng
Radio Programs
PRODUeiD BY RUTHRAUFF S
Ruthrauff & Ryan radio programs

for 1938-

of
diversity in the kinds
39 reveal unusual

This is charentertainment represented.
programs
Ryan
&
Ruthrauff
acteristic, for
nor
formula
one
any
are not limited by
particular type of show.
restricted to

any

of radio enterAll major classifications
musical, variety, drama,
(comedy,
tainment
"spot" broadcasts,

daytime
etc

)

serial

shows,

find one or

more Ruthrauff

& Ryan

diversified success

is

evening shows. But
others in producing
enjoyed outstandhave
agencies
very few
all types of shows.
ing success in producing

not the rule

For example, some
in the agency field.
daytime shows,
in producing

"PROFESSOR QUIZ,** originator of the popular'
"Battle of Wits" program.
Sponsored by Noxzema
Skin Cream.

Inadditiontoproducingleadingnetwork

Ryan was virtually
programs, Ruthrauff &
the pioneer of "spot"
this

broadcasting.

Today

of
agency directs hundreds

spot

news, sports resucampaigns, including
and station
programs
mes, transcribed
from coast to coast.

rm

breaks on stations

RUTHRAUFF & RYAN,

national leaders.
programs among the

Such

RyAN

NEWYORK
ST.

Advertising

DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

LOUIS

Inc.

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

.

SEATTLE

agencies excel

"THE SHADOW," in a new series of mystery dramas sponsored by D. L. & W.
Coal

Company

for *blue coal.*

What About Sales?
Radio is a fascinating medium. As a revery often the glitter and glamour

sult,

of show business are likely to obscure the

"GOOD WILL HOUR," with John J.
Anthony as conductor. Sponsored
by the Ironized Yeast Company,
coast to coast.

most important thing in

fact that the

"AUNT JENNY".

.

In the popular

daytime dramatizations, "Real Life
Stories," broadcast 5 times weekly.
Sponsored by Spry Shortening.

"BIG SISTER," with Alice Frost and
Martin Gabel. Dramatic daytime
serial, broadcast five times a
week, coast to coast, for RInso.

radio

is

SALES!

Mindful of this, our radio departments
New York, Chicago and Hollywood
maintain special staffs of commercial
in

writers

whose

sole job is to

into the radio

put '*SELL"
programs of our clients.

Masters of radio salesmanship, these writers

weave into each program powerful,

reason-why sales messages that create a
desire and demand for the product advertised.

"VOX-

POP " the or igin al and best known

In the pop-

of the audience participation type of

program

program, conducted by Parks John-

sponsored by H. Fendrlch, Inc.,

son and Wally Butterworth. Sponsored by Kentucky Club Pipe Tobacco.

"SMOKE DREAMS".

.

.

ular musical-variety
for

La Fendrlch

Cigars.

How productive this "sales-minded"
view of radio has proved for many of our
clients should be interesting to executives
who are contemplating a radio promotion
"GIRL ALONE," popular daytime serial
broadcast 5 times a week, coast tocoast.

now

Sponsored by Quaker Oats Company.

ience? There

or later.

Why

not have your secre-

tary arrange an interview at your convenis

no obligation, of course.

148
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Greetings

BENNY

GOODMAN
Just
10-

Completed

Week Engagement

a

*CAMEL CARAVAN"
Program

ot the

WALDORF-ASTORIA HOTEL
NEW YORK

9:30-10:00 P.

M.

WABC

Seasotfs Greetings
Commencing

WARWICK & LEGLER, MO.
Advertising
t}0

PARK AVENUE

MURRAY HILL

Jan. 4

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEW YORK

6-Ss*$
Direction

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

(Tues.)

Wednesday* January

4,

1939
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heaud
ON

COMMERCIAL

MICHIGAN ^
RADIO HETldWlS

AND SUSTAINING

OF

m

Home Town Station s Grow Up
Michigan Radio Network

affiliates

now

listening hours per family in the big

broadcast Big Time shows (commercial and sustaining) with resulting distinction of doubled

Michigan market of over 4,000,000 people.

from the National Broadcasting Company

The far-reoching

(blue)

and WXYZ,

effect for national advertisers is

now

Detroit,

recorded on

.

.

.

Entertainment from

keeps each local station tuned

many a

all

over the world originating

in consistently

every day

in

the year.

soles chart.

The Radio Buy of (939
The pnly regional network
includes for advertisers

in

100%

America operating In one state on a
merchandising and sales service.

full

time schedule that

—

Doubled market value per station through doubled listener volume (2) Only one radio station
each market zone (except Detroit) (3) More intensified retailer identity per market zone
(4)
Home Station in each market is heard loudest and clearest insuring audience supremacy (5) Audience supremacy makes for maximum opportunity for sales volume increase-^(6) Conibined markets
present broad scope of buyers from farmers to city folks embracing industrial, commercial and
professional classes
(7) Rejoining of WBCM, Bay City and Saginaw markets, completes the primary coverage of Michigan Radio Network in Michigan's eight major markets.

(1)

—

In

—

—

—

Michigan Radio Network
WXYZ
Bay City
Battle

(Key Station)

Flint

CreeK

DETROIT

Lansing

Grand Rapids

Jackson
Kalamazoo

Third of a Century— VARIETY—Anniversary IsMU€i
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SEASON'S GREETINGS
FROM

KEMP
AND THE GANG
JUDY STARR
MICKEY BLOOM
PORKY DANKERS

SAXIE DOWELL
JACK Le MAIRE
JACK SHIRRA

BOB ALLEN
EDDIE KUSBY

VAN NORDSTRAND
HARRY WILIFORD

C. A.

KENYON
CLAYTON CASH
EKE

LEO MORAN
BEN WILLAMS

How

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO YOU!
WTIG
i

Southern

New England

Tough

By JOHN CrUINN
^

•

C;

Kansas

Fixed Time Schedule
has continued without any appreciable changes.
Operating only on daylight time,
is experiencing no difficulties
wage in keeping within requirements.

City, Jan.

1.

local broadcasters finds

all stations complying with
and hour law thoroughly. Stations
in general were operating previously
on a basis comparing favorably to

the specifications of the new law.
Regulations have caused revision of
operating schedules at most stations
and h*ave brought out couple of other
problem angles already.

Chief difficulties appeat with continuity departments

in K.

for Writers to 'Create

On Any
Survey of

*
*

speaking for

•

*
*

Wages-Ronrs Works

where

scripters

WHB

'

Time Clock
Ellis Atterbury, boss of KCKN,
outlet; has also found it necessary to add Don Macon and Wayne
Stipp to the announcing staff and to

Capper

employ two

riiiiore

fems on

clerical

work.

Moot point generally is creative
departments where new law is
claimed to be working hardships on

previously have been allowed to get
initiative and originality, but beneit done when and how they please,
fits as a whole are figured to offset
or when and if the idea strikes. New
this.
time schedule is proving too confinOne exec expressed opinion the
ing for this department in particular.
new .law would eventually find radio
At
strict regulation of the stations on a time-clock punching
continuity writers required Manager basis as in any factory, but had
Larry Sherwood to add Charles hope that future interpretations
Busch to the staff of scripters. While would give some latitude to the air
at KCKN, Kansas City, Kansas, 100- industry.
watter, Ellis Atterbury found it necAt
the subject was chief
essary to add Dave Hamlin to the interest at the annual party attended
writing department.
by all 80 employees. Plans for emis following advice of NAB ployees
group hospitalization and

KCMO

50.000

WAnS. HARTFORD, CONN.

The Travelers Broadcasfing Service Corporation
Member NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
Paul W. Morency, General Manager

•

Representatives:

NEW YORK

DETROIT

•

James

Weed

Se

F. Clancy, Business

Company

Manager

*
*
*

KMBC

KMBC

legal department and that of its own credit union were also brought up,
counsel, both of whom see eye to eye but thus far await action.
on the interpretation.
counsel
thus far has been the needle point of
Gordon Owen Back to
the compass for all its member stations hereabouts. Changes at
San Francisco, Jan. 1.
have required only the addition of a
Gordon Owen Is back on the staff
part time janitor to the staff.
of KYA, local Hearst station, as acWDAF, property of the Kansas count executive.
City Star, which in turn is owned
He left the sales force some months
by the employees, has operated on a ago to go on the payroll of KUTA,
40-hour week basis since
and Salt Lake City.

NAB

KYA

CHICAGO

KMBC

*
Season

NRA

Greetings

ROCHESTER
JACK BENNY'S PROGRAM

Wednesday, January

4,

1939
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QREETINQS

BILLY

HOUSE

JUST COMPLETED 26 WEEKS AS

OF WRIGLEYS LAUGHLINER'

SKIPPER

CBS (112 STATIONS) COAST-TO-COAST

Produced by ROBERT HAFTER
Written by

HUGH WEDLOCK,

JR.,

and

HOWARD SNYDER

OPENING TOUR

PALACE.

DIRECTION

—•

CHICAGO

WEEK JANUARY

Personal Appearances

13

INGALLS & DAVIES
RKO BUILDING, NEW YORK

CINCINNATI.

DAYTON

Kadio

CLEVELAND. PITTSBURGH

HERB ROSENTHAL

TO FOLLOW

COLUMBIA ARTISTS

''WE

KNOW-DONT WEV

HUGH WEDLOCK
Now

JR.

m HOWARD

on Our Tenth Typewriter

JACK BENNY

MARK HELLINGER

BEN BERNIE

JACK OAKIE
PARKYARKARKAS
GEORGIE PRICE
CHARLIE WINNINGER

EDDIE

CANTOR

STEWART ERWIN
JACK HALEY

Also 20TH

CENTURY-FOX

JUST COMPLETED 26 WEEKS FOR BILLY HOUSE
JOHN BARRYMORE
ANDY DEVINE

UNA MERKEL
MARTHA RAYE

JIMMY DURANTE

ERIC

ALICE FAYE

LIONEL STANDER
SOPHIE TUCKER
LUPE VELEZ

SAM HEARN
ADOLPH MENJOU

RHODES

Personal Rep. DAVID

1

WARNER

Third of a
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The Finest Organ

Land

in the

4,

1939

BYOIR WANTS
FREE TIME FOR

A.&P.
Washington, Jan. 1^
Pointed reminder to broadcasters
that radio is entitled to an even

break with newspapers contained
week in notice from the National
Association of Broadcasters that the
Carl Byoir agency is trying to chisel
free time. Stations were encouraged
to turn down offer to supply free
disc tagged 'Parade of Business.'
last

Rebuff was provoked by inclusion
in the waxed program of remarks
by John Hartford, head of the Atlan-

& Pacific grocery chain, on the
subject of anti-chain store propaganda. Radio trade group observed
the A&P ^reported to have given
Byoir carte blanche in building up
good will to ward off Congressional
enemies ^saw fit not long ago to
splurge to paid newspaper campaign.
tic

—

—

Washington Lobby
j

Washington, Jan.

Chance

1.

make more money on

to

the outside hias lured a second FCC
attorney into private practice now
that the old two-year rule has been
modified. Latest government barrister serving notice is Theodore Pearson, who has been aiding the chain-

monopoly

investigation.

He w^U

leave within a few weeks to hang out
his

SO

...
WKY

So This:
iradio

design, completeness

and

machinery

In beauty,

at

its

WHAT?

disposal

it

WKY

«

.

.

given

ed the famous "Run'* into Oklalioma just

possess to increase the quality of service they

technical excellence

a station built of the best

is

always to the same pioneering spirit that prompt*

ability they

tlie

-

fifty

'

r.

WKY'g new studio

facilities far outclass those of

•ny other Southwestern

WKY*8

this

service. Staffed with

and programs have

.

,

guided by a management whose

)mi\t the largest^ the most loyal and the moat

day in and day out

listening family

900

KILOCYCLES

The Oklahoma Pubushinc Cp; • The Oklahoman and Times • The Farmer Stockman • Mistletoe Expbes*
Sprincs • KLZ, Denver {Affiliated Management) • Represented By The Katz Agency, Inc»

A NETWORK FEATURE FOR LOCAL SPONSORSHIP

Fulton Lewis

FOURTEEN ACCOUNTS HAVE USED

wowo

Jr.

AVAILABLE!

For a Total of 103 Years
WOWO

Conclusive Proof That the
Family of Listeners
Supports the Station's Advertisers

MUTUAL Stations Coast to Coast.
People everywhere are interested in
news from Washington. Fulton Lewis,
Jr., is the only daily commentator
from the Nation's Capital offered on
any network! This network feature is

70

now available for local
Monday through Friday

G.

7

CO.

WOL
Affiliated

— 1230

With Mutual Broadcasting System

•

GREETINGS

•

DAVE BACAL
ORGANIST

iVBBM- COLVMBIA. CHICAGO

.

—

WOWO

P.M.

RAMBEAU

1000 WATTS

Write for your copy of "Half a Million
Good Mornings" telling the story of the
Morning Roundup one of the fine
audience-building programs which keep
advertisers and listeners constant through the years.

sponsorship,

National Representatives:

WM.

D.

employment

of union

members.

After thorough analysis,

KVOR, Colorado

la the entire state of Oklahoma.

WASHINGTON

Education. Stations are being asked
if they will allow suitable programs
to be waxed and would provide
copies of script for school-room use.
Movement has the backing of Ametican Federation of Musicians, which
has been fighting for years against
any step which might discourage

between the radio lawyers and
the FCC about practice and procedure did not end with promulgation
of new rules several weeks back.

Cli

NBC AFFJUATE

)f

NOW

.

WKY

physical perfection has been directed

policies

1

Tiflf

WKVs

iresponsive

years ago

important marketing area.

station.

toward a consistent goal of
«xpertH{

can render in

shingle.

Round-up of good recorded educational programs is being attempted
by National Association of Broaidcasters and the American Council On

only measure of the value of the metnode and

ranks high among the finest

showplaces of the nation.

own

WOWO

WAYNE

Westinghouse Radio

Stations, Inc.

10,000 Watts

NBC

1160 KC.

Basic Blue

Clear Channel

NATIONAT. KKrRESKNTATIVES

KG

FREE & PETERS.
INDIANA'S

Inc.

MOST POWERFUL RADIO STATION

PAULINE ALPERT
WIIIRTAVINI)

riAMST

WOR

risters

have

jokers

in

found

the

many

"bar-

and
which

conflicts

regulations

Chairman Frank R. McNinch hailed
as constructive attempt to simplifyPrincipal grievance is
procedure.
the Commish failed to accept many
of the customs in the Federal courts
which simplify filing of papers. Another complaint is the new FCC code
does not prevent harrassment of applicants by last-minute interventions.
Trouble is feared from the recent
N.L.R.B. decision establishing American Federation of Radio Artists as
the spokesman for all talent at
KMOX, St. Louis. Ruling opens the
door for AFRA organizers trying to
enlist announcers, who belong to
various unions, and raises prospect
Board
of jurisdictional squabbles.
snooted the argument that announcers are in different category
from singers and actors because
their duties are routine, pointing out
that often these three groups perform the same work.

Another get-acquainted move Is
being made by NAB to help the industry counteract threats of undesirable legislation. Every station belonging to the trade fraternity has
to present" personally to
members of Congress a copy of the

been asked

'primer' about the American
system of broadcasting. That personal touch is deemed highly important in building up political

new

fences.

Moral victory over

FCC Chairman

McNinch was scored last week by
Hampson Gary, ousted general counsel,

whose execution marked

the start

of the recent Commish personnel
purge. Despite McNinch's assertions
that he was unqualified to steer the
FCC legal department, the former
Texan connected as solicitor for the

government - owned Export - Import
bank.
Appointment effective Dec
16, day after his accumulated annual
leave from the FCC runs out.
Radio Rogues, currently In 'HellzaPoppin' at the Winter Garden, N. Ywill do a repeat guester Jan. 28 on
the Tommy Riggs program.
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FOR BRILLIANT
The Radio Corporation of America
applauds those who made the Magic
Key of RCA even greater in 1938!

stars

"Magic Key"

who

enhanced the reputation of the

in 1938.

NBC Prbgrams

RCA's "Magic

are Icnown by the vast
audiences they ki^ep !
All America is covered by the Red and Blue Networks of
liSae National BroiadcastingCompany 35 hours a day, NBC
programs hold vast aiudiences
giving artists on NBC
nation-wide network shows an opportunity for fame.

Because the nation has shown its appreciation of this

How new stars are made
NBC Artists' Service, as many of today's major artists will

EVERY Sunday from coast
to

.

to coast, listeners tune

NBC Blue Network stations to hear ^the parade

of great artists

who

lend distinction to

. . .

Key" program.

Key of RCA
The Radio Cor-

kind of radio entertainment, the Magic

tell

now

^ision of

begins

its

fourth year on the

air.

one of America's greatest star-builders. This
the National Broadcasting Company helps
launch and guide careers of scores of new stars each year.

poration of America takes this opportunity to thank

PERSONALITIES APPEARING

including

December

18th)

PROGRAM

SERIES— 1938

Doris Doe, contralto

Conrad Thibault, baritone

M.

Cecilia Loftus, impersonations

singer

Jos6 Iturbi, pianist
Philadelphia Orchestra
Eugene Ormandy, Director

Ria Ginster, soprano
Jean Ellington, singer
Walter Damrosch
Glenn Darwin, baritone

Larry Clinton Orchestra
Art of Musical Russia Chorus
Ann de Ohla, singer
Georges Barrere, flautist

Efrem Zimbalist, violinist
Ignace Jan Paderewski (from Switzerland)

Richard Bonelli, baritone

Dino Borgioli, tenor
Ebe Stignani, mezzo-soprano
Yoichi Hiroaka, xylophonist

Sonny Schuyler, baritone
Anne Jamison, soprano
Hal Kemp Orchestra

Benny Goodman and Budapest String Quartet
Emanuel Feuermann, cellist

Cornelia Otis Skinner

St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
Valdimir Golschmann, Director
Lotte Lehmann, soprano
Golden Gate Quartet

Joan Britton, singer
Arty Shaw Orchestra

San Francisco Opera Company
Gaetano Merola, Director

Irving Caesar, songwriter

Igor Gorin, baritone
Nathaniel Shilkret Orchestra
Jane Froman, singer

Carlos Salzedo, harpist

Gray Gordon Orchestra

Oscar Levant, pianist
Fred Stone, sketch
Sabu, Hollywood "Elephant
Alec Templeton, pianist
Virginia Rea, soprano
Elizabeth Lennox, contralto
Rose Bampton, soprano

Rose Marie, singer

Jan Kiepura, tenor
Norman Corwin, comedian
Hortense Monath, pianist
Pasquier Trio (chamber music)
Gladys Swarthout
Yale Glee Club
Zinka Milanov, soprano
Ferde GroK, guest conductor
Helen Traubel, soprano

Tommy Dorsey
Marion Telva, contralto
Greta Stueckgold, soprano
Lubeshutz and Nemenoff, piano duo

Bob Hope, comedian
Beimy Goodman Swing Quartet
Bunny Berigan Orchestra

Ania Dorfmann, pianist
George O'Connor, singer

Ozzie Nelson Orchestra
Harriet Hilliard, singer
Beveridge Webster, pianist
Ireene Wicker, "The Singing Lady"

Leonard Warren, baritone
Marian Anderson, contralto
George Gaul, reading Arthur Guiterman't
"Ode for Memorial Day"
Morton Downey, tenor

Yella Pessl, harpsichordist

Tunetwisters, vocal trio
Helen Jepson, soprano
Charles Kullman, tenor
Felix Knight, tenor
The Revelers, quartet
Bruna Castagna, contralto

Lauritz Melchior
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
Eugene Goossens, Director

THE RCA MAGIC KEY

Tremaine, speaking for the
National Music Week Committee
Lew White, organist
C.

Ezio Pinza, basso

Flagstad, pianist

is

John Charles Thomas, baritone

Kirsten Flagstad
Karen Flagstad
Victor Glee Club
Emma Boynet, pianist
Dusolina Giannini, soprano
Vincente Gomez, guitarist

Mme. Marie

and

you,

Marjorie Lawrence, soprano

Joan Edwards, vocalist
Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt
Carl Hartmann, tenor

Nola Day,

ON

(To

Magic Key Orchestra
Frank Black, Director

i

many

the

Edward Becker, baritone
Roy Shields Orchestra
Edward Davies, baritone

Minnie Dupres, sketch
Margaret Speaks, soprano
Gertrude Lawrence

Vic and Sade, sketch
The Vass Family, vocalists
Colonel Stoopnagle
Richard Himber Orchestra
The Songsmiths, quartet
Suzanne Fisher, soprano

Ransome Sherman, M. C.
Swor and Lubin, comedy team

Clifford

Vivian Delia Chiesa, soprano
Fairchild and Carroll, piano duo
Marie Caniglia, soprano
Sheila Barrett, monologist
Leonard Joy Orchestra
Marie Louise Quevli, contralto
Dorothy Chapman, soprano

Menz, tenor

Sammy Kaye

Orchestra

Clifton Fadiman, M. C.
Franklin P. Adams
Todor MazarofT, tenor

Alan Holt, baritone
Eric Blore, comedian
Schola Cantorum

Cesare Sodero Orchestra
Cesare Sodero Jr., violinist

Listen io the "Magic

Key" every Sunday, 2

Hugh

to

3 P. M., E.

S. T.,

on the

Ross, Director

NBC Blue Network

OF AMERICA
RADIO CORPORATION
NEW
RADIO

National Broadcasting Company
R.CA. Communications, Inc.

CITY,

YORK,

U. S. A.

RCA Manufacturing Company,

Inc.

RCA

Institutes, Inc.

Radiomarine Corporation of America

^^^^^^^^^^^^
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tlAHinSS

M. CECIL, JOHN H. CECIL

CHARLES PRESBREY

are happy to an-

nounce, that effective as of January
firms of Cecil,

name

offices at

Cecil

&

of Cecil

&

Presbrey,

247 Park Avenue,

Presbrey,

to present to

its

1,

1939, the

Legler, Inc.,

Company have

Frank Presbrey
the

&

Warwick

Inc.,

New

and the

united under
with

head

York,

fortunate in being able

Inc., is

You can power a

station with a billion watts and
aignai .oaring aroun.d the universe. But oil
the radio diaJs
want to stop at ihe proper place to hear that station.
Here at
we think in terms of entertainment
designed to stop those turni;ng hands. That is why
we ma:nta-r. a huge and varied talent staff of our

clients as special associates

-

end

a

in vain

PAIJI.

jwr.

&

Presbrey,

Inc.,

the personal direction of

We

radio, television

will

Why

we comb each commercial, study each

script to eii:"^-inate ai y hint of off ensiveness, the
faintest evidence of poor taste.

ALEXBY BROBOTITCH

motion picture programs

— unless the hand? that turn
WSM

CORNEIX

NORMAN BEASUEY

All Cecil

af.n^

y the thouqht

and

1939

4,

Having laugh: a goodly portion of flm^erican hands
to lUrr. to the WSM wave length and to enjoy and
;rust what they hear from WSM, we consider it
good business, for us as a station and you as an
advertiser, never to relax our vigilance.
The hands thar stop belong to people who buy
ycur goods. May we show you how our concern
for stopping hands can start a flood of buying for
your products?

and

be produced under

HENRY SOVVAINE

wish the entire professional trade a most

Happy and Prosperous

CECIL

&

New Year.

PRESBREY

247 PARK AVENUE,

inc.

NEW YORK
.A\E

3.,

WES'

MOST POPULAR
NOW
FAMILY BRiNGS YOU MORE
RADIO'S

_AUGHTER "[ears

RICHMOND

MIAMI

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

LISTEN
il49IKI^

lU
in
Season's Greetings

HARRY SALTER
AND
Now

HIS

ORCHESTRA

playing on Dave Ellman's
.

Season's Greetings

ED.

ExpresM their appreciation to Young and Ruhic'am and

FeU

JSaptha

[-| e

Dir.

MGT.,

.

:

Dj^e

TWICE DAILY
NBC
CBS

• •

ART-THROBS

Red Network, 12:15 to 12:30 P.M.
-

WABC—

2: 15 to

2:30 P.M.

EST
EST

COAST TO COAST
COMPTON AUTKBTISING AGENOS

ED WOLF— RKO BLDG.. NEW YORK CITY

SEASON'S GREETINGS

STRONG LOUIS
KATZM AN
Visit

"HOBBY LOBBY"

^vo

PresenTeaov'vO'ySoaB -99-

Our New Studios

At 71 West 45th Street

NEW YORK
BRyant 9-5758

Musical Director

HEARST RADIO

—

A MEETING OF MINDS
It

takes

many minds and

diverse talents to create, produce

and present

a radio program. This is the season of appreciation. Let me, therefore, step
o^t of a solo role to acknowledge the individual contributors to the "HUSKIES"
show. Here they are:
SPONSOR:

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION

AQENCY:

BENTON & BOWLES,

INC.

WRITERS:

DON PRINDLE

-

SID

CORNELL

PRODUCERS:
KENNETH MACGREGOR

-

i>

WENDELL NILES

MAX

E.

HAYES

ARTISTS:

ROY ATWELL
GAY SEABROOK
CLIFF HALL
DICK RYAN
MTARGARET BRAYTON
JOE FORTE
MEL BLANC
LYRICIST-COMPOSER:

HAL RAYNOR

ANNOUNCER:

LEW CROSBY
MUSIC;

BEN POLLACK AND HIS ORCHESTRA
VOCALIC-

.

TOMMY LANE

-

-

THE "HUSKIES' OCTETTE

AND THE STAFF OF CBS

To each and

all,

my sincere recognition
my thanks and best

generous cooperation,

of their

wishes.

Cordially.

r9<r
Rockwell-O'Keefe. Inc.
Radio Representative

^

Monroe M. Goldstein
Personal Representative

The "HUSKIES" program is presented every Thursday evening, over the
Columbia Broadcasting System, at 7:30 EST, 6:30 CST, 6:30 MST, and 5:30 PST.

—

!

!

!
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BASEBALL

MAY NOT AIR

Plays Santa Claus to the Food Industry

WEEKENDS

WW

Territory) Identify
Thousands of Retail Grocers (in
Their Stores with "Give Foods for Christ mas" Drive

Disposal of the broadcast rights to
the home games of the N. Y. Giants
and the N. Y. Yankees has developed
a new complication. The Giants*
owners don't want any broadcasting
on Saturday and the Yanks' management no like the idea of airing the
team's Sunday games. Both fear that
the loudspeaker reports might interfere with field attendance on these
peak business dai'ys.
All concerned in the Giants and
Yankee deals aren't doing much but
,

FOOD

can be an everyday, somewhat prosaic necessity, or one of the
most glamorous compliments to a connoisseur's taste. As such it deserves extremely honorable mention on ANYbody's gift list, and we
deemed it an especial privilege to turn the spotlight on the hundreds
of grocers who were ready and waiting to help their customers, play
Santa Claus with

"GIFTS FOR APPETITES."

Glancing along the well -stocked shelves of the average or finest
grocery store is like taking stock of WLW's food advertisers, and we
deemed it our especial privilege to give those fine pi^oducts an added,
boost for 4 week^ previous to Christmas.

TIME and TALENT
A

fifteen-minute program, broadcast three times a week, was dedi-

cated to all retail grocers in WIjW territory, stressing the idea of
giving FOOD and other grocery-stocked products for Christmas. The
both prime favorites with Nation's
lovely Janette, and Steve Merrill
Station listeners—were featured, with an aU-string orchestra under the

marking time. While General Mills
has obtained estimates for time from

WABC, CPS

key, and WJZ, New
release for the NBC.-blue link,
Co. (Old Gold) has
evinced an interest in getting the
rights to the Yankee games. Indications are that the two teams wi
sell to the same underwriter.
Elimination of Saturday would

York

the. Lorillard

'

prove agreeable to Columbia since it
holds the rights to champion tennis
and golf matches and major horse
races which usually break on that
day.

—

Watts

Day

•

directioii of Josef Cherniavsky.

POINT-OF-PURCHASE

1,000

Night.

Display Materials
window streamers and

ALL YOU
NEED IN
CENTRAL
OHIO

star, broadside for
use materials in various size stores, reprints of article telling
how to make up Christmas baskets from the Diecember issue of Grocers' BuUetin, were, supplied to all grocers- upon -request.

Display, sets, consisting of

ways

to,

MERCHANDISING. LISTS were also

supplied, featuring

tised products, with the suggestion that these products

add

their

tremendous impetus of their

WLW-adver-

ris

be allowed to

sales acceptance to the sale of

Columbusy Ohio
John Biaity Rep.

Christmas baskets.

IT

WAS A GIFT

.

.

.

Grocers wishing to participate were under no obligation, charged
nothing. If we succeeded in turning a few customers' heads toward
"Gifts for Appetites"'
^if the beam of our. spotlight served as pathfinder to the doors of more grocers who, in turn, used the power of
the persuasive selling appeals behind all WLW-advertised products
then we feel more than amply repaid; grateful riecipients of a little
of that warm, benign glow that every Santa Claus must feel when he
looks back
after it's all over
^and determines, fervently, to do a
BETTER job NEXT year.
r

—

—

—

DON
REDMAN
and His

ORCHESTRA
Concludlnr 14

We«ka Bun

SAVOY BAI^liBOOM

These

4*

we

WLW

things, too,

ttiihk

are part of the story of

AVAIIiAnTii:

AI'TER JAN. 8
•
Manarement

JOE GLASER,

RKO

Bldr-.

RAY NOBLE
WITH BURNS and ALLEN
ON

CHESTERFIELD
COLUMBIA NETWORK. FRIDAY EVENINGS.
Management:

PROGRAM

8:30-9:00 P.M., E.S.T.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,

INC.

— 8:30-9:00

P.M.. P.S.T.

Radio

City.

Inc.
New York

y^ednesAsy^ Januaiy 4, 1939
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New York
Baltimore

Phoenix

Milwaukee

Los Angeles
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Waco

San Francisco

Pittsburgh

Austin

Chicago

KO

San Antonio
Cincinnati

OklahomaCity

r

State Network

I
Exclusive Representatives

I

NEW YORK

20 East 57th STREET
LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

Again

SEASON'S GREETINGS

KSL
Thanks You

GEORGE BURNS
AND

GRACIE ALLEN

For a greater program schedule than ever before

in

Its

18 years of brilliant radio history!

1939 promises even more noteworthy advance-

ment

for "The Voice of the

showmanship,

in

West"

service to

its

In

business, in

loyal

lii>temng

audience.

Management Lester Hammel
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.

Exclusive

Columbia's 50,000 Watt
Affiliate in Salt Lake City
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TUNING

WORLD

IN THE
By

Eric Gorrick

programs presented

~via Berlin are
Highlights
unequalled elsewhere.
are the band recitals from Kiel and
the symphony concerts from Vienna.
In every instance reception is perfect.

Sydney, Dec.

summer

15.

in Australia

time
hour

is 1

is

British

at present
propaganda from start to stop. It is
British Broadcasting's DXer at
and the best listening time to over- also possible ^to tune-in a Japanese Daventry is now shooting out some
seas' air material ranges from 9 p.m. station and get an earful of a Ger- fine programs.
Best coverage from
until 6:30 a.m. the following day. man announcer insulting the other entertainment viewpoint is in the
small hours of Sunday morning
Any fan with the courage to stick by Powers.
With Germany on the urge for a Saturday night in London. Recently,
his set over this entire period, as return of colonies, and with the Aus- Gary Cooper was heard giving' a
this Variety mugg did recently, will tralian government controlling New short interview prior to proceeding
'
Cooper
find the doorway to the world open. Guinea, which was formerly a Ger- to Paris wH}! his wife.
man possession, it is understood that talked a little about pic-making, and
Most powerful station heard here
politicians are paying particular at- also of his early life in Montana.
the Berlin DXer, with 'Uncle
is
tention to all matter being aired here This was followed by a wandering
Billy' listed as the chief announcer
by Berlin. Apart from the propa- mike session in which chatter was
of the English shows (10 p.m. Sydney
ganda stuff, however, the musical given by people waiting in a line to
It's

see ihxt show at the Ambassadeurs.
After this came community singing
with Elsie Day, to be followed by a
session of corking dance music.
After listening to theh BBC It's
clear

p.m. Berlin time). Quarter
devoted to 'news' which is

how

just

London. 'In Town Tonight,' is heard
here weekly from a local commercial
with exactly the same routine including music and effects as in England.
Another, 'The Man in the
Street,' is "air^d daily here by the
Australian Broadcasting Commission.
Biggest thrill, however, to any Aussie' with a DX set is 'to hear "the
chimes of London's Big Ben direct.

•

P.

C.

WADE,
LUND,

American

THc

U. S. units, excepting the amateurs,
strike Australia with the same
power as either German or British
air units.
With the U. S. football
season in full swing, Station WIXAL
came through with great clarity with
descriptions of the various games
played Saturdays—early Sunday over

STATIOM

Cornell-Dartmouth tussle was

a highlight, and on the following Saturday there was exciting coverage
of the Yale-Harvard match. During
the intermission,
a guy named
George Perkins thanked U.S. listeners for sending telegrams concerning
the broadcast.
With U.S. operation of a high-pow-

SALT LAKE CITY
Representative:
& Co.

John Blair

DX

W0AL

& Mitchell agency, add stations KSO,
WHK. WKBW, WSAY, WSYR, WMT
and WNBF
on Jan. 24.

Agency
Staff

Director

to

Mutual net coverage

For a Prosperous 1938

THANKS
To The Finest Clients Any Agency

Asst. Director

Could Ask Fori

Allis-Chabners Mfg. Co.

RADIO PRODUCTION
W.

E.
E. E.
R. E.

maKing

Sensation Cigarets through Lennen

WADE
A.

«

do not

a happy hunting ground, and they
are doing grand work in cementing a
friendship between the two nations.

W.

a
and thanks

.

station beamed this way
Pacific dwellers would have a better
understanding of U.S. radio fare.
American amateurs find the Antips

and Complete Radio

1939

i

ered

Advertising

4,

Season s
Greetings

programs

slavishly

presented in Australia's radio imitate

here.

Our Congratulations ta

Wednesday, January

West AUis/Wis.

JONES
SIMMONS

Keystone Stee!

DWYER

&

Peoria,

Brown

&

Wm

Co.

III.

WiUiamson Tobacco Corp.
Louisville,

Ky.

RADIO CONTINUITY
G. A.

The Pinex Company
Fort Wayne, Ind.

WARNE

W. DAVIDSON
JEFF WADE

L.

General Mills, he.
Minneapolis, Minn.

W. A. Sheaffer Pen

RADIO TIME
E. N.
L. J.

Co.

Fort Madison, Iowa

NELSON
NELSON

—

Uncle Ezra Programs
The National Barn Dance
Sachs Amateur Hour
Murphy Jamboree

—

RUSSEL M. SEEDS

COMPANY
CHICAGO

208 W.

WASHINGTON

ST.,

CHICAGO

ludianapoHs

Cincinnati

Wednesday, January

4,
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From Five-a-Day
to

^^ARIETY'S

WBBM

third-ota-century has

seen both vaudeville's five-a-day

and

More

WBBM,

more

a day?

More than

the

the country's shrewdest advertisers.

radio's fifty.

Fifty shows

that.

At

morning

night, every day,

WBBM

broadcasts

— CBS programs
programs — broadcast

than

market

that likes

the nation.

A

day,

market

and

WBBM's

size

years

more

80%

fifty

WBBM

its

shows a day, every

has built

up

this

a leader-

g 'Ctit market

that cannot be denied; and

one thing:

of the market

leadership in

so

And WBBM's

consistently

is

with advertisers in

it.

The

.

ship with, audience^ with dealersy and

IVhat does market have to do with itf
Plenty!

five

.

has led all other Chicago

more than

homes of the second largest
in

.

Because of the excellence of

with 50,000 watts and invited
into the

more than

renewal ratio

comedy, educaition
local

products

stations in advertising.

the best in music, drama, news,,

and

regularly than to any other

well that for

until late at

WBBM

WBBM

tune to

WBBM -advertised

Columbia Broadcasting System.
early

listeners

Chicago station; and they buy

least at

middle-west key station of

From

some of

highly profitable to

popu-

sell,

if

you have

it

means

a product to

the one" most effective

way

to

1

larity

have made programs over

WBB
Owned and operated
"New York

50,000

WATTS

sell it IS

•

.

.

.

use

WBBM.

CHICAGO'S CBS STATION

hy the Columbia Broadcasting System, Represented nationally by

Chicago

Detroit

Milwaukee

Charlotte, N. C.

Los Angeles

RADIO SALES:
San Francisco

—

HO

RADIO

The Network Viewpoint
(Executive Vice-President,
Broadcasting Co.)
I

I

Niles Trammell
No.txov.al

which

to realize the vital part

advertising has played in the creation
and development of radio
broadcasting in the United States.
For it is advertising which has made
it possible for Americans to enjoy
a radio which is free in every sense
Americans not only
of the word.
enjoy the bast programs in the world
.

without

more

infinitely

but,

cost,

important, we have the privilege of
hearing both sides of every subject
of public interest.
Like the press, radio in America
can be free because it can pay its
own way, and both press and radio
can pay their own way because of
the revenue they obtain from advertising.

To

realize just

what a free radio

means, we have only to go back to
recent European events.

NBC,

for

example, has received niany letters

from European

listeners

inherent

In

such

at-

who

stated

The dealers, the last link in the
chain that connects the manufacturer with the consumer,, deserve
special mention. It is impossible for
the advertiser, no matter how efcampaign
do the whole job of

fectively his

is

planned

to

By

selling.

means of display material and personal salesmanship, the dealer must
When the dealer
follow through.
uses the display material furnished
by the advertiser, he places himself
in position to capitalize to the fullest
exten'. on the pulling power of a
When I use the
campaigrf.
r. dio
term 'pulling power.' I am reminded
of what I once heard an advertising
expert say. It was this: 'A sale is
composed of two things—g pull and
Advertising furnishes the
a push.
pull, and it is up to the dealer to
furnish the push.'
Finally, what do
the broadcaster

an

the

owe

advertiser
to the

pub-

lic?

that our broadcasts brought them
On the part of the advertiser, this
their real knowledge of what was obligation means the adherence to
happening in their own lands. When high standards of accuracy, common
people
so
close
that
the
we realize
s".nse and decency in his advertising
to the s<:ene of action knew little copy.
Not only his obligation to
or nothing of what was going on, the public, but his 'own Interest.comfree
radio
we can appreciate what a
p ,1s him to adhere to these standas in the United States means.
ards. In the long rim, he will only
American business besides con- be digging his own grave by doing
stantly striving to better its own otherwise. American advertising has
sponsored programs also provides long realized this, and has demonthe revenue which enables the net- strated its' belief by a willingness to
w'orks to present such outstanding be
governed by reasonable renon-commercial programs as the Na- straints.
tional Farm and Home Hour, the
Must Be Unbiased
Toscanini concerts, the Metropolitan
On the part of the broadcaster,
Opera broadcasts, America's Town
Meeting, the
Mui^ic Apprecia- the obligation to serve the public
tion Hovur and the University of means the presentation of the finest
Chicago Round Table. Of the 20,000 programs available; strict adherence
hours of programs which our com- to t^kste and decency, and, most Impany broadcast last year, 30% .were portant of all, the maintenaiice of an
The re- imbiased attitude on all controcommercially sponsored.
maining 70% 'were sustaining pro- versial questions of public interest.

NBC

.

grams, paid for out of the' revenue
obtained from commercial sponsors.
It fs the tjAoney paid by our adyerti^rs wh|ich enables us also to
place out facilities- at the disposal
of eminent authorities for the discussion of important public issues
of the day; to schedule regular
perio<is for the religious programs
.of Protestants,. Catholics and Jews,
and to keep our listeners informed
of the news of the world. Some 12
years have passed since the broadcasters adopted the present plan of
'

What has: been the reHas the American system of
broadcasting proved satisfactory to
its audience?
The answer Is to be found In the

free radio.
sult?

number

now

of

American homes which

equipped with receiving
In 1926, the year our first national network was established, the
number .of radio honies in the United
States was perhaps 6,000,0d0. Today
the niunber of radio homes is esti.are

£ets.

mated at 26,600,000.
The advertisers who

foot the bill
for the entertainrnf^nt of these -26,600,000 American radio families are
not, of course, trying solely to en,

Like all good business men
they must receive a fair return, on
the, money they invest.
Has radio
proved as satisfactory to the advertiser as to the listener?
tertain.

The answer to the question of
radio's value to the advertiser is revealed most graphically, however, in
the appropriations of sponsors for
advertising during the past 11 years.

The Blurb
Radio has, of Course, been critinumber of things, one of
them being the advertising message
on its sponsored programs. There
was a time when people said they
would enjoy radio a great deal more
If they did not have to listen to the
cized for a

advertising.

I believe

are becoming more and more
conscious of the fact that an advertiser, in seeking a few moments of
.

their time in which to tell them of
his product, asks little enough in return for finer entertainment than
the wealthiest monarch of any other

land could buy.

There never has been a medium
which has given to the public so
much and asked so little In return.
We welcome constructive criticism, but attacks on radio advertising

tacks
tising,

in general

are not only at-

upon the principle of adverand therefore upon our en-

tire economic system, but they are
attacks upon the very existence of a
I befree and uncensored radio.

Washington. Jan. 1.
before Christmas was marked by sudden
spurt of energy on the part of Commissioners
anxious to clean up pending biz before enjoying
Holiday scramble resulted in anthetnseives.
nouncement of nine decisions in condensed form
in addition to earlier actions which appeared in
New policy is in effect whereby
regular form.
followed in
decisions are announced immediately
a day or two by detailed info.)

—

would obtain the advantage.
Instead we offer our facilities free,
to the leading religious groups of
this country, and to eminent authorities on both sides of every question of national public Interest.
For the same reasons, we exercise
editorial supervision over what Is
broadcast through our facilities. Because of the peculiarly intimate
nature of radio and because of its
great appeal to the emotlont of its
listeners, we forbid, for instance, the
overplay of ipsobriety in dramatic
programs. We forbid the dramatization of suicide, the ridicule of physical infirmities, derogatory references
to racial and religious groups, fippeal to superstition and any misrepresentation of fact.
These, and many other standards
we have established and followed in
our effort to serve the public.
We believe that, with- the indisputable support of advertising, the
American system of radio does serve
the public, and serves it well. We
believe this because we know that
our system of radio provides the
best programs in the world; we believe it because ours is a free radio,
dedicated to the imbiased presentation of every side of all questions of
national public interest; and finally,
we believe it because, by increasing
the sale of Arnerican products and
thus lowering prices to the consumer, the American system of
broadcasting has raised the American standard of living.

Philadelphia, Jan. 1.
Sked for alternating service to Eu-

rope and South America has been
worked out between W2XE, CBS
shortwaver, and W3XAU, WCAU's
high-frequency transmitter. As soon
as local outlet's two directional antenii'ae are completed, plan is for it
to beam to Europe while the Columbia station aims south and vice versa.
When shows of particular Importance to either continent are slated,
both stations will beam In that direction, but on different frequenIts own program department
was recently set up for W3XAU.

cies.

Oregon:
KBX, Portland, granted operation on 1180 kc
with 6 kw until Jan. 22.
Soutli Dakota:
KOBH, Rapid City, granted renewal of
license on a temporary basis only, subject to Commlsh action
on pending applications for renexval and assignment of
license.

SET FOR HEARING

'

mont

of service.

FlorUln; Martin Anderson. Orlando, denied new station to
be operntefd on 1500 Ice with 100 watts nl.crhts, 250 wiitts days.
Reason: No showing of public need; adequate service from
station. WDBO.
WLAP, I^exlngton.
Keiitiirky:

e.x'stlncr

denied

frequency

change

to 1270 kc and power ,1ump from 100 watts nights,
Reason: No sulTlclent
all times.
250 watta days, to 1
need for proposed service. In view nf severe limitation which
would occur to transmitter's, nighttime service.
MnflHarliiisettH: Hampden-Hamnshlre Corp.. Holyoke. denied
new station to be operated on 1240 kc with BOO watts nights
No justlflcatlon for allotting a
days.
Reason:
and 1
retlonal frequency In the locality

from 1420

kw

kw

KSTP, St. Paul, granted power zoom from 10
-and Installation of a directional antenna for day
Reason; Existing night Interference with
use.
be reduced by the grant and public need served.
Yorfe;
(1) Citizens Broadcasting Corp., Schenectady,
denied' application for use of frequency 1240, with 1 kw
Reason: No need to grant regional frenights, 6 kw days.
quency to a city which requires only a local service; serious
lln'>ltatIon would result to the proposed transmitter from
WXYZ, Detroit, and CJCB, Sydney, N. S,
Thomas J. Watson. Endlcott, denied new station to
(2)
be operated on 1240 kc with 1 kw, using dlrectl^.al antenna
Reason: Same old story of requesting a regional
nights.
freouency where- Bufllclent need cartnot be shown.
Minnesota:

to

50

kw

and night

WJSV. Washington, would

»w

Waslilnvton: KUJ, Walla Walla, denied frequency change
from 1370 to BCO kc, power Increase from 100 to 2B0 wntts.
Reason: No need shown for additional facilities; limitation
by existing radio service to KUJ's 3.36 millivolt per meter
contour at night, If the change were made.
West Virginia: Williamson Broadcasting Corp., Williamson, granted new station, to te operated on 1370 kc with 100
Public need exists for proposed
watts, days only. Reason:
service; no Interference problems concerned In the appli.

cation.

MAJOR
New

WMBO,

Auburn, over

WMBO,

WMBO.

In granting the application. Commlsh also returned
the regular six months license privilege to the:, transmitter.

Albertson's acceptance of the $15,000 purchase price. In
advance of Commlsh permission, was due to the hot water
in which he found himself soon after acquiring a controlling
interest in the station in 1936, it was shown, when he found
the corporation 'In urgent need of capital for purchase of
'

equipment. In need of operating funds, and harassed with
claims and law suits not disclosed until after his purchase
of Its stock.' Money advanced by the Auburn Publishing Co.
was used to pay claims against the station and purchase
necessary equipment, and loans approximating $20,000 additional to the $16,000 purchase price
were used for the

—

—

same purpose.
Anpilcants were represented by H. H. Shinnlck.
TexnR:
Tangled afTalrs of ICPDM, Beaumont, finally
straightened out by Commlsh permission for voluntary as-

signment of license from Magnolia Petroleum Co., owner of
the transmitter and Sabine Broadcasting Co., licensee, and
Beaumont Hroadcastlng Corp.
Station, which was started In 1924 as a non-profit venture,
was rented In 1932 to the Sabine group at a monthly rental
of $300
plus an option In favor of the lessee to buy tlie plant
for not more than $100,000.
Iilcense was assigned, with the
okay of the old Federal Radio Co.mmlsslon, to the Sabine
Co., but the options to buy was never exercised. The monthly
lease exnired In the summer of 1937 and was never renewed,
but KFDM continued operation under the control of Sabine

—

Broadcasting,

—

Second move was an option agreement entered Into by
both lessee and licensee to sell the station to C. W. Snider,
for a total consideration of $116,000.
TTnder this scheme.
$90,000 was to go to Magnolia, with the remaining $26,000
earmarked to Sabine as a sneclal fund to be disbursed in
payment of Sabine's debts. A supplemental agreement substituted the Beaumont Broadcasting Co. for Snider, but a
provision In the agreement was interpreted by the Commlsh
as creating a mortgage 'upon the right to operate the station

—

as security for payment of purcha.se money obligations.'
Agreement between the three participants must be modified
to exclude the ob.lectlonable statement which secures the
notes of the purchaser by a chattel mortgage lien on all
assets Durohased 'as well as the right to operate snid'statlon
and all other rights pertaining thereto or connected therlewlth,' Comml.sh decreed.
Beaumont Broadcasting Co. Is capitalized at $126,000 and
Is authorized to issue 1.250 shares of stock at a par value of
$100 each. All of the stock has been subscribed aiwKiTfl.OOO
has been paid In cash for part of it.
While the licensee corporation has been heavily Involved
financially, and at one time permitted an outsider to take
over management of the station for 'several weeks.' without
Commlsh authority, It was found that the pronosed assignee
was well fixed to own and operate the transmitter and thai
the service of
would he materially Improved by the
change. Subject to deletion of the offending paragraph In
the agreement. Commlsh ordered an okay for the deal.
George E. Elllo*t appeared for all three applicants.

KFDM

MINOR DECISIONS
/Miibnmn: B. H. Hopson, Birmingham, application for new
station to bo oporat'd on 1310 kc with 100 watts nights, 260
watta days, dismissed without prejudice.
Alntikn:
KQBU, Ketchikan, present license further extended on a temporary bns'a only, pending action on renewal
apnIlPitlon. but in no event longer than Feb. 1.
Cnlifornln:
KSAN, San Francisco, granted renewal of
license on temporary basis, subject to condition that It
shall not be construed as a finding upon the application for
renewal of license now pending before the Commlsh.
Illinois:
WCRW, Chicago, present llcen.se extended temporarily, pending Commlsh determination on renewal plea, but
In no event later than Feb. 1..
Maine: WRDO, Augusta, granted temporary renewal, subject to Commlsh action on pending oppllcatlon for renewal.
Mlolilgnn:
WMBC, Detroit, granted temporary renewal
pending Commlsh action on regular license application.
Minnesota: WMIN. St. Paul, granted renewal of license
temporarily only, subject to action by the Commlsh on the
pending application for renewal of license.
MlsslHHlnpl:
WQBC, Vicksburg. present license extended
temporarily, pending determination on ippllcatlon for renewal, but In no event longer than Feb. \; JuUub H. Dixon,
'

to

WHDF.

New York: WCNW, Arthur Faske, Brooklyn, Install vertical
move transmitter locally, make changes In transmitting equipment and install automatic frequency control
(application designated for hearing' because of violation ot
Rules 132, 143, 131, 172B and 142, and to be heard In connection with application for renewol and witli application
radiator,

of

WWRL

for facilities of

WCNW).

Oregon:

Southern Oregon Broadcasting Co., Grants Pass,
station to be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watta (designated for hearing because It would Involve interference with

now

KBND

and to determine economic conflict with a pending
application for new facilities in Grants Pass by the Oregon
Broadcasting System).
Virginia: WTAR, Norfolk, boost night power froni 1 to 5
kw, using directional antenna for night operation, install new
equipment, make changes In directional antenna system (to
be heard by the Commlsh designated for hearing because
of .violation of Rule 120 and In order to determine need for
additional nighttime service in the area proposed to be

—

served).

Washington: Lee D. Mudgett, Everett, application for renewal of license designated for hearing and temporary
(Application
license granted pending outcome of hearing.
set for hearing to permit an Inquiry Into the 'manner and
extent to which the licensee has control over the operation of
the station, his financial ability to continue operation, whether
or not control has been vested in others in violation ot tho
Communications Act and into other matters iiormitUy considered upon any such proceeding.' Commlsh also designated
for further hearing Mudgett's applications for construction
permit and for voluntary assignment of KRICO's license to
the Everett Broadcasting Co., Inc., and the application of
Cascade Broadcasting Co., Inc., for a new station at Everett.
All of the requests will be heard In a consolidated proceeding.)

DECISIONS

Doghouse occupied by

Tork:

WCAU's DX

Linked With
Shortwaver of CBS Net

New York: WCNW. Arthur Faske, Brooklyn, granted
temporary renewal of license subject to action of the Commlsh on pending application for regular renewal.

Arkansas: KFPW, Southwestern Hotel Co., Fort Smith,
boost day power from 100 to 260 watta, Install vertical radiator and make changes In equipment (designated for hearing
bPoausR of Involving Interference to KHBG).
Michigan: WHDP, Calumet, renewal of license for regular
period, set for hearing, and temporary license granted subject
to Commlsh notion on pending applications of the lleenspo
corporation for renewal of license and cbnsent to opera lo
during unlimited hours, and the pending application of Lane
J. Horrl.gan, which requests part of the hours' now licensed

consent.

We

Tupelo, application for new atntion to be operated on 1600 ko
with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days denied as in cases of
default for failure. of applicants to file a written oppearanee
at hearing.
New Mexico: ICOB, Alliuquerque, granted extensions of
special temporary authority to operate unlimited time on liso
kc with 10 kw, employing directional antenna system after
sunset at Portland, Ore., until Jan. 22'.

WJSV (CBS), "WTaslilnfftoii, pranted
District of Columbia:
.1ulce-.1ump from 1 to BO Uw, Installation of new equipment,
including directional antenna for all-tfme use, and permlaalon
Principal reasons for
to move Iranemltter to new location.
decision: Elimination of dlfflcultlea renultlngr from harmonics
to the services of Army and Navy recelvlnp: statlonn and to
an .ilrrraft station; rmluctlon In existing Interference to
KSTP, St. Paul. Minnesota; need for extension and improvo-

group possessing the most mopey

this respect.
sell time to

1939

PREUMINARY REPORTS

We do not, for instance,'
any religious group or
to any group wishing to present a
controversial public issue.
refuse to sell time to such organizations because we realize that the

Our experience has proved the
wisdom of several basic policies in

4,

C. C's

possibility that It had violated the Communications Act,
vacated last week when the Commlsh decided to okay transfer of control of the corooration from Roy I* Albertson to
Auburn Publishing Co. No violation of the act was involved
in a contract agreed to by the interested parties in July,
1036, Commlsh ruled, since the publishing company at no
time exercised control over the management of .
althouijh $15,000 was\pald to Albertson for all of the stock
in
Inc.
Station has been on the anxious seat since
Oct. 13, 1037, when its application for regular license renewal was set aside while the F.C.C. investigated charges
control of the license had been transferred without its

that people

now

»
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Dealers

of
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pause

dangers

the

tacks.

wonder whether the members

the

overwhelming majority of
our people now realize this, and see

lieve the
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EXAMINERS' REPORTS
—

Shift in technical ownership of KFQD, Anchorage
of falling out between partners was recommended
by Examiner Tyler Berry, despite failure to comply with
FCC regulations. Report also urged denial of same group's
request for permission to erect an experimental broadcast
station using channels 3492.6 to 6426 kc with 176 watts. Effect of the transfer of control would be academic, since R. B.
McDonald, President of Anchorage Radio Club, Inc., which
owns the transmitter, has been In possession of the disputed
stock for over two years. In agreeing the rules were disregarded, Berry remarked there apparently was no Intention
to' flout the government and that denial of the belated application would gag an outlet in an area where radio servico
Is badly needed.'
Examiner rejected charges of J. P. Hannon, seller, that
fraud and misrepresentation occurred In October, 1934, when
he agreed to sell his 106 shares to McDonald for $3,000. In
cold-shouldering the proposal to erect an experimental plant.
Berry said other agencies are better fitted to contribute to
technical lore and the research program outlined In support
'of the request was not sufHcIently definite or promising.
James W. Gum was applicant's representative.
Kentucky: Lack of need for additional coverage caused
Examiner Robert L. Irwin to enter adverse recommendation
on the application of WOMI, Owensboro, for frequency shift
from 1500 to 1200 kc. Power, 100-260 watts, would not b«
changed. Management claimed the move would add 14 miles
to the secondary area but while Irwin agreed the plant
renders meritorious service and resulting objection would
be slight he could not see any public benefit. Alan B. David
did the legal work for the station.
Minnesota:
Additional time for
a daytime 260
watter at Winona, wa.9 recommended by Examiner Irwin as
means of providing after-dark coverage to the town area now
lacking primary signals at night. Extra liours would permit
the station to solicit more business and benefit listeners who
cannot turn dials in the daytime. Plant would usi 100 watts
after sunset, remaining, on Its present 1200 kc ribbon.
Clarence C. Dill and James W.
were attorneys.
Te.TaB:
Grontlng of permit for new local transmitter
(1)
at Victoria, heart of recently discovered oil field, was recommended by Examiner Irwin. Station would be owned by
Radio Enterprises, Inc., using 100-260 watts on the 1310 kc
channel unlimited time.
Sponsor Is Fred W. Bowen, oil
operator, who will be vice-president and has put up the
money to launch activities. Charles C. Shea, formerly connected with numerous stations in the Southwest., will become
president and station manager.
Advertising rates proposed
are $26 hourly during day and $36 at night. No local service
In this section, which Is 92 miles from Corpus Chrlstl, nearest
large city. Legal chores by Melvin D. Hildreth.
Frequency change for KFRO, Longvlow, which will
(2)
permit higher power and unlimited operation, was cheered

Alsaka:

—result

-

KWNO,

Gum

by Examiner Tyler Berry, who recommended adding another
station to the 1340 kc ribbon. Plant, now running only daytime with 250 watts on 1370, colncldentally would become
a 1 kw outlet.
Additional network service prospective
Mutual and Texas State Network affiliations cited and belter
signal, over a wider area swayed Berry.
Day audience would
be virtually doubled, while night market of over 90.000
listeners would be opened up.
Although some Interfercnc*
would result to stations on this stripe, all now suffer trouble
from Other transmitters and net result will not be objectionable.
Only string tied to the report was recominendallon
the Commlsh Insist the contemplated towers, shorter than
standard, lie checked to see that performance Is gatlsfactory.
Elmer. W. Pratt and James R. Curtis were the mouthpieces.
Utah: Because of superior program plans. Examiner P. W.
Sewand picked Clifton A. Tolboo (operating as Citizens Voice
and Air Show), a loca' contractor, over a coterie of businessmen led by Democratic political luminary (using label Provo
Broadcasting Co.) as individual who should be given permit
to build a local plant at Provo,
Station would use 100-'J60
watts, functioning ur Imited hours on 1210 kc.
Evidence
produced by Tolboe showed definite need and sulTlclent economic support points on which the rival group fell down
and a better program structure. Since a choice mu9t be
made on account of inability of the town to support two

——

—

transmitters and the confilcting requests for facilities, Seward
favored Tolboe who promised to present 31.5% talent programs against 10.4% promised by tho rival faction. Moving
spirit behind the plans of the nixed applicant was Pan
Shields, Federal prosecutor for the state.
Rates of the
favored applicant, who will not have a network link, woujd
run from $23.80 to $25 hourly for national advertising.
Counsel for Tolboe was Elmer W. Pratt, while Ben S.
I'Msher and John W. Kendall fronted for the loser.
Virginia:
Insufficient showing of both need and economic
support led to an unfavorable report by Examiner Robert L.
frwln on pica of Fredericksburg Broadcasting Corp. for a
daytime outlet at Fredericksburg. Facilities sought were 260
watts on 12C0 kc.
Although the town, midway between
Washington and Richmond, has little radio service, Irwin anid
the evidence did not demonatrato any strong reasons why a
local outlet should be constructed and the tentative contracts
for the time were only for llmltod period with no assurance
of sustained revenues. Case handled "by W. Marshall King.

'
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THE YEAR IN MUSIC
By ABEL GREEN
By and

was a good year in Tin Pan Alley. Pop
more in the number of hits, and the average sales

large

fionga sold

it

tipped a bit.

was the fact that quite a few of the
came from independent channels—
veer's song outstanders
unknowns or from abroad. Numbers
'surprise' hits, either by
Significant, of course,

Was Burning,' 'Tisket-a'Tasket,'
like 'Ti-Pi-Tin,' 'Cigaret
•Mulberry Bush,' 'My Reverie,' 'Flat Foot Floogee,' 'Oh Mama
importation; 'Cathedral in the
(The Butcher Boy)', an Italian
(which, incidentally, placed Jack
pines,' 'Lambeth Walk'
the position of teaching prospective
Mills'' Bong pluggers in
dance step); 'My Marguerita,'
plugs how to do a snatch of the
^ir Mir Bist du Schoen,' and others, seehied to lend credmusic publishers, being heard
ence to the plaint of certain
squawking that the vet tunesmiths
of late. Latter have been
now seem content to hang around Lindy's and live off their
ASCAP income, lacking any creative incentive. All of the

above mentioned songs are by comparative songwritlng newcomers or fay bandman-composers who are maestros first and
songwriters second (notably Larry Clinton, whose dansapation version of 'Reverie' is one of the year's outstanders. He
was also responsible for 'Dipsy Doodle').
Filmusicals' downbeat scurried quite a few writers back to
Broadway from Hollywood, which did have a favorable influence on Broadway musicals and likewise on the pop song
Furthermore, the lack of Coast
output in recent months.
filmusical creativeness achieved an even more important
favorable effect in that it eliminated glutting the market with
a flock of mediocre picture songs which, otherwise, would
have had to be fully exploited in order to get the flim title

—

a top year with a flock of freak pop hits
wherein Nick
Kenny, radio editor of the N. Y. Mirror, figured as co-author
with his brother, Charles—with result that Link was wooed
by Metro-Robbins to become g.m. of the Feist firm. He will
move over there this month.

resulting in profiigate subsidies for plugs.

ASCAP was told of the rampant bribery through cut-ins
and 'co-authoring' bandleaders, resulting in the Society want-

—

In with the

52d street killer-dillers.
In the field of song styles and evolutions, the cycle of
swinging the' Scotch classics has been followed by swingo
nursery rhymes, perhaps the best known of which became
Tisket-a-Taskef and 'MiUberry Bush.'
Songwriters
In songwritlng fields, the sole remaining established teams
today are Gordon and Revel, Rodgers and Hart and RobinHainger. Al Dubin broke away from Harry Warren, a longtime Warner Bros, songsmith partner, because Dubin felt 'the
grind was too tough' writing situation lyrics for musicals.
Arthur Freed became a Metro fllm production executive and
Nacio Herb Brown Is freelancing. Johnny Mercer and Harry
Warren have been on-and-off teams, Sam Coslow and Arthur Johnston have gone their separate ways.
Long with Jimmy McHugh, Dorothy Fields lyricized to
Jerome Kern's melodies, but is also with divers other tunesmiths, latterly with Arthur Schwartz, who first came to the

when writing' with Howard Dietz. Burton Lane and
Ralph Freed have parted. Frederick Hollander, Gus Kahn,
Sigmund Romberg and Jerome Kern are also off 'n'-oners,
as ditto Hoagy Carmichael and Frank Loesser, although the
former's 'Small Fry' and their joint 'Two Sleepy People' stem
from the same Paramount film sources. Arthur Johnston and
Johnny Burke and, later. Burke with Jimmy Monaco, have
been other haphazard tunesmith evolutions.
fore

Publishing Changes

The publishing side saw many evolutions, too. Sam Fox
sued Metro-Robbins-Loew and 20th-Fox for alleged conspiracy in taking away his former music affiliations with
Fox Film. This was settled. The heretofore acquisitive
Metro-Robbins firm concluded only one deal, with Villa.
Moret, on a sales agency basis. Metro-Robbins, which also
has a tie with 20th-Fox, still points all its copyright pooling
activities towards the future of television.
Donaldson, Douglas "& Gumble became extinct when the
new Bregman, "Vpcco & Conn firm bought it as a nucleus.
Jack Bregman left Robbins after many years as general manager; and Rocco 'Vocco and Chester Coh;i (now Conn) are
wJc. as topflight professional men.
With DDG's bow-out,
Walter Douglas became the first paid chairman of the Music
Publishers Protective Ass'n; Harry Fox took over the licensing department arid E. H. (Buddy) Morris, of the Warner
Bros, music group, was elected president of the MPPA, an
honorary post^ to succeed John O'Connor. Mose Gumble
3oined
and is now professional head for that film-music
eroup on the Coast.' Walter Donaldson, of the DDG firm, of
course, has long been out of it, freelancing.
Irving Berlin, Inc., revived its ABC Music Corp. catalog
into a vital sub-unit, throwing many valuable plugs to thai
firm, under Frank
Henning, including some of the old Berlin
^nes from the 20th-Fox filmusical, 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band.' Harry Link, prof, head of Berlin, Inc., gave that firn

WB

Daytime Plugs

The daytime plug advocates also steamed things up, among
them Buddy Morris who argued, and not without jutisificathe housewife, listening to music all through the
day, perhaps spells a better potential buying market than
a comparable plug at night.

tion, that

In the field of litigation, the Canadian courts ruled against
Shapiro-Bernstein, which complained that' 20th-Fox unauthorizedly Ijorrowed 'The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte
Carlo' from an old song copyright, for a film. But on the
other hand Warners settled with the writers of 'Sweet Adeline,' when
used that as a fllm title, aild this despite th«
fact that
also owns the basic copyright of the Harry

Armstrong-Richard Armstrong classic.
World affairs were reflected in Tin Pan Alley by refugee
Austro-German songsmiths being unable to 'resign' from
their original native organization, but that didn't deter the
now regimented Nazi performing rights societies from col^
lecting large sums due the non-'Ayran' writers, and keeping
them. The Viennese and Berlin songsmiths, when squawking, were told they were being given a 'paper credit.' ASCAP,
highly sympathetic with this high-handedness, is still nonplussed by its foreign treaties with the Naziland performing
societies and finds it can do nothing, either (1) to defer ac-

ing to make sure that a co-writer really did more than dot
the i's and cross the t's. The payola thing also spread to England with the BBC there starting to get inquirrtive.

counting abroad, or (2) take into membership the names of
mid-European composers, many of whom now have Hollyi
wood and other U. S. connections, which give them sizable
American incomes.
Songwritlng offshoots of Hitlerlsm. were such curiosa as
the Austrian pop, 'We Are on the Dplfuss Road to Bettef
Times,' writen as a 'Youth Song' before 'anschluss,' and
which eventually landed Hermann Leopold, its author, in a
Nazi concentration camp when the march on Austria was
consummated. Eventually, 'Soldier from Berlin. Girl of
Vienna' sought to romantically link, the political maneuvers
in song. As for America, usually responsive to topical songs,
we laid off any such 'war' stuff, excepting Irving Berlln'l^
'God Bless. America,' actually an old 1917 wiar song which
Kate Smith unearthed somehow and featured. 'Wrong- Way'

Santly Bros.-Joy and Select Music, heretofore affiliated, but
merger and Bing's brother, Larry Crosby,
v.p. and financially interested along with Lester
Santly and George Joy. Bing heretofore had a piece of it.

indie firms, did a

became a

crop of jive savants.

A

another performance.

WB
WB

However, Hollywood did contribute the No. 1
year—the 'Snow White' songs. The
ovef 1,600,000 and the sheet music of the entire

Bix Biederbecke became the hero of The Boy with the
Horn,' a new novel (Burgess Meredith may do it as a fllm).
B. A. Rolfe, with Jimimy Gillespie's exploitation assistance,
promoted a John Philip Sousa Memorial, and that, too, may
lead to a fllm on Sousa.
George M. Cohan fllm has been
mentioned, and Irving Berlin's 'Alexander's Ragtime Band'
may also lead to sundry other filmusical cavalcades.
From swing, the jitterbugs became a national phenomenon,
giving rise to jitter contests, merely a switch on old stuff.
The relationship of 'muggles' and 'reefers' ^iparijuana cigarets—with cats, alligators and ickeys became the subject of
some discussion, since the adolescents were so closely thrown

The rating, by points, as it obtains in ASCAP today, brought
up certain fallacies in the system, accprding to some proponents, who pointed to the medley of 16 tunes which a certain radio maestro galloped through in 21 minutes, playing
choruses ohly. Another plug exploiteer advocates grading
the plugs according to values, as for instance, how mUch
more it means for a ballad as spotted vocally by Kenny
Baker on Jack Benny's high-Crossley-rating show, as against

The Perennial Payola

exploitation.

classic environs.

—

Larry Spier rounded out the executive changes. After many
years with the Dreyfus firms as professional manager he left
Crawford Music Corp., after the Chappell firm took that over
when Bobby Crawford decided to become a Hollywood agent,
and formed Spier, Inc. His nucleus were two old catalogs,
Helf-Hager and McKinley Music.
Music jobbers Maurice Richmond and Max Mayer remerged, having been together before. Maybelle Weil, widowed, decided to continue Milton Weil Music Co. in Chicago,
and Jimmy Campbell bowed out of Cinephonic Music and
Campbell-Connelly in England, to go into the radio and music
management business in Sydney, Australia, where his wife,
the former Betty Balfour, has stage and screen offers.

composite sock of the

Swing's vogue sent Benny Goodman into Carnegie Hall for
a recital where the longhair crix didn't savvy his jive, and
he later this fall, played Mozart with the Budapest String
Quartet at Town Hall. Paul Whiteman also repeated a Carnegie Hall trick, being the pioneer of ultra- jazz recitation in

Renewal Balds

Renewal

became another major casus belli among the
With some of the oldtime hits of 28 years or so

raids

publishers.

ago having their copyrights technically expiring this or next
year, a mad scramble is on for the renewal privileges. Division of copyright, between lyricist and composer; dickering
with the widow, where an estate was Involved (as often happened), pre-payment of advance royalty where copyrights
don't lapse until two to five years hence, all complicated matters. It was cautioned that this confusion of copyright ownership defeated the very purpose for which most of the publishers want to acquire the songs
performing rights for
screen, radio, etc. The film companies, no matter how anxious
to use a familiar theme, which ofttimes fetches a fancy fee of
from $2,500 to $5,000 or a single 'grand right,' laid off when
faced with the possibility of incurring bothersome litigation.

Corrigan holds the distinction, in the songs-from-the-headlines cycle, as the sole pop entry.

—

After ASCAP took up the mid-Europa writers' situation It
was apprised that 'resignation' could only be considered from
non-' Aryan' songsmiths by '10 years notice.'
Kurt Weill,
now active in the American theatre, who joined the Italian
Society, found himself complicated also, not by another
manifestation of racial restrictions, a growing phenomenon in
this fascist nation, but through the simular necessity, as with
the Austro-German writers, that he must first resign from th*
Rome society before joining ASCAP.

A

leading spirit in this renewal grab has been Jerry "Vogel,
frankly wants to enhance his catalog by adding oldtime
He has a strong nucleus in the George M. Cohan catalog, among others, plus some old Howley, Haviland
Dresser

who

hits.

&

tunes, et

al.

The Dutch courts established a precedent In the case of a
refugee Viennese compofler, now residing in -AmsteF^V^'^v by
refusing to have the Netherlands performing r»|jV.-» society
turn over some $6,000 to the Austrian- .society, tiecause they
(the Dutch courts) knew that this' money would never fall
to its rightful owner the hon-' Aryan' gongsmith,

incidentally, who m.c.'d a tin pan alley and
radio 'salute' to Cohan on his 60th birthday, done altruistically, in this case, despite the fact that the medleys of Cohan
tunes must naturally incur a generous plug. Cohan, incidentally, is still dickering with Metro for a possible screen
It

was Vogel,

—

biog on the Four Cohans.
On the subject of 'salutes' to composers, this summer, with
much program time open on the air, almost every radio station utilized a reprise of this or that name composer'is works
.as a basis for a half-hour or hour show.
George Gershwin,
on his first anniversary, was widely performed, and the memorial concerts on the Coast and in New York heavy sellouts.
But Vogel has by no means been alone in the renewal
thing. Louis Bernstein, enterprising head of Shapiro-Bernstein, even went abroad for such valuable old copyrights as
'A Little Love, a Little Kiss,' thus precipitating an intraASCAP row with Max Dreyfus, original copyright owner.
Both are officers and directors of the Society and charges
flew anent alleged usage of their office for private song deals,
but ASCAP wisely concluded that these publisher squabbles
are individual affairs and should be kept without the board
room,
Shapiro-Bernstein, long a dominant independent publisher,
and highly successful with strictly pop songs, despite the ups
and downs of Hollywood's influences, also engaged in not a
Ifttle litigation with fllm companies, and other publishers,
this year. Old themes,, owned by him, cropped up in several
pictures, and he sued, as in the 'Bank of Monte Carlo' case,
detailed later on. Song infringement activities also included
the S-B firm, as with many other publishers.
Copyright suits became a nuisance in general, Metro's
lawyers, because of their interest in the Feist-Robblns-Miller
firms, stated in open court it was fast becoming a legal racket,
and rather than be subjected to continuous mulcting, because
of 'nuisance value'v settlement, many a publisher is now fighting all such claims to the fullest, and making the plaguing

ASCAP's

with amateur songsmiths, although an incidental keynote
that perhaps we are truly on the road to recovery was evidenced by the fact that not so many amateur song mss, were
being submitted. The publishers have learned that in bad
times they get more amateur songs; when business improves,
they're too busy with their jobs to bother composing roundelays and cluttering up the mails.

ASCAP's Legal Woes

^

More executive headaches

in the publishing end of the biz
included a $850,000 legal bill to ASCAP, fighting antagonistic
statutes on several fronts, with some states choosing to' Ignore
S.

Supreme Court

rulings that

ASCAP

is

well

$5,926,941 In 1937

ASCAP's' statistics for

1937, disclosed early In 1938, showed
of $5,926,941, broken down as follows: Radio
yielded $3,878,751; pictures, $1,099,512; restaurants, $492,118;
hotels, $209,649; dance halls, $127,806; miscellaneous, $119,100.
Of this nearly $6,000,000-^it will be about the same for 1938—
72% net was divided among the ASCAP publisher- writer
members. Of the remaining 28%, 18% went for administration and the remaining 10% 'as dividends to foreign affiliates.
Collections from radio in 1938 went off about 5^, but this
was compensated for by the Income from some 2,000 other
licensees added to ASCAP during the year.

collections

Another statistical breakdown for the preceding year, not
by ASCAP, but Variety's own findings, showed the following
15 to be the top sellers for 1937: 'Chapel In the Moonlight,'
'When My Dream Boat Comes In,' 'Little Old Lady,' 'Boo
Hoo,' 'September in the Rain,' 'It Looks Like Rain in CherryBlossom Lane,' 'Moonlight and Shadows,' 'Sailboat in the
Moonlight,' 'So Rare;* 'Harbor Lights,' 'You Can't Stop Me
from Dreaming,' 'Once in a While' and 'Vienni, Vlenni.'
ASCAP vetoed a $25 weekly 'dole* idea for indigent song.smiths as being 'beneath the dignity'. of unfortunate memberwriters.
The Society, of course, takes care of matters in
other ways.

Licensing of coin machines, now that one group is going
commercial plugs, as part of the waxings, is also occupyphonograph and publishing ends.
Musical westerns gave rise to another cycle of cowboy
ballads, but nothing as big as 'The Last Roundup' of yesteryear came of it. It did create a flock of corral crooners, and
some of them even got on the wax notably Gene Autry, Tex
Fletcher—but it was just fieeting fame.
Untimely death of Addy Britt pointed up the alleged frustration of a song plugger's career. Sam Serwer, 42,
song
exec, died from a heart ailment; songwriter Anatole Friedland, 54, after suffering leg amputation, also due to heart,
died suddenly.
Mort Harris, songwriter, ex-publisher and
latterly in radio, was killed in an auto accident on the Coast,
into

ing both the

plaintiffs pay full costs.
Too often, however, they're financially irresponsible.
It was for this reason the pubs decided anew not to dicker

.Tcvious U,

profit.

so vitally a financial fountain-head for the
business, its $6,000,000 annual collections now rating as the
major som-ce of revenue instead of being the by-product
that it was in former years, when sheet music sold well— all
sorts of squabbles are a constant trade problem, as regards
the methods of dividing the income.

Another major music publishing deal was Archie Fletcher's

Other executive aspects Included the perennial payola
charges, which finally got to the Federal Trade Commission
in Washington, which (1) frowns upon this unethical (i.e.
bribery) practice; (2) likewise looked askance at an alleged
dominance of Tin Pan Alley by Hollywood, thus presumably

new

legal rights as a collector of fees for the publi

With the Society

buy-up of Joe Morris M^sic Co., of which he had long been
g.m,, Morris retiring. Paramount's Famous Music almost had
the Morris catalog until Fletcher decided to shell out some
$67,500.

That's always been a major bone of contention between the
picture bunch and Tin Pan Alley, where Hollywood subsidy
obtained, but the studios seem adamant that the screen songs
get as wide a radio plug, regardless of ultimate commercial
achievement, so long as the films benefit from this form of

score over 900,000 to date.
In the field of sweet vs. swing, a pop song crisis that's
been going on for three years now, and looks to be with us
equally as long, seemingly the swingo vogue is by no means
on the downbeat. If anything, it's proved a vital influence on
many an heretofore smooth combination.
Furthermore, swing has been gathering new dignity from a

its

performance of music for

Though Abe Olman is g.m. of Robbins, the Olman Music
Corp., which he started, has been acquired by the Lombardo
freres who use that as a subsid venture. Lombardos, incidentally, switched from "Victor to Decca recording this year,
as did Paul Whiteman. More about the disks anon, and elsewhere in these columns.

into the public consciousness.

disks sold

within

—

WB

^

aged 44,
Pluggers for a time talked vmion; now the wage-hour law
is occupying them, due to their long and irregular hours.
A
proposed strategy, initiated by counsel for the Professional
Men, Inc., is to make r'*'" bribery the cause for brhlshment

from the industry.

—
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By John Abbott
(General Manager, Francis,
Hunter)

VARIETY

Third of a Century

at

Day &

London, Dec. 20.
A third of a century In the music
or any other business in the normal
way isn't long, but much more seems
to.
have happened in that short
period than in the previous century.

the early years of the 20th
century the only thing that counted
in 'the life of a songwriter and
publisher was the number of piano
copies sold of a hit and the top
wasn't so wonderfully high as conAround
sidered in later years.
100,000 copies was distinctly good and
200,000 put an extra inch on to the
chest measurement of the writer, and
possibly induced his publisher to increase his office accommodation by
another 20 square feet.
In

Neither writers nor publishers,
however, had extravagant tastes
there were no automobiles or expensive apartments, and winter vacations on the Riviera or' Florida hadn't
been thought of.
In England the principal pop
houses were Francis, Day & Hunter
and Charles Sheard. Bert Feldman
was a yoimg, ambitious newcomer
into the field, whilst Chappell & Co.
and Ascherberg, Hopwood & Crew
were engaged in publishing standard
ballads and hits from musical comedies. In America the important ones
were Remick. Shapiro, Bernstein and

Harry Von Tilzer who merged and
unmerged; M. ^Witmark & Sons,
Joseph W. Stern (now Ed. B. Marks
Music Co.); Howley, Haviland and
Dresser; T. B. Harms, whose fortunes
at a low ebb were being resuscitated
by the brothers Max and Louis Dreyfus, and a healthy young firm, Helf

&

Hager. Leo Feist was considered
as a rising young man.
Gramophone records were looked
upon as a harmless kind of toy, and
although performing rights did exist legally no ohe'~'eyer thought of
charging a fee, and if anyone had
had the temerity to prophesy that
music could.be taken over tiie air by
wireless straight into the home he
would have been considered a suitable candidate for a mental home.
The home of Tin Pan Alley In
America was West 28th street. In
England there were hardly enough
pop publishers to constitute a center,
but Francis, Day.& Hunter, recehtly
removed to Charing Cross Road, had
Feldman, just round the cottier, and

I

Sheard for neighbors.

Tony

Pastor's, learning the
his opportunity.

game

and waiting

Foreign Rights Values
America and England began exchanging songs. Until the turn of
the 20th century American publishers had not realized that there was a
value in foreign rights, and when
David Day crossed the water and offered real money for all rights outside of the United States and Canada he was greeted as a rich foreign
In passing I should like to
relative.
add that representatives of the firm
he founded are still heartily welcomed, but the present financial considerations bear no resemblance to
the modest advances paid in those
halcyon days.
David Day reaped the reward of
his enterprise by getting such hot
favorites as 'Bedelia,' 'Irish Molly,'
'In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree,'
'Honeysuckle and the Bee,' 'Goodbye
My Blue Bell.' In exchange English
artists were commencing an invaLtfd by demure
sion of America.
Alice Lloyd and followed by the
vivacious Vesta Victoria, Rosie and
Marie Lloyd, Harry Lauder, Whit
CunliSe, there was a continuous
stream of English talent at Hammerstein's, at Percy Williams' Colonial, and Klaw
Erlanger's Broadway theatres. My firm took advantage of this wave to establish an
office in New York, but the majority
of the songs they introduced were
written to fit particular characters
and, while having a stage value;
were not big sheet music sellers.
The American slump of ia07-08
had its effect on the music business,
but the passing of the American
Copyright Act of 1909 and the Engish Act of 1911, giying recognition
to mechanical rights, acted as a definite stimulant, and the revenue from
the sale of gramophone records became a steadily increasing and welcome one.
The ragtime craze commencing
about 1911 gave American composiIrving
tions a tremendous lead.
Berlin's 'Yiddle on Your Fiddle,'
'Alexander's Ragtime Band.' 'Everybody's Doin' It,' and Lewis Muir and
Wolfe Gilbert's 'Robert E. Lee,'
'Hitchy Koo,* 'Ragtime Cowboy Joe'
and others sent the whole world

&

A-Tlsket, A-Tasket

Bel Mir Bist du Schoen.
Cathedral In the Fines. ^
Heigh-Ho. f
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams.

Love Walked

In.

Music, Maestro, Please.
Reverie.

My

Rosalie.

Says

'

Whistle While
writers.

Tou Work.

?

Drury Lane had a

sequence in 'Rose Marie,' 'Desert
Song' and 'Show Boat' that should
have brought joy to the hearts of
the shareholders, whilst 'No. No,
Nanette' was a big money-maker at
the Palace, much of the credit going to the songs; 'I Want to Be
Happy' and 'Tea for Two.'
In a musical graph the high peak
was about 1928. "The sale of sheet
music copies had been on the upgrade and gramophone records were
in millions at good prices.
In England the statutory rate of
royalty has been increased by the
Board of Trade from 5% of the reand
tail price, of the record to
on a big popular song the sales could
selling

6%%

be

anywhere

from

250,00O-5()0,D00

records. Also the revenue from perr
forming rights was becoming a wel-

come

addition.

Films Entry Into TJPJi,.
This prosperity

was bound

to at-

tract, the. attention of outside interFilm producing companies
ests.

saw, or thought they saw, in the
acquisition
some publishing
of
houses a source of supply of music
for their sound films, for which they
would not be obligated to pay copyright fees. The first to enter the field
were Warner Bros, who, at a figure
that still seems stupendous, acquired
a group consisting of Witmarks,

Harms, Remick & Co., Crawford
Music and a few minor companies.
Metro gave Jack- Robbins a nice
piece of change for a 51%. interest
in his company and further extended
,

(This article represents a statisti- had to show 10 weeks wherein it
approach to the song plugger's received at least 15 plugs each; and
during these 10 weeks it had to show
Between 250 and 300 pop songs at least three weeks in iwhich the
plugs totaled '25 per week or more.
(excluding a few holdovers from
Song nnd Publisher.
Derlvntlon.
1937) got enough plugs on the major Alexander's
Ragtime Band, ABC
Alexander's Bngtlme Bnnd
webs during 1938 to qualify as promcal

All Aflhore, Shopiro

Some

stayed in the promising
a week or two, and then
Others ran up a
wilted quickly.
string of plugs that looked like the
last accounting on the War debt.
Boiling the whole thing down;
about 80 numbers can be called 'hits'
on the basis of key station network
performance. Admittedly, the label
'hit' involves some arbitrary reckonTabulations on plugs have a
ing.
humian e;iement, atop of which they
are treated in so many different
fashions that the eventual total, to
be worth much of anything, has tobe statistically weighted until it is
well-nigh phoney. This statement is
intended as no slur on the original
plug tabulators, but rather as a
commentary on how the work is
later handled by the industry.
But aside from dealing with a
potpourri of adding machine^ work,
the question goes deeper. Let's assume that two songs garnered 500
plugs apiece. One ran up those 500
performances in 10 weeks, thus
giving a mighty 50 plugs per week.
The other song took 40 weeks to accumulate its 500 Iplugs, thus averaging a mere 12 plugs per week. Obviously, the first song is a hit in the
That is, it
full sense of the word.
was intensely played and enjoyed a
concentrated vogue. The second song
intensity
displayed
no
meanwhile
whatsoever, but simply duration.
Maybe it was a good 'pace changer'
or fine for trick arrangements. Such
a song will show up nicely in
ASCAP ratings, but is not a 'hit', in
the sense that a hit is tied down in
intensity to a time limit.
Hence, for -purposes of this tabulation, intensity is the keynote.' Not
totals on an adding machine.
The sohgs listed here were chosen
class only

.

thus: each'

had

to

show

at least 10

holdings by later taking over weeks in which it could command
ragtime crazy. Teams from Amer-' the old established company of Leo a minimum of 15 plugs. During these
RKO's venture in this 10 weeks, each had to show three
ica, like the Ragtime Octette, Hedges Feist, Inc.
Bros. & Jacobsen were starred in race for publishing houses concluded weeks in which the plugs reached
West End music halls with these by obtaining control' of Feist and over 25. In short, unless a song
songs and remained at the Hippo- Carl Fischer, Inc., which was not so could get an absolute minimum of
drome, the Oxford and other Lon- good for the film producers or the 180 plugs within a certain time

ring Ethel Levey.
Stuart's 'Florodora'
About this time saw the establishIn England the outstanding author ment of a new music publishing
and composer was Leslie Stuart. For house destined to be a prominent
some years he had been writing pop force. Henry Waterson, for some
ular hits for Gene Strattton and time 'a shadowy figure behind other
others, such as .'Lily of Laguna,' 'My musical enterprises, assimilated the
Little Octoroon,' 'Swefetheart May,' firm of Rose & Snyder and later,
but his greatest achievement "was the taking Irving Berlin into partnerscore of 'Florodora,* which established ship, became the powerful Watter<
him as an international hit tune son, Berlin & Snyder.
writer, .and his ^Tell Me Pret^
Jazz Eclipses England
Mtuden' is still a standard. He wrote
The ragtime wave rather overthe music for many other plays,, in'

the Metro-Feist buy.
In England, the acquisition of
American catalogs had become more
important.
Campbell, Connelly &
Co., starting in business with 'Show
Me the Way to Go Home,' together
with Feldman, Keith Prowse,- Chappells

and even Lawrence Wright

offering tremendous- sums for
American' comthese agencies.
panies were started mainly with the
idea of getting capital by selling

were

New

foreign rights.
The detrimental effect of radio
commenced to be felt by the writers
and publishers about 1929-30. Hailed
as an additional form of publicity,
it was soon
realized that if the
public could get the best entertainment that each country could provide, at practically no cost, there
was no reason why they should buy
sheet music or gramophone records; in fact, the money so saved
would pay the installments on the
radio set.

shadowed English songs because,
eluding 'Belle of Mayfair,' 'Havana,'
with the exception of 'Has Anybody
also,
subsequently
produced
ih
Here Seen Kelly?,' 'Rings On My
America, but nothing that achieved Fingers,' 'Somewhere
a Voice Is
the same standard of popularity.
Calling' and "The Sunshine of Your
In addition there were Billy Mur Smile,' very few achieved popular
phy ('Has Anybody Here Seen ity in America.
Kelly?", 'Let's All Go Down the
Things progressed steadily, with
Strand'), Bob Weston
('I've
Got little change in the character of each
Rings on My Fingers'), Fred Leigh country's output, until the comand Harry Pether ('Waiting af *the mencement of the Great War, 1914
The necessity for and popularity of
Church' and 'Poor John').
The star song- writers of America 6-8 marching songs again gave the
This competition was felt chiefly
wire Billy Jerome, Jean Schwartz, English writer his opportunity with by the phonograph industry because
Harry Von Tilzer, Al Von Tilzer, •Tipperary,' 'Pack Up Your Troubles,' it was just an exchange of one me'Keep the Home Fires Burning,'
Teddy Morse, Al Bryan, Charles
chanical
means of reproduction for
'Goodbye-ee,* all of which were reHarris and the 'greatest of them all,
produced in America. America-'s another, whilst there will always reGeorge M. Cohan.
principal contribution to this series main the urge by a certain section
Jerome Kern had just broken into was George Cohan's 'Over There.'
of the public to do something itthe hit class with 'How Would You
The termination of the war saw self instead of listening to others
Like to Spoon With- Me?', followed the bjBginnlng of a new era of pros
^just as there are some individuals
by 'Poker Love' and 'Won't You Buy perlty in the music industry, with who prefer to play football or some
game instead of watching
-a Paper, Dearie,' and, encouraged a bias strongly in favor of America. other
and helped by.;Max Dreyfus, was Dancing, which previously had been others.
haunting Charles Frohman's office looked upon as a social pastime, beTo cohipensate themselves for the
trying to get numbers interpolated in came a serious occupation and the loss of revenue on phonograph rec^imported English musical produc- American writer's aptitude for dance ords and sheet music, publishers and
tions. He did this so successfully in rhythm gave him a good start. Fox- writers began to demand a better
one instance (I believe 'The Dairy- trots, one-steps and waltzes were return for the performance of their
George Gershwin's material and the two societies,
maids') that he practically sup- all popular.
'Swanee,' Walter Donaldson's 'My ASCAP and the P.R.S., with" pracplanted the original score.
The musical comedy field was fairly Blue .Heaven' and Irving Berlin's tically a 100% membership and the
waltz
commencing with control of the copyright music of the
series
equally divided between the English
and Viennese schools. The greatest, 'What'll I Do,' and continuing with world are doing a great work in
'Alone,' 'Remember' and others were trying to get adequate recompense
of course, was 'The Merry Widow*
for their members from aU places
immensely
popular.
but .others were 'Waltz Dream,' .'ChocWright, who had established himself of entertainment, and broadcasting
Princess,'
'Dollar
Soldier,'
olate
just before the Avar, was doing very companies making use of copyright
Belle of Mayfair,' 'Quaker Girl,' well with ballads of his own com- music.
•Girls of Gottenburg,' 'The DairyBoth of these societies were started
position under the nom-de-plume of
"
maids,* 'Pink Lady'—most of them Horatio Nicholls, and one of them, in 1914. By persistent effort and in
•duplicating their success in England 'My Souvenirs,' written in collabora- the face of tremendous opposition
and Ameri<:a.
tion with Edgar Leslie, scored in from users of music they have become virtually the trade unions of
Irving Berlin, too young to be a each country.
The successful war musical shows Authors and Composers. Despite
writer, was serving an apprenticeship
plugging Harry Von Tilzer|s songs were mainly contributed by Amer- the fact that these societies control
.

K

Edgco: A. Grunwctld

its

don music hjdls for weeks on end. publishers, and both sides agreed
The firs[t revue produced at the Hip- to a divorce after a few years inpodrome was 'Hello Ragtime,' star- compatible alliance. Then followed

.

limit, it

was

rejected.

How Many Are Fatal
After glancing at the 80 odd hits,
the question naturally arises: how
many plugs does it take to kiU a
hit?
Inasmuch as the music industry has from time to time groaned
over radio and the shorter and
shorter life of songs, the question is
important But to answer it another
question must, first be asked: how
many concentrated plugs does a song
need before it's a hit in the first
place?
For, unless the foregoing
question is asked, any old flop could
be deemed as having been stabbed
to death by overwork on the radio
early in the song's career.
To
answer
this
complicated
theorem takes better figures than
now available. But this much can
be said: a real hit will get anjrwhere
between 500 and .800 plugs on major
web key stations before it droops
into the imsteady class. And its life
should be anywhere from two and
half months to four and a half
months.
The following songs are hits in the
sense that they were most plugged
over network key stations. In order
to qualify for this list, each song
.

'

—
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ising.

^

My

Heart.
Thanks for the Memory.
There's a Gold Mine in the Sky,^
Ti-Pi-Tin. V

ican

By

ALPHABETICALLY)

Alexander's Ragtime Band.
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Top Song Plugs of 1938

1938** IS Best Sellers
(LISTED

Wednesday, January

Anniversary Issue

Donnldaon)

tCasa Miinnna
pop

Miller
Cathedral In the Pines, Berlin
Chanffe Partners, Berlin
Cry. Bnby, Cry, Shapiro

l>op

Carefree
Pop

Day Dreaming, Remick

*G>old .Diggers In Pnrl»

.Deep in a Dream, Harms
pop
Dipsy Doodle, Lincoln
pop
Don't Be That- Way. Bobbins
Pop
Plat Foot Floogee, Green Bros
Pop
Garden In Grunada, Schuster-Miller
(orlslntilly Southern)
Pop
Girl In the Bonnet of Blue, Crawford. .Poo
Goodnight, Angel, Berlin
•Ba^lo City Bevels
.

Htivliijf

Myself a Time, Paramount...

Heart and Soul, Famous.,
Helt'h«Ho,

Berlin

How'd You Like
_
„
Can Dream,

to

Holiday'
Song
Born
A•Troplo
Snow WhU«
Is

Love Me 7 Famous
•College Swing

Can't IT Mario
tBlght This Way
_
, ^
^.
I Double Dars Tou, Shapiro.*.^
Pop
I Fall lu Love with You Every Dav,
1

Famous

I
1

;
College S'vvlng
Hadn't Anyone Till Tou, ABC...... Pop
Let a Song Go Out of My Heart,
Pop
Love to Whistle, Bobbins
Mad About Music
Married an Angel, Bobbins.
tl Married an Angel
See Tour Face Before Me. Crawford
fBetween the Devil
Won't Tell a Soul, Crawford
Pop

Mills
I
I
I

I

,

ril

Dream

Tonight,

Wltmark

Cowboy from Brookbn
I'm Gonna Lock My Heart, Shapiro. .. .Pop
In a Little Dutch Kindergarten, Fox.. Pop
In My Little Bed Book, Marks
Pop
It's the Dreamer In Me, Feist
Pop
It's Wonderful, Bobbins
Pop
I'ye Been Saving Myself for Tou,
Harms . .%
.tGrnnd Tefrare Revue
I've Got a Date with a Dream, Feist.
a

I've Got

My. Lucky, Star
Pocketful of Dreams, S'antly
Sing Tou Sinners
Barms

.Toseph, Joseph,

Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop

Lambeth Walk,

Mills
Let Me Whisper, .Chappell. w
Let's Sail to Dreamland, Spier

Lady Make

Llttlfr

Believe,

Olman

Lovellght In the Starlight, Paramount..
Her Jungle Love
Love Walked In, Chappell

Goldwyn

Follies

T.uUabye In hhythm, Robbins
Music. Maestro, Please, Berlin
My Margarita, Feist
My Own. Bobbins
That Certain
My Beverle, Bobbins

Now

It

Can Be

Pop

Pop
Pop
Age
Pop

Told, Berlin

Alexander's Ragtime Band
On- the Sentimental Side, Santly-.TovSeleot

r.

Rhythm

Please Be Kind, Harms
Pop
Sttys My Heart, Famous. .Cocoanut Grove
Simple and Sweet, Miller
..Pop
(iO Seconds Got Together, Santly
Pop
Small Fry. Famous
Sing Tou Sinners
Pop
-So Help Me, Remick
Pop
So Little Time, Shapiro
I'op
Something Tells Me, Wltmark
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry
Pop
Bush, BVC
Spring Is Here, Robbins
tl Married an AnROl

Summer
Sunday

BVC

Pop

SViuventrs,
In the Park, Mills

•

tPlns and Needles

Sweet as a Song, Robblna

Sally, Irene and Mary
Thanks for the Memory, Paramount.
Big Broadcast
There's a Faraway Look In Your Eyes,

Pop

Tenney

Pop
Pop
Pop

There's Honey on the Moon,
This Time It's Beal, Spier
Feist
Toy Trumpet,* The, Circle

Tl-Pl-Tln,

Rebecca of

What Goes on Here
amount

In

laby,

Sunnybrook Farm

My

Heart. Pnr-

^...Glve Me a

When Mother Nature

•

Sailor

Sings Her Lul"PoP

Santly-Joy

When They Played the Polka, Bobbins. Pop
While a,TIg«retto Was Burnlnjr. ABC.Pof
Whistle While Tou Work, Berlin
$.-now White
Pop
Who Blew Out the Flame? Feist
Why'd Ta Make Me Fall In Love?
Po»
Feist
Ta Got Me, Lincoln. fU. of Pa. Mask & Wif
You Couldn't Be Cuter, Chappell
•Joy of Living

Pof
Tou Gi to My Head. Remick
Tou Leave Me Breathless, Famous...
Cocoanut Grove
To*
Yow'rn an Education, Remick
Tou're a Sweetheart, Bobbins

You're a Sweetheaw

Film tune,
t Legit tune.

Pop speaks

fci

Itself.

BENNY GOODMAN MAY

the copyright music of the world,
there is no abuse of their monopolistic

pon

ATTlsket, A Tasket, Bobbins
t^o
At -a Perfume Counter, BVC (originally
^Bewlldfted.

OPEN FRISCO EXPO

powers.

There are indications that writers
and publishers,
particularly
in
America, are paying too much attention to the value of compositions
for performance purposes and too
little to their commercial value as
sheet music sellers. For all its performances and publicity I cannot believe there can be much demand for
such a bizarre composition as" 'Flat
Foot Flooges' and I was credibly informed that it is practically impossible to get a waltz played, and
after all these were always the biggest sheet music sellers.
Far be it from me to criticize
American writers, publishers, dance
band leaders and others, but for the
good of the industry in general may
I wish them a speedy return to the
sweet melodies that were the backbone of the music business. Is it
possible for writers like Irving Ber-

Jerome Kern and Sigmund
Romberg to give a lead in this di-

lin,

rection?

San Francisco,

Jan.

1.

Jules Stein, president of Music
Corporation of America, was in town
last week for a huddle with Harris
Connick, president of the 1939

Golden Gate International Exposition, on a proposed plan to bring
Benny Goodman's band here for the
first two weeks of the fair, which
opens Feb. 18.
Contract reputedly calls for $12,000
per week, for which Goodman will
play nightly in the Treasure Island
ballrom, and, in addition, stage an
afternoon 'swing concert' opening
day.

James, Take the Stick
will play this year's
Butler's Ball, Jan. 11, for the fourth
straight time.
As usual, he will have his own
butler baton one number.

Meyer Davis

'
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The Bands^ Bonanza Days
Dance orchestras played the most dominant role in show
business during 1938 that .that phase o£ entertainment probNot that bands haven't always been
ably has ever enjoyed.

By Bemie Woods

industry, or that the number of ace
a jnajor part of the
crews is higher now than before, but the widening of opportunities made 1938 a peak that the band biz will find hard

Town Hall and Carnegie Hall, N. Y. Middle
of last month his crew became the first purveyors of swing
to invadfe Town Hall when it served to illustrate points in
a discourse on the 'Rise of Swing' by John Erskine, novelist

showings at the

to top.

Not the least, important. factor. in the upsurge is the close
conformity, of .dancing- styles of the younger element, of
high.schopi and college age, to the style of rhythm dished
Theatre dates and location stops are
•up by current crews.
great things for prestige, but not half so lucrative as the
road where the aforementioned youngsters contribute greatly
to the support of hundreds of aggregations, from hig names

and music

duction of the Big Apple and its many offshoots, most notable
of any being the Shag. Of course the hops ate based on the
rocking rhythm of swing, but the wildfire spread of the
screwy stomps in turn skyrocketed -the stock of the band biz.
The hold that swing and its leading exponents has on the
youngeir portion of the music-minded populace, and, it might
be mentioned, a percentage of the more conservative portion,
was apparent during the past summer in the series of outdoor concerts in. New York and elsewhere. Most of them
were benefit performances involving the presentation of as
many bands available at the time and place. First to be put
on; and the biggest and most important, was the session at
'

,

Bahdairs Island, N. Y., May 29. The later festival at Soldiers'
Field in Chicago drew many more. addicts than did the Randall's shindig, but that. was gratis and didn't draw the talent
The Chi turnout approximated
lined up in New York.
100,0()0.

critic.

More

.

Repeated trips of Goodrpap into the realm of serious stuff,
and the news that several "of his individual stars will leave
his baton in the near future to build bands of their own
leaves the trade wondering whether he is allowing his once
No. 1 band to gradually come apart at the seams, while
setting the stage to step into serious stuff exclusively. That's
stretching the imagination, as Goodman is not averse to the
lucrative side of the band biz. These thoughts are in contrast to others which have Goodman fading from the picture
to step into Music Corp, of America as an official to handle
new bands he would develop. Another report has him stepping into the booking end with Willard Alexander, his

MCA

handler.

q

of musicians by band
leaders, a thing that's been much more, in evidence: the past
year than ever before, is claimed responsible by- many for the
musical excellence, and the all-around progressiveness of the
current crop of bands. This is based, «f course, on the keen
rivalry among, leaders for the top. men, changes being brought
about by any means possible. Although all sections of a band
come in for coveting glances of the opposition, percentage of

The changing around and sniping

.

The Randall's. Island outing, plugged for weeks in advance
by Martin Block on his Make-Believe-Ballroom recorded
program, on WNEW* N.' Y., drew close to 24,000 fans from
all points to listen to between 25-30 of the biggest names.
That was for the benefit of Local 802 of the American Federation of Musicians and kicked, almost $14,000 into its fund.
Outdoor Jitterbueglne

changes, comparatively,

This idea of Block's was followed by others along the same
some beneficial and others purely promotional. At

Madison Square Garden June 12, baited with Benny Goodman
and Count Basic's orchestras, another was in behalf of the Los
Angeles Sanitarium. It was a click in every department but
the b.o., setting its promoters back $5,200. On July 10 Goodman was again the draw at a concert at Jones Beach State
Park on Loftg Island, N. Y. This one .was strictly for private
jpocketbpoks, staged by Nicky Blair, with the Shuberts. who
.leased the stadium for Fortune GaUo's operettas, and the
State Park Commission taking a cut. Goodman drew close
to 10,000 at 55c to $1.65 for less than two hours of jive.
Following closely on the heels of Goodman's showing came
the announcement that a series of four such sessidhs would
be staged at Randall's Island in September for the benefit of
the blind musicians of New York. It was sponsored by the
National Bureau for Blipd Artists and aimed at garnering
$50,000 tb remove sightless musicians from the streets and provide the wherewithal to train them in legitimate music, or
some other trade. Details were taken care of by George
Clarke, ex-city editor of the N. Y. Mirror, and Frank Berend,
a N. Y. promoter, both of

whom

originated the idea.

First

two outings managed to draw slightly over 10,000 across the
Triboro Bridge and left the promoters in the red to the tune
of $5,500. Combined; the two showcased some 30-35 bands,
the second being an all-colored affair. The final two outings
were temporarily cancelled, then combined and re-scheduled
for Madison Square Garden, N. Y., on Oct. 31. This was
subsequently called off a week prior to the event. Reason for
the cancellation was the fact the promoters got themselves
in wrong with Local 802 by failing to pay off some of the
bands concerned in the first two. They were advised, after
complaints, to pay off before Oct. 15, subsequently the Local
informed the Garden it didn't sanction the date, latter simplifying things by making the spot 'unavailable' due to previous commitments.

Also in the outdoor concert field, although not from a
jitterbug angle, was Paul Whiteman, who drew 23,000 into

Newark Schools Stadium, Newark, N.

J.,

and repeated

later with the same fare before 10,000 at Jones Beach. Concerts aren't strange to Whiteman; it just meant a shift of

operations from Carnegife Hall to roofless bandstands.
They are, however, strange to other well-known leaders,
such as Benny Goodman. That is, concerts along the lines of
the ones the clarinet-tooting maestro took part in during
the year., Goodman's initial effort was his stand at Carnegie
Hall late last winter. This one included his entire band, but
subsequent showings had Goodman alone delving into the
works of old masters of serious music with the Coolidge
and Budapest String Quartets.
The dates left Goodman open to many kidding notices from
the press, which got a kick out of the Pied Piper of the
Pantywaists performing for the lorgnetted strata; However,
he's serious, evidently, about keeping a hand in on both sides
of the musical fence, as is shown by his continuing to book

On

burgh,

the Upbeat

New

Prima's band reports for
work in 'Rose of Washington Square'
at 20th-Fox.

Mannone signed
management this week.
yVingy

of

at

CRA

to

Charlie Agrnew signed to Rockwell-

O'Keefe

office.

a

Warner

Strings,

Grill,

into
Pitts-

Frank Gagen's orchestra playing

ers for the final quarter of 1938 fig-

only

quarter. Just before that period the

pubs got
It

was

19c. a plug.

after the

1938 that the

Cent More In
Quarter Over Third

One

second quarter of

ASCAP management

decided to boost the performance
base substantially with the twofold
purpose of discouraging radio perpayoffs and obtaining a
Final former
broader insight into usages. When
the pubs got 19c. the cumulative

CREDIT VALUE OF PLUGS
Only

KAYE'S

Ic.

as part of the divvy for the third

which Covato owns, by Joe Schaffer

Silver

.

more than it had for
the previous quarter. Lowest amount
will book Four Swinging
allowed for a plug was the 12c. paid
Pittsburgh strollers.

Eddie DeLange orchestra signed

Etzi Covato of Pittsburgh goes to
Jacksonville, Fla., late this month
for winter engagement and will be
succeeded at Italian Gardens, Pitts.y

Sammy .Kaye is concerned the singing title angle
takes a back seat to his tag line. Kaye's 'Swing and Sway'
catch phrase is probably the best known of •all- and is probably the youngest of the known bands employing the tags. It's
also ptobably more indicative of his style than the phrased
of any other. It's a natural from all angles, rhyming with his
name, and perfectly labeljing. his style. It's analagous to the*
pioneering 'Lopez Speaking' as a radio signature.
Now It's 'Tick Tock Bhythm'
Recurrence of arguments over ownership of tags used by
several bands at once also was quite prevalent last year.
Earlier in the year Teddy King, Tommy Tucker, and Gray
Gordon were threatening lawsuits over 'Tick Tock Rhythm.*
Then came George Hamilton and Johnny Messner's glares
over 'Music Box Rhythm,' which went to the Musicians'
Union for settlement. Then came Henry Busse, Lee Shelley,
and Jan Savitt's orchestras with claims of prior rights to
'Shuffle Rhythm.' Busse dropped out of this by changing
his to 'Busse's Rhythm,' but Savitt threatened Shelley with a
suit, which hasn't been settled yet, as both bands are still
using the tag.
While some of these tag lines are Indicative of style,
or the proficiency of a leader on some instrument, othersare so. much prestige appendages. Such as the new Art
Kavelin band's 'Cascading Chords,' Blue Barron's 'Music of
Yesterday and Today Styled in the Blue Barron Way,' Dick
Barrie's 'Linger Awhile with the Dick Barrie Style,' Lou
Breese's 'Breezing Along with the Breeze,' Frank Dailey's
'Stop and Go Rhythm,' another name for the Sammy Kaye
style; Richard Hlmber's 'Musical Pyramids,' and others, attached to bij bands and lesser knowns, but .too numerous tb
mention.
Himber's 'Pyramids' has sufficient substance to
become a formidable b.o. item in 1939. Catchphrases or no,
if a band hasn't got the stuff it doesn't get far.
Though 1938 was a peak that the band biz will find hard to
top, 1939 should provide the opportunity for it, and renewal
of opportunities for bands so far unable to hit the high
brackets. That should come about with the further widening
of theatres with name band policies such as the Paramount
and Strand, both on Broadway, coupled with more locations
with remotes for the benefit of hinterlanders, and the effedt
of the New York and San Francisco World Fairs which will
undoubtedly go far toward hypoing all forms of entertainment. Name bands are in for a particular boom at the
latter expo.

of Composers, Authors and Publish-

tu-ed

Leonard Keller's orchestra opened
Frances Carroll's all-girl crew just
Dec. 29 at the Marcel Lamaze, forcompleted a briefie for Warner.
merly Club Seville, in Hollywood.

Manuel Contreras' tango band
Henry's

^

Clinton's Upshoot

band.

Hotel

'

tioned.
As far as

Larry Clinton got two fairly good breaks to help him along
beside his outfit's ability. Clinton's crew currently rates high
among band lovers. Introduction of his own novelty hit, the
'Dipsy Doodle,' at a time when he was getting started didn't
hinder, capped by the wide, acclaim given his arangement of
Debussy's 'My Reveri .' It's one of the most popular eong
hits of the year.
Kay Kyser's ascension was not due as much to his band as
to the 'KoUege of Musical Knowledge' idea, the basis of his
Lucky Strike radio program. His crew, however, is very
popular. Split of Will Hudson and Eddie DeLange put another new band in the field. Delange starts Jan. 14 with Phil
Baker on a new radio commercial on CBS. Hudson's band
disbanded due to the latter's illness.
Artie Shaw, Goodman's orch-rival and very close to the
latter in style, is probably the most important addition to
the top name roster. Shaw's is not exactly a new crew, but
It enjoys
its rise to prominence puts it in that category.
the distinction of rating very high in the trade, and has added
much to its popularity since debuting with Robert Benchley
on the Old Gold program. Blue Barron is another to step up.
Though not new, the band made a name for itself while

for series of shorts at Warners.

Austin Wylie plays midwinter ball
Penn State, Feb. 11.

-

City.

short.

Jaokie Brooks and orchestra
Stage One in Hollywood.

but the bands following him were all on the sweet side,
namely Tommy Dorsey, who leans toward both styles with
the accent lately on sweet; Sammy Kaye, Guy Lombardo and
Kay Kyser.
This controversy over the two brands of swing was brought
on mainly by the upsurge of Sammy Kaye, Kay Kyser, Blue
Barron, and others employing less headachey methods of
swinging- the latest pops. -It's bound to make even bigger
inroads during the coming year, for various', reasons. Most
important is that swing is settling down; getting away from the
hysteria of *its start when it was thought that to be swingy,.
a band had to be loud. Other is that publishers are getting
wise that the fnusic-buying, public, no matter how much in
the jitterbug groove, still leans toward sentimental ballads.
The controversy between the two top sweet outfits concerning the origination of the style of singing titles of tunes
also came to a head this year. Sammy Kaye and Kay Kyser
both use the methods of heralding forthcoming tunes. As
a matter of fact neither introduced it and both admit it. Their
argument is' oVer who picked it up first for current use.
Research gives the palm to Gus Amheim, who Included it
Even then there are rumors
'.just ohce on a record he made.
of an earlier use'. Blue Barron also sings his titles, .but he
doesn't count in the set-to.- His' is a copy of the two* men-

.

tady.

if ever reach the prominence, nationthat others enjoy, but in their own territory they

output of some of the brassier sending aggregations. At the
end of last month the Paramount, N. Y,, which conducts a
poll of the popularity of bands it has played, gave a prize
to the No. 1 leader. Benny Goodman took down the award,

wouldn't have kept him working. And he's been pounding
his skins steadily since debuting last April 16 at Atlantic

De Witt Clinton Hotel, Albany, and
broadcasting over WGY, Schenec-

is,

have the ability to draw just as heavily. In some sections
they outdraw the big guys.
That's not so strange in view of the fac^that different
sections of the country have definite* likes an*? dislikes anent
various styles and crews. Some of the biggest names .in the
"b'iz lay an egg iii'sections adverse to their stuff, and naturally
are setups to be topped by, local faves. Very few of the biggies are- powerful enough to draw wherever they light.
Sweet vs. Swing:
This past year also made the question of sweet vs. swing
more acute than ever before. It's been the subject of numerous arguments among proponents of both styles, and was
even carried to a point where the Hitz Hotels ran a poU
Sweet
to determine which style its patrons ipreferred.
isn't minus swing; it's simply more refined than the blaring

There have been comparatively few new outfits to hit the
top brackets this year. Krupa is one of them, Larry Clinton is another, as is Artie Shaw. In Krupa's case the path to
success was a little easier than for his embryo contemporaries. Krupa was a name before he even thought of his
own crew, but if the band hadn't had the stuff, the name

MCA
for

ally that,

i

son.
set

among drummers.

The constant circulation of men keeps band standards at
a high level, and the infusion of new blood when a new man
added tends toward injecting new life and ideas into a
crew. This, it is opined, is the health and backbone of the
band biz today. Cited as contrasts to this practice, and as
reason for failure to hit the high brackets, are co-operative
crews, which; it is maintained, become stale and lag in a
groove with the same complement year after year. There
are outstanding rebuttals to that, assertion, namely the Casa
Loma orchestra, which is co-op, and the Guy Lombardo outfit, which, except for one or two -changes, is essentially the
same crew it was when it started out.
Almost all the ace outfits have indulged in the exchanges
this past year to a point where in some instances more than
half a band has been replaced, either through losing 'em or
boimcing 'em. Outstanding among-these are Tommy Dorsey,
Benny Goodman, Larry Clinton, Artie Shaw, Bob Crosby,
Bunny Berigah, Gene Krupa, et al. Krupa has less than
half the complement he started out with, when he formed his
own crew last April. However, they were mostly shakeups
of a new crew settling to a style.

Year's Eve for indefinite

Larry Clinton

higher

Bloods a Help

is

engagement, replacing Nita and Her
Townsmen. Placed by Ralph Harri-

Louis

is

New

lines,

the

These bands seldom

Concertinir

to jump the gap from popular to longhair is not
only apparent in Goodman, but extends to other leaders as
well, Artie Shaw, currently riding the crest of a pro-Shaw
jitterbug wave, and Goodman's most serious competitor as
clarinetist-leader, also invaded Carnegie Hall along with
Louis Armstrong and Raymond Scott. They appeared. with
Paul Whiteman in his Christmas Day concert there last weeCT'
All this seems to indicate that John Erskine, in the aforementioned discourse, knew what he was talking ^about when
he said swing, as it is known today, will form the basis for
a new style of serious, thoroughly American music. Kay
Kyser also went in for serious music in a concert of light
classics at Boston's Symphony Hall New Year's night.

The urge

tpjjegional favorites.

Bandmen may be inclined to belittle the part played by
these late terp styles, on the thought dansapation is and
always has been the function and support of dance bands.
That can't be denied, but the -fact remains that the biz
received tremendous impetus the past year since the intro-

located at the Edison Hotel, N. Y. Remotes helped Barron
plenty.
There are other lesser knowns which have coma
along but so far haven't made much of a splash.
Mentioning Barron, who was quite a fave in the middle
west before shifting east, brings up the fact that for every
big name crew operating in the keys, with remotes to impress their style on hinterland listeners and possibly set up
good trips through the one-nighters, there are two or three
comparatively unknown regional favorites just as popular.

Credit value of a performance
point for publishers in the royalty
distribution of the American Society

CmC

A LA

STAFF

MAJ. BOWES

Sammy Kaye starts a key city
musical salute policy Jan. 7 on his
tour long Saturday afternoon Mutual air spread from the Commodore
Hotel, N. Y., where the band is located. Somewhat along the lines of
Major. Bowes' salute to various
cities.
Worked via hookup with
Scripps-Howard newspapers. Week
prior to the broadcast describing the
civic virtues of a town and its industrial setup, local

S-H sheet

will

pub-

plugs amounted to 1,600,000. By the licize the airing and poll readers for
subsequent quarter this base had a fave tune which -will be played.
been increased to 2,087,000 performDebuts with Columbus, Ohio, Jan.
ances.

7.

City ai>d Houston follow.
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Plugging Through the Years
ers' 'openings',

Ey Mose Gumble
A

third-of-a-century

plugging (exploitation, if

song

you

please,

at Jhe present time) was something
oi a romance, as the saying goes.
Yes, sir, I can remember my boss
telling

me

that for the

weekend

I

could go to Coney Island and stay
there Friday night, all day Saturday
and all day Sunday. What Si treat to

me

that

was when he

could go!
over the
But wait

first

told

and also many

of their

closings.

ago

me

I

Just think. Coney Island
weetend—what a thrill!

He decided to send a singme (as I was a pianist in

VARIETY

Philly's

Name Bands
Philadelphia, Jan.

those days), with these instructions;
First, he said, while there take -a
bunch of orchestrations and profes-

1939

COLLEGE RHYTHM

1.

Arrangements have been comThe ninth and .last of a series of ariiclet on collegiate likes and dislikea
pleted by Benny (the Bum) Fogelregards dance music and dance bands.
man with Music Corp. of Aiherica to as The writers, staff members of pubKcattona at their respective schools,
bring name bands into his nitery
have been asked by Vabiety to give the opinion, of the student body as a
here.
personal judgment. Neither has Variety given
New policy will start in February whole rather than pass
as to what was to be said or how. These, orticles apwhen present six-month termer with further instructions
pear OS the undergraduates have written them, with the expressed opiniotis
musicians' union for a local band
being their own.
eixpires..
Variety publishes the series to give mtisic men and band leaders a crosssection of current undergraduate opinion on dance music and bandsi with
the hope that it will be both informative and instructive. For what the
college group has to say about dance music is deemed important in the
•

The advertising agencies

are a
great medium to popularize songs,
and their friendship, as well as that
of the artist, is very necessary. Deft
placing can literally make a song
a good spot with an outstanding
band or a nationwide hookup is invariably surefire. Yea, verily, the
work of the contact men these days
is much different from a third-of-acentury ago. Between the rehearsals
of the commercial programs, visits
to the radio stations, openings, closings and 'special nights' that are going on at the present time, his hours
are as variable as the wind.

FULL STRENGTH

STOKl- DISNEY

NOVan

trade.

MDSH: WANTED

Pittsburgh, Jan. 1.
Saturday afternoon audiences at
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra concerts refuse to be pampered. They've
risen in indignation and by an 80%
vote demahded that the 'heavy' Friday night programs be repeated for
sional copies and 'make- all the
them. Because many school-children
places. There were many music halls,
attended the matinee sessions, Fritz
headour
of
many
where
etc.,
cafes,
Reiner, conductor, has been substiJiners of today received their start,
tuting simpler selections for heavier
fare played evening before.
as well as quite a few dance halls
Policy caused so many complaints
village.
the
around
spotted
subscribers
were
afternoon
that
Here was the routine. First flhd a
asked to vote on issue. Foiur out of
it
tough
how
and
in,
live
to
room
every five ballotted for the regular
was to find one! I said room- Boy,
program. As a result, beginning this
San Francisco, Jan. 1.
ph, boy, what a room! Then, arrange
Leopold Stokowski has a musical week-end,, same selections will be
yoUr orchestrations and copies. For invention that may be revealed at played at both concerts.
Surf
a good time start up or down
the Golden Gate International Exavenue. About every other door was position starting in Feb. Stokowski
a dance hall, cafe or music hall, as was here last week for negotiations
'THE GdLDBEBGS' ON CJOB
thsy were called in those days. We with Harris Connick, the ExposiVancouver, B. C, Jan. 1.
would go in and see the manager be- tion's managing director.
Words
'The Goldberg's' added to the
shows (they ran 15 or 20

er with
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FOR

S.F.EXPO

tween
ihows a

MISSOURI
By

Geo.

J. Schulte, Jr., '39

(Missouri 'Showme')
Perhaps because of the general conservativeness of the middle west, the
Showme campus frowns on jitterbug music. Jitterbug talk is even smiled
The undergraduate instead
at as too, too modernistic for college men.
prefers smooth dancing over the eccentric steps in vogue as the present
jitterbug style. Rather the Missouri prom-goer chooses a flowing, even
moving type o< music to the college movie version.
In this section of the Bible Belt, popular choice for honors goes to Kay
Kyser as the leader in swing. Despite a. few brief mad flights off' to applaud fast music, the general preference is by. far in favor of his brand of
smooth and sweet melody. Few really topflight orchestras ever hit the
Missouri campus, but certainly interest is shown in radio programs. Definitely the leader, Kyser's soft melodious tone is aided by the personal
and friendly touch he puts into his programs.
Preference for Kyser diepends a lot upon his individuality in introductions and also upon an outstanding group of vocalists—a rare, combination
that supplements a perfectly smooth style. Little fast music' but sweet
swing makes the popular Kyser appeal at Missouri.
An unusually fast climbing favorite at Columbia is Larry Clinton.
Clinton's 'Reverie' leads the league of popular music with- 'Heart and Soul,'
another favorite, especially among the Greeks (frats). But in swing talkfests, Clinton is judged as being aL?o to out-Goodman Benny.
EUa Fitzgerald seems to lead the chore of vocalists. Her 'Tisket-Tasket'
is played again and again at student sessions, whether under the control
of a local band or imported orchestra.
Branching off into colored bands, of those who have visited the Missouri
campus, Andy Kirk's outfit proved most popular. His orchestira showed all
the Negroism of Harleijn music, yet had the appeal of good music. Lots of
fast pieces by Earl 'Father' Hines during his visit to the Missouri campus
good show, typically Negro swing, won
did receive a fair reception.
over a college audience .usually opposed to such tactics.
Chick Webb depends strongly upon Ella Fitzgerald to carry his combination. Fats Waller's wallerings have definitely passed out, at least out
this way. Every piece the same, a college audience soon tires of them.
Too much yeh-man and tritely effervescent syncopation stifles the effect
after hearing him several times.
Unique arrangements form the mainstay of the Fletcher Henderson
aggregation. •Following in his footsteps, though at a slower pace in the
middle west at least, is brother Horace Henderson, a coming band in radio

'electric orchestra' have been used in CJOR platter list starting Monday
night). It was a case of
discussing the invention of which (2). CJOR picks up plenty of transwaiting around to catch the singers Walt Disney
is supposed to be the
cription business due to 125 mile
between performances. They usually co-inventor. Stokowski
is reported agreement Seattle stations, have with
we
had a piano backstage, and then
to have described the invention as NBC and CBS networks which keeps
A
would do our stuff.
'revolutionary.'
certain network conunercials off
Now, in those days, even as it is
Stokowski is reported to have told CBR, government outlet here, which
now, it was a sales talk—but then, Exposition officials that, if and when are carried.
by the rest of the govthey would give us an 'opportunity he comes to terms with them, he ernment chain across Canada.
^o play the songs oyer and would im- wants to write his own description
Big accounts want Vancouver repmediately put them on for the pub
of the invention and be his own resentation with consequent break
We would move on press agent.
lie's approval.
for locaL
from there to the sdloons or cafes,
and try to interest the singers,
grouped around the piano, to do our
popularity.
Bongs. After a siege, with^ose boys
Probably the best trumpet player in the world, Louie Armstrong's
and £irls. We would make the big
satchel-mouth detracts but still, allows music that is liked. High note
dance halls, such as Staucb's and
specialty pleases a college audience. Passing on to Duke Ellington, we
many others, often carrying a megacome to the No. 1 Negro outfit. Excellent musical interpretation, by a
phone with us to sing one or more
musical genius. Ellington's ability to compose is often talked of in the
choruses with the band, for that was
'Black and Tan Fantasy' and, in general, his ability to interpret the modern
considered a great plug on a song.
In the interim there were the big
Negro is notable.
vaudeville music halls, where we
For showmanship rather than good music .Cab Calloway leads in the
By- Ben Bodec
would go backstage and contact the
Showme state league. Scat singing, however, overshadows the band and
When we were fortuperforrhers.
many times- trite vocalizing spoils the p^erformance.
nate enough to land thera it was ^HOSE responsible for the ex- the score has outstanding songs
Kemp, Warine, Dorsey and Lombardo
-

I

Eastern Publishers ScomfuDy Call

H wood Masterminds Flop-Pickers

leally something.

ploitation of picture songs ap- they'll play them.- Otherwise it will
111. Song
in line with the general
parently haven't a kind word for have to get
same time, or a little Hollywood producers. Mention the run of Tin, Pan Alley releases, which
means it will be° slipped in for a
further along, came the illustrated
subject of Coast studio relations and quick once-over
if the open spot on
song; that is, picture sliies with an
extra^ chorus so the mob could join the retort bristles with scorn, in- the program becomes available. It's
in and sing. All this helped to popu- vective and indictment. The opinions got so that these radio maestros look,
larize the songs.
are the same, regardless of whether on a film score with suspicion
Now comes a period with a little the. music publishing firm is pro- They've been highpressured so much
into giving major play to picture
more class to song plugging, or
ducer-owned or it's just a con- songs that have smudged up their
should I say, contacting?" We moved
'tractual affiliation.
programs, that an exploiteer finds
the better gj^ade vaudeville
into
Exploiting faction are agreed on himself approaching these batonists
houses, wherein it was the last word
to land a headliner with a pop song. one ipoint, and that is that the pro- with an air of apology whereas it
If the headliner used it every act ducers haven't the least conception used to be a question of picking the
in the country wanted to pick it up. of what constitutes a good commer- leader with the best hookup. As for
With so much vaudevUle in those cial song. They don't pick 'em with themselves, say the exploitation
days there was plenty of work for an ear. to the public, but according execs, when they hear that a film
the song-plugger. The greatest stars to their own tastes and circum- score is coming into the house they
Off today started in vaudeville; many
stances. All a staff writer has to do start shivering with apprehension.
of 'em. still living. There .was nothing is get a producer in a spot where he
Object of both contempt and
as interesting as song plugging along can demonstrate his song. Producer humor in the eastern .publishing
those lines.
may be tone deaf and totally im- houses is Hollywood's addiction in
In conjunction with that there was pervious to the cadence of a lyric, squeezing a song with the film's
many a musical show intd which the but if the mood strikes him, or the title into the score. With but rare
publishers thought, or hoped, the writer is a good salesman, the song exception, the publishers' men hold,

The

At about

this

•

pluggers could interpolate a song or
two.
"Tin Pari Alley,' originally on 28th
Street, moved, up into the now famed
roaring 40^s. Along with the moving
came better days and better ways of
exploitation; then radio and filmusi
cals with full scores to give a con
tact man a great start on a song.
Same Routine, New Backdrop
Publishing offices have now moved
further northward and eastward
Rockefeller Center is the high spot
in the song field. With the progress
of radio the big comnnercial pro
grams on the air, handled by the
large advertising agencies, now engage the greatest stars in the world
Thus, today the contact man has a
new angle of plugging. He can't just
walk in, lay his music down and say
be would like to hav& the numbers
on the air. Oh no, it can't be done
that way!
First of all, the mati's chief job is
to sdl himself. Very irtipoirtant contacts can- be made by the professional
man during the artists' leisure hours
hy enjoying the sanie a'musen[ienfs—
Contacting
«olf, bridge,. flght!j» etc.
necessitates attending orcliestra lead-

goes

in.

What
that

especially gripes the fellows
to sell the picture tunes to

have

Jumping back to leaders in college bands in the east, the opinion is
that Hal Kemp's brasses bring out a leader. Exact precision of the brass
section definitely places that orchestra in the outstanding category. Loss
of Skinny Ellis and the shaking up of a train wreck set this aggregation
back, but the band still holds tight to the reins of popularity with the
campus crowds, probably because of the collegiate background of the
.

members.
Th^ Fred Waring vogue has pretty well died down in the middle west.

An

show band, we thought long of the chance of bringing
Mo. They broadcast a rollicking yet dignified and
performance, and while novelties receive a great deal of interest from a college listener, for a prom the band must be able to sit up
on the platform and play socko dance music.
Tommy Dorsey's outstanding arrangement of 'Marie' stamps his band
as a modified swing band, far ^more smooth than the run-of-the-mill, socalled swing.
Jimmy. Dorsey's frivolous saxophone allows revelations
comparable to the famous Clyde McCoy 'Sugar Blues' renditions.
Guy Lombardo, though pleasing to many, has slowed up in the consideration of the Missouri man. Stereotyped sweetness spoils the pleasantness of the music after a short time. Lombardo, though, ranks tops in this
class of super-sweet. .Wayne King and Jan Garber align themselves in a
sub class under the same heading.
Soft and sweet Ted Weems ranks near the top in college estimation.
And here again vocalists come in for a large share of the applause for
Elmo Tanner and Perry Cromo fill the bill to give a real show. Bands,
nationally famed, such as Paul Whiteman and Freddy Martin, receive
this type of tunes sounds as forced good support of course.
Martin's smooth style particularly creates awe
as the motive is obvious.
The hereabouts on the first hearing. Definitely the Martin way of easy rhythm
studios turn 'em over to the pub- is the Missouri way.
lishers with instructions to give the
outstanding

Waring

to Columbia,

artistic radio

band leaders and fadio vocalists is
that they're never consulted about themer all they've got.
With the
the score material in advance. They publisher it becomes strictly a prob- time overdo this device to the point
feel that they're closer to the pub- lem of forcing the song on the where it will be laughed out of
that
lic's musical pulse than those
leader, arid if it does go into the vogue by the public, as happened
have to worry about stories, screen book it's because only of friendship. eight or nine years ago.
personalities and the interplay of These tunes as a rule count big in
The situation between the prostudio politics. By personal contact overhead for the publisher, but little ducers and themselves, aver the exwith the writers it might be possible if not zero in copy, sales.
ploiteers, has also its humorous side,
or
motives
conflicting
two
bridge
to
even though the humor is on their
Just to Make It Tougher
points of view. The producer pays
side and it is tinged with wormbig salaries to the writers and is
The plight of the exploiteer when wood. The studios have got into the
pergetting
in
mainly interested
habit of blaming the publisher if
it comes to film songs has been made
The publisher is pri- substantially tougher by various the filmusical flops. Its score hadn't
formances.
marily interested in getting music measures
among branch received enough and the right kind
passed
help
that Avill sell sheet copies and
unions of the American Federation of exploitation. It has also become
him show something on the credit of Musicians. One of these rules common for the studio to advise the
side of the ledger.
bars the mention of film credits on publishing adjunct or affiliate that
Values Lopsided
the fate of the musical at the boxsustaining programs unless the pre
Another source of resentment on vailing commercial scale is paid the office depends on 'how it's ballythe eastern end are the lopsided bandmen.-. The music men realize hooed over the air. The music boys
instead of becoming filled
ideas that the producers have of the that the producers, to get around say that
value of their scores. You're only such obstacles, have had to increase with a sense of responsibility they
Bands the output of film, but they are not merely shrug their shoulders with
ds g6od as your material.
and vocalists on the air are' no longer worried about having to cohtepd despondency. The oncoming score
They mui^t indeed, be terrible. Otherwise
impressed by the fact that the man- with this angle for long.
in quick there wbyldn'i have been the SOS.
uscript derives from a fllmusicaj. If flgura tbfit the studios will
,

'

.

Band Bookings
Carl Moore, Music Box,

Omaha,

Jan. 31 to Feb. 12.
Don' Bestor one-niting for

CRA

midwest.
Earl Mellen,

Wichita,

400

Club,

Jn

Kan.

Dean Hudson touring South for
Gus Edwards ortice.
Dusty Rhodes current at Greyhound Club, Louisville, Ky.

Howard

Jacobs, 500 Club, Atlantic

City, N. J.
Freddy Fisher's Schriickelfritzers,
St Paul hotel, St. Paul, Jan 9, four

weeks.

Gar-

Maurie Sherman, Oriental
dens, Chicago, I)ec. 30.

Bob Grayson, Van Cleve
Dayton,

O., Jan.

i5,

four weeks.

Howard Le Roy, Lowry
Paul, Dec. 31,

hotel,

two weeks.

hotel, St.

.
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Third of a Century

^VARlETlf

ASCAP Sqnad

15 Best Sheet Music Selers
(Week ending Dec,

All Ashore

, .

Famous
Harms

Umbrella M^n
•You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby
They Say
You're the Only Star in My Blue- Heaven;
While a Cigaret Was Burning
Mexicali Rose
I Won't Tell a Soul
•I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams
I Must See Annie Tonight.
Hurry Home
tThis Can't Be Love.
• Indicates

fXmvsical song.

Powers* assistants, George Kopp
and Larry Schulms,« left New York
Sunday (1) and are due- to join
Powers in Dallas for a joint trip to

Harms

r---.

'.Remick

Witmark

'

t

.............

Naas,^ Reliigee dhtaches

faiiiiui Fiiiuls in United

licensed.-

Shapiro

•

%

ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, which Richard Powers
heads, Vill operate in California lot
the next four months, v Crew's job
is to standardize rate structures' and
check up on music users ttiat aren't

31, 1938;

w

.'.

West

Field force of the American So-

Robbins

My Reverie
•Two Sleepy People
Deep in a Dream ,

in

T. Dorsey's Date

Tommy

ABC
Col^

Crawford

Dorsey

replaces

has attempted to collect royalKay who,
ties due him from a Nazi-dominated
Hotel,

Kyser at the. Pennsylvania
N. Y., April 21. Dorsey leaves his
current spot at the New Yorker
Hotel, N. Y., plays a series of onenighters and theatre deltes, and
opens at th^ Paramount theatre,
N. Y., April 5, following it with the
P6nn opening. Jimmy Dorsey replaces Tommy's crew at the New
Yorker. Torhmy's band is booked
solidly' until next Sept. 17.
No «ew vocalist .to replace _Edy the
Wright .'yet sighed by Tommy Dorsey. Expected deal with N6n Wynn
Walter Douglas, chairman of the went cold oh mohey.
Music Publishers Protective Associa-

PUniNG TEETH

Santly

Bregman

INTO BRIBE

The others are pops.

CONTROL

ASRA. NAPA Merge
American Society

JOINS

Artists, of California,

METRO

self

of

Recording

has merged

it-

tion, will call

Artists. Al Jolson, who
piresident of ASRA, becomes v.p.

sociation's

Performing

was

SETUP

a meetihg of the asin a couple
of weeks to consider the plan of the

with the National Association of

Fred Waring
NAPA prez and

of the amalgamation.
retains his title of

membership

'SIGMA CHr BOYS

.

NEVER REPEATED

performing rights society through
resort to American' courts. His counsel, Sol A. Rosenblatt, has attached
$1,700 in f unds belonging to the Ausperforming rights society,
trian
Rosenblatt proposes to move for a
summary judgment in Katscher's
favor in a New York court the latter
part of this week.
KatsOher, Who wrote, 'When Day
Is Done,! came over last summer and
wotked on the Shubert^s production
of his 'You Never Knoy^,* Which had
been adapted from his own score ot
'Candle Light.' Katscher's equity in
the Austrian performing rights So'

ciety, AKM, was- wiped' out when
the German Nsizi government by decree merged
with the German

AKM

performing rights

Music Men, Inc., for
Chicago, Jan. 1.
elirninating bribery and other evils
Melrose
Music Co. here has
Maurice Speiser remains general
from song-plugging. PMMl's idea is snagged
the renewal rights to 'Sweetcounsel.
to make this plan binding on pub- heart-, of Sigma -Chi.' - Song was
Liquidated outfit was the first .to
attempt to set up a licensing right lisher-employers so that the latter originally, written by.. P.. Dudleigh
and Byron- St.(dces while fitur
for recording, artists.
Arthur W. will have no. alternative but-to drop Vemor
dents at the U. of Michigan, strictly
Levy, who started the California men deemed by the PMMI to have
as a frat song. Walter Melrose bought
proposition, becomes a member of violated the plugger organization's
the publishing rights in 1928 for popthe NAPA board of directors.
byrlaw on unethical practices.
ular distribution and it-faa^ been esThis by-law as devised by Samuel tablished since as a top standard
Eddie Cherkose and William Lava Jesse Buzzell, new PMMI counsel, tune.
wrote two songs for Republic's sec- was approved by a special PMMI
Team of Vernor and Stokes has
ond Higgins Family series. Tjtmes are committee last week. Douglas is never written any other successful
'Daddy Mine, I Love You' and 'Over mailing out copies of the by-law to tune. Stokes is in ad biz in Chi and
the Hill to the Poor Houise.'
Vernon is an organist in Detroit.
publishers for study;
Professional

^

Harry Link has quit Irving Berlin,
Inc., to become general professional
manager of the Metro-Robbins publishing group* He assumes his new
post after a two-week vacation in
Florida on which he started this
week. L5nk will function under a
contract which will give him professional authority over the professional activities of the Robbins Music
Corp., Leo Feist, Inc., and Miller
Music Co. He will also serve as the
studio contact for all three firms.

.

Under the terms of the contract,
tvhich stipulates five years and an
option for five more, .Link wiU receive a guarantee of $20,800 a year,
5% of the profits earned by the publishing group and necessary expenses. Although he wasn't required
to report on his new job until Feb.
1, Link sucQeeded in straightening

BOOM ON WAX
By Ben Bodec

IN 1938

the propositioning tmtil last week.
Link then' engaged Samuel Jesse
Buzzell to represent him in drawing
up the contract.

One

of Link's

main causes

ifor

hesi-

tancy was the treatment that he got
Xrohi Bornstein around Christmas.
Berlin not only gave him a bonus of
$12,500 but arranged
have Link
take a Florida vacation at the company's expehse. Link joined Berlin
as professional manager three years
ago, coming from Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble where he had a piece
of the business.
Before departing for Florida Link
arranged for ^more White, now
with Kalmar^Ruby, to join Feist as
New York professional manager.
Also for Mary Murray to move over
with him from Berlin.
-

FROSTBITTEN SNOW BALL
Plttsburerh Won't Pay $5 a Coupit
Russ. Morgan's Handful!

Pittsburgh, Jan.

A

curious corollary to the record
trend is the fact that as bvisinesshas
gone up' in this country sales in Latin
American and other foreign language versions have fallen off. The
manufacturers can't account for this
reverse movement unless that it Is
that the Latin American trade Is
now going through the -phase that
was experienced in the United States
prior to 1930. Radio' set sales have
75c label in 150,000 quantities, .as
been on the sharp upbeat in recent
happened in the case of Tommy years through the South and Central
Dorsey's variations on "Marie* and
American companies and it is likely
'Song of India,' is treated as' a that the. new fbund toy has forced
the trend
natural

during the current ye^r.
Comeback of the industry has
been more of a bounce than a gradPhonograph records
ual upclimb.
reached their lowest ebb in 1934.
The turnover was 10,000,000 records.
Whereas in those days a Leo Reisman version of 'Night and Day* selling 40,000 copies became an item of
trade wonder, today the sale of a

development in

of

he wax-playing mechanism into temporary discard.
Another contributory cause to the
increased sales of the past year or
two has been the resourcefulness of
American set manufacturers in turning out low-priced turntables that
could easily be attached to the livPractically eveiy
ing room radio.
set manufacturer now offers a combination machine.' An added stimulant to sales has been the wide
spread of record clubs. RCA "Victor,
which has made this angle an important adjunct of its ngierchandising
policies, figures- that its own record
club absorbs a minimum of 4,000 of

the industry.

Manufacturers themselves aren't
in close agreement on what started
the comeback and why the pace in
their favor has been so rapid. One
talks about the new merchandising
approach. Another holds that the
boom has been mainly due to the
public's discovery that on' records it
can get a style and quality of entertainment that is not readily avail*
able in radio.

Credit College Trade
1.

A third analytical veiwpoint credbackers of 'first annual'
Snow Ball at William Penn hot6l its much to the college trade. With
Xmas night took it on the chin to a vast majority of the collegiate eletune of several grand when less than ment the phonograph record was a
150 couples showed up for music of new experience. Before the depresRuss Morgan, Tommy Tucker and sion they were too young to apprecstation
WCAE's Airliners. Steep iate it, while during the -depression
tariff of $5 couple and worst storm their folks probably couldn't afford
of year combined to produce woe. to buy a phonograph machine. As
Also bad break for Morgan since enthusiasts the coUegiates have few
date was figured to help publicize equals. As swing slowly but deterhis coming engagement Jan. 27 at minedly filtered into the stream of
dance music the interest from this
Stanley theatre.
Floperoo just about washes up one- source quickened and the matter of
night biz for names in Pittsburgh discovering new styles and leaders
for time being inasmuch as pro- became an exciting avocation as well
moters have been dropping heavy as diversion.
In the opinion of most record
sugar consistently since early last
summer in eflort to snare dance manufacturers the contribution of
coin. Kid: trade has switched to the coin-operated machines to their sales
cheaper roadhouses where they can was an aftereffect rather than a
hoof it all night and sit at tables for cause. The recording companies had
developed distinctive styles and stybuck minimum.
Snow Ball was an attempt to re- lists which the nickel - dropper,
'Vive old Xnias intercollegiate shih- craved but could not obtain at his
digs here when at least 2,000 couples own convenience from the radio
xised to pack entire 17th floor of loudspeaker.
William Penn at $10 a throw. No
Of the total amount of records
dice in 1038.
sold last year 20,000,000 of them
Local

its

own

labels a month.'

Of no little unction to the pride of
recording managers is the attitude of
the general run of performing names.
The very artists who but a couple
years ago scorned having their talent
imprinted in phonograph records are
now anxious to tie up with some
Quite a number of the toplabel.
rungers who quit when the royalties
got paltry are to be found on one or
another of the current release lists.
As for major sellers in the pop
field RCA "Victor gives the nod to
Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey,

.

Larry Clinton, Sammy Kaye and Hal
Kemp. Decca finds the call best
with the product of Bing Crosby,
Russ Morgan, Ella Fitzgerald, Jimmy
Latter
Dorsey and Bob Crosby.
top sellers for 1938 were
Crosby's version of 'Lilani' and Ella
Fitzgerald's 'A-Tisket A-tasket' (both
in the 250,000 class) and the Andrews
Sisters' 'Bei Mir Bist Du Schoen.'
In the realm of the American Rec-

label's

I

society,

STAGMA.

Heats From Berlin
After
katscher
had
retained
Rosenblatt to see what could, be
done about collecting money due him
from AKM the lawyer discovered,
that, the foreign organization had
some $1,700 on deposit in a New
York bank. Rosenblatt got a court,
order attaching this money and then
served notice of the act on AKM
-

through publication.
Last w6ek
Rosenblatt received a letter from a
Berlin lawyer representing STAGMA
which informed him that
had
been liquidated and that Under such
circumstances it could, not be sued.
Since this Berlin lawyer had no
authorty to act in the New York
courts Rosenblatt put the letter in
an- envelope- and mailed it back to
him,
'

AKM

It is expected thdt Katscher's action will serve as the forerunner of,
ord Co. the mainstays'^' under the a number of similar suits In the
Brunswick label proved to be •,Eddy United States, against Nazi controlled
Duchin with Patricia Norman COle organizations. Pertinent to this case
Man Mose'), Duke Ellington ('I Let is the finding of a.DUtch court which,
a Song Go Out. of My Heart'), Kay rjecently held that the defendant, a
Kyser ('Mui;ic, Maestro') and Red Viennese composer, was entitled to
I^oble-Mildrfed Bailey ('Weekend of similarly- seiiied' funds since, thie Nazi
a Private Secretary'), while, the lead- collections- will never reach the righting Vocalionites were Johnny Hodg^^ ful sharers.
about ('Jeep's Blues'), Slim 'n' Slam CTut-

Phonograph record Industry has
ju^t closed its most prosperous year
This business, which came within the popular classificaout pending matters with Saul H. since 1930.
tion.
The manufacturers contend
Bornstein, v.p. and general manager only four, years ago showed every
that the number of coin-operated
of the Berlin firm la^t Friday (30). sign of being in its last ttiroes, sold
These machines in this country have been
After establishing his staffs in the 35,000,000 records in 1938.
considerably' over-estimated. Their
three Metro-Robbins concerns and figures have convinced the manucount is 175,000 such mechanisms; It
co-ordinating their operations Link facturers that Americans have again
become disc conscious in a big way, is pretty well agreed among them
will make a trip to Hollywood.
While Jack Robbins had talked to with the outlook so bright that they that these machines absorb
Link about coming over- for months wouldn't be surprised to see two or 60% of their popular output.
Foreign Biz Off
the latter didn't decide to yield to three new recording firms bloom out

Sbtes

Robert Katscher, noted Austrian
composer, rates as the first refugeo

Book

the Coast.

Shapiro

Spier
Chappell
Indicates stage production song.

HARRY LINK

1^

MUSIC

AnniDersary haue^

'

'

ti-Fruiti')

and Al DOnohue

('Stop

Beating Around the Mulberry Bush').
The richest manuscript source of
the past year for the entire recording
business was the score of Walt Disney's 'Snow "Wlhlte and the Seven
Dwarfs.'
The record turover all
around on this one was well over
the 1,500,000 mark.

New

Nebraska

Called

Atty.-Geiil.

And'ASCAP Law

Offside from the Start
Lincoln, Jan.

1.

CBS Buys Columbia

No reason why ASCAP shouldn't
organizational viewpoint look to Nebraska with a glint of
the biggest event in the recording Happy New Year, what -with Attbr*
industry for '38 was the purchape ney General Richard C. Hunter skidof the American Record Co. (Bnms- ding from office (5) in favor of rewick, Columbia and Vocalion) by the cently
elected
Walter Johnson^
(Columbia Broadcasting System from Hunter's office prepared the case ior
the Herbert J. Yates interests. I. D. thi anti- ASCAP bill, passed
|n the
and Dr. Leon Levy, CBS stockhold- 1937 legislative session, which slapa
ers and owners of WCAU, Philadelany music combo for price fixing:
acquisiof
the
phia, have 20%
new
$5,000 fine for each operation In the
tion.
.While the Yates-CBS negotiastate.
tions were going on reports cropped
Walter Johnson was, a member of
up that Harry Cox, formerly head
of the Columbia Phonograph Co., the 1937 legislature, which passed
was preparing to return to the in- the measure, but he wouldn't vote
or against it at that time. Said
dustry with Ben Selvin as his record- f(
ing chief, and that Percy L. Deutsch, he believed it was unconstitutional
president of the World Broadcasting then and has nothing brought to hid
System, proposed to enter the pho- attentipn to change hi$ mind.
nograph record field this spring.
When the Case was filed Judge
Problem .Pf ito mean proportions Munger, one of the three to looH the
whldh faces the phonograph industry bill over for infringement on powers
involves the demand of music pub- of congress, said he
had 'grave
lishers .that they be counted in on doubts' about
the bill passing conthe rewards stemming from the coin- stitutional
inspection.
This, with
machine business.
The legalistic Johnson's knoiyn
feeling, leaves the
wedge that the pubs have elected is legislation standing
pretty
well
based on that provision in the copy- alone.
right law which invests the copyright owner with the exclusive right
to make arrangements of' his work.
The disc manufacturers have so far
Pencilled In
declined to recognize this right as
part of a new publisher's licensing
New band to be headed by Harry
form with the result that they
From an

.

.

Harry James

must

either pay the statutory 2c. royalty
or refrain from including the latest
tunes in their forthcoming releases.
Even if they pay the 2c. fee there's
the question as to whether the copyright owner would, by injunction
proceedings, restrain the manufacturer from selling such records for
other than home use. As 1938 ended
the manufacturers started to show
the effects of this dilemma.
Fear
agitating them was that the situation'
might seriously diminish that major
source of their Income, the coinoperated machine.

James,

first

trumpet

Goodman, goes

Embryo

outfit

with

Benny

into rehearsal Jan. 6.

has

already been
dated for a short stay at the Statler
Hotel,
Boston, opening Feb. la.
James has taken Buddy Rich from
Bunny Berigan's orch to handle the
drums.
Lionel

Hampton and Teday WiU

son, also stars in Goodman's band,
will not pick up their own batons
for some time yet. Ed Stein iviU

manage James on the road with WIU
lard Alexander and the Music Corb.
of America booking.
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DECCA RECORDS. Inc

Congratulafes

^f^Mf on

its

Third of a Century"

DECCA RECORDS
Band Reviews

can stick around. It's hokum enter- They are on and oil quickly after
and for medium- one or two songs. Eddie Piatt sings
taining band,
general-run-of-public spot, semi-pop songs with plenty of deep
priced,
baritone and power; Billy Galbraith
Felton's eroup rates.
fellow is an Irish crooner and okay; Louise

Felton is a big overgrown
with ease of movement and a reHAPPT FELTON Orchestra (20)
laxed personality that will grease
Dunn,
Lonfse
Witli Lorraine Barrle,
with most audiences.
Qilly GUbraith, Eddie Piatt
Felton's orchestra goes In for a
Sherman House. Chicago
flock of special material items; PracFelton iA a newcomer to Chicago tically every song, even the straight
button his first week'is reaction in
tunes, has a special lyric sprung
pop
the College Inn he indicates that he
They open with
'

in

on

it

somewhere.

special lyric routine, and close
with a specially written finale. It's

a

SetuoiCt Greetings

DYNAMIC MUSIC CO.
CASE kVSBY, Pr«s.
EDDIE KVSBY, VIce-FrcB.

all

nice

stuff, intelligible

and pretty

It's hokey for the most part,
but the audience gobble it.

clever.

Besides Felton's easy yodeling
there are four standard warblers
with the outfit. None of them is permitted to snare the center of the
floor and wear out the microphone.
'

I

Inc

years ago, rates okeh on the pipes

is smooth on interps of swing
Williams strives for the unusual and orchestra is built around
his jpiano duos.
bunn is the femme counterpart of
Direct from Victor Hugo in Hollystuff wood, after stretch here, Williams
singing, semi-classical
Piatt,
With plenty of soprano, and Lor- shifts next to the Aragon, Chi.
raine Barrie is the swingeroo sister
Weber.
Clean-cut and
and full of jive.
youthful. Entire band has an air of
youthfulness that gives it a b6uncing AL RAVELIN
OBCH (19)
quality highly suitable for the type With Pstti Morcan, Al Shellcday
of entertaining they toss out.
New Penn, Pittsburgh
Gold.
New band and a new idea for Al
Kavelin. 'Cascading Chords' is the
rhythm style tag Kavelin's peddling
GBIFF Wn^LIAMS OBCII (13)
and it's ear magic and danceable, too.
With Baddy Marino
Steel guitar effects are obtained by
Hotel Schroeder, Milwaukee
melodic successions in the reed secGriff Williams offers sweet in- tion, with the saxes hitting them off
likable lad, first and then the clarinets, buried in
terpolations of swing.
Buddy Marino, only member left large megaphones for muted sweetShowy and original. Crowd
of the original band organized five ness.
gathers around the bandstand trying
to figure out how Kavelin achieves

Music Notes

and

ballads.

AND

A

Gua Kahn and Ormond Ruthven
'Rendezvous in Rio,' to be
sung in 'I Take This Woman,' at

:

dittied

Metro.
Constantin Bakaleiniiioff
Metro's 'Woman in White,'

Sigmnnd Romberg- and Edward
Ileyman defied 'The Night W«

Named

Herbert

a small crew, three reeds, three
brasses, drums, guitar and piano, in
addition to Kavelin, who picks up the
fiddle only during broadcasts, but for
style
Kavelin's concentrating on,
that seems to be sufficient.
Particularly when in the swin'go for
dansapation. band sounds as if it has
double the personnel. All in the ar-

pleasant three and one-half year association
with Mr.

IRVING BERLIN. Mr. SAUL BORN-

STEIN, and Mr.

MAX WINSLOW.

and many

thanks for the splendid co-operation of

whose integrity arid

loyalty

I

my

staff

appreciate so much.

HARRY LINK

rangements,
and what batoneer
labels the 'cascading.'
In these days of stylized combos,
Kavelin's been wise in happening on
something that not only sounds good,
but also makes 'em talk and wonder.
Cohen.

Edward Kay did the scoring
'Tough Kid' at Monogram.

,

1938

Stotiiart

THE

Metro's

*Ic«

handling

th«

for

HOUSE OF

10 0 0

HITS

bearing the Top!

WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABODTLOVE
Watch Out For

AMONG THOSE SAILING
Xavier CugaVs

NIGHT MUST FALL

Emery Deulsch's
BEAUTIFUL DANUBE
No Wonder You're Blue
Joe Cherniavsky^s

Johnny Lange and Lew Porter
'A Rainbow Is Riding the
Range' to Sam Katzman for his next

sold

Tim McCoy

STRANGE

western.

Season's Greetings

JULIAN
December 31

for

score of 'Idiot's Delight' (M-G).

It's

of d most agreeable and

the Day'

Follies of 1939.'

tones.

An acknowledgment

scoring

745 Fifth

T.

ABELES

Ave..

New York

Wednesday, January

4,

1939
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Communication
From - JACK BOBBINS

To>..-HABBY LINK
At>>.-LEO

January

We're
top

all thrilled,

man

Harry, because

we

3,

FEIST,

INC

1939.

regard you as the

in our profession.

Each and every one

of us

is

with you one hundred

percent.

Good

luck!

FOR

BOBBINS MUSIC COBPORATION

LEO FEIST, INC.
MILLEB MUSIC, INC.

—
MUSIC
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EARL CARROLL'S

state.

Harrison
-

&

R^inald

Craig,

Garron, Denise, Vivien
Paul Gerrits, Three Sophistic
•cettd Laiies, A. Robins, Arren &
'Bnderick, Archil Bleyer Orch, Edvard Durant Orch.
^BfisTothy
•Fiay,

-

Picture
roll

mob sampled an

nitery

revue

Everything went sour, roumechanical gadgets

Despite it all, Hollywood went for
the enterprise in a big way and will
keep it going big for the first half
Other
of the new year at least.
niteries are already feeling the effects of the spot's popularity and
Year's
New
after
the casualty score
will be heavy.

Hollywood, Dec. 26.
Fisher, Susan Miller,

Wiillace,

Earl CarChristmas night

amid the splendor

of his theatreCarroll took a lacing
from this crowd, the dressiest and
most critical any night spot ever
pidyed to en masse, for unveiling
bi& two-hour show in a half-baked

restaurant.

It's a typical revue that CarroU is
tossing in with the dinner and
dancing on stage before, after and
between the two acts of his extravaganza, which is overrun with girls,
some 60-odd of them, brilliantly and
While
clad.
scantily
at
times
massive, it's also slow, but considerable tightening and speeding up of
the big numbers, which is bound to
.

around 200, with the

A

.

,

privilege of its exclusive quarters
and a seat on the Arst terrace, at
show time. About 100 is capacity
for the closed-off room, wherein a
private bar, secluded dancing and
lounging appointments are available.
.Thus far the 'circle' membership is

'Can

Can,'
'Temple of Beauty,'
'You're So Lovely' and radium spectacles
being outstanding.
Beryl
Wallace's
Bolero
number
was
dropped when musicians union demanded scale for 20 dusky tom-tom

thumpers.

Ray Noble op^ed with

his

band

the dance and production, but
the English maestro bowed out the
second night after a series of disagreements with Carroll. His band
remains, with Archie Bleyer rushed
in to baton.
Carroll also ran into a
maze of union troubles that threatened to postpone his premiere, but
he squared matters and the spot is
now running 100% union in all departments.
Harry Long staged under Carroll's
direction. Costume and scenery designs are by Jean Le Seyeux. Original music by Louis Alter, Paul Webster,
Noble,
Charles
Newman,
•

casion'si (greetings;

HARMS

The nation's fovorite

193^

ner.

for

ram

4,

open. well as numbers, of the two Fischer
The five C's does not include waivers productions, are retained and the
pace is fast.
on the dinner or liquid tab.
20-minute interFirst half of the Carroll revue is mission, however, is provided in the
largely big production and comedy. oldtime two-a-day vaudeville manlists still

During this period dancing is
Harrison and Fisher, Denise and
Nut is estimated at around $17,500 Vivien Fay intersperse dancing with ptrmittcd on the stage.
the show is still Frenchy
From present indications a generous backing of flimsy femi- in Although
a week.
background, it is otherwise quite
the weekly take should run from ninity.
Three Sophisticated Ladies
with Flippen and othOpening night scored with their knockabout rou- Broadwayish,
!p21,000 to $25,000.
ers helping to
lend that touch.
was good for $15,000 at $10 a head. tine, a la Three Stooges. Also pan- Flippen,
as m.c,
do as much
To woo the after-theatre crowd, Car- icking the mob with broad comedy as he's capable ofdidn't
doing, on openroll is oiffering a supper for $1.50, are A. Robins, clown, who carries ing
night,
Wednesday
He
which includes dancing and a look all his props on his person, and probably will expand later.(28)
He's in
at the second act, which starts roll- Arren and Broderick, slapstick sing- some bits, too, and sings
an uning at midnight.
ing turn. Paul Gerrits, in for his usually
clever
arrangement
of
Much publicized 'inner circle' monolog and skating trick, also •Small Fry' that's well done.
presently is serving as a wine store- m.c.s. Susan Miller has a pleasing
Supporting talent is only fair,
though the colorful Fischer staging,
room. Its completion is still three voice.
Carroll burns out several produc- the girls, costuming, lighting, etc.,
weeks off. Membership is open to
*By Candlelight,' provide a kick. In addition to the
anyone plunking down $500 Jor. .the tion numbers.

tines askew and
failed to click.

(HOLLTVtroOD)

Wednesday, Jannaiy

Aihiitersary Issue

come, the revue should level oft to
something for which the town has
long hungered. The Carroll stamp
is everywhere evident and the town
with its transients and racetrack devotees Should give it a heavy play.
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DEEP IN A DREAM

regular showgirls here. Casino augj
hients y^ith the Gertrude Hoffman
Girls in well-executed routines.
colorful rhumba, is included, topped

A

by -the dance specialty of Harald
and Lola, holdovers, in which the
girl simulates a snake effectively.
Others added to the show are The
Maxellos, veteran risley artists, the
Bo Brummels, a stooge type of
comedy instrumental trio, who are
quite |unny; and Corinne with Tit0
Valdez in the finale with their saucy
dancing!
The Maxellos are trying for laughs
in a manner similar to
various

roller-skating
acts,
which have
drawn recruits from the audienceto participate in some risley work.
Holdovers, in addition to those
named, are Franklin D'Amore and
Anita, who recently doubled into
the Radio City Music Hall: Grace
'

and Nikko, corhedy dance

acts,

subtle than the average team;

more

Emma

Walter Samuels, Dorcas Cochran and
Charles Rosoff. Eddie Pririz staged
the dances -and the ballet numbers
are by Nico Cherlsse.
Helm.

and Henry, comedy acrobats, and
Ray Kavanaugh's
various lessers.
band; plaving the show smartly, reBunchuk.
Eddy
places
Yascha

International Casino, N.Y.

Brand's outfit, the relief combo, is a
holdover. He also performs in the
Char.
Streets of Paris room.

1

The song everybody's

hummmg —

Jay C. Flippen, Harald and Lola.
Oscar Levant and Harry Tobias
The Bo Brummels, Tito Valdez and turned over their song, 'Made For
Emma and Henry, The Each Other,' for publication by
Gertrude Hoffman Girls,
Denett and Dae, Grace and Nikko, Crawford Music Publishing Co.

Corinne,
Maxellos,

DMBBEUA MAH
StitI

HE

Three

lhe season's novelty sensation —

GIRL FBlEra OF THE
Two

Franklin D'Amore

Stooges,

and Anita, Ray Kavanaugh band,
Max Steiner and Arthur Quenzer
Eddie Brand and Rhythm Boys.
defied 'Judy' for 'Dark Victory' at

r

J

Warners.

Merging the two Clifford C.
Fischer shows which opened here
recently one had gone on for dinner, the other for supper and adding Jay C. Flippen. plus other acts,
the International Casino has freshened up its stage
department.
'Plaisirs de Paris,' billing of the
former dinner show, is retained.
Supper presentation had been known
as 'Montmartre a Minuit.'
Best features and backgrounds, -as

—

—

,

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S
a Song Comin' On"

"I Feel

ROBB4N8 MUSIC CORP.

early candidates for your hit parade —

SEASON'S GREETINGS
FROM

WON'T
GO HOME
'«•••

I

and

UNTO.
And

this

MY HEART HNDS OUT
new

hit will

CRAWFORD MUSIC GflRPORATION
OVR BIG HIT
I

soon be ready—

WON'T TELL A SOUL
(I

Love You)

(I'm Afraid)

HARMS INC.-R.C.A.Bldg.-New York-Mack Goldman,

Prof.

Manager

THE MASQUERADE
By Herb Magidson and

Allie

IS

OVER

Wrubel, Writers

of

"Music Maestro Please"

m PREPARATION
SING

MY HEART

By Harold Arlen and Ted Koehler
From RKO Picture, "Love Affair"

ENGLAm'S NUMBER ONE WALTZ HIT

THE SWEETEST SONG
LIKE A GHOST

the

IN

THE WORLD

FROM THE BLUE

PLAYWHIGHTS' PRODUCaNG COMPANY.

Season^s

INC.. present

WALTER HUSTON
IN

Most

Cordial

Greetings

KNICKERBOCKER HOLIDAY"
By Maxwell Anderson and Kurt Weill

SEPTEMBER SONG
NEVER WAS YOU

IT

THEBE^S

NOWHERE TO GO BUT UP

From 01sen& Johnson's Broadway Success: "Hellzapoppin"
IT'S TlWffi

TO SING ALOHA

FUDDLE DE DUDDLE

JACK BREGMAS

ROCCO VOCCO
0ltiSi&TER CONN

WHEN YOU LOOK IN YOUR LOOKING GLASS
C RAWFOROltUSIC
1619
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(greetings

eafion'si

WITMARK
A triple threat froin the Cosmopolitan

Production "Going Places"

—

JEEPERS CREEPERS

SEASON'S

WITH A KISS

SlOr IT

GREETINGS

MUTOnr IN THE NURSERY
The ballad

that*s

sweeping the country-*

THET SAT
In preparation

• • •

A

CIIAPPELLSCO.,l«.
1270

swell

new

tune

—

GOOD FOR NOTHIN'

RKO BUILDING
SIXTH AVENUE

(But Love)

NEW YORK

And

a smash score from M-G-M's "Honolulu"—

HONOLULU
THE LEADER DOESNT LIKE MUSIC
THIS NIGHT
(Will

The Song That Will Bring Back

the Walts

.

.

.

Be

My

Souvenir)

..

M. WITMARK & SONS-R.C.A. Bidg.-NewYork-Norman Foley,

Prof.

Manager

IRVING BERLIN'S

WE'LL NEVER KNOW

YOU
FORGOnEN SO SOON
HAVE*

By

Abnei^ Silver,

Edward Heyman

arid

Sam Coslow

rom
IT'S

A LONELY TRAIL

(When You're
ick

Travelin' All Alone)

Kenny, Chiarles Kenny and Vaughn De Leath

HAVE A HEART
By Mickey Rooney and Sidney

REMICK

Inc.. 799

TOU MUST HAVE BEEN
A BEAUTIFDl BABT

Miller

Seventh Aye.

N. Y.

UrS

writers of

"You Go To

My Head"-

STOP THE CLOCK
That beautiful ballad

ABNER
SILVER
New Year

Two

From Hawaii to Miami
And Oslo to Sydney

FORGOTTEN

"AN OLD
CURIOSITY SHOP"

are

still

going strong

^

and

THIS IS MADNESS

SAMMY
(That Old Feeling)

§0 SOON"
and

hits that

SO HELP ME

with

"HAVE YOU

-

OLD FOLKS

Happy Neiv Year
To All My Friends

Greets Y-O-U and
the

i

The song sensation from Warner Bros/ "Hard To Get"-*

By the

IRVING BERLIN,

(greettngg

easion's;

FAIN

(To Love Like This)

Almost ready

A new

. . •

song by the writers of the two above

hits

—

HEAVEN CAN WATT
REMICK MUSIC CORP.-R.C.A.Bldg.-New York-Charlie Warren,Prof.Manager

—

—
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By

•

Hoyman

Joe

&

(.Hayman

We

became the
Variety 33 years
remain its
still
'

to their skill, talents

Denver downtown managers worand today we ried because the iiabe houses seemed
subscriber to

first

ago,
oldest

customer.

it

to

be getting

were more

all

the best of

attractive,

it.

that

new

'

—

GREETINGS

Nick Norton
froir>

and His Orhestra
second y«ar at the

Now

In his

Stork Club,

New

York.

indie Pittsburgh

Performer Unit

OK

Reaches CtO

Barrasford,

J. 'L. Graydon, all dead, all gone,
of days that
were. Not one of those great show
,

men owned

less

than

them 25 and more
was played.

10,

Sydney, Dec.

15.

into

popular

fancy

during

1938.

like sticking that way, too, and
in 1939. Australia has been good going for U, S.

We played 72
one theatte without moving
acts.
out.
That was the Lon
There are no split weeks over this
it's
a picture house
way; acts play a city like Melbourne
now. Darn it, nearly all of them are,
for five weeks straight on two-a,We played 26 weeks a year for 11
day, with Sabbath show taboo, and
years- at the Oxford and Tivoli, one
then move over to Sydney for simnight, an actor's paradise. It

—

•don Pavilion

show a
was show

business, that was!
I've long since come to the con
clusipn that the late Chicot did us a
great big favor. Maybe if that had

been a good notice we might not
'

have become th6

'No.

1

cash cus

Also, maybe, we might have
remained in show business in th«
U, S., and that is too terrific a fate to

tomef*.

even think

of.

Evelyn Nesbit's, Dates
went into the
Nesbit
Palace,. Buffalo, Friday (30) for a
to be followed by the Roxy,
Cleveland^ Jdn, 6." Then shifts to the
fiilycr Dollar club, Boston, for two
weeks* Theatre date in Toronto may
Evelyn

week,

ibp that.

first

&

The French Twins and the RaySisters were the first sister

BUly House Set for Vaude
After Closing Air

Show

Spencer.
In that year De Witt Cook did a
club juggling act
In 1876 E. M. Hall was considered
the greatest of all banjo players.
Frank Bush, Howard & Thompson
and Sam Curtis started the 'Jew
comic' vogue in. 1876.
Jimmy Bradley originated the
sand-jig dance and Kitty O'Neill was
the first woman to do it.
Barlow Bros, and the Girard Bros,
were the originators of the double
sand- jig dancing.

Eric Gorrick

this stage Hoyts, G.U.T. 'a

oppo-

in a deal made with
Neil for talent. British and U. S.
acts are now finding pay envelopes

jumped

increased with a run over Hoyts
chain with pix^ in addition to their
And to make matter
Tivoli dates.
nicer, the Australian Broadcasting
Commission, national station operailar playing time.
If the act clicks,
tors, gives air time at pay to suitthen an option is taken giving add- able acts. Currently, Larry Adler
ed dates, plus the possibility of dates is doing a twice-weekly session' for
in New Zealand.
All of which goes to
the A.B.C.
To Frank Neil, m. d., Tivoli The- show the dough is right for the right
atres, largely goes the credit for retype of acts in these parts.
vitalizing vaude-revue. Neil took a
Marcus Wowed 'Em
chance. He saw that the only .way
A. B. Marcus was the first one to
to win trade would be to import put vaude-revue into legit theatres
talent from England and America. at $2 top. In conjunction with the
Early acts brought out were mainly Fullers and Snider-Dean, the MarBetter acts were cus show, after cleaning up in New
Pacific Coasters.
needed. More risk. Fortunately the Zealand, came to Sydney and creb.o. did go up and today quality artated an absolute furore, repeating in
Top ones at Melbourne and other ace spots of the
ists are commonplace.
the moment are Larry Adler and Commonwealth. It's gossip that MarWill Mahoney.
cus left here with a profit of $28,000.
Imported acts got an even bigger Nice dough to take out of an^ counbreak when Neil made a deal with try.
Fullers then Imported Harry HowGreater Union to spot them in their
,

first

first

outstanding

club swinger in 1878.

&

Jap

Fanny Delano did the

man and woman
The

first

talking act, 1878.

water tank act, such as
eating under water, was Wallace
the

first

Man

Fish, 1878.

Lurline was the first under-water
tank act performed by a woman.
Maggie Cline was the first single

woman comedy

Irish singer, 1879.

In that same year Fanny Bean,
Milliee and the Barretts did the
first 'lady'

First

song and dance

vaudeville

act.

children

stage

were Baby Rhinehart, Little
Rosebud, Baby McDonald and Master
Dunn, 1879.
The first male trio singing act apartists

peared 1879, the Three Rankins.
Imro Fox was the first comedy
magician, 1880. Bunt & Rudd did a
double comedy magic act in 1879.
Carrie Swain was the first woman
blackface knockabout acrobatic act,
1881.
Leoir,

William Harry Rice, Charles

Heywood and Lind were

the original
all did

female impersonators, they

around
Blockson

acts

1885.

&

Burns did a comedy

perch act in 1888.
Will H. Fox did the original pianolog.

The American Four was considered the greatest quartet. It consisted
two two-men acts doubling up—
Wayne, Lovely, Cotton and Bedue.
The Big Four came later, with Lester
& Allen & Smith & Waldron.
The first 'kidding act* and 'topical
songsters' were Lester & Allen.
Lew Randall was the first buck
aiMl wing dancer.
Dainty Katie Seymour (of London) was the first 'skirt' dancer.
Charles Guyer and Nellie O'Neill
were the first 'roughhouse' dancers.
Delehanty & Hengler. were the
first to do 'neat' song and dance.
Prof. Davis and Trovollo were the
first ventriloquists to introduce the
mechanical walking and talking figof

ures.

The
Herr

first

clown' was
sang with •

'electrical

He

Tholen.

poodle.

&

Topack

'knockabout'

were the

Steele

first

comedians.

Major

Burke

was

'lightning

drill'

artist

the

original

with musket

and bayonet.
Melville & Stetson, a sister act,
were the first to do imitations.
Lester
Williams, Arthur O'Brien
and Lew Carroll were the first to introduce parodies.
Caron & Herbert were the first
acrobatic clowns.
Borani Bros., were the first to do
a somersault.
They were Englishmen and the originators of the 'Borani somersdult.'
Garnella Bros, the first to do the
'shoulder to shoulder' double.
The Sigrist Family were the first
American acrobatic act.
Bohee Bros, the first to do a

&

.

pix alone.

At
sition

was the

Hill

Harper & Stencil were the first
and about the only double one-legged song and dance men. Harper
had his right leg off while Stencil
had his left leg off. They wore the
same size shoes and would buy a

Vaude Brisk

houses in conjunction with pic pol-

to

Gus

double banjo song and dance act

ard and his 'Hollywood Hotel.'

Unit

Deal continued for some clicked strongly in New Zealand
Strong public yen for flesh-blood icy.
and then moved over here. Howard,
saw vaude-revue take a high swing months, but G.U.T. decided to quit
this entertainment sphere and stick however, made a play for a $3 top,

where building even higher

-iveeks in

our trunk

the

&

returns

and some Looks

theatres

variety

did

De

names only a memory
<of

Montague

comedy makeup.
Application for charter was made,
Sam Rickey was a bit ahead of the
officials said, when Actors Federa- original Pat Rooney as the first Irish
tion refused to accede to their de- comic.
That was in 1872 but Pat
mands for local autonomy.
Rooney was the first single act to
Local Entertainers Federation was ever receive $100 a week.
formed three years ago as a social
The first blackface quartet was
organization and last year was concalled 'Hamtown Students,' 1873.
verted into an independent collective
Jdhn LeClair was the first single
bargaining
are
agency.
Officers
James L. Loster, president; Bobby juggler, 1873.
The original comedy acrobatic act
Fife, vice president; Sidney MagidJohnson & Brun,
son, treasurer; Betty Simon, record- was performed by
ing secretary, and Amy Berlinger, 1873.
It was in 1874 that the first Gercorresponding secretary.
man comedians first appeared, Gus
Williams, George S. Knight and Lew

By

for

Harry

double-entendre act in 11570.
Maggie Weston introduced the first
'Irish Biddy* in variety 1872.
Sanford & Wilson did the first
musical act in 1873.
Diamond & Ryan and Scanlon &
Cronin were about the first Irish
teams in 1873.
First real sketch artists were John
& Maggie Fielding, 1873, followed in
1877 by another great sketch team
Mattie Vickers;
Charles Rogers

921.

ture.

^ece, MacNaghten, Adney Payne,
Walter Gibbons, Sir Edward Moss,

Jr.

In 1877, the Poole Bros, did the
acrobatic pedestal clog dance.

did

acts, 1873.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 1.
Entertainers Federation of America,
The Nicholl Sisters did the first
Pittsburgh group of blackface sister act.
actors and nitery performers which
Walter Wentworth did the first
recently broke off negotiations for
contortion act in 1872.
affiliation with the American FedIn
that same year Hughy Dogherty
eration of Actors, entered the Conthe first to do
gress for Industrial Organization last and Add Ryman were
week. Organization, which has 169 the 'stump speech.'
shoes was
comedy
wear
First
to
bifi
members, was granted first charter
of its kind to be issued by CIO and Col* Burgess in 1872. Tom Hickey;
Nelson, was also conhenceforth will be known as United of Hickey
Entertainers Local, Industrial Union sidered one of the originators of this

Australian

played

Emmett

independent

'

We

Bill

mond

Chicago, Jan. 1.
Closing his radio show for Wrigafter 26 weeks, Billy House,
to vaude and has eight
Shortage of dancing acts for proup, and maybe they will do it all
weeks set. Starts at the Palace here
over again. To hell with it, I- don't ductions and vaude. Bookers coi^ld Jan. 13 and then goes to Cleveland,
mind now; it's a laugh. Time mellows not seem to dig any up.
Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Cincinnati,
everything, yeah! even a bad notice.
Washington and eastern burgs.
Bill Calhoun reopened his HaThings have happened to the show
For the most part the act will be
business in England since we came waiian Paradise Isle, Hollywood,
a presentation of the radio 'Laugh
here in 1904. We've seen it change with Andy Ibna's orchestra and PrinLiner' comedy.
from thfe 'music-hair to 'variety', to cess Luana.
'vaudeville' and then to 'pictures',
In 34 years playing truant from N.Y,
we have seen the game shot to
pieces, and I'll bet you a year's sub
to Variety that live vaudeville will
'be back here in the very near fu-

pops

&

first

They

ley's

this 'third-of-a-cent\ity'

and originality
the first on the

'double-dutch' act in 1864.
sang, 'Going to the Fight Mitt
Siegel' for a finish.

the

SONNY KENDIS

again, but this time I laughed. I had. age suit over its action in refusing
ceased being an~ actor; I was a pro- to recognize tickets purchased from
ducer and author, and doing okay at specs,' Benjamin Sachs Was asking
for $10,500.
it.

Now

made Vaudeville

of America's entertainment forever two decades. It was through
firsts, pioneering in free-andmuseums and
barrooms,
easies,
honky-tonks that made it possible
for us to have our present day stars
of the stage, screen and radio. And so
I give you a few of the names that
learned their 'trade' the 'hard way.'

So many church organizations
playing pictures for their own profit
the regular exhibs were complaining
to the Hays organization.

'

the
laid

these

willing to wait for the pictures.

and -ftot acclimatised, and we knew
what it was all about.
In its resume of trade papers.
But that 'first' notice, wow! On the Variety, said: 'Clipper was in miserISth anniversary of Variety, that able shape when taken over by
Variety turned Clipper
lousy notice wds again flung in our Variety.
faces.
We were stars by then iii into an outdoor sheet and it has
England, and Vamety was being been almost as miserable ever since.'
read by the English actors, agents
and managers. Quite a few actors
Heavy drive on for the repeal of
showed lis that notice gleefully, and the N. Y. censor laws. Had the
every time we asked for a raise in backing of Gov. Al Smith. But the
salary the managers dug up that reformers were too strong.
notice. Our agent knew it by heart,
no foolin'. He could recite it to us
Ralph Whitehead took a half page
and he did.
for an open letter from Rennie Riano
So what? So 10 years later, in 1930, telling him he was the best comedian
VABffiTY must have another birthday ever. He agreed with her.
party, and ^well, maybe you guessed
Palace, N. Y., faced its first damThey reprinted that noticeit?

Firsts

list

Prices

and patrons

opened at Proctor's 23rd St. theatre
act, new wardrobe, raise in
Wired Wireless making a test on
wagesi everything just perfect. Then Staten Island. Claimed to have 2,000
came the bump. Star abroad, but subscribers at $2 per month. Only
just an opening act at Proctor's, New radio company paying for talent.
York.
A new theatrical paper was born Texas Interstate Circuit, which
You was playing occasional touring
that week called Variety.
slioidd know what I called it, after I shows, advertised that unless patronread the notice we got in its first age bettered^ the legit shows would
issue Believe it or not, everybody be cut out. Not paying.
in show business must have read that
Aotice, including our agent. Bill Mor-.
Variety getting out its anniversary
lis. Consolingly, Bill said, 'Don't you
number. Ran 164 pages.
believe it'. The next day I went to
-the office of that new paper and met
One anniversary story told of the
for the first time the man who owned
Isit.
I paid a year's subscription, be- gradual disappearance of Coney
cause I w^inted to make certain I land.
woukl read what they said about the
other actors. I paid the money to
Yiddish shows were selling $100
Sime personally, four bucks for a WOTth of tickets for $20. 'Benefit'
foreifin subscription. He knew who system was a lifesaver for midweek
Anyone could have a
I wafii his face lit up and his eyes business.
twinkled when he said, 'Hayman, benefit who would buy out the house
you are my first subscriber, and $4 for 20%.
a year is all you are ever going to
•pay far my paper', a promise which
Christmas week was a disappointhas been carried out, of course, since ment, to Broadway legit. Business
that day in 1905.
did not come back until two days
We got better notices later on after the holiday, 'Follies' was tops
Trhen we changed the act around, with $42,000.

vaudeville

the foundation of Vaudeville. Their
names may mean nothing to the
present generation but it was due

20.

happened. In 1904 my
pal, Houdini, booked us (Hayman
and Franklin) in England. We played
40 weeks and then went 'home' for a
season booked by the 'greatest of
them all,' William Morris.
Proud of our success abroad, we

Funny how

15 YEARS AGO

of

who was?—we must not forget
who blazed the trial and

firsts

•

(From Variety end Clipper)

Franklin)

London, Dec.

Joe Laurie,

Pursued 'Em

Stifl

Speaking

By

1939

4,

'FIRSTS'

Oldest Subscriber, Or

The Bad Notice

'

but after three weeks decided to
drop down to $2. At the moment of
writing he has been in this spot for
six weeks with the rest of the Commonwealth as yet untouched. Australian New Zealand Theatres will
undoubtedly bring out some class
revues from England and U. S. early

pair for both of them, one wearing
the right and the other the left.
Yeamans
Titus (Annie Yeaman's
daughter) did the first 'piano act.'
Jolly Nash was the first extemporaneous singer.
George Cain did the first 'smoke'
singing. He would have a butt of a
cigar in his mouth while singing,
put the full lighted cigar in his

&

mouth and haye smoke come out
while singing his songs.
George Wilson introduced the

Al Jolson was the

Vaudfllm
Various picture managements have
been dickering with the idea of trying vaude-pix policy. Paramount
started off in

Melbourne late

first to

sing on

his knees.

Harry G. Richmond was the first
do a 'tramp' act.
Kelly & Murphy did the first boxing act on the stage.

to

It

in 1938

first

'laughing song.'

in 1939.

was

in 1905 that acrobats first

starting wearing pads on head while
with Jack Lester as producer. So
balancing.
far only local talent is being used,
Lumiere's motion pictures were
but if policy is a click importations first shown
at Keith's Union Square
will follow. Snider-Dean may make in July,
1895.
a bid in Sydney at the Mayfair
First 'Continuous Vaudeville' was
with same policy.
All of which at Keith's Boston in 1898, and at
means there will be plenty of work Proctor's 23rd St., New York.
on offer over here during next year.
It was in 1907 that the first 'Family
Some pic managers will go in for Vaudeville' was started.
presentations in a major way next
Tony Pastor had the first vaudeyear, especially the indies both in ville' 'roadshow.'
and out of the city spots.- PresMike Leavitt the first to use the
entation idea means just so much term Vaudeville.
added employment for acts, mainly
Jack Norworth was the first actor
Of the home variety.
to write a column in Variexv.
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FEAR-CHILLED VAUDEVILLE
By
brawler

who

Like the barroom
the crowd if somecould have licked
arms, vaudehbdY hadn't held his
permitted to answer
vUle wasn't
past year. It had all
the bell this
symptoms of a comethe healthy
except one—major circuit co-

back

"^PublS°demand for stage shows has

•Letter of Introduction*

'Love have held up despite the competish
of the Strand up the street, which
put its band policy into effect in

(U),

Finds Andy Hardy' (M-G), and later
such films as 'Sing, You Sinners*
(Par), 'Marie Antoinette'
(M-G),
'Boys Town' (M-G), 'Four Daughters' (WB), 'You Can't Take It With
You* (Col.), 'Stablemates' (M-G),

That Certain Age'

(U),

The

Sisters'
'Suez'

(WB), 'The Citadel' (M-G),
(20th), 'Brother Raf (WB),

years;
'If I
its highest pitch in 10
acknowledged the Were King' (Par), among others.
theatre operators
early as last Theatre operators began to lose that
as
hypo
b.o.
a
of
need
triple-features,
desperate
look;
even
that
old
feeling
that
June, when not
giveaways, bingo and bank^ could it's still the picture that counts rejiewspapers turned and vaudeville was again on
stem skidding grosses;
the
the
thewrong
to
side
of
the
boon
door.
the
editorialized on

teen at

—

vaudeville showed
atre in general if
And the circuits
a marked revival.
to lend a willat that time appeared
but later,
ing ear to all the clamor,

events, they
in the face of future
reraised a barrier against a stage
pierce.
vival which nothing could
*

Fear of Unions

One major

factor

worked against

vaiide with the circuits, and that
was their fear of further imion entanglements and opposition. In contrast to past seasons all of the major
booking offices discounted a possible
shortage of talent; they felt, there

was a suiffcient supply of acts and
enough bands around with radio
fill the need of headliners. They were also prepared to
buildups to

When

Oct.

1

arrived, vaudeville,

with the exception of the Broadway
sector, was in hardly better position
than it had been the year before.
Broadway found itself with one more
stage show house, the Strand, but
on the other hand Loew's continued
to hold off resuming flesh in its de
luxe Capitol despite the rising tide
of stage opposition.
This circuit's
theatre operators, while admitting
on one hand that stage shows appeared necessary to buck the Strand,
Boxy and Paramount, reiterated that
they would hold off as long as possible, probably until the World's Fair
opens this spring.
In at least a couple of keys, vaude
was in a worse position than it had

spend some .coin in exploiting stage been in 1937. Boston, for one, was
shows as they hadn't been for years, entirely without a stage show house
but then the first union trouble ex- up until late November. Paramount
ploded in their kissers and all en- continued its straight picture policy
thusiasm died down in the home there at the Metropolitan, while
RKO's two de luxe holises, Keith's
offices.
It's hard to say now just how far and the Memorial, opened the fall
vaudeville would have gone had not season without vaude in either house
RKO
the American Federation of Actors for the first time in years.
created a situation the opening week theatre then started trial weekend
Strong picture
of the New York Strand's stage-band vaude Xmas day.
policy late last August, but its nega- product was the reason here as
tive effect was unfortunate. It was a well as in Cincinnati, where RKO's
threat to all the circuits, as well as Shubert also continued on all-film'
Warners, and in consequence the ice program until late November, In
began to form thick upon any plans Cleveland, RKO's vaudfilm policy
to resume vaude in several Metro- lasted only a few weeks at the start
politan New York houses and key of the season, the circuit switching
cities elsewhere.
The AFA's strike back to straight pictures because
call at the Strand was straightened it couldn't get enough b.o. stage at-

booked with Ben tractions. Vaude, however, was reBemie's orch being involved), but sumed in mid-November after four
the- damage had been done even red weeks of all-films.
though there was no interruption of
Like Cleveland, vaudeville held up
the policy.
grosses in every spot 'where tried,
What the circuits feared most was except at the Fox, Philadelphia.
possible monetary losses if strikes fol- Here it never caught on, but the
lowed heavy exploitation of stage situation in itself was unique and
out. (a specialty act

shows.

Strand's

initial

difficulties

and possibly worse, could just as
well be their own, they figured. And
hardly encouraging at about the
same time were the demands of motion picture operators for higher salaries, plus the refusal of musicians*
union locals in most spots to grant
trial concessions to theatres wishing
to supplement the screen with the
ctage.

Trial Periods

Mixed

In several spots theatre operators

approached the union with the idea
an eight to 10-week trial period
of stage shows, below the usual scale
for the musicians. Plan extended to
the union meant that the profits, if
any, during the test period would
determine the future scale for the
tooters.
This idea, however, was
nixed everywhere, .with the musicians granting concessions only in
Baltimore, where Loew's instituted
of

a strictly pit-orch policy early in
the fall at the Century. Musicale was
limited to 20 minutes each show,
with the house employing 40 musician's at $35 per man.
It didn't mean
much to the Century's groses. When
that contract expired, house signed
another with the Union calling for

upped pay for 30-minute show.
Irs significant that Warners, for
one,

had. tentative plans to put a
name-band policy into the Branford,
Newark, and Stanley, Jersey City, up
tmtil the AFA's strike call at the
N. Y. Strand. Then that idea, went
cold,
despite the fact that the
Strand's policy proved profitable
right from the beginning. When the

same

circuit, in a pooling deal with
Fabian
Brooklyn
theatres,,
broached full-week vaudeville for
the Strand, Brooklyn, it found itself
enmeshed with the musicians union
on the number of pit men to be used.
This wasn't straightened out until
after a couple of weeks of negotiations.
Theatre operators began to
feel that the unions were making

the

things a

little

too tough.

Better Fix Came Along:
Circuit feeling towards vaude may
still softened at that time, however, if Hollywood hadn't suddenly
awakened and shipped out several
b.o. pictures in succession. 'Alexander's Ragtime Band' (20th) was released and started to mop up; then

have

Toe Schoenield

working against the theatre's success with a vaudfilm policy. In putting stage shows into the Fox, Warners went into direct competition
with itself, the circuit also operating
the policy-established Earle in the
same town.
found it was in the
position of bidding against itself on
acts and bands, as well as the competitive advertising and exploitation,
while the Philly-ites, from long custom, continued to patronize the
Earle.
Another factor was the
switch of WB's
product to the
Earle, while the Fox was given the
B pictures, with the result proving
again that it's the picture that

WB

A

counts most.
So out went vaude,
with the Earle again getting the B's
to supplement the stage, while the
Fox went straight pictures with the
A product.

and Loew's State, also on
Broadway, and also going in heavily
for bands, though not as consistently
either
as
the Strand or Paramount.
August.,

in

consistent.
But
lere again a labor (waiters' union)
situation almost forced it into a
switch in policy, since settled.

coupled with poor films and the rewere brutal for the bankrollers, who frequently had to put up
plenty of coin to get the troupes
back to New York, or other originating points.
Last fall nearly all the producers
had set their minds on not putting
together
any shows unless the
major houses
offered
minimum
guarantees.
These weren't forthcoming and the showmen, already
suffering
from bankroll anemia,
couldn't afford to gamble.
Result

sults

All this ordinarily would have
clinched the case with the theatre
operators (who were already convinced last summer) that vaude can
be a plenty potent b.o. factor, but
inally a transient, or drop-in, type the spectre of union trouble splashed
of theatre, the house is drawing
In
eni with too much ice water.
weekly regulars, much like the show business this was looked upon
steady vaude patronage at the Pal- as regrettable. Vaudeville not only
ace when the latter vas two-a-day. could help theatres, but also every was no units.
In the Par's case, the weekly regu- phase of the amusement industry,
Only sizeable American show was
lars are the young jitterbugs, Who showmen feel.
A marked revival the 'Hollywood Hotel Revue,' procome to root their swingsters home would have partially solved the new- duced by Harry Howard. This,
Repeat-cus- faces problem for Hollywood, legit however,
at the daytime shows.
had
exhausted pretty
tomers aren't as noticeable among and radio, on' one hand, while also nearly all the playable dates by
the night, adult crowds, but it is proving profitable in many spots early last summer, so Howard augpresumed that rhany among the lat- which are now crying the blues mented the cast with Willie and
ter also have gotten the habit of at- with giveaways and duals.
Eugene Howard and took the show
tending the Broadway deluxer reguto Australia as a legit musical.
It
No Unit Production
larly because of the consistent qualmopped
up and still is cleaning up
Fact that there is a plenitude of
ity of the orchestras.
in the Never-Never land.
Broadway Strand's name-band bands was one of the factors in
Affents Suffer
policy, similar to the Par's, though keeping down unit production this
Like the producers, the vaude
the show is set on the apron, while past year to a hardly discernible agents also found the sledding
the latter's is in the pit, also proved minimum. Only shows put out were plenty tough this past year. Field
successful right from the beginning, the cheapTsr productions for the is still as over-crowded as ever and,
evidencing that there's still plenty of $150-a-day time, none of the man- except for those salesmen who conpatronage in New York for stage agers evidencing any willingness to centrate on the nitery field to some
shows. It ref utjss the theatre opera- gamble with the higher-priced pro- extent, incomes are lower.
tors' old alibi that nobody wants to ductions.
Several agencies, in fact, incurred
Consee vaudeville any more.
For the first time in several years, unnecessary losses last fall by exsistent biz at the Roxy, and usually there wasn't a single condensed ver- panding their offices ih
expectancy
profitable b.o, of the vaudfilm State, sion of a former Broadway musical of a vaude comeback.
Some of 'em.
also highlights the fact that vaude for the pop-priced houses; nor was took on more
associates and larger
can still get plenty of trade.
there a nitery show released for the- office space to accommodate the
Billy Rose's Casa
atres, such as the former French Ca- staff additions, only to find themguar- selves deeper in a hole when the
Billy Rose's Casa Manana, which sino troupes, which drew high
must be rated as the country's No. 1 antees from the major circuits a major circuits iced the revival.
At Loew's, which has but two
vaudeville house, even though it's a couple of years back.
Heavy losses incurred by unit pro- weeks, State, New York, and Capitol,
theatre-cabaret, is another strong
piece of evidence in vaude's favor. ducers in the preceding two years Washington, and RKO, the agency
De luxe dining-wining-entertainment was another factor in holding down problem is acute. Franchise sysspot, now booked by Charles J. Free- production. Most of them took the tem, though overlooked in many inman, former head of the RKO book- financial beating because the the- stances, is still in force at both these
ing office, has been piling up high atres refused to play the shows on booking offices, but the circuits
aren't receptive po the idea of cutgrosses week after week and the anything but a percentage arrange
afforded no minimum ting out the dead wood. With vaude
tariff here isn't chicken feed. Shows ment and
Units, nearly all of as it is, both chains have been figare built much along the lines of guarantees.
often
names,
were
without
them
also
here
uring for years that the unproducr
the old Palace layouts and
tive agencies will sooner or later
eliminate themselves.
Houses and towns available to the
top-priced shows, with their circuit
or indie affiliates, are as follows:
Loew^s: State, New York and

Paramount's Formula
Although the Paramount, because
of its Times Square location, is nom-

—

THE HAVEN AT SARANAC
By Happy Benwcnr

Saranac Lake, N.

Y., Jan. 1.

changes
and new executives, have never
changed the benevolence, humanity,
kindness and tenderness of the Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital. The fear
and dread of coming to Saranac is
Trials

and

a past issue.

tribulations,

a far-fetched fear. The official reports of those sent home,
the percentage of real cures proves

that

it's

that.

Since the days of Dr. Edgar Mayer
and Dr. George Wilson the percent-

NVA

Sanatoriiun rated an
in cures, which is a record that
cannot be duplicated by any other
institution of this kind.

age of the

Capitol, Washington.
RKO: Palace, Chicago; Colotiial^
comeback could be made. EveryDayton; Palace, Cleveland; Shubert,
thing and anything is being done
Cincinnati; Golden Gate, San Franpenciled
am
that
I
I
know
for me.
cisco; RKO, Boston.
in to go back hon^e in an O, K. con-

Paramount: Paramount,

dition.'

Marion Green: 'I
San, and doing extra

am
fine.

out of the

The

NVA

Those of the profession (Will Rogers) did this for me.'
Marie Bianchi: 'Twice I had

who were and have been in fear of
the word -Saranac may rest assured

86%

NVA

San
In later years when the
became the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital, Dr. Mayer left it for pri-

Alternating from
vate practice.
time to time, the reins of this instiBut in Minneapolis (at the Ortution were taken over by George
pheum), Pittsburgh (Stanley), DeWilson who deserves credit for the
troit (Fox) and Indianapolis (Lyric),
now existing conditions at the Will
stage shows continued to hold up
Rogers. After a spell Dr. Karl Fisthe grosses to an excellent average.
chel was appointed medical director
Now and then these houses experi- of the Will Rogers, resigning for a
enced dull weeks, which was only short term only to be reinstated
natural, but over a long period the
again recently into his former posivaud-film policy was found to pay
tion.
excellent dividends. It counter-balThe Will Rogers today has one of
anced weak picture product when it the inost able and capable staffs of
came along, and with sock films any institution in this country, unvaude sent the boxoffice to record der Dr. Fischell who recently won
and liear-record takes in every sit- the Leon Bernard Memorial Prize
uation.
He is
for Tuberculosis Research.
Bands were the biggest thing in ably assisted by Dr. George Wilson,
vaude the past 'year. The jitterbug Chief Medical director. Dr. Rudolph
craze plus those radio buildups made Marx, Dr. Ernest Adler, house docmost of the pop music purveyors tors; Prof. Rudy Plank, X-ray expert;
potent b.o. factors. They were boons Monroe Coleman, Myra Fox, lab
to theatres in requiring little produc- department; Ruth Norman, headtion and, in many instances, provided nurse, Michael Kelly, efficiency exthe entire show. At an average of pert; Marie Soutard, executive sec'y;
$7,500 weekly per band, they've been Olga Laraio, medical sec'y; Jack
comparatively cheap headliners for Elskins Stewart, and with many diftheatres, which Ordinarily have .to ferent committees to better the welpay from $3,500 to $7,500 for a name fare of the patient such as Greeting,
act and then have to book four or Welfare, Entertainment, Good-Cheer
five actybesides, with the attendant committees.
billing headaches usually not exTestimonials
perienced with bands.
A few comments that are of much
No, 1 example of the clicko poteninstitution are from
to
the
interest
name-band
tialities of a consistent
Hearn, Atlanta: 'I
policy is still the New York Para- Henry ('Hank')
mount, where this type of entertain- am going back to work after a siege
the hospital.'
year
at
of
over
a
the
hold
to
failed
ment hasn't yet
(Vogt
Hurst):
Eddie Vogt
b. 0. to a profitable level., no matIts grosses 'Little did I think that this sort of
ter what the film fare.

Helped

repeat trade, plus swell newspaper

comment, has been

Some Spots

&

to

return to the hospital, but this last
time has placed me in such a condition that I am able to work again.'
James Plunkett: 'Couldn't believe
that this could be done in such a
short time. Well, I am going back
home and to work.'
Milton Reich: 'It took them only
one year to make a new man out of
me. First I was a little" afraid, but
look at me now, O. K. and a new
man,'
John Dempsey (Fenway Theatre,
Boston): 'It took four years, but I
made it, thanks to Dr. George Wilson and Dr. Edgar Mayer.'
Harry Davies: 'Well I am well and

Chicago,

Joseph Parker

(Paramount):

am working

&

Fanchon

Marco:

New

Roxy,

Indie: Hipp, Baltimore; Lyric, Indianapolis;
Fox, Detroit; Tower,
Kansas City; Riverside, Milwaukee;

Orpheum,
Memphis;
State-Lake,
Chicago;
Denver,
Denver; Kurt
Robitschek's Majestic, New York.

Nite Club Dancers Talk
Gustofflers Into

Daytime

'It,
it.

for a living and

thanks to the NVA Sanatorium,'
Major Finley (minstrelman): 'I
an an old man, but the Will Rogers
made one new man out of me. Sure,
I'll go back to minstrelsy.'
Len Grotte (manager): 'I made it,
that is with the help of the Drs. Fischell and Wilson. Any one who takes
their advice will come out O, K.'

Hubert Carlson: 'I am on my way
Kansas City thanks to the Will
Rogers and the doctors there.'
Happiness and contentment of this
Actors Colony has been made possible by many fine humanitarians.
First honors go to Mrs. William
to

York;

Brush-Up on the Rhumba

took a long time, but they did
I

New

Orpheum, Min-

York.

that's that.'

Here

Chicago;

neapolis; Oriental, Chicago.
Warners:
Strand,
New York,
Strand, Brooklyn; Earlfe, Philadelphia; Earle, Washington; Stanley,
Pittsburgh.

Dance
members

tutoring

in

hotel

class

on the side by
shows appearing'
rooms and niterieat

of flooi:

around the U. S, A. is growing in
importance as an income source for
the individuals involved. Managements see the siide-money as lessening the overhead by spreading the.
salary.

Talent favors any

method of

new

legit

getting coin.

chummy with patrons the
professionals ease into a spiel about
how easy the rhumba, tango and so
on is. These routines are usually
beyond the daring of the average'
adult. Hence the need for lessons
Morris,
who
daily
evi('Mother')
which are given in off hours. Nite
dences an absolutely unselfish inter- life thus
becomes a sales corridor for
est in the profession; Jerry Vogel, daytime
pupU trade.
who for years has given the Colony
gifts that make them happy, we dote,
too, on trade papers received weekly
Miller Suit Jan.
to let the patient know news of the
Jack Miller's suit against Gaston
outside world.
All in all, the consensus is that the Witman, operator of Monte Carlo
existing conditions at the Will Rog- Casino, New York, has been sef for
ers are what one makes them, as Jan. 9. Miller, a skater, asks $150 for
far as the institution is concerned. breach of contract.
There is now nothing too good for
Decision was won by Miller on dethe ailing artist, nothing more can fault when Gaston failed to show
be done a haven, a home and a in court at first hearing. - Judge
'cure' if the patient respects the granted permission to reopen case
medico's routine.
after new hearing Wednesday (21).
Getting

9

—

'

.
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THE AGENTS—'38 MODEL
By John Hurley

I

i

I

Lone wolf agenting on a strictly
basis has gone the way of minstrel shows.
Economics has forced
percenters to broaden their scope
from that of specialist to jack-ofall-phases in order to exist. While
the chiselers will always exist, coop-

promise

and

State.

to wioe out chiselers has
Threat of
theni all coopeiating.
being outlawed via the N..Y. State
Department of Labor takeover of
employment aided the banding.
department has further
License
promised a separate bill for theatrieration is new keynote now that few cals so that would not be wiped out
are able to stand alone. Commis- if the agency end of the general
sions are split, departments added business laws is taken over by N. Y.

X0%

interests

merged

so that offices

More worries have beset boys in
past month with naming of club
date bureaus as employers by the
State Unemployment Bureau, and
Social Security Board. Makes them
responsible for collection of taxes
and requires a cash outlay for them
personally as well. List of 1,000 is
being prepared by the authorities,
but boys hope to escape that labelling via rush on License Dept. to
establish themselves as agents. That
category was long avoided, agents
using artist representative, employer,
manager and any other convenient
status to escape licensing, with the
attendant supervision and fee fixing.
It's a case of taking the lesser evil
now, and anyway, it looks like feefixing is on the way out,, with prom-

rep each other in respective busiand locale.
The agency
field is too crowded to permit exToday,
clusiveness in one field.
they all book, agent and pronesses

duce. The smallies lean heavily on
the major offices, and the latter depend on the. little fellows to scout

new

talent

and

often,

new

business.

Past year has demonstrated this
Period brought an unusual
of activity in the mechanics
oi the business and its internal problems, particularly in the east. Organization groups, attempted legislation on agency laws, union franchising, severing of partnerships, new
mergers and incursions into other
greater coverage were
fields for
tried. Year will also istand out as a
record for changes in oflice person- ised

new

nel.

Even the Concert Bureaus

!

plenty.

amount

On

the Coast, the major agencies
formed an association, somewhat exclusive, for protection against the
studios, the unions, the screen guilds
and their own chiseling brethren. It
was hit, along with those outside the
pale, by the Screen Actors Guild's
franchising iand regulation. The unanticipated dropoff in film production was another slap for agents.
Activity for the newly formed
American Federation of Radio Actors meant more headaches for boys.
Supposed 'break' with move of sizable'chunk of radio, program origination to the west meant little to the
•average agent, because the majority
-':were stellar lineups controlled by
few biggies.. Profusion of quiz and
other audience participation pro-

grams

''

helpe'd nobody, anywhere.

legislation.

Lecture and concert bureaus, long
regarded as distant relatives of the
other forms of show biz are also
being hit. - That fight is to the death
with the License Dept. and the
American Guild of Musical Artists
on one side, and the concert bureaus

tions.

York, Last has. not yet had
franchising ibut niteries are all in
line. Theatj-es and agents come next.
i

Indicative of this trend is the
neyr alignment of the Charles Allen

A'gi^nts'

—

.ganizing i^0organizing in some cases
•^and splitting associations.
Old

reps Consolidated Radio Artists on
the Coast in return for same service
here ftom CRA. Charlie Yates took
over CRA's theatre bookings of

'

Agents
Association
Equity
was
forced to a {rebirth after being dormant several years because of leg- bands with his Simon office. Music
islation, liciensing and poot take. Corp.
America opened new
of
Subsequentlj^ they started clamoring branches, William Morris expanded
for more commission on engage- and added departments, RockweUments (5% is the limit) stating they O'Keefe and CRA also added branch
couldn't maintain offices on meagre offices during the past year.
pickings. Stea'dy drop in legit proFurther evidence of the new mode
duction and equal decrease in sal- is switch of Bill Miller, agent, to
ary standards made it too tough. booker this year. Though an agent,
Kow bound together again they have he took over Folly theatre, Brookall become licensed, are ready to lyn, N. Y., where he employed his
cooperate with other groups and also own Acts and those of others.
dabble afield. The vaude and nitery Eddie Sherman, booker, is another of
agents, also plagued by similar p:rob- the new school. After booking for
•lems and very little business tried years he, too, became a dual oporganizing. Al^ they have is a name erator, signing acts such as Abbott
EO far. That of Theatrical Agents and Costello, Ben Yost, Ed Kaplan,
and Artists Representatives
of et al, to management contracts.
America.
He also has an agreement with the
Coordinating Council, another William Morris office to rep' the
step to bind all groups together, same acts through hifn.
.went up in smoke after, proposal by
Some of the agents have been tryr'Hpward Wheeler, prez of Entertain- ing to get into the major offices
^

'

;

;

.

.

!

A

,

I

Managers Association.
He and shutter their own shops. They
had a 'rebellion on his hands are unwanted because of set ways.
'When exiting members formed Still Morris and MCA have, turned down
association, the Associated plenty with reply that they want
j ianother
"
Entertainment Directots of New people from within their Qwn ort
:

Im'ent
later

\

•

I

J

>

y

gani:^ions.

York.- 'Both are currently feuding,

Locally, boys were given a break
'and the acts are in the middle. EMA,
parent group, is attempting to form when New York City officially
banned cuffo shows for politicosi
.ft national EMA association to Standfiremen;
cops,
;ardize' the club date business. The department heads,
Theatre Authority has also
^oppOsish group, AED, is trying to etc.
sign acts to authorization contracts helped decrease number of phoney
benefits.
It had conducted an eduand- stifle the EMA bookers.
'

For most part, larger agencies cation program in that directipn,
have avoided any involvment in or- trying to discourage frees performganizations but have willingly met ances of acts for which it gets 15%
the -.licensing and -legislative prob- of gross at benefits for splitup belems on promise of license depart- tween its charity affiliates and .the

ment

to help agencies with favorable
All legit agents are
legislation.
banded in one group though it was
fb'st suggested that one all-inclusive

group be formed,
licensing, has thus far netted about
300 around New York. That's more
than twice as many as ever befote.*
2Iore recently the .boys have been
Couple of
voluntarily.
applying
pinches during the year, ptomise of
help and elimination of fee fixing
dau£e« 14 new legislation, plus
,

too.

So-called

Yank acts.
mand than

Figure for greater deever, aided by cementing
of Pan-Americanism, etc.
Niteries took

up the vaude

slack
to
some extent for percenters.
Although there were a fiock of
bankruptcies, the activity of openings has been greater this year than
previously,
all
of which helped.
World's Fair will undoubtedly give
boys some color in their cheeks
again and promise of vaude is
brighter. Starting with 'Hellzapoppin,' and Casa Manana, vaude picture brightened and there is promise of more, particularly in New

York,
Record-breaking year

of affiliachanges, etc., that have been
forced by the times and conditions
are listed below in chart of events
which paints full picture of the
present situation around the countions,

try.

his

own

Chaqueneau and Bob Glenzer.
Martin left when two merged
joined Kurt Robitschek, agent,
has since turned vaude producer

borscht' circuit

upped as an income source, with such
hotels beginning to pay for shows as
against previous board and lodging
accommodations for Appearances.
Even the larger offices took cognlzance of this and booked some.
Almost total absence of units this
year was another kick to agents
and bookers.
South America perked a little and
looks like it will improve this year.
The Balnearia, Casino da Urea, Rio
de Janeiro, largest down there,
opened its own offices in New York
last, month to facilitate booking of

office:

Consolidated Radio Artists had
Ed Kirkeby, Frank Burke, Milton

unions. It has also tended to knife
the chiseling agents and bookers
who used to work 'audition' and
'favor' tricks on acts when showf
were actually paid lor.

Showboats, Hurley, Borscht
Agents got little or nothing out
showboats this past summer.
Nearly all folded' affer short run*.
Similarly ret>a.T:'ng of burlesque
to •^evue' or 'follies' meant nothing
filhce shows rertained the same regardless.
The regular' hurley per'

.

of

hut were added.
Charlie Yates
agency took over theatre representation for CRA, while Lou Irwin
closed his New York office (from
where Larry Puck exited to go on
his own), and combined his own
with CRA in Hollywood. Also in

1939

4,

funct Radio Orch. Corp. and moved
to Sam Stiefel office, as did Frances
Foster, sister of Ed Fishman, head of

Morris office's band (Jept.
Add to list of newcomers, D'Aguiar
and Mendonca, booker rep of the Bal-

Guy
who

neria Casino da Urea, Rio de Janeiro,
who opened offices this year, and
Frederick Bros,, band-managing outIn Mark Hanna-Leland Hayward fit of Cleveland, which opened New
office Fred Bethal was taken on from York branch. Miles Ingalls and Jack
Columbia Broadcasting.
Dorothy Davies have also opened an office
"Vernon came over to Hanna's agency together, Ingalls originally left Curfrom Richard Pitman after Dora tis & Allen to .work for the French
Maugham exited scene. Hayward Casino Corp.'s In.ternational Booking
was also joined by Maynard Morris Office, Another larger scale item
from Walter Batcheller office, and was switch of Charles Freeman,
Larry White came in from Hayward Paramount and Interstate booker, to
Coast office to N. Y. office.
offices of Billy Rose's Casa Manana,
Lyons & Lyons saw but three Where he books the shows and Interchanges, with addition of Bill Stuhler state time.

with

Shuberts.

and Don

&

from Young
Dave Jonas left

Stauffer, latter

Rubicam agency.

to join Bill Miller's Artists Syndicate

of America.

FISCHER OUT OF LOND.

William Morris office also had several changes during past year, and
looks in line for more. Lou Wolfson
switched to Music Corp. and then re
turned.. Ed Fishman left Rockwell
O'Keefe Dallas office to handle bands

SHOW TOURS

CASINO;

London, Jan. 1.
Clifford C. Fischer's show closed
at the. London Casino Dec. 31, and
goes on a vaudeville tour.
Friedman joined Coast branch. WalWith Fischer out of the Casino,
lace Jordan, formerly McKnight & house goes temporarily dark.
Several nibbles are reported from opJordan, radio producers, joined re
cently to head Chi office's radio de
position concerns. But the only ones
partment.
Maurice Morton is an likely to acquire an interest in the
other recent radio addition. Harry Casino are Charles Clore and AlOmmerle joined about a year ago in fred Asdaile, operators of the conradio.
Jimmy Parks and Charles tinuous revue at the Prince of
Hogan are no longer with Chicago Wales theatre.
Understood to be taking over any
office.
Mark Daniels added to legit
division this past year. Donald Hyde, day now and will continue nitery
Al Schenckin and Joe Sully either policy, doubling talent from Prince
upped or were transferred to differ- of Wales. Also reported seeking a
ent departments throughout organi- name .comedian from America.
Adelphi shuttered Dec. 31.
zation.
Dorothea Lewis succeeded
for Morris.

Ned Dobson and Harry

Bob Goodhue

in literary division. Al
A review of Fischer's revised releft Morris little over year ago
Ed Sherman, booker. Office vue at the International Casino, N.
expanded over past year into Y., is in the current issue.

Allen

to join

also

much

larger quarters.

The Fanchon

&

Marco

office first

severed its co-op pact with ConsoliHollywood Rink Does
dated Radio Artists and then condensed its New York offices. Paul
Fast Fo!d;
Dempsey exited to partner with EdLoss
gar Benson, while John Schultz
went off to. solo on the Coast. Harry
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
Flamm also went with the shrinking,
Tropical Ice gardens in suburban
and is On his own. Agency has since
combined its booking and agenting Westwood reorganizing after taking
$12,000 loss on show.
activities as so many others have
Replica of St. Moritz cost $180,000.
during past couple of years.' Have
Operators are reported trying to
smaller quarters now.
Among the larger indies, Curtis & raise another $40,000 to pay off conAllen broke up, with Charles Allen struction indebtedness.
remaining in the east on his own,

12G

•

where

he. recently

added radio de-

partment

with Fred Norman, latter
Roemer quit. .Latter is managing closing
own office. Curtis wfent to
office^ with Crawford, Winslow tt on his own while Kirkeby switched Hollywood to
join Winslow, CrawPhil Ponce office.
Russ ford & Curtis agency.
Curtis on the Coast. Herman Ber- to the
Herbert Hoey
nie joined Myron Selznick in New Lyons, Paul Kapp, Bill Yon Zehle, and Irving Sherman
also dropped out
Milton
Shaffer
and
Johnny
GreenIrwin
coverage.
Lou
full
for
York,
of C. & A. Irwin Simon,

Oreanizatlons
)
Starting. Vrith the licensing drive
in New York the agents went to or-

I

Wednesday, January

'

The Shifting Sands
Rockwell-O'Keefe
changes
inon the other. They don't want com-' cluded Bill Burton leaving to manmissons curtailed in any degree and age' Tommy Dorsey band. Ceil
want no part of regulation by the Campbell replacing him. Danny
Collins (now on his own), Dick
union.
Nearly all agents book direct when- Ingraham, Bert Lown, Jack Wittemore, Ralph Wonders aTI left R-O'K
ever possible, along same principle
and
were succeeded by Harry
as that of band booker-managers
Romm, Milton Fickman, Cy Manes,
such as Music Corp. of America and
Harry
Squires and Frank Cooper,
the William Morris offices. Boys
In R-O'K Coast pffice Ralph Wonmust hit everything from fairs to
ders replaced Harmon Nelson. Arclub dates in order to exist and to
thur Weems and Norman Doyle were
hold their clients who demand comadded to Coast staff. Dick Wheeler
plete servicing. 'Agencies with naopened the Dallas oflice for R-O'K.
tional coverage have no trouble.
Method of indies is to. align them- Major change in office, however,
was splitup of Tommy Rockwell
selves with teps throughout «the
and Cork O'Keefe combo after four
country in - locations they cannot
years, with O'Keefe opening his own
reach themselves. Commissions are
indie shop. Joe Glaser also exited
Clients are sometimes farmed
split.
R-O'K setup, taking with him his
.out to larger offices altogether on
More important indies Negro talent and bands. Opened

Across thp country the American
Federation of Actors started 'franchising .nitery and vaude agents as
well as closied-shopping theatres and
cabarets, catching them both ways.
So far, only keys have been hit such
percentage.
as Chicago; Los Angeles, Detroit,
rep each other in respective locaPhiladelphia, San Francisco, and

New

I

.

Anniversary Tssu^

beating with ing the Herman Bernie office. Forthe
morals' merly, Leland Hayward office hancrackdown. Burley time cut from dled Selznick's eastern biz. Bernie
14 to six houses and the road felt is new v-p in east, working with Jack

centers, too, took a
slack-oiT
following

it,
j

VARIETY

Assemblyman Predicts
Passagfe of Agency Bill/

Albany, Jan. 1.
In announcing he would reintrobrother of duce his bill to place all private em«
ployment agencies, under state control. Assemblyman Hatold C. Ostertag, Wyoming County Republican,
predicted passage because 'the governor is for it, organized labor is for
it,
the Republicans control both
houses of the legislature and we
have overcome the objections offered

Ferde Simon, died this year,
with Charlie Yates and brother Irving Yates taking over reins and also
working with CRA on theatres. Phil
Coscia became associated with them,
as did Jimmy Picchiani, former acroCRA, Phil Brown was transferred bat, now handling fair dates. Murray.
Ben
from Cleveland to Chicago office, Gordon came in for cafes.
while Pat Lombard, Ed Kreisler, Shainen went from Simon to own
Herbert Mintz, Lucille Ballantine business. Johnny Dugan went from
Simon
to
Music
Corp.
Phil. Offin,
and Dick Stevens were added to
Chi office.
Stanford Zucker, v-p who exited Simon, is now on his
Old Leddy & Smith office sevof CRA,
transferred from
New o\yn.
ered
this
year,
Mark
Leddy
York to Chicago diu-ing year. Norremainman Kendall was added to Cleve- ing east while Ed ^mith went Coastland staff. CRA also opened Frisco ward. He came back fast, and hopes
Bill Miller took
offices with Denny Moore, Allen to try again here.
Powell, Larry Allen, Dick Dorso over the Artists Syndicate of Ameri(former partner in band agency ca when former partners, Matty
with Tom Coakley) and Kurt Tour-, Rosen and Lester Lee, exited. Rosen
ney.
Cress Courtney was trans- is now road agent with Ramona orferred from Chicago to Dallas of- chestra.
fice of CRA, wtiile Bob Sanders
The Indies
took over Dallas management froin
'Among
strictly
indie
agents
Charles Moyerl
Sanders was re- changes have been very manyi Jaick
placed by Lou Irwin in Holljrwood. Pauer closed bis
pwn .office to wofk
Talk of CRA-Rockwell merger has with Arthur Fisher;
Irving Tishman,
been squashed.
last with Yates, now on his own;
Al
At Music Corp. of America, Ar- Roth,: conductor working out of Rudy
thur Keriaga, BiU "Von" Zehle, Milton Vallee office, opened his own bookPickman^ and Lathrdp M^dk exited. ing office recently; Alex Hanlon
Harry Moss replaced latter after went to /Australia .as agent with
varied year of goii^g froih Mills Art- ^QllyWood Hotel' unit arid left
Sam
ists to CRA, to Charlie 'Rapp, to own Shepard in charge; Chester
Stratton,
office to Music Corp. MCA also added forhier chief booker for
RKO and
Bart McHugh, Irving Lazar, George last with NBC Artist Service, bas
Walker and Johnny Dugan to staff.
quit the, business altogether, and is
Mills Artists office severed its now working with a national
disbooking connection with Consolidat- tilling house.
Louis Loomis and
ed Radio Artists. CRA was booking Jack Allen have closed their
ofMills attractions. Mills decided to go fice and are reading with
Ludwig
back into booking on own again. Satz's Jewish Repertory; Edgar
Norman Campbell was .added and Allen has gone to the Coast; Ed
later exited,: HeAad his own office- MiUen,
former Pantages booker
after quitting defunct Radio Orches- who
turned, advance agent, has
tra Corp., foldee of past year. Hal returned to agenting field.
Added
Sands recently closed his own shop are Harold Ward, who quit Al Grossto produce nitery shows for Mills.
man to go' for himself; Jack Hart
Paul "Whiteman's Artist Manage- now WPA after working with Billy
ment has, during the past year, Jackson; Harry Ward, former RKO
added Paul Wimbish, Frank Burke, agent, is another gone west; Aaroh
Norman Campbell, while Irving Kessler, former RKO agent, is WPA
Strouse. exited. 'Wimbish now has show manager now; Dan Friendly,
his own agency.
He was with former RKO booker, is agenting, and
Al Rickard, actor, .quit the Ed SherCharlie Shribman 'fore that.
Myron Stelznick, Ltd., New York, man office and returned to ventrilowas formed just a year ago, absorb- quism. Sam Robbins also left delate

.

:

by New York City.'
The measure, which would

also af-

fect theatrical agencies, has been th«
pet project of Ostertag since he entered the Assembly in 1932.

Nitery Notes
Maroel La Mace cafe opened In
Hollywood Dec. 23.
Medrano and Donna into Waldorf's
Sert

Room

Gloria,

One

Jan.

5.

LaMarr warbling

Cafe. L. A.

at Stage

.

Betty Bryant singing at the Marcus Daily, Los Angeles.
Joe Frisco into Babe Hensley'f
Club 17, Los Angles.
Florentine Gardens, Hollywood,
opened with two flesh shows nightly,
and Emil Baffa's dance band.
Texas Bockets, dance ensemble,
currently at Saks Club, Detroit, for
a four-week engagement.
Trocadcro reopens in L. A. Dec.
29 with Ted Fio RIto's orchestra.

Strouds Play N. Y.
Philadelphia, Jan.

1.

Stroud Twins, current at Jack
Lynch's Walton Roof here, close
Wednesday (4) after a two-week
run.

Play Loew's State, New York, for
a week and then head for Europe
unless tentatively set dates on Rudy
Vallee's air show come through.

HOGAN TURNS H^IE
Chicago, Jan. 1.
Charlie Hogan, vaude agent and
booker, lias left the William Morris
office to open his' own headquarters.
Hogan will continue to book Warner, Saxe and Standard theatres
throughout this territory.

Wednesday, Janimry
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THRU THE YEARS

By George Foster
London, Dec.

20.

you've been in show business as long as I have, it's
you might think to cast back precisely a third-

When

not so easy as

yesterday to today.
over 50 years in show business has
Hfy own life of well
been so fuU of people, so full of events, that it is imp-ossible

Mind you, it is not only the character of the show that has
changed, it is also the atmosphere—and the prices. Where
find a music hall in London with admissions
of twopence (4c) in the pit and gallery and sixpence (12c) in
the stalls lilce the old Seabright in the Hackney Road, or the
Hoxton Theatre of Varieties, where the proprietor, George
Harwood, used to take the twopence of the customers as they
passed in and throw them into a bookmaker's- satchel slung
round his neck! What is more, for these modest admissions,
patrons would be regaled with some of the biggest names in

anything like a complete history of the times.
can try and recall some of the high spots— sua'icient to
show at least some pattern of your third-of-a-cenlury—and
indicate as far as I can the changes that have taken place

And the atmosphere? It has always been a feature of the
music hall to include 'spice' as part of its stock-in-trade, and
I can't say there's any great harm in that.
It does most of
us good to loosen up occasionally, and the minority who are

with 1938. As you try to
it throws up an endless
names and incidents associated with a whole
highlights from here and
pick
up
lifetime, so that at best you
deciding the trend from
there which you use as keystones in
o£-century

and compare,

project your
panorama of

say, 1905

memory backwards,

to recall at will

But

I

within

my

experience.

away back in the
broad and bawdy. For many years
influence of a
compelling
under
flourish
the
it continued to
long line of dominating personalities reaching tha highest

When

80's it

I

came

into the variety biisiness

was lusty and

alive,

—

pinnacle in the early years of the present century just about
Amons thsm were
the period when Variety was born.
George Leybourne, The Lion Comic; the Great Vance, the
Great MacDermott, Pat Fenney, Little Tich, T. W. Barrett, the
Nobleman's Son, who sang for a hobby just to sae a little
life; Jenny HilJ, the vital spark; Bessie Bonehill; Chrrgwin,
the white-eyed Kaffir, etc. Then it sank into a gracmal decline, until in the years immediately preceding the Great War
it was in a moribund state, faced with almost certain extinction,

/

So that, after those four grim years, those who wore interested in bringing the body back to life had to struggle feverishly to save it from succumbing completely to the challenge
of healthy rivals like the cinema and, later, radio. By drastic

methods the miracle was accomplished, and today variety is
nearly as virile as ever it was in its heyday of the past. But
has changed.
As I claim to have been directly associated with the revival,
I'm better placed than most other individuals to discuss what
It was the
it was that put the music hall back on its feet.
same thing that has saved the lives of many flagging invalids
—fresh blood!
For years, variety in Great Britain had been relying on
the same old faces, with the same old songs and same old
gags, until patrons got so tired of the monotony that they
began to stay away in increasingly large numbers. Just about
this time, moving pictures were beginning to get into their
stride, and because they offered something new, something
with greater diversity and more actual variety than the miisic
It was new
halls, the latter soon began to feel the pinch.
blood, new ideas, new acts that they urgently needed and it
Was a visit to the United States that did more to open my
eyes to this fact than anything else.
What happened as far as I was concerned is now a matter
of vaudeville history. I saw that, by introducing some of the
vigorous and diversified talent that was glorifying the boards
of the American stage; the British music hall, might be given
a flUip, and audiences might be attracted by something that
was absolutely fresh and undeniably stimulating. When I put
the idea into effect, I was vilified and condemned, accused of
'Americanizing' the British stage and of putting foreigners
into jobs that ought to be reserved for British performers.
it

—

Foreign Invasion

Proved Beneficial
Time has shown, I think I can honestly claim, that
The foreign talent,, with its different

exactly right.

I

was

ideas,

technique and constantly improving routines, set a new
'standard of ehtertainment that not only stirred audiences
but also inspired local performers to emulation. British variety talent learned to move with the times, and out of that
sprang the. flourishing business that exists today. A generation of gtars has come along that deservedly now occupies
the niche formerly allottee^ to the great ones whose memory
will never die, and the topliners of the conteriiporary theatre
will be remembered with them.
But, as I emphasized above, the variety stage has changed.
It had to.
The taste of the public has changed completely
inside the present century; so many factors have played on it
^the War, which threw values into a different focus, the
spreading popularity of pictures, and then radio— while, apart
from these, there was the" realization that became painfully
apparent before 1914 that thje music hall had sunk Into a rut.
It was hash -.yesterday, ha^h tpday and hash tomorrow.
The trouble was, I thihk, probably that the lions of a
previous decade has been too successful, and their short
repertoires, which had sufficed, for their own outstanding
personalities, became the model for a succession, of acts that
never, came up to the same level. Performances by the great
stars like. Dan Leno, Albert Chevalier, Arthur Roberts, Marie
Lloyd, Eugene Stratton, Vesta Tilley, to i^ame but a few, were
their'own passport to music hall bliss, but it became a different matter when every other artiste copied their material and
wore it threadbare.
virile

.

—

There ^yas not, as I say, the diversity of entertainment a
third-of-a-century ago that is expected today, and I remem-.
ber being struck during that period with the fact that singing turns were the backbone of every variety program
throughout the United Kingdom From the earliest time iii
by recollection which means going well back into the
last century—the principal items had been- contributed by
singing comedians or comedie.nnes, and these stars welre
booked solid for year after year on the strength of a repertoire
of three or four familiar numbers. And audiences loved to join
in the choruses.

—

What

a difference today! There is often more diversity in a
single item, the modern dance band for instance, than in the
whole of one of |he old-time programs. The stage is laden
not only with singers of every category straight, ballad,
crooning, comedy, etc.— but also offers an endless procession
of Instrumentalists, dancing soloists and teams, impressionists
(as distinct from the great impersonators like Vesta Tilley),
crazy comics', and a whole range of versatile and endlessly
rehearsed performers who are, as you might say, almost a
show in themselves. Naturally, reconteurs, cross-talk acts,
trampolines and character actors are no new phenomenon,
but by and large there was never any attempt in the old da.^'
to pack so much contrast into
an average bill.

—

now would you

show

business.

offended by the least deviation aren't obliged to patronize the
variety theatre. But broadly speaking there is little at which
to take offense, especially in these days, when music hall programs are freely picked up by the B. B. C. and broadcast
direct into people's homes.
It wasn't always like that, though!
If aa artiste were to
walk onto any stage today and try to put over the stuff that
the comediennes of the 80's' and 90's got away with, not only
would the manager ring down the curtain, but he or she
would also probably be given several months in gaol in which

to cool off!

Long before the palmy days of Marie Lloyd there were
Bellwood, Bonnie Kate Harvey and Jenny Hill who could bring down the house with
their gestures and asides. Bessie began life as a rabbit-skinner in a South London back alley, which is perhaps a clue to
her approach to her job, but in spite of her frankly vulgar
methods she was acknowledged a great artiste, and when she
died her funeral was almost a public event. The same, of
course, was true of dear Marie Lloyd, the most great-hearted
person who ever trod the boards, and who left millions to
weep for her at her death.
I do not mean to suggest that audiences of today do not
appreciate acts that have 'savour', because you can hear them
any night, not only in the- West End but in remoter parts of
London and other cities, roaring their heads off when a
comedian draws near the danger line. But, on the whole,
it is a more subtle type of spice, suggesting more but saying
less, and in many instances involving far more that what oldtime patrons would tolerate.
artistes of the calibre of Bessie

Managers, Too, Had to Be
and Resourceful

Tough

to its own particular pattern, and thus much of
its individuality will always be preserved.'
As a reasoned summing up of the position, I don't think It
could be expressed better, except that I would go slightly
further than the writer of the article as regards his comments
on alien influences. It has been my constant contention that
the music hall in this country badly needed talent from o.utside and is better for the invasion, in just the same
way that
noble families are Invigorated by grafting healthly new
bloodstreams into their family tree.
There was a vigor and vitality in the work of the Americans I saw when I first realized how British show
business
was placed which was sadly lacking in many of the self-satisfied acts that held top-billing here. As I found
these 'aliens',
they were a class who took their work very seriously,
who
constantly strove after new effects, and who would
rehearse

them

Changes in Prices
•-^And Atmosphere

—

But if the chairmen were a race of red-blooded individuals,
so were the managers of third-of-a-century ago. It is no
disparagement to present-day managers to say so, because the
latter have to meet entirely different circumstances ^and do
so with extreme success. The best known managers of those
bygone times were, by any standards^ loud and vulgar, often
uncouth, but they had an even closer contact with their patrons than the East End manager of today, and time and again
it was proved their hearts were in the right place.
Certainly they had to be tough. There was> for instance,
George English, who ran the "Seabright, which I have already
mentioned, who himself would often throw out obstreperous
patrons neck and crop and stand no nonsense from anybody.
English, incidentally, was the first London manager to start the
twice-nightly system, so you' see there was another side to
his makeup.
Another forthright manager was Johnnie Hart, who owned
the Star, Bermondsey, and he had a drastic way. with audiences when they became too unruly. A tremendous hubbub
arose in the theatre one night, and Hart walked from the
bar to the stage to ask the chairman what it was all about.
The. latter explained the audience wanted more of a certain
performer, who had already left the theatre for an engagement in another hall. Thereupon the manager jumped pn
the stage, but the audience would listen to, no explanations,
giving a hearing to nobody else and demanding moire of
their favorite. In desperation, Hart shook, his fist at the audience yelling, 'I'll show you who is boss here!', then leaned
down and ordered the orchestra to play the National Anthem, which traditionally is played always at the end of
a theatrical performance in the U. K.! .The program had been
in progress for less than half an hour, but this" trick beat
them, and they all trooped out! A ginger-beer bottle was
thrown from the gallery and missed him by inches.
I believe it is not unknown, even in this more refined age,
for the chuckers-out to go into action at music halls in rovirdier districts, but the nature of the shows" on the whole has
very much changed for the better in this respect, so that
houses like the Palladium, Holborn Empire and more recently
the Coliseum maintain as much dignity and renown as the

—

best class of legitimate theatre in the "West End.
'The old stagers decry the modern music hall and shake
their heads over its future, forgetting that the past always
seems more glorious than the present, and that the public's
favorites of today enjoy as great a popularity as did ever the
giants of a former generation. In years to come Gracie Fields
will probably be remembered with as much reverence as is
Marie Lloyd today, and it may be that the music hall lias
never produced a greater artist. There are many others, also,
who have built up for themselves substantial reputations
which owe nothing to America, among them Will Fyffe, that
master of characterization, whose knowing wink and chuckle
are so rich in implication; Max Miller, most engaging of
raconteurs, reaching confidentially over the footlights to take'
a delighted audience into his airy confidence while pointedly
excluding the eavesdropping manager in the wings; G. S.
Melvin, as a hiker or Salvation Army lassie; Douglas Byng,
presenting .the coy and buxom personnel of the pantomime;
and Elsie arid Doris Waters, as 'Gert and Daisy', that loquacious and immensely popular cockney pair. All these understand the mood of the music hall and the traditions from
which its entertainment springs.
'There is no need to compare such artists with the great
ones of the past; the times and the public taste have greatly
altered, and it is sufficient to know that in so many of the
popular favorites today the spirit of the old music hall is still
alive.
The cinema cannot rival this spirit, nor ever really
capture it in celluloid, for it is above all a thing of flesh and
blood; the theatre does not seek to rival it for the theatre
and the music hall have different functions. As for the alien
influences which today are invading the music hall, they need
not all be deplored. The music hall has the power to mould

all

day and ev^ry day

new

mg

until they had got a new routine or a
effect to perfection. They appreciated they
were offer-

wares in a highly competitive market, and it was
when they began to imbue British talent with a similar outlook that variety staged its overdue revival.
I wouldn't like it to be thought my
gentle strictures applied to all the stars who have kept variety's
flag flying
through the dog days of its career. Today we still have
with
us a number of old-timers who have always managed
to keep
abreast of times and present their material freshly
and with
gusto. The only fault was that there were
too few of them,
because the music hall stage was badly In need of a few
more
Harry Lauders, George Robeys, Harry Tates and others
o£
their

that

happy family.

Booked Hariy Lauder
Without Seeing His Act
What names they are to conjure with, too, and how they
memories! I could write a whole book, I dare say, about
Sir Harry Lauder—the only artist I ever booked without first
seeing his act. Lauder was first discovered, I believe,

stir

by

the doughty Mrs. Baylis, who ran the Scotia, in 'Glasgow,
but when he burst into my office one day with the irresistible
assurance of a veteran of the halls- 1 had never even heard of
him. I didn't, in fact, know how to spell his name!
Well, I signed Lauder in desperation to stop up a hole in

Tom

Tinsley's program at Gatti's-in-the-Road, and the moment he appeared for the first time on a London stage he
seized his chance with both hands and was made overnight.
The very next day I got his signature to contracts representing 300 weeks bookings at $50 a week, a princely sum then
tor
an unknown comic. I wonder what he thinks now of those
days, after building up a 'world-wide reputation which
was
eventually to put him ihto the $5,000 a week class?
I well remember, too, Lauder's first visit
to the Uhited
States, which came about quite accidentally because
Mrs.
Marc Klaw, whose husband was the first half of the iUaw
Erlanger agency, while on a visit in London saw his act at
the old Tivoli and went for it in a big way. When later they
got an independent report on this great little Scots
comedian
It was equally enthusiastic, the upshot
being a cabled offer
of four weeks in New York at $1,250 a week.
The report of Klaw
Erlanger's representative who met
the party at the boat—I was accompanying Lauder—is,
in
view of his instantaneous, success with audience^ of the
World, worth putting in the record. 'You've been stung.
Boss!' declared this worthy on returning to the office.
'There
ain't nobody looking like a comedian in the Lauder
outfit, bar
a small fat man with a moustache, and he calls himself

&

&

New

"

Foster!'

^

a matter of history to recall Lauder's subsequent triin America, during the whole of which he was
managed by Bill Morris who, at the time of his first visit, was a
comparatively unknown booking agent. The comedian made
a fortune for the agent, but aside from that there was a lasting and deep friendship between the two men which
was
unbroken until the death of Bill Morris, one of the greatest
men the vaudeville world has known on either side of the
Atlantic.
It is

umphs

tVhen Chaplin

The

*8

Was

In

Lancashires* Act

Another great figure who looms through the mists of memis one that has since passed out of the orbit
of the music
hall into realms of wider fame through the cinema, a figure
which I first knew as a humble member of a juvpnile troupe
called The Eight Lancashire Lads. His name was Charles
ory

Chaplin, and he was the son of a music hall singer of the
same name, whose particular line was heavily mournful ballads of the tear-jerking order. Young Charlie, of course, was
later associated with Fred Karno's 'Mumming Birds', and it
was through their instrumentality he reached the United

States—never to return.
One prophetic thing Chaplin once said to me in his earliest
days I shall never forget. Quite solemnly he assured me it
was his ambition to be a great actor—not ^ 'flash' actor—but
one who could make the people laugh one minute and cry
the next! Though I don't suppose even he coUld visualiize at
the time how manifoldly successful that brave prophecy was
to become.
Once pictures had claimed him, Chaplin never C{|me back
to the music hall, though I verily beU^ve the footlights
anj*.
the glamour of the backstage still stir chorjds within
him-to
this day. When he paid a celebrated visit to
"the Qld .Country
several years back, I met him with ^n ppen
contract from
'

.

'

Oswald Stoll in my pocket, which woul^ have earned,
him up to $25,000 for a two weeks' booking. I pleaded in vain
with him, but all I got for an answer was: 'George, old
man,
would like fine tb face the lights on a London stage and
hear the roar of a London audience. But I simply
could not
go through with it—my nerves wouldn't let
me!'
Sor we turn from one facet of the
kaleidoscope to another
Sir

I

each memory emphasizing how variety is always
changing,
but is always the same. 'Plus ca change, plus c'cst
la mtme
chose , IS the French way of putting it, and
how true it is of
the music hall, holding its mirror up to life—
even maybe a
distorting
for which

mirror—and

it

reflecting the

humor

of the nation

stands.

have tried to

set down a few scenes in the history of one
has lived over a half a century with it— a man
whose first agent's fee was the princely sum of one dime.
Just to prove the healthy state to which British variety
has
returned, today the Foster Agency has more artists
on its
books than ever, but they are modern artists, of the stamp
who are not content to borrow songs from the pictures and
sing them to death, but who strive unceasingly to keep
pace
with time and come up fresh each day.
I

man who
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MAJESTIC,

N. Y.

the least.
Bros., Molly Picon and Al
in order named, comprise
rest of first act, preceding 10-minute
"The imported Wieres
intermission.
took the house by storm with their

Wiere
Al Trahan-Sandra Lynde, Molly Trahan,
Eddie Garr, Fats WollerMyra Johnson, Wiere Bros,, Cinda
Glenn, Mark Plant, Bernice Stone,
Don and Bud Gilbert, June Boyd,
Gloria Rich, Mei Toy, June Hart,
White & Manning, Earl McDonald,
Marianne Mosner, Vera Nargo,
Herma and Frederico Novello
iCanastrellis) Five Jansleys, Julian
Fuhs and house orchestra (10).

Ticon,

.

dance lunacies and crackpot unison
work. Turn is perfectly timed and
Best of all it's
in tux, doing vio-

exceptionally funny.

Boys work

fresh.

playing and head balancing, acroHad to do
batics, comedy dancing.
brid.ged-back twists clear across stage
Miss Picon's piquant
to beg off.
spotted, following
With an intermission lobby crowd preserj'ce is ideally
Wieres, but lilce some who follow
that looked like old Sunday nights her she is around 'just a lit.tle too
vaudeville
at the NVA, three-a-day
Very arresting with her
long.
returned to Broadway Friday right 'Hands' song number and 'Old
Shawl' and could bow out before
(30) under aegis of Kurt Robits'Woiking Goil,' though latter is as
chek, former London and Paris well done as other two. Abe Ellenvaude producer, and the Shuberts. stein conducted for, her.
With some tightening, better spotTrahan's session, unlike his stand
ting of acts and a little 'dressing' at Casa Manana, was permitted to
to live up to label of 'produced slagnale. Ran full gamut, bluer bits
vaude,' revival looks to be more
Still a
adding
to negative effect.
than just another death rattle, even
act, but should know by now
though quartered ,in a side street sock
Not quite the old Palace when to stop mugging and reaching.
(45th).
Following intermission, Novellos
yet, nor as zippy as Billy Rose's
Casa Manana frolics, but well worth (Casastrellis in circus field) went'
through ladder balancing. A girl, a
the $1 tops.
man
and a dog form cast. Unsup^
No. 2 for the Shuberts ported ladder climb by
It's
man, folwho also have the 'Hellzapoppin' lowed
by balancing and dog climb(Winter Garden) quasi-vauder and ing
for balancing on man's
who will be going for a third head,upis alone
the repertoire. Miss Glenn's
shortly Et the Cort with' Frank Fay
Robitschek's show was solo session of arm contortions folin charge.
lows. Also in need of pruning. Five
first planned for the B. S. Moss
Jansley's,
another muscle turn of
Broadway (Cine Roma) Its present
side street presentation cuts down risley workers (recently at Loew's
the nut, but the location is a bar- •State), are sandwiched in between
rier.
At admish of from 50c to Eddie Garr and Fats Waller-Myra
All male quintet
$1.50 top on weekends, it's figured Johnson combo.
the 1,717-seat house can make a work with supporting shoulder chairs
They display betterprofit on a capacity nut of $14,000 throughout.
Weekly, hall going for talent. Shov/s than-average tossing of lighter memgo on at 2:30, 6:30 and 9.00 p.m. bers from feet of two sitters, foot
Trahan, Picon and
daily, which wiU necessitate con- spinning, etc.
Show was di- Glenn come in for comedy relief. All
siderably pruning.
rected by Robitschek and Georges good.
Artists,Vaudeville
for
their
Banyai
Garr's mild opening of singerInc., also booking.
mimicry is overcome via his other
On production end, first thought impersonations and gagging. It's n<9t
Waller's
Is that more coin could have been new, but vet has appeal.
spent in framing show. Scrim cur- turn, more than overdone, saw them
and condensed proscenium start walking. Gives too much time
tains
are
not
to himself before bringing on Miss
Jooked too cheap. Backdrops
much better. Built-in frame for Johnson for socko 'SmaU Fry' ren-'
stage looks unfinished. Spotting of dition. Then the usual stage grouphouse band on stage for sessions ing for finale.
Hurl.
also lessens the impression, since 10
pieces look lost and drab behind
plainly lettered music stands. Orch
N. Y.
is not the type to be staged in first
place.
That, however, is the only
It plays the show very well,
fault.
Jeanne
Devereaux,
Jane
Sproule,
except for a brassihess. that was par- Whitey's Jitterbugs,
Les Juvelys,
ticularly noticeable while on rosRockettes, Ballet Corps, Glee Club,
trum.
.

lin

,

,

.

MUSIC HALL,

doesn't look

so-

Orpheum, Vancouver

•

takes to the stage for youth

man

really robbed of five minutes given over, to the winners of
a Loew jitterbug contest.
These wild-eyed kids have absolutely no place on the bill.
This
foolishness represents a letdown to
the Whiteman show, the crazy antics
of the kids clashing violently with
plenty, the smoothness of the orchestra.

place.

JOAN EDWARDS
Singer
7 Mtns.
State, N. T.
This miss is new to the records as
a solo performer, though not new to
the stage. She once toured as a Gus
Edwards act, a fact that's distinctly
overshadowed by her radio work,
Edwards.
niece
of
She's
she's

IS

KIM LOO.

SIS

troupe.
Terracing th.e platforms, the orchestra moves higher
and the glee club rises a way, while
the ballet corps does a very clever
ballet

and somewhat unorthodox number
'Tisket': June Boyd, -xylophonisf who with drums.
dances whUe' playing; Bernice Stone,
While Whitey's Jitterbugs, four

moderate acro-contort dancer, best couples of Negro shagsters work
in violent split and twist, and White with the glee club, for the ballet
is Jeanne Deve-

and Manning, comedy, dancers and number the topper
knockabout mixed team. Last men- reau. She does a
tioned are standard and first in
merit. Work some nifty comedy into
speedily and .cleverly routined act.
Do takeoff on Spanish and adagio
terping, i?irl being tossed several
leet throu.§h air before a split.
McDonald and Miss Glenn return
•gain Iti double entendre blackout
donfe in two parts. 'Spraintd Ankle'

'

toe specialty of
acceptable value when the tenor of
the number turns to toytime. accompanied by fitting music. Ballet
girlies dance on the drums, laid in
a circle, as a novelty touch. The

8 Mins.

'

THEATRES

Stanley, Pittsburgh
Unusual -at any time to find a Similar two-year termer covering
Chinese sister quiret, even if they
lATSE men in legit houses was
aren't sisters, on the stage.
Even
lack of hoke, a tribute to it, for un- signed in September.

the patrons.
the bill.

It's

a strong spot on

SHUBERT,

NEWARK

Very peppy version of "Halleluby the orchestra giving room
Newark, Jan. 1.
,
for individual
work—greases the
Lou Holtz, Helen
Morgan, Abbott
way for the Four Modernaires, who and Costello, Betty
Hutton, Ann Milclown through a medley and 'Ferdi- ler, 6 Antalaks,
Leo
Freudberg's pit
nand.'
They merit this spot and orch.
hold it down all right, but some
kind of switch on the bill to get
Eddie
Sherman
and Sam Stiefel
the comedy fdrther up front and the
have brought first-class vaudeville
vocals in the last niche might be
back to Newark at the Shubert
better, especially since Goldie, the
comic trumpeter, briefly follows Opening last week with Ben Bernie
them. Their 'Ferdinand' business and six acts, plus newsreels and

—

jah'

,

shorts for intermission, house did
capacity with four shows daily, admission price being 25c to 75c. Sherman claims he has a five-year lease
from the Prudential Life Insurance
gruously.
Biz .socko at last afternoon show Co. on house. If he can continue
the grade of acts he is starting with,
Thursday (29).
Edga.
he should strike gold here. That
will be his problem.
Harry Richman is booked in for
the near future. Sherman has other
houses, two in Philadelphia, one in
Atlantic City and other spots.
He
Chicago, Jan. 1.,
guarantee time to acts, which
Son and Sonny, Boice and Ladd, can
should help his booking problems.
Bester West and Lucille Page, Bea
His present bill at the Shubert is
Kalxnus, Kamia, Borrah Minevitch
Harmonica Rascals; 'Tarnished Lady' Billy Rose's Casa Manana show, with

has punch.

—

Jitterbugs of
whose
tweeds,
sweaters and red silk panties, the less
said the better wind up incon-

—

ORIENTAL, CHICAGO

•

(RKO).

Les Lieber has a novelty turn the aud, however; the punchlines
this point with some tooting should be emphasized a little more.
piccolos, the turn serving
Bester West and Lucille Page, almore to bring on the specialties way a click with their respective
than anything else. Joan Edwards comedy and dancing, still go over
(New Acts) follows and gets here and show themselves to be suitacross a healthy wallop on ap- able for niteries and vaude anypearance, vocalizing and prior radio where.
Bea Kalmus, after five
buildup. -Whiteman tries to sell her months at the Royale Frolics, nitery
as a genuine New York girl, which here,- moved here for the singer
asis unnecessary since she can stand
signment and smashes' over with her
well enough on her own, and who pops. Her 'Cavalcade
of Stars' parin New York gives a hoot anyhow.
ticularly is dynamite.
At this point Al Gallodoro, from
Kamia does a 'Dance of the Seven
the sax section, spins out a tripletongue version of 'Nola' that im- Sins,' in which she shifts from one
presses.
The turn is smart for 'sin' costume to another. Bojrah
at

on 10c

number is a bit long.
Following is Les Juvelys, one of Whiteman has a sax-clarinot secthe cleverest acts ever, seen oti any tion of nine then whose work cerThe routine includes s6me tainly should be highlighted with a
bit is done straight at first with opening acrobatics^ balancing on" a well-placed' showoff turn.
Clark Dennis (New Acts), tenCr,
lifi^ts on durinf; ostensible normal bdard that is plac^id -under a cylsome- hi!ad-to-head bal- is introduced as a newcomer from
inder
'and
to
helped
conversation while girl is
a chair. With gUhihiers but sounds ancing with vuhb'.j! balls between Chicago. Wherever he's from, he's
like old 'Stop, Johnny!' parody song.j as cushions that / represses even if learned how to get the most out of
ballet-

stage.

so to find they're all extraordinarily, attractive and with plenty
of s.a. With that much novelty for
a starting point they should capitalize more on their advantages.
But
turn's a combination of good and
bad, needs to be tightened and

is for a 48-hour work
week, but under a verbal agreement
men work only 40 hours each in
order to spread out employment.

(4)

Singing, Dancing

Showing them, including
On the whole there's a good show
parade, dropping back to pit at finale. of out-of-towners. what
Twenty-seven piece combo (White- here this week, with eight showgirls
they can do
Robie's idea is to spot some un- with tliat Hall stage
equipment, up man fronting in maroon garb) opens added for flash.
laiowns in every show. He does from the pit comes the glee club snappily with 'I've Got
Rhythm,'
Son and Sonny, standard colored
that. Just, spots 'em. He should be singing the official song of
the N. then swings into one of those
hoofers, are solid, as always, and
more discriminating instead of per- Y. fair, plus 'I'm a Jitterburg.' This Whiteman medleys that milks
every
mitting full acts to sneak by the platform piece moves upstage as the remnant of sentimental memory Boice and Ladd are a good
hokey,
rpom.
cutting
orchestra group rises into the -air from the patrons, especially when crossfire act with femme getting
The 'Give Them a Chance' lineup to appear over them, and from the *he veteran Mike Pingitore winds it over some lowdown comedy. Gagging son.etimes is a bit too fast for
comprises June Hart,* pert accor- pit comes another load, this time the i."P brilliantly.
dionist who. dances a little while
playing (band almost blew her off
apron); CMoria Rich, -blond toe tapster; Mei Toy, Chinese swing singer
who first warbles a native ditty then

doubtedly it's right out of the salami
basket from top to bottom.
Mystics start off by blindfolding

more

CONTRACT

,

Band

NEW ACTS

WITH

.

'

1939

,

A

Earl McDonald (latter strictly legit) rangement of Jerome Kern numbers
in coipedy bit, 'Love Tragedy in is played, including selections from
Paris,'
Biz of hubby finding lover 'Show Boat' and 'Roberta.' As this
in apartment and feeding sentence,- finishes, the neon sign goes up and
ending words for Miss. Glenn to weld the orchestra moves upstage against
into advertising copy while running a drop symbolizinjs; the fair (perisphere and trylon), comes into
on and off stage. Only cute.

4,

been mainly with Paul Whiteman, speeded up a bit and could stand a
however, with whose unit she was new idea or two.
Vancouver, B. C. Dec. 30,
As it is, act's pretty conventional
Jan Rubini, Savimv White. Peggy caught at the State. She makes a
Taylor Trio, Galli Sisters (3), Ed- nice appearance right from the start, save for a socko acrobatic single
ward Sisters (2), Rahn Ormond is gracefully gowned in white and that's turned in by one of the Kim
has
poise.
Loos
near the finish. Only three of
Everything'
(m.c);
'Thanks
for
As for her singing, it leans toward them make an appearance at the
(20th).
swing. Voice is polished, though her getaway,, neatly gowned in native
gestures are pretty stylized and pajamas, doing a weak vocal prey Nicely spotted to grab the holi- aren't necessary. Buisiness with the lude at the
mike for the snappy
day cream, this unit, billed as 'Hi
Ho Hollywood Review,' builds to hands is okay in operetta or novelty, semi-shag they eventually break
good audience reaction. Customers, but it has no significance in most into. It's good hoofing and more of
it wouldn't hurt.
pops.
They could chuck
who expected slap-dash affair of artSang three numbers when caught, the vocals.
ists picking up Xmas gravy, were
Fourth follows them on alone for
surprised to see a show that really 'You Go to My Head' (her only ballad), 'Small Fry' and 'Where Has My a couple of songs that are just fair
•clicks on good-old-time-vaude forLittle Dog Gone.'
This represents and an impression of Ella Fitzger?ild
mula throughout.
Spotted a.f^ainst a paint job of good progression, and to fine results. tisket-tasketing that's only slightly
Grauman's Chinese theatre, five acts Gal can hold her own in any niche better. Then comes the acrobatic
an accomplished pop fiash and all four of them are on
are capably emceed by Rahn Or- requiring
again at finish whirling around with
Edge.
mand, who, however, insists upon singer.
rag-doll partners. It's a weak curdubbing in amateur magic and one
tain. Too familiar for one thing and
Bernie
spot of Ben
patter in verse. CLARK
DENNIS
flatly done for another. Gals should
Ormand just finished a stint in a Tenor
brush up, stick more to the terp end
western pic. And has nice appear- 10 Mins.
and, with their looks and easy manance on stage in tails.
State, N. T.
ner, could be a cinch.
Not under
Edwards Sisters open with clever
Paul Whiteman, with whose unit the present setup, however. Cohen.
hoofing. The colored pair do nothDennis is currently vocalizing, introing spectacular, but give freely to duces
the, tenor as a newcomer from
get show off to easy start. Heavy
Chicago.
No record of him here
build-up by m.c. on the Eddie Canbefore, but there's a good chance
tor discovery angle sets stii.ge for
that there'll be one. Lad has one of lAXSE SIGNS
clever vocals by three Galli Sisters.
those voices that
Kids swing out With plenty of ani- of the keyboard, runs off the top end
and he knows how
PHILLY
mation and. grab the audience from to sell it.
Also, his coaching has
the start. Two older girls play to
been fine. That boyish pep comes
youngster, who stands on a box in from
study, not nature.
Philadelphia, Jan. 1.
the center; latter really sells the
Opening with 'Reverie' is a safe
act with exceptional personality.
Two-year agreement covering all
bet anywhere, and Dennis doesn't
First-rate arrangements and excelmiss it. 'Begin to Begin' and 'Lone stagehands' and electricians
emlent pipes combine to make trio a
Prairie,' also two very safe selecployed in Warner and indie houses
real click.'
tions, for the range is good, and this
Sanimy White is hoke artist from is the kind
here
was
inked
last week by the Inof stuff Whiteman can
away back. Opened a little slow, but back up so brilliantly
that it would ternational Alliance of Theatrical
caught on fast to smash finish with be pretty
hard to flop.
eccentric terping. White delivers a
Principal outPersonality is adequate. But the Stage Employees.
sentimental speech about the return
criticism applicable to another mem- come of more than six weeks of emof vaude. Audience was so well sold
ber of the Whiteman unit, Joan Edthat they ate up the talking, although
battled negotiating was restoration
wards, anent use of hands goes here,
wanting more dancing.
It's almost as bad to wave 'em of half the pay cut imposed on the
Number foxu: spot has Jan Rubini too.
around as to stick 'em in the pock- grips in 1933. Other
doing fiddle solo< Even more hoke ets.
half was given
This is somewhat minor, howhere, with audience crying in their
them two years ago.
ever.
Edga.
beer over old faves. House dusted
Contract

STATE,

..
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hard. The act
was formerly at the International
Casino.
For the Rockettes, doing a tap
routine of fair caliber, but far from
the hit of the show as they usually
are (Juvelys are the stuff on this
show), a fourth platform comes up
from the pit and remains stationary with the stage as space on
which the line girls work. Flags
with the world's fair trademark fall
in from the sides for the finale.
Char.
it

Symphony Orch under direction of off organ as support for encore, with
Besides needing some severe cut- Erno Rapee; 'Topper Takes a Trip'
lighting effects taking star part here.
ting of long, winded routines (pro- iUA), reviewed in this issue of
Peggy Taylor Trio climaxes show
ducer had already dropped line of Variety.
with sophisticated terping and then
girls), show could also have used a
completely fools audience by breakWent overboard on
little dancing.
fast and fairly entertaining ing into 3' knockabout routine.
novelty, acrobatics and comedy, but stage show for
New Year's supBiz good.
Hilk.
neglected to spot a good terper or plants the
Christmasy two-part proteam. Singing also was light, rest- duction that was carried
past Yule
ing mostly on Molly Picon and Mark on a two-weeks stay,
although
picPlant, latter too much on the heroic ture
N. Y.
was changed for the holdover
baritone plane.. Presence of three week.
With 'Topper Takes a Trip'
femme m.c.'s, Cinda Glenn, Vera (UA) on
the screen, a fine laugh
Paul Whiteman Orch, Les Lieber,
TNargo and Marianne Mosner, doesn't comedy, there
can be no complaints. Clark Dennis,
help. Former earns her way with
Joan Edwards, Four
Leon Leonidoff,
staged the Modernaires:
'Young in Heart' (.UA.)
some gagging and later with her own New Year show, is who
showing off the
contortion specialty and by working Hall's mechanical
equipment
for
in bits. Other two, delegated to de- the out-of-towners,
Paul Whiteman at the State is. a
and also telling
liver (in rhyme) introes of acts, slow them subtly,
surely, that there's snug fit, for the patrons here like
up the proceedings. Nothing special going to be abut
world's fair in these performers with experience, not
in looks and absolutely blah on per- parts shortly.
jads.
On that -score, of course,
sonality, they detract.
He labels his show 'Dawn of a Whiteman deUvers solidly. His unit
Under corny title of 'Vaudeville New Day,' slogan for the forthcom- has genial pace, good pop music and
lilarches On,' show, with a number ing ('39) exposition, and bends the balance.
What's more, it evokes
of 'repeats' who have played locally current production down to a flag- nostalgia—a
category
in
which
recently, gets under way via over- waving finish after having infused Whiteman certainly has an edge over
ture of 'You Got Me.' Mark Plant's various
his
touches
that
contemporaries. He could sell
represent
voice booms the title song by Frank double-truck ads for Grover Wha- plenty on .that angle alone, but he
Galen, Abe Burrows and Robert len's big blow off on Long Island. doesn't overwork it. There are new
Katscher, while surrounded by ani It is a fitting tribute that the Hall faces and new tricks in adequate
mate acts. Different acts fade in and pays the fair, in keeping with simi- doses.
out for theme picture. Gilbert Bros., lar plugging this New Year's from
Program runs only 48 minutes, tolast on, remain with their plenty other sources,
including theatres, gether with a newsreel whose insnappy horizontal bar work muscling, night clubs, hotels, etc.
nards were left in the cutting room,
Got swell returns for their opening
On the opening with the symph and 'Young in Heart.' Due to the
trick.
orchestra on the stage, a large holiday b.o.. the State is turning this
trademark of the fair in neon is biU over plenty fast to get the cusInitial bit finds Miss Glenn work
Ing with Miss Mosner,, Plant and used as background whUe an ar- tomers. By the same token. White••

.
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Third of a Century

dlso sounds out of place, to say

It

Minevitch's Harmonica Rascals offer
a reprieve. Their act isn't as good
without their leader, who has been
in Hollywood mostly, but it gets by
nevertheless.
House orchestra Js
steadily deterioratmg, playing mis^^
erably at last show Friday (30).
Gold.

Lou

Holtz
and
Helen, Morgan
starred. Newark hasn't seen such a
star-studded bill in years, the nearest approach being the vaude programs Mart Darcy is putting on at
the Paramount-Newark. Lou Holtz,
as the m.c, sets the tempo of the

show and does a grand job. Helen
Morgan, minus the piano, sobs her

way into the hearts of the patrons
with 'My Bill' and peps them up
again with 'You Go to My Head.'
Her gowns are the last word in
gorgeousness.
Abbott and Costello, the former a
recruit from burlesk, put on a zanie
act that equals Holt's crazy talkfest.
It's a new team and a good one.
They are going places.
Betty Hutton, billed as Jitterbug
No. 1,. lives up to her title in every
way. Ann Miller, remembered for
her work in the pic, 'You Can't Take
It With You,' shows she can really
dance.
True to form, the layout
ends with the familiar acrobatic act,
and this time it is the Six Antalaks
who give a couple of chills and
thrills, in their dizzy balancing act
Leo Freudberg, of WOR, is the pit
orch leader and does a good job.
Wisely, the management only puts
on newsreels and shorts. No thirdrate film is^narring the bill.
Sherman has 'got something that
Newark wants, provided he can keep
up the quality of the shows. Dalz.
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Life 111^1938

By Abel Green
looks back on a flock

New York

brought about by a
of 77Bs 'in 1938
record-low tourist season this past
spring and summer (class .hotels

were offering air-conditioned rooms
a* $5 a day,
timistically

without takers), but opeyes the 1939 World's

rair.

Daspite the axiom that the mass
capacity cafes, cabarets, theatreand niteries, classify
restaurants
them as you will, offer the best per
dollar value to night-lpafers, .than in
any other world's capital, the sheep-

herd quality, which has always been
New York, obtained even
more vividly this year' aniong the
metropolitan N. Y. night spots.
They'd rather be jampacked and
charged heavily in the high spots
than spread a little of the lucre
among the less popular joints. ^
There are just so many regulars
standard in

are habitual goer-outers. And
their loyalties are distracted by

who
if

and that new opening some
other spot must suffer. Eventually
it gets back to the concentration of
wealth in the fave cafes, say the
Stork, 21, Morocco, Iridium, Persian
and kindred rooms, but in the interim it's thinly spread around.
In the mass joints it's even truer.
That takes in the Paradise, Hollywood, International and "French C?ir
sino (now Billy Rose's Casd Manana), all of which parleyed themselves irito 77B. Perhaps the heaviest
financial setback was visited on the
International, considering its basic
investment, which runs upward of
this

*

$500,000.
ty^e floor

Newest tack, is a
show at reduced

'popular'
scale for

mass appeal.
lia

ing waiters with gigolo avocations
headwaiter says, 'Sorry, but all our
hoof with the lonesome mamas, in tables are reserved,' and the room is
between the chopped-liver and sour palpably half empty.
However,
cream service the pat billing clings. tha.t's an intra-trade headache that
Park avenue circuit saw much becomes a matter for individual
breaking down of previous taboos. operation, and is not without its
Swank St. Regis' Maisonette Russe points in favor of the management.
Graver problem will be how to
booked a colored band, and Benny
Goodman killer-dillered 'em at the cope with the midwest tycoons, atWaldorf.
As a compromise with tracted by the Fair, along with other
aestheticism and juvenile culture, important hinterlanders who, not
known at face value by the "major
the Waldorf installed a milk bar for

—

jitterbug

try.

Vaude's Major Market

On

the talent end, the gravitation
vaudeville into the drink-anddance phase remains the most salient
evolution of flesh entertainment. The
cafes are the most concentrated
markets for vaudeville. In line with
that the summer resorts even went
more bullishly for acts.
Both talent and the borsdht belt

of

the door, are bound to
create resentment. The smart spot
joints realize that, and the idea still
exists of building up No. 2 joints,
where to shunt the overflow. T^\e
52d Street spots themselves want to
preserve amenities further by a
vigilante committee to cope with any
clip-joint tactics, as and when the
crowds become an embarrassment of

trade.

at

.

riches.

Late wine-dine thing gave rise to
the idea of deferring theatre curtains
iintil past 9 p.m., but with a flock
of legit hits in town, the customers
just ate and ran, if they wanted to
make the theatres on time.
Florida was blah last winter; looks
better this .season.
.

New

Dances
Following the conga came the
Lambeth Walk; then the Palais Glide
(never did get, started), another
English importation. Now the smart
hoofers are messiri' around with the
'samba' or 'zamba,' from Brazil, a
hark-back to the old maxixe \yhich
Irene and Vernon Castle first introduced 20 years or so ago. In between have been the shag (holdover
from last year) and big apple (for a
time the b.a. even forced fashionable

Moffatt, at Harry Richman's Road
to Mandalay, thus becomes the No.
She's making show
1 money-getiter.
business her career.
Cafe society settled back to its accustomed route among the spots

bonifaced by Messrs; Sherman BillKriendler-Charlie
Jack
ingsley.
Berns and John Perona, v^ith occasional deviations into the ist. Regis,
Rainbow 3oom and Plaza hotels.

'

'

east side bistros to call themselves
La Grande Pomme), and latterly the
'little
peach.'
All vogues of the

Russian Lambeth

Conga, which last season was

success
and which
highlight
touched off a cycle of Latin niteries,
this year, through a combination of
circumstances and new auspices,
likewise played the 77b route. For a
time the growth of the Conga dance
craze loomed as a major cafe indus-

a

domos

Also booked
socialite Cobina Wright, Jr., and,
later, Alice Marble, the tennister,
With
into its snootier Sert Rooin.
Adelaide MofEatt, these, incidentally,
remained the high marks of the
blue-book, blues-singing cycle. Sally
Clark, a Roosevelt in-law, was nonsensational in Boston and at New
York's" Plaza hotel, and then decided
to get married. Lois EUiman is still
around, but modestly does vocals
with bands. Eleanor French, also of
Park Avenue background, dittoed
with Dick Gasparre at the Ambassador hotel; a socialite amateur contest got Anne Francine a regular job
at Le Coq Rouge, but the b. o. tops
of 'em, Mrs. Eve Symington, who
drew up to $1,000 a week, decided to
remain inactive this season. Miss
the

At the St. Regis, Prince .Serge
Obolensky introduced the Lambeth

fleeting

moment.

—

More hark-backs to yesteryear
atop its switch on the Coney Island beerroof, and touched oft that English stubes
with free sUent filmsimportation into a moderate vogue. cropped up in the Coast's classy
An ice show in the downstairs Iri- cocktaileries, with feature-lengths.
dium Room this fall was another In the east, some of the bars now
innovation, as was the grill (Maison- I*roject fight films whUe you're quafette Russe) room's adventure with fing. Jack Dempsey's new Broadway
Billy Hicks and his Sizzling Six, Bar was among the first to essay that,
which the toney hotel chose to clas- naturally featuring the Manassa
sify as 'Nubian Swingsters' attired Mauler in his past fisticuffs.
Among the new ventures, Harry
in Russian togas no less, and vocalRichman's Road to Mandalay (Delizing occasional French chansons.
How-to-Keep-Them-Out Headache monico hotel) is the latest. Dave
Cafe society thing remains the Apollon unsuccessfully essayed a
nitery venture with his Casanova.
same problem for the smart spots

Walk

early in the

summer

—

how to keep 'em out. Whether It Clifford C.
would be "more offends some or not becomes a tac- which set

bistros thought it
dignified* if the Russian-soup billing

Fischer's Frenchy revues,
a vogue in America for

seasons and which folded
tical question, and, it is admitted, three
were buried. However, so long as there are sometimes grave errors when the French Casino encountered
when an injudicious trouble, came back into the Interthe Catskill impresarios were book- committed

'minimum

tariffs also went for at
least a drink, so the charge checks
upped to $1.80 or so. Besides it got
population in the^alcony which was
otherwise void.
However, despite
the click of the cabaret-vaudeville
idea. Rose resented workers' union
demands and after threatening to
shut down, later reached an agreement. His newest nitery is called

Biz started off
national this fall.
strong, then there was a police rap
for alleged nudity, and the spot
new pop-priced show
skidded.

A

now

in.

Granlund (NTG) opened the
Rising Sun, a Swedish smorgasbord
spot, and he too was a victim of the
Nils T.

authorities' anti-'mixing' edict. Here,
too, biz had started oft big, but latterly Granlund had to file a reorganization petition, offering 45% settle-

ment on

bills,

dating from Feb.

the

Tlieir Policies,

Budgets

&

'Mixing'
In the summer, as biz dipped, more
'mixing' was generally encouraged
all over, the dame angle being the
usual aftermath.
But the new regime in New York frowns upon the
practice, which is another thing that
bit
looms as a
of a headache for the
nitery managements.
Argument is
that if the Fair visitors are to be
amused, the technical straight-lacedness should be eased; that the visiting firemen are here to
make
whoopee. However, the ABC (liquor
license) regulations in New York are
quite strict, and the penalty of forfeit
of license is an omnipotent bugaboo
to those who would dare to cut loose.
Frisco Fair is already spreading
the- word of 'liberality'' and the gambling shops which have been plying
off Los Angeles waters look to a
boom when the Golden Gate Expo
opens.
Meantime, as part of the .civic
drive for virtue License Commissioner Paul Moss has been harassing
the agents, particularly the oflice-inhat cafe bookers, but. if you'll look
into the 1905-06 file of Variety, during its Very first year, that same
routine was reported then, and in almost every subsequent year.

&

During the summer

.

London's West-End night spots are

pending

on

$2,000,000 in entertaining the locals and the tran-

close

But

sients.

it

has been a bad year

for most of these promoters. This is
chiefly attributed to the imsettled
European situation and bad stock

market; while the Jewish element,
conceded to be the best spenders
among nightlifers, have tightened
their purses, preferring to approprii

money to hielping their less
fortunate brethren in middle Europe.
Majority of places are down from
15 to 30%, and, owing to the licensing
restrictions, meaning no drinks permitted after 12:30, excepting on one
extension night per week, it's practically impossible for niteries spending real dough on entertainment to
ate this

make money.
Many hotels, maintain
tainment policies at a

their enterloss,

writing

losses against advertising, and
also to keep their staff, whose main
source, of income is frbm tips, together.
off

There

is

a

feeling

among many

hoteliers that if they dropped all entertainment and dancing, their food
reputation would still draw.
Experience belies this. Any impottant
hotel which has tried it for a while
has invariably found itself going
down hill, as gourmets will patronize
certaia restaurants with food reputations,, but not hotels,
Thete they
seem, to expect daijding ..and entertainment, on top of the food.
Biggest' entertainment purveyors'
in the

West-End are Ma"rtinus

Poul-'
sen and Fausto Stocco, who control
the Cafe de Paris, Cafe Anglais, '400'

Club (partly, with Abe Aaronson the
biggest shareholder). Embassy Club
and London Casino. In the latter,
a big interest is held by Cliff Fischer
and E. A. Stone.
London Casino, which set ii ^ew

fashion in London niteries, has been fortune. Kept alive by its luncheon
a consistent money spinner till the trade.
Embassy Club caters for members,
Entertainment Tax people came
along and nicked It for a hunk and recently acquired by the Poulsen
of money, claiming it was tax- interests. Its entertainment nut, inSince then things have not cluding band, is around $750, and
able.
been too bright. Spot has specialized from all reports is not doing too
in elaborate shows, big scenes and well. But is hoping.
'400' Club is the spot bottle club
massive tableaux, interspersed with
known American and Continental in town, and hangout of millionaires
Doing hefty
talent. Some of the artists who ap- and men about town.
peared there during this season in- trade, and still best spot in town of
clude Cinda Glenn, Herman Hyde its kind.
and Sally Burrill, Four Craddocks,
Dorchester's $5 Couvert
Bendova, Maxellos, Christian and
Dorchester hotel only spot in town
Ladies,
Sophisticated
Duroy,
3
having nerve to charge a $5 couvert
Ashour,
and
Lucienne
Andre Randal,
and getting away with it. Henry
The Robenis, Grace and Nikko, Gio- Sherek supplies the relaxation for
vanni, Harald ^.and Lola, Marion the tired business man, and has
been
Gregory and Raymond, doing well for the last three years
Daniels,
Renita Kramer. Overhead has been he has been in charge with contract
as high as $7,500 per week, which just extended to 1940.
Specializes
includes a bunch of internation'al in leg shows, in 'book' revue, invarifemme beauts, plus cost of produc- ably written by Sherek, with music
tion around $40,000. Weekly intake mostly by Eddie Horan.
Acts that
has often exceeded $35,000, but have appeared there include The
at times has fallen as low as $20,000. Hartmans, Shiela Barrett, Calgary
Spot is now depression bound, but Brothers, Naunton Wayne (Comwill pick up, so it is hoped, when pere), Nick Long, Junior,
Bobby
reconstruction comes along.
May, Maurice and Cordoba, Lydia
Cafe de Paris no longer has a and Joresca, Russell Swann, John
Bert
Amtype
of
name band of the
Hoysradt, Wences, That C^ertain Trio,
brose, but still spends around $3,000 Holland and 'Hart, Cyril Richard and
for entertainment, including iDand. Hermione Baddeley, Richard Haydn,
with
acts
intalent
only,
Plays best
CheStei-fields, Oliver Wakefield, Gascluding Beatrice Lillie, Yacht Club ton Palmer, Freddy Dosh, Robinson
Boys, Lucienne Boyer, Pills and and Martin, Vera Haal, Merriel AbDraper,
Paul
Ethel
Shutta,
bott Girls, Percy Athos Follies and
Tabet,
Douglas Byng. Business has been Chester Hale Girls, now practically
erratic, sometimes very good and a permanent feature there.
Oversometimes fair.
head, $3,500.
Two spots exclusively booked by
Cafe Anglais pays very little for
Eric Wollheim, who books with all
entertainment, with band and solo agents, not muscling in
on the 10%,
Occa- just receiving a booking fee, are the
act rarely exceeding '$600.
management breaks out Savoy hotel and Berkeley hotel.
sionally
Savoy
hotel relies on comedy, parwith some big name, as instance the
ticularly sight comedy, and dancing.
Duncan Sisters, who were in on per- Two bands that have been there for
centage, and did not accumulate a several seasons, Carroll Gibbons and
.

j

!

j

i

was noted

rooms, with name dance music, ^ot
being enough, if not properly airconditioned.

Rockefellers
Major exception to. this are the
Rockfeller skysci'aper cabarets. Rainbow Room and Rainbow Grill whicH,
iricidentally, gross $80,000 arid $lO0,>
000 a month between them, giving
the Rockefellers a $1,000,000 gross
from, the Radio City eateries alone.
It was figured out that, with addition
of the Music Hall's $5,000,000 annual
gross; plus another $l,Oi(>0,000 froin
the Rockefeller Center tours, skating
rink, etc.-, the oil family'? show biz

More New Ones

Among

other new nitery manifes- income is $7,000,000 per annum.
there cropped up Cabaret
These were the highlights of the
TAC (Theatre Arts Committee), a past year's nitery trend, plus such
politico nitery, patterned after the curiosa as the jitterbug trade which,
Kabaret der Komiker (Berlin, b. H. as in the preceding year's shagging
—before Hitler) and Paris' Theatre vogue, tended to discourage the more
Dix Heures (10 o'clock theatre), with matured type patronage; said maits
sketches emphasizing political turer customer, naturally, being- of
cross-sections.
ampler spending proportions.
Another new tangent, offshoot of
The guest night thing became a bit
the vaudeville vogue, was the $1.10 of a vogue almost an evil—with a
admission charge, for shows only, staggered schedule of 'special' nights
inaugurated by Billy Rose at his for this or that maestro, radio fave
Casa Manana, basically as an idea to or songsmlthr Being a cuffo, somefill up the top shelf.
Vaude fans sat body had to pay ^usually the music
at tables, saw the show, had the publisher reps.
Acts, too, found
privilege of enjoying the dance themselves playing a benefit circuit,
music and were supposedly not obli- for frei, but since it was also somegated to buy even a drink. Of course thing in the nature of an audition
they get a mild hustle from the wait- opportunity, it has compensations.
ers but, by and large, those that
Whalen, bring on the visiting firecame to get in under the wire of the men!

tations

—

—

are as popular with the
as any of the attractions
These include Lyda
Maxcellos, Harris, Claire and

getting their full 10%. Acts played
there invariably number five to six,
big names, and mostly headliners.

visitors

played there.

Shannon,
20.

it

that the air-coolies did better than
the rooferies, the sky-high dining

.

Sue,

London,' Dec.

Diamond Horseshoe.

Leon
Eddie's, with a weekly ntit
that has ranged from $8,000 to $10,000 a week, also inaugurated a $1.10
admish, just for the show, sans any
solicitation for drinks, etc. L
E's
further trimmed its sails and set
about to keep attracting the middlecla^ public by cutting the $2.25 table
d'hotes to $2 and now $1.50, counting
on the drink average to offset matters. It has wprk'ed put all right.
International Casino, with its costly spiral bar; its name dansapation
in Larry Clinton, its newly done over
Streets, of Paris room, and with the
major spectacle within the Casino,
has yet to go over the top, although
still trying.

1.

Geraldo,

London Cafes:

'

Bob

Bromley,

all

There is a minimum cover charge of.
$2, which includes dinner, and is al-

Diamond

Brothers, Mary Holies, Three Swifts,
Josie and Patrica, Arnaut Brothers,
Berry Brothers, George Dormonde,
Wiere Brothers, Richard and Adrian
Dancers, Frakson, Estelle and Leroy,
Linder, Olgo, Maurice and Marey,
Capella
and
Beatrice,
Calgary
Brothers, Joe Jackson, Bob Dupont,
Hermanos
Williams,
Dave
and
Dorothy Fitsgibbon, Bob Ripa and
Robinson and Martin.
Overhead
with bands invariably around $3,250,
and business consistently good.
Berkeley hotel, mainly talking and
singing acts, with overhead around
$1,750, including band.
Acts have
included Ross -and Stone, Walsh and
•Barker,
Richard
Haydn,
Neila
Goodell, -Gillie Potter, Music Hall
Boys, Olgo, That Certain Trio, Hildegarde, Graziella Paraga, Marrette
and Rudy D'Aix, Charlie Wright„
Phyllis Stanley, Oliver Wakefield,
Bob Bromley, Robinson and Martin,
Gipsy Nina, Elizabeth Welch.
Grosvenor House. Entertainment
operated by London office of MCA,
with Earl Bailey in charge. Entertainment overhead, including bunch

ways doing near capacity business.
of the acts are Buster Shaver,
with Olive and George, Ross and
Stone, Gaston Palmer, Russell Swann,
Bob Bromley, Stone and Lee, Larry

Some

Adler, Max Miller,
Bennett, Vic Oliver,

Hutch,

Billy-

Naunton Wayne,

Peabody,
Arthur
Prince, Ac Astor, Renee Houston and
Donald Stewart, Elizabeth Welch,
Oliver Wakefield, Three Music Hall
Boys, Western Brotheris, Molly Picon,
George Robey, Niela Goodell, GaliGali, Olive White, Forsythe,
and Farrell, Gipsy Nina,
Practically an all-star show.

Seamon
Wences.

Local agent, Michael Mitchell has
four spots which he books exclusively. Cuts in on the agents' commissions, instead of getting booking
fee.
These are Piccadilly hotel,
Romano's restaurant, Quaglino's and

Chez HenrL
Piccadilly hotel, once the ace spot,
in the days when it was bboked itt

conjunction with the defunct KitCat, is now a grind spot. Acts play
four times nightly, twice in the grill
room and ditto in the restaurant
Entire overhead, including three
band.s, does not top $2,000. Acts are
mostly continental, from Paris, wHo
are glad to escape the falling franc,

of lookers, around $3,250, with some
of the names including Al Trahan,

Three Music Hall Boys, Ross, Wyse,
Junior, Edwin Styles, George Emnsy,
Hacker and Sidell, Gaston Palmer,
Dare and Yates, Carlton Emmy and
dogs, Georgie Hales and Paul Oscard
gals.
Cover charge $3.50, which is
about same as in most first-class

and

No

locals.

Just

struggling

along.

cover charge.

Quaglino's is very ultra, and busi*
ness very good. Food has big reputa*
tion. Entertainment consists of band

'

spots.

Max .Wall,

Eddie

'

At the Tree

and

Two entertainment spots in the
Trocadero restaurant are the GrilL
Room and the 'Troc' Former has
annual leg show, which Charles
Cochran has been producing there
for 14 years.
Besides the gals, has

one

act,

and

never

exceeds

$1,000.

Gabber Buns Air Contents
Philadelphia, jan,

1,.

Jack Steck, gabber on WFIL, td
three specialties.
Always well at- run amateur vaude contests in n'u-J
tended, and a permanent institution, merous houses here^ each week.
'Troc' is solely booked by Charles L.
Starts this stanza at Warner. Bros.!
Tucker with no chiseling, all agents Allegheny.
j
j

'
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SEASOJS'S

"33

4,
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GREETimS

YEARS OF LAUGHS"
(And

Still

Married)

ROSE

CHIC

YORK KING
'^The Old Family Tintype"
—DIRECTION—
CHAS. H. ALLEN

AGENCY

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

AND

Yours Sincerely
Greetings

HIS

"SUAVE SWING"

ORCHESTRA

from

Now

SOPHIE TUGKER

BEN
CUTLER

in Their Sixth

Month

at

"GASA MANANA"

BILLY ROSE'S

Management

Exclusive

and His

/vvtV

ORCHESTRA

SEASOIS'S GREETINGS

Season's Greetings

OPENING

KAY PARSONS

Capt.

RAINBOW ROOM

Commiinity Sing

Atop Radio

ANCIL SWETT
ELECTRIC

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

City,

FOMEEN

BASIL

New York

January 11

ORGAN

AFPEABINO

CASA MANANA, NEW YORE
Fourth Month

Management, MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

MANAGEMENT MCA
Best Wishes for the

Holiday Greetings

Coming Season
Exclusive

BOB RlPA

Management

CONCLUDED SECOND WEEK
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL, NEW YORK

THE SINGING TROUBADOR

WILLIAM MORRIS

JUST

L.

OZ—PAULINE

Now—Loew s, Montreal
Week
Week

COOKE'S OFHCE

Personal

BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR

Phone Superior 9420

CHICAGO

"THE

CLOWN

-

Shubert,

*

Newark

- - Roxy, New York
Management—SAM RAUCH/F & M OFFICE

MILWAUKEE

Chicago

The Best

Betty and Lawrence Cook
After lanuary 15.. California

in

Vaudeville

EDDIE WEISFELDT
Season's Greetings

PRINCE

OF MUSIC"

MILT BRITTON
and His

1.

DOWNTOWN CASINO

G R E ETING S

PLAYING ENTIRE STAGE SHOW

2.

OFFERING THEIR OWN ORIGINAL SMASHING
HILARIOUS ACT

3.

SUPPLYING AN EVENING OF SUPERB DANCE
MUSIC

"MERRY MAD MUSICAL MANIACS"
NOW APPEARING DETROIT'S NEW THEATRE CLUB-

SEA SO N'S

Jan. 6
Jan. 13

RIVERSIDE THEATRE

48 WEEKS
606 CLUB

ESSANESS CIRCUIT of THEATRES
540 No. Michigan Ave.

Completed a Successful Engagement
at the TOP HAT. Union City, N. J.

Just

AGENCY

Direction

O.

NICK LUCAS

wTfjV
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33 Years for Me Too-

STILL FISHING
Leo CarriHo's original cartoon which
appeared in Variety* Dec. 9/ 1907.

CL.IF'F'ORD C. F'ISCHER
Soils

for Europe* Where Arrongements Will Be Completed
LEADING VARIETY AGENTS to Import the Very Best Available Talent

Today (Soturdoy)

with the

Exclusive Booking Agent ior

MESSRS.

THOMPSON & DUNDY«

NEW YORK HIPPODROME
THE AGENTS' AGENCY,
Reprint of an advertisement
a Variety of December. 1905.

from

New York

City

'

. . .

35

1440 Broadway,

and today

NEW YORK

LONDON

PARIS

International Casino

London Casino

Les Ambassadeurs

AVENUE DES CHAMPS ELYSEES,

PARIS, FRANCE
—^DAVID VORHAUS of House, Grossman, Vorhaus and Hemley, 521 5th Avenue, New York

Legal Representative

Third of a Century---VARIETY—Anmiversary h»ue_
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r

ANDY MAYO

TITAN TRIO
Just Finished

13

All

Weeks

PARADISE RESTAURANT,

SEASON'S GREETINGS

American Back???

NEW YORK

HAL MENKEN

Creator of

"PANSY THE HORSE"

Now

Palmer House, Chicago

ond

"PFRnVAl THE RUM

INPtrlNITcLY

CHARLES

"

L.

TUCKER

INGALLS & DAVIES

17 Shaftesbury Ave.

Radio City

New York

London, England

INGALLS

Personal Direction

&

Personal Direction

DAVIES

INGALLS

&

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

GREETINGS FROM

BETTY BRUCE
Now

Hollywood,

New York
INGALLS & DAVIES

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

WHITEY and ED FORD

Opening Show

Carroll's

Earl

Featured Dancer "Boys from Syracnse"

AIvin»
Personal Direction

ARREN and BRODERICK
Now

City

DAVIES

"Dog Gone Bltzy"
Personal Direction

Calif.

INGALLS & DAVIES

EL'NICE-HEALY
Personal Direction

INGALLS

&

The Season's Greetings

DAVIES

Personal Direction,

GREETINGS

SEASON'S GREETINGS

HERMAN HYDE

TRULY JUELSON

Personal Direction

INGALLS

&

and Her Beverly

DAVIES

Personal Direction

SARA ANN McCABE
Coloratura Swingstress
INGALLS & DAVIES

Hills Girls

INGALLS

Personal Direction

& DAVIES

GREETINGS

in Taps

INGALLS & DAVIES

TheJHEATRE

of the

STARS

mm.
BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Extends Holiday Greetings
from the

DE ymGE

RAINBOW ROOM
NEW YORK
OPENING JANUARY
Management ROCKWELL-O'KEEFE,

ORCHESTRA

J.

Inc.

PHIL BAKER
Se<ison's Greetings

RADIO PROGRAM

MILT HERTH

RECORDS

(Red)

NEW YORK

H.

LU B

I

GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY

H.

N

PIERMONT

BOOKING. MANAGER

Season's Greetings from
WARNER

FRANK FROEBA and DICE RIDGLEY
NBC
WEAi:

ST.

DECCA

"OMAR THE SWING MAKER"
BlonOay thi^ Satnrday
8 A. SI.

160 WEST 46TH

and His

PALM ISLAND CASINO. MIAMI

with

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX

SHORTS

THE HIPPODROME
Baltimore, Maryland

n'JZ (Blue)
Friday
9:30 P. M.

Exclusive

DECCA RECOBnS

Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Holiday Qreetings
''HOME OF SWING MUSIC'

/

^

V

i

in

Chicago

DEUCEi
state
^^^

HELEN MORGAN

n.

Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Wednesday, Janliaiy

4,

1939
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Holiday Greetings from the Office
and Artists of JACK BERTELL

THE

HARTMANS
Opening January 23rd

PERSIAN ROOM
Plaza Hotel,

New Yofk

BOOKED SOLID

THE LOVELY

HILDEGARDE
Opening January 12th

PAUM ISLAND, FLORIDA
Commencing March 3rd
SAVOY-PLAZA, NEW YORK

BOOKED SOLID

ESTELLE
and

LEROY
Opening January 20th

HOTEL NEW YORKER
New York

BOBBYPRODUCER
SANFORD
New Hollywood

Revels of 1939

HOLLYWOOD RESTAURANT, NEW YORK

JACK BERTELL
New
Paramount Baildln^,
Phone CHtckerinc

Holiday Greetings to

All

York

4-3364-5

GREETINGS

My

Friends

From Top

of the World

BARON

EDDIE LE

and His CONTINENTAL ORCHESTRA
Now Appearing in His 20th Month o/ a

BUDDY ROGERS

Record-Breaking

Engagement

at

the

RAINBOW ROOM
RADIO

CITY,

NEW YORK

CURRENTLY PLAYING

ROOSEVELT HOTEL. NEW ORLEANS.

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

LA.

FROM

Season's Greetings

ROBINSON TWINS

RALPH GINSBURGH

Currently at the

And His Palmer House Ensemble

FRED

SANBORN
Just

Concluded a Successful Tour wiih

C^len

Grey caid His Casa Lomtc Orchestra

NOW

m SECOND WEEK

PilRAMOONT. NEW YORK

CHEZ PAREE

PALMER HOUSE

CHICAGO

Chicago

WHITE WAY

LEE DONN

ELECTRIC SIGN

SIDNEY FISHER
Av*nM^
76/77, Shiift«ibury

l*ICCADILLY,
I

ll

l

lll l

l

11

I

I

I

LONDONr CNQ.
II J

III

I

I

'll

I

M

I

II

& MAINTENANCE CO

Manufacturers of Electric and Neon Signs
FXKCTRIC ANP NKON SIGN MAINTBNA^^CE ANI> rAtSTINO
315-17 W. Walton St., Chicago
DEIavrare Mil
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to

AMERICA'S GREATEST INDEPENDENT TRADE PAPER
FROM

JONES. L'NICK & SCHAEFER'S

ORIENTAL THEATRE
CHICAGO

AMERICA'S GREATEST INDEPENDENT THEATRE

HOLIDAY GREFlTimS

COmRATVLATIONS
to

on

THIRD

N.

S.

of a

Its

CENTURY

BARCER

RIALTO THEATRE
CHICAGO

BELLE BAKER
Booked

for

two v/eoks, held over

ior six vreeh

RANCHO SAN

PABLO,

Sensational Hit

—Sensational Business

El Cerrito,

CaL

Management WM, MORRIS AGENCY
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Holiday Greetings

MORT

H.

SINGER THEATRES
190 No. State

Chicago Offices—716 State Lake Bidg.

St.,

Chicago

SOPHISTICATED DANCE MUSIC

CHARLES
Now

203 N.

E.

HOGAN

Thank You
Billy Rose

Located at

for the best
ever received

Xmas

—the

WABASH

your

present I
contract at

RAMON RAMOS
and HIS ORCHESTRA

new DIAMOND HORSE-

SHOE.

Management, WILLIAM MORRIS

CfflGAGO

AGENCY

National
Suite 1912

Broadcasting Co.
for the choice network facilities extended to us.

JOE CANDULLO

Wm. Morris Agency
Season

s

Greetings

BARNEY
RAPP
NEW
ENGLANDERS

and His

Opening

Jan. 6,

for

making the above

Charles L. Ornstein
Hotel

Manairer,

New

and HIS ORCHESTRA

possible.

Paramount,

York.

VERSAILLES CLUB, HOLLYWOOD, FLA.
Management,

Direction

CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS
RCA Boildin?, New York

A. J. Clarke
my personal
these

many

representative
years.

NBC NETWORK
Season^s Greetings to

ALh

Season

DE LA ROSA
OSCAR RHUMBA
ORCHESTRA

His

s

Greetings

FRED EVANS

SEASON'S BEST

And

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati

PRODUCER

CHEZ PAREE

MOBLE

CHICAGO

CURRENTLY

HARRY RICHMAN'S "ROAD TO MANDALAY"
DELMONICO'S, NEW YORK
Management WILLIAM MORRIS

AGENCY

SISSLE

SAM ROBERTS
ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVE
Booking Coast

and His OrcheBtra

Coast

to

STATE-LAKE BUILDING, CfflCAGO
Season^s Greetings

Se€ison*s Greetings

#fff%
An Agency
upon

THREE SWIFTS
Christmas and

New

Year's

BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB
NEWPORT, KY.

that

Book

to

can always be depended

Good Shows

Consistently

THE REASON

Congrats

on

Experience, Knowledge, Dependahility, Honesty and

Economy

ARTHUR FISHER AGENCY
Established 102G

For Particulars Write or Phone

33

years

from

33

IV.

52

1560 Broadway,

New

York City

Phone BRyant 9—6352-3

GLOSSAL KNEWYEAR
From
the

Compliments of the Season

GIL

LAMB

Christmas and

New

Year's

BEVERLY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB
NEWPORT^ KY.

LEON & EDDIE'S

IDOODLERS
CARL

MOUNT ROYAL
LONDON
That's All

FAITH

HUMANETTES
ORIGINATORS OF
Mnnlpulntlngr Murloneitep In Full View of the Autllenco
Fifth Week—Tlvoli Xheatre, Melbourne, AuRtralln

Direction— MUSIC CORP.

OF AMERICA
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Who Have

To All
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Us

Assisted

In

Making

Onr

Possible

PRESENT STRENGTH and GREAT SUCCESS
AS MILITAIST FIGHTERS FOR THE CAUSE OF LIVE
TALENT EVER SINCE OUR INCEPTION FIVE YEARS
AGO. WE ARE^TILL FIGHTING TO MAKE THE YEAR
1939 A BANNER YEAR FOR LIVING ATTRACTIONS

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF ACTORS
Affiliated

American Federation of Labor

with

National Headquarters:

New
SOPHIE TUCKER

RUDY VALLEE

President

Hon. President

84

St.

Savoy

ROCHESTER,

PITTSBURGH

Executive Secretary

CHICAGO

DETROIT

MINNEAPOLIS and
32

ST.

PAUL

PHILADELPHIA
1324 Cherry St

Glenwood Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO

TORONTO

200 Golden Gate Bldg.

Ford Hotel

N. Y.

Holiday Greetings

Season's Greetings

Walton Hotel

SL

Capitol Building, 159 N. Stote

St.

415 Central Trust Bldg.

244 Fourth Ave.

RALPH WHITEHEAD

MOSCONI

S.
Treasurer

Republican Hotel

(HoUywood)

St.

CHARLES

MILWAUKEE

LOS ANGEUES
1558 Vine

560 Broadway

BRIDGEPORT

BOSTON
230 Trempnt

1

York City

Season's Greetings

ASSOCIATED ENTERTAINMENT

MEYER
LiBUSE
SIGNED FOR TWO YEARS
WITH BILLY ROSE
Now

Appearing

at BUIy Rose's

HORSESHOE/' Paramount

DAVIS

"DIAMOND

New York
GROSSMAN

ORCHESTRAS
FROM

COAST

The Office of

CHARLES

H.

TO

FRED
Suite 902.

RKO

Building,

B.

New Tork

City

Phone Circle 7-4124

NEW YORK
221

West

57th

St.

Bellevue Stratford

Season's Greetings

Third

Year—606

Club, Chicago

(Artliar FIslier Agency, 1600 Broa«1way)
(Suite 3030, Grand Central lUdg.)
SIU UAIiTi (1601 Broadway)
I>AN 3. HARRINGTON (1647 Broadway)
THOMAS E. KEIXY (Kelly Entertainment Bnreaa, 1604 Broadway)
GEORGE KUTTIN (Varsity Entertainment Bureaa; 1604 Broadway)
C. R. T.OVEJOY (1074 Broadway)
CHARLES J McGOLDRICK (Century Entertainment Barenu, 14S1
Broadway)
CHARLES RAPP (Cosmo Amnscment Enterprlsefl, 1660 Broadway)
r^ED W. KEVINS (Nevc« Amusement Enterprises, 1500 Broadway)
TOM O'CONNELL, 1604 Broadway
WILLIAM B ROnBINS (Columbia Entertainment Bureau, 1604 Broadway)
AL. ROCK (1676 Broadway)
AL. ROGERS (1270 Siytli Avenue)
lyADY SEN MEI (Mel Tlieatrlcal Enterprises, 1604 Broadway)
FRANK SHERMAN and HARRY ARMSTRONG (United Entertainment Producers, Inc., 1074 Broadway)
ALFRED SKEA (1660 Broadway)
LOUIS RICARDO (National Radio & Theatrical Bnrean, Inc., 1660

'Broadway)

(Ining Barrett

Theatrical

Enterprises,

WASHINGTON
1

Thomas

Circle

1604

Broadway)

MIKE HAMMER (1600 Broadway)
EDDIE LUNTZ (1660 Broadway)
AL SILVER (Silver nnd Arken, 1604 Broadway)
A. ALLEN SAUNDERS, Est]., 1604 BROADWAY,

General Counsel

Offices:

PHILADELPHIA

BILLY CARR

Inc.

CARL ITRIEDBERO

COAST

BERNARD BURKE

MAX ROTH
NORMAN

YORK,

ARTHUR FISHER

IRVING BARRETT

ALLEN

Extend Their Holiday Greetings to Their
Many Friends Throughout the World

CHARLES H. ALLEN
NICK AGNETA

NEW

OUR OBJECTS
The alms and objects of this ABBOCIatlon shall te — to further the
best IntereMtB of the Industry— to establish fair practices between
and
the entertainment dirctor — to make every effort
the entertainer
to brlngr up the standards of the entertainment business— and to synbUBlness—

to
chronize them with all Laws governing the said
co-operate with any recognized organizations that ar« working for
the most common good of all people In oyr Industry.

Hotel,

Personal Management, AL

DIRECTORS of

SEASON'S GREETINGS

RUTH and JANE

FRAZEE

,

VAUDEVILLE

184

We

invite correspondence

all

artists

novel

especially those

—for

Chicago Nile Life Altered

from
and producers with

new and

to

fairs,

Wednesday, January

Frolics,

1939

4,

with Denis

Cooney, enjoyed profltable seasons
as late night spots with plenty of
acts and vaudeville talent on both of
floor shows.

Blackhawk's Gay Stuff

tions.

BARNES and
CARRUTHERS

opened only spasmodically and then
primarily for parties and special occasions; likewise, the Congress hotel's Casino. Empire room of the
Palmer House and Gold Coast room
of the Drake were erratic, while the
College Inn of the Hotel Sherman
got by almost solely on the convention biz that the hostelry lined up
throughout the year.
At the LaSalle hotel, the Blue
Fountain room was primarily a
luncheon gathering place and a Friday-Saturday night hang-out for the
high school and young college crowd.
Towards the close of 1938 the Edgewater Beach hotel, which was the
last to go off the air, broke away
from the other hotels and returneu
to a place on the air over Columbia-

BOOKING

ASSOCIATION
121 No. .Clark Street

ILL.

Currently Appearing

SHUBERT
CINCINNATI
WILLIE and EUGENE

HOWARD
''Hollywood Hoter' Revue
lOVRINO
Fuller Circuit, Australia
Per. .AddreBB

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

NEW YORK

Blackhawk remained on the
and today

is still

air

an Important item

in the town's nitery fleld, especially

due

great following of subthe
young shagin strictly for gag
stuff since the great click of the
Kay Kyser College of Musical
nitery biz. They still get the visiting
and convention crowd, and they get Knowledge here, with all bands in
solid portion of local trade; but the the joint hurrying to hit the ether
margin of profit that used to come with special musical-type quiz ideas.

How

may be

to

its

urbanites

Hurts
However, there is no doubt that
being off the air has hurt the hotels'

their return. Two of the biggest hotels went
through 1938 with their major nite
rooms folded most of the time. The
room
Terrace
hotel's
Morrison

happening in 1939

CHICAGO,

'38

year and ask for increased salaries.
Chicago, Jan. 1.
Most important occurrencie in Chi- The fact that the orchestra will drag
cago's night life during 1938 was the in extra shekels because of its newwithdrawal of the hotels from the ly-acquired name seems to be igradio, and likely the most important nored.

parks and celebra-

FAIR

and the Royale

America

the comine: outdoor sear

son at

In

Anniwrsary hsum

By Dan Goldberg

attractions

new

VAjUETY

Third of a Century

It

artists.

and
Going

But perhaps the greatest advance
during 1938 was jmade by the niteries
which are little higher than saloons,

from the surrounding towns has been
cut down.
There is a discernible building up
of trade for the honky-tonks on one
hand and the high-tariff, ritzy joints
oh the other. Invading the town
with small and intimate spots for
the formal mob and the easier spenders have been three new spots. First
and most important is the newly reopened Colony Club as operated by
Nick-^beg pardon ^Nicholas Dean
and Sonny Goldstone. Formerly operators of the Yacht club, they took

the so-called taverns.
They established themselves not -only for the
low-salaried custorpers, but for the
guys and gals who want to let their
hair down and kick over a table or
two.

DEL COURTNEY

UnquestionaWy. the top in this,
Club on South Wabash

—

line is the 606

ond His
Candid-Camera Music

avenue. Starting as a small hole in
the wall, it has expanded until
it is now. quite a large hole in the
wall.
But it Is giving the people
the longest show on record.
It is

over this near-norttiside spot when
was given up by Dolly Weisberg.

it

•

From .New

They have gone strictly social and
ultra with it, and it has been a gen- commonplace to see 15 to 20 acts on
uine click in Chi's nite life. There a single bill, running as long as two
WBBM.
Amazing thing about that radio is no entertainment in the typical hours.
Mostly singles, but okay
situation: On one day the hotel men nite club sense of the word, the stuff with a large assortment of
were meeting and bragging to each nitery using- only a single star for its strippers. It is a gathering place
other about the great spots they had entire show. It's a Dwight Fiske, a for show people who pop in there
on the, air and how many netwoi'k Hildegarde, Nan Blackstone, Maxine at 4 a.m. after they've finished their
shots they had eath week; the next Sullivan. The rest is music by the jobs around the nite clubs of 4he
day, figuratively, they were off the rhumba Jose Manzanares and the town.
air in a general resistance against Hugo dePaul orchestra.
Others which are important in
paying the $100 weekly service
Swank hotels. Ambassador, East town are such spots
as the clowning
charge to stations. There are at pres- and the Blackstone, broke into the
but
shrewd El Dumpo, the Gay 90's,
ent several evidences of unrest nite life picture, the Ambassador
the Barrel of Fun, Blondie's, Harry's
among the hotels.
with its really smart Pump Room
Hotels stated that they had no ob- that is very, very social, and the New York Cabaret, Liberty Inn,
jection to the C-note tariff, but Blackstone with its copper-floored Dutch's.
-And finally, there are the coloredfeared that if they capitulated to the Balinese Room. Both of these spots
first request on the part of the sta- are havens for the society-page phoentertainment
spots
which
get
tions, that next year the transmit- togs of town.
No floor show in mixed patronage. The best-rating of
ters would be seeking $200.
either spot, with the exception of a the lot goes to the Grand Terrace,
Ed Lawless, chief of the Palmer singing star such as Corinna Mura where Ed Fox plays the best in the
House, appears to be the guiding at the Pump Room at present and colored line; Fletcher Henderson,
hand in the general resistance to the- Betty Borden in the Balinese.
Louis Armstrong, Earl Hines orstatlons' demands.
The squawk is
For an all-around nite club the chestras and a solid aggregation of
that the hotels feel that they have
Chez
Paree still rates as the tops, floor entertainers.
been paying coin to build up names
getting the complete cross-section of
In the loop the Three Deuces is a
for bands which will come back next
the business, amusement and social swingeroo spot, and in the early
worlds. It presents the town's most days of swing was the gathering
expensive and most complete show. place of musicians getting a load of
Operator Mike Fritzel and Joey Art Tatum, Cleo Brown and Roy
Jacobson are a click team.
Eldridge breaking it down.- On the
Sans Casino
southside, in the Harlem belt, the
Though its casino remained closed Club De Lisa figures as the haven
throughout the year, the Chez Paree for the slummers and the strictly
still made money, grossing steadily
sepia-seekers.
Also through the
around the $20,000 mark, which is same belt are a number of boys-willabove anythirtg else in town at pres- be-girls spots, and indicates that the
ent. And its shows ..often cost above
real Barbary, Coast of the town is
$8,500 weekly with such headliners moving away from the near north-

York'H Sinte Cupltal

CURRENTLY

Rainbo

Room

NEW KENMORE
HOTEL
Albany, N. Y.
•
Three Broadvosto Weekly
Vltt

NBC NETWOORK
•

Many Thanks

to

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

BUSTER WEST

mm

mm

AND

LUCILLE PAGE

CHICK GAGNON

week

of

side,

Jimmy

straining.

legitimate,

Savo.

at times.

Feb. 13th

Season

section,
isn't so re-

Creators of the

1

New and

Popular Dance

ALWAYS WORKING

"THE ELEANOR GLIDE"

WHfTEY

Rose Bowl, for-

Currently

AMBASSADOR HOTEL
New York

ROBERTS
Held over for another ten weeks

Beat Coffee in England

Australian time

a great personal following in Chi,
to take over the floor, and he, practically single-handed, has established
the Rose Bowl as an important factor in the Chi nitery scene.
Colosimo's, under Mike Potson,

open

GREETINGS

colored

the

to

;

merly primarily a cocktailery, blossomed out next door to the Hi-Hat
as a legit nitery under the hosting
of Frankie Howard.
Brought in
Willie Shore, who today rates as the
town's own nitery fav and who has

Jan. 18th to

^'Celebrated Dancers"

where things are getting more

where the supervision

cramped

OPENING AUSTRALIA
Vancouver

Berle,

Hi-Hat developed into a strong intimate nitery during 1938, with its
near-northside location getting a
strong play. Enlarged its space during the year and is still pretty

WITH

Sailing for Australia from

Jimmy Durante, Milton

as

Harry Richman, Ted Lewis, Abe
Lyman, Ella Logan, Sophie Tucker,

BOOKED SOLID

QUALITY INN

UNTIL APRIL

LONDON, WEST-END

Leicester Square

Greetings

EDDIE GARR
AMERICA'S DISTINCTIVE ENTERTAINER
WM.

Management,

KENT. 1776 Broadway,

New

York

VARIETY and My Friends in Show
Baltimore's OASIS CABARET

Greetings to

From

-

-

•

Business
-

the worst nile club in America, featuring the lousiest shows in the world, hut we're having an anniversary, too.
.We're celebrating our
IN THE SAME SPOT, and that's a mark for some of those swanky supper clubs, distinctive
'e dine and dance rendezvous,
Our M. C. (yes, we have one, too) was left down here for a bad check twelve years
sophisticated boites, bistros and what nols ... to shoot at.
but who cares . . nobody pays any attention to the sucker!
ago . . . and we still have hini, telling the same gags .
.
.
Our showgirls (what
. BUT STRICTLY ON THE LEVEL .
an assortment!) . . . range from twenty to too lale for Social Security ". . . We're down in a cellar
You
.WOTTA JOINT!. .But it's a living
. and I'm proud of the distinction
have to walk down one flight to save nothing.
of bein<' one nile
rating.
of
the
Bradstreet
.1
value
as
much
the
friendship
great
iand
and
Dun
not
so
great from the show world who have come
club that has a
"SHERIFF"
here and shared a laugh or two
A. COHEN.
iVIine is

I

THIRTEENTH YEAR

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

MAX

.
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A.F.ofM.

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

FRANK

ASSOCIATED MUSICIANS
OF GREATER NEW YORK

PAYNE

Affiliated with the

"Impersonator of
Xow

Sfflra"

PIuyliiK

JEFFEKSON HOTEI,,

ST.

American Federation of Labor

LOUIS

3 OXFORD

BOYS
"Musical Caricatures'^
W«ek I)ec. 31, MAJESTIC, PAM.AS

WILLIE

htals

BILL BAIRD

5HOCE

"It's

THEATRES

HOTELS

NITE CLUBS

In Chicag^o Alone

606

CLUB—2,193

(x 50*) performances

COCOANUT GROVE—652

(x 50*) performances

HI-HAT CLUB— 12,847 (x 50*) performances
COLOSIMO'S *,756 (x 50*) performances

—

Currently, All-American

lauKltH per

THE YEAR FOR LIVE TALENT

—

From

THE THREE
ROSEBUDS
Juvenile AcrO'Sensations"

Lau^h End

all indications
from the many promising
developments in the past year it seems that
1939 will see a greater use of live rriusic than

HOWARD
McCREERY

performunce

—

ever before.

As Always, Local 802
power to further the
one and all
Local 802,

ROSE BOWL, CHICAGO
* J>rnote(f

1939

In the Cards''

FOREMOST HOTELS AND CAFES

Holder All-American Laugh Records,

make

the

will do everything in its
interest of its members,

AFM,

new

ivill strive to do its share to
year, truly

THE YEAR FOR LIVE TALENT

And His Music

"VAUDEVILLE MARCHES ON"
with

A.F.ofM.

Chicago's Newest Thrill
SEASON 1039—PXJMP ROOM
AMBASSADOR EAST HOTEL

Headquarters

AL TRAHAN

1267 6th Avenue

ED BURKE

New York,

N. Y.

"Debunking the News"

V^ho Returns

Broadway

to

at the

Dully—ST ATIOV WCFL, CHICAGO

MAJESTIC THEATRE, New York
in Kurt Robitschek's

After

Just Completed Successful Engagements at
PALT/ADIVM THEATRE, LONDON; PARAMOUNT THEATRK, PARIS;
SCALA THEATRE. BERLIN; RONACKER THXATRE, VIENNA; HOTEL
BRISTOL, OSIX); CHINA THEATRE, COPENHAGEN; ROYAL THEATRE,
AMSTERDAM; FEN YES THEATRE, BUDAPEST

TYLER,

Revue

a Successful Ten- Week Engagement

THORN
& POST

at the

GROSVENOR HOUSE, LONDON

'Satirists

—

London Press Acclaimed

of the Dance:

OpeninK

tin

unary 2nd

JTROIT CASINO, DETROIT

"Al Trahan gave London

it's

heartiest laugh in the

past generation/'

;rsonal managbme.

GREETimS

SEASOIS'S

RIMAC
And His SOUTH AMERICAN ORCHESTRA

DAVID
SEASOIS'S GREETINGS
SHUFl'I-E WITH

LE^E

CIRO
Currently The
Direction

New HOLLY^yOOD, New

HARRY ROMM, KOCKWELL-O'KEEFE,
Radio City,

York

INC.

New York

Best Wishes of the Season

SHELLEY

ri;RRKNTr.Y Arrj-^AHiNC at

LE MIRAGE,
N. H. C.

NEW YORK

SON and SONNY

NKTVVOKK

"TWINKLING TOES"

GREETINGS, VARIETY

CHARLES

B.

STONE

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

PALACE THEATRE, CHICAGO

140

N.

DEARBORN
CHICAGO

ST.

Currently Oriental Theatre, Doubling Grand
Terrace Cafe, Completing Second Year
Thanks

to

ED FOX

2

.
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Pepper tot
Joe D'Andrea Oro

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK

WEEK

THIS

Bin Scully
O'Hanlon & Del
Bob Matzl Ore
Iris Raye
Barbara Lane

connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

!n

Jerry Blanch ard

Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell

Loew

Fat Harrington
Frankie Hyers

Orogan
Gaynes
Beale St Boys
G Andrews Oro
Club Gancho
Willie
Leila

& Palmer

NEW YORK
Stitte

(0)

Capitol (0)
Chester Hale Co
Debonalrs

Benny Davis Co
Dick Foran

BALTIMORn
Century (5)
of Manhatt'n

Men

8

^ Rex Roper

WASHINGTON

CITX

& M

Dawn Tage
Bert Walton
Sara Ann McCabe

Paramonnt
CITY ICIdoodlers
Lewis & Van
Vuramount (4)
State rnke
Benny Goodman Or'

& Raymond
Gloria Day
CHICAGO

Joe Besser
Eleanor Whitney
Al Gordon Co

ciiicueo (0)

The

(0)

Lamb

Gil

Eduardo Sandoval
La Cannellla
Nedra Mndera
Marita Ellis
Nina Oria
Club lunran
Don Mario Ore
Eliseo Grendt Oro
Rluardo Sandranel
Audrey Ely
Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Oro
Nicholas Bros
Berry Bros

C Handy
W
Dandridge

Sis

Sister Tharpe
Mae Johnson
Tlmmle & Freddy
June Richmond
Jigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir

Ciilcaco Debut ot

MATT FOSTER
and
JANE ADAMS
AT THE ORIENTAL THEATRE
WEEK JAN. OTH
Jackson

Noble Sissle Ore
Don McGrane Ore
Frltzl Scheff

Tom

Delia Lind
Emma Francis

RKO

Lulu Bates
Willie Solar

Harry Armstrong
Elizabeth Murray
Prltchard & Lord
Lorraine & Tofrnan

BOSTON
BoHtOA
Blackstone

X.ii-%)

(30).

CINCINNATI

Proctor's (30)

Hal ICemp Ore

PROVIDENCE

SCHENECTADY

Et CIiIco

Sheila Barrett

Larry
Valerie

Warner
Strand

V

(0)

Or

Stanley (30)
Oldfleld

Stan Kavanaugh
Bellitt & Eng Bros

BROOKLYN

BEADING

(U)

(30)

Mldgte Fellows
Lyda Sue
Harris & Howell
Paul Gordon

Debs

Astor
Coquettes

(6-7)

WASHINGTON

Earle (fl)
Gene Austin Co
Nadlne Gae

Tr

Plcchlannl

(30)

Freddy Dosh
Harry Savoy Co
Holland & Hart
Frank Hornaday
Gae Foster GIb
Lowel, Hite & 3
,

George Jessel

PHILADELPHIA
Bob

Scats Powell

Emmett

Ozzte Nelson Ore
Harriet Hilliard

Earle
Crosby

Michon Bros
Gene Austin Co

Bob Crosby Ore

Abe Lyman Ore

lU

Ann McCabe

PITTSBURGH

(30)

Strand

Sejth

<

Tiouls Armstrong
Bill Robinson

Nicodemus
Gordon & Rogers
Dandridge Sis

(0)
(Jro

(30)

Eleanor Whitney
Ijionel Stander

Ken Murray Co

WIXiMINGTON

Queen (8«B)
Roger Pryor Oro

MacMahon
Dumont

Lola Rooke
Gloria Manet
Bea 8l Ray Goman
Havnna-Mndrld
Nano Rodrlgo Oro
Sonny James Ore
Hilda Cueva

Mextico

3

Carlos &. Carlto
Roslta Ortega

Hickory House
Joe lilarsala Oro
H'wood Restnuront
Lee Shelley Ore
Seger Ellis Ore

Rimacs
Rob Russell
Pepper January
H Sc. Honey Abbott

Week

of

TlvoU

Bower & Rutherf'rd
Velvey Attwood
Bettina Rlchmad
Louis Barber Co
Marjorle Stevens
Joe Ritchie
Foster & Clarke

Jack Marks
liOlIa Hamilton

Collegiate 6

Hotel Ambassatlor
Dick Gasparre Ore
Vincent Bragaie Ore
Eleanor French
Rosalean & Seville
H'tel Belmont-riaza
Joe Venutl Ore
Mary Jane Walsh
Paul Roslnl
Hotel Biltmore
Horace Heldt Ore
Larry Cotton

January 2
Betty Carrlngton
Pearce & Grunden

DUNDEE
Palace
Eddie Peabbdy
Billy Guest
Billy Rolls &

D

4 Brownie Boys
PJrIc Randolph

Nesbitt Bros

Art Carney
Red Ferrlngton
Agnes & George
Ber.nle Mattlnson
Emily Stephenson
Jean Farney
Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye Oro
Hotel Edison
Lea Brown Oro

Cabaret

Bifls

Clinton

Eddy Mayehofr Ore
Betty Gale

HEW XOBK
Armundo'a
Lassen

Sigrld

Bnndbox
Charles Barber Ore
Gu» Jjartel Ore
Roscoe Ails
Betty Lewis

Una Wyte
~

Burney Gallant's
AngeJu Velez
Carter & Bowie
Paley
Terrace Boys

>'ellle

Bill Kertolottl'a

Angelo's Rh'mba Bd
nils Dion

Eleanor Btherldge
Velyne Hague
Helen Dell
Roberta Kent
Ulll's

Jim

Gay

VO'a

Miller 3

StiXXy LaGrande
Rudy Mndlson
Mary Roberts

Harold Wit lord
Arthur Behan
Jlarry Donnelly

Spike Harrison
Sttrnie

Orauer

Room)

Emil Coleman Ore

Medrano & Donna
Grace Drys Dale
Hungarln
Gene Kardos Ore.
Beia Villanyi Ore
Byrnes & Swanson
Sharon Harvey
Leon Kramer
Dr Lejos ViUany
Mary Wendllng

Hotel Lincoln

CITY

Stephen lies

Cusa Cubnna
Oscor Calvet Ore
Bilo Ozacar Oro

Duanos
Gloria

Belmonte

Galvan
LIta Lines
Cesar & Dolores
R&.mlro Gomez
C^asa

Munnna

Vincent Lopez Ore
Jay Freeman Ore
Lupe Velez
Doc Rockwell
Peggy Fears
Paul Haakon
Shaw & Lee
Elder Blooms

Benny Baker
Carol Bruce
12 Aristocrats

Yola Gain

Kay Parsons
Ciiez Flreliouse

AI Evans Ore
John Hoysradt

Tony Kraber
Clifton

&

MIley

Maria Forbes
Club 18.^
Jack White

Tito Valdez

Ivan Frank
Ruth Elroth
Sonny Tucker
Ivan Frank
Kelly's

Joe Capello Ore

Gladys Faye

Mary Lane
Montmartre Boys
John Kockwood
Vaughn Comfort
Danny HIgglns
Ira Yarneli
Sid Hawkins

'

Tanya
Adra Cooper

&

Carter

Schaub

Lee Leslie
Gloria

Gray Gordon Ore
Hotel McAlpiD
J Messner Ore
Jeanne D'Arcy

Marsh

& LeRoy

Estelle

Esquires
Helen Myers
Ross MacLean
Sheets Herfurt
3

Dorothy WllUens
Joan Merrill
Paul Roslnl
Hotel Park Central

Lee Myles Ore
Peter Higgins
Nina Olivette
DeRonda St Barry
Garland & Maria
Hotel

Pennsylvania

Kay Kyser Ore

Larry Funk Oro
Charles Carer
Zeb Carver Co
Vera Fern
Loper & Barrett
WIvel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob Lee

Peggy LeBnron
Al Small
Ted Lester

Eleanor Etitrldge
Shirley Gay
Allrn .St John

Callfornlans

tame
Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Ore
.Grazlella Parraga

Le Coq Rouge
Geo Sterney Ore
Anne Franclne
Tisdale 3

Le Mirage
Leo Deslys Ore
Frances Comstock

Sam Theard.
Charles Isoni
Partello Gls

Red Saunders Oro
Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Wayne King Oro
Edna Sedgwick
Murtah Sis
Alene St Evans
Uutrirn

Ralph Cook Rev
Rlttnian Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Oro

Castalne

Barrle

St

Edgewnter

LOS ANGELES
Beverly Wllsliire
Harry Owens Ore
Howard Gerrard

Bray

Sis

ISlUinore Bowl
Shep Fields Ore

llt'iich

Hotel

(Marine .Room)
Lu Conga
LaC'nga Rh'mba Bd Herble Holmes Ore
Don Jerl
4 Nitehawks
Spike Featherstone
Long Pin Soo
Ted
& Mary Taft
Little Club
Rhythm Rebels
Jane Jones
Nancy Hutson
Meredith

Tiny
Billy Reeves
Annabelie
Betty Haley
Harriet Smith Gls
Jerry Stewart
.Walter Dyson
Shirley Rust
8S6 Club
Little Hungary
Ronald & Roberta
Johnny Howard
U Danwills
Valesco's Gypsies
Virginia
Gibson
Bud & His Buddies
La.>iaze Kest u'r't L'uLanne Canlu
Fritz Si J Hubert
Leonard Keller Ore Johnny Honnert
Hal Derwln
Diane Denlse
Meta early le'
Cafe Callente
Marcus Daly
Nino Rlnaldo Ore
Eddie Agullar Ore Bill Roberts Ore
El Dumpo
I<uls Banueios
Omar's Dome
Jimmy Ames
Julio Cervantes
Geo Redmond Ore
Eleanor
Leonard
Susana
Charlie Earl
Claire
Bogush
Leo
Beau Lee
Bstllie Bikow
Lui! Dasquez
Eddy & Tours
Florlne MannPi-s
Cnfe La Maze
Paloinur
Phyllis Brooks
Park Ave. Boys
Mildred Travis
Clyde McCoy Ore
Club Ball
Dot Keith Gls
Bennett Sis
Charles Lawrence
Eddy Makins
Wayne
Gregg
Bruz Fletcher
V Canova Ore
Tayntons
Club 17
Bert Lynn & Myla
Famous Door
Mllo & Marion
Joe Frisco
Esther
Hudson Metzger Gls Bryan Whittington
Pat Rooney III
Wolf
Ituth Denning
Paris Inn
Jerry Paige
Lynn Sterling
Terry O'Toole
Florence Gillette
Casteilanos_ uro
Club Zarupe
G Gls
Aaron (Sonzaloes Or Dominic
4th Club
Regini
Leo Roja
Homer Roberts
Rudy La Tosca
Felix Mavtianl
Ruth Bnrton
Marsha Noleen
Coccanut Grove
Estelle
Ellis
Freddie Martin Ore Tliora Mathiason
Jeanne
Marguerite St
Russell Swann
Shirley I>ucky
Ken Henryson
9 Abbott Dancers
Shorty Ball Oro
Chuck Henry Ore
41 Club
Franke's Casino
Seven Seas
Ethel
'

M

Howe

Harry Lash

Frank Sebastian's
Cubaiiola

Jose Barros Oro

Bobby Ramos

Les Hlte Ore
Paradise
Andy lone Ore
Princess Luana
Calif Revelers.

Hawaiian

•

Meehan

.Stanley

Danny Kawanna
Kay Silver
Lillian Gibson
Al M'<;Intyre

Dave Tannen

Pam

Adair

Thelma Gracen
Marshall Sis

Eddie Bush 3
Slapsy Maxle's
Slapsy Mnxle

Waldron
Mathews
Moore & Lewis

Jeari

Moore

Belle Stone

Dick Hnrdin

Virginia

Buddy KIrble

Tommy

Reilly Ore

Somerset House
Harry Ringland

Rocke Ellsworth
Bob TInaley Oro

Guy

OOs

Nonle Mitchell
Hal Chancellor
Stage 'I' Cafe
Cully Richards

Jonn Rogers
Joun Joyce
Marlon Peters
Vee Ames tJIs
Geo Anderson Oro
Lew King
Colleen

Shemp Howard

Swanee Inn

Ray West Oro

Elmer
Ryan

Diana Gayle

Geo Junior
Frankie Gallagher
Oliver Albertl
J Otto's Steakhouse
King Cole Oro

Rose Murphy
Jitterbug House
Louis Prima Ore

Danders Jr Ore
Grand Terrace
Sonny & Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell & Coles
Sallle Gooding

•

Mandalay

Jerry's

Jimmy Kerr Ore
Tommy Howard

B

Arlett Jon

Jackie Cherry
Marjorle Raymond
Marjorle Waldon
Dolores Gay
Talla
Chuclc Foster Ore
Trocndero
Ted. Flo Rito Oro
Victor Hugo
Charlie Bourne

Skinnay Ennis Ore

Dottle Saunders
Streamline Sue
Connie Harris
Leonard Reed Gls
Earl Hines Ore
Graemere Hotel
(Glass House Km)

Rudy Bale
.Toe

Vera Ore

Bob Edwards
Ruth Arden

'

Mathews & Shaw
4

Bari
Novit Ore

Tannen
Bob-O-Lyn Gls
Johnny Parkers Or
Alice

Millstone

Ann Millstone
Ann Howard

CHICAGO

Le Buban Bleu

Palomo
Mabel Mercer
Bowers & Walter
Elsie Houston
Leon It Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Lou Martin Ore
Dorothy Jeffers
Jeri-y Kruger

K & R

Paige

Virginia Sis

Charles Kemper
Faith Bacon

Mon

I'arls

Charlie Murray Ore
Virginia Uppercu
R'yal Lukewela B'ys

Onyx Club
Jack Jenney Ore
Merry Macs

Paradise
Glenn Miller Oro
Carol King

Marion Hulton
Jack Lane
3

Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)
Art Kassel Ore
Marion Holmes
Betty Grey
Darlene O'Day
Billy Lcaci
Szita

&

Anis

lllackliBwk

Jan Giirber Ore
Jack Gauike Ore
Vickie Allen
Lois Kaye
Krederic St Tvonn

Rudy

Fritz Ileill^ron

Blackstone Hoter

Rm)

(Ballnese

Playboys Ore
Betly Borden
londles

Dolores Green

Edna Leonard
Helen Green

Bow
Kemp

Liarbara

Virginia Dovell
Irene Forbes
Shirley Rae

Gale Lawrence
Kuth Kiley
c;onnie Rogers
Horry Hoycr Ore
Eleanor Johnson
Mickey O'Neil

Bill Farrell

Blue Goose
Frances Roinas

Benn Kauf

Alice

Place Elegante

Tommy

Mills

Joe White
Wally Shulnn
Leo Lazaro Ore
Plantation Club
Sheets Tolbert Oic
Harrington Guy
Valda
Velma MIddieton

Moke &

I'liUe

&

Conway & Parks
Connie Jackson
Banjo Bernle-'
Lee Simmons

Bcusley

Avon Long

.

Wallace Bros
Fitzgerald

Hanson

Al Lane

Melody King

Ryun
aiarian Ryan
Buck Hunt
Lorraine

4

Barbara Wayne
Sharon

Hits

&

a Miss

Harry Singer Ore
Br«'vo«>rt

(Crystal

Hotel

Room)

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
(trace Katrol
Norma Ballard

BroaUmunt
Herb Rudolph Ore
Kay Marel
Nadja

Diane Raye
Cltas Engels Ore
Art Buckley
Al Wttgner

Caravan
Eddie 'Gorman
Rocke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot & Jerry

Blllie Myers
Lee Berling
Dorothy Johnson
Rankin Gls

ISdna Leonard
Carl Scholtz Uro

Chez Puree
Milton Berle
Grade Burrle
Luclenne St Ashour

Robinson 2
Paul Regan
Everette

West

Bob Hanon
Lou Breese Ore

:

Don Orlando Ore
Evans AdiirabloB

Club Al
Larry Rosa
Sylvia Tucker
Sharon McMann
Dolores Lee

Amelia
Leo Franz Ore
Club Alabn
Jacqueline Allen

Tom Murray

Red

Bargei"

Country Hunt
Sadie Moore
Jacit Irving
Mildred Jordan
Allen Cole
Bine Burton
Bernie Adler

Dave Unells Ore
Chalk Robinson <>u
Eddie Kolh Ore
Club SpunlMh
Fowler & Walsh
Eddie Mark
Pinky Tracy
Bob Davis Ore
Loretta DeBoer

Colony Club

Maxine Sullivan
,Tose Manzanaren Or
KbJth Beecher Ore

h'kory Inn
Dictators Ore

Fred Casey
Terry O'Toole
III Hat
Nat Cherney
Joe 10, Lewis
Jean Mona
Lee Bartcl
Andro & Michel
Kretlow Gls
Sid Lang Ore

Hippodrome

Johnny

Elliot

DcHought'n

Art Fisher Ore
Rita DeVore
Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

House)
Manfred Got) belt
Nameless Cafe
3 Loose Screws
Ona Mayo-Ed Leon
Evelyn Waters
RaMundl's Oro
Helen Samms
Old lleldelbers
Old Heidelberg Co

W

Muriel Joseph

.

Pow Wow

W

Willie Shore

Martha Tait
Maxine Clayton
Ruth Brent
Sol Wagner Oro
Yvonne Monoff
Pol-Mar Gls

James Craig
Joe Pictro 3

K-Mar
BellevUe-Stratford

Roynle Frolics

(Main Dining R'm)
Meyer Davis Oro
(Burgandy Room)
Frank Juele Ore

Dolly Kay
Sid Tomack
Reis Bros

Mele

Dean

Murray Dancers

Edmund DeLucca

Jack- Hilliard

Ens

Marie Fisher Ore
Sherman Hotel
(College Inn)
Happy Felton Oro
Prof Lambertl

Pat Rooney

Pam

Millie

Earl

Adair
O'KcIl

Erdmnn

Wiley Oro
lilmehouse
Barney Richards Or

Hotel Hollenden

Sammy Watklns Or
Terry Lawior

Rayes
Pancho St Dolores
Billy

3

Hotel Statler
Pollard & Costello
Lindsay's Sky-Club

Bonnie LaVonne
Marion Bowen
Art Cutlit
Pearl De Lucca
Lyndliurst Club
Lee Allen Ore
Monaco's Cnfe
Jacques Pollack Or
Ted & Mary Taft
Orplia Towl
Nancy Day
Burns & King
Mounds Club
Orvelle Rand Oro
Southern Tavern
Paul Burton Ore
Don Kaye
Nick Bontemps

Ubangl Club
Troy Singer Ore
Poison Gardner
Bessie Brown

St

Rowland

Victor Hugo Ore
Cadillac Tavern

Elaine Martin
Angelito
El ChIco Oro

Lewis Sis

Moore

Melilla

Douglas Show Boat
Flappe Ore

Emory Evans
Line (S)
Eibbassy
Franuesca
Chita

Joanna Witney
Bill Maples
Al Moore Oro
Mltzl O'Neill

John Paris
Pedro Bianco Oro
George Clifford
Evergreen C'aslne
Beth Chains
Joe Mlliko'pt Ore
153.t Club
Swing King Oro
Bubbles Shelby
Frances Williams
Miss Andre
South St Lane
Frankie Palumbo's
Gales & Claire
Joe Smythe

Selma Hollman
Pastlne St Muriyn

Omar

Henrique

Frank Hall

Dome

Dean Edwards
MImi Stewart

Bobby Morrow Oro
Harris Tavern
Bobby Lyons
Greta LaMarr

Ada Reynolds
Jeanne Van
Henrique & Adr'nne
Dick Thomas
Chas Arthur
Darlene Jones

Lucke

Shirley

Spinning Tops

Tony Marks
Ealeile Creasy

Baird

Sunny Mack
Louis Tops
Jimmy Blade

Marcella Marchand
Dolores Lakro
Lillian Stewart
Mary Clark
Lee Vaughn
H Reynolds Ore

Jerpy Glidden
Kay Nichols
Silver Cloud

& DuBoIs

DICarlo

4 Sophisticates

Grover Wilkina
Jane Cline
Pat & Jerry

Hums

Leslie

Amy

Nord Richardson
Tops
Johnny McFoll Ore
3

Sliver

Organ

McCall

Cafe Moroney
Scarey Giivin

Villon

Stouch

Betty Fernon
Al Wilson

Annotle

Mary Jane Brow
Oro

Sky Rocket
Marjorle Whitney

n

Noll

St

Nolan

Hotel

C Wolf
.lacliie

Philadelphia
Gls (C)

Bcekman
May

rCatlile^

Walton & Joanne
Tony Harris

Ream

(Jlriird
.loe Frasetto

Ore

Margie Barlel

Marna Leonard

Sol Lake
Tripoli 3

Ed RIcard
Duval

Abby Cubler
Joe Famllant Ore
Club Parakeet

Emma

Carmen

Lou Valero
Freda Sullivan

GIrard & Carol
Jack's Grille
Johnnie ("ahlU

Leonard Cook
Toby Lee

Perry

B & L Cook
Collette

Daniour
Barnes

Richard Bach
Bobby Lee Oro
Hotel Adelphls
(Cafe Marguery)
Howard W^oods Oro

Jean Nlles
Lorraine Wiley

La Vonne

Leo Val
Austin

Yvonne Nova
Aloha
Ruby Bennett

liarnes Sis
1)00 Si
Lillian

Line (C)

Don Angelina Ore

Si liOllta

Charlie Gaines Ore

Carr

Danny Montgomery

Cosmo

Kddie Schwartz

Fay Wallace

Hlldebrand's
Charlie Neld
Auico Joyce

Lucille Johnson
Hill Steele

Mildred Gilson
Jewell Ella
Mike Jafree
Follta

Art Freeman
6U6 Club

Vvonettes (6)

Eddie Thomas
Club Morocco
4 Bombshells
Sis

ivollcs

Dawn

Talents
Ealalne Rabey
Roma Noble
3

I'atrlcla

Jack Newlon
Club 16
Johnny Young's Or
Peggy Shields
Beverly Fisher
Fredey & Lorenza
Jerry Mayce

Doroliiy Peterson

Dorothy

Kay

Jimmy

Ruth Harper
Benny the Bum's

LItka Kadenova
Deloyd McKay

Don & A LeMaIre

St

Jimmy DoPaima

Alma

Marx

Prince

Joel

Adolph Lanza
Ben Franklin Hotel
Reggie Chllds Ore

2 Mystics
Ethelind Terry
Froddie Bernard

Lorraine Barrle

HoloKnlni Or
Hotel 1.11 sulle
(Blue Front Room)

l.lherly Inn
Stanley Muck
Mioltey Sheridan

Hall

Cliff

AI'Trurk Ore

M-vrg Kaber GIp

Jonah Jones

Anehorage
Honey Oro

Bill

Knight Sis
Dorothy Blaine
McDonald - Ross

Shelbys

Billy

Smith Oro

Marty Lake Ore

Sonny Carr

Arcadia Int':
Clem Williams Ore
Mario Vllluni

Rose Bowl

Re^ee

Hotel Fenway Hnll
Wlllard Potts Ore
Bettle Allen
Hotel Sterling

PHILADELPHIA

Vagabonds

Joan

Grill

Gypsy Loe

Stove Stutland Ore

Don Quixote Ore
lilnnio

Hnnnn

Gladys Zimmerman

Mary
Kllpntrlch
lOuseblo Oonclaldl

Stuff

Hntton's Club

Sherry Martin
Roqe-Marlo

Bert Nolan
Marvin St Helene

Ha^.el Zaius

Ivunhoe.

Loehman

Bill

Phil Helkell

Howards

Bill

Ore

Barnes
Golden Glow
Paul SImonetti Ore
TeTaylor
Phllomena Ranello
Gourmet Club
Louis Cina Oro
Billy Bugbee
Lillian

Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro
Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Murlta Ryan
Honey Lee
Fred<lie Jnnls Oro

Hotel Cleveland

Walt Bergen Ore
Jules DeVorson

Romany

James

Dagmar

Titan 3
Beverly Allen

Bee Sarche

Geo Hamilton Oro

Si

Freddie's Cufe

Gower & Jeanne

Shirley Handler

Jay Jason
Al Oayie
Gayle Gaylord

Sammy LIpman

Bailey Sis
Sextette

Knir

/Iff

Sunny Bouche
Laura Marman
Sunny Mack
Larry Lux Oro

Pete Geracl Ore

Emma

Janet

Helen Suniners
Helen Irwin
4 flawailans
Uarl HolTmiin Orb
L'Alglon

Mbnette Moore

WInehlll

Ken

Ted I'enrlman Gls
Joe Hahn Ore

Madeline' .Jackson
Susie Brown

Cliff

Commadorables

(Jrover Wllkln.s

Cedar Gardens

Tony

Bobby Dunart
Loretta
Billle Bnnivs
Jerry GIrard

Bob Marchand

Eight O'clock Club
Bill Miller Ore

Wright Oro
Palmer House
(Empire Room)
Orrtn Tucker Oro
Bonnie Baker

('arl

Rene

(5igl

Doiores Lee
Diane La:>e
Suzanne Kcssler
Lucille Johnson
Frankie Rullos Oro

Jack Webb

Jess Abarbanell

Jerry Frost

l^rolics

Stan Carter

Avalon
Hy Barron Oro
Jack Russell

Herman Pirchner

Sissle Robblna
Genevieve Val
Sharono
Patsy DuBrae
Frances Kay
Rex Grimths

Clint

Modeme

Villa

Mnnny Landers Ore

Peltz

&

Roy Rankin Oro
Tony Cabot Ore
Winona Gardens

Margaret Aemmer

Chateau

Paddock Club
Whitman Rev
Nyra Lou

Birdie

Terry Circle

CLEVELAND
Alpine Village
Otto Thurn Ore
Rita & Rubin
Alplnettes

Sn'kes-Hlps Pet'rs'n
Duke Melvin Ore

Flo

Paulette LaPlerre
St

16 -Club

Ray Reynolds
Manner

N Y Cab'ret Gibson Gls
Glee Club
Dorothy Wahl
Eddie Piatt
Tiny Pearson
Billy Galbralth
Kay LaSalle
Louise Dunn
Vibra
Mabel McCane
Little Audrey
Dude Kimball

Jackie Von
Adorabies-

Rudlslll

Lee Bennett

Billy

Sherry
Marlene Morrow

Dick Buckley
Deone Page
NIta LaTour
Verne Wllsnn Oro
Swingland
H Henderson Ore

Joy Kaleso
R & B Buckley
Marlon Vlnay
Jill Abbott

•Dor'thy

Reed

Gloria Romano
Adello St Clnlr

Ore

Moille

Minuet Club
Betty Jerome
Del Estes
Cookie Sidel

4

George Arnold
Frank Davis Oro
Trocndero

SUHl-Q

ThompHon'H

Irene Fortez
Roy Swift ore

Gnnen

Inez

Tower Gls

Debs
Ozzle Jackson

DuWayne

Helen

Hal Barber

Viola Jefferson

Harry's

Greta Keller

Mary Grant
Jane LaVonne

Orifllns

Kitty Swanson
Adeline

Miami Club
Belva White
Earl Rlckard
Spencer & Foleton

Three Deuces

Brown
Baby Dodds

Cleo

Houston & Hardin

Opal Adair

Melody Mill
Tiny Hill Oro

MItzle Rae
Joe Conrad Ore

Novello Bros
Marguerite Meyeis
Stockade Inn
Charles Chaney

Subway
Ray King
Vat du Val-

Mickey Dunn

1939
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Charles McBride
Freddie Reed
Lonnle Johnson
Tower Inn

Rex

Sammy

Octet
Lois Tsehappat
Herr Louie &
Herble Oro

Socialites

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Room)
Carlos Molina Ore

Mcljauglillns

Jules

Kings

B Tanks

Charlcne
Pdty Ruth
Tonita
Marlta Ryan

(Casino Gls

Tonya

Jacic

Eddie Albany
Joy Williams
Anita Clark
Lenore Le Nay
Billy O'Bryant
Indigo Cafe

Ramon

Lillian

3 Jokers

Yacht Club
Fats Waller Ore
Fred Yankee Oro

Bernice Stevens

Charlie Evans Ore.
Topsy's

ABC

Willie

Ebbe Gyidenkrone

Jackie Brooks Ore

3

Rhythm

Lllyan Christian
Connie Morrow

Homa Lee
Chips Hill
Sam & Kennedy

May McKlm
Ed Richard

Brown
Jimmy EUard

Eddy Duchln Oro
Bobby Parks Ore
Morton Downey
Cordoba

Bnrn

Sid

Collins

&

Village

Jack Frost
Val Harris
It Cafe

Hotel Pierre
Harold Nagel Oro
Hotel Plaza

Mourlce

Bergere Oro
Panchlto Ore
Sophie Tucker
D'Avalos Dancers

Margaret Grey
La Marquise
Edith Roark
Harold Leonard

& Tom Dowling, Carl Kress
Hotel New Vorker Saus'ge & Pk Chops
Tommy Dorsey Ore Jack Connors

Edythe Wright
Jack Leonard

Itar

(Forest UUls)
Prince Ore
Stardusters (4)

M

Peggy de la Plante
Lynn & Deering

Sis

Peter Kent Ore

Bob Hyutt

Graham

.

Haines, Tate & S
Iris Adrian
Miriam Shaw
Renee Villon
Johnny Johnson
Hotel Essex House Wally Wanger (
Midnight Sun
Nat Brandwynne Or
Claire Martin
Jack Melvin Ore

Hotel Got.

Buddy Clarke Ore

Astoria

(Empire .Room)
Glen Gray Ore

Jimmy

Chuck Andrews

Pronaph Gls
Hollywood 6
Henri Gendron Oro
Club Uellsu

Vivian Vauglih

Kurtia Marlonetiea
Lane, Allen St U

M

Hotel Waldorf-

Baby Alyce

Bob McCoy

ABERDEEN

Peggy Mann
George Hines
Light Brigade

Maclovia Ruiz
Los Calaveras
Dorlta & Valero

Ray O'Hara'Orc

CITY

Boris Belastozky
Serge AbagofI
Gedda Peiry
Michael Greben
Hotel Taft
Enoch Light Oro

Paciuita

Casino

NEW YORK

Rusfie)

Minor & Root
Greenwich VUlace

(0)

Ore

COLUMBUS

Ortons

Shubert (0)
"Henry Buuse Ore
Shirley Lloyd

(Maisonette

Mathey Ore
Yvonne Bouvler

Proctor's (5-7)
Duke Ellington Ore

Kemp

Ted Lewis Ore

(30)
4

Bddie White
Sylvia Borden Co
Davis & Wills
West & McGlnty

Simpson Sis
Dorothy Lewis

Albee (31)
Blackstone

I'nlace

Hal

Show

Guy Owen

Don Alberto Ore
Dominguez International Casino
Eddy Brandt Ore
Jay C Flippen
Cliaz Chase
Senorita Paloma
Maxellos (6)
El Morocco
Franklin D'Amore
Ernie Hoist oro
Grace & NIkko
Harold & I^ola
£1 Rio
& Henry
Johnny Johnson Or Emma

CLEVELAND

CHICAGO

Pnlnce (U)
Fibber MoGee Co

St. Morlts
Basil Fom'een Ore
Aurella Colomo
Pierce & Roland
Hotel St. KvKls
(Iridium Room)
Charles Baum Ore
Sam Jarvis

Alice Marble

Mangean Tr

.

Joe RInes Ore
Adelaide Moftett
Raye & Naldl

Road to Mandalay

Hotel

(Sert

Patricola

Shore

Netherland
Tcharkovsky Oro
Geo Scherben

Frank Llbuse
Joe Howard
Clyde Hager

&

Harris

Diamond Horseshoe

"DnfTy UUls of Dance"

Per.vonnl Mgt. Itllly

Virgil

Nena Monies

NEW YORK
Shea

&

Dimitrl

KalnbotT Grill

D wight

Flske Hotel Sherry-

Bobby Uaiiders
Lyle Foster

Jerry Roberts
VerHBllles

McFarlands Oro
Judy Abbott
Marlynn St Michael
Rainbow Room
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore Al Donahue Oro
Eddie LeBnron Oro
Hotel Savoy-PlRza
Paula
Kelly
Gerry Morton Oro
Ruth Nlgey
tiew Parkerson
Alec Tempieton
Tom Low

Dictators

Ronnie King
Naomi SImone
MarJIe Radcay

Katherlne Tate

McGraws

Coloslmos

Inga Borg
Tullah & MIy
Yvetto Rugel
Gerhart 3

George DeCosta
Jack Tllson
iMiIck WIlliamB
Jane Imes
Dooley
Marlon Miller
Phil Chlnard

Jack Laurie

Gwen Williams
Peggy Ware
Leda Lombard

(Jan. 2)

Stork Clob
Bonny Kendls Oro
Jose Lopez Ore
Swlnff Rendezvous

Bob Warren Oro

<)ueen Alary
Joe Ellis Oro

(Jan. 9)

Corliea

Numerals

R

Wednesday, January

Bill

Thornton Ore
El Chico

Leila Rose

.lacquellne

Herman

Chiquita

Mary Seville
Margo Lane
Geo Altmlllcr
Jack Lynvli's
Jeno Donath Ore
VInceri*- Rlzzo Oro
Harney Zeeman

Mona Reed
MKzi Green
Stroud 2

(Continued on page 200)
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VARIETY

Third of a Century

1939

ful theatre ventures, both In N. Y.,

notably the Mercury Theatre and
the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union. ^.Latter took over
the empty Princess theatre and

THE LECIT IN 1938

"Labor "Stage with
the Revue, 'Pins and Needles.' An
amateur cast started the show as a

The road was subject to much
contemplation during the past year,
was reached on

its

but no solution
The varied ideas subproblems.
were
touring
revive
to
mitted
Showmen
experimental.
largely
agreed that some type of subscrip-

tion would be necessary if shows
•were to operate in stands other than
key cities. Managers' forecast of
that increasing 'costs
years ago

v/ould force shows from the road
proved accurate, not merely a complaint.

Hollywood and its affiliates were
Open up houses for

beseeched to

occasional legit bookings but the
picture industry was more engrossed
Film magin its own problems.
nates were also asked to organize
stock companies for their own use
as talent sources, arid for exploita-^
tion of screen names but there was
no individual or concerted compliance.
More important perhaps is that

Hollywood end

its

feud with Broad-

so that legit would be properly
financed. There was talk in authorship circles that, huddles to achieve
that were in the offing. However,
nothing seemed to come off in that

way

direction.

There was no doubt that the stage
too few shows; Broadway's menu
early in December fell to a new
Thus, it was evident, there
low.
would not be enough material for
touring, even if the road were made
more feasible. Only practical solution is considered to be road-showing duplicate companies.

had

The sticks complained they had
not been getting the genuine attractions, but, properly cast and presented, such shows should serve.
Budgeting for the road is regarded
as mandatory but if some of the
proposed plans go through there
should be more road shows next
season than in recent years.
Broadway looks forward to the
New York World's Fair. Ballyhoo
already been
for the expo has
Show busistarted on the stem.
ness looks for material sustenance
from the Fair's visitors, but whether
such business will support all plays
through next summer is problematical.

union, however, had expanded
so rapidly it ran into financial diffiperculties, with changes in the
sonnel and cut in expenditures being required.

The

weekend

affair

regularly and

performed

then
still

it's

going.

it

Mer-

cury Theatre leased the Comedy,
another almost forgotten house, and
the critics raved over 'Julius Caesar'
and 'Shoemaker's Holiday.'

A

Were

If I

By SIR

eSta'bltSh'ed^it *6s

ovm rules. Similar idea was
followed by other groups.
TMAT Gets Managrer Pact
TMAT demanded and eventually
obtained a basic agreement with the
managers. The union was aided by
the teamsters union which threatened a strike, and after some picketing, the managers conceded the
contract. Result was better salaries
for the front of the house. In fact,
the scales are believed to be the highest of any union in the country.
Agreement covered the final three
months of last season and extended
until the end of the current season.
their

By Jack Pulaski

LEGIT

Anniversary Issue
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Roosevelt

•

OSWALD STOLL

London, Dec. 20.
Variety's abstract and brief chronicles of the time constantly reveal
a
state of anxiety and confusion in every aspect of entertainment—the Stage,
the Screen, Radio, Television and Finance. A new spirit will have to be
invoked to bring order out of chaos; a creative spirit with the powers of
a benevolent despot.

If I were a Roosevelt, with lightning speed I would stop an entertainment duty or tax which discriminates against the stage of the living peras
an uplifting force in the theatre but former, in favor of actors presented as pieces of celluloid. The cheapness
with which prints can be made from negatives would render it obvious
got off on the wrong foot this season.
to me that a tax may be borne by them without hardship, but not by livIt was suddenly stopped, but may resume when its finances are straight- ing artists who cannot be moved about in tin boxes. I would realize
that although the running expenses of a theatrical production may be reened out.
covered from theatre revenue, despite the tax, it is hopeless to expect to
Critics

Mercury particularly was hailed

The critics, as always, attracted
their share of attention. John Mason Brown of the N. Y. Post, won
Variety's boxsdore for the fifth
tim.e with a percentage of .935. John
Anderson of the N. Y. Journal-

recover the costs of the production also. Somebody must lose that unless
it is a sum so slight as to be almost negligible.
It would be clear to me that such a tax is a fine upon the employment
of the living actor; a fine upon the public for encouragement of the living
stage; a tax on turnover which, if made general, would break the back of

national business from the bakehouse to the bank.
•

completely that type of tax.
Were Ruffled American, was next with .918, with
Brooks Atkinson, of the Times, third
I would know that a destructive
Meredith was temporary with .903 and Dick Watts Of the Her- property,
the arts
the

I

would denounce

Equity's Ranks, Too,

Burgess

head of the union until the end of ald Tribune, coming under the wire
the last season, having replaced with .878?

Frank Gillmore when the latter reMore pertinent wias the low prosigned to become head of the Asso- duction mark, 78 new shows being
ciated Actors and Artistes of Amer- produced during the 1937-38 period,
During this period there was a as against 90 for the previous seaica.
riotous sesuon of independent pro- son, which showed a decline in manmotion during which it. was charged agerical •- activity -for the third
a subversive "group was' running straight
year.
Seventeen shows
Equity.
were in the money, of which 11 were
thereupon big hits and
conservatives
The
six moderate successes.
turned out in force at a meeting and
The N. Y. Critics Circle gave its
named their own nominating commit- annual prize to 'Mice and Men,'
tee, with none of the so-called radiwhich was about to fold when
cal group even figuring. It was the
named. It then ralUed and played
best attended Equity meeting in four weeks longer,
'Our Town'
years. Arthur Byron was nominated copped the Pulitzer award and is
accepted.
for the presidency and
now doing well on the road. George
The job is non-salaried.
M. Cohan's starrer, 'I'd Rather Be
Upon taking oflEice Byron began

—

settling the affairs of the association.
of the changes made in actor

One

contracts was the elimination of
jimior rating so far as salaries are
concerned. All players must receive
at least $40 weekly and the same rehearsal pay, $20 weekly. That had
been one of the changes sought by
younger group and which
the
doubtlessly impelled the managers to
seek a basic agreement. For months
there have been little disturbance
within Equity excepting on
theatre matters..
Dissenters within the relief theatre
outfit have hammered Equity for
action, with much of the time at
meetings devoted to the reliefers.
Transfers to other divisions of
and dismissals provoked many comPink slips handed out at
plaints.
New Year's promise many fresh

— —

Right,' is currently the road's biggest
grosser.

Italy's Type of

WPA

Shows

WPA

Musicals Lead Pack
Unless the winter production crop complaint^f.
During."the late fall an order to redevelops new successes, a goodly
part of stage fare during the Fair duce the' complement in the theatre
Trend towards project/was rescinded and then rewill be musicals.
that type of production was in- issued."' This started another camdicated early in the 1938-39 season paign .to forestall such action.
when several musical clicks almost has developed into Equity's major
overshadowed the field. At the problem, replacing the group opposiFair will be a theatre or music hall, tion. At least, those on the relief
which is, curiously, not expected to payrolls are managing to eke a livcompete with Broadway. What type ing and with the newly. ordered letof attraction is to be presented outs Equity is certainly in for more
there has not been definitely decided. travail.
Strawhats' Poor Results
Broadway is better equipped to
house summer shows because a maT?he summer stock and try out
jority of legits have air cooling season saw little change from the
systems, which the showmen pre
Talent and
past several seasons.
pared a year in advance.
material scouts only emphasized the
The ticket situation drew the at results of the past several summers;
tention of show business more than the actual result was- out of propoi*ever before. The theory was that tion to the effort. There were 140
entice new plays tried out and 12 were rewould
prices
reasonable
shows and garded as Broadway possibilities.
larger
audiences to
therefore encourage more produc- None have scored to date.
tion.
The League of New York
Another phase of the summer seaTheatres consequently drew up a son was the outdoor musical recode of fair practices,, which is now vivals, especially at Jones Beach, L.
in operation.
The effectiveness is I., and Randall's Island, N. Y. Acdisputed, though it's claimed that tivities of both stopped abruptly
the majority of sales by agencies after rain forced cancellation of six
are .made at the regulated limit of consecutive evening performances.
75c premium.
Complaint was made by manageEquity backed the League in the ments that it was Equity's fault the
code in a deal between the two. troupes folded. It was pointed out
The purpose of ticket control is still that if Sunday shows were permitted
the revivals
pay,
to be achieved. The meagre num- without extra
ber of clicks, too, militates against would have attracted enough busithe efficiency of the code.
ness to keep the actors working.
One of the code features is the Equity was suspicious of a squeeze
Brokers play, with the Shuberts the main
rule against ticket buys.
have an edge in their argument that complainants. It was decided that
buys would have saved, or at least concessions be made for next sumkept going, a number of shows that mer.
The season up to the end of May
proved costly fiops. So far as the
agencies are concerned they are was the lightest for buys on film
burned up over iiie fact that they rights since that factor entered the
are required to pay 3i/4c per ticket show field. Only one play had been
There was
to the League so that the latter can sold up to March 1.
enforce the code which they oppose. some idea that Hollywood was reThe wave of unionization spread taliating because of the quarrel with
on minimum
further in 1938.
The front of the the Dramatists Guild
to
house is now a factor in theatre op- basic agreement, but that proved
fallacious. The quality
eration.
Theatrical Managers, be somewhat
Agents and Treasurers union en- of the plays was at fault, so-called
livened the winter by suddenly com- intellectual shows which got across
ing to life and taking in all boxoflioe on Broadway not being considered
In light of
staffs, house and company managers proper picture material.
and publicity people. Press agents how some of those plays have been
had gotten together as a non-union fraing out of town substantiates
only to submit to TMAT, forming Hollywood's viewpoint.
a chapter with the right to have
There were two suprise success-

WPA

destroys real life
bereft of the vital support of a vigorous living theatre.
My view would be that if the screen is a desirable form of entertainment, the tax on the living stage, because it reacts injuriously on the
necessary life of the stage, must injure the screen both artistically and
commercially by persistently reducing the number and the quality of
'^nA-narticularly those that should be available for
,??.*.is*?,.P.^-?Xl'^ythe studios which supply the living patterns for the celluloid pictures.
Also I should realize that If radio Is. a dejsirable form of entertainment,
the tax on the living stage injures radio by reducing the number and
standard of trained artists available for broadcasting.
I would not allow broadcasting to become nauseating through lack of
fitting material and the enforcement of vain repetition..
As to television, I should feel no doubt whatever that If television is a
welcome form of scientific expression, the tax upon the living stage is
strangling television at its birth, by reducing the number of artists available for the major part of its service.
if it is

As a reasonable man I should know that the screen, the radio and
television do not require a sufficient number of artists to make a numerous and comprehensive profession, but that such a profession is neces-.
sary .p order to maintain their limited and temporary needs.
,

Preserve Life of Artists

They use
by millions

artists in person once, and these artists are heard or seen
of people in no time. The life of these artists by only occasional use, is made so short that if there is no stage to which they can
repair, they or many of them vanish into oblivion over night. The limited
use of artists niade by mechanical devices I would preserve as a sideline of
the stage, not as a substitute for it.
The public must be fully and truly entertained, and the art and instruments of entertainment caused not to fall back, but to advance. I would
know that nothing but exemption of the stage from a destructive tax
could achieve this end and I should wipe out this tax as if it were a
.

'

WPA

which destroys the actor, theatrical
of
theatre and keen public interest in the theatre,
for the sake of a machine that means nothing in itself,
tajc

Rome, Dec.

20.

Performances al fresco have become a vogue in Italy and are among
the chief inducements held out by
Italian authorities to bring the poor
closer to the theatre. In all major
Italian cities, outdoor shows oil a big

,

plague.

not yet realized in the film industry that a prosperous lining stage
is absolutely essential to the film industry's survival.
The absence of the
living stage, the absence of great public interest in a living stage, causes
scale are organized diiring the sum
an excessive supply of cinemas and consequent reduction .in prices of admer months. In Rome and Milan mission to fatal competitive figures.. Moreover, its absence reduces the
these shows are able to accommodate number and increases the cost of films. It amazes me that the film people
Ancient Roman for their own sakes do not oppose, with might and main, the retention of
20,000 spectators.
ampitheatres or arches of majestic entertainments duty on the living stage whatever the needs of governRoman ruins make spectacular back' ment for taxation for armaments with which to protect life and property.
drops for the outdoor stages. Cos. Nor is it yet realized that to multiply theatres of the living, whilst the tax
tume and stage designs are first class, on the living remains, merely induces the over-valuation of a few artists
and during part of the summer sea and weakens still further the general structure of the entertainment world.
son Italy's best operatic singers tour
The public appearance of the living artist is the school of personal
the various cities where summer experience in the application of knowledge of all the arts, crafts and sciopera is being staged. All this the ences relevant to the stage. Knowledge is one thing, but its adaptation to
public can enjoy for the top price of experience is another and greater thing. This should not be hampered
$1; lowest price 10c.
by special taxation any more than education shoxild be so hampered. To
During the- spring there are sev' tax specifically applied education is to subsidize' savagery. The types of
eral outdoor performances, too—one artists left to be exploited in pictures sometimes remind one of this truth.
It is

—

-

.

in

Tripoli, one in an old
theatre in Sicily; but these are

Italian

Greek
more highbrow
aimed less at the

No Subsidy Necessary

Had I the power I should decide that the stage needs no subsidies beyond exemption from this iniquitous tax* except definite recognition by
government by means of ^ Ministry of Arts, Crafts and Sciences which
spring performances of Greek drama would have a propaganda department designed to interest the public in the
in Tripoli and Sicily, through staging stage and all its works. .The ministry would, however, provide awards
of classic dances at Paestum, through for the various forms of perfection which individual artists might achieve
the outdoor numbers on the Floren- in expression of personality, skill and powers to carry conviction in chartine May program, the tourist sea- acter, action and atmosphere, in their work.
To the Ministry of Arts, Crafts and Sciences I would give power to
son is well sprinkled with outdoor
confer upon supreme ability in an artist exemption from income tax in
dramatic events.
In the small villages the summer any years of supreme achievement. This would follow the principle of
months bring the appearance of the exemption from taxation of a great institution like the Bank of England.
These are road It would raise the standard of artistry to the highest power and encourage
'Thespian carts.'
companies organized by the govern- the stars to make a full complement of pictures in a year.
They
Owners of theatres have suffered from gaps in their normal finances
ment recreation agencies.
travel in well-equipped trucks and made by excisions entirely due to destructive entertainments duty. To fill
bring along everything from their these gaps they have been forced to' borrow at interest and to endure the
own stage and lighting effects to effects of compound interest on these and further borrowings.
seats that can be set up in the vilAs compensation for these effects of entertainnient duty on theatre
at

tourist

events, and
Italian people

trade.

From

the

are

than

early

•

.

lage square. One of these companies
puts on plays, and one gives light
operas.
In winter all theatres in Italy are
required to reserve certain Saturday
afternoons for performances for
workers, peasants and small-salaried
employees. Prices at these 'Theatrical Saturdays' are even lower than
those at the summer operas.

*St.

Louis
Coast

Woman' For

FTP

buildings during the past 20 years, I should reciuire my ministry to purchase all existing theatres at their full values. In the hands of a letting
department of the ministry, the theatres would be let direct to producers
and managers at rentiils not exceeding 2Vz% on the purchase price. All
efforts to 'corner' theatres would be prohibited and a right of aopeitl by
managers to a proper authority a.^ainst preferential treatment in the selection of tenants would be established.
successful window cleaner or plumber ought not to be qualified by
such success for the post of Minister of the Arts, Crafts and Sciences, nor
should inspectors be merely clock watchers and spies. No officials would
be apDoihted to supervise the stage who have inadequate knowledge and
experience of the application of the relevant arts, crafts and sciences. To
rouse the oublic interest in a great performance and cause the public to
wish to witness it, requires the knowledge and experience of the kind of

A

Negrro Unit work

Los Angeles, Jan. 1.
Langston Hughes signed with Federal Theatre Project to rewrite 'St.
Louis Woman,' next play for the
local Negro unit now doing 'Run Lil'
Chillun.' Show is based on 'Arna

Bontemps,' novel of the early '90's.
James R. Ullman, Southern California director of the FTP, sent out
a call for writers, gag men and lyricists to develop a musical revu6 to
be produced shortly.

being criticized.

The theatre is the world in little.
world of Conspicuous human prowess

It must be allowed to become a
in the cultivation of a superior type
taking pride of place amon.ftst people in general.
All the world's a sta<?e, and we shquld feel more proud of the stage
world than we can feel today. The stage is perhaps the most efficient
vehicle for the building of a more admirable world, if it be allowed to
cultivate itself by a government keeping the ring for it in its struggle.
That ring imolies the ricrht to retain its natural sources of revenue in
economic conditions in which little oi* nothing can be done without money.
In brief I should make the British profession of the stage one of the great
national and imperial professions capable of ^^rcising profound influence
on our relations with all the peoples of the vMd.

of

human

bein.e.

—
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though she'

Roam

1

W.SO

top.

Vern p«nne
Koypc Blackburn

School (stress
Jwrcinv
Snmiirt

Prudence

Oi-motid

May

-.

Pupils

-

Lrdoa
tlrtmes

[Dorothy Uttlejohn
Kathleen SlaKle
Frank Westbrook

\

The Mnn
The Wife

T>ean .JnSBer

>

Kalherlne Emery
Nomtan Lloyd
nob»n ColUna

Johnny Appleseed
Clinton

fPhll Brown

Barrel Rollers.

i

I'tlllain Mnton»
Wl

Charles

Clarke

J

iKoberl Breen
PaaV Huber
Jo.-tn Wettnore

j|n»
I^udv ....
.

Ertk "VValz
Royco Ellackbum

Gentleman
LltHe Boy
Sxndntan
jKy

Fmnk

Metvor
f

Martv

I

James Burrell
iPesBT Anne Holme.i

1

PbH Brown

Robert Po.rterfleUl
Robert H. Harvey
Tony Kraber
Bl" Benner
Fred Stewart
Kathleen Single

<«yius

Joseph
(VtP
Jacob.'

Voice ol the Stesl Call
jr!»[>

Kallt* Hamphreys
DaiiBla» Stark

Swedish Rlrl
Swedish Bov
Norwegian Girl
Norwegian Hry
Danish Girl
Danish Boy
Train Announcer..
Train Guards

Jim

annah Lee ChUds
.TuJson Best Halt
Ortmlllo Hull
Jolu^ DiC*-.ens
Meredltfi Johnston

Charles S. CTarke
(Jon Xrrbon.

J

.Tr

.

Ji»y Jr,

Jo.
Travel Agent
Actoantant
Gloria
Perry
'.

.Ji»y Owen. Jr.
Fred I^wrence

,...John A. Kennedy
HSarl "Wenthevford
Robert GolUna
Camilla Hull
Beat Hall
>
. Judson
• .

Deco"nitor
Proce.oB Server

MI93

Peter Struwel
Maldft Rende
Inna Phillips

,

Van

Hu.M)":

Maxwell

Arthur Barnett
Rarl Wenthertord
Robert Brern
Frank Westbrook

Continental

unsuited to the play. She not only has
trouble remembering her lines, but
of Yonkers she plays too forcefully and with a
Then, apFurce In four actsj by Thornton Wilder, too determined gaiety.
lx»sed upon comedy by Johann Nestroy, In parently realizing she isn't right, she
turn based upon an ISnsllnh original; stars strives all the more strenuously
Jnne Cowl: features June \VaII;er. Percy and that is fatal. Only briefly in the
Waram, Nydia Westman: production by
Mox Relnhnrdt. assisted by Moria Solves; last act does she achieve her norsettlnRs by Boris Aronsnn: musical arrnngre- mal effective simplicity. It^s extraormci ts by .Mesondcr H^fas: prwented by dinary to see a topnotsber of Miss
Hennan .'fiumlln at Guild theatre. N. V.. Cowl's talents and experience apDec. 28. ••"3. J.X.TO- top. (51.41) opentn?;).
pear so disadvantageously.
Pci-cy Wnram
Horace Vandersrelder
Knrtlett RoWnswn
Amt»rose Kemper
In conlrast,. nearly all the others
Philip- Coolldw
Joe Scanlon
imbued with the piquant
Carrie Welter seem
Gertrude
Tom Ewell humor of the piece. June Walker, in
Cornelius Hackl
Krnncea Harrison particular,
Ermengnrde
is
bewitching as the
Joseph Sweenej'. ^, ^.
Melchlor Stack
little
milling,
"OUCSOme
while
Jnne Cowt^
Mrs. Levi
John CM Nydia Westmart is just right as her
Bnrnnbv Tucker
Walker
June
Mrs. Moltoy
perplexed but
willing
assistant.
NydIa Wcstnian
Minnie Fay
Mward F. Nannary Vesey Waram \& dryly gruff as the
Cabman
merchant, and Minna
l>*ax Wlllenz sorely-beset
RuSolph
August
Cook

William Howell
Fratik Maxwell

•Everywhere I Roam- is the most
ambitious of Broadway's holiday
caret, a dramatic pastoral generously
peopled, but of indicated limited ap-

Having cooped last season's Pulitzer Prize with his masterfully weepy
'Our Town,' Thornton Wilder now
brings this outright prank based on
an old Viennese comedy. Here he
is kicking up his heels in a farce of
sheer make-believe, of frankly unrealistic charade. In Max Rcinhardfs
ima^hative and impish production it
provides an evening of beguiling theatrical magic Or of baffling kittenishness depending .on a playgoer's
taste or humor.
Certainly Wilder will enjoy no
such success, either artistically or
commercially^ with 'Ths Merchant of
Yonker^ as he did with 'Our Town,'
It may be doubted -^'lat he ever expected or particularly cared to. This
time he's obviously out for a romp
and is turning the playhouse topsyturvy with fanciful skylarking.
Play will hardly have a mass
draw, but may apoeal to the class
trade.
Jan-e Cowl's name should
hypo the boxoffice, while the fact
that 'Merchant is on the Theatre
Guild subscription list should give
it a good chance to become estab-

—

lished.

but

peal.

Marc Connelly and Bela Blau team
They have a record

in the showing.

of going in for the unusual, especial-

whose dramatization
Green Pastures' developed
an amazing appeal. But in that
novel drama there was much of the
humorous, which quality ehides the

ly the former,
of 'The

a

In short,

it

may

moderate run

catch oh,

is an admirably ftighty aunt.
EWell has an ingratiating casualness as the merchant's romantic
chief clerk,. and John Call overplays
the wide-eyed apprentice.
Joseph

Tom

Sweeney is a hilariously philosophiand meddlesome old sinner whose

cal

explanations of his vices enliven the
act. Carrie Heller gives
an appropriately satirical portrayal
of the weepy ingenue, while Bartlett Robinson is satisfactorUy fierce
as her swain.
Boris Aronson's chromo settings
and the comic-valentine costumes
heighten the atmospheric quality of
the production.
Ho be.

whole third

BRIGHT REBEL
wrltte*
prodacer.

2T, *S»,

pceaented

at

the

by William Kllcullen;
Francis Swsnn
Mary McCormack

Harrlnston

I^chey
Fletcher
Mrs. Byron..;

Tom

Moore...'.

John

Cam Hobhouse

Robert Vivian
Jeanne Caselle

James MacGuIro
Maurice Manson

Scrope Davies

Mlchnel Wills
John Cromwell
Francesca Brunlns

Lord Byron
Annabelle Milbanlce
Lady Caroline lAmb

Janice Hnnford
Lewis L. Russell
.Beatrice Terry
.Charles Atkins

Lord Melbourne
I^dy Melbourne
Lord'EIdone

seems more Lady

Helena Glenn
Dana Dale
Richard Aherne
Daniel Krewo

Oxford.'

Lady Jersey

Ingenuous little fable of the early
about a substantial merchant of Yonkers who goes to New
York to find a wife, while his tearful niece, two bumptious employees,
and widow adviser follow to carry
out their own various romantic adventures. After they've all tumbled
over' each other in Manhattan and
entangled their affairs and identities,
the antic subsides on a droll note ol

Jarvis

'80s tells

three acts

Stanley Touns: staged by the
93.30 top.

likely.

play, a symbolic display of the
Reinhardt,
develdpment of lands of the mid- story-book happiness.
who has been noted in America for
west.
his lavish and occasionally ponder
Roam' may be classed with the ous spectacles, has given Wilder's
cavalcade type of drama, for it yam an intimate and inventive production.
Amusingly stylized stagcovers 100 years. During that span
ing, with its frisky playing and its
the principal characters remain the conifldential asides by the actors, ensame in dress and age as part of the hances the flavor of Wilder's script.
Most of the players catch the
symbolism. Play is one of several
spirit of the farce, but one or two
done in summer theatres and now seem unable to scamper through it
*Roam' with the necessary agility.
migrating to Broadway.
Alcomes via an arrangement with the
Barter Theatre, Abbingdon, Va.
It has a patriotic theme, and the
chorals include 'My Country 'Tis of

new

Phil^s

Drama In
Lyceum Dec.

Nicholas Kondjplls
Augusta Leigh
Mrs. Minns
Dr. LcMann
Dr. Mlllengen
Colonel Stanhope

Wednesday, January

Ann

Ijorlng

Marie de Becker
Henry Vincent
,

li'Fani'ls

Swann

Richard Aherne

Socialites, such as have figured in
the reputed production set-up for
'Bright Rebel,' have fared rather
well in the theatre at times, but in
this instance the chances are negative.

DEAR OCTOPUS
Boston, Dec, 29.

Comedy

three acta (six scenes) by
Dodle Smith; presented by John C. Wilson;
staged by Ulen Byam Shaw; decor supervised by G. E, Calthrop: at the Plymouth
theatre. Boston, Dec. Itt, '38. $:i.T5 top.
In

these utterances their personalities

develop with such complsteness that

know them

charming

•

English poets seem to intrigue auand Lord Byron has occupied
any number of dramas. Here that
genius is the main idea, a hero of
sorts, despite his shortcomings.
But
his doings eventually become tiresome on the stage, in this instance
because the character is, among
other things, on too long. That he
was bom with one short leg and
thors,

But they hardly do the poet a favor
by steering him into marriage with
their
narrow-minded and rather
dowdy niece, Annabelle Milbanke.
In fact, why a man of perception
like Byron should sue for the hand
(Continued to page 196)

Randolphs.
To Director Shaw goes credit for
assembling a great cast and drawing from them the keen interpretations which playwright Smith's lines
demand. The three sets are of the
same quality as the other factors in
this production and the lighting Is
very good.
Fox.

—

Angela
In

Twenty-two

.

in

Columbus, Dec.
Dr. Ellis

30, '38.

Plum

.Barry Sullivan
Ichnrd Kendrick

Rosa Cromer
Nina Cromer

Mnry Howes
Flora Campbell
Joaquin Souther

Angela Quayle
Dr. Sago
Dr. Hilary Jerrett
Price Dixon
Mls.s Starr

Sinclair Lewis

Bent

Royal
Barbara Thatcher
.'

Ann

Martha

Garrett

Sinclair Lewis, star and co-author
(with film actress Fay Wray) of 'Anunveiled that opus here as his
stop in a personal tour through
the midwest.
Personal touring is
what 'Angela' is best suited to, anyhow. It's not Broadway, and neither
is Lewis much of a histrionic heavyweight. When the performance was
over, Lewis got his plaudits as author
of 'Main Street' and not as the Dr.
Hilary Jarrett lead ii^ 'Angela.'
Play otherwise was commendable
for Flora Campbell's role as Angela,
tasteful settings by Frederick Fox,
and nice gowning.
Lewis made a curtain speech expressing his belief that the American
theatre is due for a renaissance, and
said 'Angela' was 'my contribution to

too wide for actual scenes.

gela,'
first

that

movement, whatever that

bution

may

contri-

Bliss.

be.'

Morosco Claims letty'

Name; Sues Greenwood

however, 'Roam'

pretty much down to earth.
First act is distinctly the best, and
there are stirring moments punctuated by songs and folk dances.
Some of the ensemble movements'
are exceptional, particularly one in
which dynamite is supposedly used.
The leads, in addition to Jagger and
is

Miss Emery, are played by Norman
Lloyd, as Johnny, and Paul Huber
and Arthur Barnett as Jim and Jay.

and impressionistic,
Impressive
the play seems more of a lesson than
diversion.

Is

Columbus, Dec. 31.
three acts' written by Sinclair
collaboration 'with Jfay Wray; presented by John J. WUdberg; staged by
Harry Wagstail Orlbble; settings by Frederick Fo.x; stars the author; at Hartman,
Play

Lewis

settle on the virgin land, with adVice from Johnny Appleseed, a symbolic character who discounts their
He especially
rise to affluence.
warns them against Jay and Jim,
top-hatted capitalists, whose generous dividends are paid the couple,
while others are robbed (the moguls
in the end are submerged by the
market tollapse). They leave sons
•to- carry on the system, the author's
reminder of the manrier in which
American millionaires hold their
fortunes within the family generation after generation.^
There are some direct asides to
the audience and some of the comment may have come from Connelly,
who worked on the Arnold Sungaard script and is co-author. Such
lines are by way of warnings, and
could be inferred as aimed at the
prasent spread of the intolerance

a

—

.

Young man and wife, as acted by
Dean Jagger and Katherine Emery,

fallacy. Essentially,

and epigrams all evening, the characters simply converse with eaqh
other in various" moods.
Through

—

Story sketches th6 success of
people from all lands who come to
the land of liberty. Only when the
toilers permit avarice to sway them
do they suffer and lose all. Finally
they again look to the soil for recapture of contentment.
Against a blue-white background
most of the action occurs. Use of
lights is depended on more than
settings, with the general impression
of the farm and prairie lands excellently simulated. The coming of the
railroad, the reaper, and the modern
trends are indicated, since the coveris

ful plots, the play's strength lies In
Instead of swapping gags
its dialog.

those beyond the footlights believe
them by the end of the first act,
at the second curtain,
and. reluctantly bid them goodnight
at the flni^.
Dora Randolph, the 70-year-old
matriarch, is a wise old lady who
knows how to sooth her daughter
Cynthia. (Rose Hobart), .who has
Kenneth Harvey
Robert Craven been a prodigal during <he seven
r.4iurcl Randolph
Naomi Camnbell
Belle SrhlesRlnger
Margaret Date years she has lived with a married
man in Paris. In her off moments
Grace Penning (Fenny)
lilltian Glsh
Nanny
Alice Belmoro Cllffe Dora is a 'job-flnder'
thinking up
Gertrude
Georgia Harvey all sorts of odd chores for
her family
to perform around the house.
Her
devoted husband, Charles, has, in
'Dear Octopus* hits a high level fact, given up his business
many
for family plays.
English in spirit, years ago just to putter around
at
perhaps, it nevertheless has a gen- the beck and call of Dora.
eral appeal because of a remarkable
Fenriy (Lillian Gish) has been
combination of brilliant playwright- Dora's companion for 10 years,
during, directing and acting.
Dodie ing which time she has become seri&nith has brought to America ously in love with Nicholas Ranneither a run-of-the-mill drawing
dolph, a bright bachelor in his 30's.
room talk marathon nor a hoked up, At the weekend's windup Nicholas
false-front comedy. Instead she has
recognizes Penny's secret adoration
created a large, charming English
and pops a marriage proposal, read*
middle-class family who talk, act
ily accepted.
and react naturally through a weekHilda, an unmarried daughter, has
end j-eunion held to celebrate the
a complex about shutting up flies la
golden wedding of Dora and Charles
books; Margery, .a married daughRandolph (Lucile Watson and Regi- ter,
is
a .buxom, hapoy-go-lucky
nald Mason), heads of the houses
specimen; and Edna, a daughter-inhold.
law, meddles in the Nicholas-Fenny
Almost entirely deVoid of action, affair.
and composed of several minor, fitThen there is Belle Schlessinger
(Margaret Dale), a peppy old gal of
uncertain age, who comes to the anpossible club foot is also emphasized niversary
celebration
to
renew
too much.
flirtations
with old Charles, her
Byron is here made the victim of perennial flame. In addition there
his political views and defence of are
grandchildren
the down-trodden. Enemies, mean- 'Flouncey,' 'Scrap' and 'Bill' around
time, seek to make scandal out of 12 jrears old, who exchange notes in
the poet's affection for his half- a nursery scene on the new bad
sister Augusta Leigh, the one Woman words they have heard.
Hugh and
who was in complete sympathy with Laurel, a young married couple, do
him. Militant poet's defense of the not impede the play's motivation,
underdog may be true of the Eng- but they are superfluous.
lish, but hardly matches the popuAlice Belmore Clifle and Georgia
'lar conception.
Harvey, as governess and cook,' rePeriod or costume dramas seem spectively, also bring their characoften to be a managerial hazard. ters to life without resorting to over«
'Rebel* is no exception.
The garb acting or scene-stealing. Kenneth,
of the men could be acceptable, but a sori-in-law, has a little flirting with
that of the women is unattractive. Fenny, and is, in general, charmIn fact, the feminine contingent in ingly innocuous.
Fimdamentally, this is a play for
the play looks below average in general appearance and appeal.
The the naive and sophisticated alike.
dialog for that end of the cast is Perhaps the naive will assume from
the title that it's an underseas
hardly a help, either.
Lord and Lady Melbourne are meller, but that assumption should
'Octopus,' of
cordial and friendly to Byrbn, siding easily be dispelled.
with him in conflicts of opinion course, refers to the unescapable
with Lord Eldone, the Tory leader. tentacles of a big family, such as the
Charles Randolph
^Reginald Mamn
Dora Randolph.'
....Luclle Watson
Hilda Randolpti
Phyllis Joyce
.Margery Harvey
Phyllis PovoTi
Cynthia Randolph
Rose Hobart^
Nicholas Randolph.....
Jock Hawlcfns
Hugh Randolph..
Peter Robinson
Gwen (Flouncey) Harvey
Shtrloy PolrJer
William (BI1I> Harvey
Warren MMta
Kathieen (Scrap) Kenton
.Helen Rcnce
Edua Randolph.
Ivy Troutman

Thee.'

age
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Town

Plays Out of

widow who maneuvers the merchant
Or rather her style is
to the altar.

The Merchant

Diama In' three acts preacnted at the
National Dec. 2S). '38. by Marc ConneTlj'
and Bela BInu; written by Arnold Sundand Connelly: stafced by tntter:
(taurd
plioral nrrunRMiients and atagtnR by T^ehm«n Knsel; dances by Felicia Sorel; songs
by Fr«V Stewart.

Anntveraary hsue

a gifted actress and a

dynamic personality, Jane Cowl is
unsuited to the part of the scheming

Plays on Broadway
Everywhere

is

Ibee.

OlivM

Los Angeles, Jan. 1.
Morosco has filed suit
Greenwood for

Charlotte
ownership of the
stage productions.

name 'Letty' in
He charges Miss

Greenwood,

of

against

star

'Leaning

on

Letty,' with pirating the title from
his 'So Long Letty,' produced
1915.
Morosco asked the court to re-strain the use of the word 'Letty'

m

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ALFRED LUNT and LYNN FONTANNE

and to order an accounting of the
profits of the play.

Wednesday, January

4,
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Third of a Century

Swing to the East by N. Y.

Surprise Bequest

•

and

the playwrights.

.

Outstartding trend was the preponderance of plays of American subject
Virmatter, treatment and theme.
noteworthy
tually all of the year's
life. The.
American
with
dealt
plays'
the
year also was exceptional for
range and vigor of the play writing.
However, if the character of dra-.
matic authorship was changing, so
was the position of the dramatist
Most noteworthy develophimself.
ment of -the. latter was the formation
Although
Co.
..of the Playwrights
there was nothing new in the idea of
.dramatists forming their ovfn pro-

.

Equity received a surprise holiday
which has been placed

.

ship 193a.

'

From Late Member

rectors. Only point not immediately
clear was whether commercial pro-

dramatic author- ducer would be needed for a deIn the field of
was a year of sigriiflcant tached viewpoint on scripts and
script revisions.
notrend and development. It was
Immediate success of 'Lincoln' left
of its plays
table fot the vitality
that question unanswered. But when
for the increasing importance of Anderson's
'Knickerbocker'
was

•

'

nursed into a success by the playwrights .themselves,
after
being
brushed off by the critics and given
chance to succeed, the ability of

little

the dramatists to evaluate their

work seemed

to

be

settled.

own
Soon

,

afterward, however. Rice's 'American Landscape' opened and received
a generally unfavorable critical response. According to the reviews,
that was one instance in which the
playwrights had failed to put a script
into commercially acceptable shape.
Rice, weary after writing his play
as well as staging it and 'Lincoln,'
di,d little to correct its flaws after
ducing organization, in this instance the opening and it appeared to have
and significant be- a doubtful chance of getting back
;it was unique
cause of the high standing of its its production cost.
-members, who are Robert E. Sher•

;

.

Anderson, Sidney
Howard, .Elmer Rice aiid S. N. Behr^
maa .Formation of their company
had various immediate, intangible
.effects and it was expected to have
.much wider and more material re•wQod;

•eults in

Maxwell

the future.

There were numerous other more
or less notable changes and events
dramatic writing;
the
.•concerning
For instance, it,
craft during; 1938.

became evident as the year waned
that the first few months of 1939
,might see a return of picture financing to Broadway production. Film'
industry had originally withdrawn
'backing due to row with Dramatists
Guild over minimum basic agreement.
•Year also saw the rapid growth of
the Dramatists Play Service, the
emergence of a" new problem in the
U. S. immigration of a number of
refugee playwrights, awarding of
fellowships to several young authors,
the projected formation of a socalled Junior Playwrights Co., the
end of the Dramatists Guild-Bureau
of New Plays squabble and the fiareup and settlement of the breach between the Guild and Gilbert Miller.

American Plays Up

gift of $1,000,

emergency fund. Money was
a bequest from a legacy, about which
ther^ was some question.

.

six shillings sterling.
It was explained that Rodriguez,

Sherwood, Howard, Anderson, Rice

The extraordinary increase in
Hollywood Financing:
plays of typically American fiavor is
considered a natural and healthy
Although the return of Hollywood
S.
the
U.
times.
With
financing
.to Broadway production
the
sign of
democratic tradition threatened, it's has seemed more likely in recent
inevitable and proper that the play- months, it is by no means sure. Drawrights should concern themselves matists Guild has steadfastly refused
with the situation. But as more and to consider revision of its minimum
better plays were being written basic agreement and consequently
about America and its ideals, it was the studios have remained aloof from
likewise noted that such plays had legit bankrolling. But during the last
a wider and more enthusiastic ac- summer a plan to supplement the
ceptance than ever.
basic agreement was broached and
As an example, Sherwood's inspir- has been studied ever since. It ining 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' is a com- volves a standard scale of determinpletely American play and, while it ing the purchase price of the film
is laid in the past, its implications rights to plays, with the ultimate
all -point vitally toward the present amount based on the length of run
and the future. It's admitted that and total gross of the Broadway
•liincoln' would, have been successful production.
Certain details remain
two years ago and, to a lesser degree, to be worked out and tentatively
five years ago, but it would never agreed upon by the film companies
have aroused the tremendously eager before the plan will be submitted to
response it did last fall. In a totally the Guild council and membership.
different way,
Thornton Wilder's However, it's believed to have a
wistful 'Our Town' might havd been good chance of ^acceptance,
Some
inereiy tolerated several years ago definite word may' be expected with^'
instead of receiving the rapturous in a few weeks.;;
praise it drew last spring.
Although it was not a new trend or
Other notable plays of distinctly development, the continued efforts of
American character during the year the Dramatists Guild in behalf of
included 'Of Mice and Men,' 'One
aspiring playwrights is worthy of
Third of a Nation,' 'Golden Boy,'
mention. By providing fellowships
'Rocket to the Moon,' 'Here Come the
for promising authors, by obtaining
Clowns,' 'Wine of Choice,' 'Kiss the
jobs for others, by getting them

late Otto H. there were no opposed diversions
Metropolitan such as have been developed since
pictures, radio, autos, indoor sports
opera house in Radio City gone events. There are more legit spots
through, it doubtless would have now but they are not being continulocality
fresh
been the genesis of a
ously lighted. From the number of
for the legit stage. Swing to the east hit shows drawing capacity it would
of Broadway, however, is apparently indicate again that show biz is still
and
when
delayed a few years, for
in the running, yet along the lines
if new legit houses—there have been of
33 years back but hardly comnone biiilt for the past 10 years—are parable to the proportions of a decade
be
will
they
erected, the chances are
ago.
spotted closer to the hotel and resiSixth Avenue Trend
dences of those who patronize the
Imposing buildings in Radio City
$3 theatre. Great White Way may which is something of
a show center
never disappear as a show mart but now, compose the forerunner
of dethe. theatre -is more apt to be spread
velopments to come. Sixth avenue
out over the midtown' map, as it was elevated line is
coming down and so
a third of a century ago.
are the antiquated buildings along
In 1906 there were niore than a that thoroughfare^ Type of structured
score of '$2 theatres,' that being the which will replace the out-moded
top for any legiter, prior to admis- blocks, are being, blue-printed by
sion taxes and the rise of unionism architects, and the chances are that
which carried with it wage and sal-, poovisions will be made whereby
ary lifts. Shows were housed in scat- theatres will become adjuncts and
tered .spots,, ranging from the Acad- operated at more reasonable cdsts
emy of Music on 14th street to the than before the depression.
New York and Lyceum around 45th
Idea that theatres must be located
and Broadway-r-more than a two- somewhere between the city's railmile spread, as counted along New road termiinals and the junction of its
York's main 'street and with Fifth subway lines, is starting to fade. Moavenue crossed on the .way uptown.. tor transportation, particularly as apCurrently with the hub .of show plied, to. the theatre-going class. Is
business around 45th street, approx- increasingly more important to atimately the same number of theatres tendance.
There are drawbacks,
are operating now as then, when, ho^vevei•, especially the time required
to pome crosstown to the west side
from the effete Park avenue section,
where the swank night clubs are
mostly congregated. This time element and the unsolved traffic jams
provide another argument in favor
the Theatrical Managers Agents and of legit theatres nearer.
Z:eg^feld Too Soon?
Treasurers union, along with similar
Trend northward along Broadway
restrictions in the code, it seems the
agencies would prosper provided line appears to
have definitely
Pus^i beyond 52d street
there were more shows in New York. stopped.
With the boxoffices getting only came to a sudden halt. Perhaps one
small sustenance from the brokers, or, two of those theatres, now used
the latter are getting less accommo- for purposes other than legit, will
dation from the theatres. Treasurers revert to the original reason for their
are still being interrogated by Fed- building, but 59th' street seems an
eral men about 'ice' and have been impossible sector. It may be that
called on to pay the 50-50 share stip- when Sixth avenue is beautified the
ulated in the admissions tax law, Ziegfeld theatre at 54th street will
which has never been tested in the come back into its own. For a time
courts. Some have been able to re- it commanded a fine draw through
mit but the large majority are broke, the dazzling productions of the late
and under present conditions may showman, but evidently the house
never raise the amounts demanded. was built at least 10 years too soon.
The Government insists that such It was part of the improvement that
money, given the boxoffice is an came when the elevated spur north
overage, half of which is payable to of 53d street was scrapped and apartTreasurers con- ment hotels replaced the string of
the tax collector.
tend such emoluments are in return dingy brownstone fronts.

Had the .plan of the
Kahn to build a new

.

.

•

•
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Ticket Code and the Agencies

scripts on the horizon,
to look for other dra-

matists.

The possibility that other dramatists might at any" time form their
own producing firms and eliminate
the commercial managers also seems
likely to better the position of all
playwrights in their dealings with
producers. In recent years, the dramatist has grown, in stature and influence, in the theatrical setup.

By JACK PULASKI

.

TMAT

Behrman

j

|

Recently Equity received a letter
from Spiro and Co., London solicitors, to the effect that by the will,
of one Abraham Rodriguez, the association would receive $1,000. Equity
officers were suspicious because the
lawyers stated a remittance would
be made after a receipt was given
them.
British Equity was queried about
the matter and mailed the receipt,
to be used at its discretion. It was
discovered that such provision was
actually made in the will of Rodriguez, dated 1925. The receipt was
thereupon tendered and the lawyers
turned over a check for 210 pounds,,

professionally
known as Harry
Rogers, upon going to England gave
Equity as his mailing address. There
Nevertheless, the success of the' were four players- by the name of
Playwrights' venture as a whole con- Harry -Rogers, who at various times
tinues to cast a large and ominous joined the association. The beneshadow "Over commercial manage- factor is believed to have been one
ment and to promise extensive dra-- who applied in 1916 and who became
matist developments. Theatre Guild, a life member in 1922.
many of whose successful shows had
been written by Playwrights' memPhilly
Elects
bers, is far behind its normal producPhiladelphia, Jan. 3.
tion schedule and has been having
New
officers of the Theatrical Manmore difficulty than ever before in agers, Agents and Treasurers, union
obtaining worthwhile scripts. But if
were elected here last week.
removal of five .leading playwrights
Biz a^ent and .chairman is Dan
from the market was tough on com- Doran, who succeeds Lex Carlin,- Sr.,
mercial producers, it promised to vice chairman
is Ed Suggs.
have happy results for the host of
lesser authors.
Managers, with no

were forced

Seems Inevitable

Legits
i

into its

Developments Promised

or
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Equity Gets $1,000

The Playwrights
By Hobe Morrison

I^EGIT

Anniversary Issue

By Jack PulasB
Government collected 45%
from Broadway ticket agencies last September than for the same
month of the year previous. That
may indicate the ticket code, drawn
up by the League of New York Theatres which limits the resale price
The

less coin

over the boxoffice price, held
prices. If the code is as
effective as claimed, it may well be
regarded as a minor miracle.
There seems to be little doubt that
there are undesirables in the ticket
to 75c

down agency

business and that the agencies exceed the number of shows on BroadDisinclination of
this season.
the agencies to centralize the business has put many into a shaky
.financial condition. They complained
they could not stay in business if
held to a 75c premium. However,
they are still at it, because that
limitation does not apply to tickets
for attractions outside legit

way

Trend uptown from

for service.

When

the Federal

men

street

tion, however, was never really established as a show, center.
After
the Garrick was built on 35th
street there came the Knickerbocker
at 38th street. Casino at 3flth street.
Empire at 41st and the New Amster-

are figuring the code lished price, those showmen who acbe discontinued and are carry- cepted that sort of money quickly
Few
ing on despite the clipping of in- lost interest in collecting it
comes. Whether the code has really had ever admitted accepting extranebeen tested remains to be seen but ous ticket coin.
Equity's interest in sponsoring the
during the fall the number of shows
dropped so much that chances of ticket code with the League, in ex-'
change
for a trial one-year basic
over
managers
among
disagreement
agreement, became aroused in anticicontrol system was lessened. The

Some brokers

will

dam ('the house beautiful') on 42d
street Of the houses mentioned only
the Empire remains, the New Amsterdam now being in grind pictures.

th-

main squawk from the brokers is pation that more people would attend the theatre since, the .union figthat they cannot get enough tickets;
ured, the code would make that eastherefore, they are unable to fill all
ier.
Theory of Eqqity leaders furorders of customers. The burnther expresses' the hope that with
ui among agencies which apparently more theatre-goers, there will be
comply with the new rules is the longer runs, extended engagements
knowledge that such patrons buy and more jobs since the number of
Boys Goodbye,' 'American Landticket men who
passes for current plays and having from unaccredited
attractions would be increased due
scape,' 'How to Get Tough About It'
them
present at rehearsals, as well somehow secu;:e 'merchandise' and to the theatreward surge.
and such musicals as 'I'd Rather Be
get.
as giving constant advice" and en- charge what they can
Ticltets Over-Emphasized
Right,' 'Pins and Needles,' 'Knickertemporary injunction restraincouragement, the Guild is more than
But the expected benefits are not
bocker Holiday' and 'Cradle Will
ever trying to find and develop play- ing the code operation was granted in sight, The ticket situation has
Rock.'
Although not all of these wrighting talent.
Tuesargued
and
was
(31)
Saturday
long been emphasized, and with
plays were commercially successful,
Characteristic of this whole idea day (3).
nearly all were worthy of serious
Number of brokers did very well some reason, but the fact remains
critical consideration. Certainly they were the concluding words of Sherthat Broadway needs more financing
sports
other
tickets
and
football
with
overshadowed siich foreign or non- wood's annual report as president of events, but that's not enough to carry for production and more material
topical works as 'Shadow and Sub- the Guild. He said, 'It is unnecessary
the season. The crisis for presentation, both of which seem
through
them
stance,' 'On Borrowed Time' and to state the importance of these culmore important than the
will probably come shortly when a much
'Bachelor Born.' There was also an tural activities, for it is obvious that
The talent factor
better line on the ticket front should ticket situation.
Unprecedented number of anti-fascist the survival of the Dramatists Guild, be visible. The League has been lis- is not so ominous as claimed several
plays during 1938.
However, none and of the theatri we serve, depends tening to all kinds of complaints but years ago, for the switching of playWas either an artistic or commercial upon the renewal of vitality which
the main objection appears to be that ers between Broadway and Hollysuccess.
One of the ambitious pro- can come only from new writers tickets cannot be bought far enough wood has been increasingly evident.
ductions for the early part of 1939 is who, despite all the hostile circumadvance from the agencies. Those Equity has urged the Dramatists
in
the Kaufman-Hart play, 'The Ameri- stances in these times of economic
patrons who demand the best loca- Guild and the managers to huddle,
can Way,' which also espouses the and spiritual uncertainty, are ptill
will not report brokers who their objective being to woo back
tions
determined to write good plays.'
U. S. theme.
charge more than the code stipulates. picture money to legit.
Doubtful if any single developGovernment investigators appear
Matter of Ice'
nient in recent years has had such
Managers complained that 'ice' convinced that ticket brokers have
far-reaching
the
as
implications
given the boxoffice was part of the limited bankrolls and pressure on
formation of the Playwrights' Co. It
Clinton, N. Y., Jan. 1.
trouble with high prices. It's doubt- collections has been somewhat eased.
at once raised
the question of
Helen Hayes receives honorary ful that such gratuities have fig- In Broadway's heyday much backwhether there is any longer -any
need in the theatre for the purely degree of doctor of human letters ured importantly for some seasons. ing came fron) agencies, either as
direct loans or In the form
ticket
commercial producer since the five- from Hamilton College Sunday (5). While some coin of that kind is paid
Ceremony attending the confer- out, boxoffice people currently are buys. Showmen of the newer school,
member playwrights were able to
raise their own financing easily and ring of the degree will be part of a satisfied if theatres are kept lighted. however, believe such practices arfe
prohibition of gratuities, a outmoded while the brokers claim
quickly.
Playwrights also directed special midwinter college convoca- With the
(Continued on page 198)
condition in the basic agreement of
their own plays or hired outside dition.

14th

years back finally reached Herald
Square at 34th street. That intersec-

stepped In

and demanded half of all money secured by managers over the estab-

Below Herald Square there were
such houses as Wallack's, Princess,
Daly's, Bijou,

Weber and

Fields

Mu-

sic Hall.

Development of 42d

t".

mostly
dated a third of a century ago became a marvel of show business.
Realty, men agreed with managers
that the location was ideal because
of the then new subways and the
railroad stations and the more-than-

•

A

street

average

street width.
Even until
recently show business has
clung to the section, but has moved
a few blocks upward, forced to vacate
by the inroads of low-priced attractions that mushroomed when the
legit
started to constrict
That" sad saga
was the theme of 'The Fabulous Invalid,' which play, like the
street it
lachrymosed about, faded from the

more

Brbadway

scene.

Had the Rockefellers chosen Eighth
avenue for their vast imnrovements,
generally called Radio City, it would
have been different When the subway was built there were dreams of
vast realty increases, which failed to
materialize, and the thoroughfare has
not been developed. Ih contrast the
Sixth avenue zone is due for a realty

Honor Helen Hayes

!

An express stop at 50th street
being constructed.

booxn.
is

Number

of legit theatres will never
approach that of the 1920's, when the'
count approached the 70 mark even
more were claimed to be operating,
but the highest count during the
boom seasons was 68. Less than half
(Continued to page 199)
'
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(1st

week) (M^l,189;

nine and one-half

6 way Musicals

in Stratosphere;

Mz; leave
Dramas

VjARIETY

Third of a Century

It'

Thursday

Neophytes Weak

'Pins and Needles/ Labor Stage
<58th week) (R-500; $2.75). In second year; labor union revue has
fared well in New. York and on road;
has averaged $6,000 at Labor Stage
and much better last week.
The Girl from Wyoming/ American Music Hall (llth week). Something for night show novelties; okay
with beer, booze and so forth.

'Ruth Draper/ Little.
'Policy King's, Bayes.
Colored
'Mamba's Daughters,' Empire (1st
week) (D-1,099; $3.30). Presented musical opened Friday (30) and
by Guthrie McClintic; written by panned plenty.

Although the holiday premiere
card was disappointing, the standouts on Broadway harvested during
the Christmas-New Year's week. Dorothy and Du Bose Heyward;
Two musicals t)ettered $44,000 and opened Tuesday (3).
'Mieha:el Drops In,' Golden withtwo copped grosses of $30,000 or better.
Three straight plays were drawn Saturday after playing seven
performances.
gauged at more than ^0,000.
'Oscar Wilde/ Fulton (13th week)
Final count of 'Hellzapoppin' and
Virtual capacity
•Leave It to Me' indicated that those (D-913; $3.30).
front running musicals were in a through holiday week; with one exphoto finish on takings. Both were tra performance and $5.50 top on
clocked at better than 44G's, while the holiday eve, new high mark of
the runner-upper, 'The Boys from $19,500 estimated.
'Rocket to the Moon,' Windsor (7th
Syracuse,' also went to a new high
mark of $36,000, if not better. Well week) (D-1,949; $3.30). Moved here
up to fore was 'I Married an Angel' from Belasco; doing moderate busiwith a corking draw that topped ness; rated around $8,500.
'Sing Out the News,' Music Box
$30;000. Musical set-up proved much
(13th week) (R-1,019; $4.40). Final
hi'^her than any season in years.
Matinee business was sensational, week; some improvement during
with the metropolis crowded with holiday period, but not enough for
customers. The straight plays were musical; around $18,000; house gets
topped by 'Abe Lincoln,' which, too, 'Set to Music' Jan. 16.
'Spring Meeting,' Morosco (5th
a new high level of $26,000, 'Hamlet'
had its best week with a take of week) (CD-961; $3.30). English com'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' edy doing rather well; played eight
$22,000.
reached its top gross with $20,000, times with no scale change to around
while 'Oscar Wilde' was a ruimer- $12,000.
The Merchant of Tonkers,' Guild
up to that mark.
There were three debuts on one (2d week) (C-914; $3.30). Opened
night, but none got the nod. The last Wednesday (28); drew mixed
week saw 'Bright Rebel,' Lyceum; press but business was encouraging
'Everywhere I Roam,' National; 'The for balance of wfeek.
lillerchant from Yonkers* (both latter
The Primrose Path,' Biltmore (1st
may surprise), Guild; 'Michael Drops week) (CD-001; $3.30). Presented by
lO,' Golden, and 'Don't Throw Glass George
Abbott; dramatized from
Bouses,' Vanderbilt, bowed in. 'Mi- novel 'February Hill' by Robert
chael' stopped and others may fold Buckner and Walter Hart; opens toabruptly,
but more is expected day (Wednesday).
from this week's card, which has
Tobacco Road,' Forrest (265th
'Mamba's Daughters,' Empire; 'The week) (D-1,107; $2.65). Played usual
Primrose Path,' Biltmore, and 'The eight performances, but had -slightly
Gentle People,' Belasco, with the tilted ho^day price for satisfactory
D'Oyly Cartes coming to the Beck takings, ^ver $7,5pO.
with Gilbert and Sullivan revivals.
•What a. Life/' Mansfield <38th
'Sing Out the News' will stop at week) (C-1,050; $3.30). Played matithe Music Bo;tc and 'Bachelor Bom' nee every afternoon, last lyeek, and
at the Broadhurst, which gets 'Dear in 10 times quite profitable at $10,000;
Octopus' next week after a highly mptres- to Mansfield; 'The Primrose
touted Boston opening. 'The White Path' comes here.
Stsed,' also well rated after a PhilaShopping/
•Window
Longacre
delphia tryout, also slated in. Ditto dropped but Saturday after week and
T'^e Importance of Being Earnest,' half.
listed for the Vanderbilt.
'Window
Revivals
Shoppit^' was yanked from the
'Blo$fiom Time/ 4$th St. (2d week)
Longacre, Saturday (31).
(M-1,375; $3.30), May go out after
Estimates for Last Week
this week; revival iising cut' rates
•Abe Lincoln, in Illlnols.' Plymouth of- .varied feorts;" around possible
,

WPA

'The Big Blow,' Elliot.
'Androcles and the Lion/ Lafayette,;

Harlem.

'Pinocchio/ Ritz.'

'Music' Sockeroo

Windup of 'Susan' Great
Chi; Lunts 21G, 'Shadow'

mn' BACK IN

FOR $6,000 WEEK
Hollywood, Jan. 1.
£1 Capitan, long dark, relighted
yule season with Matt Allen
sponsoring two-week engagement of
Charlotte Greenwood in her threeyear vehicle, 'Leaning on Letty.'
Comedy opened Christmas Day and
will wind up (7), then going^on tour.
Federal Theatre Project productions,
^Two-a-Day,' and 'Run, Little Chil^
lun,' still playing to capacity.
Estimate for Last Week
'Leaning on Letty,' El Capitan (C$1.65).

Mild interest in this

most of Hollywood having
on previous run here. About
on first week, with New Year's
Eve and two-day holiday expected to
revival,

s&en

it

$6,000

OK$10,5tHuh
Boston, Jan.

Music/

1.

help second-final week's gross.

WPA

revue, starring Beatrice LiUie, is a
smash hit here. fias completed only
one stanza of a two-week tryout
here, but that week was practically
a solid sell-out.
'Dear Octopus,' English play by
Dodie Smith, has built up to hit proportions in the six performances
here last week of its American
debut.

'OUR TOWN' BIG

'

'Victoria Regin'a' and Helen Hayes
in for a single week Monday

bow
(9).

Dwight Deere Wiman's new

16G IN

Pin

week)

With

(D-1,036; $3.30).
perfbrmance and.

one extra
$5.50
Year's eve dramatic leader approximated $26,000; new high.
'American Landscape,' Cort <,5th
week) (D-1,059; $3.30). Looks like
the chances would be indicated after
last week which did not see improvement; around $5,000.
'Bachelor Born,' Broadhurst (49th

New

week)
Tinless

for

comedy

Chicago;

moved

is

musical, 'Stars in Your Eyes,' comes
in Jan. 17, after its pr^em in New
Haven. 'Mice and Men' opens Jan.
23 for at-, least;. Xyfo vree)^^. -Federal $16,000> Reviewers went overboard
Theatre presents a streamlined 'Mac- with superlatives and let their haif
beth' Jan; 31..
down ^s seldom before to putrgag^i
Other entries on the local slate, even Broadway brethfen in extolling
include 'The Little Foxes,' by LiUian' the Wilder drama.
ipellniai;,
starring Tullulah, Bank-|
Deluge of holiday social ev^ts
head, Jan. ^3;- 'Susan and -God,' with kept the pews pretty empty of the
Gertrude Lawrence, Feb. 13/follQW- usual Slegit-going mob, but consist^
inft which she starts rehearsals for .ently strong call for cheaper seats
^Skylark' to -be 'preemed here March accounted for neat daily grosses and
13; Geojcge M. Cohan returns Feb. 20 sent 'Town' to near capacity at the
for one week of "Rather Be Right/ finish." Temperature figured to have
Estimates for Last. Week
-cost it at least another $2,000^
•Set to Music/ Shubei;t (1st week)
Nixon is currently dark and
Opened to capacity doesn't relight until Jan. 16/ when
(1,590; $3.30).
Dec. 26 and has drawn solid biz dur'Susan and God' comes in.. House
ing entire initial week.
Be.atrice
has
played only 11 weeks thus far
Lillie received better press than the
and is missing out on the usually
$10,000.
author. First frame smash $30,000.
'Hamlet,' St. JTames (12th week)
'Dear Octopns/ Plymouth (1,480; big New Year's week. Season looks
(D-;i,520; $3.30).
Best week during $2.75). Accorded almost unanimous like one of the slimmest in years.
holidays with around $22^000; would rave press. Advance sale was' tepid
Estimate for Last Week
have done more if more perform- on this one and the cut-rate 'Fir-st . 'Our Town' (Nixon; 2,100; $2.75).
ances were possible.
Night Club' was drawii in to holster Pulitzer prize play, with ATS back'Outward. Bound,^ Playhouse (3d it,
Word-of-mouth, however, is ing and added holiday .trade, manweek) (D-878; $3.30). Looks in for boosting wjiddow trade to important aged to come through hicely at $16,rather "goodly stay; good pre^s fig- daily tallies. Figured to be a sure- 000.' Would have gone considerably
ured toward better, than $10,000.
fire hit for Broadway. First six per- above that with any sort of break
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Co., Beck forniahces garnered nice $10,500.
in weather.
•

earlier

visit..

Only

the.

two

New

Year's eve performances aided this
one to get respectable figures,
Lynn Fontanne and Alfred Lunt
sold out the Erlanger last week, relighting
after
a
week's
layoft
'Shadow and Substance'' got nifty notices, but a mixed audience response
regular legitgoers.
Ian Keith's performance in Fed,eral Theatre Project's 'Copperhead*

Boy/ Grand

(2d

week)

(1,300; $2.20).
Opened inauspicious^
on its repeat visit. Helped by hoiid6ys to fdir $10,000.
'Shadow and Substance,' SelwyA
(2d. week) (1,000; $2.75).
Holiday
spurt giving this show plenty of supDort and on notices will garnet
ly:

'

.$14,000.

.•Snsan and God/ Harris (1,000;
$2.75). Finished on Dec. 31 (Satur"day) after 11 smash weeks.
Con-tinues for five weeks on tour east•Ward before folding.
Fi ished to

mighty

$22,000.

WPA

•The Copperhead,' Blackstone. Acclaim from press for Ian Keith putting this show over.
'The Mikado,' Great Northern. Has
been the big money coiner of th«
shows here, running around
^4,500 weekly.
.

WPA

'WHITESTEED'

gross estimated

over

PHILLY

$10,000,

New Year's

scale.

around

Philadelphia, Jan. 1.
Christmas Week business has been
generally very good in PhiUy although grosses have fallen a littl*
imder advance expectations.
'Victoria Regina' has had lower
floor weakness except at matinees
but grabs $29,000 for its single week
at the Forrest, which is about five
grand- lower than anticipated, but
plenty good.
'The White Steed,' Eddie Dowling's
try-out production of Paul Vincent
(^arroll's new Irish drama, was given
generally good press after its opening at the Chestnut Street Opera
House and continued at a steady if
hot sensational gait.
'What a Life' opened very mildly

$5,000.

*Boys from Syracuse/ Alvin (7th
(M-1,255; $4.40). Well up with
mijsical favorites; one extra
matinee for new high of around $36,-

.

week)
the

OOO; $6.60 on New Year's eve.
'Don't Tbrow Glass Houses/ Vanderiblt (2d week) (C-800; $3.30).
One of holiday card that also got
doubtful press;' went iiito cut rates;

maybe

$5,000.

'Everywhere

1

Roam/

National

.(2d

week) (D-1,164; $3.30).
Opened
Thursday (29); drew mixed press
and chances not clearly indicated.
'Gentle People/ Belasco (1st. week)
(eD-1,000: $3.30). Presented by the
Group Theatre; written by Irwin
Shaw: opens Thursday (5).
'Hellzapoppin/
Winter
Garden
(16th week) (R-1,671; $3:30). Played

Monday (26) matinee performance at the Locust, but the notices
were good and the word-of-mouth
at its

friendly.
Author, Clifford (Goldsmith, a Philadelphian, has plenty
of local friends and theatre parties

were the rule all week. Inexpensive
production gave this one a real
chance for an extended stay.
Fourth opening was 'Yes, My Darling Daughter,' another return engagement.
Estimates for Last Week
•Victoria Regina/ Forrest (2,000;
$3.42).
Sonie downstairs weakness
at mid-week performances, but terrific matinees, week-end, and bal-

matinee daily last week and in 12
performances grossed more than
$44,000: standees for all perform
acces; probabl highest revue will

'Here Come the Clowns/ Booth
week) (D-704; $3.30). Claimed
picked up somewhat, but
•fo: h.&ve
^ay depends on business after this
wzik; rated over $6,000.
Married an Angel/ Shubert
'I
Run
(35th week) (M-1,367; $4.40).

'

(5th

'

(1,400; $2).
Nine shows. Comedy
opened mildly Christmas afternoon,
but got good notices 'and picked up

elve,

^iss the Boys Goodbye/ Miller

(I5th week) (C-944; $3.30). Another
top level reached; played 10 per-

formances and bettered

oh

nicely,

Holiday/

week)

Barry-

musical with- standees at, aU
times last week; grossed" more than
^.000 in nine performances; $6.60
New year's eve.
Inig

total;
(l.st

Press generally
favorable
Eddie Dowling.
production, and show held steady,
pace all week; $10,000 or a trifle
over, eight performances. 'Mice and

more

(12th week) (M-1,096; $4.40).
Came back, to best, level of .engagement tljiis far; no 'extra p6rfoitaahces, but good $22,000 take.
;fLeave It to Me/ Imperial. (9th
^eek) (M-1,468; $4.40). Top grpss-

with $8,000 for week's

Chance for a run.
•The White Steed,' Chestnut

$20,000; $5.50

the holiday eve.

'Knickerbocker

'

cony trade. Over $29,000. eight performances only. 'The Women' due
this week.
'What a Life,' Locust (1st week)

made great cohieback, goin ? to $30,000 or over in nine performances; $6.60 top on New Year's
musical

.

,

'Blackbirds.'

Failed to open; another house claimed for colored musical for possible debut this week.
'Brigrht Rebel,' Lyceum (2d week)
(D-1,019; $3.30). Drew mixed notices
with chances indicated as doubtful;
,

John Golden, written by Samson
Raphaelson.
Miss Lawrence was the big drama
leader of the season thus far, scramming after 11 powerful weeks. Didn't
have to leave, either, on account of
grosses, since on pace show could
have continued for two or three
more months.
'Golden Boy' crept into town with
its -new cast for a repeat showing at
$2.20 top, and got away pretty slowly, considering the wallop of the

again; slated

$7,000 with aid of a $4.40

eve

week

Pinal

(C-1,107; $3.30).

for a tour of five weeks in as mariy
towns. And at the conclusion of that
short tour the show will close dowh,
and Gertrude Lawrence will journey
to Boston to open new show for

drew rave reviews and show it getting a big play at the Blackstone.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 1.
Eitimates for Last Week
glowing
set
tag
and
most
Pulitzer
'Amphitryon 38/ Erlanger (4th and
of notices from the local press this final week)
(1,400; $2.75). Final week
season, combined with ATS backing of 'Amphitryon,'
with
Sea Gull'
and X^nas week impetus, over-rode to follow immediately.'TheWound
up
sub-zero weather last week to send with walloping
$21,000.
'Our Town' into the hit column at
'Golden

..-

(12th

its

.

•Two-B-Day/ Hollywood Playhouse.
'Run, Little ChlUnn,' Mayan.

-

new Noel Coward

,

'Susan and God' blew town after
New Year's eve show, and is set

for

1,250;

tOOO, 'Octopus'

Chicago, Jan. 1;
Legit shows in town went to $4.40
for the New Year's eve show, and
the local playgoers paid withoUt
blinking.
On the basis of thejse
special performances the loop fin«
ished a strong week aiU around.

L. A.

-

'Set to

1939

4,

Starts

week engagement

(5) night.

Added

$44,00, 'Boys' 36G,

Big,

$3.30).

Wednesday, January

Anniversary hsue-

Men'

and GUTHRIE McCLINTIC
CORNELL
KATHARINETHEIR
BEEKMAN PLACE STUDY, NEW YORK CITY
IN

$2).
for this

(1,800;

in next

week

(9th).

»

•Yes, My Darling Daughter,' Erlanger (1st week) (1,800; $2). Fine,
start, then a slip, but matinee very,
strong: $7,000 in nine performances.
May hold over two weeks' limit

originally atmounced.

Wednesday, January

4,
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DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN
Who

'STARS IN

is

Producing

YOUR

EYES'

Starring

ETHEL MERMAN

and

MYSELF

sued nne for misrepresenting the facts, clainning he
hired me as a piano player, not as an emotional actor

Below

IS

a reproduction of the
in

photo and caption that appeared

the N.Y. Times Dec. 25. 1938

"That great emotional actor, James Durante, and June Clyde, in a scene from
'Forbidden Music,' at the Waldorf"

That's

what the above said that

fatal

Sunday—

Have consulted my lawyers and we have agreed
have grounds for slander, which

will

that

be pressed to the

I

limit.

suspect Ben Hecht and Charlie MacArthur and say to
them— get out of town— or we will sue them for libel, too.
I

Scandalously signed

JIMMY SCHNOZZLE DURANTE
Not
:

I

JAMES DURANTE

!

Wednesday, Januaiy
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JOHN GOLDEN
Presents His Compliments and Best Wishes
for the

New Year to

the Casts and Staffs of

SUSAN AND GOD

If

THE BIRDS STOP SINGING

SKYLARK

ff

M
.1

"

I

1

LABOR STAGE
Vinton Freediey

presents

Presents

LEAVE
NOW

IT

TO ME

PLAYING IMPERIAL THEATRE,

9f

"PINS «» NEEDLES"

N. Y.

With the LL.G.W.U. Players
i

«

OFF TO BUFFALO

V

At Labor Stage,

IN PREPARATION

New

York

2nd Year

ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK

CITY

Evenings at 8:40—$L10 to

Circle 7-

7150-7151
Km

$2.75.

Road
Month

the

9th

At Labor Stage: Matinees Wed. and

30

On

Sat., 55c. to $2.20

Mail orders

filled

Wednesday, January

4,
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POWER

A OF THE PRESS

THANKS

to

the

one-man campaign of

Whose Enthusiasm Was So Genuine
THAT

" HELLZAPOPPIN
IS

AN

ESTABLISHED SMASH
HIT ON BROADWAY!

He Beat

the

Drum As No

Newspaperman Ever Did!

We would like the world to
know WALTER WINCHELL
is

largely responsible for the

happy holidays

of

Ole and Chic

And

All the

HELLZAPOPPERS

From the Heart

OLSEN and JOHNSON

194
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Wednesday, Jairaaiy

The Most Discussed Play

SAM

iVotr in Its

HARRIS ATTRACTIONS

H.
SAM

HARRIS and

H.

MAX GORPON

4,

1939

in Theatrical History

6th Year on Broadway

JAMES BARTON
IN

Present

"TOBACCO ROAD

A PLAY ABOUT AMERICA

FORREST THEA.,

'THE AMERICAN WAY'
By GEORGE

KAUFMAN

S.

MOSS HART

MARCH

With FREDRIC
FLORENCE ELDRIDGE

and

«

.

.

—Season 1938-39
with

JOHN BARTON

SHORT

CENTER THEATRE—OPENS JAN.

for Seats During the World's Fair

"TOBACCO ROAD"

McEAY MORRIS

250 in Cost

Technical Director—HASSARD

Now

On Tour

(In Person)

NATALIE HALL

15 Scenes

Reaervationa

49lh St., W. of BVay. Mats. Wed.-Saf.

First Half of This

21st

Week—Harhnan Theatre^ Columbus, Ohio
(5th Return

Engaoement)

and Sixth Avenue, New York

49t]i Street

Exclusive Management,

JACK KIRKLAND and HARRY

H.

OSHRIN

ON TOUR
SAM

HARRIS

H.

Presents

IN

i'D

RATHER BE RIGHT'

By

GEORGE

S.

KAUFMAN and MOSS HART
RODGERS and LORENZ HART

Music and Lyrics by RICHARD

Winner

New

MAX
GORDON

York

Critics'

'OF MICE

Circle

Award, 1938

AND MEN'

By lOHN STEINBECK
Staged by

GEORGE S. KAUFMAN

Season^s

Qreetings
SEASOIS'S

GREETimS

FORTUNE

COLE
PORTER

CALLO

and

SAN CARLO OPERA

"STARS
Met.:

IN

YOUR EYES"

LO€ CLAYTON

Wednesday, January

4,
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INTERESTS OF

GEORGE JESSEL
MARTIN

J.

DESMONI

PARAMOUNT THEATRE BLDG.

SELDON BENNETT

NEW YORK

Secretary

Attorney

Now

at the Morosco Theatre,

New York

SIXTH WEEK
The Great London Gnnedy Success

SPRING MEETING
with

GLADYS COOPER—A. E. MATTHEWS
JEAN CADELL AND LONDON PLAYERS
Presented in Association with

The

Merrivales and Lee

At the

WORLD'S FAIR

Ephraim

in

New York

GEORGE JESSEL'S
OLD NEW YORK'
Three Acres of Historic Old New York. Steve
Brodie's Famous Jump from the Brooklyn Bridge
The Old
The Glamorous Atlantic Garden
Bowery, and Fifty Other Solid Entertainment
Attractions Conceived and Presented in Association with Messmore and Damon

—

—

In Preparation

RADIO SERIES BEGINNING IN APRIL IN ASSOCIATION

WITH BEN ROCKE

Current Engagements

STRAND THEATRE, BROOKLYN
Radio

Speeches

THE EDDIE CANTOR CAMEL PROGRAM
THE VITALIS PROGRAM

THE POSTAL EMPLOYEES DINNKt^
MANHATTAN OPERA HOUSE

mWwW\

All of Mr. Jessel's Personal Theatre

Appeorcmces, Banquet Talks and Lectures Under Direction of

WM. MOBBIS AGENCY

Third of a Century— VARIETY—Annhersafy Issue
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Plays on B^way

THE

PLAYWRIGHTS'
MAXWELL ANDERSON,
ELMER

COMPANY

BEHRMAN, SIDNEY HOWARD,
ROBERT E. SHERWOOD

S. N.

RICE,

Present

(Continued from page 188)
of that maiden, is not quite understandable.
short time suffices for the union,
and Annabelle goes back to her paThere are indications of ah
rents.
inherited mental disorder in the Byfron clan and others within this social
circle, all of which does not make
for audience diversion during the
Byron goes to
long performance,
the Continent, as did other men of
English letters, dying in Greece

A

where he contracted fever

while

fighting the Turks.

RAYMOND MASSEY
BOBERT

E.

There wiU probably be a difference of opinion over the acting of
John Cromwell, one of the Park Avenuites who go in for the theatre as
an avocation. He is a tall, goodilooking chap, and quite earnest in

j„

SHERWOOD'S

ABE LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS

his endeavors. His current appearance is his first major assignment,
(he is not, incidentally, same playerdirector .formerly with William A,
Brady). Young Cromwell is generaally, regarded as giving a creditable

PLYMOUTH THEATRE
NEW YORK

\>t many sides, but not
a really thankful part.
Most attractive on the dists*; side
who has a
Mary
McCormack,
is
small part in the first scene. As for
both contingents,
others in
the
sharper direction might have made
them impress more favorably, althoui?h Jeanne Caselle, as the poet's
pyschopathic mother, and Beatrice
Terry, as Lady Melbourne, rej»ister,

performance

Ihee.

ELMER

RICE'S

LE FAISEUR

AMERICAN LANDSCAPE

('the Swindler')

(IN

FRENCH)

by Honore de Balby the French Thontre of
York; adnptcd by Slmone JoUlvet;
settlnp, Herbert Bnrr Lnt-i; costumes. <le
hotel, N.Y.,
Bnrblzon-Vlaza
at
Touchrnruea;

Comedv

with Charles Waldron

In three nets

^^e3entec^

7.nc\

New

CORT THEATRE
NEW YORK

Dec. 20,
Fredlf

'38,

for

two

-wcelia.

Maurice .Tocqiiemont

Andre Schlesser

.Tustln.-

...Toan D.nst*

Mercndet
Vlrglnle.

Mine.

. . . . ;

Mme. Mercndet
Goulard
Pleratiln
...»

.Tiilie

Vlolette

Verdelln

Mlnard
Jlerlcovirt
Pc la Brlve...'

Berchut

WALTER HUSTON
MAXWELIi ANDERSON and KURT WEILL'S
MUSICAL COMEDY

KNICKERBOCKER HOLIDAY
ETHEL BARRYMORE THEATRE

NEW YORK

Von Der LIndea

Denlse Berley
Madeleine Oco'froy
Maurice Merle
Andre Bnrsaca
Sv^tlnna Pltoeft
Michel Vltold
Andre Frero
Andra Roussin
Andre Barsaeq
Maurice Jncquomont
Andre Frero

Therese

^Honore de Balzac never knew how
topically pertinent his 'Le Faiseur'
would be in the fading days of 1938.
In 'Le Faiseur' the French dramatist conceived one of the grandest
stage hoaxers who ever hoodwinked
a creditor. Mercadet's austerity of
manner and glibness is truly convincing as a character, and full
credit is due his rascality, no matter
how perceptible.

Jean Daste is Mercadet, and as
French as French could be. He carwhole play, which

ries practically the

throughout includes the. typical Balzac humor.
Casting is excellent, with ma.ior
roles portrayed particularly well by
Svetlana Pitoeff as Julie, Mercadet's
daughter, whom he wishes to marry
off to a wealthy suitor; Madeleine
Geoffrey as Mme. Mercadet: Andre
Roussin as Minard, and Maurice Jac-

quemont

as

De

la Brive.

Single setting by Herbert Barr
Lutz is tastefully designed, and costuming by De Touchagues properly
reflects
the early
18th
century
French atmosphere.

Don't
While -wishing you

top.

Morgan
Meat Alan
Murray Tscrk

Burlte

"we are pleased to

.Tenn

Mrs.

to

An
1

150

'THE AVENUE

sts.,

New Tork

OF TO-MORROW"

York's World Fair 1939 Contracts

and our ever

increasing clientele

Phone - Vanderbilt 6-5060

MINOR and ROOT
EL RIO CLUB,

NEW YORK

I.al7.er

ineffectual presentation of so-

between American com-

munistic writers and the proverbial
dizzy capitalists, 'Don't Throw Glass
Houses' is as confusing as its title.
Players have a hard time with
amateurish script, evidently quite
bewildered by what the author is
driving at. On that single point the
actors and the audience were in
agreement.
Single set by Louis Kennel is the
interior of a farm house somewhere
near Poughkeepsie.
Actors were given nothing intelligent to do, and carried out their assignments.
Contemporary Stage is a group
headed by Philio W. Barber, Walter
Flin.
Hart and Malcolm Atterbury.

Additional space required for

New

Louis Jotm

Don McTIenry
Wilson
Jinn MacCarthy
Wilson Pratt Hohlfeather
Rosalind Ivan

cial conflict

SIXTH AVENUE

between 44th and 45th

John Rnby
Margaret Hnnd.-ill
.Tnclc Tule

Chet Smith
Nlta Marx

A HAPPY NEW YEAR
announce our removal

Throw Glass Houses

Cnmedy In three nrt.<i (four scenes) by
Doris Fi'nnkel; nrcintpd by Conlcmpornry
Slnjre; Rot'.Inp liv Lnuls Kennel; nt Vanderbilt theatre, N. Y., Dec. 27, 'SS. $3.:!0

PATRICIA

BOWMAN

PRIMA BALLERINA, MORDKIN BALLET
Sundays, Jon,

8,

Jan, 15, Jan. 22, Jan. 29

HUDSON, NEW YORK

Piscator in U. S.
Erwin

Piscator,

German

director,

arrived Sunday (1) in New York to
confer with Gilbert Miller regarding
a Broadway production of his dramatization of Tolstoi's 'War and Peace*
this spring.

He also expects to visit Mexico
City to §ti4dy Mex methods of staging.

Wednesiajy Januaiy

4,

1939
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New York
New York

9 Rockefeller Plaza,
Cables: Gilrellim,

GILBERT MILLER
St.

James' Theatre,^ London

Cables: Gilrellim, London

Pre»etUs

Season^s Greetings

BEATRICE LILLIE
lis

"SET

TO MUSIC'
A

GEORGE
ABBOTT

By

'mw REVUE

NOEL COWARD
Staged by

THE AUTHOR

Decorations and Costumes

MUSIC BOX,

l>y

G. E.

NEW YORK

CALTHROP

JANUARY

18,

1939

And

DODIE SMITH'S NEW COMEDY

"DEAR OCTOPUS"
With

^THE BOYS FROM SYRACUSE'
"THE PRIMROSE PATH"

OF A FEATHER"
"WHAT A LIFE"

LUCILE

LILLIAN

WATSON

GISH

Staged by

GLEN BYAM SHAW

"BIRDS

BROADHURST,

NEW YORK

JANUARY

11,

1939
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Arther

F.

Raftery

DWIGHT DEERE WIMAN PRODUCTIONS

Ticket Code
(Continued from page 189)

We Maintain

MERMAN

ETHEL

a

many shows have been

Principle...

in

New

The

Musical Comedy

you are among those peo«
who want to see the
"hit" shows but have n«i
success in getting good seats
at the box-office^ I want you
to know that by mailing or
presenting this advertisement to Mr. Albert Hildreth
at the theatre, you can be
assured of getting the most
desirable seats in the orcony

rules
have evoked
the bench that if the
inequitable, Washington iis the
place for correction. That did not
prevent sizable penalties, including
two jail sentences. Ticket people
claim they are not as bad as pictured and have a definite positionin show business for the service they
ticket-selling

STARS

^ EYES

at

comment from

law

box-office

offer.

Agencies regard their functions to
be those of distributors. Problem
that faced the code-framers was to
obtain a wider distribution. Because
there are more agencies thar. plays
is held to be no argument favoring
that objective because it's more difficult to locate tickets when needed.

balprices.

of N. Y. The-

25%

of
atres provides that
all theatre tickets must be
held at the box-office for
sale to the public, the reare given to
maining

Whether an

75%

with

the accredited brokers of
City. As a member of the League I am
holding not 25% hut 70%
of my tickets at the boxoffice for the theatre-going public. You will find that the
box-office staff will co-operate with you in getting seats

New York

TAMARA TOUMONOVA

RICHARD

Andre Eglevsky

Mildred Natwick

Book by

CARLSON

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ
Lyrics by DOROTHY FIELDS
Mnftic by ARTHUR SCHWARTZ

J.

P.

McEVOY

Shubert Theatre,

and

New Haven,

Jan. 12-14

Shubert Theatre, Boston, Jan. 17-28

New York, Week

of Feb. 1

that

you want

at prices

you can

is

'

mezzanine or

The League

afford.

effective solution

would

come with the centralizing of tickets
has long been mulled, but there are
devious and many ways for tickets
to seep into the hands of gyps and
held for a price.
There are three leading agencies,
including their hotel branches, which
could dispose of the bulk of resale
allotments, but it's doubtful that the
trio will ever get together.
The
reason is that neither trusts the
other, all figuring on guarding their
interests.
The personal equation
often enters into ticket allotments

and

something
hope to modify.
Operate Despite Code

manipulations,

I

MARRIED AN ANGEL
W.

SHUBERT

44th St,

N. Y. C.
CI. C-5000

Eves. Orch. $4.40; Mezz. $1.65, $3.20, $2.75
$3.30, $3.86; Bale. $1.10; Slats. Wed. nod
Sat.: Orch. $2.76;- M«zz, $1.65, $2.20;
Bale. $1.10.

The small ticket-brokers seem to
operate despite the code. They may
not respect the managers* system of
control, but following a number of
misdemeanor admissions and convictions, they are adhering to the
government rules in stamping the
amount received^frpm customers and
paying the required tax. Federal
men do not care how much is*
charged oyer the boxoffice price as
long as the government gets its
share.

Season's Greetings

Sponsors of the code claim

working better than expected

Presents the

"OUR

1938

TOWN"

CHARLOTTE
GREENWOOD

By

THORNTON WILDER
Season^s Greetings
With

FRANK CRAVEN
ON TOUR

the

code's sponsors

JED HARRIS

Pulitzer Prize Play of

by

Court proceedings against brokers
evading, or disobeying, the
for

If

chestra,

'saved'

them through the buy system.

pie

JIMMY DURANTE

C

Edward

F.

Drisco

O'Brien

1939

i,

Qreetings

Season* s

Dennis

Wednesday, Januaty

ANN PENNINGTON
In

Vinton Freedley's

Comedy

"THE FLYING GINZBURGS"

it's

a^nd

that the control plan was never
figured to be 100% effective anyway.
They declare that more people are
able to get tickets at comparatively
reasonable rates than ever before,
which should react favorably to the
theatre
not now,
ultimately,
if
despite complaints from would-be
ticket buyets.

Code may be backed up by New
It's been
proposed to limit resale price of

York's city administration.

tickets to 75c. for all places of admission.
Such an ordinance would
face a legal test, according to the
brokers. Understood, however, that
some managers are still ogling extra
coin that could be collected from
the
agencies.
.Congress may be
asked to change that part f the law
which stipulates that a manager
must pay the government half of

while the brokers
continue paying' the straight 10%.
considered
are
levies
nuisance taxes, which, if discontinued, would eliminate muv.h controversy.
Theatres and agencies
would welcome such a change, but
the answer to such suggestions to
date is that the government needs
his excess charges

Admission

the money.

Wednesday, January

4,
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The Season's Most Hilarious Laugh Hit

BROCK PEMBERTON'S

HONEY CHILE
"KISS THE BOYS GOODBYE"
By

birected by

CLARE BOOTHE

ANTOINEnE PERRY

Settings

Capacity Since

Its

Opening Sept. 28

at

Henry

by

JOHN ROOT

Theatre

Miller's

Grosses Topping "Personal Appearance," Which Mr. Pennberton Presented
502 Times at Henry Miller's

CHICAGO COMPANY OPENING

JAN.

15,

HARRIS THEATRE

1

Swing

East

to

are exceptional attractions present.
the upper east side, however, may
be built theatres of the future.

upswing, when they will be unloaded.
It has always been contended that
audiences will find the hits wherever
located, but producers cannot deliver
successes successively, and it is only
natural that they prefer to be spotted
where there is every natural chance

Continued from page 189)

to

On

'Crossroads of the world,' 42d street

and Broadway, is rarely mentioned
these days. There on the Seventh
avenue side was Hammerstein's Viclure the patron. Even now stand- toria, originally built for legit shows

outs attract business north of the 50th
that total are available at present, street line. Radio City, seems to have
Bome having changed policy unalter- set the northward limit, so far as the
concerned. Noticed that
ably, have been torn down or just west side is
where two modern
impossible of modern stage usage. around 52d street,
the main stem is
Half of the current legiters are in theatres are located,
unless there
deserted
comparatively
the hands of banks, awaiting a realty

which cost about $1,500,000, and they
save4 on the Liberty's construction
to even things up.
After the turn of the century legit

booking activity done by managers
with offices in their hats on 14th
street started uptown and landed in
a building next to the St. James, at
Broadway and 26th street, latter
building being vaudeville headquar-

"THREE MEN ON A HORSE"

ters at the time. The 'syndicate*
established at 1440 Broadway

"ROOM SERVICE"

TEDDY HART
GROUP THEATRE PRODUCTIONS
"ROCKET TO THE MOON"
ClifiTord

Odets

Luther

Sanford

Leif

LYNN

ADLER

MEISNER

ERICKSON

CARNOVSKT

Directed by Harold Clurman

Settings by Mordecai Gorelik

WINDSOR THEATRE
New

4»th Street, Eost ot Broadway,

^Richard

Jr.,

y«>rk

N. Y. Herald Tribune

By Irwin Shaw

Sylvia

Franchot

SIDNEY

TONE

Directed by Harold Clurman

Elia

KAZAN

44tli

Street,

Roman
BOHNfiN

SctUnr by Boris Aronson

BELASCO THEATRE
East of Broadway,

the Philadelphia end. But the first
syndicate was formed by Joseph
Brooks and Nixon, operating out of
Former was later rsCincinnati.
sentially a producer on Broadway.
Third of a century spanned the rise
and demise of the syndicate, some
time after Klaw & Erlanger gained
undisputed control. It was believed
for many years that the booking
combination which supplied upward
of 1,400 theatres for many seasons
was impregnable, but along came the
Shuberts, from Syracuse, but starting
theatre operation in Rochester, N. Y,
They had an in on several houses below 34th street line, but really started
to become a factor upon acquiring
the

Herald

they

New York

EVERYWHERE
j

ROAM'

j

I

i

|

i

1

i

\

By

i

I

I

ARNOLD SUNDGAARD MARC CONNELLY
-

|

;

at the

NATIONAL,

^^^^

NEW YORK

LEBLANG-GRAY'S

Square theatre, which
lost and won back

secured,

Klaw

&

Erlanger interests
waned with the Shuberts increr.s.

ing their activities in New York and
on the road, and they eventually
achieved what the older showmen
thought was impossible.

Ticket Agency

|

1476

j

much in the show picture, they
came a cropper when expanding too

prejty

incorporating, with the
stock sold to the public, latter ending
up holding the bag, as disclosed by
the receivership,

much and

Now

Located at

BROADWAY

j

NEXT DOOR TO OUR OLD LOCATION

.

;

They built many uncomfortable
moderate sized theatres, some of
which are stUl operating. While still

"THE GENTLE PEOPLE"
Sam
JAFFE

j

Jefferson,

again.

BOY"

"Belter than GOLDEN
—
Watts,

C.
of

Rich & Harris,
Boston; Klaw & Erlanger and Nixon
and Zimmerman, latter, controlling

B.

"BOYS^ROM SYRACUSE"

By

was
and

was formed by Al Hayman, with

Eleanor

Presenting

the major prize fights of the day were
staged, if not on barges in the river.
Liberty, which housed many musical
hits, followed the New Amsterdam,

SHITS • LONG RUNS • NO ERRORS

Morris

M4RC CONNELLY and BELA BLAU

with the backing of the wealthy tobacconist, Lichenstein. Spot was formerly Tattersall's stable, in ^ which

j

Greetings
I

(Ca». IJ30)
Bath HauMt Eaulppcd
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Burlesk by Any Other Name
Ain % huV38 Saw Some Spurt
everything looks to be smooth from
here on bn that point, there are other
After passing througn a period things bothering the operators. One
during which it nearly became just a of them is the method of licensing
jnemory, burlesque looks to be doing the > houses -which was materially
a fabulous invalid act. The past chaiiged with the reopening in Sepfew months saw the clearing away tember, 1937. Instead of the yearly
of many obstacles to rehabilitation, permits which set operators back
frbni an organizational standpoint.. $500', the current arrangement calls
However, one stumbling" block re- for three-month permits, which carry
iiiaihs: the absence of official recog- the same weight, that is they can't
nition of New York city officials.' In be revoked without going to court
It's the
the! big town burlesque, by name, is on an obscenity charge.
same setup except for two colored
still outlawed.
Latter part of the past month saw gentlemen in the woodpile. One of
the first concrete indication "of har- them is that those three-month perinony batwesn city and burlesque mits cost $250 which brings the yearly tap to $1,000—twice the former
officials, something which has baen
Other is that which tei^ds
entirely
lacking since the gong figure.
(which nearly turned out to be a toward keeping ops in line, it's a
death knell) was sounded in May, shorter wait for city officials who
1D37. At that time John Masterson, want to punish an operator with a
head of" the Mayor's censorship com- permit refusal.
In view of the fact' that burley
Imittee, was named as labor negotiator f6r the hurley operators and it was for a long time a lucrative biz
resulted in the first step toward re- for those operators, one would thinl:
that they would cooperate with the
organization.

By Bemie Woods

At the same time the name
BuiMesque

Artists

of the

Association

was

to the Brother Artists Asbscau^ the- title was
sociation,
deemed inc;on',ruous in view of the

chanjad

ban on the word. No particular sir^nificance is attached to the
substitulion of the word Brother for
.Burlesriue, other than it conforms
with the previous initials. First
thing I'c.sterson did after accepting
the post of go-between was to eliminate contract diffculties between the
city's

*

BAA.

All signed
•with t'le lattar after previous overtures by the BAA, sans Masterson.
had dallied along due to ops' objections to minor clause in the contracts.

operators and the

Organizational snags, other than
thoce of the operators, repeatedly
have plagued the attempts to restore
burlesque to a plane approaching
Vrhat it had. been prior to its troubles.
The decision handed down by the
Associated Actors and Artistes of
America, returning jurisdiction to
the BAA didn't abruptly clear the
horizon of trouble for the BAAI The
Four A's .decision was rendered in
December, 1937, when inroads of the
American Federation <?f Actors, following the revocation of the hurley
tag and. its classification as vaudeville, threatened to usurp BAA domination of the field.
f

This inter-union squabble Wcis followed by one of intra-union nature.
Charges were preferred against BAA
officials by two members, of the org,
organization
claiming
incomplete
and mishandling of 'finances. When
that was dropped another tangle
With the AFA' reared its head. This
was over the monies collected from
BAA inembers by the AFA during
the aforementioned AFA imionizing
drive.
All this deferred concentrated attempts at rehabilitation until this fall, a& by the time everything was cleared up, the summer
«nd folding houses were at hand.
"

Never Will Sanction
There was, however, an attempt

made during

the hot spell to secure
restoration of the burlesque title by
Phillips, prez of the BAA. He
..gathered data pxirporting to prove
to city oiEEicials the inadvisability of
forcing the theatres to operate' skns
the burley label.
This "was filed

Tom

censors and officials in trying 1;o
keep in line and eliminate the
chance of a recurrence of their past
troubles.
It's

But that

admitted

that

is

not the case.

numerous com-

plaints have been lodged against the
shows, and burley has been in a precarious position with N. Y. City officials the phst couple of months due
to that, and the many uhion battles.
It's not always the fault of the managers, performers are liable to their
share of the blame. Soon after the
Gaiety, N. Y., reopened as a burley
stand Aug. 26 last, Margie Hart, a
strong b.o. peeler, was yanked from
the show by the censor committee
and put under ban in N. Y. Until
she promised to behave. The* ban
didn't last long in ner case, however. She promised.

•

ViURIEXlT

^

Anniversary Issue

in 'Pins and Needles'; Rags Ragwho did a stint on the rRudy
Vallee hour,- and with Phil ..Silvers-,
another burley comedian, will soon
do a comedy skit on WOR-Mutual
(Continued from page- 186)
radio net; Sydney* Kent, who's on
Raul & Kva Rey'es
Paul Rlcti
writing staff of Eddie Cantor. Joe CbUton & Thomas
Margie Smith
J & Adelo Martin
Uhle is set with Metro, which stars Ann Kirwln
Helene Heath
Doc Dougherty Ore
his son, Mickey Rooney.
Cha-g Smith
lotkln'v lbitb«lt#ll«t
Blak*
Jlniiny
There's Gordon Clark, in a roadMayoB
J Lynch GIs (17)
show of 'I'd Rather Be Right*; Joe
Croft Sis
l^atimer CJqb
Jioulse Keller
Devlin, also in pictures; Bobby Mor(Blue Room)
Casper & Roth
ris and Sam Briscoe, in va-ude> in Ann Rush
Frances Carroll
.Tay Jerome Oro
Australia; Ed
Kaplan, in vaude; Vlrelnla Howard
Barbara Bradley
Frank Fontl
Shorty McAllister, of the team of Jerl Foster
20th CeDtury
McAllister and Fields who went to Rhumba Oro
Martllnl, R & Lee
UttU RslhNkrllct Frances
.the Coast last summer for pictures,
Diva
Marjorle Valez
but is now back on Broadway; and Jack Grlflln Oro
Zorlta
B<c|dle Dpnn
several others such as Al Golden, Bob Carney
Rhythm Brown
Tommy CuUen Ore
Jr.-,
Connie Fauslau, and Jimmy Johnny & Gnor(;e
Burnett & Barclay
Vlklnr Cafe
Coughlin.
Cleo Barr
Cllft' Conrad
JuUa Gerrlty
Playins Time
Watson Sis
Op«n Door
Barbara Brent
All these performers sprang from Burton 2
Gl-ace CHara
Jeri'y Detmar Oro
burley when it was at its lowest Mellard & Millard
Bob Ridley
VIllBKo Kara
ebb. From a total, early in 1938, of Viola Klalas Ore
Dolores
O'Neill
about 40 weeks in New York and on
Parrlnh C«f«
C
& C Joy
the road, available time dropped to Flo Gross
Kdna
Thompson
Marlon Aiken
12 weeks during summer.^ Those 12 Johnny. Holmes Ore Kadle Lang
Marty Bohn
stanzas represented only two, weeks Vernon G\iy
Nancy Leo
Fisher
Toddy Oliver Oro
inN.Y. and 10 stocks spread through Ann
ICltty Murray
Weber'M Hof Kraa
the east, midwest and Coast. The Bebe Fltzgeriild
(Camden)
'>V«tera
new season, underway only three Janet
Janet Waters
Karl & Gretchen
months or so, already offers approxiBavarians
RendezToui
mately 32 and a half weeks, seven Adoraliles
Use Hart
(6)
Rudy Bruder
in New York, including two Izzy George Scottl
Ray Miller
Hirst wheel houses 'which will soon Chet Fennis' Ore
Jules Flacco Oro
Stamp'* Cat*
Herbert Dexter
go stock, eight and a half more of
Irene St Clair
the latter's time on the road, and AI Rlckard
Hicks
from Sticks 3
Ethel Grey

Kent

I

•

^

.

i

'

.

weeks of stock.
As far as houses

concerned,

the

New York

picture
Prior to the
there were
six

change much.

didn't

summer months

spots doing biz.
The Eltinge, Republic, Irving Place, People's, Star,
and the Triboro, th? latter being
the old Gotham where all of burley's troubles with the current admi istration started. Of those, the
Irving Place folded suddenly after
a fire which ruined dressing rooms

efforts

of

interest!

who

strive

to

place burley back where it once was
in N. Y., and secure a measure of
performers
those
for
livelihood
thrown out on their own with the
folding of so many houses. Ofcourse the ban doesn't stop theatres
froivi doing biz; there still are opportunities for work, but these are limBurlesque by ahy qther name
ited.

(Olcmrnton)
Mickey- Famllant Or
Alice

Lucey

Burns & Swnnson
George Reed
Sky Top Club
Murray Parker

Norma

Mitchell

P's

Rose Graham
Su-Foo
Golden Co

Moss
Shellenh'mer

Yacht Club
kitty Helmllng Ore
Bailey

Dottle Sacco

Anchoraire

Hughle Morton Ore
Arlington Lodge
Joe Ravell Ore
Laverne KIdd
Jack Keller
Balconntlen

Tommy

Carlyn Ore

Bill (jreen's

Ray Herbeelc Oro
KIrby Brooks
Top-Hatters
Johnny Dufty
Clab Fetite
Comlques
Ted Blake

Donna

Glelser

Johnsons
Pete JBvans
Cork and Bottle
Jack Davis
£ddle Peyton'*
Jimmy Gamble Ore
Kddle Peyton
Mike Peyton
2

Louise Carroll

Harlem Canlno
Sherdlna Walker Or
George GouWl
Rose Morgnn
Rhythm Pals
Gladdess
Pedro & Dolores
Dorlce Bradley
Harlemettes (8)
Larry Steele
Ozzle Dial

Hotel Henry
NIta Normen

,

Edtile South

it

on a tech-

D

Performers Graduating
Burley

this

year has managed to

as
a
tentatively
springboard to - higher things 'for
performers within its ranks. Many
burley- entertainers have gone on this
year to radio, legit musicals, niteclubs, pictures, and there was one
Numbered
shipped to England.
among these is peanuts Bohn, who's

reassert

Cardinal Club

Bud

Vlonl Ore
Chateau Club

35% UP

Itself

with Charles Cochrane; ^Abbott ahd
^
CosteUo with Kate Smith, and doubJust ain't.
ling into* niteries and vaude; Joey
Tbree Moiltlu^ Meepise
Faye; currently, in 'Sing Out the
Though the contract dififftrtes with News' on Broadway; Sid Stone who
«ie BAA are out o£ the way, and was In 'Fabulous Invalid'; Howard
•

Joe Cumin Ore

Buddy Lake

Pittsburgh, Jan.

1.

Roberta Ramsey

(Continental Bar)

Larry Murphy

i

(Grill)

Bavarians
Italian Gardens
Etzl Covato Ore

Debold

Mayfair GIs (6)
Melford 3

HI Montgomery
Mahon & Rucker
Nut House
Joe Klein

Boogy-Woogy
Harry NosokofC
Cher Clark
Al 'Mcrcur

Jim Buchanan
Plaza Cafe

Jimmy Peyton Ore
Adele Curtis
Lenore Rika
Burt Layton
4 Flirts
Billy Cover

Riviera
Joe Lee Oro

Although legit and film biz are
both under last year's figures, burlesque here this season is showing
a decided boom, with takings at Casino, the local peel wheel stand, up
around 35%. Generally attributed to
drop in price, with. 40c top at night,
for which customer gets hour of
screen shorts as well as a 90-minute
flesh presentations, bringin 'em in.
Trade, in fact, so good George
Jaffe, Casino's operator, :already figuring on installing stock burley

when wheel

attractions

run

out.

In

house .'has' closed for several
months each season, but may decide
to stick it out all year around in.
past,

.

Clover Club

Weber Ore
Ruth Phillips
Eva Thornton
Marge Young
Eleanor Gall
Jean Hurley
Club Madrid
Stan Jacobsen Ore
Klta & Annis
Juno Lang
Bernle & Tovanna
Roberta Roberts
Betty Adinr
Marie Ararsh
Rose Steffen
Edith Rae
Shutia & Kent
Jimmy Rotas Ore
Cinb Terrls
Jack Teeter Oro
Ethel Warren
Phil KeallA

Dale

Allen*

Bobble Cook
Carlos & Dolores

Town and Country
Club
Luclene
Virginia Davis

&

Rick

Snyder

Wlrth's Fnturlstlo
Bin Schweitzer Oro

Peg Manning
Jean Alyn
Scaler's

Tony Bauer Oro
Marie Kecky
Jessie

&

Viola

Dorothy Hamilton
Bing Burdlck

Roma

Costello

Schwartz
Bob Eherle Ore
Lee Leigh ton Oro

Jack Fexer
Vallie Jay Oro
Ford & Barnes
Maureen Rosay

Rogan & Mann

Wisconsin Root
Steve Swedish Ore

M

Merrymaker Oro

N*c Harper Ore
Ellen Kaye

BOSTON
Blue Train

Bort

Edith CaldweU
Chick Floyd

Fay

Al Waite Ore
& Wellington
Pat Lynch

V &

Tom Hardy

(Cafe Rouge)
Salvy Cavicchio Or

Lowd Ore
Brown Derby

Day
Les

Sis (2)
Steele GIs (6)

Casa.

Manann

Pat Rellly

Bob Russell
Old France
Marshall Morrill Or
Theresa
Club Mayfair
Chllds'

Ranny Weeks Oro
& J Marsh

Moore

&

Revel

Geo Llbby GIs (8)
Cocoanut Grove
Jacques Renard Or

Congo

B

Johnny MacAfee
Noble

3

M

Horst

(Lounge Bar)
Alfredo Seville
Musical Rogues
Hotel Westminster
(Blue Room)
Karl Rohde Ore
Vic Jerome
Sylvia, Frank©
Rose Roland

& A

Vivian Von
Knotty Pine Room
(Hotel Woud<:ock)
Freddy Gr^en Oro

Keyhole

Harry DeAngelis Or
Gertrude Woodsum
Vic Jerome

Old Fashloped Cafe
3 Cyclones
New Amer. Hotel
(I>owell)
I-ou

Clarke Ore

Calloway Ore
Crawford House
Phillips Ore
Alice O'Loary
Adrian O'Brien

Paradise Restaurant

Room

(Lawrence)
Freddie Coombs Or

Ray

Flamlnsro

Hamllburir s

Don Humbert Oro
Ginger Gordon

6

Hofbraa
(Lawrence)
Lcyands

Hotel Copley Plaza
(Sheraton Room)
Nye Mayhew Ore

(Merry-Go-Bound)
Jimmy Avalone Ore
Hotel Bradford
(Penthoude)
Lelghton Gray Oro
Terrls

& Maak

Don & Betty Lane
Ort's

Don Humbert Oro

.Serranos (2)

Dick Stutz
Les Steele
Royal Palms
Margie Dorello
Bessie Profltt

.Ilmmy Kenny
Johnny Dixon
Seville

Don Rico Oro
Southland

Hardy Bros Oro
Cook & Brown
Big Time Crip
Rogers

Sis

Chappell & Reed
Beachcombers (2)
Babe Wallace
Dean Earl
Harry DeAngelis Or
Singe Door
Don Humbert Oro
Hotel Essex
Jack Mannmg Ore
Steuben's
Mary Burton
(Vienna Room)
Patsy Duncan

Johnny DeVante
Johnny Brooks

Hotel Copley-Square
(Keyhole)

Diane Dubrille

Jack Fisher Ore

Billy Kelly

MauriceCharlie Ross
Mimi Chevalier
La Verne's (4)

Towne Club
Barbara Lane
Duane Marshall Or George Harris Oro
Hotel Imperial
Jarvls Ore
Hotel Somerset

Cliff

Harry Marshard Or

Lucille Rich
Bergere Sis (2)

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Room)
Lelghton Noble Ore

Frank Paul Oro

Honey Fam

(6)

Troradero

Republic's Fire
Republic theatre, ITew York, one
of two burley stands on 42d street,
was temporarily shuttered Friday
afternoon (29) when a fire which

in the oil burners ruined
the heating system. Leaky burners
were responsible for the blaze,
which was more oil smoke than
fiames, but which emptied the house
during the 1 p.m. show. Audience
Ralph 'Lewis
filed out in orderly fashion.
Bailey & Lamarr
House was still closed Friday night
Devlnes Eagles
while firemen investigated for furRod Nichols Oro
ther fire hazards. It reOpened SaturBob Garrlty Ore
Stephen Swedish Or day (30) noon, in time for the 1 p.mRed Roberts Ore
show.
Wally Miller Oro

started

Gloria Gale

Jimmy De Palma
Howard Geiger
Hotel Schrorder

(Empire Room)
Bardo Oro

Varieties

DeWood

Evon

Irene Schrank
Flo Smith
Tlo Top Tap
Joey Feldutein Oro
Bert Nolan

Betty Harger

Michael Strange

Weston Sis
Mlxon Cafe
Fran Elchler Oro
Bob Carter
Angelo Dl Palma

&

Dale

Harry Rayburn

Bob Hardy Ore

2

Ted Meredith
N,ew Penn
Ken Francis Oro

Jack Terry
Lord & King

Johnny Pont
Little Laverne

Rudy Sager Oro

Mildred Seeley

Lady Delilah

Ann Helene

Betty Nae

Gomez & Winona

Louanne Hogan

Bill

Rena Sadler
Cleone Hays

Reno

Lita

Harriet Cross

Lorraine

of burlesque needs more than anything else is not new styles of rea brassiere, but ace book

producers.

Blue Moon
Davidson Oro

Virginia Rosen
Jay Jaysoh
Gale Parker

the current version

moving

Ore

Louis Mason

Eleanor Sutherland
HClen JnmeaVera Robsel

Myra Nash

.

-

Rendezvous
Katherlne Kaye

Ruth Gary

Patricia Robinson

Show Boat
arrangement with Hirst. Both went Townsmen
Al Marsico Oro
stock last month, due to the censorHotel Roosevelt
Jackie Jenkins
ship committee's aversion to Hirst Lowe & Kissinger
Hvelyn Lee Gla
Kay Marie Baird
shows in New York.
Hotel Schenley
Jack Walton Oro
Webster Hall
Mention of Miccio as past op- Art Giles
Buzzy Kountz Oro
erator of the Irving Place and Peo- Jack Rogers
Willows
ple's brings to mind a venture tried Hotel William Penn
(Chatterbox)
Eddie Weltz Oro
by him this past summer. How he
Gerry Richards
running an offshore bur- Jackie Heller Oro
tried
lesquery with the S. S.. Yankee, a
MILWAUKEE
Hudson River showboat which reBert Phillip's
Conro Club
placed the S. S. Mandalay which
Bob Freeman
Pep Babler Oro
Callahan. She's currently circulat- was sunk in New York Harbor after Ethel Seldel
Mary Reed
JefT Thomas
'ing through the Izzy Hirst time. a collision.
Miccio's idea- didn't get
Billy knack's
Leonard Gay Oro
Though, as mentioned before, strip- far— didn't get away from the dock Miriam Stuart
Oro
Cornles Ship
ping got a bad scare at being the in -fact,- when cops squashed his ven- Loiils Streeter
Red Billings Ore
main- source of irritation about bur- ture at the start. It was the first Marty Hoff
Ray Block Oro
Jean Renard
Ben Boe Ore
lesque, it never actually went out.
actual try at steamboat stripping
Blatz Palm Garden Gene Emerald
Less
rumors summer-, after
than some of the supposedly
experienced gals working at it today.
Gypsy Rose left the biz to go into
pictures, but is currently on a vaude
tour with a unit booked by the Wm.
Morris agency. Whether or not she
will return to burley is problematical, but the stint she's doing in vaude
is essentially the same. Ann Corio
rettuned' to the biz this year after
sojourning in Europe during the
summer with her husband, Emmett

What

Paris

Gordon Bogie Oro

Norman Ebron

Bin Bauersfleld
Judy Ci^mmlngs
Ruth ICaye

less

girls.

'

Paradl.se Vnrdens
Anthony Dprla Ore

The Shadow

.Tackle

Jimmy

State (Sardens

Tinney LIveng'd Or
Larry Powell
Packard Ballroom
Al CavalHr Ore

Morry Sacks Ore
Pat Kelly

J

& T

1939

Johnny Gerg Ore
Claude Parmlnter

Open Door

Co

FITTSBUBOH

-

B. 0.

naturally puts a crimp in the

Shaw

Irving Uraalow Orr
Silver l,ak(> Inn

and

Pin PEaERY

Tl^.js

Jack Hutchinson
Nanette
Patsy

&

Prince

Vic Earlaon
in operation are

orchestra pews, and stayed
shuttered; the People's was forced
to close because of salary troubles
which had Tony Miccio, who operated that spot and the Irving
The Feel
Place, up before Commissioner Moss
.the Triboro and
This section of burley is, of course, repeatedly; and
Star in Brooklyn closed as a matthe subject of the strongest objecter of sunimer policy.
tions to it. Despite the fact that the
Currently there are seven in oppeel was the section which demanded the closest scrutiny and eration. The Eltinge and Republic,
it
remains still the both of which managed to survive
censorship,
strongest draw at the b.o.. "Without the summer without the burlesque
the peel contingent, burley houses, tag, were joined Aug. 26 by the
with the 'comedy* in the state it is, Gaiety, a former burley stand, but
Peelers are still grinding films as part of the Brandt
couldn't survive.
under wraps in N. Y. to an extent,- theatre chain since the crackdown
The People^s rebut" not so much as they were a of May, 1937.
year ago after the houses reopened. opened under Miccio's son. And
There still are some things to which the Star unshuttered still later and
house,
Brooklyn
another
they adhere. The ban against cur- drew
tain encores is still observed, as is Werba's, an old burley stand, as opdoffing a little more than necessary. position. Werba's had been lighted
Argument that the shuckers can sporadically past few years as a
stopover for -traveling legits, but
still serve their purpose 'without goin
ing oveirboard is illustrated by was taken this year as a spoke
Gypsy Rose Lee. She's given credit the Izzy Hirst wheel. The Triboro
resumed playing
for being one of the best burley in Harlem also
ever turned out along those lines. Izzy Hirst shows. Both houses are
And she got away with showing, far operated by Harry Palmer, under

the

Dotty Norman
Kathleen Kays
ClaMdia Ferris

-

15

4,

Next Week

Bills

latid,

with the Censorship Committee set
up ,.last yekr by Mayor' LaGuardia
said about buirley comedy the after many
Paul
License' Commissioner
and'
Mobs to keep, burley- under control. better. There hasn't been an out- summer. Cops killed
standing piece of new comedy nicality of .docking.
Afler several delays, word was forth-written in years.
Or so it seems
coming from the commissioner deWeekly attendants at
anyway.
nying the application with an added
houses have .often been heard spillStatement that the label would never
ing, punch lines" to skits before they
be returned and under no circum- .were reached by the actors. That's
stances would any further pleks be an .indictment that's inexcusable.
Operators of the Elentertained.
Laugh-getters were once burley ittinrs and Republic theatres in New self; currently they have degenerated
York are supposed to have thrown to little more than a stage wait lor
their wei-jht against its return, reasoning that removal of the ban
would reopen dark theatres and cut
in on their biz. They were the only
two houses open in N. Y. at the
time.

Wedhesday, January

Karl Ratsch's
Sepple Boch Ore

He lone Sturn
Larsen's

Ray Meadows Ore
Llndy's
Victor

Daffy

3

liOg

Cabin

Cfl Bergman Ore
Miami Club
Janet Reed
noris Dane'

Reopen Burley House
Youngstown, Jan. 1.
Henry Prather, who managed the
Princess here several years ago
.under the late Ralph Pitzer, has reopened the house with grind burlesque. He plans to add vaude each
week. He'll maintain a small stock
burley
cast,
changing principals
every two weeks.
House operated with stock burley
the- fall until a month ago when it
folded.

Nikkl Nlckall

Rny Wencll
Jane Ruhey
Peggy Geary
Johnny Davis Ore
Mllwnnkeun
Bobby Maynard
Helen Kaye
Oasis

Marty Gray Ore
Snooks Hartman
Old Heldelberic
Herman Rnhfedt Or
Donna LuPa^.
Billy Meaffher

ROLL DANGEBS' BREAE-INS
The Covina Roll Dancers

(8),

in

an act built around the Harold Teen
comic strip, started break-ins during
the past week by playing three onenighters for RKO in the metropolitan area.

Act booked by Bob Rosen, former
2^0 manager.

Loew ahd

'

Wednesday, January
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CHATTER

1

ley intends to produce in the West

End, with Bobby

Howes

as star.

Lee Tracy was to have taken the
lead in Max Catto's play, 'The BowJoe Vogel's wLEe broke leg Thurs- ery Touch,' which Maurice Browne
day (29).
is producing, but quit, refusing to be
Walter Reade to California for a on. the road for more than two
weeks. Hartley Powers replaced.
few weeks.
Society of West End Theatre ManAlice Brady in for the holidays;
agers has withdrawn most of the
ditto J^imes Stewart.
Sam Harris, on holiday cruise to legitimate theatre advertisements'
from the Daily Express because the
Havana^ due back this week.
newspaper is asking an increased
Betty Shay, actress^ now private rate.
secretary for Sidney Kingsley.
Payne-Jennings
Killick have
Anna Erskine, actress, has joined
the Dwight Deere Wiman offi.ce staff. given up the lease of the Savoy thePatsy Kelly back to Hollywood atre, with H. M. Tennent, Ltd., beand shortly starts in another for Hal coming the new tenant. First show
to go in is 'Robert's Wife,' which
Adeie Leblang, youngest daughter transfers from the Globe in March.
Louise McNamara, former pianist
of late ticket broker, will wed next
month.
to Robinson and Martin, who was
Danielle Darrieux due back from film- tested
by Gaumont - British
France soon to start in her second some time ago without landing in pictures, now conducting her own Engfilm for U.
George D. Lottman taking flying lish band at the Casino, Monte Carlo.
lessons from his erstwhile charge,
Guy Bolton called in to help reRoger Wolfe Kahn.
construct 'Paprika,' now on the road
Don Baker, organist at the Par- as the 'Magyar Melody.'
Show desamount, N. Y., entering his fourth tined for His Majesty's
theatre Jan.
year at the theatre.
19, but may stay out longer,
as
Don Budge has contracted with Metro
is considering putting in anprentice-Hall for a new book on ten- other picture
there after 'The Great
For May publication.

&

nis.

Fredric March's billing carries an
•in person' sub-line at the Center,
heralding 'American Way.'
Milton H. Bren, producer for Hal
Roach, leaves on a West Indies cruise
Jan, 6 before returning to studio.
Edwin Knopf, Metro scenario editor, in

from Coast Thursday

(29) for

Anniversary Issue

Eric Gorrick

office

The (filler's mag bunch states that
after Quentin Reynolds' stuff appears
shortly on the Nazi persecutions
he'll never be able to return to

'Hollywood Hotel' revue okay in

.

Brisbane.

&

RKO

RKO

RKO

&

.

Miami Beacb

.

George Dean, Snider-Dean, back
from an overseas' tour, stated that
Lily Pons would appear here next
year.

Lee Florsheim

Dean,

besides

being

a

co-

in town for the partner in S-D, is also director of
ANZT, in association with Stanley
Roy Topper recouping from auto Crick and Frank Tait,

winter.

bump-around.
Ralph Atlass and son to Texas for
with relatives,
in town and expected
be here for several weeks.

visit

St.

Leo Spitz
to

Lou Wolfson and Joe

Sully

agency.
Fritz Blocki and Fern Head tossed
a house-warming soon as they got

back from their honeymoon.
Moe Wells elected prexy of Chi
cago Amus Publicists Association,
with Sidney Stern as v.p.; Jack Rubens, treasurer; Dave Kirtchover,
secretary, and Mort Green, sergeantat-arms.

London

Louis

By Sam X. Hurst

making

midwest survey for William Morris

Elmer Meyer, Uptown theatre
stage boss, vacationing in Florida.
Little
theatre's first laboratory
play, 'He,' attracted banner audiences.

John Nick, prez

of Local 53, Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage

Employees, on shelf due to arthritis,
'Blind Alley' will be presented by
Little theatre group before students
(Mo.) School of Mines
at Rolla
Saturday (7).
Anthony J. (Tony) Ortell, 53,
brother of Frank Ortell prez of New
York Turf Writers' Assn., died after

addition
During brief vacation of Vladimir
Already have one Golschmann, Scipione Guidi, concertchild.
master and assistant conductor, diThe Tim Whelans off to Chemnitz, rected St, Louis Symph.
the French Alps, for winter sports.
Joe Sarfaty, Universal salesman,
Mark Ostrer's London home robbed convalescing in a Decatur, 111., hosof $15,000 in jewels.
pital from injuries suffered when his
Diana Churchill to star in new auto was struck by a freight \train
play which Basil Deal will produce near Decatur.
in the West End next month.
Joseph Moseley, 49. assistant busi'Bobby Get Your Gun' folds at the ness agent for Local 1, International
Adelphi Jan. 31, then tours the sticks Board of Electrical Workers, was
for 10 weeks, including three in Ed- killed last week when auto in which
inburgh.
he was a passenger ran off the road,
Gilbert Miller is latest to have inDonald Novis abandoned tempoterest in Max Gordon's 'Women,' rarily Bobby Rreen all-star revue at
with Jack Buchanan, for London Municipal Auditorium Monday (27)
production.
to keep weekly date on Fibber McThornton Freelaiid recalled from Gee program in Chicago, Returned
Biarritz after three-day holiday with the following day.
wife, June Clyde, to direct 'The
Board of Directors of Fox-St,
Gang's All Here,' which Jack Bu- Louis Properties, Inc., voted a divichanan is producing with Associated dend of 50c. per share on preferred
British Picture Corp.
stock. This is first divvy since reEddie Horan is writing score for organization three years ago. There
to the family.

musicalized version of old farce,

Pays to Advertise.' which

Cliff

'It

Whit-

affiliated.

WEEK

LITERATI OBITS THIS
Stuart

N.

Welfenden,

fiction

49,

writer, killed himself in El Centro,

Dec. 27, leaving a note complaining of failing health. Surviving
Cal.,

is

his

widow.

Georere J. Hawke, 51, Sunday editor of Los Angeles Times, died in

Los Angeles Dect 28. He had been
with, the Times 16 years, paving previously worked on the Muncie Morning Star and the Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.

CHATTER
Vera Caspary to Mexico.
Rene Fulop-Moller to the

Ck)ast.

Rafael Sabatini in Switzerland for
skiing.

Richard H. Hippelheuser

is

new

Jack McDonald, the newspaperhas sold a story to the Sateve-

man

.

post.

Henry

Goddard

Leach,

ed

Forum Magazine, back from

of

a trip

to Scandinavia.

Gail Borden has replaced Louis
Rupple as managing editor of the

Chicago Daily Times.
Lewis Rosenquest dined by
Harper's, the

staff

book publishers, on

of
his

50th year with the firm.
Harlan Keiner forced to quit his
farm hideout by the cold. Has taken
an apartment in Chicago.
Donald Henderson Clarke's new
novel will be a sequel to his 'Millie.*
To be called 'Millie's Daughter.'

Winthrop

Brubaker

and

Morris

Weeks hav6 joined Young America
as managing ed and assoc. news

^

respectively.
Eugene Healy, sales manager for
Holt, the book publisher, has an occasional whodunit published in book
form himself.
Short stories of Ira Wolfert got
him three offers for novels. Ac-

cepted Little, Brown's, and is- now at
work on the book.
Edna Lee Booker has -^completed
her book, 'News Is My Job,' subtitled
'A Reporter in War-Torn China.'

Macmillan will publish.
Lewis Gannett, book crick for the
N. Y. Herald Tribune, in the hosp
after being knocked down by a hitMary Kirk Brdwn wed to Bob Hearst sheets.
run driver near his home.
Kelly, son of 'Mother' Kelly,
International Literary Bureau at
John W. Kenney, circulation manSouthern Sisters, tumbling act,
work with other interested parties
ager of the three Boston Hearst
added to Royal Palm Club cast.
in effort to get Felix Salten out of
Bob
replaced
papers,
Tony Sharraba
goes to Detroit to take over
Vienna and beyond reach of Nazis.
Nolan as m.c. at Royal Palm Club.
job of Jack Stenbuck,' circulation
Margaret Hertzler Brown has
Ted Husing in charge of Demp- manager of the Times, Stenbuck
penned her first novel. -Father Dr.
Svmday celeb cocktail takes over Kenney's
sey's
first
department in Arthur
party.
E. Hertzler authored the
Miami Biltmore opened formally Boston today (1).
best-selling 'Horse and Buggy DocNew Year's Eve with Cy Delman
tor.'
Gotham
orchestra.
Resumes New Book^
Arthur H. Thornhill, N. Y. manr
Hazel Franklin, 14-year-old EngAfter marking time for past two
ager for Little, Brown, elected a
lish skater, made two appearances at years, Gotham House
is
resuming director,
succeeding
Herbert
F.
Ice Palace.
publication of new books.
Firm, Jenkins,
Cross and Dunn, Al Donahue orwho resigned after 25 years
chestra and Hildegarde slated to which had gotten out limited list, on the board.
had concentrated on previously .pubopen Palm Island Clvib,
Robert Leland Crowell, of the pubRita De Land, Marion Costner, lished volumes, feeling conditions
Helene and Raoul and Henriett too unsettled for selective publish- lishing company bearing his name,
Moore opened at the Hanger with ing company to venture into new off to South America on his wedding trip with his bride, the former
Joe Fisher's orchestra.
books.
Ruth Shurtleff.
Gotham House plans call for a
Roxane Page Ruhl, of the Life edicontinued limited list of fiction and
torial staff, and niece of the late Arnon-fiction, with latter for the most
thur Ruhl, drama ed of the. N. Y.
part in limited editions. Firm's head
Herald Tribune, the bride of Charles
Lilian Harvey and Vittorio De Sica is Coley Taylor.
Herbert Simmons, Jr.
will star in 'Castles in the Air,' to
.

Rome

be made here.
What's In a Name?
Shakespeare's 'Twelfth Night,' in
Race among a number of proposed
Italian, held over at the Eliseo for
radio digest mags to be the first on
three extra performances.
D. Coletti writing script for an the stands may be further enlivened
M. by a title dispute. Ownership of the
Italian film about Caruso's life.
Calandri to be production director. title, Radio Digest, said to be the tag
Troupe of American chorus girls planned by the Annenbergs for their
sent' over by Music Corp, of America,
forthcoming periodical in that group,
led by Grace Stewart, is tops card
is claimed by Anne Lazar, First issue
at Teatro della Mostra.
Despite the fact that 'Snow White' of her Radio Digest is imminent.
Radio Digest as a mag title goes
(RKO) has not yet been released in
Italy, many shop windows are tied back some years when it was utilized
up in advance exploitation of the by Bill Bro.s., publi.shers of business
picture with displays of Snow White papers, as the tag for
a radio trade
and the dwarfs.
publication. When the mag folded,
'Theatrical Saturdays,' cheap Saturday afternoon performances for rights to Radio Digest title allegedly
peasants and small-salaried workers, passed to Earl C. Raynor. Miss Lastarted third season in all major zar is reported to have acquired title
rights from Raynor and claims to
theatres in Italy,
Pupils » of the Takarazuka school possess legal papers to prove it.
of music, dance and drama have
Besides the Lazar and Anijertberg
come from Japan on a good-will radio digests, third
group is prepartour.
This tour forms part of proing
similar mag to be called Listenare 44,000 shares- of preferred stock gram of 'cultural exchanges' among
ers' Digest.
Japan, Germany and Italy.
outstanding.

four weeks illness.

The Irving Ashers expect

been

(Jermany. The weekly sent Reynaddition to editorial staff of Fortune.
Twin City Variety club served olds abroad a month ago to get
Mary Kibbe, of the AppletonYear's morning breakfasts.
first-hand
information since he's
Earle
Perkins,
Warner Bros. thoroughly familiar with the country Century editorial Department, to
wed.

better than anticipated, because ol
the 3 a.m. curfew restrictions.
Edwin Graham now talent
S.

Chicago

Joel was also a literary aide in most
of the book firms with which he has

New

Omaha branch manager, in town,
from his past career as a foreign
Greater Union Theatres renovating
St.
Paul
newspapers' boosting correspondent,
several ace theatres.
amusement display ^idvertising rate.
Reynolds got back in New York
Sir Ben Fuller importing an ice
S6e Podoloff, 20th-Fox branch
Charlie's anshow early next year.
manager, in Chicago for sales' meet- just in time for Jack
nual frete feed Xmas eve, an annual
Biz continues brightly in New ing.
Meglin-Fanchon &
for
scouting
Leonard Gruenberg, formerly with ritual to the literati-social-theatrical
Marco in their campaign for new Zealand for all managements.
Reported
here, and now in St. Louis, a bunch that constitutes the backbone
will
distribute
film faces.
Radio announcer Fred Uttal hob- Cinesound's 'Broken Melody' in visitor.
of the 21 Club's patronage, and someHarold Field, independent circuit how the Collier's writer tangled
bling around between broadcasts on England.
Emile Boreo, after a good run over operator, and family vacationing in
•crutches; tore the tendons on his
with a Park avenue advertising man
Tivoli chain, opens in London early California.
right foot.
Henry Huber, formerly with Para- who was expressing himself indeliTyree Dillard, Jr., of Loew-Metro in the year.
Top Yuletide attractions here are mount at Sioux Falls, S. D., new as- cately on the Jewish situation. Reylegal staff, returns this week from
booker,
succeeding nolds is quite heated on the Nazi
Greensboro, S. C, where he spent Uni's 'That Certain Age' and Par's sistant
'Men with Wings.' ,
Kenny Adams, promoted to head question and since Jack
the holidays.
Charlie
New animated Bromo-Seltzer sign Johnny Glass, Hoyts, recovering booker.
were hosting the occasion, he had to
on Broadway and 46th by Douglas from operation. Glass is Charles
depart the place prematurely to
Leigh provided a mental cure to Munro's righthand man.
avoid a fight. Anybody knowing
New Year's Eve celebrants' hang- Adriana Caselotti, voice of 'Snow
Reynolds* six-three or four appreWhite,' opened okay in Melbourne
©vers.
ciates that such retreat isn't born 6f
By Arthur Thomson
Several local agents were dum- for Tivoli.. Will do a chain runthe physical.
founded when they received gift bot- around later.
Tries being made by Charles
Irving Caesar in.
tles of liquor from a theatre operaLeonard Lyons a visitor.
Man bites dog routine was Munro, Hoyts, to induce Gracie
tor.
Malloy Aide to Connolly
Fields
to
Jan
hotel.
appear
in
Peerce
Helene.
Australia.
Dickers
at
owner
the
stunt of A. A. Adams,
of
also on with George Fromby.
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., due in.
John A. Malloy, managing editor
Paramount, Newark,
Chang, magician, will be spotted
Jai Alai games opened lor the sea- of the Boston "American, Daily RecJust when everyone figured the
chain-letter gag had died, one has in the nabes by Sir Ben Fuller. son.
ord and Sunday Advertiser (Hearst),
Gambling hereabouts still under has been appointed
been started that will be restricted Originally came here for ANZT.
editorial assistsolely to film theatres and exchanges Nicola is doing well in Auckland for wraps.
ant to Joseph V. Connolly, general
Lewis
comes
Continental
Joe
into
the
knight.
'Act
The billing is
It's a 25-center.
manager of the Hearst papers, effecVarious newspapers taking slaps at Jan, 25.
quickly and get your Christmas bills
Meyer Davis unit at Hollywood tive today (1).. Walter Howie, on
the U. S. distribs. State that the
paid.'
leave from the Chicago Her-Ex,
Following were screen-tested last distribs should be forced to help the Beach Hotel.
Southland- Rhythm Girls booked steps into the Malloy job here.
week by Al Altman at Metro: Don home producers in establishing the
for Mother Kelly's.
Costello,
William Foran, Muriel industry here.
Malloy has been with Hearst since
Strand
Harris
opened
the
Nat
Critics
severe
1
Married
an
on
Hutchinson, Walter Gilbert, Clare
1920, and in Boston eight years. In
Rib Friday (30).
Woodbury, Joan Tetzel, Florence Angel' in Melbourne premiere for Prime
1933
he was made m. e. of the Adinto
Esgirl
band
the
Lola
King
Dunlap, John Irwin, Harry Bellaver Australian-New Zealand Theatres. quire. Also Allen Murray.
vertiser; two years later he took
Ernest Rolls, producer, is working
and Harold Johnsrud.
Gypsy Rose Lee featured at Royal over as m. e, on the American and
overtime to whip the show into
Palm Club New Year's eve. .
last April became m. «. of all three
better shape.
conferences with home office execs.
New Year's eve turned out to be

Vernon.
Prior to joining Dial upon the company's recent resumption of activities, Joel was for some time with
Covici,
Friede.
Besides publicity,

Reynolds' Anti-Nazi Tarns

Fred Finnegan, Universal
manager, laid up by flu.

Sydney

Joel Edits Dial Press
After serving a number of bookpublishing houses in various capacities, George W. Joel becomes editor
of Dial Press, as well as a director
of the firm.
Upped from publicity
berth upon resignation of Grenville

the boy.

By Les Bees

By
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Literati

Dick Mayberry to hospital.
Anthony Rivers laid up with flu.
See Deal on Philly Dailies
Bob Baker to Texas for personals.
Reports are current in PhiladelHoward Dietz here on studio call.
Jack Otterson' back from Manhat- phia that stock of the Philadelphia
Record in sufficient quantities to
tan.
Gene Fowler back from Fiji Is- achieve an important voting block,
lands.
or even control, are being sought by
Bryan Foy vacationing at Sun the same interests that are underValley.
stood to have the Philadelphia EveGracie Fields sunning at Palm
ning Ledger under option.
Springs.
Both the Record, a.m., and the
Jane Withers to Pittsburgh for
Ledger, p.m., are second papers in
personal.
Tom Huntington recovering from their respective fields and admittedly
auto crash.
under great financial pressure at the
Leo Thiele in hospital with a moment. Entirely possible, therebroken leg.
fore, to observers in Philly that
Sol Polito observed 22d wedding should
the papers be broxight under
anniversary.
Dorothea Kent to hospital for ap- single financial control, they could
both operate profitably by consolipendectomy.
Max Terhune back from month's dating in one plant. The Record is
New Deal and the Ledger Republieastern tour,
William Powell to hospital for can.
minor operation.
Holding the option on the Ledger,
Harry M. Warner golfing for the financial circles say, is the Brushfirst time since recent illness.
Moore syndicate, of Ohio. Pending
Brian Donlevy and Marjorie Lane
expiration on Jan. 16, Ohio banks
celebrated second wedding anni- its
are said to be ieyeing the- property
versary.
Irene Castle McLaughlin spent the with a view to financing the sale.
holidays in Hollywood with her son, Publisher of the Ledger is John C,
William, in spite of a court order Martin, son-in-law of the late Cyrus
from Chicago. Doctor's orders for H, K, Curtis, who founded it.

-

Waltz.'

CHATTER^LITERATI

HoVywood

I

Broadway

VARIETY

,

Edward

Specter,

manager

of Pitts-

burgh Symphony, named 'Man of the
Year'

by

editors of 'Bulletin-Index,'
class mag weekly in that city. Runnerup was Frank J. Harris, head of
Harris Amusement Co,

Hendrik Willem van Loon, MarAyer Barnes and William
Beebe among the scribblers who will
speak at the next Book and Author
luncheon at the Hotel Astor, New

garet

York, Jan. 10.
Jacques Chambrun has arranged
with Cooperation, Inc., of Paris, to
handle the U. S. publication rights
to the works of Anthony Eden,
Winston Churchill, Alfred
Duff
Cooper and other British statesmen.
Howard Browning, pOliticar writer
for Hearst Sun-Telegraph and prexy
of Newspaper Guild chapter in thai
city, resigned to become private secretary to newly-elected Congressman Joseph McArdle of Pittsburgh
district.

OUTDOORS
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Third of a Century

THE CIRCUS ON WAY OUT?

heyday of the
circus never dreamed of, but they
funambulists In
still

acrobats,

Even banknite

By Epes W. Sargent
In happier years circus men closed
show and put it into winter
This year too many of
them have been closing the show
and putting it into bankruptcy.
Then they sit home and chorus with
Hamlet, To be, or not to be. That
is the question!' ^And it is a question that cannot well be answered
until six weeks of the '39 season have
elapsed.
Nothing can be deduced from the
season just closed. It was abnormal
in every way. It would be equally
useless to seek an answer in the '37
season, when most tent shows did
pretty well by themselves. It is a
question that must wait until the
labor factors have, been put to the
test, but the question of labor is only
one of- the moot points. There are
many other detrimental factors to be
considered, the chief of which, perhaps, is radio. Others are the motion
picture, the county fair, widespread
use of the automobile by families in
the lower income brackets, bank nites
and, to sontje extent, a lack of novel-

the

quarters.

ties.

Unionization of showfolk preisents
a new and still undemonstrated problem. In the past season probably the
Ringling show was the only one to be
closed as the direct result of the interference of the unions. In other
sections it was a .minor factor, and
with some shows it cut no ice at all,
since it was so manifestly impossible
to pay salaries in full that no demand

The show

at least was
feeding its people; it provided sleeping quarters, and that was something
at a time when 7,000,000 persons' were
vainly seeking jobs.

was made.

Most shows got
foot with a

new

on the wrong
recession making

oft

and a weather condition
that would have caused even old man
Noah to pull on his rubber boots.
Day after .day the show came on a
itself felt,

new

lot just as

soggy as the old,

were not actually

raining, as

it

if it

did

and

.

—

be adjusted to meet the new payroll from attending they have lost their
It must be schemed to meet the hew chance to peep into Paradise for andispensation. It is unlikely that there other year. The pictures, grown betwill be much interference from the ter, are more often visited, and the
AFA, since Whitehead knows a lot radio is always at hand. The cirmore about circus business than he cus liad ceased to be a bucolic necesdid when he attempted to mace the sity.
No Thrills Left
Norths into line. The labor problem
Moreover, the circus was changing.
may, very probably, will, take care
The thrill acts which gave a punch
of itself.
dropped out. These were mostly
How Radio ACTeoted
planned by French military enflineers
But nothing has been done, nor and some 20 years ago French military
can be done, to offset the effects of men were far too busy to design loopradio. To understand how radio can the-loops, and various stunts in which

affect the tent situation it is neces
sary to go back into the past. Time
was when the circus represented
about the only forni of entertainment
the residents of the hinterland enjoyed other than the modest local affair^ of school and church.
It was
the one time of the year when the
denizens of the backwoods could
revel in the spectacular and the
dmazing. It was practically the only
catering to the inherent desire for
something to take the farmer and the
small-town man out of his drab life

and permit him to steep his soul in
glamorous entertainment.
Most, sections were reached by the

mud

shows,, the humble one-ring
traveling from town to town

outfits,

vehicles. The very
nature of this transportation assured
one or more circuses within easy
driving distance, but these small
tcickg merely whetted the' hunger

by horse-drawn

HECKAMAN

LAWRENCE

—

about 80% of .the time the first few
weeks. Most. shows regarded it as Radio reception and radio producgood fortunv°i{- th^- took in sufficient tion made rapid pace. Here was
coin to me6t current expenses. Sal- something the farm family, could
aries were something else again. enjoy merely by switching a dial,
Roustabouts y/rere content with a lit- right in the living room, and at a
tle money for smokes and' an occa- cost no greater than the small exsional drink. The new union rates p*ense for the renewal of dry batdid not mean a thing. No test of the teries. No longer did the farm fameffect of the higher union rates could ilies have to hitch up for the Jong
be' made.
drive to town. Father, in his carpet
Both John Ringling North and slippers; mother in her warm if
Ralph Whitehead have positively an- shabby wrapper, and the kiddies in
nounced a satisfactory understanding various stages of imdress could gather
for next, season. Neither has stated around the magic box to be enterthe terms. The past season North tained by the finest name bands in
added most of the Ringling star acts the country, by the highest priced
to the Al G. Barnes, Sells-Floto show, comedians. The man who lived on.
starting at Redfield, S. D., July 11. the edge of nowhere could get the
There was some tendency to picket same entertainment offered the city
the show, particularly in the middle- slicker, and get it every afternoon
western territory, and in some towns and evening. Night after night they
dates were .shifted. Apparently busi- get the best the stage has to offer.
ness was not greatly affected, and They no longer feel the keen need
since the show got into southern ter for the brief excursion into wonderritory it has been mopping up, not land that used to be represented by
going into winter quarters at Sara the big shows. They still care for
sota until Nov. 27.
Whether the the circus, and with better roads and
Barnes namp will be used on next the almost universal second-hand
season's Ringling-Bamimi show is not cars, it is a simple matter to rattle
known, but the general belief Is that into town for the Greatest on Earth
if it is convenient. But the circus
the Barnes trick will return to its
The farmer
former status.
If the Ringling show' is no longer essential.
,can get along without labor Jams, it and the small town man no longer
may work out all right, since it will feel that if anything prevents them

1

ZONA ^ALE

'

ton,

RODEOS SET

Lake City, Jan. 1.
epics, staged under aus-

Salt

Rangeland

these,'

divorced

'flvfl»

later.

GERTRUDE MAITLAND

FOR '39 SEASON
pices of
ica, will

they were

but

months

106

Rodeo Association of Amernumber 106 during 1939. Of

86 rodeos alrfeady' have* antotal guarantee of $184,-

noimced a

835 in prizes.

will be «the busiest
corral classics, 27 being scheduled with July next, 25.
California, with 33 rodeos, leads the
nation, and Canada for the largest

September

month for the

Gertrude Maitland, 58, who began her stage career in stock companies in 1916, and ended it in 'Few
Are Chosen* in 1935, died Dec. 28
in New York of a heart ailment.
Miss Maitland, born in Boston, first
appeared with Jere McAuliffe's.
Repertory in Lynn, Mass. Her first
Broadway appearance was in 'The
Brat.' She also played in 'A Royal
Divorce,' 'She's a Good Fellbw,'
'Little Jesse James,' 'The Kingdom of
God' and Xiving Dangerously.'
Jefferson Hall, her
widower*, an
actor; two Sisters, and a brother,

Charles Horrigan, siurvive.

MRS. SOPHIE HUBER FARRELL
with Rocky MounMrs. Sophie Huber Farrell, mem-

state bookings,
tain and Coast states bunched closeMadison
ly for follow-up honors.

New York,

has guaranteed nearly $44,000 in purses dur-

Square Garden,
ing 24 days.

Charlotte Fair Offers
Sell

Out

To

to Opposition

Charlotte, N. C, Jan. 1.
As a result of the decision of Dr.
J. S. Dorton and his associates to
build an amusement park and fair
grounds here, the Charlotte Agricultural Fair Association will offer to
sell its equipment and goodwill.
This decision was reached at a
meeting called to decide whether a
fair should be staged next fall in
opposition to the new outfit.

BIRTHS
in

Father

San Mateo,
is

Cal.,

conductor of

ber of the Leland Sisters song and
dance team more than 50 years ago,
died at Patchogue, L. I., Dec, 28. She

was the widow of Tony

Farrell,. also

Dec.

21.

children's

programs at KYA, San Francisco.
Mr. and Mrs. Randolph Abel,
daughter, in Hollywood, Dec. 28.
Father with Republic, Picts.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Fredricks,
son, in Hollywood, Dec. 28. Father
is Metro cameraman.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Seymour,

daughter, in New York, Dec. 28.
Father is radio m.c. and announcer.
Mr. and Mrs. Epes W. Sargent,
Jr., son, in Bound Brook, N. J., Dec.
autos defied the laws of gravity. In 24. Father is son of the late Chicot
recent years about the only thriller (VARiErr). Will be named Epes III.
has been the cannon act, which Zazelle, Lulu and others popularized a
half-century ago. New to the presClaire Conerty to Pat Kelly, f)ec.
ent generation, but arguing a poverty
of invention. Even the gorgeous spec- 22, in Oakland, Cal. Groom is fiack
tacles which now open most shows, at KFRC, San Francisco.
Mildred Kenyon to Eugene W.
date back to about the same period
when Adam Forepaugh staged 'Llala Castle, in Wilmington, Del. Groom
Rookh,' with Louise Montague, his is head of Castle Films, industrials.
Lorraine Susan "Vincent to Arthur
much advertised '$10,000 Beauty.'
There is little new to the circus. It Edward Grounds, in Beverly Hills
is the same old show offered to a Dec. 27. Bride is daughter of Frank
new generation whose tastes have "Vincent, Hollywood agent.
Kay Morrison to Theodore Strauss
been expanded by the $1,000,000 productions of Hollywood. Probably it secretly three weeks ago in New
would be difficult to change the cir- York. Bride is former costume decus program. The circus is standing sigher; he. is night club editor of
The audience is N. Y. Times.
still, or thereabouts.
Mrs. Ann Lee Brown to Maj. Gen.
forging ahead to new demands, fresh
appreciations. Acrobatic acts more James G. Harbord at Rapidan, Va.,
daring than they used to be. Wire Dec. 31. Groom is board chairman
acts are accomplishing tricks that the o£ Radio Corp. of America.

MARRIAGES

LESTER E.
Lester E. Heckaman, 39, musician,
died Dec. 23 at his home in Canton,
O., after several weeks' illness. He
had played for many years with pit
bands at the Palace and Lyceum theatres and was a member of the Norwood and Wild orchestras and other
musical units.

He was vice-president of Canton
A. P. of M., at the time of his
death. His widow and four children
survive.

local,

SHERIDAN

S.

MAIER

Sheridan S. Maier, 70, at one time
a singing clown with a circus operated by Albert Wetter died at Massillon, O., Dec. 21, after a long illijess.

He had been circulation manager
of the Massillon Independent for 27
years. His widow, four sons and two
daughters survive.

JOSEPH

HATFIELD

E.

Joseph E. Hatfield,

80,

brother of

Al C. Field and former advance
agent and assistant manager of the
Field Minsttel show, which for a
quarter of a century had headquarters in Columbus, O., died there
Dec. 27 after a lingering illness. The
show dissolved in 1929.

HOWARD

R. (TED)

TOUNG

Howard R. (Ted) Young,

41,

night

operator, died suddenly in
Wellsville, O., Dec. 25. For several

club

years he operated Lighthouse Tavern
in Steubenville, O.
Besides his parents, two sisters and
three brothers survive.

ERNEST BRINKMAN
Ernest Brinkman, 66, character actor on stage. and screen, died Dec. 28
in Hollywood. For years he toured
vaudeville circuits in an art LiLled
as Brinkman and the SI(?eU» ^-:ste^s.
Surviving is his widow,
for-

mer Mary

Steele,.

JEFFREY

„

WILTI.TAMS-

Jeffrey Williams, 78, stage and
screen actor, died Dec. 27 in Los
Angeles.
He had completed his
2,001st performance in 'The Drunkard' the night before. Williams had
been on the stage since 1908 and appeared in several pictures.

JOHN VAUGHN MORRIS
John "Vaughn Morris, 78, veteran
vaudeville player, died Dec. 25 in
Salem, O., a few hours after he had
been run down by an automobile. He
was on the stage more than 50 years.

a vaudeville player, who died in
1928. Mrs. Farrell appeared with her
husband on the legit stage for Tony
He retired only- a year ago.
Pastor and Klaw & Erlanger.
For 18 years the Farrells operated brother survives.
the Shore Inn at St. James, L. I.

A

LEO BEERS

Leo Beers,

POP FRANK

53,

died

monologist,

Dec. 28 in a Brentwood, L. L, hosFrankenbnrg)
pital, He had been ill five months.
Irving Frankenburg (Pop Frank), Last winter he played an engage(Irving:

father of the Four Franks, died in
London Dec. 21, at 51. ^bout 25

years
ago
Frankenburg'* loured
vaudeville with his partner under

name of Leonard and Clark.
The Franks were scheduled to sail
Dec. 24 for America, but postponed
the

their trip.

Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Newton, a
son,

1939

OBITUARIES

still

is

business.

Zona Gale, 68, novelist, poet and
dramatist, died Dect- 27 in a Chicago
hospital from pneumonia., She had
been under an oxygen tent for seven
days. Her husband, William Llewellyn Breese, of Portage, Wis., was
with her at the time.
for their one day of fairyland. Along
Prior to 1905 Miss Gale was a rethe railroads special excursions were fairs offered elaborate programs of
run, which reduced the hardship of acts to supplement the trotting races porter on the old N. Y. Evening
the trip, but no effort was too great and the fat pigs and pumpkins. To- World. She had worked on Milwauto be made by the average American day scores of events offer an elab- kee papers previous to that time.
family. The circus was an absolute orate show with girl lines, star per- For the past 23 years she had demust. They went 'downtown' for the formers and all the trimmings. The voted herself entirely to writing.
grand stieet parade, back to the lot farmer figures if he misses the circus
Her first play to reach Broadway
for the free show which invariably he can catch the county fair.
was 'Miss Lulu Bett,' produced by
preceded the opening of the sideThe circus no longer stands alone Brock Pemberton at the Belmont in
show; perhaps a peep at the won- in its class. It is suffering from too 1920. Others which followed were
ders so colorfully presented on the much competition, without making 'Mister Pitt,' .'The Neighbors,' 'Uncle
Then the afternoon much of an effort to meet the oppo- Jimmy,'
banner line.
vening Clothes' and 'The
show, and back home, to wait an- sition. Th? circus may nbt be on its Clouds.'
other year for a similar thrill. The way out. Probably not, for a time,
circus was the farmer's all-in-all.
infiexible
is
too
at any rate. But it
FLORENCE
to make the radical changes to bring
The First Distraction Films
Florence Lawrence, 52, star of
anyone can
About 30 years ago came the first it up to date if, indeed,
silent films,
took poison in her
tent
departure
for
new
suggest
a
The motion' pictures
distraction.
Beverly Hills home Dec. 28 and died
came to the smaller communities. shows. The Wild West has passed. shortly afterwards in a hospital. For
show
on
fireworks
the
old
So
has
But motion pictures did not comthe lines of 'The Last Days of Pom- the past three years she had been
pletely satisfy the demand for glampeii.'
The futile efforts of Col. Tim a bit player at Metro.
orous entertainment. It was all very
Miss Lawrence, billed as the 'BioMcCoy to revive the cowboy show
of
men
wonderful to see photographs
He gave graph Girl' and the 'Imp Girl' in the
and women actually moving about, are still' fresh in memory.
practically the same program that early days of silents, had once
but the surroundings were inadeAnd any played with Maurice Costello, Mary
Buffalo Bill presented.
quate, sitting in a darkened store
mesa meller can give you Pickford and Clara Kimball YoUpg.
room, watching streaky, unsteady Hollywood
She was married to Charles B.
a 10 times better show for 10c.
films was vastly different from the
The circus is moving more slowly, Woodring, cosmetic manufacturerj
glory of the teht show. There were
is in the direc- in 1921 and divorced liim in 1931. In
no beautiful ladies with pink tights but its general trend
'Exit.'
1933, she was married to Henry Boltion of the gateway marked
pirik cheeks, no gorgeous trappings, no daring gymnasts or dareMerely some
devil wire walkers.
second-rate actors and many not
even of that grade, going through
their m.otions in thin and insipid
The motion picone-reel stories.
ture was then no competent substitute for the circus.
It was not until some 10 years ago
that radio, emerging from the eartube stage, became available to the
most remote dweller in the farmlands. Set prices were coming down.

4,

tlie

wire walkers.
a contender for
Astute managers
whose banknites fall on a circus day
manage, to run up the jackpot until
the average man, imbued with the
gambling spirit of the day will pass
up the circus to hang around some
theatre lobby in the hope that his
name may be calljed.
State and county fairs also form
stiff competition.
Twenty-five years
ago only a few fairs, such as the
Trenton, N. J., and Brockton, Mass.,
are

circus

gorgeous spectacle of the
for
Barnum & Bailey, the Forepaugh or
Traveling by
the Ringling shows.
train,
these outfits made longer
jumps, hitting only the high spots,
but the show was advertised for 50
miles or more, and circus day saw
the arrival in town of a curious
cavalcade of ramshackle farm-wagons containing entire families, out
the

Wednesday, JattuaiT

Anniversary TsauB

JOHN

J.

MALLOT

John J. Malloy, 65, veteran stage
manager, died Dec. 26 in Buffalo
after a year's illness. For many years
he was associated with the late Mike
Shea in operation of the Garden and
Court St., vaudeville houses.
A few hours before Malloy's death
his sister, Teresa Dale, opened in
'The Primrose Path' at Baltimore.

ment

at the

Rainbow Room,

New

York.

He had been

a bachelor.

LAWRENCE EDWARD PARRISH
Lawrence Edward Parrish, 60, old
time vaudeville performer, died Dec.
15 in Coshocton, O., after a lingering
illness.
His mother, three sisters,
and two brothers survive.

LESTER TIETJEN
Lester Tietjen, head of Warners*
playdate department, died Dec. 25 in
New York after a long illness.
Survived by his widow, Mrs. Gert-

rude Tietjen,

Joseph Dorf, father of Fanny
Ward, died Dec. 27 in Great Neck,
I.
Survived by his widow and
Albert Henderson, 71, stage actor, two other daughters, Selma' Rosendied in Hollywood Dec. 28 after a bloom and Phylis Friedlander.

ALBERT HENDERSON

rehearsal, for his part in 'Sejanus' at
the
Biltmore theatre.
He. had
emerged from a retirement of several years only a few days before.
He was at one time associated with
Robert Mantell and played in many

L.

Hanefeld to Direct
Ohio's N. Y. Exhibit
Columbus, Jan.

1.

Ohio's part in the 1939 N. Y.
World's fair will be directed by
Earl H. Hanefeld of Ottawa by apMcLAIN GATES
McLain Gates, 60, former lead pointment of CjOV. Martin L. Davey.
player in legit with Jane Cowl and Hanefeld, who" will retire as state
others, and lately in radio as cast- director of agriculture Jan. 9, will
ing director for the Radio Division take over direction of the state's
of the Federal Theatre, died Dec. 29. New York exhibit the following day.
He had been with the FTRD for the
The state commission .to handle
last seven or eight months.
the Ohio exhibit has appointed a
committee of three to act between
O. J. ASTRY
meetings of the commission. The
O, J. Astry, 71, who owned and committeemen are John P. Schooley,
operated two of the first film the- state architect; Senator Keith Lawatres in Salem, O., 20 years ago, died rence, Cleveland, and Arthur Hamilthere recently from a heart ailment. ton, Lebanon. An appropriation of
His widow, t\yo sons and a daugh- $50,000 has been made by the legis-

Shakespearean productions.

ter survive.

lature.

Third of a Century-^VARlMlTY—Anniversary iaaue

BIGGEST
]\AME
Superlative quality

now and

.

then, but steadily

throughout the years

made EASTMAN
name

in

not

.

.

.

•

has

the biggest

motion picture

fihn.

Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

(J.

E. Brula-

tour, Inc., Distributors, Fort

Lee, Chicago, HoUywood.)

EASTMAN
FILM

Third of a
'
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^ith c 0 n s 6 r V a 1 1 y e estimates
World's Fair

?Pr6View' of. '39 Fair

if edlOp'o^^^

A

Times isquare ttieS-

the heart df 'dpw^tdym theatrical
sect6r, is /cloning vj). as resjllt
!of . ^otrii\. "-explOitiitioj[i' u genius'
The fpllowing
qaick'-thihkifig.
"
billing- is ptilling 'em in:" "
.'Preview' of
YoTk World's
Fair 'Attractions,'

Although'
World's
experts
believe the results achieved at the
Chicago Great Lakes Fair (1933);
form the basis for judging results
tLe first year at. Manhattan's show—

and restaurants.

Majihattan has not had.

'

-^pe^^P^'^W

the worldls largest fteirppo.lisi

is,

course, another plus facjfor.

AS

;

.

pror
they've

invJU'ia'bly conie
to'

whetheic

and made

-kisse.(l

SAMENESS OF PATTERN

'

up.'

"TTiis is the ,cue for some more
gagging to perpetuate the inter-

,

mm
mm?

'•

as

r.

.

'

tests";

"

est.

By BOB I/ANDRY

A minimum

.

..

'

.

.

.

of 'texperiment 'and, a

-

stars',

-it

safe*

with

and personalities

miarked tHe= fadio -industry in the
year just passed,- More 'and mote:
shows -tehdei :to "duplicate" each
other in style, content' and character.
Successes' of admitted; circulation

potency wei:e slavishly imitated.
jThe' year' dtid" see
an>ples'^of

many

the scrutiny of :tHe
,0anism Commiittee

own

terms.'

While

the

'slick ex-|

the comedian-and-stpbgesr

WPA THEATRE

Y.

GENERAL

.

mouthpiece.

Sponsors include nu85. well ^s persons
(Continued on page 53)

merous crusaders,

Gpyernment

,

gumshoers-

are,"

.

Although

fraudulently.

official jppn-

.flrtnation of the, ireports .couid not
pbtaitied, ther^,is persisjent wprd
through the project ranks that.^ suclx

sleuthing

is

going

Spe'pifltally,

^

it

"
•

on..

is'

made

diligent

,

potjed Investigating the, personnel
of the t'ederai\Theatr'e Project -in
New York in. a hunt for people susr.
pected of: being-:on the, relief rolls

N<fewspap,ermeh have

,

ah^lysel of ih^'Mpresentative .dailies,

stated that the

'

General- Mills'

is-

bankrolling the

•Natio"hal.Pro jCootball league's, of ficial
iVfpnday 'morning,, oj.
some' othe'r! dullijOLews; flicker, -Champions, of the Gridiirons/
produced Here by^ Industrial Tictures.
perip(3r and broken ^dP'wn' fi series!, pf
Five-reel souiid film highlights
skillfully' planted itoi?ie"s ifrbm iglori^
biitch Claitk, coach of -Detroit Lio:l^s;
fied~. 'press agents which, otherwisej
Would nece'ssitate paid space to get Jack Manders, Sammy. Baugh, Bill
H^witt,^ Whiziei-' Wl^jte,. etc.,' with
the 'same' message -over.
Clark-serving a§,. technical supervisor
aided 'b^c.^ottuer/coathes, Scrfpt de^
veloped by Girace'&. Bemeht agency,
with Harry "Wismfer, sportcastei: at

.(jspecially ,

'

,

following

WPA-

-are believed
tc^^xist through the use of profes-

or stage names' by the relie'fWS, Whose husbands, fathers, etc.,
ih^y be on the Project under different, names.
Explained that obtalnln:; WPA funds under such circumstances constitutes fraud and might
PMpishable by imprisonment.

Ridnail

'PERSECUTIONS MUST END'
World-Wide Injustices Theme of

New

BAHLING 6AER GOES
CROONING MUSTANGER

Max Baer trades his- boxing gloves
for a. mustang. and will be starred in
six westerns by Grand National. Series may go in color with 'Jack Skirbaill producing. He arrived in N. Y.
last night (Tues.) to sign contracts.
Baer is said to have a good pair of
pipes and with the exhib demand for
singing westerns the studio figures it
hes a bet in the former champ.
Baer did one picture for „ Metro
several years ago.
-

Program

Munich Pact Film

WJR

here, nari^iting.';'^

cuUon

Must End,' a semiprogram of related perse-

stories, will

oy station WMCA,
weekly basis.
is

7

be aired shortly
N. Y., on regular

hooking up with refugee

Kftnizations,

news

services supplynewspapers, etc., for
wctuai data to use .on the program,
would deal with Mexico, Germany,
«ussia and Spain of today, making
of all current tyrannies.
ing

religious

Hollywood, Jan.

Hysteria in London
Munich pact was signed forms the
basis of 'That Crucial Night' which
just before the

Charles R. Rogers will produce.
Randall Faye, English "producerdirector, is writing the yarn. No releasing deal set, although Rogers is

whom

he

first

M;ooney's

Los

,

MlSCHAiilAN'S TOUR
TO AID
FUND

kME

.

the cpoltn^nity wherein he appears.
,

Flying -Film Saiesmeii

-

Mlnrteapoli'Sf Jah. lO.
of the local film salesmen are
"

>

^ome

taking flying lessons - during their
spare time and. plan to uise'ihem in
covering the territPry
place of
-

m

•

aiitos.

|*igure that jSy'mg

be

less hazardous than motoring over the icy
ro^ds in the winter.

.

'will-

violinist, will go on
a jcross-country benefit tour to. aid
refugees^ Stunt is being worked out

Mischa Elman,

by! Music Coip. of America and the
Joint Distribution Committee and is
tentatively skedded to istart late this

month,

\

Elman

_

giving his service grati
except for his expenses, ^ing to the refugee fund set
up. by the JDC. probable that the

with

first

is

all proceieds;

(Jone in New Ybrk but
have not yet been worked

wlU be

details
out.

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Future of Didfthe Quins as film
up to Darryl Zanuck, to be
decided within the next few weeks.
Contract with Canadian moppets
runs until next Jan. 1, but pictures
must be shot in summer, owing to
weather conditions in Callander, Ont.
Interest in the five kids has dropped
off, along with newspaper and mag
space.
Zanuck is debating whether
to pass up the final feature of their

To PHIL SPITALNY and his ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA,

stars is

Palace's Electric Ad
That famed stronghold of yesteryear two-a-day, the Palace, on
Broadway, goes down another notch
next month. The front of the building is being covered with an illuminated sign. Tenants on fourth
and fifth floors have been told to va-

with Paramount, for cate.
Landlords are getting reported
produces 'The Star
$20,000 annually for the space.
Maker,' Gus Edwards' screen biog.
negotiating

.

Quins Passe at 5?

four-picture deal.

10.

Payis,

'

.

Persecutions
eaitorial

George

Ai^geles' attorney, has the contract
which.: rwjU .Ivkely, be signed this
vriek. plan, is for -Mdoney tp. give
half his take on .tour to 'charity in

•

Such instances

WMCA

Detroit, Jan.' 10.
:

'

-.-

^

',Fed6tal hawkshaws at^ looking for
cases 6t more than oiie person in ^
single family being on the

Mlis.

.

FOR PRO GRID

cutting
"
'

left-

Wing sympathizers. Topics listed for
film treatment are contrpversial and
deal with political and sodial philosophies. Among the cheer-leaders id
the. Daily
Worker, official Red

'

'

ness, have been, materially
into their revenue.

not

has

from Communist groups and

.

'

M

movement

into high' gear, the H6use investigators want to find out why it
received such enthusiastic support

-

.

the hoar iutur^

swung

pllis-guest stars pattern; Narrowing
of prddtiction -'and leonstint re-use of

.

iii

if Congress votes more, money, for
the sensational investigation pf alien
p'rPpaga'nda and. subversive activities^
Severe} industry figures .may he
suihmoned to the witness chair for
grilling about their" political views^
Object of the.headllne hurit -wiiU be.
outfit labeled, 'Films for Derriocraf^y,*
recently set lip In New Vork for thfe
purpoise of producing and distributing disguised screen piropaganda.
Ballyhoo reacljing the National Capi-*
iol promises 'pictures that., are honest, truthful, and fearlessr-yet so lull
.of lively entertainment as to compete' with the Holly wdqd product on

its

•"

a small; group "of names,' virhile bringing -'a number of 'prograftis to "new
Horn Mooney may have a. show hit
highs in'sheer smooth- working lorNational - newspaper. ^ .advertising mula;';made' the standards of com.- career ui^der direction' of ^Leo "Morof was dift 40% in 1938' and ne:wspaper, peftitiOn" impossibly high for inexpert rison,: whereby he would^db a story
' (Coptinue'd on tJage 24).foy: films based on" his 22 years- in
publishers ;are. looking" around for the, ,\
San Quentin.'*'Mooney .would; appear
Public relations coun'sellpts
caii^e,
in,'the.opus and' al^d make personal
.(press, agents), .are blamed," > Editoirs
MflXS' BJl.>
appearances In theatre's should the
^hdC giUbIish;ers ;alre .tpncluding. thit
contract tendered him by the Coast
the f ree-spacSe" gettersi" jiqtal^ly : ..of
—
conlmerciar. rather. than show busiPIC ag^rtt be accepted-.— --;

US. HUNtlN6:W£ERS

.

Cinema propaganda will .receive
House lJri-Ameri«

WincHeU Inde'x
th'e itpud' interest
by- .p'etibdic^iljr Vlayinfe Qft tlie
prop rib foi; two weeks, during
Berhie and
themselves qln,

which time

—

established

While impossible to lell'httw much
moire the New York Fait vis'itdrs
Will sp^od th'an'tht^si^ tft ^he Chicago
Yt;
Great .'talceg
iexposition will have thfe advantage
of opening in a year when- business
is something near normal" while Chi-;
cagO's flrgt year was at the tag- end'
of the deptessioia.
Natural lure of

.

'i.,

ma-ximuni •of' 'placing

,

'

Stejp

PAGES

Washington, Jan.

Keepsr Paying

:

i'Persohalities

New

.

Morgan

'

.

•

granted.

Fraijik:"

Out Puring ,1938.as Radio

,

•

,

"

.

,

Ambpi^g;.^ Hanidiful.; to

.

|l-

silica 1853,' «)cpo3ition

and- that bpsineWiijyUl.-lie .sp.-jKF:©?*^
fov the
that alreadyva thir<lf
exposition - is uhpfEieiaily J diSQUSsed;
years" pre; taken .for
since two
,

side-show-' -pperator "with a

^collection of "freaks .in an empty
'at6i;eroprn on %ib5rty -avenue in

cinemas, night clubs, merchants,

^otels

jPaif

"

man,

ittsTjurgh) Jan.- 10:;

f.

^

tional business for

It

bi'sbn W^lfe$^ Gltfton Fadi-

1^^^

th« exposition is expl^cted' /to. ptoj.
duce in excess of $l,<)Op,OOOfP6o addi-

tres,

•

No;: 5

placing total att€ndaht^^,^6r^ti\e

New York

•

-

'THE HOUR OF CHARM'
Dear

Phil:

Congratulations

upon establishing an

TIME HOUSE RECORD.

ALL

Our previous high of

S3,200 for one day was eclipsed by you on Jan. 8
with the incredible gross of over $3,700,

never thought the

theatre

could take

in

We
that

much money.
(signed)

BUD SOMMERS

Manager, Palace Theatre, Akron, Ohio

,
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Law
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Dualism Copyright
Have Bearing on U. S. Suit

Price-Fixing

and
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Prod. Parley
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Fathe-Natan scandal.....,,.,..*
350 Paris cinemas reopen
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»

Kellogg** mystery

11

PVtge 11
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contracts

Italo

Final Decision on Interstate-Texas Appeal Will De-
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*
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Hollywood, Jan.

10.

Universal toppers meet Jan. 15 to
fix

the program for the final stretch

runs as part of dual programs and of the 19i38-39 season. Ilate BlumWashington, Jan. 10.
Within the next month film dis- at bargain prices. To protect his in- berg, president; William Scully, gentributors should know just how far terest, the proprietor can sell or not eral sales manager; Joseph Seldelthey can go in attempting- to eradi- as he sees fit, fix such prices as he
man, foreign sales manager; Q\\St
cate double-feature policies and in pleases, the attorneys declared. They
maintaining admission prices, while concede that the privilege of prO" Work, studio general manager, and
works
does
not
justecting
copyright
positive
the entire industry expects a
Matty Fox, v.p., are due for the conanswer wheUier the copyright law is tify imreasojiable restraint of trade fabs.
limited by the anti-trust statutes. An- by group action but insist in this
From a standpoint of completed
within
there
no
conspiracy
was
case
quesswers to all these ±r6ublesome
product, Universal is in better shape
tions are expected from the U. S. the meaning of the Sherman act.
The Government replied with than at any other time in its history,
Supreme Court shortly, following argument scheduled this week in the equal force that even if the distribs with 25 of its 40 features finished ^nd
their restrictions
vital Texas test case, which is a fore- acted individually
four serials and six westerns delivrunner to the nationwide monopoly are so harsh, arbitrary, and unfair as
the
general prin- ered.
to
encroach
upon
action now pending in Federal court

Possibflity

Ae

Biz

May Suhnt

hs 0wn Meas of a Consent Decree

.

in

New York

City.
legal
come to a

Prolonged

due

to

(Wednesday),

ciple of free trade.

Undue

the

highest

judges listen to views of rival attorneys in the matter of Interstate Circuit and Tcixas Consdlidate^ Thetares
versus United States of America.
Equity action, started nearly two
years ago as first move in Justice
Department crusade against the major^, is broader than the recent Pennsylvania matter where the Supreme
Court declined to review a lower
court ruling that in effect held six
distributors guilty of flaunting the
Sherman and Clayton acts.
On the agenda for last week, argument In the Texas case was postponed until this week because of the
illness of Assistant Attorney General
Thufman Arnold, head of the antitrust division, who is taking a deep
personal interest in the proceeding
launched long before he became the
top ttqst-buster.
Tiie Texas
Interest, and

matter is of widespread
probably the most important film litigation since the old
Federal
Trade
Commission-Paraxnoiint fuss more than a diecade ago.
It ii^volves not only the question of

in the character of business operations of various theatres, affecting
very slightly the subsequent runs

which were most competitive with
and Consplidated
Interstate
houses and having almost no effect
on the least important competitors.
the

Conspiracy?

Although conspiracy is difficult to
prove, the record- in- the Texas tiff
warrants the conclusion that the majors acted in concert, the Government brief stated. Common course
of conduct creates an almost irresistible presumption thgt the adoption of objectionable, conditions was
result of consultation, not of chance.

Anti-Trust Slant

Gilbert Adrian.

Edward Alperson.
Clark Andrews.
William R. Baker.

(1) whether a distributor, acting independently of others, who includes
restrictive clauses in exhibition contracts is acting within the protection
of the copyright law or is violating
the Sherman act; (2) whether the
conclusion of conspiracy is supported

by the evidence; (3) whether the
decree permanently Imposes restraint
upon the Individual action of each
distributor; and (4)
strictions actually

Sherman

Rose Bampton.
Elaine Barrle.'

John Barrymore.
Joan Blondiell.
A. M. Botsford.

Lew
Sam

Howard
.

whether the redo violate the

Jane Froman.

Contention of the defendants is
that the restrictive provisions were
inserted in contracts for protection
of the copyright owners and jthe first
Such action is entirely
licensees.
proper; since the copyright laws permit the proprietor to attach any condition having a reasonable relation
to the reward of its copyright. Several other rulings cited as proof of
the soundness of this contention, with
special emphasis on the final deciHeart' case.
sion in the Teg o'
Claiming the copyright owner is
•czar in his own donlain,* counsel
for the companies Insist the value of

Albert Galston.
Janet Gaynor.

Monroe

IN

Don

the films

Interstate

houses with a 40c. scale
exhibited by subsequent

COuW

be,

Leon Schlesinger.

Ann

and Texas Gon*

shown by

Ross.

Nat Saland,
.Fred Sard.
"Nicholas Schenck.

pix

eoli^ated

(13). for

.

BONDS

•

par,, plus

accrued

interest, $5,000,000

ager of RKO, was appointed captain
of the drive and soon starts a tour
of branch offices to discuss It.

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
George J. Schaefer and Ned
Depinet, due at the
studio next
Monday for product confabs, will remain on for the 'Gunga Din' preview Jan. 24 and also to consider a
new producer contract for Cliff
Reld.

RKO

•

Sothern.
Jirtmy Stroock.
Robert Taylor.
Claire Trevor,

the Government's petition.
There
are some in the trade who believe
that the elimination of blockbooking,
as objected to by the Government in
its civil action, might be Included.
Although tills portion of the decree
Is still highly debatable, the favorable results that might accrue just
now are ssild to outweigh objections
to tampering with blockbooking voluntarily.
Blockbooking elimination,
if included, however, would be the
only thing touched on trade practices offered.

EDINGTONS PIC

PRODUCnONS

Whether or not these things will
be incorporated in any consent decree offered by the majors probably
will be determined in the next few
weeks. Sentiment Is developing on
the theatre divorcement situation,
one industry spokesman Indicating
that

it

whether

FORU.

was

largely

a

affiliated circuits

matter

of

would be

cut loose from parent corporations
voluntarily or by legislation and litigation. Same person felt that blockbooking would have to be adjusted
sooner or later, and that it might be
smart to go ahead voluntarily so that
the whole industry could get down
to regular business.
Idea advanced thus far is that if-

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Harry Edington, Hollywood agent,
has sold out his 10%ery interests to
enter the Independent production
field."
He has formed Famous Pro- blockbooklng is aboUsted by decree,
ductions, Inc., to make at least three It should be .done through a legal
pictures a year for Universal release. ruling with teeth in it. Such- would
His interest in Famous Artists prevent sales In blocks, whether the
Corp, and H. E. Edington-F, W. Vin- exhibitor wants them that way or
cent, Inc., representing some of Hol- not.
It would mean that distribu-

highest-paid stars, have, tors would sell pictures singly and
been turned over to his former perhaps after each one was comagency associates, Frank W, Vincent pleted.
and Charles K. Feldman.
Those advocating inclusion of antiIn addition to his yearly three- blockbooklng clause figure that it
picture schedule, Edington plans sev- would eliminate pressure from state
eral profit-sharing films with top- legislatures and all pressure ^roup»
Freeman Reporting
flight players and directors.
Head- now seeking their own pet laws.
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
quarters will be at Universal.
Just how it would affect smaller
producer - distributor companies is
After five weeks' survey of the
problematical but It certainly would
Paramount plant and personnel since
arriving on the Coast as home office
not harm large majors, once they berep, Y. Frank Freeman left for New LUBITSCH'S $200,000
came adjusted to the new method
York Tuesday (10) to submit his
of selling, say the proponents.
findings to Barney Balaban and
2
Stanton Griffis. Budgets on forthcoming productions also will be disMille's IStretcher
Hollywood, Jan. 10.cussed.
Ernst TiUbitsch's two-picture deal
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
with Metro Is due to net him more
C. B. De Mine Monday (9) dithan $200,000.
from «
Pacific'
rected
'Union
First job is the direction of 'Mme. stretcher.
Mr. and Mrs. Valentine Parera Curie,' starring Greta Garbo. SecHe suffered a recurrent attack of
Moore),
(Grace
Poldi
Mjldner, ond is 'Shop Around the Corner,' an ailment which forced him to unDouglas Fairbanks, Irving Asher, Which he intended to produce on his dergo surgery last summer.
Ray Milland, Col. H. Girard, Ger- own before he made the Metro deal.
trude Niessen, Trudi Schoop, Nathan
Mllstein, Gregor Platlgorsky, Val
ly\YOod's

FOR

METRO FUMS

De

ARRIVALS

Oavlovsky, Kar.in Branzell,
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Jacicson.

entln

SAILINGS

Round Four Coming Up

Jan. 18 (Vancouver to Melbourne),
and Lucille Page

Buster West
(Aorangi)

Paige.
Robert Poole.
Dick Powell..

Edward G. Robinson.
William F. Rodgers.

trust-buster for the U. S. attorneygeneral's office, would like to see
drawn up in the anti-trust suit now
pending against the majot picture

companies. But there is a possibility
that one drawn up ^y the industry
might be presented for approval by
the Coast for conferences
With Pandro S. Berman and others the Federal government,
At thcpresent moment conjecture
at the studio on administration' matis largely on what will go into this
ters as well as future production, including plans for the 1939-40 sea- consent decree and what will be left
out.
That 'it will be strong enough
son.
At the two-day sales meeting in and. touch on vital points sufficiently
New York called by Jules Levy Sat- appears to be foregone conclusion.
Latest indication is that it would
urday 6hd Sunday (7-8), which was
addressed by. Schaefer, plans were take in theatre divorcement, in one
or the other, and that possibly
laid for- a George J. Schaefer sales way
might call for the elimination of
drive to start Jan. 28 and end June it
At yesterday's special meeting of
Walter talent exchanging between major
2, a period of 18 weeks.
Both .^re major items in
the board it was voted to call in at Branson, mldwestem district man- studios.

PAR CALLS

Depinet,

Raymond

My

if

Goldstein.

Harold Hurley.
Albert Lewin.;
Donald Lleberman.

:

aflfected

Dletz,

Arthur Dreifuss.
jack Durant.
,Y. Frank Freeman.
J^ran Frey.

act.

would be

Cantor.
Cosfow.

J. Schaefer, president of
subsidiaries, and Ned
sales chief, leave Friday

There will be no consent decree
one which Thurman Arnold,

like the

RKO's main

whether certain industry practices
are, illegal, but the more significant
point of how the copyright and antitrust laws fit together.
Defendants
have asked whether their right to
safeguard .copyrighted works is limited by the. Sherman act, regardless
On top of the special meeting yesfrom independent producers and exof whether they act individually or
hibitors—ra basic reason for request- terday afternoon (Tuesday) tomorin cpncert.
ing permanent ihjimction banning row (Thursday) a regular meeting
Government crusade was based on
many fundamental and ancient ways of the directorate will be convened
the. action of six companies, in reat which it is expected earnings of
of doing business.
sponse to suggestion of the two
The social problem presented by Par for 1038 will be announced.
chains, to stamp out dualing and
Y. Frank Freerhan, now in charge
dualing has occasioned considerable
make sure that subsequent-run discussion about the extent of pro- of the studio and a director of the
houses in Texas charge at least 25c tection afforded by the copyright company, will not reach New York
for night admissions.
Trial court
laws, while the Supreme Court's fail- in time to attend tomorrow's board
said the distribs 'conspired',' and the ure
to review the Pennsylvania suit session. He gets in Friday (13) prinresult of their agreement was to re
has left distribs in a quandary about cipally to clean up some theatre destrain trade by denying good entferhow to curb the exhibition practice. partment matters which he had been
tainment Jtrom patrons of low-pme
handlini^ liersonally and were pendtheatres an<J3y .tUverting attendance
ing when he left for the Coast. They
to the fi)^st-run houses of the circuits'.
are not of special significance, acHcCarey'ft Col. Solo
Outgrowth of bookings 'for 1934-35
cording to Barney Balaban, but inHollywood, Jan. 10.
season which stipulate - that subseRay McCarey is back at Columbia cludes a renewal deal with E. J.
quent-runs cannot use majors' prod- on- a one-picture deal.
Sparks covering the Pgir-SparkB
uct on double billfi and must observe
partnership in Florida. Freeman will
He directs 'Outside These Walls.'
minimum boxoffice scale in four
remain east less than a week, it is exTexas citiesr-:Houstort, Dallas, Fort
pected.
Worth gnd San Antonio.
L. A. to N. Y.

The questions the- industry wants
Supreme Court -to' answer are:

TO THE COAST FRIDAY
George

of the company's 6% bonds. The call'
Same demands were presented to is to be made immediately out of
each distrib; one demand was uni* Par's excess cash balances, augmentformly rejected while two others
were uniformly accepted as to four ed by a small six-year bank loan.
The board reported It was expectcities but rejected as. to 9 fifth.
Victory for the Government pre- ed that the company's cash position
sumably would have a vital bearing after the bonds have been called In,
on the JTew York proceeding. If it
will amount-to more than-$10iOOO,000.
establishes that majors, even when
Interest saving to Par as a result of
acting alone, cannot use the copyretiring bonds will amount to around
right laws as a way of getting around
$250,000 a year. After the $5,000,00,0
the anti-trust statutes, the Justice
Department will have another strong of 6% bonds have been called in
there will remain outstanding in
club with which to whip the Induspublic hands about $4,400,000 of the
try Into line in conversations over a
Favorable verdict original debenture issue of approxiconsent decree.
mately $26,000,000, balance having
^^"^
t.b''f
would bolster the'Conte)[ition
been purchased In the open market
majors, In acting jointly on tf'ade
competition by Par or exchanged for 3%% bonds.
practices,
discourage

the

DEPMT

restraint

maneuvering is was caused, since the contracts made
head tomorrow no allowance for radical differences

when

SCHAEFER,

N, Y. to L. A.
Irving Asher.
Sir Adrian Baillie.
Aldrich O. Barker.
Eddie Cantor.

Richard Dwight.
Douglas Fairbanks.
Edwin Knopf.
James Mulvey,
Rltz £iros.

Frank

Seltzer.

Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
Third step in the cortiplicated legal

Jan. 14 (New York to London),
Elsa Lanchester (Paris).
Jan. 14, (New York to Rio de
Small Co. was registered in superior Janeiro), Mr. and Mrs. Clem Randell,
court when the actress filed an an- Karl Macdonald (Uraguay).
swer to the agency's countef-suit for
Jan. 5 (New York to London),
$50,000, charging breach of contract. Paul Winkler, Lacey W. Kastner
Miss Brady had originally sued the (Champlaln)
Small agency for an accounting of
Jan. 4 <New York to London), W.
the handling of her business affairs, H. Frtelson (Manhattan).
and terrtinsited the contract, which
Jan. 4 (New York to Genoa). Mr.
had more than six years to run.
and Mrs. Harvey -Deuell (Roma).
battle

between Alice Brady and the

PICTUBES
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VARIETY

TAX CEIUNG
Silverstone May

Be Named UA Prez;

Report Chase Bank Will Dispose

Important Coast Meet on Distrib
Deals,

UPPING TO

m

Of

Its

Stock Holdings in 20th

Within a Year; British Control?

Product Selznick Renewal

Industry Complaint That 40c
Admission Stopgap HinChase National Bank last year dis«
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
ders Film Biz in Any Ben- Jas. Roosevelt Back West
Schenck
Ends
Coast
Call
posed of 83,400 shares of ZOth-Fox
Artists
United
Silverstone,
Murray
efits from National Recommon stock and stiU hold 238,758
executive head, got in Monday (9)
shares. Bank will dispose of the en«
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Irom New York and promptly
covery Curbs Rentals as
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
started lining lip product for 1939-40
James Roosevelt, new vice prez of tire remainder of its holdings during
Nick Schenck left for New York
Well as Theatre Income
program, after conferring with Sam- last Friday (6), after several days of
Goldwyn, Inc., arrived Monday (10) 1839 according to decision arrived &t

—

Alexander Korda and confabs on future product at Metro.
Walter Wanger. Silverstone will sit
With him were William F. Rodgers,
in on the annual meeting Thursday g(fneral sales manager, and Howard
(12) of UA stockholders at which Dietz, chief of publicity and adveruel Goldwyn,.

five

member-owners

•

will discuss a

new president, with likelihood Silverstone will get berth.
Silverstone has suggested to owner-producers that they, make big.
dramatic subjects, with emphasis on
the domestic and South Ainerican
He wiU advise against pic•locale.
with other foreign backtures
grounds excepting England, but believes American audiences would
*

like to see more of their own country on the screen.
Distribution Cost Cuts
At the meeting Goldwyn wUl ask
for cheaper distribution, along with
a rebate on both gross and indl'
vidual profits of pictures he supplies.
He will insist he makes pictures for
that return the big revenue,

UA

while other owners are non-ptoductive.

Owners will be told by Silverstone
that negotiations are under way for
a new Selznick-Iniernational pad
with its likely successful culmination
upon the arrival next week of Jock
Whitney, S-I board chairman, who
sits in with David O. Selznick on
contract parleys.
Understood Sel;
nick is seeking reduction of the 25%
distribution charge, plus a rebate dn
•

company

profits.

Korda, with financing by the Prudential Assurance Co. of Londoa, is
said to favor an American production unit to augment his production
.

and may make two or three

slate,

films here for next season.

Silverstone was accompanied here
by Charles C. Schwartz, of Schwartz
& Frohlich, attorneys for Charles
Chaplin, and will represent the latter, at the meeting should>the comedian
decide
to
absent himself.
Manny Silverstone, brother of Mur-

tising.

KORDA'S UA PIC

board directors' meeting two weeka
weeks at the studio.
has been in Goldwj-n's New, ago.
An English syndicate is reported to
Washington since
have acquired more than 50,000
joining the company Jan. 1.
shares of 20th-F6x common from
sales by Chase, and may further acfeelingstrong
is
developing
quire the balance of common held by
throughout the 'industry -that- the
the bank. Purpose of this toreign
groyp in picking up the stock may
Federal Government has established
have behind it intention to challenge
a definite price ceiling on picture
American control of the company
theatre adniissipns at 40c. Although
held by^ Joseph M. Schenck^ Willlanv
the old statute on theatre ticket
Goetz, Darryl F. Zanuck and Sidney
R. Kent. These individuals between
taxes runs out this year, there are
them control approximately 600,000
plenty of advocates, seeking a con-,
shares of common.
tinuation of the present ducat tax
beginning at 40c in the present ConSold 50,400 in November
for several

He

LOST ONCE BEFORE

York

PIX SHORTAGE

,

DEAL UP FOR
ADJUSTMENT

.

Consequently, leaders in the film
business are girding themselves for
a showdown fight to havfe the' film
theatre tax changed so that the Federal fee does hot start until 75c. If
there must be a tax, theatre men believe it should not start at 40c,
which they say automatically forms
a barrier against any effort to raise

have the okay of admission prices.
With everything connected with
the making and showing of screen
12, on
productions going up markedly 'in
the Coast, formal okay will probably the last two years, exhibitors still

pany

will

have

to

stockholders.

At the annual meeting, Jan.

allow Korda to transfer activity on find themselves shackled by the 40c
two or three pictures to America barrier, which is a line of demarkafrom England. The exact number- of tion against higher admissions. Exfilms Korda was to have completed hibs aver that it hot only holds back
in dispute, but everything is expected to be ironed out amicably
and a new arrangement made with
him.
Murray Silverstone will reveal new pact with Korda after the
Jan. 12 meeting.
is

.

ZANUCK BOWS OUT ON
PIC GUILD PARLEYS

A

PROEEM

gress.

Alexander Korda's commitment of
English-produced pictures on his
United Artists' contract is up for
adjustment and any negotiations
calling for an abatement of the British pictures he still owes the com-

office and. in

theatres now charging 35c as top
price but by. establishing this artificial barrier at the 40c level, it

subsequent-run and lowerhouses from tilting their
even 5c to IDc.
Repercussions are felt down the
line, because it presents resistance to
tilting percentage rentals, cuts into
the potentialities of each film and
this in turn is felt by producers and
In addition, theatre
distributors.
operators claim that it holds back
keeps

Washington, Jan, 10.
Liquidation of Chase
National^
Bank's unwanted investment in 20th
Chief problem which the. owners Century-Fox. was speeded up
during
of United Artists hope to solve is the November, the Securities
&: Exshortage of product. Production is change. Commission revealed
last
far behind, UA not adhering strictly week.
In eight sales, the Rocke-to a 12-month schedule.
fellers dumped one of the biggest
Samuel Goldwyn is two pictures batches of stock since the retreat be-'
short of expectations. Edward Small gan.
was delayed by the death of Jack
Three bundles of common changDunn. Charles Chaplin and Doug- ing hands accounted for most of
the
las Fairbanks, Sr., have produced 50,400-stiare
decrease
in
Chase'a
nothing. David O. Selznick has not holdings during the
month. Leavyet signed a new releasing contract ing 238,758 common tickets
and 671,which was to have bolstered the. out- 916 pieces of the' $1.50
cumulativci
put. Only Walter Wanger, Hal Roach preferred still in
the vaults. Saleai
and Alexander Korda have produced were as follows: Nov.
3, 5,000: 4th-

Hollywood, Jan.

10.

.

their quota.

10,000; 10th, 900; llth, 15,000; 12th.
1,700; 14th, 2,300; 21st, 500, and 23rd,
'
15,000.

COSMO-20TH IN

scale
scales

SIX-PIX

DEAL

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Ed Hatrick Is negotiating a deal
with Sidney R, Kent for production
and release of six Cosmopolitan pictures by 20th Century-Fox on the
1939-40 program. Deal was brought
to 20th-Fox a few days after all possibilities of renewing with Warners
proved futile, Marion Davies.is not

More 20th-Fox slock owned by
company insiders also was Unldaded
during the month.
William Goetz
peddled 10,000 common shares; keep^o
ing 184,643, and Dari'yl F. Zanuck
dumped the same amount, cutting his
slice to 122,130.

Moderate increases In the holdings
of Harry and Jack Cohn in Columbia Pictures months back came to
light in the latest S. E, C. suAiraary,

Because of stock dividends in FebUA
the natural prosperity of theatre opHollywood, Jan. 10.
ruary and August, 1937, Jack Cohn
On
and prevents them from
Darryl Zanuck has resigned as erations
Douglas Fairbanks
(Continued on page 42)
(Continued on page 47)
and Dennis F. O'Brien, his N.Y. chairman of the Producers' Steering
counsel, are due to arrive.
Mary Committee to devote his full time to
Pickfotd and James Mulvey are alHe also
production at 20th-Fox.
ready on the ground.'
gave up leadership in producer negoInternational Sales Meetings
tiations with the three major talent
included in the agreement,.
Silverstone stays around for two
It .would involve Hearst campaignweeks before returning east for con- guilds.
Tr«d« Mark Ite^lBtered
Zanuck said these outside duties
ing these pictures as he did in his
fabs with distribution aides on the
FOUNDED BJ SIMB SILVERMAN
much drain on his studio
publications for Metro and Wdmers,
sales convention to be held in May. made too
recently
gave
up
.31
that
he
time
and
SJd
ailv^nnart; PreBKlent
and of course giving .20th-Fox ^rst
It will either be an international
t6< Wont <Oth-titrcet, N ey York CItr
consideration on all general news
meet or one here and one in Lon- flours during one week to attend to
relaSUBSCRIPTION
and publicity, Warner deal expired
don.
He sails for London next matters looking X6 harmonious
elements
in invarious
among
tions
Annual
|lo
Foreign
after three years with all Cosmo%U
month.

and Korda's rep on the

ray,

board, got in today (Tuesday

Wednesday

(11),

,

ODEON-GBDEAl

-

IF

20TH-FOX

In addition, meetings will also be dustry.
Zanuck had served on the steering
attended by Richard Dwight of
Dwight, Harris, Koegel & Caskey, committee since 1936, taking over
recently appointed legal representa- from Irving Thalberg.
tives of

Samuel Goldwyn,

James Roosevelt,

v.p.

DICK

Cannes

POWEL LOOKS

SET ON METRO DEAL

to

Lense IVind^

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Dicker between Dick Powell and
is near the signing
stage. Contract IS being studied
by studio's legal
aepartment and may be Inked this
week.

When

is done he goes back
resume directing pic-

the job

to England to
tures.

lapse.

Brown Duo

'I

Do* for La Cava

London, Jan.

und^r

it

already

Single Coplea. ..<<.,.

released.

No.5

10.

INDEX

Depositions Bloom
by

to take over Gaumont-British
buying control of the voting shares
held by the Ostrers in the Metropolis

a

for such a deal at the present time.
Main obstacle to such a' deal would
seem to be the securing of consent

from 20th-Fox, whose 49% holdings
Gaumont-British forbid -the sale
or amalgamation.
Some time ago,
Philip Hill and partners, big underin

writers here,

2C Cent*

t

26

offer

made

a public issue of
Odeon debentures but a majority of
the issue was left on its hands.
Joseph Rank, flour mill magnate,
at that time was reported holding
all Odeon common shares but he
later became interested in Charles
M. Woolf's General Film Distribu-

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Gregory LaCava gets the produc- tors Corp, which built the Pinewood
tion and direction job on 'She Said studios. His son, Arthur Rank, has
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Columbia and Joe E. Brown got I Do,' Ginger Rogers starrer slated been mentioned as one of the directogether Monday on a two-picture to roll in April at RKO.
tors of the new proposed amalgamadeal, first to be called 'Call Me Joe.'
Meanwhile, Miss Rogers is due to tion.
Columbia
Officially stated here that the deal
released
three start early next month at the same
the
Brown pictures produced by David studio in 'Little Mother,' Buddy De is being privately financed and that
Loew this past season.
Sylva producing.
there will be no public issue of stocks
,

product

-

Vol. 133

is

Susan Myrick, Macon, Ga., newspaper columnist and friend of Margaret Mitchell, gets the job of head
..Powell, who recently checked off coach of Southern accents and custhe Warner lot, is
wanted by Metro toms on* 'Wind.' Latest addition to
to fill the spot
vacated by Allan the cast is Hattie McDaniel in the
Jones, whose option was
allowed to mammy role.

Col/s Joe E.

politan

& Bradford Trust, it was announced
Hollywoodj Jan. 10.
here late Friday (6). Deal looks
Lee Garmes is en route from Lon- like a boost both for Odeon as well
don to be chief cameraman for as G-B, neither of which companies
David O. Selznick on 'Gone With the
in
desirable financial condition
Wind.'

Metro

OK

Odeon Theatres has made an

and
of the same

.

.

.

made and

Inc.,

organization.

ANY, NEEDS

In the

Have

Loop Tra-La;
to

Do

with Cases
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Bills

Chatter
College

Concert
Chicago, Jan. 10.
Depositions are blooming around
town currently, as both sides of the
two film suits locally are taking
down official notes preparatory to
the start of the Federal court trials.
It is expected that the Government
suit against Balaban & Katz and the
seven film companies will get under
way before the Allied vs. Balaban &
Katz suit, even thou^^h the Allied suit
was the first to be filed.

Clearance Squabble

Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
Kina^Mission Theatres Won a temporary injunction in U. S. District
Court in its suit against 20th-Fox
Films and Fox- West Coast Theatres.
Plaintift,
operating the Kinema
theatre, is seeking a peirmanent injunction restraining the Gentry theatre, an F-WC house, from playing
films ahead of it.
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FJ)£. s Jap Attack Doesn't Set

The Echo
Los Angeles, Jan.

Well vddi U. S. Filmers Hoping To

President Roosevelt's opening mes2 Filiners Bankrupt
sage to Congress on the dictator nations did not se so well with film
Film men, saddled with
industry.
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
responsibility of keeping business
Onslow Stevens entered a volimwheels running in foreign coxmtries tary l)ankruptcy in Federal court,
With least amount ;of frictioii, now listing liabilities of $4,093 and no astear the stand by the U. S. CSovem- sets. Among the debts are $906 owed
ment will have strong repercussions as comnvissions to the Small Co., and
in world trade, particularly with re- $887 to the Pasadena Community
fiard to Japan.
Playhouse,
Baztora Bead, flln^ actress, also
Foreign departm^t executives express belief that complete, severance ffled a v<*iu^^'y petition in bankof commercial relations of every" de- ruptcy. Liabilities listad at $4,777;
hot alone films, between
the U, S. and Jaipah will soon take
Ibiitiative this time is explace.
I)ected to come from the U. S. in retaliation against Japan's having shut
the door of trade and commercial relations in China, and keeping American firms from doing business along
the Yangtze river,

Be«ent $25,000,000 loan by the U. S.
to China g&ve concrete indications as
to which way l^e wind is blowing..
Picture firins here have hot much
hope .that the thtee-yeajr film agree-

ment 'worked out between Japan and
the U, S. last year will continue, and
look for Japan to cease exMbition of
American films once more as weU-as
to discontinue shipping gold to the

Yokohama Sp^ie Bank

in

San Fran-

cisco against eventual withdrawals

by Americah firms.
Germany and Italy have not made
the sort of 'clean break' with the
U. S. that Japan has and presumably
hope for continued business relations
on iheir own terms and restrictions.

Rkharil

6 Mos.

to

^Ycar

San Qu^tyn Term
Los Angeles, Jan> 10.
Martin (Col. Gimp) Snyder was
•fentenced to San Quentin prison for
«,.term of not more; than 20 years

Now

Great Act in Court;

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Bogart Rogers has resigned as production executive at Paramount to
resume fiction and screen writing.
He has been In and out at Paramount several times on similar

it

with him.

Ritzes Returning

West

who won

day (Wednesday) with Pat Casey,
producer-distributor labor contact,
and representatives of leading theatne chains to -discuss ways and means
Of increasing the employment of
musicians timmghout the country.
Since the program which the AFM
is fostering is ^tional, representatives of locals in the parent union
the script
tyre not taking part in the parleys.
Hitchcock was also set to direct At Local 802, Associated Musicians
'Rebecca,' but it is not likely to be of Greater New York, the largest in
filmed ^is year.
^e country, it was said no ~one from
that union lu^d been invited to sit
in, althoiigh later on, after a program
has been agreed upon, the various
lies
locals will be brought into the pic-

hosm

Kern

Uiri^ Upp ed

To

at

MO

FaB'-Fledged Director

ture.

as fikn Scribe,

their

A

C. Knox allowed him to ramble on
before the mixed jury, during the
trial,
although his soliloquy had
nothing whatever to do with the case
on triaL He did, however, impress
the jury -with his importance as ah
actor and that, any show he was
taken out of might really suffer.
The suit was based on the slamming of a door, which not only injured him physically, but mentally,
to the degree he was unable to read
his lines in the part he had 'On Bor-

The American Federation of Musidans will inaugurate meetings to-

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
of the greatest modern sea disaster^ gets the gun April 1
at the ^Iznick-International studio.
Alfred HitchcocTc, British director,
arrives late this month with Bichard
Blaker, Eitglish novelist, who is doing

Yaditers Sail

But

Hollywood, Jan.

On

Fat

Wheeler's

RKO

Deal
10.

Bert Wheeler is dickering to return to BSiO as a solo ;5tar in a picture based oh his own yarn.
Deal depends on cOnfabs this week
with George J. Schaefer and Ned
Depinet Chuck Reisner is the likely director.

CoL's $35,000 Story
Clarence
Buddington
Kelland's
magazine story, 'Arizona,' has gone
to Columbia Pictures, via the BergAUenberg agency, for a reported
$35,000.

Paramount, Warners, Samuel GoldThe Bit2 Bros, return to the Coast
the end of this week, being held in wyn and Columbia all bid for rights
Ifew York following the death of to the yarn, originally placed on the
market by Kelland's agent, Myron
their father, M^x Joachim.
Ritzes' next assignment at 20th- Selznick. It was temporarily with'The Gorilla,' was delayed drawn after offers reached $30,000
Fojc,
somewhat by the death in the and was subsequently acquired by
Berg-AUenberg.

In view of the fact that the AFM
has a severe \inemployment problem, it. has gradually been seeking to
increase the use of musicians, both
in the studios

10.

Jimmie Kern, member of the
Yacht Club Boys since the quartet
was orgapized 10 years ago, jumped
the ship to become a writerrdirector
in the films. Currently he is working with William M. Conselman on
the script of Bihg Crosby^s 'East

and elsewhere.

Vari-

ous c^eements. have.* been reached
which necessitate greater employment
in studios in dubbing and. other connections, while of more recent date
six-'day work week, at. pay which
formerly governed for seven, is being worked out in stage show houses.

a

The meetings commencing today
(Wednesday) were scheduled followSide of Heaven* at Universal.
Recently the Yacht Club Boys ing conferences held several months
paid Paramount $5,000 to settle their ago which failed to achieve anycontract which had three months to thing concrete. Agreement at that
run.
Remaining three are looking time was that, at some future date,
theatre operating reprefor a successor to Kern, who sup- Casey and
would sit down with the
plied' most of their patter and .songs. sentatives
musicians.
confined
will
be
Their, future work
More Theatre Flesh?
to eastern U. S. and British night
clubs. They retain the rights to. the
While there is no indication in adsongs Kern authored while a mem- vance ot what steps may be taken to
ber of the quartet.
relieve the unemployment situation
in the AFM, the thought is to work
although O'Brien, Drisooll
Rafout some- program which will entery, of New York, handled the succourage the use of more vaudeville,
Fights
cessful
litigation
against JVIetro.
stage shows tut other in-person en[Latter firm was awarded a $55,000
i,875
Claiins tertainment to provide work for
S.
fee out of the $602,658.] Both Shelmusicians. "According to advices, the
Washington, Jan. 10.
don and Mrs. Barnes were childhood
Government tax sleuths have been angle is not so much to increase the
friends in Chicago, and she only took
men in theatres, which
up writing in 1026-27, when an en- unfair to Norma Talm'adge, it was number of
use flesh, but to try to gel stage
forced convalescence, following a charged last week in a petition filed
installed under some cooperashows
serious motor accident in France, by the screen star with the U. S.
tive scheme in theatres which now
forced her to do' something while Board of Tax Appeals.
film.
Talmadge squawk was based on -at- are playing straight
recovering from a broken back. She
It is supposed that any agreement
started killing time by writing a tempts of the Internal Revenue
reached between the AFM and the
book.
Her dramatization of 'The. Dept. to collect $6,875, alleged in- theatres will carry, with it .some basis
Age of Innocence* was her first stage come tax deficiencies for 1934-1936. under which the musicians will
Fa<it that the Feds taxed interest she
effort. Mrs. Barnes' 'Wisdom's Gate*
make it a more c^ttractive gamble to
has just been published by Hough- received on Oilifornia securities, and use stage shows than has existed in
ton-Mifflin.
Sheldon,
although failed to allow her deductions for the past, with the imion making
'seeing' and working through a sec- costs, of paying an attorney and every effort to. meet the. situation in
retary, has
not been creatively business manager, were cited by behalf of its members.
Miss Talmadge as stiificient reason
writing of late.
There have been numerous casei
for a redetermination of the assorted
during the past couple- years where
Theatrical attorneys concede that
deficiency.
the musicians have been far more
a revision in the copyright law is
willing to play ball with theatres
inevitable as. result of the unusually
wanting to instsUl in-person enterlarge $602,658 award to the. authors,
tainment than have the stagehands
since it's conceded that the quality
Contracts
or other crafts.
of Metro's production, the stellar

&

Norma Tahnadge

U

Tax

Stu£o

draw of Joan Crawford and Robert
Montgomery, and the other Holly-

wood

elements, combined to roake
'Letty Lynton' a boxoSice success.
However, as the law now stands, the
successful dramatists in a plagiarism
suit Of this nature mdy get all the
profits awarded them.
'

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Tom Brown inked actor contract
with Edward Sm^U.
Harry Sherman picked up option
on Russell Hayden.

Warners signed Nedda Harrigan.
20th-Fox lifted option on Richard
appealing on this point.
Hollywood, Jani 10.
The plagiarism aspect is beyond ap- Greene.
RKO has elevated Jack Hively, peal, having been fully adjudicated, John Carradine's player pact refilm editor, to a full directorship.
but the U. S. Circuit Court of Ap- newed by 20th-Fox.
He draws as his first assignment a peals may yet act on the aspect of
Metro signed Virginia Weidler,
Sally Eilers picture, 'They Made Her cutting down the size of the dam- moppet.
a Spy.'
Herbert I. Leeds, director, renewed
ages.
The printed record of the
case will inquire voluminous pub- by 20th-Fox for one year.
20th-Fox hoisted Leon Shamroy's
lication,
that bill alone running

Hollywood, Jan,

J. Edgar Hoover, fchief of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, may do
another story for Paramount.
Harold fiurley, who 'produced
*Persons in Hiding,' written for Par
by the head G, came east to see
Hoover on the matter and -was in
Washington Monday (9) to discuss

Award

pirolonged suit against Metro over
'Letty
Lynton,'
on
plagiarism
Jury Disagrees charges, has spotlighted the authors
anew. Particvdarly has It focused
Y. Federal jury yesterday attention on Sheldon, who is in his
(Tuesday) disagreed in Richard Ben- mid-50s, and the fact that he is
totally blind, haviixg been so the
nett's accident suit for $100,000 damages agAlnst the WestOver hotel, N.Y., past three or four years as result
on his clfiim of injury to his left of an. acute arthritis condiUon.'
Sheldon,, however, is thoroughly
thumb by a bellhop which forced, he
claimed, his retirement from the star en courant with world dSairs and
part in the stage play, 'Oh Borrowed show business, and in the latter
Time.* During the trial, ^hich lasted sphere is still active through being
two days, Bennett, father of Con- constantly consulted by people of
stance, Joan and Barbara, played the the theatre. The; dramatist's general
actor as a witness on the stand, de- astuteness on show biz matters sees
scribing the feelings of the first night a constant, stream of visitors to his
performances, the jitters -experienced midtown apartment in New Yorii, as
by not only the old-timers, but also consultant oA play problems. He's
by tiie prospective star.
more than a plaiy doctor, being conBennett said he had been on the sulted by the managerial end as well
stage for more than 35 years. He as the authoring side.
had appeared with Maude Adams in
B£rs. Barnes, who resides in Chithe old stage hit, 'What Every Wom- cago, is the wife of a Chi attorney,

switches..

Hoover's Par Encore

May Reemploy Many Musicians

'Titanic,* story

Cut Of

lyntoii'

Metro

Rogers Fi(^mng Again

Is

'Dishonored Lady,'

lor the shooting .of Myrl Alderman,
his successor as husband of Butfa
Etting,
singer.
Superior
Judge rowed Time,' when it made its New
Thomas L. Ambrose imposed the Haven, Conn., tryout. His agent,
tiiaximum sentence after denying Jane Broder, after reviewing the
Snyder's plea for a new. trial. Prison opening &nd realizing the star's diffiboard can set, sentence anywhere cvQties, pleaded with Dwight Deere
from six months to 20 years.
"Wiman, the producer, to postpone the
Jerry Geisler, attorney for Snyder', New York opening, but the latter
filed, a written notice of appeal from said that the backers were insistent
the judgment of conviction.
His on its opening, and the show opened,
pleai to release the prisoner on bail, went into New York with Dudley
pending outcome of his appeal, was Digges in Bennett's role.
denied.

Alderman, who was employed by
Miss Etting as pianist before she
married him, was shot last Oct. 15
by Snyder, who was divorced by
the singer in 1935.

M-G s One Hope

The unusual size of the $602,658
award to Edward Sheldon and Mrs.
Margaret Ayer Barnes, authors of

B^iM's

.

Draws From

Casey and Circuit Heads Whidi

Set Start of Titanic'

assets, $9S0.

Picture interests here consequently
do not view the situation in those
countries .as hopeless as elsewhere,
odious as conditions may be, and
look for an eventual, satisfactory an Snows.' He hais appeared on the
stage in 144 plays, and' all of them,
basis for trade as in the past.
as far as he was concerned, were hits.
Bennett is not a shy party, i4 court
or on stage He really -likes to let
everybody know this. Judge Alfred

Gmp

10.

won «
point in his $50,000
yodel suit against Walt Disney,
who was denied a demurrer and
ordered to file an answer in superior court by Jan. 14.
Fraunfelder claims his original
yodel was used In 'Snow White
and the. Seven Dwarfs.'
Reynard' Fraxihfelder

technical

Maintain Nippon Tratle Relations

scription,

Wednesday, January II, 1939

Sears and

WB

H.O.

Execs Stapig East

A Wliile; Studio Later

is

$4,000

to $5,000.
Metro, has three
months to file appeal, which means
that next fall will see a finale to this
historical plagiarism litigation, unless, of course, some out-of-court
settlement is made in the interim.
This is unlikely, as both sides hjave
carried it through to the extremes
right along, and Metro has retained

cameraman ticket
Lamar Trotti's writer
picked up by 20th-Fox.

option

Jackie Cooper signed with Paramoimt. He also has deals with Univei-sal, Monogram and Edward Small.
Metro picked up Sylvan Simon's

Group of Warner home office executives headed by Grad Sears Which
was leaving for the Coast Saturday
(14) to discuss product, sales plans
and lineup lor 1939-40, has postponed
the trip indefinitely but may make it
a few weeks from now.
In addition to press of home office
affairs at this tinie, with the third
annual Sears sales drive started Dec.
25, presumption is that discussion of
'39-40 production plans can wait
awhile. Sears, Carl Leserman, Sam
Morris, Sam Schneider and Mort
Blumenstock had planned going out

director option.

Metro renewed Richard Rosson's

cameraman

pact.

high-powered appeal counsel, John
Paramount optioned Mary Boland
W. Davis, to argue on the proposi- for three pictures.
tion of cutting down the money
Harry Sherman contracted RusseU
damages.
Harlan, cameraman.

'Wagons' Finally Rolls

.

'Beau' to the Desert
Hollywood, Jan.

10.

Desert near Yuma, Ariz., is the
location of main operations for Paramount's 'Beau Geste,' slated to roll
late this month, with William Wellman producing and directing.
Gary Cooper, Ray Milland and
Robert Preston are cast as the three
brothers. J. Carroll Naish and Brian
Donlevy the .heavies.

Wanda Tuchok

inked scripter tick-

et at Metro.
20th-Fox lifted
option.

Sen Yung's player

Lya Lys penned player pact

at

Warners,
20th-Fox picked up John Carra-

'Wagons

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Republic's
Westward,'

historical picture, delayed
by casting' troubles, finally got under way last Friday <6) at Stockton,
Cal.

$750,000

Richard Dix, Gail Patrick and Edwith
cast,
Ellis head the
George Nichols, Jr., directing.

ward

.

Ludwig's Barrienx

dine's option.

Warners handed player dontract
Fred Taylor.
Columbia signed Harry Segall
scripting ticket.

to

William Ludwig will direct the
next Danielle Darrieux picture lor

to

Universal.

After Deanna Durbin's 'Three
Girls Grow Up,* she will be
assigned to 'Young Jenny Lind.'

Howard Emmett Rogers drew new Smart
writing contract at Metro.

PICTURES
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VARIETY

PK

SLANT ON
Take Bow

Indie Stockholders

E 'STICKS'

Refusal by MPTOA-Allied to Accept
Self-Reg Setup Looks to Stymie

RKO

Plan of Reorganization a practical
With confirmation of the
certainty, grotind work for applications for allowances to counsel for
various reorganization and creditor committees, for services to the
reorganized company and its security holders. Is being laid.
One such, application will be filed by George L. Schein, representing
the Independent Stockholders Committee, who is claiming credit for
reduction of the Rockefeller claim from 500,000 shares of common to
415,000 shares.
trustees,

RKO

when shown

by Schein on Jan.
to

6,

a publicity release sent out to this effect

shrugged their collective shoulders and refused

comment.

RKO

Provisions in Formal

Order

—

Product

—

r*

and Approvals

in Rickaby-Israels

Reorganization Papers

on

In-

EXHIB AT FAULT, TOO

(Kansas City Journal-Post)
Kansas City, Jan.

Case consolidates stated approval
of all modifications to the plan of reorganization by proponents of the
plan, plus court approval for trustees to send formal notice to all concerned, giving them a definite period
In which to withdraw previous acceptance, if desired. It is expected
to be signed any day.
As and when signatured hy Judge
Bondy, without any further changes
or modifications, it virtually amounts
ito the actual long-awaited confirmaSt

Laughton-Pommer's

Mayflower Co. Not
Finaleing with

,

reorganization under 77B.
Unless more than one-third of total
consents are withdrawn, which is
considered unlikely, the Federal
court will assume that all parties are
Iix agreement on the modified plan
and will so order it.
First few paragraphs of the Ricktion

of

aby-Israels petition are taken up
with legal ifs and whereas and minor
changes in phraseology. Proceeding
further,

it states:

•Providing that the approved plan,
shall not be consummated lintil the
underwriting agreement provided for
In Article 4 is approved by the court,
the report (with the above changes),
of Special Master George W. Alger
and with subsequent further reports,
are In all respects hereby approved
and confirmed and all objections and
exceptions thereto are overruled.
All petitions of Ernest W. Stirn
are hereby, in all respects denied.
Petition of Mary G. MacPherson

and others, denied.
Petition
denied.

Edward

of

J.

Hickey,

For purposes of plan of reorganiby this order (the

zation, as modified

approved plan) and

its acceptance,
the division of creditors and stockholders 'into classes is as follows:
Class A Secored Claims
Ten-year 6% Gold Debenttures
($11,600,000) principal amount out-

—

standing,

and

118.500).

Class
Claims.
Class

B

6% Gold

— General

C —Common

Notes

($lr-

Unsecured

Stock.

For purposes of the approved plan
and its acceptance, there shall be
allowed as a secured claim, the
claims of Central Hanover Bank &
Trust Co. as trustee imder the identure securing the 10-year 6% Gold
Debentures ($11,600,000) plus accrued interest; and the secured claim
of City Bank Farmers Trust Co, on
the 6% Gold Notes indenture ($1,118,500),

W

London, Jan. 10.
'Jamaica Inn* is not the final picture Charles Laughton and Erich

make under

MayPicture Corp. pact made some
will

4.

for poor boxoffice

late is nothing but a
series of poor pictures. Studios can-

business

Pommer

their

flower
two years ago, according statements
by both. While Laughton has several
propositions to act either in Hollywood or London, both said this
would depend on how such plans
fitted in with future Mayflower production.

John Maxwell, chairman' of Mayflower, is credited with putting up
the money for three Mayflower productions. When virtually the entire

:of

not expect to build via exploiting
poor pictures.

Times have changed in this country as against 10 or 15 years ago,

was spent on the

first

movies were new picture
talkies.
There are no "sticks" any
more.
The radio, motor car and
good roads have seen to that. Even
the hamlets have their collection of
weisenheimers and picture shoppers.
Exhibitors who are wondering
what has happened in Hollywood
must be pretty stupid.
Because
plenty has happened in the community where the exhibitor is trying'
to make a living. He can no longer
attract business with B pictures and

SR.

AND JR. COMBO
FOR 1ST TIME

;

showing poor

living

pictures.

two,

MOPPm

The special master's plan has been
sets aside $250,000 of its $1,000,000
consented to and accepted in writing,
Trail
Beckons
campaign fund for just that kind of
before the modifications, by or on
business.
behalf of creditors holding more than
You are dead right in saying planHollywood, Jan, 10.
two-thirds of each class of claim and
George White is paging Dolores ners of the campaign overlooked
by stockholders' holding a majority
of common stock and such accept- Costello for his forthcoming Broad- three i.indamental essentials in promotit.i. All three of them are that
way show.
ances have been duly filed herein.
Actress was picked out of White's it is going to be impossible in the
As a pre-requisite to final confirmation. Judge Bondy yesterday 'Scandals' chorus for her first chance future to sell about 50% of the stuff
being produced in Hollywood.
It
(Tuesday) signed an order directing in pictures years ago.
would have been much better to
Irving Trust Co. to file a list of the
have offered a prize for the producRKO contracts with its executives;

Douglas Fairbands, Sr., and Jr.,
be united in .film production for
the first time in their careers.' Fairwill

'

Walsh

will direct.

'The Californlan,' previously an.first picture of the three
scheduled,
will
follow
'Tenth
Woman,' and the final film remake
of 'Three Musketeers,' in which Fair-

nounced as

banks

tion of better films.
I have been for 25 years a legitimate theatre, vaudeville and picture

The trustees immediately complied and submitted 13
contracts and four leases.

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Metro Monday put into production

its first

four-reeler, 'They All

Come hound.

have

turiled

it

down.

.The important point is that without agreement by the MPTOA and
Allied, there can be no machinery
for the revision of contracts and relations between e:diibitor and distributor nor any system of arbitration to cover it. Prepared to present its objections to the draft fol-

lowing study of the

and to

trade prac-

first

insist

on a new

pact or changes, the
is
scheduled to meet .with the dlstrib
Committee tomorrow (Thurs.) following a session of the
board today (Wed.)' in New. York
which will be attended by a ma^jority of the members.

MPTOA

While the official attitude of the
will be known by the distributors tonaorrow (Thurs.), the attitude of Allied wiU not be indicated
until after it has held its two-day
meeting of directors Jan. 17-18, one
day of which will be devoted exclusively to the trade practice agreement; Aside from refusal of the
distribs to consider certain points
desired iii a trade practices program by Allied, including divorcement of theatres and elimination of
blockbooking as well as blind sell-

MPTOA

.

JACK BENNY INDICTED

SMUGGLING MESS

who was found guilty
same court Monday (9).
George Burns, of Burns and Allen,
pleaded guilty to similar smuggling
charges several weeks ago.
film importer,
U. the

DOZEN DROPPED FROM

PAR CONTRACT UST
Hollywood, Jan.

10.

aired east Monday (9)
to testify Tuesday in New York before a federal grand jury in connection with a smuggling case. He said
he was willing to cooperate with the

Jack Benny

authorities, but figures he Won't be
much help. Myrt Blum, his agent,

Hollywood, Jan.

Names

10.

of 12 players, including the

Yacht Club Boys, were dropped from
the Paramount contract list at. the
semi-monthly revision. Others were.
Billy Cook, Sheila Darcy, Paula de

Cordo, Owen Kenyon, Elaine Moler,
accompanied, as did Loyd Wright, Ruth Rogers, Richard Stanley and
Col. Bill Donovan rep- Marion Weldon.
Benny on the N, Y. end.
Writers checked

his attorney.

resents

off

were Sy Bart-

Capt. William F. Cox, Jonathan
Latimer and Anthony Veiller, who
was on loan from RKO and went
back to the home lot.
lett,

Tierney's Check

Jam

Sacramento, Jan,

Edwin

10^

Tierney, 40, Hollywood
who has known better days, was taken from the Monterey county jail to Reno, where he
will face a trial on fictitious check
Tierney, former husband
charges.

One Good Turn

J.

dance director,

of Marjory White, film actress, was
arrested at Salinas Sept. 27 and senLived in Southern Califor- tenced to three months in jail for
nia for several years, and was in and cashing a fictitious check.
Out,'
He completed his Salinas sentence
Irving Trust also filed the first
Picture, dealing with the Federal out of New York for 20 years and
batch of consents, in compliance of prison system, is being directed by always go to see anything that has and. was turned over to Reno au(Continued on page 10)
thorities for similar charges.
(Continued on page 47)
Jacques Tourneur.

surrendered.

Independent Theatre Owners Assn.
of N. Y.

originally starred, will be
either in England or France,
with
Doug,
Jr.,
as
the
new
ing, it is regarded as highly probD'Artagnan.
Production budget of $2,350,000 has able that Allied will raise more obbeen set for all three pictures. Fair- jections than the MPTOA«
In addition to insisting that the
banks and Sir, Adrian Baillie, one of
the financial backers of Fairbanks trade practice reforms become ef«.
fective
immediately
on signing
International, carAe in ttom Europe
rather than with the selling of the
last week and left for Coast on Sun1939-40 product, the MPTOA direcday (8).
tors are understood to have raised
various objections to provisions of
the plan as recently drawn up. Also,
it is reported- there are differences
among the MPTOA board members
over various, points but expected
IN
that at today's (Wed.) meeting, with
Ed Kuykendall, presiding, these
Jack Benny was yesterday (Tues- differences will be unified so thai
day) indicted on three counts of the official attitude of the organizasmuggling by a grand jury in the tion can be indicated fo the distribs
tomorrow.
Charges, inN, Y. federal court;
A lot of the language of the selfvolving jewelry, stem from an inregulation plan, as drawn up by
vestigation of the alleged smuggling
attorneys and submitted to the
operations of Albert Chaperau, ex(Continued on page 17)

made

i

METRO'S PBISON 4-RE£IEB

With both the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America 5nd Allied
States Assn. virtually certain to refuse acceptance of the first draft of
the trade practices program recently
submitted by the distributors after
much negotiation, further huddles
are likely at an early date to re.<
write the pact and discuss objec*
tions raised.
In addition to anticipated rejection of the provisions for
self-regulation, as drafted by the
distributors, by these two national
bodies, lesser groups headed by the

MPTOA

Back

and a list of unexpired leases of
RKO which have been rejected and

Exhibitors-Distribs

tices draft

banks, Jr., will star in two of the
three pictiures to be produced by the
new Fairbanks International organization.
First will be 'The Tenth
Woman' which starts shooting on the
Selznick lot in Hollywood around
dual bills. The thing that is letting
the exhibitor down is that there are Feb. 15, with the elder Fairbanks
making his bow as producer. Raoul
tdo many of them trying to make a

LAW TO PROTECT
EARNINGS OF

FAIRBANKS,

when

In the past few years this country
has reached the point where you can
he is. said to have refused further' no longer successfully merchandise
coin advances. Hence, the final pro- poor product.
duction is reported being bankrolled
Distributors and producers are just
with revenue collected from the diskidding themselves if they think the
tribution of the first two films.
usual run of pictures can be sold if
Elsa Lanchester (Mr?. Laughton),
who has been in New York several the public is told how good they are;
for the facts are that they are not
weeks, left last night (Tues.) for
good, and no matter how much adCanada to make personal appearvertising space you buy and how
ances with 'Beachcomber' in Montmuch exploitation they are given,
real and Toronto dates. She returns
you cannot sell the product.
to N. y. to sail Saturday (14) for
Referring to your own story (copy
London.
attached) the trouble lies right here:
with 47 feature? currently in work,
45 more are slated to roll next month.
According to your film booking
PIC
chart, you list 130 pictures covering
a period of 15 weeks. This averages
practically 9 pictures a week, or approximately 470 pictures a year.
Sacrjunento, Jan. 10.
This just about checks out with that
Bill to safeguard the film earnings newspaper man in Lincoln,' who
of moppets was introduced in the caught last year about 470 pictures.
lower house of the* state legislature This is entirely too much product
by assemblyman Chester Gannon, as and cannot be absorbed and paid for
result of the Jackie Coogan case. by the American picture-going pubLaw would give the child a right to lics
They even go so far in this overr
all earnings during minority in the
form of a trust fund, with reason- grown village to ruin a good picture
able deductions for education and by showing with it a B picture.
Plenty of people stay away because
support.
they do not want to spend three
Coofan's Double Loss
hours in the theatre.
Hollywood, Jan, 10.
Your story about the film drive is
Jackie Coogan, who lost the for- much to the point. As a newspaper
tune he earned as a moppet, also has man I well remember when it started
lost his bride, Betty Grable, who re- and we all agreed around the shop
turned to her mother because her that it would be a flop.
If the producers had any idea that
husband is out of work and imable
the newspapers in this town, for into support her.
Coogan's suit against his stepfather stance, would fall for the gag they
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur were badly mistaken, and I presume
Bernstein, for an accounting of his it must be the same in many other
towns. People in K, C. are fed up
earnings, is docketed for trial Feb. 6.
with bank nights,, free dishes, etc.,
and yet the motion picture industry
bankroll

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
(George Petty, painter of sultanas for slick mags, signed with
Paramount to help ,stage harem
scenes in *Man. About Town.'
His job is to sketch seraglio
gals and design what few clothes
they don't wear.

Editor, Variety:

The major cause
Formal order presented to Federal
Judge William Bondy last Saturday(7) by attorneys Hamilton C. Rickaby of Simpson, Thatcher & BartIctt, and Carlos L. Israels of White

Brush Tease

Deprecates Ex-

ploitation Waste
ferior Product

by

Arbitration

Radio, Motor Cars, Good
Roads' Have Chan^red
Things Can't 'Sell' Poor

By Kenneth McM. Dickey
Final Exceptions

5

Hollywood, Jan. l6.
Madeleine Carroll and Fred MacMurray, paired in 'Cafe Society,' are
slated for another co-starring job in

Paramount's 'Are Husbands Necessary?,' slated to roll next month, with
Jeff Lazarus producing.
Story,

scripted

by Virginia Van

Upp, deals with a femme
are useless baggage.

men

who

thinks

VARmV

VICtURBS

Wednesday-, January 11» 1939

OPEN SEASON AGAIN FOR LEGISLATIVE
SNIPMG; ANn-BLOa AND REST 0' IT
SALES MEETS

Ideas—Blockbooking, Alien Actors,
Divorcement, in D. C. and State Capitals ^Plock Fox
of Bills All Over the Map

Congress' Pet

—

In

Washington, Jan.

New York State Legisassemblyman William T.
lature:
Webb, manager of Smalley's theatre
in Sidney, N. Y., «nd partner for 10

friend In the

10.

years with W. C. Smalley in realty
operations there.
Webb is a Republican, the party
Familiar legislative proposals went
which will control both houses until
the
at
last
week
docket
back 6n the

try behave.

1940. He had some show world e:xwith frus- perience before associating with
the oh- Smalley. He was originally a Chauprevious years tauqua lectiu-er,

start of Ihe 1939 session

advocates

trated

Btacles in the

hoping

way

can be removed between now and
the end of the 1940 session. Most of
Hays Sees 'World
the customary measures showed up,
with no more change than a new
Fire'; Piei^es
ideas
date and number. No novel
revealed during the first week.
Accord for U. S. Pix
Harvest includes the block-booking ban sponsored by Senator MatWill Hays, head of the Motion
thew M. Neely of West Virginia,
Picture Producers & Distributors
which slid through the Senate last
of Ametica, inet yesterday (Tues-

On

New

spring to the consternation of indusday) at Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,
try leaders who felt sure that they
leaders of civic, religious,
had the proposition safely buried. with
and educational
youth,
welfare
Counterpart was presented to the

—

House by another West Virginian, groups same groups with whom he
first met 17 years ago
^to revivify
Representative Andrew Edmiston.
Other, measures which were resur- the industry's program in the future.
Hays outlined new" threats to picrected include:
Proposals of Representative tures today resulting from changed
1.
Francis J, Culkin of New York, to conditions. Group voted a resolu'protect the motion picture industry tion of appreciation of the past work,
against unfair trade practices and done by the Hays office and named
monopoly' and to 'prevent the ob- a committee to outline a future prostruction of and burdens upon inter- -am.
state trade, and commerce in copy'With part of the world on fire,
righted motion picture films.'
with foes even in oiur own house2. Battered alien actor bill, pet of hold,' he told the group leaders, 'and
Representative Samuel Dickstein of with danger of contagion from a
SSTew York.
distance, we should caucus again on
3. Anti-block-bpoking scheme prohow to develop the maximum useinnoted by Representative Emanuel fulness of' this ^eat instrumentality

—

:

'

-

,

.

New

York.
iPeller of
Too', early to hazard

a guess concerning, the prospects, of any of the
measures, none of which is likely to
get serious attention until later in
ihe session when tiie urgent business
is well in hand.^

—

motion picture.
'The challenge today is: Where do
we go from here? I want your best
thought on what there is we can do
in thoughtful planning ahead to
meet new and changing conditions.'
of service

^the

Hays' also stressed that all gains
should be held- and everything pos.

No New

Colo. BlUs

Denver, Jan. 10.
No bills directly affecting the industry have been introduced in the

Colorado legislature,
and none are looked

now

.

of the

1%

tax on. all incomes. The present
is patterned for most part 9fter
the Federal incoitie tax.
Theatres
are at present being
:
taxed under the service tax bill
levies

2%.

New

Minn, s

.Ohio Worried
Columbus, Jan.

10.

Ohio exhibitors are looking fop

ward with some apprehension to
What may happen when incoming
Gov. Martin L.. Davey reconvenes

Albany, Jan.

10.-

Radio and motion pictures are
the- verboten media for the
inciting or advocating of racial or
religious hatred^ under terms of a
drastic bill introduced by- Senator

among

,

Joseph H. Nunan, Queens Democrat,
after Governor Herbert H. Lehman
had urged the Legislature to imple-

ment the new

constitutional declaration against racial or religious discrimination in New York State.

The measure would make the penalty for violators a jail sentence of
to. three years, or fines
of $200 to $5,000, or both. Passage
of 'one or more such bills, is expected.
Assemblyman Crews, of Brooklyn,
jreihtroduced his bill calling for iwo
anen in booth of film theatres in all
.Bill,
labor
class cities.
first
9^
favorite, was killed in committee
after a battle during last session of

from 90 days

tibe legislature.

called in

ering.

Paramount home
and others are due

office

in

executives

New York

to-

day (Wed.) after a three-day midwinter sales conference held in St.
Louis Saturday, Sunday and Monday
(7-8-9) to discuss the balance of this
season's (1938-39) product, sales difficulties and the" new distribution
setup in Par which creates a third
division for the company under
Oscar Morgan. Appointed to handle
th entire south from the home office,
Morgan, has' shifted from Atlanta,
where he has^ been in charge of the

southeastern district.
Harry Sherman, westerns producer
for Par, and Cliff Lewis, Coast advertising head, were in St. Louis
from the Coast to attend the sales
confab.
Sherman announced he
would make six pictured during the
1939-40 season.
Pointing ou t that Paramoimt is
tailoring its coming season's productions to fit the demands for fast ac-

^nd romantic dramas, Agnew'

tioi>

revealed at the St. Louis conclave
that Par would make 58 pictures for
1939-40 at a total budget of $25,000,000.

Stanton L.

Griffis,

now

in Florida,

was recently quoted from there, to
the effect that Par would spend $30,000,000 on its next season's pictiures.

least

one

To

thorities.

Faritier-Laborite,

the theatre divorcement
law in his inaugural message to the
legislature then comprising a Farmer-Laborite controlled House and
Republican Senate. The bill, sponsored by Northwest Allied, however,
died in committee after hearings.
W. A, Stefles, exhib leader here,
still professes to be. 'confident- that
thie legislature will pass the bill and
the governor wUl sign it during the
current session. But there are indications also that the Paramount

,

espoused

circuit,

which would be compelled

relinquish its
able to defeat

to

85 theatres, will be

Many

Review

of N. D. Case
Washington, Jan. 10.
Review of the North Dakota District Court opinion which sustained
the right of the state legislature to
prohibit producers from operating
theatres was sQiyht in the U. S:
Supreme Court last week.
Two .cases docketed- naming the
state authorities with Paramount re-

questing the highest bench to determine the constitutionality of the
North Dakota statute. Lawyers have

independents not
have let it be known that they feel
they have little to fear at the Para-

mount

it.

circuit's

hands

and would

rather have the big chain as opposition than some of the independent
circuits now operating in the territory' and which probably- would
gobble Up Paranlount houses if the
divorcement law were enacted. For
the most part, the Paramount cir,

at

RKO

agers .for a two-day. sales meeting
over the weekend (7-8), presided
over by Jules Levy, to discuss early
spring releases, sales plans and curThe marketing of
rent problems.
'Gunga Din' Avas also mulled. Sales
session was attended by major home
office executives, including. George
J. Schaefer, who addressed the gath-

convened.
Two years ago former Governor

'

New

business' has

uled to return to

Elmer A. Benson,

effort to

the legislature in extraordinary
cession. Their fears are concerning
Through its president. Northwest
what may be done aboiut the exist
•Allied, in a lengthy letter to the new
Ing 3% gross admission tax, part of
governor,
urged the latter to come
the general sales tax structure.
out , for the theatre divorcement
taxes' are inevitable and it Is
legislation in his initial address to
feared that the previous straight
the state legislature which has just
10% impost may be reinstated.

No Badto-Plx Calumny

.
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Lefty s

dad

the Movie Quiz Is Over;

Fans Saw Too Many Flaws in Fihns
By Joe

Laurie, Jr.
Coolacres, Cal., Jan.

Dear Joe:
"Bo Christmas has passed, and now
profit they made on their presents,

everybody

filed briefs yet.

BUTTEEWOETH DIVORGE

Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
Charles Butterworth, film and radio comic, was sued for divorce by
Ethel, his wife,

former mate of Ed-

ward Sutherland, picture director.
She claims her husband is not
funny around the house.

10.

trying to figure out what
had a packed house New

is

if any.
We
Year's Eve and New Year's Day, so maybe the New Year is starting off
by giving me false hopes, but it's a start anyway. I had a special show
New Year's Eve, I gave out a lot of paper hats, confetti and horns—anything to take their minds off the picture. Everybody yelled and blew
horns, the same as they did in New York, Chicago and all the other big
towns. You know, noisy people are noisy the whole world oyer, but in
small towns they're worse, because maybe they don't get a chance to make
any noise all year. Everybody said they had a good time, so I took their

word

for

it.

Al Shjicht, the baseball clown, drove through here and spent a couple of
days with me on his way to Hollywood. Of course, everybody in town
heard about him playing in the big leagues, and he was the hero of the
town while he stayed here. He sure is a great guy and has plenty of
humor. I only wish the comedies they send me were half as funny as he
is.
He told me a story about the Scotchman who got sore at an umpire
and threw a pop bottle at him, and he almost died when he found out
there was a 2c deposit on the bottle. Al sang 'Roley Boley Eyes' for us,
and he sounded like a calliope getting a hot foot. But he sure is a great
ball player. His folks had 12 kids, so you see his old man had a bratting
average, too. He heard one of our broadcasts and said, 'Radio proves
America's greatest suffering can come from the air." So to get even with
him I showed him his baseball record. It shows that he never touched
second only on his way to the showers.*
F. D. B.'s Distinction
Got the clippings you sent me about vaudeville being started In New
York by a guy named Kurt Robitcheck at the the Majestic and Frank Fay
at the Cort theatres. Well, good luck to both of them. I wonder will
Rooisevelt be known as the President who brought vaudeville back? Personally I don't think -they'll ever get it back like it was unless they dig
up acts like Roger Imhoff, Avon Comedy Four, Joe Jackson, Orth and
Codec, Conlin and Glass, Tommy Dugan, Julius Tannen, and, of course,
Aggie and myself, who are still willing to listen to reason (ha! hal). And
Epealdng about Aggie, she is a little sore at me for getting a little stinko
New Year's Eve-^-in fact, she ain't talkin' to me, and you know there is
only one thing more aggravating than a woman who gets noisy when she's
mad, and that's one that gets quiet. But you know Aggie, she'll get over
it as soon as I don't feel good.
I'm still having trouble with my pictures. They're sending me problem
pictures. It's ,a problem to get people to come in to see .them. I've had
such bad ones lately that some people have written in to take their names
off the free list. I'm certainly glad the $250,000 Movie Contest Quiz is over,
because everybody was looking so close at everything in the pictures that
they saw how bad they really were.
Well, Joe, that's about all I have to point your way in the way of news,
except that we're sure having some versatile weather out here; Give our
best to the gang back there and tell 'm we're rooting for vaudeville to
come back, but we'll still hold on to our little picture house in case it
.

don't,

SEZ

Your

pal,

cuit's

induce Governor Harold E. Stassen, Republican,
to commit himself in his inaugural
address in favor of a, theatre divorcement law similar to the North Dakota statute. The, governor failed to
mention the subject in his address
and thus far has remained silent regardibg his attitude.
in- its

Goes Chandler Act

Show biz which has become acquainted with Chapter 77B of the
Federal Bankruptcy Act Is now learning about Chapter 11 of the
Chandler Act. This is a comparatively new statute that has displaced
77B, being a less cumbersome means of handling corporisite or Individual applications for settlements of debts. It's called a 'petition for
arrangement' Chapter 77B only applied to corporations and hampered lawyers In that it meant con^nt running to. the courts for OK
and approval of each minor move. Under the Chandler Act the trustees have more freedom to administer the ..bankrupt's estate, so that a
business thus involved can work out its future salvation as fast as within two weeks, providing there's a general accord among creditors.
It provides for payment of debts, so much on the dollar, from some
specified date, and frequently makes possible 100% payoff, providing
creditors aren't dunning or hampering matters while the venture is
having its financial troubles straightened out.

New York June 27.
all its district man-

trade practices have not adversely affected the smaller independent exhibitors, it's claimed.
In opposing the bill,, another point
to be made is that the vast majority
of 1,000 or more, independents in the
territory have prospered, as compared with other lines of business,
in spite of the Paramoimt' circuit
operations, and that the Paramount's
85 theatres are only a drop in the
bucket of total theatres.
In substantiation of this claim it's pointed
out that few, if any, independent
theatres are available- for purchase
at a reasonable price and that many
individuals want to build new showhouses, but are unable to obtain the
necessary permits from local au-

Minneapolis, Jan. 10.

Now

May

Gov. Stassen Fails

Northwest Allied States was unsuccessful

Film

4-6 in Paris and May 11-13'
The South American
in London.
meeting will follow early In June,
with home office attendees sched-

be

Commit Himself on Divorcement

law

which

Lonls

Kent, Herman Webber and
W. J. Hutchinson, latter 20th-Fox's
foreign chief, will all attend late
spring European conventions as well
as a sales meet, the first of its kind
ever held, at Rio de Janeiro for
Latin-America.
Distribution confabs abroad w'ill

in session,

for. However,
lawmakers would like to
iake a further chunk out. of everyone's income by levying a straight

come

done to solidify these and to
improve this partnership effort.
sible

'

St.

R

S.

They're back agiMn..hoth the flhn^rXeformer members of Congress land
their pet ideas for making the indus-

Europe and Bio—BKO In

N. T. and Par in

776

P. S,

—^Arthur Freed

Lefty.
sez,

'IWodern young people are' much alike in

many

disrespects.'

ESTIMATE 2,000,000

MOVIE QUIZ LEnERS

TULLY'S $50,000 SUIT
VS. BILL

HOWARD, PAR

Jim Tully is particular as to what
With the bulk of entries received
in the mail on the Motion Pictures' pictures or titles his name is con^
Greatest Year Movie Quiz contest, nected with. He indicated this Monestimate made yesterday (Tuesday) day (8) when he filed suit in N. Y.
was that' final tabulation would show federal coiurt against William K.
aroimd 2,000,000 contestants. Defi- Howard, producer, Odessco Producnite check will not be available for tions, Inc., and Paramount Distribua few days because Quiz contest ting Corp., for using his name in
headquarters now are sorting entries
according to states.
Amazing part of the mail received
to date is the number of special delivery letters, 3,261 having been recorded in the first few days, greatest
number delivered to one address by
the New York postoffice.
Judges in the Quiz contest are
in
meeting
New York today
(Wednesday to discuss procedure in
the handling of contestant's answers.
Judges are Mrs. Ogden Reid, Dr.
James E. West, Homer Sickett representing 'Bruce Barton, and Hendrik Willem van Loon.

advertising a forthcoming picture.

The picture is how known as
'Home Town.' Tully claims that in
its exploitation his name was used
in the original pre-advertising of the
picture, 'Home Town,' or 'The Back
Door of Heaven.' Tully claims that
he had no connection with the pic-

ture or had ever given consent to
the use of his name, and wants $50,000 damages and an injunction to
stop the showing of the picture.

Fleet Gone, Biz Dips

Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
Film grosses are doing a tailspin
in the Long Beach, San Pedro and
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Frank Whitbeck completed 'Power,' San Diego areas, with the departure
third of his Romance of Celluloid of the U. S. battle fieet and its 30,000

FOWEB FOE LEO

series for Metro.. Featurette shows
construction of Boidder Dam and use
power in picture production on

of its

sailors for eastern waters.

To make

Metro lot.
Film is being distributed free to the naval

the,

exhibs.

it

worse, most of the

sailors' families are joining the^n in
the east for six months. Exhibs in

districts

penses to the bone.

are cutting ex-

'

PICTURES
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tTednesdfiy, Jannary 11,

VARIETY

COMMISH TO 10%
Merchants-Editors

Liquidation of Assets, Receivership

End Proposed

in

After four years of receivership, a
plan of reorganization of Pox Thewas filed In the
Corp.
atres
U. S. District Court, N. Y., yesterday (Tuesday). Plan submitted by

Milton C. Weisnian, receiver, has for
its object termination of the receiv'ership and possible liquidation of
the remaining property and assets of

Fox Theatres Plan
New

Abandonment

of plans tot chain of

midwest
cities was indicated last week by the
Securities and Exchange Commis-

neighborhood

houses

in

city taxing authorities, who have
claims against the estate.
If Judge. Manton takes official ac-

Ind.

on the proposed plan today
(Wednesday) and appoints trustees,
latteiv will be required within 90
days to Submit to the court their
plan for operating the estate and for
its possible liquidation, together with
budget of estimated receipts, expen-

ONMCTERS

the

HYPO DUALS

ditures and distribution of moneys
lor the period ending Dec. 31, 1939.
Upon consummation of this plan the
receiver shall procure the resignations of the officers and directors of
Fox Theatres Corporation, file his

Vancouver, B. C, Jan. 10.
Legit stage productions are being
used to promote a pix house during
the next three months. The Strand,
Famous Players No. 3 house here, is
presenting previews of amateur onefinal accounting as receiver and be acters scheduled for entry in the
discharged. The receiver's predeces- Canadian Drama Festival Eliminasors shall file their final accountings
and be discharged. The plan when
approved by the Court shall be
deemed binding upon Edl Interested

parties.

tions to
spring.

be held in Victoria

this

Each play show^i for one performance only, with a new production by
a new group each Friday night.
Neither picture is dropped from the
double-header policy, "but the short
drama spot is being sandwiched in
between features about 8:30 p.m.
Opening shot, 'The Black Cabinet,'
produced by the Vancouver Little
Theatre Assn., played Friday (6) to
excellent audience response.
Next
scheduled one-acter is 'Heaven on

—Soften Original 19
—Completed Draft

Cases

for

SAG

Board

PERSONALS OUT
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Fees of all picture and radio agents
will be slashed to 10% within the
next few weeks, probably by Feb. 1.
Draft of agreement providing for
licensing of agents by the Screen Actors Guild will be completed this
week in time for submission to the
SA-G board of directors Monday night
(16).
Meeting of Artists Managers
Guild also will be called to approve
the franchise pact being drawn up by.
Laurence W. Beilenson, counsel for
the SAG, and Judge Byron C. Hanna,
attorney for the AMG.
While several of the original 19
points of the SAG franchise plan
have been .amended, percenters will
be limited to 10%. This will call for
a drastic cut in radio commissions,
some of which are ijow claimed to
rtm as high as 55%. Take for actor
representatives also wiU be fixed at
10%, eliminating personal management contracts which now call for a
much higher commission.
No agent will be permitted to represent film actors or radio artists unless he has a franchise from the SAG.
All agents now doing business will be
initially issued licenses, but a close
check will be made the first few
months to ascertain that all of them
are living up to the code of professional ethics to be prescribed.
One-year contract limit originally
announced will be extended, but directors, producers and others engaged in production will not be permitted to operate as agents. The SAG
will have authority to revoke licenses
for violations of the code, but an
agent will be given an opportunity to
appeal to a board of arbitration.
The Screen Writers Guild has defled the authority of Screen Playwrights, Inc., to arbitrate disputes
over screen credits, and has asked the
National Labor Relations Board to
suspend the basic agreement between the producers and the SP. Tift
developed over dispute on screen
scredits for Paramount's The Lady's
from Kentucky.'
.

in

Of

>

BREWSTER BROTHERS'
DEATHS DAYS APART

livery April 15.

Currently Katzman
hia series of

Fletcher
is

Tim McCoy

winding up songs by
starrers.

Lange.

warbles four western called SP-Producer contract is inPorter and Johnny valid. This case will have an impor(Continued on page 47)

Lew

entertainment.

The eds are readying a

petition

various state legislatures
winter
sessions
asking
for
some ruling regarding the
use of motion pidture screens for
commercial advertising. They are
particularly relying on a campaign
to convince the public that the exhibitors are putting something over
on 'em when the screens give 'enl
commercial advertising after they
have paid their admissions for entertainment.
Already the ball is
rolling and the newspapers are adding fuel to this fire by regularly
pointing out that the exhibs ara
making money not only on their adProposed five-day week in film mission price but also on the added
industry has been endorsed by stu- commercial selling on the screen.
dio unions and crafts representing
In Texas Also
more than 25,000 workers. Plan is
initiated

by Barney Bal-

aban. Reel has no connection with
the short on the Bill of Rights turned
out by Warners.

$300,000

to

the

now

in

PAID

RETROACMLY

being advocated by certain producers as most economical method of
complying with 4,4-hour week provision

of

new

federal

Wage-Hour

Law,
Studios last

week

distributed ap-

proximately $300,000 to employees in
overtime wages retroactive to Oct.

,

20

vitriolic ink not only on the advertisers who use such a medium but,
especially, against the theatres which
are entering into a field foreign to

All supplied gratis.

clubs.

Move was

24 when new law became effective.
A closed hearing on the plan was
Major film companies have agreed
held before Judge Manton on Thursto negotiate with the newly formed
day (5). Creditors were given one
Screen Readers Guild if a crossweek, to Jan. 12, to submit briefs.
check by the NLRB shows a majorOnly objections voiced were by an
ity of workers belong to the organiunnamed group which questioned
zation.
Studios will submit their
jurisdiction of the court to act on
payrolls to NLRB this week to be
the plan. Judge Manton announced
checked against membership list of
he would decide this point within
the SRG. Attorneys stipulated, howtwo weeks.
Earth.'
ever, they were not waiving their
Cash on, hand as of Dec. 31, 1938,
Lack of a regular season of legit
contention that the NLRB is without
was $115,193. of which $99,000 is held shows in this city makes this move
jurisdiction in picture field.
in reserve for claims still undecided.
a timely one. Virtually no expense
Major companies have also agreed
Liabilities originally totaled
over
to house, as production is provided
to negotiate with Screen Set Designof which over three$18,000,000,
free by the amateur groups, with
ers. Decision was reached after a
fourths have been settled or paid in
theatre paying only for props, royalcrosscheck by NLRB showed that big
part. Most. important of claims filed
ties and salaries of production and
majority of draftsmen, set designers,
but still pending is one of William stage managers.
et al., employed in industry were
Pox for $7,500,000, filed in New Jeraffiliated with the SSD.
sey. Fox has since instituted suit in
the New York jurisdiction seeking to
recover the same amoimt.
Scrap Over Credits
Balance sheet as of Nov. 30, 1938,
FLIRTS
CIO
shows current deficit of $40,378,793.
Paramount awarded joint credit for
3
Total current assets are listed at
screen play to Malcolm Stuart BoyBIZ
DEPTS.
$150,785 with office equipments at
Ian, member of SP, and Sy Bartlett
$660 and art objects at $180. InvestEugene V. Brewster, 67, former and Olive Cooper, Guilders, on an
ments in wholly owned subsidiaries film magazine publisher, and his original story by Roland Brown.
American Advertising Guild, Local
are carried at $358,957. The receiver brother, Carleton E. Brewster, 66, Boylan demanded sole credit, and 20 of the United Office and Profeslists reorganization expenses during former Long Island theatre circuit dispute was referred to SP, as prosional Workers of America (CIO), is
1929 and 1930 as an asset and car- owner and real estate Inan, died vided in Producer-SP agreement. trying to organize employees in the
ries it at $3,693,449.
This increases within three days of each other. The SP named committee composed of publicity, exploitation and advertisthe book value of the corporation to former died of a heart attack Jan. 1. Jack O'Donnell, Jane Storm and Fred ing departments of the major film
$4,212,160 as against the receiver's His brother's death followed an au- Niblo, Jr., to arbitrate matter. SWG companies in New York, Stated the
valuation in which he eliminates the tomobile crash near Smyrna, Fla., announced its members would not union has at least some representareorganization expenses but substi- Jan. 4.
participate in arbitration and inti- tion in each company, but that such
tutes a $7,500,000 claim against WilEugene Brewster entered the pub- mated court action would be taken if membership is limited to little more
liam Fox, bringing his valuation up lishing field in 1911 with Motion Pic- any move was made to change origi- than a handful.
to $8,018,711.
ture Magazine, backed by the Vita- nal credits of studio.
According to AAG execs, they arie
Leonard S. Janofsky, counsel for not competing with the Theatrical
Total liabilities are $7,477,354 in- graph Co. Motion Picture Classic,
cludmg $7,451,763 for claims allowed. Movie* Monthly, Shadowland and SWG, stated:
Managers, Agents and Treasurers,
This takes into consideration an 8% Beauty followed. During this period
'Bartlett and Cooper are not pro- the AFL Union which takes in legit
dividend of $648,587, which has been he married Corliss Palmer, a film testing anything. Paramount Studios company managers, press agents and
paid.
In recent made the determination of credits for boxoffice and is seeking to gain a
beauty contest winner.
Capital stock issued which bears years he- had lived modestly on the the play. It was decided that credit foothold in the film industry.
Exno par value and stock in the treas- Coast.
for the screen play should be shared plained that while the TMAT is
ury totals 1,465,730 shares of Class
Carleton Brewster once operated jointly by Boylan, Bartlett and taking in actual press agents with
"A," 100 shares of Class "B," meaning L.
Southampton, Cooper, based on an original story by the picture companies, the AAG is
theatres
in
I.
a total loss to the company of $37,- Babylon and Islip. At the time of Roland Brown.
after the office employees in the de'Five producers at Paramount even partments.
113.599 in its stock.
his death he was in the real estate
The liabilities do not include the and insurance business with his son, went so far as to make a breakdown
Fear had been expressed among
claim of William Fox for $7,186,627. Carleton, Jr. His widow, two sons of the script before awarding the TMAT members that, if a CIO union
screen credits. The found that 42.5% became
established
in
film
and two brothers, survive.
the
of the screen play had been contrib- pulblicity and advertising field, it
uted by Bartlett and Cooper.
might use that position as a lever to
Victory Giddy-Ups
*We
have
not
yet
been
advised
that
CLEFFING THE EANGE
get into legit, particularly if the picthere is a dispute over the credits, ture financing of legit production is
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
•Rhythm Rides the Range,' first of but our members certainly will not resumed as expected. Pointed out
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
agree
to
any
arbitration
by
the
Victory Pictures has announced a six Tex Fletcher starrers by Arcadia
that anyone who puts up money for
new season's lineup of 20 westerns, Pictures for Grand National release, Screen Playwrights. Any such arbi- any commercial venture inevitably
to be produced by Sam Katzman rolled yesterday (Mon.), Sam New- tration would become null and void has plenty to say about how it shall
should
NLRB
decide
that
the
sothe
First of the group is slated for de- field producing.
be operated. Therefore if the film
.

Shreveport, La., Jan. 10.
editors association, alin a general vex Over the
splurge of screen advertising which
they look upon as unfair trade practice and unethical competition, are
preparing a general blast against
these practices. They will spill some

Southern

Patriotic Shorts ready

Paramount Pictures, through its
16 mm. film distributing medium.
Films, Inc., is blanketing the country
with a 200-ft. 16 mm. subject dealing
with Declaration of Independence
and the Bill of Rights. Subject, compiled from company's newsreels; will
distribute as many prints as cain be
absorbed through non - theatrical
channels, such as schools, churches
and

Theatre Lobbies

Advertising in S. W.

Par's Extensive Release

Points

Ready

Geni Stores

And Screen

Pix Circuit Corp.
Withdraws Its Stock Radio Commissions Said to
Run Up to 55% in Some
Washington, Jan. 10.

sion. Promoters of Pix Theatre CirInc., scheduled to start with
cixit.
the corporation by trustees to be apthree Kansas City theatres, asked
pointed by Federal Circuit Judge
to withdraw the registrapermission
Martin Manton. Trustees may also
tion statement, filed a month earlier,
decide to continue the business.
covering 50,000 shares of non-voting
Principal factors involved in the stock to go on the market at $6 and
reorganization are receivership cred- having par value of $5.
Sponsors of the corporation were
itors, preferred participants, general
Samuel B. Nissley, S. H. Nissley, and
participants and Federal, state and Alexander C. Eliopulos, all of Gary,

tion

Vs.

Renew Peeve

.

AD GUILD
PUB
SHOW

Waco, Jan. 10.
Theatres which are indulging in
commercial enterprises other than
•

th^ presentation of entertainment,
are finding themselves in the midst
of a rapidly growing hurricane from
several sides.
Newspapers around
these parts are yelling about the
commercial ads on the screen and
want the public to know what the
theatres are doing. Merchants protest because of the increased practice of theatres to turn their lobbieg
into general stores.

Merchants Association has lined
up with the dailies and is yahking
ads from the screens tis a direct
.

move

against those theatres .using
lobbies to sell merchandisethan candies which come
under the heading of general service
to the picture patroni

their

other

Foreign Films Must Pay

FuD Fee for Hays

OK

Foreign-made productions coming
into the United States and seeking
the Hays production code -seal, so

may secure bookings in afmust pay the same
per picture as domestic films.
Hays office directors approved' the
they

filiated theatres,

fee

•

new

rule,

which became

effective

the first of this year.
In the past, foreign pictures were
handled by the Haysian division at
half the price paid by domestic
producers.
Where the minimum
was $25, formerly a foreign film
went through the PCA mill for
Now
$12.50.
it is $25 or higher, depending on the size of the production.

UNMASKING BEIAYEB
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Start of 'The Man in .the Iron
Mask,' slated for Jan. 15, was set
back to Feb. 1 by EdWard SmalL
Delay caused by script difficulties.

able to crowd into the legit press
agentry, nianagership and boxoffice
fields, with a major CIO-AFL battle
the result.
However,
officials say they
have no intention of trying to move
into the film publicity field.
They
are perfectly willing to, leave thai to
the
or any other union which
cares to handle it.' As for the office
workers in the films' advertising and
publicity departments, the union is
not pushing its drive there very
companies return to legit producing actively, but is merely taking in any
on a large scale, a CIO union en- such employees who apply for memtrenched in the film field might be bership.

AAG

TMAT

PIGTUBB CROSSES

VASmTY

Manhunt* <Rep), split with
'Weekend' (GB) and 'Gang Bul-

Wednesday, January 11, 1939

eral

'Kentdiy; Disney sTerd* Winning

LA.

Combo,

Indicate $2,100, good.
lets' (Mono).
Last week 'Frontiersman' (Par) and
'Criminal' (Mono), split with 'HeadImes' (Col) and Tracy Returns'

(Rep), okay $2,800.
Fifth
Avenue

$31,500; liner-'Night'

(Hamrick-Ever32-37-42)—'Sweet-

'

green)

(2,349;

Mpls.

FmaDy Comes flot of Mourning;,

'Sweethearts' 12G, TatroF 9G, Hefty

(M-G) (2d wk). Big ^6,000.
Last week, same film, sensational

hearts'

14^G; 'Pyg Strongest of H.O. Fihns

Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
32-37-42)
'Dawn Patrol'
(WB) and 'Thanks Memory* (Par)

Minneapolis, Jan. lo!
After a long stretch of doldrums
business curently is enjoying a new
lease OQ life. Aided by a return of
mild -weather and gradual elimination of hazardous driving conditions
the box office once more is coming
into its own, looking more like old
'
nonnal times.
Both 'Sweethearts' and 'Dawn
Patrol,* at the State and Orpheum,
respectively, are cutting a considerable box office swath. 'Out West
with the Hardys* continues in its
third downtown week and still earning a sizable profit for the Century.
The sure-seater Tmie also is in the

(2d wk): Anticipated $5;500 in six
days, big.
Last week, same pair
soared to great tll.OOO.
Paloraar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-2737-42)—'Harvest Mooiv' (Rep) and
'Outlaw Streets' (Rep) plus 'Paradise Islands Revue*. Hawaiian unit
getting .top billing. Paced to land
big $5,000.
Last week 'Exposure'

first-run, 'Gangster's
Boy,* vfhOx 'Blondie,* too, is faring
well at the Gopher.
All in all, it*s very encouraging,
especially so in view of the strong
opposition from George M. Cohan
and his
Rather Be right' at the
Lyceum. Upturn comes just when
everyone was fearing that the out-

Key Gty Grosses

$13,000.

Liberty (J-vH) (1,800: 21-32-42)—
Ring*
(Col). Nine-day week, indicate big
week 'My Heart* <UA)
$6,300.
and 'Crime Holiday' (Col), five days
of second week, oke $3,100.

•Woman Again' (CoD and 'Spy

Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
For second week in row Fox-West
Coast tiay-date luxers, State and
Chinese, are topping town on combined take this stanza with Kentucky,' solo billed, and Disney's color
cartoon.

added

'Ferdinand,

the

Biill,'

Broadway Grosses
week.
(Based on

This.

as

attraction.

.

'Artists

and

(850;

and Spring Madness* (M-G). Moved
from Paramount; good $3,000. Last,
week 'Artists .and Models' (Par) and
'Down Farm' (20th), second week,

$285,000
12 theatres)

slow

Km

malion,' at the Four -Star, where it
is how in third profitable week.
Metro's 'Sweethearts,' on moveover for continued first run, will
$12,000 to first week's

1%

ifflT

take.

Estimates for This

Week

INBRHaiT

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;
30-40-55-75)—"Kentucky' (20th) and
Single
^Ferdinand Bull' (Disney).
bill with much-ii'iscussed Disney cartoon, both in° Technicolor, looks like
timart

Preview of

$15,000.

'Jesse

James' (9) helped materially. Last
week, 'Sweethearts' (MG), aided by
heavy holiday trade, very big $20,100.

Cincinnati, Jan. 10.
Downtown <WB) (1,800; 30-40-55Trade in the ace houses is olf to a
65)—"Going Places' (WB) and 'Dev- zippy
'39 start.
Current b.o. above
i's Island' (WB) dual (2d week). par, following great New Year's
Being held five days for second week, week biz.
with house then reverting^ back to

(U) and 'Titans of Deeo' (GN), with
vaude, $4,100, okay.
Paramoont (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,039; 32-37-42)—'Stand Up' (M-G>
and 'Nancy Drew' (WB). Great $9,000. Last week 'Kentucky' (20th). big
000
Booscvelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—
'Certain Age' (U) and 'Stand Accused' (Rep) (xetitied locally 'Kid
Mouthpiece'),
plus
Terdinand'
(RKO) for extra measure. Expect
only fair $2,000. Last week 'Arkan-

m

—

'Honeymoon'

%\\m ^

Pajitages (Paa) (2,812;
EBtimates for ^nM$ W-eck
*Paciftc Li^er' (RKO) and "Exciting
Albee (BKO) (3,300; 35-42)
Nighf (U), dual. Win bring around Dawn Patrol' (WB).
Great $13;500.
Last week, 'That Woman
$7,i)00.
Last week, 'Artists and Models'
Again' (Col) and 'Newsboys* Home'
(Par), $10,000, poor.
(Cbl), fair $9,S00.
Capitol (BKO) (2,000; .35-42)
Paiumount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-SS) •Kentucky' (20th) {2d run). Terrific

—

Swamps LVille

—

—

and Models' (Par) and
show (24 we^). Second week

^"Artists

$9,000.

Will

b.o..

is

being turned in

—
—

—

dinand Bull' (Disney). All-TechniKeiUi's (Libson) (1,500; 25-40)
' color bill, with single feature drawPleasant
'Girl Downstairs' (M-G).
ing above average for merry $16,500.
week, 'Woman Again'
'Swfeethearts'
(M-G), $4,800. Last
Last
nifty $6,000.
(Col),
Year's Eve and
after teirrific
35-42)
Lyric
(RKO)
(1,400;
day biz, ended with $22,600, in the
Crooked Mile* (Par). Jerked after
till,
in three days.
Vnlted Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 30- pulling less than $1,000
'Flirting with Fate* (M-G) shoved
40-55)r-'Sweethearts' (M-G). Douig
in cold Sunday (8)' to fill out week.
right smart on inoveover and looks
Home' (U),
week,
'Newsboys'
Last
Last week,
like excellent $5,000,
fair $4,000.
•West with Hardys' (M-G) and
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)
^Christmas Carol* (M-G), disappoint

w^,

—

New

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's) (Fourth Avenue)
15-30-40)—'Artists and Mod-

(1,500;
els'

(Par) and 'Last Warning* <U).
not catch-

On moveover from Rialto;
ing

much

currently, probably light
Last week. 'Cowboy and
Lady* (UA) and 'Christmas Carol*
(M-G), meager .$1,400.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Suez' (20th) and 'Always Trouble'
(20th), split with 'If King' (Par) and
'Swing
That Cheer' (U). Perking to
Excellent
'Trade
Winds'
(UA).
okay ^1,600. Last week, 'Can't Take
$13,000. Last week, 'Kentucky' (20th).
wham $21,000 for town's best gross It' (Col) split with 'Five Kind'
(20th) and 'Doodle* (RKO), medium
in months.
Shabert (RKO) (2,150; 35-40-60)— $1,500.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15'Swing, Sister* (RKO) and Henry
(M-G)
(2d
Bussed orch. N.s.h. $9,500.
Last 30-40)—'Sweethearts'
week, 'Annabel' (RKO) and vaude, week). Running along at fair clip,
following last week's big
$5,500,
good $13,500. Two reserved-seat performances New Year's Eve at $1.25 $9,000.
$lj600.

—

ing $3,200.
Wilshire (F-WC)

(2,296; 30-40-55

65)—'Sweethearts' (M-G). Beverly
Hills mob not giving this musical
moveover much of a play, so answer
will probably be $7,000. Last week,
•West with Hardys' (M-G) and
•(^Istmas Carol' (M-G), despite

holiday take, 'disappointing $5,300

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
Taft (Ind) (2.500; 42-60)—Relighted 15.30-40>—'Dawn Patrol' (WB) <2d
week for special engagement of week). Should wind up with around
PhU Spttalny's 'Hour of Charm' $3,500, on the profit side, following
femme ork, plus 'Gangster's Boy' •first week!s big $7,000.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Federal
(Mono), under auspices of I.A.T.S.'E,
5i€,
local No. 5's benefit fund. Two New Bullets' (Mono) and 'Cocoanut Grove'
Year's shows on reserved-seat plan (Par), split with 'Romance in Dark'
Oklahoma City, Jan. 10.
at $1.25 top. Hefty ad campaign and (Par) and 'Merry-Go-Round' (Rep).
'Stand Up and Fight.' at Criterion, raft of publicity- breaks. Tugged fair Pointing to average $1,200. Last
week. 'Numbered Women' (Mono)
and 'Dawn Patrol,' at Midwest, each $9,500,
and 'Dr. Rhythm* (Par), split with
doing good $5,500. 'Listen Darling'
'Join Marines*
(Rep) and Tools
is copping nice *3.000 at Tower.
Scandal* (WB), light $1,100.
'Out West with Hardys' moves to
Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 15Plazia for third week.
top.

last

EACH iaCE

OiOA.

TAYIM-BEERY SMASH
SEATTLE
$9^00

Estimates for This Week
IN
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—
'Stand Up* (M^G). (5ood $5,500. Last
week, 'Out West Hardys* (M-G) (2d
Seattle.
Jan. 10.
week), cleaned up at $5,800.
Holdovers and moveovers domiLiberty, (Stan)
20-25)—
(1,200;
•Flirting Fate' (M-G) and Taylor nate this week after big take over
Trent's 'Harleita on Parade,' colored New Year's week, especially in the
unit. Should sweeten kitty for nifty larger houses -and those having spe
$4,000. Last week, 'Tough Guys' (U) cial stage shows.
'Stand Up and Fight.' Taylor-Beery
and 'Swipg, Sister' (U), okay $3,100.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)— opus, is cleaning up at Paramotmt
Estimates for This Week
*Dawn Patrol' <WB). Nice coin at
>

$5,500^

Last

-vtreek,

'Artists

and Mod-

so-so $4,000.
Plaxii (Stan) (750; 20-35*40)—'Out

els' (Ear),

West Hardys* (M-G).

Should cop

Last week, 'Sweet$2,300.
<M-G) (2d week), nice $2W)0.
State (Noble) (l.ieO; 25-35-40)—
(UA)
<2d week). LookHeart*
bug iot nice $3,500. Last week, hefty

neat

hearts'

*m

(1.00(0

•Listen Darling' (M-G).
week, Thahks
I*ast
•

(SXAW, average $2,500.

$3,000.

Eveiything'

'New York

Sleeps' (20th). Furnishing only new product in town current week and garnering bulk of
trade. Indications are for okay $11,(MH).
Last week, 'Artists and Models' (Par) and 'Last Warning* (U),

okay

$7,000

and moved

to

Brown.

Strand (Fouriih Avenue) (1,400;
15-30-40)—'Kentucky'
(20th)
and
'Down on Farm' <20th) (2d week).
Second week at this house .and third
downtown stanza; still pulling healthy
biz. Probably $4,500, nice. Last week
.

fine

$8,000.

(850;

(4th wk). Expect good $2,200. Last
week, same films, third week in
town (first at this house), neat $3,000.
CoUseum (Hamrick • Evergreen)
(1,900; 21-32)—'Great .Valtz' (M-G)
and 'Touchdown Arm.-' (Par), six

Anticipated only $1,900, poor.
25-35-40)— Last week 'Wings' (Par) and 'Mur-

Good

30-40)—'Paris Honeymoon' (Par) and

(M-G) and 'Man Remember' (RKO)

days.

$4,000.

Tower (Stan)

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
32-37-42)—'West with Hardys'

der' (20th), $4,100, good.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
'Red River Range' (Rep) and 'Fed-

Qm UG

IN

Td

look held little hope.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—
Baltimore, Jan.

'Storm* (U)

and 'On Farm'

10.

(20th),

dual fhrst-runs. Good $1,600 in prosLast week "Tombstone' (RKO)
and ^ancy Drew* (WB), dual firstruns, $1,500, okay.
Century. (Par-Singer) (1,600; 2535-40)—'Hardy's (M-G) (3d wk).
Best money-maker in town the prist
few weeks by far. Still sailing along
at fast clip. Stretching toward great
$5,000. Last week $7,000, fine after
Astute program built by combo big $9,000 first week at State.
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)^
Hipp, with 'Pacific Liner* bolstered
by strong stage lineup headed by 'Blondie' (Col). (Setting plenty of
WiU Osborne orch. and
a. of Ann publicity from Tribune, which runs
Miller, plus current March of Time, comiq strip. Younger set seems to
have taken this house to its heart,
'The Refugee,' clicking solidly.
and it is thriving. Smash $4,500 indiEstimates for This Week
Centnry (Loew-UA) (3,000; 15-25- cated. Last week 'Up River' (20th),
35-40-55)—'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d big $3,200—best week's business since
week). Holding up in excellent style opening.
with, gratify Ing $13,000 after- booming
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25opener to -$19,000.
35-40)—'Dawn Fakol' (WB). Opened
Hl]ipodrome (Rappaiiort) (2,205; two days ahead of schedule and will

Continued boom doings here after
holiday spurt, with all downtowners
holding up nicely in spite of almost
unanimous h. o. attractions. Second
week of 'Sweethearts,' at Loew's
Century, is doing welL Stanley also
keeping pace, with 'Dawn Patrol* attracting a steady day and night play.

pect.

—

15-25-35-40-55-66)
'Pacific
Liner' run eight days. Helped by critics'
a. of Will Osborne orch. and praise
and customers' word-oiAnne- Miller and current issue of mouth. Zooming toward big $9,000.

of Time, 'The Refugee.' Com- Last
week 'Thanks Everything'
bining to hit okay '$14,000.
Last (20th), yanked after five horrible
week, 'Woman Again'. (Col) plus days, getting only $2,500, even with*
vaude, cashed in on holiday trade midnight New Year's eve shows
for socko $17,000.
and holidays.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15State (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25-35S5-35-40-5S)—'Son of Frankenstein'
'Sweethearts* (M-GX Eddy(U) opens tomorrow (Wed.). Last 40)
week, mild response to 'Heart of MacDonald combo still potent box
office names, apparently, and picNorth* (Par) at $4,500.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35- ture is very well liked. Hitting
Last week
55)—'Kentucky' (20th) (2d week). splendid $12,000 pace.
Consistent going to possible $3,500 'Artists and Models Abroad' (Par),
after okay opening, session to $5,300. $6,500, poor, considering New Year's
week.
Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40Time
55)—'Dawn Patrol* (WB) (2d week).
(Berger)
15-25)—
(290;
Very steady play to indicated $9.- 'Gangster's Boy' (Mono) (2d wk).
000 after ringing the bell solidly for Best draw this house has had in
weeks.
Jackie Cooper. .a magnet.
$15,500 in opening session.
Looks like good $900. Last week

March
Louisville, Jan. 10.

Heaviest gross

Last week, 'Sweet-

(M-G) (3d wk.), swell $6,500. by 'Paris Honeymoon* on a dual at
ju)t very encouraging, so will have
the Rialto, with holdovers in all
FamUy >(RKO) (1,000; 15-25)
to be satisfied with ^,500, Initial
'Bengal' (Rep) and 'Broadway Mus- other downtown houses. 'Kentucky,'
seven days piled up very lucrative keteers' (WB), split. Average $2,100. at the Strand for third downtown
responsible
$22,000, with bbliday biz
Same last week with 'Frontier Scout' week, is stiU pulling 'em in, as is
for most of take.
(GN). 'Shanghai' (GN), 'Strange 'Dawn Patrol,' at Mary Anderson,
BKO (2,872; 30-40-55>r-'Paciflc Faces'
and 'Sweethearts,' at Loew's State.
(U), separate.
Liner' <RKO) and 'Exciting .Night?
Some competish provided Sunday
Grand (RKOy (1,200; 25-40)
(U>, dual Looks like $7,500. Last
Moved over (8) by Old Time Fiddlers' Contest
'Sweethearts' (M-G).
week, 'That Woman Again' (Col) and from Capitol for third-run and at the National, and Roller Derby
$10,250."
okay
TIJewsboys' Home' (Col),
fourth week. Big $3,800. Will h.o. at Jefferson County Armory. Town
State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55otherwise very quiet along amuse75)—"Kentucky* (20th) and 'Fer- Last week, 'Thanks for Everything' ment row.
(20th) (2d run), poor $2,000.
hearts'

money with a

plus p.

.

stage

W. Y.;

—

'Dawn Patrol,' at Albee, and 'Trade
Thursday opening; Looks lik« $5,500 Winds.' at Palace, are neck-and-neck
On stanza, after initial week piled up for this week's top take. Capitol has sas Traveler* (Par) and 'Miss Manton* (tlKO), $3,000, good
close to $14,000.
'Kena socko second-run grosser
Fdur Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55) tucky,' which set the burg's high
(M-G) (3d week). mark for quite
'Pyrimalion'
spell
at
last
week
a
Should show neat' $5,500 for third he Palace. 'Sweethearts'
is another
stanza, after second week piled up
h.0. that's continuing strong on the
excellent $6,600. Will probably stick main line.
for three months.
is personaling
Vaudfihn
Shubert
Hollywood (WB) (2.756; 30-40-55this week with
65)—'Gomg Places' (WB) and 'Dev- iEIenry Busse's band
'Swing, Sister, Swing,' to lukewarm
il's Island'
(WB) dual (2d week). returns.
Orch moved in from a fOTtHoldover of five days bringing $5,- night's stay at the Netherland Plaza's
000, First week satisfactory $12,500.
30-40-65)'— swank PaviHon Caprice nitery.
.

tres, cliiefly first runs, includinff

Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Tear
^,532,100
(Based on 24 cities, 162 theatres)

$2,100.

<2,600;

Models' at the Paramount, and 'Pyg-

add another

.

Total Gross frame Week
.$291,200
Last Year
(Based on 12 fheatres)

Quite a few holdovers, comprising
WB's 'Going Places' and 'Devil's Island' for five days each at the Down-

town and Hollywood;

Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
32-37-42)—'Kentucky* (20th)

Estimated Total Gross

Estimated Total Gross
This Week.
$1,S47^«
(Based on 26 citiet, 178 thea-

Royer. Dresses Out

—

$700, lair.

'SWmHEARTS* TORRID
$11,000 Di MILD OMAHA

Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—
Take If (Col). First neigh-

'Can't

borhood showing. En route to big
$3,500.
Last week 'If King' (Par),
$2,800, fair.

World (Stefles) (350; 25-35-40-55)
—'To Victor' (GB). Muchly praised,
Omaha, Jan. 10,
'Sweethearts,' on a dual, is living but is having tough going at boxoffice.
Should build, however, in
up to its name at the Omaha, pulling this class spot catering
to carriage
a terrific $11,000. Will imdoubtedly trade.
Light $800.
Last
week
'Moonlight Sonata' (Indie) (5th wk),
'Dark Rapture' surprising at Bran- $800, poor.
by grossing dandy $5,000, while
'Dramatic School,' at Orpheum, is
suffering
from competish.
Mild B8FF. IN
weather helping theatre business

be held for a second stanza.
dels

MDDDL^

generally.

TATROL'

mm

lOG

Estimates for This Week
Avenue-Dnndee-Military
(Goldberg) (950-«10-650; 10-25)—'Arkansas
Buffalo, Jan. 10.
Traveler' (Par) and 'Listen^ Darling'
Local picture situation is badly
(M-G), dual, split with 'Breaking
scrambled by a readjustment followIce' (RKO), 'Freshman Year' (U)^
ing switches of regular schedules due
and 'Sons Legion* (Par), tripler. to
holidays. Figures, which were
Good $2,300. Last week. 'Suez' (20th)
and 'Brother Rat' (FN), dual, split strongly up over the New Year s
with 'Miss Manton* (RKO), 'Garden weekend are fiattening out*
Three
holdovers are holding down
of Moon' (FN), and 'Racket Busters'
current stanza to average talcangs.
(FN), tripler, $2,500. great '
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 1025-35-40)—'Dark Rapture' (U) and
Bufffvio (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—
'Marry' (RKO). Good $5,000. Last 'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d week). Five
week, 'Going Places' (FN) and days for this looks good for perhaps
'Storm* (U), $6,100, excellent.
$10,000. Last "week, eight days, drew
Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40 >— excellent $21,000.
'Sweethearts'
(M-G) and 'Secrets
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—
Nurse' (U).
Smash $11,000. Last 'Gk)ing Places' (WB) and 'Devil's Isweek, 'Artists and Models' (Par) and land' (WB) (2d week). Four days
'Kmg Alcatraz' (Par), $9,400, sweU. for this holdover should run around
OriAeom (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40) $5,000. Last week, eight days, ban—'Dramatic School'
(M-G) and ner $11,500.
•Nancy Drew' (WB). Nice $8,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)
Last week, 'In French' <Par) and
Aiming at
stage show headed by Dixie Dunbar —'Dawn Patrol' (WB).
$10,000, good. Last week, 'Kentucky'
and Armida, $15,000, socko.
(20th),
excellent $10,200.
Town (Goldberg) (1^50; 10-20-25)
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Ken—'Lawless VaUey' (RKO), 'Meet
Will probGirls' (20th), and 'Cipher Bureau' tucky' (20th) (2d run).
(GN), first-run tripler, -split with ably see over $5,000, fair. Last week,
'Saddle' (Rep), ^Arkansas Traveler' 'Trade Winds' (UA), eight days, nice

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Royer. costume designer at 20th
Fox for six years, is checking out (Par), and -Brother Rat.' Nice $l,-800. $0,000.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35)—
when he finishes the three pictures Last week, 'Booloo' (Par), 'Rhythm
in Saddle' (Rep), and 'Mr. Wong' •Spy Rmg* (Col) and 'Son of Frankon his schedule, about March 1.
(Mon), first-rim tripler, split with enstein' (Col). Indicate nice $7,000.
Designer had asked a leave of
'West of Santa Fe' (Col), first-run, Last week, 'Woman Again' (Col),
absence and resigned when the 'Suez* (20th) aiid 'Miss Manton,
yanked when five days drew only
studio refused to grant it.
(RKO), tripler, $1,800, nice.
$4,000.

'
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Vaude l^iU^bs Chi Grosses;

Rerb

'Kentueky

%\m,

to 34G,

McGee-'AngeT

^st

Week

20G

Last week's repeat session of Ttade
10.
(U) and 'Orphan Annie'
start on Winds'
with the vaud- (RKO), poor $2,000.
CinemA de Paris (France-Film)
filmer Palace leading the pace on
McGee (600; 25-50)—'Katia' (2d wk). Poor-the personal of the Fibber
ish $1,200, after fair $1,800 last week.
unit Radio bulldupi of this act is
St: De)Bl» (France-Fihh) (2,300; 20guarantee boxoffice
to
sufficient
34) 'Les Soeurs Blanches' and 'Les
results in all spots. It's proving this
Nouveaux Riches.' Pointing to fair
currently by pulling, the Palace out
Last week 'La Porte En$4,500.
of the gutter, In which it has been chantee' and 'Tragedie Imperiale,'
resting lor several weeks, and putgot by at $4,000.
ting the house back on the right
Chicago, Jan.

Loop got away to a good

—

pop-priced field with a 40c top
vaudfllm policy. With the 'Submarine Patrol' flicker, the Oriental appears to have the better of it by several thousand.
Topping the vaudfllmers due to
strength is the Chicago,
flicker
which is garnering flattering biz
with 'Kentucky.'
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)
of a

Chicago

(B&K)

(4,000;

35-55-75)—

'Kentucky' (20th) and stage show.
satisfying^ $34,000 on
the session, getting particularly fine
support from the femme element
Last week 'Paris Honeymoon' (Par)
and vaude, big $49,000.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
'Paris Honeymoon' (Par). Moved
here from Chicago and heading for
bright $6,000.
Last week . 'Artists
and Models' (Par) got most of its
play on the single New Year's eve,
for good $7,200 total.

—

>

(Jones) (3,200; 25-35-40)
—Oriental
'Submarine'
(20th) and vaude.

Strong week in prospect on general
line-up and taking the gross
up to brilli^Pt $18,500. Last week
'Tarnished Angel' (BKO), beautiful

show

$25,800.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 25-55 65 -73)
—'Pacific Liner* (RKO) and Fibber
unit on stage. Strictly on the
stage currently, which is booming
the register into the high regions

McGee

with smacking $20,000. Last week
•Up River' (20th) and vaude, with
reserved seat shows New Year's Eve,

good

'Stonn'-Vauiie

OK $6,000

Montreal, Jan. 10.
Christmas (6), French-Capacked first-runs
openmg night of current week's
shows, and will handUy jack up
grosses.
Last week's grosses here
also above average, due to midnight
shows New Year's Eve.
Repeat session of 'Sweethearts,
Palace, is likely to top town cur
Little

nadian

holiday,

rently at $6,500.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (CT)
25-45-55)—
(2,700;
Sweethearts' (M-G) (2dwk). Should
gross good $6,500. Last week's gross
of $11,000 best in many weeks.
Capitol (CT)
(2,700; 25-45-55)—
Dramatic School' (M-G) and 'Flirting Pate' (M-G). Pacing for $5,000,
goo(l Last week 'Artists and Models'

Princess

Submarme

(2,300;

Patrol'

and 'Ex-

(M-G)

(RKO).
'

Philadelphia, Jan.

10.

fair sprinkling of product
in the first-runs and the holiday letdown not quite so bad as anticipated,
Philly biz is just about managing
There's no room for
to hang on.
any cheering, as receipts are below
last year's, but there's likewise no

With a

{Reviewed, in Current Issue)
'Zaza' (Par) (3d

—

Paramount
wk).

— 'The Beachcomber'
(Par) (5th wk).
Boxy — 'Jesse James' (20th)
(2d wk).
Strand — 'They Made Me a
Bivoli

(WB)

Criminal'

(20).

majors and pix being reshuffled to
get houses back on their regular 'Up River' (20th) and 'Blondie' (Col),
both after a week" at the Paramount.
opening day skeds.
Only standout this sesh iis 'Stand Weak $1,000. Last week, 'Christmas
Up and Fight,' at the Stanley, the Carol' (M-G) and I'FKrting Fate'
marquee names proving a needed (M-G), fair $3,000, aft^r a week at
Orpheum.
hypo.
It's set for almost $18,000.
Town's b.o. amazer, twin bill of
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35'Dracula' and 'Frankenstein,' finally 40)—'Artists
and Models' (Par).
leaves the 350-seat Studio tomorrow Strone $8,200. Last week. Tom Saw(Wed.), completing seven weeks. yer* (Par) and 'Chico', fSiir $5,500.
Brought in originally for three
Denver (Fox)' (2,525; 25-35-50)—
weeks.
'Kentucky' (20th). Big $12;500. Last
Estimates for This Week
week, 'Dawn Patrol' (WB), nice
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75) $9,000.
—'West Point' (UA) (2d wk). FinOrphenm (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)
ishes up tomorrow (Wed.) on fifth
'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d week).
day of second week. (Grabbing $7,300
for short' week, good, and being Strong $10,000. Last week, 'Sweetshoved out only to get the house hearts'.. (M-G), ran close to the house
record in taking $17,200.
back, on opening day policy and to
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40>
bring 'Topper' in. Last week clicked
Tough Guys' (U) and 'On Farm'
off okay $12,800.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)— (20th). Nice $4,000. Last week,
'Sweethearts' (M-G) (3d wk). Kiss 'Blondie' (Col) and 'Up River' (20th),
good-bye today after completing big $5,000,
Bialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Trade
two weeks and five days; $9,200 for
the latter period strong, but, like Winds' (UA) after a week at each
the Aldine, house must get back to the Denver and Aladdin, and 'Last
policy of Wednesday preems and Warning' (U), Strong $2,500. Last
'Submarine Patrol' (20th),
'Zaza' is hammering at the portals. week,
and
particularly after a week at each the Denver
Last
week,
$20,600,

—

•

Aladdin, and

nifty.

satisfactory $5,300.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)—
'Dawn Patrol' (WB) (2d run). Neat

Last

$5,800.

week 'Trade Winds'

(UA)

(2d run), got only six days
,a reshuffle, but did well
at $4,900, in view of 16 days preceding this run at the Aldine.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)
—'Stand Up' M-G). Draft of BeeryTaylor names firing this up to socko
Last week, 'Dawn Patrol'
$18,000.
(WB) (2d wk), moderate $12,200.

because of

Stanton

(WB)

(1,457;

'Newsboys Home' (U).
Last week, 'Devil's Island'
(WB), impregnable at ultra-power-

$5,100.

ful $8,000.

'KENTUCKY' BIG $12,500
DESPITE DENVER

SNOW

Denver, Jan. 10.
strong in nearly all the first

Estimates for This

'His
(U), good $2,000.

Exciting Night'

Det. B.O. Strong;

Joans Davis Ups
'Blondie'

Big 25G

Detroit, Jan, 10.
B. o. ^continues in the strong
groove, after Spots did nicely ,for
Fox
tiiemselyes over the holiday.
looks for another terrific session
currently, with Joan Davis' p. a.
putting 'Blondie' over with a bang.
'Sweethearts' is headed for a nice
holdover at the United Artists.
Estimates for This Week

Adams

(Balafaan'

(1,700;

30-40)—

'Kentucky' (20th) (2d run) plus 'Mr.

Moto' (20th). Looks like good $4,200, former flicker moved here after
smash sesh at the Fox. Last stanza,
26-42-57)— 'Up River* (20th), plus Thanks
Doing par Everything' (20th), nice $6,400, aided

25-34-50)— openings.

(20th)

— 'Pygmalion'
—

(20th-Fox-GB) (5th wk).
Mosic Hall—'Great Man Votes'

houses' desire to get back to earlier

(CT)

(WB)

—

(Par), good $5,500.
Biz is
-tCT) (2,800; 25-34-40)— runs despite heaviest snowfall of the
.cr"*T'*
Storm (U) and vaude. Outlook is winter Sunday night (8). Films are
Last week 'Anna- holding 12 days each at the Aladdin
^^^^ and vaude, excellent and Denver, due to both good biz and

^000

Places'

of Jan. 19

—

IN PHILLY

for $6 000, good.

citing Night' (20th).

Week

Capitol
"Marie Antoinette'
(M-G) (2d wk).
Criterion 'Disbarred' (Par).
(Reviewed ift Current Issue)
Globe
The Lady Vanishes'

•

Xmas Hetps Mont'^

Strand- 'Going
(2d wk).

Astor

$18,000

$23,000.
Earle (WB) (2,758; 26-37-42-57-68)
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65r —'Going Places' (WB). Bob. Crosby
75)—'Trade Winds' (UA) -(3d-flnal orch on the stage. Hitting fairish
week). Winding up today (Tuesday) week at $20,000. Last week 'Girl
and will be replaced by 'Beach- Downstairs' (M-G) and Ken Murray,
comber' (Par). Finishhig to good Lionel Stander, Eleanor. Wliitney
$8,000. Last week was strong $13,200
and Gene Austin on stage, aided by
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35- holiday performance at hypoed scale,
40)—'Torchy' (WB) and. vaude. An- powerful $27,900.
Fox (WB) (2,423; 37.-57-68-75)—
other good session in prospect and
looks lOr perky $13,000 on week. 'Artists and Models' (Par). Notices
Last week big $17,800 for "Crime mixed; extremely mild $13,500. Last
week, 'Kentucky' (20th), got eight
Takes Holiday' (U).
days and only $11,400, very poor.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)
35-55-75)—'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d
wk). Coming along in second session —'Kentucky' (20th) (2d run). Depace it hit in first-run Fox,
to splendid $13,000, following smash- spite sad
doing tolerably well here at $4,800.
ing $19,000 last week.
Last
week 'Thanks Everything*
(20th), helped by 'Ferdinand,' highly

Little

—
—

(7th wk).

SOCK

Somewhat
come-down for a Dick Powell undue pessimism. Aggregate figure
On general name strength is somewhat off, with h.o.s in two

Looking up to

(UA).
(Reviewed in Varieit, Dec. 21)
Paramount—'Zaza' (Par) (2d
wk).
Rlalto—'Pacific Liner' (RKO).
(Reviewed in VARrcrv, Dec. 28) Bivoli
'The Beachcomber'
(Par) (4th wk).
Boxy
'Jesse James*. (20th)
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

BEERY- TAYLOR

flicker.

will snatch good $6,000. Last week
'Dramatic School' (M-G), oke $7,400
with holiday boosting.

(6th wk),
Capitol

(13).

in.'

—'Going Places' (WB).

of Jan. 12

— Tygmalion' (M-G)
— 'Marie Antoinette'
(M-G).
Criterion — 'Arrest Bulldog
Drummond' (Par).
Globe — 'The Lady Vanishes'
(20th-Fox-GB) (4th wk).
Sfnsio
HitM — Tradewinds'
Astor

this week's grosses,

side of the ledger.
Tied in with a picture ol little consequence, the McGee line-up is the
sole reason for the excellent business, despite fact tiiit the company
has already played to 100,000 or so
radio fans who crowd in for gratis
studio broadcasts.
Other vaude spots in the loop are
also doing well, running ahead of
the straight flicker houses. Oriental
and State-Lake are. battling it out

B'way OK; Goodman Swings

Tmi

(Subject to Change)

M/

^

Runs on Broadway

VARIETY

Week

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—
Around $4,000,
good. Last week 'Sisters' (WB) anc
'Dawn Patrol* (WB), after a week
Over WaU' (WB), okay $3,800.
at the Denver. Strong $4,5.00. Last
Orpheam (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)— week, 'Trade Winds' (UA), after a
.west Point'
(UA) and 'Doodle' week at the Denver, good $4,000.
(RKO). No better than $2;500, lair.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)—

To ROOO; Tbces'-Armstrong 35&
'Woman' Poor 60G, State
Broadway film houses saw the old around $8,000 this week (3d) that
year out and 1939 in with a bang, it will be retained a fourth. Last
week over New Year's the picture
with business in some spots doing got $9,500, excellent, while the first
more over the second of the holiday week was $12,000, virtual capacity
weeks than over Christmas. This here.
25-35-55)—'Dawn
Palaee
(1,700;
was true of three holdove? pictures, Patrol' (WB)
(2d run) and 'Peck's
making it all the more remarkable.
Bad Boy with Circus' (RKO) (1st
and run). Brought in yesterday (Tues.)
'Artists
included
These
Models,' with the Glen Gray orches- two days ahead of regular change
day here. In ahead, 'Thanks for
tra at the Paramount, which got $50,- Everything*
(20th) (2d run) and
000 over N^w Year's on its secpnd 'Heart of the North' (WB) (2d run),
remained- five days, getting less than
(final) week as^ against $47,51)0 over
Christmas; 'Sweethearts,* at the (Tap- $4,500, poor.
Paramonnt (3,664; 25-35-55-85-99)
itol, which went to nearly ^5,000 on
—'Zaza' (Par) and fienny Goodman
its second week in qomparison with
over $30,000 during Christmas,, and (2d week). Starts on holddver tozooming through
'Pygmalion,* Astor incumbent, which ddy (Wed.) after
mounted to $16,400 over New Year's to $52,000 on the first seven days,
on its fourth stanza, as against $15,-' excellent in view of usual slump
follows
holidays.
Show will
that
the
000 on the Xmas week.
'Pygmalion,' now in its fifth week, stay four weeks, it has been decided.
In ahead 'Artists and Models' (Par),
is still holding very firmly, looking
around $12,000. 'Sweethearts' is an- plus Glen Gray, got $50,000 over
other holdover from the holidays, New Year's, and $47,500 the first
being in its tliird (final) lap at the week over Xmas, smart profit.
Radio City Mnslc Hall (5,980; 40Cap at a probable $21,000, satisfac'Kentucky,' Roxy tenant, and 60-85-99-$l,65)—'There's That Wom»
tory.
Again' (Col) and stage show.
'Lady. Vanishes,' at the Globe, are ah
This one is doing poorly, ptobdbly
also on third weeks. Both are doweek 'Top;ng well, the former turning in a this side of $60,000. Last
Ken- per Takes a Trip' (UAX came
surprisingly strong. $30,000.
but didn't
tucky' got $55,100 over Christmas, through to a fine $105,000,
although
business
seemed
over,'
hold
while for New Year'fe week it was
to warrant it.
$54,800, the 21-day rim adding up to
Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'King of
fine profit.
Packing 'em
'Vanishes' snared a handsome $12,- Underworld' (WB).
sardine-can and at
000 over Xmas; $9,500, very good, into this little
over New Year's, and' is holding up over $9,000 will be ve^y big. Picheld
on strength
ture
will
be
over
so well at a probable $8,000 this
week that it wiU be held over a of its draught. 'Black. CAt' (U) and
'Dark House* (U) (reissue) went
fourth.
Another holdover, now in its third eight days over New Year's to $9,week, that is showing good staying 000, good.
25-55-75-85-99)—
Bivoli
(2,092;
power is 'Beachcomber,' at the Ri(3d week).
volL The Laughton picture will get 'Beachcomber' (Par)
about $23,000 and goes a fourth ses- Pounded through to a splendid $36,000 over Xmds and to $31,000 New
sion.
It sailed through to $36,000
over Christmas (opening week) and Year's week, while currently oh its
third stanza the play remains very
did $31,000 over New Year's, excel
firih for a probable $23,000.
This
lent in both cases and smart profit
busihess is remarkable in view, of
for both the Riv and Paramount.
Music Hall, Criterion, Paramount, the strong opposition from stage
Strand and Rialto brought in new 5how houses, espeoially over the
pictures this week. Most disappoint- holidays. Picture reniains ai fourth
ing of these is 'There's That Woman week, starting Saturday (14).
Boxy (5,836;. 25^40-55-7*)—'KehAgain,* which isn't expected to' get
tucky* (20th) and ^tage sho^r '(3dthe Hall as much as $60,000, poor
Another that is failing to get -&aj- flnal week). Holding up well for a
where is 'I Stand Accused,' Crit probable $30,000. Qver New Ycfar's
the gross was $54,800, as compared
entry.
It will be lucky to reach
with $55,100 ChristDi^3 week. ^Jesse
$5,500.
Although the week on top of New Jamas' (20t1]) opens liere Friday
Year's is always' slow, the Par, (13).
State (3,450; 35-55^75)—'CowBoy
Sti'and and Rialto, as well as the
second-run State, are all pushing and Lady* (UA) (2d run) and vaude
through to big weeks. Par starts on headed by Benny Davis and Dick.
Fofan,
Business brisk here this
its second week today (Wed.) Avith
week, looking $25,000. Last week
'Zaza,' which didn't get good notices,
and Benny Goodman, Mter going to over New Years ifc weht to a big
$35,500 with 'Young in Heart' (UAX
$52,000 on the first seven days. This
(2d run) and Paul Whiteman.
doesn't threaten the record high of
25-55-76-85-99)—
Strand
(2,767;
$69,200 set by 'Wells Fargo* last New
'Going
Places* (WB) and Louis AnnYear's and is a little behind the
strpng
band; Bill Robinson and others
$55,800 roUed up by Goodman .a year
in, person. Off to d good start ahd will
ago here, but in view of the date
and 'Zaza,' the figure is remarkably pi'obably hit $35,000 or co];ne close to
good.
'Going Places,* plus Louis it, nice business. This week*s stage
Armstrong and Bill Robinson at the shoiy is probably making up in a big
Strand, are forging through stoutly way for any draught the picture
lack.
Last week, second
to $35,000 or close, very good, and might
for 'Dawn Patrol' (WB) 6nd Abe
will remain a second week.
The Par on New Year's Eve, Sat- Lyman, was around $49,000, very
urday (31), ground through the big, while the first week over Xjnas
night to 6:50 a. m., and put on seven was over $50,000.
complete, shows, as did the Strand
and State. Latter two closed up at
5 a. m. All large 'houses excepting Closings
,

He^ Lmcoh;

the Hall, Cap and Riv kited their
prices, the Strand and Par going the
highest- to a $1.65 nick.
State this week looks about $25,000, good, with 'Cowboy and Lady,'

plus Benny Davis, Dick Foran and
others in person. House mounted to
a splendid $35,500 over New Year's
with a fresh show, $6,500 more than
it got on Christmas week.
'King of the Underworld,' first
from Warners to go into the Rialto
in some time, is doing exceptionally
well, and will probably top $9,000,
very big for this little house. It
will be held over.

Tatrol' Bright $4,500
liincoln, Jan. 10.
Patrol' looks for Important
at the Stuart. Varsity quick-

'Dawn

money

booked 'White Banners' after having
ballied 'There's

Always » Woman,'

and the Lincoln Is trying
'Young Dr. Kildare' and

with
'Little

Tough Guys

in Society.'
Biz is better ^t all houses, Impress
sions made by^ the four which are
now closed beginning to' be felt.
ruary will see at least two of them
back in operatiou, hammer acid saw
going strong at both the Liberty and

F^-

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1-,012; 25-40-55-65)—'Pygmalion' (M-G) (5th week). Holding the Orpheiun now.
up.very firmly, looking about $12,0()0
Estlmatcg for Tfab Week
this week (5th).
Over New Year's
Colonial
(NTI - NoWfc - Monroe)
Last week 'Kentucky' (20th), with last week it jumped to $16,400, as (750; 10-15)—'Frontier Scout' (GN)
Tony Martin and Lola Lane topping much as the house can do. Remains and '100 Faces* (GB), split with.
'Loved Fireman' (WB) and 'Buckavaude, got smash $38,000, excluding here indefinitely.
Capitol (4.520; 25-40-55-85-$1.25)— roo' (Mono).
New Year's Eve show.
Fairish, $900.
Last
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; 'Sweethearts' (M-G) (3d-flnal week). week 'Red River Range' (Rep) and
30-40-65)—'Young Heart' (UA) plus Doing all right on the final stanza, 'Shanghai' (GN), split with 'Rio
Paced for maybe $21,000. Second week over Grande' (Col) and Tough Kid'
'Going Places' (WB).
New Year's was close to $35,000, (Mono), so-so $800.
$13,000, fair. Last week nice $21,000
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,690; 10for 'Artists and Models' XPar) plus while over Xmas the gross was a bit
over $30,000,
'Marie Antoinette' 25-35)—'Tough Guys Society' (U)
'Comet Over Broadway' (WB).
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,- (M-G), which had a $2 run at the and "Kildare' (M-G). Nicely paced,
000; 30-40-50)—'King of Underworld' Astor last fall, comes in here to- $3,400. Last week 'Artists and Models'
(Par) and 'Storm' (U), good $8,200.
CWB) plus 'Torchy' (WB). Should morrow (Thurs,);
Criterion
25-40-55)
(1,662;
*I
Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-25get okay $6,500. Last week nice $9,200 for 'Dawn Patrol' (WB) (2d run) Stand Accused' (Par)> No dice'and 40)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB), Arotind
lucky
if
rolling
$5,500.
Last week $4,500, very nice. Last week -^dde
plus 'Mysterious Rider' (Par).
United Artlsta (United Detroit) 'Ride a Crooked Mile' (Par) did $10,- Winds' (UA), $3,800, oke.
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25(2,000; 30-40-65 )-VSweethearts' (M- 000, good.
Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)
'Lady 35)—'White Banners' (WB).
G) (2d wk). Heading for good $11,WiU
(20th-GB)
(3d week). do $2,600, oke.
following nice $14,500 first Vanishes*
Last week 'Duke
000,
Maintaining
such
good
third
week.
stamina
West
Point' (UA), average $2,000.
stanza. Holds a
at

by holiday

prices.

30-40-65)—
(Indie)
(5,000;
'Blondie' (Col) plus Joan Davis topping stage show. Film comedienne
drawing; headed for hefty $25,000.

Fox

—

—

—

PICTimE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

(WB) and

PittSli^;'A&lir-Block&SuDy-Kii^

Weak

%m, 'Kentucky' Kce

110,000

nice $4,500.
Rivoll
(Indie)

20-25)—
(1,100;
'Drums' (UA) and 'Murder' (20th).
Average $1,800. Last week, 'Algiers'
(UA) and 'Speed Bum* (20th), both
revivals, good enough at $1,600.
United Artists (Parker)

35-40)—'Sweethearts'
week).

River' (20th).
Okay $21,000 indiPittsburgh, Jan. 10.
somewhat"' after cated. Last week 'Paris Honeymoon'
week tike, best (20th) and 'Storm Bengal' (Rep),
healthy New
'Kentucky'
and 'Up River* for
with
here in some seasons, but drop isn't
as noticeable as its been in past. In midnight show, fair $19,000.'
Orphenm (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40fact, several of current attractions
Hour'
(M-G) and
are holding up remarkably well and 55)—'Shining
general showing looks unusually sat- Dramatic School' (M-G). Very good
$18,0Q0. Last week (11 days), 'West
isfactory.

Still

in big

Second week did
$7,600.

hutton-'chan;

Paramount (M&P)

C

12a PA(X K.

(1,797; 25-35-40-

latter's

'Hon moon Tidy

okay $17,500
San Francisco, Jan. 10.
Fox (4,089; 25-50)—'Dawn Patrol'
Jackie Cooper, in an indie at
(WB) and 'Blondie* (Col). Opened Golden Gate, and Dick Powell, the
in
Monday (9) to good attendance. 'Going Places,' at the Paramount, are
Last week 'Artists and Models' (Par) the only new faces on the screens
and

'Secrets of Nurse* (U) (2d wk),
$14,000.
25-50)
'Dramatic
(3,618;
(M-G) and 'Christmas Carol*
Fine $16,000.
(M-G).
Last week
'Cowboy and Lady' (UA) and 'Last
Warning' (U), profitable $18,000.

produced nifty

Paramount (4,126; 25-35-50)—'Angels' (WB) and 'Down Farm' (20th)
Kansas City, Jan. 10.
(3d wk). Will garner first rate $17,Theatre row is lively this week 000.
Last week, second, dualers
with h. o.'s in Midland and Esquire profited to tune of record-breaking

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-3550)—'Cowboy and Laldy* (UA).
Headed for around $14,500, which
Last
isn't bad in view of notices.
week, 'Sweethearts' (M-G), biggest
thing here in long time at $25,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,850; 25-40)—
(Col)
and
Century*
*Twentieth
'Storm Over Bengal' (Rep). Reissue
of old Ban^ymore-Lombard hit got
a lot of favorable attention from the
press, but hpuse'-stiH having a tough
xinie of it. In addition to two bank
nites weekly now, .also using a gift
nite and one with cash prizes for
loto-magic eye^
Not much more
than $1»700 in sight Last week,
fair $2,700 with 'Smashing Spy Ring'
(Col) and 'Freshman Year' (U),
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
*Artists and Models' (Par) and Phil
Regan-Fiizzy Knight-Block and (SulCombo just fair, and paced for
ly.
ordinary $16,000. Flesh bringing in

most of it for flicker^ playing alone
on Sunday without show, died and
nosediving in territory genLast week 'Young in Heart'
and Bob Crosby's band,
at. better than $27,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
'Sweethearts' (M-G). Moved here
fro^n Penn. Headed for neat $7^000.
Last week 'West with Hardys* (MG), corking $9,000,
also

erally.

(UA)

wowed 'em

Estimates for This Week
Fox (P-WC) (5,000 35-55-75)—
'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Charlie Chan'
(20th) (2d week). After big holiday
;

week with

and Uptown, attractive new films in $30,000.
Newman and Orpheum, and a click25-50)—'Crooked
Strand
(2,870;
ing stage show, at the Tower. Leader Mile' (Par) and vaude featuring Ozis Tower, where combo of Ina Ray zie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard. Good
Hutton band on stage and Chan film $12,500. Last week, 'Adventure in
bringing one of its best grosses,
Sahara'
(Col) and vaude, okay

Patrol* at the Newman
satisfactory and best of the
new straight films. Orpheum with
'Going Places* and 'Next Time I

'Dawn

this pair, biz started to
dive. Hopeful of getting $10,000 on
the holdover. • Last week got a terrific play during the three-day holiday 'weekend, grosTsing $22,000.

Gate (RKO)
35-55)
—Golden
'Gangster's Boy' (Mono). March of
(2.850;

$14,000.

Time, and vaude. Jackie Cooper picture and big play from Jews "interested in 'The Refugee-Today and Tomorrow,' the subject of March of
Time, responsible for good $13,000.
One-third of lobby display and
newspaper ads devoted to Time.
George Bole, house manager, also advertised in local' Jewish papers. Last
week, 'Pacific Liner' (RKO) and
vaudeville, nabbed healthy $19,000.
New Year*s Eve show at $1.10
helped gross considerably.

very

Marry* only

dualler

among

first-

runs.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Midwest) (820 and 1,200; 10-25-40)—
'Kentucky' (20th) (2d week). Second full week here will give 16-day

.

Austin-Murray,

.

run.

Looks for combo of

'Honeymoon

OK

$6,500, fol-

lowing total for last nine days of
$9,500, very good.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)
-'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d week).
Single feature extraordinary in this
house, and h. o. week hasn't been
accomplished since 'Test Pilot' (M-G)
Washington, Jan. 10.
last April. Second week's biz not
Earle is leading town with stage
outstanding at $9,000, but good for show,
starring Ken Murray and
a follow-up week after last week's Gene
Austin,, billed 'way over 'Paris
$18,000, tops.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10- Honeymoon.' Combo of critics' raves
Indianapolis, Jan^ 10.
25-40)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB). Singled plus word-of-mouth on stage show
Grosses have slipped backwards and giving good account of self; $8,- should cause b. o. rise.
Capitol is second with 'Duke of
following the short surge of prosper- 500, happy. Last week, 'Artists and West Point.' Real moneymaker of
good.
ity enjoyed over the holidays with Models* (Par), $6,800,
however, bids to be second
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40) week,
stanza
of 'Sweethearts.'
midnight shows and tilted prices. —'Going Places* (FN) and 'Marry'
Estimates for This Weiek
'Paris Hone3rmoon' is sending the In- (RKO). Only double bill among first
okay.
Last
Capitol
(Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)
town;
in
runs
$5,800,
diana's figures to healthy regions,
week, 'Woman Again' (Col), fair —'West Point' (UA) and vaude. No
however, to be the only first run to
name pic and vaude unable to buck
improve its take over New Year's $5,000.
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,050; 10- opposition; Won't better weak $14,week.
25-40)—'Charlie Chan' (20th-Fox) 000. Last week. 'West with Hardys'
'Kentucky,' at the Circle, is in thitd
with Ina Ray Button's band on stdge. (M-G), -smash $30,000.
week of its' downtown run and stUl Pleasing
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 25-40)—
combination of film and
shows strength. 'Sweethearts' is do- vaude totaling
up to neat $12,000. 'Young Heart' (UA) (2d run). Reing fairly well at Loew's in its sec'Storm Over Bengal' turn downtown heading for big $6,ond stanza. The vaudfilm Lyric is Last week, with
Frankie Masters' 500. Last week, 'Citadel' (M-G) (2d
(Rep) film
just on the profit side with 'Going
orch and Joy Hodges on stage. run), nice $6,000.
Places' and show headlining Gqng
Earle (W?) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
Started strong but eased up, $9,500,
Busters.
'Paris Honeymoon' (Par) and vaude.
medium.
Estimates for This Week
Word of mouth and rave reviews of
Ken Murray-Gene Austin stage show
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-3040)—'Tom Sawyer' (Par) and^ 'Man
carrying house into lead with good
OFF,
Remember' (RKO). Middling at PROV.
$17,500. Last week, 'Going Places*
(WB) satisfactory $15,500.
$2,800.
Last week, 'Dawn Patrol'
Keith's
(WB) and 'Marry' (RKO), moved
(RKO) (1,630; 35-55)—
BIG 15G 'Pacific
over from Circle, did solid biz at
Liner' (RKO). Fair $6,000.
Last week, 'Up River' (20th), okay
$4,200.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30$7,500.
Providence, Jan. 10.
40)—'Kentucky' (20th) and 'On
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'Devil's
Spotty biz is looked for this .week, Island' (WB). House likes this sort
Fai-m' (20th) (2d wk). Showing unusual pull in, second week at this with better product getting the of thing and should get good $6,000.
house after being moved over from stronger play. None expect to reach Laist week, 'Dawn Patrol' (WB) (2d
Indiana following initial sesh. Will last week's swell marks, however.
run), swell $7,500.
'Paris Honeymoon,' at Strand, Is
35-55)—
touch $5,800, fine. Last week, same
Palace (Loew)
(2,242;
the only holdover, with 'Sweethearts' •Sweethearts'
combination, good $7,800.
(M-G) (2d week).
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30- switching from Loew's to Carlton for Looking for swell $12,000. Last week,
40)
'Paris Honeymoon' (Par) and second week.
same pic, sock $24,000.
INurse' (U). Bing Crosby is magnet
Estimates for This Week
here; nifty $8,200. Last week, 'Artists
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
"and Models' (Par) and 'Last Warn- 'Pacific Liner* (RKO) and 'Reno' (U)
ing'. (U), $6,200, fairly good.
wallowing to so-so $5,800. Last week
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)— 'Newsboys' Home' CU) and BlackSweethearts' >(M:G) (2d wk).
In stone on stage drew $8,800, n.s.h.
black at ;$5,000. Same pictui'e. socko
for stage show, but still satisfactory.
(Continued from page S)
$12,800 in first week.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)— 50)—
'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d run).
Going Places' (WB) and vaude head- Swell
Last week 'Brother any entertainment value. Can re$6,500.
hnmg' Gang Busters radio troupe. Rat'
(WB) and 'Nancy Drew' (WB) member well your fight against the
Lattier given plenty of billing, but
vaudeville interests in the old days,
take is barely out of red at $8,800, (2d run), snappy $7,000.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000;- 25-35-40)— and have seen the character of yoiur
Last week, 'New York Sleeps' and
'Storm' (U) and vaude. Headed for
Bowes' Ams, $9,500, okay.
publication change from reviewing
fair $6,500.
Last week 'Up River'
vaudeville and New York legit to
(20th) and vaude, nice $8,500.
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)— your present scope, which is largely
'Artists-Models'
'Stand Up' (M-(i) and 'Girl Down- pictures and radio. It might well
stairs* (M-G). Beery-Taylor heading behoove Variety today to say some$5,500, Port.; H.O.S
for hefty $15,000. Last week 'Sweet- thing along this line to the motion
hearts* (M-G), big $18,000 with help pictiure producers because what with
Portliand, Ore., Jan. 10.
of midnight showing.
the coming of television, the definite
'Trade Winds' is a sock at Parker „
Majesilo (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)— arrival of radio, automobiles, good
Bi'oadway and in line to top the
'Dawn Patrol* (WB) and 'Swing, Sis- roads and such, the
burg's grosses in its second week.
picture business
Pic had a heavy buildup and had the ter* (U). Climbing to neat $8,500. (maybe) is blind to many things in
Last
week 'Thanks Everything*
stuff to click. Another long distance
these United States, 1939.
winner is 'Sweethearts,' scoring (20th), poor $5,000.
As a newspaper man I see eviStrand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
again in third week at the U. A.
'Paris Honeymoon* (Par) and 'Ben- dence every day of ,the hectic and
Estimates for This Week
gal' (Rep) (2d wk).
Nice $6,000. flushed efforts of the, publicity boys
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35- Drew swell $10,000 in first week.
to sell their product. We get a bas40)—'Trade Winds' (UA) and 'Girls
ket of mail every day that includes
on Probation' (WB) (2d week).
printed matter, expensive pictures
B'KLYN B.O. ROSY
Mopping up in great style for strong
and all sorts of miscellaneous pub$6,000.
First week closed with ter'Ancels,' 3d, Still Tops with 17G; licity junk, nine-tenths of which goes
rific $8,700.
Vaudc-'Mile' 12^0,
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,right straight into the waste-basket
500; 30-35-40)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB)
unopened. I have often wondered
Brooklyn, Jan. 10.
and 'Blondie' (Col). Following two
what the cost of this must be. Say
Strongest film attraction in downweieks at the Paramount, still strong
the naked cost of the stuff coming
at $2,500. Last week, 'West with town sector continues to be 'Angels
Hardys'
(M-G), with 'Broadway with Dirty Faces,' now in third week into this office for one week would
Brevities,' closed fourth week for at Fabian's Paramount. Next in b. 0. be $10, that would be $500 a year,
okay, $2,100. First three weeks to- appeal is 'Dramatic School' and and only for one newspaper.
'Christmas Carol,' at Loew's MetroI have often wondered why you
taled $12,000.
Orpbeum
(Hamrick - Evergreen) politan. Strand, with Ozzie Nelson do not get up a story about all this
(1,800; 30-35-40)— 'Kentucky' (20th) and Harriet Hilliard on stage and foolishness and make clear to the inand 'Marry' (RKO) (2d week). Okay 'Ride a ([Irooked Mile' on screen, also dustry the folly of their procedure
14,000. First week registered strong on black side of ledger.
and the e^ctravagance and waste of
Estimates for This Week

Of

here this week, all of the other
houses having h. o.'s.
Three houses, the St. FrancisL
United Artists and Orpheum, will
wind up engagements this week on
pictures which have held from threo
to eight weeks.

—

School'

$17,500 in

$8,2t but Rest

other Valentino reissue, 'The Eagle,'
next. Last week 'Children of Wild'
(indie) with personal appearance of
Indian princess, Rosebud Yellow
Robe, $3,000, awful for a holiday

Faces on Frisco Screens

•Sharpshooters' (20th),

Met

with Hardys' (M-G) and 'Kildare'
(M-G), smash $34,000.

doing enough at Alvin 55)—'Going Places' (WB) and 'Comet
$8,i000.'
to get a second week at Hariris' Over Broadway' (WB). Poor
other downtown first-run site, the Last week, 'Artists and Models'
Flesh, headed by Block (Par) and 'Tom Sawyer* (Par), n.s.h.
Senator.
and Sully, Fuzzy Knight and Phil $11,000.
Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-55)
and
'Artists
bolstering
Regan,
Models Abroad' fairly well at Stan- —^Artists and Models' (Par) (3d
Mile' (Par) (2d
ley, with 'Sweethearts' okay at War- run) and 'Crooked
run).
Okay $6,000. Last week 'Sub
Penn
from
ner after being moved
Patrol' (20th) and 'Thanks Memory'
after sock seven days there.
(Par), 3d run, adequate $8,000.
Estimates for This Week
State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)—
Alvin (Harris) (1,800; 25-35-50)
'Shining Hour' (M-G) and 'Dramatic
TCentucky' (20th). Doing all right School' (M-G).
Getting big play,
here and in six days—house pulling around $14,000. Last week '11 days),
it day ahead of time in order to get
'West with Hardys' (M-G) and 'Dr.
back to a Thursday opening—will Kildare' (M-G), socko $25,000.
come up with pretty close to $10,Gets second week at Alvin's
000,
Last week,
siater-house, Senator.
Jane Withers on stage and 'Blondie'
(Col), neat $16,000;
Fnlton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)
—'Chaser' (M-G). Brutal and goes
out tomorrow (11) after four days to
miserable $1,500. House still staggering around for product and hasn't
anything Important in sight until
•Tailspin' (20th), Feb. 10. Trying anwhile

New

(3d

$4,700.
strong $5,800. First,

Year's

'Cowboy and Lady' and 'Kentucky' are leading the pack, former
at Penn and over-riding bad notices,

Only

OK $13M

money,

drooping

-Biz

Cooper,

(1,000; 30-

(M-G)

M
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'Blondie' (Col) (2d week),

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—
'Can't Take It' (Col) (8th week).
Mgr. Hal Neides raised prices New
Year's Eve to 65c., throwing in a pre-

Wash.

'There's "That Woman Again*
XCol). Biz was terrific. Eighth week,
advertised as last, good for satisfactory $6,800. Last week, $11,400, fast

view of

Indpls. Skids

BUT

EASES

going.

Paramonnt (F-WC)

75)—'Going

most of the other houses
have holdovers as town is sour on
musicals. Hopeful of $11,000. Last
week, 'Artists and Models' (Par) and
'Sons of Legion' (Par), got $10,000
during the final seven days of 10day run, n.s.g.
St. Francis (P-WC) (1,470; 35-55-

75)—'Dawn Patrol* (WB) and 'Up
River' (20th) (3d week). Still flying
high at $6,000. Last week (2d) got
smashing $9,000.
United Artists (Cohen) (1.200; 3955-65)—'Young In Heart* (UA) (3d
week). Pinal stanza will do okay
$6,000. Last week (2d) fair enough
$9,000.

Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680: 35-55-75)
-'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d week).
Second stint sweet at $10,000, but
not big by any means. Last week
big $21,000.

BEERY-TAYLOR

Heat and Blues
In deve.; Taylor

—

mUR' -'SCHOOL'
2 HUB SPOTS
Boston, Jan. 10.
'Shining
Hour' and 'Dramatic
School,' doubled, are reaping a big
•take at the State and Orpheupi.
'Kentucky,' on dual bill at the Met,
Is better than average.
Blackstone, on stage of the Boston, originally bookei for week-end,
Is being held over for full stanza.
Estimates for This Week

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 20-30-40)^
•Adventure in Sahara' (Col) and
'Tombstone*
(RKQ), dual, with
Blackstone magic show on stage.
Hitting hefty $15,000. 'Blondie' (Col)
(2d run) replaced 'Tombstone' beginning Monday (9).
Stage show
held full week, instead of three days.
Last week 'Freshman Year' (U) and
•Juvenile Court' (Col), plus vaude, for
four days; and 'Sutiz' (20th) and

'Man Remember' (RKO) (2d

runs),

three days, tallied nice $17,000, including midnight show at $1.10.

Fenway (M&P)

^

(1,332;

25-35-40-

(WB) and
'Going Places'
'Comet Broadway' (WB). So-so $6,000. Last week 'Artists and Models'
(Par) and 'Tom Sawyer' (Par), okay
85)

$7,500,

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,007; 2535-40-55)—'Woman Again' (Col) and

Newsboys Home'

Sluffing at
(U).
$14,000 pace. Last week (9 days),
Thanks for Everything' (20th) and
Warning' (U), very good
•Last

Metropolitan

Slant on Pix

Good

OK

15,700.

Paramonnt
(3,000;

$24.d00.

(M&P)

40-55)—Kentucky'

(4.367; 25-35-

(20th)

and 'Up

(2.740; 35-55-

(WB) and 'UnFortunate for this

Places*

derworld' (WB).
bill that

els'

Albee (3,274; 25-3^-50)
(Hamrick-Evergreen)
30-35-40)—'Artists and Mod- Point' (UA) and '"'Road

(Par) and 'Spy Ring' (Col). Good
Last week, 'Dawn Patrol*

$5,500.

(20th).

Satisfactory

— 'West

Demon'

$14,000.

week 'Thanks Everything*

<20tb)

Last

and

their

$16,000

Cleveland, Jan. 10.
It's summer-time here, according
to thermometer, and box office reports look like Jtily's, too. Stores
also languishing and all theatres ar*
becoming resigned to what may b*
,

a below-normal January.
State is holding up best with
•Stand Up and Fight,' even licking
next-door Palace, which has Hal

Kemp's orch, bolstered by

'Blondie.*

having trouble getting
and the natives
vaude-minded. Hipp retarded to a
snail's pace by 'There's That WomLatter spot
flesh

is

attractions

an Again.'

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
Not going as
•Kentucky' (20th).
well as most move-overs from Hipp;
very poor $2,800. Last week 'Dawn
Patrol' (WB) plus 'Down on Farmon New Year's bill, landed mild total
of $4,600.

Hipp (Warner)

(3,700; 30-35-42-55)

—'Woman

Again' <Col). One of the
weakest this season; poor
Last week 'Kentucky' (20th),
okay.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)
—'Blondie' (Col) with Hal Kemp's
orch on stage. Film is the whole
show, pulling heavy, matinees and
Last
boosting so-so orch-revue.
week 'Up River' (20th) with Ted
Lewis'- band, rang up thumpingly
good $18,500, including take at $1.50
top New Year's Eve.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Stand Up' (M-G). Taylor-Beery
showing plenty of celluloid and cash
action.
Should do better than $16,Last
000, but it's a tough week.
week 'Sweethearts' (M-G). stampeded biggest crowds seen in several
house's

$9,000.
$13,000,

years,

making great

$23,500.

30-35-42-

Stillman (Loew's) (1,972;
You must know 55)—
'Sweethearts' (M-G). Repeating
much as I its record at State by racing steadily
to $9,000, fine.
Last week 'Artists
Kenneth McM. Dickey.
and Models' (Par), very poor $3,500.

management.

about it, '10 times as
can imagine!
all

Punchy

—
—
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HUNGARY'S JEWfSH BILL
Ellis,

Anzac Exec, Visions

Afflbish

Parliament to Hear Proposed Legislation on Curbs in the Theatre

Budapest, Dec. 28.
New bill restraining Jews has been
presented to Parliament and is expected to go through when group
meets next month. Canceling laws
voted seven monUis ago, new bill
proposes restriction of Jews as active
members of the theatre or press to
to other restrictions and taxes they 6%. They would not hold any executive positions imder the proposed
consider to be too high.
^
New law, calling for a Films Com- legislation.
Contrary to the laws brought last
mission, puts the Industry in this
May, restrictions^ are- now on the
state under government control.
religion, as heretobasis
of
race,
not
Chief Secretary

Plans in Ei^land for Better Fibs;

Marketing Remake or Story Rights

Of Frendi Pictures to
Seen as

Sees Production Rise in Aussie
First year ol the new British quota
will see lewer productions turned
out in England, but possibly more
money involved In fllm-making and
higher quality films, according to
Gordon Ellis, head of British Em-

pire

Films,

York

last

Ellis

who

arrived

in

New

week- from London.

indicated

100 features

that

produced during the first year of
the new British quota may be tops,
as against about 200 produced a year
Financing of wildcat and
ago.
quickie pictures has virtually ceased,
he said, and American companies are
either helping finance production or
are actually turning out 55-60% of

new

English films.

Ellis went to England from Sydney, Australia, BEF headquarters, on
company business. BEF, which with
Distributors,
provides
Associated
Greater Union Theatres with pic-

tures,

Alms

will handle more American
in the coming 12 months.
It

has already contracted for Republic
and Monogram product. BEF and
Associated Distribs are distribution
subsidiaries of GUT.
Outlook for
seems bright,
thinks, pointing, to the strides
taken in the first year of operation
with Norman B. Rydge as chairman,
it's in better shape today, he says,
than at any time in the., last 12
months, despite dire prophecies made
a year ago regdrding. lack of product

GUT

Ellis

and

bitter opposition
cuit in Australia.
.

by Hbyts

cir-

GoUan said that
rejection right on U. S.
films would give exhibitors a chance
to wipe out the present blockbooking
system. He also said that it provided for a standard exhib-distxib
contract, to become operative six
months after passage, of the New
South Wales law. Golland indicated
that future contracts must conform
with this standard form and that
existing contracts were to be adjusted accordingly.
No mention was made about forcing American distributors into local
production. However, Secretary Gollan stated that the g[overhment was
prepared to guarantee the bank
overdrafts' of home producers when
satisfied the action was warranted.
He said that the status of Australian
producers today was a serious one
and that financial aid was needed if
they were to continuCi
With exhibitors supposed to make
of their programs
up at least

25%

the

.

2%%

exthe only one pro-

from Australian product
hibitor quota

is

(this

Diamond

own

PATHE-NATAN

Glen,

sure Aussie producers of a certain
market. It's conceivable that foreign
companies, including American distributors, might distribute- Australian
product in Aussie and in other coun-

Paris, Jan, 2.

up

Recent success of several French
10.

their

vaudeville unit, titled 'Running

Unit also comprises Nat
Gonella and his Georgians, Archie

Wild.'

SCANDAL
GROWS
Paris, Jan. 10.
As investigators proceed with
their probings into the Pathe-Natan
film scandal, repercussions much
greater than first thought possible
loom, with sums totalling 900,000,000
francs (around $24,000,000) possibly
being involved. From a source close
to Maurice Dirler, representing the
stockholders, it is learned that there
is a possibility that the Kodak interests, in dealings in Pathe-Natan,
might he involved to the. extent that
experts will scrutinize the books in
an effort to untangle complications.

London and American

offices are being asked to aid the investigations.

Besides the arrests of Bernard
GUT led' the fight tiries where it showed box-office
down un- possibilities. Right -now, American Natan (ne Tanenzapf), Alexander
George Johannides and Maurice
which culminated in new rereps are dubious about any Aussie
Caron, latter Natan's former counstrictions and virtual goyernmtot
pictures measuring up to this qualicillor, others charged by Examining
control in New South Wales, enacted fication.
Magistrate- Ledoux are Paul Fourlate in 1938.
nier, involved in selling the Natan
Film Commission's Rule
cinema circuit; Jules Conti, Leon
Crux of the new New South Wales COLUMBIA, ALBION'S
Ganagel and attorney Antonio Caslegislation is the Film Commission,
tro. Court circles are also mentionwhich virtually will run the picture
FILM
ing the names of Natan's brother,
business in Australia^ It consists of
Emile, and Natan's present lawyer,
three men, named for five, years^
Johannides, listed as an
Irving Asher, who has completed Laskine.
none being from the film industry.
pictures for Col- 'Inventor,' is supposed to have made
All film disputes come before it for two British quota
a number of highly advantageous
is in from England to disumbia,
arbitration. Commission also passes
triple-quota film sales to the company.
on all new theatre licenses,- which cusk plans to make four
films. Films are designed for interFrom the time Natan obtained conalso mu^t be okayed by the New
national distribution.
trol of Pathe in March, 1929, until
South Wales government.
Asher and Joseph Friedman, Col- declared bankrupt in 1936, which
Another feature of the new laws
umbia's British sales head, leave for ended connections, Natan succeeded
Is the standard form of contract,
Coast shortly for a huddle with in so complicating dealings that it
especially pertinent because it is reHarry Cohn.
has taken since 1931, when the first
troactive on old contracts, The 25%
Albion Films, Ltd., of London, Sir stockholder complaints were regisright of rejection on all foreign
Adrian Baillie, president, will pro- tered, to get sufficient evidence to
films, made a law in New South
duce six pictures annually for the bring about arrests. Resulting InWales at the instigation of exhibiBritish -Empire market at an approx-^ vestigations may take years.
tors, probably will result in fewer
imate cost of $150,000 each. Baillie
Charles Pathe has long been out
foreign features being shipped into
will confer with Montague Marks, of Pathe-Natan of France. In 1914
the state, Ellis thinks." His idea is
general manager of Albion, In Holly- pathe founded Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
that American distributors will send
wood' today (Wednesday) on the in America, but P-N (France) is no
only the top pictures to Australia so
'39-40 program.
longer associated with Pathe Film
that there will be less chance of reBritish producer stated on his ar- Corp. and Pathe News, Inc.
jection. Duty on films taken into
rival from Europe (6) that the BritAussie also would figure in this new
ish Quota hasn't done much good.
against Hoyts domination

'

der,

HUDDLES

QUOTA

Bros, are lining

Martell,

Lucille

singer

make or

Paris Cinemas

Reopen After
Gov't Agrees

MICttALOVEBACKINU.&

.

new

AFTER ANZAC SURVEIT

taxes.

Total loss in receipts during the
shutdown are estimated at more than

American distributors
suffering a good slice of the total.
The new city taxes were leVied
according to the size of the theatres.
Paris exhibitors brought a showdown on excessive new taxes because they felt that they were imjustly singled out whereas other,
businesses were not. Estimated that
the new levy brings the total taxes
for some theatres up as high as 40%..
$150,000, with

CASANOVA'S FIBE
Paris, Jan, 10.

*

Two

customers were asphyiciated
and seven injured when a fire gutted
the chic Casanova night dub here
last week.
Place will be closed for a week or
more as a result of the blaze.

ducers,

important, Ellis said. Cinesound, producing subsid of GUT,
which has a record of most continuous and uniform production of
any Aussie production outfit, is mulling several elaborate feature films.
One of the most ambitious efforts
will be a modem Robin Hood yam,
is

Robbery Under Arms,' on which
considerable money has already been
spent for preliminary work. It will
be a historical-adventure drama of
early days in Australia. Chiesound
hopes to get a Hollywood name for
the lead. Ellis, who will remain in

America for about two more weeks,
plans
visiting
Hollywood before
sailing.

4 Yankee Firms Seek Repudiation

Current London Plays
(With Dates When Opened}
'French Without Tears,' Criterion

—Nov.

Of Italy Contracts After Withdrawing

6, '36.

'Robert's Wife.'

'Me and

—Dec.

My

Globe—Nov.

Girl,'

23, '3?:

Victoria Palace

16, '37.

'Nine Sharp,' Little—Jan. 26, '38.
'Banana Ridge,' Strand—April 27,

Curb

Sydney, Dec.

24.

Distributors'
Association here has lodged a protest
against certain clauses in' the new
law recently passed in New South
Wales, which includes a 2»4% home
quota, a 15% privilege for British
features, and 25% rejection right on
foreign films. Most vigorous protest
13 against the exhibs'
25% right of
rejection.
American
distributors
think this li too severe when added

Michalove,

who went

to Aus-

tralia to survey the theatre and product.- situation there' for Sidney R.

Kent and 20th-Fox, is back Jn N. Y.
Ostensibly making the trip to set.
product of 20th-Fox in Hoyts theatres for the coming season, Michalove

made a complete summary of new
developments, pending legislation in
South Wales and other matters
affecting 20th-Fox interests Dow|i
Under.
He took the inspection tour
in the absence of Vf. J. Hutchinson,
then in Europe, with his report to
go direct to Kent.
Protest lodged by Greater Union
Theatres with, the govemment in
New~ South Wales, in which it was
alleged that Hoyt's circuit was maintaining a stranglehold on American
product, resulted in recently enacted
legislation in N. S. W.
-

New

After quitting Italy Dec. 31, four
the eight American companies
(United Artists, Columbia, Universal
and RKO) to pull put were reported
seeking legal means whereby they
could repudiate contracts with Italian distribs. However, pressure was
being exerted by Italy to persuade
these four to continue, the govern-

companies had a right to sue the

At the

Ade^,

London

London, Jan. 10.
'
The Adelphl g6es vaude,. beginning
next month, with George Black producingi latter closing deal with Associated Theatre Properties. He'll form
a private company for the venture.
Black first tried to make a deal '<"!th
Moss Empires for the letter's 7-"' -jdrome, but Moss opposed vrv.'.; fot

Italian distribution firms for breaking their contracts or permitting a
third party (Italian govemment) to
Meeting'
'Spring
Ambassador
the house.
enter the situation.
May 31, '38.
Another point that has arisen perPrivate company will comprise di'Lot's Wife,' Savoy— June 10.
sistently at conferences of foreign rectors of ATP and General Theatres,
The Fleet's Lit Up,' Hippodrome
managers was the contention that and will likely include MqrH Ostrer,
Aug. 17.
the Italian film monopoly on distri- Black and Tom Bostock on 50-50
'George and Margaret,' Piccadilly
ment emphasizing waivers on terms bution voids all contracts, Fact that profit basis. House will be redeco—Aug. 30.
'Running Riot,* Gaiety ^Aug. 31,
of the film monopoly decree for six the new law has been passed of- rated at cost of $15,000. Weekly nut'Flashing Stream,' Lyric- Sept. 1.
ficially and is in effect complicated is figured to hit $7,000, bill playing
months as a concession.
'Room for Two,' Comedy Sept. 6.
Warner Bros., Metro, Paramount the alignment should the four non- twice nightly. Contract calls for on*
'Dear Octopus,' Queen^^Sept. 14.
distrib companies decide to carry year, with options for five more.
handled
and
20th-Fox,
which
had
The Corn Is Green,' Duchess
their own distribution in Italy, also out their percentage pacts with
Black will also produce an intiSept. 20.
mate revue at the Hippodrome next
'Goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury are maintaining their stand On stay- Italian firms.
It is this angle which is prompting month. This will
ing out of Italy tmless present law
—Sept. 23.
be a twice nightly
'Elephant in Arcady,' Kingsway
on nationalizing the Italian film biz the four non-distributing companies show, starring Vic Oliver and Frances
Oct. 5.
is changed to their satisfaction.
The to proceed cautiously in fulfilling Day.
'Bobby Get Your Gun,' Adelphia
former quartet had been distributing old contracts under the concession
Oct. 7.
They realize that even if
'When We Are Married,' St. Mar- through Italian distribs exclusively. plan.
With UA, Universal,
and Co- these pacts are carried out under
tin's—Oct. 11.
Casino
'Quiet Wedding,' Wydham'fr— Oct. lumbia, the situation has sinmiered old- percentage terms, they might
14.
down to a legal problem fraught well wind up behind the eight-ball
'Goodness, How Sad,' Vaudeville
after
London,
next
June,
Jan. 10.
when
the concesh
with many 'Ifs.' At one juncture, inOct. 18.
Offers are being made to London
dicating cooperative spirit among period expires, giving Italian gov•Idiot's Delight.' His Majesty's
major companies, they sought an ernment the right once more to make Casino owners to take over the
Oct, 24.
nitery.
Among those dickering are
opinion on their old contracts from effective the nationalization de&ree.
Garrick
'Elisabeth of Austri
About 80% of films shown in Italy George Black, Jack Hylton and Bill
the major companies having their
Nov. 3.
own exchange systems in Italy.. Le- come from the U. S., widest distri- PhUlips, a local financier.
Traitor's Gate,' Duke of York
Marcus Poulsen and StoccO of the
Nov. 17.
gal interpretation then was that bution being from Metro, Para'Geneva.' Seville Nov. 22.
non-distrib companies would face mount, Warner Bros, and 20th' Fox. Cafe de Paris and Charles Clote andi
'Under Your Hat.' Palace—Nov, 24. breach of contract suits if they Income from Italy represente<'i
Alfred Esdaille latter two operinte ai
3%
'Story of African Farm,' New
to 4% of the total foreign incoi«e of continuous revue policy at the Prfnce
dropped out.
Nov. 30.
of Wales— also want to make deal.
Another opinion ii that these four major- American companies.
'Windfall.' Apollo—Dec. 15.
'38.

'Glorious

May

Morning,'

Whitehall

26, '38.

of

—

—

RKO

Protest

The Motion Picture

Dan

Black to Produce Vaude

growth of GUT,
said, was the progress being
made with new theatre outlets. GUT
Ellis

Government's Guarantee
Clause in New South Wales law,
whereby the government guarantees
bank overdrafts by Australian pro-

full story rights represents
a quick cash deal for French producers, grov^th of the practice is
seen as likely to hit picturemaking
in Prance. Question for French producers to decide is whether disposal
of these rights makes up for eny loss
of revenue a successful French-made
picture might obtain in the world
market, or if it is better to forego
this additional revenue in hopes of
obtaining extra foreign returns with
the original version.
British producers, with the quota
requirements always at hand, are
particularly alert to possibilities of
a successful French story when numerous outdoor shots, scenes and .other
material from the French original
can be incorporated into their re-

Paris, Jan. 10.
After all of the 350 cinemas In the
Paris region had been shuttered
since last Wednesday (4) in protest
against the new city tax placing an
additional levy on total receipts of
3M: to 15%, the shutdown was ended makes.
Saturday (7) after the government
had promised to study the question
and arbitrate an agreement within 10
days During this 10-day period, the
government agreed not to impose the

trend, he indicated.
Indicative of the

aide.

films in the world market is developing a new trend that may harm th<i
industry here. Tendency, only shown
in a small way thus far, is to seU
remake or story rights of newest
French pictures to foreign firms.

Most glaring example was 'Pepe
le Moko,' which starred Jean Gabin,
and
later becoming 'Algiers,' starring
and
Eight
Frank, a femme
Charles Boyer, when the story was
purchased and the film made in Hol-^
Mabs Newman gals.
Show i£l booked on the General ly^ood. There also was the instanc*
Theatres circuit for four weeks on of 'The Cheat.' Latest from the Eng55/45 basis, opening Hippodrome, lish producing standpoint is 'Prisons
Portsmouth, end 6f the month, with de .Femmes,' with Corinne Luchaire
which Alexander Korda, bought and
further dates to be lined up.
made in England with Miss Lucl^Collins & Grade, local 10%ers,
aire, who had also ap>peared in the
have 50% interest, in venture.
French version.
While the quick disposal of reAnita

,

opetied- its Victory theatre in Sydney Dec. 17. It has a new theatre
under construction in Melbourne and
Is building Wesfs theatre in Adel-

Cos.

Threat to GaDie Prod.

Bros.' Unit
London, Jan.

Diamond

fore.

'

New

South Wales
vided for In the
statute), this would automatically as-

New

Fore^

Seek London

.

—

—

—

—

FILM RBIOEWS

VARIETY

12

STAND UP AND FIGHT

office

will

wind up

more than

picture's values.

M^rvyn LeRoy praduo
Buben ossoclElte pro-

Jane MurAn and Harvey Ferguson from
tory by Forbes Parkhlll; editor. Prank
ReBulUvan; camera,- Leonard Smith.
viewed in Projection Room, N, Y., Jan. 3,
'do.

Running

time, 00 mlns.

Wallace Beery
Robert Taylor

Ctiptatn Boas Starkey
Blake Cantreli;
,
'Susan Grlftlth

Amanda

Arnold.,.

Florence Rlce^
Helen Broderlck
Chorles Blckford
Barton MacLane
Chnrley Gmpewln
John Qualen
Robert Qleckler

GrlKlth
.

Crowder
'Old Pun;'.;

Davy
Shcrirt

Barney

Enoch.
'Foreman Ross

Clinton

Whlttlngham

Rosemond

Cy Kendall
Paul Everton
Claudia Morgan

Allan.
Carolyn- Talbot
P. Talbot

.Selmer Jackison
Robert Mlddlema.sa
Jonathan Hale

Uarkrldcr
Col6nel Webb,..,.,

.M^tro appears intent upon proving
Robert Taylor a genuine he-man..
'Stand Up and Fight,' the second

Mervyn LeRoy production

M-G

for

the dames, and, with Wallace Beery adding punch in the coprove
starring
position,
Should
strong at the b.o.
Picture is about 15 minutes overlong and the story is somewhat of a
•hodge-podge of railroad pioneering,
;8lave*stealing, .southern chivalry -and.

With "Tyrone Power, Henry FonNancy Kelly; Randolph Scott
and -Henry Hull heading a powerof competent artists, the
picture
studded
with numerous
sparkling performances. Power capably carries the title spot, but is;
fihiftlessness, but once, it overcomes! pressed by 'Henry Fonda
as his'
a .'slow* start it holds a sock almost; brother. - Nancy Kelly is sympaevery 100 feet of film. There are.no' nhetically sincere as the love interest'
"^less -that! three bra\^ls before thei for Power, demonstrating ah ability
'qllmaXi Taylor talcing part in all the to. carry her far in film popularity.'
iroUgh'-andrtumbles. Two of them are Scott is extremely proficient and
'with Beery and both are honeys for likable as the United States mai:The: shal, and ..Hepry Hull's brilliant perthe sound effects entailed.
wheezes, frunts; and the thud of forn^iapce as the country editor is a
Wows are plenty realistic*—even the' standout. Ernest 'Whitman also im-'
black, eyes look natural.
presses as the colored hosier comIn fact, the action far. overshadows- panion of Power, in' numerous hidethe lovie^-interest between Taylor and; outs.
.

•

dc,

^

:

.

j

.

•

friendship.

Story follows historical fact close'
enough with allowance for dramatic
license, hitting sidelights of James

.

.

in his brushes with the law. Initial;
train holdup is vividly presented,
with all^ other -robberies .left to im-"
agination through dialog uritU his
disastrous attempt on a bank of
Nortlifletd,: Minn.^
Detours Of too
many vivid holdups likely dietated
to avoid .censor difficulties, but regardless, twb are enough' to get over'

the idea of
erated.

how

the James gang op'

.
'

Picture starts with foreword on
the ruthless manner in which railroads .acquired farms for right-of.

way through midwest' The James
boys

turn to railroad holdups
to {Ivenge kUIing of their .mother by
a'Tailroad agent. Jesse: organizes a
band fojr- successful raids, but after
a. time his, sweetheart, Nancy Kelly,
persuades him to surrender and take
a moderate sentence. Paii: are married, but James finds a double-cross
first

prior to his trial and escapes
through' the aid of Fonda arid gang
members. Hunted through years of
banditry which soon includes banks,
culmination is reached in an attempt
to rob the Northfield bank when
James is wounded. Finally reaching
.

This is a cbstly production, LeRoy
"apparently not stinting on the num- home, determined
ber nor the tiuality 'of the sets, but a start with his wife to make a new
and young son in
lot of the footage is extraneous.
Californiia, Jesse James is 'shot down
-Trimmed further,- this c&uld be a by one of his
own ;neri for the resock film all the iivayf even if ndt a ward.
'.
eerA of motion picture art.Picture
Supporting cast is okay in its en- negative shows plenty went into
cost, but basically it's the
tirety, though Helen Broderick is not
cops and robbers theme, and the
given much in the way of comedy as customers
Will go for it big. FilmMiss Rice's aunt arid old sweetie of ized,
Jesse James is introduced as
/Beery.
Latter gets most of the
jsomething of an heroic Robin Hood,
.laughs with an excellent characterand as such will be tossing substanization of a graduated mule-skiriner,
'

'

Bickford and Barton MacLane are
both okay as the menaces,- while
.John Qualeri turns in- his usual fpod
Job as a duietly lirave coach driver
and pal of Taylor's. Other important
roles are contriburted ih nice fashion
by Robert' Gleckler, as a sheriff, anc
colored Clinton Rosenlond, one of
Taylor's slaves.
Miss Rice isn't given v6ry much
'opportunity histrionically, but cashes
in at every chance. There isn't as
'much pash to her blondeness. perliaps, as other Taylot leading ladies^
•but she ^ets by in ap pearan ce. W,
S. Van Dyke's direction is spdity- a;
-times, especially ih the first 1.500
•feet, ,but 'the photography, with a
Slenitude of interior sand exteriors,
Scho.
i good throughout
.

JESSE JAMES

tial profits into theaitre boxoffices.

Hollywood, Jan. JO.
release of Nunnally Johnson pro-Features Tyrone Power, Henry
Directed by Henry
Original screenlcilay by Nunnally
Xlnff.
Historical data assembled by
Johnson.
ROi^allnd Shaffer and Jo Frances James.
Technicolor phoBarnes;
George
'Camera,
tojfrttphy, W. H. Greene; editor. Barbara.

^th-Fox

duction.

Woman

Again
Columbia release of B. B. Kabane production. Stars Melvyn Douglas and VlrSlnta Bruce.
Features Margaret Lindsay
and Stanley Ridges, Directed by Alexander Hall. Screenplay by FhlUp G. Ep-

James Edward Grant and Ken England; Btory by Gladys Lehman, baaed
upon play, by Wilson ColHsdn. Film editor,
Viola Lawrence; camera, Joseph Walker.
At R. C. MuBlo Hia.ll, N. T., week Jan. fi,
stein,

•38.
Ruqning
Bin Rdordon
Sally ReardoD

Mrs. Nacelle

time, .72 Mlns.

,

Tony Croy
Charles Crenshaw
'

Flannlgan .
Johnson
Rolfe Davis
Mr. Nacelle

»

.

,-.

Melvyn Douglas
Virginia Bruce
Margaret Lindsay
Stanley Ridges
Gordon Oliver.
Tom Dugan, . ^ .
Don Beddoe
Jonathan Hale
Pierre

Stone

Watklh

Paul Harvey

This

is

a sequel to 'There's Al-

ways A Womah,' Col's release, which
co-starfed Joan Blondell and Melvyn Dougfas. Now Virginia Bruce
is in the dUmb-dora wife role opposite Douglas and the zaney comedy is equally effective. The b.o.,

JMcLean: niualo. LouJa. Silvers.. Previewed
at Oraumau's Chinese, Jan. 0. '30. Running time, 106 mlns.
Tyrone Power
Jesse James.-.
Henry Fonda
Frank James.:

while
probably
not
sensational,
should hit a nice average because
of the film's general entertainment

.Zerelda (Zee)....i

Like the first in the series built
along 'Thin Man' lines, the direction was in the hands of Alexander
Hall. He paces the comedy-mystery
exceedingly fast and the 72 minutes
of footage just^ brush by. Crisp dialog by Philip G. Epstein, James Ed-

Nancy Kelly

.-

Will Wright

Major RU<uB Cobb
Jailer

, . 1 .

Randolph Scott
Henry Hull
Slim Summervllle
Edward Bromherg
Brian Donlevy
John Carradlne

J.
Hr. Bunyan
Barshee
I
Bob Ford
••Donald Meek
MoCoy......
Jedse Janws. Jr, ........ '...^.•.•Tohn Russell
Jane Darwell
Mrs. Samuels,.-.*
Charles Tannen
Charles Ford.,,.,
Clalra du Brey
,
Mrs. Bob Ford
-.

;

i

•'

•

'Stand Vp and Flfbt'
Action-thriller starring

(M-G).
Robert
Taylor and Wallace Beery; okay
b.o. fare.

Catlett

'Jesse
James'
(20th).
Sock
outdoors meller, in Technicolor.
Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda,
Nancy Kelly top cast.
'There's That Woman Agzin*
(Col),
Sequel to the zaney

A

'There's Always
Woman' is effective comedy and b.o.
'Going: Places' (WB). Remake
of 'The Hottentot,' with songs

added, should do- average b.o,
'The Great Man Votes' (RKO).
Excellent entertainment of wide
appeal.
'Disbarred' (Par), Moderately
interesting drama of crooked
lawyers. .For the dualers.

Hank

WJllapd Robertson
Goodwin
, .Harold
Ernest WHItman
•
'E^dy. Waller
,

.

a store floorwalker

is

enough

classy toggery
the skeptics.

in

distract

fo

are racetrack touts who
manage things so that Powell is
forced to ride Jeepera Creepers in
the big jumping event. The race itself, with Powell winning in spite of
everything, is well photographed and
provides plenty of .laughs.
Anita Louise figures opposite Powell as the niece of a stable owner.
Her part is not the juiciest, but her
charm and personality make the
most of it. Ronald Reagan has a
minor assignment that is taken care,
of satisfactorily. Thurston Hall and
Minna Gombel are also in lesser
roles.
Char.

Jenkins

'

qualities.

ward Grant and Ken Englund is also
an important asset.
Douglas, as in 'Woman,' is a pri-

Vance..,..,.

Miss Billow
Iron Hnt McCarthy
Davy McCarthy

Chester AInsIee

.john Barrymore
Peter Hohlen
Virginia Wcldler
Kalhorlne Alexander
Donald MacBrlde
Rennle Dartlett
Bi-andon Tynan
Elisabeth RIsdon

Phoebe Alnslec
Thg Mayor
Manos
Hot Shot Gllllngs

Grr.nvllle Bnten
Luis AlbernI
.T.
M. Kerrigan
..William Domnrest

Charles Dale
Mr. Byrne..,,

Roy

Goi-aon

'The Great Man Votes' is fine entertainment for general and wide
appeal.

will

It

.-.Iso

be hailed by

class audiences as a fine example of
the film art, yet carrying sock appeal for mass patronage.
Picture dovetails brilliant direc-

and excellent pormakes it wholesome and
Add an abundance of humorous situations and
tion, fine script,

trayals that

help

WEB

enjoyable throughout.
dialog,

(SERIAL)
Columbia production and

Miss -Bruce handles, her comedy
role nicely, though a bit stiff at
times. Douglas is his usual forte
About the only other tharself.
acter in the picture who. counts is
the Hollywood oonceptioh of a
roundheaded, flat-footed detective
as portrayed by Tom Dug'an. Harry
Burns, though unbilled, contributes
an excellent piece of business as an
Italian cobbler. He -was standsj'd in
.vaUde for years 'as a dialect comic.
B. B. .Kahane, producer, spparentr
ly stretched - the bankroll ^ to the
limit, the ..film's furnishings- being

who

man at a Mary- Donald
and steeplechase, while tiuber and Joan..

f)oses as Powell's

SPIDER'S

release.

Fea-

tures AVarren Hull and Iris Meredith.
rected
by Ray Taylor and James

Di-

W,

Hornei Based on the '5?plder' jnng etorles;
screenplay, Robert B. Kent. Busll Dickey,
George Plympton, Martle Ramsoh; camera,
.

Allen >Slegler; editor. Richard- Fantl. At
Colonial,' Lincoln.
Running time, about
20 ihihB. per' ei^lsode': 16' chapters.
'

WentWorthi

1

•

McWad*

\

Spider

J

Warren

4....
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Kirk
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6te>ne
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Jeiiklns
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Nlta
Jackson
Rain
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Meredith
Richard Flske
-Ifia

Kenneth Duncan
Forbes Murray
Marc Lawrence
Donald Douglas

•

and

result is capital enter-

tainment.
Story is a rather simple tale of an
ex-college educator who becomes a
drunken philosopher and night-

watchman

after death of his wife.
his hands,
vthe best of things; the
kids sympathetic to his shortcomings, but .conniving to snap him out
Of his. condition.
Political press agent unearths fact
precinct in 'which the family- lives
has indicated swingof elections for
years;. and for, a fleeting mioment the

With two youngsters on
trio

make

*

lone voter becomes famous. Through
the hullabaloo, political riianeiivering

Hair-breadther which is easily and false promises, picture' winds up
especially gorgeous. Two .apartment
paced, ISpider's Web' takes .15 chap- with direct intimation' that the father
sets, for instance; are. iribdeis .df an
interior decorator's art. The photog- ters to t^U- its story of a city and a has regained his initiative to launch
raphy, limited mostly to interioris,' nation which is nearly brought into a new career for the youngsters and
the hands of an unscrupulous banker himself.
is standard.
Scho,who descends upon the key points
Basic screeni>lay by John Twist,
of the country with a reign .of ter- with neatly mixed drama, comedy
rorism. .Authors of the piece reach and sparkling dialog passages profor a high one, which often will be vides an excellent foundation' for
taken with tongue-in-cheek by the keen and inspired direction by Gar(WITH MUSIC)
Warner Bros, 'release of ConMopoUtan teeti'-agers.
son Kanln. - Handling of several seproduction. . Features pick Powell. Anita
Present day serials, modelled as quences by the latter gives further
LoUtse, Ronald Reagan. Allen Jenkins,
they
are after comic strips and indication that he is headed for the
Walter Catlett, Hnrold Huber. Louis Armtop ranks of liis craft.
strong, Maxlne Sullivan. Dlrpoted by Jlay rough psiper mag stories, usually
£nrlght.
Based on i^lay, "The Hottentot; deal In 'those futuristic- apparatuses
John Barrymore is provided with
-by victor Mapes -and .William ColUer. Sr.
a part particularly suited to his talAdaptation, Slg .Heri;lg. .Terry_.W&ld and of destruction and super-^electro 'ac>
Maurice Leo; songs, Harry warren and tiv.ity. In this stuff, from just plain ents as the philosophical scholar who
Johnny Mercer; camet-a, Arthur L. Todd; magic on up. to... nearrsupernatural, sinks to the bottom through his pateditor. Clarence. Kolster.- At Strand, N^ T.,
ronage of. liquor. Characterization
scripters revel for *Web.'
-week .Tan. 6. 'SO. Rum&lng time, 64 mlns.
Kingpin in; the cast is 'Warren Hull,y is slightly overstressed in several
Peter Mason
^ ...... Dick Powell
Ellen Parker...
..Anita Louise playing what is unusual even in spots,' but general performance is
Droopy
Allen Jenkins Hollywood, a triple role. He's the onie of the best Barrymore has
-Jack .Withering.
.Ronald Reagan
great criminologist, an underworld turned in for some time.
Fratiklln- De-xter
:
. .Walter Catlett
Maxle
Harold Huber habitue, and the Spider^—a quick : Little Virginia Weidler is particuFrank
Larry Williams change artist. Has heart palpitation larly effective as the young daughCol. Withering'.Tburstotr Hall- about Iris: Meredith, whom Columbia ter who manages the household and
Cora Withering
Minna, Gombell
makes decisions for her dad. Young
Joan
Joyce Compton pulled off her hbss opera marathon
Frome
Robert Warwick for this chapterer. She's mostly in Peter. Holden, in his first film apLouis ArmRtrpng
glveS: good, account of
for. screams and. kidnapping, and the pearance,
Moxlne Sullivan
accompanying necessity, rescuing. himself. .He's a decidedly personable
Less her, the serial would probably and capable performer, and will un'Going Places,' with music and break precedent and be a full eight doubtedly bfe given a buildup by the
songs added, is a remake of 'The episodes shorter. Camera is true to studio, which tabbed him off the
Hottentat,'
Victor
Mapes-William them, flirting only occasionally with stage.
Collier play, which has twice be- other members of the cast.
Supporting cast is of high standfore been made into fllm, originally
Donald McBride, as the ward
Guy who figured the title should ard.
as a silent and later as a talker. In
the bows. It's the best thing leader; Bennie Bartlett, as his tough
take
its musicalized version, with Dick
bullying son; schoolmarm Katherine
Barn.
about, the flicker.
Powell up as the jockey; the old
Alexander; hizzoner Granville Bates,
•farce runs a pretty fair race and
and bootlegger Luis Alberni all turn
should prove satisfactory, though
top portrayals.
King of the Underworld inKanin
not smash boxoffice.:
steered the picture at a
Warner Bros, production and release. fast and interesting pace.
Deft
'Hottentot' was made by First NaStars Humphrey Bogart;' features Kay
touches lift several routine setional in 1923 with Douglas MacLean Francis.
Directed
by
Lewis
Seller.
in the saddle.
Six years later, in Screenplay. George Brlcker and Vincent quences to high planes of entertainSlierman, original hy W. R. Burnett; cam- ment, particularly the school and
'29, it was turned into a talker by
Sid Hlckox; editor, Frank Dewar; mu- kid sequences which carried realism
Warner Bros, with Edward Everett era,
sical director, Leo Forbsteln.
At Rlalto,
Horton and Patsy Ruth Miller in the N. T., week Jan. 0, 'B9. Running time, in every scene.
Production, although below the
leading roles. Switched around con- 69 mlns.
siderably, it also formed the basis for Joe Gurney
Humphrey Bogart high budget brackets, shapes up as
Kay Francla< an A attraction all the way.
a Joe E. Brown comedy, made by Carol Nelson .,
-
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Bill Forrest.

Warners in 1936, called 'Polo Joe.' Nlles Nelson
Character names of. 'Hotteptot' have Aunt Mar;garet
been changed along with the title, Dr. Sanders
but basically the story is the same. SherirC
Mr. Ames
Three writers, Sig Herzig, Jerry Mr. Robert
Wald and Maurice Leo were em- Eddie
ployed to turn out the fourth edi- Butch

*

,

Jamen Stephenson
John Eldredge

He is held down severely on itiie
singing end, however, but is benefited hugely by the work of numerous
others, notably Armstrong, who fea•tures 'Jeepers Creepers,' vocally and
on his horu.
Armstrong does the groom who
soothes the savage steeplechase horse
with the 'Jeepers Creepers' melody
as occasion demands and with his
whole barid, -aboard a wagon, leads
the big race (.round the countryside
as a means of urging the jumper to
a win. The hOss is called Jeepers
Creepers and the theme song of that
name has already been established
at a hit.
Armstrong seUs is effectively, apart from doubling, for comedy relief, which makes him a wholly Interesting and amusing character.

A

TOUGH KID

Jessie Busley
Arthur Aylesworth

Raymond Brown
Harland Tucker
....Ralph Remley
Charles Foy
Murray Alper
Joe Devlin

Porky
tion of the old play for the screen, Mugsy
lllott Sullivan
and. Ray Enright directed.
These Slick
......Alan Davis
John Harmon
hands get the most out of an old nag Slats
John RIdgely
as conditioned with fresh handling Jerry
Interne
Richard Bond
and oats in the way of song num- District- Attorney
Pierre Watkln
bers, plus Louis Armstrong, Maxine Dr. Ryan
Charles Trowbridge
Dr.
Jacobs
Ed Stanley
Sullivan and others.
Powell levels off in the part asWarners' newest underworlder will
signed him in 'Going Places,* that of
the salesman from a sporting goods have trouble even in the duals. Its
store who poses as a famous gentle- only hope lies in the possible draw
man, jockey as an exploitation stunt. bf Humphrey Bogart, starred in the

hot novelty tune, 'Mutiny in the
vate detective hampered by a med- Nursery,'- serves as production seFlnkle
dlesome wife. Jewel' robberies and quence for the Armstrong band,
Deputy
Paul Burns two murders figure in this none-too- Dahdridge Sisters, Maxine Sullivan
BUI....
It amounts, to a-vjam
Spetf cer Charters pla'usible plot, but the comedy easily and Powell.
Uliilater.
t>ffsets the hokum. Margaret Lindsay .session for the Armstrong band and
Vigorous and Intensely dramatic and Stanley Ridges are the menaces, others. Miss Sullivan gives it plenty
zing with her swing version of
in its unfolding, 'Jesse James' is box- both effective. The former is pretty of
Clarke..:

such childhood favorites as Xittle
Bo-Peep' and 'Ropkaby Baby.'
Earlier in the action, as part of a
Hollywood, Jan. 7.
BKO release of CllfC Reld production
comedy scene in a hotel room, PowDirected i)y
ell, together
With Walter Catlett, starring John Barrymore.
Kanln. 'Screenplay by John Twlnt
Harold Huber and Allen Jenkins, do Garson
from story by Gordon Malherhe Hlllmana cute novelty number, 'Oh, 'What camera, Russell Metty: asst. director, Eol
a Horse Was Charley,' Trio lend ex- ward Donohue: editor. Jack HIvclv. Preat Pantages, Dec. 0, "38. Running
cellent comedy support all the way. viewed
time 70 rains.

.

There's That

(m COLOR)
Tonda, Nancy Kelly.

Miniature Reviews

'

•house- cast

'

'Florence Rice. The plot evolves fromTaylor's loss bf his Maryland planta-:
tion into a. bitter feud with Beery,,
who operates the stage' ^oach line;
owned- by. Miss 'Rice.- When Taylor
discovers Beery is unwittingly aiding
slave robbers, he joins forces with the
iiew railroad, which has been trying
to' force the coach line- to Sell its.
'right-of-way. A drunken cad at first,.
'Taylor blossoms info a hard-working
-gent :and. at th^. finale^-. wills -the vrespect and frienilship of Beery, a good
j6b on the /railroad and the love of.
Miss Rice, But' not before he takes
It on the chin plenty.
His first^ brawl is in' a barroom,,
•when he discovers he's beinjg. cheated
'«t cards. In his Second fight, he takes
a mercile&s beating from Beery, "who
had 'bought' his prison sentence to be
.worked iout-.esa mule-skinner. Then
.Taylor turns .the tables on Beery- and
gives the latter a sound pushing,
''around. This brawl is the film's best,
-taking place in a heavy snowfall and
-looking and sounding the McCk>y all
'the waj*^. Taylot later refuses to testify against Beery, after the latter
kills the murderous slave-runner,
Charles Bickford, and wins his

GREAT MAN VOTES

in

fifter 'Dramatic School,' is ah actionthriller that will please the muggs

.

ducer. Stars Wallace Beery and Robert Taylor; teatures Florence Rice, Helen Broderlok Charles Btckford.
Directed by W. S.
Van -Dyke. Screenplay by James M, Cain,

.

smacko that

the top list of biggest grossers for
the first half of 1939. It's a cinch
extended run attraction with plenty
of exploitation angles to attract.
Production has been turned out
with all the flair, sweep and pretentiousness characterizing 20th's previous 'Chicago' and 'Alexander.' It's
an outdoor epic containin.fr all elements for top audience interest.
Jesse James, notorious train and
bank bandit of the late 19th century, and an important figure in the
history of the midwest frontier, gets
a drastic bleaching for screen presentation.
As a sympathetic hero,
he's highly acceptable as gauged for
film entertainment, although -some
circles may not like youngsters to
get such an impression of an historical bad man. Scrist by Nunnally
Johnson (who alsci has done a solid
production job) is an excellent
chore, nicely mixing human interest dramatic suspense, romtoce and
fine characterizations for swell entertainment.
Henry King's direction is superb, while the Technicolor
photography greatly enhances the

JUetro release o{
tlon;
J,
Walter

Wednesdftj, January 11, 1939

Monogram release of Llndsley Parsons
production. Features Frankle Darro, Dick
Purcoll, Judith Allen. Directed by Howard
Bretherton.
Story,
Brenda
Welsbevg;
screenplay, Wesley Totman; camera, Harry

Newman;

editor,

Colonial,

Lincoln,

Russell Schoengorlh.
dual.

CO Mlns.

Running

At

time.

,^

Cast;
Frankle Darro,
Dick Purcell,
Judith Allen, Lillian Elliott, Don Rowan,
William Rubt, Lew Kelly. Ralph Peters,
Max Marx, Jean Joyce, Cllft Howell, Joe

Lynch, and Wilbur Mack.

Poor going for cast and
ment seekers. Toughies,

entertainespecially
the juve on^s, are about played out
Doubled-fist and
chip-on-shoulder
stuff may set well with the gallery
title role.
trade, but in general it's wearing
Story is the major drawback. It
even envelops Bogart's usually ex- out, especlaUy in the quickies'Tough Kid^ is full of flaws from
cellent gangsterism. Kay Francis is
the technical department, especially
only featured and gives a poor percamera. Judith Allen, usually, even
formance, though her characteriza- in
the fastest slammed together
tion, that of a medico; detracts much
opuses, looks pretty fancy, but she
of the glamour with which she has
suffers plenty
the lensing
been identified. And it gives her here. Whole filmunder
is dark-shaded and
little chance to strut the latest fashsplotchy, no treat to the amusement
ions.
or physical eye.
Picture dealis with the Drs. Nelson,
Frankie Darro sticks his chin out
husband and wife, who, through the and rules the roost, being smarter
weakness of the husband (John Eld- than his whole family, scenting his
redge); become involved with Bo- brother
(Dick Purcell,
a prize
gart and his criminals. Husband gets fighter) has thrown
in with a bad
killed and Miss Francis, though in- crowd, and
seeking to correct it.
nocent, is suspected of duplicity in Sure thingers play Purcell for a
treating Bogart's gang. Rest of the sucker by getting a phoney croaker
yarn concerns her somewhat ques- to pass a bum report on Miss Allen,
tionable technique in vindicating, Purcell's dream-bait, which has him
herself and her part in the capture fishing for money lor a cure for her.
of the gang.
Gets him in debt to them, payoff
James Stephenson, a newcomer, being that he do some laydowns.
who's the ultimate love interest,
Familiarity of theme, lack of parshow& possibilities, though his Eng- ticular puhch, and mediocrity of the
lish .accent is a bit out of sorts in technical department's handling all
the gangster setting.
crimp 'Tough Kid.' It's just a pic
Director Lewis Seller didn't have for the action houses, and strictly
much of a chance with this one.
'Bam.
a ho-hummer.
"
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DISBARRED

prisoner

Hollywood, Jan.
Paramount release

5..

Walker pro-

of Stuart

Features Gall Patrick, Robert
Directed by RobPreston, Otto Kruger.
Screenplay by Llllle Hayward
ert Florev.
and Robert R. Presnell; based on story by
Hnrrv Sauber; camera, Harry FJschbeck;
IM Faralla; editor, Arthur
aflst. director,
i'revlewed at Stadium, Ii. A.,
.Si'limldt,
Jan. 4, '30. Running time, 50 mlns.
Gall Patrick
Joan Carroll
Robert Pre-ston
Kent
Bradlev
Otto Kriiper
Tyler Cradon
Sidney Toler
O. Ii. aiardeen
duction.

'

Helen MacKellar

Abbey Tennant
Mlts La Rue

Vlrslnla D.ilney

Edward Mnrr

Hbii) Harrlgan
Jarkson
Attorney Roberts
G. H. I'.lanchftvd

Charles D. Crown

Clay Clement

Frank

il.

Thomad

,.Hnrry V.'orth
Jplin Hart

Rpjini'lpr

Reporter

entertaining
drama
Moderately
that unfolds smoothly, 'Disbarred'
provides an exposition of crooked
perjured
witnesses
criminal lawyers,
and jury fixing. Picture nicely fills
the lower brackets of dualers for
which it apparently was intended.
Story has been neatly molded
around adventures of suave criminal
attorney Otto Kruger, who is disbarred at opening. On a vacation
he encounters brilliant girl
trip,
attorney, Gail Patrick, and invites
her to practice, in a big midwest city.

,

up real estate

Setting

oi^ice

as

a

Kpuger^ has his. former asClay Clement, send for the
modern Portia to induct her into the
Girl whips d.a. on. every un.firm.
derworld case she handles, but
finally tosses it overboard to 'join
staff of the d.a. through latter 's assistant, Robert Preston. Through effront,

sistant,

Kruger and his gang
unmasked.
Kruger dominates throughout with
and.
effective performconvincing
•
ance of the disbarred mouthpiece.
Miss Patrick does okay as the Portia,
while Robert Preston is personable
as the youthful assistant d.a. Helen
MacKellar is best of supporting, cast.
Picture has been given adequate
production layout, with photography
of Harry Fischbeck excellent for a
low budget effort.

forts of the girl,

.

are-

-

.

is

FRONTIER SCOUT

'in"for 20 years; has ar-

ranged a fake marriage ceremony
and an escape from the Alcatraztype big house. Climax is just as
novel as the beginning, with a highspeed tractor being used by the police
to
pursue fleeing criminals

Grand National release of Sfaurlce ConnFranklyn Warner production. Stars George
Houston features AI St. John, Beth Alarlon,
;

Guy Chase, Dave O'Brien. Directed by
Som Newfleld. Original screenplay, Frances
Gulhan; camera. Jack Greenhalgh; editor,
At Colonial, Lincoln, dual.
aviation field where plane Dick Wray.
waits to take them to Mexico, and Running time, (10 mlns.
George Houston
hero crashing plane with his auto Hlc!cok
Whlney
Al St. .loUn
just as it is about to take the air. Mary
Hetli Murlon
Okay dualer.
Steve
Dave O'Brien
Jaclt Ingram
Director Nick Grinde moves his Folsom
Guy Chase
story rapidly, with fast action all Bennett
Ktnn
rirles
Wliltaker
the way through overcoming de- Davis
Ken Duncart
ficiencies of incredibly stupid and Crandall
Carl Matthews
Plim
iCit OtiArd
fiitention
inefficient police methods,
Phorty
Woortward
Uob
of scripter is deliberate in. this re- Crrnnt
..Jftck Smith
gard, for purpose of stringing out Adnms
.vValter Hyron
.Tessui)
Roger Wniinms
final capture of the convict.
irud Bvattr
June Travis as the girl who be- Mr. Jones
lieved in the gangster's innocence;
Long-haired Wild Bill Hickok,
Robert Livingston as her protector,
with
'Frontier Scout,' has run the
and John Gallaudet carry major
burden of the leading roles very gamut in Hollywood; he has been
capably. Miss Travis is given little colossaled, serialed and now, cniicicopportunity for feminine allure, She ied. In the last three jears he has
plays in a straight forward and re- caught fancy for principal material
pressed dramatic .manner. Gallaudet for Cecil B, DeMille-Psur, for Col's
makes the role of ruthless gtmman chapterers, and now for an o.o. lif^itan intense piece of acting and will ly ir^ a Maurice Conn-Franhlyn WarHickok's fringed
be thoroughly hated by audiences. ner production,
To Livingston, however, falls major deerskin has hung variously on Gary
honors as a likeable, sincere and Cooper, Gordon Elliott and now on
George
Houston,
who
was tstlEen to
performer.
earnest
Jerry Tucker, as an obnoxious the Coast originally because he was
youngster, also does s'^rling work. an wera singer. Soriptor wisely lays
(ttl
singing, lest the reticent ashes
of the old Indian fighter would stir
across

'

'

.

&e

HEROS DE LA
('Heroes

o.f

MARm

the Manned)

(FRENCH-MAinCll
Paris, Jan.

1.

'

line

Porel." Hjrntird

IjCitietfit,

Pwtl Cantlw.
Geordea l?«r-

Albert Brafsermftn, Delittont,
let. Philippe JoitVrtr. Jf«;n ttmihvt, C*tb-'
erine Fontency, Powlaf*. Camllfe Bert.

Hank

Hank

IHirklti

Bell

Pat Brady
Art Mix
Lee Prather

.,

Sons of the Pioneers

White-horsing through the sage,
Charles Starrett conducts his. campaign to mak6 the west peaceful
enough for the real rattlesnakes and
coyotes in *Rio Grande,' originally
titled 'RiO Grande Stampede.' Decision to trim title was made for
two reasons ^'Rio Grande' indicates
what kind of a pic it is and nothing
more would do any good, and at no
time do the cattle get excited enough
io lope.
Ann Doran is doing a fill-in in
,

—

Nolan, leadofi for the Pioneers, is
given credit for authorship on all
the warbled numbers. His ^Tiunblin
Tumbleweeds' is the theme, known
well to the western houses by now,
and the others are "West is in My
Soul,' 'Slumbertime on the Range,'
and 'Old Bronco Pal.' Mostly so-so.

FEDERAL
•nd

MAN HUNT

of Armand Schncfer
Robert Livingston
Travis.
by Nick
Directed
Original by Sam Fuller and WllIjlvely; screenplay. Maxwell Shane;

Republic

release

production.

Features

June

Orlnde.

Ham

camera. ISrnest Miller; editor^ Murray Selflw'n. Reviewed In Projection BoonK N. T.,
Jan. 5, '30. Running time, 04 Mln*.
Robert Livingston
Anne
June Travis
J5«inick
g*ldle

*»apy

John Gallaucfot
Ben Welden
oroce MacMahon
Charles Halton

4

ii^ulier

Hawlliigs

Gene Morgan
Matt McHugh

JS"P<""«'

Mrs. Knnnlng

Sybil Harris

Jerry Tucker
Margaret Mann

*7'>0P

Mrs. Ganter
**«-l>er

'

,.

Frank Conklln

..Writer and director have comto lift this one out of the
wsual class of prison-break and manhunt yarns, contributing some reWeshmg new angles. Right off the
l>at they intrigue audience interest
with a new variation of 'the last
niile death-house scene. Instead o<
an enecntiotv priert leads
into chapel, where it turns out the

bmed

Powell

Jjte

AI

St,

Domhy

Dwto AHen

.Tolin.

Kayt-

Ted Adams

Harvey Kent

Nina GulIUcrt
Hlnirfo Arcltor
Pete ,.,..<..,......',..,>,<' Kmiff Adnms
,.....t,,,.,r, £«t1 rtouglas
3aU»
Stanley BIyatone.
St«ye
Kfnnlc Lnnno
Gftte^ ,,,..4,,i.,..,
Kthun Alton
SJReriff

Trigger

worn

Pals*. ffdlows all the

found

situations

time-

many

in

corral,

where

stolen cattle

:

;

RED RIVER RANGE

LE JOUEUR D'ECHECS

Modem
in

Stanley BlyCstrnth,

C{nematoffnii>fil(|ti* feTwwMi ot

angled, yet old as the hills

formula,

Red

River Range*

is

•

woman, who

likes beautiful,

the madame, and its sent up the river
for 20 years.
This, is old stuff that has been,
however, livened by Mario Bonnard's able direction.
Atmosphere
of a French provincial town at the
end of last century is excellent,
Enjma Gramatica is a typical case
of a legit artist who has not yet mastered screen technique, Eva Maltagliati is good as the provincial vamp,
ijeonardo Cortese nyakes his debut in
this picture and will bear watdiing.
Heln.

"Vm* Pr*-

Veldt,

FrsrnroJif
Lamrret, Fi»«l
Dfrectftd by

Rosay; features, Bsmard
Cambo, MfcIiAKno Franeey.
Jean DrevHItf, Original, H, Dajwy-Ma^.neVf

up sllffhtly difTerent. The
cattle still get rustled, but in style

guy gets the girl, who dresses one
season in advance of the best dude

EOIesktiT Vorowsley , ,
Sfonia yotaWtika. ,,,,,,,,

Conrad 'V eldt
Bernard I^ancrct

with refrigerated trucks; and the Baron -Kemp^len
Sfetg« OMoiHikjr,,

Soalera Film release nnd production, fltara
Kniniii OrHnuUlcu, Kvl Maltagllati, Laniberio Picasso. Olrected t>.v Alarlo Bonnard.
Scrpenpluy, 'J'ommaso .Fnbrl fronj orlBlnal
ot Tristan Bernard: cnmeni, Ubivldo Antta;
mnsic, Giuseppe Mule; editor, Barlo Bonnard,
At Superclnema, Rom9, Rannlngr
llnte, 09 mlns.
Jeitnne Dore...,
Emma Gramatlca
Jacifaen Dore
..Tjeonardo Cortese
Mnwr, Perodot
....Kvl MnltagtJatl

pretty

Conrad

ranch in the neighborhood.
Built

up

Wands Zalewska.

.Paul
f

<.'a

mbo

choline Francey

Bdmond Guy
Gaston Modot

Major Kicolalef.,
as infallible in outwitting Potemkfn,
who show up in the King of Poland,.,.,,

cctues

the bad boys

Gay Senbrook
Robarda

Jnson
Claire

Ttivky

..James

:

Roehells

Robtnyon

A better-than-average 'B' racetrack picture produced on a slender
budget.
Starts slowly but gathers
pace to reach fast conclusion with
winning of Santa Anita handicap by
a nag' that had been a consistent
Production is mostly exteriors
with scenes laid at various tracks
around the country. Director Charles
Lament has mixed action and romance evenly and added proper
amount of suspense and intrigue to
an interesting script.
Excellent work Is turned in by
Gordon Jones and
the fine cast..
Marsha Hunt are the romantic leads
and C. Henry Gordon and Harry
Davenport, the rival stable-owders,
with the former in one of bis usually smooth pieces of villainy. James
loser.

as the Negro stableboy;
George E. Stone and Tom Kennedy
contribute good support, with Ken-

Bobinson,

hedy and Robinson supplying the
laughs.

Gordon sets but to ruin DaVenport.
scheme to win Davenport's

in a
niece

Will

(Marsha Hunt), figuring both
have to come to .him for finan-

cial assistance, with marriage to
girl the ultimate solution.

Gretlllat

..Temcrson

'Joueur d'Echecs'^ is not Hkely to
glean what it» producers expected
0* it. Webulous way fn which yarn
has been thrown together and introducing too many details of what was
originally a stirring story block the

the

Davenport, however, planning to
checkmate Gordon, fakes bis own
'death' and wills ownership of CerCheck; his sole remaminft
tified
horse, to Miss Hunt and his partner^
played,

by

Jone*.

Mystery of why horse lost so freis solved when it's discov-f
ered he can't race in a rail position.
With the stake money all gone, and

quemly

Gordon and his henchman (Meeker)
trying to prevent horse's entrance in

the Handleapf Jones and Miss Hunt
overconie an obstacles and bring
Certified Check home a winner..
Davenport comes to life again and

boy gets

girl,

^

.

.

Miss Hunt, a looker, is improving.
Production has plenty of exploitation angles, but won't stand on its

own, though WU get by on the second half of dtial5. Photography and
editing are satisfactory, but principal
credit goes to George Adamson's
script and dialog and to Lamon't direction.

MAMELE
(Xfltle Mother')

(POLISH-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)
aphrfnx Fllnl Corp, release of <jrr*en fil
r>rodactfOn, Stars Molly Picon. Direct-

Ctr.

ed by Jo»«ph Green and ICoitrad- Tom.
scenarfo, Tom;
Hlmy, Mey6r Schwartz
;

.

cartw»rrt,

fiUgttiInf

fifeweryn
titles,

nental, H. T.,

Stelnwurcel; muslc^ Abo
At ContiJulian Leigh,
.

week Dec.
.

»Mfel

28. '38,
_

Running
^

Molly Picon

Edmurtd Zayenda
Max Bozyk

S(c;hle«lnger

adaptation, fva,n tyrerillt; ntifstc, Jwire
nofr; camera, Rem* Gaveftu, Cnarl*» ff*'
eaa. At the Had«l«fner, perfs, Rnnntng
time, 00 ntlnv.
,,,,,,,, Franpofno Bosay
Catherine II,

dished

27,

expensive clothes, but has a limited
allowance.
The other is Jeanne
Dore, the mother of a young man
who's madly fn love with Mme. Ferodot.
It's clear that the spendthrift
madame will never find the necessary
cash to settle her debts, which are
far beyond the means of her unsuspecting husband,
A uawrer, who has been trying for
some time to make the madame, proposes a bargain: he will supc>ly the
money if she becomes his mistress.
Placed in the dilemma of either falling prey to this man or breaking up
her home, Mme, Perodot asks yoimg
Dore to help her; The young man
kills the usurer because he insults

Star*

Tom Kennedy
Emerson Trency

(Hawhl

Paris, Dec. 27,
dootton.

,

Knox

time, 109 mlns,

(FKENCB-MABE)

Earl

styled for the western fans who want
horses, men who ride and llgjht,

:

Bam.

Si''!'

Stormy
Vagzy

place

range country, the Mesquiteers, Ray
Corrigan, and Max Terhune backing
Jolin Wayne's play, are 100 to 1 and
better to wind up on top, and 50 to 1
to come off without a scratch. Tltc
Peioffot-r
,.1'Mllppo Scelztr
Hank Bell, handlebar-mustachioed Kannartf
„. Sergio Tofa«» three-wayed screenplay by Luci
vet in more of these picture? than Mme, Fannard!
MargherltA Bagni Ward, who authored the original'
most people can remember, is the
story, Stanley Roberts and Betty
aole other standout in the cast. SemiThis story takes place in a French Burbridge, sends them unwaveringly
comedy role straight-faced gets over provincial town
at the end of the last to solution of a smart, big-time
oke.
racket
in a vehicle which moves at
century. One of the two heroines is
In its bracket, 'Rio Grande' will Mme,
Perodot,
an irresponsible, all times.
deliver a fairly stuffed ticket box.

Jarrt'lt,

Sam Ifewdetd, ticreenvhiy,
Georgo PlymptM, from story hy Flympton and Ted Btclunond; caotera, .fac'Ic
GtreenbalsK; edltdr, Ror liUby; aong», Lew
Fortor, JtfWnny lamee, ReVIe*ed In I'roJeotlom Rotfm, M. T,, Jan, », '3tf. Runnlnir
Mlns.
ti»«.
Art .larrett
Lnclty Morgan <<..r.<.

I

Rome, Dec,

Bob

Art

I

Marsha Hunt
Henry Gordon

.George M.eel;er
Harry IJavenport
George E, Stone

,'.

Vf-

f

JEANNE DORE

liglit.

Feature*

produetfon.
reoted
by

Krffne

release ot Phil

Gordon Jones
C.

Baker
Henry Shnron
Danny Welch
Mike Cltturena.
Henry Knox
Oell

Dof'tor
N'«)se

(WITR BONGA)
Grand National

mine.

r^ew Rolston

Helen

are kept, is ftnalty discovered by
its
among the rank and file westerns Jarrett Jarrett and Howell put tbe
which pour from poverty row and gang to flight in some amateuri^
the Califomia landscape in generotfs fisticuiTs; underground hideout fn the
auatttities, It'^ no whiz, and Houston mo-ontain is blown up and rustlers
doesn't mean anything on' the mar- brought to justice by sheriiTs posse,
brotiier's son.
m$» Faye, as feminine lead, is
Raimu, as the father, who before «Wiee to the^lO'15^20 patronage, Anythe war steadfastly had refused to thing, better than afvetaige will besur- limited in her work and personal
pirmng.
appeal, Sam Newfield's direction
Bam.,
allow eldest son (Bernard lARcret)
contributes little in the way of
marry daughter
(Jacqoeline
to
heightenhig ttie few story values,
Pore) of small land-owner (Deptusiography
Greenhalgh's
JadK
mont), again shows his act^g. abilsatires, 'When a Cowboy Sings'
ity.
From the strict, hard father,
RepnUlc releaM ot R«b#rt "Seche pro- and 'LuUal^ Trail,' by Lew Porter
he goes through the war to end- a dactfon.
B'eatinw ttte Three Jfeaaoltert-*,
pleasant
are
Lange,
softened, blind old man, playing the Jttbn Wayne, Ray Cowlgan, Max TethaM. and Johnny
for Jarrett'*
tailor-made
role with .ponviction and feeling, Directed by <}eorge Sherman. Slory, LttcI trifles,
Ward; ((cre*i»j»I»y, Stanley Rotnetlsr, Betty tenor. Picture wfU Just get by on
Germain Dermoz, as his wife, also Biirbttdgrff,
Lad "VPardj camera,
duals,
carries her part well, but there are Martui edftor. Towy MarUm-UK At JacK
Cono other outstanding perfotmanceSw. Tontttl, Xihtcoln, aaah Running tfmff, KV
Although Albert Brasserman, as a Wins.
Cast; John Wayne, Bay Cim-fgnn. Max
German officer, and Delmont are -Terhan«, Loma Gray, folly Moran, Sammy
good in minor roles.
McKtrti, Roger Wnilam». Kfrlc Grant,
(Tbe Cfaeeker Flayer')

of interest.
is

TRIGGER PALS

Uiddea

'Frontier Scout' will take

time.
She's being forced off her are presented.
Technical advice
ranch by Dick Curtis, a long-geared errs in many places and actual war
prairie land grabber, when Starrett scenes mostly appear like props,
answers the call and brings his pals,
Hugo.
the musically inclined Sons of the
Pioneers, to back his play. Charles
Francis Royal's screenplay, with a
I6t of stuff going on for so short a
western, is a good one, packing a lot
(ITALIAN-MADE)

Music department

repeats over familiar ground
previously cameraed. Capable (tl
Born.
typical Mesquitcer biz.

«

setup..

m

Jed Clayton
Martha Sharon

in scenery is the sole detraction, too

many

^mt

number

Weakness lies in irrelevant inci- Wnilara Itoyle, Perry Irin*,
this series, Starrett's romance hav- dents and almost amateurish man- aton«, l^enorft Bushman, Bnrr
ing been Iris Meredith time after ner in which some of the war scenes Askam, and Olln Pranrto,

.

some

good work from one their own age.
Reluctance to move on down the
road a little way for some change

^

.

Gouldlng

turned dude. Both are incidental.
Kids win like Sammy McKim, who
presents the juve trade with

,

Andre Hugon production. KtMS Raima;
Dcnmw. JacqneUne
Germalne
features.
Porel, Bernard Lancret. r'«nl C»mbo. tHOrljchwl, HngOi*;
refcted by Andre Hu-Ton.
2iKe4tMf«
moirfe,
Paul Archard;
dialog,
At Aobert Pal*
Ibert; camera, BnjardRunnln.t Ifnte; Off mlnsr.
aco. Purl?.
Cast; Ralm'i, Grninnlne' Sttremm, Sactfoe^

Grand Natloonl release oif Franklyn Warner (Pine Arts) production. Features Gordon Jones. Mnr$ha Hunt, Harr/ Davenport,
Directed by Charles LaC. Henr.v Gordon.
mont. Adapted by George Adamson from
story by Harry Beresford and George Callaghan, camera, Arthur Martlnelli; editor,
Bernard Loftus.
Reviewed In Projection
Koom, X, Y., .Tan. 0, '30. Running time,

clubwoman

westerns. There's little to redeem
undar the- South Dakota ptrairie.
Hcnaton has the frame to can^ the this production, even Art Jarrett
assisnment and Itxtk all ri^t, run- failing to win his s^rs either as an
ning with » whiskered prairie btow- actor or singing cowboy. He does
hard, Al St John, who witb his lon^
string, of westerns for the pscst yean twa songfly self-accompanied hy hi»
locdcslikedbarher.protester. Frontier ^uftarC, in pleasant V<ricr. but tracks
lore has Ridc^ a lone tranreler xn&st down a gats of cattle, rustlers aimof the iftne; but all flickers ei thi»
less^.
type must have a stooge for the bead
Lee Powell, as one of his two pals,
man,
Fita gets under way with plen^ proves fe>be better western material
of bombardment in the first reel, than Jarteta but is held down to
wftereia Crenel Girant sends Bin, secondary rating Al St, Jdm, third
some
bis scoot; out to dj» a a^io manewrer of the iikt, tries bard to
which Wilis the war and brii^ Lec buntor out of the role.of Fttz^y, a
to his itnees- aaS. the SSouth back intd gal'Cra^ galoot bfti characterization
direction.
due
poor
tatig
io
the Union. Scene swff^es to the
Rustlers, led hy ^cd Adams, make
westt wberd -Dave OTBrifetk; his sister,
Beth Afsriofi, and Guy Chase set up off with cattle witb little opposition^
a cattle !i»»»ish biz. Chase, a back- The leader, however, trips up when
biter, is framing tbe establishment he tries to fasten guilt on Jarrett,
into a hole, operating a rustling rack- part-owner of tbe ranch with ]i>oron therfde, whie^ the ^ovemniisart etby Faye, an eastern tenderfoot.
details Wild Bill for a loc^-into. Dame complicates matters by conHouston's
gun-slin^g
monkey- ^nming her parbier and falling for
wrenches the well-oiled gears of the Adams' glib tongue.

RIO GRANDE

Fat

typical, spread-bottomed,

13

THE LONG SHOT

Lorna Gray, for the romance side,
'and Polly Moran, who grunts and
wheezes for a few laughs as the

,

'Heroes of the Mante' just misses
being the most outstanding of a
of recent French produC'
tions dealing with the war. But de»
spite its faults, which are mostly
small, it's well planted on a solid,
story that in the main is enacted
(WITH SONGS)
Columbia production and release. Stars well. It's a heart-tuggar that's likely
Directed by Sam NelChurlea Stnirett.
to reach pay dirt here with medium
Francis
Charles
screenplay,
son. Orls;lnnl
chances abroad.
Royal; cumera, Ijuclcn Ballard; editor,
Story is woven around well-to-do,
At
Willlum Lyon; songs, Rob Nolan.
Running time. middle-class farming family and
Lincoln, dual.
CnlonlHl,
BK Mini).
what the war does to its members.
Charles Starrett
Houston
Ann Dornn Of the three sons, one is killed, and
J«ian
the father is blinded for life-. Solace
Bob. Nolnn
Bob
Dick Curlle is offered, however, when second Son
Barkei'
George Chesebro marries unwedded mother of 6ead
Kruger
'

VARIETY

Sfartiot

,

Kadennan

'.SlmcIM Fostel

ffetttia,,;,

Gcrtrud« Bullman
Metiashe OMenhelm

Max Katz

Offt Shllfko

YetK*,,
David,
BallcHI
Koncfilcker.
^fsfter

Max Poarlman
..Ruth Turkoir
. .*.

, .

.Low BohrUl7.eoer
Carl liatowlcb

(In Yiddish; toitb English TUles)
The dominating personality of
Molly Picon and some excellent, typOld World atmosphere should
give 'Mamele,' Miss Picon's latest
Yiddish starrer, excellent chances at
ical

the boxoffice.
There's a fair story to 'Mamele' and
the direction is better than average
for a Yiddish film, but it rehtains for
the diminutive comedienne io really
send the picture soaring to the b.o.
heights.

Miss Piqon has been given a couple
to clear-cut action. Picture is
songs, she muggs delightfully, and
due for limited success here with of
generally plays her Cinderella rj5le
chance elsewhere.
with
considerable conviction.
As
Film is based on struggles of the
'Mamele' ('Little Mother') she bears
Poles and Russians in the 18th cenThe 20th century handling of the tury, when Catherine II ruled Rus- a heavy load on her slim shoulders
herd grabbing is accomplished by
in caring for her motherless brood'
Piecemeal plot sees a young
well organized mob which works sia.
of six brothers and sisters and a
Polish patriot lead an unsuccessful
fast. Cattle are rounded up, banged
shiftless father.
against the Russians,
over the noggin, skinned and the insurrection
It's a Polish-made, and the religsaved by the enigmatic .perhides buried, carcasses cut up and life's
ious adherences and
mannerisms
count, who
hung in refrigerated truclcs for haul- sonality of a Hungarian
practiced by the cast should strike a
memanufacturing
his
time
spends
ing from the spot without a trace.
pleasant, nostalgic note with Old
figures. Love angle
Similar situation was used in one chanical toys and
World
Jews.
patriot's desire for
of last season's Gene Autry pictures, introduced by
The story deals with Miss' Picon's
heroine of ill-fated movement. End drudgery in
bitt any idea only used twice in
her care of the family.
westerns is better than brand new in sees two fleeing together after count Unappreciated by her two adult sislife when
his
own
sacriflced
has
view of the many repeats in the acters and her father, through a mismechanical
that
demands
Catherine
tioners. Both the cattlemen's assounderstanding, Miss Picon becomes
ciation and the beef retailers become checker-player, in which patriot has estranged from her famity.
But
interested and send agents tO' ogle been hiding, be put before firing there's the usual reconciliation when
the
area.
Find operations are squad.
the brood realizes that it's unable to
Despite good acting by the two manage the household without her.
screened behind William Roylo'sf
principals—support is weak film
dude ranch.
There's Schlesinger, plavgd by EdJohn Wayne is at all times the falters due io poor continuity. Court mund Zayenda, a musicianTwho gives
focal point of the story's telling, he scenes have been reconstructed rath- the film a touch of romance, Zayenfiguring as a masquerading killer er lavishly with i)hotography of good da does well enough, while Gertrude
trying to get a line on the cow- standard, toO).,
Bullman and Ola Shlifko, both of
Conrad Veidt, Os the count, and whom are prominent in Yiddish legit
nabbers by throwing in with them.
One of the most capable hoss- Francoise Bosafy, an Catherine, are in New York, carry the roles- of the
operators, he looks the part and de- excellent. But patriot, a« portrayed sisters effectively,
livers action aplenty when he closes by Paul Cambo, is flat, and Micheline
Abe Ellstein's music is plfdiiant as
in. Corrigan and Terhune are played Francey, as the love angle, slides in rendered by Miss Picon, while the
down. Latter's weak -attempts to many scenes. Bernard Lancret, as script, obviously tailored for the atar,
drag in his ventriloquism and the friend of Cambo, also in love with oft'ers a chance also for her character
the trio. £d- delineaticms, whidi have been her
dummy should be eliminated, not the girl, does best
monde Guy and Gaston Mtodot give forte on' the English vaudeville Stage
adding a thinft
Femme det>artment is shared by good account of themselves. Hugo
for years.

way

little

—

d
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VARIETY

Wednesday, January 11, 1939

NEW YORK

NOW

packing 'em in at

N. Y. Paramount Theatre

ZAZ^ under personal management
'Paramount

Pictures, Inc.

9»

PICTORES

Wednesday, January 11, 1939

VARIETT

COL, GB SHOWDOWN

1 World Fairs and Coimnl

FOms

NW Indies Saed When Iffuorlne Film 19 Discharged in

IS

New

PhiUy for

Contracts

—

Have an Influence
Forced on the Public

Expositions Will

^But Can't

Be

Minneapolis, Jan.

who have made

Two influences are expected to
comligure in the progress of the
mercial film production during 1939,
according to advertising agency men
and producers .of sponsored short
of
leatures. The first is the matter
increased expenditures with less
pressure on coinpetitive, hard-hitting
direct selling methods. The .9econd
world's fairs in
is the advent of two
a single year, with about 90% of the
.

millions to be expended in advertising dollars as indirect selling coin.
It is estimated that the sudden
concentration in two places, New
York and San Francisco, on the approach of educational, scientific,
news and public relations selling in
the fair activity will be felt in the
medium of commercial screen production. Agency people, who have
watched the new development (the
commercial screen) in" the last 18
months, belieVe ihe work of many
larger agencies will include screen
advertising of some type or other.
Osborn
Batten, Barton, Durstine

&

and J. Walter Thompson
have full-fledged screen divisions.
With these two boostmg factors
already

scheduled in the. course of the next
12 months, C. M. Underbill, head of
the picture department at B. B. D. &
O., the agency which has pioneered
the wholehearted launching of ad
agencies into the screen field, believes that the advertiser should
concentrate on educational appeals,
material of a news, scientific or
'documentary' nature to get the best
understanding of a theatre's audiHe points to the easy 85%
ence.
and public goodwill
acceptance
which is received by the commercial
film (free of direct-selling appeals)
in England.
'Direct selling type of picture,
With premiums and contests achieves
a bare '50% acceptance in the theatres ev6n when hard times make
extra income seem more important
to small exhibitors than audience
.

UA-Par

NW Deal

Distrib

glect'

Set;

attract his boxoffice
money in the greatest quantity.
'The companionship of Myrna Loy,
Hobin Hood or CamUle is his (by
proxy) while he forgets the rent, in-

DMONASKS

Twin Cities
and is in an advantageous position
in Minneapolis and St. Paul because
of its Paramount circuit affiliation.

possibilities outside the

100^

U. S.

NOW

IN

CONTROL
DUFAYCOLOR

spection
plant in

of

193S

—

from

new

England

have

confidence to

adver-

Underbill also indicated that the
question of whether the theatre exhibitor should be paid for showing
commercial fihns or they should be
]ust furnished gratis (because of institutional type of advertising or
having indirect advertising involved)
also must be decided in the near
future.
Both types currently are

employed.

New

LOUIS OPS

ST.

Dufaycolor people thus far, the
driven him to seek imaginative reAmerican management expects to
the picture theatre.
make the process available to mo'To approach this man and the
tion picture producers shortly.
thousands of people like him with
direct selling is to rub salt in the
wound. It produces 'booing' committees. The length of the picture Sabbath Fihns Gained
does not seem to qualify the argument. An audience can be antagIn Pennsy During
onized with equal, effectiveness in 60
or 600 feet. But if the picture must
depend for its acceptance solely upon
Philadelphia, Jan, 10.
its merit as an educational, "instituSabbath films in Pennsy made
tional; news or 'documentary' apnoteworthy gains in local referenpeal, will not the result be a stronger medium stronger because it rec- dums at the November elections, a
ognizes its obligation to the audience survey of the State revealed this
and in so doing, enlists its sympathy week. Sunday pix were favored in
seven of the 12 municipalities which
and cooperation.'
Admitting that there have been voted on them. They were defeated
periods when the commercial pic- in one borough by only three votes.
Communities which favored the
ture seemed on the way to securing
a foothold on the theatre screen only Sabbath fiicks were Mt. Lebanon
to result in a widespread retreat of Township, Allegheny county; Sumadvertising to non-theatrical produc- merhill Borough, Cambria county;
tion and distribution, Underbill in- Jefferson Township, Fayette county;
dicated that there was fresh hope Ashley, Luzerne county; Freeland,
Luzerne county; Siimithport Borough,
now developing.
•With 'A New Day,' 'The River' and McKeah county; and Roseto Bor*Men Make Steel' the commercial ough, Northampton county.
Sunday baseball was voted on in
motion picture again has taken a
deep breath of the. theatrically- only one spot, Elizabethville, Dauscented air and appears to be mak- phin county, and was defeated, 500
ing real progress. Documentary im- to 257.
brought

For Unity Following

•

lief of

portations

Philly UfflPTO Calls

•

Dufay-Chromex, Ltd.,
London and made arrangements to develop and handle Dufaycolor film in America for that corporation. While low-cost sfiU color
stalment on the motor car and the
photography has been the aim of the
thousand and one things that have

tisers.'

Columbia, and GB here filed breach of
contract suits against, seven theatre
distributors,

On %

Dufaycolor, Inc., financial control
has passed entirely into American
hands instead of being partly owned
by English capital, it was revealed
tising. The theatre admission, wheth- this week by Pierpont M. Hamilton,
er a dime or a doUar, is to the cin- president. When Hamilton assumed
ema patron his money's worth for chief executive post a year ago, it
an evening of entertainment. Not is understood he did so largely beonly does the picturegoer pay his cause he hoped to gain full dominaprice for an evening of entertain- tion and with American capital.ment but the motives prompting him Hamilton is the main financial
to buy this entertainment is the hope backer of the American company.
of escape from reality. Fantasy, adAfter many years of studying
Venture and romance are the subcolor, Hamilton made a personal in-

which

major

owners.
Allied Unit
Org. of
Six of the suits were immediately
With Indies settled
out of court by compromise.
^Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
Laying down the law and declarGoaded by the defection of a
ing that the exhibitors henceforth
Minneapolis^ Jan. 10.
United Artists, which just com- must 'toe the mark,' exchange heads large jportion of his organization to
are making it known that they'll no
a new rival Allied unit here, Lewen
pleted its circuit deal with Paralonger stand for ignoring of conPizor, prez of United Motion Picmount Northwest chain (the last of tractual obligations.
the major companies to do so) has
Instead of going through With the ture Theatre Owners, last Friday
called
the first meeting of
backed water from its announced contracts, the offending exhibitors (6)
would book the pictures they wanted UMPTO in more than four months.
intention to sell Twin City independand omit to do anything about the Election of officers, which many
ents only percentage deals.
Ap- other less desirable ones, giving
the members had been demanding for
parently capitulating to the indeexchanges the absent treatment and almost a year, was held. Pizor was
pendents who went on record hot
paying no attention to bookers' unanimously returned to office by
to buy on percentage, it is starting
verbal and written requests for the sparse ^handful of exhibs who
to make flat deals.
dates.
The branch managers say attended tlie meeting. UMPTO is
The
independents
themselves
with any national body.
they're going to be tough from now unaffiliated
strayed from the ^on-percentage
Answering charges of autocratic
on and will make exhibitors carry
path by buying Metro product with
rule, Pizor put through a measure
Out their agreements, or else.
four percentage pictures, after havcreating a large board of managers
ing gone on record not to make an
to administer UMPTO. Board will
exception for that company this seahave 30 members and alternates on
son, as they did a year ago. M-G
it, any 11 of whom will constitute
a quorum. Large number of the
again- was adamant and the indemen named to the Board were not
pendents apparently figured they
present, although Pizot said they
couldn't get along without this prodhad agreed to serve.
uct.
Charles Segall, partner with Pizor
Paramount still is having trouble
in several theatres, was also reclosing deals with "the Twin City
chairmanship of the
elected to
independents who claim its terms
board, and George P. Aarons wag
are too stiff and who refuse to go
renamed secretary. Edward A. Jeffor the oile 40% picture, 'Men With
nominated
Pizor in a
fries,
who
Wings,'
principally
because they
liighly laudatory speech, was elected
don't want to be parties to establishwill
William
Greenfield
first v.p.
precedent
on
percentages.
ing a
serve as second v.p., and Morris
St. Louis, Jan. 10.
However, it has closed mOst of its

goodwill.
'The theatre presents a different
situation from the value-received
Idea of paying for a magazine and
expecting a certain amount of adver-

jects

it a practice to 'necompletion of their obligations

to the lesser

Backs Down

Year s Eve Shows;

10.

In a move to compel contract observance and fulfillment by those independent exhibitors in the territory

Morros' Wanger Chore
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Boris Morros draws the musical direction on Walter
Coach.'
It's

Wanger'j 'Stage

his first assignment since leav-

George E. Browne, international
prez of the lATSE, has been requested by John.P. Nick, head of the
St. Louis Theatrical Brotherhood No.
6 a'nd Motion Picture Operators'
Union No. 143, to investigate the conditions in Local 143 which has b^en
under a heavy newspaper fire diiring the last several weeks. 'Announcement of Nick's action, taken
(5), .was made by Clyde
business manager of the
Operators' Union, following a conference at Nick's home where the
latter is confined with an attack of

Thursday

Although attendance was small,
those there represented a majority
of houses in the- territory, as Warner Bros,, Comerford and Wilmer
& Vincent, all affiliated chains, are
members. Committee to carefully
watch pending legislation at Harris-

burg was named' and several complaints of competition from nontheatricals, a church and a college,
in upstate Pennsy town, were received.

LOEW

DIVffiEND

MEET

SET BACK TO JAN. 18

International representatives take
any action they see fit, including
restoration
of
autonomy to the
imion.
Nick's move followed an annoimce-

Dividend meeting *of Iioew's, Inc.,
scheduled for Jan. 4, was postponed
until later in the month when a
quorum of the directors could not

ment from the Washington head- be obtained.
Dividend session of directors now
quarters of AFL that William Green
is scheduled for Jan. 18 when achad ordered an inquiry into the local
tion oh both the common and pre-

by Green.
A two year contract has been
signed by the local lATSE with
operators of 10 indie houses in the

lower brackets and the projectionreceive a small increase in
wages each year of the contract. The
projectionists who now get $47.50 per
week will receive a raise of $2.50
per week during each year of the

ists will

contract.

While the salary scale of all
houses, except the deluxers, was under discussion for several months
the only action taken was on the
smaller ones. The wages at other
nabes will remain unchanged during
a contract which will run for another year.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood. Jan.

10.

Universal purchased 'Code of the
Legion,'

by Hugh King and Dennis

Moore.

Warners bought "You Can't Get
with Murder,' by Warden
Lewis E. Lawes and Jonathan Finn.
Paramount bought Sammy Fuller's
original, "The Warden Goes to Jail.'
Grcorge Plympton sold his original,
'Texas Wildcats/ to Sam Katzman.

Away

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
two more

Annabella signed for
pictures at 20th-Fox.

Paramount optioned Charles Buggies for three films.

Paul Jones inked five-year pro-

where he headed the ducer contract at Par.
Bernard Vorhaus contracted to
Louis Lipstone
rect two pictures for Principal.
succeeded him there.

di-

19 cases resulted in such

mary

the

dismissal,

D. A.'s

sumoffice

push the other 40.
Practically every house in the city

will not

risked a $50 fine to give the special

show.

Sunday

film act of 1935 for-

showing of pictures' betweea.
midnight Jaturday and 2 p.m. Sunday. Earle and several other houses
could have been hit with a double
bids

fine

of

$100

for

flesh

attractions.

WB

Maurice Gable, manager of the
Earle, and rianagers of other down-,
town houses and key nabes wer«
given the initial hearing.
D. Benjamin Kresch, counsel for
film men, explained that they

the

law throughout the
year and called attention to the fact
Year's
ever falls on Saturthat New

Ihad obeyed the

.

day only about once in eight years.
Magistrate McBride. said» 'I do not
believe there has been any criminal
intent, even though the theatres were
I am
notified not to remain open.
not prejudicsd, but I wlU say there
is no better place than a movie in
which to spend New Year's eve ^it
is better than roaming the highways,
on which, over the holidays, we had
hit-yun
caSes,
many broken
35
bottles, while throughout the city we
had. seven murders.
'The law does not specify a closing hour, and after all, these are
.first offenders.
I discharge you ailbut I want you to contribute to the
,

—

Campaign

(Community-

the Mayor announced
the film houses would have to shutter on New Year's even as on -any
other Saturday, police were contemplating no action on the midnigh ters until force.I Into it by Rev.
William B. Forney, highly-paid vigilante for a group of 14 religious or-

Although

which has settled in both
According to Weston, Nick
wired Browne he was willing that

union's affairs at the request of St.
Louis AFL leaders. Clippings from
local rags
exposing the alleged
domination of Nick over the local
lATSE setup and the alleged presence of ex-convicts and gangsters' in
the membership were forwarded to
Green and Browne, the latter havingrecently been. made a v.-p. of AFL

first

Chest).'

arthritis

knees.

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.

Nineteen theatre operators, first to
have a hearing, of 59 pinched for
giving New Year's eve midnight
shows, were discharged in Magis*
trate's Court here last Friday (6).
Magistrate James McBride, in free«
ing the men, gave q spirited defense
of motion picture theatres as a ]^Iac9
to spend New Year's eve. Since th«

United

Weston,

ing Parampunt,

music department.

Spiers as 'treasurer.

Pitt Still Jittery

ferred is Supposed to be taken. By
that time, the directorate will have
been apprised of net earnings for
the past, .fiscal year ending last Aur
gust, as well as for the first quarter
of current fiscal yesir. This should
give them a good line on how much
cash Ccin be conserviHtively distributed.

Despite Indies' Plea

WB Renews Fox, Philiy

ganizations.
Pitt

Mgrs. Worried
Pittsburgh, Jan. 10.

Most of town's film house managers don't know whether they'r*
free men or jail-bait, result of midnight New Yearns Eve shows, and the
most hectic few hours any of *em
have ever spent. Holiday fell on Sunday and film entertainment is banned

i

in this state until 2 p.m. that day.

Film spots nevertheless announced
midnight shows, figuring to get
around law by peddling tickets before the deadline. On Saturday (30)
about noon, Police Superintendent.
Frank McQuaide without warning

announced

tlCat

any manager having

his doors open after 12 o'clock would
be arrested along with operators and
other employees, and that perform-

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
ances would be stopped immediately.
•Warners' lease 6n the Fox theatre
Managements were in an uproar,
here was renewed last week for five but breathed sigh of relief short time
Sidney
sent
to
over
objections
years
later when Mayor ScuUy announced
R. Kent by local Indie exhibs. New that he saw nothing wrong in New
lease with 20th-Fox becomes effec- Year's Eve shows and that he
tive in August, when the present one couldn't think of a better place for
runs out.
at that time will have celebrants to be. Pressure from
completed three years of operation church groups, however, brought an
of the house.
about-face from Mayor, who rescindGeorge Graves, operator of the ed his earlier statement, but by that
Carman, stated that a petition has time theatres had decided to go
been drawn up in Philly asking that through with their plans anyway.
consideration be given to an indie
In couple of isolated cases there
in making a new lease for the Fox. were arrests but in most spots poAs reasons he stated: Leasing the lice walked in quietly, obtained
gives them a complete name of manager and employees and
Fox to
monopoly of downtown first runs in submitted reports to police headPhilly; 20th pix should have an ex- quarters for 'later action'.
So far
clusive show-window to advertise nothing's been done about them, and
them as well as help Fox subse- showmen point out that it's Only posquents, something which the peti- sible to be fined now for violation of
tioners claim is not happening now; Blue Laws. Since more than week's
under the
regime, no subsequent gone by, even that action seems unis assur&d of an even flpw of 20th likely.
product, and that 'A' pix often comes
Biz at midnight shows, however,
to the subsequents at disadvantage- was cut in half by uncertainty, since
ous times to both the indies and the thousands refused to venture into
producer; many 20th pix do not get theatres because of repeated police
proper* first runs, leading the public radio warnings that shows in every
to feel that these are second-rate case would be stopped minute after
shows (Jane Withers films are midnight. They weren't, but damage
pointed out as an example); net re- had already been done. Neither Mcsult is that 20th-Fox gets less for its Quaide or Scully has since taken any
pix downtown as well as in the sub- further official recognition of viola-

WB

WB

WB

sequents.

tions.
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VAST NEW BPEN-DOOR
POLICY IN THE EAST!
^Open Earlierf Close Later^ Plan Installed as Key

Houses

Command Daily Extra
to

Performances

Hold ^Turnaway* Crowds

WEST, NORTH, SOUTH

RUSH TO FOLLOW SUIT

3 -Week Runs Mount
Figure On Extra Time!

Add Extra Performances!
Pian Extra Promotion! It's

An

Extra 'Terrific Smasit!
Starrioj

ERROL

FLYNN
RATHBONE

BASIL

DAVID NIVEN
DONALD CRISP
MELVILLE COOPER • BARRY
FITZGERALD • CARL EDMUND
Directed by EDMUND GOULDING
Screea

PUy by Setoa I. Miller tad Daa
From an Origioal Story by John
Standcra • MdsIo by Max Steiacr

Totlieroh •

Monk

WARNER BROS., Holdover Headquarters

PICTURES
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23 Milw. Indies Pledge

No Gambling;

VARIETY

Save $2,000 Weekend

Rochester, N. Y., Jan.

Frank Placerean,

assistant

demanded
officials

that law enforcehalt all gdmes of

chance in the entire county before
Feb. 1.
In the resolution, the ITP pointed
out that establishment, advertising
and operation of lotteries or games
of chance are prohibited by laws of
the city and state.

committee members, named

Six

recently when the ITP voted to demand 'impartial enforcement of

anti-gambling

laws,'

have

begun

circulating petitions throughout the
Both nabes
local theatre industry.
outside the ITP and circuit houses
will be canvassed in an effort to ob-

REVISED PATHE PLAN

NEW BEFORE THE SK.

Los Angeles, Jan. 8 whUe 50
persons were in the lobby and made
oft with $275;
He moved in while the cashier was
counting up.
theatre,

of liquidation

given before Jan. 17. If it is granted
before that date, Pathe would ask
stoclcholders of date on Jan. 16 to
vote on the plan at a special meeting, Feb. 16.
Revised plan differs little fundamentally from the one drawn up for
approval last month. It will pro-

of about $42 in cash. The 19-yearold youth, who ordered the cashier
to -.3ep her foot away from the
warning buzzer, fled, pursued by two
ushers, who 'captured the lad as he

was emerging from a rooming house
in the neighborhood. Loot was recovered.
Cashier stepped on warning button as soon as the holdup man left,
bringing vgJajrroll Harni^, manager,
on the st6ne.

iury

manager

any 'consideration' was involved in
the bank nights, pointing to testimony of two witnesses, who said
they stood in front" of the theatre
and woh without being required to
purchase

Despite the argument that important conflicts still exist, the U. S. Sulast week refused to Qelve further into the situation presented in the General Talking Pictures case, decided Nov. 21 in favor of
the electrical equipment manufacturers who attached restrictions to use
of their product.
Setback for the Government as well as independent
makers of sound picture apparatus.- Request for rehearing said that two
highly significant legal questions about the degree of patent protection
went unanswered, with G. T. P. attorneys confessing they perhaps did not
lay enough stress On the points in the prior proceeding.

preme Court

tickets.

Syraense Clamp-Down
Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 10.
Admittedly kept alive duting the
past year or two by interest stimulated through games, giveaways,
a half-dozen Syracuse uabe
etc.,
houses face the blues as a result of
a police ban ort all such inducements
in the future.
Declaring that they cannot expect
to continue unless they are
mitted to operate games and
giveaways to attract customers,
eral of the operators threaten to
mit arrests in order to get

per-

use
sevperinto

Pending recapitulation of business and returns in the fall, the S. R. Kent
drive at 20th-Fox, just closed, is understood will have one of. the. Canadian
exchanges ahead for first prize. The awards in this year's Kent drive are
four .weeks' salary to all the employees of the winning branch; three weeks'
extra salary for the one running second;' two weeks for third, and one week
for the exchange ranking fourth.

On the theory that B pictures occupy the same position In films as do
the pulps in the mag publishing field, Robert O. Erisman, editor of the Red
Circle mags, one of the biggest of the pulp strings, is placing before the
pic companies the idea of a comparable 'pulp' story editor for their Bs.
Has already conferred on the matter with three N. Y. film story editors
and

all

reported interested.

Vocafilm Co. of America anti-trust suit against Electrical Research Products, inc., in the courts for sonie four years, may be disposed of soon.
Arguments were heard by Federal Judge John^C. Knox on Erpi's motion
for a further detailed bill of particulars and briefs in opposition will be
submitted to the court before Jan. 15, by Louis Karasik, attorney for
,

court for test cases.

announced by Chief of
Police William Rapp following con-

The

edict,

with Mayor Holland B.
Marvin, applies chiefly to what they
term 'commercial* bingo games and
was principally aimed at a number
of local organizations who have imported operators to run the games
on a split-proflt basis. It brought
an entirely unexpected reaction
from the Syracuse Council of
Churches, which approved the police
order bjjit expressed resentment because the ban did not include
churches. This was interpreted as
a direct slam at several local
Catholic churches which have been
realizing as much as $2,000 a week
on bingo games.

Vocafilm.

ferences

Banko Charge Dismissed

Goebbels love triangle in Berlin inVoIving the pzech 'film star, Lida
Baarova and Gustav Froelich^ her German husband, and the Bernard Natan
(nee Tanenzapf) financial mess in France, put foreign film matters on the
front pages. The Pathe-Natan .stockholders' prbtective committee, chairmaned by Robert Dirl^r. alleged the 140,000,000 francs ($5,^00,000) losses
would mount to 605,000,000 ($18,150,000).
,

Couple of columnists in Pittsburgh are pushovers to print gag doublefeature billings whenever they're submitted and, according to film bookers,
managers are on the lookout now for twin pictures tha^ bring a laugh
when titles appear on marquee together. Boys trying to get a little free
publicity for their spots know, of no surer way to snatch space.

Maurice Bergman, Columbia Pics ad and pub head, is probably the only
individual in show biz who 'doesn't believe in Xmas gifts. Bergman this
year, as in the past, returned all presents received with explanation that
he does not believe in receiving gifts from people he doesn't know, no less
from those he does know. He doesn't send any, either.

Minneapolis, Jan. 10.
Despite the fact that the prosecuting attorney claimed that a theatre
using 'Bank Night' was the same as
a gambling house a jury at La

side pictures.

Crosse, Wis., found William Freise,

figured

Rivoli manager, and the La Crosse
Theatres Co.' not guilty of conducting

a

lottery

in

violation

of

anfi-

gambling laws.
The state charged a valuable 'consideration* was paid for the right to
participate in the drawing by those
persons who purchased tickets to secure absentee, cards and then did not
attend the. theatre..
Prank Koppelherger, head of La
Crosse Theatres, testified that 'Bank
Night' keeps his theatres 'out of the
red.'
The Rivoli theatre Was raided
because of 'banko' Nov. 25 and 26.
At the Nov. 25 matinee there were
4,786 paid admissions at 25c. each,
''nd after 6 p.m. there were 1,004 adlissions at 35c. each,

he

said.

The

Washington, Jan.

Power

film distributors

(Continued from page 5)

MPTOA,

Allied and eight lesser local bodies, will 'have to be changed,
according to- advance reports of

MPTOA

Objections have
attitude.
been raised by other exhibitor or-

10.

of state legislatures to. soak

was

materially cur-

tailed last week by a U. S. Supreme
Court decision which prevents West
Virginia, from taking a slice of
United Artists' rentals.
Application of the principle upheld
by th^ highest court depends upon
circumstances in each instance, but,
according to the reasoning of As-

ganizations to the phrasing of various points under the program as
now standing, most novel of these sociate Justice Stone, harassed mabeing that of the ITOA, which felt
jor companies have a loophole in
that the clause' concerning agreemany situations where they are subment of exhibs not to gyp under
ject to multiple levies. In effect, the
percentage bookings carried with it
opinion held that such taxes are a
au invidious inference.
Pending the meeting of the. biirden on interstate commerce and
board today, coniposed of beyond the power of the states.
In court opinion, devoted mostly
exhibitor leaders from all parts of
the historical facts,
the country, Kuydendall has been to a review of
polling them for their opinions. He the court unanimously backed up the
forwarded each director a copy of Federal District Court which enthe first draft when it was. sent out joined the West Virginia- tax colleclate last fall. Coming up from Co- tor from gr&bbing part of U. A.'s
lumbus, Miss., his home, last week, revenues. E:thibitors are subject to
Kuykendall scheduled the board the levy under a specific provision
Monday
but of the act and must fork over
meeting
for
(9)
couldn't get enough directors into of their gross receipts.
Distributor wriggled out because
New York by that time, hence the
postponement. The meeting tomor- technically it Is not engaged in transrow at which distribs will be in- acting business with West Virginia.
thinks Maintains nt> branches or other placd
formed of what the
about its trade practice concessions, of business in the state and has no
will be held at the Union League agents* or employees there except
club with S. R. Kent, chairman of traveling salesmen who drum up
Mem- contracts. Owns no houses or other
the cofnmitltee, and others.
bers include William F. Rodgers, property aside from the reels- whlcS
Ned Depinet, Grad Sears and Abe Justice Stone said are 'sent therd
Montague.
temporarily for exhibition and afterward returned to. it at points without the state.'

MPTOA

°

Republic nixed Smiley Burnette's request for a new deal calling for outSagebrush comic did not want a raise in salary but asked
a chance to grab some extra money from other studios. With Burnettc
slated to support Gene Autry in eight pictures annually, Republic execs

he had

his

hands

%%

MPTOA

May

Merely Drums tip Contracts
U. A.'s contention that it is a foreign corporation and outsi56 West
Virginia's jurisdiction was sustained
after the court reviewed the method
in which business is conducted. Contracts are sent to the New York
.home office for final action while
all rentals are sent to an exchange
outside West Virginia. Even though
exhibitors segregate the rental when
•the deal is oh a percentage basis,
they are not agents of the distributor
in a legal sense.
'We are not here concerned with
the question whether a state by a
statute appropriately framed, may
lay a" tax on income derived from
sources within it,' Justice Stone asserted, 'or whether the solicitation
of the contracts may be taxed; No
for Monday (16) in advance of the
such taxation' is attempted ...As it
two-day board meeting. Lilcely that is stipulated
and found that appellee
Sidney R. Kent, chairman of the ma- carries
on no business within the
jors' committee, will join the huddle.
state, except such as is involved ia
While other exhibitor factions al- solicitation of the contracts,
and has
ready have pounced on some of the no collection agent there,
and as the
overtures, Allied so far has not at- exhibitors there
are bound to and
tempted to take a stand as a group. do pay all sums due under their
Individual members, however, have contracts to appellee
at points outreflected continued, dissatisfaction to- side the state,*
we can find no.basis^
ward features of the! reform pro- for saying that it is engaged In colposal. Session with the majors, com- lecting
income within the state,
ing 'ahead of the directors' meeting, either as a business or otherwise.*
is. designed to get more Information
rather than to allow the Allied leaders to voice objections.
•11113 winter's Allied chinning bee
is more important than usual, in view
of the Justice t)epartment's anti-trust
IN
ST.
suit against the majors, with result
that large attendance is anticipated,
St, Louisi Jan. .10.
and the element which often has been
Incendiarism is believed to have
regarded as Peck's Bad Boys will be
watched closely by the rest of the been responsible for early Axci. fires
In two local liouses, in a three-day
business.
period last week, and gendarmes ahd
Also the N, Y. Suit
house managers are delving. Into the
Although no concrete arrange- mystery.
The first blaze started in
ments have been made, the indie the rear
pf the Star, a midtown nabe,
crew is expected to sit around the several hours
after the last showing
table with th^ Justice Department
of 'Too Hot To Handle' and although
attorneys to talk about the New York
a fire engine company is located next
injunction case. Last year several of doorto the theatre the flames did
the Allied leaders called at the gov$6,000 damage before being extinernment agency to renew wails for guished.
Christian Efthim, owner
court action, and this year they prob- of the
theatre, told cops he had no
ably will make a similar pilgrimage labor
trouble and believed' someone
for the purpose of cheering on the
deliberately fired the,place, .
trust-busters.
Usual visits to Capi-»
The second blaze was at the Gratol Hill are In prospect, now that
nada, a St. Louis Amusement Co.
Congress is back at work, and. the nabe In
South St Louis, where Wilperennial
anti-blockbooking
bills liam H, Hoppe,
South Side district
have gone into the hdpper. Allied manager,
estimated the damage at
people will concentrate on the House,
$7,000,
The flames were restricted
where the Neely bill died In a com- to the stage
where the lighting and
mittee pigeonhole last spring after sound
equipment and curtain were
sliding easily through the Senate.
burned.
An
asbeSto's curtain beTenth birthday of the association tween the
^tage and the auditorium,
will be celebrated at a. barbecue Sundrbpped automatically preventing
day (15) with the survivors of the the flames from
spreading.
original promotl&n plart as guests 6f
honor. PloneSrs include W. A. Steffes,
H. M. Richey,- James C. Ritter, H. A. Southern California accepted- the InCole, B. D. Cockrill and Herman vitation of S. R. Kent to take part in
Blum.
the trade parleys In New York thii«

Address Allied in D..C.

"William
acquitted
of the Riyoli, and

the La Crosse Theatres Co., owners,of charges of operating a lottery in
the form of a bank night.
Attorneys for the defense denied

Self'Regulation

Rodgers, Maybe Kent

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Freise,

Must

Sales Tax: Exhibs

.

New, revised plan

L'ville Stickopper Caught
and recapitalization for Pathe Film
Corp. goes to the Securities and ExLouisville, Ky., Jan. 10.
change Commission at Washington
Brown, subsequent house of the
this week, with officials of the com- Fourth
Avenue Amus. Co., was
pany hopeful that approval will be robbed Sunday night (8) about 9:15,

tain 100% cooperation in the stand ^
against gambling in theatres.
Spots named by the police depart- duce a new working company and
ment in what is considered the start will provide dividends from funds
of a series of test cases included obtained from the sale of Bu Pont
theatres from each police district. Pihn Mfg. Co.
They were chosen as representative
of the entire city to test ability to
halt bingo and similar operations
under lottety laws.
After 22 minutes deliberation, a

six-man

Pay W. Va.

10.

man-

RKO

Temple, and Homer
Milwaukee, Jan. 10.
Nov. 26 matinee (Saturday) drew Briggs, electrician, played hero roles
Twenty-three theatre owners and 7,311 admissions, and the evening sa'fring the theatre's $2,000 weekend
managers, members of the Inde-. show 1,150, according to Koppel- receipts Jan. 9.
pendent Theatre Owners* Protective herger.
Passing through a dark part of the
Koppelherger says his company
all
Assn., are pledged to eliminate
theatre before opening, en route to
games of chance from their theatres, pays $20 a week for use of 'Bank the bank with the money: they were
Night' and that other expenses in
on or before Jan. 15. Action of the
accosted by a masked bandit, who
dhowmsn came almost simultaneously its connection run about $75 a week. ordered them to drop money. -Inwith the request of the police de- The Rivoli registrants number from stead, they tossed it into Briggs' ofQce
partment for warrants charging 4&,000 to 49,000.
Placerean
Testimony was introduced showing and locked the door.
gambling law violations against 10
that it was not necessary to pay to grappled with the bandit, who fled.
theatres.
register in the 'Bank Night' book at Later two suspects were picked up
Theatre men who voted unanithe Rivoli and that on two different by the police.
mously to throw out the games
times persons standing outside the
comprised all but two of the memtheatre won the a\vard without payYork, L. A., Stnck Up
bers of the ITP, who were not repreing admission to the showhouse.
addition
In
meeting.
the
sented at
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
A. lone gunman stuck up the York
to the anti-gambling pledge, Memager,

ment

UA Need Not

Highest Court Agrees

Receipts in Rochester

PoEce Ban on Syracuse Games

bers

17

full.

Unlisted trading privilege for Paramount Pictures $1 common has been
E:tchange Commission by the governors of
sought from the S^ciirities
the Philadelphia Stock Exchange.- One of more thaii 25 issues which will
be discussed at hearing Jan. 31 on the application.

&

Wampas. dead two years, was legally buried last week after two years of
difficulties with red tape.
V. A. Bonesteel, secretary, -and Wilson Heller,
charter member, officiated at the obsequies after learning that it is harder
to dissolve a California corporation' than to organize one.

Washington, Jan. 10.
Position of the hardest-to-satisfy
crowd of independent theatre owners
on the self-regulation pact will be
decided next week at the annual
winter meeting of directors of Allied
States
Association.
Combination
chowder-party and trade problem
discussions on. the agenda for the
regular yearly convention.
Indicative of the majors' desire to
woo the finger-pointers, a tete-a-tete
between the distributors' committee
and the Allied leadership will preface the indies' huddle on the 10-polnt
scheme suggested to exhibitors early
last month. Conference between the
A.S.A. tops and W. F. Rodgers is set

.

,

SEE INCENDIARKM

2

.

'

Lou Irwin hasn't given up his New York office, maintaining, an individual
BUb-unit within the Consolidated Radio Artists' suite in the RKO Bldg.
Irwin repb CRA on the Coast, in addition to his own Hollywood agency
business.

Gus Edwards plans to open his own Hollywood Show Window, backed
by studio cash, to develop young talent. Project is to be operated through
cooperation of film studios.

LOUIS NABES

•

•

-

'

week.
Parley
Owing to the ITO mass meeting
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
yesterday (Monday), the delegation
Independent Theatre Owners of will be late arriving in Manhattan.
Calif. Indies to
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A%

in

previous years

Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer

annual check-up by exhibitors and film

critics.

the year-end polls are completed. Several are

M-G-AA,

still

lists
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the

Many

of

to come.

the "A'* Company, remains undisputed leader.

1- ALMOST

30% OF

INDUSTRY'S HITS ARE M-G-M!

Champions selected by exhibitor vote in QU IGLEY PUBLICATIONS' survey
ftom 1930 to 1938 give M-GrM almost 30 per cent of this industry's hits, 46 out of 166,
{nearest competing cqmpany has 27). In the QUIGLEY poll of the past year M-G-M again
leads all companies in Box^'office Champions. Of 12 monthly Blue Ribbon Awards
by BOX-OFFICE MAGAZINE during ,the past year M-G-M leads all companies with
4; Since the inception of the Blue Ribbon Awards M-G-M has won 23, riearest comBox-office

M-G-M

VARIETY'S

survey of Top Picture
of 25 Best Major Producconclusive analysis
tiens voted by exhibitors M-G-M leads with 7, nearest competitor 5.
BOX-OFFICE
of Distributor's Batting Average for 1938 conducted by
DIGEST gives M-G'M a rating of 102 per cent, nearest competitor 92 per cent.

petitor 14.
.

Grossers^ Likewise in

exceeds

all

companies in

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW

list

A

NATIONAL

2- M-G-M STARS ARE BOX-OFFICE LEADERS!
of 12 All-American Favorites, M-G-M leads with 5 in BOX-OFFICE MAGAZINE'S
Annual Poll. In the QUIGLEY Poll M-G-M leads with 5 out of tlie first 7 MoneyMaking Stars, topping all companies. In SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW Annual
Poll, out of 21 leading Box-office stars M-G-M heads all companies with 7 top moneymakers. M-G-M also leads VARIETY'S Annual Poll of greatest money-making stars
{as well as Top Money Directors).

Out

3- N. Y.

CRITICS PICK

M-G-M FOR YEAR'S

BEST FILM!

THE CRITIC'S CIRCLE, composed of all New York's famed motion picture critics, have
"The Citadel" as the Best Picture of 1938, This group
SuUavan for the year's best performance by an actress.

selected

4- M-G-M LEADING
As we go
Film

to press

Critic's

M-G-M

"Ten Best

also selected Margaret

''TEN BEST'' LISTS!

has more winners

on individual nation-wide published

Pictures of the Year" than any other

lists

of

company,

5- WATCH "PYGMALION"!
Imagine!
their

And

lists

Out of 9 New York newspapers, 8
of "The Year's Ten Best."

the future for

critics

placed

M-G-M Showmen

M-G-M's "Pygmalion" on"

is

very bright!

FItCXURES
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FILM BOOKING CHART

(For information of theatre and film exchange hookers, Variety presents a complete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing
companies for the current quarterly period.
Date of reviews. as given in Variety and the running time of prints are included.)
(B) BEISSUES
COPTBIGHT. 1938, BY VABIETY. INC. ALL BIGHTS BESEBVED

WEEK

TITLE

OF
BELEASE
10/28/38

PBODUCEB

THE LITTLE ADVENTUBESS
THE GBEAT WALTZ
THE CITADEL
MEN WITH WINGS
I STAND ACCUSED
TABNISHED ANGEL
SUEZ

11/4/38

IN HEABT
THE STOBM
THE LAST EXPBESS
BBOTHEB BAT
IN EABLY -ABIZONA

Irving Starr

Robert Lord
Col

LAWLESS VALLEY

RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE
ALWAYS IN TBOUBLE
EXPOSED
HABD TO GET
ADVENTUBE IN SAHABA

THE FBOG
SPBING MADNESS
iF i WEBE KING
ANNABEL TAKES A TOUB
STOBM OVEB BENGAL
JUST AROUND THE COBNEB
HIS EXCITING NIGHT
TOBCHY GETS HEB MAN
THE SHINING HOUB
GANG BULLETS
THANKS FOB THE MEMOBT
LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE
SANTA FE STAMPEDE
SHABPSHOOTEBS
COWBOY AND THE LADY
ANGELS WITH DIBTY FACES
.

11/25/38

BLONDIE
OUT WEST WITH HABDYS

LITTLE TENDEBFOOT
SAY IT IN FBENCH
ABBEST BULLDOG DBUMMOND
-

12/2/38

COME ON, BANGEBS
OBPHANS OF THE STBEET
PECK'S BAD BOY WITH CEBCUS
SUBMABINE PATROL
LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY
NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE
FLIRTING WITH FATE
LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE
WESTEBN JAMBOBEE
BOAD DEMON
STBANGE FACES
BIO GBANDE BOUNDUP
DBAMATIC SCHOOL
I AM A CBIMINAL
BIDE A CBOOKED MILE
NEXT TIME I MABBY
UP THE BIVEB
SECBETS OF A NUBSE
HEABT OF THE NOBTH
STBANGE CASE OF DB. MEAD
•

12/9/38

12/16/38

CALIFOBNIA FBONTIEB
A CHBISTMAS CABOL
THE FBONTIEBSMEN

DOWN ON THE FABM

PIBATES OF THE SKY
SWING. SISTEBS. SWING
GHOST TOWN BtDEBS

COMET OVEB BBOADWAT
12/23/38

12/30/38

1/6/39

THEBE'S THAT

WOMAN AGAIN

AWAKENING OF KATBINA
WILD HOBSE CANYON
TOM SAWYEB, DETECTTVB
FIGHTING THOBOUGHBBEDS
SHINE ON, HABVEST MOON
BED BIVEB BANGE
THANKS FOB EVEBYTHING
TBADE WINDS
NEWSBOYS' HOME
THE DAWN PATBOL

SMASHING THE SPY BING
CLIMBING HIGH
SWEETHEABTS
TOUGH KID
SKY PIBATE
ARTISTS AND MODELS ABBOAD
BOY TBOUBLE
FEDEBAL MAN-HUNT
KENTUCKY
DUKE OF WEST POINT
GOING PLACES
NORTH OF SHANGHAI
STAND UP AND FIGHT
DISBARBED
PACIFIC LINEB

1/13/39

1/20/39

1/27/39

2/3/39

WHILE NEW YOBK SLEEPS
LADY VANISHES
LAST WAKNING
DEVIL'S ISLAND
THE, THUNDERING WEST
BUBN 'EM UP O'CONNOB
PYGMALION
CONVICT'S CODE
ZAZA
MYSTEBIOUS MISS X
THE GBEAT MAN VOTES
CHABLIE CHAN IN HONOLULU
TOPPEB TARES A. TBIP
SON OF FRANKENSTEIN
THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL
FRONTIERS OF '49
IDIOT'S DELIGHT

AMBUSH
ARIZONA LEGION
SMILING ALONG
MR. MOTO'S LAST WARNING
GAMBLING SHIP
OFF THE RECORD
LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTEB
FOUB GIRLS IN WHITE
DRIFTING WESTWARD
PARIS HONEYMOON
JF.SSE JAMES
MADE FOB EACH OTHER
KING OF THE UNDERWORLD
DRIFTIN' WESTWARD
TEXAS STAMPEDE

HONOLULU
SUNDOWN ON THE PRAIRIE
ST. LOUIS BLUES
FISHEFMXN'S WHARF
THE ABIZONA WILDCAT
STAGECOACH

Col

Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama

Par
Par

BKO
20th
UA
U
U

Comedy

W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Wyman

Jeff Lazarus

Par
Par

Rom-Dr

Bep

Western
Western

Western
Meller

BKO

Comedy
Drama
Comedy
Drama

20th

U

Bischoff

Lou Appleton
Herbert Wilcox
Edw. Chodorov
Frank Lloyd

WB
Col

GB

Meller

.

MGM

J.

Rom-Cora

Par

Drama

Lou Lusty
Armand Schaefer

BKO
Rep

Rom-Com
Rom-Dr

Dave Hempstead

20th

Comedy

Ken Goldsmith
Bryan Foy
E. B. Derr
J.

Manckiewicz
Par
Reid
Wm. Berke
Sol Wurtzel
Cliff

Sam Goldwyn
Sam BischoffRobert Sparks

Lou Ostrow
Ed Finney
Andrew Stone
Stuart Walker
Chas. E. Ford

Herman Schlom

U

WB
MGM

TIME

Rom-Com
Rom-Cbra

Bep

Western
Western

20th

Action

Western

T. Rltter-J. Falkenberc

R. MilIand-0. Bradna

Mystery
Western

Bep
Bep

Drama

Par

Comedy
Comedy

Bep

Western

20th

U

Sports

Com-Dr

Col

Western

Mervyh LeRoy

M-G

Rom-Dr

E. B. Derr

Mono

Meller

Jeff Lazarus

Par

Rom-Dr
Comedy

BKO
20th
U

Howard-H. Anrel

R. Greene-N. Kelly-Bancroft
M. Boland-E. E. Horton
B. Granyille-J. Lltel.
J. E. Brown-L. Carrlllo-S. Dun»

Meller
Meller

Irving Briskin

Reid

J.

Rom-Cora

WB
MGM

.

B. Bogrers-M. Hart
T. Ryan-R. Livingston
T. Kelly- A. Gillis

Meller

U

Jack Raymond
C. S. Simon
Frank Llpyd

A. Gillis-B. KtnUh Travis
G. Autry-S. Bnrnette
H. Arthnr-J. Valerie
O. Kent-F. Jenks

Meller

Drama

Cummings

.

'75

Glenn Tryon

72
66
63
91
97
69
84

11/30
12/7
9/21
11/9
10/26
11/2
11/23

78
60
56

11/30
11/23
1/4

68
05
78
67
70

11/23.,

Frank

Boi-zfige

Geo. Sherman
Jas. Tinting

Wm. Wyler
Michael Curtiz

Frank Strayer
G. B. Seitz

Al Herman
Andrew Stone
Jas. Hogan
Joe Kane
John H. Auer
Edw. F. Cline
John Ford
Erie Kenton
Wm. Clemens
F. MacDonald
Ben Holmes
Ralph Staub
Otto Brower

Earl Taggart

B.

Sinclair-

Wm.

CarroU-M. Kornman

Nigh

Alfred E. Green

L. Ball-J. Ellison-L. Bowman
T. Martin-P. Brooks
E. Lowe-H. Mack

Alfred Werker

Garson Kanin
Arthur Lubin
Lewis Seiler
Lewis D. Collins

WB

Col

Col
Col

Western

Joe Mankiewicz

M-G

Rom-Fan

B. Jon^s-C. Bailey
B. Owen-T. Kilbum

Harry Sherman

Par

Western

W. Boyd-G. Hayes-E. Venablo

Sol Wurtzel
B. Sarecky
Bert Kelly

20th

Comedy

Prouty-S. Byington
Mai St. Clair
K. Taylor-B; Hudson
Joe McDrnough
K. Murray-K. Kane
Joseph Santley
Bob Baker
Geo. Wnggner
K. Francls-J. Lltel
Busby Berkeley
M. Douglas-V. Bruce
Al Hall
F. Gaal-Tone-W. Connolly
Norman Taurog
Jack Bandall
Robert Hill
D. O'Connor-B. Cook
Louis King
B. Byrd-M. Carlisle
Sidney Salkow
B. Bogers^M. Hart
Joe Kane
Wayne-B. Corrigan-M. Terhnn* Geo, Sherman
A. MenJouoJ* Oakle
Wm. A. Seiter
F. March-J. Bennett'
Tay Garnett
J. Cooper-W. Barrio
Harold Young
E. Flynn-B. Bathbone
Edm'd Gouldtng
F. Wray-B. Bellamy
Christy Cabanne
Carol Read
J. Mathews-M. Bedgrav*
J. MaoDonald-N. Eddy
W. S. Van Dyke

Trem Carr
Bryan Foy
B. B. Kahane
Harry Rapf
Robt. Tansey
E. T.

Armand

WB
M-O

Drama
Rom-Dr
Drama

Col

Western

Par

Schaefer

Bep
Bep
Bep

Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr
Western
Western

H. J. Brown
Walter Wanger
Ken Goldsmith
Robert Lord

20th

Musical

WB

Rom-Dr
Drama
Drama

Irving Briskin

Col

UA
U

Comedy

Hunt Stromberg

M-G

Lindsley Parsons

Mono
Mono

Musical
Meller
Action
Musical

Paul Malvern
A. Hornblow, Jr.
Wm, Wright

Armand

Schaefer

Gene Markey
Edw. Small
Barney Glazer
W. MacDonald

Mervyn LeRoy

J.

Meller

GB

GB

Par
Par

UA

Col

Drama
Rom-Dr

WB

Treni-M. Beynolds
Benny-J, Bennett
C. Buggles-M. Boland
B, Livlngston-J. Travis
L. Young-B. Greene
L. Hayward-J. Fontaino

D. Powell-A. Louise %
B. Furness-J. Craig
B. Taylor-F. Bice-Beery
G, Patrick-O. Kruger
McLaglen-C. Morrls-W. Barrio

BKO

Par

Meller

Drama

20th
20th

Melodrama

Bryan Foy

WB

Melodrama

Irving Briskin

Col

Stuar^t

Walker

Robert Sisk
Sol Wurtzel

GB

Irving Starr

Harry Rapf

Mystery
Mystery

U

M. Whaien-J. Boger^s
M. Lockwood-M, Bedgravo
P. Foster-F. Robinson
B. Karloff-N. Harrigan
C. Starrett-L Meredith
D. O'Keefe-C. Parker
L. Howard-W. Hiller

Western

M-G
M-G

Com-Rom

H

F. Darro-J. Allen

Musical

M-G

lies

Clifton

Marin

E. h.

J.
J.

Comedy

Rom-Dr
Rom-Com

10
66

11/23
11/2
12/7
12/14-

11/30
12/14
12/14
12/7

Selander

78
73
70
61

12/7

74

12/7
12/7
11/9
11/16
12/14

65
68
74
60

12/14
12/14
12/28
10/12

15
et

63

65

12/21

70

1/11

6i
1/11
12/7
12/21

103
62

12/14

120
60

12/21
1/11

'

Bep
20th

Elmer

J.

Actidn
Musical

Mono

Berke

D. Foran-G. Page
Boberts-N. Beery

J. Holt-B.

Western

Lowe

C. E. Ford

Wm.

U
U
U

67
67

11/9.

Sam Nelson

A. Tamiroff-F. Farmer

Meller

12/21

G. Archainbaud

Bryan Foy

Drama

100
68
6B

n/9
4/7/37
11/18
9/21
10/19
12/14
11/9
12/7
10/12
11/16
12/28

lia^nbert Hillyer

Monroe ShafT

.

60
75
68

If
61
62
75
62

Gus Meins
Michael' Curtiz

C. Starrett-A. Doran
L. Bainer-A. Marshal
J.

Landers

Sid Salkow

Munson

Comedy

Rom-Cora

78

Lew

Par
Par

J.

88
69
63

Enritrht

Irving

Mono

20th

Cliff

C. Bujrerles-O.

11/9
11/9
11/23

Golden

Ray

D. R. Lederman

Hudson

G. Farrell-B. MatiLane
J. Crawford-B. Yonnf
A. Nagel-B. Kent
B. Hope-S. Boss-Butterworth
H. Carey-T. Holt-E. Brent

70
67

11/9
11/2
10/26
10/26
11/2
11/16
10/19
11/2
11/2
10/19
10/19
12/28
11/9
11/9
12/7
11/23

Max

Jos. jSantley-

Oakle-L. Ball

Drama
Comedy
Com-Rom,

UA

WB
Col
MGM

Geo. Sherman

Temple-C. Farrell

Wayne-B. Corrlffan
B. Donlevy-L. Barl
G. Cooper-M. Oberon
J. Cagney-P. O'Brien
P. Singleton-A. Lake
M. Rooney-L. Stone-C. Parker

BKO

Sol Wurtzel
Bert Kelly

S.

Meller

Par

BKO

Sol Lesser

Golden
Bryan Foy
David Loew
John Speaks
Harry Grey
Sol Wurtzel
Bert Kelly

J.

P. Knowles-B.'

60
107
112
102
61
67
100
91
75
60
90
55
75
51

WHEN

REVIEWED
BYVABIETT

David Howard

Coleman-F. Dee-Bathbon*

Comedy

Mono

Gene Markey

Max

B. EUiott-D. Gulliver
J. Cooper-L. Gllman
J. Bandell-L. Stanley
A. TamiroC'F. Farmer
J. C. Nalsh-M. Carlisle
G. O'Brlen-K. Sutton
G. Autry-jS. Bumette
Wither;5>A. Trea«her-J. Boferi
O. Krucrer-G; Farrell
D. Powell-O. de Haviland
P. Kelly-L. Gray
N. Beery-G. Barker
M. O'Snllivan-L. Ayres

Rom-Cora
.

Allan Dwan
Richard Wallace
Harold Young
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keiphlev
Jos. Levering
Wm. Nigh
Wallace Fox
Alfred E, Green
Louis King

Jr.

McLane

WB

Meller

Bert Kelly

C. Bickford-B.

Duvivier

King Vidor
A. Wellman
John H. Auer
Leslie Goodwins

Bowman

K. Taylor-D. Kent

Western

Sam

S. Eilers-L.

T. Power-L. Young:
Gaynor-D. Fairbanks,

J.

Meller

Col

Harold Hurley
Bert Gilroy
Harry Grey
John Stone

J.

Wm.

MaoMarray-B. Milland
B. Cummings-H. Mack-L. Talbot

Spec

Lederman

D. R.

L. Bainer-F. Grayei
B. Donat-B. Bussell
F.

Rom-Dr
Drama

Mono
Mono

T.

E. Fellowes-J. Wells

Action-Dr
Musical

MGM
MGM

Lackey
Robt. Tansey

W.

GUN PACKEB

11/18/38

Hyman

Victor Saville
A, Wellman
John H. Auer
B. P. Pineman

Ken Goldsmith

BIDE A CBOOKED MILE
ILLEGAL TBAFFIC

11/11/38

Bernard

Wm.

D. O. Selznick

GANGSTEB'S BOY

DIBECTOB

MINS.

Gene Markey

YOUNG

TALENT

TYPE

DISTBIB.

Col

Comedy

Bretherton

Paul Malvern
Mitchell Leisen

Geo.Archainbaud
Nick Grinde
David Butler
Al Green

Ray Enright
D. R. Lederman
W.

S.

VanDyke

Robert Florey
Lew Landers
H.B.Humberstone
Alfred Hitchcock

Al Rogell

90

1/11
12/21
12/21
1/11

00
68
76
61

12/28
12/21

62

12/7

Wm. Clemens
Sam

11/2

64
05
107
85

1/11

Nelson

Edw. Sedgwick
A. Asquith

67

06

Mono

9/7

Melodrama

Albert Lewiii

Par

Rom-Com

C. Coibert-H. Marshall

Geo. Culcor

83

Rep

Mystery

M. Whalen-M. Hart
J. Barrymore^P. Holden

1/4

Herman Schlom

Meins
Garson Kanin
H.B.Humberstone

70
6S

1/11
12/28

Gabriel Pascal
E. B.

Cliff

Derr

.

Reid

John Stone
Hal Roach
Rowland V. Lee

Ben Glazer

BKO
20th
UA
U

Melodrama

WB

Comedy
Mystery

Comedy
Drama

Col

Western

Hunt Stromberg

M-G

Wm. Wright

Par

Com-Dr
Rom-Dr

Col
Bert Gilroy
Robert T. Kane
Sol Wurtzel
Irving Starr
Sam Bischoff
Jos. Sistrom
Nat Levine
Robert Tansey
Harlan Thompson
Nunnally Johnson
D. O. Selznick

Bryan Foy

RKO

Western

20th
20th

Mus-Com

Col

Par
20th

Jack Cummings
Ed Finney
Jeff Lazarus
Sol Lesser

John Stone
Walter Wanger

W. Wflliam-L Lupino

A. Marshall-F. Rice
Jack Randall
B. Crosby-F. Gaal
T. Powcr-N. Kelly-Fonda
C. Lombard-J. Stewart
H. Bogart-K. Francis
J. Bandall-D. Duran
C. Starrett-I. Meredith
E. Powell-B. Young
T. Bitter-D. Fay-C. King
£. Nolan-D. Lamour
B, Breen-L. Carrillo
J. Withers-L. Carrillo

Drama

Col

Western
Western

M-G

Com-Rom

Drama

Mono

Western

Par

Mus-Rom
Com-Dr
Comedy

BKO
20th
UA

-

Rom-Com
Rom-Com

WB

P. 0'Brien-.T. Blondell

Meller

Rom-Dr
Western

UA

Robert Tansey
Irving Briskin

.

S. Toler-P. BrooksC. Bennett-B. Young-B. Burke
B. Karlofr-B. Lugosi
J. Garfleld-C. Bains

De Aicaniz
Shearer-Gable
G. Swarthout-L. Nolan
G. O'Brien-L. Johnson
G. Fields-M. Maguire
P. Lorre-B. Cortez
B. Wilcox-H. Mack

Drama
Comedy

WB
M-G
Mono

Kent-A. Nagel-M. Ebnrne

B. EIIiott-L.

Mystery

U

.

.Rom-Dr

'

c. Trev*»--*-

'P-'vue

.

Lambert Hillyer
Gtis

Norm. Z.McLeod
Rowland V, Lee
Busby Berkeley

Sam Levering
Clarence Brown
Kurt Neumann

Dave Howard
Monty Banks

12/14

Norman Taurog
Aubrey H. Scotto
James Flood
Piter Godfrey.
Sylvan. Simon

S,

Robei?t'Hill

Frank Tuttle
Henry King
John Cromwell

Lew
Bob

Sam

Seiler
Hill

Nelson

Eddie Buzzcll

Al Herman
Raoul Walsh
Vernard Vorhaus
Herb. I. Leeds
John 'Ford

105

1/11

69

1/11
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Show

Biz a Very Serious Thing In

Small Town, USA; lincohi an Example
and

Town'
slight

tional,

Topped 'Snow
same ho\ise by a

at $7,500.

for still further changes, not able
to understand how the LTC trio of
houses will be able to play MG, 20th,

Best holdover

margin.

This,

here.

Lincoln, Jan. 10.

'White' in the

UA

has come over to his ally
added to the Grand NaGB, and Columbia contracts
gives NTI enough celluloid for the
projection machines. Film row looks

By BARNEY OLDFIELD
Highest picture gross for 1938
was the Stuart's week with 'Boys

month

in history, October, 1938,
when 'Antoinette' went 10 days,
'Boys Town' 16 days, 'Algiers'
14 days, 'Fotir Daughters' 21 days,
Heart' 14 days.
'There Goes
Best orchestra take, Ted Fio
Rito, $1,640, at the Turnpike Casino. Close by, Phil Harris, $1,-

Universal,

RKO,

splits

ol

UA

and

Warners, and Paramount, and the
second runs,
Lincoln was the largest town in
this part of the country for many
years to hold out for six-day operaThrough efforts of Bob Livtion.
ingston, it went Sunday five years
ago which established it with better grosses because the stream of
cars out of town over the week-end

My

out plc datings, biz conditions, etc.
itferriest time of all to the onlooker
was when Cooper's hold on the film
output was stronger, and when Bob
Livingston was dependent on him
for second runs. Dent's house would
get an occasional good one, for in-

'Broadway Bill.' The management would then find planted a
Warner Baxter picture on one side
of the Dent house, a Myrna LoyWarner Baxter pic with Livingston
on the other side, and a Myrna Loy
flick across the street
The neighbors would come downtown like a
woman in a house full of mirrors,
many of them winding up in one of
the Cooper spots in the confusion.
It was good biz on the Cooper side
of the ledger, but bitter pills to the
stance,

opposition.

Wednesdayv Januarj 11, 1939

EXPLOITATION
'Zaza' Setup
Paramoimt has a 'Zaza' tieup that
leaves the exhibitor ndthing to do
but mail a postcard to the home office giving his playdates and then

check up with department stores to
see that he gets his theatre credits.
It's with the Mojud hosiery firm.
Sixty salesmen with headquarters in
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and
San Francisco furnish dealers with
24x26-inch two-color and llxl4-lnch
window displays, newspaper ad

Old 'Sweethearts' Stunt
Oklahoma City,
Standard
Theatres - Oklahoma
News sponsored party for oldest
married couples at opening of
'Sweethearts',

at

One

Criterion.

couple iBid been married 59 years.
All couples married more than 50
years were invited to attend the
party, complete with refreshments

and

oaklies.
Longest wedded pair
Christmas present from
Standard Theatres and telegram of

received

mats, etc., aind the hosiery company congratulation from Jeanette Macputs up prizes of $50, $25, $15, $10 Donald.
and $5 for the best window displays.
The exhibitor sits back, -watcttes
ttie results and hopes for the best.
Ontdoor Mag: Aids Shorts

Lincoln seldom sees Dent or
Cooper, but the telephone company
rubs hands monthly at the sight of
Nabe's Free Terp lessons
the toll bills for the several times
Detroit.
€10. Biggest dance crowd, Herbie
weekly checkups. Cooper may call
With initial venture drawing alKay, Turnpike, 1J900 paid admisfrom New York, Florida, Oklahoma most 100 kids. United Detroit's Alger
sions. Kay's advance is the town's
or Chicago.
Dent
places his from nabe has set a new term for Saturall-time high, 1,400.
morning dance instructions
Denver, Dallas, New York, Chicago, day
was terrific. Through Livingston, and his ranch in the southwest. under supervision of Roth-Berdun
who opposed bank night as unshow- When Cooper comes to town he sel- terp school.
Lincoln, Jan. 10.
Eligible are kids from five, to 16
manly, the giveaway never got into dom stays more than a day, dividing
Lincoln, per capita, is one of the
the county except for a couple of his time between his Stuart theatre who wish to study tap, toe, aero or
diow-busiest spots in the U. S. Bareperformances when the county at- office arguing with film men about ballet dancing free. First term wascenlast
the
86,000
over
climaxed
last week when more than
ly squeezing
torney cracked down on it.
dates for backed-up product and 50 kids appeared in stage presentasus, it supports eight downtown theAlthough ducking giveaways, the looking over the books. Whe- Dent's tion at Alger.
atres, playing 24 films per week, and
spot had other- objectionable fea- in town, he asks the same film pedone suburban. It has but one dark
tures—notably low prices. In the dlers to the nearest theatre row
house, and that's because it needs
Runs 'Dnke' Dance
five years battling between Cooper poolroom, beating
the socks off them
repairs badly. It has three ballrooms,
layout of six dance instruction
and Dent, the town set records for at snooker. Cooper's operation has
none operating less than three nights
pictures captioned 'You Don't Have
time,
it was posone
bargains.*
At
the New York touch, while Dent is to Be a Cadet to Do 'The West Point
weekly. It has an amusement park
sible to see six evening shows, and like
a ranch foreman. Cooper man- Hop' has been sent out in mat form
(Capitol Beach) and a tent covered
four matinees per week for $1, a agers keep noses to the grindstone, to the 600 papers using the NEA
dramatic stock (Chick Boyes Playtotal of 18 feature pictures and 36 attend strictly to biz,
while the Dent news pictures. In addition to the
ers) in season.
the
day
th
From
subjects.
short
top hands treat it as a lark and, dance instructions under each still
Small as it is, Lincoln is an unlow ebb, prices jogged around hit when Howard Federer, city man- there's a plug for UA's 'Duke of
usual key. It is the scene of terrific
and miss. During 1938, when all the ager here, gets with T. B. Noble, Jr., West Point.'
competition, two circuits battling
rest of the show biz was spouting Dent's
right hand in Oklahoma
each other tooth and nail--J. K.
Ties 'Duke' to Polo Game
about recovery, betterment, etc., one City, they run races with Olsen and
Cooper's Lincoln Theatres Corp. and
Charles Perry, manager of the Alof the NTI houses here was runninjg Johnson.
Theatres,
Results, considering the
L. L. Dent's ally, Nebraska
dine, Philadelphia, took advantage
That
matinee.^
bargain
nickel
for
a
product, are not a great' deal differ- of the local interest in rival hockey
Cooper has three houses and
Inc.
was when NTI had two houses, and ent.
the bulk of the product, wh-^e NTI
teams to put over a 'Duke of West
Cooper five. Now, with Cooper havDuring the depresh years all the Point' tieup which lasted a week and
^as four houses and skins along with
lour, the situaNTI
and
ing
three,
theatres became run down, and no culminated in a game between the
many unearned holdovers. Sole intion is better, but no signal for. ho- one advanced hopis enough that
the Chester and Philadelphia teams of
die operator is R. R." Livingston, who
Hockey" League at which
sannas. The dime has disappeared futiure
was going to. brighten suffi- the Eastern
is the state's liaison officer between
Edward Small trophies were preexcept as a kid or mat price, all ciently to
cut loose with- money to sented. One cup went to the win&e show biz and the legislature.
other prices doing a climb, the take equip houses.
However, in 1938 ning team and the other to the in'Several groups have entered Linbeing about 20% per ticket better more than $30,000 had been spent,
i»xoln's stormy film row. scene since
dividual high scorer. Members of
up and down the row than on Jan. with that much more set for 1939 the Ramblers, Philadelphia profes.1930, all trying to crack the domi1938.
maintenance.
Other
amusement sional team, acted as oflEicials.
nant Cooper's hold on film. It re- 1,
Small Town Tendinc
Papers devoted considerable space
more
after
building
during
the
period
Dent,
same
inmained for L. L.
Broadway has had its feuds of the cluded the $25,000 Turnpike' Casino, to the game a week in advance.
than three years facing Cooper on
Special cut rates were put on the
fronts in three states—Nebraska, Ziegfelds and the George Whites, the town's fanciest ballroom and the tickets, the Betsy Ross Drum and
Colorado, and Oklahoma—to liye up but Broadway has no patent on it. dance showplace of the midwest this Bugle Corps paraded, and public
when side of Chi.
t9 his^name and nick the product NTI and Cooper managers,
skating was allowed after the game.
Prior to the game the picture was
"hold. During the lai^t year Republic, conversing, which is seldom, parry
Those Ballrooms
letting
from
keep
try
and
and sports
spar
to
and
Warners
split
of
an.d
si
Monograin
Speaking of ballrooms, the com- screened for the players Robertson,
with Lawson
-writers
petitive situation with men hunting
'"•>"'"mm,«m.,,««,.,.m>,|»«mjinmM,™
m
„,i,„m„mnn,.n,n«titim,iun,™.mi..,i.
mniun.i
mnmu
track coach of the American Olympic
iuimni||
the dance traffic is even more brutal team, acting as master of ceremonies.
than with the theatres. There are
The net cost was practically
li three major ballrooms drawing on
nothing. Wherever there are rival
EZ
11 the town for attendance, although
teams the stunt might be applied to
forms of sport.
other
all are outside th^ city limits in
Li'"!4"H'"l"!l!!!!?:!!!:^ll!!!r!!!!!!i:!!!l!:=™:!:":::i»^
order to get by the blue-lawed Sunday dancing. Turnpike is the leader, were back seven weeks in salary,
with a battle for the low wage, stag and fights with the feature act,
line trade between Matt Kobalter's
Blacaman. Lincoln pockets pojired
Pla-Mor and Harry King's Ballroom. out for another winner. Then came
Turnpike, managed by R. H. the much-sheeted Billroy's ComediPauley, works to keep the gate at
ans, nutted at $400. for the day,
$1 per couple or more, against two- which nudged $2,000 in gross on one
bits per person competish .f rom the
night, one of three towns in the
other two. Pauley's crowd is the nation to have a standup and decollege and business and professional mand for a second show.
Meantypes, who don't want to put up while, from May until October,
with stags.
Everybody else goes Chick Boyes Players, a tent rep
Pla-Mor or Kings, aiid that means outfit, making its fourth season
plenty. Pla-Mor, the oldest spot in stand, was almost even with 1937, a
town, has a fixed -affic and plays much better year financially in other
to almost the same people and the
Capitol Beach, the role
instances.
same number every open night. amusement park, ran ahead of 1937
King hasn't made up his mind. He f'-. the first half of the season,
fanoB
TODAY
plays two-bit biands for the two-bit slowed, but managed to get even.
JEANETTB
traffic for a while, then makes a try
Pool biz was away off.
(utEtnet
MacDonald
at the -name band field.
He averNebraska's state fair was ahead of
THDB3DAT
ages better on the two-bitters. Pau- its 1937 profit, although 80 paid adNelson Eddy Startlnft
•t POP. PBICEBJ
ley
tries
to
have
two
names
a
month, missions (correct) behind the previIn VIetor Herbert'*'
Norma SHEAflER
and lays off the swingaroos to keep ous year. Pickup was in the pariSWCETHEABTS Tyrone POWER
the bugs off th6 floor.
In Technicolor
M«rle ANTOINETTEj
Pla-Mor mutuel department, the third year
wouldn't take the gymnastics either, of legalised betting.
1936 netted
although King allowed them to 5nort about
$18,000, 1937 had 23G, and 1938
^<H1HVBVP^!<^C^^^ENS
9
A.M.
Deero Open 9:30 a. m.
up the place for a while.
23e t*
28G from bets on the ponies.
p.m. at all tlmei;
MIDNIGHT
I.ATB FEATCBS AT
As
"il"""*
the
theatres
thow
every
nite
went
through
a
aM4auiSu.
I
Additionally, the town supports
robust period of price chopping, the
CaMiiMNHW ParfanMMpcaa, P*|iMlar PrMaa
tWT college dramatic groups, putting
Sttrte Thuriday
Qance biz is also doing it now. Pau- on seven legits a year apiece, and
LESLIE NOWMtD tn Pemaid Shaw's
I.—W'l
ley, angered by the two-bit Sunjust started a community theatre.
day niters and with his biz slowed Over a howl of protest from dance
TODAY ONLY
OF
AmU'CHHM
because the college mob has to be men and the hotels, a Student Union
''COWBOY and
bedded down by 10:30 p.m., started building was erected on the campus
POINT"
a two-bit bargain hour Sundays. It which houses name band bookings
the LADY"
Benny MEROFF

Frank Donovan, shorts producer
RKO Pathe, worked out an informal tieup that should help ex-

for

hibitors sell two new .sport shorts,
'Bird Dogs' and 'On the Wing.'
Eltince Warner, publisher of Field
and Stream, was called in as technical adviser on each. He also appears in some of the scenes. February issue is carrying a double
pace spread of stills, on 'Bird Dogs'
and a similar spread will be carried
in the March issue for 'On the Wing.'
Warner also plans to carry advertising on the shorts in connection with the Field and Stream
silent 16 mm. silent sports library.
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York Theatres

I

U

I

"DUKE

PtCSMilLION

WES

BBNNT DAVIS
7th Av.

Spectacular Stago Produotiont

PARAMOUMT^.^^
HELD OVEB
>

IN

COLBERT

"ZAZr

HIS

OBCH

hasn't done him much good, however, and the same amoimt of biz
still shows at the other two places.

Outdoors

SOtb St.

"JESSE

JAMES"
i—On the Stage-^
Mew Stare Show

251

Suffering in an economic way was
least felt in 1938 in the outdoor show
biz.

Roughest season in history on
and tent shows generally,

-circuses

Lincoln showed- a profit to every

and soft drinkeries, which cut in on
the tax-paying University supporting hotel-ballroomers. In season, the
football stadium draws 35,000 a Saturday, and the basketball team 6,000
a couple of nights a week. Sum-

mers see

Softball under lights in
city
park diamonds every
night, as well as a state league baseball team trying to make ends meet.
Small as it is, the town has recently seen competitive vaude in

three

rf\c-covered enterprise to stop in the
to-wn.
First was Parker it Watts
circus, 27 days in the rain when
hitting Lincoln in May. Bad timing two houses on the main stem. It is
because crops were going into the skedded to see it again after the first
ground.
Only two profitable days of the year in at least one house.
Amazing is a small word for the
had shown before arrival, but Lincoln gave them nice overage on the existence of so many amusement ennut.
Similarly was th6 case of terprises in a town which can't
Hagenbeck-Wallace, sloughed by bad average more than $17,000 a week
available for all amusements.
biz, attachments by employees, who

City.

indefinite period during which
time general repairs and installation
of new equipment will be completed.
Ritz personnel will be absorbed by
other Standard houses in the city.
Closing of Ritz leaves Standard
operating in Oklahoma City with the

an

Criterion, Ttower,

Midwest and' Plaza,

all first-run, 40c. top houses; Liberty,
first-run, double bill, 25c. top, and
the Warner, Circle and Victoria, all
subsequent run, double bill, 25c. top

houses*

Lincoln.
Liberty,- 1,400-seater, closed again
this
time for reseating.
4,
Closed Dec. 11 when Lincoln Theatre Corp. let it go to Nebraska
Theatre, Inc. Latter opened to run
otl some seconds before starting to
remodel.
Orpheum, 1,300 seats, remodeling
Will be ready
to tune of $24,000.
around middle of February imder

Jan.

new name.
R.

W. Anderson,

Fairfield,

Neb.,

closed the. Joyo.
Seattle.

Recent
changes for Fox-West
Coast in Montana: Spec MacDonald,
manager of Liberty and Ritz, Great
Falls, transferred to Fox, Billings, to
succeed John Trewhela, resigned;
Bert Hanson, from California, is
new manager of Liberty; Charles
Doty, from Fox California, Venice,
Cal., to

manage

Ritz.

John Von Herberg, Jr., is relief
for Jensen-von Herberg

.

manciger
string.

Cincinnati.

Two new

nabes here. The Avon
Avondale, owned by Virgil

(600),

Jackson, Columbus (O.) exhib, and
Maurice Chase, who has discontinued
his local (Chase Pictures) exchange.
Has Cincy's first glass-encased and
sound-equipped nursery.

The Mariemont
in

(700), first

cinema

of that name, opened
Operating company conby Nat Galley, who has the
downtown, and two houses in

suburb

Xmas

day.

trolled
Rialto,

Oxford, O.

Max

Stahl resigned as

Cincy branch manager for UA, effective Jan. 7, to devote full time to
his new Ritz (750), Shelby viUe, Ind.,
which opened Jan. 2. Third cinema
in that town.

Palm Beach.
Entire quota of Sparks theatres
Palm Beaches opened. With unlocking of Rialto in West Palm
Beach, all duals now unreeled in this
25-center, under management of Al
Hunt. Palace now gets holdovers
from Florida in W. P. B. Earl Beard
leaves Palace to manage Beaux Arts
in Palm Beach, only pop priced
for

house on island, and Paul Mize replaces Beard at Palace. Dick Dorman returns to manage Paramount
in P. B., where top is $1.10 if you
want to see celluloids from boxes
and club chairs. First runs play Paramount and then shift to Florida in

W.

P'.

B.

where Monte Montgomery

up night's end reRuss Henderson again at

continues to count
ceipts.

Par's organ.

'

Charles

PERSON

BENNY
GOODMAN
AND

ft

ROXY
SICATS

CLAUDEHE

8TBOUD
TWINS

HALL

"TRADE
WINDS"

Oklahoma

Standard Theatres' Ritz, nabe, will
shutter next Saturday night (14) for
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aiS" MUSIC

Theatres—Exchanges

LAUGHTON
In

The

BEACHCOMBER

UNITED

ARXISXS

RIVOLI

Deori open t:30

A.M.

Broadway
at 49thSt.

MIONlTE SHOWS

tCONOMY WASHROOM

SERVICE

RADIO

Wednesday, Jannary 11» 1939

VARIETY

21

SPEND FOR SHOWMANSHIP
MM

Chain Income from Time Sales

10T0PHS

NBC
1938

February-

1937
$3,541,999
3,295,782
3,614,283
3,277,837
3,214,819
3,003,287
2,707,450
2,784,977
2,850,581
3,339,739
3,381,346
3,639,086

$2,681,815
2,714,300
3,037,873
2,741,928
2,561,720
2,323,456
2,429,983
2,422,43i
2,886,637
3.696,489
3,468,728
3,558,590

$2,895,037
2,758,319
3,025,308
2^682,143
2,685,211
2,380,845
2,208,935
2,021,365
2,163,317
2,779,557
2,655,100
2,893,793

$38,651,186

$34,523,950

$31,148,930

3,498,053
3,806,831
3,310,505
3,414,200
3,200,569

March
April

May
June
September

2,979,241

October

3,773,9f64

November
December

3,898,919
3,887,072

1935

1936

$1,901,023
1,909,146
2,172,382
1,950,939
1,749,517
1,502,768
1,292,775
1,232,588
1,838,932
2,429,917
2,429,917
2,433,353

$1,768,949
1,654,461
1,820,553
1,615,389
1,287,455
1,066,729
910,470
979,019
1,086,900
1,722,590
1,722,590
1,885,977

$27,345,397

$28,722,109

$22,843,257

$17,521,082

May
June
July

August
September
October

November
December
Total

Mutual BiDings, $2,920323

—

Focus

WFIL SIGNS

Even though CBS'

gross for 1938

was 4.8% off, the three national netBoosts Granted works jointly did better than they
had in 1937. NBC, Columbia and
C.I.O.-Affili^ted Engineers
Mutual as a group grossed $71,728,400
in 1938. The threesome's cumulative
Philadelphia, Jan, 10.

Retroactive

AGENCY SCOPE

Pay

.

figure for 1937

had been

$69,628,482.

New termer, granting "^10 to 12%
NBC wound up 1938 with $41,462,increases to all panelmen, retroac- 679 in
gross billings, or 7.3% better
The networks' annual headache
tive to last Nov. 1, was signed by
the release of agency billings came WFIL with the Broadcast Division than 1937's grand total. Columbia's
final count for the past year was
off yesterday
(Tuesday) with less of the American Communications $27,345,397, a drop of 4.8% from the
Outlet had been 1937 tally. Mutual got
of a headache than usual, but with Association, CIO.
$2,920,323 In
some pretty violent changes in fig- working under the previous contract, '38, which was a boost of 30.4% over

1935

1936

$2,378,620
2,264,317
2,559,716
2,563,478
2,560,558
2.476,567
1,988,412
1,955,280
2,028,585
2,505,485
2,654,473
2,786,618

Aptil

$27,345,397;

—

1937

$2,879,945
2,680,335
3,034,317
2,424,180
2,442,283
2,121,495
1,367,357
1,423,865
1,601,755
2,387,395
2,453,410
2,529,060

March

$41,462,679 in 1938;

Columbia Grossed

Blackett Still the Sob Sister
Ssmdicate Gross Billings
and Production Policies in

CBS
1938

January
February

M,

BY

a

MUTUAL

.

1938
$269,894
253,250
232,877
189,545
194,201
202,412
167,108
164,626
200,342
347,771
360,929
337,369

1937
$213,748
231,286
247,421
200,134
154,633
117,388
101,457
96,629
132,866
238,683
258,357
245,465

$2,920,323

$2,239,077

January
February

March
April

May
June
July

August
September
October

November
December
Total

which expired Oct. 31.
1937.
In an accompanying table is
Other concessions won in the new
For the first time in five years
condensed version of what the pact called for six weeks' sick leave
December tally was less than
NBC's
full
pay,
to
months'
leave
at
six
of
up
webs put forth.
it had been for the preceding month.
Most notable factor in the billings absence in event of illness, two Billings for this past December wiere
weeks'
vacation
with
extra
pay,
and
that Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
is
$3,887,072, representing 6.8% more
the No. 1 spender for the third suc- pay for workii'.g legal holidays or than the revenue for December, '37.
cessive year, increased its spending equivalent time added to vacations. Columbia with its $2,529,060 was off
by just about $1,800,000 over 1937. Numerous other hazy points in the 9.2%.
old agreements were also cleared up.
It's no secret how this. increase came
NBC's margin between 1937 and
Union has qlso organized the two
about. B-S-H simply put on more
1936 had been a plus 12%,. while
of those .what-do-we-care-about-the- stations in Wilkes-Barre, WBRE and CBS's comparative rise was 24%.
WBAX.
All
employees,
including
C.A.B. daytime strips across the
board, the while reducing spot ex- office help, are ACA members. Nependitures. What had previously gotiations are now in progress and
been spot shows were then tele- signatures are expected within a
scoped into the network programs, week. ACA was given aid in orthus giving many a web program a ganization work by the United Mine
multiple-product sponsorship. This Workers, strong in the territory, and
is a sore point with web stations the Newspaper Guild, which is now
the affiliates claiming that the in about the 14th week of a strike in
webs shouldn't allow such multiple- Wilkes-Ba-re. Only other station in
product stuff, especially when it ap- the east which is similarly vertically
proximates qhain-break plugging, on organized is WPEN, PhiUy, which
Dave Rubinoff Is returning to
the grounds that spot revenues are the ACA signed up a coupl? weeks
thereby slaughtered. Same holds ago.
radio to do a transcription series for
Joint termer for gabbers and knob- Rexall.
true for Ruthrauff & Ryan.
His orchestra will consist
Second noteworthy factor is that twirlers at WIP is now being ne- of 30 men and the others Ih the cast
will consist of Buddy Clark, Arthur
the leading agencies ate once more gotiated with Prez Ben Gimbel.
Boran,
Graham MacNamee and Basil
grabbing off a bigger hunk of total
Ruysdael. Walter Craig is producing
revenue than in the previous year.
for the Street 8e Finney agency.
This time they accounted for 75.7%
Arthur
Radio
Exec
There
will be four
15-minut*
of all network gross revenue, an inshows, three to be played off during
crease in percentage of 3.5 over
Of Frisco Exposition; the day and the other at night, ifhey
1937.
are being spotted on 300 stations in
During 1938 three agencies crawled
Job for Unkletter connection with the brand's yearly
into the first 20 classification, and
Ic sale.
three dropped out. Newcomers are
Biow, H. W. Kastor and Pedlar &
San Francisco, Jan. 10..
Ryan. Those exiting are NeisserArthur Rowe, head of the Pacific
HAYDM EVANS AT
Myerhoff, Maxon and Roche-WilRadio Institute, yesterday became
liams-Cunnyngham.
radio director for the 1939 Golden
Walter Thompson meantime Gate Intefnational Exposition. Ap- Former Variety Man Commercial
J.
Manajrer of Station
shoved Lord & Thomas out of sec- pointment was made by Harris D.
ond place, a position LScT had oc- Connick, fair manager, on the rec>
Haydn Evans has been named
cupied for three years.
ommendation of .the. expo's radio ad- commercial manager of WTtAX,
Young & Rubicam got a grip on visory conimittee, consisting of staYankton, in a -partial reydnip of that
marking
second sucures.

RDBMOFF ON

REXAUWAX

—

Rowe

TOR

THAT BANKROLL QUIVER

FREE'

It's

'Career Time' at the

Two

Radio

Networks

LOSES OUT

budget-making time around
NBC, while at Columbia the occasion
It's

somewhat brighter, at least for the
and higher execs. Many of
the gentry are having their salaries
in the metropolitan
is

officials

Broadcasters
area are complaining
about the difficulty they now experience In getting unprofessional
celebrities or expeits in various
walks of life to appear on sustaining
programs for the small stipend that
the budgets allow. With so many
commercials of the guest type available to it, this gentry has become
accustomed to figuring their worth
in the multiple hundreds class, while

New York

$50 is usually tops for a sustaining
appearance.
Large number of sponsored audience participations shows has likewise established a pay level for freak
interviewees and whatnot which is
having its repercussions in the sustaining side of the broadcast picture.
It's now either for money or else,
and just a few bucks won't suffice.
There are several outfits in the field
with high-sound business titles ending in the word, 'Production,' whose
activities are confined strictly to digging up these freak interviewees for

commercial shows.

week.
The NBC department heads, as is
customary around this time of the
year, are anxiously wondering where
and whom and if they will have to
Operating estimates for the
slash.
current year were handed in several
weeks ago. Last year the budget
juggling at NBC was climaxed by
wholesale letouts and general paring of department plans. With the
tilted this

LAXATIVE COPY OKAY

Benton

It

is

managers in the bay area. Rowe station^s personnel since acquisition
a San Francisco business man.
by the Iowa Broadcasting Co. (KSOArthur Linkletter, who has diKRNTr Des Moines, and WMT, Cedar
rected the advance radio build-up
Evans got into the harRapids),
and promotional activities for the ness Monday(9), and will speiid half
fair, is slated to continue in another
of his time at the station and the
tion

'

is

post.

ings.

of bruising.

rise.

ladder.

minimum

it is

&

Bowles, in
also moving up a notch, keeps up a
tradition of three years' standing in
forging higher and higher up the

agencies

interesting that the

enormous

first

other half in scouting for national
spot biz in the midwest.

10

this
year amassed the
total of $41,763,398 in bill-

Dick Powell and Joan Blondell
New cm. previouisly had an agency
guest on second Andre Kostelanetz
of his own, worked as account exec
program for Ethyl Jan. 19.
with several other agencies, was
^

salesman for NBC in C!hicago, and
last with Vamety.

FIRST 20 AGENCY
(On the

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Ruthrauff

Compton

Ward Wheelock

9.

Newell-Emmett Co

11.
13.
14.

15.

&0
& Ryan, Inc
Lennen & Mitchell,
N. W. Ayer & Son
B. B. D.

Pedlar

Inc

Wade Adv. Agency
H. W. Kastor & Sons

campaign which starts Jan. 23 will 16. Gardner Advertising Co
cover 10 markets. Only two of the 17. Erwin, Wasey & Co
stations queried turned down the 18. William Esty & Co
business because of the laxative ref- 19. Biow Co
erences in the copy.
Stack-Goble
20.
List of contracted outlets are:
WIRE, Indianapolis; WGN, Chicago; Totol
KMBC, Katisas City; KRLD, Dallas; Percent of total network Intake

1936.

(1) $7,293,490
5,283,134
3,821,010
3,634,240
5,549,195
(6) 3,407,886
(7) 3,001,600
(16)
1,128,540
(9)
1,951,261
(10)
1,801,695

(1) $6,011,665
(3)
5,148,557
(7)
2,244,484
(6)
2,419,182
(2)
5,573,278
(12)
1,237,928
(8) 2,018,344
(11)
1,256,154
(14) 1,189,426
(5) 2,716,819

(3)
(4)
(5)
(2)

Not among 20
(13)
(8)
(12)

1,380,063
2,842,215
1,457,470

first

spenders here
(18)
(4)
(13)

20 first spenders here
(19)
928,326
Not among leaders
(20)
920,263
(10) 1,467,959
(17)
1,033,263
(16) 1,047,534
Not among 20 first spenders here
1,495,307

delphia; WJR,
ton; WJAS, Pittsburgh, and KFI,

Angeles.

Los

Ward, Wheelock agency

in 1937

was

1,501,678

$50,267,217

$42,497,972

75.7%

72.2%

73.7%

listed as F. Wallis

Armstrong.

among the first 20 spenders in 1937, but not 1938, were: NeisserMeyerhoff, Maxon; and Roche, Williams & Cunnynham)

(Note: three agencies

(9)

$54,278,083

WKY, Oklahoma

City; WCAU, PhilaDetroit; KPRC, Hous-

782,043
3,276,155
1,220,132

Not among

(11)

Astaii'e,

Marshall

On

2d Guild-Gulf-Show

1937.

1938.

$9,093,125
5,320,608
5,093,640
4,800,399
4,791,586
4,015,959
3,107,788
2,258,425
1,693.314
1,588,554
1,588,185
1,500.635
1,397,535
1,333,741
1,245,302
1,109,681
1,105,072
1,096,359
1,081,115
1,007,060

& Ryan, Inc
Advertising, Inc
Co.*

7.

NETWORK SPENDERS

combined NBC, CBS and Mutual expenditures;
note: Mutual billings not counted in 1936)

basis of

Agency.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
J. Walter Thompson Co
Young & Rubicam, Inc
Benton & Bowles, Inc
Lord & Thomas

8.

12.

Post Bran Flakes (General Foods)

the
third place,
cessive year that agency has con-

tinued to

outlook now considerably
expected that the submitted budgets will receive but a

brighter,

10.

Objection

WNAX

business

6.

Post Bran Flakes Encounters Little

New

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Second Screen Guild show for
Gulf Oil next Sun(Jay (15) will have
in the top bracket Fred Astaire,
Herbert Marshall, Loretta Young and
Franklin Pangborn.. Dwight Taylor
scripted their air piece, 'Mlis Brown
an idea by

of Worcester,' from
Arthur Sheekman*.

Astaire, as a hoofing, singing band
leader, will warble for the first time

on the air 'Only When You're In
My Arms,' from his new picture*
'The Castles.'

Fashions at 7:45 AJIL
Chicago, Jan. 10.
Fashion chats for Vanette Hosiery
begin forthwith on a nine-station
program over NBC. It's 15 tninutes
once weekly,
Lorraine Andersen will do the
commentator role and will gabble
for the early rising house frau at
7:45 a. m.
Set through the Grant
agency.
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Advertising Agencies and Their Policies
Radio

an

15

'School Daya'-r^Holf-hou^-Statlon WNEW,
•The Food Caster'-Partlclpatlon-Siatlon.
July 1, 1038.

archipelagq

protruding jrom the rmin-^
Umd of entertainment and
entirely surrounded by advertising.

— Old

Announcements on ten Chicago stationa

Chinese

proverb.

Which
cated to

brings up the advertising
those organizations dedithe proposition that all

learning,

and

fieencies,

ethics,

civilization

at 15% of the
Some advertising
gross hillings.
agencies are service stations for dispensing package goods; others are
of
finishers
semi - mfanufactured
items; still others only trust them100
sielves in broadcasting up to
words.
'The Flair'
There is no common standard by
vhicb an advertising agency's show-

showmanship begin

radio stations msiy be rated
Each cs^e
single yardstick.
has to be individually weighed. Yet,
))Toadly speaking, the 'flair' itiay be
«iid to be present or absent and that
seems to be flie difference, in showall

Iron Master.

through Morch

American Telephone

& Telegrapli Co.

Sports Review Programs on stations in Pittsburgh, Johnstown, Altoona and
Scranton.
Baseball games of tho.Klmlra, Blnghamton, Baltimore, Hartford, Wllllamsport, Haselton, Scranton, Albany, and Wllkcs-Barre baseball clubs In t4ie minor leagues and the
home gamek of the Philadelphia American League Baseball Club of the major leagues.
On eighteen stations.
Co-sponsored the broadcast of the games- of the Ilochester Bed Wings, Buffalo Bison,
Wlnston-Salem, Charlotte, Augusta, Ga., and Richmond Colts baseball clubs on six

'Howie Wing'— Saga of Aviation-Transcribed—46 stations—Quarter-hour— four times a
June, 1038. On 11 stations in Canada—Quarter-hour—four times a week
—through Oct., 1038..
'CapUln Tim Healy'— Station WOR, Newark— Quarter-hour— three times a week. Stories
Behind the Stamp-Sept. V2, .1038, through Dec. 0, 1088. Repeat broadcast ort Station

Atlantic Refining Co.

(Basebatt)

Tow

stations.

(fiootball)
Beginning Sept. 24 and continuing through Dec. 4, 1033, IflS football games were
broadcast over 80 stations— averaging 15 games a Saturday for this season.

Curtice Brothers Co.
Detroit

StAtlon

W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.
Man About Town'— Street Interviews— Station WKEt,
a week. Began Nov. 7, i038.
Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank

WOR, Newark,

N.

J.,

Tuesday

Boston.

Quarter-

.

.

'

F. Kelley, 'The Hor.se Sfense Philosopher,' Jan. 28, 1038, through June

21,

any discussion of
4gency showmanship which must invariably he less than soul-searching
is the vague figure of the sponsor.
The sponsor has been the scarecrow
in

of, broadcasting.

He

or

them or

It,

as the ^se mighi be, has been accused of an insidious ignorance, a
^angulating suspiciousness and an
It
apunremitting unreliability.
pears that every man who is a big
shot in -a sponsoring, organization
.owes it all to some woman and consiilts her behind the agency's back

She is known as Madame
she's the missing heroine

for advice.

X.

And

of the

.stories

that never

become

lit-

erature.
If

the

—

stories

agencies

tell

—pri-

,

(Baseball)

.

1038.

Announcements introducing new Ford V-8 on 54 stations—November, 1038.
Announcements for Coke Division- Station WJBK, Detroit.
'Morning Newspaper of the Air'— Coke Division— Station KSTP, Mlnneapells.

News broadcasts— Started
Announcements- Station

Sept. 21,

to

June

Philadelphla-thlrteen times

WHFC,

Cicero, 111.—November, 1038.

Co.

Hour— Participation- seven New England

She£Eield

Started July

stations- twice

a week.

Farms Co.

18, 1038.

Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
Co-sponsored Boston American and National League home games on 14 stations and
games on the Michigan Radio Network.

Detroit American League

SuppIee-WiUs-Jones Co.
The .Lone Ranger'— Station WFIL, Philadelphia-Holf-hou^-Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday— Started Sept. 6, 1038.
signal
signal

announcements— Station' WJSV, Washington—Daily to May 8, 1038.
announcements— Station WCAU, Philadelphia- six times a week to May

S,

•

News broadcast'-Statlon WtlR, Dallas—Quarter-hour dally—Started June 13, 1038.
News broadcast— Station KCMO, Kansas City—Quarter-hour ilaily— Started March T,
1038. Six times a week.
'The Sports Quiz'— Station WMCA, New Tork—Half-bour—Friday— Started Oct. 28, 1038.

in April.

Whiting
Marjorle Mills

Ga.—Transcribed program

WDAS,

Announcements— Station WOR, Newark— twice daily— six days a week.
'The Weekly Milk Bulletin'- Station WGY, Schenectady— Mondays— Quarter-hour-TtJS8 p.m. Questions and answers and talk by Mrs, William B. Duryee of ShefCleld Farms.

Minneapolis, St. Paul, Quarter-hour transcribed program to June 14,

Atlanta,

1038— Station

Webster-Eisenlohr, Inc.

Hawaiian Pineapple Co.

WSB,

Five mlnutes-flve times

Philadelphia Coke Co.

Thomas D« Richardson

1038.

Announcements on eight Pacific Coast stations for three months beginning
Katherine Kitchen Program-Station KFBK, Sacramento, Calif.
Irma Gregory's Program—SUtlon KMJ, Fresno, Calif.

Station

J.

John Puhl Products Co.

Time
Time

Golden State Co.

WCCO,

Newark, N.

Announcements on Michigan Radio Network—February, March and Aprll-WJR, Detroit, February and March; WWJ, Detroit, February, March, and April; WJBK, Delrolt,
Februai7i March, and April.

week.
Marjorle Mills

,

station

Son, Inc.

Michigan Bell Telephone Co.

Ford Motor Co.

1038.

&

WOR,

Days'— Transcribed—Station

Martha Deane—Particlpatlon— Station WOR, Newark—five times a week— to Oct. 21, 1038.
Mary Mason Home Forum—Participation-Station- WRC, Washington- three times a

Canada.

May

20, 1038.

6,.

High

Dr. Hess and Clark

quartet, orchestra, and
•FArmers' Forurti'-Conducted by Sam Guard with suest artists,
Half-hour program on Station WLS. Chicago, 111. Now on Tuesdays. Started

MUk

Co.

Hour— Partlclpatlon-rStation WEBI, Boston— three times a week

1038.

School

dramatizations-Station

WAAB,

Boston— Quarter-hour—Wednesday,

to
to

April 20, 1038.

soloist.

^

Ertatlon"^WMOrm3^Mo^^^

Announcements-Station

Iowa-Repeat transorlbed-Frldays-started Set. 2 1038.
Clay Center, Ueh. Six times a week. Started Dec.

KMMJ,

6,

1038.

'Women's Club

Honor Brand Frosted Foods Corp.
Philadelphia,

of the Alr'-Particlpatton-Statlon

WCAU,

to

March

18.

Thursday
•Home Forum'-Partlclpatlon-Station "WRC. .Washington-Tuesday and
Tork-Flve times a week
^,Tor 'l«hIs Only'-Parllclpation-Statlon WNEW, New

to

a week

to

"^"'KltcheTKapers'-PartlcIpatlon-Statlon
July,

WNEW, New

York,

five

times

& Williamson NBC Red.
& Co. CBS.
America'— Dramatized
American
Brown

Tommy

Dorsey, with Edythe Wright and Jack Leonard,

E.

to

'Cavalcade of

1038.

combmation, time berths. This is especially true
in
and
Sanborn, and
to a vigorous impulse to gef- of Jack Benny, Chase
The con- Lux, which are regarded as brutal
the-hell-out-of-this-joint.
quest of this instinctive tendency for neighbors for .newcomers.
Easy. Does It
flight is, as always, an eloquent testi'Easy does it' seems to be the lesmonial to radio's ability to sell merson of many of the click programs.
chandise.

&

amount

But a relaxed swing

is

that's difficult to achieve.

the thing
That tense

muscle stance, as with Texaco earlier
this season, is due cause for palpitating panic. Most of the shows that
flop either openly and completely 'or
partially and temporarily—are hodgepodges with too much exertion, overwritten and under-edited, over-talked
and imder-pointed. Still, the greatest
single cause of trouble is comedy.
year, and with Cantor, Benny, Burns They get grim trying to seem nonand Allen, Easy Aces, Bmg Crosby, chalant.
WhitePenner,
The lubricated machinery of shows
Fred Allen, Jolsbn,
man, Lombardo, Lowell Thomas, Wal- like Benny, Crosby, Lux will, of
ter Winchell, Ben Bernie, Irene Rich, course, occasionally develop a carbon
Myrt and Marge, Phil Baker, Ed Mc- knock, but in general the average of
Connell among a considerable body of the leaders is necessarily fast and
marathon favorites, it is apparent certain. Otherwise they wouldn't
There are
that a more provocative question continue to be leaders.
might be, 'How do the big ones stay still a few out-and-out clambakes
Therein lies practical lessons that seem to da nicely, thereby SU'
big?'
in production and personality prob- perficially making umchays of the
dopesters. But it is doubtful that any
lems.
It is proyocative to note, for exam- informed person would seriously con
ple, that at least one former jinx, tend that these mongrels (perhaps a
Thursday 8-9 p. m., continued to be half dozen in. all of network radio)
flaunted in 1938 by the Kate Smith are any more significant than 'Abie's
Hour, which currently prances along Irish Rose' pr 'Tobacco Road' in the
at around 16 in the C.A.B., despite theatre. They are mierely freak ex-

—

ceptions to fairly clear and reasonably universal precepts of showman'
ship.

Programs seldom are downright
Even the hashovers are

inept today.

I.

du Pont de Nemours
events in

history,

General Baking Co.
Guy Lombardo and

separately

the continued zip of the long-established. Rudy Vallee opposition which
This tends to
is scoring around 20.
suggest that, onte the right entertainment combination is discovered and
systematically exploited, the hoodoo
of a strong competitor can be neuNaturally such triumphs
actor, writer, musician, adman or tralized.
constitute a clinical study in show^mybody else— he pays the bills.
and
no snap judgments can
manship,
the
as
at
1939,
beginning
of
At th«
fear
lieginqing. of every previous year, the be tossed off. Sponsors do still.
agency's attitude toward the client certain shows, and with plausible
netthe
pressure
do
and
grounds,
the
toward
attitude
an4 the client's
whole adventure of broadcasting, works constantly for more sheltered

vately aboiit sponsors and their appendages are gems of whispered pr^ifanhy, the stories which the sponsors
confide to theif own kind in the private, dining chambers of the Union
ijeagne club are equally delectable.
The sponsor has a different slant than

Cinclnnoti.

Sports reviews and sponsorship of minor and major league baseball games on twentynine stations.
Co-sponsored the broadcast of American and National Lieague Boston home games
on fourteen stations. Detroit American League games on Michigan Radio Network, and
the games of the Rochester, BuffaFo, Winston-Solem, Charlotte, Augusta, <3a., and
Richmond Colts oluba,

3, 1938.

J. B. Ford Co.
WHIO, Dayton, Ohio— Announcements.
WIRE, Indianapolis, Ind.—Announcements.
'Marjorle Mills Hour'— Seven New England stations—Once and twice a.w<}ok.

Old, and Bier, Timers
It's the same old story (about the
fifth ^jonseoutive annual- installment,
anyhow)' about radio's failure to develop new stars. By now the twist
on this thought should perhaps be to
nicely, covers up any program flaws
attention to radio's ability to
and makes them seem unimportant call
keep big favorites at the mountain top
liut it does not mean that the flaws
season after season. With Amos 'n'
aren't there.
Andy and Rudy Vallee 10-year men,
Radio's Scarecrpw
Kate Smith rounding out her eighth

Inherent

1, 103S.

a day—Monday through Saturday.

1038.

Andrew

WliW,

•Carefree

Toledo.

Dale Carnegie through Jan.

Quarter-hour Fridays.

April

a week.

Creamery Co.

'Adventures of the Green Hornet'-^Mlchlgan Radio Network and
and Thursday— through Nov. 3, 1038.
Annbuilcements In Detroit, Jackson, Bay City, ,and Battle Creek.
'The Douglas
hour, live times

Week—to

Week—through

Kirkman

'Household Chats'— Participation—"WGY, Schenectady—Thursdays.
'Marjorle Mills Hour'— Participation— Seven New England stations.

ber

°

Qlenn'-Station KFI, Los Angeles-Quarter-hour-flve times a week to April

'*?Mo

pediency.

•

Kellogg Co.
'Girl Alone'-NBC Red-Spilt Network, eight statlons-Quarter-hour-flve
times a week
—to April 8,. 1038.
'Singing Lady'-NBC Blue-Slpllt Network—13 statlone-Quarter-houi^four times
a week
—to Aug. 11, 1038.
'Texas. Ranger^'—Texas Quality Netwprk-threo stations— Quartet-hour-three times
a

Sunday Evening Hour— CBS" coust-to-coast network in United States; two stations In
Symphony orchestra,' mixed chorus, guest artists and conductors; W. J. Cameron, speaker.
.
„
Al Pearce and His Gang— Half-hour, Tuesdays. CBS network coast-to-coaat. Carl
Hoff and orchestra, Arlene Harris, Tlzzle Llsh, Elmer Blurt, and guest artists. Through
June 28, 1038w
,
^
'Universal Melodies'—Half-hour program—Transcribed—Export Division to Central and
South America, Australia, Mexico, India, China, FIJI Islands, and Cuba.
'Ford Farm Market Reporter*—Ave times a week on Michigan Radio Network.
Announcements—Stations WTMJ, Milwaukee— six times a week!
Announcements' Introducing new Lincoln-Zephyr on 72 stations, .October and Novem-

one-two-threeing
Difficulty
of
'agency showmanship is the varying
«quaii6ns presented by (a) the total
'importance of radio in the over-all
advertising campaign; (b) the sales
stimulation achieved in ratio to the
progifam costs, and* (c) the accumulative values. Take the Sunday night
Sanborn. Here is
hour of Chase
a program that enjoys a stunning 42
rating in the hour division of CA.B.
Yet the program, apart from Edgar
Sergen, has often, awkwardly limped
along and so far as well-rQunded
Quality is concerned .no loyal son of
the cause of showmanship would
'flinch even in the face of C.A.B.
from calling a spade a spade—for
during 1938 it was often sloppy.
How then reconcile the discrepancy
of such opinion and guch admitted
popularity? An easy out is to condemn the critic as a hair-splitter, a
quibbler, a guy out of touch witli the
common people, a perfectionist. It's
fashionable to regard Mr< Critic as
a willfdl egotist Iresh f rotn' luncheon
at the Algonquin anyhow. But this
^dbe'^ not answer the question but
tiegs it The fact is that in this case
a little dummy shall lead them, that
the hour, Sunday 8-9, is the best of
the week, and that the momentum
of one popularity, McCarthy, and
a swell hour at the moment cannot
BCriously be slowed down.
This

Cream Co.

Quarter-hour transcribed program— Station ViMiAW, Iiawrence,

Blue Network of 26

showman than the adman who
his own. It is simply a matter of
relationship to the problem rather
than the problem itself. In vaude-:
ville days, for example, the booker
that arranged the bill and even the
local manager Who enjoyed some
privileges of altering the .running
otrder, deleting material for parochial
reasons, etc., were practicing showmanship quite as much as the scenedesigners, comedy writers, flashcreators and the ^promoters who did
tijeir stuff frpm a different point of
view and to serve a different exrolls

to

Co.

three montba' starting in April of 1038.

WMAS.

.

It perconcerns radio programs.
haps is somewhat confusing to dxyell
•on tile question of whether the buyer
of a 'package' is a better or a leaser

NBC

Half-hour Sundays.

103S.

Fivc-mlnute Bketches snU ahnounceinenta. Tuesday through Sunday— Station
Ma^s. Jan. 18 through July 17, 1038.

from a

manship terms, between agencies as

1>7,

Sprtngflold,

'

manship may be judged any more
than

Band—Talks by

Mr

Jersey Ice

American Rolling Mills Company
Arinco

Btatlons,- Jan. 2

New York—Saturdays—to July 1. 11)38
WINS, New Tork—Five times a wwk

BeU Telephone

Illinois

his orchestra,

CBS.

Household Finance Corp.
'It

Can

.Be Done,'

1th

Edgar A. Guest; Frankie- Masters

Penick

&

orchestra,

Ford

dramatized circus show, CBS.
Dr, Karl Reiland, sermons,

Pepperell Mfg. Co.
NBC Blue.
Servel, Inc.

'The

March

of Tl

,'

NBC

Blue.

'Neutral Thousands*
'California Caravan,' historical-political,

Don

Lee.

Schaefer Brewing Co.
Felix Knight, the Three Jesters, AI and Lee Reiser, and the Swing Strings (\V1C.
only).

Spot Announcements
American Cranberry Exchange.
American Institute of Laundering,
Andresen Ryan- Coffee Co.
American Stove Co.
Armstrong Cork Co.

.

Inc.

Blue Moon Cheese.
Borden's Farm Products.
Boston Ediaon Co.
Boston Morris Plan.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Cor p.
Corning Glass Works.
Cosmo Chemical Co.
Jacob Dold Packing Co.
L. S. Donaldson.
P. Duff & Son.
Duluth Brewing & Malting Co.
Dunlop Tire & Rubber Co.

Fenn

Bros.
Fort Pitt Brewing Co.

Fruit Dispatch.

Gamble

Stores.

General Bakln'g Co.

'
'

Grlswold Manufacturing Co.

Hecker Products Corp.
Hoffman Beverage Co.
George A. Hormel & Co.
Hudnut Sales Co.
International Stores, Inc.
Koppera Coke Co.
March of Minnesota (Northwestern In-

dustries),

Marine Trust Co. (Buffalo).
Morris Plan Co.
New York Telephone Co.
Oneida, Ltd.
J. L. Prescott.

Rertilngton-

Rand, Inc.

Remington Arms.
Savings Banks Ass'n of Maasaohupetts.
Southern New England Telephone Co.
Standard Air Conditioning.
Waitt & Bond.
Western Savings Bank.
Household Finance Qorp.

BENTON & BOWIES,

INC.

General Foods

'Good News of 1038,' for Maxwell House Coffee. No fundamental changes In program
structure from show which started in autumn of 1037, except permanent assignments
for Fanny Brlce and Frank Morgah. NBC Red.
Boake Carter for Huskies and Post Toasties five nights a week over CBS for 2fl wpeks.
Then switch for Huskies to Joe Penner and for Post Toasties to Joe E. Brown, both
comedy srows starting October, 1038, each for a half-hour weekly over CB.S;
Ripley Believe-It-Or-Not for Post 40% Bran Flakes first 38 weeks of 1088 over NBC
Red, half-hour once weekly. Folded Oct. 3 to provide annual vacation for Ripley.
Kate Smith's news comments for Diamond Cryital Se.lt three days weekly at noon
over 14 CBS stations. SUrted Octobfer, still going. This replaced NBC Blue Sunday
afternoon holf-hour, 'On Broadway,' which folded late spring -for seasonal lay-off.
Spot campaigns, principally minor, for these and. other products.

garnished with sprigs to
professional tone is
general in radio, including in
that statement Major .Bowes' amateur
program. Once common clumsiness
Continental Baking
when displayed nowadays (at present 'Pretty Kitty Kelly,' Ave times a week. ov«r CBS', continued for Wonder Bread and
prices!) invariably has the sponsor Hostess Cake. Additional evening show began October fpr some products over C'BS
when Jack Haley comedy half-hour revived. Haley On last fall and winter for Log
putting the agency involved under Cabin Syrup, alno under
B&B ausplceR.
martial law.
Extensive -spot operatlonfj, including 'Man In the Street' shows In many mldwcEtcrn
prettily

seem new.

now

A

)

RADIO
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and 'CertlAed Mobile Units' In Dayton and Waahlnffton, latter comprlslntr street
Interviews recorded oA spot and transmitted next morning:. Supplementary transcrlP'
tlona of 'Pretty Kitty' Kelly' run In baU dozen markets remote from net^work coverage,
Otiier epot progrramsi as well as announcements throughout year at many points,

VARJETY

cities

Carnation Milk
Variety show, Marek
guest stars, NBC.

Weber and

orchestra, Opal Craven, Lullaby lAdy, Continentals,

Kreml

CoIsate«Palmolive-Peet
'Gang Busters' for Palmollve Bbave Creams continued over CBS, rounding out three
consecutive years on air. Only change new Interviewer In Colonel U, Motman Schwarxkopf.

New show, 'Ask-It-Basket,' with Jim McWilliams as qKeatlon esker. CBS half-hour
once weekly for Colgate Dental Cream,
'Myrt and Marge' continued over CBS five timps weekly daytime for Concentrated
Super Suds.
'Hilltop House* (with Bess Johnson), ditto for Palmolive Soap.
Spot activity included supplementary transcriptions of 'Myrt and Marge' and 'Hilltop
House' ,ovbr WLW, WOR, "WSB, "WHO, WTAM, "WTIC and other power houses not
afTlllated with CBS. Also announcements and participation for other Colgate products,
Including announcements in Slngllah, Filipino and Japanese In Hawaii.

News comment,

23

(BS ANNEX FOR

MBS.

Gabriel Heatter,.

MORE

Lydia Pinkham Co.
Domestic 'Advice, 'Voice of Experience,' MBS.
Hollywood Gossip, Stella Unger, Hollywood News

N. V.

MB$.

Girl,

WIIUAM ESTY &

STDfHOS

CO.

'

Best Foods

WLW

three times weekly; Mary' Mason Home
Peter Grant news hroadcasts over
Forum over WRC; 'Women In the News' in Honolulu Ave times weekly. Ail for Nucoa.

Blow COMPANY
PMIip Morris
Account has three programs per week: Tuesday, 8 to 8:30 p. m.— NBC Red Network
(rebroadcast 11:30 to 12 Mid). Variety show with orchestra directed by Russ Morgan;
The S'wlng 14, directed by Ray Block; dramatization, 'The Perfect Crime,' written by
Max Marcln and produced by Jack Johnstone. Saturday, 8 to 8:30 p.m.— CBS Network
(rebroadcast 11:30 to 12 Mid). Variety show with orchestra directed by Russ Morgan;
The Swing 14, directed by Hay Block; dramatization, '7he Greatest Stories Ever Told,'
adapted by. Max Marcln and produced by Jack Johnstone. Friday, S to' 8:30 p.m. —Mutual
INetwork, 'What's My Name?' audience participation program with Arlene Francis and

Budd Hullck.

CBS has taken over another build««
ing'for studios and offices, this one
being the seven-story structure formerly occupied by the Juilliard
^
Program: Eddie Cantor— CJamel Caravan. ^
School of Music. The annex i$ loh*
Time; Monday, 7:30-8 p.m.; rebroadcast 10:30-11 p.m.
cated on 52nd street, just bt^hincl the
Network: Columbia.
network's main headquarters on
No. of Stations: 03.
Schedule: March 28 through June 27 and Ortober 3 through December 26, 1088.
Madison avenue, and involves about
Talent: Eddie Cantor, Edgar Fairchlld Orchestra, Walter Wooif King, Mad Russian
28,000 square feet of space.
(Bert Gordon), guest stars,
Building will be mostly devoted to
(2)
Program: Benny Goodman— Camel Caravan.
studios, numbering either four, or
Tlhie: Tuesday, 0:30-10 p.m.
five of them. Plans include movingNetwork: Columbia.
over the production department aniC
No. of Stations: 03.
if space allows, also part of the pro*
Schedule: 62 weeks.
Talent: Benny Goodman and Orchestra. Martlia Tilton, Dan Seymour, guest stars.
graming division; Because of the Io«
Spot Radio— Also transcribed and live announcements for Camel Cigarettes.
cation of the two buildings the only
R.

( Camel Cigarettes

George Washington Smoking Tobacco

Used spot broadcasting in seven cities; KFRC, San Francisco; KIBM, Cureka; KDON,
Monterey; KQW, San Jose; KNX, Los Angeles— Two 15-mlnute news programs per week.
KMBC, Kansas City, Jack S'tarr, sports commentator (Ave times per week), KMOX,
St, Louis, France iLaux, sports commentator (three times per week),

Fox

I.

two days on

J.
16-lntnute programs per week; three days on
— Five
WJZ--for
period
six weeks-^ack Berch and orchestra.
City only

a

WEAF

and

White Laboratories,

signals and announcements

way

(Fe^n-A'Mint)

States,

and Ed

Hand Cream

Pacquin's

Lehn
HlndS: Honey and

Sc.

Axton-Fisher Buys

Fink Products Corp.

Almond Cream used

Wax

notional epot announcement campaign.

Rights to Coast's

kl

falling

BLACKETT-SAMPLE-HUMMERT

ARTHUR KUDNER,

INC.

F.

&

Goodyear Tire

F. Laboratories

KNX. Los

Angeles

(local), '7:30-7:46 a.

points:

General Mills, Inc.
'Arnold Grimm's Daughter,' daily, 2:16-2:30.
Blsquick, 'Betty and Bob.' dally, 2-2:15.
Wheatles, 'Jack Armstrong,' dally, 6:30-5.45.
Corn KIX, Those Happy Gllmans,' dally, 1:40-3.
Corn KIX, 'Curtain Time,' Friday, 0-0:30.
SoCtasIlk,

Macfadden Publications,
Mary and Bob's True Stories. Dramatization.
Blue Network. Tuesdays, 9-0:30 p.m.

CORN KIX,

'Grouch Club,' Tuesday, 9:30-10.
'Caroline's Golden Store,' dally except Saturday and Sunday, 11:15-11:30 a.m.
Class,' Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 'I:I3>8.
KIX, 'John Gambling's

GMKT,
C^rn

Gym
Procter

&

8:30-9 p.m., two comedians (Pick

RUTHRAUFF & RYAN,

The

INC.

&

Sponsor: Lever Brothers (Lifebuoy).
Origination: KNX, Hollywood.
Air Time: Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m. Rebroadcast, 11:30-12 m.m,
Network: 40 stations.
Prodnctlon: Agency.
Script Writers: Corcoran, Marko, Joe Tjaurte, Jr., Watson and Friedman.
Talent: Al Jolson, Harry Einstein, Martha Raye, Lud Gluskln's Orchestra and guest

Co.

Skelly Oil Co.

atars.

Agency

'Captain Midnight,' dally.

Wander

Co.

gets in the

'Easy Aces,' Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 7:T-16.
'Our Gal STunday,' Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 12:45-1.
'Just Plain Bin,' Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 10:30-10:45.
'Don Juan of Song,' Monday, Wednesday, Friday. 6:15-6:30.
Hockey games, Tuesday, 9-10:30..

B. T. Babbitt, Inc.
Bab-O, "David Harum,' daily, 11-11 !l5.
Bab-O, 'David Harum,' dally, 3:45-4.

Management

Bi-So-Dol Co.
•Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons,' Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, T:15-7:30 p.m.
'John's Other Wife,' Thursday, Friday, 10:15-10:30 a.m,

Boyle Co.

Old English Wax, 'John's Other Wife,' Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 10:16-10:30 a.m.
Old English Wax, 'John's Other Wife,' Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 1-1:15 p.m.

Childs Restaurants Co.
Gym Clock," Monday, Wednesday,

•John Gambling's Musical

Announcer: Ralph Edwards.
Length of run: Started Sept. 17, 1936.
Conductor: Joe Mercsco and Harry Merkur (piano players).

Production: Agency.
Script Writers: Gene Conrad, Jerry Devlne.
^
^ v.. »
guest
Talent: Tommy Riggs, Betty Lou. Bea Wain, Larry Clinton's Orchestra and
atars.

Friday,. 7:16-8 a.m,

Edna Wallace Hopper
Kolynos Co.

•Just Plain Bill,' Thursday, Friday, 10:30-10:46 a.m.
'Just Plain Bill,' Thursdoy, Friday, 1:13-1:30 p.m.
'Our Gal Sunday,' Monday, Tuesday, 12:45-1 p. m.

Louis Philippe, Inc.

riday, 12:30-12:46

Angelus Rouge and Lipstick, 'Romance of Helen Trent,'

Agency Director: Nate Tufts.
Announcer: Dan Seymour.
Length of Run: Contract started Oct.

Milk of Magnesia, 'Waltz Time,' Friday. 9-0:30 p m.

and Toothpaste," 'Lorenzo Jones,' dally, 11:15-11:30 a.m.
and Milk of Magnesia, 'Stella Dallas,' dally, 4:10-4:30.
'How to Be Ciiarming.' Monday. Wednesday, Friday, 2-2:15 p.m.
and Toothpaste, 'Backstage Wife.' dally, 4-4:16 p.m.
Haley's M-O, 'Young Wldder Brown,' Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 11:30-11:45 a.m.

Phillips' Tablets
Phillips' Creams
Phillips' Creams,
Phillips' Tablets

R. L. Watkins Co.

Dr. Lyon's Toothpowdef, 'Manhntten Merry-Go-Round,' Sunday. 9-0:30 p.m.
Dr. Lyon's Toothpowder, 'Alias Jimmy Valentine,' Monday, 7-7:30 p.m.
Dr. Lyon's Toothpowder, 'Backstage Wife,* dally, 4-4:15 p.m.

1,

1038.

'Professor Quiz'
Sponsor: Noxzcma Chemical Co.
Origination; WABC, New Amsterdam Roof.
Air Time: Saturday, 8:80-0 p.m. Rebroadcast 12-12:30 a.m.
Network: C6ast-to-Coaet.
Production: Agency.
Talent: Prof. Quiz and contenders.
Agency Director; John Gordon,

Announcer: Bob Trout.
Length of Run: Contract started

Oct. 1, inrfn.

C. H. Phillips' Co.

'Vox Pop'
Sponsor: Penn Tobacco Co.
(various hold lo1>bIes).
Origination:
Air Time: Saturday, 9-9:30 p.m.
Network: 30 stations.
Production: Agency.
_
Talent: Parka Johnson and Wally Butlerworth.
Agency Director: Nate Tufta.

ERWIN, WASEY

&

CO.

Musterole-Zemo
and dramatization, Carson Roblaon and His Buckaroos, KBC.

Consolidated Cigar
Frank Singiser, WOR.
Barbasol
eatter,

UBS,

It,'

odd

facts.

'Why Do

is

We

a dramatized compilatioq of

Tliere will be 26 discs, eac|i running 15 minutes.

SPANISH

i

UNGUAGE

AIR ADS RAPPED

blood,

regulate

prevent blood

its

circulation

clots,'

and

Commish de-

Believed, however, that the
medicine 'contains drugs the indiscriminate sale of which is danger-

clared.

ous.'

Other claims that the compotmd
can be used for ailments Usually
treated by iodized medicine, and
that it can be taken as a remedy for
rheumatism, arthritis and skin diseases, also questioned by the Government, which issued a complaint
against the company and against J.
Silva, its secretary-manager.

WEAF

Announcer: Graham MacNamee,
Length of Run: Contract started Oct.

1,

1938.

'Good Will Hour'
Sponsor: Ironlaed Yeaat.
Origination: WMCA.

Gabriel

Do

Product, which is ballyto users.
hooed in Spanish, is composed' of
herbs, barks and roots, and has been
represented as 'helping to purify the

'Quaker Party'
Sponsor: Quaker Oats Co.
Origination: NBC Studio 3 A.

Air Time: Saturday. 8-8:30 p.m.

,

ni.

Restorative Cream and White Youth Pack, 'Romance of Helen Trent,' Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, 12:30-12:46 p. m.

News comment,

dealer campaign for which thft
Transamerican Broadcasting &; Tele-

Washington, Jan. 10.
Radio advertising of 'ZendejaS
Medicine/ a compound sold by
Zendejas Products Corp., Los AtiM
geles, rapped last week by the Federal Trade Commission as dangerous

Network: Coast-to-Coast.

Cal-Aspirin Co.
'Toung Wldder Brown,' Mondoy, Tuesday, 11:30-11:45 a.m.
'Painted Dreams,' dally, 10:46-11 a.

report. Trans-radio,

Maintdining Pry
Institute
for
Cleaning Standards makes the latest

Major Bowes' Original Amateur Hour

Personal Finance, annomicements, daily, 8-a-day.

"WTeatern songs

areas.

Transamerican Makes Disc Series for
Trade Body

by Transamerican

Town'

Sponsor: Chrysler Corporation.
Origination: Manhattan Theatre, Nffw York.
Air Time: Thursday, 9:10 p.m.
Network: 02 stations.
Script Writer: Major Bowes.
Talent: Major Bowes and amateurs.
Agency Director; John Gordon.

Bayer Co.
•American Album of Familiar Music' Sunday, 9:30-10.
'Famous Actors' Guild,' Tuesday, 7:30-8.
'Backstage Wife,' Monday, Wednesday, Friday, varied.

[

two midwest

.

'Big

Sponsor: Lever Brothers (Rinso).
Origination: KNX, Hollywood.
Air Time: Tuesday, 8-8:30 p.m. Rebroadcast 12:30-1 a.m.
Network: 60 stations.
Production: Agency.
Script Writers: Free lance.
Talent: Edward G. Robinson with Claire Trevor and dramatic cast.
Agency Director: CUark Andrews.
Announcer: Karlton Kadeli.
Conductor: Fran Frey.
Length of Run: Started Oct. 19, XWft.

(JSew York)
Anacin Co.

Cal-Aspirin,
Cal-Asplrln,

St.

vision Corp. has obtained the show
production assigbment. Series sold

liOngth of Run: Started Dec. 22, 1930.

Little Orphan Annie,' daily, 8:45-6.
•Carters of Kim Street,' dally, 11-11:16.

Beneficial

Director: Everard Meade.

Conductor: Lud Oluskin.

Announcements, varied.

S.

KMOX,

and

Detroit,

next Tuesday (16). McCann-Erickson is the agency on the account.
'Calling All Cars,' a gangster show;
has been among the top ranking
commercials (Rio Grande oil) on the
west coast for the past four years.
Expansion of the cig's station list de^
pends on the response the stanza-

DRY CLEANERS' SHOW
Al Jolson Show

(Italian), daily, 2-2:15.
'Rue Prlnclpale' (French), daily, 2:16-2:30.
•Musique et Nouvelles Oxydol' (French), daily.

Sears Roebuck

News

NBC

others.

on WJR,

Louis, with the series slated to start

Goldbejrgs,' dally, 1-1:15.

'The Mareki Family' (Polish), dally.

'Album of Love'

A.

Show

the recorded version of 'Calling All.
Cars' for a test campaign of its
Twenty Gr§nd brand of cigarets.
It's bought two half hours a wesek

'Central City,' dally, 10-10:16.
'Ma Perklnb,' daily, 8:16-3:30.

Merchandise, 'Grandma's Travels,' daily.Sears Community Bank, announcements, daily.

I^hlllips'

and announcer.

and Pat), and

Gamble Co.

'Musical Program,' Saturday, 4-4:15.
Lava, 'Houseboat Hannah,' daily, 6-5:16.

Oxydol,
Oxydol,
Oxydol,
Oxydol,
Oxydol,
Oxydol,
Oxydol,

Inc.

Cast, orchestra

United States Tobacco Co.
CBS Network, Mondays,

'Kitty Keene, Inc., daily, 11:46-12.

Drett,
DreCt,

ni.— News" broadcast. Monday through Saturday.

Goodyear Farm Radio News Program. National Network—NBC. Three origination
New York. Chicago and Kansas City. Three commentators: Don Goddard, New
York; Phil Evans. Chicago, and Robert S. Clough, Kansas City. Monday through
Friday, 1:16-1:30 p.m. EST.

daily.

Cars'

Axton-Fisher Tobacco has bought

(Chicago)
'News Broadcast,'

be

wotdd

ments.

on*WABC

Maxwell

National spot announcement campaign.

on 163 stations throughout the United

them
,

Baume Bengue
National spot announcement campaign, plus Richard
Fitzgerald on WOR, three quarter-hours weekly each.

connect"

to

through a bridge, but this won^t be
undertaken.
Too many difficulties
would likely be put in the way by
the city's fire and building depart-

Philadelphia.

Inc.

National spot announcement campaign.

of

Bulova Watch Co.
Time

WCAU,

S^ot announcement .campaign and sports program on

Paul Jones Cigarettes

New Tork

Reynolds Tobacco Co.

J.

Jones Joins L.

New

He

Announcer: Bob Carter.
Length of Run: Began Jan.

has been with Chi Blackett-

Sample

Air Time: Sunday, 10-11 p.m.
Network: Coast to Cooat.
Agency Production: John Loveton.

Talent; John J. Anthony and people.
Script Writer; Ad lib.
23.

1938.

'The Shadow*
Sponsor: 'Blue Coal.'
Origination: WOR. New York.
r^wu.-™
».in.
Rebroadcast 6:3«-«
Air Time: Sunday, 4-4:30 p.m. .
Network: Mutual and spot ('JO stations).

(Continued on page 24)

& T.

Howard A. Jones, vice-president
of Blackett, Sample & Hummert,
joins Lord & Thomas'
York office executive staff prior to Feb. I.
office for five years.

SPAETH ON WNYC

Sia

Tune detective Sigmund Spaeth^
who's been off the air for some time,
returned last Sunday (.8) as m.c: of
a

symphonic

WN/C,
12:30 >.

N.

Y.

show on
Program 3lr» at

varieties

-n.

Spaeth temporarily replaces Ted
Carter who's on vacation,

)

)

RADIO

VARIETY
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Air Talent In 1938
(Continued from page

could be kept within cheap produc
tion costs.

A

slight tinge of 'highbrow'

marks

the two leading names on the list of
tadio stars, near-stars or might-be
This
stars developed during 1938.
aspect is in itself perhaps the most
potentially provocative factor of the

(Continued from page 23)

COMEDIANS

he unquestionably established
himself as an air possibility.
For the rest, it was almost completely a dramatic year for Chicago
radio producticns.
Of course, the
WLS Barn Dance continued as a
live-wire item that looks for many
more years of vitality. On the same
level is the Uncle Ezra program for
the same client.
New shows that came to the front
in Chicago were the serials, 'Manhattan Mother,' 'Stepmother,' 'Carters of Elm Street,' 'Happy Gilmans'
and 'Captain Midnight.' As might

Ed.

W.

Agency Production: T. Bourn»
Announcer: Kenneth Roberts.
Length of Run: Began Sept.

Charles Butterworth.
Jack Oakie.
Frank Fay.

Stroud Twins.
Milton Berle.

Agency Director: F. Bourne Ruthrauff.

Announcer: I^red THtal.
Length of Run; Contract started Sept. U,

Sponsor: Lever Brothers (Rlnso).
Origination: WABC, Studio 1, New York,
Air Time: Monday through Friday, 11:40-12 p.m.
Network: SO stations,
Production: Agency.
Script Writer: Free lance writers.
Talent: Kdllh Spencer and dramatic cast.
Agency Director: John Loveton.

Marion Talley.
Carter.

"

Jeanette MacDonald.

Grace Moore.
Helen Hayes.
Gladys Swarthout.

Announcer: Dnn Seymour.
Length of Run: Contract started Jan.

Decnna Durbin.
Dick Powell.
Robert L. Ripley.

•

pana also sped right along in 1938
and evidences an ability to last for

aviatic:;

the Metro-Maxwell program. Fan
iiie Brice, often heard before, this
was in real scoring position due
to tiie way she was guided by Loui^
K. Sidney on the same show. There
were headaches aplenty on the
'!res;aco stanza from Hollywood, but
Ked Sparks is threatenisg to emerge
jtrom the trials as a winner, Billy
House broadcasting from Chicago for
'IDCrigley, Kay Kyser, Artie Shaw and
iLarry Clinton among the orchestras
were others on the 'new sparkle'
for 1938. Bob Hope started bril
liantly in the fall for Pepsodent, but
it i? not certain that he has held the
pace, and meanwhile he has a time
disadvantage to overcome.
Charles Boyer, while pinch-hitting
for Tyrone Power on the Woodbury
program, seemed 'on the point of
doiog a matinee idol mop-up. Among
the sobbies, serialdom produced at
least one star, Helen Menken.
Meanwhile there were, in general,
two production tendencies, to wit (1)
ft' quantitative increase and a quali
taiive improvement in daytime pro
jgrams; and (2) a substantial niunber
or successes (viz, 'We, the People,'
*Hobby Lpbby/ etc.) in the stunt

Jimmy

-time

.

'

category.
lesser personalities (those with
claim to star ranking) there were
quite a nuihber that attracted the
spotlight operator in 1938. Perhaps
roster serves as well as any
Mutual's
mi
to illustrate this point. Mutual per
formers are not in the main on large
Lfoi
lUdget programs. Yet they are more

Of

Ho

°

j

serial,

'Adventures

years.

Length

of

Run:

Sept.

EST.

1038, for

6,

R&R.

WARWICK & LEGLER,

was in slavish imitation of those
shows which experience and C.A.B.
held up as successful. This made for

INC.

1938

carbon copy stuff but did not favor
the development of many new personalities.

Those who rose above previous
radio levels during 1939 according to
the local viewpoint were:

of

season Milton Cross Is the announcer.
(The winners of the 1037-38 competition, who now have contracts at the Metroliolltan,
are Leonard Warren, baritone, and John Carter, tenor).

Sloan's liniment

Charles Soyer

Allen.*

Warden Lewis E. Lawes concluded his sixth season over the NBC Blue Network last
and started his seventh season again last fall. In the 1037-38 season the announcer was Ben Grauer. During the 1038-30 season the announcer la Nelson Case.
This la a dramatic program with a different cast each week.

Bob Hope
Don Ameche

'Stepmother' is by Benton &
Bowles-Chicago for Colgate and is an
afternoon serial with all the regu-

Sherwin-Williams Co.

'Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air," the NBC Blue Network, completed Its
third season last spring and started Ita fourth season this fall. The orchestra on thia
program Is directed by Maestro Wilfred Pelletler, conductor of the Metropolitan Opera
Company. .Edward Johnson, general manager of the Metropolitan, Is maater of ceremonies. During 1037-38 season Howard Cloney was the announcer. During 1038-39

spring,

Fannie Srice

G. Washington Coffee

Frank Morgan

lation femme serial hoke, the hokier
the higher the listening rating.

'Uncle Jim's Question Bee' ran throughout the year over an

NBC

spilt

network.

Until

Madeleine Carroll and Edward Ar- September, 'Uncle Jim' was Jim 'McWIIUams. Since then, 'Uncle Jim' has been NorOther serials were holdovers and nold made fiv^ appearances each for man Frescott. Jo* Bell la the 'announcer.,
all ran pretty much to style and Lux.
Same program 'used Herbert
Elizabeth Ardeii
type, with the sponsors generally Marshall
'Eddie Duchin and the Hour of Romance,' broadcast for the first three months «(
and Gail Patrick four
satisfied with their 3% ratings; ex- times.
Fred MacMurray, Melvyn 1938 over a coaet-to-coast Mutual Network. Del Casino was the featured oalolst.
cusing the percentage rating to rea- Douglas, Barbara Stanwyck, Henry
Tansee Lipstick
sons of added daytime competition Fonda, George Brent and May RobSmlly Post In 'The Right Thing to Do' ov^r an NBC Red Network Is a comblnatloB
and that plea that they get enough son appeared three times. There has dramatic and questlon-and-answer program. Nelson Case is the announcer.
Nestle's Instant Cocoa
potential in the percentage, though been some criticism reported from
'Quite by Accident,' NBC Red Network, dramatlo program with William WorthlnglOB
it is just a fraction of usual nite rat
the east on this matter of over-fre- as master of ceremonies and Jack Meakin Orchestra, and a dramatic cast.
ing or what the rating might be with quent rotation of a handful of guests
(Also cooking schools for Nestle'a Ever-Ready Cocoa, station breaks for Nestie's Bveri
a stronger program,
Ready
Cocoa, station breaks and sponsored sport broadcasts for Edgeworth, Tobacc*
by the various Hollywood bandand Domino Cigarettes, and station breaks for Sloan's Liniment.)
In this category continued *Ma wagons.
Joan Bennett has been
Perkins,' 'Girl Alone,' 'Jack Arm- heard almost with the frequency of
strong,' 'rfon Winslow of the Navy,
a regular broadcaster. Carole Lom'Painted Dreams,' 'Monticello Party bard, Miriam Hopkins are others freLine,'

'Bachelor's

Children,'

'Betty

and

LORD & THOMAS

quently heard.

Bob,'
'Houseboat
Hannah,'
'Backstage Wife,' 'Dick Tracy,' 'Val
iant Lady,' 'Jimmy Allen,' 'Helen
Trent,' 'Howie Wing,' 'Kitty Keene,
Inc.', 'Scattergood Baines.'
All of them did a satisfactory job,
all working almost on identical for
mulae, and appealing either to the
women or to the children. Style of
writing and the general structure of
these shows haven't changed since
rAdio serials began. The shows are
playing out well enough and the
agencies are not willing to tamper
with a good thing.
Tirst Nighter' program for Cam-

Red Barber

in Theatres

American Tobacco Co.
Kay Kyser

orch.;

Red Barber,

WLW-WSAI

sports-

caster since 1934, now signed by General Mills to inaugurate major league
broadcasting in New York City this
season, will do a personal at the
Shubert here the week of Jan.
20 and at the
Colonial, Dayton,

RKO

NBC CBS

Red, 82 itatlon*.

(2)

'Your Hit Parade'; Leo Relsman orch., Lanny Ross,
day, 10-11 p.m. NBC Red, 74 stations.

Raymond

Scott

Cities Service
Concert, Friday, 8-9 p.m.

NBC

Red, 40 stations.

Kleenex
Barbara Weeks, Joe Curtln, Ned Weaver, Alice Reinhardt, Monday -Friday, 12:16-12:N
CBS.

p.m.,

RKO

the following week.
During the past three years his
airings of the Cincy Reds' games
were relayed by WHIO, Dayton.
O.,

NBC

Wednesday, 10-11 p.m.

Cincinnati, Jan. 10.

Lady Esther
Guy Lombardo

orch.,

Monday, 10-10:30 p.m.

CBS, 86

stations.

Pepsodent Co.
Bob Hope, Skinny Ennls

hu

an local.
t)urLag 1938 Mutual's Washington
commentator, Fulton Lewis, Jr., be
came a familiar name and voice via
WOL. Sam Baiter in sports, George
Fischer in Hollywood gossip, Jimmy
Scribner as a one-man (imitator)
program were more prominent
Percy Faith of Toronto won at
tention for his musical work on

1

Production: Agency.
Script Writer: Fayette Krum.
Talent: Betty Winkler and cast.
Agency Director: Ros Metzger.
Announcer: Charles Lyons.

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Perhaps inevitably in view of the
heavy cash investments the whole
production emphasis out here during

,

stage, captured a following through

more

18,

Bebroadcast 2:15-

'Girl Alone'
Sponsor: Quaker Onts Co.
Origination: NBC, Chicago, Red.
Air Time: Monday through Friday, 4:46 p.m.
Network: 00 stations.

Jessica Dragonette.

several

1036.

'Aunt Jenny's Real Life Stories'

OTHEBS
Boake

caet.

'Big Sister'

Tim and Irene.
Howard and Shelton.

year from a production and per- be expected Blackett-Sample-HumThose of 'lofty mert agency was responsible for
dbme' made prominent during the three of them. 'Mother' is a Kastor
-year ip relation to national popu
agency item and is restricted to the
larity are as follows:
Chicago market for American FamOrson Welles, who was the hero of ily soap.
Show has done a rethe now-classic 'Mars Panic' broad
ma.kable job, paying out successThis 23-year old 'character fully in the Chicago market alone,
cast.
'actor' is starring for Campbell Soup though its production setup is compriesently.
He represents the year's pletely on a par with any coast-tomost authentic example of a sustainer coast serial program. It is designed
CCBS) achieving a major commer as a more sophisticated type of seclal break and of a previously local rial dealing with a higher social
(New York) reputation spreading to stratum.
IJie nation at large,
•Carters of Elm Street' marks
Fadlman. New Yorker Ovaltine's decision to make a play
Clifton
magazine literary critic, became a for the adult listeners after many
national personality as the result of successful years in rounding up the
'*lnformation, Please,' going from
kids with 'Little Orphan Annie.'
NBC sustainer to. Canada Dfy spon Aimed at the femme audience in the
This is probably the most late morning.
worship.
'Happy Gilmans' is
erudite and sophisticated program of one for Korn Kix, a General Mills
the audience participation genre,
product, and attempts to capture the
"
It is a small list (as usual) that mood of 'You Jan't Take It » with
fctunmarizes the radio programs or You.' 'Captain Midnight' is an avialiersonalities that advanced to new tion serial for the children, sponof popularity during a year's sored by Skelly Oil, which had a
^ plateaus
Frank Morgan, of film ami,] click several years ago in a similar
U.time.

draina'tl«5

26, 1037.

Sponsor: Lever Brothers (RInso).
Origination: WABC, Studio 4, New York.
Air Time; Monday through Friday, 11:30-11:45 a.m. Rebroadcast 2-2:16 p.m.
Network: 06 stations.
Script Writer: Noels BntHkIn and Marjorle Bartlett.
Talent: Alice Frost, Martin Gabel, Junior O'Day and dramatic cost.

Ken Murray.

.sonality viewpoint.

Jtuthrauff.

StTlpt Writer: Free lance.
Talent: Bill Johnstone, Acnes Hoorehead, John Barclay and

Wynn.
C. Fields.

Jack Pearl,

•

kZm W RADIO

AffiNOES

Missing from Air

ley

1

jinpresarios on modest budgets.
One haven of comfort against the
high salary complex was the novelty shows, such as 'Battle of the
Sexes,'
showed that sponsorship

Wednesday, January 11, 1939

orch., guestB,

NBC

Tuesday, 10-10:30 p.m.

Red.

YOUNG & RUBICAM

Daytime Biz Clontinues

American Tobacco

Qimbing; Jointly

Up 2.7%

in '38

(PaUMaU)
Eddy Duchin,

Shields,

Jl

le

Lew

Lehr,

Monday, 0:80-10 p.m. 64

NBC

Blue stations.

(Half and Half)
Ben

Bobby Gibson, Harry von Zell, Sunday, 6:30*C
steady upswing of daytime business on NBC and. Columbia, .which has
03 CBS stations.
Mutual's marked the development of the two networks, seems" slated to continue
international exchanges.
Borden Co.
through
1939.
NBC
taken
has
count
of
the
daytime
commercials
booked
.Saturday afternoon British music
Rush Hughes; Monday-Friday, 4:30-4:45 p.m. NBC Red 32 stations.
for this month (January) and finds that the. schedvile consists of 36 prohall programs are catching on a bit,
Bristol Myers Co.
grams using a total of 146 quarter hours, as compared to the 26 programs
hut the rotation of personalities pre
(Std Hepalica, Ipana)
and
the
total
quarter
which
prevailed
113
hoursfor
January,
of
1938.
vents any individual coming to the
Fred Allen, Portland Hofta, Peter van Steeden, Lyn Murray Group, Merry Macik
« NBC's weekday, daytime revenue in 1938v.»noiuited to $12,750,844, which
fore.
Harry Von Zell, Wednesday, 0-10 p.m. NBC Red, 60 stations.
(Summer show Included Stoopnagle, Peter Van Steeden, Harry Von Cell; sam* tlm*t
Broadcasting is, of course, dotted Is a boost of 23% over the 1937 tally of $10,368,566. With CBS the growth
with personages of greater or lesser, of daytime business has likewise, been steady, but not quite as broad. In NBC Red, 61 stations.)
1938 NBC and CBS jointly went up 2.7% over 1937 on the amount of day
General Foods Corp.
local o'r regional, foUowings and
time business as compared to the total billings. In 1937 this daytime per
preistige.
(Catumet
Swansdotpn)
centage to the entire revenue had been 31.6%. Last year it was 34.3%.
Kate .^mlth, Ted Collins, Jack Miller band, guest stars, Andra Baruch; Thursday; 8-9
Chicago, Jan. 10.
p.m.
CBS,
stations.
78
Following is a breakdown of the daytime (all programs originating
Of all the shows originating in Chi(Grape Nuts)
cago only two non-dramatic shows before 6 p.m.) and the evening gross billings for NBC and CBS jointly
Burns and Allen, Tony Martin, Ray Noble orch.; Monday, 8-8:30 p.m.
acquired any real prominence dur from 1931 to 1938 inclusive:
stations.
% of
% of
ing 1938. Fibber McGee show has
(Jello)
Total
Total
Eveninir
Total
Day
/
been a winner for several years but
Jack Benny. Mary Livingstone, Phil Harris orch., Kenny Baker, Don Wilson; Sunday,
78.9
21.1
$29,580,400
$37,502,080 7-7:30 p.m. NBC Red, US stations. Summer show, 'Hobby
$7,921,671
in 1938 the program took on real 1931
Lobby,' with Dave Elman.
78.3
30,620,480
39,106,776 Harry Salter orch.
21.7
8,486,296
stature and this is evidenced by the 1932
78.1
31,516,298
21.9
24,628,394
6,887,904
boxoffice grosser being piled up by 1933
(Minute Tapioca)
77.9
42,659,461
22.5
33,070,117
9,589,344
sev1934
Mary
Margaret
McBrlde;
Tuesday,
Thursday,
unit
in
CBS, 47 stations.
vaude
12-12:1S
p.m.
the Fibber McGee
77.3
48,786,735
37,696,578
22.7
11,090,157
eral theatre appearances around the 1935
(La France, Satina)
Bernie,

Mary

Small,

.

&

'

country.

1936

Other show of non-dramatic, for 1937
was the Billy House 'Laugh

inula

13.725,976
21,281,652
23,608,642

43,966,122
46,091,752
45,199,434

23.8
31.6
34.3

76.2
68.4
65.7

57,692,098
67,373,404
68,808.076

program for Wrigley. Now off
Following is a study of the comparative daytime and nightime business
the air, the show nevertheless rated
a strong audience and was building which prevailed on NBC and CBS jointly for the past three summers, with
into a genuine radio click '^hen the such periods embracing June, July and August:
of
Wrigley Arm inexplicably decided to
Total
Evening:
Total
Day
change to 'Gateway to -Hollywood'
iiiner*

Mary Morgaret

McBi-lde; Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 12-12:16 p.m.

No matter that House is 1636
the Wrigley show, for in 1937
the 26 weeks he was on for Wrigprogram.
oil

$2,376,638
4,507,329
4,771,776

21.0
24.0

34.0

$8,827,365
10,408,753
9,241,319

$11,204,003
14«916,082
14.019,095

Von

Zell, guests;

Tuesday,

station*,

.;

CBS,

( Sanka

Lum

and Abner;

Wednesday, Friday, 7:15-7:30 p.m.

CBS. 51

stations.

GuU OU Corp.
(Gulf Gasoline

%

now

CBS, SO

( Sanka
'We. the People,' Gabriel Heatter, Harry
SO stations.

Phil Baker, Beetle Bottle, Oscar Bradley orch.; Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m.

Pels

& Co.

CBS, 02

statlonih

'Hobby Lobby," Dave Elman, Harry Salter's orchestra, guestB; Wednesday, 8:30-» p.«^

NBC

Blue. 46 stnllons.

!

CBS Gross

RADIO

1939

W<*<lnfsday, January- 11,

Billings to

Agencies

(1938)
Ruthrauff

Benton

Young

&
&

& Ryan, Inc
Bowles, Inc..
Rubicam,

Inc.

$3,359,373
3,298,840
2,405,105
2,057,048
1,662,262
1,118,355
1,081.013
1,065,945
1,040,996
920,170
778,410
692,788
683,701
593,803
578,152
463,380
435,120
405,265
358,940
345,334
340,767
331,985
302,385
299,655
247,993
246,732
225,960
211,410
192,750
180,015
174,049
156,100
139,735
130,615
129,360
106,600

,

^laclcett-Sample-Hununert, Inc

Lord

& Thomas

Newell-Emmett

Co., Inc.

William Esty & Co., Inc
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Neisser-Myerhofl, Inc

Lennen & Mitchell,
Ward Wheelock Co.

&

Inc.

Inc
Gardner Advertising Co.
Compton Advertising, Inc.
B. B. D.

O.,

The Biow Co., Inc.
Arthur Kudner, Inc.
Buchanan & Co., Inc
D'Aroy Advertising Co.

...

& Newell, Inc.
Roche Williams & Cunnyngham
Geyer, Cornell

Frances Hooper Advertising
Lambert &.Feasley
Campbell-Ewald Co
Knox Reeves Advertising, Inc.
Pfedlar & Ryan, Inc.
Maxon, Inc
McCann-Erickson, Inc.

U. S. Advertising Corp.

Morse International, Inc.
Birmingham, Castleman & Pierce
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Inc.
Brooke, Smith & French, Inc
MacManus, John & Adams
Hutchins Advertising Co
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Inc

Sponsor Wants to
CoU Drake

in

Hollywood

Gal for Stars to Turn

Shearer a Hard

Down

also believes the commercials in radio are dull and lacking in

WKRC ADOPTS

showmanship. To back him up, it
was pointed out that the Gulf sales
bally rarely uses up more than two
and a half of the three minutes
allowed on a network commercial.
On the ground for the inaugural
with Drake was Chet LaRoche,

Voung

&

SINGLE RATE

GOES WITH

it

its

local rate card,

making

the only network station in Cin-

cinnati with but one set

WOR SHOW

Washington
Washington, Jan. 10,
First round of the weary FCC
chain-monopoly inquiry came to a
close Thursday (5) when Lenox R.
Lohr, web president, concluded testimony on general NBC policies and
operating principle^. Going sounded
the pioneer chain after more
than six weeks of quizzing in which
a score of witnesses took the stand

WKRC's new

of rates.

rate card (No. 12) has

A

WMCA

&

&

&

sponsorship, he opined.

Affiliates'

three to five weeks.

—

Return of David Sarnoff, chairman
of the NBC boaiXl, for grilling about
the picture painted by subordinates,
was continued to an indefinite date
when the pick-and-shovel work on

cause he
in

—

hook-ups, helps the company provide better service to the listening
public, in Lohr's estimation. He remarked on the variety of tastes and
the necessity for diversified programs and said multiplicity of outlets benefited not only the audience
but the sponsors.
While television now is technically
feasible, serious obstacles still must
be removed before it can be provided on broad scale. Availability of
program material and high cost of
operation are factors. He pointed to
the production expense—estimating
that two hours of visual service a day

.

objectives.

Writlne

It

Down

schedufed by NBC in an attempt to
standardize the preparation of advertising continuity and removie all
uncertainty concerning the sort of
microphone fodder which serves the
public interest, FCC learned. Coincidental with this disclosure, he anwould amount to $2,000,000 per year
nounced the web in the future will
and said this makes it prohibitive
not accept any accounts for beer or
for any broadcaster
to
schedule
light wines, tightening the existing
shows with great frequency or reguban on hard liquor despite the finan- larity. If
NBC attempted to produce
cial injury which will result.
more than the scheduled three hours
advertising policies

distributed to stock-owners, while
$2,440,436 has been set aside as surplus.
Woods said that since 1930,

RCA

has had 100% ownership of the
network company, having acquired

all of the minority interests origigiven General Electric and
Westinghouse,

nally

WPTF TERMS

SETRYI^
Charlotte; N. C, Jan. 10.
Representatives of the proposed
Carolina Radio Col:p. have- gotten together with NBC on an agreement
for taking over. WPTF, formerly operated by the Durham life Insurance Co., if and when exercise of
NBC's option on ,the station is approved by the Fedieral Commiinications Commission. Agreement calls,
for a purchase price of $200,000, the
exact amount Involved in NBC's- option, with $150,000 to be paid in ca^
and the balance in deferred payments,

—

Program and

NBC

Advisory
presented by the
Council, Lohr told the four-man
committee. Control over copy rests
firmly with the network, not with
agencies or outsiders.
Touching on some of the outstanding controversial problems confronting the industry and the Federal
Government, the NBC head approved the type of kid programs
which his transmitters disseminate;
affirmed his belief in freedom of the
air but opposed any legislation or
regulation which would compel licensees to open their facilities to
organizations or groups; declared his

Understanding

Is that the stock
33 business and proof eastern and central
Representative of
these subscribers h&ve stated that
the operation of WPTF will continu*
in this section and that it will not b«
moved to a larger center of popu-

wiU be held by
fessional

men

North Carolina.

Ed Petry Back in N. T.
Chicago, JTan. 10.
coaxial cable reaching
Ed Petry returned to New York
across the country would cost $100,- yesterday (Monday) following a gen000,000, he estimated, plus the sub- eral tour of the midwest area.
stantial investment for local franfiStopped off in Chi for a little gasmitters. Tests now in process, how- sing with Ed Voynow, local chieftain.
isolated.

A

NBC

Gross Billings to Agencies

proeducational pro-

tries industriously to

vide cultural

an.',

grams; asserted ownership of two
netw »rks by one enterprise is beneficial to the public; upheld the idea
of reaching the national audience
through multiple outlets; contended
networks have a right to engage in
artist management; and denied that
money-making is liable to cause deg-

(1938)

Rank
1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10

service and warned that
dividuals or groups are allowed
exercise legal power to compel
broadcasters to give them time the
result would be virtual#-'destruction
of the American system of broadcasting. Lack of facilities makes it
impossible to grant the requests that
would be an inevitable result of such
theory, while the public would become thoroughly disgusted with orStation and netwotk execuatory.
tives must have freedom to determine who is entitled to speaking op-

gram

ments.

weekly which will be produced
when regular operation starts this
spring,
an additional outlay of
$3,500,000 would be necessary, he
explained.
Lohr was unwilling to lation.
make any forecast about possible
network operation of television,
noting that cost items have not been

are laid down by compapy executives following consideration of ideas

company

Woods on Stand

Nearly two-thirds of the profit has
been paid out in dividends, primarily
to RCA, the parent company.
One
exhibit revealed $11,400,000 has been

networks has been finished. Beis one of the. prime movers
network operations, Commish
wants to get his reaction and opinions after it is armed with complete statistical and factual informa- ing novices.
Expansion of the NBC system, as
tion about chain, services.
Most of Lphr's testimony was in well as maintenance of two separate
all

NBC

rebroadcast

cellaneous sources.

Contracts

Business methods of NBC were
rated as sound, with Lohr observing
that the better the company serves
the public, the bigger its eventual
reward.
Five-year contracts with
affiliates
regarded with suspicion
in some government quarters are
desirable, he said, because of the
industry's need to engage in longrange planning in order to build up
program service and clientele. By
engaging in artist management, NBC
able to discover and develop
is
steady supply of new talent, aiding
performers in other fields and guid-

and pounds of exhibits were presented. Next phase is examination of
CBS, which started today (Tuesday)
and is expected to consume from

if

into

as its basic rate $300 per class
hour, with rates proportionately rePeople's Rally (Mennen) on WOR- duced for other classifications of
Mutual is using the Skytop theatre time' throughout the afternoon and
in the Chanin building after Jan. morning.
15 for studio audiences. Oglers then
get a cuffo visit to the observatory
Columbia's home office is also
which is normally 40c. clip.
working on new rate cards for its
Program was. formerly heard in other managed and operated stations
studio because of WOR's as well as one for the network itself. portunities, he insisted. Under NBC
cramped quarters.
policy effort is made to give conflicting factions equal chance to discuss
vital issues, and time is not sold for
such purpose because of inequality
that would result where different
groups were not on the same finan(NBC, CBS, Mutual, 1938 Expenditures)
cial basis.
On the question of religious and
$1,004,155
21.
Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham, Inc
836,851 educational programs, the web of22.
McCann-Erickson, Inc,
785,449 fleer pointed out his organization
23.
Arthur Kudner, Inc
675,190 seeks to satisfy all interests to the
24.
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc.
degree consistent with
648,815 maximum
25.
Hays, MacFarland
Co.
635,206 good business. No time sold for re26.
Sweeney
James Co.
617.831 ligious broadcasts, while programs
27.
Maxon, Inc.
.
'
28.
563,400 are intended to have a general, not
Hutchinson Advertising Co.
29.
520,398 denominational,. appeaL Four types
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
30. McKee
500,798 of educational programs cited, rangAlbright, Inc

THIRD

fitted for

for

methods and

l>e

ing from those designed for schools company has pocketed a profit every
to sugar-coated feattires which also year, aggregating $18,885,532 through
provide entertaiiiment, such as spell- 1937.
With income of $282,404,984
ing bees. Great difficulty is experi- and expenses of $263,519,451, the net
enced in deciding exactly what type since operation started in 1926 fig*
of radio fare is educational, he noted.. ures out at 6.69%. Income listed froni
Some types of entertainment not time sales, talent bookings, and mis*

.

Against Coercion
On the hot topic of freedom of
Cincinnati, Jan. 10.
CBS' local m.&o., has speech,' Lohr voiced his belief that
the public is entitled to good pro-

WKRC,
dropped

ever, hold out hope that programs

Attractive financial picture was
sketched by Mark Woods, treasurer
of NBC, prior to Lohr's debut on th<
stand.
Since the start of 1928, thf

radation in program caliber.

Rubicam prexy.

PEEP AT SKYUNE

—

Winds Up Hearings for NBC Columbia may
Begins Second Act of Monotony Hearings in

President

Promulgation of a concrete written statement of program policy is

THE

2S

CANT OPEN DOOR TO All; CRANK
ORATORS WOULD RUIN BIZ-LOHR

He

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
KELLOGG MYSTERY!
Col. J. Frank Drake, Gulf Oil's
radio-minded prez, got a few things
Those Bif Checks Laid End to End
off his chest last week when he put
In a Circle
into town for the launching of the
petrol outfit's new program, the
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Screen Guild show. That there's too
Veil of 'secrecy' surrounding new
wide a division between sponsor and
Kellogg show has been lifted and
talent was his main point.
'Only time we come in contact format of Hollywood's latest entry
with the people we i ay to stimulate in the colossal sweepstakes, debuting
Bales of our product,' sez the colonel, next Sunday (15), has at long last
been revealed. Program will take
•is when there's a salary squawk.*
Personal contact is important to the on the informal nature of a group
success of a radio show, he believes, of people discussing this, that and
Dubbed The Circle,' it
and, suiting action to the word, he- the other.
was here for the opener and plans will have Ronald Colman as presiCarole Lombard,
to make many more trips to the dent of the club;
Coast to meet the gang and the secretary, and Cary Grant, the
equivalent of a
people responsible for the produc- beadle, English
prompter.
tion."
Outside guesters will be called in
If the colonel lives up
to his
promise he'll meet some expensive from time to time as specialists on
Poetry,
discussed.
subjects
people.
In the first lineup were the
Jack Benny, Joan Crawford and philosophy, anecdotes and other
Judy Garland.
Future programs manner of Impromptu conversation
will have equally impressive casts. wiU be Included in the discussions.
AH three film Guilds are pushing John U. Reber, radio head of J.
this show to the limit.
Norma Walter Thompson, nurtured tKe idea
Shearer has taken charge of round- into its present state of commercial
ing up the weekly changes of talent. presentation.
That is taken to mean that thereH
bo no turn-downs, regardless and

Drake

VARIETY

the nature of defense of points established through other witnesses.
reflected philosophically on social obligations and expressed personal views about various NBC

Know Em

—Norma

albeit.

.

11

12
13

27
28
29
30
31
'

i

'

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

-r<,.

,

,

Wade

Advertising Agency
& Ryan, Inc
W, & Sons Advertising Co.
Stack-Goble Advertising Agency
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne, Inc
Needham, Louis &> Brorby, Inc.

Pedlar

&

Co
Sweeney & James Co
Roche, Williams 8c Cunnyngham,
McCann, Erickson, Inc.
Lennen & Mitchell, Inc.
Erwin, Wasey & Co
Newell-Emmett Co., Inc

22
23
24
25
26

;..

Kastor, H,

17
18
19

Inc.

Wheelock, Ward Co.
Benton & Bowles, Inc

MacFarland, Hays

21

j

Hummert,
Thompson, J. Walter Co
Lord & Thomas
Compton Advertising, Inc
Young & Rubicam, Inc
Blackett, Sample,

14
15
16

20

10 AGENCIES

Gross
Expenditures

Agency

&

,

Ellis, Sherman K. & Co
Hixson-O'Donnell Advertising, Inc
Henri Hurst & McDonald, Inc,

Seeds, Russell M.,

Co

Westco Advertising Agency
Morse International, Inc.

&

Coe, Inc
Hoyt, Charles W., Co.. Inc.
Co.,

563,400'
,

Legler, Inc

& Ryan; Inc. ...........
Maxon, Inc
Ramsey, The L. W., Co
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace, Inc.
Kudner, Arthur, Inc
Ayer, N. W. & Son, Inc.
Greene, James A, & Co.

Wessel

.

Inc.

Ruthrauff

Dorialiue

. .

,

Hutchinson Advertising Co.
Biow, Company, Inc., The
Gardner Advertising Co
McKee & Albright, Inc

Warwick

;

;

The

$6,898,585
4,192,162
3,080,107
2,529,636
2,505,961
1,565,637
1,501,559
1,383,741
1,341,453
1,201,392
1,001,999
877,632
.675,190
648,815
635,206
631,667
625,441
622,277
601,079
574,959

t

.,. .,

.

',

;

526,664
505,478
493,928
455,936
412,175
391,871
364*563
364,298
350,329
284,746
247^792
240,774
202,940
180,019
175,482
117,488
116,448
114,456
107,559
103,365

——
.

RADIO

VARIETY
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WASHINGTON DOCKET

EC.C.

KTBC) a modification of construction permit, allowing for erection
of a conventional typo antenna. 'Instead of the dlrecttbnal antenna
previously specified. Original application for full-time operation was
limited by the Commlsh to dayis only, making the use of a directional
antenna unnecessary.
Commlsh encouragement was given to State Capitol to start construction, Commlsh finding that 'this applicant was Justified In fallwhen permit originally
ing to begin construction of Station
was Issued. Under present setup both stations would operate with
specified hours on 1120 kc, with ,WTAW using 600 watts and KTBC
at present is operating approximately
1 kw, days .only.
eight hours per week, 'which would leave large part of the operating time to KTBC.
John M. Llttlepage, Thomas P. Llttlepage, Jr., and William A.
Porter oppeared for WTAW. James H. Hanley represented KTBC.
Wlflconsln: Turndown for William F. Huffman, Wisconsin Rapids,
was voted by Commlsh because of limitations which would .occur
Applicant reto the station which Huffman proposed to conutruct.
quested regional frequency 680 kc, with 260 watts, and operation,
on this channel would result In limitation to the 4,3 millivolt per
meter contour during plghttlme operation by WIBW, Topeka, Kane.,'
Commlsh found. Public need Is not great enough to Justify FCC
from departing from present allocation standards to grant the
request. It was. argued.
Ben S, Fisher and John W. Kendall retained by applicant.

MAJOR DECISIONS
Washington, Jan. 10.
Clirlatmas present of Julce-jump (rom 10
District of Columbia;
to 60 kw given WJSV, Columbia outlet at the Nation's capital, durTransmitter, which operates on 1460 ,kc,
ing tho hoUflnv season.
has been sinarllni; with Army. Navy and aircraft receiving stations
In the vicinity and also has experienced serious Interference dlfflcultles from KSTP, St Paul, Minn.— which was granted a boost
trom 10 Itw nights, 26 kw days, to 60 kw simultaneous with WJSV.
Change will eliminate Interference, extend service of the station
—particularly In tho rural sections of the Chesapeake" Bay area
and generally Improve status of the transmitter.
total assets of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., applicant
the

In

ciBise.

Hated

at

?13,845.659

In

Commlsh

decision,

WTBV

WTAW

Including

Total current llabJlities were $2,964,S28, report
11,990,890 In cash.
Washington station which has moved to. a new site and
ptHted.
•made numerous equipment changes, wlfl boost Its present night

rate from $300 to J360 per hour— proportionately Increasing Its present daytime rate which Is approximately one-half
the nleht tariff,
.. _^
Decision to give both WJSV a'nd KSTP 40 additional kilowatts
vt\\\ reducQ present limitation to WJSV from Its. 6.7 millivolt per
meter contour to Its approximately 1.5 millivolt per meter contour,
Commlsh found. St. Paul plant, licensed to the National Battery
Will
Broadcasting Company, also will benefit from the change.
not -raise existing advertising rates, however.
Washington station wa.s represented by D. W. Patrick, Kenneth
B. Raines tind Paul Portor, with Paul D. P. Spearman and Alan B.

.advertising

•

SET FOR HEARING
WNAC,

New York-.Uo68BClins«tts: Three appeals for new stations, to be
'operated on the regional frequency 1240 kc disposed of by the
'Commlsh In the same ash-can. Involvlnar Warner Bros. Pictures,
•

-

kw

.

man

&

The

&

.

NEW

'

•

•

James T. Clark, Clarence C. Dill and James W. Gum repre•ented. Hampden-Hanipshire.
irbrth Carolina; Extension of operation from days only to unllm-Ited denied WAIR, Wlnston-Salem, because of Interference which
.would severely limit transmitter during, nighttime hours.
C. O.
flili, Qeorge D. Walker and Susan H. Walker, owners of the 260
watts station 'Which operates on 1260 kc, were told by Commlsh that
New York, and WHBI, Newark using same frequency;
would limit
to its approximate 6.6 millivolt p^r meter contour after sunset and that other lnterf0rence could be expected from
stations in Louisiana and. Minnesota.
No real need for additional
nighttime service, since WSJS, Wlnston-Salem, already serves the
same area.
Applicantst who formerly had challened the unfavorable report of

—

Commlsh examiner, were represented by George S. Smith and
-Harry P. Warner.
Hexas: Efforts of WTAW. College Station transmitter owned by
the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, to go commercial
and ditch its asBoclates scotched by the Commlsh.
: Proposal to break-faith -with the State Capitol Bcoadcastlng Asso^latlonr wblcTt^naB' boen authorized' to construct and operate a station .rat Austin- to~share time with
on 1120 kc, described
aa 'requesting the Commission to remove another station from the
air.'
State Capitol group has been hindered .from starting construction of. its transmitter.- Commlsh found, through fears that
would taiko ftdvantagO of a clause in the original agreement between
tUem' In ..which the .association ^rothised not to oppose any future
reqnes^t rtado by
for an Increaise of broadcast time.
Iri declaring against the college-owned transmitter, FCC granted
State Capitol (which will operate its station under the call letters
•

WTAW

stock.

WTAW

^

.

Washington: Puget Sound Broadcasting

Co.,

Inc.,

Tacoma, new-

relay broadcast station to be operated on 1646, 2090, 2190 and 2830
kc, with 10 watts.
Wisconsin: WJMS,' Inc., Ashland, new station to be operated on
1370 kc, with 100 watts.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS

WTAW

Mlnnesota-Nehraaka: Desire of KROC, Rochester, to change frequency from 1310 to 920 kc and boost power from 100 watts nights,
250 watts days, .to 600 watts nights, 1 kw days, dashed In a report
by Examiner 'Seward -counseling Commlsh to deny the request on
grounds of interference.
,
No real need exists in the area, Seward declared, and Interference
would occur to numerous outside transmitters. In addition, KROC
would be limited to Us 11.6 millivolt per meter contour by WWJ,
"

.

through Kenyon and Eckhardt, Inc.,
has placed its transcriptions, *Doc
Sellers True Stories' oh KPQ, San
Francisco, five days weekly through

March
with Bob Garred over KSFO,
Francisco, five days weekly.

'

Detroit, at night.
In a 'Joint report, Seward also recommended denial as In cases
of default for South Nebraska Broadcasting Co., on its application
for a new station to be constructed at Hastings.- Neb., and to be
operated on 920 kc. With 1 kw nights, 6 kw days. Applicant failed
to show up at'hearlng to offer evidence In support of the request.
Elmer W. Pratt appeared on behalf of KROC, with no counsel
present for the Nebraska applicant.
Texas: Preliminary okay for KPAC, Port Arthur College station.
Port 'Arthur, to switch from 1260 to 1220 ko and extend time ef
operation from days to unlimited, given by Examiner Seward;
,<;tatIon, 'Which has been operating at a net profit of approxlnyttelr
110,000 a year, has been doing a worthy service to the community,
Seward found, and a need exists for night operation. Operating
expenses of the transmitter would be increased by $666 a month,
with monthl.v receipts probably up $760, under the proposed arrangement. No change would be made ih the presen't day rates of $31.60
per hour and $17.60 per half hour for local programs and $66 per
hour for national broadcasts, but approximately 20% extra would

be charged nights.-

Evidence showed that many local events could be broadcast nt
and that particular need exists for weather and frost foreand for law enforcement cooperation, Seward pointed out.
While KPAC would be limited to Its approximate S millivolt per
meter contour by WREN-KFRU, Lawrence, Kans., Texas station
would not adversely affect any existing broadcast station. Would
keep its present power assignment of 600 watts.'
Frank D. Scott appeared in behalf of KPAC.

night,
casts

IlnoIs-MISBOnrl: County scrap between two lUinoisIans over who
could show greatest public need partially settled by Examiner P. W.
Seward In favor of (3rvllle W. Lyerla, Herrin, who requested granton a new station application for operation on. 1310 kc, with 100 watts
nights, 260 watts daya
Battle was further complicated by applica-

Sponsors-Agencies
San

Rollo.

WREC

.

—

—

WCNW

4H>n,

lines'

.

-

1

.

Innesota; National Battery Broadcasting Co.. St. Paul, new television station to be operated on 44000-60000 kc, with- 1 kw.
Misislaslppl: John II. Pepper, Greenville, new station to be operated on 1310 kc, with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days.
Ifew Tork: WESO, Cornell University, Elmira, extension of speolaf experimental authority to operate on 860.ko, daytime to sunset,
at New Orleans, with 1 kw; National Broadcasting Co., Inc., New
York, authority to transmit programs to CM(j, Havana, Cuba;WWRts.Long Island Broadcasting Corp., Woodslde L. L, unlimited
timet and facilities of
and WMBQ, .Brooklyn.
N«wth Carolina: Cabarrus Broadcasting Co., Concord, new station
to be operated on 1370 kc, with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days.
Ohio: WiCA, Ashtabula, install new transmitting equipment and
Increase power from' 260 watts to 1 lew.
Tennessee: WREC, Memphis, voluntary assignment- of license from
WREC, Inc., to Hoyt B. Wooten, doing business as
Broadcasting Service.
Texas: KRBA, Lufkin, changes In equipment and increase power
from 100. to 260 watts; KPLT, North Texas Broadcasting Co., Paris,
change hours of operation from days to unlimited, using 100 watts
nights; KMAC, Walmac Co., San Antonio, change frequency from 1370
to 630 kc, boost power from 100 -watts nights, 260 watts days, to
1 kw and hours of operation from sharing with KONO, San Antonio,
to unlimited; KRLD, Dallas, extension of special experimental
authorization, to operate simultaneously with WTIC, unlimited time.
Vlrglnta: WCHV, Charlottesville, authority to transfer control of
corporation from the present stockholders of Community Broadcasting Corp., to Mrs. Hugh M. (Nancy) Curtler. 843 shares common
'

'SCelegram.
Citizen's

WNAC, BOSTON

acted upon.
Ben S. Fisher and Charles V. Wayland represented the applicant
MaSBaohnsetts: Extension of operating. time from"da!yH only t«
unlimited was suggested by Examiner John P. Bramhall as a welldeserved aid to WHAI, Greenfield.
Station in its first few months of operation, from 'May to SeptemIf
ber, 1938, made a net profit of f343, Bramhall pointed out.
permitted to operate with Its -present daytime -power of 250 watts,
plu6 100 Watls~ nights,' expected receipts would Increase substantransmitter's
through
tially, it was pointed out.
Network take
MBS tleUp estimated at 17,320 per year additional. No change in
advertising rates of f36 per hour days, and 152.60 after 6 p.m. Is
contemplated.
Applicant was represented by Lois O. Caldwell and Reed T.

Kansas: KTSW, Emporia, modification .of construction permit
authorizing direction of new station requesting change in hours of
operation from days to unlimited; KVGB, Ernest Edward Rueblen,
Great Bend, voluntary assignment of license to Helen Townsley.
Maine: WLBZ, Bangor, transfer control of corporation from
Thompson L. Guernsey to Congress Square Hotel, 439 shares common

'

WAIR

Monroe application were granted.
.KTBS, owned by the publishers of the Shreveport Times, could
Improve and enlarge its service to rural areas. Berry found, but
granting of the application wouia not be regarded a^ good allociatlon practice if either KMLB or KWFT received a Commlsh okay.
Latter station has been' held up by a petition for rehearing filed by
the West T^xas company and KMLB's request has not 'yet been

'

stock.

ADVANCE AGENT
FOR NEW STATION

&

Tire

Rubber

Troy, N. Y., Jan.

Co.,

Of Radio

'

thrice we'ekly at 7:30
2(5 to April 28.
Through
Ellington, Inc., Philadelphia

m. Dec.

Ivey &

WTAG,
&

(also WTIC,
WEAN.)
Co. (N. Y. C.)
R, U. Delapenha
('Hartley's Marmalade') renews series of 26 participations In Gretchen

McMuIlen ptbgram. Through Gotham, N. Y. C. (also WEAN.)
Penick & Ford (N. Y. C.) ('VerSyrup') 26 oh'ejDiUute transcriptions Jan. 30 to' Feb.
28, daily except Sundays.' J. Walter Thompson, N. Y. C.
Mianlutttan SOap Cdmpany, N. Y. C.
CSweetheart Soap') sponsors 'MelTuesdays and
Sweethearts,'
oiftr
Thursdays. Talent: Alice O'Leary,
Adrian O'Brien, Bobby Norris, artd
Jftsok Cronin. Jan. 17 to' July 13.
FcankXiH Bruck agency, N. Y. C.

mont Maid Maple

Brisacher & Staff, is bankrolling
newscasts three nights weekly, over
a 13-week period.

broadcasts of its quarter-hour tran- of construction work oh wtkY,
scription, 'Voice of the Farm,' over Troy's first commercial station. Since
October the Syracuse operator has
KPO, San Francisco.
kept Edward S. Robinson on the.
National Porcelain Co., Trenton,
Rumford Cheiilical Works (baking ground to make contacts with newsJ.
(Snuf-a-rette
is
trays),
ash
N.
powder), through Atherton & Cur- papers, merchants, city officials,
spotting a series of 12 annoimce
organizations,
civic and fraternal
rier, Inc., New York, spotting two
ments on KFO, San Francisco,
announcements daily except Sunday church groups and other local as•
through Jan. 14.
on KPO, San Francisco, over a one- sociations.
Parisian
Baking
Co.
(bread),
throiigh
Emil Reinhardt agency,
Oakland, has signed a year's contract
for thrice-weekly spot announce
ments on KFO, San Francisco. DiV»
(artichoke
Artichokes,
Ltd.
for
bread), through Long Advertising
Service, San Francisco.

Troy

year stretch.
Sales

Jan. 23.

Its

in the 5:45
edition of 'Streamlined Head-

participaition

PST

"

York

(True

Story

New

Magazine),

spirit

burns

passions of their fellows.'

State Council declared, that

it

be-

quarter-hour

transcriptions of
Harinohizers'; Bitker's, .Mildress
shops,
10
spots;
Ugent's,^ Milwaukee,
furriers,
26
157

state's radio facilities is

the dedica-

tion of the new agency of communication to democratic ideals and
methods. Statement describes proGimbel Bros., Milwaukee, gram standards and responsibility,
spots;
how the various state departments
dept, store, 53 spots; Boston Store,
Milwaukee, dept. store, 53 spots; are to participate, defines the difference between education and inIsche, Bros., Milwaukee, electrical
appliances, 83 spots, WTMJ Sales formation and promotion and propaganda and sets forth the regulations
Staff.
that are to apply to broadcasts, on

'Home

MILWAUKEE
°

Inc.,

town

Facilities

Madison, Wis., Jan. 10.
In issuing its statement of policy
for the use of facilities' licensed to
the state the radio council of Wisconsin has taken recognition of prevailing controversies caused by the
tactics of certain clerical propagaStatement
gandists on the air.
speaks of the 'destructive and malign
use' made of radio by 'uninformed or
unscrupulous or fanatical factions to
misinform, mislead, and rouse the

advertising service, 85 spots, through lieves that the dominant consideration in the formulation of the broad
nouncements weekly on KSFO, San Neisser-Meyerhoff, Milwaukee.
Francisco, for 26 weeks starting
Home Furniture Co.,' Milwaukee, policies governing the use of the

WTMjr,

Macfa^den Pnblloatlons,

home

fiercely.

Corp.

(Coleman's
mustard), through J. Walter Thompson; New York, will use five an^
Atlantic

North American Accident InsurPlankinton Packing Co., advertis
ance Co., Newark, N. J., through
Franklin Bruck, Inc., has renewed ing sausage, 78 spots on |Top O' the
California Food Froducts of Oak- for one year its sponsorship of 'A Morning,' through Cranier-Krasselt
land (Clalo dog and cat food), through Beporter Speaks,' newscasts with Co., Milwaukee,
Peter Paul, Inc., New York City,
EmU Brisacher & Staff, sfet with Bob Andersen, over ICPO, San Franadvertising Chocolate Mounds candy
KSFO, San Francisco, for annoance- cisco, two mornings weekly.
bars, 85 one-minute transcriptions,
jnenUi during thre*;- evening newsWhite' King Soap Co., through Ray through Piatt Forbes,. Inc.,. New
casts weekly;
Morgan, Los Angeles, is spotting five York.
Wisconsin Ford Dealers,. Milwauweekly on KSFO,
announcements
(Camel
B. jr. Iteynolds Tobacco Co.
kee, advertising Ford line, including
Francisco, for 13 weeks.
cigarettes); ^htough William Esty, San
trucks, 76 spots, through N. W. Ayer,
^ New York, has renewed for 39- weeks
p.mi,

Deplores 'Malign Use'

10.

.

p.

Wisconsin Radio Council

24.

Firestone

Baynk Cigars, Inc. ('Inside of Sports'
Akron
(tractor
tires),
through
Harry C. Wilder, is conducting a
with Jack Stevens) continues with California Animal Food Co., Oak- Sweeney &: James, Cleveland, signed
renewal of 54 15-minute programs land (Calo dog food), through Emil for one-year series of twice weekly good will campaign prior to the start
Ijroadcast

,

'

watts, A-3 emission.

<

Broadcasting Corp. was represented by John M. Littlepage and William A. Porter, with' Donald Rlcbberg, Raymond N.
S«ebe and Alfons B. Landa appearing in behalf of Tjiomas J. Wat-

-

APPLICATIONS

Broadcasting Co., Inc.
,
Illinois: Northwestern Publishing Co., Danyllle, ne.w relay broadcast
station to be operated on 1622, 2058, 2150 and 2790 kc, with 100

. (3) Third luckless application entered by the H&mpden-Hampshire
Corp. for a station at Holyoke, Vlss. -Although 'no existing transmitter's at th6 college towns of Holyoke and Northampton, plenty of
tj^Imary service Tendered by Sprlngfteld, West Springfield and Bosfam stations, and no need for additional service-^partlcularly where
'iiS9
of a regional frequency was contemt>lated. Commlsh- also
'frowned on .fact that the corporation la owned by Mrs. Minnie R.
^wlght, owher of the town's only newspaper, the Uolyoke Transcript

WNPW,

<3rahfIng"'of the 'Wichita 'application would preclude an okay lor
Shreveport,' Berry declared; -while *&n ea\ially Important deterrent
would be the granting of a pending, request by KMLB,- MOnroe, La.;
for a «hange from 1200. l{;c, to, the contended 420 kc- frequency;
Limitation to Its approximate '8 blil'l'volt per meter, contour would
be expected if the 'Wichita 'Falls station were in operation on that
frequency, while 'mutual destructive interference' would occur If the

Connecticut; WTIO, Travelers Broadcasting Service Corp., Hartextension of special experimental authorization to' operate
simultaneously with KRLD, Dallas, Tex., unlimited time on 1040 kc.
Georgia: Coastal Broadcasting Co.. Brunswick, new station to be
operated on 1600 kc, with .100 watts nights, 260 watts days; WGPC,
Amercus Broadcast Corp., Albany, change corporate name to Albany

.

'

'

ford,

.

'

Percy H. Russell fronting for Orville LyeVla.
LoalsraBa: Change from' present' frequency of 1450 ko to 620 kc,
and -day -power -boost from -1 to'6-Kw tentatively recommended for
KTBS, Shreveport, by Examiner. Tyler Berry.
Hitch in the proceedings, according to 'Berry's report,-ls the pending scuffle between Wichita Hrb'adca'sting Company (KWFT) and
West Texas Broadcasting Company over a recent authorization to
.the. former to proceed with .cohstructlon of a station to be operated
on the same frequency requested by the Shreveport applicant.

sible interference to three .existing transmitters).

"Wood Hadlo Company, owner of WNBF, Blnghamton, to operetta
Another transmitter at 'Endlcott Deal would have given John C.
Clark, .majority owner of the radio company, opportunity to take
'over 40% interest In the new station, which was applied for by
^omas J. Watson, wealthy New Jersey, businessman. Proposed
.transmitter and WNBF were to have been managed by the same
Individual, Cecil D. .Maston, now running the Blnghamton station,,
and -this would 'obviate competition' between the two, Commlsh held.
iNo real -nee4 -for new facilities anyhow, and ..interference factors

.

WEBQ

'

.

.

.

Throughout a 31-page

Ita actual -assets

Commlsh

Involved.

and KFVS propose to up their oharges by approximately 26%
the deal goes through.
decision, Seward apparently favored the
'Herrin' appllca'nt, believing that the time-sharers could continue as
or KFVS districts, it was debefore.
No real need in the
clared, but the Herrin proposition could 'stlr xUp adequate financial
support and would not adverseiy affect the economlo interests of
the contendants.
,
After wndlng through pages of statistics on population, payrolls,
wage earners, Industries etc.. In each of the Illinois counties, Seward
opined that additional service was more necessary in Williamson
county. In which Herrin is situated, than in the Franklin county,
reside.
No queswhere most of the advertisers patronizing
tion as to granting of .the. Herrin application adversely affecting the
rival applicants, 'Seward found.
if

.

Texas: KFJZ, Fort Worth, change frequency from 1370 to 930
kc. Jump power from 100 watts nlghta, 250 watts days, to 600 watts,
all times, install new equipment and nighttime directional antehfta
(set for hearing to determine need for additional -service and pos-

filed by Citizens firoadcastlng Corporaconsist solely of the- sum of
The Transamerlcan Broadcastobserve^.
.
ing
Television Corp., which' has undertaken to -auvance money to
the applicant, has no money with which to make that advancement.'
Written agreement between Warner Bros, and 'J!ransamerlcan contalns no promise that the former- would advance funds directly*
Cbmmlsli foiund, and unlikely that the agreement could be enforced
rrby the applioant.
In addition, no real need exists for the proposed
station and limitation would occur from WXT2S, Detroit, and CJCB,
*
Sydney, N. S.
(2> Second New York request involved ambitions of the Howltt-

WEBQ

'

days,

statement

financl,al

showB that

lion

^92,934. 30,'

.

'

need.
Lyerla, well-to-do postmaster of Herrin, showed ample funds with
which to construct' propo.sed }11,121 transmitter. Announced his
rates as f32 per i>our |12.60 per .half hour. f7 per quarter hour,
and 11.60 for spot announcements' for 60 to 76 words, with usual
discounts for quantity advertising.
Hourly rates' charged by the
existing time-sharing transmitters were slightly less than this, but

WEBQ, owned by Harrlsburg Broadcasting Company and KFVS,
Rlrsch Battery & Radio Co.,- were represented by George O. Sutton
and Arthur. H. Schroeder, with Louis O. Caldwell, Reed T: RoUo and

WHDH.

lnc.< of New York and California, first disappointment was handed
out to Citizens Broadcasting Corp., of Schenectady, on plea for a
nights, 6 kw, days, on, 1340
178,600 station to be operated with 1
kc the frequency figuring in all three applications. Corporation
for Transamerlcan
was promoted by PeWltt C. Mower, front
Television Corp., which, in turn. Is owned by Warner
Broadcasting
Bros., decision revealed. Cash for Citizens Broadcasting was to have
been put. up by Transamerlcan,. according to an agreement entered
Into between them, but Warner Bros., it was ^hown, was expected
td be the real angel of the enterprise.

KFVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo., which had hoped to benefit from
a split with the defeated Illinois applicant, WEBQ, Harrlsburg, with
which it currently shares time, for unllmltjsd operation.
WEBQ and KFVS had hoped to break up their present timesharing arrangement on 1210 kc, with 100 watts nights, 250 -watts
days, with WEBQ going to 1310 ko and the Cape Girardeau station
remaining on- Its present assignment. Plea of Lyerla for a Herrin
station using the 1310 ko ribbon,, with the same amount of power,
was given the right of vray however, on Seward's finding' of greater
tion of

WSBQ

Flordia; Panama City Broadcasting Co., Panama City, new station
to be operated on 1200. kc, with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days.
Yankee Network, Inc., Boston. Install
Massachnnettbi
directional antenna system for night operation, boost night power
from 1 to 5 kw.
Matheson Radio Co.. Inc., Boston, Install new equip(2)
ment and directional antenna system, increase power froni 1 to 6
kw and time of operation from days only to unlimited, using directional' antenna for night operation.
Sooth Carolina: Spartanburg Advertising Co.. Spartanburg,^ new.
station to be operated on 1370 kc, with 100 watts nights, 260 watts

David representing KSTP.

—
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Inc.,

Chicago.

Edwards Motor

Co.,

waukee,

°

George Shackley'a 'Moonbeams'
program on WOR, N. Y... was renewed for 26 weeks as of Jan. 6.
Gambarelll
& Pavito sponsor.
Change time from 9:30 to 11:15 p.m.,
Milwaukee, Mondays.
.

political issues.

Axion Fisher, via McCann-Erickhas signed for 26 weeks as sponsor for Earl Smith's newsjccfsls via

.son,

KMBC, KansaB

City.

/
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VARIETY

AFRA SCORNS

OFFER
AFRA

Levers Buy Old Soap Brands;

&

Will Rival Procter
Lever Bros, may, as the result
brand acquisitions, push

its latest

& Gamble

Monday

closed

ironically

Union

by the same agency.

One show cost around $9,000, the
other costs $950 net.
There was less than one point
difference in popularity rating.

(9).

Demand

Latter agency had not been
advised by press time yesterday
(Tuesday) as to whether the Hecker
soap products would remain on its
Rated as the top seller
client list.
among these soap products is Silver
Dust, whose last representative on
the akir was through the 'Beatrice
sion.

Fairfax' series, which wound up on
Mutual last. February...
Lever currently has its business
split between
and Ruthr.auff

J.

&

FUTURE UNCERTAIN

Virgil Reiter is no longer assoTransamerican
the
with
ciated

Mowrer.
Emanuel

General Mills has revised the
agency representation of its various
brands, effective with its own 1939year,

TRANSAMERK

June 1,1939.

Rosenberg, Transamerican v.p., leaves for Chicago tomorrow (Thursday) to reorganize the

Tested Flour, Corn Kix and SoftCake Flour, while Knoxasilk
Reeves will hold exclusive agency
control over Wheaties and Bisquick.

3RD REFUGEE PROGRAM

WEVD,
program
with

"WMCA

Follows TVHN »nd
In New York

ERNEST CHAPPEL'S

Workers

BANKRUPTCY PLEA
Ernest E. Chappell, who has been
up with independently-produced commercials as performer or
announcer since his exit from the
NBC Artists Service, last week applied to the N. Y» federal court for
the right to take a financial bath.
Schedule which was attached to
Chappell's bankruptcy plea gave his
tied

liabilities as $9,037

of

Paleys

Amalgamated Clothing
America underwriting

the half hour. Sigmund Spaeth will
m.c. and Prof. Joseph Turnau, for-^
mer director of the State Opera
house in Vienna, will direct the orchestra.

Hendrik Willem van Loon will
head a group of writers, historians
and educators who are slated to participate in the weekly event.
and WMCA also have refugee programs.

WHN

less advertising phrases.

Agencies stressed their non-responsible position as intermediaries
rather than principals, expressed an
interest in protecting actors from exploitation and abiise, but declined to
go beyond a suggested wage scale
which AFRA promptly described as
inferior to the networks' sustaining
scale

and wholly unsatisfactory. An
Board of Directors weekly
Thursday will consider

AFRA

N. Y., will have a refugee
of its own, starting Jaii, 20,

the

J,

and to add new personnel.

office

Inc.,
Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
of Chicago, will have sole agency authority on Gold Medal Kitchen-

WEVD

&

Television Corp.
His post as manager of the company's Chicago office has been temtaken over by DeWitt
porarily

DEFINES FRONTIERS

A climax was reached in the 10months' negotiations of the advertising agencies and the radio actors;
union, AFRA, yesterday (Tuesday)
New York. 'Counter-proposals'
were made, to the union by a c( mmittee of Four A's members which
the union reps spurned in 15 minutes flat, AFRAites stated they took
the 15 minutes recess from the conference room simply to determine
the manner of the refusal and not
whether to refuse. Unionists branded the agencies' suggestions as 'ridiculous' and declared that they were
being smothered in a blinding snow
of beavitiful-sounding but meaning-

m

Walter Thompson
Broadcasting
Ryan.

GENERAL MUXS

"40 fiscal

REITER OUT OF

and

assets, $300.

Swap Stock

Washington, Jan. 10.
Large batches of voting trust certificates held by Jacob and Samuel
Paley have been turned in for additionl shares of Columbia Broadcasting System's Class B stock, accord-

week by Securities
and Exchange Commission. Relaing to 'report last
tions of the

web

,

president

made

the

swaps during October and November.

Sam Paley exchanged

26,000 cer-

boosting his holding of the
securities to 28,00C, while Jacob

meeting

further tactics.
Agencies suggested $15 for quarter
hours with two hours free rehearsal,
$20 for' one-half hour with three
hours of rehearsal; $25 for a onehour broadcast plus four hours of
preparation. Re-broadcast would be
25% of base rate. Actoi's stated
such a scale offered *no basis for
Actors
are
discussion.'
further
burning oyer the agencies trying to
make capital of Equity's Broadway
minimum scale of $40 weekly. They
say this is not a fair comparison.
AFRA representatives at the
meeting included Mrs. Emily Holt,
executive secretary; Henry Jaffe, attorney; George Heller, associate executive secretary, and Marc Smith,
Alex McKee and Nelson Case, of
New York; Jean Hersholt, of Los
Angeles, and James P. Holmes, of
Chicago. Eddie Cantor, union prez,
had returned to the Coast, while

Lawrence Tibbett, first vice-prez,
was rehearsing with the Met opera.

tificates,

B

HiDbiBy Rodeo

cashed in his 33,362
St. Louis, Jan. 10.
Cowboy and hillbilly bands, fiddle
scrapers and yodelers, numbering 400,
and representing 24 states are
skedded to participate in the 1939

Hillbilly

Championship Jam-

Stars*

boree in the Municipal Auditorium
Sunday (15). Eliminations will be
made in the afternoon and the finals
held at night, the winners to be
chosen by the applause of the customers.

Larry Sunbrock, prez
tional Fiddlers' Assn.,

of the

who

Na-

sponsoring the show, has inked for participation WLS' national barn dance
unit;
Weaver Bros, and Elviry;
Pappy Cheshire's- 'Barnyard Follies'

from

is

KMOX; KWK's 'Early Birds';
'Rambling Cowboys';

KXOK's

WTMVs
KFRU's

'Susie

Ozark

from

the

Hills';

Sweetheart

head-

ing tarn dance unit; The Texas Rangers from Dallas; Texas Ruby from

Memphis; Bill Haley from Columbia;
Mo.; and Cowboy Jake, DelRio,
Texas,

among

Lipscott's

others.

Heart Attack

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
Lipscott, gag writer on the
Ben Bernie and other shows, ailing
with heart condition at Mt. Sinai
hospital here. Registered under real

certificates.

Re-

port also showed Prescott S. Bush,
web director, reported reductions in
the
and B stock listed in his name
when Brown Bros.-Harriman got rid
of 10 A and 9 B shares and Investment Corp. disposed of 4 A and
4 B.
Leon Levy reported he has
given away 118 B shares, keeping

A

44,412.

Al Goodman

tomorrow

(12).

One of largest pit crews ever assembled for a legit musical with an
added novelty being the installation
of pit mikes. Latter

'

ing a sister in Philly.
Lipscott
works in
'

with Parke Levy.

.

partnership

St. Louis,

NLRB

ports are substantiated the
will be asked to hold another election.
Of 24 votes cast
received seven 12 yrere found to be
negative and five" votes were challenged, one by
and four by
the station.
Don Phillipps, local
i. resident, says he has an appointment
with the local Attorney for
this week to go into the matter more
fully.
In the event the five challenged votes are found to bs favorable to
the question would be
stalemated, as NLRB has ruled that
51% of the votes cast are necessary

Feb. 2 at the Hotel PennsylIt's
succeeding .'Kay Kyser.
booking, as is Kyser.
Bernie will double with his Halfand-Half radio commercial. Date is
for six weeks and then Tommy
start.

vania

an

AFRA

MCA

Dorsey comes

;

AFRA

i

AFRA

NL^

PRESS^RAMO'S

AFRA

VAGUE STATUS
Latest development

to determine whether any organization shall be recognized as the bargaining unit for a group of workers.

the curious situation surrounding the PressRadio bureau was a notice that the
latter teletyped to station managers
yesterday morning (Tuesday). The
notice read: 'The agreement between
your station and, the Press-Radio
bureau is that the monthly bill for
service and equipment shall be paid
in advance of each calendar month.
No payment having been received
for' the month of January service is
hereby suspended.'
Late the same afteraoon these
same stations got their regular eve-

ning

in

Crestfallen
Phillipps

week, as
he and other AFRA execs were convinced the organization would hav«

easy sailing in the election. Whether
Henry Jaffe, associate national counsel for AFRA, will come to St, Louis
to join Phillipps and others in ifie
investigation could not be learned.
Jaffee was here several weeks ago
when plans were made for the' election for radio employees of KSD,

WEW

Chicago, Jan.

13.

James Park, formerly with the
William Morris agency here in the
radio department, has joined the
Gardner agency in St. Louis.
Will rate as assistant to Charles
Claggett, radio chieftain.

O'Dea Out of Hospital
Richard E. O'Dea, v.p. of WNEW.
N. Y., and a New Jersey civic official, last week left St Joseph's hosPaterson, N. J.
confined there for
three months while under treatment
for a heart ailment.
pital,

He had been

and

operated
9

KWK. KSD, owned and

by

the St. Loufs Post-Disp.m. Tag, stipulated that
AFRA was the bargaining unit for
its
gabbers, singers and actors.
several weeks ago was designated hy NLRB in Washington to
have a majority of its employees
members of AFRA.
AFRA won its election at WEW,
owned and operated by the St, Louis
University, fi)ur of the six votes cast
being in favor of having AFRA ne-

service..

patch,

REVOLVING FUND

KMOX

FOR KMBC EMPLOYES
Employees

was decidedly crestfallen

at the turn of events last

Kansas City, Jan. 10.
of KMBC completed

organization of credit union last
week, plans for which have been
considered for some time.
Group

gotiate

hospitalization has also been under
consideration, but waits for completion at a later date.
Neal Keehn, special events director for the station/ is prexy of 'the
new organization with Ken Cook, of
the technical staff, as vice president,
and Frank Hunter as secretary-treasurer and manager of the credit
union. Gomer Cool and Don O'Brien
with other officers complete the
board of directors.
Group has a round robin credit

its

wage

DUCK

scale.

m-m

ON NEW joir

-

SURVEY

on the system whereby members may keep
Williams Glider Shave personal funds on deposit or Invested
air
for
Cream, was renewed last week for in treasury and from which loans
another 39 weeks. Singer's initial may be made, purpose being mutual
39-week stretch will be completed benefit. Besides officers plan functhis week.
tions
through
committee
credit
Commercial is one of the latest on headed by Ken Krahl and a superthe air, being miked at 11 p.m. fol- visory committee chiefed by Chick
lowing Bing Crosby.
Allison.
pianist-singer

NBC and Columbia have undertaken another joint survey on listener habits, the latest one having
to do with urban areas. Unlike the
previous joint probe, which involved
rural listeners, the current job is being done without the supervision orblessing of the Joint Committee on
Radio Research, The networks figure that they will be able to get
places in quicker time.

Rural check was completed about

747 Stations in United States

a year ago, but the findings are yet
to be publishe(J.
and CBS got

NBC

FCC Gagged

together and collated the field findings months ago and the general interpretations were approved by the
JCRR's technical committee. Webs
had arranged to put the stuc'v to
press when John Benson, president
of the American Association of Advertising Agencies, who Is also chairman of the Joint Committee, askedthat the publication be deferred un-

New TransTurned Down

Five in 1938, Granted 47

mitters—Two Out

of Every Three

Washington, Jan.

Park with Gardner Agency

Jan. 10.

New York

was made neces-

sary by sub-tone instruments.

T#

Election at .KWK to determin*
whether the gabbers, singers and actors wanted the local chapter of
Since 1929
AFRA to be designated as its bar"
Ben' Bernie's first dance job in New gaining agent, was won by the staYork since 1929, when he was at the tion Friday (6). Vote is being inHotel Roosevelt, N. Y., is dated to vestigated by AFRA execs and if re-

Hoof BookinG: In

in Legit

Al Goodman will direct 30-piece
crew for the Jimmy DuranteEthel Merman show, 'Stars in Your
Eyes.'
Show opens in New Haven

May

Investigation of

pit

Alan

name, Abe Lipschutz, about a week
ago, after being stricken while visit-

BOB HOWARD CONTINUED
Bob Howard,

but

24,

BERNIPS DANCE DATE

First

&

O. has all' the Hecker
B. B. D.
soaps as well as its shoe polish divi-

K

Admen's

'Counter-Proposals' Quickly Laughed Off by Actors*

Trade has its eyebrows up
over recent C.A.B. report which
showed two programs produced

comers to the Lever list are the
Hecker Products soap articles, which
include Silver Dust, Gold Dust and
Purchase deal was
Fairy Soap.

Loses Vote at

Gets Only 7 of

NOTK

Saw

Yesterday

The new-

level.

SETTLED

The Difference

of
its

advertising billings up close to the

Procter

Gamble

27

Business included 5,263 applicafor formal broadcast grants,
plus 1,878 informal pleas.
Decline
in volume of major applications inful in the tiscal
1938, when number of stations rose volving standard broadcast assigntf^ 747, the FCC said last week in its
ments, the sharpest drop since the
annual report.
Document stressed Idw point in 1933. Attributing detremendobs physical load on the- crease to the anticipation about new
rules and policies, Commlsh restaff and members, noting almost
vealed the important requests slid
7,000 requests of every conceivable
kind required attention and over- from over 2,500 in 1937 tc under
time exceeded 2,000 days.
2,000 in 1938.
Conducting 350 hearings and renHullabaloo about ..trafficking did
dering 250 formal decisions, regu- not put any serious crimp- in desire
lators granted permits for 47 new
to purchase transmitters.
Applicatransmitters, slightly over one-third
tions for permit to assign licenses
of the requests, and gagged five outnumbered 83, and those asking conApplications for new stations sent to transfer control of licenselets.
numbered 147.
holding corporations were 96,

One out of
new broadcast

10.

three applicants for

tions

was successyear ended June 30,

facilities

he had examined a set of proofs.
is still giving his scrutiny to the
study's interpretations.
Meanwhile the question of continuing the existence of the Joint Committee remains open to Sfittlement.
The office maintained by the committee is still without a managing
til

He

.

director.

|

i

,

,

National

Association

"

of

BroVdrasters'jla^aVree'rtrcoSjute
to the support of the JCRR's bureau,
NBC and Columbia are willing to go
on financing the project so long as it
has the approval of the 4 A's and
the Association of National Advertisers.
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YARIETY

Wednesday, Jimuarj 11, 1939

the exciting parade con>

tinue as

soon

in

"Duke" opens

these ace houses

from coast to coast:

LoewV

State^ Providence

Loew's State, Norfolk

Loew\ Richmond
Poll's,

New Haven

Poll's,

Hartford

Apollo, Atlantic City

Loew's State, Memphis
Brantford,

Newark

State, Jersey City
Liberty, Seattle

Broadway, Portland, Ore.
Denver, Denver

wHh LOUIS

HAYWARD

•

TOM BROWN

RICHARD CARLSON
JOAN FONTAINE • AUN CURTIS
Dlrtdtd by ALFRCD

E.

GREEN

•

Ori^tnol scr«f n ploy

by 6E0R0E BRUCE

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

Lincoln,

Miami Beach

Loew's,

Akron

Fox, Phoenix

Fox, Tucson
Capitol,

Washington

Elgin,

Ottawa

so

No

RADIO

VARIETY

10-Gallon Hats in

OUahoma BaDy

Wednesday* Jwiuary 11^ 1939

railroads discontinued much of their
local train service.
One part of the philosophy of this

is noted for smart mana feeling that the advertising world has an unfortunate
'Not in the Rate Card' Splurge Includes
habit of ignoring the vital que^lon
of 'general alertness' and community
Arithmetic Vs. Personality
Part of Campaign
personality. These elements do not,
of course, show dn the rate card,^
Hence the present ballyhoo.
WKY, Oklahoma City," figures in a (as well as stations in Denver and
A notable aspect of the campaign
unique nation-wide ballyhoo whith Colorado Springs), are newspaper is to stress the 'urban' character of
is being launched this year to celepublishers
who have gradually Oklahoma. They bequeath the tenbrate the 50th anniversary of Okla- spread into many fields.
Perhaps gallon hat stuff to the state of Texas.
homa. Campaign is on the theme their most unusual activity is a fleet
'not on the rate card* and will deal of 75 trucks which not only delivers
with the aspects of personality, their newspapers all over Oklahoma,
Benay .Ventita's WOR sustainer,
showmanship, prestige, among other but carries motion picture film, went back to, a full hour schedule
things not reflected by sheer arith- frozen meat and general get-there- Sunday (8).
Time had been curmetic.
fast cargo. This activity was forced tailed to half hour, due to singer's
Gaylord interests, operating WKY on the newspaper years ago when other activities.

WIP Says That

Slap at Testimonials

group, which

agement,

is

Washington, Jan.

10.

on testimonials
Restriction
from professional endorsers was

WKY—

week by Repr. Paul H.

last

Malohey, Democrat, of Louisi-

Would require a statement
to the effect that plugs were
paid for whenever advertising
carried a comment from a user
who was given money or other
valuable consideration in return
for his good words.

year,

WPIL;

same time,
it would start a new
of the same type.
Simultaneous actions are claimed to

DAiMG UWS

Walter W. Ahrens, Sidney V.
Smith, end Eugene K. West of this
'

ham
in

program of continued improvement and

its

The construction of new quarters

expansion*

York to he completed

in .New

William S< Bennet and AbraA. Berry of New York City;

niteries, usually attracted upwards
of 700 women to its auditorium and
has had as high as three thousand.
Ex6c explained this week, however,
that 'they were the same faces at
each meetings, consisting of a low
income group that was looking for a
free show, not the type of women
who would make good customers for
the sponsors' product.'
A participating show, it recently
has had but two sponsors. It has
had as many as a dozen sponsors; at
one time in six yeat;s of successful
existence. -It was the first show of
its type in this territory.
Annabellc
Adams, its director, was let out with
the demise oi the show.

WFlL's new airing for the

pressure of other

SLIGHT MIXUP

KYW

and

Leader Hired Man, but
Paid Him?

PEDDLE WLS-WENR

Nathan Snader, new batoneer

A
all

the

facilities.

reorganization in Chicago of

departments will bring to Transamerican several

important personnel additions to further enhance the
value of Transamerican' s service to Chicago agencies^

Closer association with
Bros.'Tirst

enlarged

^

Warner

National Pictures makes available greatly

program and

talent

facilities

and

enables

Transamerican to offer advertising agencies an unparal-

—

—

the other members of the band to $115,000.
chip in and make up his salary.
It was the latter action which
Procter
Iri^
Caught the attention of the union.
Rex Riccardi, secretary, stopped the
Doorbell Job for 'Marlin'
cooperative pooling and demanded
Milwaukee, Jan. 10.
that the extra man be paid, even if
Example of how some sponsors
it came out of Snader's own poclcet.
Guy got his coin and was promptly back up a radio program by domilaid off, but who is to finally foot nant merchandising is seen in Procthe bill hasn't yet been fully decided. ter & Gamble's Milwaukee tieup
with the serial, 'The Story of Mary
Marlin,' aired daily over WTMJ; A
special factory detail man went into
Over

&

WIP i%

service in

istence.

Hollywood and New York,

it

1937,

most

attributable to local biz.

Horlick's Malted Milk

Bankrolls 'HatterfieW

We express
those whose

our gratitude to

confidence in Transamerican is reflected in

the ever-increasing volume of business that has
this

made

expansion possible.

Cincinnati, Jan. 10.
Horlick's Malted Milk last week

Milwaukee and engaged a crew of 25
distributors.. These distributors not
only 'sampled' 80% of the homes in
I
aukee with P. & G.'s Ivory
Soap, but left on the door knob' of
each home a clever promotional device which carried the story, 'Listen
to 'The Story of Mary Marlin' daily
over WTMJ.'

Promotional piece, with string attached, was made with the idea that
the listener could hook it onto a
knob on the radio, where it would
serve as a constant reminder of

over
'Mary
broadcasts
Marlin'
began sponsoring the 'Mad Hatter- W,TMJ. In fact, this, procedure was
fields'
serial,
written by Pauline urged on the promotion piece itself.
Hopkins, on
for a year's
stretch.
Monday through Friday, 4
Transcripdon Co. BkpL
to 4:15 p.m.
Author doubles cast,
along with Bess McCammon, Duane.
Snodgrass, William Green, Harry
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Cansdale and Paul Hughes.
Associated Cinema Studios, tranAccount through Roche, Williams
scription and studio rental outfit,

WLW

&

Cunnyngham, Chicago.

Worcester Feed to

NBC

Worcester, Jan.

WTAG

TRANSAMERICAN BROADCASTING &TELEVISION CORPORATION
Hollywood
Chicago
New Yprk

Gamble

1937

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
Financial report by WIP this week
claims 1938 to have been the best
year in the station's 16 years of ex-

Upturn was 7.9% over

program

BASEBALL PACKAGE

of

KYW house band, ran into a snarl

Chicago, Jan. 10.
with the Tooters' Union before be
Sid Strot;(, new midwest chieftain,
even Completed a month at the outof NBC, is laying out plans for putlet.o A.F.M. claims he went out and
ting
baseball
play-by-play on WENRhired an extra fiddler without warning either the station which pays WLS on a combination deal. Has
the men or the union. Result was arranged a package deal with Glenn
Snyder
of
WLS
and the WLS-WENIt
that at the end of the week there
Combo is now being peddled to
was no coin forthcoming to pay him;
Snader then tried to levy on each of advertisers at a figure reported at

of

leled radio

.duties.

Who

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.

enlarged program

gals

George Echelman of. Jersey City; will be tagged 'Martha Laine's Club
William E, James of Los Angeles; of the Air; and will be handled by;
Schafer,
assistantIrving B. Kendall of Mount Vernon, Mrs. Margaret
Mrs.
N. Y., and Kenneth S. Nathan of g.m. and program director,
Schaefer dropped a similar show
Chicago.
some; months back because of the

in April will he three times as

large in order to provide for increased personnel

show

be more co-mcidence.
WIP, which ran a weekly visiial
with guest names from vaude and

Washington, Jan, 10.
Although flred for undisclosed rea
Melvin H. Dalberg, for four
years a FCC examiner, has been admitted to practice radio law before
the government body. One of nine
QeW' barristers granted privilege of
appearing as spokesmen for government permit seekers. Others added

city;

steps

at precisely the

announced that

to the list are:

Transamerican takes pleasure in announcing further

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.

WIP this week dropped its homemakers' show with, the explanation
that wonien's club programs have
'outlived
their
usefulhess,'
while
femme

sons,

new

Stuf

Bill

BEFORE RC.C

the threshold of a

Is 'Old

ana.

.

On

GaTs Air Club

pr6pDs.ed for the radio Industry

One

10.

studio band, under direction of Dol Brisette, resumed broadcasts from local station over Red
net last week. Programs, to be heard
Saturdays from 11:15 to 11:30 mornings, will run indefinitely.
Chester Gaylord, chief announcer,

producing the- shows, an^ sharing
vocals with Wini Stone. Same group
put on daily 30-minute show over
is

WTAG.

•

Harriett Johnson's Return
Oklahoma City, Jan. 10.
Harriett Johnson, half of the John-

has petitioned for bankruptcy. Firm
was organized 11 years^ago by Freeman Lang.

Mark Gerstle, Frisco capitalist,
the present owner.

Fanelmen Shift at

is

W£RG

Cincinnati, Jan. 10.

on
Delocal CBS
Hart transferred to the web's BosEngineering

WKRC,

changes
staff
station: Bob

Ed Hamel to Chicago.
Thomas Donohoe came on from
NYC, Don Hulce from Chicago, and

ton outlet and

R. G. Webster from Boston.
John Tiffany is acting chief engineer of WKRC.

Mercer on Camel Show
Johnny Mercer, songwriter-singer,
was added to the Benny Goodman
Camel commercial on CBS last night
harmony trio.
(Tuesday)..
Mercer will handle
This is Miss Johnson's first radio emcee chores and a number or two.
go since marriage in 1934 broke up
No interruption in the guest policy

son Sisters, formerly NBC harmony
team, has joined Marty Hall and Lee
Norton, standbys at WKY, to form a

the sister learn.

.

is

contemplated.

—

—

—
RAPIO
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SI

SCAN HOLDING COMPANIES
which are incorpo- porate, must state nimfierous facts tions, th6 Commish wants to smoke
wanted about about personal activities. For in- out licensees who may play favorites
and employee. stance, whether any employee en- between clients or kick back part of
The questions touch on many sub- gages in other business, and, if' so, their revenues. Owners must tell
GLORIFIES
jects previously covered, either in what; profession practiced by every whether Any person gets a commisconnection with the chain-monopoly individual connected with the sta- sion or bonU9 above flat salary, diinquiry or the general policy hear- tion; past experience of key execu- vulging amounts and reasons, Full
J. Walter Thompson is readying ii
ings conducted last spring, but more tives,
including station manager, details called for in event any other new daytime show for Lux soap.
up-to-date facts are desired. Such program director, commercial man- department or business of an. indiIt's The Family Man,' agented by
m*-tters as income, -expenses, profits, ager, and other departmental .heads; vidual licensee or (ftrganizations with
and employment must be explained duties and responsibilities of each wtiich officers, directors, and em- Rockwell-O'Keefe, Inc.
Schedule woiild be five quarter
Trade Jittery in Anticipation as of Jan.' 1, 1938.
major individual on the staff.
ployees are affiliated make use of
Licensees, both individual and corIn the realm of business opera- the station.
hours a week.
of Drastic Corporation Recase of stations

rated.

every

F

NEW LUX DAYHIE

Information

officer, director

HUBBY

i OMEN

CmLED

shuffling—No

Official In-

timation of Motive s
More Detailed Than Previ-

ous Probes

UTILITY

MODEL

Washington, Jan,

Alarm over the

10.

possibility that the

New. Deal may pronounce a death
sentence for holding companies in
,the broadcastirief business— as \yas
done in the public, utility field an^
has been urged in connection with

.

banking—spread through industry
circles la^t week following receipt
of a sweeping FCC questionnaire
concerning ownership and manager
ment policies. Most inquisitive of
a iSeries of blanks sent oiit in the
past year is designed to produce
data for consideration in the chain,

monopoly investigation.
While Chairman Frank R. McNinch emphasized the regulators
•have 'taken no position' on the pracr
being scrutinized, the nature of
the interrogatories caused apprehension that the Commish will consider
acquire closer
to
drastic moves
supervisory powers over stations.
Uneasiness heightened by recollection McNinch was at the helm of the
-Federal P*ower Commission four
years; ago when the groundwork was
laid, for stringent legislation under
which the Securities and Exchange
Commission gained authority to dissolve complicated corporate setups
among the electric utilities.
tices

-

Uses of Data

The new questionnaire goes much
farther than the Commish ever has
sought, to delve into private affairs
of broadcasters, while the general
tenor of the question suggests the
Federal body is toying with the
thought of urging that station owners be forbidden to have any other
major industrial, commercial or

Observers were
immediately struck by the possibility the data submitted in response
to the quiz will be used to further
financial interests.

the campaign against newspaper
ownership, to justify either a regulation or a law preventing networks
from owning or operating stations,
and to tighten up on individuals or
corporations controlling more than

one

outlet.

Foi: the

most

part, the questions
to elicit data that is con-

are framed
spicuously missing from FCC files,
supplement the new blanks put into
use during the past year in connection- with applications for renewal
licenses and for permission tc transfer control or assign licenses.
Questionnaire sent to all stations
under date of Jan. 5 is fourth in a
series prompted by Commission's desire for dope about ultimate ownership and control of U. S. transmitters.
Previously, the FCC queried
more than 400 corporations shown
by present records to hold stock in
licensee companies, 169 second-tier
firms which have an. interest in the
record owners, and 1,000 individuals
concerned with the intermediate
holding companies.
Latest blank
calls for facts about the direct rela-

THERE

much glib verbal sky-paintwe decided
we would make ours neat and stark and
so

is

ing about radio surveys that

plain.

We decided — let's toss the telephone

out the window and with it.that thing called
the **memory factor." Let's forget people

and what

THEY

think. Let's give the dial

a chance to talk.

Maybe you

called in

what

stations the dials are set."

In time

dials

D.

is a significant survey. Not just
we came out on topr— though that's

us this

because

good. But because
thing

it

proves better than any-

we could possibly say that WOR must

MOST

people want.

you're an advertiser, or (2) an agent,

or (3) a space- and time-buyer and you are
not using WOR, this pretty little survey

ought to

start

you thinking seriously about

all, we clocked only
Maybe we would have come
out on top, if we looked at the dials in the
more than 4,250,000 radio homes we
smother with sound. Maybe we wouldn't.

For, after

this station.

auto-radios.

tell.

The point is— WOR's popularity ranked

we

think

it's

makes a
and sales results go hand
of America's biggest time-

popularity alone that

A

% of Auto-Radio Diab
Set at Call Letters

WOR.

23%

know this or else more than
73% of WOR's'sponsors wpuldn^t be among

America's greatest national advertisers.

Station

D

10%

in the

130% more

N.Y.'sFour

Answers under oath required to
'questions aimed at conditions

Commish

,

at Station

50-kw. Stations

Station

many

facts

;

station. Popularity

17%

on volumiuouq

WOR than the ne^t

tops this time. But don^t get the idea that

CARS LOOKED INTO -5850

TOTAL CARS RADIO-EQUIPPED -40%

B
G

insists

came

20, 1938

Station

porate licensees, but .the

To

But you never can
SURVEY MADE-TUES., DEC.

and incidental

station owners or officers may be
interested.
Replies due by Jan. 25,
with separate set for each, station.
Practically identical data must be
submitted by individual and cor-

told

this report-^

purpose of giving a full picture of

never before revealed, such as the
terms on which time is made available to other enterprises m which

WOR

If (1)

We

Hooper-Holmes.

Out went Hooper-Holmes.

between stations and between
licensees and other interests, for the
control
transfers of control.

you

—

tions

management

If

them: **Go look into cars don't touch
parked cars, in paid-space, parking lots,
garages, in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens,
Bronx- Westchester^ Newark. Find," we
said, *'to

:

be dishing up the kind of programs

heard what happened.

didn't, listen

We

dials were found set at
most popular station
were set at
than

in hand.

lot

buyers must

n%
Salet Offices:

ERGO— more people were

listening to

WOR than to any other Metropolitan New
York

station. In fact,

35% more

auto-radio

NEW

WOR

YORK,

1440 Broadway

CHICAGO, Tribune Tower
BOSTON, 80 Federal Street
SAN FRANCISCO, Russ Bldtf.

RADIO

VARIETY

S2

No Advance

mission.

Detailed account of what happened
showed Senator Kenneth McKellar,
unayaningly turned the heat on
WTJS, Jackson, which carried the
talk originated at WSIX, Nashville,

Memphis organizations,
that
with the assistance of Mayor Watkins Overton, protested local broadcasting of the talk via WtlEC.
Explanation of Hoyt B. W^ooten,
president of WREC, about the failure to put the- speech on the air satisfied the Senate committee that no
offense had been committed. Wooten's: defense, transmitted to the FCC
in. response to an inquiry from the
regulatory body, was that text of
and

Fuqua's remarks was not received
until too late for thorough examina-

by

station attorney.

Change of Pace
Betty Garde does a. prostie
role in George AbbotVs new
stage play 'The Primrose Path.'
She's same Betty Garde who
personates 'Mrs, Wiggs of the
C&bbage Patch' on the radio.

.

Yes,

to Control

German Program
In Milwaukee

Contlnned animosity toward the
idea of lengthening the license period
was reflected by Chairman Frank R.
McNiQch. In letter transmitting the
annual report to Congress, whipcracker admitted 'that six-month
limitation involves a large amount
of work checking renewal pleas, but
commented 'the time and study given
to them, however", do not seem disproportionate to their importance.'
Long: wait for the

Milwaukee, Jan. 10.
Threats to start a boycotjt against
advertisers on WEMP, Milwaukee
indie, imless the station makes a
change in its 'German Hour' programs were made by pro-Nazi leaders in Milwaukee. George Froboese,
midwest director of the German-

Troy,

A

Jan.

major undertaking

is scheduled for
completion within two years.'

WEMP

Avenue

Methodist
Street
vmChurch, during a talk oh
der auspices of the Troy Ministerial
Association. Dr. Perry, who urged
« stricter observance, of the Sabbath
in all fields, characterized the producing of amateur performances as
a 'flagrant' abuse of the purpose of
Sunday. He decjitr^d it 'should merit
the disfavor of. every Christian and
every churchman.'WABY's kid show rides tho air
lanes from 10 to 10:3&, with additional time in thtf theatre.
-

State

Day
1.000

Night.

ALL YOU
HEED IN
CENTRAL
OHIO
CBS

ColumDusy Ohio
John Blair, Rap.

570 KC
RED

Toronto, Jan. 10.
Following numerous complaints
occasioned by broadcasts in which

•

and

have been

interwoven, Father Charles Lanphier, director of the Radio League ot St.
Michael, has been indefinitely suspended from the air by Gladstone
Murray, general manager of the

religion

politics

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Suspension followed the priest's latest
diatribe when he personally attacked Communistic candidates for
this city's Board of Control and
threatened to go to ecclesiastical authorities ot Ontario and have the
'Toronto Star' barred from Catholic
homes' should the sheet persist in the
glorification of Russia and the Red

Stirs Protests

election

campaign

in

tion

day are

Said the

prohibited.'

CBC

chief, 'In January,

Claiming that their march was in
retaliation for refusal of Columbia
Broadcasting to grant air time to
Father Coughlin earlier in the season, between 600-'/0Ci pickets paraded

CBS

building in New
York Sunday (8) toting placards denouncing the action. Pickets were
the same who did their stuff before
1938, aftep a period of suspension
earlier in the afternoon.
from the air. Father Lanphier was
AI Smith on Board
restored in the religious series sponFormer Governor Alfred E. Smith
sored by Radio League of St,
has been elected to the NBC AdMichael
Complaints had induced
visory Council on Education.
the board of governors of the CanaCouncil at a meeting Monday (9)
dian Broadcasting Corporation to dereaffirmed its faith in the course
cide that .in future religious periods
that NBC has followed in matters
should be devotional in chairacter.
of free speech and treatment of re'An understanding was reached with
ligious, economic and social questhe

WMCA

Archbishop

McGuigan

of

Toronto

Montreal, Jan.

Toronto,

Father Lanphier infringed that section of the Act which reads:
'Political broadcasts on any Dominion, provincial or municipal election day and on the two days immediately preceding any such elec-

earlier in the week; which was
marked principally by the testimony
of Dr. Leon Levy, WCAU prez.. Re-

the agency.

is

before

tions.

and Father Lanphier that his broadcasting could be resumed on condition that he confined himself to items
of a purely ecclesiastical nature,
avoiding politics, national and international, and controversial theories
in economics.'
Breaking of promise during the
doctrine.'
election campaign here, in which the
In announcing the axispensiou Mur- priest lashed out with a series of
ray made it clear that the action was personal attacks> resulted in flood
taken, not because of the nature of of protests descending on CBC, with
the priest's political, partisanship, suspension following.
but because of a 'fiagrant breach' of
In
the Canada Broadcasting Act.
A Provincial Feuhrer
intervening actively in the mimicipal

uions

Canada

Meanwhile Nazi Party Secretary's Talk
in Dominion

WHAZ

Watti

in

WCAU

County (Harrisburg) cott^'t ordered
a continuation tixdefittitel^ of the injunction if had granted at a hearing

WDAS

WEMP

Bamied

horse race information over leased
wires was won by
and 20
other stations Friday (6). Dauphin

&

ID.

Priest

10.

MAC PARKER RAPS
Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
Stepping in, as he has dons repeatedly before, where angels fear to
tread,

Mac Parker, agency exec and

WGAU

.

Day speech over staCKAC by Karl Dannenberg,
Year's

commentator, used his time
Thursday night (5) to defend the
Philly Record against charges of
contempt and libel brought by the
State Supreme Court following an
editorial

critizing

my

Declaring the high
New Year's Day speech by the not from jail
local Nazi Feuhrer has provoked a tribunal was 'too touchy;' he cited
storm of protest from citizens in the Constitution to uphold the Rec.

BLUE

WSYR

A Station
That

Sells—

WSYR pays off in sales results The first choice in
Syracuse of bof^ national and local spot advertisers,
WSYR has been used as the main medium to break
a new product in a test campaign; successfully creating a large demand without any other advertisinj;.
!

—

In the files at WSYH are scores of letters ^testimonials from clients attesting to the pulling power
of th^station. From surveys amohg advertisers ami
listeners alike, WSYR ranks high as a vital selling
force in tlie rich Syracuse market area.

every part of the country, with the
Canadian Corp and other groups
making representations to the newspapers and the Government. Study
of the text of the message delivered
by the acting Consul General here
reveals .a rather innocuous address.
Gladstone Murray, general
anager
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
has not been able to discover any

.

plaintiffs

would very much outweigh

any injury
final

to the public pending the
determination of this case.'

Levy

Testifies

Principal portion of the three-hour
on the injimction last

argument
Thursday
lengthy

was taken up by the
of Doc Levy.

<5)

testimony

Testified that approximately 20% of
his income came from airing spon-

sored sporting events.
(He was
counting in this figure baseball and
commercials, which might,
imder the broadness of the act, be
used for gambling). Under crOssr
examination he declared that it was
impossible to tell how much gambling was indulged in by listeners
as a result of the broadcasts, and
that his station had no control over
the programs aired by CBS.
Clause
eliminating
newspapers
from the effect of the act was called
football

-

by former Attorney General William

COWTEMPT CITATION

that body. Even
the other ne;vspapers, except for- faction
Feuhrer of the Nazi Party in East- tual news stories, laid off the matter
ern Canada, and the suspension of editorially for fear of involving
Rev. Charles Lanphier, Toronto, by themselves in contempt proceedings.
Parker, a former member of the
the CBC has again brought the issue
of Governmental control and censor- Record staff, was outspoken In his
ship of radio broadcasting to the comment on the Court and Chief
front. Indications are that the mat- Justice Kephart, who ordered the
He started right off
ter will be thoroughly
aired in prosecution.
with: 'I hope
next broadcast is
Parliament this session.

New

new Pennsy law banning

NOT SERIOUS

til Nov. 22, when
canceled his
conditional sales contract. C. J. Lan-*
phier, station director, agreed to
study the requests.
He explained
that
desired only to run a
German-American hour free of any
German hour..
entanglements <Qr of propaganda for
Weisflog directed the programs tm- either Nazis or anti-Nazis.

—

the

BOYCOn TAtt

new

blast at. the practice of staging

amateur shows, in theatres Oh Sunday morning ^presumably aimed at
the children's sponsored program
formerly brpadcast over WABY from
the stage of WB'S troy and now
aiired from Proctor's-r-was fired by
Dr. James A. Perry, of the Fifth

10.

Injunction to prevent enforcement
of

flnaj

American

aERIC CONDEMNS
SUNDAY KID SHOW

Philadelphia, Jan.

Have

straining order will stand until a
^decision is written by the
Court, when the law will become
inoperative.
It is probable, however, that it
will get the ultimate test of its constitutionality in the Supreme Court
on an appeal backed by the Philadelphia Federatiort of Churches and
the Philadelphia Board of Jewish
Ministers.
Court allowed the two
bodies to intervene in the suit in defense of the act.
Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
Law, passed by the recent special
Koppers Coke Co. last week re- session of the Legislat\ire, prohibits
newed for a second 13 weeks its furnishing by utilities of private
every-hour-on-the-hour news broad- leased wires for the dissemination of
information.'
Anything
casts from DAS. Exec at N. W. Ayer gambling
Son, which handles the account, concerning horse racing is made
said the agency was frankly won- prima facie evidence by the act that
dering what effect on advertisers the the wires are being used for gamboycott of
by Father Cough- bling. Pennsy kilowatters, therefore,
would be unable to air any of the
lih followers would have.
But the sponsor reported perfect famous racing* classics which are
satisfaction and no trouble or losses regularly broadcast. President Judge William M. Harwhatsoever, so the renewal was
given.
gest, in issuing the injunction, declared he was doing so because 'the
Pickets Turn to CBS
damage which may be done to the

O.

allocation
scheme and modernized principles of
regulation was hinted in the report.
While complete revision of the rules
and regulations was undertaken in
past fiscal year, Commish said 'this

Volksbund,
and Paul
Knauer, v.p. of the German-American Citizens' Alliance, demanded that
Bert Weisflog, prez of the GACA,
again be given supervision of the

We

Meloripe Fruit Co., of Boston,
can claim a radio first for itself.
It's going on the air to peddle
The
its own brand of bananas.
account, which is a subsid of the
Fruit Dispatch Co.. will use transcribed one-minute announcements at the rate of three a day
five days a wfek for 20 weeks.
Campaign starts Feb. 13 and
will be concentrated in the New
England territory. B. B. D, &

.

Want
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M«adbfa« yormation Law

Washington, Jan. 10.
Despite the mounting finger-pointBroadcasting industry has a
good record for decorum, figures in
the FCC's annual report indicate.
While 65 investigations of complaints
were dosed, only six o£ the squawks
weighed in the past fiscal year
proved incapable of informal adjustment. At the start of the year, 30
kicks ^ere pending, while 79 matters
were still being probed at the yearend, last June 30.
ing.

Washington, Jan. 10.
Exertion of political pressure on
Tennessee broadcasters during the
torrid primary campaign last summer was revealed last week 'in a
Senate report which exonerated
WREC, Memphis, of alleged violation of the Commuinications Act Discarded complaint charged the outlet
with discrimination in refusing to
.air a talk by W. M. Fuqua, chief investigator of the state crime com-

11,

BronlciKiters Vktorioos in Spiliii^

Script Defense

Accepted in 'Censorship' Charge

tion

Wednes^j, Jvaxnuj

A. Schnader, counsel for the broadcasters, discriminatory against radio
stations.

Participating in the suit with
are WIP and WDAS, Philly;

WCAU

Easton; WORK, York; WAZL,
Hazelton; WCAL, Lancaster; WLEU,
Erie; WKBO, Harrisburg; WFBG,
Altoona;
and WCBA, Allentown; WBAX, Wilkes-Barre; WRAX,

WEST,

WSAN

WQU, WJAS, WCAE

WiUiamsport;

and

WWSW,

Pittsburgh;

WEEW,

WRAW and

Reading; and WGBI, Scranton. Practically all carry either Atlantic Refining baseball or football
commercials.

BALmORi
^

ITS

.'

ord.

Parker is an account exec with the
Al Paul Lefton agency. He handles
the Sylvan Seal Dairies account and
is sponsored by them on WCAU.

Al Jolson will have Grand Duchess
Marie of Russia on his Lifebuoy pro-

gram

Jan. 24.

WiriONAL REPRESENMUVES

EOWMio PETmr

&

ca:

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK

'breach of regulations' either.
In common with the courtesies extended to nine other consulates by
Station CKAC during the holiday
season, the German Consul was also
offered the privilege of extending the
season's greetings to his compatriots
With Gerin their native tongue.

man
Karl

Consul Eckner home on leave,
Dannenberg, senior German

consul
speech.

offic'er

in

charge,

made

the

protest resulted because Dannenberg is also the Secretary of the Nazi Party here, his
claim that he was speaking only in
his capacity as acting consul beirg

Nationwide

met with

derision.

—he

Poor Snodgrass

used to

,be

President of the Gluts

then his oompetltion bought

WKC.

Company
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WALTER O'KEEFE
New

York, N.Y.
January 10» 1939

Recording Company,
Uulveraal
Building
BKO
Badio City
N. ^»
Maw Xorlt,

Centlement

I
January I2tli,

nigbt,^^^^, ^^^^
on Thursday
neyi ^^^^^
my
liitl^
orchestra, Kay
in
j«v»4-

ysan

Andre
Thompson an»
pltet. LUy

n*'^

heard
^",„.v
o'clock.
syste. at 10.00

K-ni be

Eastern Standard
Conaeciuantly 1*

W
Vtr^

i.ii^%hlcli is
»«^t.^talce"off

r^r oe to bear »y f

IfosSy-^.

fheii^X

i.possU.1.
'i^*^^
I. the Blng
^.

one

Sincerely

Walter O'Kttft

.
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on Television;

Skeptical

Fear

Fingers Also Crossed on High

Frequencies Despite Their Use
Washington, Jan, "10.

Rapid increase

of interest in the

medium and ultra high frequencies
was cited last week in the annual
report of the

FCC

but the govern-

ment

authorities kept their fingers
crossed while discussing the prospect for early development of television into a mature commercial enterprise.
Services other than those
accommodated in the standard 5501600 kc band—such as relay, international, visual, educational, et al
have grown materially, with a sharp
increase during the 12 months ended
June 30, 1938. During this period,
new rules were promulgated blocking off the spectrum up to 300,000 kc
to provide room for expansion and
,

experimentation.
Inclination

of

newcomers

to

try

out the shorter waves, due largely
crowded situation in the regular
frequency sector, was shown clearly
in the statistical review of 1938 acExperimenters in
complishments.
radio's upper story were more than
half as numerous as the regular
operators.
From 418 on June 30,
1937, the number of experimental
stations mounted t6 510 at the end
Broken down as
of fiscal 1938.

to

follows:

High-frequency broadcast, 48; experimental broadcast, 14; .television,
19;

international,

facsimile,

13;

6;

The
^NationsNo. 1

Box Office
Attraction

PAUL

WHItEMAN
and His

ORCHESTRA
\Played to 120/)00 persons

LoeuPs State, ISevo York,
\week ending January 4lfeBrolce all existing house

\at

day^s

irecords for 'single
Mhusiness, Dec, 31sti

Broadcasting Weekly

Program

Chesterfield

Coast-to-Coast, CBS
WednesaayB—8:80 P.M. EST

lowrfrequency relay, 143; high-frerelay, 266; non-commercial

NBC
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Inside Stuff-^Radio

Initiative

Consideration of the question
of promulgating technical standards to guide development of
was directed last
television
week by the FCC coincidental
with order for hearing on application of Milwaukee Journal
for permission to start experimental visual programs for public consumption.

was

committee

Three-man

quency

designated to study the prog1.
ress of the visual art and the
International
social problems -with a view to
in
interconditions
the
Reception
recommending on adoption of
national broadcast field did not imfor television
rules
specific
prove materially during the fiscal
transmitters. Move is result of
year, the report said, adding that
spreading fear that NBC's plan
experience supports other evidence
to inaugurate, programs on a
that higher wattage and directional
regular schedule may operate
antennas are required to give reinterest,
public
the
against
liable service to some foreign areas.
combined with concern over the
In discussing television, the ComCommission's past failure to fix
mish pointed to evidence that techbaisic policies dealing with visual
nical phases of visual operation are
operation.
progressing satisfactorily but still
Committee comprises Commiswas skeptical about the possibility
sioners T. A. M. Craven, who
of providing regular service to the
has taken the lead in empublic.
(Report was limited to last
phasizing the urgent need to
fiscal year, consequently not coverkeep close watch over television
ing announced NBC plans to instibefore, the field is pre-empted;
tute routine transmission this coming
Thad H. Brown, and Norman
spring.)
S. Case. In looking at the broad
Television
picture, the trio will weigh the
Television has developed to the
Milwaukee paper's request, the
state where complete transmitting
contemplating broadcastfirst
equipment is available on the maring for home reception instead
of for research purposes.
ket,* the report explained, 'but such
equipment is costly and, because of
the experimental status of the art,
may become obsolete a.t any time
due to new developments.'
Possibility that new type of synchronized
operation
will
help
remedy present shortage of service
in some areas was suggested in the
discussion of technical progress. Research connected with operation of
stations not linked by land lines Was
successfully completed, report said,
Washington, Jan. 10.
with evidence that theory is pracExpansion of Federal Communicaticable.
System may be utilized to
improve coverage, regulators agreed, tions Commission staft was recomremarking
that
minimiulti-signal mended to Congress last week in the
zones were comparatively small and 1940 budget, for the purpose oi allowing more intensive supervision
not particularly objectionable.
Research into the high-frequency and speeding up operations. Money
broadcast field, while encouraging, for 53 additional employees was rehas not reached the point where cer. quested by President Roosevelt.
Jump of $234,000 in estimated extain important conclusions can be

Listeners Digest, devoted solely to the publication of talks, interview^
gags and other material, appears on the, newstands this week (10) with an
order of 100,000. Bessie Feagin, formerly with NBC, is handling clearances. Magazine is of pocket-size format and sells for 25c. once
a month. In addition to its staff of readers, Digest has a group of 'program detectives' to glean material from purely local stations around the
country.
Most of these are Main Street radio editors. They include
Norman Siegel, Rod Reed, Paul Kennedy, Robert Pearson, James Holden,
WauhUlau LeHay, John Cleghorn, John Cameron Swayze, James Lovell,
Alice Quinlan, Pat Kelly, B. Milligen.
initial print

educational,

FIX ASKS

S3

MOREMPERS

drawn.

turned in by 37 exnot sufficiently com^
permit a conclusive
of the propagation
characteristics of the channels, but
present studies give ground for hop'

Data
perimenters is
prehensive to
determination

ing that enough info will be avail'
able to allow allocation of fre^
quencies above 30 megacycles. Use
of frequency-modulation suggests
way to overcome static, particularly
from thunderstorms, and holds out
hope of good reception at relatively
great distances from transmitters.

penditures during fiscal year starting July 1 was forecast, with probable outlay figured at $1,985,000. Appropriations request was for $2,038,175, a rise of $293,175 above the current year.
In estimating larger outlay, the
Budget Bureau approved the FCC's
item for salaries and normal expenditures, which is $300,000 higher
than 1939, with the explanation it
will permit more careful' checking

—

—

of rates of common carriers and
replacement of antiquated equipment
used by the field force. If the items
Grant New Visio Licens,es
Four more experimental television get by Congress, the Commish can
stations were added to the growing take on 47 headquarters employees,
list

of

visual transmitters

(9) by the FCC.
Permits granted
General Electric for plants at Schenectady (2), Bridgeport, and Albany,
Capsule opinion approved the program of research as giving reason to
expect valuable contributions to the
development of the artbiitstipiilated
the stations must be used for experimentation. Frequencies assigned are

field
211.

In the

Playing

home

office,

MY Show£ay
Oklahoma
'Southwestern

lady

Esther's 8tli Year
Chicago, Jan. 10.
Lady Esther will go into its eighth
year on the air, renewing for another
52 weeks starting in February.

Jan. 12th, 13th and 14th

Guy Lombardo
attraction.

Lord

Commish

plans

to add more engineers and attorneys,
as well as clerical help. Three technical experts of various grades will
be taken on as well as 10 lawyers
with assorted ratings. ^

60,000 to 80,000 kc. at Albany and
Bridgeport, and 42,000 to 56,000 for
twins.
Schenectady
Power
the
limited to 40 watts.

STATE THEATRE
EASTON, PA.

the total 492, and six more
workers, raising the force to

Monday making

star

talent variety

NBC

City, Jan,

Stars,'

groomed for possible

Hit

AYKY

show,

is

1.

all

WKY

Mutual got a turndown last week from Santa Anita race track at Arcadia,
on a proposal to air nationally the weekly stake events. Officers of
the turf club vetoed the offer on the grovmd that regular broadcasts would
take the glamour from the big purse events and reduce the plant to the
ordinary status of a boss track. Hialeah plant officials in Florida are not
so particular so the Mutual weekly race feature will come from the Atlantic side.

Naylor Rogers is not joining the John Blair organization. Report that
he was. got around the industry when the Blair organizatior^ recovered the
representation of WLS, Chicago, several weeks ago from International
Radio Sales. Linking of Rogers' name to the story of the station's shift
proved embarrassing to Blair because it gave some the impression, so it
was felt, that Rogers had had something to do with the recoup.

Amos 'n' Andy were separated on the air last week for the second time
in their 11 years of broadcasting. Charles Correll (Andy) pulled out last
Thursday (5) after the eastern broadcast when word of the death of his
new-born daughter reached him. Freeman Gosden (Amos) hmriedly revamped the script for the repeat program. Andy also was missing from
the

show the following

New

Gal on the cover of Cosmopolitan this month is Mary Grabhorn, daughMurray Grabhorn, sales manager at WFIL, Philly. Comeliy femme
a co-ed at Manhattan U and was recently named 'Ideal American College
Girl' in a contest by Saks-34th street.

ter of
is

&

Leighton
Nelson agency of Schenectady paid a year-end bonus of 10%
of each employee's earnings for the entire previous 52 weeks. Same procedure has prevailed for three consecutive years.

Washington State Progress Commission wants Bing Crosby, a native, to
sing the state's new theme song: 'It's a Thousand to One You're From
Washington,' on his Kraft program.

SPITALNY'S GROSS
$3,740 Figure in House with $3,200
Record to Shoot At

Youngstown, O., Jan. 10.
Phil Spitalny and his femme band,
opening here today (Tuesday) broke
their jump from Akron, O., by stopping over in Cleveland Monday (9)
for their regular General Electric
broadcast, and established records in
both prior stands.
In Akron, the
final (Sunday) lap of a three-day
stanza saw Spitalny grossing $3,740,
at the Palace, where the previous
high for the day was $3,200.
At the Cleveland broadcast, the
Auditorium's 14,000 capacity was
taxed, with many thousands being
turned away, and necessitating a
heavy police detail to handle the

MOST POPULAR
FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

Presented by Ivory Soap

I ICTPM
|il9ICI^

Dir.

99'^

ART-THROBS
'

:

NBC

COMPTON AUVfeBXISIKO AGEKOX
BLDG..

NEW YORK

And His

ORCHESTRA
Arcadia Ballroom

New York
From

PhiOy, That

Farm Town

—

^Xndef.

JOE GLASER,

RKO

mag.. Radio

city.

Inc.
New York

Philadelphia, Jan. 10

WCAU

is

NBC
Tues.

mag.

TbMrs.

the plow-boy's pal with

a daily morning airing.

Sat.

Grabhorn at

WFH

RINES
JOSEPH
and
His Orchestra

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.

WFIL

sales staff

now numbers

T. G. Tinsley, erstwhile

WIBG

five.

sales-

HARRY RICHMAN'S
ROAD TO MANDALAY
WHXIAU MOBBIS AGKNCr

manager, and Donald H. Greenfield,
recently on the Philly Record soliciting staff, latest.

Trailers in Theatres
Cincinnati, Jan. 10.

Murray Grabhorn took over as namanager last week.

tional sales

Film trailers plugging WSAI's
Ed Burke Joins WJJD
commercial broadcasts are being
Chicago, Jan. 10.
Ed Burke, key ' announcer lor
shown in eight neighborhood theatres, with addition last week of the WCFL here for several years, shifts
over the WJJD this week.
Evanston and Norwood houses.
Station began cinema blurbs last
Burke will particularly handle the
May.
educational and religious broadcasts.
'

CITY

Jan. 6

Manasrement

office.

WSAI

2:15 to 2:30 P.M. EST
WABC-^
COAST TO COAST

WOUF—RKO

Bambean

Dure

Red Network, 12:15 to 12:30 P.M. EST

•

Miller to

Miller was formerly with the
World organization in the east, be^
sides serving with Blackett-SampleHummert agency and the Cosmopolitan

TWICE DAILY
-CBS

MGT. ED

New York

RADIO'S

[-| E

ELDRIDGE

Journal,' at 4:30 p.m.

Chicago, Jan. 10.
Don Miller has joined the William
Rambeau station rep outfit and will
be located as the manager of the

WEST

^-^d

ROY

Following in the steps of KYW,
has started a show to cater
Mexican Ridge Runners (Lee Nor- to the farm trade. New program Is
tabbed 'The Farm Weekly' and Is
ton), Marty Hall, Harriett Johnson,
6very Friday by Charles P.
Ken Wright ^nd practically everyone aired
Shoffner, former editor of the 'Farm
studios.
else at

Don

AUGHTER JeARS

day.

CBS and NBC program

schedule which is made up for
the information of their respective sales departments now includes the
number of stations in each program's hookup and the latest CAB rating.
Thiis. sched Is revised at the end of each month.

combined

KYW

NOW

which books most, of the shows of the Blacketbranch, has been holding extensive audi-

New York

Calif.,

WKY

WKY

By JANE

Inc.,

NBC

the show from
officials.
Show uses Allen Clark and
orchestra current
Thomas agency. staff orchestra, Terry O'SuUivan,
m.c, Ben Bezoff, news announcer,
John Shafer, sports; Pancho and his

&

Air Features,

Sample-Hummert

tions lately for the purpose of having annotated card index files of players
not previously used by the organization. About 20 are auditioned in an
hour. Sifting and classifying process will continue on regular basis. Candidates first register and are later notified when they will be heard. Agency
reports two new voices have since been used.

being mob.

airing In
the near future. First inkling came
requested back scripts of
when"

NBC

Six-year-old son of John L. Clark, prez of Transamerican Broadcasting
& Television Corp., is recovering from a curious accident which occurred
on the family farm 20 miles from Richmond, Va., during the holidays. The
youngster, while at play, struck hia chest against something and at the
same time coughed vigorously, with the result that air was forced -out o£
the lung into the surrounding cavity. Inflammation aqd severe pain followed. Sin?e the boy could not be moved X-ray and other equipment had
to be rushed from Richmond along with several specialists.

W0AL
inuini

SuiimiS

WBedUmcic
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'GATEWAY TO HOLLYWOOD*

SCREEN AiDTORS GUILD
£a4*K TiLck Benny, Joan Crawford, With

Jesse L. Lasky, t^ecll B. De Talk
Mille, Ken Nlles, WUbur Hatch or- 38 Mins.
'"cJorKe MurX'
^^JT""*
chestra, Miriam Hopkins, CamiUe Snstalnine
Oscar Bradley, Rtetaal Oardtoer,
Patti, Ralph Bowman
Sat., 1:30 p.m.
Balph Morgan, J. Frank Drake,
Amateurs
WOR-MUTVAL, Newark
j(»lin Conte
30 Mins.
Bevue
Perhaps this broadcast won't rate
WRIGLET'S
in historical significance with the
Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
go^'giJJlf gasoline
valedictory of the Prince of Wales
WABC-CBS, New York
Sonday, 7:30 p.ni.
and the September, '38, address of
WABC-CBS, New York
Premier Chamberlain to the British
(yownfl & Rubicam)
This latest amateur program has a Empire, but to the millions of
Of two Hollywood programs which tie-up with HKO pictures, but on a Americans who listened in on what,
debuted within an hour of each basis of its first broadcast that's took place in the state assembly
As entertain- chamber at Sacramento, Calif., last
1939, about all it hcis got.
other on CBS Sunday, Jan. 8,
ment it was distinctly flat-footed and Saturday (7) the incident, because
item of a one feeble.
this one was the hit
of its more local implications and
Program led
What will inevitably occasion dramatic force, will likely be as dishit, one error score.
comment in the radio trade is the tinctly memorable. The tumult that
id as a bright, brisk, profereionally
atimportant
for
broke
as Tom Mdoney received his
10-year career of this sponsor in
keen challenger
It picking one clambake after another. pardon from Governor Culbert Olson
tention and ;large circulation.
succeeding installments with chang- Its 'Myrt and Marge' did well years and the emotion-throttled words of
ing personalities each week can ago and during the past summer the the ex-prisoner himself created a
even come near the entertainment Billy House program looked like the sound picture that is Without precequality of the first broadcast, the final breaking through of a sense of dent in American broadcasting.
showmanship. Historic horrors imcirculation quantity seems assured.
It was 22 years of drama packed
Wrigley banner probably within the space of slightly over a
What the program offers and the der the tiieir
low in highs with the ]ialf hour, and every second of it
way it goes about things may, of reached
'Double
Everything"
lamentable
counted in a poignant way, with the
course, add up to 'just another revue
show of a year or so ago. 'Gateway,' pressure centering hard on both the
with guests stars.' But the finesse
as projected Sunday Jan. 8, 1939, heart
and the throat. In his speech
of adroit production and the Screen
new year of broadcasting of thanks
Guild's roster of names make that opens a
Mooney broke down sevsometiiing.
Each week the director and
writers will be of !guest' character.
Which is anybody's guess as to what
they actually contribute. Probably
more from ttie .writers than the diMitchell teisen, of Pararectors.
mount, and Sam Perrine and Irving
Brecher were the iscriveners for this
In the background
air-billed one.

badly.

the
apportioning
Incidentally,
numerous credits is no small task on

bury's,

was Young & Rubicam's
and Austin Peterson.

Tom

It was eight full minutes by the
clock before Jesse Lasky came on
the air; it was a good 15 minutes before the dramatic playlet got started.
Neither the main dish nor the trimmings could reasonably be expected
Nor
to hold any large audience.
could the program hold its head up
in the fast company of 1939 radio
Lewis acting, which includes Lux, Silver
Theatre,
Campbell Soup, Wood

eral times. After a fluent start which
revealed a voice that lends itself effectively to radio, Mooney came to
recalling
the circumstances surrounding his trial and conviction 22
years ago.
It was then that his
words began to falter and break. He
scouted his as a case of -an individual
convicted of murder. It symbolized
rather a blight upon the country's

whole economic and social life. With
Campana, etc. It all falls his closing words bereft of any
back on the appeal and the impor spleen or indignation, Mooney said
that
he would immediately start
tance of the 'talent hunt,' with the

such a program. They were skill- publicity tie-up with theatres play^
fully woveii in, several of them as ing RKO pictures and the authentiGulf for itself was mature cation of association with and blessgags.
and agreeable as personalized by its ing from the RKO studios in Holly
head man, J. Frank Drake, who wood. Net impression of the pro
spoke his piece clearly and with no gram's first time out was that RKO
slush.

Jack Benny was in fine form for
Gulf, but ironically off-form for his
own Jello show that was just ahead.
Usual comedy approach to the meet-

of Benny and Crawford (with
interruption routine by Judy
Garland), piled up giggles by the
usual device of pin-pricking Benny's
fatuous self-importance. Miss Crawford played straight with beaucoup
authority to Benny's demonstration
of his sex appeal.
Reginald Gardiner did his nowlamiliar train bit, swell for first
hearing and a work of artistry even
Miss Garto accustomed hearers.
land whammed a couple of special
numbers that revealed her range as
ing

an

George
and entertainer.
Murphy, while not fully seasoned at
stylist

the m.c. stuff, stiU merited the assignment and was a cute kid. Ralphs
Morgan, as president of the Guild,
saluted Jean Hersholt (absent in
N. Y.) as president of the Motion
Picture Fund and introduced Gulfs

man, Drake.

working- for the release of his fellow
Warren K. Billings, and devote the rest of his life to bringing
peace to the American labor scene.
Dramatic propulsion of the occasion made- itself felt from the mowas getting a lot of cuffo ballyhoo. ment that the governor opened his
For Wrigley it was halitosis.
rearing on Mooney's application.
'Gateway' suffers from slow-cur- Governor Olson called out that he
tainitis. That, of course, can be cor- was ready to listen to any one who
wanted to protest s^gainst Mooney's
rected. It was snails-paced tiirough
Simday.
Automatically,
the plea. No one answered. GSeorge T.
out
snapping-up will make the show less Davis, one of Mooney's attorneys,
boresome. Still it does not guaran- then reviewed the history of ttie
tee that the formula can scale any case, asserting that even the judge
entertainment heights. Basic idea is who presided at Mooney's trial later
that a boy from Podunk and a girl, contended that he had been confrom Squeedunk are to lose their victed on perjured testimony and
identities and become somebody else that Mooney had only been kept in
if
they win.
Dubious psychology prison because judicial process in
that ^home town boy doesn't 'make the State of California had failed.
good' imder his own name.
Before giving Mooney his pardon
Podunk and Squeedunk will no Governor Olson likewise reviewed
doubt provide plenty of hopefuls to the tribunal, legalistic and gubernaknock at the gate. The registration torial history of the case and, like
may weU be terrific. But it gets Mooney's counsel,- opined that 'truth
back ^where^s the entertainment? is mighty and shall prevail.' Odec.

—

—

Major Bowes

has-

change of pace,

human interest stories,
salutes to various cities and a whole
bag of tricks. This one is deadly
serious semi-pro histrionics, and just
one skit per program. Cold as the
comedy,

morning milk.
M. P. Fund gets $10,000 weekly
Perhaps the worst fault of the
from sponsor. With orchestra (good) opening show was giving all the
plus
and production incidentals,
time and ballyhoo to Lasky. Is he
agency fees, etc., it's $15,000.
A the newcomer? It sounded that way.
snappy show for the money. Land.
Wasn't there anything personal or
humanizing that could be said about
the two hopefuls. Camille Patti and
MUSIC BT FAITH
Ralph Bowman? They got plenty of
With Percy Faith's Oreh, Loaise mention but not the kind that would
King, Dave Davies
let them emerge as individuals. Sim
30 Mins.
ply numbers in a contest.
Sustaining
Idea seems to be to team a differ
Wednesday, 9:15 p.m.
ent Mr. Podunk and Miss Squee
CBL, Toronto
dunk each week with an established
star.
First time it was Miriam Hop
This 30-week series, carried by the
40-station national hook-up of the kins, whose voice was oddly similar
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., plus to Miss Squeedunk's with regrettable
38 Mutual outlets, snaffles the biggest difficulty in knowing who was
appropriation ^f any musical produc- speaking. Moreover, although both
tion, in. the CBC budget.
Elaborate hopefuls did well and showed ability,
show is also being given a visual the spotlight inevitably was on Miss
presentation, the 702-seater Margaret Hopking.
Peter
ixon's Civil War playlet
.Eaton having been converted into
the CBC Playhouse and showcasing was strictly corn. While it gave the
the unit before richly sequined black players a chance to run the emo
tional scale of sob, sigh and sweet
and golden drapes.
smile, it was incapable of arousing
arrangements sympathetic interest in the charac
have gained considerable notice on ters or their problem. Auditioning
both sides of the boundary. Con youngsters could wrestle with *nie
ducting a 32-piece orchestra and a Curfew Shall Not Ring Tonight' with

Faith's

symphonic

mixed choir
tral

of 16 voices, all orches-

and vocal arrangements being

as

much point.
Reward of whoever

wins, after 13

weeks, is a contract with RKO
appear in a film titled 'Career.' This
is
not described in much detail
Neither the salary nor the length of
the ticket is mentioned. Much in
ference, but little clarity. Moreover,
many must have gotten the impres
unexpected twists, but highlight of sion that the two players on the
Hiie 30-minute stanza was Raymond first broadcast were already appren

his own.

Combining the *sweet and swing'
motif. Faith's arrangements are unique and imaginative. Teed off with
Colonel Bogey,' wherein the ar*
rangement of this Grenadier Guards'
regimental march developed some

RKO.

mentioned that
Scott's
'Powerhouse' arranged by
they had been brushing up with the
Faith for strings
swingtime. Soft
ices

in

RKO

to

It's

studio coaches.

Which would

oell tones of the celeste gave this
added depth and resonance. Medley make this a ballyhoo, but not a bona
fide audition.

four current movie hits, a new
arrangement Of 'Listen, to the Mocking Bird,' and a Streamlined satire
on Mozart's Turkish March' filled.
Vocalists nicely fit in. Louise King,
long on voice and personality, solo'd

of.

Lasky's own voice is high-pitche<
for the radio. He was given an ap
propriate buildup by Cecil B. lie
Mille who now has a bit of a radio
While Lasky is
rep on his own.
known as an able speech-maker, his
pitch has a quarr.el with the kilo
It
may seem
cycles apparently.
gratuitous to add that he also gave
the impression, as do many film peo
pie when going radio, that he had
not devoted much time in the past to
listening to the radio.
Maybe the sponsor doesn't know
what's the matter, but we know—

'I've Got You Under My Skin,'
while, Dave Davies tenor'd 'Simple
and Sweet' for the femme followers.
Both have smooth and easy styles
and know how to sell a number in a
showmanlike nianner. Pair were also
on for solo and duet bits with the
Rhythmettes
and the
girls)
(8
Rhythmen (8 males). Fine ensemble
^ork is accentuated by unusually don't we?
Land
dear diction,
^hole show is in good taste, run
Sid Gaynor named commercial
Off with despatch, and tops anything
of its class in Canada.
manager, of Don Lee network,
Ridg
Pri)duction by James Harvey; an- isecond lieutenant to Tlhayer
way, sales chief,
aouncer, Elwood Glover. Uc^tav.

with

convict.
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Comment

Follow-Up

.

'

mean

VASMETY

TOM MOONEY'S PARDON

WOR

Bess Johnson continues to be the patently .paying for the
line
outstanding character in 'HUltop charge and wants to create a phoney
House,' serial drama of an orphan- Illusion of New Year's «ve whoopee
age. In the installment caught Fri- every time the Ayres band comes on
at 10:30 a. m. a the air.
day (6) on
It's a false premise, fools
strange "woman disappears with one nobody and makes for a rather silly
of the men officials of the orphan- claque effect via the ether.
age, and Miss Johnson suspects a
kidnapping plot It's good 10-20-30
Gertrnde Ber^, playing her first
script writing with the suspense guest dramatic .role away from a
maintained throughout.
program of
own authorship and
Commercials for Palmolive soap supervision, appeared last week on
are handled neatly by Miss Johnson. Orson Welles radioized 'Coimsellor
at Law,' which was loaded with enMyrtle and Donn» Vail (Myrt and ertainment vitamins all the way.
Marge) havent lost knack for get- Strong performances by Welles and
ting right into the room with the Miss Berg made the show stand up.
listeners and making their romantic Trick of having lawyer Sam Leiboproblems seem important Tha script witz interview the cast in legal
is so handled that little talk is needvuiiiage endowed the curtain calls
ed in order to acquaint the listener with a smart novelty touch.
with what has gone on b^ore.
Friday (6) program at 10:15 a. m.
CBS sustainer, 'This Is New Yorb^
on
was simply a conversation

WABC

'

^r

.

.

WABC
on WABC Sundays at 8-9 pox
between a married man whose wife should
eventually give the Chase \
wouldn't consent to a divorce and
Sanborn C.A.B. ratinf (42) a brui^i
the women in love with him. Script
ng judging by the zmgy quality -o^
was good and done convincingly. It's this
show
lately.
Past Sunday was
for Super Suds.
another
well-lcnit
hour,
suavely
paced by Deems Taylor and his
Eddie Smith, Zed Turney, Bert
comedy stooge, 'Archie,' with the
Conte, Ltike Davis and Harry Dun- :L3rn
Murray
dioristers and Leith
can, otherwise 'the Radio Rubes of
Stevens orchestra as a basic backNBC's IS-minute sustainer on the ground.
George Jessel, Shirley
red at 6:45 a. m., are aptly tagged Sooth,
Otto JSoglow, Ted Peckhain,
'homie spun music and down home
the 107th Regiment National Guard
didoes.'
It's just that with the emglee club and a tour of 52d street
phasis on the music rather than the made
for a juicy session.
didoes. Program laught Friday (8)
Peckbam teed off with routine
^ad five songs 'CSoing Back to about
his escort service, nicely foiled
Texas,' with an accordion accomby Archie, and blending well with
paniment; 'Billy Boy,' described as a Hiram
Sherman's songs, 'Sing Out
request number and dedicated to the News' and TIaza 6-9423,'
the
several listeners; 'Gold Mine in this phone number of the male escort.
Sky,' "Where the Desert Meets the Jessel
and Miss Booth pundiUy
Sky* and 'Going Home.' There was dramatized a crbss-section of the
one instrumental number with gui- Broadway heartbreak, in contrast
tar and violin described as 'Fifth
with the Park avenue aura first
Hungarian Dance.'
established by the Peckham gigolo
Program was above oar for its service. Miss Booth was especially
'

]

—

,

•

ype, with variety in the musical good, although glibly straighted by
leatments, both vocal and instru- the
vet Jessel. This was too strong
mental •
an interlude so early in the show so
that it made the rest suffer.
Gene Carroll and Glenn Sowell,
Otto Soglow who sounds like the
now heard on WEAF sustaining at Nifck Kenny
of caitoonists, when on
8:15 a. m, five days a week, continue
the air. wasn't exactly a stage-wait
their gentle comedy patter inter- but primarily just fi^ed In. The Z6
spersed with songs. On Friday (6) voices
of the 107fli Regiment clicked
the 15-minute period was about off two choral numbers.
evenly divided between three songs,
The 52d Street eatcursion into
"nus Is My Story,' ^Umbrella Man' Swing .Alley was a misnomer so far
and Teach Me to Forget.' The pro- as tcailerizing Jack
Charlie's
gram seems to be aimed at those was concerned. Jack Kriendler 21
at
families where there is no morning the mike mentioning a flock of
rush to cateh trains or busses or names all good and regular cusget the kids off to school.
tomers .of 21 ^among *em Lewis
It furnishes 15 minutes of pleasant Milestone, who
was rather bri^t in
com for those with time to listen.
the minute allotted him. Introduction to tiae p rivate barbershop .and
Central City is one of those serials the sbowers upstairs in 21 (Shennaii
'AMERICAN HOLIDAY'
that requires steady attention \(% fol- Bil]in£sI<Qr at tbe Stork is the only
.45 Mins.-Local
low the threaid of the story. An In- other host who provides similar
Sustaining
stallment caught at 10 a. m. Friday service to eustomers who sor into his
Thnreday, If pjn.
(6) over WEAFi N. Y., was a diatty spot and come out hours later needscene laid in a night club in which ing a shave) was good stuff for the
WEVD, New York
it appeared that one of the girls was
auslander.
True, it's a departure
Cycle of
plays, of which
flnoUng the local political boss a bit for 21, which rattier pddes itself on
'American Holiday' is the No. 1 of- more interesting than she had exbeing snobbish at the door.
Joe
fering, sizes up. as superior to the
pected and a social worker admirer Marsala's 'Chicago rhythm* from the
usual live talent stuff over this sta- was beginning
to feel the pangs of Hickory House; Fats Waller from the
tion.
Characterized by maturity jealousy.
There was practically no Yacht dub; and Mildred Bailey-Red
will
plus a certain realism.
emotional display and nothing much Nprvo with the John Kirby band
have to" figure out for itself whether seemed to happen.
from the Famous Door were more
its usual audience can take that kind
young announcer emulates
consistently in the 62d Street tradiof thing standing up.
football game's most exciting play, tion. However, this portion let ttie
•American Holiday,' previously a but it's just carrying the ball for forepart down.
work, concerns the good old Procter & Gamble's High
legit
Withal, a painstakingly good show
tiawdry festive spirit surroimding a Test Oxydol a soap that will 'save
that may land a sponsor if it doesn't
murder trial in. a small mining burg. an hour on the Monday wash.'
watch out.
Ed Gardner, who is
As broadcast the opus progressed
'Archie,' Is the producer. Miss Booth
convincingly, abetted by fair platVirginia Bruce and Melvyn Doug- who did so well opposite Jessel is
terized musical bridges and bacfc las got together on Maxwell House
Mrs. Gardner.
ground narration. Voice differentia Coffee's Good Nevvs program (NBC)
tion okay. Acting quite good on the for an exchange of. lines from a little
Betiy Moore (a familiar nom de
whole, though several blow-ups in literary knicknack entitled 'A Rose radio) has returned in a series of
feeding cues indicated, nervousness by Any Name,' directed for the occa- Saturday
morning
quarter-hours
or lack of rehearsal in the ticklish sion by Edgar Selwyn. It was cute, over NBC red under sponsorship of
sections of the play.
light stuff, the sort that makes for a Benjamin Moore Pjlint Co. Program,,
technical staff likewise pleasant 10 minutes and as quickly patterned for women, has changed
should be more wide awake in cateh- forgotten.
format little over a period of several
These little
Plot itself defies ages and distinc- years, but still does an effective job
ing cues for music.
touches can be ironed out easily by tion. "Rose' cavorts around an ac- on a modest budget
Miss Moore
Edgtt.
more careful direction.
tress* resort to the device of makeoutlines color schemes for various
believe amnesia so that she can win rooms, gives home decorating tips,
the attention of a young playwright and sells paint
She handles the
have his script pro- double
assignment
competently.
AND HER PLAYBOYS who is about to
duced.
The flirtation takes places Manages to project pleasant voice
Vocal, Instromental
on a train and the complications and a friendly manner tbroi^ the
IS Mins. Local
hew to the line of the obvious.
loudspeaker without- becoming coy,
Sustaining
brassy, over intimate' or too-too
WGY, Schenectady
Wrist exercise: Doc Hall proved cheery,' as do .some household chaX-^
Martha Lawrence, long teamed no Ransom Sherman on the WJZ terers.
with Hal Bogg as 'Martha and Hal' Club Matinee Thursday aft, as an
Dialers are urged to enroll in the
and other mc. He tries to be energetic enough, Triangle Club, a standard promotion
for engagements at
on a but his gags are very Madison's for the distribution of spring and faU
NBC stations, and last at
commercial, is back in Schenectedy Budget Johnny Johnston handled paint booklets. Miss Moore offers to
with a small group of young iiistru
a nice ballad in 'Let's Waltz,* while give advice; via mail, on individual
Act is Nancy Martin likewise sold a pop decorating problems. New York; City
mentalists from .this area.
doing morning broadcasts and mak- well. ..'Thanks for the Memory' address of sponsor is emphasized
latter
the
appearances,
ing personal
started something, although that in throughout ' broadcasts.
Announcer
Artists' Service Bu- turn was a road company of 'These also spiels.
booked by
Organ music fbte and
reau.
Precious Things Remind Me of You' aft.
One of the few station combos and kindred ballads. But now ifs
Lack of good taSte in coinmiercials
with a professional touch airing 'Hurry Home,' .'Have You Forgotten
Time is not ideal for So Soon?' ei aL Atidrey Maiih oh was^ too^ too evident on ih? Amos
hereabouts.
act Miss Lawrence still sports a her CBS afternoon stint did all right and Andy night bbfore- New Year's.
Southern drawl and shows a pretty with 'Hurry'. -^.Grene Marsh bariton- Amos and Andy, la character, made,
She sings ing with Freddy Martin's' smooth at leart tltfeef-mihute biitril^t plea
fair set of soprano pipes.
with band from Frico discloses a nice for listeners to buy Csmjibeirs soups
and
semi-standards
pops
so they can keep thei:|* jdbs. Zncluded
Plenty of vocal style.
smoothness and verve.
...And now it's 'echo music,' ac all the old hoke^ even iff the fact
mike poise, of course.
Her colored gal character, 'Cante Cording to Paul Mttrtell's billing of that they use their sponsor's prodhis dansapation from Areadia ballticts in th^ Own homes and find
loupe,' is not real juicy; needs ripenGagging with boys mild; In- room, N. Y. Martell's accordion is them so delicious.
ing.
soothing and his melodic instrumea'
Incidentally, Amos and Andy show
strumentalists have ir proved, play
tation
reminds
of
another Psuil Mar- on Friday (6) night was rewritten
ing well.
piano accordionist,
He tin—from the Coast. . .'Fashions in hurriedly following the death (in
Tito, appears to be the leader.
Music* preludes MiteheU Ayres* nice real life), of Andy'tt baby. Entire
is a bit too much in the spotlight ai:
times; might soften his tone or shif: hoofmtisic from Murray*a, Tu<dca- show was handled by Amos «aid the
farther from the mike. A banjoist hoe, N. Y., roadhouse, but with the characters he does, and Mis» Blue.
sounds as though he could solo. tune-in always comes a cacaphonous Very creditable job, too, even Withbedlam of noise. The roadhouse is out considering the emergency.
/aco.
P.a.'s are plugged,

&
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Wednesday, January 11, 1939

Network

Inside Stuif-Music

A.E

8

Pilots,

to 1 A.M.
NBC

totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on
(WEAF and WJZ), and CBS
for the week from Monday through Sunday (Jan. 2-8), Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m, to 1 a. m. In 'Source' column, • denotes film song, t legit
tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself..

Following

is

a

(WABC) computed

Harry Link this week started as general professional manager of Feist,
a couple of weeks ahead of schedule, or as soon as he got back from'
Florida. While he will concehtrate on Feist, Link will also be general
TITLE.
studio contact at Metro for all the three firms ^Feist, Miller and Bobbins,
Jeepers Creepers
Link may also delve into the Miller Music situation, now professionally- You Must Have Been a Beautiful
managed by Willie Horowitz. Jack Robbins will continue operating the I Must See Annie Tonighi
parent company, which bears his name. An idea is to concentrate pro- Thanks for Everything
Get Out of Town
duction music into the Miller catalog.
This Can't Be Love
Along with Elmore White and Mary Murray whom Link brought over Deep
in a Dream.
to Feist, Charles and Nick Kenny, songwriters, who contributed several P.D.R. Jones
'

—

PUBLISHER.
Bregman

When Paw Was
Jerry Vogel, who publishes many of the old George M. Cohan songs, and
who ballyhooed the occasion of the latter's 60th birthday last July 4 for a
national radio 'tribute' ^meaning a giant plugfest of Cohaniana is now
propagating a similar 'salute' to Sophie Tucker Jan. 14, her, umpteenth
birthday. The. song tieup in 'Some of These Days.' P. S. Vogel also
publishes the reprint on that

—

—

—

After Looking at You
I'm Madly in Love With

Maw

Tommy Dorsey's aggregation
exited and Jimmy's came in, the two
overlapping.

New

Yorker Hotel (N. Y.) will
Guest band thing will bring In a
have a guest band policy during name crew every Sunday night and
Jimmy Dorsey's stay at the Terrace is <^ue to the Musicians' Union sixBoom. Jimmy's band opened there day rule. Initial guest footers will
last night (10) in a combination be Russ Morgan this Simdaj (15>.

Story In

Song

Serves You Right
April in My Heart
Day After Day

In Ye.r.

WHO BLEW OUT THE FLftME?
MItcholl Parish

and

Sammy

Fain

Hit
Honolulu'* No. 1 Song

"Josaphlna"
Novalty-Blggar Than

ANNABELLE
By Wayna

King. Burkt

BWan. and

Th* Yaar's Most

^

Mitchall

25

..'

23
23
23
21
21

.
.
.

-21.

;

20
20

.

Crawford

.

Feist

19,

18
17
17
17
17
16
16
14

:

.

,

19

.

.

.

Harms
Witmark
Powell
Stasny

^

ABC

Miller
Fisher

^

Famous
Miller

Famous
Chappell

..Leave

Red Star

14
13
13
12
12
12
12

Me

It to

Pop
Poo
Pop

.,

12
11
11
11
10

tCotton Club, N. Y., Revue

Pop
Pop

Chappell

tBoys from Syracuise

ABC...

Pop
Pop

.1

Say

Green Bros

It

i

Pop

. . .

10
10
10
10

Larry CGnton Must Duck

Cossackitis

MET DANCERS

Vancouver, B. C, Jan.

MUnER ABOUT

(APL union with

juris-

Public

N, Y. UntO Expo Time

10.

appearance on this continent of the
General Platoff Don Cossacks, In the
Vancouver Auditorium, Friday (6),
gave evidence that plenty of headaches are in store for concert man«
agers and even more confusion for
concert audiences due to similarity
in name of 'Serge JarofE's troupe of
Don Cossacks, which has been touring United States and Canada for
reaction

the

to

first

Larry Clinton is slated for a
World's Fair berth next simimer,

hence

he's fo'rfended

metropolitan

from any more
dance en-

New York

gagements until opening
Meadows.

Which accounts

for

at Flushing

his

booking

Jan. 20 to open at Frank Dailey's

Meadowbrook, Jersey roadhouse.

several seasons.

General PlatofTs Cossacks arrived in Vancouver from Australia.'
They are reputed to have sung hundreds of concerts throughout the
world, hut why the highly profitable
American market has not beeo
tapped until now is not explained.
Despite extensive advertising, aU"
diences in both Vancouver and Victoria were under the impression that
this was a return engagement of the

Don Cossack group, which
appeared in both cities early this
As a result, attendance was
only fair in Vancouver *nd poor in
original

fall.

Victoria.

Choir has dated scheduled In SePortland, San Francisco and a
certain amount of time in the midwest, winding up probably in Chiattle,

cago or New York before sailing
for France.

AT HIT THI
'Tki SMsaf/eiiof

New

foffarf

SIMPLE AND SWEET
By

iifd

Grctn

oatf ilbaf

la«r

AGMA

Beautiful Baljad

Balto

BlcKlay Ralchnar
By Clay Boland and

W.Iti"
PlctuT. "Tha Grf at

YOUNG
ONE DAY WHEN WE WERE
11
U and Johann Strausa
By Oscar H.mmarsfln

A N*w

Symph Opens

Baltimore, Jan. 8.
Baltimore Ssmiph orch, municipally
maiiaged by Frederich R. Huber,
and again this year, conducted by
Werner Janssen, opened its season
to night (Tuesday), at Lyric, with
a capacity house sold out weeks in
advance.
Becaiise
of
turnaway
trade, concerts will be repeated to
accommodate insistent stub holders.
Boom trade started last season,
when Janssen took hold after rather

MIDHIGHT OH THE TRAIL

Fromthi M.G-M

25'

,

tion of the Wagner law.
Pay under the contract is set at
$35 a week during engagements and
week during rehearsals.
$20 -a
Dancers claim there is no limit on
working or irehearsing hours and
that they are required to work as
many as 10 hours a day, seven days
a week. There are 44 dancers in
the Met ballet, none of them mem-,
bers of

and Johnny Nohl«
By Gordon Beechar

^

25

24
24
24

has not entered into any agreement
of any description which prevents
him from carrying out in full the
terms of this agreement.' Dancers
claim that such clauses are in viola-

A SONG OF OLD HAWAII

iva

"26

tU. of Penn. Mask and Wig
Pop
Poo
Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop
Paris Honeymoon
Pop
?
Pop
..Garden of the Moon
Pop
Pop
tHolly wood Revels
Ferdinand the Bull
Pop
Angels With Dirty! Faces
Paris Honeymoon
pop
..A Song Is Born

Lincoln

Words-Music
.Shapiro
Santly
Shapiro
Bre.cman
Santly
Berlin

Marks
Famous
Remick

31
30
30
26

. .

Pop

Tenney
Famous

It

Particular grievance is a clause in
the contract which states: 'The
dancer agrees not to negotiate or
make any contract or agreement
with any person or organization for
the purpose of organizing or instigating a strike.* Subsequent clause
reads: 'The dancer declares he is
entirely free and has good fight to
make this agreement and that he

.nd Guy Woo4
Cpslo^. Abntr SHwr

Ballid
Thf BlggMt Torch

^

Bregman
Famous
Witmark

Mills

diction in the field).

AN OLD CURlOSin SHOP

By

..

..

.

.Pop
.Pop ..
St. Louis
.Pop
.Pop
.Pop
Artists and Models

Feist

While a Cigarette Was Burni

sical Artists

i(

Berlin

.Harms

; .

.

,

..Fox

Ballet dancers at the Metropolitan
Opera, New York, are squawking
about the terms of this season's
the management.
contracts with
Several are reported planning to appeal to the American Guild of Mu-

•y Sam

Spier

Famous

33
31'

;

tSing Out the News
for the Memory

Thanks

.

Robbins

Robbins

You

CLAUSES

^

Pop
.'

.

37
37

-^5
.-^5

night.

Yorker's Specials

A Hit P«r»d«

.. ,.

Chappell

Famous

44
;

•Thanks for Everything
tLeave It to Me
tBoys from Syracuse

Santly

Lovely Debutante
Song of Old Hawaii
Sing for Your Supper

TOTAL.
,

Get

opening and closing on the same

Dorsey Brotheirs Overlap:

New

Courtin'

to

.....Pop

Harms

be given contract at Two Sleepy People
Feist by Link. Latter will have the say on the choice of song material Hurry Home
My Reverie
at Feist, of course.
I Go for That
Have You Forgotten So Soon
Paramount Pictures last week settled its differences with Shapiro, Bern- Umbrella Man
stein & Co. over some' music used in the score of 'Army Touchdown' by Room with a View
were
question
in
bars
that
the
What Have You Got that Gets Me?
claimed
Shapiro
the payment of $7,500.
closely related to the compositions, 'On Brave Army Team' and *The Of- They Say
Ya Got Me
ficial West Point March,' whose copyrights it controlled. Amount that had
Come Out of Your Dreams
been demanded for the alleged infringement was $10,500, Shapiro also Please
Your Eyes Are Bigger Than Your Heart.
charged that before the film was scored inquiry had been made of it by a Could Be.
Paramount rep for the xise of these same two numbers. The price it set All Ashore
for such uses was $2,500,
You Look Good to Me
Between a Kiss and a Si
It's a Lonely Trail
Mayor Lee D. Schroy of Akron, O., was 'stood up' by members of Phil I Won't Tell a Soul
Spitalny's girl band Friday (6) a.m,, when femmes failed to appea. at What Do You Know About Love?
Union depot for official welcome. Matter was turned into front page I Have Eyes
story (with picture of mayor standing around at station in the early a.m.) Old Folks
by local Beacon Journal. Mayor was on hand at 6:45 a.m. and was greeted Old Curiosity Shop
only by p.a.. Buda Baker while girls and Spitalny slept until 8. Mayor Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish
Say It With a Kiss
left station at 7:30 a.m.
Singin' in the Saddle.'
Love, I'd Give My Life for You
Ferdinand
the Bull
Warner Bros, publishing group has set something of a record for music
combines by having five tunes running among the current best sellers. Simple and Sweet
Angels With Dirty Faces
•Umbrella Man' (Harms) nosed out *Deep in a Dream,' also of the same You're a Sweet Little Headache
firm, out of first place, w;hile the three others in the 15 best are 'You Must Never Felt Better
Have Been a Beautiful Baby' (Remick), 'Jeepers Creepers' (Witmark) Heart and Soul
and 'They Say' (Witmark). 'Baby* and 'Jeepers' are film tunes.
From Now On
I Long to Belong to You.hits to Irving Berlin, Inc's catalog last year, will

Hard

Bobbins
Chappell
Chappell

GRAND

SOURCE.
Going Places,

Witmark
...Remick

I

fy

Ivrf

6r—B, Alh^tf

My Abtl fotr

A New

oiid Cliff

Hess

Hit OH #*• NeWiea

CRIED FOR YOU

ty Arthur Freed* Gas

ArnMm

aad Ab» Lyman
/-

liiLlKE^
Franx Waxman working on the
musical score of 'Honolulu' at Metro,

HAD YOU

itUlmait oatf CioNtfe rkonhlll

TAa Lafesf Khyfhm foce Setter

I

Count Basle has composed and recorded a/Panassie Stomp' in honor
of Hughes Panassie, the French jive
sav9nt, author of *Le Jazz Hot' and
noted international swingophile.

Melody TMII
I

NEVER FELT BEHER, NEVER HAD LESS

lethargic doings. ' Mrs. Janssen (Ann
Harding) is living here during musical season.

mi

WISH

,1270

M<USIIC line

SIXTH AVENUE

•

NEW

YORK,

—

BIUSIC
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(Week ending

«

Jan.

7,

* .

My
'

.«

NEW YEAR'S EVE FLOPPO
Promoter Blames Cnrfew Which Nobody Bothered About Any Way

Remick
Witmark

Must Have Been a Beautiful

^Jeepers Creepers
f F. D. R. Jones
tThis Can't Be Love..

Bregman

Home

Spier

Witmark

They Say
I Won't TelL a Soul
* Indicates filmusical song.

Crawford

,

t Indicates stage

production song.

pected forked up the $1.50 tap, putting just slightly over $1,000 in a
treasury that needed nearer $2,500 to

The others are pops.

cover.

Point Audit of Cinema Fees;

Metro-Robbins publishing group
end of this month, be
without representation on the board
znay, after the

of directors of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publish-

ASCAP Seat

Durante Hfs to Ohnan
Jimmy Durante has squawked

to

Phil Kornheiser, operating the Ol-

nian Music firm (Lombardos' comDominant opinion among the
pany) about 'Ups to Her and She
pub members on the board is reportUps to Me' as' an infringement of
ed to be in favor of relieving Jack
Robbins of his directorship unless his (the Schnoz's) trademarked comhis publishing group shows a disposi- edy material.
tion to renew its membership conOlman recently published a tune
tract by Jan. 26, when the ASCAP by that title, written by Al Hoffboard „is slated to hold its regular man, Al Goodhart and Manny Kurtz.
monthly meeting.

that since

Metro

is

determined to

igo

own way unless certain conditions
are granted the issue ought to be met

its

at once by calling upon Robbins to
deliver or stand the loss of his directorship.

'

PUBS FEUDING
WITH DISCS

ASK

Metro Position
Position assunied by Metro is that
It will not become a party to a reCalm marking the licensing situnewal contract unless the ASCAP ation between music publishers and
board so changes, its method of roy- major phonograph record manufacalty allocation that 'proper recogni- turers was threatened last week
tion* is given the millions of perform- when Milton Diamond, counsel for
ances that occur in motion picture the Decca Record C6^ advised a
theatres. Under the present system couple of pubs by letter that his
no point accounting is made of the client was considering making a
$1,000,000 that ASCAP takes in from complaint to the U. S. Department
theatre licenses. This latter mdney of Justice. Diamond's letters stated
is tossed into the general distributing
that the stand taken by the music
pot, and the only performance yard- men smacked of conspiracy in restick applied is that based on radio straint of trade.
Meanwhile, both
usages. Metro feels that this $1,000,- camps are sitting tight, with the pubs
000 should be kept separate and that refusing to issue phonograph lidata covering theatre uses should be censes
unless
the
manufacturer
compiled by the Society, so that the agrees to restrict them to home use.
firms preponderantly responsible for
Another development growing out
such music will get an equitable of this controversy last week was
share of the proceeds. Sam Fox is the issuance of the new form of lianother publisher that holds this cense to an independent recorder,
view.
the Liberty Music Shop. The new
It is understood that the ASCAP form requires that the manufacturer
board proposes to advise licensees a stipulate on the label that the dies
year in advance of the expiration of is not to be used in coin machines.
their present contracts just what cat- The two tunes licensed by Liberty,
alogs will be available to them on for whom this type of recording is
renewal. The Society wants to avoid an innovation, are 'You Cast Your
the situation which developed a Shadow on the Sea' and Tar Away,'
couple jrears ago, when Warner Bros, both published by Chappell.
withdrew its publishing firms from
RCA Position
membership in the Society after conRCA Victor indicated its deter
tracts had already been made with mination to hold off from the new
broadcasters.
licensing form and at the same time
avoid any complications on the special arrangements issue by record-

RAP BENNY GOODMAN

He Led Massed Non-Union Bands
in Pbilly Parade
Philadelphia, Jan.

10.

Benny Goodman won for himself
last

week the

censure of the
A.F.M. local's exec board because he
came to Philly on Thanksgiving Day
and led a 2,000-piece orch of nonunion musicians.
Goodman was
official

fiuest of

honor in Gimbel Brothers'
parade welcoming Santa Claus to
town.
Following the parade, he
batoned the massed bands in 'Jingle
Bells' and 'The Star Spangled Banner.'

Rex

Riccardi, secretary of the local, said Goodman's
action was regretted, but that no further disciplinwy action would be taken against

him.

ing the stock arrangementjE of six
'

new numbers Monday

(9).

Johnny

Messner's was the orchestra used for
this job, with the numbers consisting of 'Could Be,* 'Have a Heart,'
'Dawn of a New Day,' 'Stop the
Clock,' 'Singer in the Saddle' and
These re'Devil with the Devil.'
cordings weie dont; under the compulsory provision of the copyright
law, which requires the payment of
a straight 2c royalty.

Under the new
manufacturer

licensing

broadcasting is just over the
horizon. Verdict of the final judges
in cases involving the Washington
and Florida statutes aimed at American Society of Composers, Authors
sic in

the jive party, with JoUy Joyce, lorequired to digest the arguments
Joyce be
cal agent, handling details.
blamed the poor attendance on an- advanced by rival barristers this
nouncement by the mayor that all week.
Although constitutionality is not
festivity must cease at midnight
because of the Sunday blue laws. No an issue in the present roimd,. counone paid any attention and there sel for both sides hope the tribunal
was no attempt anywhere to shutter will make some casual comments
that early, but Joyce said few peo- that will provide a guide-post and
ple were, willing to plunk down the clarify the confused situation resultlevy with the prospect of being ing from arguments over the scope
tossed out just when things were of the Federal laws and the Constitutional guaranty that genius will
getting under way.
be protected. Two tiffs imder advisement relate chiefly to question
of Federal jurisdiction in injunction
proceedings initiated by ASCAP in

JOE SANTLEY IN

ers.

Metro-Robbins group remains the
lone holdout among major publishers
Others
in the renewal campaign.
that haven't signed are the firms controlled by Sam Pox and Edward B.
Marks. The pubs on the board feel

—

American Legion post sponsored and Publishers may be annoimced
next week, although more time may

Metro Firms Hold to Demand For

Robbins Hay Lose

Certain When Tribunal Will Hand Down
Rulings ^State of Washington Case the Most
Important. Right Now

Not

New Year's Eve dance, with
Washington, Jan. 10.
who do not engage in business within
Bunny Berigan arid his- orch and a
Ruling of the United States Su- Washington.
15-act show at the 103d Regiment
In the case of the Florida law, reCourt, which probably will
Armory here, dropped its promoters preme
have profound effect on the future verse situation is up for review. Al»
behind the eight-ball for $1,500. trend of the war between radio and though the statute is not the same,
Fewer than 700 of the jitterbugs ex- composers over use of copyright mu- the question is closely related to the

.ABC

"Ferdinand the BuU
I Must See Annie Tonight,

H UGHT ON ASCAP

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.

Chappell
Chappell
Schirmer

'''Sweethearts

Hiurry

Harms
Harms
Famous
Shapiro
Robbins

Reverie

* You

.

«7

MAY BREAK NEXT WEEK

STATE APPEALS

1939)

Umbrella •^MaiT

Deep Jn a Dream
*Two Sleepy People
All Ashore

VARIETY

POSSIBLE SUPREME

15 Best Sheet Music Selers

'

form the

AS BERLIN'S

PRW. MGR.
After bringing in Joe Santley as
the new professional and George
Mario as associate professional manager, Saul H. Bernstein, v.-p. and
general manager of Irving Berlin,
Inc., has undertaken the reorganization of his New York exploitation
setup. Bomstein declared yesterday
(Tuesday) while he is strengthening
each imit in the local pirofessional
division, the out-of-town contacting
personnel will remain as is.
For Santley it is a return to the
organization he left several years
ago. Of late he had been executive
secretary of the Professional Music
Men, Inc. Before that he was professional head of the whilom firm
of Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble.

George Mario
pell

&

is

coming from Chap-

He had

Co.

his

own

firm,

procedural issue in the Washington
row.
But in Florida the Federal
court denied the state's motion to
dismiss and, claiming jurisdiction In
the matter, issued, the restraining
order preventing enforcement.
The Florida authorities here contend the Federal court had no power
to consider the bill of complaint.
Value of property involved does not
exceed $3,000, according to the brief
of the state lawyers.' Second question presented for determination is
whether a combination of copyright
owners may se6k the assistance of an
equity court to help carry out assertedly
monopolistic
price-fixing
practices.
The District court

cretion

when

the

abused

its dis-

was

injunction

issued, the Florida brief claims,

be-

cause there was no finding of factvor
conclusion of law persuasively showing the need for minifying a legis-

attempt to prevent enforcement of
measures enacted at instigation of lative' action. Other protests grow
broadcasters, hotels and other music from the $3,000 controversy and the
contention the Federal tribunal aided
users.
a monopoly.
Washln^on Case
Response of ASCAP Is much the
The Washington case is the more
important, since it centers around same as the arguinent advanced in
Copyright
one of the statutes which was pushed the Washington ea^se.
injunctions
were
by National Association of broad- crew, noting
casters in the campaign a few years granted against the almost Identical
ago to break the copyright pool's Nebraska md Tennessee statutes,
hold on the industry via blanket li- maintains the revenues from Florida
censes. Act involved is duplicate of licensees, exceeding $59,000 annually,
the Montana law, which also is the possibility of being fined $5,000
for violation, and the danger of bemessed up in litigation.
ing dissolved, jeopardizing $3,200,000
Question the Supreme Court Is
worth o{ contracts, give the Federal
due to answer is: t>o Federal courts
court th^ right to entertain the mohave power to enjoin enforcement

tion for injunction,
of the state copyright codes? Test
The Florida law Is materially difis the value of 'property' involved,
ferent from the state legislation
which must exceed $3,000 in order
has promoted.^^ Sponsored printo make tiie Federal tribunals a
cipally by hotels and dance halls^
proper place to seek relief.
the act Is based on aittl^monopoly
In the event the judges hold the
theory iand Would have the effect of
Federal courts enjoy jurisdiction, the
way will be pave>d for direct tests licensing^ every', purchaser of sheet
music
-to use compositions for profit.
Counsel for
of constitutionality.
ASCAP so far have been unable to Each printed work would convey the
right to perform- at a pricie printed
get a decision whether the states
have power to dictate manner in on the face, of the copy, with n9 roywhich performing permits are grant- alty due if a fee was not deslie^tiated.
ed to their residents. Consequently While anxious to see ASCAP curbed
no binding statement whether the* through the medium of state liegisla''

NAB

and was for sev- state statutes nullify guaranties of tion, Florida station^owners did not
professional
the tJ. S. Constitution and the hoary endorse, the act In toto, desiring
manager.
amendments which would put it on
Federal copyright act.
Mack Goldman, professional manIn the Washington suit, In which firmer legal and moral foundations.
Both statutes make use of the
ager of Harms, Inc., was among KMO, Tacoma, has intervened, the
those who had also discussed the Federal court refused to issue an in- anti-trust theory, although the rejob with Bomstein. After .Goldman jimction requested by ASCAP to semblance practically ends at that
point.
Under the Washii^On act,
had turned in his notice to Edwin block application of the statute deH. Morris, head of the Warner Bros, signed to force adoption of the per- individual copyright-owner^ would
publishing combine, there was a piece principle of licensing public retain complete freedom to make
any
arrangements
they wish, but two
snag over money and on Monday performances.
copyright
Several
(9) he resumed his old post. Morris owners claimed the state was tres- or more would not be permitted to
had meanwhile moved Norman passing on Federal domain, depriv- team up in granting Ucenstsa unless
Foley, manager of Witmarlc, into the ing individuals of property without they produced a complete catalog
Harms vacancy and assigned Johnny due process of law, and violating the and adopt the per-piece theory of
White from the Remick staff to the 'equal protection' clause of the U. S. payment. The Florida law prohibits
head spot at Witmark.
Constitution. Year after the bill of combination by substantial niujiber
complaint was filed, the Federal of owners where the object of the
court granted motion to dismiss be- licensing is to fix, prices.
cause there was no showing 'the mat-

Mario Music
eral

years

Co.,

Remick's

,

'SHADRACK' NUMBER AN

ODDin OF MUSIC

BIZ

ter involved property with value of
$3,000.

Judge subsequently refused
which

to receive additional evidence
sought to offer.

PITTSBDRGH SYMPH

ASCAP
Current novelty hit, 'Shadrack,' is
one of those 'once in a lifetime'
things. . Tune is about nine years old
and originated in the delta region
of Louisiana, where it was sung for
some time before it was published,
by Bob MacGirnscy, its author. Originally a concert spiritual, it was
used by Nelson Eddy, John Charles

counsel for. ASCAP insist the bill of
complaint gives the Federal court
If enforced, the state
jurisdiction.
law would destroy 528 contracts with
Washington tisers who pay annually
$60,000 in license fees. Furthermore,
it would cost over $300,000 to comply

Thomas and other .concert baritones, with the act, which requires regisbefore Decca waxed it with Louis tering a complete list of the comArmstrong.
Obscure publishing house first put
it out in black and whites and MacGimsey was forced to buy it back
before turning it over to Carl Fisher
who now publishes. Decca got hold
of it when its author played it at a
recording studio while cutting the
'Snow White' records on which he
whistles.
Decca saw a good chance
to remove Armstrong from a groove
with something new and novel and
made the record with Lyn Murray's
14 voice choir, Armstrong and four
musicians. Larry Clinton also waxed
Both are currenty on
it for Victor,

recognizes the provision in the copyright law which
limits the right to make special arrangement to the owner of the copy-,
right. The pubs intend to make this
provision of the law an important instrument in their move to get phonograph record manufacturers to take
out a special license for discs to be'
best seller
used in coin-operated machines.

lists.

BOOKS WHITEIIUN

Destroys 528 Contracts
questions,
three other
Raising

positions
licenses.

covered by performance
Additional claim is made

that the statute directly affects copyrights which bring in $3;200',000 an-

Pittsburg Jan.

10.

Paul Whiteman appeara with the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra in
a special brace of concerts at the
Syria Mosque night of Jan. 27 and
the following afternoon. Vtitz tleiner
local symphony's regular conductor,
will step down to permit Whiteman
to direct combined orgahizationg;
Concerts aren't included in the
Symphony's regular series inasmuch
as week-end was previously an open
date on the local schedule.
I^st
time Pittsburgh Symphony did. a
similar stunt was more than five
years ago when the I«te Cr^ri^e
Gershwin came here aS .^est conductor and soloist

nually from broadcasters throughout
the nation.
Other issues involved in the case
but not likely to dr^iw a definite ruling at this stage of the proceeding
are: (1) whether Federal court has
jurisdiction regardless of the amount;
Shribman'i
(2) whether the state has infringed
the copyright clause of the U, S.
Joe Shribmah, brother of Charlie,
Constitution by deprivtdg composers Manny and Cy. has joined Rockwellof right to dictate how works are O'Keefe as. a booker of one-ni^t&rs.
used; and (3) whether the state can
He wiir assist Harry Squires y/tha
control the actions of non-residents is in charge of this department.

Joe

Chore

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

VARIETY

SS

PERFORMANCE

ASCAFS Top
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COLLEGE RHYTHM

BAND BOOKINGS

Dec.

The tenth end
Collections of the American
Society 'of Composers, Authors
and Publishers for December

PAYOFF POOR
IN

CANADA

Mosley, Woodmere
Bellmore, L. I., N. Y., Jan. 14, indef.

Snub

15,

7,

six weeks.

Jan Savitt, Claridge hotel,
phis, Tenn., Jan. 12, indef.

Mem-

Never equalled by any publisher anywhere

N.

Jan.

Y.,

replacing

10,

brother,

NEW YORK SUNDAY

total

plu^s

1938, Shapiro-Bernstein

of

this

world-wide record:

quarter year

each

for

&

Eddie

Camden renewed af Henry

Grady

hotel, Atlanta, Ga.,
25 through Feb. 10.

from Jan.

Jimmy Richards exits Commodore hotel, Toledo, O., Jan. 15 for
Trianon ballroom, Cleveland.
at
Le
current
Shelley,
Lee
Mirage, N. Y., with NBC wire.

land, Fla., Jan. 11.
Bill Bardo held overeat Schroeder

Milwaukee.

twice weekly.
Diosa Costello and Echoes of Cuba
crew, Road to Mandalay, N. Y.,
Jan. 9.

Al Donahue^ Palm Island Casino,
Miami, Fla., Jan. 12.
Peter Kent, Book-Cadillac hotel,
Detroit, Jan. 12, four weeks.
Ramona, Roosevelt hotel, New OrToasty Paul, Graemere hotel, Chicago, Jan. 10, 13 weeks.
Ron Perry, Boca Raton, Miami,
Fla., Jan. 14, indef..

Jan.

Font,

Delmonico

hotel,

9.

Paul Sabin, Colony Club, Hollywood, Fla., Jan. 25; six weeks.

Co.. Inc.. establish

Tommy

-

Dorsey Feuds

With Columbia On

1st

WITH

FIRST
'I

2nd Quarter

Quarter

WITH

FIRST

Cry Baby, Cry"

348

303
Major RadioBroadcasts

•

•

Quarter

I'm

FIRST

Gonna

All

When you get on that midnight choo-choo and head for Alabama you're
headin' for the deep south.
part of the south that is ve'ry

A

a

.pulled his outfit off
(8) night.

CBS remote Sunday

would have been Dprsey's
CBS from the New Yorker
Hotel, N. Y., from which he exited
Airing

else.

In this era, a college education is a mysteriously wonderful thing. If the
5,000 or more hopefuls in our educational institution give more thoughts
to Himber than Homer, swing than Suetonious, who are we to tilt a disdainful bugle?

Since Alabama is a "down south" institution and since the south is
reputed to be a hotbed of swing, one would think that Alabama would ba
and jammin' and everyone swing crazy. That's not 'Bama.
When Joe Undergrad gets his last year's tux out of mothballs and heads
for the prom, it will be because there is some smooth band there Kay
Kyser has the most popular orchfestra that ever played at 'Bama. Kyser
has been here twice within the last four years and each time has gona
over with a bang.
'Bama students like a little swing every now and then but in the main
they prefer ismooth rhythms. Tommy Dorsey is a big favorite when he
plays those smoothies but when he and his Clambake Seven go rugcutting
on some goofy number like 'Sheik of Araby,' then Tommy's popularity
takes a decided tailspin. Hal Kemp is probably the most talked of band
on the caMpus.i We like his collegiate rhythms. Kemp's ex-singing star,
Skinnay Ennis, is rapidly overtaking Kemp in popularity for this type of
music. All of the femininity at Alabama like Skinney's whispering voice,
and what fellow would turn against a band that makes his girl go Ohhhhh
when they play?
That sugar-coated rhythm of Guy Lombardo and Jan Garber goes over
ok in a date parlor, but when we are trippin' the light fantastic give us
rhythm with life. But not too much!
full of jivin*

—

Now that you know 'that 'Bama students prefer smooth rhythm don't get
the idea that we have an anti-swing course down here because that's not
the case. There is a decided minority who take over one little corner at
every dance and wait for some hot number and then they go to town on
the little apple, shag or do a little julcin' on the side, but that's the minority and in the main the bunch from upstate. We don't go in for fancy
dancin' down here. Any boy at 'Bama would rather do the 'Mobile Shuffle'
all night and talk to the pretty girls than try his hand at the Lambeth
Walk.

When the record man comes around he finds that the ones we prefer
on wax are the sweet of Blue Barron, Kay Kyser, and Hal Kemp; the
smooth swing of Tommy Dorsey, Benny Goodman and Larry Clinton and
the novelty of Henry Busse and Mai Hallet.
It's not often that we get to hear big bands down here at Alabama, but
for the midyear and spring formals, the Saint Pats ball and the Junior
Prom you can bet your cookies that we'll have one of the nation's best.
There have been some swell bands here at 'Bama. We cried for more
Kay Kyser. We thought Tommy Dorsey could not be beat, and WiU
Osborne was swell; They yelled for more Glen Grey, and Joe Sanders,
Ted Weems went over mediocre and we thought that Buddy Rogers was
just so-so. We didn't like Little Jack Little and we don't want any Wayne
King; his music is too gooey for us.
Why doesn't somebody tell- them these things and pass the word on to
Ozzie Nelson and Russ Morgan to come on down to the southland becatise
we are nuts about their style. Don't talk too loud because as far as we
are concerned Bob Crosby, Count Basie and Red Norvo can go somewhere
else with their dizzy dansapations.
And as for Ray Noble and Eddy

—'not

Duchin

enough

life.*

Before coming to Alabama, Mr. Leader Man, better have a little of
everything, but take our advice and bring out many smooth arrangements.
Maybe we're a little behind on this thing called swing, but If we are,
we have one consolation we have no jitterbugs in our midst.

—

JACK HARRIS FROM

last for

Quarter

4th

WITH

THIRD

Hookup

Claiming he was being treated unby being made to suffer a curtailment of network sustaining time
which rightfully should have been
taken by the Henry King orch.,

Tommy .Dorsey

Major Radio Broadcasts

3rd

Sustaining

fairly

Double Dare You'

ALABAMA
By George McBurney
(Adalwina 'Rammer- Jammer')

anything

ington, Ky., Jan. 11.

Raphael

on

" "

rhythmTom.
conscious and where the boys and girls would rather gather around the
Ted Travers out of Old Vienna, phonograph in fraternity
a
house and listen to the new records than almost
Cincinnati, to Lookout House, Cov-

leans, Jan. 17.

the

being their own.
Variety publishes the series' to 'give 'music men'and b'arid leaders a crosssection of current^ 'undergraduate' opinion on dance music and bands, with
the hope that it will b'e b'otU informative and instructive. For what the
college group V"'"
'dbbiii dance music is 'deemed important in the

Reggie Childs current at Ben
Franklin hotel, Philly, and indef.
trade.
Joe Haymes one-niting for CRA.
Hal Mclntyre, Radisson hotel, MinBand
neapolis, Jan. 9, four weeks.
features Lorraine Willis, 18-year-old
singer, and started at U. of Minnesota several years ago.
Jimmy Dorsej, New Yorker hotel,

hotel,

AWorld Wide Record!

ENQUIRER

dislikes

Neb., Jan.

$650,000.

couple were married here June
1927, and separated last Dec. 30.

files of

and

above

Jess Carnell added to R-O'K rosDitto Jimmy Lunceford for
theatre dates.
Mai Hallett, current at Bradford
hotel, Boston, with NBC-WJZ wire

lo the

collegiate likes

Crosby

June

ter.

According

on

strollers.

Albert O. Hahn, leader of a band
of tooters tagged as Hahn's 'SyncoEdyth and Sophisticates, strollers,
paters' playing in The Jug at the
Coronada Hotel last week, was set for fortnight at McCurty hotel,
Ind., Jan. 23.
Evansville,
Circuit
divorce
in
the
sued for
Dick Todd, Strand, N. Y., weeks
court in St. Louis County by his
Mrs. Minnette Heimberger Jan. 20-27.
wife,
Ralston Ayers, Biltmore hotel, Los
Hahn. In her petition Hahn is
Angeles, Jan. 13, for ROK.
charged with general indignities.
Four Squires, troubadours, Town
Mrs. Hahn asks for the restoration
Angeles, Jan. 19.
of her maiden name and suitable House, Los
Ted Lewis, Royal Palm, Palm Isalimony
for
maintenance.
The

'

series of articles

The writers, staff members of publications at their respective schools,
and Boy Friends, have been asked by Variety to give the opinion of the student body as a
Community Coffee Chop, whole rather than pass personal judgment. Neither has Variety given
Binghamton, N. Y., Jan. 2, indef; further instruction's as fo what was to be said or how. These articles apFour Americans, Hill hotel, Omaha, pear as the undergrhdudte's have written them, with the expressed opinions

Hahn

Broadcasting stations in the dominion will have to contribute jointly an
additional $1,000 allowed by the
board to the Society because of its
loss of income by newly adopted
statute from radio receiving sets operated in public places otlier than
theatres
where an admission is
charged. The performing rights society had asked originally that broadcasters assume this loss to the extent
of $38,370, but the appeal board cut
the amount down to a grand.

a

went substantially over what
had been estimated and established a new monthly record for
Intake was
the organization.

Payments from broadcasting
stations reflected a neat pickup
Ottawa, Jan. 10.
in that industry.
Performing
Rights
SoCanadian
ciety will receive in 1939 but $5,000
more than it collected from Canadian radio stations during 1938. The
Oui, Oui Negro Tunes
actual award allowed by the Canadian Copyright Appeal Board is the
same this year as it was last, namely,
Los Angeles, Dec. 10.
$88,336, with the increase of $5,000
Negro folk music in the Federal
merely due to the boost in the num- Theatre Project's 'Run Little Chillun'
ber of sets.
was recorded for the French GovernSociety's bid for this year had been ment at the NBC studio.
Waxes were made at the request
$154,535, but this was bitterly conhere
Diamant-Berger,
Henritested by counsel for the Canadian of
Association of Broadcasters and the studying American folk lore for the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Under French Ministry of Communications.
the law the Society is required to file
with the Secretary of State a tariff of
Sues
Mrs. Al
the fees, charges and royalties it
wants from users during the ensuing
St. Louis, Jan. 10.
year.

last of

regards dance music and dance bands. [Last week's No. 9 was anClub, nounced as final, so this goes as a postscript finalcl
OS'
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Ashore'

Lock My Heart'

319
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Major Radio Broadcasts

Major Radio Broadcasts

Three-quarters FIRST, One-quarterTHIRD!

night (Tuesday), being replaced
his brother Jimmy's crew. Squabble was the second during Dorsey's
stay at the New Yorker, the band
having been off CBS for 11 days last

GIRO'S,

for remalhder of winter season, replacing Jack Walton crew.
Buzz
Aston doing the vocals.

LONDON, TO NBC

Ken Baker orch., which alternated
with Gene Krupa during the latter's
May NBC will pick up stay at
the Palomar, L. A., opens Jan.
regular sustaining band program from England via hookup with 24 at the Roseland Ballroom, N. Y.
BBC. .Deal arranged through Wilmonth.
Outfit's regular airing on a net of liam Morris and Moe Gale for net to
over 100 stations was from 12:30-1:00 air musicking of Jack Harris' band
a.m.
King, from the Fairmount from Giro's, London.
0 0
Former New York boy (Local 802)
Hotel, San Francisco, was picked up
a hall hour earlier, also on a full will be heard once weekly, Saturday
Nearing the Top!
night
around
8
o'clock,
on
transocean
coast-to-coast spread.
Two weeks
Idea was originally
ago a Ben Bernie repeat broadcast good-wilier.
was added to CBS' schedule but skedded for January but atmospheric
went only to the west. This was conditions during winter won't perKing's time out there and evidently mit uninterrupted regularity.
Watch Out For
the Fairmount squawked at the lack
of local outlets and King was shifted
THOSE SAILING
the Upbeat
to Dorsey's regular spot at 12:30 a.m.
or 9:30 coast time which f ollowed the
Xavier Cugat^a
Bfernie repeat and Dorsey was asked
Anita Boyer returned to vocalizing
FALL
NIGHT
to take the 12-12:30 spot. This gave
with Dick Barrie band at Brown PalDorsey only the east and Dixie net, ace
hotel, Denver, this week after
Emery DeutscK*
coast outlets being clogged by the
convalescing from operation.
Inn

last

by

Early in

its first

THE

HOUSE OF

HITS

10

WHAT DO YOU KNOW
ABOUTLOVE

.

This

is

a

record for

AMONG

On

lime.

all

MUST

When you want great material

call

on us.

Bernie repeat.
Dorsey's beef was that the only

now

getting

its

first

net pickup via

CBS on Monday nights 12:30 p.m.
was between Bernie's and
King's
programs
and
that
he
Dick Kuhn playing in Astor hotel
shouldn't have been shifted to a curtailed net on King's normal time lounge, N. Y., using a blackboard dewhile the latter assumed his (Dor- vice where song-requesters print
numbers of any one of 200 songs 'he
sey's) time on a full net.
has listed on sheets supplied each
table. Saves time and headaches, he
conflict

,

SHAPIRO-BERNSTEIN
LOUIS BEk\'S"^E!N

RKO

Q.iiiil nil,

& CO., Inc.

JONIE TAPS. Cen'l Mgr.

P"'S.

Novs

York C:lv

THEY GET YOUNGER

thinks.

Paul Krassner, six-year-old violinrates as the" youngest prodigy to
Joaquin Gill into Bill Green's Camake a conceri appearance at Carne- sino, Pittsburgh, Friday (6) succeedgie Hall, N, Y. Date is Jan. 14.
ing Ray Herbeck outfit.
On the same bill will be his
ist,

brother,
older.

George,

but

three

years

Howard Baum

Room

into

Continental
of Hotel Sphenley, Pittsburgh,

BEAUTIFUL DANUBE

No Wonder You're Blue
s
,

Joe Cherniavsky**

STRANGE

EDWARD

S.

MARKS

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S
"THERE'S SOMETHING
IN THE AIR"
ROBniNS MVSIC CORP.

AUHE—NIGHT

^ednesdaf, January 11, 1939

N. Y.
By Yates
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LEADS VODE REVIVAL'

Vaude s Future in
It

CLUBS

Public's Lap,

But

INDIES CHIEFLY

41 of 48 States

Laws

s a Question of Talent Again

MA

Stirling;, Jr.

(Rear Admiral, U.SJf^ Retired)
The. future ot vaudeville is in the
wheel
lap of the ttieatre-goer. If the
of fortune is to spin and stop again
at the important niche once held by
stage shows in' the entertainment
world, John Q. Public himself will
be the determining factor. It's the
customer who controls the grosses
and the theatre operator always has
both eyes fastened on the dollar
weather-vane.
Bands in the pit, with a few special performers, are being tried out
to feel the pulse of audiences. Although virtually on the stage, the
fiction of the pit band is preserved,
relieving the theatre' from carrying
out the exacting rules of the. unions

Re-elects Slate

All officers of the Entertainment
Association, New York

Managers

bookers, who served during thepast year, were re-elected Wednes-

day

for Agents; 13 Spedfically

Mention Theatricals, Survey Shows

Away from

Restoratiop in Most Cases;
Out • of - Town Keys Le-

&ays Back

—^RobStschek's Try

io

Vaude

thar^o
in

(5).

Shy

Circuits

Have Licensing

Gotham Fair

Gray Family

<5),

after

^veral

A

survey of agent licensing ques-

tion in 48 states has been completed

by Howsa-d Wheeler,

presidwit of the

Entertainment Managers Association
years in nitery work, is returning
prez; Fred Watson, executive secreOpen Friday <13) at the of New York. It was conducted to
to vaude.
tary; Ed Newman, v.p., and AnPalace, Cleveland, with the Shubert, give jpercenters a guage on problems
nette Marantz, treasurer. Board was
Cincinnati, immediately following. to be met in each territory, to get
also returned to office.
Both are RKD spots.
inteipretations of laws and to form
Max Tishman agenting.
basis of a drive for more standardThe expected vaude "Jevival' boils
ization of vaiying laws.
down to one fact, that it's strictly an
Result shows that 41 states have
indie idea and promotion. Thus far
.agency (all types) laws.
Of that
ffi, -^nd with little indication that
number only 13 specifically mention
there's going to be a change of heart
theatricals.
One state has no reguin the near future—the circuits have
lating laws and another permits no
shied clear of any general restoraagencies of any kind. Canada also
tion of flesh, except in the few isoThe stage setfor additional help.
requires no licensing but demands
lated spots where competition makes
tings are the handwork of home talthat a permit be secured in order to
stage shows vitally joecessary.
ent and to a critical artistic eye they
keep a record of those operating.
vaude
leads
the
still
New
York
is
cost
means
that
look it, but by
Canvass also reveals that enforcecomeback, such as it is, while acfield down.
ment (on theatricals) is lax in most
tivity in the out-of-town keys conThe continuous slump in stage
cases and that fees vary from $10 to
lethargically.
tinues
disaistrous
been
business
has
show
$200, while bonding averages $1,000
Kurt Robitschek's Stral^t vaude
in many ways to diverse callings,
per license.
There were few men who provid6d
but the banks and the producers as much laughter to America as did policy «t the Majestic, N. Y., wound
Wheeler's, forwrarded definitions of
Matter of Niclc Kenny playing
with their fingers ever on the public Walter C. Kelly, who died in Phila- up its first nine days Saturday, night
agent, artist repiresentative and .enbenefit
with
his
Radio
Gang
shows
around
of
pulse appear not to believe the time delphia Friday (6) at 65. Kelly suc- (7) with a total gross
tertainment
bureau
<club
date
Nut estimated at $14;000 has been taken up with publishers agents) was basis for replies. Same
has arrived to make a change. The cumbed to head injuries received $19,000.
stage unions have picketed "the film several weeks -ago in Hollywood, weekly. At $1 top weekdays, $1.50 of flie New York Daily Mirror by definitions are those accepted by the
gross
geared
to
theatres but the callous public gives when he was hit by a truck- When weekends, house is
the ..Theatre .Authority, which con- Social Security and New, York State
capacity, but mixed trols
protesting
such
to
heed
little
all
benefits.
Organization Unemployment Insurance Soards.
he arrived in Philadelphia on a around $24,000 at
notices on the opening show, plus diarges Kenny, radio columnist on Where ^here was no law -Wheeler seplacards.
stretcher over a week ago, the behouse,
of
the
tired
of
sidestreet
location
The people have grown
the Mirror, is depriving acts of work cured opinions, from authorities who
loved "Virginia Judge' joked with the
Theatres with pit reporters.
two features.
His recovery had been makes a capacity house appear un by appearing gratis at heretofore in many cases refused to be quoted
likely.
bands are drawing good audiences. anticipated.
paid benefits with his 'amateur' in print.
Second bill, opening Jan. 19, will crew."
The film is still most popular but
Cdlorado, California, Illinois, Iowa,
The master dialectician, who was
there is an unmistakable sign that probably the most familiar figure in be headed by Bert Wheeler and will
.TA chaises the 'amailieurS' Have Massadtiudettsv Michigan, Minnesota,
the public is beginning to want the the Friars club a decade or more include Estelle Taylor, Chaz Chase, appeared with Kenny for several MisBOurii, N^waska,- New Jersey,
more intimate sight of flesh on the ago, had loved a joke in which he Lorraine' Runyon, Joey Faye, burley years, at benf^fits' an^ at Kenny's in- New Ypfk, 'Pennsylya:^ia/ 'and i^e
stage again.
was its subject as much as he liked comic, late of 'Sing Out the News,' temnittenl tHeatre dates. While get- Disiriict'
Columbia specifically
When the people who support the to tell them. Kelly was an inveter- which folded a week "ago.
ting, little or nothing lot their, serv- men^on theatcit:als.
Eight of the$e.
Wiere Bros, will be held over from ices, those in ^how are anything but New. Setsex, P6jm^lvania, Mjchigan,
film theatres register their demand ate card playec and when he was in
for the return of flesh to the pres- New York there rarely was a poker first edition. Other acts will be add
tyros, TA says.
Colorado, Nebraska, fJalifdrnia, Minentation theatres, where will the
ed for 15-act bill. Mark Plant and
Agents aroimd town have joined nesota, and p. iff C; exempt the club
(Continued On page 42)
Show
two girl m.c.s were dropped from the beefing parade.
needed talent be secured?
They claim date bookers ftdioa lice'n^lag. as npt
first show after opening.
people must be trained and except
Kenny is cutting into their take on being agents. Oklahoma, Oregon,
In a limited amount this is not beclubdate benefits and other dates. Louisana and Arlzbija also exclude
Skouras Theatre Makes Try
ing done. That wide school of thouSkouras' Beacon theatre on upper Also alleged that Charlie Kenny, the bureiuk thjrou^ opitixons of ausands of theatres employing flesh in
Broadway, a former Warner house, brother of the -columnist; .squeezes thoriti*! I.aw does not, coyer .theip.
DEPT.
addition to films is no more. Even
opens tomorrow (Thursday) with hi^ recently-formed band into bene- Thafjs.saJdtie opijiion beW by .Unemthe once complacent Hollywood' is
further cutting- into take of es- pl6y*ent and Social Security in
'Angels With Dirty Faces' (WB) and fits,
said to be deploring the dearth of
New York boGxpt 'wWch havfs afesigOffer from Music Corp. of America vaude, whose budget is $3,500, ac- tablished bookers.
talent for the films, trained at no
TA is seeking the' sanction of its nated club idate bureaus employers
to head its cabaret department was cording to booker Arthur Fisher.
expense to itself.
nixed in New York last week Dave Schooler's girl band, Ray and talent union affiliates tp check Kenny. and iiot'.hajidlers. Thus; tiiey are reof
reservoir
The loss of this great
by Miles Ingalls, latter prefer- Harrison, Evelyn Wilson, Nelson and Wants to zux all ^owa on which .sponsible for collection Of taxes ftom
stage talent is serious enough, but
crew, would appear and, seeking acts employed apd must idso'laiy out
ing to remain an independent agent Marsh, Bill Ames and Three Hanson his
there is also the great economic loss
to prohibit acts of various Unions theit own t&xes as well*
in partnership vrith Jack Davies. Sisters on opening bill. Shows are
of many businesses that depended
appearing on the same bill with the
is reported to have offered In- scheduled for five days.
'Iowa .iSxeinyi*
upon these stage performances and galls
scribe.
Grosses at the recently opened
$12,000 a year, plus bonuses,
i^yn exempts all theatrical agentthe thousands of people thrown into
Shubert, Newark, and Majestic, Patfor the job.
ing from licensing.
Missouri, and
the already overcrowded mass of
MCA, formerly almost strictly in erson, N. J., have been sizeable. FigIllinois require license for all forms
unemployed.
band-booking biz, has been ex- ures on Rivera, Brooklyn, have been
of booHBg, regardlipsfl, Pennsylvania
The public may be fickle but is a the
turnaway
panding its vaude and nitery de- good with theatre doing
and Maryland require agents of
master always.
Just how much
partments for the past couple of business weekends. House is on splitother states who sejid. taljeht into
longer the popularity of films 'win
years; Its threat in this field to the week. Shea's Hippodrome, Toronto,
their respective states to. be licensed.
succeed in keeping vaudeville and
Wilwith
weeks
ago,
William Morris agency was one of reopened two
Colorado requires that «vfiry 'emstage shows from staging a come'
the contributing factors in the latter liam Morris office booking. Office
Chicago, Jan, 10.
ployee -of an agency be licensed at
back depends upon boxoffice re'
swinging into band-booking; one also took over Loew's, Montreal,
New vaude bisoking setup for $50 83 well as the shop itflelf, 'This
ceipts.
Why should managers in phase
Nyack,
N.
Rockland,
Fisher.
previously
from
of show biz it had
Balaban & Katz, following the shift is also true of Illinois with a $4 fee.
crease expenses in putting back flesh
opened two-day sessions last of Lou Lipstone to the Coast as
Y.,
shunned.
Idaho permits ho agencies whatevet.
if the public flUs the theatres with
week.
director
for
Paramount (This despite ruling of Xf, S. Sumusical
out it? After all, it is money that
Walter Reade opens three one-day studios, puts Nate Piatt in charge of
preme Court which ruled 3n. 1928
decides, such a question and no
stands near Albany Jan. 18 Broad- all booking for B. & K. theatres,
to Play
amount of picketing can change that
(Continued oA page 42)
way, Kingston Community, Sara- with Max Turner replacing Lipstone
fundamental law. When the stage
HudSprings,
and
Communi^^
toga
as talent booker.
Seek Miss Grable
people can show that flesh will add
son will play Wednesday, Thursday
Piatt will supervise booking as an
to boxoffice receipts, then they have
George adjunct to his regular duties as B.
and Friday, respectively.
won their case.
FIX
Bobby Sanford is preparing his Sargent's band heads 40-minute units & K. theatre district manager. TurBasdc Vrgit f«r V»nde
Hollywood Restaurant, New York, in each spot
ner was formerly manager for the
The great American public can floor show for presentation houses,
St. George theatre, Staten Island, William Morris agency
here
and
have flesh back on the film theatre
following nitery's request for a sec- N. Y., is being readied by Fabian cir- lately has operated independently.
stages whenever their demand for it
ond readjustment with creditors. cuit for vaude. Bill Miller, booker,
Piatt and Turner plan an extenPittsburiih, Jan. 10,
is recorded in the boxoffice receipts
Jack Bertell booking. Spot closed is negotiating with Fabian, and will sive spread of vaudeville in all suitIJiability to axiJ^^. liis weekly
and not before. It does seem that
last week.
pr<}l>ably open in about two weeks.
able and likely spots in the B. & K. networl; broadcast from Jaere forced
there is a basic urge for live flesh
Deal on with Betty Grable to head
Frank Fay is still dickering in N.Y. circuit. Will institute vaude in sev- Ben Bernie to cancel .^ate at Stanon the stage provided always what
the unit.
to take over a legit house for two-a- eral nabe spots that have been flesh- ley;
deluxet, this week. House
Is
offered
pleasing—beautiful,
is
day vaude. Says deal would not nec- less for the past couple of years.
hastily substituted vAude bili headed
shapely and graceful girls, and sponessarily be with the Shuberts for the
by Block and Sully, Phil Itegan and
Sparks
taneously funny comedians.
The Austin
Cort theatre, as first reported. He'll
Fuzzy Knight Efforts being made
greatest difficulty will be to provide
Jan. 21 definitely have something on the These are same conditions under to -re-boofc Bemie for Jatt. 20, but
Circuit
the talent.
If flesh is to return,
next month, he says.
^hen no time should be lost starting
which the Rivera, Brooklyn, is now so fdr radio problem hasn't been
After closing at Earle, Washington, boards
Brandt Union Deal
^raiidt has expressed ironed out.
operating,
where he's appearing currently. Gene
(Continued on page 45)
Stanley gets Hal Kemp Friday
After months of negotiating w.ith willingness to go along- with the
Austin starts tour of Sparks circuit
(IS), with Russ Morgan coming in
in Florida Jan. 21 on one-niter basis. musician and stagehand imions, the unions on the Rivera basis.
Whether the unions will agree to Jan. 27 and Eddy Duchin tentatively
Joan Brandt Circuit of N. Y. has finally
Singer is appearing with
Quits Brooks and Candy and Coco, instru- worked out deal for the return of break precedent in supplying fewer set for Teb, 10.
Vancouver, Jan. 10.
Show will get $2,400 vaude in one of its houses. Vaudfilm men than required under old vaude
mentalists.
Hawaiian unit, 'Paradise Islands,' weekly guarantees against a percent- policy will be tried at the Windsor, house agreements is the hitch to any
which was brought to this country as age. Guamnteed three weeks and Bronx, in several weeks, and, if suc- widespread plans for extension of
Circu$ Acts for Cops
feature for the Toronto National Ex- may go tx> London later.
cessful, will be attempted at the Hal- vaude policy in his picture houses.
position last July, and which has
film, sey and Flatbush, Brooklyn; the AuPending outcome of the experiAxistin iitarted tour with
toured the continent for the past 'Songs and Saddles,' which featured dubon in Manhattan and Carlton, Ja- ment in isolated spots, the unions
Fanchon
ilarcQ ft IjooHng 10
six months, folds in Seattle Sun- those in unit, last July, Film idea maica.
prefer to gd slowly on setting work
circus acts for the annuijii. .iP<jHce
day (15),
The Windsor, it's said, will use a ing conditions conforming to de Show in St Louis, -openl^.^aij^ 14.
was dropped last month. Was used
Troupe returns to Hawaii Wednes- with unit in 'preview' idea, and is minimum of eight musicians and mands and economic restrictions of
Production plajrs the Arena, UfiOO^
day <18).
"^tage crew of three and an alternate. the picture hotise operators.
now ready for general release.
seat aud» for 10 days.
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but his work is barely discernible
since there's little enough to work
with in the way of settings, etc. For

Night Club Reviews
LEON &

JACK DPMPSEY'S

EDDIE'S, N. Y.

Kaye, Wally Wanger Sextet
r^lly. bargain day on 52d
street.
Over 10 acts for $1 to $2,
depending on whether you sit in the
backroom and jiiSt take in the show
it's a switch on Billy Rose's Casa
Manana idea of filling up. the. top
shell—or if you have the regular
dinner. With Eddie Davis, the mainis-

.

.

mixing it up judiciously, alternating the spice with his solid
selling of ballads his version of 'Get
Out of Town'' Is a pip the good
that
anew
business
evidences
WhetKer it's theatre or cafe, the customers always shop for best values.
The naw lineup is. in line with
Leon Enken's and Daivis' idea of
switching shows fortnightly, in order,
to bring 'em back steadily, Current
crop holds three sister acts amon<j
others. Shows are, roughly, at 8. 10,
12 and 2 a.m., with new routines at
every show, excepting for the restay,

—

'

.

'

quest fpves which Davis must observe.

Latter, too,

is

working

dili-

gently at every show, in line wUh
the policy that every bistro must be
oh its toes these days to keep its customers.
Iris Adrian is a staple holdover,
working skilfully With Davis. The

redheaded comedienne

who

is -a -looker
suavely foils for the former,
.

.

knowing how to most adroitly throw
off some of the saucier lines, such
as in those broad sketches' of 'Gone
with- the Wind' vintage. It's very
funny by and large.
Patricia Npmian, who came to attention with Eddy Duchin's Bruns-

'

.

Paul Bartels c^ens with taps. Flying Top Hatters. (New Acts) are
strong with their roller skating.
White Sisters and Carlyle Sisters
both dance; ditto the 'Wacky Watsons,' another sister combo, who do
Seims
knockabout acrd-stepping.
and Kaye are novel magicos, man
doing some uniisual routines and the
shapely femme foiling with the
props.
The Wally Wanger' Sextet
impresses on the chassis, five bein^
particularly shapely. Girls break it
Up and lend a hodverized chorine
flavor to the showr.
Davis has some new, special material by Billy K, Wells and his fave
author, Arthur Lippmann, and per
usual sells it for fullest value.
Leon & Eddie's is preparing for
the Fair Influx, (everybody hopes!)
with a costly reconstruction job on
Its intet'ior to eliminate all posts and
combine what was the April in Paris
(back) room with the major .front
room, including a rising floor for
visibility all over the place. It will
be a physical improvement vuiquestionably.
Abel.
'

.

.

.

'

CHATTERBOX
-

(WILLIAM l^ENN HOTEL, PITT)
Pittsburgh, Jan.

CONTINENTAL

EL RIO,

wick, recording of '01' Man Mose' is
the No. 1 songstress this time, selling
'em in sivinga style and, of course,
repriseing''Mose.' Ford Crpine m.c.'s
expertly and Lou Martin's orchestra
works hard for both show and hoofing.

•With Ben Gaines, at the helm thi^
'boogie woogie* pianisms. He's assemester, things are looking up at
by Meade 'Lux' Lewis. Both
combo nitery-hotel. Since its isisted
have been signed to a year's coninception a few years back, the estract by Barney Josephson, who's
steadily
for*»ed
tablishment
has
operating the snot.
ahead, and under the new manaHoliday, buxom, colored
Billie
garial setup should continue to click
is made distinctive only
even stronger than' heretofore. Biz songstress,zingy lyrics.
She's with
her
!by
so far is ahead of a year ago at this
:Frankie Newton's" c'olbre.d band. The
time.
at show caught, didn't give
maestro,
No name talent in' the revue, titled out with' his trumpet. He's been
'New Faces.' but the acts click in big called by Huges Panassie, the French
league fashion anyway. Top honors
jazz exponent, second only to Louis
go to Stuart and Lee, youthful dance
Armstrong. Band plays. well for the
team, whose*, offering is excellent and
show, and dansapation. latter given
enthusiastically received. An effecover
mostly to swing, Maxie Arintive bolero number,' in which they
colored tanster, works creditGracefully maneuver a large, color- strong,
ablv in a standard routine.
ful cape, has much originality and is
Blix Ruskay.also maintains the<
deftly done,
off
on
taking
in
Harry Stevens is a fast, hard satire themeBette
Davis being parher
working m.c, whose specialty iis notables, adroit.
singing songs, self-accompanied- on ticularly
the banjo. His style is breezy and
he keeps the show moving fast,-Hi'»h
.soot in his repertoire is a community
sing,
starting
with old-time
(CAIRO)
ballads and working up to novelty
f
Cairo, Dec. 19.
po'^s. This is a big clicker.
The Burke Sisters open, doinfj
Lorraine La Fosse, Ingard Kell
Their Mulasso, Berry Sisters, Lilian Berty,
hodge-pod'e swing sbngs^
turn is a bit overboard. Gertrude Lia Bosko, Karpaty, Georgie Cick,
Reynolds warble.s and is only aver- Lavia Orch.
age.
"Vaughn Munroe's <)rchestra
s'ltisfles' with the maestro p><owinc
The Continental is breaking traThorn.
dition by providing the best orchesplenty personality.
tra and show east of Hungary. Only
acts worthy of mention are Lorraine
N. Y.
La Fosse and Ingard Kell Mulasso.
Miss La Fosse comes to E«ypt from
Sheila Barrett, Minor & Root, Sis- the Palace, London, where she was
'Maritza,' the musical comedy
ters Virginia (2), Johnny Johnson in
early this yeai*^ She's essentially an
Orch, G«s Martel Orch.
operatic singer and gets over though
The run of the average night club her type of songs is out of place .in
a floor show.
is like the run of a hit play.
It has
The Ingard Kell Mulasso comits vogue for just so loT).g and then
fashions change. There are excep- bination is a ballroom dancing team
tions to every rule, and one may well of a man and girl. They're graceful
definitely not in the class of
to
Stork,
but
point for examples
21, the
El Morocco and kindred New York Estelle and Leroy, who were here
spots, which have enjoyed increas- last season.
ing popularity with the years.
Lavia's orchestra is from the San
The fickleness of the public is Remo Casino in Italy. It's billed as a
such that a year or two is a good swing crew but is actually only a
average for a cafe, and then a new straight dance band.
attraction or decor must take its
this

—

—

6.

Jackie Heller- Orch (12); Lougnne
Hogan, Margaret Trusty & Charles
.

O'Connor. (Arthur Murray dancers).

Seldom does a key city have only
one h6t&l with^a supper dance .spot,
but that's the case in* Pittsburgh.

The Chatterbox in 'the William Penn
hotel, has had a. striapglehold on
situation for last few years. How-

place.

ian.

Not that there's
ian about Sheila Barrett, but quite
patently the mimic is the nuts
After
(ouch!) with the customers.
a long run at. the Rainbow Room,
this hard-working mime has developed her artistry to extraordinary proportions with a sock assortment of numbers, notably her Robert Morley takeoff, the dramatized
*A-Tisket,' a columnist routine, the
Dixie Belle and the Lionel Biarrymore opener, etc. Misfe Barrett
holds the floor and the customers
for 20 minutes arid leaves 'em
hungry for more.
El Rio is on East 58th street, a
holdover' from" the class speakeasy
eraj^ where it was successively Belle
Livmgston's 3alon, the Park Ave.
Cliib and right down through its
shortlived Joe Zelli regime as a
Montmartre street- scene. The Blvd.
de- Clichy- motif has become Cario'

.

•

;

mahagement Spent
revamp Italian din-

to

late
(.$1
minimum weekdays and
$1.50 Saturdays) and keeps coming
throve h \vit.h succession of popular
riiup-i-'al

chestras alternate for the Latin and
straight dansapation and there are
also the Sisters Virginia with Continental-flavored songs for the en-

No

convert but a $2,50 and
$3.50 minimum, latter on Saturdays.
Suave,
seasoned
MarasdiinOi
as
Maitre d'hotel, is at the door.
tr'acte.

Abel.

CAFE SOCIETY,

N. Y.

Fronfcie Newton Orch. (6), Jack
Looks like Chatterbox has another Gilford, Billie Holiday, Blix Ruikay,
winner in Jackie Heller's outfit, or- Albert Ammons, Meade Lewis, Maxie
w.-^ik:

bv diminutive singer "in Chi- Armstrong.
few months ago, and now
Cafe Society is a recent entry into
under mann^ement of Music Corp. of
With a band to back up the New York nitery- field and its
A*rierina.
gan.'-^ed
ca.^o, a

his

slick

greater

chances

voices his
success are

better

for

than

purpose

is

circle in

Gotham

As

fiiay've ever been,

such,

it

that social
of the same name.
achieves its aim only

to .satiriz^

T*anSanation is good and crew can moderately, but indications "are that
dish out swing or sweet with equal aftei more grooming it will hit the
Maestro has plenty of show- groove.
It's a walk-down spot, in the heart
nianship and looks good up front,
There'.s also a femme vocalist. Lou- of Greenwich "Village, and its walls
arne Ho.'jan, who looks nifty and has are bedaubed with the works of
some of America's better-known
piw»s to ni'itch.
and Charlie satirical artists, including Peggy
Trusty
Margaret
O^Conhor, Arthur Murray dancers, Bacon, WiUiam Gropper, Sam BerJohn Groth, Sidney HofI and
man,
demonstrate the new steps as part
others. Their efforts rib the strata
of the shpw.
Heller's in for lour ,weeks. with circle
Robert Gordon. who staged a
opt'ons, with flrst-r^te chance of
catcWng'dn. He's a local 'Iad and has couple of the 'Pins And Needles'
Cohen. road> companies, staged this show,
a wide fdlimin^ here.
.

facility.

.

.

^

'

'

*

Arm-

strong band, she does two numbers.
Her style, quite acceptable, is that
of a hot swing vocalist who pays less
than average attention to diction.
Sells her numbers fairly well and
ishould develop as .she goes along
even- if her voice, musically. Isn't so

Chan

much.

TELL SISTERS
Sin.i;ini:

& Mlns.
^tate, N. T.

•

Three harmonizers have been
around for several years, mostly in
radio (KYW, Philly),. but have not
previously, been seen in New York.

He's not the Cliff 'Sharlie'

,

Hobc.

pears a likely prospect for developmwit. Benny Davis, who's presenting him here, is apparently pushing
the lad. Elliot's voice faintly resembles Nelson Eddy's, and he's unwisely trying to accentuate that similariLeon & Eddie's, New York
Flying Top Hatters are a person- ty. Result is that he is somewhat
lacking
in personality and style of
able mixed team who ought to get
own.
away from that corny billing. He's hisVoice
is no roof-shaker, but is big
a tall lad, she a' cute little partner,
enough
to fill the theatre in this day
doing some truly difficult stuff on
of microphones.
Lad also ha^ a
the rollers with consummate ease
.

FLYING TOP HATTERS

(2)

Skaters
6 Mins.

—an

ease that's just a bit too casuIn a -measure it undersells them
their roller skating borders on the sensational, particularly those dizzy airplane whirls and
al.

because

spins.

likable if somewhat colorless stage
personality. Davis mentions his good
looks, but he's hardly collar ad material.
Still, he's young and big and
has wavy blond hair, so the femmes
will presumably be impressed, particularly the adult ones in niteries.

They have a handkerchief pickup
trick and lighting-cigarets sequence
that are socko anywhere, stage or
cafe floor. Team is said to be prim-

Christine and Suzanne open show
also helps.
with their satisfactory acrobatic
Routines are all good. Starter is
waltz.
a more or less orthodox ballet numThe D'lvons terp well, though ber in a trim adaptation of the usual
their routines are a little too. simi- flowing gown. It's light and easy to
Marc watch even by those not generally
lar to get the. best results.
Ballero,
m.c, performs cleverly, given to this type of terp stuff. Secthough he goes overboard, one rea- ond number is tap, but on a strictly
son he slips slightly. His imi>ersona- class scale and her finish is somewhat
tions click, but working^ too close to
Herb.
of a combo with ballet.
the mike hinders him a bit.
Outstanding is Alice Pawn-, a -looker, who- has good pipes and. person- EVELYN FARNEY
alty. Christine and Suzanne return Dancinff
to close the show, with a jitterbug 5 Mins.
nuinber. Jose Tomasio's rhumba or- State, N. Y.
chestra flUed in.
Thorn.
Gal is an adept tapster, with looks,
style and a fair degree of showmanship.
Offers two routines of nicely
varied tempo with an admirable as-

DOWNTOWN CASINO

by his own choosin'g, to
known novelties and the
known ballads of the past few
Latter include many show

sticks,

lesser
years.

it's solid.

has been transformed since CATHERINE SMITH
Bar, which formerly Danclnf:
room, has 8 Mins.
been moved down to the end. Arcadia-International, Philly
Change makes for more table space
Fresh from more formal ballet
and less congestion.
Catherine Smith is registerTom Cassara has gathered a group groups,
ing a distinct click at this class
of excellent performers. Alex BatWith a nice figure and an
nitery.
kin's orchestra plays well for show
attractive face, femme has a good
and dancing.
Her costuming
bit to begin with.
season.

in the center of the

he

the better

Trio is pert looking arid their cos- Hall, of course, long
with Jack Pearl.
tumes are rather fetching, being a
Herb.
change from the fluffy gowns most
such acts w6ar.
Some movement, JOHN ELLIOT
such as a slight change in positions, Slngine:
nvight be helpful between numbers.
6 Mlns.
Act should do for niteries, particu- State, N. Y.
larly with mor? specialized ^material.
Youth has a robust voice and ap-

Room
was

.

tunes which just missed becoming
obviously experienced, al- popular.
though they still have a bit to learn
Hall formerly headed a loc<tl orch
about vitality before an audience in- and
has been doing his solo pianostead of over the kilocycles.
Arrangements are satisfactory, though logues for the past couple years as
a fill-in in small niteries.
This is
not exceptional, but their style of
his
initial big time.
So far has
vocalizing is the usual. 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band' medley is their best. achieved just the bud of a style, but

•

last

CLIFFORD HALL
Piano, Songrs
Bellevne-Stratford, Phllly
In an attempt to build up afternoon biz in one of the swankiest and
best situated
cocktail
rooms in
Philly, stodgy old Bellevue recently
added its first entertainment, Clifford Hall, chirping at a riiinnle
piano. Appealing to the young Social Register crowd, he has pretty
much succeeded in plussing biz at
the spot, although it's still far from
flourishing.
Works in the cocktailery fr.crt 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. daily and
in the dining room from 7 to 8:30
p.rii.
Also in the smaller room on
Saturdays.
With pipes whose qualities are virtually negligible, Hall's success is
practically entirely attributable to
his pleasing personality and his
choice of numbers.
Although he
does all the pop tunes on request,

They're

Hobc,

ROGERS

GORDON

and

Talk, Sin^in?, Dancing:
10 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.
team of colored youths loudly
dressed in talk, singing and dancing
which is very much in the jitterbug
manner and acceptable. Boys excel in their dancing.
With one in a bright green suit,
the other yellow, and both wearing
brilliant red shoes, they get a giggle
on first appearance. After some introductory talk which could be im-

A

proved upon, they indulge a song
and dance stint together, then pair
off for single exhibitions of frenzied

hoofery.

One

of the boys does a tap

bit while seated.

Not a big

COLSTONS

act but okay.

Char.

(Z)

Dancing
7

Mlns.

State, N. Y.

Offered as a brother and sister act,
this young team obviously have much
to learn.
They're intro'd as doing
the old-fashioned waltz, but the gal's
it's a comedy turn.
it comes, the comedy is only
being too palpably intentional.
There's never any illusion that the
various mishaps and flounderings are
unforeseen or accidental. As a result, the clowning is ludicrous but
rarely funny.

outfit tips off that

When

so-so,

,

However, the pair have several
good tricks and with experience
should acquire smoothness, subtlety
and timing.
Hobe.

With slight im- GRETA KELLER
showmanship, and Soni°:s
ready for major spot- Le Ruban Bleu, N. Y.
Detroit, Jan. 6.
Greta Keller is a Viennese songPresent blue dress, with
Milt Britton Orch (12), Coles & its swirling
skirt,
is
acceptable, stress who has been heard before in
Phillips, Ming, Four Queens, Tommy
but
lacks
the
ultimate
touch America via disks and n radio. On
Rafferty, Sybil Kaye, Barbarina & of class that
her
personal at this class boite. Miss
would set off the act.
Her Poms, Bobby Jean Co. (4)
Dancer has a winning' manner and Keller impresses on personality,
which, while not exactly in the
personality on stage.
Detroit's first theatre-nitery, the
She would appear more advanta- bathing beaut division, is dominant
Downtown Casino erstwhile RKO geously
if better staged, and should because of charm.
fUm showcase ^is a combo of the be excellent
in niteries.
Chanteuse does three songs, two
Hobe.
former New York French Casino
of them Wiener waltzers and the
and Detroit's Westwood Gardens.
third an American ballad. She has
As such, it can fill a. huge void in
an effective close-range song salesnight life here.
where overflow may view floor show manship
and flts in A^ell in the nicer
Thd Casino had an auspicious de- between dancing.
Abel.
but (26), despite a few shortcomNor is there anything skimpy cafes.
ings ^ue to insufficient time to com- about the two one-hour floor shows
LES
LIEBER
plete renovations.
Entrance fee is presented nightly in the aude. Poi
50c and the customer has the run. the initial offering. Milt Britton's Novelty Music
of the place.
Food and drinks, of zany band tons. Besides dishing out 2 Mlns.
course, are extra.
Dlenty rhythmic darisanation, Brit- State, n: Y.
Nitery is spiflily-terraced, topped ton's boys turn in a 'hilarious eveIntroduced as a writer of pop
off by a daised dance floor, which ning, climaxed by the sbrewv actions music
for various rags, and disportcan hold around 700. Sandwiches of Tommy Rafferty. feritton m.cs ing himself
with a pair of 10c flutes
^"~-T>*?a^
are the only food available, at 25c suaveJy.
or piccolos, this youngster is on and
top.
Acts include Coles and Phillips off in two
minutes. That's not an
There's nothing in the Casino's m<jle-female shaf'sters, who have
makeup, e^Qcept for the food and plenty on the ball; Ming, 'only Chi- act. It's a springboard for launchdrink prices, that's cheap, however. nese magician in America': Four ing other specialties, which is the
Rich furnishings of the theatre are Queens, acrobats; Sybil Kaye. or- way Paul Whiteman uses Lieber in
enhanced b^ addition of two bars chestra vocalist, whose only failing his unit at the State. Whole busion either side of aude and a 120- is her Dosture; Barbarina and her ness is too brief.
foot bar in lobby, which is open all four Poms, a meritorius dog act, and
However, Lieher does pipe creditBalcony, which seats about Bobby Jean and her three male ably 'Nobody's Sweetheart Uow* on
day.
1,200, has been kept in original state adagio partners.
£d0(kone 'of the horns.
Pete.

(DETROIT)

sortment of steps.

provement

dress,
ting.

in

she's

,

.

Last was Lawrence

outfits.

across' satisfactorily.
On this engagement with the

ing the same stuff on a portable ice
(MIAMI BEACH)
mat, ^nd that will truly establish
them solidly. But, a,, is, they can
Miami Beach, Jan. 7.
Alex Batkin Orch, Christine & play as swank a room as the RainSuzanne, The D'lvons, Marc Ballero, bow or Iridium to as 'popular' a spot
as Leon & Eddie's, and click both
Alice Dawn, Jose Tomasio Orch.
ways.
The femme's personality is
The Continentale preemed with a no small factor in the entire setup.
Abel.
snappy little concoction, well-balanything Brazil- anced and offering plenty talent.

'

ing room into swank salon for supper crowd, but ho di^0, and it's back
again to do'wnstairs Chatterbox, still
a cold room but not nearly as frigid
as the Italian spot. The Chatterbox
is mnre, to the tastes of younger
crowd the Penn has catered to of

CONTINENTALE

El Rio well illustrates this theorem. Last season it was La Conga;
now the Rio seems to be taking up
the slack.
It also falls into the
mood of 'atmospheric' rooms, as
witness Harry Richman's .Road to
Mandalay, or Joe ZeUi's proposed
Arabian Nights, featuring the India
and Arab motifs,- resoectively. £!
Rio, as the title implies, is Brazil-

can -and Hone Minor and Eddie
Root appropriately top off their
ballroomology with a sambra- tern
ever, even its mahagement has been routine which they brought back
forced to lapse at times because of from Rio de Janeiro recently. Gys
dr-^tTDing 'biz..
Martel and Johnny Johnson!s or-

Year
a%o,
around $25,000

NEW ACTS

the major entertainment therVs
Jack Gilford, as m.c. and impersonator.
works
He's personable,
hard^and garners the top laurels of MIDGE WILLIAMS
the show through the fact that he's
(MIAMI BEACH)
Mlns.
on longest and his work permits a 6Strand,
N. T.
greater intimacy between his audiMiami Beach, Jan. 7.
Midge Williams, who cannot be
himself.
ence
and
Stuart tc Lee, Harry Stevens,
is also the colored Albert found in Variety's New Act flies, is
There
Bur]ce Sisters, Gertrude Reynolds,
Ammons, recently at Carnegiie Hall 'carried by Louis Armstrong's band
Vaughan Munroe Orth.
in the 'Snirituals to Swing' concert, recently returned from Hollywood.
who has 'em stompin* with his Youthful, colored swing singer gets

Eddie Davis, Fotd Crane, Lou Martin Orch, Iris Adrian, Patricia Nortdan, Paul Bartels, Flying Top Hatters (2), White Sisters (2), Carlyle
Sisters (2), Watson (2), Seims &

This
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Zelli to

N. Y. Niteries look to World's Fair

As Only Means of Hiking Ragged

Biz

which closed recently, is reopening as
the Arabian Nights, with Joe Zelli,

Current nitery business ,in New
is so low that those counting
on the World's Fair are really depending on it in a big way, or else.
the usual midwinter
It's patent that
visitors to New York are deferring
their sojourns to coincide with the
exposition. All joints are oft, though
that's not unusual since the two

weeks

after the holidays are usually

downbeats.

thought stems from the
lull among the nianagere who reason
that the cabarets had better take stock
of themselves and the 'hidden cost'
that goes with patpnage. They advertise $1.50 minimum, for example,

A new

but the customer- finds that a choicer
table costs an extra 50c.; that ringside tables necessitate a $2 or $2.50
minimum food charge, with liquors
extra; that the coatroom implies another 25c. for. checking; that the
cigaret girls, the concessionaire
sells perfumes, toys and nuts,

who
and

the other little extra charges bring
that $1.50 minimum nearer a $4
average check.
When there's a heavy 'flux of
transient trade it comes out all right,
because it usually means that the
locals are taking out necessary outof-towners, and the visitors themselves are usually in a freer spendBut with purely local
ing mood.
tr&de basically disinclined to go the
chump route, it's something else
again.
The just-fair New Year's
Eve business proved that.
Despite newspaper ballyhoo about
happy days, the hotels benefited primarily. The 52d street bistros suffered particularly because of the
overpublicized 3 a.m. curfew since
these are chiefly windup spots. This
year, because of the Sabbath curfew, they stayed in one spot and

'

Cfll

POLICE OPEN

MORAL PURGE
WITH RAID

HITS

tive factors.

$36,500 IN

PinSBDRGH

Usual after New year's nitery
then scrammed home, when
it
bust-ups are already starting.
wasn't a private party.
Pittsburgh, Jan. lO.
A couple of the class east side
'Ice Follies' grossed a spectacular
Epots took a chance by admitting
$36,500 in eight performances at
only known regulars, in the VolDuquesne Garden last week and will
steadian speakeasy manner', and now
be brought back for a return engagemany others are sorry they didn't
ment next month. Management's
chance it similarly, since the augoing to try and make second date
thorities were' reasonably lax.
coincide with release of the M-G picThe casualty to the Hollywood
ture,
'Ice
Follies,'
starring Joan
restaurant; the reported closing of
Crawford, in which troupe appears.
the International Casino
which
It's the' biggest take 'Follies' has
didn't happen, however and the
had locally since it first started comgenerally poor conditions fully atPittsburgh, Jan. 10.
ing around two winters ago, topping
te;
to the midwinter lull.
Niteries and theatres employing previous high by almost $10,000.
Return booking for Bess EhrhardtCIO entertainers will be picketed in
Philly's Qoaky Take
Roy Shipstad troupe practically
the future by members of AFL
Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
eliminates
possibility
Sonja
of
Tally of New Year's Eve grosses American Federation of Actors, ac
Henie's show playing the Garden.
in -niteries here last week revealed cording to George La Ray, Interna
Management claims Henie's guara considerable drop in biz from pre^ tional representative of AFA.
CIO antee demands are too high to make
.vious years. Operators of the terp
recently granted a charter to the a date profitable and will string
and-toperies, who had been depend
United Entertainers Association here. along with 'Follies,' with even a
ing heavily on the one night's re- It's first recognition CIO has given third engagement at tag end of seaceipts to pull them out of the dol
to an actor union.
son not unlikely.
drums they have been in all season,
LaRay charged UEA is a dual union
were extremely disappointed.
invading jurisdiction of AFL. His
Principal call for the crying towel statement contained a list of CIO
came from .Jack Lynch's Walton members, including officers, and Sunday Closing Observed
Roof,
where under' 500 guests threatened fines and suspensions for
cavorted to the town's top show and any AFL entertainer who appeared
Kansas City Niteries
stiffest levy. Attractions for the Eve on the same bill with them.
includpd Mitzi Green and the Stroud
Kansas City. Jan. 10.
Twins, as well as a flock of other
First time in five years Kansas
acts. But even such marquee strength
City spots are observing the Sunday
couldn't combat a $6 per person 3 ST.
closing law. Chief cause of closing
cover tap, which was collected at
was general order by E. J. McMahon,
the door on the way in, reminiscent
IN
state supervisor of liquor control,
of
or a

€10,

AFL SNARL

IN PITTSBURGH

—
—

H wood Restaurant s

2d Bankruptcy

Plea; Cutting $12,500 Nut

Down to 6G

The Hollywood Restaurant. N.

EASE GAMBLING CURB
is

Gov. Fltzgrerald Sidesteps Mich. Prob-

lem as State Issue
Detroit, Jan. 10.
Governor Frank Fitzgerald's declaration that 'gambling is up to localities* was the signal last week for
wide reopening of gambling spots in

Macomb county

(neighboring Dewhich had been closed for two
Frank
of
during regime
Murphy, ex-govemor, who last week
was appointed U. S. Attorney Gentroit),

in

financial

difficulties

RUM

VIOLATIONS

night

was

.the

St. Louis, Jan.

Benjamin Franklin

phy got state police after 'em. In
his inaugural address, Fitzgerald asserted the state would stay out of
counties, unless he was certain local
officers weren't enforcing state antigambling laws.

ROSE'S REFUGEE

SHOW FOR N. Y.

and it is this group under the title
Hollywood Associates, Inc., which

of

at $.138,080, and assets of $169,694, including $158,000 for construction

work and repairs.
The petition l^iys

its present trouble to having gone overboard in
lavish remodeling of the place and
poor judgment on the part of the
management in setting overhead expenses away out of proportion to the
income. This was alsb. due, the petition states to low prices "set for food
and drinks and the hiring of .five
bands. Howfever, Weiss asks that the
court permit them to continue operation, it havmg reduced the over-

head from approximately $12,500 a
week to $6,000 weekly and the prospect of further cutting operation
costs to $5,500 weekly. Besides, the
petition proposes that under a setup the prices would be increased to

MAY SWITCH

assure eventually the settlement with
Billy Rose's 'refugee revue,' set to

open Jan. 23 as successor
present

vaudeville

lineup

to

the

at

the

Casa Manana, New York, may become merely an 'international' type
show, following second thoughts on
the subject. Rose is still strong for
the idea that primarily, whether the
talent is refugee or native, the show's
the thing, and art has no boundaries.

But some say there are supplementary considerations to such a proposition.

One Is the thought that perhaps it
over-dramatizes a personal tragedy
so that no matter how gay the show
might be primed, the atmosphere of
background tragedy doesn't belong in
a cabaret-theatre. Then, too, unless

creditors

and a

profit to -the oper-

As did other big Broadway
restaurants which have sought to reorganize, the petitioners place great
confidence in future business with
the opening of the World's Fair. The
petition states in part:
ators.

Underscaled
'The management of the business,
not knowing the volume to expect,
had scaled the overhead expensed far
beyond the volume of business done
by the debtor. During the first week
the cost of entertainment, music and
payroll amounted to $12,500, When^
the debtor became familiar with the*
volume of business to be done, the
overhead ^vas gradually reduced, so
that at present it is $6,000 a week,
and it is expected that the same will
be further reduced to approximately
$5,500 per week without jeopardizing the volume of business to be
done. The management had .been unjder the impression that the main^
tenance of an 'extremely low price
restaurant and night club would be
the proper method of doing a volume
of business. As a result the food
cost was approximately 40% of thegross income.
It is intended that

10.

,

WHITEHEAD SUPPORTS

ROW

KELLY

both

the"

main dining

Chi Agency Quits

laws.
cocktail lounge wel
filled.
Fees, however, were lowest
in history ($2.50 per person, including supper) and despite a bigger Gert
crowd than last year, gross was con

room and the

siderably lower.
Aside from generally poor biz conditions which have prevailed here,

Niesen, Vincent To
Head Chez Show, Chi
Chicago, Jan.

Gertrude Niesen and

Romo

10.

Vin-

Pennsy's midnight curfew law on cent will headline new show at the
Saturdays hurt the New Year's trade. Chez Paree, starting Feb. 12.
Spots all remained open and sold
Also on the bill will be Raye and
booze until the last customer left, Naldi and Gloria Day.
without a squawk from the cops, but
a large number of potential cus
IN HOLDUP
SENTENCE
tomers did their partying and guz
Detroit, Jan. 10.
zling at home for fear there'd be no
Sentences ranging from 10 to 30
likker available in the gay spots.
years were meted out last week to
Halstead Duffey and Nolan Gunnells,
Minneapolis' Slump
found guilty of the $20 holdup of a
Minneapolis, Jan. 10
local nitery last November.
With the post-holiday slimip hitJudge Arthur E. Gordon gave Dufting night club trade hard, casual- fey 12 to 30 years in Jackson prison
.ties among the niteries here already
and Gunnells 10 to 30 years..

TWO

•

Rose decides to donate, say, 10% of
the gross for some refugee fund, he
might be faced with invidious commercialization comment.
Furthermore, no matter how imique and extraordinary may be some of the foreign talent, there will always be a
carping element, within and without
the profession, that may want to
know why Rose can't find enough native talent without going abroad for
it.
Hence, the probability that some prices will be substantially Increased.
of it may be blended into successive The petitioner brings to the court's
Casa Manana shows in the form of attention that the month of Decem'international' flavor.
ber is not considered an active month
Fact remains the Casa needs a new in the restaurant and night club
show.
Present lineup, headed by business. Considering the seasonal
Lupe Velez and Peggy Fears, is one increase that takes place during the
of its weakest at the boxoffice, and months of January, February and
whether or not Rose's new Diamond March It is expected that the minHorseshoe in N.Y. has anything to imum amount ol business will be
do with it, the latter is doing bullish- $14,000 weekly on the basis of the
ly and the Caga n,s.g. But, for that reduced overhead and the advent of
matter, all other Broadway niteries the World's Fair.'
are likewise limp.
The petition asks the court to etay
any court actions .which have been
or are. about to be started by creditors pending the reorganization procalling attention to regulation that
ceedings and explains that at present
require beer and whiskey dispensers
the company has not enough cash
to close from midnight Saturday to

Three niteries, Top of the Town,
IN PHILLY
Club Swingland and The Spinning midnight Sunday.
Figured locals took cue from St.
Wheel, are in danger of being shuttered by Excise Commissioner Mc- Louis, where strict enforcement was
Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
Daniel because of reported violation ordered last week. Recent speeches
Ralph Whitehead, exec secretary of
by Roy McKittrick, attorney general, the American Federation
of the Sunday closing law.
of Actors,
Gendarmes reported that these rapping lax enforcement thought to asked by the Entertaniment Manlengthy show.
For actual number of patrons on places were among half a dozen be another contributing cause.
agers Association, bookers here, and
Xmas
liquor
dispensed
that
cafes
hand, Arcadia-International took the
nitery operators, to reprimand Tom
Day, a violation of city and state
palm, with

Hotel's new Garden Terrace, opened
just the evening before with Reggie
Childs and his orchestra. Same true
at the Adelphia's Cafe Marguery,
where Howard Woods and his orch
had the supplementary strength of a

Y.,

the

operated the restaurant barely three
weeks last month, and petitioned the
N.Y. federal court Friday (6) for leave
to reorg under the Chandler Act.
eral.
Macomb spots flourished during The petitioners, through the presiNicholas
Fitzgerald's previous term, just prior dent of the new company,
company's liabilities
to Murphy's, but closed when Mur- H. Weiss, fix the

By

a fight,
ball game.
Another sad spot on the year's gay

for

second time within 13 months. Former operators of the nitery, including Joe Moss, now managing the
International Casino, filed a petition
to reorganize under 77B of the
Bankruptcy Act in December, 1937,
While the proceedings in this were
pending a new company was formed

years

•

L CAFES CITED

it

who

has had former nitery
ventures in N. Y., as operator for a
are in evidence. First of the larger group
of unnamed business men.
establishments to shut 'temporairily'
Place will feature Arabian food
is the Cocoanut Grove, second time
in two years it's gone dark. Recent, served in the Arabic manner;
reopening lasted only four months.
Biggest snag for the niteries is
reform element's recent activity.
Cafes claim they can't exist If
•hey're compelled to quit selling
liquor at 1 a.m., as prescribed by
law, and to eliminate gambling, etc.
Two night clubs doing biggest hit
lere, outside of the town's principal
class spots, the Hotel Nicollet's Minnesota Terrace and Hotel Radisson's
Lounge Pierre, are the Paradise and
Bowery. Both have floor shows that
include female Impersonators.
Severe competition from sports is
adding to the niteries' troubles.. Two
Chicago, Jan. 10.
rival boxing clubs operate a profesThreatened moral purge of. night
sional card weekly.
Professional clubs in this sector got under way
wrestling once weekly in the Audi- last- week
when police raided
torium, amateur boxing, University Blondie's Cafe here and arrested a
of Minnesota and high school basket- flock of entertainers!
ball, Minneapolis A. A. professional
While, they were booked on a numlockey, etc., also add to the woes. ber of charges, the top. raps are based
The Minnesota basketball games on such items as operating gambling
draw from 11,000 to 15,000 people games, indecent exhibitions and hostand hockey from 2,500 to 5,000 a esses soliciting drinks from customrgame.
Move is looked upon as the
ers.
starting gun of a general clean-up
Balto Blah
campaign .throughout this territory,
Baltimore, Jan, 10.
following yelps from reform groups.
New Year's Eve nitery trade here
Result of the initial foray was a
was down below previous takes. hurry-up
niteries
cleansing
by
Hotels and swank spots took it on around here.
the chin generally with only good
Trade hasn't been up to- snuff durreaction coming from intimate cock- ing the past few months, and opertail bars and spots featuring no cover
ators of many small spots had been
or minimum policy. Local bonifaces denuding the fenimes in the hope of
inclined to blame early police dept drawing customers.
announcement of plans to strictly enforce 2 a.m. Saturday night cvurfew.
Considerable exodus of revelers to
out-of-town spots and numerous 'ICE FOLLIES'
BIG
house and private parties, also nega
of Paris,

York

Keopeii Yumuri,

N.Y., as Arabic Night Club
The Yumuri, New York nitery,

VAiUETr

on hand to meet thfise outstanding
debts, which approximate $35,000.
The new company ,was organized
May 24, 1938, and reopened the Hollywood Pec. 7.
.

INT'L CASINO'S

AFA

Kelly, local
biz agent, for alleged discriminatory tactics against

them. Whitehead expressed complete
faith in Kelly here last week.
Chicago, Jan. 10.
Recent reports that the national
Al Bordt., Leo Salkin and Dick
Bergen, who have been associated body was at odds with Kelly were
for the past, two years as the Central branded false by the AFA head.
Booking Office, are going their separate ways, with the CBO to be disHoltz for Chi Cafe
.banded.
Office had been under strain for
Chicago, Jan. 10.
some time,, but the straw that
Lou Holtz has been signed for the
snapped its vertebra is said to have Hi-Hat here.
been the fiop of the 'Boys Town'
Comes in Feb. 1.
unit, in which the trio had invested.
Indications are that Borde alone
Ragland Into I.
£.
will remain in the agency biz.
Rags Ragland, ex-burlesque comedian, will be one of the features of
U. S. Dates for Darlan
William Darian, interpretive and the new Leon & Eddie's show In
modern dancer, who has been on the early February.
Ragland has been in legitimate
Continent for 14 years, has been
signatured for appearances in' the revues of late and this marks his
first N. Y. nitery date.
U. S. by Bob Rosen.

&

"

CONFAB;

TO STAY OPEN AS

IS

The

Intematidnial
Casino,
on
Broadway, will continue operating
as is.
Another financial meeting
will be held today

(Wednesday) between Parmer's Trust Bank, Bob
Christenberry, Louis Brecker, of the
management, et al, for final decision.
Spot Is still operating, not having
closed Monday night.

Meeting to be Tield Monday night
was postponed until Tuesday

(9)

morning.

Outcome thus far reported
that moneybags are willing to
stand by a while longer," i.«?noring
other offers of takeover. Jack Amron, backer of Jack DempSey, is dne
of the interested parties.
It's also
reported that Billy Rose was interested in a takeover and conversion
into a' supcr-dancery for the Wjjrld's
Fair trade.

is

—

"

'
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CONN GETS THE NOD
OVER FRED APOSTOU

41 States Have Licensing
date office) furnishe? a complete entertainment and music service usu(Continued from page 39)
on Ribnick-McBride case that states ally for one night engagements or a
thereof. The bureau .eceives
series
fix
not
could
could regulate but
artist, but
fee3 or abolish agencies since they no commission from the
engages or contracts .With artists to
are a private business.)
accordance
in
program
appear
on
a
Indiana,
Floirida,
Connecticut,
Maryland, Missouri, Ohio, Tennes- with requirements of his contracts
being solely
see, Texas, Virginia, Wisconsin^ do and pays the artist,
fulfillnot mention theatricals and yet have responsible for same. When
more actual booking and agenting ing an engagement for a bureau the
conducted './itWn their borders than artist has no dealings with the bua
majority of thosQ who do list show reau's customer. The bureau is
program producer.
lilz;
Massachusetts,. New.
In Mai
.Hampshire, New York, Notth pa
kota, Rhode Island and Utah, re
SEEKS
PHILLY
sponsibility for enforcement is vested
.

'

.

'•

'

,

TMAT

In other states
the enforcement is statewide and the
Department of Labor handles asin municipalities.

states. State
takes over in

signment in 29 of these

Employment Bureau
three pthers.

New York

and Massachuthere any dispute on the

Only in
isetts

is

bureau

Though named em;

status.

ployers by the S. S. and M. I. B.,
License Commissioner Paul- Moss of
New York has arbitrarily declared
eligible for licensing. Same is
true' of Boston.
Opinions and replies received were
based on following, definitions of
thre» classifications of theatrical
agent is a thitd'
represehtatives:

same

An

Vbo

intermediary between the artist and the employer
add for such- service receives a fee
or commission from the "artist. The
pa'rtjr

acts' as

"

employment agreement

is

between

the artist and the employer, and the
artist is paid in full for the engagemei;it by the employer.
An artist rejpresentative is a personal representative and sole business manager for the artist and conducts all negotiations for the artist
arranges all appearances and engagementg poUects all salaries. He
receives ;from the artist, a fee mtitualiy agreed; lipon bejtwieen- both
parties. Thi^.fee varies with degree
of' service rendered.
•An entertainment bureau (club

—

.

PACTS ON SPORTS

B.O.S

By JACK PUIiASKI

(Continued from page 39)
boxjng seemed to
game
at the Club that did not find
FriYork
last
around
New
perk up
lim among the players. He played
day (6), when Billy Conn, of PittsProfessional

Dressed by

SIDNEY
FISHER
Shaftesbury Avenue
'

76/77

PICCADILLY* LONDON, ENG.

won

.

,

a single; \yas always in deHis success in the English
tnand.
music halls had been just as great.
He feuded with the late E. F, Albee,
a qucU-rel that is said to have never
3een patched up. He .did not cultiiCelly,

vate the dialects from the Isles
though, as a story-teller, he had always possessed the flair for the
brogue and cockney, as .well as tliat
of the Virginia colored folk and the
picturesque Judge' whom he emulated on the stage for years.
There are a number, of stories as
:o his entrance into show business,
t's said he wds first noticed at Jack
Sharkey's saloon on 14th street,
Kelly first appeared there
N. Y.
•

St. Louis;

Promoters

;

••

TMAT

•

WORLD'S FAIR

.

acterization that
continents.

became known on

GAT

Ice Skaitliw Blnk.
In the lieatr of
100x225 feet: Balcony
40 foot oetllng.
MO
POSTS OB COIjCMNS. Bare opportnnity; April-October.
State use Intended, li. J. BBECKEB, loss Broadway, N. If. C.

two

New
all

QUAUTY INN

C

Leicester Squar«

LONDON, WEST-END

MOUNT ROYAL
LONDON

role.

;

I

Mu-

nicipal Court because the cafe hac
canceled the act in violation of
agre'ement.
Suit o£ Le Roy and Rogers, aero
bats, was settled out of court this
week, in N. Y. for $50. Had asked
$77 for cancellation at Oetjen's,

York.
around.

Best Coffee in England

Sonja Henie and her Hollywood ice backing him financially many times
Another brother, George, wrote *The
revue.
Show-Off' and the Pulitzer prizewinning ^Craig's Wife.' Like Walter
C, he has spent most of his time of
Act Wins Judgment
late in HoUywoojl. Among Walter's
film appearances was 'The Virginia
Jack Miller and Janet, skating act, Judge,' in wliich he had the name

were given judgment of $75 agains
the Mohte Carlo Casino, New Vork

BI.Al)i:S

Broadway at 63nd,

He appeared in 'Both Your
Houses,' which won the Pulitzer
Prize a few years ago.
Brother. Champ Oarsman
Kelly was born in Mineville, N. Y.,
but the family moved to a suburb
of Philadelphia. One brother John
B. (Jack) Kelly became the world's
greatest oarsman and later a suc'
He's presently a
goose eggs he has registered in the cessful builder.
The
four fights he has had Qver here, Democratic leader in Philly.
Next week the Garden will have brothers were very close, Walter

nitery, yesterday- (Tuesday)' in

'

.'

.

I

10.

HUGE

k

STARS

Jan.

Bpbby Breen

the
that

'

:

of the

of

All-Star Re-nte

'

•

..

REFLOW DROPS $15,000
IN ST. LOUIS XMAS SHOW

gave 16 performances in the Municipal Auditorium .Xmas week lost $15,000, and
a squabble to determine" what cut
of the gross the Father Tim Dempsey Charities,* which sponsored the
when it was conducted by Barney show, would receive was settled
[Reich.
He wore dungaree^, haying after a 24-hour jawing contest. Earl
worked on boats for a time. He was Reflow, promoter of midget auto
also supposed to have "had a bar and races- and ice skating exhibitions,
prime backer in the; show,
grill, at Newport Ne'ws,' Va„ at one and
lime, and was also a political can- dropped the $15,000, although several
didate.
tJpon being defeated, he others were associated with him in
;urHed his spot oVer to the bar- the enterprise, but are reported to
have put up no money.
enders.
The Charities received $3,689.40,
Big Tim Sullivan heard about
Kelly and invited him to entertain 30% of the gross, which totaled $12,at the Eagles Club on the N. Y. east 298, although Reflow originally said
side. Sullivan decided Kelly should the contract with the Charities was
Nut approximated
go upon the stage and his first ap- only for 15%.
pearance was in a show with the late $30,000. All performers were paid.
Marie Dressier. Star was ill one
night and during a stage wait, Kelly
borro-wed a Prince Albert coat from
ABENA AVAILABLE
the stage manager, toted a table on
stiage and addressed the audience
for six months daring
•You will now hear from the Virginia Judge.' Thus started a char

>

TheJHEATRE

his favored friends

'

Regardless, the Pittsburgher exHe .is
hibited some boxing class.
growing i^nto a heavyweight and is
already talked about as a contender
for Joe Louis' title. Indications were
that the lad will have to gain more
experience and develop a punch,
which should come when he gains

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
of boxoifice men more poundage.
He Weighed in at
here recently organized into the 167 and signified willingness to meet
Theatrical .Manageirs, Agents and Apostoli in a 15-round return bout,
Treasurers Union, group is driving which was accepted by the Coast
for closed shop agreements' with all fighter who prefers the longer disflesh, indoor" and outdoor sports spots. tance.
Negotiations have been practically
Conn displayed one of the best
completed -and signatures on pacts lefts seen in years, particularly scorare expected, before the end of the ing with hooks. He had little trouweek "With promoters Ray Fabiam, ble jabbing, too, and such scoring
Wrestling; Herman Taylor, boxing; tactics steamed up Apostoli, who
Claire Hare, basketball, and the wildly, tried to knock out the young
Arena, sports arena.
battler. Fred did most of the forcDi:ive is also on to replace nbn- ing,, while Conn lashed .with the portiinion men in b.o/s 'at tbfe"A6adeW»y ^ide m'it ahd danced backward mtich
of Music and the Shubert, hurley of the way.
house.
Picketing is threatened at
It was figured by observers that
both unless pacts are reached had the referee not taken one of the
shortly. Negotiations are .on at .the ["late rounds away from Apostoli, beShubert with operator Jde Hurtig, cause of low blows, he might have
is running into trouble at won.
but
He succeeded in damaging the
the Academy. Biick is being passed, countenance of the Pittsburgher, and
claims Dan Doran, biz agent of the while he did not seem to be much
union, between Acad management affected by the youngster's socks,
and CJeorge Haiy, operator of ticket Fred's rubber mouthpiece was jolted
office which handles all tickets for out of his kisser several times.
Academy events.
Conn is the lad who defeated Solly
Krleger.'last month in a non- title
match. Solly had just won the title
out west and had previously gotten
Bail
Neai Out
the nod over Billy.. Sjjorts column'
ists .who looked over the new boy
Detroit, Jan. 10.
revealed .that. Billy doesn't think
iidgar C. .Neal, ex-police", censor fighting in the ring is more than a
and songwriter, recently sentenced pastime, he being reputed to have
to 1-4 years in state prison for claimed that he never worked. Boy
felonious assault oh his estranged ijs 21 and is described as boxing
wife, is out on $2,500 bond," pending like Stribling, but rated a better
appeal,
mitman even now.
Neal was convicted of shooting at
Friday
Farr Is
(13). Tommy
his. wife, former burlesquer, after matched with Red.Burman. It niay
she had told him she planned a di- be one bout that the Englishman can
vorce.
win; thereby breaking the string of
.

Among

Coast.

a lO-round decision

With majority

!

as well knowia In Atlantic City as

New York and regularly spent his
summers there until he went to the

was the late James j. Corbett. Kelly
in the last pinochle game particifrom pated in by the senior William Mor- was a -fight fan, often attending the
training camps.
He's said to have
the
of
best
the
rated
Apostoli,
the
showman
bid
a
400
Fred
'is," when
attended every championship heavymiddleweights and called the champ land at the stroke of 12 and then weight contest for more than 25
Kelly's mannerisms, his
collapsed.
years.
around here. It was a rather close
unique vocabulary and native wit
It was during' an altercation after
contest iihd some ringsiders ques- made him an extraordinary comthe 1910 Jeffries- Johnson battle in
tioned the unanimous ruling ;0f the panion.
Reno that Kelly lost a middle finger.
Demand
In
Gret^t
short-enders
the
while
officials,
The digit .was bitten off by a sport
In the heyj-day of vaudeville, from Boston.
gurglei" over copping At 13 to '5.

burgh,

.

JACK JACKSON

Walter C, Kelly Dead

Kelly Is believed to have made a
fortune not alone from stage appearances "but in records. He was

AU

That's

'

I

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECClfiVE OFFICES
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World's Famous Spanish Dancers

SERT ROQM of the
WALDORF-ASTORIA, New York
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(Continued from page 3)

TOPSY

picked up 1,760 voting trust certiflQates while Harry Cohn added 1,676
v.tc.'s and 80 shares of common.
During November, Jacic Cohn peddled 800 certificates leaving him with
31,017.
Harry Cohn has 72,251.
Daniel M. Sheaffer of Philadelphia
piclced up 500 Universal Corp. certificates, bringing his load to 16,500,
the S.E.C. reported. His stake also includes an interest in 26,500 certificates owned by St^mdard Capitol Co.
and 111,283 warrants in the Stanc'-'rd
portfolio.

and

CAS

Chase Bank-20th
-

J

nitery, last October.

'treston Davie of New York acquired 100 pieces of Universal^ Pictures 1st preferred during November. Two Loew's directors cut their
investment, Isidor Frey selling 100
common shares and keeping 300 and
Charles C. Moskowitz selling 400 to
cut his batch to 600.
Sale of 100 shares of General Theatres Equipment Corp. common was
reported by- Edv/ard G. Delafleld,
who still has 100 shares.
jrohnny Iianffe and Lew Porter sold
their song, 'Baby Buckardo,' to Phil
Krasne for use in 'Little Maverick'
at Grand National.

BILL

Say Thanks
To.

.

•

HOWARD, SIDNEY PIERMONT,

HARRY MAYER, BILLY ROSE,
CHARLES

J.

FREEMAN and EDDIE

SHERMAN—And the Many Other Offers
Received During Our Appearance at

LOEW'S STATE,
Happy 1940
WEEK
WEEK
WEEK

to

NEW YORK
Youse All!

IAN. 13—SHUBERT. NEWARK
IAN. 20--SHUBERT, CINCINNATI
IAN. 27—PALACE, CLEVELAND
Direction

MAX TISHMAN

MINOR and ROOT
EL RIO CLUB,

NEW YORK

PUSHES BRAZIL DANCES

^KICKBACK^ EXIT

• 15 YEARS

In* N. T. to Boost
S»mb«» Marches; to Torch Orch

Kosarin, BookCE,

SOUGHT BY
BOOKERS

Harry Kosariri, booker of tJ. S.
acts in Buenos Aires and Rio de
Janeiro, is in New York to try and
push Samba and Marches, Brazilian
dances.
He will also form an or-

New

it'

in Latin-American mUsic and set it
for the Brazilian pavilion at the
New York World's Fair.

During

his stay of several

months

New York, Kosarin will also try
arrange an exchange of plays between th'6 U. S. Federal Theatre
years.
Project and the government-backed
It's always been the practice to
theatre of Brazil.
He hopes each
Tvihe and dine ah entertainment com- group will take the other's plays,
mittee chairman and further culti- translate and produce them with the
vate possible buyers of talent How- idea of furthering good-will between
ever, demands are becoming so ex- the two nations.
orbitant as to make the biz unprofitGeneral letdown in business
able.
is real motivation behind the drive
and not any newly acquired moral N. Y. Continental Back To
shows over ^o bookers. Evil has
grown considerably during recent

in

AFA minimum

Burley After Foreign Pix
'Continental Follies' will return the
Continental, New York, to a former'
burley policy Jan. 27. House has
been a foreign film grinder since
Mort Minsky shuttered about a year

for clubdate performers. He would get the
b&lance, which would include his
pay for rti.c.ing and booking.
Chairman of committee, however,
wanted a $20 'kickback' if he was to
approve the program. With his own
services in the show, plus putting
In an hour's presence until show ran
off, expenses, Social Security, unem-

ago.

ployment insurance and compensa-

Partners in a magic show, in which
props of Howard Thurston figure,
are in a court squabble here over
shares in the show's grosses.

with the $10

tion insurance, taxes, agent figured
to make coffee and cake money.
P. S. No sale.

Rags Ragland and Maxine Deshon
have been set for icebreaker.

Sues Partner in Magic
Show Over Gross Split
Detroit, Jan. 10.

Howard M. Dawson, who
Philly's

Orch Dates

Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
Dorsey's orchestra returns
to the Earle here week of Jan. 27.
Other Earle dates: Russ Morgan,
Feb. 3; Benny Goodman, Feb. 10:
Eddy Duchin, Feb. 17; Artie Shaw,
Feb. 24; Ted Weems, March 3; Kay
Kyser, March 10, and Hal Kemp,

Tommy

March

17.

joined William

Rock

said

Sessue Hayakawa, Jap picture
player, in a sketch, a hit in the Eng-

Palace, N. Y., a bit shy on comedy,
but plenty of names. Nan Halperin
returned to vaude as did Carmella
Wellington Cross had a
Ponselle.
new playlet and George Choos a
new revue.

vices.

Some acts signed to contracts by
members of the Associated Entertainment Directors, New York clubdate bookers, are continuing to work
for other bookers without sanction
of their 'managers,' according to
complaints by a number of acts thus

Others are trying to create
the impression that there is a row
between the two organizations, states
AED. Recently,
turned dowa
Whitehead's suggestion that the two
get together again. AED is an offshoot of the EMA.
lems.

EMA

signed,

There is little chance of being discovered since entire business is conSaranac Lake
ducted on a one-night basis and
By Happy Ben way
mostly for organizations outside
show biz. Thus, acts, if not using real
Smiles galore and lotsa happiness
Clyde -Cook was in names, stand small chance of disbecause of folks visiting their own

mixed .nicely.
from pictures. He had started at the
Hipp as a Dillingham importation.

'

covery.

at the Will Rogers. Among latter
also help them are Mrs. J. M. Stahl, Washington,.
This, of course, with the D. C; PhilUp Wolf, Mildred Moody,
knowledge of the outside booker. Mrs. Hank Beuttel, J. C. Barrows,
-These acts also surmise, it's reported, Frank Barrows,. Josie Jones,
that contracts wouldn't hold water York; Mrs. Jack Edwards, Staten Island; John F. Kelly, Joe Flarraty,
in a court if they're caught.
Anton Anderson, Jo*
members now guarantee acts Philadelphia;.
sephine Lorraine,' Brooklyn.
a stipulated number of jobs over a
Jack Hirsch. of Boston, did his
season in return for their signing of yearly
trick in donating gifts to the
the contracts, which authorizes them actors' colony.
to act as managers on club dates.
Max Pfeffer, who ozoned at the
When first offered, tickets guaranteed old
sanatorium, mittlng his
notjiing and were turned down by friends over the holiday.
the American Federation of Actors.
Drs. Rudolf Marks and Ernst Ad"
Union continues its stand and has ler at the Rogers, one year older*
informed acts signing the parts they Ditto Walter Hoban.
will get no protection if later they
Dave Hall, Of Hollywood, Xmashave cause for complaints against carded the gang with 'Hollywood is
Palestine without the Arabs.'
the AED.
has raised its Initiation ante
Armand LaValle, formerly of Arfrom $25 ta $100,. and has also issued nold and XiaValle, successfully opruling that all associates of club- erated on in a Toledo hospital. He

Phoney

names

cover up.

Four of the acts at the N. Y. AIhambra had to speech oft; Ruth.
Roye was the topper, doing, seven
songs, three of

which were encores.

York and Lord, following

their
regular turn at the Fifth Ave., did
an afterpiece with the piano comic
Strawhat
of the U. S. Jazz band.
smashing stunt always 'got over.

Carl Moerke, new German strong
man, opened at the 23rd St Got a
laugh when he took his bathrobe
off, for he was only five feet tall
and weighed about 300 pounds. But
he could lift things.

New

AED

NVA

AED

to once ozohed 'here;.
Ed Lamy, former skating cham-^
to
keep out undesirables while former pion, and feature of the old N. Y.
move makes all offices fully respon- Hippodrome, recently mentioned in
He's been here,
sible, eliminating old excuse that Ripley's column.
some persons only rent desk space over 15 years.
Again Phil Wick booked Bob Crosin the bookers" off ices and hence officeo-wner can't be held when irregu- ley's musickers for the annual policemen's ball, with ttuss KeUy, of
larities occur.
Attempts by Ralph Whitehead, the 'actors' colony, m.c.ing. Crosley

Nora Bayes headed the L. A. date bookers be officially listed
her
recently protect acts. Idea of $100 fee is
Used
Orpheum.
adopted child in the

act.

Blossom Seeley refused to go on
at the Chi Palace and' other acts
he failed to get in on time, which shot
Miss Seeley
the opening matinee.

last spring in

Rock from using the de-

Accept Dates Under Phoney Names

N. Y. Hippodrome doubled acts to
'em big enough for the huge
stage.
Had Torcat's roosters and
Fred Ardath in a rube act,, and they
get

buying some of Thurston's old equip- was headlined, but placed at the
ment, told the court he was to get bottom in the ads. Benny Fields in35% of the net accruing from Rock's troduced Sophie Tucker as replacepersonal appearances as a magician, ment. Okay by the crowd.
at which latter was to use the equipment. Said he put up $1,700 at his
Selznick Distributing Corp. anshare, and asked court for an accounting as wen as an injunction re- nounced it had paid off $958,278 in
straining

Contracts in N. Y.;

lish halls.

to

sense.

An instance of just how bad the
condition has become can be gleaned
from deal offered to £t booker last
week. He was offered $100 for a
show and laid out six acts accordUsing five singles and one
ingly.
double, booker figured show to cost
$70, which would be in accordance

.

.

chestra of U. S. musicians, train

York a^re
Club-date bookers in
fighting the 'kickbacks' to committee
men in xetmn for latter swinging

AGO. Ads Dock AED

(From Variety^

-

executive secretary of the AFA, to
bring' peace, between AED and
Entertainment Managers Association,
rival club-date bookers, will be igGroup
nored, according to AED.
states .there's no feud, but that it is
obligations.
Some of the coin was pursuing its own course of attemptderived from reissues.
ing to' straighten out clubdate prob-

dedicated two numbers to this colony.
Margo Meredith, petite dancer, a

new

arrival.

Congressman Michael J. Kennedy
here greeting Dan Kennedy and Joe
McCarthy.
(Write to those who are 111.)

VARKTY HOUSE
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MUSIC HALL,

recently in films, goes to town with
the intricate legmania and has to

N. Y.

beg

Shaw, Ray & Trent, Robert Weede,
Cook & Brown, Charle& Master,
M. H. Symphony; 'Therms That
Woman Again' (Col), reviewed in
ttiis

issue.

laughs in spite of occasional blue

I

'

stuff.

Finale by orchestra includes verMai'kert has produced a
smoothly entertaining show to sion of various name band styles,
augment the zany There's That with attempts at comedy by bandsn.s,h.
Woman Again' (Gol). An admix- men
Biz okay.
Burm.
ture of the classique and jazzique,
it holds to the speedy pace of the
Russell

tight,

screen iare.

EARLE, PHILLY

Erno Rapee directing RimskyKorsakoff's 'Capriccio Espagnol' is
the symph's tee-off, follow d by the
ballet in a very striking frame, provided by designer Nat Karson, Hollace Shaw, singing the 'Polonaise'

Bob

Philadelphia, Jan. 6.
Crosby Orclt, Bobcats, Marion

Mffnn» Barr

grm

thropera ^!knon,' effec^^^^^^^ ^"^^^^
winds up the lah-de-dah half, of the

ti

Bstw, Stan Kavamigh^
^ou^e orch; 'Go^,

show.
Earle snaps bac)c into its old form
The tempo gets more earthy with
Ray and Trent, gentleiaen .coniedy iwith the first of a serie;s of name
acrobats, whose swing music ar- bands that will carry it well into
j

rangements feature their turn. Their
sock hand-to-hand balancing after a
hoke dance opening, aroused the
usually stifif Bf. H. audience opening,

a sock aggregation,

;

the spring.

i

Bob Crosby, temporarily on the wing
from the Blackhawk in Chicago,,
where he's inked until the end of

.

It's

Biz, dt the Earle, after
the year.
of hot and cold,
production, lis back to about normal. Good at
Mark^ ^ts a canilibalistic 'Afri- [the opener.
Crosby has a nifty balance beSavages,
cana' scene for flxialfe.
about to sit down to a feast of three tween good, solid music and strong.
white captives; round out the thome. entertaining novelties. There's plenty
Robert Weede -fronts the. male Glee of swing to keep the jive-nuts
Club for 'It Ain't JJecessairily So,' jumpin', and yet his arrac^ments,
from George GershwinV 'Porgy and too, are long on melody^,
IVIaestro capably ro.c.'s. Hei warbles
Brown, colored
Bess-;. Cook, and
teain, deliver a standard. 'aero buck but once,. 'Old Folks/ and it's plenty
wing, and Charles. Master sells- good. Rest of the pipe ,di6res for
'li'
his aero" drummiing^ The, Rockettes, the band afe cared for by Nappy
LaMar
in costumes that hide their curves. LaMar and Marion Mainn.
are the cUrtahi smash with their appears once, coming out of; the band
for *Je^ers Creepers." Not much
IH'ecisioh dancing,
sells
well.
Mann,
voice,
but
Miss
.a
Biz only fair opening night.
06feer, dida't get up enough volume
when caught to register powerfully.
Slightly lacking; too, in oomph.
Crew gets under way with a nifty
Mt, tooting behind a scrim with

night.
In ori^er to follow

Times'

i

up the 'Happy the holiday 4urry
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STATE,

HARTFORD

Hartford, Jan. 7.
Jane Withers, Frank Paris, Pansy
the Horse,, Byrnes Sisters (3), Don
Rice,.

Kampus Kapers

Kaplan-

House

-,

Orch;

Septet,

'Doxtm

STATE,

Wednesday, January 11, 1939

Sam
in

blackhawk seal on it. Among novelties that click is a s{ii»htly blue fan
dance by three of the lads, not new,
Be^t is Ray Bauduc's
but funny.
and Bob. Haggart's duo on, drums
and bass. Bauduc, the skin-smacker,
gets unusual effects by using his
stick on the strings of Haggart's doghouse, while the latter fingers. Each
also solos. Bob ^utke's piahoing on
a coiQ>le of origmal compositions also

PARAMOUNT*

Jo Lombardi and gag maestroing

N. Y.

holds 'em while line goes through
paces to Tiger Rag.'
Murray gives swell buildup 'to
Austin, who opens with 'Beautiful
Baby,' then goes into 'Forsaken,',
which he explains is new number
'we just wrote.' 'After You've Gone,'
•Melancholy Baby,' 'My Blue Heaven'
and 'Nobody's Sweetheart Now' give
Back with his 'Stardust' revue, Coco and Candy, with Austin, chance
Benny Davis still sticks to his sup- to score with their usual hoke, which
posed lineup of beginners being gets the oldtimers.
Gals come on in pink Organdy and
given their big chance by the impresario. Outfit is consideraby more tal- jSower baskets for ballet touch as
ented and showmanly than usual. In Austin swings into 'Lonesome Road.'
With
Austin at keyboard, Murray
other words, the acts suggest they're
m-:re experienced than the show's atop p:ano and Candy and Coco
alongside Steihway, gals gravitate
title would imply.
Although Dick Foran is intro- about them for second chorus and
duced as a 'guest' performer, it Murray kids sehtimental effect just
seems incongruous to see. anyone as enou^'to justify the closest thing to
well known as Foran up to his tenderness achieved on local vaude
stage in years.
carrot-colored hair in 'stardust.'
Biz good
Croifir.
Show is given the stereotype cafe
staging. Evelyn Farney (New Acts)
opens with agile, smart taps. She
K.
las looks, personality and style, but
needs more showmanship.
Davis
doesn't help by. hutting into the
Kansas City, Jan, 7.
spotlight .during her turn. The- act
Ina Ray Button Orch (14), Boy
would look better in a regular vaude Foy, Winstead Bro». Sci Elaine Mer^
setting or on a nitery floor. And it's(, Tin. (S), Bobby Pinfctw Se Ruth Fostoo good for the breaki-in spot.
ter, House Line; 'Charlie Chan in
Tell Sisters (New Acts), harmopy Honolulu' (20th).
trio, do several numbers well.
Best
is a medley arrangement of 'AlexThis week's- bill conforips to type
ander.'
Ted Lester then offers a regularly used here, with a name
novelty, pulling a variety of musical >£md headlining; Ina Ray Hutton's
instruments out of his dress cape femmes are the Inbumbents. Show
and tearing off a few bars on eadi. clicks, with the leadei! holding her
"^air enough thing of its sort, but own on the vocals aiid making an
lard to see how such an act can be attractive flgttre before the band.
developed much. John Elliot (New She also m.c.'s.
Band' is capable,
Acts), robust singer, follows with 'hough the -house has seen better
three numbers:
Some thoughtless aggregations recently.
obsfOTver must have told him his
Standout is Boy Foy, unicyclist
voice resembles Nelson Eddy's, for and juggler.
His routine includes
le 'Is manifestly trying to further
aest juggling tricks seen here lately;
that. idea.
Davis, also cracks about le does them while oh the cycle.
lis good looks; "All of which doesn't' Later works on a high cycle.
Foy
help his work.
follows opening by the band' and is
The Colstons, comedy pair, an- n tukn succeeded by blonde leader
nounced as brother and sister, are vocaling *YbU Go to My Head' and
next with two routines. Since they're novelty by- the band. House line
00 obviously trying to be funny, step^ out in an Oriental number midthey fail to bring it off. Act needs way.
Mike is then taken by Wihstead
smoothness, originality and subtlety,
mostly the latter. Beatrice Howell, Brosi and Elaine Merritt,' guitar and
impersonator, follows with a number vocal -trio. Boys strum and hum to
of unusual subjects and several of gsd's torching; They're hot. Three
the standard one^.
Only fair, but numbers in one spot bring out a
sameness, of style and act might well
she has dramatic potentialities.
Foran has the key spot and goes ie enhanced by some vaticfty of arover well with three songs.
His rangements and novelty material.
Bobby Pinkus and Ruth Foster do
voice and delivery aren't much,, but
he has the. proper Great Outdoor comedy and clowning,^- winding up

Benny Davis, Evelyn Famey, Tell
Sisters (3), Ted Lester, John Elliot
The Colstons, Beatrice Howell, Gil
i Bemie Mason, Three Freshmen,
lin business^
Convillie supplies the
)fcfc Foron, Ruby Zwerling House
comedy needed on show, getting Orch; 'Cowboy and Lady' (UA).

H. Ballet, Rockettes, Hollace

Bf.

off.

Frank Conville, assisted by taller
femme partner, Sunny Dale, works
fast in comedy crossfire, an impression of a stripper and some Chap-

iUSyiEWai
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N. Y.

Benny- Goodman

Orch, Martha
Tilton, Teddy Wilson, Lionel Hampton. Harty Jamet, Buddy Schutz,
(.Gloria
Day, Shea
Raymond:
'Zaza' (Par), reviewed in Variety

&

Jan.

4.

Benny' Goodman's musical voodoism is eendin' the panty waists on
another swing binge. Again the
Paramount's early-bird shows become clinical studies for psychoanalysts as the jitterbugs nterally
tear up the seats and shag down
the aisles.
There's no explaining
the emotional jag these kids fall into

as the- Goodman crew comes up
jamming from the pit—but, then
again, there's no questioning that
it's

b.o.

At the first two shows daily the
picture doesn't count for cocoanuts
The kids are ttiere for
,

in Tahiti.

Goodman and

ifs

only

-

Goodman

they'll have.

Claudette Colbert and
Herbert M&rshall both would blush
plenty if th^ could hear the heck-

ling of their love scenes, and Zaza's
singing is so much bojtoney to 'em
as they antieipate Martha Tilton's
vocal heat waves witfi Goodman's
clarinet in accomp. Most of the 'kids
look as though they're cutting classes; many of 'em are thinly dressed
and appear to have more vital use
for the fwo-bit admish,< but theyVe
jeepers to whom the cats are a- tonic.
And Goodman's -band is no skimmed

meow.
At the night show the story is
quite different; Goodman must feel
as
though he's in front of a
starched Carnegie Hall, audience,
the adults not going beyond the
spark stage no matter how hard he
works the bellows. At the last show
opening

.

day

Wednesday,

.biz

!was

but the audience-' -was there
much for the" picture as it was
for the band. There was nb shagging in the aisles and only spotadlc
hand-clapping in tempo -with, the

terrific,
as.

music.

The prolor^ed jamming Of some
'Goodmans arrangements, the
whine of his exnertly played clarinet, colored Teddy Wilson's pianologing and Lionel Hampton's vibraphoning, plus his own Donald
of

'

Duck accompaniment,
send

Then

the

pantywaists

there's

all

to

tend to
heaven.

Harry James and

his

blading trumpet solo early in the
show, with Buddy Schutz, Goodman's new drummer, hardly a ^ fire
Topping a strong. bill» Jane Withers
extinguisher hdmsetf. Schutz drums
.is the
big dick here this week.
most of the way, giving way to the
'Moppet is making third and final stands out, as does the tooting of ook and an ingratiating manner. with a- dance routine. Band closes, colored Hampton when the latter,
appearance- of a personal tour before
he Bobcats, made np of a Ictrge sec Last are the Three Freshmen, aero- with a brace, of nu'm.bers. Pace is Wilson- and Goodman slip into their
training to the Cdast f^r picture tion
route.
50-minute
over
tiie
good
Jatic,
zany
turn,
who
have
front.
extraorthree-man jam session.
of the band playing down
'work. Originally planned a 12-Week
Quin.
Blonde. Miss* Tilton found it diffiTwo supporting turns- are stand- dinary possibilities. Boys now ape
toiir but studio- work caused cancult to get away at the show caught,
ards, Stan Kavanagh and Barr and the Ritz Bros, type of lunacy too
>
cellation of-'dates.
being forced into two encores, one
Kavanagh does his usual much, but their gymnastics are
Estes.
Newsr^el, N. Y. of
Youngster cpmes tUwugh well on juggling, starting with balls and worthy of serious consideration on
'em the now famous swing verher personality and showmanship. finishing with Indian clubs. Panto- their own, and, as hoked up with
lind of the year events provide sion of 'Loch Lomond.' Gloria Day
She's a hard worker and- scores mime as well' as tosser, he's solid gooty tricks, are impressive and
her
K- scant thrills for the newsre^ with- previously panicked 'em 'with Shea
^olidly, with her varied talents, not
boofology, and later
rhythm
larious.
They should leave the a consequ«lt nondescript compilaaQ me way. Leonard Bair and Vironly with the juves, but also v^iXb. ginia ^tes do a comic terp. Funny- straight
screwball
srtuff
to
the tion of doings, highM^ted by Presi- and Raymond, an outside-booked
the adults,
partictflar^ clicks loofcing. male gets off some good stuff Ritzes and their ilk, who
can do it dent Roosevelfs provocative open- turn, also sack with their terping.
With her impersonations of notnfa^. to grab a load of chackles. Gal's a better.
ing address to Congress, a News of They're more on the comedy side,
Show opens with the -Qyines Sis- ooker but hamt much to do. Herb,
Fairly satisfactory dog act is of- the Day subject carefully prepared getting plenty of laughs with their
ters (3), tappers, following a pop
fered by Gil and Bemie Mascn, and narrated by John Bl Kennedy. zany routines. Like the Misses Day
medley by the; house band. Trto
starting off with what looks like a Taking second honors is the wel- and Tilton.. they had no trouble
up the proceedings and had
uncorks some nifty dancing, first in
^cing routine. After a few steps coming of the new year, shot by tieing
to beg off.
unison and later in a military tap,
they bring on the pups, which ate Movietone and Patlie.
Show runs smoothly for 95 minQn next for a bellyfiil of laughs is
well trained and nicely handled.
Riotous scenes of mobs in Times utes, with most of the kids staying
Chicago. Jan. 7.
Pansy the Horse.
Fibber McGee, Sylmtt Clark, Irene None of the stuff
particularly Square and interiors of New York for two shows.
It must have the
The Kampus Kapets Septet, five Vermtllion & Dart Quartet, Hal novel, but ttie comedyistouch
niteries,
depicting
are
hilarity,
helps.
effect as drinking whiskey with
boys and two gals, spotted neact. Peary. Bill Thompson, Four Notes,
Show winds up witti Davis' in- caught foy Movietone in interesting same
Scho.
beer chasers.
Four boys play harmonicas, the gals Billy Mills Orch; 'Pacific Liner' (U) evitable
fashion. Pathe chimes in also, with
remember-when-I-wrote'
sing to the accompaniment of a
such-and-such song routine. It's the Chicago and N. Y. scenes.
waiian guitar played by one oC them
Jim Jordan, in vaudeville years ultunate of hoke, but still gets apSport fans get their fill of the
and later to the accompaniment of ago, is bai^ with -his own show.
But pose.. Songwriter's newest piece, "bowr football games, Metro catchthe harmonicas. The fifth lad gags he's masquerading
Broad Daylight,' fail3 to impress. ing the Sugar and Rose Bowls and
as McGee, and
Philadephia, Jan. 7.
and sings. Does a parody on radio that label has a magic boxoffioe
Umt has undergone several changes Movietone the Cotton and Orange
Faith Bacon^ Freddie Craig Jr.,
commercials pleasingly.
built up. throu^ several seasmce Davis broke it in a few weeks Bowl Contests. Best action shots, Youman Bros. (3), Marie & Ann
Don Rice, m.c.,' does well. 'He quality
sons of microphonics. Today, Fibber ago out of town. Some acts have with exceptionally good photog- Clark, Four Dobos, Jitterbug (6).
knows how to miflc the laughs with McGee rates as one of the
most ^< been dropped and Bfiss Farney, Miss raphy, feature forward passing Line (12); 'Dovon On the Farm'
his gags, impersonations and patter.
portent radio shows originating: in Howell and Foran have been added touchdown plays of Davey O'Brien, (20th).
The puppet maneuvering of Frank Chicago.for this date.
of Texas Christian, and Wood, of
Hobe.
Paris .goes over big.
Show itself is a typical radio proTennessee, former against Carnegie
Plucked strictly out of deep corn,
Biz strong opening day ESaturday gram
and it must be -viewed from
and latter against CNclahoma.
except for Faith Bacon, Fay's show
Heavy afternoon business that angle.
(7).
Jordan is on and ofi!
Paramotmt contributes an inter-^ this sesh is built just right to appeal
caused the addition of an extra throughout,
and
has
running gag
a
esting exposition of sport champion,? to the family trade it snatches.
«bow; hiaking it five for the day.
in which he's trying to peddle susof 1938, detailed by Bill Slater. He Which is reflected at the boxoffioe,
Eck.
penders. He works hard and gets
Washington, Jan. 7.
discusses performances with Jack steaming when caught.
^
House Line, ^Picchiani Troupe, Dempsey, Bill Corum, Connie Mack,
over big. Rest of the show revolves
Until this year a perennial home
about him nicely. Standout among Helen Pammer, Ken Murray,' Scat Walter Pate and others. Flashes of for units. Fay's is now finding it
the acts is Sylvia Clark, with her Powell, Genef Austin with Candy & record-breaking feats, too, are re- more profitable to build its own
Coco, Jo Lombardi' House Orch: vived.
standard variety bits.
shows, Productions are provided by
Irene Vermillion's standard dances 'Paris Honeymoon' {Par}.
Comedy is provided by the usual bookers Eddie Sherman and Sam
Baltimore, Jan. S,
Lew Lehr Movietone clip, only one Stiefel and manager Sid Stanley,
Will Osborne Orch (15), Freddie go over well, and her. Dart trumpet
House reaches its high spot this of which, 'Penguins in the London who own a chunk of the house.
Dosh, Lynn Dovis, Dick Rogers. Ann foursome presents a neat picttne;
Miller^ Prank ConviUe
Sunny Other music item is by the Four week in presenting acts revue style. Zoo,' evokes spontaneous applause
Miss Bacon has put aside fans,
Notes, three men and a gal, who Ken Murray and Gene Austin
Dale; 'Pacific Unci* (RKOy.
work from an audience hungry for laughs. bubbles and such and wears only
sinjg pops, with a leaning towards together in last third
Other topical shots deal with three orchids. Deep blue glimmers
of bill to
swing.
achieve 15, minutes of excelleni: opening of Earl
Carroll's
new
focused on her when the last
Nice layout here, with Will OsFor comedy stooging with Jordan musical comedy in winding up the fifoUywood night dub; opening of are
bome^s orchestra back again fc^ an
orchid is tossed away, tempering
the Santa Anit.. racing season, act's offensiveness. It's Miss Bacon's
annual visit and bolstering, some there are Bill Thompson, who wodcs bill.
Pit orchestra ia on stage. Show Toomament of Roses parade in actions, if anything, in her so-called
w^l-sslected specialties. Featuring plenty hard, and Hal Peary, Thon^a workmanlike combo of six biases son does the a.k. and Gre^ char- opens with line, in peasant costumes, Pasadena, led by Grand Marshal dance that might run up prim temfour sax and fih^e rhythm.. Osborne acterizations on the McGee air show. ctomg fast tap to 'Joobalai,' festiva!! Shirley Temple; an uninteresting peratures. Rest of the bill's s.a. is
In all a playable group €d turns song from the picture.
is sfin plugging, his *s£ide^ nnisic,
Atmosphere tennis match in Madison Square taken care of by a line of 12, whose
along when Picchiani troupe Garden between Donald Budge iind routines are rathisr simple and effecCood arrangements bring some nov^ that's guaranteed at the front .sat^
bounces on in male counterpart of Ellsworth Vines, and snow scenes in tivety done.
solid
intonation, Audience g^oing for it big.
.and
rbsrthms
Biz fine at last show Friday (6),
same costunies to take over for fasi London and Paris.
Osborne's unassuming
throughout.
Marie and Ann Clark are passable
teeterboard workout.
stidE-waving and m.cing, too, are
Several minor topics are dealt comediennes. Oldest is called from
Murray, with cigar, on next to with here and there. Among them the audience by her iMirtner to speak
in good taste.
ni.c.
Opening with two swingy numbers
Patter scores immediately, are the inauguration speech of Gov- on the 'radio.' Act's slow at first,
dmched by such informality as ernor Lehman, whose talk some- but quickly becomes Solid when the
by c^bestra^ one of whim explains
wrfking down from stage to help olc what duplicates the President's in- oldster goes into 'Alex' in doublethe Osborne style of orchestration,
Newark, N. J., Jan. 7.
bill .gets firmer hold with specialty
lady find a seat. Murray brings on vectives against dictatorships; ice- talk. She's forced to encore in the
Larry Clinton Orch, Bea Wain, Scat Powell for dizzy warble
by Freddie Dosti, Continental-type
of skating races in New York and Chi- same style. Finales with a- comic
single, who works nicely .in tails. He Conklin & Thomas, Ernie .Mock, 'Tutti-Frutti'
and
"Basin
Street cago, N. Y. taxicab drivers' strike, terp.
does variety of imitations, ranging Harry Savoy, Joe Fecher House Blues,' riotous pantomime by Mur swearing in of Michigan's Governor
Personable Freddie Craig, Jr., does
'Disbarred'
Orch;
(For).
from a European radio set of an
ray building it up big. Gals then Murphy as the new V. S. Attorney- his sock standard turn of -writing upcient vintage to aome excellent traL%
swing-tap 'Loch Lomond' well in General, succeeding Homer S. Cum- side down and backward and does
Paramount has a smooth, evenly abbreviated Highland
auto and aerplane stuff, all sold to
mings; French skiing practice in the different tl^gs at the same time.
Fling
costhis
week. Larry turaes,^
bill
the hflt. Sets good spot for Lynn balanced
Straight tap by Helen Pam- Alps isatd a T^utiful slow-motion Foiu: Dob^^three gals and a male,
Davis, band's nice-looking femme Clinfon's orchestra headlines anc mer, injected into number, is satis- subject of surf-boat crews riding the are unusual acrobats in that a husky
"My keeps the jitterbugs in a froth with factorily standard but not up to
warbler, who handles well
pace breakers in Australia;
femme, instead of the fellow, is the
swingapation.
powerful
his
Blue
Reverie' and 'Devil and Deep
Daladier's visit to Tunisia in- strong 'man' for the balancing and
featured singer, Bea set by line.
ClintMi's
Stea.'
Murray back With his darinet to cludes mostly stock shot, exteriors pyramiding. Yoinnan Bros. <3) im•Following a sock artangettient of Wain, clicks, too, as do Conklin and wow 'em with his 'six easy lessons' and^ttle of fhe Ftencb premier. personate bands on .violin, acttordion
TOxie' by tixe band, Dick Rogers Thomas; with their dizzy dancing.
stuff, including tearing up music ant
An uninteresting Ijatin-American and clarinet Wayne King and Shep
Ernie Mack does clever im
choruses; 'Dinah' in various dialects
playing from pieces 'scattered on fashion show in' Lima winds up just Fields perfect, but tougher ones skid.
Encore, perMoMticfai and mrty Savoy hands floor,
to. ring the bell stroniay.
Powell duets with Murray in another hour ot uewsfedls.Added are three pairs of. recent
FehJofr
patter.
sophisticated
out
niche
thdugh. rather weak. Perfect
hot velrsiCHi of 'Maggie,' which socks^
Attendance
only fair
when iitterbue contest vnanevs at the

Arkansaw'. (Rep).
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STRAND,

houis Armstrong Orch, Bill Robinson, Nicodemus, Sonny Woods, Luis
Bussell, Midge Williams, Rogers &
Gordon, Henry (Red) Allen, Dandridge Sisters (3); 'Going Places'
(WB) reviewed in this issue.

An all-colored stage unit especially
designed for the swingsters has been
assembled aroxuid Louis Armstrong's
band and Bill Robinson by the theatre's producer,

STRAND, BROOKLYN

which they did in Beanna Dur'Mad About Music' (U), that
they hit their stride. More soloing
and straight mouth-organ would give
Ozzie Nelson Orch with Harriet
turn lift.
Hilliard, Roseanne Stephens, Don
Miss Withers closes and works like Cummings, Betty
Lou; 'Ride a.
a trojan, starting with couple of pops Crooked Mile' (Par).
and then going into imitations via
special set of lyrics, impressions, inOzzie Nelson's unit isn't excepcluding ZaSu Pitts, Garbo, Hepburn
and others. For an encore takes off tionally strong, but it's a smooth,
on spoiled youngster watching his pleasant setup that should do well
first Mickey Mouse comedy, with biz at the boxoftice, "Hour show, with
a howl. It's her hijgh spot. Curtain only three performers besides Nelson
las her leading Barra crew in some and Miss Hilliard (Mrs. Nelson),
loke and shagging it with one of the calls for the leader to fill in many
boys while the two teams are step- minutes with his crew. That turns
out to be one of the best points in
ping off, too.
its favor.
Nelson's suave m.c.ing
Cohen.
Biz big.
and wealth of informal banter between him and the outfit clicking
ture,
bin's

N. Y.

Harry Gourfain,

It's

hot and generally entertaining.
Gour£&in, who years ago had Armstrong with him at Balaban & Katz's
Regal in Chicago, has rounded up

fast,

in Rogers and
(New Acts), Nicodemus,
handily.
N. Y.
Luis Russell and the Dandridge SisOpening in a colorful setting. Nelters, last-mentioned from the Cotton
son's crew puts customers in a reClub, N. Y., show. The Dandridge
Three Whirlwinds, Dot & Dash, ceptive mood with several good artrio was with Armstrong is 'Going Vivian
Harris, Irene Cort, Mills rangements of old pops, which call
Places' (WB), current here.
Bros. (4), Buster Cromwell, Pig- for solo breaks from band members,
Armstrong's 14Tpiece band and meat, Jimmie Baskette, Claude Hop- Roseanne Stephens follows and tees
specialists do a swell job. Outfit car- kins Orch
Beverly White; off on 'My Bonnie' in drab, unin(14),
ries Midge Williams (New Acts) and 'While New York Sleeps (20th).
spiring fashion that's intended, as
Sonny Woods, ulus a featured trumsuch, but it's done so amateurishly,
peter, Henry (Red) Allen.
This stand really returns to its it's a tipoff she'll wind up swinging
Backing Armstrong is an effective former status (Hurtig & Seamon it. She does, and seconds it with
drop, with a crown over a large burlesque) this week with Pigmeat, another oldie, 'Love Bug.' Handles
trumpet, signalizing that the self- house comic, adding extra dye to the tunes okay and is well liked, but
styled 'Satchmo' is king of this in- his blue blackouts.
Colored shows lacks professional touch.
strument. Entire setting, in fact, is here usually include some indigo
Nelson later brings on a little
apnropriate.
but never of hue it hits this week.
Band opens the unit's show with a Somehow, though, comic is never blonde with a uig buildup, introdisplay of brass. Armstrong is down actually offensive, always managing ducing her as Betty Lou from Scranton.
Dancer hops on a table and
falending
all
the
way,
front nearly
to win his audience with his show- goes into a soft shoe neophytic rou-r
miliar steam to his trumpet. Band manship.
With exception of band
works on its own and also with the and the MiUs Bros. (4), show's 85 tine. However, that leads into an
then minutes are pretty' light on' straight aero turn that makes her opening
Miss- Williams
specialists.
fade from memory.
swings two pops acceptably, followed talent.
Don Cummings used to do rqpe
SoYiny
by Rogers and Gordon.
Snappy production number by the tricks exclusively. He hasn't been
precedes
Woods, .with Arnpstrong,
house, line opens show. Then there's east for a couple of years ^and has
Nicodemus with ai song, well done, a Harlem street scene hit bit with
changed
his turn to comedy chatter
and has been welded into a portion Jimmie Baskette singing 'Dusky
of Nicodemus'' routiner, as a straight Harlem,' novelty tune. Pigmeat fol- with the clothesline end secondary.
for the latter's comedy. Employmg lows with Vivian Harris in comic Gags he uses are stale, but he. nevera 'technique similar to 'that o£ Stepin blue song, 'Reciprocity.' Second pro- theless goes over due to good deTrick of double talking
Fetchit, Nicodemus, does a lazy dance duction number, 'Diggin,' features livery.
but winds up in a rapid-fire novelty. the Whirlwinds, male trio, fronting' himself via a hand in front of his
mouth socks here. Rrushup on maWith Robinson saved for next to the line.
terial should make the turn more
closing, the Dandridges precede him
Vaude proper gets under way with
He's still plenty dexterous
In harmony swing, including a con-; Dot and Dash, mild tapsters. Boys solid.
with the rope.
ception of the Andrews §isters. One
through a laborious, fast session,
Miss Hilliard closes, except for a
50
he
girl does a bit with Robinson as
'hey also try to be funny, but few tunes by the
hand, duetting
takes the stage.
Whirlwind gyrations at
stagger.
The tapper (he says he'll be 61 in finish can hardly be construed as twice with Nelson and encoring
'Alexander.'
Duets are slushily
May) is still a swell performer and dancing.
sentimental. Opener is a rewrite of
always surefire, even if a couple of
Bawdiest of the blackouts includes the
'Remember Me* lyrics, tracing
Opening Pigmeat, Miss Harris and Baskette
his gags aren't so new.
with a soft-shoe dance, Robinson doing hurley's ancient 'Scrambled what is suggested as the evolution
Second is a
goes into his talk and then repeats Wives' turn. They do all but tear of' their romance.
the routine he did in *Up the Rivet* oft the lid, a couple of the gals do- straight try" at 'Says My Heart,'
which she sang in 'Cocoanut Grove'
(20th).
ing a semi strip to Doot
^
Another* line number is sand- (Par), followed by another along the
Luis Russell then takes over the
piano- to sing a special arrangement wiched between the latter turn and lines of the first, called 'Kid in
Includes Buster Three-Cornered Pants,' dedicated to
of 'Some of These Days' while Rob- the Mills Bros.
Next comes 'Two
inson, hoisting a cane in the man- Cromwell singing. Irene Cbrt's acro- their baby son.
ner of a trombone,- imitates the mu- batics and the Whirlwinds. Crom- Sleepy People.'
Songstress makes- a swell appearHe' did that well is fairly nice looking Negro
sic of the instrument.
in the old days and it's still going with passable pipes. Last was worst ance in evenijig dress, etc., but the
over. A skating dance, 'as they ice- of numbers when caught, and he turn would h^ve added appeal If a
skated 40 years ago and as they're Was further st3rmied by some poor straight, current pop' were to replace one of the sentimental tries.
doing it now,' winds him up in great lighting.
Miss Cort's work is novel. She However, Brooklynites seemed to
style. Armstrong then takes hold for
starts mildly but speedily dissipates like her, when caught, particularly
the major portion of his stint.
excellent her introduction as a wife,
with
He sings 'Jeepers Creepers,' hit that impression
mother
twists.
and vocalist.
number which he does in the cur- breath-taking body
Whirlwinds don't rate highly.
rent film, topping it with the trumthen
go
and
tap
unison
in
Open
pet. He also sings and plays 'SkeleConsiderable
ton in the Closet,' while for the into a precision, terp. splits, poorly
PITT.
confined to
windup a special arrangement is of turn is and
toe-balancing.
done of 'This Thing Called Swing,' executed,
The Mills Bros, is the anchor act,
Pittsburgh, Jan. 7.
featuring various sections of the
preceding Hopkins* cats. They lost
Dave Broudy House .Orch (16),
Char.
band individually.
none of their class during long Block tt Sully, Phil Regarit Fuzzy
stay abroad, with the possibility Knight, Lathrop Bros.
& Virginia
something.
added
they've
that
Lee, Miss Rosamond, Variety GamForced to do seven numbers at this bols
Artists and Models Abroad'
catching, none especially new, but
(Par).
Stout frere is
all superbly served.
PitfsbuTgh, Jan. 7.
still the showman of the crew.
Looks like a good layout on paper
Baron Elliott Orch (11), Jane
Hopkins' 14 pieces, including much
Withers, Bob Ripa, Doris Dupont, brass, are in a fast, swell, swing but they're still not paying off on
Cappy Barra Harmonica Ensemble session. Beverly White, vocalist, paper profits. Bill lacks pace and
unity
but chief fault seems to be that
swing
Maxine
&
her
Englert
Schein,
&
edge
with
oh
'em
(7),
has
Johnny; 'Blondi^ (Col).
•My Bonnie,' 'Heart and Soul' and it's almost strictly vaude and the
•What Can the Matter Be.' Not so market's pretty l0W'"for that comFirst flesh for Alvin in almost two forte on the Tballading but right modity here these days.
Doubtful if any show at the Stanyears and it's a winner only because there with the hot songology. Band,
of Jane Withers.
Harris deluxer cleverly lighted, gets in only three ley in months has run up against a
intends bringing in vaude only oc- numbers on its own but they re colder audience, mainly because mob
well.
show
at
this spot lately has been schooled
up
wind
to
enough
casionally.
Hurl.
on swing. Block and Sully, standard
Youngster delivers solidly and has
comics, m.C, and try to tie things toplenty on the ball, which is not algether by working with other turns
ways noticeable in her films. She's
and passing along some of their
a pushover for practically any inbest gags to accomplices. But it's no
person audience though she means
soap.
Ample rehearsals needed for
little at screen boxoffices here.
Indianapolis, Jan. 7.
this
sort of thing to get off properly.
Show's pretty ordinary until the
Gangbusters, Britt Wood, Rolf It sounds stilted and flat here.
Opens with
youngster appears.
Four
Sisters (3),
Dave Broudy's house orchestra on
Baron Elliott's band (WJAS, Pitts- Holbein, Randall
Places' (WB).
stage starts things off with a pop
burgh, staff orchestra, and also with Ortons; 'Going
and then Jesse Block, introduced via
local dance following), stretched
booking
band
up
breaking
Hou^e
offstage
mike, takes over, later
across stage, and outfit's batoneer
vaude bill running 55 bringing on Miss Sully (Mrs. Block)
m.c.'ing. Englert and Schein, young- with straight
Four Ortons open; they to precede the introes with snatches
sters
introduced as the Coast's minutes.
are
a of their patter.
and
Variety Gambols,
champ shagsters, pair off with Max- play the house annually
mixing skill with four men and three gals, open with
ine and Johnny, supposed to be good wire act,
man and woman do some fast tumbling that's okay withPittsburgh's No. 1 jitterbugs, with comedy. One
doubles
man
other
while
tricks,
the
out
coming
up
to
wow proportions
each team coming on separately, and
member of similar acts house has played realso together. They're pretty ordi- in comedy, with fourth
cently.
They're followed by Miss
nary, however, and not in a class doing the muscle work.
Followed by the Randall Sisters, Rosamond, child prodigy on acwith most of the shaggers coming
harmony trio, who're effective in cordion only a few years ago, who's
this way lately.
Gray grown into an attractive ingenue.
They're followed by Bob Ripa, tricky arrangements of 'Old
'Alexander' and 'Old Apple Femme's good on the squeezebox,
Bonnet,'
crack juggler, who's just a carbon
of Serge Plash. Routines are prac- Tree.' Rolf Holbein follows with a punching out a couple of classics, inwhich
he jecting a little trick stuff and piping
tically identical, even to tossing the clever novelty turn, in
•spheres out at the customers and uses a large drawing board, with a chorus of 'You Must Have Been a
having them shoot 'em back again. hgures becoming animated as he Beautiful Baby' before going into a
Next slot filled by the Elliott crew, completes them. Britt Wood is back special arrangement. She's only fair
which bears strong resemblance to again, doing his regular country boy on the vocals.
It's a dash of Block and Sully
Lombardo type of melody. Lads do routine. He's played house more
a brief session of pop tunes, with than any other performer. Scores again and then Fuzzy Knight, back
He
after several years in films.
guitarist stepping down from stand solidly in next-to-closing.
Gangbusters, who close, are head- possesses the same whackiness in his
for bit of mike soloing. Good musicPlayers are songs
Knight's
and
pianoisms.
ally, but outfit heeds some novelty. lined, but fall short.
work,
howdramatic
for
crowd,
their
the
smart
doing
strictly
at
skillful
Doris
Dupont, cute youngster,
Comes through- with some slick tap- but seeing their radio show opera- ever, and over just fair here with a
ping for a pick-me-up, followed by tions somewhat detracts from the stanza that needs more intimate surthe Cappy Barra harmonica ensemble air rating of program, particularly roundings.. Lathrop Bros, and Vir(7).
Three-quarters of latter turn since the cast holds scripts and in- ginia Lee unbend the customers for
nullified by blaring band accom- serted sound effects are disillusion- the first time with their sleek tapGal used to uncover goodology.
paniment and too much emphasis on ing to the aud.
looking gams in her own specialty
Biz thin at last show Friday (6).
one of the lad's vocals. It isn't until
Kiley.
but she's keeping them draped now
they go into 'Poet and Peasant' over-

augmenting talent

Gordon
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(Continued from page 39)
the training by opening up as many
of the presentation theatres as can
absorb the talent available and thus
stop the further drying up of stage
talent in this country.
There was 'a time when the great

Vaudeville and
smooth running.
shows invaded every city and
of any sizt and supported
agents, managers, directors and what

town
not.

Show

business reached large

proportions and in its various ramiAmerican public highly prized both fications gave employment to hunvaudeville and stage shows, in com- dreds of thousands of people in

mon

pa)rlance

'flesh,'

in

theatres

many

diverse trades.

throughout the country. In the era
This army of flesh on the stage
of the now defunct silent pictures, and its helpers traveled in trains,
flesh divided honors with the films. buses and ships, boarded at hotels
Silent pictures could not impress the and rooming houses, ate at the local
personality Of their actors upon the restaurants,, and shopped in the local
audiences comparable to the live ac- stores.
A vast amount of money
tor.
Flesh brought a thrill that the thus was given circulation.
This
silent screen could not achieve. The money was liquid and was poured
films and flesh were then recognized in golden streams into thousands of
to be complementary since each localities
throughout the nation.
supplemented the other. In com- Salaries were not as high as are
bination they were satisfying. Box- paid to aciors of the screen today,
offces proved that to be a fact.
but it is conservative to say that this
Diiring those halcyon days while army of stag6 flesh dispensed over
the film industry was rapidly ex- $500,000,000 throughout the land.
panding to illimitable heights and The beheflciarles werci the small
new film theatres were springing, up banks, merchants, hotels, restaurants
aU over the land flesh on the stage and transportation lines.
was in high favor with audiences
When, talking pictures proved
and theatre managers. The film in- their practicability the ever-fickle
dustry leaned heavily upon it to public began to display unmistakhelp put over Its pictures.
able-signs of a letdown in its forDuring many years flesh on the mer admiration :f6r flesh on the.-'
stage had created a huge army of stage. There were good, reasons for
helpers. .In addition to the perform- this. The newly built theatres were
ers there were musicians, stage I^rge. In these huge theatres perhands, stage carpenters, electricians, formers found themselves toQ far
scenic designers, painters, artists, distant from their audiences successand buildeirs, wardrobe women, fully to maintain the intimate touch
costumers .and othiers. For every to sell their personality. The microsoldier On the battle line, it is said phone, helped but not enough. Then
that there is needed a supporting the new 'talkie' began to attract the
force of seven men behind' the. lines best' of the vaudeville and stage
to supply their wants.
So it was show talent to itselfj The old headwith flesh on the stage.
liners being taken away, the remainIt has been variously estimated ing talent was forced to compete
that there are from 16,000 to 20,000 with high-salaried popular, stars of
theatres in the United States and the screen.
Audiences' realized at
that at one time nearly 4,000 of these once that stage talent was deteristaged flesh, the greater number in orating. People beciame .restive and
conjunction with films. The great bored with the mediocre stage
film circuits, such as Paramount, shows.
Fox, RKO, Lpew's and Warner,
Then radioi broadcasting conicontrolled in the neighborhood of pleted the destruction in takinig
2,500 theatres and 'of these perhaps what it needed of what had be6n
one^flfth used vaudeville .and st^ge left. Show business found itself beshows .to sell' their films to a restless tween Scylla and Charybdis; the
public.
talkers and the radio, both making
'

,

'

'

Statbtlcs
In all the presentation theatres in
the land there were probably 48,000
musicians and as miany stage hands
serving. 150,000 performers.
These
shows traveled all over the country
and in most cases were constantly
on the move, carrying with them a

exorbitant demands for talent, and
new talent wad not being trained in
sufficient quantity to repair the
breaehes in ato^e shows' ramparis.

Stage shows sank lower and lower
in the public's critical eye.
Manypeople made it a point tjO arrive at
the theatre after the $esh. show> yet
in time for the film, or else left in
disgust in the middle of the stage
show.
throughout.
little s.a.' wouldn't
hurt.
Labor's Problems
Next-to-closing brings on Phil ReTo complicate matters stiU more,
gan,' a quick repeat for Irish tenor
from films, who played here only the several labor unions began to
about seven months ago. With Jack make what managers considered
Carroll at the piano, he shoots across were unreasonable demands—more
'My Own,' 'Heart and Soul,' 'When stage hands, more musicians, jbigher
Irish Eyes Are Smiling,' 'Little Lady pay, complicated rules for overtime,
Make Believe' and 'Wild Irish Rose,' and what hot. Compliance with
all in the groove.
these demands 'made the cost inFinish has Block and Sully in their crease enormously
'at a time when
familiar speciiilty and they add
something new and attractive In a the public and. the managers of theOc- atres were lukewarm toward flesh
down-memory-lane sequence.
curs during their singing of 'Thanks and managers even Wei^e weighing
for the Memory,' when they 'remem- in their mindd the advantage to l)ox»
ber when' and, break into sections office receipts if stage shows Were
from a typical vaude act of 15 years taken off entirely, 'Then the reago. It's a good idea and might even maining headliners on the stage be«
be elaborated on advantageously. At gan asking greatly increased sal-the ciurtain. Block steps out of chararies.
Psychologically, it was not a
acter momentarily with an observapropitious time to put so many obtion: 'Let's be thankful we're living
in a country where people carry stacles on the track, for the picture
football heroes on their shoulders industry was beginning to realise
nice touch,
instead of guns.'
that the talking picture in itself was
Cohen.
sufficient attraction.
The remark-

A

-

.

A

able

.

.

large personnel to accomplish their
stage

SHUBERT,

NEWARK

popularity of the films was
to take care of boxof flee de-

enough

mands and

flesh

costing too

much

was

th<)ught to be
for the effects it

Newark, N. J., Jan. 7.
produced.
Roger Pryor Orch, Ann Sothern,
When the theatre believed that
Nick Lucas, Condos Bros. (2), Mar- flesh was no longer adding to the
Buddy
ian Belett & English Bros.,,
boxofflce receipts, then stage shows
Page, Vox & Welter*.
were ruthlessly jettisoned.- Today
Top bill at the Shubert, with there are hardly more than SO presstandees in the lobby

when

caught.

Roger Pryor heads the card with his
versatile orchestra, which shows best
when it burlesq.ues contemporary

bands.

Dead-pan trumpeter gives Pryor a
run for his money. Only complaint
against Pryor is his gymnastic tricks,
which are okay only to a certain extent.
Nick Lucas, with his guitar,
gets his songs across well and has to
encore.

Ann Sothern

(Mrs. Pryor),

from

films, has a limited voice but clicks
in a couple of songs.
Pryor gives
her too big a buildup, which she
doesn't need; she can stand '^n her

the time vacated

Good

start the

.

by

seem

flesh.

difficult to find!

emphasized.
The public aprestless for something differbut is yet inarticulate. It- resembles somewhat the reabtion of
public opinion just before the demise of flesh and may be a harbinger of the end of the two feature
shows. Managers are already worrying over their boxofflce rece.'p's.

show pears

with fast steps and Marian Belett
and the English Bros, contribute
some rousing rough-house acrobatics
that win the crowd.
Buddy Page batons when Pryor is
not on stage.
Vox and Walters,
standard ventriloquists, round out
Dalz.
the program.

scripts

and theatres are lucky if but one of
their two pictures is an attraction.
The public is becoming more critical daily and wlU not be beguiled to
sit through an inferior picture. Complaints are being heard on all sides
that two features are too much.
Many people sit through only one
of the features^ the one that especially appeals or the one the theatre
has

own.

The Condos Bros,

entation houses in the cotmtry using
flesh in conjunction with fllms. Instead a second -fej^turb picture takes

ent,

^

.

-
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& Lola
Emma & Henry

Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK

Mary L>ane
JMontmartrc Boys
John Kockwood
Vaughn Comfort

Collins
Lillian

Varnell

Ira
Sid

show,

opening d«y of

Hawkins

AOrn Cooper
Carter «:«-Schaub
Lee Leslie
Gloria Marsh
I'eggy de la Plants

Lynn & Deerlns
Margaret Grey
Ia\ Mnrqatse

Loew
State (12)
Tioyal Stalliona

Hal

Joy Hodges
Stroud

Week

Stanley (18)

2

Benny Merort Ore

BAT.TIMORK

Kemp

ABERDEEN

Ore

Bower & Rutherrrd
Velvey Attwood
Bettlna RIchman
Louis Barber Co

Texas Cometa
Rosa & Stone
Josephine Huston

(^eotury (12)
Les Juvelysi
June Lorraine

Marjorle Stevens
Joe- Ritchie

Tlvoll

WASHmGTON
Capitol (IS)
M £ B Whaten
24

l4irue

of Jmiaary 9
Ford

&

Carrlngtan

& Clarke
Jack Marks
I.clla. Hamilton
Vearce & GrunUen
Foster

Davis Ore
Smith Oro
Urn-/.Icll% Pnrraga
Kildte
.lAseph

l.r Cuq Koilge
Geo Sternoy Oro

Anii<« l<>:'nclne
S

TIadnle

Mimire
Ore
Le Rubun Bleu
Herbert Jacoby
Grota ICeller
l.r

Shelley-

T»ee

Cabaret Bife

Paramoiint

Palonio

Mabel Mercer

NEW YOKK

KEW YOUK

CITY Phil Harmonica
Fttmmount (11)
CHICAGO
Benny Gnudman Or
Chicago (13)
Shea & Raymond
Johnny Woods
Gloria Day
Bobby FInkus
BrKFAT.O

Rome

BuITmIo (IS)

CITY

Arinanilo's

Valerie

Buddy Clarke Ore
Daphne Wells

Gloria

Billy

Vincent

Bobbins

Bandbox
Charles Barber Ore
Gus Martel Ore

Roscoe Alls
Betty Lewis

Barner Gallant's

tjtun Si

TiOla Rooke
Manet
Bea & Ray Goman
Havana-Madrid
Mano Rodrlgo Ore
Sonny James Ore

Roxy

CITY

Red Skelton
Ann Miller

3 SwlftB

Mlnnevltch Co

Del Rto9
SiHiny Rico

Henry Buss* Ore
Shirley XJoyd
Fritchard & Liord
Lorraine & Roennn

Gae Foster Gls
Paul Ash

Cyrc

B(»KTON
K«Ith
Blackstone

Gordon. Co

Jane \Plckens

(1»)

Nick I'Ucas

(6)

CIJEVBLAND

CHICAGO

Pnlace (13)

Monroe & Grant
Mattlaoa Co

Adrian

Herman Hyde
Sara Ann JlcCabe
House & Ladd
(5)

Kemp Ore
SCHRNXCTADY

Hal

Fibber MrGee Co

CINCINNATISiiobert (13)

&

Bobbins Bros

TA

Sc.

Ortega

NicodemuB
Gordon & Rogers
,DandTldge- Sis

Steins

Stanley (6)
Lathrops. & Le«

&

WASHINGTON

(6)

Earle (13)

Ozle Nelson Ore
Harriet Hllliard

Bob Crosby Ore

Don Cummlngs'
Betty Lou

Gene Auatln Co
Helen Pammer

Eatle (13)
Will Osborile Ore
Pi\U Regan

Knight
Harry Savoy Co

YOBK

Beale- St

OrO'

Boys
Ore

JANUARY

Pennsylvania

Mu^lo Hall

,(12)

Horn

"Vl'llUam

IS

KANSAS CITY
I!ox

Gilbert Bros

Robert Weede
Rockettes
Corps de .Ballet
Erno Rapce Syxnpb

CHICAGO

Tower

Ted Weems OroJUIEMPHIS

Orphepm

tiytU'. (13)

(12-16)

Frankle Masters Or
Slim Tlmblin Co

Jacques Qokey
Herbert Taubler
Stuart Sis

Gang Busters

Marlta Ellis

Hotel Roosevelt
Lombardo Oro
Hotel Savoy-rinza
Gerry Morton Ore
Lew Parkeraon

Cotton Club
Nicholas Bros
Berry Bros
\V

Tom Low

C Handy

Bower

Dandridge Sis
Sister Tharpe
M%e Johnson

Tlmmle

&

Hotel
Basil

Ifredily

Diamond Horseshoe
Noble 31S3le Ore
Don McOrane Ore

Week

of

& Farrell
CAMDEN TOWN

Seamon

Canmont
Paul & Pettit
Atphonse Bi»rg
Gdddes Bros

EAST HAM
Orannda

SAM

Harrison

Jad.son Gls

S

Premier
Turner Laytoii
Fred Brezin
Frank Wilson
Milrlon Pola ^
Jean & Trixle
Blly & Joan

aiiEENwic:
Gmnutlii
0 & M Harrison
1 Jndson Gls

HAMMERSMll'!.
Pfllitce

Silazbeth Welch

January 9

Tom

Palace

Fam
MAIDSTONE

Don

Granada
Don Rico Co

Broad>vay
Marion Pola
Jean & Trixic
Toledo
Elly & Joan
Fred Brczin
.

Cooke Co
Morris

&

Con'lej

WOOLWICH
Oranaila

Kaye Co

El Cliico
Alberto Ore

»

Dorltn & Valero
Senorita Paloma
EI Mi»ror('<t
Ernie Holsi ore
Rl RiD
Johnny JohnsiKi
Cyril Mansfleld
Shellu Barrett

Orc'^

Russe)

Hotel Tatt

Paqulta Dominguca
Maclovia Ruiz
Los Calaveras

& Ramond
STRATJrORD

Drury

Fomeen

Aurella Colomo
Pierce & Roland
Hotel St. Regis
(Iridium Room)
Charles Baum Ore
Sam Jarvls

Gedda Petry
Michael Greben

Willie Solar

Dennis

Pavilion

Frauds

Harry Armstrong
Elizabeth Murray

Balzer Sis

Morltz

Boris Belastozky
Serge Abagofl

Lulu Bates

Billy Bennett

St.

(Maisonette

Delia Llnd

Emma

Onyx Clab
Jack Jenney Ore
Merry Maca
Carl Kress
Saua'ge & Pk Chops

.Toe

Mills

White-

Swing: Rendezvoas

Enoch Light Orr
Peggy Mann
George Hlnes
Light Brigade
Hotel WaldorfAstoriA

(Empire Room)
Glen Gray Ore'
(Sert Roorii)
Emll Coleman Or<
Alice Marble

»r

•

Leo
Luz Dasquez
Cafe Ia Maze
Park Ave. Boys

Club

BaU

Charles Ijawrence
Brusi LMetcher

Medrano ft Donna
Grace Drys Dale

Joe Frisco

Pat Rooney HI
Ruth Denning
Lynn Sterling
Clnb Znrape
Aaron Gonzaloes Or
Leo Roja
Felix Martlanl

Cocoanut Orove
Freddie Marjtin Ore
Russfll
9

Swann

Abbott Dancers
41 Clnb

Bthd Howe
Hai'ry Lash
Frnitk Sebastian's

Cnbunol^
Jose Barroa Ore
Bobby- Ramos
Les Hlte Orc
Huwiilliin

I'amdii.i,'

Andy

Ore

lone-,

Princess Luana
Calif Revelers
Stanley Mcohan

&

Jerry

.

•

SM Brown

Minor & Root
Greenwich VllltiKc
Cnslno

Maxellos (G)
Franklin D'Amore
Grace ft Nlkko

Chaz Chase

.rimmy Ellard
Val Harris

Cafe
Ray West Ore
Diana Gayle
It

B Danders

Jr Ore
Grand Terrace

Edna Leonard

Jerry Roberts

Ches Pares
Milton Berle
Grade Barrle
Luclenne & Ashour

Marjle Radcay

Everctte

Robinson

Sonny ft Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell ft Coles
Saille Gooding
Dottle Saunders
Streamline Sue

2

West
Bob Hanon

Versailles

M

Bergere Oro
Psnchlto Ore
Sophie Tucker
D'Avalds Dancers
Vlllnge Barn
Ijarry Funk Oro
Zeb Carver Co
Vera Fern
Loper & Barrett

Lynn & Lazzeronl
Texas Jim Lewis

Yacbt Clab
Fata Waller Oro
Fred Yankee Ore

Jerry's

Omemere

Jacqueline Allen

Tom Murray

Fonda

Red Barger
Country Hunt

Diane Raye
Chas Bngels Oro
Art Buckley

Mildred Jordan

Al Wagner

Glti

Dominic
Keglnl

Rudy La

Tosi'.

Marsha Noleen
Thora Mathlasnn
Marguerite

& M

Ken Henryson
Chuck Henry On
Danny Kawannn
Kay Sliver
Lillian Gibson

Al Mclntyre

Eddie Bush

3

Jack Waldron
Virginia MathewMoore & Lewis
Tommy RelUy Ori
Somerset House
Harry Rlngland
Nonle Mitchell

ft

"Vaudeville Marches On'*

THE MERE BROS.
NEW YOKK
NOW
MARK J. LEDDY

MAJESTIC THEATRE,
Via

George Arnold

Trocadero

Roy Rankin Ore

Ore

Stan Carter

MColIege Inn)

Glgl

Happy Felton Oro
Prof LambertI

BlUle Myers
Lee Berling
Dorothy Johnson
Rankin Gla

ZIg Zar

Sunny Bouche
Laura Marman
SUnny Mack
Larry Lux Oro

Fred Casey
Terry

ft

Mario Vlllanl
Catherine Smith

Michel

Janet

ft

Banks

Bobby Uaiidera

Ted Penrlman Gls
Joe H&hn Ore

.Loretta

Jerry Glrard

'

ivanhoe

/

Helen Sumnera
Helen Irwin
4 Hawaiiana
Qarl HolTman Ore
L'Alglon

Connie Morrow
Lee
Chips Hill
Sam ft ICeuncdy
Jokers

W

Mary

Kllpatriik
Euseblo Conclaldl

Homa

Don Quixote Ore

Ertnlo Bolognlnl Or

:{

Sam Theurd
Charles Isom

(Blue Front Rnnni)

Partello Gls

Smith Ore
Gladys Madden
Jonah Jones
Stuir

DriiUo Hotel
((iold CiKltit

Wayne

R»«r>
ICIng Ore

lOdna Sedgwick

Reddlngton Sis
Murtah'SlH
Alene

ft

Evans

Untrh's

Ralph Cool( Rev
Rlttmaa Dancera

I

Liberty inn
Stanley Mack
Mickey Sheridan

Pam

Adair

Jimmy
Millie
Elarl

Eddie Sch warts

(Burgtindy- Ro<»m)

Cliff

Grover Wilklns

O'Neil

Erdman
Wiley Ore

Llmehonse
Barney Richards Or

Hall

•

Murray Dancers
Edmund DeLucca
Adolph Lan^a
(Garden Terrace)
Reggie Chllds Ore

Joe Famlla.nt Ora
Club Parakeet

Leonard Cook

ft Lollto
Lollta Berger

Emma
-

BUI Thornton Ore
El Cliico

Rowland

Lltka Kadenovu
Deloyd McKay
Victor Hugo Ore
Cadlllao Tnvern
Henrique
Jeanne Van
Henrique ft Adi
Dick ThomBH
Chas Arthur
Darlene Jones
Mnrcelln Mavchaml
Dolores Lakro
Ltllinn Stewart
Mary Clark
Lee Vaughn
H Reynolds Ore

Stouch

Betty Fernon
Al Wilson

2 Mystics
Ethellnd Terry
Freddie Bernard
ft

Cafe -Moroney
Scarey Gavin
Jean Nlles
Lorraine Wiley
Fay Douglas

CoHmo

Jimmy DePnlma

Alma

Charlie Gaines Oro

Monya Alba
Abby Cubler

Ben Frunklln Hotel

Ruth Harper
Kenny the Hntn

Club Morocco
Rombshells

.lewell Ella

Uellevue-SlrMtrord

(Main Dining B'm)
iieyer Da via Ore

Frank Juels Ore

'

Hy;itt

Lllyan Christian

4

McCixU
Mildred Gilaon

SIH

Joe Fletro 3

Bobby Dunart

Beverly Fisher

Amy Organ

Elmer Hoffman
McDonald - Ross
James Craig

K-Mar

Hippodrome
Paulette LaPierre

JPeggy Shields

Eddie Thomas

Vanderbllt Boys
Betsy Rosa

Kretlow Gla
Sid Lang Oro

Lyle Foster

Jack Newlon
Club IS

Johnny Young's Or

int'l

Clem Williams Ore

H( Hat
Nat Cherney
Joe K. Lewis
Jean Mona
Lee Bartel

Andre

Anchorage
Honey Oro

Arcadia

O'Toole

Billte

Pronaph (31s
Hollywood 6
Henri Gendron
Club m>Umi
Rhytiim Willie

PHILADELPHIA
Bill

Kurtis Mat-Ionel lc.>Laiip, Allen ft E
Mary Stone

Bob

Lorraine Barrle

Hickory Inn
Dictators Oro

Rene

Doiorea Lee
Diane >Lat>e
Suzanne Kcssler
Lucille Johnson
Frankie Rulloa Oro

Pat Rooney
Gibson Gla
Glee Club
Eddie Piatt
Billy Galbralth
Louise Dunn

Bffle Burton
Bernie Adler

Modema

Villa

Tony Cabot Oro
Winona Gnrdeme

Mark Fisher Oro
Sherman Hotel

Mabel MeCane
Allen Cole

Brown

Baby Dodda

Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clair
Terry Circle

Mele

I

Cleo

Charles McBrlde
Freddie Reed
Lonnle Johnaop
Tower Inn
Helen DuWayns
Inez Gonen

Tower Gla

Dean

A Trufk

Terry Terrell
Milllcent DeWItt

Frank Davis Ore

Dolly Kay
Sid Toniaok
Reia Bros

Jack Hllliard
Frolics Ens

IN ROBETSCHEK'S

Red Saunderit On

Slapsy Mnxir':*
Slapsy Mnxle

Wagner Oro

Reed

Viola JerCerson

Thompson's 19 Club
Ray Reynolds
Joy Kaleue

Mary Grant
Jane LaVonne
Hal Barber

Ruth Brent

Hoveler Gla
Royals Frolics

Birdie

,1

Pnrls Inn
Florence Gillette
G Gls

St Clair

ft

Shelbys
Sol

Yvonne Morioft

Sadie Moore
Jack Irving

M

Bert Lynn & Myla
Milo ft^ Marion

Vagabonds

Steve Stutland Oro
Willie Shore

Kay LaSalle
Roscoe Alls
Mona Leslie

Dave Unella Oro
Chalk Robinson Ore
Eddie Roth Ore
IJttle Hungary
.- Club Spanlsli
Valesco's Gypsies
LaMtaze Rest'u'r't Fowler & Walsh
I<eonard Keller Ore Eddte Mark
Diane Denlse
Pinky Tracy
Bob Davis Ore
Marcus Duly
Lor'etta OeRoer
Bill Roberts Ore
Colony Club
Omar's Dome
Geo Redmond Ore
Belle Baker
Charlie Earl
Jose Mani'.niiarfa i»r
Beau Lee
ICelth Beechcr Ore
Eddy & Tours
f'oloNtnion
Palontar
Inga Borg
Tullah & MIy
Clydje McCoy Ore
Yvette Hugel
Bennett Sis
Gerhart
Wayne Gregg

Hudson Metzger

Howards
Gladys Zimmerman.
4

F.dlth Prlnclplo

Verne Wilson Oro
Swiaglaad
H Henderson. Ore

Larpenter ft Lorette
Joe Conrad' Oro
Three Deuoee

Martha Tatt
Maxine Clayton

Cab'ret

Dorothy Wahl

Walter Dyson

•

NY

I/ee

Rose Bowl

Bob Edwards
Ruth Arden

Clab Alabam

Oliver Albertl
3 Otto's Steakbouse
King Cole Oro

Tayntons-

.

Hotel

Rudy Bale

Harry's

Jane LaVonne

Titan. 3

Gertrude Simmons
Beverly Allen
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro
Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Marlta Ryan

Pow Wow

Joe Vera Ore

Sylvia Tucker
Jane Jordan
Mickey Winters
Oliver Harris Oro

Susl-Q
Dick Buckley
Deone Page
D'rothy DeHought'n

Jeanns

Freddie Jania Ora

House Bmi

(Glasa

ft

Bert Nolan
Marvin & Helens

F

Club Al
Larry Ros3

Tommy Howard

Spike Featherstone
lilttle Club
Jane Jones
Tiny Meredith
Betty Haley

Leonard Reed 61s
Henderson Oro

OzzU Jackson Oro

Sextette

Honey

Connie Harris

Lou BrPeae Ore
Don Orlando Oro
Evans Adnrablss

Frankie Gallagher

Seven Seas

Eddie Albany
.loy Williams
Anita Clork
Tipnore Le Nay
Billy. O* Bryant
Indigo Cafe
.Tack Frost

MacMahon

Dot

Colleen

Carl Scboltz Oro

Vaughn
Ronnie King
Naomi Simone
Vivian

Geo Junior

Cafe Callente
-Eddie Aguliar Oro
T-<uls Banuelos
Julio Cervantes
Susana

Lew Klne

Jack Laurie

Bray

Eddy Brandt Ore
.Tay C -Flippen

Ray O'Har.i Oro

Bddle>-Gorman

Rocke Ron^ano
Toddy O' Grady

Don Morgan

]>eba

Bailey Sis

Gower

Swanaon

T'Lltty

Adeline

Baker

ISonnle

Griffins

Novello Bros
Marguerite Meyers
Stonkade Ina
Charles Chaney

Subway
Ray King

Wright Ore
faimer House
(Empire Room)
Orrln Tucker Oro

tK)s

Socialites

Val du Val
Opal Adair

Clint

Rogers
Joan Joyce
Marlon Peters
Vee Ames Gls
Geo Anderson Oro

Bob Warren Orb

Mandalay
Jimmy Kerr Ore

International Casino

Larry

Castaine A; Barrle
Stork Clob
Sbuny Kendls Ore
Joae Lopez. Ore

Beverlr WUShlre
Harry Owens Oro
Howard Gerrard
Sla

Gay

Rex

DuBrae

Frances Kay

Rex Orltntha
Jerry Frost

.Toan

Camvan

LOS ANGELES

Club 17

Mathey Ore
Yvonne Bouvler

Mangean Tr

IjISWISHAM

SHEPHERDS

Patrlcola

Joe Howard
Clyde Hager

Bine Hall
Alphonse Berg
.Geddes Bros

Walter

Simpson Sis
Dorothy Lewis

Frank Libuse

ISLINGTON

&

Guy Owen

Frltzi Scheff

Dominion

Mon Paris
Charlie Murray Oro
Virginia TTpperca
R'yal Lukewela B*7a

Mill Monti

June Richmond
Jigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir

Forsythe

AHdnlght Sob
Jack Melvln Ore
Jerry Kruger
Betty Keane
Una.wyte
Dorothy Blatne

May McKim
Ed Rickard

Kings

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Room)
Carlos Molina Orb

Sliarono
Pat'sy

Tonys
Dick Hardin
Buddy Kirble
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob TInsley Oro

Floe Sole
Adorables

Starduatera (4)

& Kaye

.

.Guy.

Cab Calloway Oro

Lynn La\vrence
Ted Maok

Wood

LEDDY

Eddy Duchtn'Orc
Bobby Parks Oro
Morton Downey
Maurice Sc Cordoba

Virgil

Nina Orla

Jack Murray

(G)

&

Dlmitrl

Eduardo Sandoval

La Carmellta

Joe Smith
G Jitterbugs
& Smart Gla

Novak & Pay

& Barton

J.

Hotel Plaza

Nedra Madera

(6)

Stone

Clnb Gancho

,

Ramona, Ore
Jaok Fulton U
Riverside

INt>IANAPOLIS

MARK

(IS)

OniiWAIT^KEB

Oriental (IS)
l^ed Wayburn

Brltt

Via

Adair
Thelma Oraceh
Marshall Sis
Jean l^loore
Belle Stone
Casino Gls

Helen Dee

Wacky Wataons
Seiras

Robblna
Genevieve Val

Sissle

Fam

•

4

B Tanks

Muriel Joseph

Dave Tnnnen

Mai'cl

Tonya

Sky Rocket
Marjorle Whitney
Dictators
ft Shliw

W

Paddock Club
Flo Whitman Rev
Nyra Lou

Shorty Bull Oro
E>anke*e Caslne

Hold
Room>

Annette

Mathews

Octet.

Herble Oro

ft

.^ano Brown
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Ona Muyo
Ed Leon

Lola Tschappat
Horr Louie ft

L Cook

ft

Mury

Evelyn Waters
RaMundi's Ore
Helen Samma
Old Heldultters
Old Heidelberg go

Lucky

Shirley

Nonnle Morrison

Rose Murphy
Jitterbug House
6 Danwills.
Louis Prima Ore
Bud & His Buddies
La Conga
Fritz ft J -Hubsrt
LaC'nga Rh'mba Bd
Hal Derwin
Don Jerl

FOR NBC

Randall Sis
4 Ortons

FroBlnl

Kay

Radio City

Blltmore Bowl
Shep Fields Ore
Annabelle
Jerry Stewart
•Shirley Rust
Ronald & Roberta

TELEVISION

Viola Fhllo

Urc

B

Collette

Carmen
Joel

3 Loose Screws

Ruth Bnrton

Austin

Patricia Ferry

ll«kuse)

Jeanne

Herb Rudolph Oro

EDDIE SMITH

Wally Shulan

Appearing «a

CITY Rolf Holbein

Brevnort
(Crystnl

Placed by

RICO BJdg.

Hotel Pierre
Harold Nagel Ore

DENETT and DAE
NEW YORK

AU

Slnifer

Lee. Val-

NuiUeleHS C-afe

Eateile Ellis

a Miss

Marg Faber Gls

Kay

Yvonne Nova
Aloha
Ruby Bennett

Manfred Gotthelt

4th ClHb
Homer Roberts

Ryan

ft

Renee Villon

Jack Farrell

Jorry Paige
Terry O! Toole
Castellanos Oro

Florence Schubert
Charlea Baldwin
Grace Katrol
Norma Ballard
BroHilmunt

PROVIDENCE

FAY'S,

Hits

Harry

FAY'S. PHIX.ADRLPHIA

New

Kay Kyser Oro

O Andrews

KlTby.& Duval
(One to fill)

(6).

4

Brown

Saxon S|s
Betty Bennett
Mildred Pnrr
Art Fisher Ore
Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

nimons- Doer

Buck Hunt

Talents
Ealalne Rabey
Roma Noble
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman
608 Clnb
Billy Csrr
3

Minuet Clnb

Bryan Wolf

Dawn

Joan

Marge LaTour

Elsther Whlttlngton

noUca

Sliver

'

MlllstoAe
Mllltitone

Ethel

V Canova Ova

Han(<rtn

Lorraine

ALLAN and CROEL
NEW ROXY, ATLANTA
BOICE and LADD

Tommy

iKotel

Connie Rogt-rs
Harry Hoy^r Oro
Eleanor Johnson
Mickey O'Nell

Marian Ryan

-

Pat Harrington
Frankie .HyersWillie Orogan
Leila Gaynea

Polly Jenkins- CO
Dance Variety

Vivian Newell

Bob Crosby

Ficchlannl Tr
Gae Foster OIs

ALL AT

'

Shtkd Mitchell

Strand (13-14)

Fiizzy

Clifton £:-Miley

Clob IS
Jack White
Jerry Blanchard
Doc Lee

Ken Murtay

JAM. 13.

MELVA

Jack Connors
Yorker
Paradlso
Jimmy Dorsey Ore
Glenn Miller Oro
Lyda Sue
Carol King
Paul Sydell
Marlon Hutton
Mark Plant
Jack Tjane
Hotel Park Central ABC 3
Lee Myles Oro
Place Elesante
Rodney. McLellan
Bill Farrell
Nina Olivette
Benn Kanf
DeRonda & Barry
Hotel

John Hoysradt
Tony Kraber

Maria Forbes

.

(8)

PHILABELPHIA

Plretaoase,

Al Evans Ore

Astor <18-U)
Jim Lunceford Ore-

Tx>o Sla

Oro

.

Kay Parsons
cues

Commodore

Sammy Kaye

Hotel Uneola
Artie Shaw Ore
Hotel HcAlpfs
3 Mesaner Oro
Jeanne D^Arc'y
Sis ft Tom Dowling

'

&a\\T

Jean Farney

Hotel Got. Cllaloa
Eddy May eh off Oro
Bbtty Gale

12 Aristocrats
Yola Galli

Ro^amonde
Fuzssr Knight

nO&ABINO

'

5

PITTSBITEGH

Phil Regan
Variety Gambols

Strand (13)

Kim

.

B\ock

BBOOKLYN
Ben Blue
Dick Foran
4

Stapl6tona

WEEK

George

Bernie Matttnson
Emily Stephenson
Hotel

(>ale Lawrence
Ruth Blley

Kazel ZaIUB

Nord Richardson
3 Tops
Johnny McFall Ore

Tannen
Bob-O-Lyn Gls
Johnny Parkers Or

Alicia Willis

MInto ft Robert
Jean Bai:er
Kay Foster
Irene Green
Bonnie Heauey
Helen Encherts
Mltdi-ed Travis
Dot ICeith Gls

Melody King

Ferrittgton

&

I.eon.-trd

Kemi)

Billy

Claire Bougu.sh
Eatelle BIckow

Hotel Essex Basse
R. Hard Himber' Or

Jack Durante
Fred Sanborn
Elder Blooms
Benny Raker
Carol Bruce

CITY Stan Kavanan^h

Show Bur
(Forest Hills)
Prinre Ore

LOWE, HEIT and STANLEY
PLAGG snd ARLEN

Bob McCoy
Bed

Kdna

Helen Greon
Barbara How

Meyers-Carlotta Co
Ginger Vine
Dorothy Peterson
Dorothy Burns
Commadorables

Roy Swift Oro

Jimmy Aines
Koslta Carmen
Fritzle Wick

Virginia Oovell
Ireno Forbes
Shirley Rae

Art Carney

Agnes

Klontllen
Dolorpit CTri.»em

DuBols

ft

4 Sophisticates

Sammy Haas

Suzanne Cantu
Johnny Honnert
Meta Carlyle
Nino Rlnaldo Ore
El Diimpo

(BallnrNe Rni)

Al Lane

mitBsor*
Horace Heldt Ore
Larry Cotton

Paul Haakon
Shaw & Lee

Strand (13)
Louis ArhiatroQK Or
Bill Robinson

Joe Rinca Ore
NIcIa Goodelle
Dtosa Costellu

Blackstone Hotel

Sliver CInad

DlCario

Jane Cline
Hal Barber

Mluml Clnb
Belva White

Ann

Virginia Gibson

Playboys Ore
Uetty Borden

Alice

Hotel

Lupe Velez
Doc Rockwell
Peggy Fears

NEW YOBK

M:ia«lMl»y

Carlto

Carlos
Roistta

Mary Jane Walsh

Spike Harrison
^rnle- Grauer
Stephen lies
Cass Hanam
Vincent Lopex Oro
Jay Freeman Oro

Proctor's. (12-14)
Bernivicl Co

Dean' Murphy
Eddie Le Baron Ore
Joan Cartlei-

Johnny Howard

Blue noane
Frances Romas

Paul Rosini

Harold Willard
Arthur Behnn
Harry Donnelly

Manoa Co

Sylvia

UO's

SUlell

Hilda Cueva
Mextico 3

-

C^ay

Jim Miller 3
Sally LaGrande
Rudy Madison
Mary Roberta

Judy Abbott
Mnrlynn & Mlcnnel
RMinhow Knum

Harriet Smith Gls
S85 Club

Rudy. Rudlfllll
r.ee Bennett

Jerry Qllddcn
Nichols

Kay

Alice

Billy Reeves

Fritz Hellbron

Charlene
Paty Ituth
Tonlta
Marlta Ryan

Ehrl Rickard
Spencer ft Foleton

Rhythm Rebels

Nancy Hutaon

Vickie Allen
Lois Kaye
Frederic & Yvonn

Creasy
Baird

E;itelle

Bill

Harold Osborne

Roomi

Nltehawks

Barteil-Hurst 4

Jan Garber Ore
Jack Gaullce Oro

Tony Marks

Sammy

Kerble Holmes Oro

LeMatre

Luck*

Sunny Mack
Louis Tops
JIVnmy Blade

Mvl4IUSllllNS

Barl
Jules Novit Ore
MeliMlr liltU
Tiny Hill Ore
Allan DeWltt

4

ft

Dome

Peggy Moora

(Mttrhie^

Anis

niuokhHwk

Ben Cntlcr Ore
Mnry Martin

Spinning Top*

Shirley

Mickey Dunn

Billy Leac.i

Corlles & Pntnier
KulnlH»w- flrill
Mcli'arlands Oro

Jane Iniea
Marlon Miller
Fhli Chlnard

Roberta
Helen I>ovq
Mort Lund Oro
Edgewiiter B<^cb
Hotel

Art' Kassel Oro
Marlon Holmes
Betty Grey
Darlene O'Day
iizlta ft

Graham

"

Roem)

(IValnut

Katherlne Tnte

Norman

AVUite Sla

Rlckoiy BouB*
Carter &. Bowie
Joe Marsala Ore
Nellie Faley
Hotel Ambassiirtot
Terrace- Boy a
Dick Gasparre Ore
Bni Bertulottl's
Vincent Bragale Ore
Angelo's Rh'mba Bd Eleanor French
mis Dion
Bosalean & Seville
Eleanor Etheridge
H'tel Betmont-Plasa
Velyne Hague
Helen Dell
Joa Venutl Ore
Roberta Kent
Adrian Rolllnl 3
Bill's

Fnlace (IS)
Grays
Bddie White
Cappy Barra Co
Davis & Wills(>

Ore

I.nu Miirtin
iris

Patricia

2

CHICAGO

Raye

Rond t»

Bourne
Kklnnny Ennis Oro

A

Don

Chuck Andrews

C'harlle

|U!«m>»rrk lielel

Peggy Ware
Leda Lombard

Paul Bartels

Angela Velez

NEW YOKK

Rildle's

RdUle Davis

Dumont

yan

Carl Marx
Prince Omar

Jack Tllson
Chick Williams
Joe Goodman
Dolly Myers

Victor flugo

llmcr

Fitzgerald

Hacker &

Ted Flo Rlto Ore

Topsy's

Barbara Lnne
Mufen Murr
Joe Ellis Ore
Gwon Winiaroa

'i

NJKW TOBK CITY

Troradero

Charlie E\ivns Ore

Conway & Parks
Connie Jack!>on
Banjo Bernie
Lee Simmon!)
i?epii«r ret
Joe CAndrea Oro
Bill ScuUy
O'Hanton & Del R
Bob Matzl Ore
Iris

Kdllh Roark
HiiroUl Leonard
Callfornlnns

Chuck Fosler Oro

Swanee Inn

Beasley

Avpn Long

Danny Hlgglns

(Jan. 9)

bills below indicate
whether full or split week

with

In connection

&

Talla

Jackie Brooks Oro

Wallace Brod

McGrawe

Jackie Cherry
Marjorle Raymond
Marjorle Waldoo
Dolores Oay

Shemp Howard

Valda

Velma MIddleton
Moke & i'oUe

Faye

Trrnya

Numerals

'

Guy

Barrlngton

Joe Capello Oro

(Jan. 16)

WEEK

THIS

Tito Vfthlez
Jimmy Kelly's
(Itadys

Wedpesday, Januarj 11, 1939
Arlett Jon

Hal Chancellor
Stage 'I' Cafe
Cully Richards

Leo Loxaro Ore
Plantation Club
Skeota Tolbert Ore

J-Iarold

Leila

Rose

1'ommy Monroe
El Chi CO Oj-c
Atellitu

•

Moora

DougluH Show B<mt
Flappe Ore
Mn)ory Kvuns
Line (8)

Embassy
ncesca
Chita
.Toanna Witney
li'rn

BUI Maples
Mltzl O'Neill
John Paris

/

VARIETY

fTednesday, January 11, 1939
Blanco Or«

!•«(!«•

George Clifford
ICvercTM* Cmim
S«tb Cbtllla
2o« Mlltkopf Otro
1628 Clob

Marlon Aiken
Johnny Holmes Ota
Vernon Guy
Ann Fisher

Kitty Murray
Bebe Fitzgerald

Swing Klnp Or«
Bubbles Shelby

Janet Waters

Frances 'Wllllanis.
>Us8 I>e
gouth & I^ane

BondervoiM

XY«iikl« ralontbo'*

Gates & Clair*
Joe Smythe

Selma Hdllman
Pastlne & Marlyn
Fiank Hall
yvonettes (6)
Bobby Morrow Oro
Sid

Nelson & Swan
Parrish Caf*
Flo Gross

Guy JJInetle»
Raymond

Adorables (6)
George Scottl
Chet Fennls Ore

Stamp's Cafe
Al Rlckard
Ethel Grey
Vic ISarlson
Jack Hutchinson
Nanette

&

Gilbert

Helen Martin
Mildred King
OHIO
«
Chick WllUamB Ore
Uarrln Tavcm
Bobby Lyons
Creta LaMarr
Ulldebrand'a
Charlie Neld
Amee Joyce

Carroll

Patsy Shaw
Irving Brastow Orr
fillTor l4ike Inn
(Clemcntoa)
Mickey Famllant Or
Alice Luccy

Dan Hurwyn
Beryl Cooper

George Reed

Nut Hone*

Riviera

Joe Lee Ore

Jo* Klein

Boogy-Woogy

Show Boat

Harry Nosokoff
Cher Clark
Al Mercur
Jim Buchanan

Al Marstco Oro
Jackie Jenkins
Evelyn Lee Gls
Kay Marie Balrd
Betty Benson

Plaza Cafe

Jimmy Peyton Ore
Adele Curtis
Lenore Rika
Burt Layton
Flirts
Billy Cover

Gerry Richards

Bert Phillip'*

Pep Babler Ore
Ethel Seldel
Billy Knack'*
Miriam Stuart Oro

Joe McCullough

Howard Wooda Ore Jay Jerome Orp
Lou Valero
Freda Sullivan
isa

Frank Pontl
20th Century

Rlcard
& Nolan

Noll

Duval

Cliff

Walton

&

Joanne

Jack

Culleh Ore
Viking Cafe

Conrad
Watson Sis
Barbara Brent
Grace O'Hara
Jerry Deltnar Oro
Vlllaco Barn

Tony Harris
Glrard Ream
Joe Frasetto Oro
Glrard & Carol

Tania & KIrsoft
Leon Fields
Margie Smith

Iijrnoh'a

Jeno Donatb Oro
Vincent Rlszo Oro

Barney Zeeman
Mona Reed
Wlnl Shaw

Rex Weber

Edna Thompson
Eadl'e Lang
Teddy Oliver Oro
Weber'a Hot Bni«
(Camden)

&

Gretchen

Rlleys
Miss Trixlo

Karl

Helene Heath
Chas Smith
Jimmy BIsko
i Lynch Gls (17)

Rudy Bruder
Ray Miller

rise

Irene St Clair

Mata Monteria

Ann Rush
Virginia Howard

Ralph Corabl
Helen Worthlngton
Su-Foo

Barbara Bradley
Jerl Foster

Rhumba Oro
Uttio lathskollw
7a ck Orlffla Oro
Zorlta

Golden Co
Jackie Moss
J & T Shellenh'mer
Tacht Club
Kitty Helmling Ore

Judy Cummlngv
Ruth Kaye

Bob Carney

&

Dagmar

Great

(Blue Boom)

Johnny

Hart

Jules Flacco Oro
Herbert Dexter

I.atlmer Clob

Georgo

Patricia Robinson

Dolly Reckless
Jerry Marcello

Roberta Ramsey

clevelahs
Rltai

&

Alplnettea

Margaret

Herman

Bee Sarche

Rubin

Jules DeVorson

Jack

Webb

Hotel Fenway Hall
Willard Potts Oro

Bob Marchand

Bettie

AUen

Cedar flardeai

Hotel Sterllns

Madeline Jackson

Marty Lake Oro

Brown

Hotel Hollenden

Monette Moore
Sn'kes-Blps Pet'rs'n
Duk* Meiyin Oro

Cbateaa

ft

Pollard

James

Sammy Llpmen

ft

Costello

Oro

Varieties

Karl Ratsch'*
Sepple Boch Oro
Helene Stum
Larson's

Victor
Daffy 3

Ruth

Eleanor <jiall
Jean Hurley
Club Porest
Helen Kaye
Club Madrid
Stan Jacobsen Oro
2lta & Annls
Juno Lang
Bernle ft Tovanna
Roberta Roberts
Betty Adier
Marie Marsh
Rose Steffen
Edith Rae
Shutta & Kent
Jimmy Rotas Oro
Club Sahara
Geo Cerwln Ore
Club TcrrI*
Jack Teeter Oro
Ethel Warren
Phil Kestln
Dotty Norman

.S'ophlstocrats

(2)

John Flatt

Band Box Dancers
Al Howard

6

Peggy Warner.
Charlie Lae>in Ore

Reno

Peg Manning
Jean Alyn
Scaler'*

Tony Bauer Oro
Marie Kecky

&

Viola

Dorothy Hamilton
BIng Burdick
Costello

Scbwarta

Bob Bherle Ore
Lee Lelghton Oro
Congo Club

Bob Freeman
Mary Reed
Jen Thomas
Leonard Gay Oro

Lowe Ore
Brown Oerby

Club Frontenae
Dorothy Henry
Amos Jacobs
Betty Coeds (6)
Commodore Club
Sammy Dlbert Oic
Rugs Swann

Ramon &
Buddy

Florene
the Seal

Downtofvn Casino
Mllt Britton Ore
Jackson & B'well
Shanghi Wing (10)
Cole ft PhiUips
4 Tiptops

Barbarlna

ft

"Poms

Hotel Btatler
(Terrace Room)

Jack Marshard Ore
Mario ft Florla
Imperial Club

Congo Gls (6)
Baron RIcoo
Jack Russell
Andre & Frances
Arlene Whitney
Frank Rapp Ore

(6)

ft

Northwood laa
Ray Cariln Or*
Andre Andrea
Ruth Dennen
Spec

&

McM

Spot
Oasia
& Adelaide

Helen Desmer
Stcphan ft Geneva
Jo Campbell
Madeline King
Hnl Borne Oro
Plantation Club
H Henderson Oro
.Savoy Sultans

Louise McCarrell

Deannle Larry
House Line (S)

Powatan
Paul Neighbor Oro
I'rances

McCoy

Bennett Dam-er*

Sammy Walsh

Santos ft Elvira
Covert ft Reed
Oath Westfleld

Baka

Gus Howard
Texas Rockets (6)
Geo Kavanagh Ore
Club Ten-Forty
Lionel

Kaye

Pink Erin

McKay Ore
T*-Jo Farm*
Deeds ft McGrath
Boots Lynn
Gantschi & Sonnen
Hal Boom Oro
Webster HaU
(CaekUll GrUl)
Art Mooney Oro
Vlckl Lauren
Delphlne's Popeye
Dick Tewsley
Jean Shallor
Coyle

(Continued from page 3)

Len Herrlck
State Garden*
Sis
Shirley Little

Mildred Seeley

Lady Delilah

Ann Helene
Dale

ft

Dale

Even Allen
Irene Schrank
Flo Smith
Sunset Club

Eddie Apple
Tie Top

Tap

Joey Feldsteln Ore
Bert Nolan
Bobble Cook
Carlos ft Dolore*

Town and Country
Club
Roberto*
Luclene
Virginia Davl*
RIek ft Snyder
Betty Harger
26th * North Club
Kay Crandell Ore
Wlrth'B Fntnrlatle
BUI Schweitzer Ore
Jack Fexer
Vallle Jay Oro
Ford ft Barnea
Maureen Rosay

Regan

ft

'Mann

Wisconsin Roof
Steve Swedish Oro

M

Merrymaker Ore
N!e Harper Oro
Ellen Kaye

Barbara Lane
Duane Marshall Or
Billy Kelly

keeping pace with Improved earnings in other lines of business.

The

picture business attempted
to get the last Congressional session
to raise the minimum figure at
which taxes on theatre tickets start,
pointing out that improved income
at theatres would, in turn, be reflected throughout the film industry,
and ultimately would show up in
bettered tax revenues to the Govern-

This argument failed because
Congressmn saw only the possibility
of a slash in revenue from the the-

ment.

,

atre ticket source.

This year the campaign Is under
way to drive for no taxation of film
theatre tickets below 75c. The general overall argument will be that
the Government should not put a
ceiling- on theatre admissions at 40c.
And that by so doing the Federal
agencies are holding back the entire picture business, thereby preventing it from participating in any
general national recovery movement.
More technical points to be taken
up will include stressing the actual
monetary benefits that would accrue
to the Government should the minilevel be raised to 60c or 75c.
Argument will be that higher revenues at the theatre box office, resulting
from upping admissions,
would mean better business for distributors and producers as well as
exhibitors. This improvement would
mean higher net return to the Government from income taxes of thousands of individuals in the picture
business, higher surtaxes, taxes on
and others.
profits
undistributed
Those in the trade who have studied
the problem', too, are doubtful that
any heavy inroad would be made
into returns on theatre tickets.

mum

I^ndhnrst CInb
Hotel Imperial
Al Walte Oro
Lee Allen Ore
Cliff Jarvis Ore
Fay ft Wellington
Monaco's Caf*
Hotel Somerset
Pat Lynch
Jacques Pollack Or Tom Hardy
Harry Marshard Or
Ted ft Mary Taft
Day Sis (2)
Hotel Btatler
Paul SImonetti Ore Orpha Towl
Lea Steele Gls (()
(Terrace Boom)
Nancy Day
TeTaylor
Casa Manana
Lelghton Noble Ore
Burns ft King
Phllomena Ranello
Edith Caldwell
Sacks Oro
Morry
Mounds
Club
Gonrmet Club
Chick Floyd
Pat Kelly
Orvelle Rand Oro
Louis Clna Oro
Johnny MaeAfee
The Shadow
Southern Tavern
Billy Bugbee
Noble 3
Pat RelUy
Paul Burton Oro
BUI Loehman
V ft M Horst
Bob Russell
Don
Kayo
Hatton'a CInb
(Cafe Rouge)
Chllds' Old Franre
Nick Bontemps
Marshall Morrill Or Salvy Cavleehlo Or
Phil Helkell
Vbangl Club
(Lounge Bar)
Theresa
Sherry Martin
Alfredo Seville
Club Mayfair
Troy Singer Ore
Rose-Marie
Rogue*
Musical
Poison Gardner
Ranny Weeks Oro
Banna OrUl
Bessie Brown
Hotel Westminster
Llta ft J Marsh
ttypsy Le*
Sonny Carr
(Blue Boom)
Moore ft Revel
Rohde
Oro
Karl
Myra >lR8h
Geo Libby Gls (8) Vie Jerome
FITTSBUBaH
Sylvia, Franko ft A
Cocoannt Grove
Roland
Rose
Anchoras*
Hotel Henry
Jacques Renard Or Vivian Von
Gomez ft Winona
Unlqae
Shelley
Shoulders
Kughle Morton Ore M Contrera* Oro
Lec
Knotty Pine Room
Conchlta
Congo
Arlington Lodge
Nitcry Responsibility
(Hotel Woodcock)
Joe Ravell Oro
B Calloway Oro
Hotel Roosevelt
Freddy Green Oro
Laverne Kldd
Lowe ft Kissinger
Crawford House
Keyhole
Jack Keller
Lee Shelley and his orchestra are
Ray Phillips Oro
Harry DeAngells Or
Hotel Scbenley
Gertrude Woodsum
in Le Mirage, swank east side New
Howard Baum Oro Alice O'Leary
„ Balconadca
Adrian O'Brien
Vie Jerome
Tommy
York nitery, on a percentage-ofCarlyn Ore Buzz Aston
Jack Rogers
Flamingo Roont
Cafe
Fashioned
Old
BUI
Green'*
the-gross arrangement, similar the
,
Bob Hardy Ore
3 Cyclones
Joaquin GUI Ore
Hotel WllUam Penn
Hamllburg
Claire Sis
New Amer. Hotel deal Leo Delys had previously. It's
(Chatterbox)
(Lowell)
Don Humbert Ore
Johnny Duffy
a new wrinkle in niteries, sharing
Jackie Heller Oro
Ginger Gordon
Lou Clarke Oro
Louanne Hogan
take to the band, but
CInb ttiUM
^
Don ft Betty Lane 35% of the
Hofbrnn
4 Comlques
(Continental Bar)
the latter paying for the advertis(Lawrence)
Ort'a
Ted Blake
Larry Murphy 4
ing, exploitation and providing the
6 Leyands
Donna Glelser
Don Humbert Oro
(Grill)
2 Johnsons
Hotel Copley Plata Paradise Restaurant show.
Bavarians
Fete Evans
(Sheraton Room)
(Lawrence)
It puts the attraction in the posiItalian Garden*
Nye Mayhew Ore
.Cork and BottI*
Freddie Coombs Or
Etzl Covato Ore
tion of creating his own draw, or
(Merry-Go-Roond
Jack Davis
Serranos (2)
Debold 2
Jimmy Avalone Ore Dick Stutz
Frank Cerutti operates Le
else,
Kddle
Peyton's
,
Ted Meredith
Les Steele
Hotel Bradford
Jimmy Gamble Oro Betty
Mirage.
Nylander
(Penthouse)
Eddie Peyton
Royal Palms
^ New Penn
Lelghton Gray Ore Margie Dorello
Mike Peyton
Louise Carroll
Terrls & Miiak
Ken Francis Ore
Bessie Profltt
Johnny DeVante
Mlrhael Strange
Harlem Casino
Jimmy Kenny
Johnny Brooks
Weston Sis
Johnny Dixon
Sherdlna Walker Or
Hotel Copley-.Square
Nixon Cafe
George Gould
Seville
Laudy Lawrence, general manager
(Keyhole)
Rose Morgan
Don Rico Ore
Fran Elchler Ore
for Metro continental territories and
Harry DeAngells Or
Rhythm Pal*
Bob Carter
Southland
Gertrude WoodSum
India, is coming to New York for a
Gladdess
Angclo'Dl Palma
Hardy Bros Oro
Tedro ft Dolores
Hotel Essex
Buddy Ross
series of confabs with Arthur LoeWt
f;ook ft Brown
porlce Bradley
Jack Manning Ore
Lorotta Dcnnlson
Big Time Crip
head of M-G foreign department.
Harlemettes (8)
Mary Burton
Margie May
Rogers Sis
Larry Steele
Patsy Duncan
Dawn & Darr'"—
He sails from Paris, Jan, 15.
Reed
Chappell &
Ozzlt Dial
Diane DubrjUe
Line (£>
CllR Wlnehlll

Dagmar

Barnea
Golden Glow

Lillian

'

%-OF-THE-GROSS

'

Lawrence Due Over

10%

Limit Commish to
(Continued from page 7)

Trocadero

Frank Paul Oro

Tax Squawks

Claude. Parmlnter
Pari*

BOSTON
Blue Train

Bert

Harry Jarkey
Shaw & Meade
Irene Burke
Jordan ft Grace

Donna LuPae
Billy Meagher
Johnny Gerg Ore

Vendlck

Eleanor Sutherland
Helen James
Vera Robsel

Jessie

Oasis

Marty Gray Ore
Snooks Hartman
Old Heldelberff
Herman Rehfedt Ur

Florence Bell

Kathleen Kaye
Claudia Ferris
Open Door
Tlnney Liveng'd Or
Larry Powell
Packard Ballroom
Al Cavalier Ore
Paradise Garden*
Anthony Doria Ore
Rendezvou*
Katherlne Kaye

Roma

Log Cabin
Bergman Oro
Miami CInb
Janet Reed
Doris Dane
Nlkkl NlckaU
Ray Wencll
Jane Ruhey
Peggy Geary
Johnny Davis Oro
Mllwaukean
Bobby Maynard
Helen Kaye

Carl

Phillips

Eva Thornton
Marge Young

Undsay'a Sky-Olnb
Bonnie LaVonne
Marion Bowen
Art Cutlit
Pearl De Lucca

Fteddle'a Cafe

Bmma

3

Hotel Statler
Geo Hamilton Oro

Eight O'clock Club
BUI Miller Oro

Tony

Ruyes
Pancho & Dolorea
Billy

Romany

Pete Geracl Oro
Jay Jason
Al Gayle
Gayle Gaylord

(Empire Room)
Bill Bardo Oro

LIndy'*

Laverne
Clover Club
Weber Ore

Sammy Watklna Or
Terry Lawlor

Hotel Bchroeder

Ray Meadows Oro

Rudy Eager Ore
Manny Landers Ore Harry Rayburn
Walt Bergen Oro
Betty Nae

Jess Abarbanell

Pelts

Sadler'

Hotel Cleveland

Aemmer

Plrcbner

Avalon
Hy Barron Oro
Jack Russell

Susie

Rena

Ruth Gary

Shirley Handler

Alpine VlUaxe
Otto Ttaurn Oro

& King

Lord

Jimmy De Palma
Howard Gelger

Lorraine DeVVood

.

Bavarians'

Ann Klrwln

Harriet Cross
Jack Terry

Wally Miller Oro

Gloria Gale

(2)

Honey Fam

Tudell

<

Little

Tommy

Gene Emerald
Ralph Lewis

Lucille Rich
Bergere Sis

'
Neblolo-Cafe
Leonard Seel Oro
Jean

Zlmmy

niutz

Donn
llhythm Brown

Hotel .f bllndelpbla
C Wolf Gl3 (6)
Jaclde Beekman
Kathleen May

Oornle* Slilp

Charlie Rosa
MImi Chevalier
La Verne's (4)

SETBOIT
Ambassador Club
Buddy Lester

Marty Hon
Jean Renard

Oleone Hays
Johnny Poat

Don AnRtUna Ore

Steuben's

(Vienna Room)
Jack Fisher Ore
Towne Club
George Harris Oro

Uook-Caijlllac Hotel
Bailey ft Lamarr
(Book Casino)
Devine* Engie*
Emory Deutsch Ore
Warren Ore Enrlca ft Novello
Palm Garden Johnny
Mabel Drake
Motor HHf)
Eddie South Oro
Dorothy Dale
Peter Kent Ore
Louis Mason
Bob Garrlty Oro
Chene-Trombley
Blue MMin
Stephen Swedish Or
Jimmy
Gargano Or
Roberts
Oro
Red
D Davidson Oro

Louis Streeter

Frances Diva
Marjorle Valez
Blddle

JjUcille Johnson
Bill Steele

Stage Door

Don Humbert Ore

Freddy Miller

Red Bluings Oro
Ray Block Oro
Ben Boe Ore

47

Maurice

(2)

Dean Eapl

Al

MILWAUKEE

Sky Top Club
Virginia Rosen
Danny Montgomery Murray Pai-ker
Jay Jayson
Norma Mitchell
Barnes Sis
Gale Parker
Doc Dougherty Ore
Z>ee & Damour
Cardinal Club
Cleo Valentine
Jutkln's Rathskellaf Bud Vionl Oro
Icltl Galluccl
MayoB
Chateau Club
Ichard Uacb
Croft Sis
obby Lee Ore
Joe Cumin Oro
Keller
Louise
Hotel Adelphls
Buddy Lake
Marie Duval
(Cafe Margnenr)

Mitchell ft Rayburn
Webster HoII
Buzzy Kountz Oro
Willow*
Eddie Weltz Oro

Beachcombers
Babe Wallace

tant bearing, since it Is the first of its
kind to arise since the NLRB certified the
as exclusive bargaining
agent for all screen writers and directed that major companies negotiate with the SWG,'
Studios are accused in 45 affidavits
with' the Labor Board of
filed
coercion and. intimidation by writers.
Guild officers said they were surprised at the number of top rank
scriveners who expressed willingness to testify to overt acts,
'At the meeting Sunday' (8),. the

SWG

the actors had been granted a 48hour week.
The American Guild of Musical
Artists has lifted its ban on appearance of Ruth Miller Chamlee at the
annual orchestra dinner of the

Southern California Symphony Astomorrow
(11).
here

sociation

AGMA

leaders

said

negotiations

have been started to iron out break
between two groups which started
over the use of Non-Guilders by the
association.

The SAG during the past five
weeks recovered $15,208.65 for memnixed a proposal to bers in salaries and adjusted coinpublish a text book, 'How to Write pensation. The SAG handled a total
for Motion Pictures,*
Scribes also of 1,462 claims, ranging from $1^5
declined to take group action for an to $271.50.
Tri-Art Film Productions and
embargo on German goods, declarPlayers Productions, Inc.,
ing it contrary to its by-laws.
It United
was recommended that individual have signed 1938 Modification Agreement with the SAG.
action be taken.

members

also

Acad-Guild Affinity
of Motion Picture

The Academy
Arts

SWG

&

Sciences

and ignores the SP

ment of setup
ment awards

SDG

recognizes

RKO

the

and Screen Directors Guild
for the annual achievein

Order

in its announce-

March

.

(Continued from page 5)

The SWG,

and Screen Actors Guild each

was asked to name three representa- Judge Bondy's recent order elimitives on 9 committee of 18 which nating necessity for physical preswill constitute the general awards entation by actual holders of claims
or securities. First batch was from
commttee.
-10Invitation for the Guilds to par- J, & W. Seligman & Co. on the
the
ticipate and. to appoint members on year 6% Gold Debentures in
amount of $8,671,800. Some $481,000
general coimhittee stated:
'Following the practice of last of 6% Gold Notes were also filed.
On the 6% Unsecured Notes, Irvyear, President Frank Capra of the

Academy yesterday

sent a special
invitation to the Screen Actors
Guild, Screen Writers Guild and to
the Screen Directors Guild inviting
them to appoint three representatives from each Guild to meet with
three technicians, three producers
This
and- three Academy officers.
group of 18 will constitute the general committee in charge of the

awards.
Actors Equity Is revising its rules
to provide better opportimity for
members of the Screen Actors Guild
to appear in Little Theatre producPlan, which will apply only
tions.
to Little Theatres having working
agreement with Equity, is being
workied out by I. B. Kornblum,
Coast head of Equity, and an SAG
committee composed of Ralph Byrd,
Irving Pichel, Edwin Stanley,' Gloria
Stuart and Porter Hall.
To aid plan, the SAG has adopted
a new by-law eliminating the necessity of Class B members taking out a
withdrawal card in order to appear
in a Little Theatre cast. Rule provides class member may secure a
'permissive certificate' from Equity,
unless he has an SAG withdrawal
card, in which event he must obtain
a work permit from Equity. All
members of SAG are reClass
quired to join Equity in order to
work in a Little Theatrje.
The SAG also has adopted a new.
rule which permits extras to trans-

A

ing Trust filed a total of $1,208,000
behalf of The American Co.

on

($625,000); Time, Inc. ($598,000),
E. Larsen ($75,000).

and

Roy

Claims ofv_Copia Realty Co.,
Fabian Operatiiig Corp., G. W. F.
Realty Co., Inc., and First National

Bank

of Cincinnati, as trustee of
Midwest Corp. are hereby
designated as claims entitled to be

RKO

dealt with.

Not Ulsorlminatory

The Approved Plan,

is

fair

and

equitable and does not discriminate
unfairly in favor or an^ class of
creditors or stockholders and is
feasible. It complies with Sec. 77
and is hereby expressly approved.

The offer of the Approved Plan
and said acceptances are in gqod
and have not been made or procured by any means or terms itr*
bidden by the bankruptcy actIt will not be necessary to. file a
statement showing how many shares
of stock have been purchased or
transferred by those accepting the
Master's or Approved Plan nfter

-

faith

.

commencement

Upon

of proceedings.

filing of

a

certificate of in-

Delaware
subform recommended by
Special Master George Alger, with
such changes as may be approved
by the court and upon confirmation
of the plan, the debtor and nevir corporation will be authorized by fheir
respective charters and by state and

corporation

in

stantially In

between jurisdictions governed
Federal laws to take all action necesby Guild branch offices, but pro- sary to carry
out the approved plan.
hibits them from working as an exfer

tra without permission of the board
of directors where the bopks have
been closed for extras. Another new
rule prohibits extras from accepting
a studio call and then failing to report because he later receives a more
desirable bid from another studio.
Join 4A AffilUtcs
The SAG has also amended its bylaws to require all members to join
affiliates of the Associated Actors &
Artistes of America when they leave
the picture field to engage in work
in any field governed by Four
organizations.
Dance group of the SAG has requested that Central Casting Corp,
install a special telephone exchange
to handle their calls. Aubrey Blair
advised group that matter would be

A

Inasmuch as 'modifications of the
Master's Plan (Alger) made by the
provisions of this order will or may
be materially adverse to some
creditors or stockholders, who bad
previously accepted the Master's
Plan, .the trustee shall cause notice
of confirmation to be published in

New York

newspapers.

All creditors and stockholders who
heretofore
accepted
the
Master's Plan shall be deemed to.
have accepted the Approved Plan
unless on or before January
1939, they shall cause to be filed with
the clerk of the court a notice of
withdrawal of such acceiptances
previously given.

have

—

Unless ptitsuant to provisions of
the foregoing paragraph there shall
submitted to Central if the be withdrawals of acceptances to an
dancers appoint a committee to push extent preventing confirmation of
the Approved Plan, it shall be conthe request.
Complaint that some actors are firmeii without further notice as
failing to punch their time cards soon as practicable after the time
properly has been filed with the SAG for such withdrawals has expired.'
by major studios, SAG tops im- Federal Judge William Bondy signed
mediately issued following notice an order Monday (9) to the effect that
asking members to cooperate:
all consents to the reorganization
realized that some of the plan previously filed, will be allowed
'It is
present time clock systems may seem to stand as is without necessity of
cumbersome at first. Undoubtedly those entitled to vote on the plan
there will be changes and simplifica- having to produce actual certificates
The of stock or bonds, proving ownertions
of present methods.
studios are making a legitimate ef- ship,
Bondy's action resulted from
fort to find a workable plan, and we his desire to eliminate delays in conshould remember that it is an obli- firmation from small legal techgation of the actor to abide by the nicalities.
officially

producer's

and

'reasonable

studio

rules

regulations'.'

the contract conditions
which have made this system necessary are for the benefit of the actor.'
Time clocks were installed after
'After

all,

Irene McKennan, Pittsburgh gal
picked by Barney Raop from series
of auditions while playing at New
Penn there, has left the baud.

LEGITIMAnS
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Iqliy leMs Less

1^

Keith's

WPA

Wednesday, Januwrj 11» 1939

^Hamlet'

Chicago, Jan. 10.
Ian Keith, starring here in The
Copperhead' for the Federal Theatre
Project, will follow up the current
show with 'Hamlet,' according to
present plans by FTP chief Harry
Minturn.
Shakespearean piece, the first on

Mying dw Historid

.

Accredited Pros Favored
Equity expected that several hundred among its 900 memhers in
WPA's Federal Theatre Project would

be dropped in the letout move ordered by Washington. Number of
pink dismissal

slips

reported to the

by early this week totaled
?2> in addition to which there were
iZB" people of Chorus Equity on the
relief rolls who also were dropped.
Total dismissals from the five arts
association

I>roj&cts is

approximately

1,000.

Monday
protest

(9) there was considerable
activity,
a parade being

scheduled for Friday

(13),

the pro-

cession to be made up of as many in
Federation of Arts Unions as
mass meeting will be
possible.
(Wednesday) at 11
held' tonight
o'clock at the Hudson theatre, it

m Dismissals

Shuberts Play Safe
Lee Shubert is taking out life
and casualty insurance on Ole
Olsen and Chic Johnson for an
indeterminate term meant to
cover the run of 'Hellzapoppin,'
current at the Winter Garden,
N. Y.
Insuring of stars in Hollywood
film producers is not unusual,
but is rare on Broadway. Amount
of the Olsen and Johnson -policies not revealed, but 'Hellz' is
aimed to clean up a fortune, with
the comics in for 40% of the

by

hoped that the attendant
publicity will be helpful in calling
attention to the protest parade and
that those dropped will be reinstated.
It was indicated that Equity and
those whose professional standing
was unquestioned were" favored in
the compiling of the pink slip li&ts.
However, the chandes of possible discrimination are not being overlooked
and the association's committee has
been granted hearings by FTP people
In New York, so that the let-outs
thsy be carefiiUy considered and the
retention oi alleged amateurs be
questioned.
Prbtest Committee's Effect
Favoring of the distinctly professional people in the government's
theatre relief arm, apparently followed instructions from the national
director, Hallie Flanagan, which may
_,be the reaction to the pjrotest com-

Be

FTP

Fair

Shows

MBELOR'

IN

ROAD COIN

New contracts issued the
player^ are unusual. Each will receive $75 weekly, plus a percentage,
which will vary if and when the
show grosses more than $5,000 weekly. While the basic pay is the same,
the sharing varies among the principals, according to their regular
salaries and the level of the gross.
'Bachelor' played half a dozen
theatres in New York during an engagement that nearly reached the
WPA's Federal Theatre Project has year mark. For most of that, period,
explained its plans for participation there was a similar sharing plan) but
in New York's World's Fair and the the basic pay was lower, running
Golden- Gate Exposition, San Fran- from $50 to $60 per week.
cisco. In both spots FTP wiU present
Same idea has been used for 'What
what it classes as exhibits for the ed- a Life,' which moved from the Biltification of visitors, from the hinter- more to the Mansfield.
set-up.

Mostly to Wise

Up Visiting Hicks

show activities
have not been seen. WPA-ers state
that the presentations are not to be
regarded as opposition to the comwhere

land,

relief

.

Equity's efforts to aid members
ivho received pink slips will. be somevfhiSi classified.
It was explained
th^t cases of those members in

WPA

.

Current Road Shows

sadly short of its noble'' aim and
honorable intentions.' £ockridge
(Sun) called it 'beaatiful and
Atkinson
deeply moving.'
unwjeldy pro(Times): ' An
nouncement.'
Variety (Ibee):
acceptance.'
'Doubtfnl of

'Everywhere I Roam' was withdrawn, from the National after playing one and one-half weeks to mild

^

being affected.

The long rehearsed
*Sing for Your iSupper* was another
unit where considerable slicing wSs

ordered, something like 80 dismissals
being made. Stated that few Equityiles are- in that revue. Most are said
to belong to the Workers' Alliance,
whith is j>roceeding along similar
lineis in an effort to obtain reinstate•ment of- members.

Ghi

WPAers Organize

Campaijgfn Against Guts

(Week of

business.

Jan. 10)

'Amphiti-yonVSea Gull' (Limt and
Fontanne), Erlanger, Chicago.
'Angela, Is 22' (Sinclair Lewis),
English, Indianai)olis (9-11); Davidson, Milwaukee .(12-14).

'Golden Boy' (Phillips HolmesJean Muir), Cox, Cincinnati.
I'd Rather Be Bight' (George M.
Cohan), Shrine Aude, Des Moines
Lyceum, Minneapolis (9-12);
(8);
Aude, St. Paul (13-14).

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Federal Theatre Project's future
San Diego is contingent on a report by Peter O'Crotty, publicity director of the Los Angeles Project,
iknd -William Lusher, producer, who,
were dispatched to the border city
ta 4^rvey the situation.
W^psbington ordered the Project
tfiere disbanded, but reconsidered
Vfhen natives set up a howl. Project
In

has

^ aeton on

rolls.

Show drew mixed

EVERYWHERE

a

ROAM

Colemagnificent first act.'
(Mirror): 'Insufficient.'

man

'Don't Throw Glass Houses' slipped
out of the Cort where it played

*Oi Mice and Men,' Chestnut
Philadelphia.

disappointed.

•What a

Locust

(Ethel

St.,

Mayer

Regina.'

Queen Victoria, Edward VII, Duke of Windsor, Oscar Wilde, George
Bernard Shaw, James Whistler, Sir W. S. Gilbert, Sir Arthur Sullivan
and Richard D'Oyly Carte in 'Knights of Song.'
Jesse James and Frank James in 'Missouri Legend.'
Shakespeare, Maude Adams, Helen Hayes, Alfred Lunt, George M.
Cohan, Weber and Fields, Irene and Vernon Castle, Edith Day, Ernest
Truex, Dudley Digges and Libby Holman in 'The Fabulous Invalid.'
Oscar Wilde, Frank Harris and Lord Alfred Douglas in 'Oiscar
Wilde.'

Lincoln, Mary Todd, Anne Rutledge, William Herndon, Stephen A.
Douglas and Tadd Lincoln in 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois.'
Lincoln and Anne Rutledge in 'Prologue to Glory.'
Peter Stuyvesant and Washington Irving in 'Knickerbocker Holiday.'
Marie Antoinette, Emperor Joseph II of Austria, the Dauphin,
Princess Marie-Therese and Mirabeau in 'Madame Capet.'
Danton and Robespierre in 'Danton's Death.'
Eliza Jumel and Louis XVIII in 'Great Lady.*
Moll Flanders and Harriett Beecher Stowe in 'American Landscape.'

Sam NirdEnser

Left

road; in

Estate of $2,748,070
Philadelphia, Jan. 10.

Samuel

who

operator

YEAR,

F. Nirdlinger, legit theatre

SKTfii

LOOKS

died in 1918, left an

TO EXPO BIZ

Nirdlinger operated the Broad,
'Tobacco Road,' at the Forrest,
Nixon's Grand and Nixon's theatres
New York, is advertising tickets will
here. He left the estate in trust to
pay 29% of the income to his son, be available for performances during
New York's World's Fair period.
the late Fred. G. Nixon-Nirdlinger,
whose former wife, Wcs. Theresa Drama, which recently completed its
Burke Nirdlinger, also receives 29%. fifth consecutive year on Broadway,
Most of the remainder goes to Sam- is second in length of run to 'Abie's
Irish Rose.' Latter, with a six-year
uel F. E. and John F. Z. Nirdlinger,
run, a Broadway record, played
grandsons.
2,532 times.

Management of 'Road' is not claimit wiU establish a new run mark
summer predicted the show
would still be on the boards when
the Fair opened. There is one road
show of 'Road'; last season ther«
ing

but last

White's Irisco Fair
Dicker, Prior to His

New

were two.

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
George White is on a deal with
'Frisco interests to lease either' the

Tivoli or Casino there for

revamp

into a theatre-restaurant and presentation of a 'Scandals' revue during
the 'Frisco fair.
If the deal goes through White will
try out the material in S. F. which
new 'Scandals,' being

he has for his
readied

for

the

drama until this fall, when management was turned over to Jack Kirkland and Harry Oshrin, who share
in the ownership. Kirkland adapted
the play from the novel of the same

name by Erskine

Caldwell.

New York

show.
Coast show
in operation for duration of the San
Francisco fair but duck east in April
or May to resume production of the

White would keep

'Scandals'

'Abie' ohce toured six
concurrently.
Recently, the 'Road' on tour played
Cincinnati for the sixth time, repeating there after playing the stand
two weeks previously. It played the
first half of last week in Columbus,
its fifth date there.
Sam H. Grisman operated the

'Scandals' in N.Y. companies

th*e

Mike Todd to Also
Swing Tan 'Mikado'

on Broadway.

-

DON'T

Shuberts' S. F.

HOUSES
Opened Dec.

27, '38.

the orix pronounced

it

Most

Show

Mike Todd has entered the stream-

lined colored 'Mikado' sweepstakes
San Francisco, Jan. 10.
Hottest news to come out of the and will do his swin^ version of
Golden Gate International Exposi- Gilbert and Sullivan coincidentally
tion on the show end of things came with the proposed Alfred de Liagre,

THROW GLASS
of

n.g.

Among the holiday debuts which
dropped out previously were 'Bright
Rebel,' Lyceum; 'Michael Drops In,'
Golden, and 'Window Shopping,*
Longacre.
In addition, 'Sing Out
the News' closed at the Music Box
after playing 13 weeks, and 'Bachelor Born' exited from the Broadhurst, one Of half a dozen spots it
played during an engagement of 49

Jack Byrne, who was set for the
Philadellead in 'Birds of a Feather,' which
Barrymore), George Abbott put into rehearsal this
Shrine Aude, Des Moines (9); Aude, week, is confined to a New York hosSioux' City (10); Technical H. S., pital with a throat ailment and has
Omaha (11); Muny Aude, Kansas had to give up the part. His successor
City (12-14).
has not been selected.
Until his illness Byrne was in
San Carlo Opera Co., White,
Fresno (15); War Memorial Opera 'What a Life,' BUtmore, N. Y. Robert
House, San Francisco (Jan. 16-Feb. Foulk replaced him temporarily, but
Frederic Clark has since taken the
I).
'White Cargo/ Shubert, Brooklyn. part permanently.
Life,'

'Whiteoaks'

B.

Edward VII, George V, Duke of
Windsor. Queen Alexandra, Queen Mary and Disraeli in 'Victoria

week, when manager Harris D.
Connick signed a contract .with J. J.
Shubert fpr a girl show on Treasure

last

Island following Shubert's arrival
here from Honolulu.
Shubert deal gives the expo Its
first really big girlie show.
Starting
May 15, or possibly June 1, Shuberts
will produce a show to run 10 weeks
at the fair. Employing a cast of 100
people, the show will be the biggest
to visit San Francisco since 1914,
The production will have some
names in the cast and will be preweeks. Another- closing last Satursented three or four times daily in
day was 'Blossom Time,' brought into
the California auditorium, which has
the 46th Street for the holiday
a seating capacity of 3,500. Shubert
(12); New Castle, Pa. (13); Shea's, period.
said show will tour following its enErie, Pa. (14).
gagement here, ending up in New
'Victoria Rejfina' (Helen Hayes),
Byrne, 111, Quits 'Birds' York.
Shubert, Boston.

phia.

and Needles.'

Victoria, Prince Albert,

than two weeks. It was
one of the holiday premieres which

slightly less

St.,

I

notices..

Opened Dec. 29, '38. Reviewers were mostly negative. .Atkinson (Times) said It was 'cluttered and truncated drama .with

*Klss the Boys Gopdbye,' Erlanger,
Buffalo (12-14).

Chicago, Jan. 10.
'Our Town,* Cass, Detroit.
Federal Theatre Project employees
'Pins and Needles,' Lyric, Bridgehere have started a caihpaign to preport (9-11); Bushnell Aude, Hartvent the proposed reduction in ap- ford (12-14).
propriations and personnel. Federal
'Set to Mnsic' (Beatrice Lillie), NaTheatre Workers organization has tional, Washington.
initiated a campaign by obtaining
'Shadow
and Substance'
(Sir
petitions in protest against the proCedric Hardwicke), Selwyn, Chi
posed slashing. At the same time a cago.
fund is being raised to send a dele'Susan and God' (Gertrude Lawgation to Washington to make an rence), American,
St. Louis.
ih-^peifson protest on the matter.
'Stars in Tour Eyes' (Jimmy DuMain point being brought out in rante-Ethel Merman), Shubert, New
the campaign is the cultural aspect Haven (13-14).
of the project and the good that tbe
'The Women,' Forrest, Philadel
Federal Theatre has done in spread- phia.
ing a wider interest in theatre enter'Tobacco Road,' Fairbank, Springtainment.
field, O. (9); Palace, Marion, O, (10);
Morgantown, O. (11); Oil City, Pa.

Future of San Diego
FTP Rests on Report

Queen

'

have attempted tp pay thei^ defray the transportation of players
dye? will receive prefe^rred attention, and possibly the cost of lunches. Exwhile those not in good standing yriU hibits and performances will be held
receive consideration, later. Equity, in government buildings, capacity in
in a drive to bring back WPAers,. of- Frisco being 400, whUe New York's
fered reinstatement at -bargain rates, spot will acconunodate 220 at one
the privilege being to pay dues at the time.
rate of $1.50 per month.
Instead of isolated cutting, in some

'Pins

week.

Six attractions dropped out of
Broadway's list Saturday (7), most
of them having been of recent entry.
'American Landscape' closed at
rionettes to classic drama.
Shows the Cort after a stay of slightly
It failed to rally
will start at. 11 a. m. and continue 12 over five weeks.
hoiu-s,
each performance running after a mild press.
around 40 minutes. Included in the
schfsdule will be examples of sceni%
AMERICAN LANDSCAPE
and costume .designing, shop work,
Opened Dec. 3, '38. Majority
also the product of arts projects.
Andidn't give this a chance.
Admission of 25c may be used to
derson (Journal) said 'it falls

yfixq

instances it is reported blocks of letouts, were decided on for several of
the theatre and arts projects. One
of the music units is said to have
been dropped entirely, 160 people

and Chamberlain in

estate of $2,748,070, an accounting in
Pennsy Orphans' Court revealed last

6 Shows Scram

mercial theatre, because of the small
mittee, which again visited Washing- auditoriums used and the low admiston and was received by Mrs. Roose- sion charged.
At both points it is planned to
velt and the uqw administrator, F. C.
.Harrington;
Mrs. Flanagan sent a show a range- of activities from ma-

communication to Equity stating that
stie and her staff -bad attftmpted to
'forestall the cuts and regretted the
issuance of tfie mandatory order.

Right,'
Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin

Mayor La Guardian Harpo Marx, Norma Shearer, Louis
and Robert Morley in 'Sing Out the News.'

'Bachelor Bom,' English comedy
which closed on Broadway last week,
is going on tour with several cast
replacements and a changed salary

A

This past year was notable for the unprecedented number of historical and ciurrent figures portrayed on the Broadway stage in various shows. Included in the list are the following:
Shelley and the Godwin family in 'I Ani My Youth.'
Catherine the Great, Peter, Empress Elizabeth and Potemkin in
'Empress of Destiny.'
President Roosevelt, the Cabinet and Supreme Court in 'I'd Rather

PLAYERS SHARE

gross.

';the

being

the local FTP schedule, is figured to
go into rehearsal in about three
weeks and open late in February.

Jr.,

version.

WPA

Latter has the Chicago

show for Broadway.
Todd plans opening in Detroit and

touring the west ahead of N. Y. and
has Fletcher Henderson to conduct
and arrange the score.
Clarence
Muse and Bob Parrish are set for the
Todd version. It's called the 'Hot
Mikado.'
orthodox
Meantime the
D'Oyly Carte company has opened
at the Beck, N. Y.

•

Sherwood

Sails in April

To Set D.G. London

Office

Robert E. Sherwood, author of
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' Plymouth,
N. Y., plans to sail for England late
in April, to be gone a month or so.
Connick said that the Shubert Main purpose of the trip will be to
show would be the first of a series set up a London office for the Dramof big productions to be staged at atists Guild,
of which he's president,
the fair. It is rumored that ne •''iaSherwood, currently occupied with
tions are in the final stage for a other
members of the Playwrights'
night club, which Eddie Cantor will Co. in casting S. N. Behrman's 'No
sponsor, and a Mae West show. Time for Comedy,'
says he is doSally Rand has been signed to stage ing no writing
on his own and has
the 'Nude Ranch' on the Gayway of no plans for his
next play. There
the expo, 'jut it is understood that have been
a number of tentative ofshe will not appear as a performer, fers for the
film rights, to 'Abe,' but
just as manager.
no specific bids.
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NO B'WAY-H'WOOD
Tribute and Guarantee
Copy o£ an unusual nature appeared In the amusement pages of NewYork dailies last vteek, extra space being used in the exploitation of
two new plays, 'Mamba's Daughters,' Empire, and 'Everywhere I
Roam,' National, [It didn't help 'Roam,' however, which closed suddenly on Saturday (7).] Special copy anent 'Mamba's Daughters' ran
only in the Times on Friday (6), being paid for and signatured by a
group of first-nighters and professionals. Insertion was made without
the knowledge of Guthrie McClintic, who produced 'Daughters' and
who had previously spent $2,000 in extra space to display quotes from
the notices.
The ad read: 'We, the imdersigned, feel that Ethel Waters' superb
performance in 'Mamba's Daughters' at the Empire theatre is a profound emotional experience which any playgoer would be the poorer
for missing. It seems indeed to be such a magnificent example of
great acting, simple, deeply felt, moving on a plane of complete reality,
that we are glad to pay for the privilege of saying so.' Attached were
the names: Judith Anderson, Tallulah Bankhead, Norman Bel Geddes,
Cass Canfield, John Emery, Morris L. Ernst, John Farrar, Dorothy
Gish, Jules Glaenzer, Helen Hall, Oscair Hammerstein, Paul Kellogg,
Edwin Knopf, Ben H. Lehman, Fania Marinoff, Aline MacMahon, Burgess Meredith, Stanley Reinhardt and Carl Van Vechten.
It is understood that the idea was fostered by Van Vechten, a familiar figure around Harlem, who has written much about colored
characters in the metropolis. Play drew a fair press, with Miss Waters'
performance highly lauded by some critics. The group, however, apparently did not agree with the Times' reviewer. Brooks Atkinson, who
was not fully in accord over the colored star's characterization.
Ernst is an attorney, well known in professional circles. He said
his reason for subscribing to the ad was in support^of his theory about
theatre coverage which was espoused in a book he wrote some time ago.
He explained that while the. New York critics are as able a set of
reviewers as could be found, their notices serve as a sort of bottle
neck, with the result that the drama does not receive the attention nor
the wide lattitude of opinion it deserves. Ernst advocates a playgoers'
committee of perhaps 200. who would pass on the merit of legit presentations.

The ad on 'Roam' was inserted by Marc Connelly and Bela Blau, its
producers, copy being to the effect that many persons believe the play
to be 'excitingly beautiful.' They offered to refund the money for
tickets to anyone who did not think so, 'to find out if our own enthiisiasm is idiotic' No applicants appeared at the box office, although
one playgoer, who purchased two 55c. tickets, inquired if the offer
was on the level. Play was withdrawn Saturday (7) after 12 performances to mild business.
third insertion of out of the ordinary ad copy ,and the largest of
the three, appeared in Monday's (9) papers, when Eddie Dowling ran
excerpts of the notices on 'Here Come the Clowns,' in which he is appearing at the Booth. Copy included an announcement of the play's
withdrawal Jan. 21, at which time it will have played seven weeks. It
was hoped the controversy over 'Clowns' would develop attendance,
but there was no miaterial improvement Actor-manager says it has
'been a 'glorious experience' to appear in the play, but that because of
booking contracts 'it just must be last two Weeks,'

A

FTP s AssL Natl Diredor
Equity on

.

director of
WPA's theatre project, that they accorded him a vote of thanks.
Miller declared there have been no
deals entered into with commercial
showmen due to the fact that they
is

assistant

have refused

Mollifies
>

Of Debbil Commercialism

Equity, which with other stage
unions viewed with considerable concern the activities of WPA's proposed
tie-ups with commercial showmen
for the Federal Theatre Project, appears to. have been entirely mollified
by J. Howard Miller, who appeared
before council last week and presented a detailed statement of the
relief theatre's aims in that direction.
The Equityites were so impressed by the address of Miller, who
national

to guarantee

WPA

at-

tractions against losses and there is
no p rovision for such funding in the
FTP set-up. He explained that if

FTP

sends a show on tour, requiring
;gross of $6,000, and the boxbffiice
amounted to but $4,000, the red could

a

not be secured from regular WPA
monies, imless there was some type

of sinking fund.
Case in point is that of 'The Prologue to Glory,' quite successful from
a'
viewpoint at the Elliott, N.
Y., last season.
Outfit was sent to
Chicago with money set aside dur-

WPA

theatre and allied arts
mention of the cutting

came when

down

of the

complement was touched upon.

As-

sistant director deplored that situation, but said nothing could be done
about it at this time.
Touring Costs Hiffh
It was declared that the cost of
attractions was a factraveling

WPA

tor that caused commercial managers
to shy away from such participation.
Most shows in the FTP have large
casts and therefore transportation
costs are much higher than ordiPointed out, however, that
narily.
the pay of those in touring FTP attractions approximated or topped
Equity's minimums, since $3 per day
subsistance goes to each player in
addition to the security wage.
in leasMiller defended the
ing theatres and thereby saving them
from deterioration, if not razing in
favor of parking lots, if the houses
are not taken over for pictures. He
diadded that theatres under
rection are not only kept in playable
condition, but are. available for commercial show bookings. That especially applies to out of town spots,
where at least two weeks out of each

WPA

WPA

month can be used by road shows.
Cited was Erlanger's, Atlanta, now
ing the New York engagement. The being operated by WPA. House was
Loop engagement was a flop and the involved financially and was falling
show was shifted to Philadelphia, into disuse, but has been used by
there being enough coin on hand. It
first time known that- money
secured through admissions could be
used by the project in addition to
the. amounts regularly allotted. Previously, such money was supposed
to be paid to the treasury, but apparently only the ticket tax is retiurnable to the government.
to
angle
Another
interesting
Miller's statement was his estimate
that the FTP and Arts projects constitute but 4/5 of 1% of the entire
WPA projgram. It was believed to be

was the

League to (ki 10 Bookers, 14

lECIT,

road shows since the relief outfit
took the house over. Similar policy
will be used for the St. Charles, New
Orleans, w^iich is being leased by

tPPEimSHTi
Reason Ahead of '37-38

'37-38

DIFFER ON OPTIONS
Despite official prediction that an
agreement might be expected within
a month, settlement of the Broadway-Hollywood breach iippears little

nearer than it did two months ago.
Meanwhile, certain elements in the
Dramatists Guild are again questioning the desirability of a return of

Completing his argument that the
should not be regarded as com
petition to commercial attractions.

Miller further pointed out that the
low admission scales used should rethat category,
Part of the statement was in reply
taking
to a complaint against
over a San Francisco legiter, Miller
much higher. Mention of the rela-' claiming that road shows alone the
tively small outlay for the relief west coast are a rarity.

move such shows from

WPA

News' 'Abe' Sequel
Capt. Patterson, the N, Y.
Daily
News' editor-publisher
and ardent show biz fan, put .in
a 'Call for Dr. Sherwood,' as he
briefly
captioned
yesterday's
(Tuesday) editorial:
Your play, 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' is the best Lincoln play
we've seen, and it calls for a
sequel, to be entitled 'Mr. Lincoln in Washington.' Many interesting things happened in that
part of Lincoln's career, too.'

pared to previous ones.

Contrary to

reports the 1938-39 season thus far is
ahead Of the previous season in total
productions,
number of playing'

NXESCASmG

weeks and total gross, while it is almost on a par in number of hits. Refrom various
statements
peated
sources have been to the effect that
is running sadly
behind last season's figures.
Equity has definitely nixed the
Although Sidney Fleischer, Dra- idea of establishing a casting agency,
matists Guild arbiter of film sales, a proposal which has cropped up
has been conferring for more than now and then for 20 years. The mattwo months with Jake Wilk, of War- ter came up at last week's council
ner Bros., and J. Robert Rubin, of session and was voted down after
Metro, regarding a tentative agree- little discussion. Chances of internal
ment for submission to the Guild dissension if such actiyity were en-

the current season

council, the League of New York
Theatres .and the various film companies, no such pact has been drawn
up.
However, it is explained that
failure to reach an agreement is not
necessarily the result of difference
of opinion.
Rubin iias been prevented from participating in many
of the huddles because of iUness and
the fact that he was involved in the
recent hearings of a stockholders'
suit against Lo^w's.
Dramatists Guild council will meet

tomorrow (Thursday), but

it is

un-

likely that a draft of the proposed
agreement will be ready for submission.
Instead, the council is expected to deal with routine matters,
one of which may be the appointment of a committee to act for the
Guild in handling the proposed summer dramatic festivals in the $1,be
theatrical
center
to
000,000
erected at Dartmouth College.
On the other hand, one issue has
bc:n raised by the film companies
which may short-circuit the entire

proposed Guild-Hollywood agreement. Point concerns the matter of
options: specifically, whether under
the proposed agreement a film company backing .a legit production
would guarantee purchase of such
•a play or would merely have an option.
Film companies would niiturally favor the option idea, .but certain Guild members are reported
strong for the guaranteed purchase.

Otherwise,

both

the

Hollywood

end and the Guild are inclined to
agree' in general on a plan whereby
picture companies could back legit
production, with the purchase price
determined by total gross and
(Continued on page 52)

tered into by the association is the
same objection that led the councU
to void the plan seriously.
Stated that Equity would face the
issue of cancelling permits to cast-

new

productions

"
"

"

musicals

"

revivals

"

hits

of cancelling the permits arise, provision being stipulated in the rules,
whereby recipients concede Equity's
right to withdraw such privileges.

agency men.
Last Thursday (5), Justice Loui:»
A. Valente conducted a hearing in
N. Y. supreme court on the application for a permanent injunction
sought by the Acme agency, which
has .been operating outside the code,
on the grounds that it is in restraint
of trade. League, Equity and a number of managers are' named as codefendants. Both sides were ordered

%ckbirds' SdB TTying
To Make B'way

Fli{^t;

Kramers' Wings Capped
'Blackbirds' is

still billed on the
boards at the 44th Street, N. Y.,
while Lew Leslie coi^tinues to seek

number

been

to

-file

briefs

Monday

(9) after vy^hich

a decision would-be handed down.
When a temporary stay was issued by the retiring Justice Black*
counsel for the League objected on
the grounds that the managers are
attempting to prevent high prices.
Court is reported commenting that

a fresh bankroll In the hope that the
colored revue will eventually light
up. Nate Kramer and others of his the managers were no better than
family connected with the Edison the brokers.
Brokecs outside the
hotel, N. Y„ who bowed put as back- code defend their position by stating
ers, are said to have invested $35,000 that the public can buy tickets diin the show.
One item was for rect at th9 boxoflice it willing to
costumes, which cost $15,000,
Un- purchase far enough In advance, but
derstood that if ^'Blackbirds' is pre- that persons who demand good losented, the Kramers will hold a per- cations close to the day of performance should not object to additional
centage should the revue click.
Krather sent out penny postcards Charges.
expressing the seasonls greetings
around' the holidays. In explan-.tion
Oot of IHlss;
there was a P.S., which read:
'Blackbirds' got us,'

Ondsa;

50
38
7
5
10

1938-39
53
40
9
4
9
6

" shows in doubt
3
"
'22
"
current this week*
27
i* Includes six holdover productions last season, three this season.)
Total grosses of all shows
$5,451,100
$5,633,400
"
476'
playing weeks
505

(Figured on total

same idea having

propo^ Item time to time for
years and once unsucoiessfully e^
tabUsfaed, HoVr tickets are reaching
the hands of brokers who refUiS^e to
sign the code has not been satisfactorily explained, that beln^ one reason for callinig in the boxoffice and

should

Production So Far

straight plays

"

tral ticket office,

it go int.) the agency
There appears to be little desire to make such a move, regardless of the fact that agents have beem
under Equity fire recently.. Under-'
stood that the association would not
face legal action should the matter

ers,

field.

(Figured on 31 weeks from June J)
of

Winter Garden, N. Y., was not
in accordance with the code. Man>
ager was told that according to -the
tally sheets submitted for the show,
it was indicated that less than 25%
of the tickets were l^eing retained at
the boxoffce.
Shubert sought to explain that because of the volume of mail orders
it was his opiuion that the right percentage, if not more, was being sold
directly to the public. However, he
thereupon gave instructions to the
Garden b.o'. staff to correct the allotments to the brokers, when next
made. It developed that the agencies had four weeks tickets in advance; so that any change in allotments would be dated after Feb. 11.
Manager's instructions also included
the Imperial, -where the front running 'Leave It to Vte* is playing.
Central Ticket Office?
Ways and means to make the code
more effective jare being Considered
add a special. general meeting may
bie called for that purpose.
There
is talk of a plan to establish a cen-

Mter Hdhkip

BVay L^t
Number

After a reputedly hectic session of
the League of New York Theatres
board last week, it was decided to
interrogate boxoflice and agency
people wha are said to have evaded
Stated that
the code regulations.
letters were sent to 10 brokers and
14 tteasurei^St ordering th^mi to .appear, at the League's offices Thurs-.
day (12). Possibility of some of the
agencies involved being dropped
from the accredited list was mentioned by a league official.
During the board'is last session,
Lee Shubert was told that the
handling of tickets, for 'Hellzapoppin,'

film coin to legit production.
Those minimizing the benefit of
picture financing point to figttres on
the current Broadwdy season as com-

WPA.

FTP

in

Total Productions, Number of Plasring Week» and
AgflTvegate Gross, About
Equal in Hits-—53 Shows
Thus Far Against 50 in

of weeks played by all shows, including
holdovers.)

Sluggnqt

.Lex Lindsay, who., plays the part
of a newspaper cameraman jn 'Kiss
the Boys Goodbye,' Miller, N. Y,*
was held up and slugged on 44th
street, near Sixth avenue, last week,
being forced out of the show. He
had left his hotel nearby sometime
after 1 aim.' to secure sandwiches,
and was fOrced into a~ doorway' by

two thugs.
Lindsay appears in the third act
of the play, action calling for him
to .be beaten and stowed away in
cupboard.
Charles Holden, of the Chicago
'Kiss' company, replaced for severati
performances, Paul Frawley, ihe
stage manager, taking ovCr until
Lindsay recovers. It was .the fourth
similar slugging recently report^ ott
the block.

—
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from Georgette Harvey, as Mamba;
Fredi Washington as the comely
Lissa; Jose Ferrer, the only principal

Plays on Broadway

THE GENTLE PEOPLE
Comedy In three acta, presented at the
Belaapo, N, T., Jan. 5, '30, by the Group
Theatre; Written by Irwin Shaw; staged
by Harold Clurman; $3.30 top.
Jonah Goodman
Sam Jaffe
Philip Anagnos
Boman Bohnen
Karold Goff
Franchot Tone
Karl Maiden

MaKrudrr
Stella Goodman
I^Ieber

Sylvia b'ldney
Klta Kazan
Lulla David
Katherlne Allen

EU

Florence Goodman
Angelina Ksposlto

Grover Bursesa
George Slcclton

Judge
Clr>rk

Lee

I.aiiinianawltz
Polnclc

J.

other girls in the family, and even
a necktie for her dipsomaniac husband, only she spares his feelings
by saying it was purchased at the
local store.

The 'Tobacco Road* analogy

Cobb

Martin Kitt
Harry Brotaburg

FlaUerly

in this

sordid theme is obvious. Only the
plainest-looking daughter literally
uproots herself from'her drab family
to marry decently. Even the charming Betty Field, as Clare Wallace,
offered honorable marriage by the
manly though slightly lawless smug-

Adroit casting by the zestful
Group Theatre and excellent production are as important as the
script of 'The Gentle People,' a
comedy that has a fair chance.
Play itself is rather mixed. It
tells the story of simple Brooklyn

gler,

can't

resist

her kleptomania.

However, she does admit

it

will

be

'kinda tough to steal a layette.'
Dirt, per se, went out of style as
stage fare circa 1923, so it's highly
dubious if that phase alone will keep
Primrose Path' in the money. This,
despite a highly capable cast, note-

white player and manager of the
commissary, idol of Hagar, whom
she calls 'Mr. Saint'; Wcllie Bryant,
the bandleader turned legit, who is
okay as the gambler; and J. Rosainond Johnson as a tippling parson.
There are a number of bits which
stand out and the spiritual singing
Ihee,
is on a high plane.

MICHAEL DROPS

IN

in three 'acta by William Du
staged by Kdvvard Masxcy: setting
by Eleanor Farrlngton; presented by Marie
Louise Elklna and Iddvvard Massey, at the
Golden. N. Y., Dec. ^7, '38. ViM top

Comedy

Bola;

( 3.f5 opening).
Irene Lawrence

Mlrlum Jordan
Onslow Stevens

Dwyor
Tlmmle Lawrence...... ;...G. Albert

Michael

.Smith
.Vrlene Francis

Judy Morton
Frank McNeil

Uce Gee James
.Tames Todd
Lee Patrick

Philip Adams
Nan McNeil

Merchant,

Shakespeare's

1939
Brooklyn, Jan,

10.

An 'Interpretation' of 'The Merchant of
Venice' by Hans von Twardowskl.
Presented at the .St. Felix Street Playhouse
by the Brattleboro Theatre, Brooklyn, N.
Y., Jan. 9,
'HO.
Staped by Hans von
Twardowskl. Settings by Martin Korleck,
Duke

Edward Barry

of Venice

Prince of Morocco.
Prince of Arragon...

. , .

'llllam

Nlctiols,

Jr.

Robert Balnea ning
John Maroney. scene
John Balmer

Kdward Barry
Harry Toune

Gratlano
Lorenzo
Shylock

,Tabez

Launcelot Gobbo
Portia

Nerlssa

Qray

Houseley Stevens, Jr.
J^duard Franz
Paul Llndehberi;
Martin Kosleck
Muriel Hutchison
Katharine Johnson
Fi-ances Anderson

Joaalca
whom are Helen
First Attendant
Elizabeth Neumann
Westley as the bawdy grandma;
William Du Bois, whose Negro Second Attendant
Marjorle Baton
Georee Sterllnir
Marilyn Erskine, the comely 12- drama 'Haiti' was one of last season's Officer
Officers, jailers, servants, people In bar
manifests precocious srightest Federal Theatre successes,
folk,
principally two middleaged year-old who
and
other
attendants:
Alexander,
way of las turned out a tepid little comedy Dorothy Feriruson, OscarRonald
Halmowlta, Sally
men, who are roused to retaliate aptitude for the Wallace
Philip Wood, the- gin- in 'Michael- Drops In.'
inex- Nye. Guy Tanno, Arthur Von Shillagh,
It's
against a grafting hoodlum. There wantonness;
Florida Frie- pertly directed by co-presenter Ed- Frederick Warrlner, William Whitman.
Wallace;
papa
sotted
are moments of mild melodramatics,
the others pre- ward Massey, and the acting is disbut the most diverting scene is a bus. as Maggie, and
This is Brattleboro .Theatre's third
Abel.
viously mentioned.
tinctly varied. .Altogether, a limited
Russian bath steam room.
and most interesting production this
stay is indicated and there are meagre
There the gentle a.k.'s plot to get
season. It is tagged an 'interpretaprospects of a picture sale.
rid of the collecting gangster; intion' of 'Merchant of Venice,' with
Daughters
stead of it being sinister, the dialectic
Piece deals with a drab school- simple settings by Martin Kosleck.
prattling of a Pitkin avenue merDrama In three eiots presented at the marm who comes from Idaho to Hans von Twardowski, who directed
chant, whose store the sheriff will Emplic, N. T.. Jan. :i, '30, -by Guthrie M(>- New York to find romance and a
present production, also is responsisell out in the morning, ijrovokes Cllntlc; dramatized from novel ol Dorothy publisher for her first novel.
As it ble for the modern version of the
Heyward by latter; Ethel
laughter. Had the author written the nnd DuBose
Waters starred: Fredl Washlnston, Gcon?- happens, she aspires to combine the
comic squawker, Lammanawitz, into pttn Harvey, Anne Brown, Jose Ferrer, romance and the publisher, so she
one or two other scenes, his work Willie Brvant and J. Rosamond Johnson subleases the penthouse just beneath
would have been more assured of fcatiited; "staged by presenter; $3.30 top.
lis.
Since he's been philandering sion of how Harlem entertainers
Georgette Harvey
Mamba
success.
might swing semi-classics in Paris.
Bob Coogan with the feline penthouse mistress,
Jonah Goodman, possessed of a PoUoeman
Virginians use special arrangeJohn Ilustad he 'drops in' by way of the balcony
Another Policeman
nagging wife and an attractive fMerlc of Court
John Cornell and the expected playwriting ma- ments for their numbers, a standout
Oliver Barbour
daughter, Stella, devotes his eve- Prosecutlnp Attorney
neuvers
are
attenuated
through being 'The Song Is You.* Boys were
... .Jose Ferrer
nings fishing with a pal, Philip Pt. Jullen Dec. Went worth.Harry
in 'Sing Out the N^s' ensemble and
Meatayer three acts.
Judge
Anagnos, Greek chef. They have ? The
should get somewhere as a double
Ethel Waters
Hagar
Arlene Francis (also active in quartet. Miss Janis is being han,A1 Stokes
boat with an 'outboard motor tied up Pavey
Hayes Pryor newsreels and radio currently) is dled by Bernard Hart and Bill Doll,
to Steeplechase Pier, Coney Island, Xed
Louis Sharp histrionically convincing and personMingo
and plan buying a larger craft so Drayton
who brought out Cissie Loftus for
Canada Leo
captivating as the country- Sunday's last season, but missed out
that they can go south for real Maum Vina
Ethel Purnello ally
Georgia Burke mouse heroine. She catches just the because they had no written conangling. Their plans are interrupted Eva
Dowdy
Helen
May
proper
blend
of
shy,
tremulous
adWinie
easy-money
by Harold Goft, an
tract with that mimic.
Joseph M.
Rev Oulntus \Vhaley..J. Rosamond Johnson venturousness,
lending a certain Hyman is associated with
grafter, who forces them to pay $5 Gllly Bluton
Willie Bryant
the duo.
weekly for "protecting' the little Dollv
Alberta Hunter amount of distinction to theh comIbee.
Joyce Miller monplace writing.
Onslow Stevens
Tjls<;n
boat.
Rena Mitchell is reasonably satisfying in the unGoft learns they have saved $190 Martha
Anne Brown
Gardenia
publisher,
resolved
part
of
the
but
and, after beating Jonah with a rub- Tonv
..Jimmy Wright
t's not the type of character to which
Reginald Beaiie
ber hose, it is agreed that he get that .Slim
redl Wn«»hlnKton
Lee Patrick brings
le's best suited.
Gilbert and Sullivan repertory for nine
coin, 'Which the gangster intends I,l.<i?a
Dorothy Paul ler accustomed
Tessle
dry wit to what was weelut at Martin Beck, N. T., opening Jan.
Tising for a trip to Cuba with Stella^
'84);
Double bill opening
$3.30 top.
intended as a wise-cracking part, but 5,
whom he seduces, The fisherman denight as follows:
Guthrie McClintic saw something there are few laughs available. One
cide, that only by murdering the fellow can they escape his clutches. dramatically unusual in the Hey- of the gags is so distasteful to her
TEIAL
JURY
CoH is lured aboara the boat, hit oni wards' low-down story of Charles- hat she intentionally muffles it up- The learned judge
'.William Sumner
the head and tossed overboard. As ton Negroes and he may be right. stage.
I.,eslle Rands
Counsel for the. plalntl
I.>eonard Osborn
defendant
he had pulled 4 gun, it is made to Indications are it- will serve modMiriam Jordan, former film ac- The
T. Penry Hughes
Foreman of the Jury
erately well.
seem justiflaljle hoinicide.
ress, is almost completely expres- Usher
Richard Walker
Mixed-cast play, mostly colored, is sionless as the comely, conniving Associate
"Th^ flshormen recapture their sayC. William Morgan
Margery Alibott
ings and mote, too, the overage to blessed with Ethel Waters, an ex- penthouse hostess, while G. Albert The plaintiff
Maysle Dean
be given to'chiarity. St^a. after traordinary warbler in revues and Smith, normally a capable actor, is First bridesmaid
being shocked Into the rei^lization night spots, who proves herself also unaccountably muddled as her likethat she was wrong in dallying with a dramatic actress the slow-witted able husband. Edmund Dorsay and
PENZANCE
OF
PIBATES
a phony, readily turns to Eli, who Hagar of the novel. Story is melo- James Todd fail to salvage minor
Martyn Green
tuns the game of Tascination' nearby dramatic, depicting the sacrifice of supporting parts, and Gee Gee James Major-General .Stanley.
Dan-ell Fanrourt
Pirate King
and who plans a wedding trip in his a mother whose daughter is her only overacts so outrageously that she The
Samuel (His Lieutenant). .Richard Walker
emotional fumbles the cinch part of the Negro Fi-ederlc (the Pirate ApprentloeKJohn Dean
new car. Irwin Shaw, whose 'Bury thought.
There
are
Sydney
Oraiivllle
Police
several
Sergeant
of
attention
attracted
Dead'
singing,
the
scenes, some punctuated by
maid.
General Stanley's-'Daughters—
seasons ago, call3 his play *a Brook mostly of a choral kind. While that
Helen Roberta
Mabel
Although it has only a single set
lyn Pable' with reason.
is not new to the stage, it constitutes
Marjorle
Eyre
Edith
Franchot Tone returned from an important factor in the perform- (tastefully done by Eleanor FarIvy -Sanders
Kate
rington) and a small cast, 'Michael
Mayale Dean
Jflabel
B4illyw6pd to play GoflE, giving the ance:
Evelyn Gardiner
part a clear reading and believable
Play opens with a courtroom Drops In' is merely an outside bet. Ruth
Vt>e of touph guy, Sam Jafle, as the scene, Hagar being guilty of felon- Du Bois evidently didn't have much
.more voluble fisherman, Jonah, ious assault, she having nearly of anything to say and the players
Gilbert and Sullivan productions
turns in a fine performance, with throttled a seaman who plied her are unable to redeem that omission. by this company give the Victorian
Kobe.
ttoman Bohnen ably handling the with liquor and refused to "pay for
classics in their original uncut, im(Closed after nine performances; modified state' with every line, cross,
Eart of his comnanion. Sylvia Sidney his wash. Because she has a nursing
gesture
and convention
reprise,
the willful Stella, an assignment baby, Hagar is given a suspended prinifid, for the record.)
locked fast in the mould of tradition.
which she excellently delivers. Elia sentence of five years and banished
It's as the doting Savoyard audience
Kazan, who nlays her fiance, and Lee to a plantation across, the bay. It
the
fancies it. And the audience, almost
J. Cobb, who wins laughs in
is
in the commissary there that
more than the performance, is the
steam room, are other standouts.
much of the action occurs, Hagar's
(Sunday. Night Concerts)
appropriate subject for reportorial
Pier settini* by Boris Aronson is mother Mamba bringing up the child
Like the actresses and
one t)f the best of the season.
Elsie Janis has started a series of attention.
in Charleston.
chorus members upon the stage, the
Ibcc.
Sunday
the
'evenings
at
Music
Box,
Hagar had been promiscuous, but
spectators are light on lipstick and
after the birth of Lissa, whose father N. Y., the debut on New Year's besans
rouge.
If the third encore is
she cannot identify, leads a clean ing climaxed with the once familiar
Being unusually strojig, she ac- high-kicking waltz and cartwheel. automatic with the players, so is
life.
the thunderous applause with the
George Abbott pi'oductloti of Bobert L. complishes the work of two men, all That was by way of indicating she delighted congregation.
Burlcner-V^alter Hart comedy-drtma in her earnings going to the raising of has completely recovered from a
three -acts, pine scenes, staged by Abbott,
tliie girl.
A camp meeting scene is motor car accident, and the audience The plots retain a large measure
at Blltmore, N. T., opening Jan. 4, '39;
climaxed by a fight in which Gilly responded with bravos. It's her first of basic drollery along with some
$3,30 top (premiere scale ^1.40); settings,
tough going in spots. The music is
ClrUer & Bobbins; costumes. Helene Pons. Bluton, a gambler, is badly cut with professional appearance in years, but
The singers have deEva Wallace*
, Marilyn Brakine
a razor. The other Negroes refuse the star still possesses her flair for delightful.
Helen Westley to help the man, but Hagar takes njimicry, while her sense of humor voted their lives to polishing every
Crandma
Philip Wood
Homer Wallace
syllable.
William SUmner is new
is as keen as ever.
hiin
hospital
in
Charleston,
to
a
Dav}' Wallace
k. Leslie Ban-ell
and
good—
as
the judge in "Trial* and
Betty Field There she is recognized by the poClare Wallace
Miss Janis admits she is 50, John Dean
is pretty flat as Frederic
lorlda Frlebus
Maggie Wallace
lice and is sent to the pen for vioputting it: 'When I was 16, which
In 'Pirates.' Which is about all the
Betty Garde lating her probation.
Emma Wallace
was 34 years ago, come March.' She news.
Kussell Hardle
Bnyard Lawrence
Land.
The years go by, Lissa growing
mother,
passed
Cummlngs

Mamba's

;

'Shakespeare's Merchant, 1939,' has
the performers walking around in
business suits, evening clothes, eve-

Salanlo
Salarlno

among

worthy

•Bard's drama. It plays havoc with
the original, but manages to retain
enough of Shakespeare to intrigue
fastidious students of Elizabethan
drama, and at same time afford ordinary theatregoers an opportunity to
observe that anti-Semitism is not a
new, but an old and painful, story.

Bassanio

.Antonio........

Kdmund Doraay Tubal

Hattle

Town

Play Out of

• . .

'.

,

D'OYLY CARTE

gowns, fedoras,

etc.

Opening

finds Antonio and Bassanio
conferring in a sidewalk cafe. Sign
overhead in bright letters reads 'No
Jews Allowed,' Throughout play
that sign appears frequently; And
Shylock, when he walks the streets,
spat upon by hoodlums and
is
smacked around. His daughter, Jes-

played by Frances Anderson,
him and marries .the Chris-

sica,

leaves

Lorenzo.

tian,

During scene-shifting a black cartain

dropped.

is

Curtain

is

plastered

with tear sheets from current daily
newspapers telling of Nazi horrors
and tortures to the Jews in Germany and Austria.
Eduard Franz, as Shylock, gives
the best performance of the entire

He plays the oppressed Jew
dignity and
understanding.

group.

with
Portia

is

portrayed by Muriel Hutch-

who

recently completed a feature role in screen version of
"...one-third of a nation." She
struts around in sexy fashion and
in last scene, the trial of Shylock
who seeks his pound of flesh, Portia
is mobbed by the cameramen and
speaks the 'quality of mercy' speech
into a microphone.
Martin Kosleck does a good job
with the part of Launcelot Gobbo,
Shylock's servant. .He is particularly outstanding in the cocktail bar
scene when he comes through the
revolving door. Viennese music is
used as a background throughout'

inson,

,

play.

'Shakespeare's Merchant, 1939,'

is

good experimental theatre and a
strong plea for understanding of
the plight of the Jew.
Brattleboro Theatre's next production will be 'Roadside,' comedy by
Riggs.
It comes in Feb. 6.
'Roadside' had a brief Broadway run
in 1930 under the auspices of Ar-

Lynn

Ronson.

thur Hopkins.
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ELSIE JANIS

CLEVE. NIXES 'ANGELA';

TOWN' GOOD

$7,400

Cleveland, Jan. 10.
'Our Town' kayoed the legit jinx
that has been haunting the Hanna
for the last month or two by rolling
a fine $7,400 into the theatre's coffers
in three days.
Four performances not only had
a. surprisingly large, sale of $2.50
seats, but also dusted off the soldout sign on its last day. Unexpected
click was a surprise, since Sinclair
Lewis, in 'Angela Is 22,' failed to
draw the previous three .days of last
week. Cricks dissected novelist-actor's so-called 'actin' unmercifully.
Natives stayed home as a result,
giving house only $4,200.
Estimate for Last Week

Oar

Town,' Hanna (1,435; $2.50
'Angela' not helped by Sintop).
clair
Lewis personal appearance,
sticking it for weak $4,200 in three
days.
'Our Town' took sour taste
nights with exand could have stayed

away on next three
cellent $7,400

another

stanz'a.

THE PRIMROSE PATH

Clyde Fillmore
Teresa Dale

•AUKUBtus

A

Police Matron

Presumably taken from the Victoria Lincoln novel, 'February Hill'
although not so credited—the Robert L. Buckner-Walfer Hart dramatization is an episodic, rather aimless job in Its sum total. While in-'
tended as a sort of upstate New York
'Tobacco Road,' this cross-section of
a certain strata of Buffalo community
life is just plain dirt.
is

not without

its

The

sordidness

curious slants, but

large 'The Primrose Path'
will not be strewn with b'.o. lucre,
"The Wallaces are an unmoral
family indeed, yet not without their
odd clannishness and affectionate

by and

family life. When Emma Wallace
(well trouoed by Betty Garde) packs
her overnight bag for an excursion
Into town with some visiting firemen (somehow they're usually Cornell. iDartmoUth or Texas A. & M.
men: her own shiftless husband is
Harvard '19) it's not for revenue
only. There's an aura of maternal
affection about It all, as she brin»»s
baek gifts for her brood in the
shanty, nearby Buffalo -A a wristwatch for the adolescent son, lierlume and scarab earings for grandma, personal effects for the three

mentioned her

who

into a pretty 18-year-old lass with on several years ago, and also kidded
It is when she about 'my young husband,' who is a
a splendid voice.
commissary that she learns pianist but was not the accompanist,
of Hagar's sacrifice, Lissa expressing there being two others used during a
deep devotion to Hagar. After a performance that included two young
party several miles away, Lissa is warblers and the Virginians, male
drugged and violated by Gilly, the octet who sing very well.
scene during which she is consolec
Program listed the songs with the
by Hagar and Mamba being one of notation: .'Miss Janis will announce
the dramatic highlights of the perthe numbers, but here are the titles,
formance.
just in case she muffs them,' also the
child results from the incident regret that her name appears so
in the gambler's shack, but it is born often, 'but she might as well take
dead and not reported. Gilly knows the blame for the lyrics she takes
about it and blackmails Hagar, the royalties, if any.' Annette Kirby
whose frequent requests of money and Virginia Burke are the tyro en
from Lissa, now a success on radio tertainers. An unbilled player han
in New York, have about reached dies the ivories for the Virginians
Hagar goes to (Silly's and Noel Cravat plays for most of
the limit.
shack intent on securing evidence the star's ditties.
Miss Janis' 'next-to-closing' con
concerning Lissa's still-born infant
and when the gambler refuses she tribution, of course, proved. the highstrangles him to death.- Returning light of the evening, she imitating a
to the commissary, where the other flock of stage personalities including
hands are listening to Lissa's top George M. Cohan, Sascha Guitry,
radio program, she dictates a con- John Barrymore, his sister Ethel,
Will Rogers which gave her the
fession and shoots herself.
Miss Waters' portrayal of Hagar chance to toy with lariats and Fan
There was a kid, Bill
stirring and the rendition oJ! nie Brice.
is
'Lonesome Walls' is excellent, the Walker, who emulated Rogers with
number having a melody by Jerome the rope& earlier in the routine. Star
had several numbers in French, one
Kern, and lyrics by DuBose Hey
ward. Colored star has .fine support of .which cued her into an impres
visits the

•
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POLICY KINGS
Musical comedy m two acta (six scene.i)
by Michael Ashwood; music, Jamea P.
Johnson; musical arrangements. Ken Macomber; directed by Winston Douglas;
dances by .Tlmmy Payne; presented by
Michael Ashwood at Nora Bayes, N. Y..
Dec. 30, '38. t2.20 top.
Cast; Billy Cumby, Frankle Jaxson, Ray
Snecd, Jr., Wlllor Guilford, Monte Norrls,
Kenneth Mltphell, Ray Sneed, Herbert

Evans, Arthur Moore. Robert Mason. Norman Atwood. George Jenkins, Enid Raphael, Edward Davis, Cora Green, Nettl
Perry, Nlles Welles, Bessie DeSaussure,
Irene Cort, Margie Ellison. Henry Drake,
Roland Glllls, Mary Bruce Dancers.

Tins,' $9,000,

Panic in
New
Two

No

New Haven
Haven, Jan.

10.

sellout benefits rescued 'Pins

and Needles' from What would probably have been a sad week here.
Two matinees were washouts. Biz
was largely confined to upper tiers.
Show drew severe word-of-mouth
panning, although newspaper notice
was favorable enough. Locals just
couldn't understand why the revue
was isuch a smash on Broadway.
Estlfuafe for Last

Week

'Pins and Needles,' Shubert (1,700;
Biz all crowded into first
$2.20).
half; not too good at around $9,000

on eight performances.

Nowhere
*RoadV 6th Repeat

Pitt Legit Gettin'

Fast;

Pittsburgh, Jan. 10.
'Tobacco Road' is rapidly displacEven the Nora Bayes. which is
the Nixon's
celebrated for audience-dispersers, ing 'Blossom Time* as
just
never housed quite such shambles as hardiest perennial here. Play's
been booked for another engagement
'Policy Kings.'
week
of Jan. 30, making its sixth visit
Since the shojv defies description,
Has yet
here
in last three seasons.
this report will not attempt the imto fall short of bang-up biz, too.
possible.
Just put the whole thing
Legit season locally is barely stagdown as a pitifully misguided at- gering
along now, with house curtempt. For the record, then, author- rently dark
for second straight week.
producer Michael Ashwood is a Relights Monday (16) with 'Susan
Negro and this musical about the and God,' returns of 'Victoria Regina
Harlem numbers racket, has a inixed and 'Road' following successively.
cast.
Printed credits above cover So far Nixon has played only 11
the rest,
Hobc.
weeks, and very doubtful of reaching
(Closed after three performances; 20, which will give it one of worst
printed for the. record.)
seasons in several years.
,

.
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VARIETY

Pola Negri Loses Suit

Chi Sags After Holidays; 'Shadow/

$8M

$6,m

Both Mild

On Unpaid

Tailor Bill

Paris, Jan. 2.
Pola Negri was deprived of a
3p0,000-franc
(about $8,000) mink

Post-Holiday Reaction Fails to Hurt

B way Hits; 'Leav« Me/

Vellz/

coat and slapped with a dourt order
to pay .43,805 francs (about $1,165)
owed a Paris tailor on a beaver coat
Chicago, Jan. 10.
if she wants the former back.
With the holiday season out of the
In 1935 Miss Negri bought the
$6,200; 'Angela,'
settling
are
houses
legit
•way the
beaver coat from the tailor but
down to normal paces. Absence ol
didn't pay the bill.
Recently, she
Cincf Spfit
$4,500,
the holiday hypo dropped two shows
sent the mink coat to the same tailor
There were no hits revealed among strength; one extra matinee last
Into the four-figure bracket, and into have it repaired. Latter sent her Broadway's
holiday
newcomers. week with the gross quoted around
fluenced one show to chop its schedCincinnati,' Jan. 10.
two entrants will achieve $15,000.
Cox has '(Solden Boy' this week at a note that she could have it back Probably
uled four-week stay to three.
moderate
successes, but the bulk of
'Rocket to the Moon/ Windsor (8th
if
she
paid
the
francs.
43,805
She
repeat
wound
its
up
'Golden Boy*
$2.79 top. It will be idle next week
established week)
went
attendance
to
(D-1,949;
$3.30).
Theatre
of then took the case to court.
showing in town Saturday (7) after and relight Jan. 23 for a
standouts and a munber of the parties have been helping with moda mediocre fortnigrht; second com- Ethel Barrymore in 'Whiteoaks/
Christmas hopefuls have been with- erate grosses since opening; $8,000
Burg had a legit feast last week.
pany showing failing to recapture
drawn.
estimated; some profit for short cast
the Are that greeted the play's ini- When Frank Craven, in 'Our Town,'
The winter period, however, is ex- show.
tial showing here early in the sea- played the first half and was followed
pected to develop fresh clicks, start'Spring Meeting/ Morosco (5th
son. Grand goes dark until Jan. .24, by the new 'Angela Is Twenty-two,'
week.
At
least
ing
with
the
current
week) (CD-961; $3.30). Dipped last
when Cornelia Otis Skinner arrives with its author, Sinclair Lewis, in the
two productions well regarded out week, as true of most attractions in
with her revival impression of 'Can- leading role. Audiences at Saturday
of town are on the way in; others the post-holiday going; around $6,500
(7) matinee and night performance
dida.' Opening here the day before
are trying out, and the current list last week; claimed better than even
(23) will be 'Our Town,' which also saw and heard from Philip Meriof shows in rehearsal should be pro- break.
comes into the Selwyn replacing vale, who hopped in from New York
ductive of worthwhile, presentations.
'The Merchant of Tonkers/ Guild
preparatory
assuming
to
the
lead,
'Shadow and Substance,' the show
Half
a dozen or more producers with (3d week) (C-914; $3,30). Furst full
which is calling it quits after three with Lewis planning to carry on in
reps
for hits are represented by the week drew $10,000, or better, which
w^eks instead of the originally the role of commentator. Merivale
February.
early
attractions
due
in
by
looks okay after mixed notices;
planned four-weeker. 'Shadow' failed flew back to N. Y. Sunday (8) and
New operated to profit at level.
reaction
after
Boxoffice
will rejoin the troupe this week in
to snatch ..attention here despite
Year's was naturally anticipated, but
'The White Steed/ Cort (1st week)
plenty of new^aper comment and Indianapolis for a fortnight of rethe leaders again registered hefty (D-1,059; $3,30). Presented by Eddie
hearsing.
boosting. Got good coin initial week
grosses.
'Leave It to Me,' $35,000; Dowling; written by Paul Vincent
Well received here, 'Angela' is to
on holiday boom, but the gross shot return
'The
'Hellzapoppin,'
and
$34,000,
Carroll; seemed to register nt Philafor three days in February.
Philadelphia, Jan. 10,
downward last week, and the show
Estlnutes for Last Week
Philly's legit theatres are face to Boys from Syracuse/ over $32,000, delphia tryout; opened Tuesday (10).
will scram the loop* Saturday (16).
'Onr Town/ Cox (1,350; $2,75). face with another slack period, which are the musical big three which were
'The Primrose Path/ Biltmore (2d
Lunt and Fontanne finished their Fi^st half, four performances;
unaffected.
'Abe Lincoln,' with week) (CD-991; $3.30). Opened last
dandy
comes
within
a
month
of
prethe
•Amphitryon 38' gallop Saturday (9), $6,200.
holiday lay-oflE.
Erianger closed $23,000; 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' midweek, drawing divided press;
corralling' four smash sessions and
'Angela Is Twenty-two/ last half, Saturday night (7) after two unun- $16,000, and 'Oscar Wilde,' $15,000, better line on chances this week.
last night (Monday) began a fort- $2.75 top, four performances. Okay
'Tobacco Road/ Forrest (266th
pressive weeks of 'Yes, My Darling topped the straight shows. All were
night of 'Sea Gull,' which also fig- $4,500.
Grot favorable notices and Daughter,' return visitor in Philly. helped by extra matinees.
week) <D-1,107; $1.65). Long run
vxes for coin on thb star monikers. front-page news breaks on closing Forrest goes dark Saturday
"The Merchant of Yonkers' is in- drama is reported having bettered
(14)
New entry for. next week is 'Kiss day, while Philip Merivale came on after two very sad weeks of 'The
dicated to have a fair chance at the even break, though business dipped;
the Boys Goodbye,' which comes into with view of replacing Sinclair Lewis Women'
or bet- aroucd $5,000 estimated.
(also a retiu-n), and the Guild, with takings of $10,000
'Bachelor in lead.
.the Harris Sunday (15).
house has no announced booking un- ter for the -first full weeki The other
'What a Life.' Mansfield
Born' is due in town Feb, 5 at the
new shows indicated to stick are week) (C-1,050; $3.30). Laugh .(39th
tU the D'Oyly Carte Co. in March.
Grand, following 'Candida,'
and still getting by, using sharing show
Empire,
Daughters,'
'Mamba's
'What a Life' is reported as windplan
'The
Estimates for Last Week
Belasco,
People,'
ing up its stay also on Saturday at •The Gentle
with cast; figured around $5,000 last
'Amphitryon 38,' Erianger (1,400;
the Locust, but there is a chance the Primrose Path,' Biltmore, seems to week.
Wound up -four weeks of
$2,75),
run may be prolonged with any kind be in doubt, but the revival of 'OutRevivals
great trade, taking down excellent
of promising note in the biz this ward Bound' is figured to be a coin
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Co., Beck (2d
$18,00d'for finale, 'Sea Gull' opened
week. Overhead isn't much and crix maker, rated at- $12,300 last week. week) (M-1,189;
$3.30).
Opened
last night (Monday) for a fortnight
and word-of-mouth have both been D'Oyly Carte troupe from London, last Thursday; heavy
advance, sal*
started with a strong advance at the
and will also garner practically cafavorable.
claimed.
pacity houses on the Lunt and FonOnly house with any kind of con- Beck,
'Blossom
Time/
46th St.
Went
Added closings Saturday (7). were:
tanne labels.
secutive booking sked is the Chestout Satiurday after two weekSi aa
'Golden Boy/ Grand (1,300; $2.20).
nut Street Opera House, where 'Of 'Everywhere I Roam,' National; anticipated.
Low-priced show failed to catch on
Mice jmd Men' opened last night as 'American Landscape,' Cort; 'Don't
'Hamlet/ St James (13th tiredc)
Vanderbilt,
Houses,'
Glass
Throw
for
repeat
stay
in
the burg;
fourth of this season's set.of six ATS
(D-1,520; $3.30).
Lqst two wedts;
scrammed' Saturday (7) on a $6,500
subscription plays. It wul play the and 'Blossom Time,' 46th Street
business eased off to around $15,000:
take. Show ^failed to come in as imusually allotted two weeks and wiU 'Bright Rebel' was yanked oh New
'Henry IV wiU follow later in
pressively as previous stay of 'Gfoldbe
followed Jan, 23 by 'The Birds Year's eve at the Lyceum,
Bookings for the tour of Td Stop Singing,'
Due in late next week: 'The Amer- month,
en Boy,' which was superbly exCSrolden try-out
'Outward Bcnnd/ Playhouse (4th
Rather Be Right' are being re- production withJohn
ican Way/ CJenter, it being preceded
ploited and publicized.
Ruth Gordon.
week) (D-878; $3,30). Lookai like
'Shadow and Snbstonce/ Selwyn arranged and the road's clean-up atLast week's biz was rather painful by 'Set to Music,' Music Box; 'Where
will
traction
this
season
be
worked
There's
a Will,' Golden, and One Act good thing; held its pace and quoted
(3d-flnal week) (1,000; $2.75). Dived
all around.
'Women' was generally
England
over
eastward,
with
New
stands
$12,800, which indicates a run*
j^uickly when holiday prop was
given the 'thumbs down' sign by the Repertory, Hudson.
'The Importance of Being EarneaiC
kicked out from under. Despite ter- played, possibly including Boston crix, who weren't overly enthusiastic
Estimates for Last Week
Vanderbilt (1st week) (C-800: i3.30>.
itjfic
newspaper coaxing, public for a repeat date. Premiere in the when the Max Gordon show opened
*Abe Lincoln in Illlnois/ Plymouth Presented by Richard Aldrich and
failed to rally 'round, and show latter stand last season provoked here two years ago. Present cast^was
Turned Henry Myers in association witH
sagged to meek $C,000 in second ses- unprecedented publicity.
looked on in an unfavorable light. (13th week) (D-1,036; $3.30).
Originally, 'Right' was slated to On the other hand, although current in top gross among dramas again; Albert Tarbell; opens Thursday (12),
sion. Will go On its way after this
reaction slight and
post-holiday
central
southern
time,
particuplay
Added
week, cutting its originally, planned
company of 'Yes, My Darling .Daughin
nine
larly in Texas, but show's star, ter,' was generally.., well-regarded, takings approached $23,000
four-week Chi schedule.
'Pins and .Needles/ Labor Stage
George M. Cohan, did not care to this Mark Reed comedy never really times (extra matinee Now Year's).
(69th week) (R-500; $2.75). Irf^bor
'American Landscape/ Cort. Taken unionists' revue continues to operate
'The Copperhead/ Blackstone. Ian go through the rigors of that type got started in its return visit. FortHowever, he played night had to depend entirely on two- off last Saturday after playing
Keith in the title role giving this, of trouping.
to profit with average takings around
for<^ne support, management confin- slightly more than five weeks; oper- $6,000; less last Week, but okay.
ehow a prestige few Federal Thea- three one-nighters last week.
Sunday (8) the show played Des ing cami>aign to suburbs and not ated in the red,
tre Project shows have possessed,
'The Girl, from Wyoming/ Ameri'Blackbirds/ Failed to open.
and on Keith's attraction Civil War Moines, establishing a record take campaigning downto'wn.
can Music Hall (12th week)* Old
'Bright Bebel/
Lyceum.
Wa.s type meller In cabaret
Both 'The White Steed,' Paul Vinpiece is garnering plenty of atten- of $9,641. Date at the Auditorium
Wias arranged to break the jump cent' Carroll's drama being tried out yanked after seven performances;
tion.
Ruth Draper, Little; engagement
•The Mikado/ Great Northern. between Tulsa and Minneapolis, by Eddie Dowling at the Chestnut, sudden closing Dec. 31.
extended until Jan. 15.
'Right' is splitting the week and 'What a Life,' playing the Lo'Boys from Syra!teose/ Alvin (8th
Now in its 16th week and the col- where
Elsie Jahis, Music Bbr: Sunday
Drawing nights; Cecilia I<oftus ended
ored swing version of the Gilbert with St. PauL One of the matinees cust, had considerable help from the- week) (M-1,255: $4.40).
Sundays
'Steed' managed to great mone^; with holiday matinee at Vanderbilt
and Sullivan comic opera is playing was scratched to eliminate a nine- atre parties.
schedule.
achieve nearly $9,000, with virtually last week, takings went well over
to absolute sell-out trade at $1.10 performance
'PoUcy Kings/ Bayes; disappeared
from
balcony
trade.
no
help
mark.
the
$32,000
top,
which means aroimd $5,000
after couple of performance?,
K. C. Record
Estimates for Last Week
'Dear Octopos/ Broadhurst (1st
weekly gross.
Kansas City, Jan. 10.
'The White Steed' (Chestnut) (2d week) (C-1.107; $3,30).
Presented
rrhe Big Blow/ EUiot
Four performances In three days week) (1,750; $2). Cast changes and by John C. Wilson; written by Dodie
'Androcles and the Lion/ Lafaylast week by George M, Cohan in revisions gave show some second- Smith; well regarded
in Boston;
ette.
Harleni.
'I'd Rather Be Right' in the 2,573thought reviews and most of them opens tonight..
'Pinocchio/ Ritz.
seat Music Hall of the city audi- were favorable. Show now well re'Don't Throw Glass Houses/ Van'Awake and Sing/ Daly's (Yidtorium rang up a new high gross garded, although still on the uncer- derbilt.
Taken off Saturday (7)
far in advance of anything garnered tain side.
No balcony help, but after playing two weeks less one dish).
in a similar period since opening of downstairs fairly good; $9,000, or performance.
Figure of $22,000 very close to it.. 'Mice and Men'
the auditorium.
'Everywhere I Roam/ National.
Hollywood, Jan, 10.
exceeded by $9,000 nearest gross in opened Monday (9),
Withdra-vm Saturday also; played 'SET
Unexpected strength shown by the Music Hall, that of 'Yoiff Can't
BIG
'What a Life* (Locust) (2d week) week and half.
Leaning on Letty,' starring Char- Take It with You' in four shows in (1,400; $2), Inexpensive comedy by
'Gentle People/ Belasco (2d week)
lotte Greenwood, at El Capitan the- January, 1938,
localite (Clifford Goldsmith) swung
Drew fair press
(CD-1,000; $3.30).
atre, has resulted in- comedy being
second
'Right' was first of four attractions along mildly for $6,500 in
at opening last Thursday (5); better
held for third week. Was to have set in Music Hall for January, mak- week. Listed to close Saturday, but line on chances indicated this week.
folded (7), but now sticks through < ing heaviest legit lineup in single may stay a fourth with any kind of
Boston, Jan. 10.
Garden
'Hellzapoppin/
Winter
(14), before resuming toiir.
month since opening of the Hall. break. Nothing listed to follow.
(17th week) (R-1,671; $3.30), Leader
Helen Hayes
company reEstimaie for Last Week
The Women' (Forrest) (1st week) in ticket demand running neck and turned for one and
Ethel Barrymore in 'Whiteoaks,'
week in 'Victoria
'Leaning on Letty/ El Capitan, Sinclair Lewis in 'Angela Is Twenty- (2,000; $2), Return engagement gen- neck with 'Leave It to Me' in gross; Reguia' Monday
(9), and with no
(C-1,250; $1,65) (2d wk). Drew big Two' and Lunt and Fontanne in erally panned. Wasn't critically well
opposition in town practically every
$34,000 in nine timed.
$11,000 on second stanza, which in- 'Idiot's Delight* complete the Janu- regarded locally on opening, al'Here Come the Clowns/ Booth performance was sold out solid In
cluded two New Year's Eve shows, ary roster.
though biz was then good. Painful (6th week) (D-704; $3.30), Last two advance.
with engagement extended for anIncluding a one-niter in Wichita, trade with less than $6,000, and show weeks announced; some betterment
'Set to Music/ new Noel Coward
other six nights.
two performances in Oklahoma City reported as closing here. No book- in attendance, but not enough; esti- revue, ^nd 'Dear Octopus,' Dodie
and one show in Tulsa, 'Right' ings for house imtil March,
mated around $5,000.
Smith family comedy, left town
'Yes, My Darling Daaghtcr' (Er'Run, LiUIe ChUInn/ Mayan. In amassed a grand total of $42,900 last
1 Married an Angel,' Shubert Saturday (7) after two-week and 1026th week.
ianger) (2d week) (1,800; $2). Good (36th week) (M-1,3C7; $4.40). While day tryouts,
week, including the take here.
respectively. Both show
notices and favorable word-of-mouth new musical leaders are now making big promise.
'Two a Day,' Hollywood Playhouse. Nearing fourth month.
couldn't save this return visitor. Last the pace, holdover still earning goodDwight Wlman's new musical,
week's biz, despite two-for-one cam- ly profit; strong finish last week to 'Stars in Your
'Volpone/ Belasco.
Byes/ starring Ethel
'Susan'
paign, was down around $5,000 and around $24,000.
Merman and Jimmy Durante, arrives
wouldn't have reached that if it
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye/ Miller Jan. 17.
Other entries
'Of
In DeL's Best Season hadn't been for slight spurt last three (16th week) (C-944; $3,30). Played Mice and Men/ Jan. 23: 'O,slated:
$20,000
Stranger.
performances. Nothing in line for two extra matinees last week and Stranger!',
Jan. 30; 'Macbeth' (WPA),
this indie house.
takings
around
in
turned
$16,000;
Jan.
Despite
Blizzard
31; 'Susan and God,' Feb. 13;
Detroit, Jan. 10.
some reaction after the holidays, but 'I'd Rather Be Right,' Feb, 20.
Legit New Year got oflE on right
coin getter.
Estimates for Last Week
foot here, with 'Susan and God'
B'klyn real
'Abie's Rose'
Montreal, Jan. 10,
'Knickcrboelicr Holiday/ .Barry'Set to Masic/ Shubert (2nd wk)
in
eight
smash
ott
$21,500
clicking
Bigger than any gross taken at His
more- (J3th week) (M-1,096; $4.40). (1,590; $3.30). No hesitation in terriBrooklyn, Jan. 10.
performances at the Cass last week.
Majesty's,
only
legit
Montreal's
around
Rated
nicely
$17,000
last
week;
Bushwick
region
responded
Ac
pace
Men'
Mice
and
set in opening week. Sechouse, since the D'Oyly Carte Opera Previous stanza, 'Of
Irish' some performances off, but total ond stanza near-capacity to tune of
Co, played here in the spring of 1935, got through the between-holidays to Shubert's showing of 'Abie's
claimed to be satisfactory.
$31,000.
Beatrice Lillie at her best
Helen Hayes in 'Victoria Regina' had session with only fair $13,000, despite Rose/ Anne Nichols' play brought
'Leave It to Me/ Imperial (10th and the show has uncovered a sureCurrent attraction is
a take of $20,000 for six nights and New Year's Eve performance at b.o, ^3,000,
week) (M-1.468; $4.40), One added fire comedian, new to America.
'White Cargo.'
two mats at a top of $3.38, This, de- $3.85 top.
Brattleboro
reOpened
this week matinee last week when takings Richard Haydn.'
play,
prize
Pulitzer
1938
Current
is
spite zero weather for four days and
Dear Octopus/ Plymouth (2ndwfc)
one day of icy roads and blizzard, •Our Town,' which opened six-day with adaptation by Hans von Twar- went around $35,000 mark; so far the
(1,480; $2,75)?
Although generally
stand at Cass Monday night (9). dowski of 'Merchant of Venice.' top grosser among musicals.
when taxis ref used-^o run.
'Mamba's Daughters/ Empire (2d rated a hit by the press, public reHouse is booked pretty solid through Play is tagged 'Shakespeare's MerEstimate for Last Week
Bis Majesty's (CT) (1,600; $1.13- rest of season, which so far rates chant.' Majestic, in downtown area, week) (D-1,099: $3.30). Drew fairly action was under that par.
'Oul^
continues
dark,
after
unsuccessful
good
press
with
attenv.«\r
history.
e
claimed
Cass
Town'
was
similarly
best
in
among
the
treated here be$3.38). 'Victoria Regina.' House sold
showing of 'Susan and God' with to have climbed during week; fore moving to Broadway for a
Estimate for Last Week
out in advance first three nights,
Lily
Cahill.
around
$8,000 in seven performances smash run. Title is thought by some
'Susan and God,' Cass (1,500; $2.75).
which was lucky, in view of weather.
Estimate for Last Week
estimated.
observers to be a handicap until the
Fell oft badly Thursday (5), but Ballyed nicely and came home with
'Abie's Irish Rose/ Shubert (1,750;
'Oscar Wilde/ Fulton (14th week) play is established as a hit Second
Current is 'Our
packed houses balance of week; $20,- smash $21,500,
25-85). Proved popular; nifty $3,000,
(D-913; $3,30).
Surprising matinee week good $12,000, but not exdtihrf*
000 gross, record for four years.
Town,' in for six days.
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Wednesday, January 11, 1939

in Rehearsal

Inside Stuf-Legit

The

PINOCCHIO

are

mando Loredo; choreography by Alexander
Mamlet; military dance routine by Harry
Miller; special musical arrangements by
I.

Produced by Morris Ank-

Epstclii'.

Xi.

rum; associate producer, Matt Shelvey;
presented by Federal Theatre Project of
the Works Progress Administration, at the
83c top.
Kltz, N. T„ Jan. 2, '39.
Allan Frank
Gepetto
Ettore MajfKlonl
His Cat

Town

Henry McCollum

Crier

Jean Harper. PtiylUs Reed

Mice
Youth Father

Vlto Seottl

Euwiu Mlchncls

Plnocchlo
Juggler

Archie Onrl

Tumbler
Grandpa

ttore Magrclonl

BUI Swan

Puppeteers
Ernest Moore, Ell^sabeth Roberts
Oabrlelle Ruval
Marionette
George Cohan
Warrior Puppet
elen Galuback
Rag Doll.
;

Hansel and Gretel..
Phyllis Reed, Mary Chanpon
Beggar Women.. Anya Kubert. Bronka .Stern
Blue Hatred airy Queen. .Georglana Brand
Sam I^ewis
The Gat

The General

Sam Lewis

The Maestro
The Fireman

Sherman

Dlrlcson
Vlto Seottl

City Child-

Doxle Thomas

Nurse Maid

Kohana

Fill

Agnes Sanford
Harry Duncan

IMltzl

Fried Meat

Xton
CoUlna and Hart.. Sim

Phil

Noah

Rival

.

.

Dwyer

Mario Hart
Harry Duncan

Collins.

Romeo
Juliet..^

Ferris

Palkowlch
Mickey Kane
Pete Wilson

....Joseph

,

Horse
Horse

(front)
(rear)

Ship Figurehead

ChrlstlanI

Male Goldfish
Female Goldfish

Kohana

Blind

mu-

playing.
Michaels is satisfying as
the puppet, while Miss Duval makes
an attractive ballerina marionette,
and Miss Galuback is admirable as a
rag doll. Besides the large orchestra
in the pit there is a Hammond organ
used at times through the performance.
'Pinocchio' is hardly a higlispot in
theatre annals.
Kobe.

Ilza1>eth

Woman

Reydova

Elaine Eldrldge

ging this as adult entertainment, it
is palpably for the moppet trade.
OUy on the theory that the Fed-eral Theatre and commercial show
btisiness draw entirely different audiences can this be classed as 'grownVP' fare. It's hardly calculated to
please h^rd-boiled Broadway playgoers; on the other hand, the urchins
lap it up with noisy relish.
Familiar childhood fable of the
puppet, that comes to life was
preemed by the
in time for
hopped oft to
the, holidays and
healthy biz, but the reviewers
weren't invited iintil the show had
been smoothed in performance. Story
has ample opportunities foi: imaginative production and staging, some
of which ate capitalized. Among the
standouts are Piaocchio's adventures'
In a marionette show, a fantastic
circus and a sciene on the floor of
the ocean, with the puppet and his
father being swallowed by a whale.
There are songs and dances, some
of which are distinctly well done,
but in general too much has been
crowded, into the tale and the per-fotmance at times becomes dis-

WPA

.

'

-

jointed and sprawling.
Several members of the cast are
vets in show business, mostly from

Opening at

mm

fSt?Wi

HOUSE, CHICAGO JAN. 24

CORNELIA OTIS

SKINNER
In

Chicago, Jan.

4.

Revival of drama by Augustus Thomas;
and stae^d by Ian Keith; produced,
by the Federal Theatre of Illinois under
supervision of Harry MInturn; direction,
victor Sutherland; at the Blackstone.
Murlllo b'cholleld
Violet Leclalre
Grandma Perley.
Margaret Shanna
Martha Shanks...Captain (later Col.) Hardy. ( Mr. Sutherland
I Glen Beverldge
Ian Keith
Milt Shanks...
yrtle Blgdcn
Mrs. Bates..

Joey

Sue

Conatance Belmont
Charles Ernst

i

Lem

Tollard
Nevrt GUleaple

Brother Andrews

(DonKoehler
Herbert Hadden
George Dayton

Postman

William McBrlde

Madeline

Audrey Totter
John Connor

X

^

Manning

Hazel Haslam
Carl Rodgefa

Mrs. Manning...
Dr. Randall

Gordlnler
(rotts

William 'Edward Allen
[George Bpelvln
Joan Nordlander
Marcella Gaudel

Soldiers

-{

H.elen

Kane
Brown

Elizabeth

This

Civil

War drama

is

now

dated, enough years having passed
since its first showing to make it oldfashioned. It is, however, a fine offering for a Federal presentation,
dealing as it does with an important
phase of American history.
Most of its effectiveness must be
credited to Ian Keith who edited,
staged, and takes the leading role in
the play. Keith turns in a splendid
job as the Copperhead. He holds the
show together with a solid professional sureness, giving pace and
'

stride.

Two supporting roles are carried
off in great fashion by Carl Rodgers
as Dr. Randall and Audrey Totter as
Madeline. They appear only in the
second act as second generation descendants of the Civil War veterans,
and their scenes are brief verbal ro-.
mance scuffles for the most part, but
they. handle them with an excellent
feeling for the lines and characters.
Production itself is of nice calibre
with the sets and costuming indicating research. Only objection to the
set design is the physical proportions
of the second act set, which is too
small for a stage of this size.
This is the first show that the
Illinois FTP. Unit has produced since
Harry Minttirn took over the direction of the st^te project, and his
inaugural piece demonstrates his
long experience in the theatre and
his knowledge- of the stage. This is
also a first-timer for Keith, who
finally acceded to Minturn's longcontinued coaxing to do a show for
the Federal Theatre here.
Keith
not only has done a remarkable job
with this dated show, but his presence in the play is building a great

CONCERT GUILD

ooROTHV snnos
onsioui
and

brillfiipl

suuEns
Supporting Cdst

Production Daalgnod

by

DONALD OENSLAGER
Sfagtd by

GEO RGE SOM NES
Advoneo Raproionlollyos

Hahy Fbrwood
Francis Robinsoir
Company Manogar

Clarence Jacobspn
Route includesMadison.MiWaukee,

Minneapolla, St Louis Buffalo,
Ihington,
Cinddoati, CdumbuB,
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& Gertrude Macy.
'Where There's a Will'—Jld-

Gilkey

ward

Stirling.

B ^tvay-Hollyw W

-

length of run. The option point is
a minor one, but it might become the
crux of the whole situation.
Production of 'Everywhere I. Roam,' which closed Saturday (7) at tha
Guild members who minimize the
good that might result from a, re- National, N. Y., precipitated, ill feeling between Arnold Sundgaard, tha
newal of Hollywood financing of original author, and Marc (Connelly, collaborator and producer-director.
legit revive the argimient that there Although several public announcements were made to tiie effect that tha
two were in 'complete accord,' the split is reported still to exist.
is no actual shortage of production
According to Sundgaard's friends, Connelly rushed the play into procoin on Broadway. As shown by the
accompanying table, there have not duction before it was ready. On the other hand, intimates of the producer
only been more productions this sea- claim Sundgaard did not complete revisions to the script at the data
son than last, but there have been promised. As a result, it is explained, Connelly had to help with the remore new plays and more mtisicals writing. There was later a dispute oyer the question of whether Conproduced. That is offered as proof nelly should receive program credit ais collaborator and also as to his share
that there is just as much money 6t the royalties. He won 'on the former point, while the latter was comavailable for legit backing.
Pur- promised. Sundgaard attended few rehearsals and was not seen around
suing that line of reasoning, the the National much after 'Everywhere' opened. Audrey Wood, who agented
Guild members repeat their argu- the script, was also reported involved in the quarrel.
ment that an inrush of easy coin for
play producing would merely inUpon the sudden death of Dave Coffman, company manager of 'I'd Rather
crease the number of flops and Be Right,' in Kansas City last week. Bill Norton, of the Sam H. Harris
would do the theatre more' harm office, planed there to take over, accompanied by his wife, 'Sid.' Norton
than good.
is returning; Leon Spachner, who has been back with Harris' 'Of Mice and
Robert E. Sherwood, Guild pres- Men' on tour, taking over.
John Leffler was assigned to manage tha
ident, has stated that he personally
latter attraction.
Coffman's wife died similarly in Cleveland last year,
is opposed to revising the minimtmi
when he was back with 'You Can't Take It With You.*
basic agreement, believing that the
Norton is due to be company manager of 'The American Way,' slated for
entry of Hollywood money would
debut at the Cjenter,'N. Y., Jan. 21.
not benefit the theatre. However,
since argiunents have been adActress-manager Cornelia Otis Slcinner, who will star In a revival of
vanced that such coin might be used
to produce the plays of unestab- 'Candid^,' will open a 14 weeks' tour at the Grand Opera House, Chicago,
Jan.
24, Show is due on Broadway April 16. Two drama reviewers will
lished dramatists, he feels that the
Guild should make every effort to be tn advance, they being Francis Robinson, formerly of the Nashvilla
meet any
reasonable
proposal. Banner, and Harry Forwood, of the Cincinnati Post. Both agented Miss
George S. Kaufman, Guild vice- Skinner's solo appearances in 'Edna, His Wife' to the Coast recently, alpresident and another highly suc- though they were new to the field.
.

dramatist, is said to hold
similar views.
As final proof that the current year
is more profitable than last, Guild
members state that the' assessments
for membership in the Guild rose
more than $4,000 during 1938. Since
assessments are bdsed on earnings,
it is evident that dramatists made
more money during 193S than in
previous years.
In the matter of picture buys of
legit
shows,
some enlightening
figures are offered. Classifying the
deals according to the season of production, it is shown that there were
seven buys of 1933-36 shows,, for a
total of $548,000.
That was under
the old minimum basic agreement.
Of the 1936-37 shows, four buys imcessftil

Tour was booked by William
pany manager.

Fields.

Clarence Jacobson will be com-

Drama Is more important than Broadway and Hollywood, take it from
Gilmor Brown, president of the National Theatre Conference, in talk to students of the Pasadena, Cal., Community Playhouse School of the Theatre.
'Don't go out looking for a contract to be handed to you,' Brown told tha
students. 'You have to create the theatre. In fact, there could be nothing
more wonderful than a chain of repertory playhouses across the country,
based on the commtmity theatre idea.'
The advance agent for George M. Cohan (John Montague) has a new
gag and is having a lot of fun with it. He carries a stamp and ink pad in
his pocket and wherever he patronizes a restaurant he stamps on tha
menu, 'Sam H. Harris presents George M. Cohan as President Franklin
D. Roosevelt in 'I'd Rather Be Right'.' Then he calls a waiter and asks
when that show is coming to town. The waiter is mystified how the advertisement got on the menu and a general conference ensues.

msm

JAN. 19

Annual membership meeting and
election ^of the American Guild of
Musical Artists, which was to have
taken place last Wednesday (4),
'has now been set for Jan. 19 at the
,

Pla'za

date
cient

hotel,

New

der the old agreement brought $225,400, while 10 buys under the liew

agreement brought

York.

Original

was cancelled- when insuffimembers attended to make a

quorum.
Explained by the union's exec

•

figured according to when the deal
set,
rather than upon the
Twelve minutes were shorn from playing time of 'Angela Is 22' between
date of production. They base that its
world premiere in Columbus night of Dec. 30 and its matinee perargument on the theory that such formance the
next day. Into the basket went the melodramatic gun scene
deals depend on market conditions,
in third act, in which Author Sinclair Lewis assembles a shotgim with
general business and various other
which to blow out his brains when his girl bride (Flora Campbell) leaves
elements; and when the show was
him.
produced has virtually nothing to do
with its worth for film adaptation
suicide leaped from a window in a fraternity house adjoining tha
or the studios* willingness to pay for
Lambs Club, N. Y., last week, and landed on the skylight of the Theatrical
it.
Slump in Hollywood production Managers, Agents Sc
Treasurers union offices. Members were startled and
last season might explain the drop in
showered with glass, but none were hurt.
buys during that period.
Theory is that there is a regular
cycle of both the number of film
buys and the total price paid, that
the cycle is two years and that it
results in alternately rich and lean
years.
Figured in that way, the
'2-A-DAY'
record of pictiure deals seems to bear

utives that the -lack of attendance
was caused by the fact that a
Metropolitan
Opera performance
was given that night and that a
number of other artists were out of
out the belief. Classified according
town on concert dates.
to the date of purchase, the figures
are as follows: During 1936 there
were eight deals involving a total of
for 'The Touch'
$706,650, during 1937 there were 15
Hollywood, Jan. 10.
deals totalling $1,128,900, while in
Isabel Jeans, British actress recent
1938 there were 10 deals totalling
Difference between the
ly dropped by Warners, gets the $292,250.
femme lead in W. P. Lipscomb's stage total figures under the two .methods
play, 'The Woman's Touch,' in Lon- of classification is because three unproduced plays are included in the
don.
rating according to date of purchase.
Miss Jeans leaves Thursday .(12).

Back

Upon

tion,

Of Nixon,

$1,044,900.

was

II

wllh

—

Fact that 'The Primrose Path' (at the Biltmore, N. Y.) Is adapted from
the best-seller 'February Hill' is not mentioned in the program at the
specific wish of Victoria Lincoln, the novel's author. Her reason was that
the locale of the story and the names of the characters were changed for
the play. Novel was laid in Fall River, Mass., while the play is set in
Buffalo. Changes were made to eliminate the possibility of a damage suit,
since a family in- Fall Rivel- claimed the book libeled them. However, no
legal action was ever brought.
Robert Buckner and Walter Hart, who collabed on the adaptation, ara
dividing the royalties equally with Mi.ss Lincoln. That is the usual arrangement on dramatizations of literary worlcs. George Abbott, producer of
the show, got the script last summer and gave it its present title. Sam H.
Harris had an option on the play two years ago, but dropped it when tha
possibility of a damage suit arose. Abbott is understood to be disappointed
at the way the critics stressed the dirt in the show, his idea being that
'Primrose' is a play of 'Character and that the profetnity and immorality
are essential to bring out that quality.
Meyer Eckert, property man At the Biltmore, is considering membership in the United Brotherhood of Wild and Domestic Animal Traineri
and Caretakers of America. Not only does he have to take the kitten
required in 'The Primrose Path' home over weekends, but his will be tha
job of disposing of the animal and finding a replacement each time it
grows out of the part.
Diu-ing the Baltimore tryout of the play, two kittens of different ageai
were used to allow for the six months' difference between acts of tha
show, but that became too complicated and now they're just hoping audiences won't notice the kitten hasn't grown during the supposed interim.

his return to New York from the Coast after month's vacaJed Harris phoned Tom Bodkin, manager of 'Our Town,' then playing:
Pittsburgh, and told him to give entire cast of Pulitzer Prize play
the 1937-38 productions, there have Chrishnas' presents in form of general salary increases. 'Town' has been
been five buys, all under the new doing excellent biz on road, averaging better than $15,000 weekly, and
agreement, totalling $251,000. There looks set for tour remainder of season.
have so far been no buys of 1938-39
advance demand for seats and is shows. Only plays produced under
Recently, Equity removed a number of managers from its list of showgiving the FTP here a stature and a
the basic agreement (which means men exeinpt from
recognition that must result in its
the requirement of posting guarantees of salaries and
greater acceptance by the legit-goers. virtually all plays produced) are in- transportation for touring shows. William Harris, Jr., was one scratched,
cluded
in
the
figures.
above
Gold,.
but that was revealed as an office error and he continues to have the ratAccording to Guild members, ing of an exempt
manager. Harris's production activities are intermittent
Hollywood buys should really be but he is,
expected to ready a play for presentation this winter.

MASTERPIECE

cflnDiDn

Woman

Shubert.
'Henry rv' Maurice Evans.
'The American Way' Sam H.
Harris & Max Gordon.
'Jeremiah'—Theatre Guild.
'Candida' (revival)
Cornelia
Otis Skinner.
'One for the Money' Stanley

'

edited
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(Continued from page 49)

THE COPPERHEAD

Phillip

Although the WPA-ers are plug-

.

WPA

D.Tvld

Plnocchlo, the Mule

Mile

in

comedy; Ettore Maggioni, formerly of the Picciani troupe; Archie
Onri; Bill Swann, formerly of Swann
and Bambard; Gabriel Duval, former
dancer in vaude; Helen Galuback,
really Helen McMahon, formerly of
Diamond and Chaplow; Edward
Lalor; Sam Lewis, of Lewis and
Dody; Harry Duncan and Phil
Dwyer. Jack Grooper, as a member of the Phoolharmonic orchestra,
not only extracts music from an
amazing assortment of gadgets, but
notable for his unexaggerated
is

obert Williamson

Manning
Hans Schweng
Mickey Kane

oldtimers

the

Edwin Michaels, formerly

sical

Edward Lalor

The Fox
Jolly Coachman
Ringmaster

Among

"vaudeville.

Extravaganza with music. In three acla
acenea), adapted by Tnslia Krunk
from the story by C. Collodl: Btapred by
Taaha Frank; Bettlnpa by Perry Wntklns;
special effects by Stephen Jnn TIehncck:
music by EddlBon von OHenfeld and Ar(nine

Birds Stop Slnflnc'-^
John Golden.
'The Little
Foxes'—Herman.
Shumlin.
'Mrs. O'Brien Entertains*
('Luck of the Irish') George
Abbott.

A

LEW CANTOR, McGUIRE
LAND FTP

Lew

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Cantor and William Anthony

McGuire

finally closed a long delayed deal with Uncle Sam for the
New York stage rights of 'Two a

Day,'

Federal Theatre
Project's
vaude cavalcade, now showing here.
Deal calls for an option on ro£^dshowing.
Cantor Is en route to Manhattan
to arrange for cast and production.

"STARS
Mfft.:

rN

YOUR EYES"

LOV CLAYTON

UTERATI

Wednesday, January 11, 1939
James

Acatn

promising scribblers to aid them
Forthcoming picturization of the in completing projected books. Sum
to be entirely apart from subsehas
given
Street
James
Jesse
of
life
royalties.
& Smith the idea of reviving one of quent
Scrlbner's-Random House contest
Its old nickel-thrillers based on the
will fetch HQOO, divided into five
taken
Pirni
h^^s
the
character.
same
equal prizes of $800 each to the auvery first of the James series down
thors of the five best short novels
from the shelf and placed it on the submitted
before May 1. Novels, to
press without even a dust-ofl. It will
run between 15.000 and 25,000 words,
appear at the -time of the film's rewill first be published in the mag
lease in an exact replica, of the orig-'
and then released in one Volume by
Price
With one exception.
Jesse

JBidci

inal.

will

be a dime.

Nc

today in

profit

a nickel book.
'Jesse Janies Stbries' (to give them
their official title) were sensational
at the' turn of the century. Volume
I, the one slated for re-issue, appeared in May, ]l901,*Iabeled Vesse
James, the Outlaw.' When it was

grabbed up by a few hundred thousand youngsters, S&S followed with
another epiisode in the saga, and kept
issuing this stuff weekly.
S&S at this time was an old hand
at nickel-thrillers, and because the
juves read them under school desks
and under bed blankets, they were
frowned upon. But the .'Original
Narratives of the James Boys,' as the
series was subtitled, out-thrilled the
previous thrillers, and protests from
Sunday school teachers mounted.

Squawks meant
selling like

were

the stories

much

So

wildfire.

so

that Frank Tousey, rival publisher
of S&S, figured to C9sh in on some
of the Jesse James gold, and began
getting out a competitive weekly
But despite the increased
series.
production of competish, the kids
took the yarns and virtually begged
for more.
Hue and cry, by the elders against
the thrillers finally got to the point

wh^re S&S thought maybe the Hiing
had gone far enough. A dicker was

made with Tousey

to the effect that

both put a halt to the James
Tousey was. agreeable, and
ended the double series.

stuff.

that

Around 120 Jesse James stories
were issued by Street & Smith over
a little more than a two-year period,
and somewhat fewer were issued by
Tousey. Both publishers had a number of scribblers turning put the
sagas, with W. B. Lawson and Ned
Buntline doing most of those under
the S&S imprint Very first of the
•

Street
son,

&

Smith

and

his

series

name

was by Law-

goes on the

title

Rights to all the James stories are
controlled by Street & Smith,
since that firm bought out Tousey
many years ago. Plates of the issues
in both series long ago went into the
scrap heap.
Nevertheless, re-issue
of 'Jesse James, the Outlaw' will be
as much like the original as has
been possible to make it Publishing
house, figures novelty of an aJc. thriller will be a strong selling point.

now

Ed

Sullivan Back East?
is abroad again that

Ed

New York

Sullivan will return to

from the Coast and revert to his former Broadway columnar stint for
the N. Y. Daily News, with John

Chapman
denies

switching to the filmland

Chapman, however,

locale.

its

partially

authenticity.

According to Chapman, Sullivan
evinced a desire last year to return
to the Broadway beat.
That was
when Chapman was on the Coast
Latter said then he would switch
with Sullivan for a year if Sullivan
himself

made

the

request

to

the

News' managing editor and also gave

Chapman

the book house.

He Must Mean No
Henry R. Luce, isn't seeking a
N. Y. daily and most emphatically is not planning to convert
Time into a deuly, and disregard
all those rumors, and leave Mr.
Luce in peace because getting
out Time,. Life and Fortune is
enough of a job and Mr. Luce
isn't looking for any more headaches,

Snarls on Factual Yarns
Factual story mags riding high in
popularity just now, but pleasure
over their earnings tempered by
squawks of subjects mentioned, and
in some instances libel' suits. Sensationalism of the factual stories.

btings frequent complaints from the
subjects.
Often followed by libel
'suits.

you betcha!

Denials by Luce that he has
been after a N. Y, daily have
become Wearied by frequency,

but more recent chit-chat that,
having failed to obtain a certain
N, Y. morning paper, he contemplates turning
daily,
at the

Time

into

a

have evoked loud guffaws

Time building. That, they
say at the Time offices, is utterly

sufficient time to get rid

of his Connecticut home.
fiut says Chapman,

NEW

for

he

hasn't

his

feature-type

column.

Maloney

to

Succeed

J. L. Maloney, assistant managing
editor of the Chicago Tribune, is expected to hold down the managing
editorship and all probability will
get the berth permanently. He suc-

ceeds Robert M. Lee who died suddently Saturday (7). .No formal announcement is expected until after
funeral services today (10). Widely
rumored that Frank Carson may be
brought In from the N. Y. Daily

News.

post in the organization.

Count Sues Pbilly Record
In an almost unprecedented action
in Pennsylvania, the Supreme Court
last week ordered the Philadelphia
Record prosecuted for libel and
contempt because of a Record edilambasting
torial
the
tribxmat
Chief Justice John W. Kephart,
speaking for the entire bench, instructed Charles E. Kelley, district
attorney of Philadelphia, to prepare
suit against the- Record.
Editorial declared the. court 'had
attempted to nullify the basic tradition of American government. 'Editorial also charged the court ignored
its own prior interpretation of the
State Constitution.
Except in factual stories, other
papers kept away from the Record
suit editorially.
Record had an editorial next day, however,, in which it
proclaimed: 'If this be libel and contempt, let the good justices make the
most of it.'

(jieorge Antonius here from London for publication of his The Arab
Awakening,' by Lippincott.
John S. Martin, of Time,' will have
hit first novel, 'General Mjinpbwer,'

issued Jan. 26 by Essandess.
Margaret Gilbert Mackey has done
book on the film capital, entitled
''ios Angeles Proper and Improper.'
Slight switch in paternity; John
Swope is Gerard's boy, not Herbert
Bayard's. Latter Swope is his uncle.
Whit Burnett, editor of Story, will
have a new book out soon, entitled
'The Literary Life and the Hell with

"

a

.

.

WEEK

.

.

&

&

,

affairs, published by Louis
He's also editing. Periodpleads for tolerance on controversial
matters now agitating
Europe.

Caroselli,
ical

•

east

with Skolkin as editorial director, editor of Look, engaged to marry
new firm is drawing up publishing Dorothy Naylor.
program. Won't consider any maMenahem Menschel, the book'terial for publication until fuUy set
seller, has a pamphlet publishing unon policy.
dertaking under way.
Temporary offices in Rockefeller
Joe Alex Morris named by United
Center until Fifth avenue quarters
Press as foreign news editor, new
can be fixed up.

Has gotten to the point where fact
It'
ridic, since daily publication of
story scribblers have to furnish docuFarrar St, Rinehart has published
Time would violate its basic
mentary proof on their narratives.
'Radio Writing,' hy "-Max Wylie,
policy.
Sometinles.even releases from indiscript and continuity director for
viduals concerned. Mags now par<^
CBS.
ticularly careful since one libel suit
PERIODICALS
Robert P. Lamont Jr., assistant ed
recently put a factual detective peof Atlantic Monthly, and author
The Senator, weekly New Yorker
riodical out of business.
Elizabeth Laine have become Mr.
Washington,
preems
20. Secfor
Jan,
As one publisher explains the sitand Mris.
ond periodical of the type planned
uation, factual story mag can be
Harvey Deuell, m.e. of the N, Y.
Hagen havsafely published only by putting an for the capital, Norman
Daily News, recuperating from illing
begim
preparation
recently
on
editor on one side of the. desk and a
ness, off on Mediterranean cruise
Fortuny'ft Companion Firm
GrO, subtitled The Magazine of Washlawyer on the other.
Companion publishing company to with wife.
ington Life, also to bow in at about
Nat Ferber, who used to: be a New
been
has
Publishers,
the time of The Senator's debut. Fortuny's,
Push Drive for Poet Fund
Publisher of The Senator is Harry formed by .firm's head. Carlo M. Flu- "York newspaperman before turning
With election of Mrs. Hugh Bul- Newman, who gets out Judge in miani Called Prometheus Press, novelist and film writer, has written
Academy
of
prez
of
the
lock as
N. Y. Ken Watson editing, with a will get out book fiction only. For- his autobiog.
American Poets, organization will number of past and present Wash- tuny's, hitherto sponsoring fiction and
Menorah Journal will celebrate
push its drive to establish a trust
ington, news writers on staff. Sena- non-fictlbn, will be limited to the 25th year with a dinner at the Hotel
fiind from which to award annual
Astor, N. Y., Jan. 19.
Nuiinber of
tor is to appear weekly; Go fort- latter only.
deserving
to
^;000 fellowships
Flumiani, also company's editor, literary notables will speak.
nightly.
Project contemplated
rhymesters.
After 29 years as editdr of LachtFaith, monthly mag devoted to will begin' reading fiction manusince establishment of -Academy five
under ing, the mag, Herbert L. Stone
practical reli|ion, is being prepared scripts shortly for publication
year^ ago, but goal far from reached
elected president of its publishing
by Berrtarr Macfadden. It bows the new imprint.
as yet.
company. Continues as editor.
subMeanwhile, Academy is sponsoring with March issue. Publication,
Extreme' specialization in book
Menke P. AJng.Derby
titled 'Why Not Try God?', will cona national contest for an official
Frank G. Menke is publicinzing the publishing will be policy of new
and
how
of
prayers
tain,
true
stories
poem for the New York World's
1939 Kentucky Derby. The 65th run- California publisher, Wallace HebFair. Required -subject and title of they were answered, and influence
ning of the classic is dated for May 6. berd, who wiU issue biographies
the poem is The World of Tomor- of faith on human lives. New mag
Another hat contest is slated, lim- only.
row,' theme of the Pair. First prize will be edited by the Macfadden
DeWitt Wallaces (he's publisher
Last year 70 kellys
ited to scribes.
general office^ under Fulton Oursler.
is $1,000, with five additional awards
were awarded, on the point system. and editor of Reader's Digest), gave
Bert
Gaiety
published
by
will
be
will
be Wilof $100 each. Judges
writers selected the win- a dinner for their niece, Julia L.
Only
two,
liam Rose Betiet, Louis Untermeyer Garmise, former exec of Harlan
Acheson. She has done a couple of
Logan Associates, publishers of ning Lawrin.
and Col. Theodore Roosevelt.
books.
Scribner's Magazine.
Gaiety subDonald Graham Cormapk has
LITEBATI
OBITS
THIS
titled The .Magazine of Diversion,
Writer League Aids B;efUtee8 joined the Red Circle mags as an edi<r
Joseph W. McGork, 52, newspaper
League of American Writers lias a and will contain a miscellany of
torial assistant^ replacing Paul Chadillustrator,
magazine
cartoonist
and
next
matter.
First
to
appear
issue
number of projects under way to
wick, who "has gone to Street
Editorial staff now being died in Philadelphia Monday (9) of Smith.
raise funds for scribbler refugees. month.
bronchial pneumonia and uremia.
Has collected articles against anti- set.
Ward Morehouse, New York Sun's
Hearst
Newswith
associated
Was
preCoast
Picture
News,
to Coast
Dorothy
Semitism,
written
by
drama critic, will have a book on
Thompson^ Booth Tarkington, Carl tentious illustrated publication, Js. papers 'for 14 years, retiring from Broadway first ntghts piiblii^ed by
Van Doren, Sherwood Anderson, now in the making. Details guarded that organization five years ago. He Dial Press, entitled 'Forty-Fivie MinTheodore Dreiser and others, which temporarily, but understood itH had created the cartoon 'Kayo utes Past Eight.^
Tortoni,' which had been syndicated
will be in a booklet, where proceeds hinge on chain retail establishments
Alfred Hafnier, who heads G. E.
from sales will be used to aid the for distribution. Femme appeal to by Hearst Survived by two sls- Stechert St Co., N. Y, book and mag
terp,
Will preem in late
exiled authors.
be primary.
publishers, has acquired the buildJohn
Price, 53, v«teran PittsA.
In association with the Booksell- winter or in the spring.
Headburgh newspaperman, but more re- ing adjoining his firm's quarters for
ers Guild of America, League wiU quarters in New York.
cently advertising manager and .pub- expansion of the concern's activities.
books' _ Softball has begun publication as
manuscripts
and
auction
Special election called by Pittslicity director for the Peoples-Pittsaround Lincoln's Birthday. Authors official organ of the Amateur Softburgh Trust Company in that city, burgh chapter of American New«<^
and others have been 'asked to do- ball Association- of America. In tab
died suddenly in a Pittsburgh hos- paper Guild resulted in election of
value.
books
of
nate manuscripts and
newspaper form, it'll appear monthly pital Jan, 3 of a cerebral hemorrh- Walter C. Burson, of Post-Gazett*
eight months of the year and twice age.- Widow and two sons by an business department, to presidency.
Day, Putnam Tlenp
George Palmer Putnam has come
a month during June, July, August earlier marriage survive.
efassociation
has
become
Active
and September.
Edwin L. Simpkins, 58, circulation east to dispose of his Westchester
fective between John Day Co. and
Glamour, Conde Nast monthly manager of the San Jose (Cal.) Mer- estate prior to permanent settlement
G. P. Putnam's Sons whereby latter mag, makes its first appearance in
cury Herald for 'the last 18 years, on the C!oast, where he has rehandles all publishing details, except March. Periodical will cover films
embarked in the book publishing
Tieup for the femme fan from the stand- dropped dead at his home Jan. 4. He biz.
editorial, of the Day Books.
had been a former prez of the Caliis the same as existed between Day point of style significance.
Many, babies for Christmas at the
Alice fornia Circulation Managers' AssociHitchcock for past Thompson, editorial and fashion
and Reynal
Look editorial office.. -Assoc. eds.
ation.
four years.
Gartner, Suas^, Mahon'ey and Burns
writer for Conde Nast publications,
department
of
Day, editing.
Editorial
are the mag's hew parente, as well
CHATTER
which during the period of associaa$ Earl
Tbeisen; its Hollywood
The Golden Door to publish pieces
Hitchcock, had culled from the classics a la the old
John Savage Rich in the Virgin pbotog.
tion with Reynal
J
been quartered with the latter, is The Golden Book. Publishers de- Islands,
The St Ixniier Poat-Dispatch, p.m.
now in the offices of Richard J. scribe the new periodicals as 'a magJohn Macrae, the Dutton head, has rag owned \>y .ihe PulitWr i*ub, Co.^
Walsh, Day head.
has opened a New York office to
azine anthology for bookish folk.' gone abroad,
Walsh recently returned from Publication mpnthly. Walter Kahoe
Bennett Cerf has Katharine (Cor- expedite the handling of photos for
Sweden, where his wife, Pearl S. editor.
the sheet's enlarged Sunday roto secnell's autobiog.
Nobel
Prize
for
Buck, received the
tion, and also for the coverage of
Fair Play, monthly mag on interJack Denove has a new publishing
literature.
Miss Buck is advisory national
stories.

heard of Sullivan making any such
request as yet, though the report has
em exchanging addresses by March editor for her husband's book firm.
15.
Chapman also mentioned the
possibility of Danton Walker, curJoint Publishing Project
rently the News' Broadway columnJoint publishing project still in the
ist,, being switched west should
Sul- formulative stage, is a mag which
livan make a request for a Broadfictioneers, seeking recognition, will
way holiday, with Chapman being help publish. Each issue will be the
retained

5$

&

page of the reissue.

Rumor

VARIETY

to

Phillips Enters Publistainff
P, H. Phillips has organized Surrey House, Ltd., and begun work on
his first publishing list, with initial

joipt effort of all those represented
by story contributions.
Prime mover in the undertaking is
Ralph E. FitzGibbon.
a. Texan,
Weekly to sell for 5c. Round-Up's
stuff will be 'samples' of what tiie
cooperating fictioneers can do, and
besides going on sale in the iregular
way, the periodical is to be sent to
the allegedly 2,500 U. S. manuscript
markets now in existence. Figured
that these markets will order stories
if they like the 'samples' in Round-

size

Up.

Mag moves

Aogustin Severs Reich Link
Publishing company operated

volume due

shortly.

Quartered with the Leisure League
of America,

which gets out pocket-

books on various subjects.

news

undertaking on tap.
New youthful writing, .feain of
Faith Baldwin has chalked up her David Brown and Ernest Lehman had
30th published novel.
sold three articles in two months
Gene Fowler writing a novel with piece on Ted Lewis tq CoUier's, one
on Eddie Cantor's daughters to Madea Javanese background.
Eleanor Mercein in from Kentucky moiselle and a third to Harper's, all
to appear shortly*
for a family celebriation.
Group vvhieh operates the PubRalph West Robey new addition lishers Guild,
comprising Horace A.
to the Newsweek editorial staff.
Hocking, Max Marten and Samuel
Widow of O. O. Mclntyre has Kaplan, has formed the Publishers
gone abroad for extensive travel.
Investigating Service as a new servW. Adolphe Roberts doing a book icing orgabiiation for American and
for which he's been commissioned.
Canadian book and mag publishers.

Harry D. Phillips, the advertising
Outdoor Pubs to Ernst
Outdoor Publications, Chicago or- man, has a new publishing project
on
tap.
ganization
publishing
Outdoors
Upton Sinclair his own publisher
Magazine, has been acquired by
Clayton H. Ernst, Boston publisher. again, this time a pamphlet on ecoto Boston, where Ernst
will quarter it with bis Open Road

nomics.

Magazine.

next

Practically entire staff of Outdoors
going along with the purchase, including Victor B. Klesbeck, editor,

Arthur

Propaganda Pix
(Continued from page

Rollins goes to
for
fishing

month

Florida
and a

affiliated

1

with the commercial in-

scribbling.
in
dustry, and the Government In latScrlbner's-Bandem Contest
New York by J, J. Augustm has
Robert Joyce's novel, 'OK for Mur- ter classes are Mrs. Harold L, Ickes,
Coincidental With opening of lists severed link with parent organizader,' is to be published this Spring wife of the secretary of the Interior;
by Houghton Mifflin for its annual tion in Germany, and will be con- and Charles Askins, Jr., associate. by Stokes.
Assistant Attorney-General Hiurman
two literary fellowships, Scribner's tinued by Augustin under own iden- Ernst personally edite Open Road.
Alice Kauser, lit agent, back Arnold, Senator Arthur Clapper,
Magazine and Random House have tity. Parent body has been in exto active duty after a long tussle Representative
Vito
Marcantonio,
jointly arranged a short novel con- istence over 300 years.
Bystander Press Plans
with the flu.
Walter Wanger, Theodore Dteiser.
test
Books to be published by Augustin
New book-publishing company in
Mrs. William Brown Meloney, •Dudley Nichols, Philip Merivale,
^Houghton Mifflin fellowships will will be mostly on Americana, and N. Y. is Bystander Press, with Jesse editor of This Week, goes to the Heywood Broun, Fredric March, Will
fc« one each In fiction.and non-fiction." strictly non-fiction. Manhattan
quar- Skolkin, prez; Norman Laidbold, Ck)a6t shortly.
Rogers, Jr., Sherwood Anderson and
Awards of $1,000 each will be made ters of Augustin to be retained.
treasurer, and Sidney Mehlman, sec.
C. Brooks Roberts, assistant N. Y. Louis Bromfield.
,

-

.

CHATTER

VARBTT

S4

19th

Broadway

wedding

next

anniversary

week.

Ruth SchweriA. Monogram promo-

.

.

'

'

Harry Kalmine just made associate member of Phi Epsilon Pi fraternity,

tion manager;

ill at home.
Mrs. Joe Hiller back to Johns
Chic and Katberine Johnson are Hopkins, Baltimore, for further observation.
buying a farm for weekends.
Kilbuck
theatre has resumed run
John Gobi has called oft that trip
of 'Mr. and Mrs, Phipps' after twoto Europe, his friends report

week

•Tommy and

layoff.

Wedncsdiijt January 11, 1939

house in town while
usband fills engagements.
Feb. 18 set as date for Helen Jepson to sing with Romany Choir, directed by Em«rson Buckley.
Jdck PoweU to the Savoy hotel.
Rex Reynolds, former, program diStoll Circuit wants to dispose of
Bristol.
Asking rector of WBAL. Baltimore, now 41^
the Hippodrome,
recting Jungle (jrrill at Pahn Beach
$525,000.
Cardini, after playing Berlin and hotel.
Dr. Leon Levy, president of WCAU,
Hamburg, to the Savoy Feb. 20 for
Philadelphia, and Mrs. .Levy boated
two weeks.
Will Ahearn (and Gladys Ahearn) in for several weeks on their We
ordered by .the doctor to lay off for Three.
Charles Francis 'Socker* Coe says
three weeks.
Robert Morley's comedy, 'Good- he's through writing for the mags.
ness, How Sad!' celebrated its 100th Being boomed as candidate for governvir
of Florida.
performance at' the Vaudeville Jan. 5.
Breakers hotel now an Allied
Gilbert, Browne has bought new
Dlay by Archie Menzies, which he Properties of California affiliate,
intends to produce in the West Enu linked with Santa Barbara's Biltmore, Robert S. Odell announces.
in March.
Society of Four Arts has booked
Ivor Novello returns to Drury
Lane with a new musical, 'The Danc- Angna Enters, Julien Bryan, March
Time cameraman; Yale Puppeteers,
of
ing Years,' written and composed
Capt:
Irv'ing Johns and Miami Symyy himself..
Murray Silverstone becomes alter- phony.
John Charles Thomas planes into
nate director of United Artists Corp.
and UA Export Corp., both English N. Y. when necessary, while yacht
gianlst, keppliig

Jeanne Brother ton
M-G office has first father-son
celebrated 15th wedding anniversary. combo
in Its history in Ted and
Joe Bernhard back to the desk Allen Tolley. '
Monday (9) after two weelcs in the
Arthur G. Braun has resigned as
hospital.
manager of WB's Regal theatre in
Bill Doll to Washington ahead ox Wilkinsburg.
Noel Coward's *Set to Music/ fos
Florence Bowman, daughter of
Willard Keefe.
Pitt's chancellor, in Playhouse actRobert Ardrey left last week to ing company.
Alex Kann back to New York
winter in New Orleans, where he'll
after spending some time here with
work on three plays.
mother.
Ed Kuykendall, on a holiday hunt- ailing
Hinda Wassau bdck at George
ing trip in the south, bagged- a deer
JsfTe's hurley Casino for second
and some wild turkeys.
time this season.
Nan Blak&tone secured a divorce
Charlie Shannon, Belmar manager,
from W. J. Denjils while in Chi- and Rita Kearney have announced
cago at the Colony Club.
subsidiaries.
their engagement.
Afrique took 200 German refugee
Jean Durante to Mi&mi for the
Heller family alone practically
jvinter where Jinuny is rehearsing filled ringside at opening of Jackie's children to see Jack Hyltoh's 'Band
Wagon' at the Prince's, in which he
with the new Wiman musical.
band in Chatterbox.
appearing.
is
Jimmy Emert joined Bob Crosby's
Jimmy Stroock back from the
'Let's Pretend,* children's revue at
Coast Monday (9) after costuming band here last week, quitting Henry
the St. James, donating two weeks'
Halstead for new .post.
EEkrl Carroll's nitery show there.
Universal
exchange
privately takings to Great Ormond Street hos*
Al Selig has taken the U. S. rights
Ken Murray's 'Swing, Sis- pital for children.
to Marcel Hellman's French film, screened
Harry Saltzman, of Rottenberg &
'Double Crime in. the. Maginot Line.' ter, Swing' for comedian.
Marshall Goldberg took In Hol- Golden's Paris agency, expected here
Jean Lenauer, manager of Film- lywood studios before returning to line up talent for the ABC, Paris,
grippe
last
arte theatre, bedded by
which his firm operates.
from East- West grid game.
week, but expected back on job
Burton Brown, formerly of D$rickTom Wilmet, whose 'And Niobe
shortly.
Wept,' was recently produced here, son & Brown, has leased the Adam
Smith Hall, Kirkcaldy, Scotland, a
Jule^ E. BrulatQui: helps keep his has finished a second play.
1,200-seater,
to play vaudeville and
flgger by foregoing luncheons, but
Esther Kennedy, has succeeded reegit
doesn't mind watching others and cently-married
as
Mabel Sessi
Robinson & Martin refused offer
chatting.
Cieorge Lefko's seek at RKO.
George West, accoAipanled by his
GOP headquarters here deluged by Jack HyltOn to play in 'Band Wato
wife, left Thursday <5) for the with job-seekers for film censor posts gon,' at Prince's theatre, owing
previous commitment to appear for
Coa^ .on- Monogram business and under new James administration.,
.

.

-

Masquerade stays anchored
Mrs.

Beach.

Thomas

off

Palm

staying

in

Florida.

Mary

,

legit

who's

'Sugar Plum,' new comedy by Arthur Macrae, will be presented by
H. M. Tennent Ltd., in the West End
after a three-week provincial tour.
Kay Hammond and Ronald Squire

has

player,

Sydney
By

ill.

Eric Gbrrlck

Sai Shoki in from America.
Mrs. Edward Stirling to America.
Mirielle Ponsard topping new Alcazar revue.
Michelle Morgan to star in Jacques

New

.

art.*

Michael Strange (ex-Mrs. John
Barrymore and now .'Mrs. Harrison
Tweed) far enough' along on that
,

autobiog to have a secretary c6pying.it.

Glover and La Mafe held over at
Copacaband, Rio de Janeiro.
.First dance team so honored, they
claim. Expect to be home late this
month.
the

Charles B. Paine, treasurer of the
old Universal, has joined Tri-Na-

for
ons a dictionary should be supplied
William Lyon Phelps has left for
with every Variety.
Reported that 'Hollywood Hotel' quail shooting in- Georgia.
Sam Badamo has moved the famunit may nlay a season in Jndia after
ily here from Bridgeport.
a run in South Africa.
John Hesse has about worn out
Stuart F. Doyle, although kept busy
the
train his kid got for Xmas.
with his radio and aviation interests,
Torrence Branigan, formerly with
will, it's figured, be back in show biz
Elsie Janis, died here Dec. 31.
this year.
Sam Wasserman put on a single
Jack Percival, formerly exploita
tion director Snider-Dean, doing solo 10-act vaude bill at Arena to so-so
advertising for Stuart F. Doyle, J. C biz.
Nitery
biz New Year's Eve not so
Bendroidt and Luna Park un|t.
Hints are about that the New South hot, with smaller spots getting all
Wales government will permit night the play.
New officers for International Altrotting this year. Picture men will
iance of Theatrical. Stage Employees
seek to halt it if it goes through.
Luna Park turned -In a $39,100 are John' O'Cohnell, president;'
vice-president;
McBride;
profit on- the year 'and will pay a Charles
dividend of 6%. In previous year Robei^t Watson, secretary; Dan Cumthe profit amounted to $48,512, with mings, business agent; Sam Wasserman, treasurer.
dividend 7%%.
Koyts brought 'Alexander* (20th)
^

headed by John E. Otterson,
In similar t)ost,' after being inactive
of late.
Having' sublet liis Miami Beach
house. Ben' Beniie commutes to his
Florida farm by plane alinost evety
Monday, directly after hSs Sun^&y
evening broadcast.
Jimmy Cagney left yesterday
(Tues.) for his farm at Martha's
for an additional week at Palace.
Vineyard, Mafis.,, prior \6 returning Sydney. Picture had already scored
to the Coast and Wanner' Bros, for four weeks at the Regent and similar
•Each Dawn I Die.*
period at Centiuy.
Louis (Joumal)-'^ Sobol off on his
Hoyts brought back 'Show White*
annual ma-terial quest, to Washihg- (RKO) at Plaza, Sydney, as main
\0Hi AtlantBir Hollywood. Firisco and YUletide attraction.
Picture 'played
back via . tlje New. Qrleahi Mardi 21 'Weeks .here- recently. It's still
Gtas:. Makmfe it by'niidtor.
doing well in Melbourne.
Mrs. Minnie Atmhaus, .mother of
Federal departments will supply
-Frances Arms {Mrs. Abe Lastfogsl). Hal Roach with data for his produc
tossed a New Year's ^Jve party and tion of 'Captain Moonlight' Stated
dinner ..for the. William. Morris that Sir Earle 'Pdige made certain
attency gourmets; 15 courses and arrangements with Roach dinging a
recent Hollywood visit
chsmnagne.
Harlem Society in all its finest
turned out for the 'Mamba's Daurth
ters' presm at the Ihnpire last week,
.giving that distinguished house one
of ItS' most curioUs pr^i^i^re attend
By Arthur Thomson
tional,

.

.

•

^

m

,

.

Miami Beach

Father of Julius Karty, assistant
inahager Municipal Auditorium, died
in

New

"York.

Gordon Carter

will

direct

March 4.
Ted Adolphus resigned as

22 to

ballet

master and choreographer for
Louis Muny Opera.

Jimmy Harris,
own plane

New

Year's Day.

game

at

St.

p. a. at Loew's,
to N. O. and back
Took in football

Sugar Bowl.

.'

actor

'Derriere

in

Stella

pean

before

la

Facade,'

appearing

'Madame La

new revue

Folic,'

Victor Frahcen replacing Eric vOn
Stroheim in 'Le Duel,' which Rene
Barberio is making.

Warners <:hEuigin| offices from Rue
tb citified chateau in
Boulevard Malesherbes.
'Cyrano de Bergerac,' by Edmond
Rostand, being presented at-Comedie-Francaise on 41st anniversary of

in

from Yosemite

Merle Oberon back

Fay Holdeii

laid

to

work

after

up with ptomain*

poisoning.

Anna May Wong out

Sterling

after 10-day

hosting

friends

Talbot Jennings back from eastern research tour.
Harvey Stephens bought a site for
a new valley home.
Hugh Herbert returned to work
after

two-week

illpess.v

.

:

.

Dorothea Kent home from hospl?
appendectomy.

tal after

burns sustained in gas heater accident
Olive Olsen back to work after be-

up

laid
crash.

ing

16

months by motor

Darryl Zanuck away from his
desk at 20th-Fox for the first time
A flu
in his production career.
germ put him to bed.
Rain ruined a rainstorm on the
'Midnight' set at Paramount. With
(31audette Colbert and Don Ameche
ready to act in an artificial shower,

a natural

downpour drove them to

cover.

Budapest
'Snow White' opened to smash

biz.

'Marie
Antoinette'
(M-G> and
'Mayerling,' Charles Boyisr, banned.
Karolyn Aszlanyi, playwright and
screen writer, killed in auto accident.
'Scarlet Empress' passed by censor after having been repeatedly
vetoed.
Daniel Job, co-manager of Vigszinhaz, married Boske Simon, Miss Eu-

ropean

1929.

'Forever?' is title of new musical
version of Ery Halasz's comedy,
'How Long Will You Love Me?'
which' ran eight years ago. Revived
at Belvarosi.
Szinhazi Elet, theatrical and. screen
periodical, being forbidden publication under new press laws.
Three

other pubs have cropped up, which
imitate defunct fan mag.

premiere.
Danielle Darrieux participating In
S^lle
Chopin- public debate, on
whether private lives of stars should
.

Philadel|diia

By Herb Golden

be publicized.
representing
Warner
music publishing houses, Witmark,
Remick and Harms, for continent
from beginning of new year.
Robert
Guglielmi,
16-year-old
cousin of Rudolph Valentino, making

Feldmans

film

George Nonnemaker now p.a.lnc
Nixon's Grand as well as Fay's.

Paul Vincent Carroll, who authored 'White Steed,' current at the
Chestnut, given a reception at the

debut in 'Les Cinq Sous de Art Alliance.
Lew Pizor back at work after
serious illness which developed at
making.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners As-

Lavarede,' which Maurice CannOn-

.

.

Rosenbergs celebrate

Pan Berman
illness.

his

here

starring Jeanne Aubert, opening at
Folie-Bergere.
Maurjce Cloche filmed scenes of
'North Atlantic' o£E Boulogne during
sub-zero \yeather.
'Manon" Lescant,' new piece by
Marcelle Maurette, in rehearsal at
the Montparnasse.

.

m/a.

weeks.

Anderson through on Euro-

tour

next month.
Sessue Hayakawa, long inactive,
will make his next film, 'Macao,'
next month.

,

>

eastern

vacash.

next film.

Frank Sullivan, known in Holly- age
wood as Frank Sully, visiting parHas role in Doug Corrigan's
ents.

.

home from

Yves Mirande, director,, will turn

is

ances iji its history.:
Mr?. Esther Root Adarts. wife of
Roger Wolfe Kahn a visitor.
'The Flying Irishman*
Franklin P. Adams. E'JP-A.' of New
Hialeah Park opens today (Wed
Minneapolis
Harold Bassage, back from twoYork Post .and r.idlo's 'Information nesday).
By Les Itees
Please,* left, seventh of. residue of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hitz at the week jaunt to New York, has resumed work on 'She Stoops to Conestate of her father; l^te Charles T. Roney-Plaza;
which he will direct for LitRoot Foil" gifandchildrert, Anthony,
Dwfght Fiske opened at the quer,'
Bob Long, M-G homeoffice auditle Theatre, 'opening Jan. 2?, for
Timothy, Perseohonie and Jonathan, Drum Monday (9).
tor, ^ visitor.
performances.
left about $2,500 escb.
Ray Hall orchestra, has replaced eight
Ben Brinkman, former banker,
Archie Zacherl, Universal salesAlberto's rhumba band at El Chico.
who went broke promoting the
Gulf Stream Park, new horse Arena, West End ice rink and exposi- man, a fiu victim.
Rud Lohrenz, Warner district
track in Broward County, opens tion hall, has been sued by Internal
manager, in town.
1
Jan. Id.
Revenue Dept for $29,350, 1931 inHelen Manion, Universal secretary,
Miami Daily News and WIOD come taxes.
By Hal Cohen
celebrated a birthday.
will sponsor a music festival Feb. 18
Moe Levy, 20th Fox district manC. J. Latta'* younger brother died at Roddey Burdine Stadium.
ager, back from Los Angeles.
Reported to
JeSs Willard here.
in Indianapolis.
Joe Floyd and Dick Wagner, Sioux
enter
have
on
join
deal
to.
Dempsey
celebrated
theatre
Palm
Beach
Enright
WB'ff
Falls,
S. D., showman, visitors.
Y.
prises
either
here
in
N,
or
10th anniversary this week.
Daughter of Ben Friedman, indeBob Nolan, former m.c. at Roya
Alex Kann in from New York to
pendent exhibitor, engaged to wed.
Pahn Club, opened with his own
Arline Judge here.
be at bedside of ailing mother.
'
Curt Houck's band 'back at the
Mme. Frances Alda back to N.
Ch&rlie .Eagle, Stanley manager, band 9t the Miami Beach Kenne
Radisson for brief return engageClub.
after two weeks here.
on iob ftgaJln after 10*day lUness.
Albert Bouche will operate a the
Paul Sabin orchestra booked into ment.
Harold Lund off to Miami for couTwin
City Variety club Installed
this
sea
Havanamonth.
atre<>restaurant
in
this
Colony Club late
ple of weeks of biz and pleasure.
Miami Beach for the
Jack Wertheilner, assistant head of Chief Barker W. A. Steff es and other
Malcolii) Milligan gets lead In son, forsaking
recently elected officers.
talent at M<-G, flew in from Holly
next Playhouse show, 'Ni^t ,Must first time in 13 years.
Joe Prill and Duane Becker, cashTed Lewis opens today (Wednes wo.-)d.
Pall*
Hany
Mrs. Arthur Somers Roche quit ier and booker, respectively, transLouis Sturehio oft for St. Louis to day) at ihe' Royal Pahn Club.
Lyman, YaCht Club scribbling under pialms to go to N. Y, ferred by Paramotmt from Sioux
^oin lAwrence Welk's band at ChSsfe Richinah, Abe.
Falls,
S. D., to Minneapolis to hanwedding.
come
for
son's
Boys, Rudy Vallee slated to
Mrs. Clifitord Kemp, wife of British dle South Dakota accounts.
their in later.
'

Shirley Ross
tour.

Bert Gilroy back from his Arizona
ranch.
Delight Evans in town for tWQ

.

'The
Front Page' at Little Theatre, Feb.

pUoted

pital.

fering.

Courcelles

Louis
By Sam JC. Harst
St.

Konrad Bercovici home from hos-

«

,

a dead

from lectura

"Alley back

Lana Turner reported for work
Feyder's next
after two months' iUncsS.
Film 'Entree des Artiste' In fourth
Rita Warner improving in hospir
month at Colisee.
tal after fall from horse,
Marcel FHerbier beginning 'La
John Barrymore postponed his
Brigade Sauvage,'
Manhattan trip until Jan. 16.
'Grandeur Nature' will be JeanH. F. Kincey looking over prodBenoit Levy's next.
uct for hi's North Carolina circuit.
New Felix Rosan revue opening
Mrs. Charles Correll recovering
Nudistes.
Chez
les
at
after loss of her baby girl at birth.
Theatre Vieux-Colombier celebratVivian Cosby recovering from,
.

is

Normal
tour.

for studio huddles.

Paris
By Hugo Speck

-

^Vaudeville, luckily for me,

from Washing-

in

ton.

from Manhattan.
Ted Williams in from Maphattaa

Ray Milland, in from Europe toto co-star, and Harold French will
Metro hitting consistently well over produce.
day (Wed.), proceeds to the Coast
by the end of the week to report at own chain.
Patrick Hamilton's ^Gaslight,' tried
WiU
in
and
Joe
Mandell
scored
studio.
Par
out at the Richmond recently, has
Milton Diamond, legal rep for the Sydney for Tivoli.
jeen purchased by Gilbert Miller. ed 20th anniversary.
Par has discarded, stage shows at Latter will produce in the West End
Cecile Sorel making film of her
-recording companies on the subcomnnittee 'studying copyright, ill Canitol. Melbourne.
in conjunction with O'Bryen, Lin- South American visit.
20th-Fox put on show for crippled nett & Dunfee early' next month
Oakie
Oakie and Mrs.
Jack
with grippe.
kiddies of New South Wales.
through to St. Moritz':
after tryout in, the sticks.
Frank Seltzer, Hal Roach's press
Larry Adler clicked big in Sydney
Clotilde and Alexandre Hakharoff
contact, back -to the Coast after on opening for Tivoli Theatres.
off for Moroccan tour.
Toppiei; Takes a Trip' campaign was
Mike Lustig handling special ex
Reda Claire signed with Henri
the east
set with UA
ploitation for Metro's 'Great Waltz.*
Fescourt for third time.
Haven
Bojarigles and Satchmo were guests
J. C. Bendroidt Who operates an
Marcel Teisseire, Fox p.a., marryers at the Cotton Club Sunday (8) icerink here, reciently opened a class
Bone
Harold
By
ing Mme. Maurice Ader.
night, Bill Robihson and Ijouis Arm- cabaret.
Kate de Nagey in from Berlin,
strong doubling from the Strand.
Sir Ben Fuller has sold part of his
Riith Draper into Shubert for Jan. where she made 'Wagon-Salon.'
Lionel Stander, who has three Bijou, site in Melboiirne to a- com
26 one-niter.
Mistinguette produced own short
more weeks of. personals, was talking merclal concern..
Cartes due at Shubert In revue for Moulin Rouge holiday ofD'Oyly
of the autograph pests, and cracked,
Frank Grahjun, Hoyts exec, reck- April
a week,

m

Doc Mishler here from. Altoona.
Leon G. Turrou

Robert

songwriters* feed here.

•

:Duc1oS at the Casino, Cannes.

Mason,

temporarily joined Geotge Abbott's
office staff in place of Sue Briggi,

Dick Mayberry home from hospital.
Pa.

flu battle.

'

.vacation.

Jerry Fairbanks to Miami.
Gracie Fields dude ranching.
James R. Grainger to Dallas.
Barrie on Arizona vacation.

Wendy

Charlotte Walker here to live with
Meyer Davis, Jack Robbins, Les
Santley, Gordon and Revel, Mori her daughter.
Randall l<aye home after six-year
Dixon, Sammy Pain, Irving Kahn,
Warren and Dubin, Rodgers and stay in England.
George H. (Daddy) Hihes laid up
Hart, Kalmer and Ruby, and Johnnie
Burke get together this month at with pneumonia.

.

.

Hol^ood

London

sociation convention.
Clifford
Goldsmith,

author of
'What a Life,' and Mrs. Goldsmith
entertained the cast of the show at
the Belevue-Stratford after Its opening at the Locust.
Mel Koff was tossed a bachelor
party by friends at the Showmen's
Club. Wednesday night (4), Steps
week. Allen Lewis
prez of the club.

off this

new

named

Baltimore
By Howard'

A.

Burman

Purnell Gould to Bermuda.
'Doc' Reynolds to Florida and the
bangtails.

Milt

Mann now

in conlplete

own-

Penthouse nitery.
Dick Embry and frau in on holiday visit to Mississippi home.
Daughter born to Mrs. W. J.
Goode, wife of WBAL accountant.
Morris Mechanic readying new
Center theatre for February open-

e'rship of

ing.

Frank Durkee heading con^mittee
Club dinner

charge- of 3*ariety
dance.
in

,

OUTDOORS
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VARIETY

Rbsen, manager of the Troy, died in
Troy, after an extended illness.

BaEIiW
Walter C. KeUy, 64, lamed

WAL.TEK

Mrs. Tom Boland, wife of one of
He directed comedies 25 yeai's ago the retired founders of First National
and later laimched the Hollywood Pictures, died Dec. 30 in Hollywood.
Filmograph, which folded three years
Mother of MHton Hocky, scenarist,
ago. Recently he'd been doing bits in
died in New York Jan. 5.
pictures.
of a heart attack at

C.

as the
'Virginia Judge,' died Jan. 6 in Philadelphia, Ker^^ suflEered a head injury while dodging a truck in HolHe was
lywood some time ago.

wheel of his

car.

He leaves a widow, Dorothy Vertaken to Philadelphia by plane Dec,
Mother, 65, Brian Donlevey, film
improve. Two non, one-time film actress, and a step23, when he failed to
Bobby Vernon, former film actor, died Jan. 8 in Sheboygan, Wis.
George
son,
them
of
one
survive,
brothers
writing.
comic, now
Kelly, the playwright
Details in the vaudeville section,
J.

HOWAKD DOTLE

WiUiam

F,

MILLS CIRCUS

BOLLT

WILLIAM

F.
Bolly,

72,

for

children's program for WAIU, for
which station he subsequently became chief announcer. He was idenin Cincinnati in
tified with

WLW

1933, For the past four years he had
been with WOR, Newark.
His mother, a sister and four

brothers survive.

PFEFFEKKORN

Otto W. G, Pfefferfcorn, 75, composer and pianist, died Jan. 5 at
.

SHELLEY HULL
PIED JANUARY

14,

1919

Toubs"

BILL HALLIGAN
Gainesville, Ga., after a stroke. He
was dean eiaeritus of Brenau College Conservatory.
Pfefferkom, native of Hohenstein,
Germany, had appeared in series of
concerts in American cities and London. In 1891-97-98 he went abroad
for study and recital work, and,
among others, he worked under Leopold Godowsky, His widow and 'four
children survive.

LOUIS

E.

BUBENSTEIN

68, legit player,

•

fornia Players.

JOSEPH ALLENTON

publisher.

A. NOBDHAVS
Details in picture section.
Leland A. Nordhaus, 46, 'senior
bandmaster of the Atlantic Fleet
FBANK C. BEINECEE
during the World War, died at Jef"Frank C. Reinecke, 53, owner of
ferson Barracks, Mo., Jan. 5, follow- two neighborhood theatres in Akron,
ing an operation for appendicitis. died there Dec. 28 after a lingering
Nordhaus at one time was assistant illness.
to John Philip Sousa.
His widow and a son survive.
After the
war he headed the band sponsored
by the Majestic Radio Corp,, later
EBNEST DIDWAT
entering the music business in ChiErnest L. Didway, 67, screen accago where he made his home until tor, died Jan. 3 in Los Angeles.
two years ago.
Veteran of the New York stage, he

had been in pictures

seveii years.

DAVID M. CAUFFM AN

Bernard M. Miller, 69, owner of
David M. Cauffman, 68, manager of
Miller-Dervant, the only remaining
the touring Td Rathet Be Right' comtheatrical costume and makeup espany, starring George M. Cohan, died
tablishment in Spokane, died there
Dec. 31.

GRATEFUL MEMORY
OF

MIKE O'CONNOR

For two de«ades chief electrician
Theatre tiuUd.

for the

Als

Idndnesfl

Kirby
an arm.

is

in the hospital,

fim
&ffpri$es

FEB. 13

San Francisco, Jan. 10.
Although the Crolden Gate International Exposition doesn't open until Feb. 18, San Francisco will start
celebrating the completion of the
fair Feb.. 13 with a week-long program of festivities. Costumed bands,
Spanish, street singers, cowboys,
miners and Indians wUl make merry
in the. streets. Sirens, whistles, automobile hoims, .bombs, army and
navy guns will be utilized to produce a record volume of noise. There
will be rallies, parades, street dancing and costume balls. Street decorations, interior and exterior building decorcitions and window displays
will conform to the general theme.

minus

Paymeirt

H Y. Wiirid

^

aud vrigdom aided

Loi

Showmen who

wUl. have spots on

•

Fred's Football
hoxDska's

fios,

.

Rivels,

on the trapeze.
first

assistants

.

,

lowed a 40c. admission as against the
Chamber of Commerce and ex25c. scale elsewhere. This concession
position
officials
will
be hosts
or entertaimnent Is not strictly in
Wednesday (1&) to 250 Los Angeles
the midway sector but off to one
business aud civic leaders at a party
side, facing the fair's long lake..
on Treasuire Island.
special dis-

A

Ground lias been broken for the play
of the $1,509,000 lighting system
Association building
will be a feature of the affair, which
on the fair grounds. Structure, a
will be broadcast over a network.
other
admintwQ-story. affair like the
istration buildings, will contain quar-

new $40,000 Fair

ters for visiting newspapermen and
additional ^pace for the exposition's
publicity department now in an office
building near the main Administration Building. New building also will
department
house
the
treasury
Most original bit from John Ro- (which has charge of tickets) and
land's Sea- Lions is a twohigh, with the operating division.
and
the
one seal on Roland's back

Asks Fair rmancing
Lincoln, Jan.

He was bom

in

Hungary

and went' to Spokane in 1893. He
dropped the Dervant from his name
later.

Exen^d

New

R.R. Circus

Owatonna, Minn,, Jan. 10,
railroad circus skedded to
has been
sally forth next May
formed here by Glenn J. Jarmes who
has set up general offices~and winter

A

new

quarters in this city.

3%

refinance

5%%

of

Hawn

has appointed D. C.
as general agent and traffic
cars,

the

state

debentures at a

fair's

3%

$250,000

rate.

Cochran made the same suggestion
in 1937, but the legislature turned
him down. His proposal is that the
bonds be bought by the educational
and lands funds (^chool money),

i%

,

money that is now invested jn securities which average less than
interest.
Says during the last two
years the fair could have saved
$14,500 in interest.

3%

tax.

The measure was passed by a vote
of 73-0 without reference to committee.
It will carry an Urgency
clause and will be effective at once

Charlotte Fair Sale

..

Put tip to Creditors

approved and sighed by the
Governor,
if it is

Charlotte, Jan. 10.
Plans for merging Charlotte Agri-

Show, of an undetermined number

10.

Gov. Cochran ask^d the unicameral legislature in his annual
budget message to again attempt to

otiier

Syracuse Will Buck

cultural Fair with the recently or-

ganized Southeastern Fair Corp. are
in an intermediate stage, pending
Syracuse, Jan. 10.
approval of the Charlotte grotip's
'Waltzer' Verdicts $925
Despite previous opposition, the creditors.
Syracuse, Jan. 10,
New York State Fair advisory board,
President John Lj Wilkinson* of
Verdicts totaling $925 were re- defying the counter attraetion of the
ported to Justice Frank J. Cregg by New York World's Fair, has carded the Charlotte tmit^ disclosed that
Southeastern had an offer the direca supreme court jury in negligence a 15-day exposition this year. The
tors considered satisfactory. Cbatles
actions brought by four children state exposition will open Aug. 26
E. Lambeth, a creditor^ and Dif. J. D.
who were injured when a 'waltzer' and close Sept 9.
Dorton, m,anager of Southeastern,
left the runway on the state fair
This will give the state fair, which
midway last September and over- some officials thought should be are contacting creditors. Understood
the d6bts total about $4,000,
turned.
limited to one-week this year, three
Saturdays and two Sundays,
The
program wiH be completely revised.

manager.

World Fair 15 Days

BIRTHS

Mr.

and

daughter,

Mrs,

Bob

The
Hussey,

in Hollywood, Jan. 2.
radio, contact at Para-

Father is
Capt Thomas.. McGfll> of the mount.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leonard, son,
Philadelphia Fire Department, died
many a bednner in other branches of
suddenly Jan. 4 in Philadelphia. He in Hollywood, Jan. 4, Father is forthe theatre.
was in charge for many years of fire mer Coast advertising manager for
regulation and inspection in film and U, A.
of a heart attack in Kansas City Jan. legit theatres and Was well known
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Clark, son, in
Father with
Pittsburgh^ Dec. 30.
2 a few hours before the company in the industry.
was scheduled to open a three-day
the Par exchange, Pittsburgh.
run there.
Mr. and Mrs.' Louis Sumner BookMrs. Nadlne Brown Lomba, 32,
Cauffman, born in Rochester, N. Y., wife of Edward F, Lomba, assistant waiter, son, in Portland, Ore., Dec,
Father is chief engineer of
bad been in show business more than to W, F. Hutchinson, foreign head for 29.
30 years. He had toured with many 20th Century-Fox, died Jan. 4 in KOIN, Portland.
Mr. and Mrs, Paul Kohner, son,
musicals for Sam H. Harris and the Poughkeepsie after an illness of sevJan. 7, Hollywood. Mother the forShuberta.
eral months.
mer Lupita Tovar, film actress.
Walker Baiifhrnan^ 67, pioneer Cir- Father is an agent.
JAMESON TflOMAS
Mr, and Mrs. L. J, Purcell, son,
Jameson Thomas, 50, British ac- cleville, O., theatre owner, died at his
tor appearing in
American films the home in Circleville, after lengthy in Los Angeles, Jan. 5, Father is in
past 10 years, died Jan. 10 in the illness.
Been identified with the comptroller's office at 20th-Fox,
Slenra
Mr. and Mrs. David Horsley,
Madre Sanitarium
near business for more than 50 years.
Hollywood. He worked in English
daughter, in Los Angeles,- Jan. 4.
pictures before comtog
Max Joachim, 67, father of the Ritz Mother is former Rose Joseph, pubto this country.
Bros., died Jan. 4 in New York from licity director for Leon Schlesinger
He was stricken during the filming a heart attack after a week's illness. cartoons; father is radio commen01 Marie Antoinette'
and never re- Another son and a daughter survive. tator.
covered.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen West, daughMother, 77, of Nat Nazarro, New ter, in Hollywood, Jan. 6. Father is
HARBT BURNS
York vaude agent and producer, with European Picture Service.
Mr. and Mrs. Lew Seiler, son, in
"^"y Burns, 55. early silent com- died Dec, 30 in Philadelphia.
.
Hollywood, Jan. 9. Father is direc^^^^^"^ and former trade paper
^?Ki.
publisher, died Jan.
9 in
Mrs. Fannie Rosen, mother of t.eo tor at Warners,
Angeles
,

ei&er.

doing a fin-stand. There have
Joseph Allenton, 55, legit player, been much better Polar bear turns
died Jan. 5 in New York. His real from the Hagenbeck menage.
Frisca Expe Exlnbs
The Cristiani Riders is a fine
name was Joseph Butterly. His last
engagement was in the road com- bareback act, comprising 10 men and
women.
Starnes and Anavan Fourfrom
pany of "You Can't Take It With some is an excellent tossing act. The
You.'
biggest number is Mroczkowski's
Sacramento,
Jan. 10.
New Liberty Horses, which do exThe California Assembly in a
CABLETON E. BBEWSTEB
cellent, complicated evolutions. Flags
of several nations are attached to swift proceeding gave final passage
EUGENE V. BBEWSTEB
their harnesses, but no German in- to a bill exempting exhibits brought
Carleton E. Brewster, 66, pioneer signia is included.
Jolo.
into the state for the Golden. Gate
Long Island exhibitor and a resident
International Exposition front the
Bay
Shore,
L.
I.,
of
for years, was

mag

LELAND

London, Jan. 1.
Charlie Rivels,Garday & Corhett,
Rice & Prevost, Seuen Ortans, Little

who does a Charlie Chaplin
Rivels closes the
part and later he and his two
do a musical clown turn
that's old-fashioned in outline but
funny in execution.
Most of the acts, new to London,
are circus standards, They include
Garday and Corhett, Eice and Preyost, who are very good; the Seven
Ortans, five men and two girls in
JOHN S. JEFFEBS
John S. Jeffers, 65, on the stage regulation springboard somersaulting; Little Fred's surefire dogs, Geha
and screen for 50 years, died Jan. 3 Lipkowska
and her Arab Horses are
at his Long Beach, L. I., home. He neat and the Two Reverhos stand
had been on the Pantages cii^cuit for out, with two men. jiiggling on a
years. His first film work had been slack wire. One does a single handstand while juggling with the other
for the old Bison company.
At one time he managed the Cali- hand and both feet
died Jan. 8 in New York. He had
appeared in plays for A. H. Woods
and David Belascb among others, including the Percival Vivian revival
of 'Romeo and Juliet' in 1933.
Brandt was a member df the NVA
and the Lambs. Widow survives.

Louis R, Rubenstein, Twin City exdied in Minneapolis at the
age of 53 following a long illness. He
had owned and operated theatres in
Minneapolis and St Paul since 1911,
as a partner of Abe Kaplan, Rubenstein & Kaplan owned the Hollywood
here and the Dale and Faust, St.
Paul. They built two other houses killed Jan,
4 in an automobile acciwhich they leased to Finkelstein & dent near Smyrna, Fla. His death
Rubin.
followed by three days the death, of
A widow and three sons survive. his brother, Eugene V. Brewster, fan

hibitor,

IN

START

concession

Do^rs,
Gend Lip- the New York World's Faiir midway
Arab Horses, Tioo Hcverat
John Roland's Sea Lions, Cris- are reported slightly astonished
-^ni Riders, Stames & Anavan what they describe most liberal
terms handed them if agreeing to
Foursome, Mroczkorpiki's Horses.
vive.
sign up for shows. Only 20% down
Major events already set start Feb.
This year's annual luncheon to on the total amount to be paid to
PAVL MOBGAN
mark the opening of Bertram Mills' the exposition is asked. However, 13 with a. 'Kick-off' rally in DireamPaul Morgan, German film and Circus at the Olympia was damp- what some don't know is that their land Auditorium, followed on Successive days by 'Cavalcade of the
stage comedian, died recently in a ened by the death of its founder. financial responsibility is thoroughly
West' parade, .with district celebraRingling Nortb and Tom Mix
German concentration camp from John
checked before signaturing is al- tions and events in hotels and night
were among thpse who attended.
congestion of tiie lungs, according to
This is the 19th year that the Mills lowed.
clubs; a fireworks show, a jitterbug
Vienna.
friends
received
by
in
word
Circus has returned to the Olympia.
Remainder amount of sum due on
Morgan played a lead in 'Why Cry It has been recruited from Mexico these midway pacts is payable in contest and a 'Fashions of the Old
West* review ih the Civic Center; a
at Parting?' one of the early German to Norway, but there's no mention graduated sums over a period of four
'49'er Costume Ball' with the crownof German talent. All wild animal
films to be shown in the U. S.
or five months before the fair opens. ing of 'Miss San Francisco' and on
acts have been deleted; the nearest
in
show
the
New
York
BUly
Rose's
to one is a cage of polar bears.
the eve of the opening a big elecC. EDWIN BBANDT
alone
will be al- trical parade.
The most effective turn is Charlie state amphitheatre
Edwin Brandt

C.

"tVliom the Goda I,ove Pie

Kirby,

.

originated

G.

Sylvester

Cal., Jan. 10,

barker, shoved his arm into a
lion's mouth to show he wasn't
afraid. The lion wasn't afraid,

(OLYMPIA, LONPON)

many

years excursion agent for the G. A.
J, Howard Doyle, 29, former CoBoeckling Co., operators of Cedar
lumbus radio announcer^, died in Point
on Lake Erie, died Dec. 29, at
Chambersburg, Pp., Dec. 28, from inHe had
his home in Sandusky, O,
acautomobile
juries suffered in an
He joined been with the resort for almost 20
cident near that city.
years.
WSEN, Columbus, in 1928, and later
His widow and a daughter sur'Daddy Longlegs*
the

OTTO W.

Santa Monica,

SIHTS

FRISCO

He Found Out

Harry Fouch, 56, chief recording
engineer for Universal Microphone
Co. in Los Angeles, died there Jan. 3.

55

traditional

Fair Officer

event, will open thte proHarness horse races will be
provided the first full week, and

Ballston Spa,

final

motorcycle

races,

a Seoator

day

griam.

nmning

races,

including

steeple-

Y.^ Jan. 10.

Gilbert T. Seelye, an officer for
years of the Saratoga County Fair,
Roosevelt Is being sought for one of
took office last week as State Senathe Sunday speakers.
Name bands will again be im- tor a day before he was renamed a
ported for nightly dancing in the director of the exposition.
The annual report submitted at
Coliseum and' au effort will be made
to stress the industrial aspects of the the meeting of county agricultural
society in Ballston Spa courthouse
expo.
showed $4,028.06 was dear^ on th«
1938 fair.
It was one of the few
upstaters to make a substantial black
Marion Crenner to Dave Fulton, in ink entry. Receipts totaled $24,441,60
Youngstown, Jsm. 7. Bride formerly and disbursenients $20,413,44.
with WCAE, Pittsburgh; he's announcer at WJW, Akron,
NEB. TO CUT F.AIE SCALE
Mrs. Ina de Martino to Emerson
Buckley, Jaa 1 in Flushing, N. Y.
Xilncoln, Jan. 10.
Bride is opera and concert soprano;
With an eye to dropping admisgroom leader of Romany Choir in sions to 25c from the present 50c
Palm Beach.
scale, Nebraska State Fair submitted
George Johnson, KVI, Tacoma, its annual budget, to . Governor
staff violonist, to Maxine Erickson, Cochran for presentation to the 1939
Tacoma.
legislature.
Fair iisks $135,000 for
Leonora (Bubbles) Schlnasi to the next biennium, against. $74,000
Wayne Morris, Jan. 7, in Beverly for 1937-38.
Hills.
He is film player; she nonContributing to "the increase was
pro.
a $30,650 item for construction and
Francine Behar to Mel Burns, Jan. repairs which did not appear in the
7 at Ensenada, Mexico. He's head of la.st budget. It will be used to match
RKO's makeup department.
IWPA fund?.
chasing, the second week.

President
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'
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Drama

"K*y to, abbrevlftllonstfsit (shows reviewed),
O. (no opinion expressed),' Pet. (percentage).,.

AI.I.

BIGBTS BBSBRTED^

E

SR.
SIDNEY B. WHIPPLE (Wotld-Tele.). . . . 42
JOHN ANDERSON. (Journal-American).. 42
23
WALTER, WINCHELL (Mirror)
RICHARD WATTS, JR. (Herald Trib.).... 42
42
(Post)
JOHN MASON
42
BI^06kS ATKINSON (Times)
42
KICHARD LOCKRIDGE (Sun)
42
^URNS MANTLE (News)
.

BROWN

44

(rlffht),

36
35
19
34

W

Pet.

6

.857
,833
.826
.819
.816
.786
.786
.786

7

4

34

8
7

33
33
33

8
9
9

89

5

GWTW Peevea Pix Eds

(wronff),

w.

..

Showmen Fear Full-Scale
Legit Would Be Out of
Gear with Other Fair
mtssioits at

Film

Ad

Par

Wants B'way

to

at Half-Season
End

Mark

of Pix;

Remain

mo

:

'

.

To

-

Hours

'Obscene Discs

Go Thru

Mails

At Legal Risk

Add

was a "pity desk item and

of.

YWCA

Smugglery

YWCA

their hands.

FriscoV&[po

officially

jiot

stated,

,

the name band policy and current
swing craze starts to fade, Deluxer*s
operators, originators of the pit band
vogue, are l-eported viewing with apprehension their manifold Imitators
as one factor in probably eventually
murdering the proverbial goose.
Name bands are now Also in vogu«
in the Times Square' sector at Warners' Strand and off and on at I^oew's
iState.
Other metropolitan spots occasionally playing name bands are
the Riveria, In the- Biishwick section
of Brooklyn, and" the Strand, vx

downtown Brooklyn.
Paramount

tlsh to the

Sets Flock Of
Pic-Air

Names

San Francisco, Jan. 17.
Harris D. Connick, manager of the
Golden Gate International JSxposItion, has signed cdntrac'ts witl^ Jack
Benny, Eddie Cantor, Fred'Allenr
Fannie Brice and Sophie Tucker for
appearances at the Faiii*. Each will
appear twice daily for 'single Svpek
stretches in the open air' pavilion.
Gus Arnheim and John Scott Trotter have inked -conttacts to provide
music the two opening days, Feb
'

18-19.

Deal for Rudy. Vflllee to play for
the ball opening night has chilled,
Elsa Maxwell, durihg 'a speaking
engagement at the Opera House last
week, said she would be one of the
Hostesses at the fair. Miss Maxwell
i3 a former San Franciscan.
.

The compeis

evident and

growing greater, and other type's of
fiesh attractions are now due for a
trial at Par's Broadway spot. These
will run to film personalities wher*
possible.
First such show Will evidently be

the layout due to open Feb. 8 with
the, picture 'St. Louis Blues.'
While
the basic pit band- policy will continue, house has set a couple of picture names to adorn the pit as well.
They are John Boles and Patricia
Ellis.

Orch

will

be Vincent Lopez's,

and its Betty Hutton, who gained
recognition At Billy Rose's Casa
Mariana, and Abbott and Costello, radio act <in the, Kate Smith program.
ThouilH the.

show

looJts costly on.

paper, house operators claim it's no
more expensive than the average pit
layout the deluxep has been playing,
That's probably due to the fact that
Lopez's aggregation Isn't getthig the
fancy rigures of some other bands,
(Continued on page 35)

'

Harry Joe Brown's 'Hollywood
Boulevard' will not be at the fair.
Phil Jacks took over when Browo
failed to come through with more
coin and is rumored as having sunk
$30,000 in the venture.

Too Much Propaganda
In

Current

Hction

Scares Off H'wood

16 Major

May

Though

New

New York

'

out

Shows Not

on the

during' the .'decision* period, and
were .conspiring on tbe. freezeout.
What they feared 'happened—

Going Tourists

Rep. Says,
Cares?'
Sidney B.
bag,
mathfematician's
Whipple,, of the World-Telegram,
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
leads the New Yorlc legit critics by a
Republic is tempting the wrath of
narrow margin in the 1938-39 boxtalent appearing in its pictures and
score,. The tabulations show all the
Theatres Force
others connected with production by Paris
reviewers, with one exception, are
relegating credits to tail end of films.
sticking strictly to business.
Free Radio
Herbert Yates, board chairman, in
Like all his brethren, but leaving
ordering change said only preview
Walter WincheU, o£ the Mirror, out
audiences in Hollywood care anyAffect
of the hard-working class, Whipple
thing about credits.
snared- 42; of the 44 entries, and comes
Names "will be run oft after final
up at this point with a percentage of
Paris, Jaa 10.
.857.
This is based on calling 'em fade, giving exhib opportunity to
The radio stations here have
right 36 times out of 42. John An- clip them. First picture under new agreed to change the hours of
Miss
X.'
'Mysterious
is
system
on
derson is' ai close second with .833
their free audience shows, followbeing. correct in 35 instances, with a
ing pressure brought by music hall
'Hellzapbppin' for the remaining
and theatre managements. Bokoffice
seven.
contingent had as allies in the camWinchell took a sun-tanning in
paign the Society of Authors and the
Miami for part of the season and
Ass'n of Authors, Composers and
peeked at only 23 shows. He was
Publishers of Music. What served as
right 19 times CHellzapoppin'. inthe stroke that dissipated broadcluded), and comes into the stretch
caster resistance was the refusal of
in third place with a percentage of
the Society of Authors, to work. with
.826.
In view of the fact that Winthe stations unless they consented to
cheU's catching almost all the imporput on their audience events within'
tant openings, Robert Coleman, of
prescribed time limits.
the Mirror, a box-score winner last
Clash between the broadcasters and
year, is rated as that sheet's No. 2
toxo'ffice element started last sumreviewer this season.
mer, when the Poste Parisien took
Richard Watts, Jr., who snipes at
U. S. Post bfflce Dept. Is teported over the Empire, with 2,200 seats, and
(Continued on page 49)
as investigating the circulation of the Radio Cite moved to rent the
risque recordings and has advised Normandie Cinema and the Pigalle
several music shops in New York to theatre. The music hall men comsending 'em to subscribers plained that the free shows at all
stop
Exlub Headaches:
through the mails or answer- a charge hours of the day and night were
Ruling affecting their business adversely.
of posting obscene matter.
Clubs
of
not only covers mailing the records, iJnder thie new plan such free broadbut extends to advertising matter as casts will be staged in the evening
only between 7 and 8:30 o'clock and
Essay Night B.B. well.
Sophisticated cuttings have glrown not between 9 and 11 o'clock, as had
considerably in popularity of late, been the custom. Agreement is to
_NIght baseball on an extended scale being sold singly and in sets. Piping
hold until June 30, 1939.
In both, major leagues this summer of double entendre tunes-used on the
looms as an added headache for ex- waxings is handled, in most cases, by
hibitors. Latest indications are that well-known names.
Burlesque to
12 out of 16 clubs in the two leagues
may go in for night games this year,
and the total may be increased.
Spokane, Jan. 17.
Pic
Although Brooklyn went for the
Jane Lord was out of a job
Hollywood, Jan, 17.
nocturnal games late last season on a
when Smokey Wells' burlesque
niodifled scale and Cincinnati had a
folded at the Empress here. But
First picture dealing with the
number of contests scheduled, few current jewel smuggling ca-e is 'Key
not for long.
followers of the national pastime ex- Woman,' now rolling at Universal
She went to Seattle where she
Pfetted such A sweep toward after- under Joe May's direction.
persuaded the
to let her
dark playing. All of the clubs have
teach dancing.
Irene Hervey has the title role,
(Continued on page 55)
playing opposite Preston Foster.

editors

Vivien Leigh, as Scarlett O'Hara
in 'Gone with "Wind.! They were
burned, at all the phonies planted

Focal Point for Theatre-

Legit participation during New
York's World Fair will be confined
to Broadway and- not on the fair
grounds, according to most recent
consideration of the policy to be
used in the music haU being erected
there. Although construction at the
Fair was announced to be 90% completed over three months prior to
premiere, 'there are a number of
problems yet to be settled, including
(Continued on page 48)

,

reported, that thai Paramoxmt,
Is beginning to take steps to
fortify its stage end In th^'event that

daillQS'were all for ignoring the
release of the final' selection,

75c Top<—ATC

.886

Whipple and Anderson Lead Legit

12

Bway

PAGES

York,

iitolry

At the seasoa's hallway mark, with Credits at
44- shows in the Vabiett alleged

56

Fearing Swing on Wane,

NO REVIVALS

Box Score

1939

18,

Fortifyiiui Itself with PersonaEties

'

VAklBTir (Combined)

INC.

20, '38

'

:

BT TABIBXT,

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY

Box Score

Critics

AS OF DEC.

1030,

YORfe,

How

to Crack Radio;

larch

of Time' Disc

Takeoff Lands Joh
Hollywood, Jan.

17.

Dave Roberts Is a radio actor, but
more importantly a showman. Try
as he would for months to get the
ear of producer Glerihall Taylor o£
Silver Theatre, he got no further
than the Young
Rubicani receptionist.
He had that 'nothing today*
dinned Into his consciousness so
often that he decided to change his

&

tactics.

Grumbling by some

of the literary

A

few weeks

later a disc arrived

companies are at Y. & R. reception desk. The label
buying much less published material read ^the story of Dave Roberts and
than formerly, preferring originals, how he got on Silver Theatre,' Curis answered by film story editors that iosity
of the Y. & R, gang was
considerably less current published aroused so they ran it oft. Usin^
fiction is suitable for the screen be- a March of Time formula, Roberts
cause more and niore scribblers are related his many brushoffs at Y. &
weaving propaganda into their tales. R., interrupting the passages to show
That's all right with the film story his range Of talent. Punch at the
editors personally, most of them windup -was that Roberts, as an old
hasten to point out, and seemingly man, was still trying to get to Tayokay with the mag and book pub- lor. Just as Taylor again gives him
lishers.
But they remember the the brusholT, flash comes through
to-do over Walter Wanger's produc- that the Silver Theatre has been
agents

that picture

tion of 'Blockade' as a case In point,
and prefer stories furnishing out and

out entertainment.

cancelled.

Taylor will use Roberts on an earlj
show.

.

-

PIGTUIIES

VARIETY

2

.

'

Wednesday, January 18, 1939

Court UjAolds Lanrd

Par in N. Y. Denies Blnmenthars
Ei^lish Circuit Claims; London

Reports a Pool with Oscar Deutsch

Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
Demurrer by Hal Roach to the
$700,000 breach of contract suit fUed
by Stan Laurel was denied in superior court. Defendant was ordered
to answer the suit within 20 days.
Laurel charge's producer with 11egally cancelling a four-picture contract which still had two pictures to
go.

Paramount
suit in N. Y.
injunction to

Pictures, Inc., has filed
supreme court for an

BIdg. Threato?

prevent Ben Blxunen-

thal, international fihn broker,

from

Minneapolis, Jan. 17.
Twin City independents are
aroused by threats allegedly
emanating from one of the major
exchanges here thSt new opposi-

executing a writ obtained from' the
London (England) courts for damages for alleged breach of contract
on the part of the picture corporaBlumenthal had sued on the
tion.
claim that Paramount had run out
on an agreement to pay the agent a
commission for obtaining a prospective buyer for theatres in the
British Isles either owned or controlled by Paramount. He' claimed
he secured a purchaser but that Par
had refused to go through with the

tion theatres would be built If
the theatre owneirs continued to
refuse to buy the product concerned. The exchange head was
called on the carpiet, thus ap-

peasing the independents. He is
said to have denied the charges.
Indies, too, are squawking because one of the exchanges here
is showing one of its most important new pictures before a
large department store club of
employees prior to its release to

deal.

In asking for an injunction, the
picture concern, denies entering into

any agreement with Blumenthal.
Not only that, but declares it neither

owned

controlled the theatres
mentioned by the' agent. Besides this
the plaintiff contends the English
court had no jurisdiction and that
if any such deal were made, it would
have to be done in New York City.
hearing, oh the injtmction is'set
for today (Wednesday).

theatres.

or

COSTLIER FIX

A

mRKO^SAYS

Blumentliars Stance
'Paramount's countersuit against
Ben Blumenthal, filed in N. Y. Supreme Gpurl Friday (13), seeking
to enjoin the later from proceeding
with a suit Against them, filed in
London, Dec. 27, is a maneuver by
Pai^amount to get Blumenthal to sue
the corporation and its officers here
instead of abroad, according^^ to him.
•

B&K,

Indies

Both Balk At

Opening Books
Chicago, Jan.

17.

Balaban & Katz and other circuit
and distributor defendants in the
case filed against them by the Allied
independent theatre owners here,
hauled a fiock of exhibitors, up before
the master last week for a flood of
depositions in what the defendants
state is their only way to obtain a
fuller understanding of the grievances of the suing exhibitors.
Big' wrangle, In the taking of the
depositions, is whether the books of
he theatres are to be thrown open
Early on the
:!or general inspection.
leels of the original filing of the suit
jy Allied the various distributors

were filled with the happy prospect
;hat, win, lose or draw, they would
come out ahead in the suit by learn:ng many hitherto hidden bits of inactual
the
regarding
::ormation
grosses and profits of these theatres.
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Attorneys for the defendants enOn the eve of production confer- deavored to get the subpoenaed exJurisdiction was first established ences at RKO starting today (Tues- hibitors to reveal information reon British soil before papers were day), George J. Schaefer announced garding their grosses and their reserved to recover $1,000^000 from that the studio will make more ceipts, and the attorneys for the
plaintiff exhibitors just as strenuParamount and Oscar Deutsch,' of higher budget
and fewer *B' pic- ously objected. This squabble will
Odeon Theatres, and petmlssion was
Blumenthal by British tures than at any time in the cpm- ie decided some, tilne this week by
granted
'39-40 output. Federal Judge Wilkerson.
courts to serve papers on Paramount panjr's history for the
He disclosed that the deal for WalWith this phase still unsettled, the
officials in New York.
:Film agent, who claims Paramount ter Futter and Leslie Howard to depositions stt & compilation of data
executives verbally agreed to trans-; jointly produce three films for RKO on the various theatres regarding
in England were still in negotiation protection, product and other essenfer control of. their British theatre
stage.
;ial info on the setup of these houses.
interests to an English syndicate,
Outlook for improved business is
Meanwhile several plaintiffs orlgi-,
states that Param^^unt's object in
already noticeable, said Schaefer. nally in the suit against Balaban &
iStarting counter-suit, here is for purMore upturn i^ certain within the Katz have withdrawn their objecpose df obviating necessity of connext six months, he added.
tions and declared themselves out of
testing the suit in the English courts.
Attending studio sessions with the case. Firm of Jules (]rOodman
At the N. Y» supreme, court hearpresident are Ned.. Depinet, sales and Lou Harrison was one of the
ings today (18), Paramount will con
chief, and studio execs" Pandro Ber- most important theatre groups to
tend all negotiations on any deal
30W out of the picture.
were .carried on in New York; be man and J.-R, McPonougb.
Program of 50 features, with less
Government suit against B&K and
sides which',' Par has no English
home studio production and more seven major distributors on allegatheatres only stock in British com'
indie pictures, is the plan evolved by tion of violating the 1932 consent depanies^
RKO for 1939-40, Schedule is ex- cree has been postponed to Feb. 17
pected to be approved this week for its next hearing.
Stall was
Deatsoh-Par Deal?
with tlie arrival of Schaefer, prexy, caused by fact that Federal Judge
London,- Jan. 17.
Woodward is not ready, being busy
Reported here; Oscar Deutsch is and Depinet, y.-p.
Set for forthcoming pictures are at present with several prior cases
negotiating to acquire Paramount's
Carole Lombard and Claudette Col- on the docket.
entire English circuit, and that part

SCHAEFER

•

—

of the condition of the sale is that
Par product play the Deutsch houses.
When Philip Hill floats a new

bert,

Leo McCarey

least

one mpre

returning to
the lot as producer-director of at
Is

film,

and Gregory

Co.,

Irving Fogel.

Loew's Dividend Meet

Wallace Ford.
Cliarles Gi'aves.
Phillip Hill.

Today on Both Issues
Loew's,

of

Inc.,

Francis Lederer.
Roland V. Lee^
Anatole Litvak.
Douglas Montgomery,

are

scheduled to meet today (Wednesday) to act on dividend payments
for both the common and preferred
shares. This is the postponed session
from earlier in the month.
quarterly
Regular
distributions
probably wUl be made on both

Sylvia Olivera.
'

J. J. Piatt.

Dick Ppv/ell.
Sandra Rombau.

Moe

Nile*

this

amount, but such

may be

TtammelL

N. Y. to L. A.

and Wages Near Peak,

Detroit Labor

But B.O. Of; Exhibs Blame Bad Pix
Detroit,

QUESTION 14 FILMERS

BOND CASE

IN U. S.

Los Angeles, Jan., 17.
Loretta Young and 13 other" members of the film colony are due for
questioning by Uncle Sam's men on
,the bond manipulations of Wm. P.
Bruckner, Jr. Assistant U. S. Attorney John C. Walsh and Xouis F.
Maged of the Securities and Exchange Commission are here to investigate the Hollywood angle.
Among those to be questioned are
Erroi; Frank Morgan, Hetbert
Marshall, Nick Carter, Miriam Hopkins, Phyllis Brooks, Bing Crosby,
Jean Mogileskl, Binnie Barnes, Cary

Leon

Nola Hahn, Joseph
Schenck and Ronald Colman.
'

Grant,

M.

17.

currently is in much healthier
condition than this time a year ago.
Exhibitors' chief cry Is scarcity of
topflight product, while many, blame
the b.o. sovurness on distrust engendered in patrons by the letdown in
recent Movie Quiz contest. Whil«
quite general in Detroit, b.o. is likewise sour in outstate theatres, according to circuit operators.
Employment conditions in Michigan currently are at the highest level
since 1937, and aren't far from that
peak year, but only slight effect has
been noticeable at fllm boxoffices.
Average wages are likewise near
peak, but exhibs believe there'll be
nO substantial pickup at the b.o.
until there's a consistent' flow' of
b.o.

.

A

fiickers.

Philly's Statistics

UA PARDS

SHU

HUDDLING

%

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.

Film grosses in Philly during 1938
slipped about 10%. from the previous
year, indie, circuit and distrib execs
figured here this week. This is s
composite of both de luxe and nabe
grosses.

Worst

affected, particularly

during the latter months of the year»
were indie subsequent-runners, some
of which cleiim to have hit the skids

DETAILS

for as much as 30% off of
Downtown houses, in the best

1937.

posi-

due to lack of competition because aU are Warner the^
atres, suffered least, showing « slip
for the 12 months of only about 8%.
tion, of course,

Young, Haley Leave 20th
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Loretta Young goes freelance when
she finishes her current job in 'Alexarder Grahan. Bell' at 20th-Fox. Het
contract expires Jan. 20, but she
will remain at the studio for another

delayed by Samuel Goldwyn, who
asked a majority of the fuhd^ as the
most profitable producer, with David
month.
O. Selznick demanding an equal
Studio has
share in case he re-signed a releasoption lapse.
ing agreement Question of distribution will likely be solved by lowering th^ cost below 25% with equal
treatment to

Jack Haley's

also let

SAILINGS

all.

by naming

While no conclusions were reached
Jan; 21 (New York to London),
by Monday night (16) on main is-, J. Carlos Bavetta, Mr. and Mrs. Edsues, it was indicated that the ses- ward R. Murrow (lie de France).
Regal Theatres, Inc., denies all sion will wash up by Thursday (19).
Jan. 14 (New York to London),
allegations in the Momand amended Murray Silverstone is optimistic reHugh Williams, Marcel Hellman,
petition with reference to them- garding accord being reached all
de
Elsa Lanchester, Jean Gacon
selves.
around. The question of electing a Cavaignac, Albert Lentz, Barney
pr-isident was not discussed, with Lewis, Ben Lane, Stump and Stumpy,
intimation it may not be acted upon James
Edward Hartman,
Cross,
MOEE COPS 'N' BOBBEBS
at this date.
Eddie Liberman, Nesta Williams,
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Goldwyn's determination for re- Cookie Bowers, Rene Blum, ChrisUniversal will make a film based duced distribution costs on his pictiani Troupe (Paris).
on the '47th Street Precinct' in New tures and a fatter cut of the profits
Jan. 18 (New York to London), Al
York (Times Square section) by is stalling action on other matters.
Martin Mooney and Burnet Hershey. Accountants are now at work in Lewis (Washington).
Jan. 14 (New York to Naples),
Film will hit marquees under label New York, to fix amount for fund
Bori
Lucrezia
Maria
CanigUa,
of 'Metropolitan Police.'
up
dates, locations, situations,
the alleged violations of
the anti-trust law were committed.

etc.,

when

to

among producers.

be divided

Other News of Interest to

(Rex)
Jan. 14 (London to New York),
Richard Tauber, Diana Napier, Veloz

and Yolanda (Aquitania).
Jan. 16 (London to New York),

Fifans

Otto Kruger (Manhattan),
Jan, 13 (New York to

Buenos
Sherwood, Karl
Robert
Macdonald (Uruguay)
Aires),

i

17.

Y. Frank Freeman.

Yank

Leon Fromkess.

AFRA

F. L. Harley.

Radio reviews of Kellogg's 'Circle,' Screen Guild show, Rudy
Vallee, Phfl Baker, Franchot Tone, John Barrymore, Myrna
Loy. Joe E. Brown
Page 36
Warners may sue on discs
Page 37
Page -43
New act review: Joy Hodges
Sonja Henie wows 'em at Madison Square Garden
Page 44

Emily Holt.
Harold Hurley.

C. Henry Gordon, veteran character actor, was taken to a Stockton
hospital Jan. 10 for an emergency
appendicitis operation.
Gordon was strlclten on location at

'General Santa
Aaa.v'ftcpublie's. picture dealing with
T.'.:rv-;M.f.V
Ihft Ifle«)df Sam Houston.

Jan.

Film biz in Miclilgan is still about
the normal line, although

25% below

grade

Pat Casey.

C Henry Gordon Stricken

Sonora where be

raising money in the U. S.> insiders predict. Rank suid Portal will finance
the entire deal. Best opinion also holds that if this eventuates, Deutsch
will lose controlling position in the merged chains.
Hill is expected to go to Florida to see Nicholas M. Schenck, president of Loew's, Inc-Metro. Joseph M. Schenck Is also expected to come
on from Coast for the confab to take place latter part of this week.

Lester Ziffren.'

distri-

delayed for the time

being.

Sacramento, Jan.

discuss possible amalgamation of G-B Theatres and the Odeon group,
with 20th-Fox and Metro, minority Interests in G-B.
American companies may put their okay on the deal which would
provide an outlet for their product in approximately 600 theatres. Hill
and Oscar Deutsch, head of Odeon, originally planned to base flotation
of a new public stock issue on a booking arrangement of pictures in
both circuits. Nothing concrete resulted from the scheme.
Hill may try to interest American capital to join with his syndicate,
which Includes Arthur Rank and Lord Portal, in acquh'ing controlling
stock in G-B held by the Ostrer brothers via the Metropoliii & Bradford Trust About $10,000,000 will be required. If he is imsuccessful in

Myrtle Tully.
Harry WUrtzel.

that earnings in recent
month's: justify ian etra payment

derstood

bution

'

Siege].
Tibbett.

Lawrence

which means 50c
regular divvy on the common. Unclasses of shates,

above

Philip Hill, British financier and imderwriter of Odeon Theatres
Circuit, Ltd., of England, arrived from Europe yesterday (Tues.) to

'

Lynn Parnol.
Gordon Fawcett

Director^

GB-0deon-2Metro

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Owners of United Artists are still
clinched in their annual meethig,
carried over from last week with
two major problems still xmsolved.
Questions are: the allotment of undistributed funds on an equal basis
to all permanent producers- for UA,
regardless Of ownership, and the disAdd: Momsnd Motions
Oklahoma City, Jan, 17.
tribution costs.
Solution of the first problem was
Additional motions dn the A. B.

the LaCava has started preparations for
Paramoui;it theatre circuit would be 'My Fifth Ave. Girl,' due to roll at Momand $4,500,000 anti-trust £Uit
weie filed in Federal district court
included in fiotis^tion, according to RKO next month.
here last week by defendants Griffith
local financial dope in the 'City.'
Amus. Co., Regal Theatres, 20th-Fox,
Paramoxmt here will in future don
United Artists, UniversaJ, Vitagraph,
centrate solely On production. It's
L. A. to N. Y.
Loew's, RKO.Picture? and RKO Disheaded -by David Rose and Adolph
*
Phil Berg.
tributing Corp.
Zukor, with. Earl St. John, now in
Motions asked plaintiff to name
Charles Boyer,
charge of theatres, to head the sales
more definite and certain his charges
force under David Rose.
Jean De Marco.

Deutsch-Gaumont-British

U. S. on

ttll in

W. Ray Johnston.

is

•,

|.

Merj-aret Lockwood.
Ray. Milland.
Joseph Moskowitz.
Tccl Reed.
RiiJb&t-Tayiot.

distribs get 'frozen'

strike stories

Jap

Page

coi
^

15

Pages 24-26

ARRIVALS
(.At the port of -New York)
Stella Adler, M, A. Schlesinger,
Herbert Janssen, Mr, and Mrs, Samuel Dushkin, Irene Bordoni, Andre
Algazy, Sydney Chaplin, Mr, and
Mrs, Jack Oakie, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Tracy, Margaret Lockwopd, Laudy
Lawrence.
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TAX RELIEF PROSPECTS
20TH'S

_

^

.

.

.

Six weeks ago Hollywood participated in a
radio broadcast intended to glorify the Bill of
Rights as embodied in the American constitu-

This was smart advertising of an old
goods democracy in which all of
show business has a very direct and vital stake.
But since then the good idea has been forgotBeating other majors to the gun, ten, the Bill of Rights taken for granted, the
20th-Fox last week first announced automatic continuance indefinitely of favorable
tion.

1939-40

—

line, of

dates of four international sales conventions to be held during 1939. Iniwill be the
tial meeting of sales foirces

domestic organization's convention
will
in Chicago, April 15-17. This
probably be the earliest convention
-

—

democratic conditions presupposed.

any of the major companies will
hold this year. Production has been one branch of amusement, has set up an or'38-39
so highly geared that all of the
ganization (Will Hays) to keep a watch on
product will have been completed by
April and selling plans on product the Rhine against censorship, taxation, disdisready
for
crimination, bigotry and so on. But while usefor the '39-40 will be
cussion sooner than normally held. ful and necessary, this is not enough.
Company's second convention will
be held in Paris May 4-6. S. H. Kent
Events since 1933 conclusively answer the
and Walter J. Hutchinson sail for
Therefore those
Europe April 20 to attend this meet- *it can't happen' argument.
ing and then proceed to London for who are alert to the threat's of expropriation,
the convention here on May 11-13.
political and group tyranny, fanaticism genA new departure lor 20th-Pox will erally, violent disregard for personal liberties
ba its first Pan-American sales convention which iakes place in Rio de or other people's opinions, ought to be doing
keeping the values
Janeiro June 1-3. Kent and Hutch- the least that can be done
inson will arrive in Rio from Lon- of democracy well advertised by any and all
don OA May 29. Both are due back
methods. Entertainment will not be. happy in
27.

—

in

New York by June

the

of future dictatorship and
this moment be in
^but fighting intelligently, calm-

strait-jackets

should therefore

—

now

—

—

RKO CONFIRMATION
PROCEEDING SLOWLY

there fighting
ly, smartly, with good grace and no name-

Confirmation of RKO plan of reorganization is proceeding slowly
with Federal Judge William Bondy

Bill of Rights is now, as it always has been
the greatest theme in American life.' Yet, like

40C TAK CEILINi;

most human

blessings, it seldom arouses the
Morelifting of glasses in a heartfelt toast.
over the Bill of Rights is a tough pill for
'strong minds' (i.e. prejudiced zealots) to get
down their gullets since they desire only to be
heard and not to hear. In times of economic
cracking at the seams, such as these, the tjharlatan, the demagogue, the disciple of hate-thyneighbor can always be relied on to sound the
tocsin for a mass exodtis from civilization back
to the jungle.

calling.

America is dotted with fancy-sounding organizations for the protection of democracy,
the slapping down of the eneimies of democracy, and so on. But their net effective contribution to the job of really making the Bill
of Rights cornerstone of democracy-^have
some practical and universal and everyday significance may be said to be slight.
Many of
them are pussyfooters,^ some of them are insincere, the more aggressive sometimes seen
as much concerned with the peculiar Russian
brand of 'democracy' as with what America in
general would recognize as such.

N.

A judicious, sincere, hokum-free but
and intensive advertising campaign for the Bill
of Rights is a form of insurance that should
have a ready appeal to the imagination of show
business, which has everything to lose if European ideologies infect the American system.

chief

assistant,

CALIF.

A

Working

Contract called for
budgeters.

Girls.'

a series of six

B

Mascot Pictures,
Levine moved onto the Metro lot
when his company was absorbed by
Republic. He neyer made a Metro
picture under his first deal, and his
contract as producer was eventually
bought up. Two months ago, with
LeVoy as principal aide, he moved
back into the Culver City studio and

Former head

of

started lensing 'Four Girls'
later.

manager, who is now a v.p. of
Mono. George W. Weeks, general
sales manager, Is out of town at present on product deals, and the foreign
department, too, has been substantially built up
under Norton V.
Richey.

In celebration of Johnston's 25th
year in the picture business. Mono is
putting on a sales drive during February through its 36 branches. Johnston started in the business with

Tannhauser Co. 25 years ago. In 1931
he firmed Monogram, which later
became Republic and was sold to
Herbert J. Yates, Johnston temporarily retiring from business but returning to the field In 1936 with a
new company, to be again, known as
Month

Shooting starts March

15.

Budgeted at $800,000.
LeVoy, stays at the studio to carry
Basil Rathbone is slated for a top
out preparations for other commit- role.
'20
Little
ments, first of which is

W. Ray Johnston trained out Saturday (14) for the Coast, where he

sales

Albert service.

All Crafts to

Decide

REP. DICKERS

PATHE STUDIO
r

Hollywood, Jan.

17.

All crafts in the picture industry
will vote on the Irving Thalberg Me-

Award for producers at the
Academy dinner in March. A commorial

mittee of 12 producers, appointed by
will nominate five producers for the kudos. Last year's

Frank Capra,

ported his findings to Herb Yates,
chairman of the Republic board.
Yates has been seeking a permanent home for Republic, since 1936,
when negotiations for the purchase
of the present plant fell through.
His lease on the current home,
owned by Guaranty Liquidating
Corp., has 18 months to run. RKO
is understood to be willing to sell
the Culver City studio.

winner was named by a special committee.
Award is given each year
for the most consistent high quality
production Achieved by an individual
producer on pictures personally pro-

TO UP

INCOME TAX

Taylor-Loy's

Washington, Jan. 17.
Prospects for tax relief for the' film
industry are virtually nil. SHrnt
chance that either individuals or corporations can get Congress to lift the
present burdens, judging from senti-

ment

in legislative circles last

which emphasizes the<Govemm6hfs
unchanged financial plight and thel
undiminished need for every possible
penny of revenue. Chiief Executive

which ended last June 30, but the
guessera see an upturn ahedd. Estimate of receipts from this source Is
$19,200,000 in fiscal year 1940, against
$18,400,000. in 1930 and $20,800,779 fa
1938.

...

The outlook

W

for

starfl,

directbYs;-

,

A

Sacramento, Jan. 17.
heavy Increase in personal In-

is under consideration
Sacramento as one means of
meeting a state deficit which Governor Olson claims will be close to
Administra$45,000,000 by July 1.
tion leaders are accumulating data
on which they expect to base rec-

come taxes
in

riding high is discouraging. Despite
the talk about applying the theory
of special allowances fof the slim
years, as is done in the case of oil
wells and gold mines, the yelping In
Hollywood has fallen on deaf ears, as
far as the lawmakers are concerned.
.(Continued on, page 21)

all

ommendations for the increase.
It was reported, that the proposed
sharp upswing in net personal income taxes holds first place on the
tax program. Higher rates for corporation franchise taxes, changes in
the inheritance tax structure and
other plans to hit the heavier taxpayers are also under consideration.
The New York income tax, in particular, is being studied, it is under-
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stood.

Frank

J.

Harris Not

Interested for Office
Pittsburgh, Jan. 17.
Widely boomed for a vacant seat in
the Pennsylvania State Senate, Frank
J. Harris, president of the Harris
Amus. Co., told supporters he 'wasn't
in the running' and that his only interest at present is the 'advancement
of the Republican party in this state.'
Harris is chairman cf the GOP in
Allegheny county.
He served in the State Senate for
almost a dozen years, losing out in
the Democratic landslide of 1930. Although nominal head of theatre circuit bearing his name, active head is
John H. Harris, his nephew and son
of late John P. Harris, who founded
chain at turn of century.

Par's Etherer

Hollywood, Jan. 17,
Radio show, *I Want a Divorce,'
picture.
Picture was advanced on the which emanates from San Francisco;
Acad balloting on nominations schedule to replace 'The Return of has been bought by Paramount.,
George Arthiur will produce film!''
starts late this month with 15,000 the Thin Man,' delayed by William

/

week.

and other individuals who
pay through the nose when they are

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Metro has called Robert Taylor
Oscars this year will be given in back from his Manhattan vacation
music for best scoring job. Best orig- to co-star with Myrna Loy in 'Lucky
inal score and best song written for Night.'

Powell's illness.

PICKUP

B. O.

writers

duced,

votes anticipated.

SEES

Vol. 133

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Republic is mulling the purchase
a week
of the RKO-Pathe studio in Culver
City, currently occupied under lease
E. H.
.by Selznick-IntemationaL
Goldstein, Republic studio manager,
has completed a detailed survey of
the plant and equipment and re-

Thalberg Award for '38

U. S.

as good in the period beginning July
1 as they were In the 12-montb spatf

RKO

Levine's

Liin?*

A good start has been made. The
been suggested. The advertising of democracy easy to collect and machinery is all
should not be forgotten and neglected for lack set up.
Pickup In film business is visualof enthusiasm in the right places. Some highly- ized by the Treasury statistical
explaced, gentlemen might start reading soipe- perts. Grosses of the entire amusement industry are not expected to b*
thing for a change besides manuscripts.

LEVINE AGAIN

DEPARTS METRO

comes Even Though
Span of Life

ited in

asked Congress to perpetuate the
nuisance imposts, expiring June 30
this year, without fixing any termination date. Though they may be
*how' has unscientific and unfair, levies are

.

plans spending majority of his time
in future overseeing Monogram production with Scott R. Dunlap.
Decision to remain on the Coast
most of th6 time henceforth follows
the organization of a home office
setup under Eddie Golden, former

—

Continuande of the presetit 10%
levy on receipts, from all admissions
over 40c is requested by President'
constant Roosevelt in his 1940 budget message,

RKO

Monogram Production

.Urged for Continuance hy
the President—'Gov't
Needs Every Dollar of In*
come No Special Consid*

—

FANCY

Johnston to Supervise

10% Levy from 40c Upward

eration to Hollywood In-

taking no final action until he is
COIN
satisfied the plan has the necessary
two-thirds consents in proper legal
form.
British Bankroll of f7,000,000 Reported for Edlngton
circles was that
Belief in
Jan. 26 (date of next public hearBritish bankroll reported runing) would see the company offining up to $7,000,000 is behind Harry
cially out of 77B, with all parties in
Edington to produce pictures for
reorganization being given a suffiUniversal release over a two-year
cient period in which to withdraw
period. "Three pictures for the 1939approval of the modified plan.
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
40 program call for $3,000,000 to be
trustees to date have not received
Nat Levine checked oft tha Metro provided by the London capitalists,
Judge Bondy's order to proceed with
notifications, and believe that even if lot for the second time in one year. and the rest for four films the second
Judge Bondy finds two-thirds con- He just completed 'Four Girls In year. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., gets
sent all in order he will still give White.' Studio announced his walk- the star spot in the first picture.
Roland V. Lee has signed to prosecurity holders and creditors time
out was due to doctor's orders ad- duce and direct U's The Sun Never
to object, before pxitting signature
vising a six month vacation.
Sets,' a tale of England's diplomatic
to plan.

He is also studying list of RKO's
contracts with executives; tentative
slate of new board of directors; longterm leases; terms of new stock underwriting by Atlas, and other details.
Anticipating filing of appeals
from his final order of confirmation.
Judge Bondy is carefully sewing up
all legal loopholes and going slow
to forestall possibility of his decision
being upset in hfgher courts.

,

Show

business, and that includes sponsored
entertainment on the air, is notoriously prone
to confine its thinking to the everyday shop
talk of its own small, immediate sphere of interest. It is true that the film industry, to cite
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Grade

Self-Reg. Stymie Necessitates

A

Rewrite of First Draft; Means

Grade

will

SpeD Before

By BILL HALLIGAN

pictures, selling began in
April and it will start as early this
<'38'39)

year.

heating,

There is no assurance in view of
self -regulation has stalled along
that a suitable trade practices agreement can be arrived at by April
when selling is expected to begin,
nor that it may come" in time to do
-much good on the '38-39 contracts
that will run out in July.
This is as the distributors would
prefeT' it, which leads some exhibitor
thought in the direction of surmising
that the major companies, would just
as soon see sufficient delay to prevent effectiveness of any trade prdctices pact except with the beginning
ot the '39-40 product. The original
intent of the distributors has been
to place self-reguiation into effect
with the coming year's' product,
rather than. make it apply immediately on current ('38-39) contracts
and, operation. The insertion of a
clause in the first trade practices
draft making, all provisions start
•with the selling of the '39-40 product
Has brought considerable protest,
this being one of the major complaints of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America.'
The
IMPTOA- could ^ee no reason why
that fifst draft, if accepted, should
not be placed into operation immediately so that benefits of it Would
accrue on the balance of this year's

Her
picture for 20th-Fox release.
'Smiling Along' will be released this
Sally.*

STICKUP GIVEN

.

OTHER

5 YRS.;

alternates.

HOLM^
Sparks and His Florida Pards
St. Louis, Jan. 17.

Patrick Dillane, 19, of Indianapolis,
mean Peruvian grapefruit. Bugs
polished up his substitute for the received a five-year sentence in the
Ambrose
Lightship,the
Baer Algoa Reformatory at Jefferson City
schnozzola, and George Rector came Friday (13) when he pleaded guilty
up a week in advance to supervise to a charge of holding up Fanchon
the caviar department. When Ar- & Marco's downtovm deluxer, Ambassador, on the night of Dec. 11 last.
turo goes to town it's a metropolis.
I remember in the lush days of Dillane also received another five

Set Permanent Deal with Par
E. J. Sparks-

aiiid,

to a lesser ex-

tent, two associates of his in Florida,
Prohibition, in the dear old Beverly years for attempting to escape in a
M. C. Talley and Frank Rogers, beHollywood, Jan-. 17.
Hills, the last'frontier of the red ant, stolen auto but Circuit Judge James
come life theatre partners of Parawhen a niovie star threw a party he E. McLaughlin fixed the sentences to
Metro signed Daniele Amfitheatrof, mount in th^t state under a permaconcurrently.
run
served the guests bathtub French
composer.
Dillane who 'first said he' was Patnent deal that is. near to closing
75's, but. always had a few bottles
May Rohson signed for three picof the McCoy for himself and his in- rick Devers, a native, held up (Miss)
following considerable negotiation in
tures per year at Warners.
timates.
Bugs does it different. Kelly Hadgis, ticket seller, at the
York. With the major details
New
Hal
lifted
Hatley's
DilRoach
Marvin
Anyway, once a. year, the carpet is point of a gun and obtained $32.
set, the papers are being drawn and
taken up, the. ring cleared for action, lano was nailed a block away by a music director option.
will probably be signed within a
'20th-Fox hoisted Fred Sersen's week.
the kiddies tucked away for the cop who had entered the theatre
night and a 'new welcome Neon- lobby as he was speeding down the technician ticket.
Y. Frank Freeman^ v.p. of ParaDillane, son of a veteran
lights the way to the home of the street.
Warners renewed Edward G, Rob- moimt, now in charge of studio admaster mind of the wisecrack. Wal- policeman in Indianapolis, had been inson's contract.
niinistration, came east to discuss
job
a
for
eligible
list
the
on
placed
ter Shirley has his tonsils simonized
Metro picked up Gene Reynolds' final details on the Sparks partnerand bingo, the party is on, just like as Bertillon clerk in the FBI by J. player option.
ship as well as a similar deal with
Edgar Hoover.
that,
Aldrich Bowker, legit actor, signed J. H. Cooper, who is Par's partner
Joe .Connolly, the Hearst tycoon,
by Warners.
in Oklahoma and Nebraska situa$500 Theft
who falls out of sky ships to scoop
Warners handed new pact to Don- tions. Freeman left Monday night
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
himself, and Bill Curley, the Jourald Crisp.
(16) to return to the Coast, going
janthe
up
trussed
Three bandits
nal's managing editor, always get
Ian Hunter inked ticket at Metro. by train. The Cooper deal is pendthere first.
They ate taking no itor, cracked the safe and made off
David O. Selznick lifted Richard ing, but early meeting with Cooper
chances.
Who knows when Joe with $500 in weekend receipts at the Carlson's player option.
is planned in New York.
He lives
Stern will beat them to the punch downtown Cozy theatre, Los AnWarners signed Bill Tabor, nitery on a farm not far from New York.
with a contract in each hand, and geles.
warbler.
The Sparks circuit blankets the
how can you guess what Roy Howard
Bela Lugosi inked five-year con- majority of Florida and totals 73 theof the Telly is up to? 'From Pegler
$645 Embezzlement
tract at Universal.
atres.- For many years Paramount
to Broun to Bugs' would niake a
Detroit, Jan. 17.
Metro handed scripting contracts and Sparks have been in association
sweet editorial page infield. Brother,
Robert Stringjtellow will be sen- to Sid Kuller and Ray Golden.
in the operation of these houses,
that's literature.
tenced this week by Recorder's Judge
some of which are controlled 50%
Anyv/ay, they bring along Sid Christopher Stein after being found
by Par, others 66 2/3%.
Mercer, Bob Considine and Dorothy
charges
on
jury
guilty last week by a
On the Sparks side of the partnerKilgallen to run interference. Bob
of larceny by conversion in connecship are Talley, who is secretaryRipley, the Believe-It-or-Not syndition with the embezzlement of $645
treasurer of the Sparks circuit, and
cator, draws a caricature for the
receipts.
theatre
Colonial
in
night's signatures and McClelland
Rogers, who is general manager of
StringfeUow denied the charge of
Barclay and James Montgomery
the contract department.
Sparks
his ex-sweetheart, Mrs. Erma Wood,
Boost both for motion pictures and group was accompanied to New York
Flagg bring their sketch pads. Peggy cashier of the theatre, that she stole
Hopkins Joyce and a handsome Ar- the money to finance a trip with him radio as instruments needed in the b;- Fred Kent, attorney.
education
highlighted
field
of
is
in
gentinian drop in to dunk a little
Par partners or operators from
to Arizona. Mrs. Wood has pleaded
the Regents' Report made this week other parts of the country now in
grape and Bert LyteK and his bet- guilty to embezzlement.
by Dr. Elizabeth Laine, in charge, of New York include S>am Pinanski of
ter half forsake the Central Park
the recent study on films and broad- New England; John J. Friedl and L.
Reservoir for something a little more
Ohio Assistant Wounded
casting as teaching aids. Her report J. Ludwig of
substantial. The reservoir is for the
the northwest, and
states that motion pictures have
happy hiker, but no one ever got fat
Youngstownj O., Jan. 17.
Hunter Perry of 'Viriginia.' Bob WiJdrinking the stuff.
Roger Gustafson, 21, assistant man- much to contribute -as a teaching by, who was up last week, left Sataid,
pointing
their
peculiar abiliout
Eddie Garr, the vauder, and Jack ager of the Palace here, is in a hosurday (14) to return to Atlanta. All
Pearl, -who has yet to be indicted for pital suffering from bullet wounds ties to make growth understandable on
usual product and operating hudmurdering the king's English, drop in both legs, inflicted by one of two and to make abstract ideas concrete.
dles.
'With
proper
backing
and
sponsorin to spend a casual five hours, and bandits -who attempted to hold up the
Earl Benham, the westcut king and theatre late Saturday night (Jan. 7). ship, the producers of entertainment
films wquldhave no reason to be inhis handsome frau, the late Raymond They obtained no money.
Hitchcock's sister-in-law, help to
Date for Refugees'
The two- bandits at gunpoint com- different to the production of educa- Jan.
make the occasion a festive one.- pelled Gustafson and Henry Strowin- tional motion pictures,' she wrote.
Tommy Fcirr, the five-time loser, and ski, the latter chief of -service,' to sit 'The project could be worked out Gross B.O. in La. and Miss.
with
the
clos6
collaboration
eduof
Nate Blumberg,' the boss of the Uni- in the theatre manager's office while
versal lot, discuss Ethical Culture, ihey searched for the safe. After be- cational experts.'
Dr. Laine said that subjects and
New Orleans, Jan. 17,
and Walter Huston, the erstwhile ing convinced there was no safe in
Picture theatres throughout LouisiFather Knickerbocker, .and Vivienne the office, the bandits apparently lost methods of treatment must be seSegal 'from '1 Married an Angel their nerve and made their escape lected by educators or with their ana and Mississippi have been enlistaid, but that actual filming must be ied in a campaign to donate their en-stop by after the evening perform- through the lobby.
ance. Ham Fisher, the strip artist;
Gustafson and several ushers, pick- done 'by our best technicians at tire receipts Jan. 26 to aid European
iDave Marks, Toy King and Paul ing up their trail after they disap- present these are the Hollywood pro' refugees, E. V. Richards, presidentgeneral manager of the Saenger TheDulzell, the robust, round out the peared info 'the street, gave chase. ducers.'
A State School of the Air is pro- atres Corp., announced Friday (13).
gathering.
One of the bandits turned and empposed for unrestricted experimenta- Richards is general chairman of the
tied his revolver in the direction of
tion, it being suggested by Dr. Laine drive.
the pursuers, two bullets striking the
that the department be given conState chairmen are Arthur Lehtheatre executive in the legs.
GiUham
Feb. 1,
trol of one of the university radio man,
Mississippi, and Abe Berenson,
cruising cop observed the confusion
,^

'

.

,

-

pictures.
The possibility of that

now, with
the delays that have been caused
and the time that is likely to be
needed iii doing most of. the job over
again, is very unlikely, aside from
the attitude of the distributors. Latter; if forced to make any accepted
trade practice program effective on
being signed, would have to make

SCREEN, RADIO OK'D

clauses and cpnditicms retroactive' oA
contracts ,-tJiarifiave long since been
^tuokia away in the fll^s. The fact
'
that so many sales angles Hgure in
connection
with
self - regulation
would mei>a rewriting of '38-39 contracts on pictures yet to go, to .conform to the trade practices pact, is
believed to be what the distribs arc
hoping to avoid. -

AS EDUCATIONAL AIDS

-

Roagers
Following meetings during the
past week with th6; MPTOA and sev«ral smaller exhibitor bodies, Wilr
liam F, Rodgers, of the distribvitor
negqtiating committee, left for Washington where he met with the Executive committee of Allied States Assn.
Monday (16) to get Allied's views.
This national organization had refused to report its attitude, though
nndierstood generally to reflect dissatisfaction with the first draft submitted, until after its board had met
In Washin.gton Simday and Monday
(15-16):
The committee of Allied
Which late last fall had met with the
distributors and reported back it
could reach no satisfactory agreement,' met with Rodgers after the
Beard had mulled, the entire matter;
Rodgers is slated to leave Washington today (Wed.) for Miami on a
vacation of two weeks- No meetings with any exhibitor groups is
ejtpected meantime though S. R.
Kent, chairman of the group, could
call .any .huddle that was deemed
necessary.
On Rodgers' return it is :expected
distributor attorneys will sit down to
rewrite the trade practices draft in
an effort to. embody- within it langua|[e as well as clauses which are
being clamored for. Some clauses
over which complaint has been made
eliifiinated altogether, while
are expected to be changed.

be

others

my gooA man.

Secret

Washington, Jan. 17.
Negotiation! between Allied States Association, most dissatisfied exhibitor element in the industry, and the major distributor committee
over self-regulation pact and new statement of trade practices were
under way here this week. It's the chief item on the agenda of the
exhib organization's annual meeting.
Closed-door huddle, lasting flve hours, preceded the formal debate
on the majors' proposals. Leaders of the allied forces were described
as widely split whether to accept or oppose the suggestions, with lack
of unanimity on what concessions are insufficient. Nothing came from
the meeting, -v^rith all participants taking oath of secrecy.
Participants in the preliminary confab, most of whom also took part
in the conversations today (Tuesday) at the board meeting, were:
For the majors—Gradwell Sears, W. R. Rodgers and Abe Montague,
reinforced by two attorneys, H. I. Levinson and; Tyree Dillard.
For Allied—Nathan Yamins, W. A. Steffes, Ray Branch, Sidney Samuelson and A. F. Myers, with M. A. Robinson and Herman Blum as

make another Gaumont-British

Bugs threw his annual birthday
party last week. He threw it for a
loss of about 500 bananas and I don't

hpw

Powwow

Fields, In

month by 20th.
Her next is 'Shipyard

may

AKeikDistrib

Sailing

Bugs Throws a Party

They call the hardy souls who dip
the body beautiful in the frigid waters of the frantic Atlantic every
daybreak the bare bugs. That may
be okay for the influenza deflers but
as far. as I am concerned I will take
my recreation with the Bugs Baers
OA Park avenue, instead. Central

Jaholuy 18, 1939

For

Fields East

from the Coast,
will remain in New York 10 days
before sailing for London where she

Sales Machinery Not Before '39-40
Because of the delays occasioned
In steps taken to get at a trade practices program that wUl be satisfactory to the exhibitors, with negotiations now in a state of suspense
pending a rewriting of the first draft
and possible future hitches, suitable
machinery is not likely to be set up
before selling begins on the 1939-40
product On the current season's

Wieilnefidaj,

.

-.

26

_

-

—

.

'

«

A

West

May
Bob Gillham

Stay
will

2 Moollis

leave

for

the

Coast around Feb^ 1 to spend two
months or longer on this trip. In
future he may spend the majority of
his time at the studio in close touch
with pictures as they come up, as

well as future production plans.
Meantime, there is no change concerning the studio advertising and
publicity setup. Cliff Lewis remaining in charge of the former and
Terry DeLapp the latter.
-

and joined the

chase, overtaking both
bandits in the downtown section.
At headquarters the pair gave their
names as Charles King, 24, and Raymond Mclllvaine,- 28^ both of Cleveland. King, police learned, had been
an usher at Keith's 105th St. in

Cleveland, and was familiar
workings of a theatre.

with

stations.

'The most conspicuous, as well as
important, contribution that
the radio can make to education is
undoubtedly that of introducing history in the making. Events of great
significance brought into the classroom over the radio become mean-

most

Swap

'

.

'

'

'

•

urer. The funds will be turned over
to the Joint -Distribution Committee

for use

among

the oppressed.

The theatres cooperating will not
deduct even their operating expenses,
and exchanges are providing product
free for the night.
Staffs of every
of which
one of the 325 theatres likewise do-

ingful and vital realities
the listener feels himself a part'

nating services.

Darlnr Stickup

W. "Va., Jan. 17.
An unmasked, armed bandit held
lip the Warner Bros. Ritz here.SuilClarksburg,

Metro's Testees

Michael Loring, George Tobias and
day night (15) at 10:10 and escaped Ardis Gaines have been screentested
With cash estimated at between $1,000 by Metro.
They are being considered for
and $2,000. -The holdup occurred in
the second floor office of James C. roles in 'Return of the Thin Man.'
O'Brien-McMurray
Keefe, manager. It took place shortThe
ly after the bpxoffice closed.
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
receipts were in a small safe in the ordered to line up with the others.
Paramount borrowed Pat O'Brien o'ffice. The manager, a newspaper- Layman was forced -to open the safe.
are 'beginnirtg'to" roll.'
The robber placed the receipts in
Dis^ibs during the "past week met for the male lead in 'Happy Ending,' man; Arnold Layman, assistant manager, and a doorman were lined up a brief case, warned the men not to
tvith th6 MPTOA, the MPTO of Vir- a Patterson McNutt yarn.
In exchange, Fred MacMurray goes against the. wall. Lucille Hoffman, stir, and just as he closed the door
einiar IildfeiifeMerit theatre 0\^nfer»
''
cashier, entered at this time, and was remarked, 'Goodbye, suckers.'
tb Warners for oi\e picture.
(Continued on pa'g6'»54)
It may be another month or longer
before a second draft can b^ drawn
which, as biccurred with the first, will
have to be taken tip by the various
exhibitor groups and fe-mulled, with
subsequent ttidetings again to follow.
That may bJfing the matter deep into
the sununfef' wh6n the '39-40 pictures

Louisiana, with Louis Rosen as 'treas-

Hays' Briefie West
Will Hays left for the Coast by
train Friday (13) night, on his usual
first-of-year visit, but it will be shortened because of press of business in
the east.

Hays probably

will

be back

in

New

York by Feb, 10, and may go back to
the Coast later, before the directors'
first quarterly meeting of the year in
March, and for the amiual meeting ol
MPPDA the iame month.
"

•

^ednesdaj, January

NW Hears

.18,
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Friedl-Lud¥% All Set

For Divorcement, As,
Minneapolis, Jan. 17.'
row believes that John
Friedl and L. J. Ludwig, manager
and assistant manager, respectively,

If

Paramount Northwest, circuit,
are all set to take over the entirechain, if necessary, should any state
theatre divorcement .legislation or
any government decree prohibit producer-distributor ownership or operAll arrangeation of showhouses.
ments Ai'd said to have been rhade for
the organization of a company by
Triedl and Ludwig to absorb the
Paramount houses jn North Dakota
if the U. S. Supreme Court upholds
the validity of that state's divorcement measure. And in case divorcement Is enacted in Minnesota, or in
case the U. S. Government succeeds
In compelling producer-distributors
to divest themselves, of their showhouses, the Friedl-Ludwig interests
also would acquire the other Paramount houses.
Northwest Allied, organization of
Independent exhibitors, js engineering the fight to put through a divorcement law during the present
Session of the state legislature. Political wiseacres, believe the Paramount circuit has a good chance to
block its enactment. The last election took control of the state away
from the Farmer-Labor party and
put it in the Republicans' hands.
Governor-elect Harold B. Stassen apparently has ignored « Northwest
Allied request to commit himself in
favor of divorcemient.
of the

and When

.

17.

Dick
English,
Paramount
writer, who's to brush up th«

Hope-Gene

Krupa

film,

'Some Like It Hot,'' used to
swing a clarinet himself.
Just to keep in the groove and
to counteract any bad effect that
scripting might have had on his
solid sending, he sits in for jam
sessions with Freddy Martin's
and other doast outfits.

Trade Practice Changes,
Divorcement, Etc., on thie
Fire

— Expect

Happen from

IN 5

YEARS

Outlook for independent exhibitors

scores for four, series of sagebrushers comprising 26 pictures.
Deal includes six Fred Scott
westerns for Spectrum Pictures,
six Arthur Jarretts- for Grand
National, six Tex Fletchers for
Arcadia and eight outdoor specials for Majestic.

in 1939 looms brighter than for any

IIIPIS.-ST.

PAU£

year in the
leaders

itor

last five, eastern exhib-

this

week

indicated.

There are today about 13,000 indie
theatres operated by approximately
12,000 simon-pure independent ex,

MOVE TO TUT

FAIRBAN^

•

Elsa Lanchester's

Cuffo P.A.S Nixed

By

ADISH

These exhibitors expect

relief

on

blockbooking, a hands-off attitude on

REVIEW

curbing double features, industry re-

forms resulting from trade practice.
conferences and possibly the breakWhat may be an opening wedge ing up of affiliated ciifcuits (through
here in a general admission boost is theatre divorcement laws).
Minneapolis, Jan.

16.

by the University

theatre, independent nabe, in tilting its prices
number of the
from 20c. to 25c.
Paramount nabes, as well as other

action

A

Twin City independent

houses, are
scaled as low as 15c., while most of
the others have a 20c. admission.
The 25c. theatres are in the minority.
Only, one neighborhood house. Paramount's Uptown here, charges 35c.
Hope among the independents is
to raise prices to 25c. generally uptown. The indies would have Paraits downtown admissions
In5c. to 10c. at every house.
creased operating costs justify the
increase, it's claimed.

mount up

Can. Musicians Union from
Toronto, Jan, 17.
Two advertised personal appearances of Elsa Lanchester at the Uptown, here were cancelled on threat
of the Musical Protective Association

Akron's Price Cuts
Akron, Jan. 17.
Visions of another price war in
the downtown second-run houses
toward
Famous-Players-Canadian appeared this week when the Forum,
that projectionists and stagehands of newly-built, went into
a 10-15c
affiliated unions would walk out of policy.
FP-Can's 200 houses across Canada
Liberty, second-run
house opunless a lO-piece orchestra were en- erated by Robert Menches, head of
gaged for the visiting English- Akron independents, and just outwomah's scheduled onstage chat dur- side the business district, recently
ing ihe matinee and a night show- went into a straight 15c policy with
ing of 'The Beachcomber,' in which double bills.
Miss Lanchester appears, opposite
her husband, Charles Laughton.
Refusal of the musicians' union deIN
mand was provoked 'not because of
the $100-$125 involved, but as a matter of principle,' according to J. J,
SELZNICK'S 'SWANEE'
Fitzgibbon, FP-Can. v. p. in charge
of theatre operations.
Miss LanHollywood, Jan. 17.
chester, paying her visit to Canada,
'Swanee River,' based on the life
was guest of honor at a luncheon
Foster, writer of
Collins
of
Stephen
tendered here by Famous Players.
With the coincidental playing of American folk songs, is being pre'Beachconiber,' it was the wish of pared for shooting by David O. Selzthe petite titian to watch the audi- nick.
Among the Foster songs to be inence reaction; she fell in with the
suggestion that she say a few words cluded in the film are 'My Old Kentucky Hohie,' 'Old Black Joe,' 'Old
about her husband from the stage.
Communication from Arthur Dow- Folks at Home,' 'Massa's in the Cpld»
Ground,' 'Oh, Susannah,' 'Sadly
ell, secretary of the Musical Protec- Cold
tive Association, pro.tested the ap- to Mine Heart' Appealing' and 'Open
Love.'
Lattice,
Thy
pearance of 'a living person' on stage
unless this was 'balanced' by an orchestra of nine men and a, leader.
To this, Fitzgibbon countered that
Leni Lands Distrib Deal
Miss Lanchester was not being paid
for her appearances, that she was
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
simply a Toronto visitor, that she
The German Olympic pictures
was not singing or dancing, and that brought to this country by Leni
no musical support was needed.
Riefenstahl will be distributed by
Answer was, that if the lady ap- Dwain Esper.
peared without an orchestra, a road
Hitler's 'Girl friend,' barred from
call would go out affecting projecall studios on her visit, managed to
tionists and stagehands in all FPslip over a releasing deal.
Can. houses across Canada.
Said
Dowell, 'There has been an agreement for a nximber of year's that an WAITER C. KELLY'S AUTOBIOG
orchestra must be used whenever
'Of Me I Sing,' memoirs of Walpersonal appearances of any kind are ter C. Kelly, completed three months
presented in theatres.
The actress before his death, is ready for the
(Miss Lanchester) is a boxoffice at- printers.
Manuscript, covering 40
traction. It was not planned to pres- years in show business, is in the
ent her to give her a boost, but to hands of a New York agent for subboost the boxoffice. We feel justi- mission in serial and book form.
fied in stopping this sort of thing in
His brother, John B. KeUy, is
its infancy.
The union has a set handling negotiations for the estate.
rule which means that any person
The 'Virginia Judge' wrote his
^advertised as an attraction at a the- story during the three years he lived
atre must have an orchestra.'
in Hollywood.

FOSTER SONGS

SR.,

mSTAX

hibitors.

'

Indie leaders in New York are
freely predicting that blockbooking'
wiU be tossed out of the window by
the present Congress through a national law. These same independent
chieftains are looking for the Su^
preme Court to uphold the North
Dakota court ruling for divorcement
of theatre circuits from parent distribution companies.
They believe
it wiU be a case of treating the subject as a state matter and that interstate, commerce does not enter into
'the ultimate decision
They are also anticipating a victory in the highest court's ruling on
the Texas anti-trust case, which they

claim would prevent any meddling
with double features.
Independent
exhi itors
believe
that the present civil anti-trust suit
against major companies will not go
far in actual taking of testimony before it is halted either by the government or defendant corporations.
An offer of a consent decree would
bring a halt on the part of the defendants but any shift in tactics on
the part of the Federal government
would be to file a criminal action
touching op much the same points as
in the civil suit.
If the North Dakota divorcement
law is upheld, a rush to push through
similar legislation in three or more
other states is contemplated by independent exhibitors. The only thing
that would prevent this is voluntary
divorcement by major companies or
a national law covering the same
thing.

Par's $6,357

Mault

Judgment Vs. Cadett
Following His Walkout
Hollywood, Jan.

Washington, Jan. 17.
troubles of Douglas Fairbanks,
took a turn for the better Mon-

Tax
Sr.,

day (16) when U. S. Supreme Court
reversed previous action and agreed
to review validity of an assessment
against

him running

necessitated reshooting a big scene.
Studio has also filed a complaint
against Catlett with the Screen Actors Guild.

close to $200,-

000.
Tiff

Jr.,

.

WB

Other

Newest concessions include jgranting of a motion for leave to file a
petition for rehearing and of the petition itself; vacating of the order
denying certiorari, and granting of
the petition for writ of certiorari.
High justices ordered that the entry
of judgment by the California court
be stayed until further order.

WARNERS ENCORES

exhibs
confabbing with
their attorneys on clearance and
products suits "against the freres War«
nor are Henry Rosinsky,,of the NewBroadway, and Sam Somerson, of th»
Palm. Wishart is also Involved in
both of their complaints. They want
seven-day clearance after the
Kent, instead of following the Wish'art.
They claim that by playing
subsequent to the Wishart, which follows the Kent, they are often 21-28
days behind the key.
Similar suit by Harry Pried of the

WB

Suburban theatre, Ardmore, against

is now pending in federal court.
ANTI-NAZI FEATURE WB
One started

by Herb

the

Elliott,

op of

Fern Rock theatre, was

satis-

Holljrwood, Jan. 17.
Another film intended to expose
true conditions in present-day Germany is in the making, here by Warnei' Bros. Film, to be titled "The
Bishop Who Walked with God,' centers around the religious persecution of Dr. Martin NiemocUer, prePaul Muni
late who defied Hitler.
is slated for lead role with William
Dieterle directing.
Studio will also put its 'Confessions of a Nazi Spy' into production
next week with Edward G. Robinson
Carl Jules is designing 83
starred.
set5> for the picture, the most used
at the studio in many months.

court two
weeks ago by an arrangement pooling bookings of the Fern Rock and
WB's Colony, its opposition.
No
changes in runs have been made yet
at either house, nor will there be as
long as the
Lane, another source
of competish, retained its 42c price.
It gets seven days clearance over the

Warners' Coban Ytn

mont British contract has been acquired by 20th-Pox, arrived from
Europe yesterday (Tues.) and flies
to Coast today (Wed.) for conference with Darryl F. Zanuck, Joseph
M. Schenck- and Robert T. Kane.
British actress is to do a series of
pictures in Hollywood as well as a
number at Gainsborough Studios imder Kane's British unit for 20th-Fox,
First picture she will do here will
be decided on Coast.

'

Hollywood, Jan.

17.

Warners is negotiating with George
M. Cohan to play the lead in 'Three
Cheers for

New York

Irish,*

police,

yarn about the

by Jerry Wald and

Richard Macaulay.
Metro's

Douglas Fairbanks,

vance to Federal authorities who are
understood to be friendly, and later
week will seek A preliminary
injunction in Federal District Court
to prevent the exchanges from refusing to serve him.
Shapiro contends that his modera
1,400-seat house is blocked in. on
both sides by Warner houses that
get a seven-day protection over him,
charge the same admis^i or lesd, and
in the

-

case.

'Knighted'

Cohan

dicker

for

'The

Four Cohans' film has been on the
fire' for some time, but never congets the summated.

Hollywood, Jan.

the major producers settled out
of court through the granting of
large-sizied concessions, fiock of additional exhibs are hopping on the
courtroom bandwagon to win better
runs as result of the majors' reported jitteriness at this time.
Latest call for an aspirin is being
hatched by Dave Shapiro, operator
of the Admiral theatre.
He plans,
starting Sunday (22), to slash his
admish from 25c to ISc in the eve>
ning and a dime for matinees, and
has sent registered letters to all the
exchanges so informing them. As he
expected, they all told him yesterday that under such circumstances
they will refus? to supply him with
product.
Shapiro thus plans to get a court
test of both monopoly charges and
the right of the producers to dictate
admission fees. He is in Washington today to present, his case in adall

between film star and Uncle
Sam appeared ended through' refusal of the highest tribunal last Oc- that are older and less attractive
tober to pass on Fairbanks' appeal than his. Houses complained of are
from an adverse decision by the the Keystone, about seven blocks
Ninth Circuit Coiirt of California, away, and the Wisharii about a mile
but the screen actor revived his away. The way, he figures it, he
wails this month after the First Cir- can't win on product, for if one of
houses doesn't beat him to
Court (New England) had the
cuit
taken an opposite side in a similar a pic, the other one ddes.

'

Jr.,

Embargo

10-15c

factorily

settled

oiit

of

WB

Colony

and

Fera

Rock,

which

charge 37c.,

20TH-FOX'S

MARGARET

LOCKWOOD, EX-GB

17.

Paramount won a $6,357 default
judgment in U. S. District Court here
against Walter Catlett for actor's refusal to show up for work in 'I'm
From Missouri' and causing replacement of Tom Dugan in a part which

Doug,

One

With one all-inclusive monopoly
suit against the Warner circuit and

Hollywood, Jan. 17..
Porter is doing songs and

Lew

On

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.

Riding the Scale

to
All This in

S

in Philly, Including

Much

1939

HOTTEST

Indie Suits

To Break Down

Dualism,

Blockbookingf
Hollywood, Jan.

More

The Fire

In the Groove

.Bob

Several

VERY BULLISH

Local film

J.

VARIETY

Margaret Lockwood, whose Gau-

17.

role of Lancelot in 'Knights of the

Round Table,' to be produced by Albert Lewin at Paramount.
Henry
Hathaway- is slated to direct from
script by Talbot Jennings.

Hollywood, Jan.

Among

the Buttercups
Hollywood, Jan.

Fonda's Kudos

17.

Paramount started construction of
17.

a tent village in Buttercup Vallay,

Henry Fonda drew a new contract near Yuma, Ariz., to accommodate a
at 20th-Fox as reward for his 'Jesse company of 800 for 35 days during

Albert Lewin is sailing this week James' chores.
the exterior shooting of 'Beau Geste.*
from New York for historical backPact-calls for two pictures annually
Studio is building a fort and art
ground material to be used in in addition to starring. in 'Young Mr. oasis in the desert where most of the
'Knights.'

Lincoln.'

action take? place.

—

Wc4lneB<laf,-J«]iuiMr7

VAX/EJY

HMERS NK

Ui.

BID FOR

MHONS'

FOREIGN

U. S. Cdimnerce

Though Cash Withdrawals Limited to 15-25%
of Rentals—Steamship Tickets About the Only
Compromise on Local Purchasing

No

Takm

foir

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Jack Chertok's shorts department
Metro is at the peak this week,
with four shooting, two in the
cutting room ancl two ready to go

MiniL,

Mpk^HayBe

before Ihe cameras.
Those in work are 'Baby Blue,'
'Somewhat Secret,' 'Dr. Jenner* and
They All .Come Out,' • four-reel

Razed

For a Parkiiig Lot

special.

n

been

have

offers

Minneapolis, Jan.

17.

chandise barter, but

Conten- ful as well as largest, in this section;
ttesulted in a fiat refusal.
faces permanent obUvidU.
That it
tion of a majority of flltn executives
may become necessary to. turn the
business
picture
is 'we're in the
property over to the .fee holders
and we're going to stay in it*
Even though some foreign coun- (owners of the ground) in order to
save .ground rent and taxes, is the
tries will not permit more than 1525% of iotal rental money collected declat&tion of Qieorge Lang, secretary, of .the company that owns the
to' be shipped to the U. S, larger;
theatre.
In such a case, it would
aaajor distributors bdieve ho profitable operation.should be overlooked, only be a qiiestion of tinie until the
Also, they believe the playing of theatr* is torn down for a parkmg
their pictiures in th^e countriesj lot, he believes,
Although the Paramount circuit
means added popularity for Amer'icari product and keeps the films of gave notice six months ago— as rethat particular nation from cutking quired Jay its lease—that it would
into receipts in other foreign mar- terminate its tenancy Jan. 31, no
progress has been made in obtaining
Itets,.
At one time, Hungary wanted another tenant, Lang admits. BeAmerican distributors to set. up a cause of the enormous cost of opersystem of goods barter. It would ating the theatre and general condihave had U.' S. companies purchase tions for downtown theatres, none
fashions and femme wearing ap- has shown any interest in leasing the
':parel in proportion to° the amount house, according to Lang,
Taxes run to $40,000 a year while
of Cash due froto distribution of
pictures. Then it.wotddjjave had the ground rent is $60,000.
Then
American companies turn this into there are the iteittB of insurance, "etc,
disposing
by
dish in this country
Unless the property*s owners rhake
of the material to department stores. a deal this week," Pi»iamount will rePrbposition was nixed.
ihove its ..sound
sound equipment,
eouiDment. ar^
art obmove
jects, hangings and much of the istage
Aussie's Woolen, ideas
About, four years ago, when. Ausr equipment .which i.t owns.c
:ti^lia tied up the coin of U. S..dis
was proposed that
it
tributors,

.

;

;

,

.

New PaAe Pbn

Fml

italization plan, which has been
passed on by the Securities' & Ex-

change Commission, was ^nailed to
stockholders last night (Tuesday),
giving them 30 days in which to'
study before voting on it at a speProxy statecial meeting Feb. 16.
ment was issued outlining all details
of plan which would protect stock-

I

1

-

I

I

"

...

/

^ajtly-

^jJJ^ strictly
J^^'
Pathe Film would transfer to the

hew

properties,

I

600 shares of stock in Pathe Laboratories Corp. In consideration for
these transfers the new conipany
will assume all obligations and liabilities of l*athe Film, excepting
bank indebtedness, corporation now
owing Manufacturers Trust $275,000.

.

.

•

*
,PI^ will-, be operative when apa
guaranty of 20 weeks On percent- proved by 66 2-3% of common stock.
It is the declared intention of
age basis for dancer's sevices in a
'

distribution;

25% out of
=

Italy permitted about
the Country until last

unit,
Ernest Bolls
Dec, 31.'
ing with Bentham.
Japan had a bah on Ui S. rentalcoin for nearly a year TipoauSe of"

is

"

Pathe Film directors to/.distribute
as a dividend to Pathie :bommon

communicat-

50% of the common
new oompany^ This
divvy would be paid in the ratio of
one Share of hew company stock for
each 50 shares of Pathe Film com

shareholders,
stock in the

,

Sino'-Jiapanese

the

money which has

stock, Radio-

.

own

,

.

Monogram

laboratory

YEAR

ENCORE FOR

'a.^
1
striveto protect
features vwhere the gov- sixth consecutive year.
New ticket
what itartln£ Feb.'2
over
control
ernment has
cldliB 'for four Shirtsfilms can and cannot play^ Thus in over the year.
Germany, Paramount, Metro and
Mv S. Bentham, dancer's man.20th-F0x get ih'.only eight, to 10 ager, also has^a deal for hitai to go
feiitures annually for distribution, to Australia next fall.
Australian
aud '^ey sel*dbm. are the topi ones. & New Zealand Theatres; Ltd., cm:inajors are,' able to rently ^'.roading /other
•Jhe'se. three
Anierican.|

Foreign cou^ies

;their

two

corporation

WB

!

'

^he
up during

conflict,'

piled

Omaha to Des

New

Moines, If

that time, and imtil Dec. 31 was de
Passes
posited in the Yokohama Specie
If present measure in .Nebraska,
in San J*ranci'BCO .aAd. will be
held in escrow until the end of a which would place supervision of the
three-year period when it will be picture business in that state in the
split up among the U» S. companies hands of the :Railroad Commission,
reported in New York that some
entitled to it
Closest approach to any barter is companies might' favor moving ex"
the minor detail of us.mg some of change headquarters from Oniaha to
Recalled in the
frozen or blocked natiive funds to pes Mollies, la.
purchase steamship ^tickets when a trade that at one time New Haven
group of film officials is going was shuttered as an exchange dis<
abroad. Thus, a ticket on any line tribution point and shipments made
might be purchased in Berlin, coin from Albany and. Boston,
However, plablng of Nebraska's
being taken from the German ex[distribution in Des Moines would
change operation for the deal.
New restriction' cropped up. last mean that some shipments of nearly
week when Argentiha put such a 600 miles might have to be made un
large assessment on posters imported less Denver, was used for some of
most western spots of Nebraska,
into that country that all U. S. com
panics in the future will have their More conservative film people
posters made in that country. New New York were dubious if this
regulation is in addition to heavy added expense would compensate for
taxes on the exportation of coin getting out from under the wing of
and high taxes on all shipments into the Rail Commission,
that- nation. .Argentina is an im-^
portiant foreign field, Buenos Aires
being located, there. Revenue from
a Kidding
that country represents nearly 3%

Neb.

Law

.

mbn

held. Inlent.of directorate is to
distribute xemaining 50
common
stock. in the new torporation as soon
as deemed practicable within two
years.
No effort will be made to
list the common of Pathe Laboi^atories on the stock exchange.Idea of making the present Pathe

;banjc'

%

-

•

Film Company a holding corporation
is listed in i^commendations outlined, in the plan which would segregate the assets of the company by
retaining the Du Pont Film stock in
Pathe and transferring all other assets to this newly-formed, wholly
owned subshJ which will assume the

'•

I

,

liabilities as outlined.

i

ZINGYADMAHER
CETS INDUSTRY

Lob Angeles, Jan. 17.
Black King Productions, Inc., indie
Pugilistic 'Happiness'
making outfit headed by
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Fred B. Hirsch, asked permission to
Paramount studio looks like caulidisof
Certificate
biTsjne^s.
of
go out
week, what with
this
alley
flower
county
the
'Mlution was filed in
three pugs Working on lot,
clerk's office.
Bob Roper, Joe 'Glick and Spike
Company was formed in 1935 with
nO' .Maaontfre three sluggers working in
tiOWmf*S
'

kitatdtel

«

m6k"Dt'

pi vme.

riv' v

I

'IriVitation to Happiness.'

By Joe

Laurie, Jr^
Coolacres, CaL, Jan. 17.

Dear Joe:
I really haven't got

much news

push at you

this

week because I'm not

mood. Although I've bee.n sober for a week Aggie is stUl not talking
and you know silence is a hard argument .to beat When she wants
to ask ine Something she tells Junior to ask me, s6 you see she is practically
talking to me through an agent Women certainly know how to get a guy's
.

goat
I've had trouble with that radio station of mine which the .banker practically owns. He is lgetting tired of broadcasting the news every day as he

don't like, the news. He is also kicking because' we have no C^ossley
rating and I told him that Crossley don't figure in 8ths, which went over
his head. I thought I'd bolster bur program so I brought in -.a radio writer
from Hollywood who was., recommended to me by a guy I used, to -call a
friend, before he' sent him. He arrived here with a trunk strapped on th*
back of his car; he "teaid it was -full of belly-laughs. Well, ho wrote th«
I liked it and everybody id town was
first program and it waS a wow.
talking, how good it was, but a film salesman who happened to be here
said it was stuff that Fred Allen used, a few weeks ago,, so when I- told It
to' this file clerk he jiist shrugged his shoulders and said, 'Live and let lift*
The next program he, handed me was a routine that Aggie and. me did
15 years ago, and when 1 told him that he said it passed the: statute of
limitations. Then he explained that the statute of limitation ill radio is
three hours. I didn't want to argue with the- guy because he knew so
much about gags that he was liable to tell me* where we originally got it
from.
He was one of tfaose.^guys who puUed.gags on~you no matter. .what you
We were having dinner together and he said, 'I. got this iteak all
said.
bent up, do you think they'll take it back.?' Then when the waitress asked
him woujd he have tea or coffee he said to her, 'How many guesses do I
get?'
Then he asked her for Indian fried potatoes, and she said, 'You
-

-

mean French, fried?'
'No, Indian fried,' he said.
I^en she said, 'What kind ^re they?' and he said, 'Scalped.' Well, after
that one I was. Cured so I gave him his fare back and followed him to the
city limits to make sure he left town. Just for fun I put it on the radio
that night and the stuff got howls.

Al Jolson passed through here on his "way to the governor's inauguration
where he was master of ceremonies. It was nice of him 'to stop off and say
hello to us. We played witii him when it was Jolson, Palmer and Jolson,'
and he was good even then. We talked over old times and had plenty of
laughs. Jolson told me he is going to make a picture for 20th Century-Fox
called 'Rose of Washington Square,' which. I'm. going to play as soon as I
can, as they like historical pictures in this town, especially one with
flowers.

Business has been pretty- gdod the past week. I^aybe it's because I've
been watching the boxoffice. Not that I think Flo, my cashier, would take
some samples, but I saw her with two new dresses and I owe her two
Weeks' salary. She seems to di-ess better When .1 don't pay her. I was a
treasurer once and I dressed swell on passes.
I know if Aggie was talking to me she would send her best regards to
the boys and girls back there on Wishing Lane. Anyway, I do, sez

Your

Hays addressed the major
company advertising heads, comprisWill

Clark, publicity chieftahi, and FranHarmon, bead of the eastern Production Code Administration office,
besides Hays.
Another confab is

cis
I

to

in the
to me

pal,

Lefty.

Mervyn LeRoy

I

,

In Radio, Air Scripter TeDs Lefty

0.0.

ing the advertising advisory council
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
of the Hays office, last Friday (13)
TThe Gracie Allen Murder Case' noon at the Harvard club. Officially
at
Monday
(23)
gets the gim next
the conference was listed as a rouParamount.
tine affair, but it drew the attendAlfred E. Green, who will direct, ance of Lester Thompson, head of
is working on the script.
the advertising division; Kenneth

picture

'

3 Hours Is Statute of Lmiitations

|

Murder Takes

Black King's Blackout

'

.

m

of the total amount secured from
the foreign field.

entry of 250 pictures.

if/ir^.,!?/,„?5!'^"*
as
a holdmg company.

Keith-Orpheum notes, the capital
nj\w» mtk oiiAnnvi
stock, and properties of all subsidSHORTS
iary -companies- and -all other assets
S
of Pathe excepting 3,500 shares of
Du Pont. Film stock. It. also would
6TH
transfer $200,000 in cash, borrowed
by Pathe on security in Du Pont
Hal -Le Roy has had his Warner Film stock, to the new company,
contract renewed for
Pathe Film receiving in return 11,-

re<used

Outlook in Japan Is jgloomy for the comhig year, even though a year's
embargo on films (classed, as. luxuries) was lifted in October, to permit

,

|

United .States

theatres.

'

-

rj^S^'^S^'SS.
^ms

,

holders' interest in Du Pont Film
holdings without -the risks pf operations by the laboratory setup.
Outstanding in the plan is a propctsal to establish Pathe Laboratories,' Inc.,; whi<5h would ifarry on
tlie lab business how handled by

'

'sia.

Picture business will suffer materially from cbmple]te cessation oit exports to Italy In the new year. Before Dec. 31, 1938, Italian (Sovernment
allowed importation of 250 American -pix a year, but restricted withdrawal of revenues to only $1,000,000 out of a total' of $5,000,000, (Solden
observed.
•.
r
British Isles remain America's best foreign customer for films. Commerce Department exec reported, and despite the warfare raging In China,
little reduction has been sl^own in the exhibition of U. S. films tn. Chinese

'

.

fSSrS-a^SS-SM'.^?

,

.

Votmg Feb. 16

The new Pathe Film Corp. recap-

^

,

—

'and.

Sent

Out Comes Up For

^

"

1938

.

Life of John Peter Zenger, .early
American printer and pioneer crusader for the freedom of the press,
made in the past and more recently
With Paramount Northwest circuit is also to be produced by Chertok.
by Italy to persuade picture com- relinquishing th6 4,200-seat Minne- Sam Chain and Donald Baruch are
panies to enter a system, of mer- sota theatre Jan. 31, the. $l,500>00d doing the screenplay.
de luxe showhouse, the most beautithese always

Many

system.

Depl Sees Dwmdlii^

WashlDgton, Jan. 17.
Tightening of foreign restrictions against American motion pictures is
expected to have serious effects on the cinema industry's gross revenues
during the coming year, Nathan Golden, head of the Commerce Depart*
ment film division, warned Saturday (14).
With foreign income dropping rapidly during the past year. Golden sees
1939 as the industry's most'' critical year in internatlohai competition.
American producers recefve about 40% of their annual 'gross revenues
'torn export of films to foreign countries, he pointed out, and revenues
from this source already have dropped 8% in a year.
Film division chief cautioned Hollywood to concentrate on trade with
i^atin American .countries^ explaining that high taxes, quota laws and stato
film monopolies in Europe combined with the aftermath of (Serman territorial expansion—may leave South American markets the only fruitful
ground for U. S. increases. Suggested production of more Spanish Ianguage pictures and importation of South American stars to cater to poential S. A. audiences.
Approximately' 500 theatres exhibituig American-made films were wiped
out following the. grabbing of Czechoslovakia by Germaj:ky, Poland and
Hungary, Crolden said, and Germany's' 'anschluss' with Austria «]so conributed to the. slack-off ini U. S. film exhibition.,, business between American producers and German exhibitors Virtually at a staiidstUl, h^ declared,
'due to severe censorship, economy waves and anti-Jewish laws in Hitler-

M-G Shorts Boom

at

Despite ever-increasing restrictions, higher taxes, quotas, frozen
funds and impounded .coin tegulations, major- American film .companies" generally have managed to
resist the lure of any goods barter

i9Z9

Forogn Fdm Market; Of 8% in

A GOODS BARTER SYSTEM

feven

18,

slated for today (Wednesday).
It is known that Harmon went to
the session with advertisements he
has collected, over a period of time.
Production code office is known to

'The only things worth looking at are those things
that will be there long after you've looked.'
sez,

have been vexed for some time over
the way certain exhibitors, usually
non-affiliated houses, use advertising on a 01m having a production
code purity seal in the same display

space with ad matter ballyhooing
sex, dope and other lurid pictures.
Previously it was admitted that
nothing could' be done about this excepting through the sales departments of major companies, which is
not considered likely.
Prominence given to limb and
semi-nudity displays in ads and publicity stills 'also is reported to be
on the upbeat.

Ready

Site for Picture

Crowd's

S|iorts Center

'

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Ground is being cleared for the
20,000-6eat arena and other buildings
of the new $2,000,000 Hbllywood
Sports Garden, Inc., under a 50-year
leise. Construction to start in three
weeks.
Structure,
financed by picture
people, is slated to house boxing,
wrestling, hockey and other indoor
sports.

•

nCTURE CROSSES

Wednesday, January. IB, 1939

Chi

Has Marquee Lure and B.O.;

First

Runs on Broadway

VARIETT

Up B way

'Jesse James' Holding

(Subject to Change)

House-Trankenstem Smash 22G,

For

Week, of Jan. 19

— 'Pygmalion* (M-G)
Capitol — 'The Shining Hour'

linds' Mild

Terrific $80,000,

Asior

(7th wk).

Tatror Big 37G, 'Sweeties 3d
Chicago, Jan.
Profits are

up

down the

all

17.

line

currently, all houses feeling the
surge of biz on general marquee
Not much for femmes
strength.
around town, but they are nevertheless, pounding in tw see strictly masculine items such as 'Dawn Patrol,'
'Illegal Traffic/ 'Son of Frankenstein'.

OK

Fine $4,000. Last week,
'Tough Guys' (U^ and 'Down Farm*

Sister* (U).

good $4,000.
RUlto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Trade

(20th),

•

Denver and Aladdin, and

its stage, where Billy House is
headlining. House must be rated as
boxoffiqe currently following his 26week coast-to-coast radio gallop. .
Both th& Oriental, and State-Lake
are demonstrating agaiii the efficacy
of vaudeville as front-gate magnet.
Operating with a low-price policy
and plenty of flesh, both houses are
bright spots in the n&tion's vaude-

ville situation.

Chicago

nice $2,500.

(17).

REFUGEES HAVE
ftO. IN

PROV,

$7,000

'Duke of West Point' at
and 'Crrand Illusion' at Albee.

Majestic,
State,

-

started Saturday night Owl
policy Saturday (14).
'Refugees from Germany' revue on
stage at Fay's is helping house hold

State

Show

$5,600 for its initial

port with so-so $5,200.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35-

(B&K) (4,000; 35-45-75)— 50)—'Dawn
(WB) and stage show. Sister' (U).

Patrol'

'MEMORY' SHARP

OMAHA

—

—

STORMS CUP DENVER;

UrOKAY

m

Denver, Jan. 17.
Two snow storms over the weekend and yesterday (Monday) holding
in all houses.

Uo and

Fight,' at

Orpheum,

(Par), tripler. $2,300.

Brandels (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 1025-35-40)—'Heart North' (FN) and
Broadway Musketeers' (FN), midLast week 'Dark Rapdlin' $4,600.
ture' (U) and 'Marty" (RKO), $5,000,
.

good.

show top take of week.
Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400: 25-40)— 'Stand Up'. (M-G) and 'Storm Bengal' (Rep). Good $9,300.
Last week
Patrql'
(WB) (2d week), 'Sweethearts'
(M-G) and 'Secrets
after week at Denver. Good $3,500.
Nurse' (U), dual, nine days, $11,000,
Last week, very good $4,500,
socko»
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)—
Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)
Sweethearts' (M-G), after week at
'Thanks Memory' (Par) and 'Spring
Orpheum. Good $4,000, Last week.
'Blondie*
(Col)
and 'Up River'- Madness' (M-G). Excellent $9,500.
Last week 'Dramatic School' (M-G)
(20th). weak $1,000.
(CockriU) (1,750: 25-35- and 'Nancy Drew' (WB), nice $8,000.
^ Denham
Town (CJoldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
40)—'Zaza' (Par). Good $7,200 and
Frontiersman' (Par), 'Convicted'
holding two extra days. Last week,
(Col) and 'Last Express' (U), triple,
Artists and Models' (Par), strong
first-run, split with 'Buffalos Roam'
$8,200.
(Mon),
'Personal Secretary'
(U),
Denver
25-35-50)—
(Pox) (2,525;
„
TCentucky' (20th) (2d week). Strong both first-run, and 'Breaking Ice'
(RKO), triple. Good $1,800. Last
$10,000. Last week, bii? $12,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40) week 'Lawless Valley' (RKO), 'Meet
—'Stand No' (M-G). Strong $10,500. Girls' (20th)'" and 'Cipher Bureau'
Last week. 'Sweethearts'
(M-G), (GN), first-run trioler, split with
good $10,000.
•Pals Saddle' (Rep), first-run, 'ArParamount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)— kansas Traveler' (Par) ^nd 'Brother
Devil's .Island' (WB) and 'Swing, Rat' (FN), $2,000, good.
will

(M-G).

(28).

Dawn

—

—

(WB)

Island'

—
—

Musio Hall
'Gunga Din'
(RKO).
Paramount
'Paris
Honeymoon' (Par) (25).
Bivoli—'Son of Frankenstein'
(U) (28).

— 'Jesse James'
— 'They Made

Rojty
(3d wk).

(20th)

Me

Strand

Criminal'

(WB)

a

(2d wk).

larie 25G, Storms Hurt

'Jesse James' rode Into town Friday (13) on the crest of one of the
worst 24-hour snowstorms New York
has seen and is taking plenty of
dough away from the natives. The
saga of the Missouri outlaw, one of
20th-Fox's most expensive pictures,
running around $2,000,000 in cost, is
making a haul on its first engagement at the Roxy that- should mean
about $80,000 on the week.
This isn't far behind the high of
$87,500 under the present policy set
by 'Alexander's Ragtime Band' six
months ago. 'Band' got $41,670 on
its first three days, While 'James'
hit

$40,024

in

spite

On

weather break.

of

the

bad

Saturday the

was $17,702, new high for any
one day at current prices, this beatgrdss

the first Saturday for 'Alex,'
$15,947. Roxy started
a. m. yesterday (Tues.)
instead of 10 in order to accommodate large early morning lines.

ing

wluch scored
opening at 9

Through Monday (4 days) house had
played to 104,617 in attendance for a
gross of $49,194. 'James' has been
well exploited, and the notices were

ing Hour* (M-G).

In ahead, 'Sweet-

(M-G) on its third (final)
week reported at $21^000, good.

hearts'

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Drummond* (Par). They're passing this
one up coldly, this side of $5;000,
bad, being the answer. Last week, 'I
Stand Accused' (Par), also weak^
only $5,000.
Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—"Lady Vanishes' (20th-GB) (4th week).
Still
well in the money, probably $7,500

week (4th). The third week
$8,300 and a fifth will be essayed. House has been advertising
the picture much, heavier than is its
this

was

custom.
Palace

25-35-55)—'Dawn-

(1,700;

(WB) (2d run) and
Bad Boy' (RKO) (1st run),
Patrol'

'Peck's
dualed.

Comnletes
eight-day
run today
(Wed.) at likely $7,500. In ahead,
'Thanks for Everything' (20th), and
'Heart of North' (WB), both second
run, the gross was less than $4,5Q0

on five days, mild.
Paramount (3,664: 25-35-55-85-90)
'Zaza' (Par) and Benny Goodman

—

(3d-final week).
Begins
today (Wed.) after getting
first seven
d»ys and $33,000 thfe second stretch
Other first starters currently, all of seven ending last night (Tues.),*
of which suffered more from the good. Goodman is ^filling the house
blizzard than 'James/ were 'Trade with the jitterbues' during the day,
Winds,* which is a deep disappoint- but a stronger film to bolster night
ment at the Music Hall; 'Marie An- trade would mean a foiirth week. It
toinette,' on pop run at the Capitol, was planned but is now out.
following last fall's $2 showing at the
Radio Citv Music H4II (5.980: 40Astor, also one's that's beiog passed 60-84-99-$1.65)—'Trade Winds' (UA)
by, and 'Arrest Bulldog Drummond,' and stage show. Patronage lleht and
Criterion's weak claim to fame.
lucky if getting close to $65,000. Last
'Trade Winds* will probably be week
disappointing,
also
very
short of $65,000 at the Hall.
It
'There's That Woman A<'aln' (Col)
started slowly and is ending up no- taking the count for less than $60,000.
where. The same is true of 'Antoin- Two'RKC) pictures are now coming
ette,' Metro's most costly picture of
in,
'Great Man Votes' tomorrow
the season, which will be no more- (Thurs.) and 'Gunga Din' following
than $25,000, according to indica- t?
25-40-55)—'Pacific
tions, .and is being dumped after just
Rialto
(760;
one week. Cap is bringing in 'Shin- Liner' (RKO) ppened' here yesterday
ing-Hour* tomorrow (Thurs.). This morning (Tues.) -and storied out
good. 'King of Underworld' (WB)
is probably i\ie first instance where
a roadshow Metro film has received remained 12 days, on that assignonly one stanza at the Cap on pop ment turninF? iri a fine $15,500.
25-55-75-85-99)—
Bivoll
run.
(2,092;
Paramount is firm with Benny '.Beachcomber' (Par) (4th week).
Goddman and 'Zaza,* which starts a Maintaining good staying power for
third week today ;(Wed:), biif won't a orobable $17,000 this, week (4th).
go a fourth, as originally planned. The nrlor. (3d) week ended stoutly at
stronger picture than 'Zaza' with ,^22.000 and the nicture is beini^ held
Goodman would have" assured that a fifth week, longest for any her& in
fourth week. The first seven, days' more than a year. 'Son of Frsnkenbusiness was $50,000, while the sec- stem* (U) Is due Saturdav (28);
Boxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75) —'Jessa
ond week ending last night (Tues)
was $33,000, more than a :iormal dip, James' (20th) and stage show. Perbut very good profit so far on the forming closely behind 'Ragtime
Band,'
record-getter here under presriin.
House brings in 'Paris Honeymoon' and Bob Crosby Wednes- ent policy, new jentry about America's No. 1 outlaw of nioneer days
day (25).
Also on a holdover is the Strand, should ffet about $80,000. nowerful
which this week (2d) is dipping business. 'Band' at a better time of
more sharply than expected to about the year scored $87,500 on its first
$22,000 after snaring nearly $35,000 weeTf. all-time hifh at oresent prices.
on' the first seven days, with result In effect about three, years. 'James*
'Going Places' and Louis Armstrong- was held down somewhat bv Friday's
(13) snowstorm but on Saturdav It
Bill Robinson combination closes tomorrow night (Thurs.). New bill beat 'Band's first Saturday bv, $1,755.
Friday (20) will be 'They Made Me Last week, 'Kentucky' (20th) (3d
week),
was $30 000, excellent.
a Criminal' and the Leo Reisman
35-55-75)—Duke
State
(3,450;
band.
'Pygmalion* continues very strong West Point' (UA) (2d run) and vaude
including Benny Meroff band, Joy
at the small-seater Astor, having
pushed to $14,400 last 'week. Its fifth, Hodges and Stroud Twins. Business
and currently on the sixth lap should anything but brisk this week, lookbe $13,000 or close. It is holding to ing $19,000 or thereabouts, mild.
a remarkably sturdy pace. This is Last weeh, 'Cowboy and Lady* (UA)
(2d run) and vaude headed by Benny
also true of 'Lady Vanishes* at the
Globe, which got $8,300 last week Davis and Dick Forah. arouiid

extraordinarily good.
The picture
begins its second week Friday (20).
.

orchestra

final lap

a very snug $50,000 the

:

Taylor-Beery 9G;

(WB) and 'Swmg,

—

Stand

—
Capitol — 'The Shining Hoiu:*
(M-G) (2d wk).
Criterion — 'The Girl DownGlobe—'Devil's

Providence, Jan. 17.
snowfall failing to
dampen biz on main stem, with public giving nice play to 'Kehtuclcy' at

Three-inch

,

down

—
—
—

stairs'

(2nd run). Pulling nice
coin-maker and is pulling
Last week, 'Sweethearts'
the gross up into the higher regions $5,500.
with nifty $37,000, one of the sea- (M-G) (2nd run), swell $6,500.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
son's prettiest numerals here. Last
week, 'Kentucky' (20th) hit the skids 'Strange Faces' (U) and German
in midweek and ended disappoint- Refugees unit on stage. Current
widespread
interest in refugee probingly after a good start at $29,700.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75) lem attracting biz. Paced at nice
—'Woman Again' (Col). In for a $7,000. Last week, 'Storm' (U) and
quickie stay and will do all right vaude, fair $6,400.
State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
with $4,500. Last week, 'Honeymooil'
'West Point' (UA) and 'Dr. Mead'
(Par), neat $6,100.
Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 25-35-40- (Col). Paced for good $12,000. Sat85)—'Waltz' (M^G) and vaude. Re- urday Owl Show starting 10 p.m.'
peating 'Great Waltz,' following run helping draw late crowds. Last week,
of flicker elsewhere in loop, but still 'Stand Up' (M-G) and 'Girl Downa mighty picture for this house. stairs' (M-G), strong $15,400.
Majestic (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)—
Hefty $18,000. Last week, 'Submarine'
'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Titans Deep*
(20th), turned in bang-up $17,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 25-55-65-75) (GN). Spotty response limiting pos'Son Frankenstein' (U) and vaude. sibilities to $8,200, though still swell.
Billy House headlining and account- Last week, 'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and
ing' for considerable share of the fine 'Swing, Sister' (U), neat $8,500.
trade here this stanza, with the gross
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
upping to $22,000, strong. Last week. 'Thanks Memory' (Par) and 'Illegal
Fibber McGee unit on stage was the Traffic' (Par).
Stepping along to
reason for the fine, gross of $21,200, bright $7,000.
Last week, 'Paris
picture, 'Pacific Liner' (RKO), being Honeymoon'
and 'Bengal'
(Par)
inconsequential.
(Rep) (2nd wk), weak $4,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-45-5565-75)—'Everything' (20th). Opened
in mid-week and getting coin on fine
word-of-mouth, which is taking picture to bright $13,000. Last week,
•Trade Winds' (UA), wound uo good$9,500 IN
Ish stay to ok* $7,800.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-35-40)
—'Illegal' (Par) and vaude. Bargain
Omaha, Jan. 17.
policy has caught on and building
'Stand Up and Fight' moved to the
real patronage. Again a nifty mark Omaha and keeping close to torrid
In the offlng with $13,500. Last week, pace set by 'Sweethearts.'
Home^Torchy' (WB) and vaude, neat $12,- stater Robert Taylor with Wallace
Beery slugging away for nice $9,300.
'
linited Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700:
'Thanks for the Memory' also hit35-55-65-75)
'Sweethearts' (M-G) ting nice $9,500 at Orpheum.
(3d wk.). Cominij into its wind-up
Estimates for This Week
-period, with 'West With Hardys'
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold(M-G) due to replace shortly. Will berg) (950-810-650; 10-25)
'Men
garner good $8,000 currently, follow- Wings' (Par) and 'Campus Confesing splendid $13,300 last week.
sion'- (Par), dual, split with 'If King'
(Par) and 'Vacation Home' (M-G),
dual. Very good $2,300. Last week
'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and 'Listen Darling' (M-G), dual, spl't with
'Breaking Ice' (RKO), 'Freshman
Year' (U) and 'Song of Legions'

biz

(Reviewed Sn Variety, Dec. 2^)
Bivoll
'The
Beachcomber*
(Par) (5th wk).
Rpxy
'Jesse James* (20th)
(2d wk).
Strand
'They Made Me a
Criminal' (WB) (20).
Week of Jan. it
Astor
'Pygmalion*
(M-G)
(8th wk).

Patrol'

'STAND

—

Rlalto- 'Pacific Liner* (RKO)

own.

(WB), took okay
Chi showing.

•Dawn

(Reviewed in Variety, Jan. 11)
Paramount
'Zaza' (Par) (3d

Wk).

Estimates for This Week
{{Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-45-55-65Albee (RKO) (2,000; 25-35-50)—
75)—'Kentucky' (20th). Moved here 'Grand
Illusion' (French) and 'Exafter so-so week in the Chicago, and posed' (U). Prospects bright for nice
is managing another fair $4,500 for
Last week, 'Pacific Liner'
$7,000.
the session. Last week, 'Going Places'
(RKO) and 'Reno' (U>, limped to

Is a strong

Votes.*

'Last

.

from

—

Warning' (U) (2d week). Average
Last week, same bill, very
$1,700.

'

Outstanding in the. town are "Patrol' and 'Frankenstein', both pictures taking their theatres into high
'Patrol' is in the Chicago
figures.
and is garnering heap of coin; getting away fast from the starting gun,
•and looks to put a bright figure in
the books. 'Frankenstein' is a winner
in the Palace tod for the second consecutive week that house is using
the black side of the ledger. That
is almost a story In itself, considering the rough going this house has
•had in recent months. Palace is getting plenty of additional boosting

(Reviewed in Vahieiy, Jan. 11)
Globe
'The Lady Vanishes'
(20th-Fox-GB) (5th wk).
Music Hall—'The Great Man

Winds' (UA) (2d week), after a week
at

6SG,

(M-G).
Criterion—'Disbarred' (Par).

.

Good

'Zaza

.

:

In Placid L'viDe

'

Louisville, Jan. 17.

Grosses are leveling off here currently.
New films stack lip fair
enough, but hardly in the pimchy
category.
'Kentucky,' on dual at
Strand, has been the sweetest- item
house has had in many months and
is currently romping along in fourth
downtown week, third at its present
stand.
Color pic still getting ravesfrom localites, and it looks like a
good percentage of population will
have seen the film before it's down-

town run ends.
Of the new pics, 'Zaza,' on dual at
Rialto, and 'Stand Up and Fight,' on
top half of dual at Loew's State, are
grabbing the important coin. 'Stand
Up' was shown as a preview New
Year's Eve at the State.
Basketball game between

Notre

Dame and U.

of Kentucky, at the
Jefferson County Armory Saturday
(14), didn't help film grosses. Drew
7,000 people.
Estimates for This Week

Brown

(Loew's) (Fourth Avenue)
(1,500; 15-30-40)— 'Paris Honeymoon'
(Par) and 'New York Sleeps' (20th).
Moved from Rialto; doesn't presage
more than $1,200, poor. Last week,
•Artists Models' (Par) and 'Warning'
(U), poor $900.

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Men Wings' (Par) and 'Miss Manton'
(RKO). Tame $1,400. Last week,
'Suez' (20th) and 'Always Trouble*
(20th), split with 'If King' (Par) and
'Swing Cheer' (U), fair $1,600.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 1530-40)—'Stand Up' (M-G) and 'Madness' (M-G).
Pulling some biz on
strength of Taylor-Beery names and
lack of potent oppbsish. Pointing to
satisfactory
$9,000.
Last
week,
'Sweethearts' (M-G) on h.o., mild
$3,800.

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1.000;
15-30-40)—'Goin" Places' (WB). Racing theme always gets 'em in this
town, but in this case nothing startling in the offing. Probably $3,300,
fair. Last week, 'Dawn Patrol' (WB)
on h.o., sagged badly last few days to
tally light $2,900.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)
'Stolen
Heaven' (M-G) and 'Sally, Irene'
(20th), split with 'Marines' (Mono)

—

and

'You

Me'

(Par).

Indicate

$1,100,
fair
enough.
Last week,
'Bullets'
(Mono) and 'Cocoanut
Grove' (Par), split with 'Romance

Dark'

(Par) and 'Merry- Go-Round'

(Rep), average $1,200.
Eialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000; 1530-40)—'Zaza'
(Par)
and 'Chan'
(20th).
Shaping up as healthy b.o.

combo and should round up okay
Last week, 'Paris Honeymoon' (Par) and 'New York Sleeps'
(20th), way under expectations at

$7,500.

$6,500.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400; 1530-40)— 'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Down
Farm' (20th) (3d wk). StiU going
strong; probably $3,800. oke.
week, second, sweet $4,200.

Last

•

A

'

(3d) and will be about $7,500 on
the fourth stanza. Globe is holding English-made a fifth week, with
'Devil's Island' scheduled to follow,
on Jan. 28.
Another holdover In a non-stage
show house is 'Beachcomber.' It is
maintaining such good strength on
its fourth (current) week at $17,000
that a fifth has been scheduled starting Saturday (21).
House follows
with 'Son of Frankenstein,' which
has been ready for several weeks

$2.5.000.

good.

Str&od (2,767: 25-40-55-75-85-99>—
'Going Places' (WB) and Louis Armstrong band, plus Bill Robinson and
week).
Pushed
(2d-final
others
through to nearly $35,000 last week
very good, but lowers ta
(1st),
around $22,000 on the holdover,
more of a difference than was ex-'
pected though due no doubt to current opposition, blizzard, etc. 'They
Made Me a Criminal' (WB) and Leo
•

Reisman open Friday

(20).

now.
Rialto got $9,500, very good, with
'King of Underworld' on the first

week and held
through Monday

it
over five days
(16), getting an additional $6,000. 'Pacific Liner,' which
should he ideal for this house, was

brought in yesterday (Tues.). 'Bulldog Drummond' looks under $5,000,
poor, for the Criterion, Rialto's most
n
direct opposition.
State slows up markedly this
week with 'Duke of West Point,' on
second-run, and a vaiidj bill headed

by Benny Meroff band, Stroud Twins
and Joy Hodges, Indications pointing to no more than $19,000.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 25-40-55-65)—'Pygmalion' (M-G) (6th week).
Gait
very steady, $13,000 or close this
week, excellent Last week (5th) the
gross built to $14,400, also big. Stays

on

indefinitely.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85.$1.25)—
'Antoinette' (M-G). In here for pop
run after $2 showing last week at
twice-daily Astor but interest in picture slight; only about $25,000 indicated and will be replaced -after one
week tomorrow (Thurs.) with 'Shin,

St. Paul's

Ad

Tilt

Minneapolis, Jan.

—

17.

Paul newspapers ^two of them
and both under one ownership ^hav«
St.

—

raised their display amusement advertising rates for independent exhibitors from $3.50 to $4.20 per inch.
Smaller houses are endeavoring to
induce the sheets to agree to d reduction in the required minimum lineage that carries the rate.
Several of the larger houses, that

have been exceeding the minimum,
are cutting

down

their space substan-

tially.

Hula Premiere
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Honolulu will get the world preeni
of Metro's picture of that

Feb

^

name on

1.

Prints are being rushed to catch
the M.atppnia, which, sails j^ip, 26 tot
,1,.the island.

t

I
^

—

;

nCTUiiB GROSSES

tARIETY

VaDee Treats Par

Week;

to

Ifrnds' Neat $23^00,

%Dg

$13,500,

Underworld* (WB) and "Swing, Sister* (U).
Quiet $14,000. Last week.
'Angels* (WB) and 'Down Farm'
(WB) (3d wk), grand ^17,000.
Strand (2,870; 25-50)—'Stand Accused* (Par) and *vaude featuring
Dick Foran. Will get good $13,000.
Last week, 'Crooked Mile* (Par) and

Wednesday, January 18t 1039

HpkPic

Houses,

It

Seems, Neeil

Opposisli; 'Zaza' Only

MiU

$5,500

vaude, nice $12,500.

LA ^ Spotty 40c Vode-Duals

Trankenstein'
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
Business spotty on current week,
y/ith Paramount heading list of first
runs, due to Rudy Vallee and unit on
stage.
'Trade Winds' and 'Thanks
for Everything' at the State-Chinese
doing okay, and 'Son of Frankenstein' and 'Next Time I Marry*
should bring profitable grosses to
RKO and Pantages,
'King of Underworld,* coupled with

'Freshman Year,' all right at Warner first runs, while on moveover
'Kentudiy' piling up big returns at
Wilshirc! and doing first rate at
'Pygmalion' conUnited Artists.
tinues -okay at Four Star, now in its

very good

Last Year
$316,900
(Based on 12 theatres)

CROSBY LIGHT

$15,400.

Downtown (WB)

(1.800; 30-40-55-

(900;

'

like $6,000, fair^ Last week 'Going
Places' (WB) and 'Devil's Island'
(WB), five-day second week, okay
$4,300.

30-40-55)—

(2,812;

Frankenstein* (U)" apd 'Next
Time I 'Marry' (RJCO), dual. Will
Last
likely wind up with $8,500.
week 'Pacific Liner' (RKO) and 'Exciting Night' (U)>. ,beJ6w -exgectar
"of

tions, $6,300.

P^nMiiotuit (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)
i^'Rid^ Crooked Mile* (;Par) and
Vallee heading stage unit. Latter responsible for bulk of $18,000
draw. Last week- 'Artists and Models'
(Par) second week, not very hot
"

Rudy

$9f,000.

RKO
stein'

(2,872; 30t40-55)—'Frankehr
(U) and 'Next Tme Marry'
-

(RKO), dual Horror pic headed for
big.

week

Last

$10,000.

'Pacific

Liner' (RKO) and - 'Exciting Night'
(U), good $7,200,
Stat^ (Loe^Fox) (2,414; 3ff-4b-55-

it

town

Pin

COLD;

B. 0.

KEMP.'FRENCff

Week
20-30-40)—

Fame* (Col) and 'Lawless
Valley' (RKO), with vaude for three
days; and 'Miss Manton' (RKO)' and
'Road Demon' (20th) (2nd run) dual,
'Flight

for four days.

Aiming

FAIR

Be

Right,'

which

Lyceum

copped

in four nights

game that drew 12,000 and
a number of highschool basketball
contests.

Last week, Bladcstone on
$7,500.
stage full week, with 'Adventure in
Sahara'

Pittsburgh, Jan.
the alibi again

Weather's

Minneapolis Symph in the Auditorium; a Budge-Vmes' tennis match
at the Auditorium;
two Sunday
Snow Train excursions for ski and
skate enthusiasts; two professional
boxing cards, a professional wrestling match, three hockey games (one
professional and two University of
Minnesota contests), a Minnesota
basketball

$19,1

at satisfactory

(Col)
and
'Tombstone'
(RKO), dualled,, for three days, and
'Sahara* and 'Blondie' (Col) (2nd
run), dualled, for four days, dandy

^^Nevertheless,

seem, the down-

and a matinee; a pop concert by the

20-30-40C, is clicking.
(3,200;

may

17.

week had

first-run theatres had their
biggest business in several months
and aggregate takings hit a high for
more than a fortnight Now they're
all trying to figure out the answer.
The outside opposition came from
the legit roadshow attraction, 'I'd

$23,000 at the

17.

Now the boys are almost beginning to believe the more opposition
the better.
Currently, with much
less opposition, business at the film

this emporiums isn't so hot.
Best of the newcomers from a boxGetaways
without exception were knocked into office standpoint are 'Kentucky' and
$14,500.
'Man to Remember,' at Orpheum and
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40- a cocked hat by winter's most severe .World,
respectively. The State, with
55) ^"Paris Honeymoon* (Par) and snowstormn and slow pick-ups indi'Zaza,' is lagging, while 'Heart of the
'Storm Over Bengal' (Rep) (2nd cate a pretty sluggish session all the North,'
Gopher offering, seems unruns).
Last week. way' around. Even Hal Kemp, in- able
Tepid $6,500.
Going Places' (WB) and 'Comet variably money in the bank locally, fast to maintain the exceedingly
for 'Topper' is right sprite at better
pace set by its predecessor,
than $15,500 at the Aldine.
Broadway' (WB), dual, $6,100.
at the Stanley with 'Say It in 'Blondie.'
Only other thing in the deluxers 'Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25- French,' is off, illustrating session's
Estimates for This Week
showing even moderate strength is 35-40-55)—'Son of Frankenstein' (U) general trend.
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—
'Zaza' at the Boyd/ wicketing a par and 'Exciting Night' (U).
Drawing
Expected b, o, furore for TaylorLast week, 'Woman Beery combo in 'Stand .Up and 'Peck's Bad Boy' (RKO) and 'New
$15,500, Unsatisfactory reviews were nifty $18,000.
no help. In the two-gun Stanton, Again' (Col) and 'Newsboys Home' Fight' is failing to develop at Penn York- Sleeps' (20th). En route to
'King of the Underworld' is shooting (U), seedy $12,500.
and only bit of sunshine downtown good $1,800. Last week, 'Storm*
ihings up well above average with
MctropoUtan (MJt£P) (4,367; 25-35- is 'Kentucky,' moved to Senator for (U) and 'On Farm' (20th), $1,600,
40-55)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and se(:ond week after hefty gross at Okay.
$6,200.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25Fox theatre is taking it on the 'Nancy Drew' (WB). Attracting im- Alvin, and giving new Harris site its
chin again with 'There's "rhat Woman portant money, around $21,000. in- best stanza since opening more than 35-40)—'Sweethearts'
(M-G)
(2d
Again.'
'Paris Honeymoon' at the dicated.
Last week, 'Kentucky' two months ago. Fulton struggling wk). Moved here from State for exStanley is another disappointer.
(20th) and 'Up River' (20th), okay along with quick changes under tension of first-run. Still going along
at
profitable
cUp,
but
fortnight
run
$19,000.
Estimates for This Week
brutal product shortage and curOrpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40- rently marking time with 'His Excit- will be sufficient and it will move,
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—
'Topper' (UA).
Originally set to 55)—'Shining Hour' (M-G) and 'Dra- ing Night' and 'I Am a Criminal,' out after. Thursday (19). Fair $4,000
open last Thursday, release on the matic School* (M-G) (2d wk).. Aim- but second twin-bill site, the War- on heels of hefty $12,000 first week
fiick was pushed back at the last ing at very good $16,500. Last week ner, is pulling up a bit with well- at State. Last week, 'Hardy's' (M-G)
minute to Saturday (4). 'Opened smash $23,000.
liked dual of 'Thanks for the Mem- (3d wk), $5,000. big. after $0,000 and
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35- ory' and 'The Girl Downstairs.'
$7,000 first and second weeks.
well, however, despite snow and set
Gopher (Far-Singer) (998; 25)
Honeymoon'
(Par)
for better >than '$15,500. Last week; 40-55) ^"Paris
Estimates for This Week
'Heart North' (FN).
House has
'West Pomt' (UA), slated for only and 'Storm Bengal' (Rep) (2nd
Aivln (Harris)' (1,850; 25-35-50)— clicked since its opening. Good $3,600
Headed towards medium
five days of second sesh, forced into runs).
Last week, 'Going Places' 'Woman Again' (Col) and 'Chan' indicated. Last week, 'Blondie' (Col),
$8,500.
a full week, poor $7,100.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)— (WB) and 'Comet Broadway' (WB), (20th), Will have to struggle to $4,300, new high.
'

week and a .good

one, too.

—

'

.

—

'

'Zaza' (Par). Mediocre $15,500 in the
face of reviews and word-of-mouth,
although the title seeihs to be help-

$8,000, fair.

hearts' (M-G), in five days of third
week, clicked off $10,000, neat
Earle (WB) (2.758; 26-37-42-57-68)

$7,000,

^ Scollay

•

-

(M&P)

get even $4,800, doghouse gross here.

•

(2,538;

'

25-35-40'(Soing

50)—'Young Heart' (UA) and
(2nd run).
ing somewhat. Last week, 'Sweet- Places' (WB)
Models'

(RKO), big

$17,000.

$21,000.

United Artists (F-WC.)

(2,100; 30-

Fox (WB)

37-57-68-75)—

(2.423;

40-55)—'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Ferr JWpman Again* (C61). House condinand'' (RKO). Okay on moveover tinues to suffer this lap with helow
for $5,200. Last week. 'Sweethearts' $10,500. Last sesh, 'Artists and Models' (Par) very weak at just about
(MG), fine $5,400.
$10,000,
Wllshire (F-WO (2,296? 30-40-55
.Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)
65)—'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Ferdi
—'West Point' (UA) (2d run). Poor
nand' (RKQ). Kicking up big results
flick was pretty well milked
on moveover and should hit nifty $3,800;
by two weeks at Aldine, Last week:
Last week 'Sweethearts* 'Kentucky' (20th) (2d run),
$8,900.
so-sO
.

(MG), very good $7,300 6n move

over.

WNIiOOIf SAD

m

1
Buffalo,

Jan.

17.

'Son of Frankenstein,' at Lafayclimbing to a fine figure this
w6ek and should top everything else
in town.
iette, is

'Young

in

Heart,*

at

Buffalo,

Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68 )'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d run). Showing pretty fair strength with almost
$5,000 in view of two weeks and Ave
days at Boyd previously. Last week,
'Dawn Patrol' (WB) (2d run), not
bad at $5,100 iafter two laps at Stan
ley.'

'

'

.

(WB)
—Stanley
'Hdneymoon'." (Par).

37-57-68-75)
Following, in
the path of 'other recent musicals,
(2,flll6;

distinctly on"the downbeat with sorry
$11,000. Last week, 'Stand Up' (M
G), strong. $16,600.

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—
'King Underworld' (WB). Scarfare
thriller clicking solidly at $6,200 in
this pistol palace. Last week, 'News
boys Home' (UA), mediocre $4,700.

is

sluggish.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55 )—

'Young Heart' (U). Should see over
$10;000, fair. Last

$4,200.

week

'Sweethearts*
<M-G) (2d wk), four-day stanza for
this holdover got okay $8,000;

(Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—
Liner* (RKO) and 'Nancy
Drew' <WB); Looks gaited for neat
Last week 'Going Places*
$8,000.
(WB) and 'Devil's Island* (WB) (2d
wk), four days, $4,000, okay.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-SO)
So-so
'Paris Honeymoon' (Par).

Century

'Pacific

—

B'KLYN GOES FOR LOVE
'Sweetliearts'

Drawing Good

$20,000

'Underworld' Dual N.G. 14G
Brooklyn, Jan.
Principal

money

17,

getters in City. of

Churches are Loew's Metropolitan^
flashing 'Sweethearts,' and Fabian
with
'Dawn Patrol' and
Fox,
•Blondie.'

Disappointing are 'King

of Underworld',

and 'Swing,

Sister,

Swing' at Fabian Paramount,
Estimates for This Week
Albe© (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Kentucky

Last Week 'Dawn Patrol' (20th) and 'Chan' (20th). Satisfac
tory $17,000.
Last week, 'Wes
(WB), swell $11;000.
Hipp (Shea) (2,1007 25-40)—'West Point' (UA) and 'Road Demon'
With Hardys' (M-G) (2d run). Very (20th), okay $14iOOO.
Fox (4,089: 25-50)—'Dawn Patrol
Last week 'Kenucky'
nice $8,000.
<20lh) (2d run), six days highly satr (WB) and 'Blondie' (Col) (2d wk)
$7,500.

Isfactory^ $7,000.

Wayette

(Ind)

25-35)—
'Swing
and

(3,300;

(U)
TPrarikensteIn'
Cheer' (U). Plenty of life in this

which should

see. fine $11,000,

Xast week 'Spy Ring* (Col) and. 'Adventuress' (Col), nice $7;300.

Excellent $20,000 for ten days.
Met (3,618; 25-50)— 'Sweethearts
(M-G) and 'March of Time.' Will
bring in first-rate $20,000. Last week,
'School' (M-G) and 'Christmas Carol'

(M-G), good

Paramount

$16,000,
(4,126;

25-35-50)—'King

Last week, in six days, 'Kentucky'
(20th) grabbed

around
Fulton (Shea-HydeX

Okay

Last week, 'Artists and —'Exciting Night'
(Par) and 'Crooked Mile' Criminal' (Mono).

(Par), $6,200, fair.
SUte (Loew) (3,600;

'

faill.

Same Week

Last Year.....
$1,521,600
(Based on 23 cities, 158 theatres)

strange as

Rather
Boston, Jan. 17.
'Dawn Patrol,' 'Son of Frankenstein' and holdover of 'Shining Hour'
are all standouts this week. 'Vaude
and duals policy ac the Boston, at

25-35-40-55)—
.'Pacific Liner" (RKO).
WiU Os75)^<Trade Winds' (UA)- and 'Thanks borne and Phil Regaii on the boards. 'Shining Hour' (M-G) and 'Draimatic
Everything' (20th),. duaL Will wind Ck>mbo providing fairish week at School! (M-G), (2d wk). Indicates
up with- okay '$13,000. Last week $20,000. Last week, 'Going Places* around $12,000, very good. First
'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Ferdinand' (WB) and Bob Crosby band, okay week big $19,000.

•

including

last

outside opposition
similar period

than during any
within
memoryt

'

Panoses (Pan)
fSon

Horror Big 18G

Estimates for This

HURTS

tres, chie/ly first funs,

fi.Y.)

Boston (RKO)

IIG IN PHILLY;

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
65)-^'Kjng of Underworld' (WB) and
Heavy snowfall Friday, and Satur'Freshman Year' (U), dual. Looks
Last week 'Going day and drop In temperature over
hot at $7,500.
week-end
carrying
grosses down this
Places' <WB) and 'DeyU's Island^
(WB), fiive. days on second week, sesh. Although everything is pretty
well hit, there is still evidence, how$5,500.
they're picking 'em out,
.40-55) ever, that
Four Star (F-WC-UA)

!—*Pygmalion' (MG) (4th week).
Keeping up merry pace and headed
for sweet ^5,400. Third week ended
with good $5,900.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-'40-5565)— 'King Underworld* (WB) and
Treshman Year' (U), dual. Looks

Estimated Total Gross
This Week. . .
$1,485,300
(Based on 24 cities, 162 thea-

Total Gross

Same Week

M

Film houses here

more and tougher

Click in Boston;

Estimated Total Gross
...$300,000
This Week
(Based on 12 theatres)

fourth weeic
Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;
30-40-55-75)—'Trade Winds'
(UA)
and 'Thanks for Everjrthing* (20th).
dual. Okay $10,500 in prospect. Last
week 'Kentucky* (20th) and onereeler, 'Ferdinand the Bull' (Disney)

Minneapolis, Jan,

City Cirosses

, ,

Broadway Grosses

Total Gross

Key

for this

site

product

in

$10,000, good.
(1,700; 25-40)

(U)
It's

and

'Am

the miseries

lately, with no real
sight until 'Tailspin'

(20th), Feb, 10.
Not much
$2,0Qp. for current dual.

than

week

more
Last

'Chaser* (M-G), yanked after
four days to $1,000 and reissue *of
Valentino's 'Eagle* lasted only three
to awful $900,
Penn (Loew-UA) (3,300; 25-35-50)
—'Stand- Up' (M-G),
Looks like
Metro is overdoing the he-man stuff'
with Taylor; Paced for $13,500, not
too bad, but hardly good.
Last
week, 'Cowboy and Lady' (UA), also

Orpheum

(Par-Singer) (2,800; 25-

35-40)—'Kentucky' (20th). Lots of
kind words for this one. Strong exploitation campaign also helping.
Climbing toward okay $7,000. Runs
eight days. Last week, 'Dawn Patrol'
(WB). $9,000, big, eight days.
.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-3540)—'Zaza* (Par), Colbert slipping
here and mixed opinions on this one.
Will be fortunate' to reach light $5;500.
Last
week,
'Sweethearts*

(M-G), $12,000, very big.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Dead
End' (UA) (reissue).
House does
well with most reissues and this on*
breezing throiigh to fair $700. 'Orphans of Street' (Rep) replaces today (Tues.), Last week, 'Gangster^!
Boy* (Mono), $1,700 in 16 days, good.
under $14,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)-^-^
Senator (Harris) (1,800; 25-35-50) 'Shining HOur' OI-G) split with
—'Kentucky' (2pth).
Moved here 'Great Waltz' (M-G). First nabe
Good $3,000 in prospect.
after hefty session at Alvin. Headed' showings.
for around $4,500, best figure this Last week, 'Can't Take If (Col),
house has enjoyed since it opened $3,500, big.
World (StefTes) (350: 25-35-40-55)
in November, and flicker will hold
for another week, moving back ^'Man Remember* (RKO).
Critics
'liady Vanishes! (GB).- Last week, have fallen all over feelves in boostreissue of '20th Century' (Col) and ing this one and customers also are
Detroit, Jan. 17.
singing
praises.
'Storm
Over
its
in
Bengal'
House
tripled
(Rep),
and
letdown
poor
holdovers
Coupla
usual newspaper display advertising
product strength spells so-so biz $1,900.
'Stanley -(WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)— appropriation and went all the way
here.
Both 'Sweethearts,' at UA,
and 'Kentucky,* at Adams, are doing 'In French' (Par) and Hal Kemp's in selling it. Big $3,000 indicated.
Weather giving Kemp the Last week, 'To the Victor' (GB)*
okay by themselves on third stanzas. band.
'There's That Woman Again,' plus bum's rush this week.
At present $600, poor.
'Gang Busters' radio program on pace will have a tough time beating
stage, headed for pretty lean session $19,000, fair enough, but a disap- 'Stt^nd Up and Fight' is fancy at th«
pointment because of original ex- Lincoln.
ait the Fox.
pectations.
Last week 'Artists and
Estimates for This Week
Re-lighting starts (20) when the
Adams (Balabaki) (1,700; 30-40)— Models' (Par) and Phil Regan-Block Liberty comes back as a dual feaSully-Fuzzy Knight, n.s.g, at un- ture house, one change
'Kentucky* (20th). (2d run) (2d wk)
a week. Will
plus 'Spy Ring' (Col). Former flick- der $15,000.
make Only three dark houses, and
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)— the Orpheum is to open soon, about
er, after smash sesh at Fox, moved
here for two big stanzas. About $3,- 'Thanks Memory' (Par) and. 'Girl Feb. 15. Both these spots have been
800 currently, following big $5,200 Downstairs' (M-G). Kicking in with decorating.
last week coupled with 'Mr. Moto' nice $5,100, considerably better than
Estimates for This Week
house usually does with twinners.
(20th).
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750;
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)— Last week 'Sweethearts' (M-G), 10-15)— 'Wild Horse Canyon' (Mono)
from
Penn, big $8,400.
'Woman Again' (Col) .with 'Gang
and 'Daredevil Drivers' (WB), split
Busters' radio drama heading stage
with 'Rhythm Saddle* (Rep) and
show. Blizzard no help and lucky
'Blondes Work* (WB). Okay $1,000.
to get $16,000.
Last week swell
Last week, 'Frontier Scout' (GN)
$30,000 for 'Blondie' (Col) plus Joan 'Angels' Given a Hypo
and '100 Faces' (GB), split with
Davis heading vaude.
'Loved Fireman' (WB) and 'BuckaMichigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
roo' (Mono), fairish $900.
In Lincoh,
$5,000
30-40-65)—'Zaza' (Par) plus 'Girl
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10Downstairs' (M-G). Figures f jr okay
25-35)—'Stand Up' (M-G).
First
Last week 'Young Heart'
$14,000.
Lincoln, Jan, 17.
single in a long time. Biz excellent.
(UA) and 'Going Places' (WB) got
'Angels' looks heavenly at the $3,800.
Last week, 'Tough Guys'
only fair $12,800.
b.o.
Sprinted from the start with (U) and 'Kildare'
(M-G), good
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,- fastest first hour pace ever clocked $3,500.
30-40-50)—'Fate' (M-G) plus by the house. Opening day was also
000;
Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-25'Stand Accused' (Par). Headed for speeded by stage trick; Pat O'Brien 40)—'Kentucky' (20th). Going at a
Last week 'King of was interviewed from the stage via speed which shouldn't stop before
$4,500, bad.
Underworld' (WB) and 'Torchy' long distance telephone by Mayor touching $4,500, dandy. Last week,
Oren Copeland and Barney Oldfield, 'Dawn Patrol* (WB), neat $4,100.
(WB), okay $6,500.
United Artist*} (United Detroit) newspaper critic, conversations beVarsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25ing amplified both ways for the audi- 35)—'Angels' (WB).
(2,000; 30-40-65)— 'Sweethearts' (MZoomed from
G) (3d wk.). Expecting $6,000. okay ence.
the minute the wicket opened. Will
following neat sessions of $11,000 and
Biz all over town is on the upbeat. run close to $5,000, which will make
Will put out Thursday 'Kentucky' is doing -pretty well at it a "cinch h.o. Last week, 'White
$18,000.
the Stuart, and Robert Taylor's Banners' (WB), okay $2,400.
(19).

lifoman'-Vaude

Poor 16G; Blizz

'

Crimps Det.B<0.

•

&

Wor

•

.

TTedhesday, January

PICTURE GROSSES

1939

18,

"

'

-

VARIETY

and Frankie Masters' band moving

CROSBY-TRENCH

mm

OKAY

slowly at the vaudfilm Lyric.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-DoUe) (1,100; 25-3040) 'Paris Honeymoon' (Par) and
•Secrets Nurse' (U>, This twin biU,
mo.ved oyer from an okay week at
;he Indiana, is in red ink at $1,900.
Last week, 'Tom Sawyer' (Par) and

Remember'

'Man

INWASE

Damage

Storm's

'

—

(RKO),

$1,700,

floppo.-

Cirele

(2,600; 25-30-

(Katz-Dolle)

40)—'Kentucky'

(20th)

and 'Down

Farm' (20th) (3d wk). Fourth week
of its run, and attracting attention

Snowstorms

Beery-Taylor Plus Ulemory' Fine

affecting a larg^

part of the country, including
the entire east and New England, cut into grosses seriously
Friday (13) and held down Satiirday business also.
The storm tangled traffic and
the accompanying discomfort reduced business 10-20% below
normal.

inFrisco:1)lfi
'Crooked Mile' (Par) and 'Annabel'
(RKO). Average $2,300. Last week,
•Flirting Fate' (M-G) and Taylor
Trent's 'Harlem on Parade' unit. $2,700, poor.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—
Fair $5,000.
'Going Places' (WB).
Last week, 'Dawn Patrol* (WB), good

with a tak^ of $4,800. Pic originally,
Washington, Jan. 17.
opened at Indiana for a week and'
Things are up and down this week, then moved
to Circle. Last yreek's
with cold and snow on openihg day gross of $7,200 was almost as good as
(13) canceling the effect of the ad'West Point' (UA). Lacks names and $5,800.
the first week's take.
25-35-40)—
Plaza
(Stan)
(750;
vance ballyhoo on pictures. Such a
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30- biz is poor at $4,000. Last week,
basis puts a vaude spot out in front,
Dawn Patrol' (2d week). Headed
40)^'Zaza' (Par) and 'Chan* (20th). 'Woman Again' (Col) and 'Spy Ring*
French'
plus
Bob
It
in
'Say
for nice $2,500. Last week, ^West
with
(Col), nine days, fair $6,000.
Tair, but somewhat disappointing at
okay
gettingrettfms.
Crosby's orch
Music Box (Hanirick-Evergreen) with Hardys* (M-G) (3d week), okay
'Cowboy and the Lady' leads straight $5,500. Last week, 'Paris Honey- (850; 32-37-42)—'Sweethearts' (M- $2,100.
moon' (Par) and 'Secrets Nurse'
pix spots.
State (Noble) (1,100; 25-35-40)—
G. extended run from Fifth Avenue.
'Son of Frankenstein' doing firm (U), $7,700, good.
'Gangster's Boy' (Mono). Nice $4.Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40) Expect big $3,000. Last week, 'Ken- 000. Last week, 'My Heart' (UA),
biz at Keith's, which recently, cleaned
tud^' (20th) and 'Spring Madness'
—'Cowboy
and
Lady'
(UA)
and
combo.
'Frankenstein'-'Dracula'
on
okay $3,000.
up
'Burn Up O'Connor' (M-G), ^ In (M-G), sound $3,200.'
Estimates for This Week
Tower, (Stan) (1,000; 25-35-40)—
Orpheum
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
leavy sugar at $9,800,' dandy. Last
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 25-35-40-66)
Stand Up' (M-G) (2d weejc). Looks
(2,600; 32-37-42)—'Son Frankenstein*
—'Artists and Models' (Par) and week also good at $5,300 on 'Sweetnice at $2,500. Last week, "Listen,
'Exciting
(U)
and
(U),
dual,
Night'
vaude. No-name vaude leaving pic hearts' (M-G) in second week.
Darling' (M-G), $1,900, poor.
Lyric (Olson) (1,900: 25-30-40)— six days. Good $5,500 mainly on kid
wallowing toward weak $14,000.
trade.
Last week, 'Dawn Patrol'
Last week, 'West Point' (UA) and 'Devil's Island* (WB) and Frankie (WB) and Thanks Memory' (Par>,
orch
on
Masters'
stage.
Latter
billed
figure.
with
same
finished
vaude
big- at $5,700 in second week.
Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 25-40)— over film in ads, but take is t>oor,
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16^27Last week, 'Going Places'
•With the Hardys* (M-G) (2d run). $8,500.
37-42)—'Storm Bengal' (Rep) .plus
Return downtown after nice stay at ;WB) and vaude headlining Gang vaude. El Brendel headlining. LatCapitol wiU get swell $6,000. Last Busters, light $8,300.
ter responsible for good $5,000. Last
week, 'Young Heart' (UA) (2d run),
week, 'Harvest Moon' (Rep) and
same figure.
^ ^
'Outlaws Streets' (Rep), plus vaude,
25-35-40-66)—
:

,

.

Cleve. Biz Blotto;

.

Earle

(WB)

'In French'

Joan Davis

(2.216;

(Par) and vaude.

Bob

Crosby t)rch only vaude name in

town and helping combo

$5,400, big.

Sothern-Pryor

into lead

with oke $17,000. Last week. 'Honeymoon' (Par) can thank Ken Murray-Gene Austin stage bill for surprisingly steady build to big $21,500.

Up Touglnes' In

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)— Son
Frankenstein' (U). Same house which
recently, did nicely with 'Frankenstein'-'Dracul^i' combo revival is taking sequel for oke $8,000.. Last week,
-Pacific Liner' (RKO), $5,000.

Balto to $13j

(WB)

(1,600;

Up

25-40)—'Spy
and will

spot's alley

Last week,
Devirs Island' (WB), big $6,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 35-55)—
'Cowboy and Lady' (Par). SatisfacLast week, 'Sweettory $13,000.
hearts' (M-G) (2d week), strong
average' $4^00.

get

$12,000.

WEEHS

PIFTS 'STORM'

OVER

IN K. C, $11,300

Kansas City, Jan. 17.
Holdovers are in the spotlight for
second week running, films being retained at three of six first-run
houses.
'Stand Up and Fight' with
combo of Beery-Taylor for the marquee, putting Midland out in front
with room to spare. House is back
to duals after two weeks of singling
'Sweethearts.'

Baltimore, Jan.

17.

down

after bullish holiday takings.
'Son of Frankenstein' is sending'
Keith's into best figure in moons.
Combo Hipp, taking full advantage
of flesh to bolster 'Little Tough Guys
in Society' and h.o. of March of Time
release of current 'The Refugee,' isbreezing into town's lead, followed
by 'Stand Up and Fight' at Loew's
Century.
Estimates for This Week

—

Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-2535-40-55)—'Stand Up' (M-G) plus
sta^ flash headed by h.o. of Ken
Wmtmer. Holding up nicely at steady
$11,000. Last week, second of 'Sweethearts' (M-G), big $10,800 after boom
opener to $19,200.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;

—

15-25-35-40-55-66)
'Little
Tough
Guys' ,(U) with strong stage lineup

Biz Skids in Icy
Cincy, but 'Zaza

Getting Hot lOG
17.

Memory'

which Bob Hope

in

is

Popularity of
reason.

is

Other newcomers on the street are
'Secrets of a Nurse,' at (]r0lden Gate;
at United Artists, and
'Dark Rapture' and 'Blondie,' at
Orpheum. All are doing fairly well.
Estimates for This Week

Trad^ Winds,'

Fox

(F-WC)

35-55-75)—

(5,000;

'Stand Up' (M-G) and 'Thanks

Mem-

Beery and Taylor in
ory' (Par):
their first picture together; Bob
Hope also hiked to stardom in .'Memory.'
Week looks sweet at $20,000.
Last week (2d), 'Kentucky' (20th)
and 'Chan* (20th). fair $10,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,830; 35-55)
'Secrets liTurse' (U) and vaude. Biz
definitely up this week. Aiming at
$15,000. Last week, 'Gangster's Boy'

(Mono) and vaude, good

Orpheum (F&M)

$14,500.
(2,440; 35-55)—

Rapture' (U) and 'Blondie*
^Expecting to grab around
Last week
$8,000, which isn't bad.

'Dark

(Col).

(8th), 'Can't
$7,000 during
tional run.

Take
final

good

(Col),

It'

of sensa-

stint

Paramount (F-WC)

,

(2,740;

35-55-

(WB) and 'King

Underworld' (WB) (2d wk). Fair
$7,000. Last week. $12,000; good.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470;
75)—'Kentucky' (20th) and
(20th). Moveover from Fox.

35-85-

Alhambra

—'Lady

(Printz)

10-20-

(1,200;

Vanishes'
and 'Last
English pic got best
notices of week and drawing extra
heavy crowds; good $4,800. Last
week 'No Greater Glory' (Col) and
35)

than expected at $5,000.

.

Laughton-Lancliester

(U).

Wow $9,000 in Mont'l

Montreal, Jan. 17..
Burg's heaviest snowfall in two 'Come and Get It', (UA), revivals,
Palace, in third Session of 'Sweetyears, plus city hall warning that fair $2,200 in split session.
hearts,' still string currently and
motorists stay oft icy streets. ,front
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42^55) is pacing for
$6,000 after excellent
paged by dailies and bulletined by
Shift-over from
'Blondie' (Col).
$8,000 last wegk.
Princess, with
local radio stations, smothered pic Palace getting only
$2,500, poor.
'Beachcomber,' took nearly $5,000
biz over the week-end>
'Kehtucky' (20th) last week garnered first three dayS| including
Elsa LanCurrent top grosser is 'Stand Up miserable $2;000.
chester's personal Friday (13), and
and Fight' at the Palace, yet figure
Hipp (Warner) (3.700; 30-35-42-55) points to big
Rest
$9,000 or near.
is disappointing on score of weak
'Son of Frankenstein' (U). A bit
femme tug. Albee's take on 'Zaza' too corny for this stand and just a spotty.
Estimates for This Week .„
is okay.
Last week
fill-in at $9,000, mild.
His
50r$2:50
Majesty's
(CT)
(1,600;
Vaudfilm Shubert is rackmg up 'Woman Again' (Col), so-so $10,000.
plus tax). Gaby Morlay, Six days in
good returns On 'Down on the Farm,'
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55) two Bernstein plays.
Legit... Adand bill headlined by Red S.kelton,
'Dramatic School' and Joan Davis
for week- heading vaude show. Latter is the vance sales fair. Good opening night
who recently joined
Saturday (14).
ly network stanza.
high-pressure part of bill. SatisfacPalace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
Estimates for This Week
tory $16,000 and could go higher if 'Sweethearts'
(M-G) (3d week).
Albee (RKO) (3^300; 35-42)—'Zaza' weather were right.
Last week
(Par),
Okay $10,000. Last week 'Blondie' (Col) plus Hal Kemp's Likely good $6,000 after very satisfactory $8,000 last week.
'Dawn Patror (WB)i very good band, nice $15,500.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 23-45-55)—
$12,000.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55) 'Dawn Patrol' (WB),
Hitting fair
35-42)—
Capitol (RKO)
(2,000;
'Zaza' (Par). Having trouble from
•Kentucky' (20th) (2d wk) (2d run). start to get $10,000, n. g. Last week biz and may end up with $5^,000.
Last
week 'Dramatic School' (M-G>
Last we-/ ; terrific 'Stand Up' (M-G) had action and
Great $5,000,
and 'Flirting Fate' (M»G), off at
$9 000
name-strength, but still under par $3,500.

—

'Kentucky* goes into third straight headed by Roger Pryor orch and p.a.
at both Esquire and Uptown of Ann Sothern, plus added interest
and will finish out 23-day run. Set in h.o. of current March of Time's
to move next week, giving way to 'The Refugee', leading town with
'Jesse James,' a natural for these okay $13,000. Last week, 'Pacific
parts and certain of an extended run. Liner' and vaude (RKO), good $13,Tower is doing nicely, with Ted 600.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 15Weems' orch the attraction.
Managers concerned' about trend 25-35-40-55)—'Son of Frankenstein*
of biz past couple of weeks, which (U). Hitting strong pace for biggest
take
in weeks, $8,000. Last week,
have seen good week-end turnouts
with decided' dropping off last days 'Heart North' (Par), n.s.g. $4,100.
New (Mechanic) (1.558; 15-25-35warm 55)—
of
week.
Unseasonably
'Kentucky' (20th) (3d wk.). Just
weather is figured as one important
factor, but not the complete explana- fair at $3,000 after goodly total of
tion. Rain turning to snow over the $8,400 for previous brace.
Stanley
(WB) (3.250; 15-25-35-40current weekend hindered some55)—'Paris Honeymoon' (Par). Mild
what.
'PamU^ (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
going to possible $9,000. Last week,,
EflllnuUcs for This Week
•White Zombi*' (BF), 'While New
Esquire and Uptown (Fox Mid- second session for 'Dawn Patrol' York Sleeps' (20th), split. Normal
(W-B), fell off some at $7,900 after
west) (820 and 1,200; 10-25-40)
Same 'last wpek*with 'Ben$2,000.
•Kentucky' (20th) Od wk). Pace in- rosy opener to $15,200.
gal' (Rep) and 'Broadway Musket-

week

17,

17.

'Chan*
Better
Last week
(3d), 'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and. 'Up
River' (20th), strong $6,000.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-'
55-65)—'Trade Winds' (UA).
At
so-so week when slush is making $8,000 will be lucky to go two weeks.
Last
week (3d), 'My Heart' (UA)r
nose-dive.
take
a
all others
mildish
$5,500.
'Zaza' is going so slow at Loew's
Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)
State it won't rate a move-over to
Stillman. Hipp also sluggish with -'Sweethearts' (M-G) and Robert
'Son of Frankenstein,' which will Benchley short (3d wk). Will gel
hardly hit the average mark. Sonja around $7,000, good. Last week (2d),
Henie's ice revue at Arena made okay $10,000.
competish over week-end.
Estimates for This Week

Warning

Cincinnati. Jan.

the

being played up big.
Hope's new air show

75)-^'Going Places'
Cleveland, Jan.

For the first time in about three
Okay $2,500 in sight. Last moons RKO's Palace, the last strongweek, 'Certain Age' (U) and 'Stand hold of vaude here, is taking top
Accused* (Rep), plus 'Ferdinand' money. Joan Davis, film comedienne,
(RKO),. $2,400, good.
the flesh asset that's- shoving
is
Dramatic School' up to $16,000. It's
not a record figure, but smart for a

Libertar.

Downtowners here are holding a
moderate pace following general l^t^

'School/ Nice 16G

Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—
'Can't Take It' (Col) and 'Mr. Wong'
(Mon), former after long run at

.

Met

Ring'' (Col).

Paramount (Hamrick -Evergreen)
(3,039; 32-37-42)—'Stand Up' (M-G)
and 'JNancy Drew' (WB), five days,
second week. Leveling at $3,000,
okay. Last week, same film, $8,800,

San Francisco, Jan.

Wallace Beery-Robert Taylor outdoor action film, 'Stand Up and
Fight,' is the outstanding grosser on
Market street this week. On the
same bill is Paramount's 'Thanks for

WLW

'

—

,

—

•

—

..

—

dicates

.

$5J5()0; added to last
first nine days'

good

eers'

week's $6,500 and
$9,500, total is

very good.

Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)
—'Stand Up' (M-G) and 'Girl Downstairs' (M-G). House, back to double
after interlude of two weeks.
Getting big $13,800. Last week (2d),
•Sweethearts' (M-G), $8,000, good.

Brendel-'Bengal'

Good

riin).

$5,000

in Seattle

bills

Newman

(Paramount)

(1,900;

10-

25-40)—'Dawn Patrol* (WB) (2d wk).
Medium at $5,000. Last week, $8,200,
.fine.

Orphenm (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)
(RKO) and 'Comet
Broadway' (WB), with March of
—'Pacific Liner*

Time. So-so at $4,800. Last week,
•Going Places' and 'Marry' (RKO),
registered fairly well at $5,200.
Tower (Fox Mid-west) (2,050; Itt25-40)—'Storm' (U) and Ted Weems'
orch on stage. Drawing power here
contained in stage show and looks for
good week at $11,300. Last week,
•Chan' (20th) with Ina Ray Hutton

band on

SNOW

stage, $9,700, satisfactory.

ICES INDPLS.

'ZAZA'

B.O.;

DUAL FAIR 5iG

Seattle, Jan. 17.
Bob-tailed weeks at some of the
first-runs prevail so as to bring bade
regular .change dates, upset over

Heavy

snows

and ice-covered
pavements hmdered flrst-run- houses
here over the weekend, retarding
grosses a bit.

'Cowboy and the Lady,' at Loew's,
managing to withstand the onslaught
of the first wintry weather of the
season by pacing to a substantial
gross to lead the downsown theatres
^ily. 'Zaza* faring moderately at
the Indiana, while 'Devil's Island'

(RKO)

Okay

(1,200;

(M-G)
$2,700.

(5th

25-40)—

wk)

Last

(3d

week,

fourth, big $4,000.
Keith's (Lrbsdn) (1,500; 35-42)—
'Dawn Patrol' (WB) (2d run). N.s.h.
$3,500. Last week 'Girl Downstairs'

(M-G), okay $4,500.
35-42)—
Lyric
(RKO)
(1,400;
'Trade Winds' (UA) (2d run). Nice
Last week 'Crooked Mile'
$4,800.
New Year's.
(Par) and 'Flirting Fate' (M-G).
Palomar steps into limelight with
personal by El Brendel. Biz is good. split, sad $2,500.
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen) 'Stand Up' (M-G). Femme response
disappointing).
Below expectations
(850; 32-37-42)— 'Dawn Patrol' (WB)
and 'Thanks Memory' (Par), dual, at $10,500. Last week 'Trade Winds'
moveover from Orpheum for third (UA). excellent $13,500.
Shnbert
(RKO)
(2,150; 35-40-60)—
week. Headed for big $2,900. Last
week. 'West with Hardys' (M-G) 'Down Farm' (20th) and vaude,
and 'Man Remember' (RKO), big topped by Red Skelton. Good $11,000.
Last week 'Swing, Sister'
$2,000, six days of fourth week.
Coliseum
(Hamrick-Evergreen) (RKO) and Henry Busse's orch, fair
(1,900; 21-32)— 'Suez' (20th) and 'Lis- $10,500.
ten, Darling' (M-G), dual, six days.
Hitting around $3,300, good. Last
week. 'Waltz' (M-G) and 'Touch- Topper's Trip' Forte
down Army' (Par), six days, slow
$1 800

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
'Frontier Scout' (GN) and 'Danger
Air' (U). dual. split with 'Prison
'

Indianapolis, Jan. 17.

(WB), separate.

Grand

'Sweethearts'

Break' (U) and 'Booloo' (Par). Expected $2,000, okay. Last week, 'Red
River Range' (Rep) and 'Federal
Manhunt' (Rep), dual, split with
'Weekend' (GB) and 'Gang BuUets'
(Mono), $1,900, fair.
Fifth

Avenue

(Hamrick-Ever-

32-37-42)—'Trade
green)
(2.349;
Winds' (UA) and 'In French' (Par),
Big $7,500. Last week, 'Sweethearts'
(M-G) (2d week), big $6,200.
Liberty (J-vH) (1.800; 21-32-42)-

$5,800

in

Oklahoma

City

Oklahoma City, Jan. 17.
'Topper Takes a Trip' getting hefty
at Criterion,
with 'Croing
$5,800
Places' doing around $5,000 at Midwest. 'Dawn Patrol' shifted to Plaza
for second week.
'Gangster's Boy'
pulling good $4,000 at State.
Estimates for This Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)
-'Topper' (UA). Breezing for nifty

at $13,000.

Stillman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42Shifted from
State for a second try, but no more

55)—'Stand Up' (M-G).

than average $4,000 in sight. Last
week 'Sweethearts' (M-G), h.o.,
banged through with fine $7,000, on
heels of $23,500 at State.

(CT)

Princess

'Beachcomber'

.

(2,300,' 2|Jj34.IS0>—

(far)

and 'Bulldd^

Drummond'

(Par). Ddubled house
average opening day. getting $1,300
and on week should be $9,000 or

Horror-Tough Guy'

Good $6,000

in

Portland, Ore., Jan, 17.
'Stand Up and Fight' is a b. o.
for Parker's UA, while another

(2.000; 30-35-

(U) and
Strong exploita-

Last week, 'La Soeur Blanche' and

heavy winner is 'Zaza' at HamrickEvergreen Paramount.
'Sweethearts' went to the Mayfair
from the UA for a fourth week.
is

doing big biz with 'Son

of Frankenstein.'

Estimates for This

Broadway
40)

—'Son

(Parlcer)

Week

Frankenstein'

'Tough Guys' (U).
tion building this

combo

to big $6,-

week 'Trade Winds' (UA)
and 'Girls Probation' (WB) (2d wk),
closed for okay $4,700. First week
000.

Last

bis.

$8,700.

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,30-35-40)—'Sweethearts' (M-G)
wk).
Good $2,500, following
three big weeks at UA. Last week

500;
(4th

Patrol' (WB) and 'Blondie'
(Col)
(3d wk), following two at
the Paramount, closed for okay $2,-

'Dawn
200.

Orphenm (Hamrick - Ev rgreen)
30-35.40)—'Honeymoon' (Par)
and 'Adventures Sahara' (Col), Nice

(1,800;

$5,000.

Patrol' (20th) and 'Exciting Night?
(20th) n.g., $3,000.
Orphenm (Ind) (1,150; 25-40-SO)—
'West Point' (UA) and 'Doodle*

(RKO) (2d week). Do not expect
better than $1,500 currently after
mediocre $2,000 last week.
Cinema de Paris (France-Filtn)
(600; 25-50)—'Prisons de Femmes.*
Possible $2,000, fair. Last week, second stanza of 'Katia,' $1,500, good
enough.
St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300^2034)—'Lumieres de Paris' and 'Radio

.

wOw

Broadway

very big.'Last,we9k 'Submarine

close,

Port

Last week 'Kentucky' (20th)
and 'Marry' (RKO) (2d wk) good
Last week, 'Stand Up' (M-G), $3,700.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
very hefty $6,400.
Liberty (Stan) (1;200; 20-25)— (3,000; 30-35-40 >-i^'Zaza' (Par) 'and

$5,800.

Loew's (CT) (2,800; 25-34^0)—
'Spring Meadows' (M-G) and vaude.
Nice opening house and good weekend may build up to good $6,000.
Last week 'Storm* (U) and vaude,
~
below average at $8*700.

Vedette.'
'Les

May

Nouveaux

'New York

«ross $5,500,
Riches,'

Sleeps'

good

good.
$5,000,

Answer-

(20th).

ing to exploitation for big $5,500.
Last week 'Artists and Model' (Pdr)
and 'Spy Ring' (Col), good enough
$4,700.

RlvoU

(Indie)

20-25)—

(1,100:

'Alexander' (20th) and 'Touchdown
Army' (Par). Better than average
for this house; strong at $2,000. Last
week 'Lucky Star' (20th) and 'Sing
Sinners' (Par), average $1,900.
United Artists (Parker) (1.000; 3035-40)—'Stand Up' and 'Girl Down«
stairs' (M-G).
Big winner at $5,505.
Last week 'Sweethearts' (M^G) (dd
wk), connected for strong $3,900 and
moved to Mayfair. First two wcdks

piled

up gr^at

'

$13,0flfl.-

.
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Payne, follow in footsteps of their
father as navy men. Brent is an air
pilots while Payne, dissatisfied as a

Son of Frankenstein
Hollywood, Jan. 14:
V
UntverBBl release of Rowland V. Lee
production.
Features Basil Bathbone,

submarine

enisign, gets

Miniature Reviews

a transfer to

the air branch.

SorlB-Karloff, Bela Lugosl. Lionel, Atwtll,
Payne is followed, through course
Josephine Hutchinson. Directed by Rowland y. Lee.
Original Screenplay by of instruction as fiying cadet at PenWmiB Cooper; sUBgested by story ^tit- sacola,- graduate^ and gets San Diego
ten In 1816 by: Mary Wotlstbnocraft assignment for duty. At latter staiEhelley. Camera, George Robinson; editor,
Ted Kent; asst. director, Fred tion, he gets training in handling the
Frank. At Pantages, Jan. 13, '38. Run- 14-ton; :twin-mbtOred PBY-2 bombning time: 94 mlns.
ers, 'and is -finally assigned to mass
Saron TWolf" von Frankenstein,
flight squadron bound for Honolulu.

Frankenstein'
(U)t
Monsfer returns in shocker that
will attract where audiences like

'Son

'

thrills

.Borl?' KarloR
...Bela Lugosl
.Lionel -AtirlU

Krogh.

i:isa von Frankenstein,
.Tosephlne Hutoblnson
^eter von Frankenstein. .Donnle' Dunagen
Amelia...
...Brnma Dunn
Senson..
Edgar Norton
Fritz
Perry Ivlns
,:
Surgohiaster ^
Lawrence Grant
.°.
Xiang.
'.Lionel Belmore
.

.

.

.

,

Ewald Keumuller.'.
Urs. NeumuUer •

. ,

,

.Michael

Mark

.Caroline

Cook

.
.

, , .

«

.

von

fGUstoLv

fiurghers.

\

SeVffertltz

Lorlmer Jqhnson

ITom

JRIcketts

Typical chiller developed on risigulatioh formula, 'Son of Frankenstein'
vrill attract substantial business in
those houses where audiences like
their melodrama istrong and weird.
Rather' strong material for the top
keys, picture stih will garner plenty
of bookings in the secondary first
runs along the main stem. Value of
latest Frankenstein feature has recently been enhanced through reis-»
$ues Of former pictures in the series.
Boris Karloff's man-made monster
Is revived «in the .castle of Frankenstein to provide tnaterial for another
adventure 'Of the ogre. Basil Rathbone, son of the scientist-creator, returns from America to the family
estate, becomes intrigued with the
dormant ogre and revives him with
idea of changing the brute nature
within. But before experiments can
be. accomplished, monster terrifies
everyone, and is eventually tossed
into the boiling sulphur pit for apparent lasting destruction.
Most of the surprise elements
necessary for a shocker are utilized
to build audience suspense. There
are secret passages and panels; surprise opening of doors and welltimed sound effects to further create
tense interest. Photography is held
at low key lighting, employing several shadow effects to further spooky

After Brent quit? the service through
injuries' sustained in a crash, Payne
resigna to put his brother's newly
designed plane 'through successful
pdwer dive for naval authorities.
Payne then gets reinstatement for
the Honolulu trip.' Nicely interwoven, and kept rather incidental,
is romance between Brent and Olivia
die Havilland; with- girl falling in
love with the-, younger brother and
Brent stepping grdcefuUy aside at
the finish.
Picture is studded with numerous
eye-filling sequences of flying against
beautiful cloud formations. Navy air
forces extended fullest cooperation
and. all facilities for presentation of
the aerial defenses being maintained
by that branch .of the service. Routine of instruction, covers seaplanes,'
landplanes, blind, flying, formation;
bombing, bomber warding off attack
of pursuit planes, and general in'sight into operation and equipment
of the various aircraft in the service.
It's showmanship presentation of
the naval flying service, and decidedly interesting to the public. Picture slows up in spots, especially
whei) ,switch .is made from the flying
maneuvers to. 'development of the
dramatie thi'ead of the story. Ifs of
minor, consequence, and easily overlooked.
>
Frank McHqgh is in to provide
comedy relief, and handles job in
capable fashion!: His first solo flight
at Peasacola, routined for laughs, is
a standout. George Brent vigorously
handles the .role of the' flying veteran, over^adowing the rather restrained portrayal of iJohn Payne.
iss de Havilland is the proper love
nterest, and balance b£ cast is of

type, picture is
•well mounted, nicely directed, and
Includes cast of capable artists. Karloff has his monster in former groove

as the big and powerful brute who
crushes and smashes victims. Basil
Rathbone carries the title spot; Bela

mad

Cripple who
guides the monster on murder forays.
Lionel Atwill is prominent as village inspector of police, in on the
final destruction of the monster.
is

the

.

:

ligh, standard.
Camera "work, fn addition to fine
by Arthur Edeson, includes excellent air .protography by Elmer

job.

.'and some outstanding process
work.' Direction by LlOyd Bacon is
okay, and general production is of
top rating thiroughout.

Dyer,

'

and weird reactions.
For offering of its

IjUgosi

-.

Sfiiiasliing

the Spy Ring

Columbia production an^'-^releiiae.'. Features -Ralph Bellamy, Fay'* Wtay, Regis
Toopiey, Ann Doran. Directed; m- Christy
Cabonne, ".Screenplay by Arthur^ T. Herman', .Dorrelt McGowan and 'StUart B. McGo wan; -from'. story by Do^roU McGowan
and Stuart E, McGowan; <muBlc, M. W.
.Stoloff;' camera^ -Allen G. 3Iegler; editor,
.

Jan.

'

,

Johnson.........
Mrs; Baxter.....

Hollywood, Jan,
Warner

Bros,

release

12.

CosmojioUtan

of

(Lou Edelmnn) production. Features George
Brent, Olivia de Havlljand, John Payne,
Frank McHugb. Directed by Lloyd Bacon,
Original and. screenplay by Michael Fes4dvlBer, Lt; Commander
Sease, IT. S.- N.; camera, Arthur
Edeaon; aerial photography, Elmer TDyer;

ter.

Technical

.

Hugh

.

director, Richard May^)erry; editor,George Amy. Previewed at
Hollywood
'30.
Running .time? 88 rolns.
Cass Harrlngtol).;
George Brent
Irene Dale
llvla de Havlltahd
Jerry Harrington.... ........... John Payne
Beat Allen
4. .Fl-ank.McHugh

asst.

WB

Jan. 11,

Commander Clark

.John Lltol

Lt, Parsons.
..VIbtor Jory
Prologue Speaker.
enry O'Neill
©an Morrison.
RIdgely
. .John
;
I-t. Harry Whitt...
....John Gallaudet
InRtructor. . ...
. ..Donald
Brtggs
Ted Parsons, i , ; . , .
.Edgar Edwards
.First Flight inslnictoE....... Regis Toomey
J^rmando Costa.......
.....Albert Morln

Commandant'

t.\
».

Max

Drilling Otflcfer

Hortmaii
..Alan Davis

Pilot,

.....Larry

,

Williams

Timely aiid topicial in presentation
of the U. Si NaVal air forces anc
training of flyets tof service, 'Wihgs
of the Navy' is a conVincer \o mould
publie. opinion and support, in favor

•

of current Government plans for
wide expansion of American air de
fense forces. Educational in pictur
in% the extensive Pensacola and San
Diego naval air stations and latest
types of water and land planes in
use, picture still carries plenty of
entertainment and audience interest
*Wings of the Navy' will give a gooc
xiccount of itself at boxoffices in the,
Icey$, and looks like a healthy grosser for the subsequents and £malter
.

operations,

;

Carrying the Cosmopolitan brand
name, which gets the Hearst advertising and publicity campaign as an

many

asset In

large

cities,

picture

packs plenty of

exj>Ioitatidn tieups
to materially assist in getting extra
money. Main attraction to the pic-

Jnslde.into training of naval
cadet^; the extensive Navy air statiooft at 'PensacQlii and San Diego;
to^hef With intimate demonstrations of th6 latest equipment and
plianes in the navy hangars.
Story, rather routine in unfolding
between displays of the seadog aircraft, is of secondary interest. Two
brother^ George Brent imd John.

ture

Is

.

Navy'

(WB).

dualler

melo-;,'

drama; light on names.
'Boy SlaVes' (RKO),; Overdra-.
matic preachment devoid of entertainment. For the duals.

Lincoln in the White

House
COLOB)

(IN

Warnfer Bros, featurette In Tecbnicolor
Features Frank McGlynn, Sr. Directed by
William. McQann; screenplay, Charles ll
Tedford. At Radio City Muslo Hall, N, Y
'

week Jan, 12, '30.
Cast; McGlynn, DlckU Mooro. ,Tohn HnrRaymond Brown, ErvlUe Aldereon.
Running time: 2S°jp|ns.
'

roil,

Sibyl Harris.

WILD HORSE CAf^YON
Monogram production and

release, Stars
Randall: feature^ Dorothy Short,
'Frank TaconelU, Warner Richmond.
Di-

Jack

by Robert HUI. 'Original screenplay,
Robert .Emmett; camera,
Bert Longenecker; editor, Howard Dllllnger. At Colonial, Lincoln, dual.
Cast: Jack Randall, Dorothy Short, Frank
Taconelll, Warner Richmond, "Walter Long,
Dennis Moore; Charles King, Ed Cossldy,
Earl Douglas. Hal Price.. Runnlnig time:

rected

51 mlDB.'

BOY SLAVES

This is a boxoffice short in more
than one respect Part of the Warner Bros, series of patriotic shorts,
in Technicolor, it conforms with the
general pattern of Americanism,
only more so in the case of Abraham Lincoln, as the Emancipator
preaches, practises and interprets the

democratic principle.

Frank McGlynn,

.

Sr.,

a past master

in Lincolniana, deftly interprets the
human Lincoln as hie plays with his
son, Thad
(Dickie Moore),' even

Brought in well under an hour.
RKO release of P. J. -Wolf-son produc- Wild Horse Canyon' is an all right though beset by civil strife and cabtion.
Features
Anne .flhlrley,
Roger
inet bickering.
Lincoln's humaniDaniel, James
cCalllonr Alan Baxter. Dt- saddle saga.
Biz potentialities are tarianism, with his treatment of a
fected by P. J, Wolfson,
Screenplay by
Albert Beln and Ben Orkow from original nothing forte, but there'll be few Union private's court martial fate,
and his request for 'Dixie' from a
story by Albert Beln.
Comera,
Roy
Hunt; editor,'. Desniond Marquette; asst. spots it'll fail to satisfy.. Jack Ran- bluecoat band, is to
Hollywood, Jan.

11.

.

.T.

director, Doran Cox.
tages, Jan. 10, '83.

Previewed at PanRunning time: 70

mins.
Annie

>Anne

Jesse
Graff

,

Knuckles

,

Miser..

.

.

Shirley

Roger Daniel
James McCnlllon
......Alan Btxxter

,.

Tim
m

.

. .

-.

Lollle

.Johnny Fitzgerald
Walter W^ird
....Charles

Pee Wee

Powers

Walter Tetley

Tommy

Frank Malo
Paul White
Arthur Hohl
Charles Lane

Atlas
Sheriff

Albee

Norman Willis
Roy Gordoa

Drift

Judse.

A

'preachment against enforced,
labor of delinquent juveniles^ 'Boy
Slaves' is devoid of essential erxtertainment factors for general theatre
showings. It is nlore. adaptable for
presentation before welfare zk^ ,6of
cfal workers interested in abolishing
various forms of child labor. Picture is a ponderous, heavily dra->
matic and boring attempt to transfer a localized social- prdblem into
s.crecn fare and misses. As a filler
o: the duals, it may get by without
too much complaint.
Story is pointed too, strongly for
sympathy of the hoboing kids who
are picked up by unscrupulous authorities and turned over to forced
labor- camps, where they are held
prisoners to toil under extreme
hardship.
It's
a straight preach-

the

'

scripting

number it among credit of Charles L, Tedford as well
and for the new audience as William McGann's punchy direche may gain he'll meriV fair aiten- tion.
dall followers will

his best,

tion.

Robert Emmett story

.

plex, saves

.is

not com-

no

secrets id the final
frame, and with Robert Hill laying
on the directorial whip, it loses no
time setting up the narrative pins

and then picking them off.
Slightly reminding of the old Tom
Mix and Tony days are spme of the
aged routines resortecl''*.TObr-such as
Randall's allowing his-^hiag to- 'get
of tight spots by more than
intelligence. Juve trade will
give it the laugh, but, all in all,
there's enough other stuff to: make

him out

human

The sock climax, of course, is lyicGlynn's masterful reading of the immortal Qettysburg address. If visual
education ever assumes the wide
proportions its advcoates have been
urging, this excerpt alone is surefire
for every classroom. It's an inspired
lesson in elocution and proper public address, plus the literary value
of one of the- gems in American historic literiature.

A

corking

cast,

canny pacing and

ultra production re-creates a crosssection of Lincolniana that's surefire
in American film tlieatres. and certain- to command respect and attention before any English-speaking au-*
dience. The blase Music Hall audience salvoed this film like it was the
4th of July. It's a natural, of course,

over' emphasis of. hoss-histribnics
slide into", the background.
Emmett-penned- Veihicle has Randall on the chase for'.horse purloin"
ers who. slugged, his brother in the
amidst the world strife between
back. .Leads from' one' ranch to an- now
democratic and demagogic advocates,
other, fiiiaUy coming to the Ed Casall times it is sound entersidy spread, where .-the muggs and but at
AmericanDorothy Short show up for a double tainment and forthright
ism. But first a worthy cinema thestopper;
Throat-slitting crew conatre entry; the rah-rah stuff is. vivid
sists of Warner Richmond, Walter.
but secondarv to the Hollywood proLong, Dennis Moore and Charles
duction sklU.'
Abel.
King, veterans all in the game «f
leering in dastardly mien.
-Liberal action flllg the piece, It's
so short, 10 minutes less would have
made it a featufette. That's a betr
(WITH SONGS)
Grand National release ot Arthur Drelter direction to Tiave it go than the
production. Stars Dorothy Page; fealong route most of them take, how- fuss
Ditures Milton Frome, Vlttce Barnett.
ment handled with .dveremphasiz'ed- ever, a credit to Howcrd Dillinger's
Original screenrected by Samuel. DIege.
strokes and withdui light moments scissors,
Mark
play by Arthur Hoerl; camera,
Barn.
Stengler; songs, Al Sherman and Waller
to relieve the tension.
Kent.
Reviewed In Projection Room, N.
Roger Daniel leaves -home and
Running time: 53 mlnn.
T., Jan. 10.
eveiitually winds up with wanderDorothy Pag*
Helen RIckson
Fighting ThbrougKbreds Oliver
ing gang of kids headed by James
Shea
Milton Froma
VInce Barnett
McCallion.
Republld release of Armand Schaefe'r pro- Dan Haggerty
Boys tangle with the
Lynn Mayberry
Directed by Sidney Salkow. Fea- Belle
law and are paroled to a privately duction,
Frank Ellla
tures. Mary Carlisle, Ralph Byrd and Rob- .Sheriff Larson..'.
operated turpentine camp.
Then ert
...Harrington Reynolds
Alleni
Screenplay by Wellyn Totman, Doyle
follows series of episodes to depict from original by Clarence B. Marks, Rob- Robert Weylan
Stanley Price
Warner Richmond
inhuman methods in force at the ert Wyler; additional dialog, Franklyn Wiley
Judge
Ingraham
Lloyd
Coen; production manager. Al Wilson;
camp, with the kids finally rebelling camera,
.Tack Marta;< music, Cy Peuer.
to
successfully escape.

—

RIDE 'EM COWGIRL

.

.

••

.'

•

Boys at
a friend in the judge who
refuses to send them back to the
finish find

camp.

With the

spript and dialog maprovided, cast does as well ais
Initial directing
Wolfson was launched,
under inauspicious circumstances
with a story which had no chance
from the gong.

John Tyrrell

May Wallace

t rial

This

cops-and-robbers
formula
melodrama is apparently aimed to
ca'sh in on the. recent, furote over
foreign spy activities, but it was obviously made with one eye on the
budget and the other on the production; schedule.
Result is a minor
item that's passable for secondary
duaUing. It has some exploitation:
angles, but little marquee strength
and doubtful prospects for word-of-

Song of the Buckaroo
(With SONGS)
'

Monogram

relsape of Ed Finney producTex. Hitter; features Jinx
Mary Ruth.
Directed by- Al
Original, John Ratt^mell; cimera,
Cdrbjr; editor, Fred Bain.
At

stars
Falkenberg,
tion,

Herman.
Francis

.•

Colonial, Lincoln,
0B xnlns.
Texas Dan;.-...
fivelyn .....,>';,:..,.
.

duaU

Running
Jinx

time:

,Tex Hitter
Falkenberg

Mary Ruth

Tom London
Frank LaRus

-

Charles

;
.
'.

King

Bob Terry
Horace Mutt>hy
Snub Pollard
.Dave O'Brien
Dorothy Fay

"Range Robin Hooding falls to Tex
in 'Song of the Buckaroo/
taken too slow to chalk up any
action winnings and styled for only
the average Ritter bir.
Cowpoke
hero hasn't et c ugh zip to keep the
Ritter

patrons

interested,

the

director

•Tenderfoot'

is.

the best, a lullaby,

penned by Johnny Lange and Fred
Stryker.
'Promise' was a co-op
stunt, by Rlttet and Frank Harford,
and 'Texas' came from Carson Robi
son.
Songs continue to be Ritter's
weakest department, most of them
sub- juvenile in content, lame on
catchy melody, and written awkwardly into the stories.
HOBi: MOPPETS
Ritter's halting performance con
Lbs Angeles, Jan. 17.
fiicts with the basic idea 6f an action
Moppet contracts with Joyce Ar- picture which must have movement
leen Novotny, seven, and Leon Tyler above all things to hold audiences.
Sperl, five, were filed for court ap- Ritter hasn't been stepped up by
.

proval by Charles R. Rogers. Pacts
call for their services in 'The Star
Maker' at Paramount, with sevenyear options..
Kids' film names are Joyce Arleen

and Leon Tyler.

."

Brady
.'

Eddl* Brian

.Tighting Thoroughbi;eds,* a good
B pic, is the story of what happens

out,

Miss Page

a Kentucky Derby winner,
Battleguard (Man o' "War?) by name,
gets out of the paiddock at night and
goes leaping over fences In the general direction of Queen, who is not
a Derby winner, but has up to this
time led a blameless, life in the best
blue grass pastures.
Queen is owned by J^aty Carlisle
and her grandfather, George Hayes,
impecunious aristocrats, who have
incuifted the dislike of the newlyrich owner of Battleguard, Charles
aiter

The

Wilson.

Robert Allen,

f act
Is

that Wilson's son,
in love with Miss

Carlisle

Is

hlHed as performing

the usual stunts that appeal

to, -ac-

tion fans, but she actually does nothing but toss a lariat once, ride and
win a Iiorserace, and throw- a bit of
lead at nothing in particular. She's

supported by an unknown... .Milton
Frome, who's far from convincing as
a redblooded protector, and> VinceBarnett, who manages to cuU a few
laughs.
Storji'

Is

so Involved that

al-

it's

most impossible to tell what's :going
on.
Rather trite stuff has Frome
and Barnett posing as wire line'

men who

bring things out all right
end by proving the guilt of
the leader of the 'bad guys' and
heading 'em all for the cooler. You
see, F^ome was a G-man all the
:

in the

complicates the Kentucky
feUd angle and motivates the sub- time,
sequent devielopments.
-Shots of Miss. Page aiid Frome in
Wilson fires his stableboy, Marvin the moonlight with both. contributing
Stephens, when he discovers Battle- tuhes tailored for the film aren't
guard has been stepping out and bad.
Miss Page sings sagebrush
forecloses on the Carlisle home. tempos in soft, lilce style while
Queen is sold to a laundry mart, and Fitome airs his tonsils unappealingly.
young Stephens gets a Job taking Vocals of Lynn Mayberry, who foils
care of the laundry horses. In the for Barnett, are .so obviously dubbed
course of time Queen has a son that they lose what laughs they
which the laundry man gives to Miss might have garnered.
Carlisle because he isn't in the business of raising colts; Ralph Byrd, a
young physician, takes on the colt
as a patient.
The colt is named
CGrlbotttUe')
Sweet Revenge. More time, passes.
(FRIBNCH MADE)
TrUNatlonal release ot Andre Daven pr
Miss Carlisle and her grandfather
ductlon.
Stars
ramble from track to track winning gan. Directed Ralmu and Mlchele Morby Marc .Allegret,
.Story
minor stakes with their pedigreeless and dialog. Marcel
Acbard; Hcreenplay,
-

'

seeming to have instructed the foils
whose government sleuth-brother is to hold still so he can hit 'em and
murdered on duty, and she has re- other stuff hard to take.
Three tunes, aired with little or
ceived doubtful helD from the makeup staff. Regis Toomey fills the no excuse, are 'Ter:as Dan,' 'Little
slim re'quirements as Bellamy's! aide, Tenderfoot' and 'I Promise You.'
while .Walter Kingsford is a stereotype' Villain and Ann Doran is transparent- tis the ifaithless siren. Others
are Routine, except John TyrreU,
who. brings convincing restraint to a
small spy part. Direction is of the
accredited B .slickness.
Hobe.

.-

WlUfon >........;..
CoUon. .
,

terest,

,

,

Hefty,

Bog^rt

show

suspense and .the inevitable
apprehension of the wily culprits. It
all follows accepted formula, but
rarely, achieves reality or even
plausibility. Incidents can frequently be spotted firom the bleachers.
Ralph Bellariiy gets what he can
out of the part ot the government
spy^Fcateher, but it offers little depth
or range of expression. Fay Wray is
merely acceptable in another stoogeish role, that of Bellamy's sweetie

wamp

Poor direction, story and Idea of
starring a cowgirl who does little
more than the average western
heart interest, make this sagebxusher
a. candidate* for
lower bracketed
Gag of putting a girl' in' the
......Charles 'Wilson duals.
l.Kenne Duncan lead of an actioner sounds- better
Victor Killan for exploitation angles than it pans
Robert Allen
George Hayeq
MakTln Stephens

can be expected.

precisely what the title
indicates.
There's the wide-focus Mary. ,
view of the manufacture of tJ. S. Wade
military equipment to set the gen- BayllsB
Groat
eral scene, then a narrowing to Neal
is

greg.

,

,

mduth.
Story

Reviewed In Projection Room. N. T., Jan.
12, '30.
Running time: 65 mins.
Ben Marshall
Ralph Byrd
Marian
..Mary Carlisle

effort of P. J.

a glimpse of the spy activities Cashaway
and finally the emergence of the Perky,
.t Jonathan Hale
Pierre Watkln human element, synipathy, love in- Alden
Anna ... .\
...Don Douglas

ornoer pf th&Day.
Aviator

Lower-drawer

.

Cant. Match';.....

Check

chills.

Falkenberg, whose name has nothing
to do with the film's limited chances.
Only in for a short blt^ $he does all
that can be expected of her part.
Mesquite bogeymen are Charles
King, Bob Terry and George Chesebro,
carbon copying the parts
they've played a- jiUion times and
with the perfection' thai comes of
Barn.
long practice.

-

Jameb Sweeney. At Central, N. Y„ week
Running timei: 62 mtns.
13). '80,
Baxter
Ralph Bellamy
Universal has given 'A' production John
Eleanor Dunlap.;
.vFay Wray
layout to the thriller in all depart- Ted Hall
.Regis Toomey
Walter Klngsford
ments. Story is slow and draggy in Dr. Carter
Madelon
Martin
Ann Doran
getting, under way prior to first apPhil Dunlap
Warren Hull
pearance of Karloff, but from that Col. Scully
Forbes Murray
point on, sustains interest at high Miss Loring
Lorna Gray
Mason
Paul Whitney
pitch.'

WINGS OF THE NAVY

and

Good boxoffice and excellent exploitation opportunities;
'Smashliicf the Spy Ring' (Col).

.

Basil Ratbl)one

'

i
,

qf

•Wing* of the

.

Vhe Monster
Tgor

Wednesday* January 10, 1939

HEART OF PARIS

.

steed.

G. Lustlg; dialog. Marcel Anhard;
Tvonne Beauge; camera, G, Benolt,
Thlrard and M, Kelber.
At Cinema
N. Y.. week Jan. 12, '30. Running time.
85 mine.
Camllle Morestan
Ralmu
Louise Morestan
Jeanne Provost
Natalie Roguin
Michele Morgan
Claude Morestan
Gllhprt GU
The Presiding Judge
Jean Worms
H.

Drama

builds when Sweet .Se"
treated for a leg injury
by Byrne, while Allen hangs in the
background paying feed bills without Miss Carlisle's knowledge.
In
the big scene Sweet Revenge wins
the Derby from Allen's entry, and
Byrd, the young doctor, wins Miss

venge

is

Carlisle.

Republic didn't set out to make
an epic with this. Director Salkow
was handed a novel Inrse race story
screenplay or direction since his first with a chance to mix romance and
film and continues a lethargic pace.
action on a racetrack background,
'Buckaroo' introduces Mary Ruth, and he did a good job Of it. They'll
juve pianlstr who capers with the like it. It won't make the key first
masters on' the' upright Gal can runs, but will satisfy in the subsefinger ivories "expertly and cuts quent-runs and smaller towns.
It
loose twice. Other femme ii'xJlnx can- stand up on single bills.

editor,

A.

49,

Lurette

Carette

The Prosecutor.'

Marcel Andre
Counsel for the Defense. .Jacques- GretlUat
Mariner
.Jacques Baumer
Robert
Andrex
Kuhlmann
Rene Bergeron
Guerln
Simeon
Taxi driver..
Nicolas Rlmsky
,

'

,

(In French; with English Titles)
Although Ralmu dominates this
masterfully, it is Michele

picture

Morgan who

will win a host of
(Continued on page ^10)

new
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''One of the finest film experi-

ences of the year."
Studio

j

On NiRB

to

**De luxe

ful

entertainment ...

Flawless

...delight-

comedy.

"A great picture .. has warmth,
.

humeri timeliness ... a rare
treat for any audience."

"Sock appeal for mass patronage
Ill

. . .

">

Capital Entertainment."

^^^^^^^^^

"fr"^
a

Jggy'y at the box-off,v^ »
"Sparltles with value and
brilliance
. .
worthy
of
topmost position."
.

with

ohn B arrymore
RKo
RADIO Peter Holden Virginia Weidler
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pig(^

Donald MacBride

*

Kathariiie Alexander

Pandro S. Bermau in Charge if Production
t)irecle<l

by Garson

Kmin •

Produced by Cliff SeiJ • .«m> r'v

b M'

'AN.

19

.

Bti HartlM's Flace,

lentmiMm*
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MacDonald's

Want

Drop 'Quota Stigma

to

Major companies are exerting pressure to have iise of the word
'quota picture' abandoned in connection with films made in England
or purchased from British producers to apply io quota credits. Executives claim that such designation {stigmatizes the film in advance of
release and after it is beirig offered to exhibitors. They say that descriptive term 'quota' as applied to such productions is poison to an

Karl

.

liatin-America
supervisor for Warner Bros., sailed
Friday (13) for Buenos Aires and an

'Aryan'

W

Distribs Get

nds M«id. ..

extended trip through his territory.

He plans visiting every, country in
Central aiid South American before
returning to U. S,

Lawrence's U. S, Huddle
Ludvlg (taudy*) Lawrence, European general iaanager for Metro,

Magyar

arrived In New York .yesterday
on his first visit in several
(17)
years.
Lawrence will go ovftt
business conditions abroad Vrith Arthur. M. Loew, head of Loew foreign
department,
^ay also go to the
Coast to look at some of the '39i-40
product before returning to Paris,
.

Law Would Oust
U. S. Distribs

Yankee

MacDonald,

•

exhib.
Officials Claim that there is no particular object in constantly referring to a picture as a quota credit film, particularly in view of the
boxoffice success bf several- British-made features of late,

WB Trek

Cabl« Addrawt JJUBTr, tOSD&JX
T«I«»hop« TABipto Bar 0M1<0O43

Oppose New Sweeping

.

6 Legit Leaders

Jap

Mcev

Final payment or the $800,000 bulk
fund permitted to leave Japan under
an agreement made last fall with
U. S. distributors probably will be
paid this month, according to advices
received at the N. Y, home .offices.
This is tliie moiney,: originally frozen
in Japan, that's bein^ deposited with
the Yokohama Specie bank in San
Francisco, in escrow, to be held for
.

American

distribution to
companies at.the

picture

end of three' years.
distribs wiere permitted to
ship about 240 features into Japan
befoire the end of 1038.
American

Feb. 15.
Sami Eckman, Jr., Xoew manager
Major distributors are hopeful that
in Great Britain, saili^ for New York
some similar arrangements 6an be
in April to confer with Loew..
made to withdraw funds obtained in
If a proposed new anti-Semitic
rental collections during the present
law passes in Parliament shortly, six
year.
Becauise .the. Sino - Japanese
BELGIUM
ITS
"
of Budapest's 10 leading legit theastruggle has developed stringent economic conditions in the past 12
Bill
tres will be without leaders. LegisPacamount Sets Up Indie Corp.,
months. Which probfeibly will grow
lation decrees that no Jew, i.e. one
Apart from Paris H.O.
worse, they are inclined to believe
having one-quarter Jewish blood,
that no. better, terms can be Obhold an exec i>ost in Himgarian
tained.
Belgium, which always" has been
show biz.
Besides breaking the embargo on
directed 'and- supervised by the Paris
the entrance of foreign films itito
Of the remaining four theatres,
office, wiU be established as a sepaJapan, the three-year bank deal was
three are state-subsidized, the Opera,
viewedi as favorable for three rearate organization by Paramount, acOnly one
sons:
cording to plans outlined by John W. National, and Kamara.
(1) It brought American distrib
Hicks, Jr., Par foreign sales chief, comparatively unimportant private
funds collected in Japan to this
before he sailed for Europe- last theatrical undertaking is in 'Aryan'
Japan
may
shortly
Bussia
and
Join
country and placed them tmder
week. Although Belgiiun will have hands. Prompt enforcement -of the
a separate operating company, the measure, which the managers pro- Italy in nationeilizing iti film Indus- American banking laws (2) it conPar unit still will report to the Paris posed to anticipate by closing down try.
proposed bill to nationalize verted these moneys into doUars and
(3). the plan assured American comat once,' unless they were sure they
office.
the picture bushiess In Japan comes
the end of
panies they would receive their coitt
A number of similar separate or- could at least playbeuntil
before ihe Diet In ApriL It would on a specified date.
downright
cathe
season,
would
ganization setups are contemplated
Majority of major company forcontrol the entire, home Industry,
by Paramount, idea being to strength- tastrophic for the profession.
Managers, however, have been as- according to A. A. Lowi, former eign executives could see no hope
en the entire foreign distributiu/%
for
improved business In Japan durend
system. Indo-China region and a suied. they could play until the
United Artists general manager in ing 1939 unless the present warfare
couple of central Europe nations are of the season and also retain memJapan, who arrived in New York stottped,
Indications are that the
being considered for such. a lineup. bers of their companies until then,
loan to China dnd anti-dictator blastii
even if they have not been members Thursday (12) from abroad.
Memberproposal for government control against fascist nations by the U. S.
of the Actors' Chamber.
ship rules for the latter will be re- also comes up in the Argentine sen- administration are liindering amicable relations between U. S< distribvised in the next two months, so
ate next May.
utors and the Japanese.
that some of the more glaring anpr
Lowe has been succeeded at the
malies, i.e. leaving out eminent acTokio post by Joe Goltz. He wiU'retors, may be remedied.
celve a new foreign assignment
Mariy Hungarian actors of Semitic when Arthvif
W. Kelly, UA's foreign
descent, working abroad, such as
manager, returns i6 N, Y. from Lcth^
Lily Darvas, Rosie Barsony, Oscar
don this month.
Denes, etc, have not applied for
Situation in Italy on the Govern-f
membership. Of the- applicants, few ment distribution monopoly
reinained
were refused admission. Chamber status quo during., the. past week.
of Actors was established tmder the
Meantime,' various U.. S. companies
first Jewish Law, which stipulated a.
were mostly concerned with getting
ratio of 80:20 'Aryan' and Semitic
rental coin collected diiring the last
Buenos Aires, Jan. 9.
Hollywood^ Jan. 17,
members, but before this could take
The old idea of trying to replace effect, the quota was changed by a two or three months froni Italy.
20th Centufy-iPox's iuture prbduc*
Most majors, with their own' eS:* tion status in England is up for
quantity with quali^ and thus place
new bill to ^94:6, upsetting all pre- changes, had nearly- all their funds
film distribution in Argentina on a
settlement this week i^t a series of
vious arrangements in this as in on
old picturies remipve^ from Italian studio .jgpbfabsr Conf(ii'ences will
healthier basis has received a new
other fields.
soil before last' Dec. 31, but there
impulse as the result of an experidecide tbe i>udgets and number of
still remained a considerable sum
ment carried out by the Opera theapictures ib. be made for next season,
which had piled up at the end of .under the guidance of Bob Kane^
tre.
Instead of two pictures on the
the year.
same program, as usual up to present,
head of the coinpany's British out>

Restrictions in

Fmal Papent

New

South Wales

Budapest, Jan.

-5.

,

Sydney, Jan.

ON

2.

Kew

American

distributors
in
South iWales, after protesting against
the new government restrictions
against them, are laying plans to
fight the bill which promises to
check them in this state.
"

Distribs feel they are beiiig dis-

criminated against with new law
possibly cutting them off from virtually 42%% of the average exAll predihibitor's playing time.
cated, of course, on ability to enforce the new. percentage rules 100%.
Most U. S. distributors are particularly annoyed by the regulation giving the new South Wales exhibitor
the right to reject 25% of their
product.
•
In addition they arie- handicapped
by the new statute which forces an
exhibitor to make up 15% of his program fTom British-made pictures.
The other
results from the
proviso that each exhibitor must
make up this amount of his program

2%%

with Aussie films.
The only favorable factor in the
new legislation, as expressed, by
American distribs, is the belief that
perhaps 60% of the latest restrictions
will be unenforceable. Foreign distributors, both U. S. and British
alike, know that the rule forcing exhibitors to make 15% of their progrant British-made pictures is si plea
to secure widespread distribution of
Australian-mbde
film .in
Great
Britain. Exhibitors here are highly
skeptical, too, of British-made films
making the 15% grade.
Hoyts, through Charles E. Munro,
its director, has protested to the New
South Wales government on the compulsory 15% quota for British pictures in this territory. Such a high
quota, Munro stated, would cause the
'

exhibs to lose heavily.

An

OWN

^Nov.

On Gov t Control
Italy Status

Quo

'

•
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ADELPHI, LONDON, SET

F0RVAUDESTARTFEB,6

Companies with their own distribur
tion system were shifting their managers out of Italy with few excep-

now

put.

Kane

Is

Schenck,

here to huddle with Joe
Darryl ZanUck, Mqnte

manager
Banks, British director; Benjamin
in Paris waiting to confer with John
Migglns, managing director for ConW. Hicks, Jr., the firm^s foreign.chiefi tihkHtal Europe, and F; L. Harley,
Metro's Italian head is due in !^aris British
distribution bead.
tions,

Paramotmt's

is

London, Jan.. 17.
Adelphi theatre is scheduled to
with variety shows Feb. 6,
shortly, whUe the general manager,
Operated by General Theatres, house
sync studio manager and other offi-^
start

E.; Francis Lomba^ assistant to
will show ti^ice nightly.
cials were due to leav^ Italy sQon.
George Black and Val Parnell are Both 20th-Fox and Warner Bros, Walter. J/^^utchinsoUr foreign manhandling the shows, which will be managers were still- in Rome clean- ager of 20th-FOx, leaves N. Y. tomorrow (Thursday) for ,a slK
changed every four weeks.
ing up final details.
months' tour of Central and South
America as special home office rep.
Dick Henry, of the Morris agency,
Hutchinson, who was scheduled to
cabled London yesterday (Tuesday)
Topped
Yankee
leave for the Coast Monday (16) to
from New York for definite date of
meet Ben Mlgglh^, liUrbpean manAdelphi's vaude opening, since he's
1938 Anglo Competish agef,
and F. L. Harley, British manholding some American acts for the
British and American films were ager, for product conferences, has
preem show. The agency had be-

FUms

houses. It also may alter the distri- lieved 'the opening would take place
the biggest competitors in Great
23, '37. bution methods for
neighborhood Feb. 20.
Britain, with foreign films (aside
Victoria Palace nouses by restricting programs to two
—Dec. 16, '37.
U. S. releases) representing an
from
pictures instead of three to five, as at
'Nine Sharp' Little—Jan. 26, '38.
insignificant proportion of the total,
present. General idea is to make fuThe Fleet's Lili Up,' Hippodrome— ture contracts on percentage basis,
according to a report from the Amer20tli's S; Africa Deal
Aug. IT.
ican commercial attache in London
thus limiting the subsequent-run
'George and Margaret,' Piccadilly houses
to the U. S. Department of Comto only two films, as maxi—Aug. 30.
Johannesburg, Jan, 4.
merce,
mum.
'Running Ript,' Gaiety—Aug, 31.
Otto W. Bolle, 20th-Fox director
Problem for Great Britain's IndusAll major companies, with the ex•Flashing Stream,' Lyric— Sept. 1.
ception of Universal and Columbia, in South Africa, has released de- try last year was the slump in pro'Room for Two,' Comedy—Sept." 6. are interested to see how it works tails of first-run deal whereby the duction. Estimated that the number
'Dear Octopus.' Queens-^Sept. 14.
out. If successful here it would bring picture company and H. Laurie, Jo- of features, British and American,
The Corn Is Green,' Duchess- about a solution to an important dis- hannesburg financier, would con- declined 15-20%, while there was a
Sept, 20.
tributing problem ^reduction in im- struct a 2,200-seat first-run cinema slump of 33% in shorts.
Other business interests, in^Actual releases made or scheduled
'Goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury portation of lower class pictures and here.
eluding A. V. Lindbergh, director of for 1938 totaled 463 foreign features,
—Sept. 23.
an increase of top material.
Central News Agency, are reported nearly all American, and 162 BritishQ^Bobby Get Your Gun.' Adelphia—
in on the deaL
made pictures.
The other deal is for the erection
'When We Are Married,' St. Marof a suburban picture house near
See Theatre
-tm;s~Oct. 11.
Quiet Wedding,' Wydham's— Oct.
here to seat 800. Bolle is hopeful
Lift 'Carmen'
of other theatre-building deals in
B. A.
'Goodness, How Sad,' Vaudeville—
Mexico City, Jan. 17.
Pretoria and Port Elizabeth.
Oct. 18,
'Carmen,'
after a ban of several
'Idiot's Delight.' His Majesty's
Buenos
Aires,
Jan.
10.
weeks
by
the
Confederation
of MexiOct. 24.
BEBGIIEB PIC'S
Acquisition of the Mogador and
can Workers, which figured the
'Elisabeth of Austria,' Garrick—
Nov. 3.
Broadway, two first-run theatres
London, Jan, 17.
Spanish-made-in-Germany
picture
•Traitor's Gate,' Duke oi York— here, by Lautaret & Cavallo, was
'Stolen Life,' the Elisabeth Berg- must be Nazi because of the political
Nov. 17.
viewed locally as an attempt of one ner picture which Paramount will views of some of its players, has been
•Geneva.' Seville—Nov. 22.'
or two exhibitors to control the first- distribute in the world market, will okayed and is now at the Rex here.
Under Your Hat,' Palace—Nov. 24.
run cinema situation in Buenos be previewed at Par's Plaza here.
Confederation's nix and attendant
btory of African Farm,' New
Aires.
New company already has Picture is scheduled to begin Lon- publicity has been plenty profitable
Nov. 30.
been formed to operate these two don showing tomorrow (Wednes- for the film.
'Scipio Africanus,'
No. 6/ Aldwych—Dec. 21.
houses.
day).
.deemed Fascist, .Is still l>anned.

and

'

.

.

6, '36.

•Robert's Wife,'

^e

-

Japs Weigh

endeavor had been made by
Hoyts to build up British product Clemente Lococo's first-run house
throughout the Commonwealth, it now intends giving only one feature
was pointed out, but it failed. In the and some shorts, and at the
same
main British product has not been
time is replacing the two-a-day sysstrong.
tem with four shows.
Other picture execs admit that
In order to make the new idea
quality product, both British and
more attractive, the Opera cut prices
U. S., is not flowing to the Antips, as
for the afternoon shows in half, with
previously.
Say, too, that govern- prices for
the last afternoon and
mental interference, overseatihg and
night shows remaining imchanged.
popr product will continue to hit theThe new system was inaugurated
atre operators in 1939.
with Paramount's •If I Were King,'
and results were good during the
first days.
John B. Nathan, Par's
g. m. for Argentina, brought the idea
Current London Plays
back from N. Y., where he was re(With Dates When Opened)
cently on his annual business trip.
If the experiment succeeds, plans
•French Without Tears,' Criterion will be worked out for other first-run
,

'

Globe—Nov.

Girl.'

cancelled his trip.'
J. Carlos Bavettd, manager for
Brazil, sails for Loiidon Saturday
(21).

'.f

.

.

—

'

Monopoly

By New

Ban

Company

—

FBEBM

—

'AngelV Wing^ Clipped

h

Melbonrne; $S0,000 Loss
Melbourne, Jan, 2.
Australian-New Zealand Theatres
reported to have taken an $80,000
loss here with 'I Married an Angel,'
produced by Ernest C. Rolls with an
all-American cast. Show quit after
little over three weeks.
CJritics rapped 'Angel* but it was
thought the show would build after
being whipped Into better shape.
However, it took, a further dive in
the third week and the fold order
is

was posted,
'The
for the

Women*

is

doing excellently

same management.

CBICK TO LONDON
Sydney, Jan.

2.

Stanley Crick, former .20th-Fo3C
boss here, and now on the man«
agerial

end of Ausralian-New Zea-

land Theatres, leaves shortly to fake
up residence in London -for ANZT.
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DIRECTOR-STUDIO ACCORD
John P. Nick,

St.

Louis

lATSE Head,

Par s Anti-Divorcement Appeal

Hissoiiri Legislator Indicted
j-y[||||

III

St
John P. Nick,

dicated he would not be booked immediately.

Louis, Jan. 17.

v.p. of the Inter-

A wide search is being made for
lATSE and head of the St.
Brady who disappeared from JefferLouis local No. 143, and Edward M.
son City last week after a newspaper
Brady, member of the Missouri
him about the $10,Legislature and ^ong-time, reporter qwzzed
State
1)00 payment.
He has not been at
friend of Nicjc, were indicted by
lis home aind cannot be found at his
the local Grand Jury Friday (13)
national

on charges of extortion after a 10- usual haunts.'
$10,000 In $500 Bills?
day secret investigation into Nick's
alleged domination of the union and
While witnesses before the Grand
his actions on two occasions when Jury stated Brady received the
pay demands were discussed with $10,000 in new $500 bills, which was
theatre owners.
paid in 1936, it has not been made
Nick was served with a warrant public who received the money iii
of his arrest by Sheriff James J. Fitz- the 1937 payoff, when only about
simmons Friday (13) after the G. J. $7,000 was collected. Investigation
had handed down the indictment. also has revealed that there was no
Bail for Nick was fixed at $26,000 by fund collected from the theatre ownCircuit Judge Edward M. Ruddy, ers in 1938 when a $2.50 per week
who issued the bench warrant. While increase was granted picture mabond was being raised, or»e of Fitz- chine operators for bouses in the
Bimmons* deputies relieved two city lower brackets.
Two weeks ago w:hen agitation
detectives who were sent to Nick's
was begun against Nick's alleged
home.
Slgmund Bass, city's best known domination of the union members of
local
operators, the
criminal attorney, who has been re- the picture
tained to defend Nick, obtained the
following named as sureties on his
client's bond: Walter P. Nick, a
brother; Arthiu: Dill, prez of the
Carondelet Brewing Co., and a
brother-in-law; Sam Silk, a professional bondsman, and Harry F. Renzenbrink, tavern owner, and wife.
They swore their assets, above all
liabilities,

were

$164,000

collective-

Judge Ruddy accepted them and
Nick signed the bond all guards
were withdrawn from his home.

ly.

after

The true bill was returned after
the Grand Jury had been told that
a total of more than $20,000 had been
raised by theatre men in two years
as payment to have union officials
drop demands for wage increases
which would have required drastic
Increases in the admish scale to opThe Grand Jury
erate profitably.
devoted nine sessions to the investigation during which 18 witnesses, theatre owners, members Qf
the motion picture operators' union
and newspaper reporters were heard.
$10,000 Check Drawn
The members of the committee,

which was appointed by film exhibitors in 1936 when $14,000 was
raised to stop wage increases of $10
each per Week to operators, are re
ported to have told the Grand Jury
that $10,000 of the money was paid
to Brady with the understanding
that it was to be turned over to
Nick.
check for $10,000 was

A

tendered him a vote of confidence.
days later Nick, through Clyde
Weston, business agent for the ophe had requested
said
erators,
George E. Browne, prez of the In-

Washington, Jan.

MinSmum

Assistants
Hiked 50%, Separate

Group
—-Ask

for Unit

Managers
Time for

in

the State Treasurer's office at Jef
ferson City, Mo. The checK was
scrutinized
by the Grand Jury,
Other endorsers of the lOG paper
were Louis Landau, who filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy last
week in connection with the operation of the Colonial theatre, Man
Chester, Mo., near here, and Clar
ence H, Kaimann," owner of
string of nabes in North St, Louis,
who were members of the commits

tee.

The Grand Jury

,

also

heard

mem-

bers of a committee which collected
a fund said to have been approximately $7,000 in 1937 when another
wage increase demand was under
discussion.
Walter A. Thimmig,
owner of the McNair, South St.
Louis nabe, who was one of the
members of the committee, appeared before the Grand Jury and
later refused to discuss what he wa?
asked and What he told in view of
the oath he took before testifying.
Prior to his appearance before the
Grand Jury, Thimmig said he did
not know Brady.
Whether the Grand Jury has concluded its investigation into the
multiplicity of charges aired in the
local rags against Nick and other
execs of the. lATSE and affiliate
unions could not be learned. Rumors are current that other indictments may be voted.
Nick has been confined to his
home because of an attack of arthritis
\(Fhich
has settled in both
knees and gendarmes have in-

is

Invalid for four strong, reasons,

counsel

for

Paramount,

does not conflict with the Fed- ess of law, besides violating the
eral constitution and national laws. equal-protection clause of the ConCompanies are asking a final ruling stitution, the Federal copyright laws,
powers of the Federal govin two cases against former governor and the
ernment to regulate commerce.

act.

NEAR SIGNING
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Xhree-year working agreement between the Screen Directors Guild
9nd the film studios is practically settled and ready for signing 'in a
couple of weeks,' according to Frank
Capra, Guild president. Pact calls

50% boost in the minimum
for assistant directors and the
establishment of a separate organization for unit managers.
Among the points settled is an 80%
Guild shop for directors at each stu-

for a

wage

Pennsy Uhconcemed
Philadelphia, Jan. 17.

New Scrib flash

three major exhib organizations, as well as the legislative
reps of the chains and producers, all

Pennsy's

Anticipated Via

Boylan Decision

dio.

tricians

and sound engineers, and

'Half for Donble-D.
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Danielle Darrieux's next picture at
Universal is 'Half American,' an original by Ralph Block and Frederick
Kohner, to be produced by Joe Pasternack.

French actress is due to return
from Paris next month.

arrived

at,

sufficiently

but the negotiators are
close together that an-

other meeting or two should
the assistant and unit manager wage
There will be a substantial
deals.
increase in bpth, and deservedly so.'
Two important problems for direc
tors, Capra stated, are still to be
ironed out. They are a reasonable
time for directorial pteparation on
script and a reasonable time for cut
ting.
These questions, he said, are
tough ones and have created considerable opposition among the producers.
Capra's letter ended with a plea
for full cooperation of the Guild
members, particularly in the payment
of dues. Deductions, he added, will
be made for certain members who
have not been able t6 pay.
Three big studio Guilds appointed
members to sit on the general awards
committee of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences.
Gene Lockhart was named chair
man of the Screen Actors Guild com
mittee, with Charles Trowbridge and
Reginald Denny as the other mem
settle all

SCHINES SHY

AWAY

Philadelphia, Jan.

17.

Neb.'s Divorcement
Lincoln, Jan. 17.

Film biz had a pair of hot coals

J. Meyer Schine and Louis W. applied Jan. 11 when two soaking
Schine, indie chain operators, are. bits of legislation- were throivn in
understood to have about given up the unicameral hopper: theatre dithe idea of entering the Philly terri- vorcemeiit and regulation.
They are reported to have
tory.
Senator E; M. Neubauer, Orleans,
been seeking houses here, but were Neb., authored both of them and
unable to get anything they wanted slugged them with an emergency
on a favorable deal.
tag, which means, should they be
They have acquired about 10 passed, they will become active imhouses on the Delmarva peninstfla mediately with the governor's signain the last six months, which includes ture.
The regulation measure seeks to
about everything in sight, so are expected to do no more purchasing in put issuance and revocation of permits for distributors to do hit in the
the near future.
state in the hands of the railway
commission. Charge will be $1,000
annually for each exchange to do
.

Landau's Bankruptcy;

Vet

St.

Loo Ediibitor
St. Louis, Jan. 17.

business, and there's pa additional
fee.pt $1 per reel for each sent in
for distribution. Omaha's film row
would have to cough up around
$15,000 fdr licenses, and no one

knows how much on the $1 per fee.
Louis Landau, theatre owner, who
Means the small exhib would be
was a member of a committee that placed snugly behind the 8-ball, besettled the wage demands of the cause the
$1 reelage fee would be
Motion Picture Operators' Union in passed on to him.
tiot of small
1936, last w6ek filed a voluntary pe- towns pay only
about $15 for a comtition of bankruptcy in U. S. District; plete
show, which would mean the
court here in connection with the ante would be
upped if the bill
operation of the Colonial, Manches- passed.

Landttu, who
ter, Mo., near here.
formerly operated nabes in St. Louis,
obtained possession of the Colonial
several months ago.

Landau

listed liabilities of $29^080
and assets of $7,265. The principal
liability is $10,920 to Frank Brizzi
'

'

1

a geheral feeling that no important,
film legislation will get by this session unless some* measure suddenly
picks up dark-horse strength.
Only bills which have so iar actually been suggested are for divorcement pnd against ASCAP. No
popular demand for either is apparent, so unless something should
appear to dramatize the necessity for
them it is thought that they will pos-

FROM PHILLY ZONE

bers. Walter Kingsford is alternate.
Screen Directors Guild chose Clar- and Evelyn T. Parsons, on lease of
ence Brown, George Marshall, Ana- the house. Also listed are $2,175 due
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Fine Arts resumed production at tole LitVak, Henry Hathaway and the National Theatre Supply Co.,
Screen Writers $1,590 due American Seating Co.,
Grand National studio with 'Panama John Cromwell.
Cipher,' first of three pictures slated Guild picked Frances .Goodrich, Al
$191 in taxes and various notes for
to start this month. Work had been bert Hackett and Sheridan Gibney, borrowed money and biUs for operdelayed to await the outcome of with George Oppenheimer, Gilbert ation of Landau's business. Assets
Gabriel
Melville
and
Baker
alteras
are: real estate, $6,500; automobile.
huddles between prexy Franklyn
Warner and GN execs in New York. nates.
$380; houshold goods, $68.50; insur
Request for reclassification otlllroJ^^vV^- W5'^WJ;:?fPP
'Full- Speed Ahead' rolls this week
Ubrarians
iihd
Indian
iissl^aW*«littei*^^4-*^^
and an untitled French and
be discussed this week.
Louis.
War story starts Jan. 24.

Fine Arts Resumes

have weather eyes- currently cocked
toward Harrisburg, although there is

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
A new clash between the Screen
Writers Guild and the Scrfeen Playwright's is expected following the
action of Playwrights' arbitration sibly never even reach a vote.
exclusive
awarding
committee
As far as other legislation affecting
screenplay credit on 'The Lady's theatres goes, such as labor, it is,felt
From Kentucky' to Malcolm Stuart that there will be a Telaxaiioh, if
Boylan, a member of Playwrights.
anything, with a new Republican reDispute went to arbitration when gime coming in;
Boylan protested Paramount's incluOlive
Cooper,
sion of Sy Bartlett and
Ga, Show Biz Worried
Guild atof the Guild, in credits.
Atlanta^ Jzui. 17.
torneys declined to state what action
With Ge,orgia General Assembly in
accredits
are
until
would be taken
session here, show biz is shud(^ering
in its collective boots and jpractlcally
tually listed.
All screen writers are under pact resigned to take a rap, which is alto abide by SP arbitration, but most certain- to come.
With state revenue coffers deGuilders are signing :Under protest,
pending the outcome of their appeal pleted, due mainly to homestead exto the Labor Board to dissolve the emption law that cut deeply, into anPlaywright-Producers' basic agree- nual tax tak^, levy-minded lawmakers have scanned every possible
ment.
source of revenue and amusement biz
was one of first to catch their attention.
Just what the tap' will consist
of it 'not known, although there is
some talk of a seat tax.

A

the Ushers' Union.

C

attorney general, following
dismissal last summer of their re*
quest for an injunction preventing,
Strutz,

Minnesota enforcement.

Two

ported that a representative of AF
of L is in town making a quiet
study of the. situation. No theatre
owner is expected to be interviewed
by this representative until after
the Grand Jury has completed its
work in the matter.
In addition to being Vlp. of the
International lATSE, Nick also is
boss of Local No. 143 of the Mo
tion Picture Operators' Union, St.
Louis Theatrical B rotherhobd No.
elecstagehands,
composing
6,

William A. Langer and Alvin

Amus. Co. and American Amus. Co.
In a statement of reasons why the
told the U. S; Supreme Court last highest court should scrutinize the
Script Preparation, Cutting week in 'their request for review of record, counsel for the three exhibitors said the state Is depriving
the lower court judgment that the
thiem of property without due proc-

More

drawn against the fund and made
out to cash and the check was en
dorsed 'Edward M. Brady.' The
ordered an investigation. Although
signature is allegedly identical with
wage increase.,
there is no outward indication that mately 50% minimum
that of the state legislator as shown
been
an inquiry is under way, it is re- The exact figures have not yet
on his salary warrants unearthed

17.

North Dakota's divorcement statute

for

In' a letter to members of his
organization Capra explained: 'This
means that studios can hire 20% of
their directors, assistants and unit
managers as non-Guild members. All
ternational lATSE, to make an in- the others must be Guild members in
vestigation of the affairs of the lo- good standing.'
cal. Since then it has becotpe known
That remark about 'in good standthat bona fide members of local No. ing' was further emphasized by a
143 have started the circulation of warning that on the day the pact is
petitions asking for the complete signed all Guild members in arrears
ouster of Nick who gained control would be penalized 100% for unpaid
in 1935 when he was placed in dues.
The letter gave Mrs. Mabel
charge by Browne, after two fac- Walker Willebrandt credit for inval
tions were imable to settle their uable help in arranging the new
differences.
agreement, and continued:
The petition, to be sent to Browne,
'The contract is to be for three
will ask Browne, a personal friend
years straight, after which it can be
of Nick, to authorize Elmer Theiss,
cancelled by either side on one year's
AF of L representative for .Greater notice. All disputes arising from the
St. Louis, and William M. Brandt,
basic contract are subject to arbitrasecretary of the Central Trades and
However, if arbitration de
tion.
Labor Union, here, to conduct an
revisions are unacceptable
officers.'
No officers cisions on side,
of
election
the contract can be
to either
have been elected since Nick ascancelled on a one-year notice by
sumed control of the union, the of
party.
All new .contracts
either
being filled by Nick's apflees
signed by producers are subject to
pointees. Former convicts and oth
Guild shop, but the Guild members
ers placed in motion picture op
must be in good standing.
erators' jobs" by Nick are being
ignored while the petitions are be
Unit Managers Sepairate
ing circulated.
'The Junior Guild is to be com^
Prior to the Grand Jury investi
posed only of assistant directors.
veteran members of the
gation,
separate organization is to be set up
union, disgusted with the revela
for unit managers, who will sign a
tions turned up by the expose, re
separate deal which must be satisfacbelled against their leader and aptory to them before the directors and
plied to William Green, prez AF of
assistants sign their deals. The Guild
L, for an investigation of Nick's
is acting as negotiator for unit manGreen
administtation of No. 143.
agers in their deal.'
finally annotmced, alter additional
As for salary increases, Capra said,
demands were made, that he had
'Assistant directors will get approxi"

Argued in D. C; Other Theatre Bits

pjUJ

Oklahoma OK on Bills
Oklahoma City, Jan.

17.

Indications are the present Oklahoma legislative session 'wIU end
without the presentation on the floor
of any bills aimed specifically at
the motion picture industry.
No
measures of this type have been introduced and at present no organized group is backing a divorcement bill for Oklahoma.
Morris Loewenstein, president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Oklahoma, states that he dbtibtii
that any form of legislation
„
affect*
vitaUj- will be In« were hxtroduced,
oould be passed.
'
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Starting With

a

Lmi Day!

Big

'GOING

Pre-View TONIGHT

PLACES'
Come

II

showf

ARE YOU
To know why

A Heart''?.. .Why even the

*'stir"- hardened

criminals dread Devil's

more than Alcatraz?

''correction

for

rice

they call Devil's Island 'The

Prison without

Island

at nine

and lee both

•

•

.Why

the

treatment" of Devil's Island

drove famous Captain Dreyfus to the
verge of madness before Zola daringly
fought for his release?
f#

.

•

•

you want the bllstwing

''Inside'^

See Warner Bros: Sensational Expose !

BORIS KARLOFF

one
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New

Film Reviews
HEART OF PARIS
(Continued from page 12)

.

American fans. Hfit prime a^set is
a youthful beauty with tellmg personality and a simple unaffected acting charm.
•Heart of

Paris'

not

Is

a lurid

title might suggest.
courtroom drama in an interesting French manner, with simple

melodrama as
It's

human

values.

An

juror»

elderly

and a dreamer (Raimu)
takes pity on a victim of fate, in
the person of Miss Morgan, and
brings the friendless beauti% who has
idealist

just been acquitted of murdering
her lover. Into his home. Scripters
have made this incongruous situa-

tion acceptably plausible, although
her presence in the midst of a contented bourgeois family threatens to
disrupt their lives with almost tragic
consequences. His fatherly interest
in the girl is misinterpreted, by the
Sensing the .trouble she is
son,
causing, Natalie intends to vanish,
but when the son rifles his father's
cash box for her near-tragedy reRaimu catches him and fells
sults.
the girl as the betrayer of his trust.
Principal tenets of this story ap-

SABLE CICADA
(CHINA-MADE)
(With Songs)
release ot Hsln Hwa (S. K.
Chang) production. Stars Violet Koo; featured T. Ij. Wei and 1, E. Koo.
Directed
by Rlbhard Fob. Orlfflnal Chinese dlalos
in Mandarin, with Chlnesn musical interpolation and, background; based on an e^plsode

China's

historical classic, 'San Kuo.'
Belmont, N. Y., starting Jan. 12, '30.

Running time: 87 mlns.
sable Cicada
Violet Koo
Governor Wang Yuen.... ......... Y. L. Wei
Minister Tung. Cho
E. Koo

pear simple and undramatic, but it Lu Pu
is the treatment of human values LI Ju

King San
J. Tong

Mary Usu
and affairs of the heart, so typically Court Maid
French, which redeem the picture.
(In Chinese, with English Titles')
Raimu's performance is a fine exainple of repression. Several other
Though of obviously liinited appeal
bits stand out, such as Jacques in this country (almost entirely with
Gretillat's grandiloquent handling of Oriental populace), 'Sable Cicada'
Kimsky's
Nicolas
role;
prosecutor's
surprises with its up-to-date cinebit as a taxi driver; Jeanne Provost matic touches and ability to tell an
as the wife and Gilbert Gil as the anticipated wdrdy but concise story.
Production was made in Shanghai,
son.
Film Is expertly edited and .cut with S. K. Chang as supervisor for
without any waste footage. Trans- the Hsin Hwa Picture Co. It opened
lation and titling is likewise ac- here with high scale of prices, money
complished and makes the story un- going to the Sino-Japanese caiise and
derstandable. Should do well in all is being sponsored now by the Amerforeign-language and art houses. ican Bureau for Medical Aid tQ
Film was previously titlcj 'Camille China.
Film is riepUted to be China's bid
le Vaillant^CThe Valiant'),, but 20thFox's objection to the use of its for picture honors outside its borIt indicates a fair grasp of
prior 'Valiant' title caused the switch ders.
screen technique and production alin tag.
though obvious that the talking picture angle at times awes the pro-

THE GREAT CITIZEN
(RUSSIAN MADE)

N. Bogollubov
Bersenov
I.

Zhako

O.

;

.•

Boris Chlrkov
G. Semlonov
A. Zrajevsky
E. AUu3
P- Klrlllov
B. Poalavaky
V. KIselev

Maxim
Kplosnlkov

Dubok
Katz
Brlantzev
SIzov

Gladklkh
Shakhov's Mother
Olga
i

N. Ralskaya-Dore
N. Rashevakayu

Nadya

Z.

Fedorova

E. Nemchenko
C. RlablnUIn
A. PoUbln

Rronov
Krluchkov
Solovlev

(In Russian', with English Titles)
Purporting to show the events
that led up to the sensational' Moscow Treason Trials of several years
ago, 'The Great Citizen' is one of
the most ambitious productions yet

striking

the

feminine

personality

'who figured so actively in the early
centuries

of

China's

The

history.

&

Got

New Techwood

(Ga<) Honse
Atlanta^ Jan. 17.

&

Techwood theatre, Lucas
Jenkins' newest suburban house, a 500seater, -vdll light up Thursday (19)
night.
theatre will serve resi-

New

dents of Techwood, 'enormous Gov-

Va.,' Jan. 17.
ture turned out to be a surprise.
neighborhood the- Street & Smith printed a facsimile
atre will be built by Dominion The- of the original No. 1 copy of the
atres, Inc., operator of three down- Jesse James Stories and. put it on
town houses. Site has been pur- ths newsstands at 10c. a copy. It
chased on Rivermont avenue, swank has become a big seller among the
residential street, within walking men who used to hide the weekly,
distance of Ran^lph-Macon Wom- behind the attic chimney when the
'

WB^AXEWONT
DROP GAMES

Blow

—

In

High and Away
Hollywood, Jan.

17.

Metro rolled 'The Hardys Ride
with the customary cast
Mickey Rooney and Lewis
ponderous, windy and incomprehen- headed by

To the average U.

tibhable.
ture fan,

S. pic-

the whole thing will be

High'

Stone.

sible.

George Seitz directs from a screen
Even the veteran U. S, correspondents on the. scene have been unable play by William Ludwig, Kay Van
to explain the Moscow trials. And Riper and Agnes C. Johnston.
to the American man on the street,
the whole setup of Soviet officials
testifying in apparent determination
to seal their own 'Sxecutions was remote, fantastic and completely mystifying. Far from dispelling the fog,
'Citizen' is likely only to intensify it.
There's no difficulty in following
^
•

tl.e

film's

main story

merely shows the
ring

of

thread.

It

efforts of a small

conspirators

to

gain

con-

trol of the Moscow Central Committee, and when they're exposed and

thwarted,

how

began
scheming to undermine the whole
tells

they

Soviet structure.
Picture at least
avoids the obvious device of ascribing insincere motives to the plotters,
but otherwise it paints them in

wholly villainous colors.
Direction and acting in- 'Citi/en'
are hai^ted by ^e script, Lut since

STORY BUYS

Hollywood. Jan. 17.
Frederick C. Davis sold his novelette,

'Stop the Presses,' to Universal.

Warners purchased screen rights
Zoe Akins' play, 'The Old Maid,'
from Paramount.
Sam Engel and Hal Long sold their
of

yarn, 'Johnnie Apollo,' to 20th-Fox.

RKO

purchase4Jo Anthony's yam.

'Spellbinder.'

Metro bought '6,000 Enemies,' an
original by Wilson Menard and Dr.
Leonidas Stanley.
Dalton Trumba sold his yarn.
'Heaven With a Barbed Wire Fence'
to 20th-Fox.

Universal bought 'For Love of
Money,' original yarn by three collaborators, Dan Taradash, Julian
Blaustein and Bernard Feins.

Tyrone Power,
ing at the house.
who starred in 'Alexander,' aLso
stars in 'James.' Stunt is to
peated in Chicago.

first

~

—

broker down there observed:
'They don't need any more
Jesse Jameses down here.'

LynchbuTjg,

This town's

who at least partly lives up to the
Wamer-Saxe theatres in Wisconsin,
classification of being an outstanding
star of the Chinese staged Support announced that his 15 houses would
is uniformly strong, always consid- not cooperate. The Independent Theering it is strictly Oriental, with Y. atres' Protective Ass'nj^iad lined up
L. Wei, as the father, and King Sang, all but two of the 30 indie theatres
in the role of minister's son, best. for the plan, and Harold J. Fitz-

that of propaganda 'Citizen' is of
dubious merit.
Of course it will
impress Soviet sympathizers, but
since they're already adherents to
the 'cause,' its value there is ques-

There

be reernment housing project, and is just
20th-Fox nas worked out a map of
a mashie shot away from Georgia
the U. S. showing all sections where
Tech and its 3,500 student body.
There
the James gang operated.
may be some local tieups in this.
Lynchbdrer, Va., Nabe
Another stunt pulled for the pic-

—

two

coach,

N. T. Boes

Drive
ostensibly

to

Down

eliminate

giveaways,

aimed at wiping out the

folks weren't looking.
S-S's first reprint was 500,000
copies.
Response was so great in
N. Y. that another 230,000 were
ordered.
An enlarged order for
100,000 came in from Chicago and
another for 25,000 from- New England.
Publishers believe (he total

may

reach 1,000,000.

ITewsreelers' F.A.s
Personal appearances of

by 200

AP

yards.

carried the

yarn and pictures were plentifuL
WBTO broadcast It for an hour, with
credits for the film.

Air Defense Stressed

To cash In on- the current national
interest In air defense, Warners has
issued 10 special ado on 'Wings of
the Navy.' The catch- lines in the
first four tie up directly with air
defense. They are:
(1) Can America defend herself
in the air?
(2) It's great to be an
American when America is guarded
by Wings of the Navy. (3) U. S.
strength revealed! Never photographed before.
(4) We' must te
prepared to meet with success auy
air'

application of force against us.

Warners in Lane Tienp

'

adopted daughter of Chinese governor, Wang Yuen, employs her charx.
to establish herself as concubine in
the household of a minister plotting
to depose the boy emperor. She also
follows Her^father's plan to preserve
Milwaukee, Jan, 17.
the dynasty by becoming the shy
bride-to-be of Minister Lu Pu's son.
Plans of Indie theatre owners to
By artfully playing one against the eliminate banko, bingo and other
other, she estranges the minister and games of chance in theatres In the
his son.
county by Feb. 1 collapsed after A.
Title role is played by Violet Koo,
D. Kvool, general manager of the

its entire action is confined to in- .Selznick-International.
With Russell Birdwell leaving S-I
terminable speeches- about the glory
at the end of this month, Yorke may
of the communist doctrine.
Even from its own viewpoint
return to big time studio publicity.

WeeE

Best Exploitation of the

turned out by Soviet film makers. Production values and lighting stack gerald, manager of 22 Fpx theatres in
unBut it's scarcely one of their most up well but sound recording isbackthe county, had agreed -to join the
Musical
certain at times.
move If W&Hier-Saxe went along.
successful efforts at least from the .grounding Is typically Oriental
The theatre men's move was
standpoint of American entertain- which means monotonous to the
ment. To put it bluntly, picture is American ear. Singing of La Koo linked with a drive to get law enintriguing.
forcement officials to halt the playunilluminating and dull.
is different and at times
•Wear.
Viewed solely as entertainment,
ing of bingo in churches and other
'Citizen' is a distinct failure. There
places In the county.
is little action, no story that anyone
Kvool said some of the games, are
Yorke on Big
unfamiliar with the subject can folgood business stimulants and that he
low, only vague characterization, litHollywood, Jan. 17.
has
no right to interfere in what
clitle humor, no suspense, a weak
Gabe Yorke gets a leave of absence churches or other organizations are
max and merely occasional interest.
Hays office to help pub- doing in bingo or other games.
Film is much too long—just six min- from the
Wind' for
utes shy
hours and virtually licize 'Gone With the
of

Broadway Holdup

Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 17.
Several new theatres are planned
or under construction in this Pennsylvania area. Among them are enlargement of Wilmer & Vincent
house, Harrisburg, cost $25,000.
Ten horsemen . laskcd with banNew theatre just completed In danas, in western costume, and with
plenty, of dust on them, rode down
Ephrate, cost $45,000.
Comerford Co., Scranton, jiew the- Broadway from 49th street to the
Battery, detoured through the Wall
atre-store structure in Carlisle, cost
Street district, and. then returned
$250,000.
uptown as far as Grand Central
Wilmer"
Vincent, new theatre in Station the day before the opening
West -Reading, suburb of Reading, of 'JeSse James' at the Roxy; New
Pa., cost $50,000; contract not yet York, Friday (13). At the Battery
armored
awarded.
the" riders 'held up'
Wilson College, Chambersburg, Pa., truck for the newsreels.
Stvmt was timed by 20th-Fox to
new combination theatre and recreabeing
get
maximum
attention,
start
tion building, cost $250,000; Charles
made at 11 a.m. As a result, the
Z. Klauder, Philadelphia, architect,
riders caused a° traffic jam durihg
now preparing plans.
^e lunch hour In the narrow streets
Kutztown Theatre Co., Paul Her- of the financial district. They were
man, manager, brick . addition to sent out again opening day.
present theatre, cost $30,000.
The Roxy opened at 10 a.m. with
a line five deep from Seventh to
Sixth avenue^ and at. 11 a.m, 4,290
Stockton's 1,100 Seat Nabe
tickets had been sold.
'Alexander'
Sacranirento, Jan. 17.
was the only film to top this openPlans were announced for Stockton's first nabej 1,100 seats, $150,000
structure, on Pacific avenue leading
Somethin'
from Stockton to Sacramento. Built
by group beaded by E, L. Wilhoit,
When the 'Jesse James', stuntStockton banker, for Fox- West Coast.
ers appeared in Wall street, a

ducers.
an's College. Plans for structure will
As- compared with stilted sing-song be announced later, according to
acting associated with the Chinese
.Willis Grist, Jr., Dominion cm. here.

Amktno release of Lenfllm production. stage, present producers apparently
Directed by Frledrlch Erinler. Scenario, P.' have taken a definite step forward
Ermler, M. Blelmati and M. BolflUlntsov; .in attempting to put some action into
music. Dmitri Shoshtakovlch. At Cameo. this film endeavor.
N. T., weelt Jan. 14, 'SO. Running time,
'Sable Cicada' gets its name from
114 mlns.
Shakhov
Kartaehov
Borovsky

'Jesse James'

,

Modem Film

At

Theatres

19

More New Ones

Friedrich Ermler co-authored as
well as directed, he'll have to take
the heaviest rap. N. Bogoliubov is
admirably siniple and restrained as
the heroic citizen,' while Boris Chirkov registers, decisively £is the Central Committeeman sent to investigate the plot.
I. Bersenov uses all the traditional
acting tricks as the villainous chief
conspirator and both he and O. Zbakov aren't above turning their portrayals into lampoons for the sake
of a laugh. G. Semionov, A. Zrajevslcy, E. Altus and N. Raiskaya-Dore
are striking types and Z. Fedorova
is unusually attractive for a Soviet
Hobe.
ingenue.

In

VARIETY

Warners and the Electric AutoLite Co. of Cleveland have worked
out a. one-year deal for Priscilla
Lane,
player, whereby the auto
firm will release 10,000 life-size cutouts of Miss Lane for shop windows;
will employ full-page ads, tying in
with Miss Lane's releases, in Satevepost. Collier's, Liberty and other
magazines; will use her photo ia
billboard campaigns and will distribute 10,000,000 coTiies of a film
publication containing her biography.
First release affected will be "Yes:,
My Darling Daughter,' out March 25.
Charlie Einfeld acted for Warners
and Ruthrauff
Ryan Is-the agency.

WB

&

St lonis 'Blondie' Tienii
St. Louis..

For 'Blondie,' Loew's made a tieup
with the Post-Dispatch, which, nuis'
the 'Blondie' strip on Its comic page.
The house bought swell co-op ads,
totaling

approximately 2,000

lines,

for three days, and the ads carried'
'Blondie Is In the Movies
See
Her at Loew's.'
The daily also used banners on
its 42 delivery truclcs.
The cost of
printing these was Shared by the
paper and the theatre. The house
also had a lobby, panel calling attention to 'Blondie* appearing in the
paper every day. It had been the
heretofore policy of the sheet to
refuse- all proffers of co-operative
theatre exploitation.

Now—

Start Photo Contest
head-

Paris'

With the release of Too Hot to
and newsreels were inaugurated last Handle* at the Biarritz, Metro is Ofweek by the recently opened News- fering eight prizes totalling 4.500
reel Theatre in Radio' City (Asso- francs (about $125) for the best
ciated Press building), with sports photos turned In by amateur photogA'
celebs p.a.ing at the 6 p.m. Thurs- made .between Dec. 20 and Jan. 20.
Photos. must represent an actuality
day (5)« James E. Brightwell, manager, served as m.c, introducing of public interest and can be of any
First
prize Is 2,000
news personalities. Will be' held dimension.
every Thursday at the same hour, francs; second, 1,000; third, 500, and
five of 200 each.
Winners will be
6 p.m.
'Stars of newsreels* Idea was timely announced at the theatre where filin
for this week's newsreel bill at this Is shown.' Pictures taking three top
house because the Rose Bowl and prizes will be published in L'lntraaother footbalL bowl games as well sigeant.
liners figuring regularly In the

news

.

as Paramount's review of 1938
sports events had just been shown
on the screen. Bill Stem, sports
narrator for Par newsreel on the
Rose Bowl and National Broadcasting Co., headlined parade of sports
personalities.

Important figures men-

in Paramount's review of
who appeared at the
theatre included waiter Pate, capof
the American Davis cup
tain
team; Eddie Rickenbacker, auto and
airplane race expert; Dan Ferris,
head of A.A.U.; Sid Luckman. passing star of Columbia U., and William
C. Park, of Paramount News edi-'
torial staff. Sports editors of N. Y.
daily newspapers also were guested
at show.

tioned

sportsdom

'

'Horror' letter Contest
Louisville

Johnson Musselman, manager of
the Rialto, is promoting a horror
contest in connection with 'Son of:
Frankenstein.' Courler-Joumal and
Times is co-operating In a letter
writing contest, in which participants are Invited to write letters of
150 words or less on 'My Most
Frightening Experience.'
First prize Is $50; second prize la.
Each
$25; thp next five, $5 each.
of the 50 following gets tickets toi
the show.
.

UA's 'Winds' Contest

UA

Dog

Contest

Draws Eids

Lester Pollock, of Loew's, Rochr
prevalence of cash contests in New
York, apparently has bogged down. egter, N. Y., arranged a 'Christmas
Carol' tieup with the Rochester EvePart of this development is attribut- ning News which ran for nine days
ed to difference of opinion in inde- and received 162 inches of pictorial
pendent exhibitor ranks, where the space with 111 inches of text.
move wais initiated. While some inIt was simple. He obtained two
dies have come out bluntly for abol- six-week-old Scotties, named them
ishing giveaways, another element 'Christmas Carol' and 'Holy Terror,'
put them on display In the lobby
would retain 'em.
run a letter-writMajor circuit operators are In- and let the paoer
ing contest. The pups went to the
clined to look askance on the whole
two winners, and a number of free
proposal, not because they are in tickets
went out as consolation
favor of giveaways but because they prizes. About 1,200 kids wrote letrecall previous attempts made by in- ters and hundreds of others went to
die exhibitors to stop them, without the house to look at the dogs. Busiany tangible results. Some of these ness was good and the cost was
say that independents in the past nominal.
have been unable to get together
Coach Bace Goes Bi^
ambng themselves and present any
6ort of unified action.
Stagecoach race with the original
Baltimore & Ohio railroad engine in
Cumberland, Md.; went over in a big
way. Arranged by.Billy Jferguson, of
Pic Study
(M-G), for 'Stand Up and Fight.'
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Coach was borrowed from the muUrider grant by the Carnegie seum of the Railway Express Agency,
Foundation, a Motion Picture Re- New York; the railroad furnished
search Project has been launched the en fine.
School was dismissed In Cumberin Hollywood for the sociological
land.
About 25,000 persons from
study of the picture industry.
Maryland and West Virginia turned
Advisory committee is loaded with out. -Mayor Koon, of Cumberland,
college profs.
presented a cup to the winn6r— the

Academic

.

own

has arranged a 'write your
review* contest with the New-

York. .Journal-American
on the
Radio City Music Hall showing of
'Trade Winds.* First prize is a 10-day
trip to" Bermuda.
There are nine
other cash awards.
Bevlews afe
limited to 200 words, and winning;
reviews are being published in the
daily.

Stage 'Sweetheart' Contest
Seattle.

A

'Sweethearts* (M-G) contest ia
co-operation with Seattle Times
brought out the newest and the oldest
sweethearts in this vicinity; that is,
the longest married and the shortest^
The latter was the first couple to wed
after the New Year arrived.
Picture was at the Fifth Ave. theatre^
The stunt got nice stories in newspaper. Winners were feted at theatre.
Winners were 93 years old
and had been married 72 years.

.'Homeliest .Blonde' Bally
whc appears In 'Unioil
be exploited in connection with the picture as 'th6 homeliest blonde in Hollywood.'
Mis*
May has agreed to be regarded in
this manner and has signed waiver
nermitting such wordage 1ft any pubIda May.

Pacific,' will

licization.

Paramount

hit upon, this

ballyhoo stunt.

gag as a

VARIETY
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THE BEACHCOMBER

..aMiy'bu can>f loss playing Laughton In
.

1

.

<
'

V

.

.

from pre-release engagements

^ Ipokiit tHi^^^

New Yoric

> >

/^ttie

in four cities

Bbqchcdmber**^ now in its fourth smosh week with the fifth coming up, tokes its place among

the top four grossers to ploy tho Rivoii Theatre in the past five years.

Miami

. •

by o wide
repeoted

>*^The Beqchconiber^^ opening ot the Sheridan theatre

margirt/ setting

Its

a mid-week opening day

trium|ih at the Sheridan, turning in opening

theatre this year, also bedting

week's

was a

house. Picture

Moittreai

in

mid-week, topped the

into the larger

day gross two and

New Year*s Day high

Colony Theatre, "The Beachcomber**

half times

New

Year's

Day

figures for thot

year ago and coming within a few dollars of equalling the record high

/^Tlie Beaciicambar^^ did about a normal week's business

• •

total

New Year's Day a

Going

Day a year ago.

of Christmas

Toronto

record.

is

« •

record breaker, running

booked for an

75%

cd)ove normal business

in three days at the Uptown Theatre. 'The
and o good 10% above top business for the

indefinite run.

»^^The Beaciicomfaer's^^ opening day at The Princess Theatre was

normal opening day figures

.

.

.

terrific

The week-end continued the triumph with a week's business

CHARLES LAUOHTON
Based^n^a story by W. Somerset Maughom.

in
A

.

.

.

practically doubling

in the

till

"THE BEACHCOMBER" with Elsa

Moyflower

Picture produced

and

directed

by

Erich

Pommer. 'A

in thiee days.

Lanchester.

Pcircmiount release.

.

PICTURES

Tedoesday, January 18, 1939

Theatres

and Exchanges
No Blue law

Coast^s Shifts

Los Angeles.
Bjourn Foss is new sales rep for
Fine Arts Pictures, working out ot
Ihe L. A. Grand National exchange

Sam

tindSr

Berkowitz.

Harry L. Nace opened the new
State theatre, a 600-seater, in Warren, Ariz,
O. Wise, assistant manager of the
United Artists theatre; Pasadena,

Brown as manager
North Hollywood.

succeeded G«orge
of the Valley,

Sam Nathanson has

.

When latter group was all discharged with praise from Magistrate
McBride for theatres as A place to

resigned as

Columbia Pictures salesman to besales manager of Tri-National
Pictures Corp., distributor of French
end British made pictures. Nathanson was with Columbia 12 years.

men

Midway

Opening

opened

Berkofl

.

his

Minneapolis.

Paramount Northwest distributed

theatre.

Local Fox West Coast theatres
open their annual infantile paralysis
drive next Sunday (22), continuing
one week. Funds will be raised by
passing a basket.

.

Friedel Heads Denver
Denver.
Henry A, Friedel, Metro exchange
manager, elected president of £oc^'
Mountain Screen club for the year.
Others picked include A. P. Archer,
.

$4,250 in cash to 24 mans^ger-winners
in a 13-week contest to increase business this year as compared with last.
Winners of the first prize, $500 each,

were Harold Kaplan,

"State,

Minne-

E. V. Odeneal, Paramount,
Mitchell. S. D.; Melvin Scott, Moorapolis;

head, Moorhead, Minn,, and Harry
Salisbury, Time, Rochester, Minn.;
$250 each won by Bill Sears, Orpheum, Minneapolis; James Eshelman,
Huron, S. D,; Edward Kraus, Fargo,
N. D., and Karl Lindstaedt, Parmount, Austin, Minn.

Sam

Feinsteln, second
Biggs, treasurer; Ross

first V. p.;
V. p.; E. P.

Musicians-Into-Theatres Huddles

•East Side of Heaven,' finally got the
gun, 12 weeks behind original starting date. Joan Blondell is the femme
lead, this causing her it call off
N. Y. vacation with Dick Powell.

Delay was due to script trouble,
with William Conselman and Jimmy
Kern (latter alumnus of the Yacht
Club Boys) winding tip the writing
job. Dave Butler directs.
Charles R. Rogers has signed
David Butler to direct 'The Star
Maker,* Bing Crosby starrer at ParaPicture- rolls in March.
mount.
Butler ia currently piloting Crosby

$4,250 in Prize Coin

is

new

Bluck, secretary, and Emmett Thurmon, counsel. The new board will
be Archer, William Agren, C. J. Bell,
Bluck, Briggs, Frank Culp, Joe H>
Dekker, Duke W. Dunbar, Friedel,
A. J- Gould, jr., Jack Langan, Jap
Morgan and R. J. Morrison.
Robt. Selig, lately manager for
.

Gaumont-British of the western district, made manager of the Fox
Hiawatha here. Selig been on coast
for G-B for a few months. Another
newcomer manager is Al Yohe, at
the Fox Webber, succeeding Harry
Lane, resipned.

Wilby-Xincey Shifts
Charlotte, N. C.
of the

Richmond Gage, manager

Salisbury, taking over management of Criterion, Anderson,
Gage -sucS. C, for Wilby-Kincey.
State,

ceeded by Fred Bearden; manager

W-K

the

of

wood;

theatre

at

Green-

S. C.

John F. Kirby, for last six years
manager of the Charlotte Paramount
exchange, has gone to Atlanta, as
manager of that branch,

LOUIS AFM

ST.

EASING

UP ON

Curtis,

E.

filling

station

BANDSHOWS

Blair-Tri-States Fool
Des Moines.

.

New
Joseph

Plottel,

York.

who

branch manager the

hxanager.

the branch in Vancouver.

WB
WB
which

Folds a Nabe

Takes Windsor locks Spot

Pittsburgh.

has

closed

nabe Brookline,

acquired last September,
after operating for three months.
Exhibitors in West Virginia territory will stage a dinner at Clarks-

burg

it

late

this

month

GN

in honor

of

Charlie Dortic,
exchange man'
ager here, and Bobbv Dunbar, office
manager of WB. They both formerly covered the W.Va. territory
for their respective branches.

Bromberg Benews

lotte,

Tampa,

Southington, Conn.
Windsor Locks, leased for
a period of five years, with option
Plan
for an additional five years.
Rialto,

spend about $20,000 remodeling
the house. New corporation headed
by Joseph W. Walsh and Raymond
T. England of here, and Frank E
Healy of Windsor Loclcs.
to

Poli

Atlanta.
Arthur C, Bromberg, prez of five
Republic exchanges in Atlanta, Char-

Orleans and Memsoutheastern
eight

New

phis,
serving
f tates, has renewed franchise for

new

more than $38,000
during a week stand.

attracted

b.o.

to

for Warner Bros, in Vancouver, being shifted to Toronto to take charge

Poli's N.E. Appraisal
Hartford, Jan. 17.
New England Theatres, Inc.,

have property valued at $1,111,030 in
this city, according to the 1938 'grand
list' released last week,

TITLE CHANGES

OGLES
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(Continued from page 3)

Most Treasury Departpent executives are too busy with bigger and
knottier problems to give more than
passing thought to the relative handful of film personalities.
None of the California

members

of

Congress has any thought of trying
Senato help out his constituents.
tor Sheridan Downey— who was supposed to be. champing to introduce a
bill as soon as he, took the oath— said
this week he is in favor of a technical change which will allow larger
credit for earned income compensa^
tion for physical or mental effort, as

—

distinguished

from the income due

2ND WEEK at.
Fopular Prices t

to

Friday,
_

TXBONS

SHEARER • POWER

idents for special treatment. Despite
sympathy for the man who works,
he hasn't framed any legislation yet.

John narrymore—Bobert Morhy

in

his

vww

Dttn Open
250 to

I
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Warner Bros, Plctar*
IN PBnSON
REISMAN and His Orch.

Plus an All Star Shotr

ihew avtry mIU

Mms

CMiiliiNmM P«rf*niMM«a, Pvynlar
USUC HOWMD in Bernard Shaw'n

Pygmalion PARAMOUNT.^

WB

Wood,
Tax

IN

Made Me a Criminar

'They

A

Perry Spencer, of late connected
with Metro's public relations dept. in
N. Y., has signed on with Bromberg's
outfit as. exploiteer, headquartering

Ohio ITO

"MARIE ANTOINETTE"

9 A. M. STRAND
ox XHB SCREEN

JOHN GARFIELD
DEAD END KIDS

BrMdwsrW SlttStmt

NORMA

coupon clipping—for all citizens, but
did not single out cinema colony res-

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
'Woman Doctor' is fourth tag for Even if he had a bill, he would have
the original 'Dr. Judith Randall' at to wait until some major measure
Republic.
was sent to the" Senate by the House,
Kokomo* replaced inasmuch as the lower chamber has
from
'Kid
'Broadway Cavalier' at Warners.
In this city.
originating all revenue
•The Dusty Road' is release title the duty of
legislation.
for Metro's 'Song of the West.'
Bert Wild Shifts for
The horizon is equally cloudy in
Pi^'r amount switched from 'Me and
Representative Frank
Butler, Pa.
My Gal' to 'Night Spot Hostess.'
the House.
Bert G. Wild, Warner managei: in
'The Story of Vernon and Irene Buck, from upstate California, the
Erie for 12 years, has been trans- Castle' is the latest tag for 'The
tax expert of the delegation, said he
ferred to Butler, where he has as- Castles' at RKO.
never had been contacted by the spesumed the management of the ButRKO changed 'She Said I Do' to cial
pleaders, and appeared wholly
ler theatre, also WB.
'My Fifth Ave. Girl.'
'Man of Conquest' is release tag unacquainted with either the plight
film figures or' the suggested
of
the
Westward'
Republic.
'Wagons
at
on
Beneau's S. I. Houses
'Arizona remedies. He has no intention of inchanged
Paramount
Albany.
troducing any biUs, and seems to feel
Sidney Deneau, booker in Albany Bracelets' to 'Renegade Trail.'
'The Magnificent Fr?iud' is final individuals whose weekly checks run
divisional office of Fabian theatres,
transferred to New York, assignment title of 'The World's Applause' at to four figxires have no ground for
there including the eight Staten Paramount
complaint.
'Life of Knute Rockne' is the new
Island houses recently added to the
title for 'Fighting Irish' at Warners.
Fabian circuit.
'Home on the Prairie' is release
Sec,
title for Gene Autry's 'Ridih' the
Range' at Republic,
Plan
Reviews 40e
Grand National changed 'A Lady
Columbus, Jan. 12.
Gone Wrong' to 'Everything Happens to Ann,'
Editor, VARiExy:
•Singin' Cow Girl' is latest tag for
Just finished reading page 3 of
Onliwon Paper Towels
Coronado's 'Lady Buckarbo.'
your issue of Jan. 11 relating to the
Roaring
'The
substituted
Warners'
ECONOMY WASHROOM SERVICE
Federal admissions tax, and I am in
Nineties' for 'And It All Came True,'
full accord with, all you say except
•I Was a Convict' is final tag for
that I do not believe there -is any
'White Fury' at Republic,
five-year period.

vail.

i5

s=
S
B
—X

from the Uptown to the Century. there as successor to Harry Paynter,
J. C. Stroud moves over from Park,
resigned. Roy Haines, eastern-CanSt. Paul, to Uptown here, while L. A.
adian division manager at the h. o,,
Hertl goes from St. Clair, St, Paul, made the appointment. I. Coval,
to Park. J. P. Soucy. asst. at St. salesman from Winnipeg, moves up
Paul Uptown, promoted to St. Clair under the shift to take charge of

AFM

SCREEN TRAILER

'

The Paramount circuit has transferred Frank Steffys from the Century to the State, and Charles Zinn

vaudeville a more substantial trial
than they have in recent years, as a
means of -putting musicians to work,
the
would have to make substantial concessions to enable such
a trial. There is little doubt in theatre circles but that various chains
would be /illing to gamble with the
musicians, particularly in the larger
centers, if long-term contracts and
burdensome conditions did not pre-

Pending the April huddles, there
can be no speculation as to what
concessions might be made or what
steps of a cooperative nature might
be taken Cor the benefit of both theatres and the musicians.
Following the meeting Wednesday
(11) .with Casey, the entire board
of the AFM, headed by Joe Weber,
president, adjourned to Miami Friddy(13) where it is in session most ot
this week,. Weber remains on to at-,
tend meetings o; th.; executive council of the American Federation of
J. Don Alexander Co., screen ad- Labor which goes into
annual convertising producer,, plans to enter vention toward' the end of the month.
the trailer business on a national
scale and has been trying to make
deals with major producer-distribuSCANDAL IN BOCKS
tors. There is some doubt that such
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
deals may be made in view of contracts which most companies have
•The Great Diamond Scandal' rolls
with National Screen or because this week at the Talisman studio as
they put out their own trailers, lat- the second of eight mystery films by
ter being Metro and Warner Bros.
Equity Pictures.
Alexander company operates out
Alvin G. Manuel is producin;^,
of Colorado Springs, Colo.
Shepard Traube directing.

ALEXANDER

place locally.

urb.

chance of 'upping' the exemption figFollowing a preliminary huddia
ure to 75c.
last week between Pat Casey, repTwo yeairs ago, and again last year, resenting the major producer-disyou may recall, Walter Vincent of tributors in labor matters; and the
New York and myself made strenu- American Federation of Musicians
ous efforts to induce the national on ways and means of increasing the
Congress to raise the exemption fig- use of musicians in theatres, Clasey
ure, to 50c, and -.we submitted figures leaves fdr the
Coast the end of this
to both the Ways and Means Com- week and no further meetings
will
mittee of the House and .the Finance be held until April 14. At that
time
Committee of the Senate showing Casey will return east.
that the "Treasury would undoubtedly
Meantime, it is understood that the
benefit by amending the laW in this conference held
last Week was of a
manner.
preliminary nature, being mostly
The 40c exemption figure is not only 'just talk,' with any details on a plan
a severe handicap to the subsequent to relieve unemployment of
musi
run houses, but also prevents the men remaining to be negotiated.
first runs in cities like Columbus,
Presumption is that if the thteatres
Cleveland and Cincinnati from estab- of major producer-distributors are
lishing any higher 'non-taxable' night
to agree to giving, stage shows or
admission rate. All of this was point-

Schwendener said that when the
proposal was broached he submitted
and it was
it to the membership
He figures that
readily adopted.
Service, and will operate in the same
M. R. Blair, former owner and with the return of stage bands many
territory—south and southwest Col- manager of the Regent, Cedar Falls, tooters, now out of work, will be
orado.
la., named president of the newly
given employment for long stretches
formed Cedar Amusements, Inc., as of time.
result of a merger with the TriKaplan Joins Pield
Name bands were given a trial at
States Theatre Corpi interests. Blair
Ambassador and Fox in
Minneapolis.
will continue as manager of the both the
Harold Kaplan, manager of the house, with the policy remaining recent years and although some
State (Par), resigned to become as- the same, but handled on the same coined heavy sugar for the house
St.
Field's
sociated with Harold
basis Tri-States handles houses in others didn't, and the policy was
Louis Park Theatre Co. as part Oskalposa, Ottumwa, etc.
abandoned about a year ago as too
owner and manager of its new
costly. The most successful engage$100,000 1,000-s^at theatre being built
ment was Al Pearce and his Gang
Plotters New Berth
at St. Louis Park, Minneapolis subOliver

owner, has taken over the We-Go
film delivery from" Ross Labart, renamed it the Intermountain Film

Chiefly 'Just Talk' at This Stage

ed out to the two committees to show
how the Tre9§ury woxUd benefit
through increased, income taxes, but
to no avaU.
This year, I fear, our chances for
success are less than they were last,
for the reason that the Treasury officials will sanction no change in the
St. Louis, Jan. 17.
For the first time in its history of law if they feel that there is any
chance whatsoever of diminishing tax
almost 50 years. Local No. 2 AFM,
revenue.
has voted to permit spot booking on
If the industry does feel that ana ratio of 2 to 1 and has begun
other attempt should be made to innegotiations with Harry C. Arthur,
crease the exemption, my recommenFanchon
of
mgr.
Jr., v.p. and gen,
dation is that ihe new figure be set
8c. Marco's interests here for, the reat 50c.
turn of stage" bands at one of F&M's
P. J. Wood, Secretary,
Ambassador.
or
Fox
the
deluxers,
Independent Theatre Owners of Ohio.
Several huddles have been held between the Local's Theatric«»l Committee, composed of August Schwenden&T, chairman, V. C. Wolf, Frank
CO.
Btifanno and Fred L. Oatman and
Arthur but nothing definite has deBIZ

formerly sales manager in Atlanta, will take Kirby's veloped.
A,' B. Pickett,
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Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Bing Crosby's Universal starrer,

appearing before him.

William and Joseph Steinberg
br6ke ground for a new l,OOD-seat
Louis

Finally to 'Heaven'

spend a peaceful New Year's eve,
Rainey decided- also to dismiss the in 'Heaven' at Universal.

come

theatre to cost $85,0p0.
set for April 1.

Guilt

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
Managers of six West. Philly
houses were dispharged in magistrates' court last Week on charges
of violating the Blue Laws by running a midnight show on New Year's
eve.
Men were originally held in'
$300 bail by, Magistrate Joseph
Rainey pending outcome of hearings
of 19 midtown managers.
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FILM BOOKING CHART

(For information of theatre and film exchange hookers, Variety presents a corrvplete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing
Date of reviews as given in VARiEry and the running Ume of prints are included.)
companies for the current quarterly period.
COPTSIGHT. 1938, Ut VABIETT, INC. AUa JUGBTS SESERVI^D
(B) BEISSCES

WEEK

TITLE

or
BELEASB
IN

n/4/38

EARLT ARIZONA
GVN PACKER

GANGSTER'S BOT

RIDE A CROOKED MILE
ILLEGAL TRAFFIC

LAWLESS VALLET

RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE
ALWAYS IN TROUBLE
EXPOSED
HARD TO GET
ADVENTURE IN SAHARA

11/11/38

THE FROG

SPRING MADNESS
;F 1 WERE KING

ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR
STORM OVER BENGAL

JUST AROUND THE CORNER
HIS EXCITING NIGlHT
TORCHY GETS HER MAN
THE SHINING HOUR
GANG BULLETS

11/18/38

THANKS FOR THE MEMORY
LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE

12/2/38

12/9/38

12/16/38

12/23/38

12/30/38

1/27/39

2/3/39

BLONDIE
OUT WEST WITH HARDYS
LITTLE TENDERFOOT
SAY IT IN FRENCH
ARREST BULLDOG DRUMMOND

COME ON, RANGERS
ORPHANS OF THE STREET
PECK'S BAD BOY WITH ^IRCUS
SUBMARINE PATROL
LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY
NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE
FLIRTING WITH FATE
lilTtLE ORPHAN ANNIE
WESTERN JAMBOREE
ROAD DEMON
STRANGE FACES
RIO GRANDE ROUNDUP
DRAMATIC SCHOOL
I AM A CBIMINAI/
RIDE A CROOKED MILE
NEXT TIME I MARRY
UP THE RIVER
SECRETS Ot A NURSE
HEART OF THE NORTH
STRANGE CASE OF DR. MEAD
CALIFORNIA FRONTIER
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
THE FRONTIERSMEN
DOWN ON THE FARM
PIRATES OF THE SKY
SWING, SISTERS, SWING
GHOST TOWN RIDERS
COMET OVER BRQADWAT
THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN
AWAKENING OF KATRINA
WILD HORSE CANYON
TOM SAWYER, DETECTIVE
FIGHTING THOROUGHBREDS
SHINE ON, HARVEST MOON
RED RIVER RANGE
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING
TRADE WINDS
NEWSBOYS' HOME
THE DAWN PATROL
SMASHING THE SPY RING
CLIMBING HIGH
SWEETHEARTS
TOUGH KID
SKY PIRATE
ARTISTS AND MODELS ABROAD
BOY TROUBLE
FEDERAL MAN-HUNT
KENTUCKY
DUKE OF WEST POINT
^

NOBTB OF SBANGBAI
STAND UP AND FIGBT
WBILE NEW YORK SLEEPS
LADY VANISHES
LAST WARNING'
DEVIL'S ISLAND
TBE THUNDERING WEST
BURN 'EM UP O'CONNOR
CONVICT'S CODE
ZAZA
MYSTERIOUS MISS X
THE GREAT MAN VOTES
CHARLIE CHAN IN HONOLULU
TOPPER TAKES A TRIP
SON OF FRANKENSTEIN
THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL
FRONTIERS OF '49

AMBUSH
ARIZONA LEGION
SMILING ALONG
MR. MOTO'S LAST WARNING
GAMBLING SHIP
OFF ^HE RECORD
LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER
FOUR GIRLS IN WHITE
IDIOT'S DELIGHT
DRIFTING WESTWARD
PARIS HONEYMOON
PRIDE OF THE NAVY
JESSE JAMES
MADE FOR EACH OTHER
KING OF THE UNDERWORLD
TEXAS STAMPEDE

HONOLULU
PYGMALION
SUNDOWN ON THE PRAIRIE
ST. LOUIS BLUES
FISHERMAN'S WHARF

THE ARIZONA WILDCAT
STAGECOACH

2/10/39

C*I

Western

B. Elilott-D. Gulliver

Mon*
Mono

Meller

Western

Cooper-L. Gilman
Randelt-L. Stanley
A, Tamiroff-F. Farmer

•

Lazarus
Harold Hurley
Bert Gilroy
Harry Grey
John Stone
Bert Kelly

Sam

TORCHY IN CHINATOWN
HUCKLEBERRY FINN
NAVY SECRETS
ONE TRIRD OF A NATION
BOY'S SLAVES
HOME ON THE PRAIRIE
TAIL SPIN
WINGS OF THE NAVY

U

WB

BischofI

Lou Appleton

Dave Hempstead

Ken Goldsmith
Bryan Foy
B. Derr

J.

'

Manckiewicz
Par
'

Reid

Cliff

Wm. Berke

Robert Sparks

Lou Ostrow
Ed Finney
Andrew Stone
Stuart Walker
Chas. E. Ford

Herman Schlom

Drama

MGM

RomrCom

Par

Drama

•

Bep

Rom-Com
Rom-Dr
Comedy
Rom-Com

20tli

U

WB
MGM

Rom<^Com

Rom-Com

RKO

J. Wayne-R. Cerrlssn
B. DMtlery-L. Bari
G. Cooper-Mr Oberon
J. Casney-P. O'Brien

Comedy
Ccmi-Rom
Western

M. Rooney-L. Stone-C. Parker
T. Ritter-J. FolkenberxR. Milland-O. Bradna
J. Howard-H. Anirel
R. Rogers-M. Hart
T, Ryan-IL Livingston

Comedy
Mystery
Western
Meller

RKO
20fh
U

Rom-Com

Bryan Foy

WB

Col

Monroe Shaft

Col
Col

Western

Joe Mankiewicz

M-G

Rom-Pan

Harry Sherman
Sol Wurtzel
B. Sarecky

Par

Western

W. Boyd-G. Bayes-E. Venable

20th

Comedy

Max Golden

Drama
Meller
Meller

Bryan Foy
David Loew
John Speaks
Harry Grey

WB
MGM

Sol Wurtzel
Bert Kelly
Irving Briskin

-ZOth

Sports

Col

Com^-Dr
Western

Mervyn LeRoy

M-G

R6m-Dr

Par

Rom-Dr

Derr

E. B.

Lazarus
Reid
Sol Wurtzel
Bert Kelly

Jeff

Cliff

'

Bert Kelly

Trem Carr
Bryan Foy
B. B. Kahane
Harry Rapf
Robt. Tansey
E. T. Lowe
Armand Schaefer

C; E.

Wm.

Ford
Berke

H. J. Brown
Walter Wanger
Ken Goldsmith

Par

Comedy
Comedy

Rep

Western

U

Mmo

Gene Markey
Edw. Small
Barney Glazer
W. MacDonald

Mervyn LeRoy
Walker

.Stuart

Robert Sisk
Sol Wurtzel

GB

Irving Starr

Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr
Musical

U

Rom-Dr
Drama
Drama

UA

J.

Meller

GB

Comedy

Mono
Mono

Musical
Meller
Action
Musical

M-G
Par
Par

F. Darro-J.

WB
M-O
Par

Meller

Drama

20th

Melodrama

2oai,.^

Col

r

•..

:M^atery
Mystfery.

Com-Rom
Melodrama

Pat

RoiinrCom

R«p

P. Foster-F. Robinson
B. Karlofr-N. flarrigap
C. Starrett-L Meredith

Western

M-G

D. O'Keefe-C. Parker
R. Kent-A. Nagel-M. Ebarne
^

C, Coll>eri-H. Marshall

M. Wbalfn-AI' Hart.

Mystery

Reid
John Stone
Hal Roach
Rowland V. Lee
Ben Glazer

RKO
20th
UA

^

Melodrama

Col

Col

Western

B. Elliott-L.

Wm. Wright

Par

Rom-Dr

2eth
20th

Mus-Com

G. Swarthout-L. Nolaa
G. Oltrlen-L: Johia50n
G. Fleids-M. Ma^uire
P.- Lorre^R. Coftez
R. Wilppx-H. M*ck

Cliff

Bert Gilroy
Robert T. Kanie
Sol Wurtzel
Irving Starr

Sam

Bischoff

RKO
u

WB

Comedy

Drama
Western

Mystery

Drama
Comedy

Jos. Sistrom

Cot

Meller

Nat Levine
Hunt Stromberg

M-G
M-G

Roin-Dr

Robert. Tansey.

Harlan Thompson

Mono
Par

Herman Schlom

Rep

Nunnally Johnson

20th

D. O. Selznick

Bryan Foy
Irving Briskin

Jack Cummings
Gabriel Pascal

Ed Finney
Jeff

Lazarus

Sol Lesser

John Stone
Walter Wanger

Bryan Foy
J.

Manckiewic:

Wm. Lackey
Harold Orlob
P. J. Wolfson
Harry Grey
Harry J. Browr
Lou Edelman

UA

WB

C. Bennett-B. Young-B. Bnrke
B. KarlofT-B, Lngesi
J. Garfleld-C. Rains

Drama
Western

Com-Rom
Comedy

Mono

Western

Par

Mus-Rom
Com-Dr
Comedy
Rom-Dr

WB

"'Telodram-

M'G
Mono

Com-Rom

RKO

Par

Drama
Drama
Drama

Rep

Western

20th

Drama
Drama

De

Aleanis

.

P. 0'Brlen»J. Blojidell

W.

Wiliiam-I. Lupine
A. MarshalloF.. Bice

Shearer-Gable
Jack Randall
B. Crosby-F. Gaal

Western

Rom-Com
Rom-Dr
Drama
Rom-Com

Col

WB

BarryjB^ore-P. Holilen
S. Toler-P. Brooks

Com-Dr

M-G
M-G

RKO
20th
UA

J.

I^Stery

Comedy

G. B. Seitz

Al Herman
Andrew Stone
Jas. Hogsifi

Joe KanQ

John H. Auer
Edw. F, Cline
John Ford
Erie Kenton
Wm. Clemens
F. MacDonald
Ben Holmes
Ralph Staub
.

Otto Brower

R. Sinclair

Wm. Nigh
Alfred E. Green

Garson Kanin
Alfred Werker

Arthur Lubin
Lewis Seller
Lewis D, Collins

Elmer Clifton
E, L. Marin
Les Selander

Mai

11/16
12/28
11/9
11/30
12/7
9/21
11/9
10/26

69
84

11/2
11/23

70
60
56

11/30
11/23
1/4

68
95

il/23
11/2
11/23.
12/7
12/14
11/30
12/14
12/14
12/7
1/11
12/7

66
59
78
73
70
61
75
68
74

Sam Nelson

St. Clair

12/7
10/12

75
62
75
72
56
63
91
97

76
61
70
57
57
70

Earl Taggart

Bretherton
Paul Malvern
Mitchell Leisen
Creo.Archainbaud
Nick Grinde

David Butler
Al Green

Bayward-J. Fontaine

M. Whalen-J. Rogers
M. Lockwood-M, Redgrave

Melodrama

Mono

Frank Borzage
Lambert Hillyer
G. Archainbaud
Glenn. Tryon
Geo. Sherman

H

AU^h

Trent-M. Reynolds
Benny-J. Bennett

D. Powell-A. Louise
B. FumessoJ. Craig
R. Taylor-F. Rice-Beery
G. Patrick-O. Kroger
V. McLafflen-C. Morrls-W. Barrle

Drama
Rom-Dr

RKO
tT..

L.

Musical

Col"

65
70
61
62

Joe McDrnough
Joseph Sahtley
Geo. Waggner
Busbv Berkeley

C. Ruffgles-M. Roland
R. Livlngston-J. Travis
L. Young-R. Greene

Rom-Dr
Rom-Com

UA

12/21
4/7/37
11/16
9/21
10/19
12/14
11/2

K. Franels-J. Lite!
Al Hall
M. Doofflas-V. Brace
Norman Taurog
F. Gaal-Tone-W. Connolly
Robert Hill
Jack Randall
King
Louis
Cook
D. O'Connor-B.
Sidney Salkow
R. Byrd-M. Carlisle
Joe Kane
R. Rosers-M. Hart
Wayne-R. Corrl^an-M. Terhane Geo. Sherman
Wm. A. Seiter
A. Menjon-J. Oakie
Tay Gamett
F. March-J. Bennett
Harold Young
J. Cooper-W. Barrle
Edm'd Goulding
E. Flynn-B. Rathbone
Christy Cabanne
F. Wray-R. Bellamy
Carol Reed
J. Mathews-M. Rederave
W. S. Vah Ryke
J. MacDona1d-N. Eddy
J.
J.

Comedy

20th

75
66
100
68

C. S. Simon
Frank Lloyd
Lew Landers
Sid Salkow

12/7
12/7
11/9
11/16
12/14

55
68
74
60

12/14
12/14
12/28
10/12

63

12/14

65
70

12/21

51
64

1/18

63
55
55

l/U

1/18

93

1/11
12/7
12/21

103
62

12/14
1/18

120
60

12/21
1/11

90

11/2

64
95
107
85

1/11
12/21
12/21

99
68
76
61
96
62

1/11
1/11
12/28
12/21
8/31
12/7

70^

'

Rep

Irving Briskin'

Herman Schlom

Western
Western

20th

WB

Harry Rapf

Western

Bob Baker

Par

Rep
Rep
Rep

Jack Raymond

Prouty-S. Byingrton

J.

K. Taylor-R. Hudson
K. Mnrray-K. Kane

Western

«e

-

Action
Musical

Mono

Col

Bryan Foy j
E. B. Derr
Albert Lewin

Meller

Drama

M-G

Col

GB

Drama

Drama
Rom-Dr
Drama

WB

Paul Malvern
A. Hornblow. Jr.
Wm. Wright
Armand Schaefer

Meller

WB

Robert Lord

Hunt Stromberg

Comedy"

U
U
U

Irving Briskin

Lindsley Parsons

Meller

RKO
20th
U

11/9

Lsderman

Wm. Wyler

T. Kelly-A. GlUls.
R. Greene-N. Kelty-Bancroft
M. Boland-E. E. Horton
B. Granville-J. Lite!
J. E. Brown-L. Carf lUo-S. Dona
A. Gillis-R. Kent-J. Travis
G. AutryrS. Bnlrnette
H. Arthur-J. Valerie
D. Kent-F. Jenks
C. Starrett-A. Doran
L. Ralner-A. Marshal
J. Carroll-M> Kornpian
A. Tamlroff-F. Farmer
L. Ball-J. EIlison-L. Bowman^
T. Martln-P. Brooks
E. LowCi-B, Mack
D. Foran-G: Pafre
J. Holt-B. Roberts-N. Beery
B. Jones-C. Bailey
R. Owen-T. Kilburn

Sol Lesser

Gene Markey

Ray Enrinht

Frank Strayer

Mono
Par
Par

11/9
11/9
11/23

78

Jas. Tinling

MGM
Rep
Rep

63

Michael Curtiz

P. Slngrleton^A. Lake'

Col

Max Golden

Michael Curtiz

Crawtord-B. Yonnf

A. Nasel-R. Kent
B. Hope-S. Ros's-BuUerworth
n. Carcy-T. Holi-E. Breiii

.Rom-Com
Drama

WB

69

Gus Meins

G. Farrdl-B. MacLKno

Action

UA

59

Irving Cummlngs

S. Tempte->C. Farrell
C. Ripseln-O. Mnnson

f.

t>7

12/28
11/9
11/9
12/7
11/23

Jos. Sanlley'

Knowles-R. Hodsmi

P.

Western
Western

Rep
2efli

Green
Louis King
David Howard

Col4;man-F. Dee-Ratblione
J. 0»kl«'L. Ball

Meller

Par

REVIEWED

Geo. Sherman

D. R.

N. Beery-G. Barker
M. O'Suilivan-L. Ayres

Comedy

Mono

Gray

P..Kell>'-L.

55
95
51
70

Alf:-ed E.

Dl PowcU-O. de Havlland

Meller

BEO

Lou Lusty
Armand Schaefer

J.

Levering

Wm. NiRh

C. Naish-M. Carlisle
G. O^rien-K. Sntton
G. Aatry-S. Bnroette
Withers-A. Treaeher-J. Refers
O. Krager-G. Farrell

Coi?icc<y

Col

GB

Herbert Wilcox

Edw. Chodorov
FrSink Lloyd

E.

Comedy
Drama

20th

TIME

Wallace Fox

J.

Western
Western

Bep

Jos.

J.
J.

Meller

RKO

WHEN

DIRECTOR

MINS. BY VARIETY

Ram-Dr

Par
Par

Jeff

ANGELS WITH DIRTY FACES

DISBARRED

1/20/39

Col

W. T. Lackey
Hobt. Tansey

Sol Wurtzel

PACIFIC LINER

1/13/39

TALENT

Sam Goldwyn
Sam Bischoff

GOING PLACES

1/6/39

TYPE

SANTA FE STAMPEDE
SHARPSHOOTERS

COWBOY AND THE LADT

11/25/38

DISTRIB.

PRODUCER

J. Donn-R. Hudson
POwer-N. Kelly-Fonda
C. Lombard-J. Stewart
H. Bonart-K. Francb
C. Starrett-I. Meredith

T.

E. Powell-R. Yonng
L. Howard-W. Hillcr
T. Ritter-D. Fay-C. Kln.^

L. Nolan-D. Lamonr
B. Breen-L. Carrillo
Withers-L. Carrillo
C. Trevor-J. Wayne
G. Farrcll-B. MacLan e
3.

M. Rooney-W. Conpolly
Withers-F. Wray-D. ftobinsc r
S. Stdney-L. Ericksoil
A. Shlrley-A. Daniel
G. Autry-S. Burnette
\. Faye-C. Bennett-C. Farrell
G. Brent-O. de Havlland

Ray Enright
Lederman
S. VanDyke

l/U

D. R.

W.

Robert Florey
Lew Landers
H.B.Humberstone
Alfred Hitchcock
Al Rogell
Wm. Clemens
Sam Nelson
Edw, Sedgwick

Lambert Hillyer
Geo. Cukor
Gus. Meins
Garson Kanin
H.B.Humber6tone

-

Norm. Z.McLeod
R0wland V. Lee
Busby Berkeley

Sam Levering
Kurt Neumann
'Dave Howard
Monty Banks
Norman Taurog

67

83
62
70
65
80
94

l/ll
12/28
1/4
1/18

61
58
85

12/14

1/4

Aubrey H. Scotto
James Flood
Peter Godfrey
S, 'Sylvan
Clarence.

•

Simon

Brown

Robert HIU

Frank Tuttle

83

Lamont
Henry King
.John Cromwell

105

Charles

Lew Soiler
Sam Nelson

69

Eddie Btizzell
A. Asquith
Al Hermipm
Raoul Walsh

Vernard Vorhaus
Herb. I. Leeds
John Ford
Wm. Beaudine
.Uchard Thorpe

1/11

1/11

9/7

58

H. Bretherton

Dudley Murphy
P. J. Wolfson
Jack Townlw
Roy Del Ruth
Lloyd Bacon

inn
i/w

t

;
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Admen s $40-a-Week Comparison Irks
AFRA

executives,
the union's proposed wage scales
would involve only slight increases
over fees already paid by most leading agencies. Only a tew agencies
are described as paying fees substantially less than those set in the
scale. However, it is stated, all fees
lor radio performers have steadily
declined during the last five or more
years. Parts that formerly paid $50$75-$100 now draw amounts of $25$50,. while in some instances actors
are paid only $12.50 and $22.50, the
to

AFRA

union declares.
Regarding the issue of the $40-a-

week minimum
cies,

plies

raised

by the agen-

the union asserts that scale apin the legitimate theatre, in
•

which entirely
exist.

different

Blackett

-

Sample

-

17.

Hummer

net-

works two-thirds and spot onethird of the total air-time billing.
In figures, the amount was $9,093,125 for time on the webs and
$3,400,808

Total

on

spot.
billing for

1937

was

$10,361,000.

Actors Equity Assn. was not

but

naerely to
conditioris,

their

better

prevent nonpayoffs, etc., whereas the prime purpose in the formation of AFRA was

working

to halt the alleged

AIR FEATURES'

EXEC SPEAKS

slump of radio

fees.

Much greater amounts of money
are involved and larger profits are
possible in radio than in legit, it is
parts have
'Bit*
also contended.
Iiever heretofor been recognized as
such by the agencies, it is claimed,
since all parts have been paid more
or less alike, except for players with
reputations.

Actors' Viewpoint
Another factor in the matter is
that radio rarely builds personalities
that can £o into othet fields of show
biz.

•

As

evidence of that, almost all

the big radio names wer6 originally
In other branches of show business,
While theye have been significantly
lew piu-iely radio performers who
have gone into legit, films or concert.
Legit, on the other hand, is an excellent showcase for potential film,
It
radio, ;vaude or concert talent.
vtiiL be noted that in the proposed
agency scales above, a "hiV player
would receive $5 a day or, "if he
wbrked five days ft week, with the
one-third deduction, would receive

What

is

the attitude ol Blackett-

Sample-Hummert, possibly the most

sched-,

when

AMATEURS AND

it is.

As a producer and not an ad

QUIZ SHOWS

UNTOUCHED

•

Amateur programs, audience participation

and other shows of

similar,

.

Howard-Shelton Pinch-Hit

So Pick and Pat Can Rest
Tom Howard and George Shelton
replace Pidt and Pat on the latter's
S. Tobacco show lor airings ol
January 23 and 30. Regular comics
lade lor a vacation.
tJ.

Columbia

Artists set

Howard and

Shelton.

La Roclie Retarns

proposed?

nature are unlikely, to be directly involved in a possible AFRA strike
against sponsored broadcasting. Same
thing applies to advertisers using
only local programs.
Union is not seeking to apply Its
proposed wage scale to 'bona fide'
amateur shows. In general, the same
conditions apply to sponsored' simon
pure programs as to sustaining ones.
That is, as long as they are the McCoy, with only genuine amateurs
participating, the union will not take
a hand. However, all regulars will
come under the AFRA setup, and iio
professionals may be used as pretended amateurs.
'

In case any new amateur programs
are planned, the tmion expects to

consider each one on' its own merits.
also seems to believe that a
nxunber of firms are so constituted
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
that' their -entire sales and distribu
Chester LaRoche, prez ol Young
tion policies are geared to radio. If
8t Rubicam, returned east after passtheir programs- were to stop, even
ing a week here in confabs with the
lor a le\V weeks, it might disrupt
local radio staff.
Stanco Products. (MIstol and
their whole organization, with con
He sat in on the opening Screen jol) may return to the air soon with
sequent turmoil. That would be par- Guild-GuU
show with Col. J. Frank a, daytime script series.
ticularly applicable to many of the

AFRA

,

May

Stanco

Return

Nu

Drake, Gull prexy.
large food concerns and other firms
of similar operation. Nothing but an
actual showdown itself can. tell
AFRA is misguided in its optimism
that big sponsors have no stomach
for leaving their 'best' merchandis
Ing medium.
Very likely the agencies pr spon
Should
fors will still be able to compromise
Any counter
(Jl they want to).
lected Resignation
proposition approaching the AFRA
wage-scale could' probably serve as
the basis for further negotiation,
Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
compromise or settlement. But from
Philly's hillbillies can sympathize
all reliable evideniie, ^ nothing so
anti-agency
s^ntimen With Groucho Marx's resignation fee.
crystalized
among the rank and file performers Schnoz-twangers, who were worldng
as the agencies' counter-proposish ol cuffo sustainers on all outlets but
last week. Even members who had WCAU, Where they have a commerpreviously -taken little interest in the cial, were informed by the Musicians'
union's affairs were fearful that this Union a couple of weeks ago that
would be the level ol future wages they would have to have union cards
Agencies pooh-poohed this pes or couldn't work. So the geetar
strummers lorked over initiation fee
piraism. But it quickly became a facand became members of the A. F.
tor.

McCann-Erickson

is

the agency.

'

Ubies

Union

.

of

Get It-Both

M.

&

iitd.

mand

scale.

Ways

Have Done a Groucho Marx and
Fee When They Joined

Thinldng everything was set then,
But
Ebuitoplasti, First Aid dressings, they returned to their mikes.
has gone on .the air lor the first time the local quickly put its foot, down
Placed by on that. Union members can't work
tria Radio Normandy*
Hunting, for free, so the 'billies had to deSpottiswoode, Dixon

15 Mins,
Re*broadcast
30 Mins.
Re-broadcast
Full Hour.
Re-broadcast
Rehearsal
Audition

$15

$10
$25
$12.50
$35.00
$17.50
$6 per hour

50%

•

AFRA

Not Contesting

KWK

Defeat; Unable

To

$15
$3.25

$20
$5
$25
$7.50

Overtime

No

only-

proposal

CONTRACTS VS.

Obtain Sworn Papers

PICKET LINE

St. Louis, Jan. 17.

Stymied in Its attempts to obtain
affidavits to support rumors, etc., that
circulated here following its defeat at
two weeks ago; execs of the St.

QUESTION

KWK

Now program mdindgerk

be useless.
Vote at

AFRA.

KWK

yjas seven favorable
execs steadfastly refuse to
AFRA as bargaining agent for beUnion
quoted except to venture the obgabbers, singers and actors; 12 against servation that the agency heads 'ara
and five votes challenged, fou^ by the.
optimistic'

to

station
•

Wage

ly at

and one by AFRA.

negotiations will start short-

WEW, owned

Col-

unduly
Although the question of the valua'
ol contracts in case ol strike is un-

and operated by precedented in

AFRA

St. Louis University, where
wias chosen, the bargaining agent by a
four to two vote; at KSD, o\vned and

operated by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, which conceded that AFRA
had a majority of its radio talent, and
at KMOX, local CBS outlet, which
NLRB stipulated that AFRA had a

radio, it has arisen
in other fields ol show business. Example was in the .Equity strike of
1919, when players walked out of
every theatre on Broadway despite
the fact that they were all working
under contract Estimated at that
time that there were hundreds of
lawsuits filed by producers against
actors, but none of the players went
back to work. When the strike was
finally won by the actors one of th«
terms ol settlement was that all law-

large majority of the talent staff.
negotiations concerning
are expected to be held in New York,
where the question for all of CBS's
stations will be ironed out.
suits be dropped.
When a strike was threatened in
Philadelphia Post Script
Hollywood by the Screen Actora
Philadelphia, Jan, 17.
Gi^ild diuring the spring of 1937 most
Bid to Join AFRA was extended to of the leading film players, upon
PhiUy radio talent about a year ago, whom the issue depended, wera
an organizer was sent over from New under contract. Yet they almost
York and a meeting was called, but unanimously voted to breach such
attendance and interest were sparse pacts and walk out. There was talk
and nothing ever came of the organ- ol lawsuits by the studios, but tha
ization here;
matter had not come to a decision
Meantime American Communica- when the Guild won a contract froni
tions Association has gone ahead the producers.
with organization of station emWhole question ol employee conployees,, although outside talent goes tracts in case ol a strilce is one of
unorganized and continues, in most the unusual phases ol the AFRA*
cases, to work for free.
Program agency battle. Show business is virdirectors report quantities of cuiTo tually imique in that most ol Ita
artists ol any type available at all talent Is tmder contract instead of
times.
being hired on a week-to-week ot
month-to-month or some other regu-

KMOX

The

.

'

ADVERTISING
SUGGESTS

Louis Chapter of AFRA have temVital factor in the possible per*
porarily abandoned plans to petition
the NLRB to hold another election. lormer strike against network com*
Don Phillipps, prez of the local chap- mercial radio is the status of artist
ter, said that the rumors ihat reached
him following the election were in- contracts with agencies or sponsors;
Hollywood, Jan. 17,
vestigated thoroughly, but those in a This affects the stars from whom
Jose; Iturbl. concert pianist, and position to substantiate their authen- AFRA expects major strength.
possibly Noel Coward, will sit around ticity refused to make sworn stateAgency attitude is that all conAFRA had until Saturday tracts will be strictly enforced and
the guest table on the Kellogg broad- ments.
cast next Sunday (22).
(14) to file a petition for another
Lawrence Tibbett takes off lor two election, but' Phillipps explained that that all performers must continua
weeks and returns in early February without the supporting affidavits the broadcasting regardless of any pos«
local AFRA felt that the plan would sible strike call or other action by
lor an indefinite stand.

agency, Air Features is not a member ol the Four A's and Is not directly concerned with advertising
matters.'
Exec explains, that they
only $16.67.
One AFRA argument points out lave no objection to performers' orthat most of the ifexpense for the. im- ganizing, but reiterates that, as it
portant network shows is lor net- stands, the AFRA code will not opwork time and lor top-salary stars. erate 'to the ultimate advantage ol
Any increases under the AFRA scale the actors.'
Also stressed that all the above
^ould, argues AFRA, apply to unimportant performers in the main statements applied only to the New
and involve comparatively small York end ol the agency and that
amounts. Agencies answer that small only the Chicago officials could
amounts per show or per rehearsal speak lor the firm at that end.
hour become big .totals over a year's
time,
tJnion heads haye stated that thie
prospective rise in expense involved
in its proposed wage scale amounts
to not more tha^.-2% or 3%. Even
it that figure were 4oubled, they argue,- it should hardly~ occasion. ,the
stoppage of a merchandising and
goodwill medium that spends mil'
lions for talent annually. Why all
the luss| asks AFRA (innocent-like!)
Vrhen most of the leading agencies
already pay wages' higher than those

ACTORS
UNION

DEMANDS

it

concerned advertising agency, in
connection with the actor unionizaSpeaking for Air
ion problem?
Features, Inc;, through which the
majority of the New York programs
are cast and produced, Maurice Scopp
declared Monday (16) that Blackett-Sample-Hiunmert itself was not
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
directly concerned by virtue ol the
J. Walter Thompson is dickering
)osition occupied by Air Features. with Mrs. Franldin D. Roosevelt.
This
point has been consistently
For the fourth Kellogg circle
stressed in the past. It has always jroadcast Feb. 5.
been denied that Air Features Was
Hummert or a Blackett-Sampleiummert subsidiary. Actors have,
to the contrary, ususJly not regarded this as a difference. But Air Features and Frank Hummert emphatically insist

1939

PART OF THE DISPUTE

laioa;

who was

appeared he would be
unable to get there in time, but arrived in Los Angeles a couple of
hours before the broadcast, so was
put back in for several songs and a'
few lines of dialog.
Baritone sang Falstaff at the Metropolitan Opera, New York, last Friday
night (13), concluding the performance at 11:30 and taking a train to
Pittsburgh because the snowstorm
had grounded all planes. He managed to get a plane at Pittsburgh,
flew the rest of the way, with a few
stops. He planed east again within a
couple of hours after the program,
arriving Monday night (16) in Jlew
York. Sings again at the Met tonight (Wednesday) and Saturday
afternoon (21), but doesn't appear on
the KeUogg show next Sunday (22).
He may do so the following Sunday
(29) if he can arrange to fly to the
Coast immediately after the opera
performance that Friday night (27).
Singer gets $5,000 for each appearance on the radio show.
script

agency broke into new high
groimd for radio billing during
1938, with an increase of better
than 20% over the previous year.
Grand total of air purchases

boomed to $12,493,833.
This was split to give the

Tibbett,

uled to have an important acting as
well as singing part in the debut
stanza of the Kellogg program over
NBC from the Coast Sunday night
(15), almost missed the show entireHe had been written out of the
ly.

conditions

formed for and doesn't function to
obtain wage increases for its members,

Lawrence

E-S'lVi $12,493,833
Chicago, Jan.

18,

TDBEn mcncAiLT

Actors Call Radio-Legit Unalike;

According

WeddLesflayf January

'

CARBORUNDUM SKIPS

lar term employment, as in most
businesses. For that reason there is

Breaks Habit of 12 Tears—Not on little precedent to indicate Svhat
course the contract matter mighi
CBS This Winter
take.

Carborundum

Co.,

manufacturer

of abrasives at Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
is ofl. the air this season for the first
time in 12 years. It couldn't spare
the appropriation required for its cus-

Usual Beason
In normal times when an actot
breaks a contract it is usually for
the purpose ol taking employment
with some other producer, in which
case the employer may bring injunction proceedings to prevent tha
.

.

tomary campaign of 13 weeks on a
Columbia hookup.
Account went
network In 1929 and came back contractee from worldng for anyona
every fall thereafter for the seasonal else. In that case he ties up the acsojourn.
Before '29 it did local
broadcasting.
Each season Carborundum did the
same routine, Indian folk narratives
by Francis. D. Bowman, the company's advertising manager, plus the
music of a local brass band, with
the program originating out of WGR,
Buffalo.

tor as far as other producers ara
concerned, but still doesn't necessarily get the desired services of tha
contractee.
It might be possible for the agencies or sponsors to bring damaga
suits against artists who broke radio
contracts, particularly if the breach

caused a major network program to
go off the air. However, no such
have no objection to the mountain
suit could go thtough the courts
boys when they're on the cuff, but
until long after the outcome of. the
paying for them is another thing
Friday tbe 13th Raise
strike had been settled.
Outlets would take a regular musician first anytime. So that let the
Picket Line
Virtually the entire staff of the
sombrero lads out.
Ground on which actors have
Comptou agency received pay inBut that wasn't the worst of It creases.
their
ancontracts
(or
It happened on Friday, broken
Build-up they, got on the radio made Jan. 13.
nounced their intention of breaking
them eligible for jobs as kind of
them) in the past was refusal to go
Were the boys surprisedl
wandering minstrels in nickel-beer
through a picket line. Particularly
taprooms throughout the city, which
in the case of the narrowly-averted
Ethyl's Coast
made it worth their while to work
Screen Actors Guild strike, that arfor nothing on the air. Now they
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
gument was sufficient. Pointed out
have no ether exploitation to add to
Half hour musical salute by Claude that one of the general rules govtheir value and must also get scale Sweeten's orchestra on KFl is being erning
all members of AFL unions
in the guzzleries, so they're out al- bankrolled for Coast airing by Ethyl is
a prohibition against going
together.
gas.
through any affiliate's picket lines or
A hillbillies' life is not a happy Petrol .firm first tested radio here patronizing
any firm or employer
,

:

Show

one.

on.KFWB.

designated as 'unfair.'

a

RADIO
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AD AGENCIES SYMPATHEHC
STRIKE TALK OVERSHADOWS N, Y. Ml
New
Strike talk pervaded radio circles in
all last week and as a result there maybe further clarification of the^ issues this
week. After the Four A's committee put

York

Believe Actors Should

forward its counter-proposals and was
promptly told those wouldn't do further
talks were called off from Tuesday (10) on.
This tossed the whole matter into the realm

Un-

derstand Business Probr
Hope 'Melodralems
matic' Action Will Be

—

of speculation.
Question of an actor strike against advertising agencies is of incredible complexity.
It ties in with the jelationship of client and
agent, actor and musician, existing contracts
and interruptions thereof, networks aiid ac-

Avoided

DOOR OPEN

big business and unions, old customs
and new bosses, loyalty of men to their sucoutits,

agencies have not
Advertising
given the union the rvinaround; they
are in substantial agreement with
the American Federation Radio Artists on most points with the exception of the rehearsal and rebroadcast fees; they do not see any
occasion for breaking off negotiations; they regard strike talk as a
bomb, rather than a gun« and believe that emotional personalities
must be kept out of the present tenThis is the substance of the
sion.
reaction of the New York advertising agencies to events of the past
week.
Admen think the actors must give
some open-minded consideration to
their viewpoint and problems. *We
are not kidding anybody. It stands
to reason we have no power to bind
our clients except with the permission of each and every one of them
individually.
We don't control oiur
advertisers^ labor attitudes, and no
two are alike. Actors are not fair
to us if they refuse to believe the
plain common sense of our position.'
Important points which advertising agencies think the actors are
brushing aside concern such business factors as' these:
1. Daytime radio's potential audience is necessarily smaller than
It corresponds to the
night time.
wage potentials' of family vaudeville
against the higher pdssibiUties of big

peiiors versus loyalty to- their colleagues,
the power to hire and fire and other elements
which upon examination start to bob up like
offspring in a rabbit family.

One question immediately asked was
whether there was or would be a united
front on the part of the actors. A rebuttal
question was : 'Is there a united front on the
part of the agencies?' This latter quip took
note of the well-known fact that most of the
larger agencies would probably not dislike
seeing anything, even a union, take away
the competitive mass production advantage
enjoyed almost alone in commercial radio

by Blackett-Samplc-Hummert.
As the buzz-buzz went last week, and
this on both sides, agencies and performers,
it became increasingly clear that, fairly or
unfairly, right or wrong, the villain's role
had been assigned to'Blackett-Sample-Hummert, the first agency in radio billings and
the most adroit and successful cheap-priced
outfit in the biz. This agency rotates a group
of players among many shows, points to
their over-all earnings, and the longevity of

B-S-H accounts.
In any extended performer strike against

among

the numerous fantastic angles.
That is that, AFRA, which may call the
strike, will probably be the one group involved that would not have to bear the cost
of hostilities.. Whatever such a fight might
cost and it could conceivably run to plenty
the amount would presumably be largely
shared by the agencies, sponsors and networks.

out

'

—

—

AFRA's unique advantage
the fact that

it

results

Not

•

Maximum

In ond vital phase of their
differences the advertising executives believe the rank and
file
of radio performers completely
the
•agency attittide. That is in regard to the scale of minimum
fees, 'suggested' by the Four A's
committee and summarily rejected by the
negotiators.
Admen point out that all the
amounts included in that scale
are strictly minimums and that

misunderstand

AFRA

under no circumstances do they
expect to make them the maxi-

mum.

All radio artists would
continue to be paid at least the
existing fees,, and, it is added,
all of the leading 15 agencies
have promised not to cut actor
pay below present standards.

boosts for Everybody involved can
be jauntily taken in stride.
Adjnen hope the actors will not

AFRA

a. strike. That,
the admen feel, is 'melodramatic'
rather than smart plottinjf. So far
as the '10 months of idle talk' argument advanced by the actors is concerned the admen see this as overlooking the time out taken by AFRA
to negotiate with the networks. Admen say that in suggesting morecalm discussion they do not mean
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
that city slickers are trying to stall
resolution prohibiting its memthe actors. 'We want this thing settled, it's upsetting our regular work bers from accepting radio spots vaschedule,' one agency exec expressed cated by the American Federation of
Radio Artists membelrs, in the event
it to VARiErrr,
Agency men are reluctant to com- of a general strike, was adopted Monment on the position of Blackett- day night (Iff) hy' the Screen Actors
Sample-Hummert which is much in Guild. Resolution read, 'SAG will
the centre of table talk at present. lend unqualified supi)ort to AFRA at
While admitting that the collection the time when a strike call is issued
of a 5% placement fee by Air Fea- in the field of commercial network
broadcasting. Members who. scab in
tures probably stirred up lots of performer resentment, even the worst radio jurisdiction shall be subject to
severe disciplinary action.'
business rivals of B-S-H say the acGuild leaders declared the Screen
tors should not forget that, ideal emGuild-Good Gulf show ^ would be
ployers or otherwise, jSlackett-Sammuted if an
walkout was orple-Hummert did create lots of radio
dered.
work that might not have been

RESOLVES TO

BACK AFRA

A

AFRA

year, are not as unimportant as actors assume.
difference of even
$10,000 in a budget may discourage a

A

sponsor where the total appropriation is Small or its justification is
based on 'anticipation' of increased
business rather than the reality.
3.
Why should networks, which
make much larger profits than all
b^t a very few sponsors, "have the
right to hire talent for less than
another business must; pay. Whole
assumption that talent automatically
changes value because of the employer's business
dubbed falis
lacious.

Advertising agencies feel that the
actors ought to look at radio employment as governed br ordinary
restrictions and limits.
Radio must
pay its way the same as any other
business.

Admen say actors think
many chumps who

as^ wages, that agencies believe the
princely stipends of stars should be
Judged, It doesn't follow, they argue,
that the stars' salaries mean, automatically, that any and all salary

Need

C.I.O.
Union WItiiout
of Further Proof

Philadelphia, Jan. 17;

Unprecedented announcement was
made by Ben Gimbel, Jr., WIP prez,
last week to all. his employees that

inasmuch as a clear majority of :thein
were members of the American
Communications Association, CIO,
he recognized the Union as their official bargaining agent and would
apply to all of them, members or
not, the terms of aby agreement
reached with the ACA. Union, to
which the engineers have belonged
for duration of several yearly contracts, just took in all the gabbers
and porters. Stenos and phone operators refuse to come in, but the
Union will probably bargain for
them anyhow in present negotiations
for a vertical contract.

Only minor i>oints in the industrial-type WIP termer have been
agreed to so far. Similar vertical
pact, only one with a radio station
in the east, was recently inked with

WPEN.

performer strike

tists*

national board passed a resplU'-

Mck

approval.

Any one
ments

of

insincere,

untrustworthy

for auditions. Why must we be accused of hypocrisy and Machiavellian trickery when we talk about
overhead, costs, saturation, tight or
closely-figured accounts? These are
real problems.. Is the actor, or is
AFRA, indifferent to any problem
or any argument, out there own? Is
their viewpoint the beginning and
the end of truth?'

Ruppert's Assistant
Jack Hoines has joined the CBS
press department as assistant to Lou
Ruppel, the

new

chief p.

a.

Hoines comes from the N. Y. Daily
News. Before that he Was with the
Brooklyn Daily Eagle.

of a

may

number of developa strike. .Dls-<

forestall

approval of the move by one of the
locals would probably halt it. Theref'
is no certainty either that the AFRA
national board would call a strike

even after its locals have approved
such tactics. '
Altliough relations between the
agencies and the union have be^>
growing strained for the last three
months, they did not reach an outright break until last week. At that
time APRA's representatives abrupt^
ly walked out of a meeting, vrith the
agencies' committee after spurning'
-

wage-scale suggestion. Union btyTfr;
gainers described the proposed scale
as 'too ridiculous to warrant further
discussion' and accused the admen of
acting in bad faith throughout tlie
entire year's negotiations.
Matter was presented to the
AFRA national board meeting.
Thursday (12). Latter body quickly
passed a six-point resolution: ,(1)
Favoring a strike, (2). calling loc2^.
membership meetings before Jan. 22.
to pass on- the question, (3) directing'
the. national executive-secretary to
obtain resolutions of support fromaffiliated unions in the Associated,.
Actors and Artistes of America, the.
parent union^ (4) arranging to give,
the board authority to call the strike,
when,, how> as and against whom it
decides, (5) directing the strategy,
committee to make necessary strike
plans and (6) instructing menibers.,
-not to sign any more network commercial Contracts' without approval
of the national .executive-secretary
and unless such pacts csdl for terms
at least as favorahle as the proposed
AFRA wage scale and contain a
voiding clause in case of strike.
Membership meeting of the Nevr
York local will be held at 9:30 tomorrow night (Thursday) at the<
Edison hotel, N. Y., for vote on the
question of a strike. Chicago meeting will take place Friday night
(20), with George Heller, national
associate, executive-secretary, flying,
-

,

from New York to attend.
Mrs.
Emily Holt, national executive-secretary, will plane to Los Angeles to
attend that local's meeting Saturday
night (21), San Francisco, local will
meet Sunday night (22). If the local
memberships support the strike

move

lot

against net*

tion favoring such a walkout. However, the action was inconclusive
since the resolution was submitted
to- the union's own locals for

AFRA

people and out to cheat and exploit
them. Remember, we have a selfish
need to keep talent T appy. We- readily accept 75% of the points the actors make and will meet them. 'And
I think most agencies favor payment

ott

work commercial broadcasting
seemed for the- first time an actual
possibility
last
week when th«
American Federation of Radio Ar-

Said one exec: 'The actors must
not assume without proof that we're
a

Walkout

ANGLES
A

there.

sponsors are so

will never squawk.
If certain big
stars get large fees it's because they
are values. It is as values, and not

BEN GIMBEL'S ATTITUDE
Recognizes

of

Commercials

this

case they will indeed be 'sustaining' to the
union, because through them the performers
will presumably be able to sustaiq themselves for the duration of the strike. In contrast, the agencies would stand to lose all
commissions on lapsed radio accounts, the
sponsors would lose the use of a valuable
advertising and merchandising medium (to
say nothing of their previous stake in listener rating, good-will, etc.) and the networks would lose revenue from time canChains Avould also face the outlay
celled.
of coin for talent for sustaining shows to
replace the cancelled commercials.
Networks are in a corner in the matter.
In case the sponsors decide to fight and take
their shows off the air, the bfoadcasting
companies will simply have to fill in the
vacant time. Their franchises from .the FCC
necessitate that. On the other hand, since
all variety of programs will have to be used
memin place of the commercials,
bers expect to be employed on the fill-ins.
In the surrounding columns Variety has
broken down the subject of actor-agency relations and the existing threat of a- performer strike call against agencies into various sub-headings for convenience in presenting the many-sided question irt digestible
form.

rush impulsively into

Wisdom

has a contract with the net-

works covering sustaining programs. In

SCREEN GUILD

Actor* in Continuous Session
Since Last Week Debatinir

from

time.
2. Increases of compensation that
aggregate, siy, $10,000 or better a

ASKS ITS

commercial broadcasting, one fact stands

as expected, the actual calling
of a walkout will then be up to the

Top

British Air

Comic Gets $157.50

BBC Recently for $16—Little Difference in Pay for Names or Nbnenities

Gary Grant on

national board, which holds
regular weekly meeting a week
from tomorrow (28). However, it is
possible that a special meeting will
its

hi called t>efore that date.
Meanwhile, the union's strategy
committee and various groups of officials are huddling almost continuously on various plans for the anti-

cipated strike.
a top of 30 guineas ($157,50) a perIt had been frequently rumored
formance. Highest fee paid any band
that in case of an outright break
broadcasting from the studio is
with
the agencies, AFRA would not
equivalent to $500, and scales cannot
be slashed, owing to agreement be- call a general strike, but would direct its offensive at individual ageninto force new scale of fees for radio tween BBC and Dance Band Direccies.
However, it is now believed
appearances. Fees are worked out in tors' Ass'n,
that the utii6n does not favor this
Serio-cortiedy angle of
guineas, an old-fashioned standard
current
strategy.
equivalent to 21 shillings, or about economy drive occurred during re$5.25, and basic rate for single broad- cent broadcast by Cary Grant, who
cast is set at three guineas (just be- guested on 'Band Wagon' program.
Insurance
low $16), whether the artist is fa- Showing up at the cashier's desk
Columbia is trying to derr an
mous or not. Individual musicians afterwards. Grant discovered he had hour of evening time for the I'
oin bands get the same, with an extra been
credited
with
just
three politan Insurance Co. Hook" i wiU
cut for the leaders.
guineas, the same as was being paid be anywhere from 89 to 93
rs.
Established radio stars and contract to an unknown performer who had
Campaign will be strictly i'-liplayers get more; one of the most broadcast the same evening for the tutional. Young & Rubica.m is th*
popular comics on the air now draws first timel
agency.

London, Jan. 10.
campaign
pending probable Increase in income
from the government, BBC has put

As

part

of

economy

Met

Pends

'
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JIMMY WALKER SOUTH

Agencies Statement

James

(COPY)

New York,

LEXINGTON AVENUE
Jan. 10.

-f

ual employer of radio talent must de-

termine for himseU whether our conclusions of what are fair working
Dear Mrs. Holt:
conditions are in accordance with his
comConlmittee,
Conference
The
posed both of members of the A. A. experience and requirements.

In expressing our views we cannot
put ourselves in the position of comcareful consideration to the revised
bining with AFRA to embarrass any
proposals presented by you concernemployer in regard to. working coning radio talent, their wages and
ditions or a minimum wage which
conditions of employment.
might injure his business, nor can we
Our opinions which follow are of- be put in the. position of preventing
fered in the spirit of the last parabudding talent from securing emgraph of a letter addressed to the ployment or handicapping it in any
.Chairman of this Committee by your way.
President, Eddie Cantor, which read
The information that we have
. . ."We believe the advertising agengathered indicates to us that if radio,
cies have a sense .of responsibility as an advertising medium, is to be
concerning the ethics of their pro- encouraged, to continue to hold its
fession, and that even those who competitive position and be permitted
may consider themselves exempt o grow, .and if at the same time
from the foregoing abuses, will join here is to be maximum employment
with us in our effort to STABILIZE and future opportunity for the great
THE INDUSTRY AND TO PRO- )ody of performers, then these needs
TECT THE PERFORMERS FROM can best be met, in our' opinion, by
EXPLOITATION." (Caps ours).
the following working conditions and.
"We acknowl<edge our concern with- minimum rates:
the ethics in biir business. It is not Sngirested Minlmami Pay for Actors
only with those with whom we
Singers
And
Sponsored
on
work, and, their recognition and reNational Network Broadcostinir
wards, but also with the future (Does not apply to. regional or local

A. A. and of non-members, has given

i>f

•

pay fo^ rebroadcasts.
The investigation by this Committ^^e^ supports the view that radio entertainers oil the whole compose an
indui^lTy of high pay and satisfactory working conditions.- Any indi-

rate of
.

lours rehearsal.

$20 for %-hour
lours rehearsaL

$25 for 1-hour
lours rehearsal.

—including 3

show

show—including 4

(25% of base rate additional for
rebroadcast.)
Rehearsal overtime $4 per hour,
payable $1 for each quarter hoiu: or
fraction thereof.

—

Discount for' multiple shows per
week: 33%% for 5 or more showsf
25% foir 4 shows, 20% for 3 shows,
10% for 2 shows.
vidual abuses:; that may :<Qxist, or
Thus the minimum for 5 shows per
Which might later be introduced, y/e week would be $50 ($62.50 With reb^litvc can be corrected by the sug- broadcast).
gestions which follow.
Drama:tized commercials, when acWhile o\xt concern is to secure for tor is not otherwise in the cast, $10
talent conditions under which it can each, regardless of length of show,
deliver its best performances, we are including 1 hour rehearsal, and with
"MO less concerned with the mainten- 25% of base rate .additional for reliahce of radio's competitive position broadcast
Rehearsal overtime $4 per hour,
with other media. We are definitely
opposed to any measures that would payable $1 for each quarter hour or

—

raise the present cost ot broadcastbelieve our
ing to advertisers.
.fiuggestioils
can cure conditions
which you report as existing, with'
put raising the average cost of radio

We

broadcasting.

In considerin^the wage rates herC'
Inafter mentioned,

it

must be remem

bered that they are minimum and
include the l6ast important regular
performer. The pvlrpose of a mini
wage is to protect performers
against isolated cases of unreason
ably low pay. The minimum is high
compared with other industries and
other phases of entertainment, even
tb,^;^e,with the same risks of irregular

mUm

J.

fraction thereof.
Bit parts $5 minimum per show including 2 hour rehearsal (crowd effects excepted).

For making transcriptions: For
single shows, where the program is
for transcription only and is not less
than fifteen minutes in length, 75%
of alsove minima for live broadcast.
For multiple shows recorded at the
same session, a proper discount to be
negotiated between agency and tal-

ent and based on time consumed.
For taking show off the line for
recording: No charge in view of no
additional effort being required of
the talent (but use of records should
be restricted to same sponsor as
employment.
broadcast, unless otherwise agreed).
It does not purport to equal the
Where a program is broadcast live
hlghfist w&ges paid to non-star per
on a network and there is a separate
formers, wages which the industry as
ses.'iion for recording the same proa whole cannot afford to pay as
gram for transcription broadcast, the'
minimum, especially the tatik and
additional fee shall be the same as
file of smaller advertisers whose re
for a rebroadcast.
sources are limited.
For auditions: 50% of broadcasting
.We do not believe minimum. wages minimum rate of pay for program
will become the maximiim, any more
auditions; voice and talent tests
than they have in the past; in our should be free of charge.
opinion, agencies will go on paying
Doubling parts in the same show;
the maximum rates they have hither
no charge.

Report to Memkrslup

New York,

departs Jan. 22 from the
Under date of Jan. 14 AFRA reported to its membership Its version of
series he's doing on
the step-by-step history of its campaign for recognition and Guild Shop.
N. Y., so that he can get a
It reads as follows:
few weeks of sunshine down south.
SUAniABT OF 3^0€EBDING/9.TO DATB
He will have done 12 weeks. ModOn November 11th, 1937, the National Board appointed a permanent Negotlatlnr
ern Industrial Bank paid for time, Committee, conslBting of Henry JalTe, Georsfe Heller, and Elmlly Holt and adopted a
procedure to be tollo^ed In netrotlatlons which Included barKalnlnff with the adverllBlng
but not Walker or the show.
the National Board.
Station hopes to have the same agencies at the discretion of
On December 10th, 1037, the Board adopted a resolution authorizing the Committee
account continue with the idea that to enter
upon formal negotiations with the advertising agencies. Pursuant to thiH action
Walker has been emceeing by the of the National Board, the Negotiating Committee had a number ot tneelngs with the
time he returns to New York in ISxecutivca of Young A Rublcam and B. B. D. & 0„ with a view to making collective
bargaining agreementa with the several agencies who produced national network sponis also
three or four weeks.
sored programs.
talking to a national advertiser about
On January 4th, 1038, the Negotiating Committee reported to the National Board
underwriting the event on a regional that fluoh meetings had been held and that the agencies had proposed to set up a Committee through their trade association, known as the 4A'3 to represent the entire inhookup.
dustry, the purpose of whloh was to arrive at a contract which would be recommended

Sunday matinee

.

WMCA

Union Suggests
Signal Checkup

As Work Project
Washington, Jan. 17.
Surveys of broadcast Interference

of-work ciard-holders.

While sympathetic to any relief
plan itnd believing some of the ideas
are meritorious, the FCC saw practical difficulties, chiefly financial, but
promised to continue pondering
some of the suggested projects to see
if there is any way to 'carry them
out. These. do not r«late specifically
to broadcasting. Consideration will
be given on the .theory, the projects,
if undertaken, would provide work
for non-union persons.
Detailed analysis, the Commlsh
told the C. I. O. group, does not show
reasons for sponsoring the research
in the broadcast field. Conferences
with Works Progress Administration
executives developed that the relief
agency does not favor house-to-house
canyasses, while the FCC .is vmable
to furnish individuals to do, the planning and supervise the work. Lack
of money for the technical equipment needed was another objection.
'

That Handy Man Now
Conducts the Orchestra
Buffalo, Jan. 17.

Bob Armstrong is conducting the
WBEN-WEBR orchestra here, sucArmceeding Erwin Glucksman.
Strong has been a member of the
staff for several years, holding down
the second trombone chair in the orchestra, playing 'cello in a string
group, squeezing an .accordion in
novelty units, pounding a keyboard
in the two-piano team of Wullen and
Armstrong, and singing with the Men
of Note quartet
Robert Denton continues as music
production man for the two stations.

.

'

to the Individual member agencies for action.
On January 18th, 1038, the Committee reported to the National Board that a meeting
had been held with the ofClcera of the 4A'8. and an appointment had been made for
Mr. Jaffe, as attorney for AFRA, and Mr. Link, as attorney for the 4A'a, to drnw up
the fundamental form of a contract, schedules to be Included when agreed upon. It was

had with B. B. D. & O. and Toung &
Rublcam,
On January 20th, Mrs, Holt reported that at the request of Mr. Benson of the 4A'«,
.copies of AFRA's proposed wages and working conditions and a resumfi of the history
of AFRA, pertaining to its chorter, founding and various locals, had been sent to be
submitted to all members of the Agencies' Committee. Mr. JaKe reported that he had
dratted and submitted a contract to Hr. Link but no reply had been received. Mr. Link
had stated to Mr. Jafr» that he proposed to send the contract to all members of the
4A'B during the coming week. According to Mr. Jaffe's office records, many calls to
Mr. Link In connection with thin contract were unanswered and unacknowledged.
On February 95th, 1038, the Committee reported to the National Board that the adver*
tlslng 4A's, through Mr. Benson, had sent out copies of AFRA's proposed scales to 700
members and that it would take at least 'one more week' for them to get to a point
where their. Radio 'Committee could sit down with 'our Committee. During this period,
ajB AFRA members know, the Negotiating Committee was concurrently taotding conferences with the network companies for b. sustaining contract and for the staff announcer*
on the New York stations of the Irrational £lroadcastlng Company. Repeated ellorts
during this period to arrange a meeting with the Agencies' Committee met with the
reply that the answers from the many agencies had not all been received and. that the
survey being made by the 4A'B.had,not been -concluded and no purpose. could be served
by. holding a meeting il^tll Mr. Benson's report was concluded.. Thereat.ter the Annual
Convention of the Advertising 4A's was scheduled to be held at White Sulphur Springs
and at the request of the agencies, meetings with them were again deferred until the
conclusion of the Convention. Again AFjElA furnished the- agencies with a complete
resume to date of its history, and activities which we wore told was presented to th«
Convention, at White Sulphur. During the summer our meetings with the Agencies' Committee were ag^n deferred because of the absence on vacation of numerous executives,
espcially Mr. Chester LaHoche, who was described as the 'spearhead' without whose
presence no constructive worlc could be done. Mr. LaRoche was in Burope.
During this period, the sustaining contract with the -network companies was brought
to a conclusion, was ratified by the membership and became effective. Every effort was
made by the Negotiating Committee to reconvene with the Agencies' Committee but
such meeting could be arranged until the end of the summer.
The Agehcies' Committee had consistently rejected the AFRA proposals without,
however, submitting any counterproposal at any time. Tour Negotiating Committee
recommended that AFRA re-cxamlne its proposals with a view to arriving at minlmuma
whloh. If necessary, could be established by rule and regulation In the event that contracts could not' be concluded wlthi the agencies. Informal discussion meetings of member^ active In the commercial field Were called at the National Headquarters for this
.purpose, and the scales were revised and were submitted to the Boards and membership
in New York, Chicago, .Los Angeles and San Francisco. A number of apparently irre-'
concllable differences developed which were not- resolved until the AFRA Convention In
St. Louis on November 16th, when the various delegates were able to eliminate all major
differences and reach, a virtual accord on the revised scales.
also reported that further discussions had been

'

M

FRBSEMT STATUS
On November 21st, 1038, the Negotiating Committee requested the National Board
to appoint a Steering Committee to confer with' them and report to the National Bonrd'
on the strategy to be followed. This was recommended because at the considered Judgment of the Negotiating Committee that Conferences with th*- Agencies' Committee would
be fruitless, that we doubted the sincerity of their efforts to conclude an agreement and
that' it would be necessary to prepare resolutions for draatlo action, support of our affiliated guilds, and individual pledges of support by members.
The Steering Committee has hod a number of meetings and has formulated a policy
which was approved by the National Board. Following the report of the Steering Committee on December 1st, 1038, it wan the sense of the Board that If drastic action were
token as outlined by the Steering Committee
should prepare for united action
on a uniform basis against all agencies which did not conform to AFRA's proposed Cod*
of Fair Practice.
On December 16th, 1038, the Committee reported that a meeting had been held with
the Agencies' Committee 'at which Bddle Cantor, Lawrence I'lbbett,' Ken Thomson,
Fredrlo March, Bert Lytell and your Negotiating Committee together with two observers;
Mark Smith and Alex McKee, had been present and presented Its revised scales and Cod*
of Fair Practice. At the conclusion of this meeting, Mr. Cantor arranged that on December 22nd, an Answer would be furnished to us by the Agencies' Committee; ThI*
meeting was. postponed until December 27th, in order that Mr, Cantor might attend.
In the interim and prior to giving
an ofCiclal answer, the Agencies' Committee,
through Mr, Chester X>aRoche, gave a formal statement to Variety which appeared in
Us issue dated December 2lBt, occupying soitTe four columns of print.
At the meeting on December 27th, no answer was made by th* Agencies' Committee other than to label AFRA's proposals as 'ridiculous.' The only scale proposed wa*
oilered by Mr. LaRoche who stated that the only minimum his agency would agree to
was $40.00 per week— the Equity minimum. This, we felt, did not merit consideration.
At the request of the agencies, however, and for the purpose of maintaining our
record of good faith, and with the consent of our President, Bddle Cantor, another
meeting was' set for January 0th, 1030.
This meeting at the request of the Agencies was postponed until January 10th, 1039.
At that meeting, as stated earlier in this letter,
was represented by Messrs.
Heller, Jaffe, McKee, Case, Mark Smith, Hershplt, Major Holmes anc^ Mrs. Holt. Th*
meeting opened with the reading of a statement dated January 10th, and signed by
Chester LaRoche as chairman of the Committee, and a copy of the scales submitted Is
appended for your Information. Following the reading of this statment the
representatives requested leave to Withdraw and confer. There was comple'te unanimity
in the opinion that the proposals must be rejected completely and' promptly end that
th* Agency Committee be Informed then and there of AFRA'a position. The
representatives agreed on what was to be said and requested Mrs. Holt to act as spokesman. On resuming the conference Mrs. Holt said in substance:
"When we withdrew there was no doubt in my mind that all my associates on thl*
delegation would be In accord In considering these proposals entirely unacceptable to
did, however, confer as to
the National Board and the membership of AFRA.
whether or' not any valuable purpose could be served In continuing our conferences with
had hoped that we might arrive at some satisfactory contract
your Committee.
find that this is not the case and
which you could recommend to your members.
that no valuable purpose can be served by continuing our conferences."

AFRA

AFRA

AFRA

AFRA

AFRA

We

MacQaarrie Must Audit
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
lias been orsubmit accounting

We

Haven MacQuarrie
dered., by court to

of proceeds

*Do

from

You Want

to

radio

program

Be An

Actor' to

George Lyon, who charges he was
mulcted of partnership interest.
to,, regardless o*f ^ny minimum.
Rates for singers, other than soloLyon, former Civil Service ComThe multiple discounts are practi ists, to be proportionately discounted
missioner, testified MacQuarrie was
cally confined to multiple day-time
for nimiber taking part, and with paid $5,000 weekly for program when
shovrs, giving steady weekly employ
due regard to their total cost to the sponsored by Chase & Sanborn.
ment to the artist and enabling a fair sponsor.
weekly compensation with ample
Above scale and conditions for actime to appear on other programs.
Philly
Elects
tors and singers to apply also to anAs we have informed you from the nouncers except ^talf announcers for
Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
start, ouf body is' not an employer oil whom minimum commercial scales Richard
Shipp,
panelman
at
nor
are we in a position have already been established.
radio talent,
WPEN, was elected prez of the
io make any commitment for sponCancellation terms: Should be fair Broadcast Division of the American
sors or agencies; furthermore we to both talent and employer; avoid Communications Association,
CIO.
.have no authority to deal with the involving the latter in unmerited last Thursday. Other officers named
'question of the Guild or closed shop, embarrassment and the former in were Louis Littlejohn, WPIL, v.p. of
as indicated by our letter to you ol! unmerited loss of employment. No the engineers'^ group, and Lou LonSeptember 13, 1938. Not being an employer should be bound to con- don, WPEN gabber and producer,
employer, our position has been that tinue with an artist who, in the pro- v.p. of all other radio employees.
of it volunteer fact-finding body, to ducer's opinion, proves incompetent
William Harris, WDAS .engineer,
brinK td your attention actual oper or detrimental to a show through no was elected treasurer, and Ed Carating conditions as they exist be fault of the employer, but employer roll, WCAU knob-twirler, was retweeh radio talent and their employ should guarantee artist 50% of mini turned to the secretaryship.
ers and give you our opinion relative mum scale for the broadcast in ques.

CIO

AFRA,

RWG

We

Parley

On

Status of L. A. Writers
Committees representing the American Federation of Radio Artists and
the Radio Writer Guild met Thursday (12) to consider the status of
Los Angeles scripters. Number of

MUURTAPE
IN ON SPEC

authors involved are already members of the performer union, but
Albany, Jan. 17.
System,
Miller
Broadcasting
(an affiliate of the Authors
League of America) claims jurisdic- makets of the tape method for pro"
gram transcribing, has Installed its
tion over them.
Understood the session amounted first contracted servicing device in
studios
of WOKO, Albany.
to little more than a preliminary get- the
together, with mutual expressions of David R. Christman, find Maurice

RWG

but that no definite \\ifolsky, commercial manager and
procedure was worked chief engineer, respectively, for
Both groups will now report Miller, supervised the Installaliion.
Miller method of recording uses
back to their boards of directors.
AFRA reps included Mrs, Emily 7 millimeter film and has been
by various European
Holt, Henry Jaffe, George Heller and tried out
Ted De Corsla. RWG was repre- broadcasting system since 1935.
sented by Marc Connelly, Kenneth
Miller reproducers are being inWebb, Luise Sillcox, Knowles Entrikin,
Henry Fiske Carlton and stalled with ttie understanding that
if the station gets any commercial
tion.
thereto.
Ruth Knight
business which uses the Miller tape
Each employer should have the are related to one another in conIt should be definitely understood
method Christman's outfit will colright to discharge any employee for stituting a .total cost to the sponsor.
.that acting in this Capacity as a fact
Sincerely yours,
Five of Radio Normandy's former lect 15% of the card rate from the
justifiable cause without payment of
finding body, we do not take the po
announcing staff are now with BBC. station. WSYR, Syracuse, also has
Agency Conference Committee,
all employers of radio any guarantee.
jijiHfrn
They were corralled singly.
Chester J. La Roche, Chairman.
deal.
These various suggested pr9vIsions
taiWut ddn 'meet tb6 conditions men
'

'

^

»rii

AFRA

Walker, former mayor of

and broadcasting coverage, suggested as an unemployment relief undertaking, were turned down by the
FCC. last week on the ground the
effort required caniiot be justified.
Plan sprung by the iioint Unemployment Council of the American Combroadcasts)
munications Association in the hope
$15 for %-hour show—including 2 of creating temporary jobs for out-

Uiat business.

This Conference Committee heartwith the AFRA in desiring elimination of any abuses in
working conditions in the radio business. We are happy to tell you that
the Committed definitely, favors a
minimum wage, tmiform time limits
rehearsals and pay for overtime
ft
thereafter, together with a definite
ily concurs

I

WMCA,

Mfs. Emily Holt,
This is a problem
tioned herein.
National Executive Secretary, Amer- which eaph employer must consider
ican Federation of Radio Artists,
and solve for himself. Each individ2 Vfest 45th street
Keto York, N, Y.

^»

Did 12 Weeks on WMCA Experimental Program

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES
420
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SAM SALTER CLAIMS
NBC

Ruppert Learned to like Radio

mows' IDEA
Philadelphia, Jan.

is reported to have caused Col. Jacob Ruppert, owner of the
N. y. Yankees^ who died last Friday (13) to change hla attitude toward
the airing of his team's games was a realization that came to him during his prolonged invalidism. As reported by an intimate, Ruppert had
never before paid much attention to radio. To help him while away
the days a Set was installed in his sickroom. He listened attentively
iot long stretches and in the course of time became attached to certain

What

programs.
of this attachnjent there developed the realization what radio
to shut-ins. It was then that he passed on word to his associates in the Yankee setup that he would have no objection to their
letting down the barriers to broadcasting.

Out
meant

WIRFTI
RAHin
fllRtiif Il/ll/IV

^^^^^^^

^^^^^

Goes Through on Sked

Sacramento, Jan. 17.
McCargar, president of
Farnsworth Television, Inc., announced Jan. 7 that the assets of
Farnsworth Television, Inc., of California, have been transferred effective immediately to the new Farnsworth Television & Radio CorporaWired radio services, such as tion, puirsuant to the plan of reorgMuzak, Inc., will have to obtain spe- anization submitted to stockholders
cial recording licenses irom music and approved by
Letters
them.
copyright owners after June 30, 1939.' have been mailed advising stock-

faosmush;

J.

B.

BOOST

,

This means the payment of an addi- holders of the method of share extional fee by transcription manufac- change based on 46 shares of stock
tur«rs if they want to go on furnish- in the Delaware Corporation for each
ing wired radio outfits with the same now held.
assortment of library discs that they
Transfer books' of the California
broadcasters.

now r^t

.
.

.

by

larity

shows.

Syracuse, Jan. 17.

Wholesale promotions and

WSYR

shifts

set-up made by Harry
C. Wilder. Fred R. Ripley, v. p. of
and local sales manager, also
Radio; Deal
becomes manager and treasurer of
WTRY, new 1,000-watter at Troy, of
Transcriptions which Wilder is president. Al Park
For
as program direc
er, goes to
Walter C. Clarke, who left Electri- tor while Bill Rothrum moves up
head announcer of WSYR; LanS'
cal Research Products, Inc., a couple to
ing Lindquist, continuity, now prO'
years ago, has raised a bankroll for gram director.
his entry into the wired radio busiFlorence Cumming retains present
ness. He has obtained several res- post as traffic manager but becomes
taurant and, barfoom accoimts, and assistant to Ripley. Nich Stemmler,
until pending the closing of a deal for merchandising
manager, becomes
the use of the World program library sports director, and Jan Costley, aa
he is servicing these accounts with nouncer, was named to head station's
records owned by 'Tele Programs, new agricultural program departInc., a similar wired radio outfit.
ment.
Clarke stated Monday (16) that he
proposed to install his own turntable
will
^oon and that all his equipment
be manufactured by either Weste rn
liElectric or firms which hold
censes. Also that after he gets the
Cincinaati, Jan. 17.
enterprise running smoothly in New
Harry Kopf, NBC central sales
York he will establish wired radio manager, Chicago, and M. S. Read
services in Washington and Balti
Son, Inc.,
iriger, of the N. W. Ayer
toiore.
agency, were here Sunday (15) for
Clarke was with the Warner Bros, the start of Armco's Ironmaster
publishing group about four years series on
and NBC. Stanza,
ago on assignment which had to do with Frank Simon's concert band, is
witti getting the American Society aired on Sundays from 3 to 3:30 pjn.,
of Composers, Authors and Publish EST.
This year the programs are
ers to increase the group's share of outletted by 42 stations, an increase
royalty distribution, and also finding of 18 over 1938 and the largest niunadded sources of mechanical income ber ever used by sponsor. New series
for the group's various catalogs. is definite for 13 weeks and may be
Clarke had also been with the old extended for 13 more.
Columbia Phonograph Co. as head of
Sunday's stint was followed by a
its artists and repertoire department, press party in the Netherland Plaza,
attended by Armco execs, Simon and
Crosley staff members taking part in
the program. Current series is produced by Larry Sizer, of the Ayer
force. Louis Barnett, WLW, is chief
pick-up engineer for the fifth con
secutive year.

Walter C. Clarke hto

in the

Pends

Wired

WSYR

World

WTRY

Armco Adds 18

WE

&

WLW

.

MORTON DOWNEY ADDED
TO DUCHDi PROGRAM
Pall-Mall's

Monday

night

show

with Eddy Duchin's orch has added

Morton Downey.

Tenor was signed
week for 13 weeks
Yoimg & Rubicam's

latter part of last

starting Jan. 23.

show's agency, while Music Corp.
America handles Downey and
Duchin.
Downey has piped with Duchin's
crew at the Plaza hotel, N. Y„ since
Nov. 22.

the.

of

'

NBC

Elbows Back To
Old Studio in HVood

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
its
new Radio City studios
than two months, NBC is already
reaching out for elbow room. Two
sustainers have been shunted back to
.the old Melrose avenue plant
NetWork has plenty of acreage to
spread out on new site, but space is
being reserved for television.
In

less

is

sports

Own Part

newspaper with tour columns" in
each broadcast. Stern's will also be
like a newspaper with four colimms.
Baiter's main column is 'Once in a
Lifetime,' in which he recounts odd
tales from the sports world. Stem's
No. 1 column will be 'It May Never
Happen Again,' in which he'll tell
the same type stories.
Another Baiter column is tabbed
"Things That Puzzle Me.' Stern will
call his 'Things .1 Never Knew and
Can't Explain.' Both also have 'Last
Ai^iite Flashes.'
Although Baiter makes no claim
that the newspaper of the ai? idea is
new or original with him, he maintains it is the only such sports show
now on the air and the only one
with exactly four columns. Baiter
states that NBC's putting on the
Stern show seemed like a retaliatory
move after web. failed to get Bayuk
to shift off Mutual.

2

of General Milk;

show by

Principal point of simithe 'format' of the two
Baiter sets his up like a

Knox-Reeves Chicago Office
F. D. R. Gets

'Em

Chicago, Jan. 17.

With General Mills moving th»
Wheaties and Blsquick
Knox-Reeves
accounts
the.
to
agency,
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
billing of its

Special C.A.B. canvasses of
President Roosevelt's two recent
nationwide talks showed little
difference between the daytime
and the nighttime broadcasts.
It was 16.3 for the Jan. 4, 1
p.m., broadcast to Congress, and
16.7 for the Jan. 7 Jackson Day
Dinner at 9:30 p.m.
.

is
considering withholding
Irom
Wheaties and Bisquick those shows
which the agency here built for
those accounts. Two top i^ows
which B-S-H built for Wheaties land
Bisquick are 'Jack Armstrong' and

and Bob.'

'Betty

General Mills in taking away the
important accounts of Wheaties and
leaving B-S-H with
is
only Softasilk, Korn-Kist and Gold
Bisquick,

Medal

flour.

agency feels that 'Armand 'Betty and Bob' are sucShows B-S-H is figuring :to
keep those shows in their house ^nd
utilize them for the three Mills accounts remaining with them. There
is a possibility they will put 'Armstrong' to work s^lng Sorn-Kix to
children, now that the agency has
lost Wheaties, and use 'Betty and
Bob' for either Softasilk or Gold
Medal flour.
Wasihngton, Jan. 17.
Underneath the shifting of these
Brinckerhoff & Co., Inc., has withtwo prime Mills accoimts the trade
drawn the- offer that it made for the sees a possible trend in the relatranscription library created by the
tions between the entire General
Nation^ Association of Broadcasters. MiUs account qnd B-S-H; a trend
This action, puts the library back on that
had its beginning three years
the open market.
ago when the Mills took all base"
Brinckerhoff was slated to piit up ball handling and billing away from
$25,000 in cash and pay out another B-S-H and gave it to Knox-Reevps.
$25,&00 in royalties to the NAB over
Enox-Beevea Big
period of years. NAB has sunk
Knox -Reeves, with the acqviisitibn
paralysis campaign en- a
over $51,000 in- this library and the of all billing on Wheaties and BisSince

ON MARKET

strong'
cessful

.

FOR CHARITY
Infantile

WSYR DOORS

FIXING

For

Hay Hold fVagrams

charged against

past year.

Jan. 25.

SIGN-PAINTER BUSY

17.

Blackett

Bill Stern is patterned almost exactly after the program Sam Baiter
has been doing on Mutual coast-tocoaster for Bayuk Phillies for the

to

use these transcrlp- distributed
tions on the basis of an experimental
license and without added charges.
After the end of June it will be an
entirely separate license form, with
the object of use to be distinguished
on the record labels.

steal is

by Mutual. Say

closed as 'of Jan. 13, and
For the past two years the music corporatidn'
it is believed that the new stock of
publishers, through Harry Fox, their
corporation will be
Delaware
the
agent and trustee^ liave permitted
tbesie services to

.

A program
NBC

'27

VARierr

ters its intensive phase this week.
Radio division in New York has two supplementary' copyright
major network programs lined up. bureau.
One from the Coast, with Eddie Cantor as m.c, wUl be a gala 11-12 pjn.
hour Jan. 22. It is hoped that Shirley

checking

quick, attains a new importance in
the agency field,. and especially .in
radio advertising, particularly since.
General Mills has seen fit,- <to give
K-R the responsibility of handling
the advertising appropriations '»of
Temple will appear. On Jan. 25 the
6uch key items as Wheaties and Bis'Gang Busters'- program will be dequick.
voted to the campaign. Congressunderstood that KnoxIt
is
man Bruce Barton may also appear.
Mitchell is shooting at Reeves agency is' now readying to
Lenneh
All four networks. Red, Blue, CBS
(Macfad- open a Chicago office so as to. faand Mutual, will carry the hour re- the True Detective Stories
with
spot announce- cilitate the supervision of its newlyden)
account
a
vue which Vic Knight will -stage.
wotild have acquired billing.
Located as it is
Cut-ins from New York will prob- ment idea. This agency
following in Minneapolis, the agency is figured
ably not be used. Instead it will be the mag buy chainbreaks
an all-HolIywood gesture for the the 'Gang Busters,' 'Big Town' and to be somewhat off the main st6m
to handle properly the production
'March of Dimes.'
novelty will Warden Lawes programs.
Account now has a quarter-hour of programs and 'the buying of adbe. 47 announcers reciting in unison.
Tuesday vertising time. .When' it was han-»
iSurns and AUen, Meredith WiU- dramatic show on Mutual
dling only the baseball placements,
son, Rudy VaUee, possibly Bing nights.
it was necessa-ry to negotiate only
Crosby and Deanna Durbin are to
once
annually for baseball air tinie,
be heard on the big show.
which made its Minneapolis head-^'
Corp.
in

LENNEN

&

MITCHELL

APPROACHES TRUE DICK
&

A

.

FuhnnaD

Heckling: Studios to Build

Up

B'klyn Arts Institute

Brooklyn

Institute

of

Arts

and

Sciences has a new paid prez, James
G. McDonald, former N. Y. Times

New

quarters completely feasible.
But
the added duties of finding regular
Albany, Jan. 17.
programs; hiring talent, producers,
Tested Radio Features has filed an etc., and other factors necessary to
application for a charter with the the production of programs
are
Secretary of State. It set its capital deemed too varied and intricate to
at $15,000, and named as directors be prop?rly handled from MinnePhilip Fuhrman, George Pellinger apolis and would necessitate the
and John CampbelL
opening of an office in such a city
as C^hicago wh^re all these elements
Fuhrman, president of this outfit, are immediately available.
used to sell time for radio station
and at one time was in Wall Street.

exec. Part of his revitalizing campaign is a radio series which starts
soon over the NBC blue web and
will include well-known adult speakers with a pack of opinionated highHe recently sold the waxed version
school studes .as hecklers.
Nancy Davis is McDonald's radio of 'Callinff All Cars' to Axton-Fisher
for use in Detroit and St. Louis.
assistant

Bridgeport Daily Hlby

Use Federal

To Force

Compton Puts Finger on IS Best

And Wants

to

Become Neighborly

Wax

Attack.

Sum Ai^ii

Bridgeport (Conn.) Star may use
Federal Theatre Radio Division's
disc series on 'Slums Cost You
Money,' which It made In conjunction with Federal Housing Administration.
Newspaper would like to
spot on WICC as educational stuff.
Paper has been conducting an editorial campai^m against politicos, et
al, who have been' holding up coin
already appropriated for slums. Pig.^
ure discs will help Inform public of
'

agency stirred up no meeting with reps were either on the
small measure of murmuring among NBC red (WEAF) or Columbia.
station reps last, week after it had They included Jack Benny, Rudy
handed down an inferred ultimatum VaUee, Kate Smith, Lux Radio Thethat certain chainbreak spots be atre, Fred Allen, the Chase Be Sanslums problem. Leo Fontaine scriptproduced for Procter & Gamble born- Hour, Major Bowes, Burns &
ed the series.
Street products or else. The reps inter- Allen and Maxwell House-Good
Street' to
preted the 'or else' as implying the News.
Chicago, Jan. 17.
request
without
Reps received the
automatic forfeit of any other spot
Shoppng
Wander Co. will expand its day- business that the same account protest, but there was plenty said of
time strip script show for Ovaltine might clear through that agency.
a strong nature after they had reto a seven-station cross-country run
to
their
offices.
incident
ported
the
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Ukas^ was delivered at a meeting
over the NBC red web starting Feb,
Manager of one of these offices reFatima cigarets is reported shopShow, 'Carters of Elm Street,' of station reps called by Compton. marked that he wondered whether ping around for a radio show..
13.
Reps were given a list of 15 nightis now on a single spot test schedin
the
agency
employee
who
the
Understood
Charles
Winninger
time network commercials with top
here.
ule on
CAB ratings an'd told that Compton thought up this idea wasn't himself (Captain Henry) has had a nibble.
Set through Blackett-Sample-Hum
giving the agency heads an idea that
mert agency here, the show will gal- was interested in buying the chain- won't work to his own best interbreaks following these shows. The
lop across the board at 11 a." m. cen
RAY TOMPKINS SFQNSOBE])
message was so phrased as to let the ests. All that a spot department
tral time."
Baltimore, Jan. 17.
reps know that the requisition was would require is an office boy or
Raymond Tompkins, local ndw;^
a must and produce the stipulated clerk with a copy of latest CAB reDEAN FITZES SEEKS SUN
spots they'd have to, regardless of port. He could do his' buying solely commentator, signed for three broadKansas City, Jan. 17.
whatever accounts now occupied on the basis of the information casts a week over WFBR for Twenty
Dean Fitzer, manager of WDAF them, if they wanted to get P & G gathered from this soiurce.
Grand Cigarettes. Starts Jan. t9»
here, is readying for a short sojourn orders in the future.
Some reps are talking about sug- Placed by McCann-firickson, Agency*
P & G is
in Arizona or Florida to recover strictly a daytime customer on the gesting to their stations that they
Tompkins has considerable rep 9ii
from recent illness.
put
the
chainbreaks
on
a
premium
newspaperman and war cpryespilindnetworks.
Fitzer had a throat streptococci
basis, charging at least twice as ent attached to Gen. Pershing's sUff
<We Like These'—
much for such spots as the regular during World War. Has had sevem
infection and its aftermath has given
Programs named at the Compton spot rate.
radio assignments.
him a touch of neuritis.

Tim

Compton

.

Main

Fi^na Show

WMAQ

——
±9

-
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FCC HEARINGS PERK UP WrTH CBS ON
STAND; PROBE PALEY, GOOD WILL ITEMS
Considerable Ancient History—Couple of UnexCBS
why
plained Corporations—Curious oh Zukor Deal
Other Points
Washington, Jan.

17.

at the start of last year but the

com-

Deep and lively Interest in finan- pany treasurer demonstrated there
cial operations and management of were no write-ups or other inflationColumbia Broadcasting System was ary practices. Besides Insisting it is
reflected at the second phase of the
FCC chain-monopoly hearings. Proceedings pepped up noticeably, with
CBS displaying readiness to give full
picture of the monetary aspects and
the control of the web corporate
structure.
Chief attention was focused on the
gyrations of stock since the Paley
family first became prominent in Coaffairs and on the accounting
methods. In marked contrast to the
trend of the NBC inquiry, the proceeding took a new turn with Assistant-<General Counsel George B. Porter handling the cross-examination knd
showing evidence of careful prepa-

lumbia

ration for penetrating inquiry into
junior web's history.
With Frank
White, chain treasurer, on the stand for a prolonged
spell, the Cdmmish dug deeply into
-relatively ancient history. That still
mystifying deal between William S.
the"

K

Paley and .Adolph Zukor, which involved swap and eventual return of
stock in CBS and Paramount-Publix, came in for most discussion and,
after the financial herder was unable
to supply information on some key
points,. further' digging into this syb-

iect was scheduled.
Exactly who controls CBS and in
'What manner was the topic which
seemed most intriguing, not only to
Porter but to members of the fourman committee hearing the testilaidhy.
Although White Insisted a
complete explanation has been made
public in the weVs regisbration. application on file with the Securities
Exchange Commission, the prob
ers seemed anxious.for a clearer picture of the various shifts in stock
holdings over 9 span of several
years, had trouble, comprehending
the reasons for the cumiilatlve voting privilege attached to the A stock,
was unable to follow the mechanics
of the CBS-Par transaction, and reflected disapproval of a fat 'goodwill' item In the balance sheets.

&

'

Pared and Park Corp.
Are Not Explained

cellaneous operating
holding subsidiaries.

arid

license-

reflected
by
attitude
Critical
Chairman Frank R. McNirich—ex-

of the total price of
WKRC, $238,345 out of
$292,000, and for WBT, $53,109 out
In questioning the
of $150,000.
propriety of this accounting practice,
McNinch cracked that all CBS stockholders got for an outlay of over
$2,000,000 was 100% physical control
which formerly
corporations
of
owned the transmitters. Total outlay for stations was $3,308,701, with
the net worth of the acquired corporations $1,050,339, making the
good-will $2>258,361. Books show no
good-will item for WEEI, Boston,
which is operated \\nder lease, and
the value of the agreement is not reflected, in the balance sheet or regarded as an asset. White declared.
Fiscal picture indicated industrious
zoomed from
Asset?
operation.
$657,235 in 1928 to $13,572,654 hi 1938
with fixed assets climbing from
$137,326 to .$4,338,340 and reserves
from $38,996 to $2,216,553. Current
liabilities rose from $56,057 to $3,'
221,765, with the earnest surplus hit
ting $4,884,539 at the beginning of
$257,000 out
$390,000; for

1938.

Expansion of the web was shown
impressively

by White's

recitation.

Gross income went from $1,448,398 in
1928 to $34,239,896 in 1937.

The net

receipts rose from $1,270,846 to $23,
'829,544. In each year, beginning in
1929, the chain has pocketed a profit,

'

—

.

Owned

Jump

As

and Edward
director, the

chain presented explanations, opinand statistics which undermine
suspicion CBS is a corporate oc-

ions,

sny

topus, which showed extent of efforts to live up to the public interest duty, and which pictured high
degree of independence for the webowned stations as well as for the af-

Especially successful operation of
the web's ^owned stations >vas mirmored. Gross from the eight plants
which CBS possesses and the one it
leases jumped five times, but the
gross from affiliates was Only a little
over 100% higher over a period of
•

seven years.
Affiliates get a

much

larger slice

from sales of their
White revealed. Ratio beDetailed fiscal summary was given tween payments to affiliates and reby White, whose testimony was ceipts virtually doubled despite the
highlighted by disclosure the net depression. In 1931, indies, compris
profit since operations started is $18,- ing the network got 15.62% of gross
Growth since formation in and 21.53% of net sales, but in 1937
S^0,729;
early 1927 reflected aggressive man- the figures were 27.99% and 42.36%.
As a result of the first decade of
agement, steady increase in the
amount divvied With affiliated outlets, operations, CBS stockholders re
filiates.

Values Since '27 Start

The corporate chronicle began with
the explanation that in March, 1927,
mented that the good-will was twice
the books carried 600 shares of
the actual, worth of the eight chainstock (issued) worth $3,000 and. that
owned plants. Discussion brought
on Jan. 1, 1939, the capitalization is
out that the spread averages slightly
952,073 A shares and 948,674 B shares
less than $300,000—for WABC it was

—

'

B. Murrow, European

Security

ponent of the bare-bones theory of
measuring station sales who com-

with $4;297,566 in 1937, the peak.
Drop in the profit during 1938 was
Real mystery developed when iorecast, although White said, 'dePorter disclosed the existence of a tailed statistics' wiU not be available
concern tagged Parcel Corp., which for several weeks. Estimate is $3,has a slice, of CBS' securities aiid 500,000, which is^under both 1936 and
whep White was unable^ to throw 1937. While decline in time sales
light
on Park Corp,^ President during the recession had an effect,
Paley's personal Investment holding higher operating costs are the princompany. The identity of Individ- cipal explanation. Notably expense
uals whose stock is in the hands of for talent, due in big measure to
Brovvn Bros., Harriman, Wall street union contracts.
The cash and negotiable security
brokerage house, also was puzzling,
although the number of shares voted item—$3,636,397 at the opening of
1938
^is. not unusually high,
accord.this
concern is trifling. Additionl>y
Management would
al data on Parcol^-apparently a ing to White.
holding company, jointly controlled like to keep between $4,000,000 and
by Paley and Paramount interests, $5,000,000 in the till, because of the
and related to the unscrambled CBS- necessity of being prepared to counTelePar omelet— is due to go in the rec- teract rapid obsolescence.
ord this week, along with other info vision is particularly risky, the treasurer commented, because the posconcerning stopk operations.
Besides hearing about the financial sible revolutions in the art may deend corporate affairs, the Commish stroy the value of experimental
panel received .testimony about op- equipment.
erating policies and Columbia's place
Stations
in the industry. Through Meflord
E< Bunyon, vice president in charge
Big Profit-Makers
of station relations; Dr. Frank Stanton, research director,

The Growth of

of the revenues

facilities.

'

end continued prosperity since the ceived $11,000,000 in dividends, exInfant days. One fact which aroused hibits showed. Stock dividends and
Considerable Interest on the part of transfers amount to another $3,500,the Conunlsh wa? White's revelation 000 while the earned surplus figure,
Of a fat cash bialance—$3,636,397 on including the $2,200,000 good-will
item, stood close to $5,000,000 at the
Jan. 1> 1938.
Ogling the balance sheets, the in<- opening of 1039.
In talking about the good-'wlll,
tifjiBitors reared back at the item of
^,258,361 tot good-wiir on thfe hooka White not only made it plain- that
•

with par value of $2.50
Making total at present of

(all issued)

each.

A

web

transmitters presented sustaining programs 48% of " the time and
cOmn>ercials the remaining 52%.
Runyon answered the allegation
that networks deprive communities
of valuable local service by relating
the degree of autonomy enjoyed by
the resident managers of the weboperated transmitters and the freedom given affiliates. Resident executives, are responsible for living up
to the program standards, although
the
chain management naturally
must assume the responsibility in the
case of material fed the network.

Of the total, 2,850
and
189,750 B certificates are in the
Treasury, carried at a figure of $1,- Local
055,670.
The outstanding stock-—
Considerable
with authorized capitalization of 1,500,000 shares of each class on July
Local managers may reject web
and 758,924 B. conmiercials and, on the other hand,
1, 1938, was 949,223
The paper in the treasury acquired are compelled to take some sustaihin undoing the Par-CBS deal at a ers of high quality, Runyon testified.
price of $82.21 each—is valued at Latter group covers such features as
$5.48 per share, the proportionate the Philharmonic and the School of
worth following stock dividends and the Air, with the various programs
$4,751,867.

TU MANCHir ON

HAY OR PAY

air over Its own stations. Key stations are vital, he contended 'in dis-

cussion with Commissioner Paul A.
Walker, although not ipaylng this in
so many words.
Monetary angle is not the motivatthis sum does not represent any aping -Influence in web operations, alpraisal of intangibles .by the
the though CBS naturally wants to sell
management, but explained
figure has not been written down. enough time to make a profit and
'As long as no Impairment has taken have resources to cover the public
service. His list of non-commercial
place,' he said, there is no occasion
operations
by the CBS-operated
to alter the figure representing the
plants in 1937 was as follows: WEEL,
spread between outlay and net
912 hours; WBT, 1.326 hours, WBBM,
acquired.
worth of what was
Com948 hours; WKRC, 944 hours; KNX,
missioner Tliad H,. Brown wanted
hours; WCCO, 1,489 hoiu-s;
1,272
to know, if there is any material dif443 hours; KMOX, 646 hours,
WABC,
ference
between 'going concern
and WJSVi 760 hours. Of all the susvalue' and goodrwill, with White
tainers aired by CBS stations, the
noting there is room for controversy- web produced
59% on an hour basis,
and expressing personal opinion that in comparison with 57% of the com'going concern* is a better angle rtiercial air time. Brolcen
down, the

anchored firmly to the actual purchase prices. White drove home that
did not reflect any jump in valuation on account of the web's recent
telescoping of the corporate set-upoccasioned by punitive tax laws
froni which to approach this spread
which resulted in liquidation of mis- between expenses and valuation.
it

clock and cannot count on the

assorted outlet^ to keep the system
going. At the same iimOf programs
occasionally orlginatingx from network-owned studios do not go on the

BASIS
Radio stations purchasing the tran-

on 'Fu Manchu' stories are required to put up
cash and commit themselves to buy
the series regardless of whether they
have a sponsor. This system is to
guarantee
selling
the
company
against the station taking a 'well,
we'll sell something ^else' attitude.
This appears to have been the common experience of many transcription houses in the past that have
turned over audition recordings to
stations, but didn't demand deposits.
As a substitute system, *Fu Manchu' is being sold on a co-op basis
between the IomI station that buy.s
the rights and the national org selling them.
KDKA, Pittsburgh, for
ejcample, is planning a gala 'preview' of the series to local agencies,
scription series based

advertisers,

may do

amounting

split-ups.

now

to

over six hours

of 1,900,747 shares Issued weekly.
In arranging local programs, resioperation
began—including
the value placed on agreements paid dent bosses must live up to the moral
for with securities and obligations code, although some provisions may
cancelled—brought the web $3,997,- not apply. They are expected to respect the don%, particularly those on
930, White testified.
That includes
kid entertainment and unacceptable
$1,551,155 in cash.
products. Blurb limitations are not
While control is tightly held, stockso rigid, because of the difference in
is distributed fairly widely.
Rec- operating
methods, especially the use
ords of May 27, 1938, show 4,683.
Of spot annoimcements by local merholders and 1,794 B. owners. Offerchants.
On controversial subjects
ing lists of the principal investors.
the network attempts to give both
White said he had no idea who owns sides an even break
and requires Its
the 26,310
and 1,000 B shares list- local managers to follow this policy
ed to Brown Biros. Harriman and in providing time for participants in
represented on the board by Pres- local rows.
cott Bush. Brokerage house refused
While local managers can reject
to lift the veil after stating none of web commercials for strong reasons,
the individuals whom it Represents they are not entirely their own
has over 1% of the total outstanding bosses, Runyon, conceded.
There
CBS paper.
never have been any tugs-of-war, as
far as he can recall, but New York
Columbia's Scope
would not allow a company-owned
Social Problem-—Stanton station to turn down an important
web commercial for a protracted peDetails of the physical proportions riod. Only in incidental cases where
of the enterprise were supplied by there is some pressing reason for
Dr. Stanton, indicating that despite giving preference to another, usually
the prosperous operation, CBS does a local, feature.
They still aren't
not hog business, and its scope is not coerced and are expected to use their
largo enough to constitute, a serious own judgment, however.
ocial problem. Estimating the replacement value of the entire indus- Aggressive Spot Sales
try at approximately $50 000,010, he
Policy Told
said the web-owned plants are worth
$9,322,838 and the valuation of the
Suspicion that the sales division is
298 stations affiliated with all na- more intierested in getting web actional webs is $39,116,953.
counts and in selling spot time on the
With approxima'tely 34% of the chain-owned stations than in represtations affiliated with national webs, senting the affiliates which retain
CBS took 41% of last year's busi- Radio Sales was poohpoohed. Runness. But only one-fifth of the total yon insisted the legmen make agvolume of all networks. Compara- gressive effort to sell the locals, and
tive figures showed gross network cited figures showing amount of nabillings in 1937 were $141,436,224 of tional spot business garnered for Inwhich CBS accounted for $28,722,118. dependent affiliates. Not asleep on
The nationr^yide chains sold $69,612,- the job. When pressed to explain
495 worth of time. The aggregate why WKRC, Cincinnati, has such a
industry net billings was $114,227,906 low volume of spot business, he atcompetition.
with net income of $18,883,935; CBS tributed this to
Outline of foreign activities given
had net revenue of $23,829,544, with
net income of $4,297,567.
On the by Murrow, who said Columbia uses
investment side the web's own trans- RCA facilities, although latter is parOrdinarily
mitters are valued at $9,322,835 out ent of the rival NBC.
of the $39,116,953 figure on 298 out- American Tel and Tel carries broadcasts from Paris and London, but
lets taking network programs.
otherwise RCA normally is used.
Lengthy description of CBS's pubNo editorial policy allowed in forlic service was furnished by Runeign broadcasting. While there is a
yon, who related program and oplot of difficulty sifting fact and ruerations policies and methods. High
mor In Europe, CBS seeks to give an
proportion of non-commercial feaunbiased, factual picture of what
tures, especially those of the culgoes on.
Strenuous efforts were
tural, and educational sort.
made to avoid opinion in relating the
Idea that networks might be re- Austrian and
Czechlosakian fuss.
stricted from owning their own outlets received a dousing fr6m Runyon, who pointed to the urgent need
Hulick's Shoe
of originating programs in order to
be sure of a sufficient supply of
microphone fodder in order to keep
Budd Hulick, formerly of Stoop'the stations going.
nagle and Budd, wil emcee the halfWhile independently owned trans- hour show which Enna Jettick shoe
mitters occasionally feed programs to starts on WABC, N. Y., Feb. 18.
the web, implication behind his reD'Artega will maestro the orchessume was that the chain must be in a tra on this stanza and Jimmy Shields
position to< provide service around will fill the vocal Interludes.

Sale

since

A

A

No

by Runyon

Providence, Jan. 17,
Providence which was rated as a
sleepy showmanship town by Variety's recent survey will soon originate a dramatic series for feeding to
the New England leg of CBS. May
start either Jan. 21 or Jan. 28.
Steve Willis has been anxIoUs to
create dramatic talent resources In
Providence and after nearly a year
will lead
of getting ready
with the chin. It'll be enterprise and
maybe, WUlis hopes, dramatic art.
Weekly
dramatic
productions,
writlen, directed and acted by loc'alites will be broadcast Saturdays from
9:30 to 10 p. m. between Columbia
network shows. First time tn two
years that Providence talent managed to get on night time.
The Man Without a Coimtry' is
the first in the series. Walter Hackett, who wi'ote the script, has had
experience not only in this type of
work but also In writing of film conJerry Bronstein, a young
tinuity.
lawyer, director of the group, has
had years of training in acting, directing and radio work.

WPRO
-

Roger Doulens Payrolled
By Conn. Republicans
Bridgeport, Jan.

17.

Roger B. Doulens, former radio ed
South Norwalk Sentinel and more
recently with Earle Ferris and Tom
of

Fizdale radio publicity offices, hired

by Connecticut Republican party to
handle air end of campaign to tell
state's newly-inducted G. O. P. administration.
First stunt In drive was Mutual
coact-to-coaster (14) from, campus
of Wesleyan university, Middletown,
of tercentenary of signing of Confirst
constitution,
with
necticut's
Gov. Raymond E. Baldwin, Wesleyan
grad, as principal speaker.

Doulens works uhder John Bradford Main, formerly on Boston Traveler and on 1936 Landon campaign
staff,

licity

who heads year-around pubbureau.

Art.Kemp's

WLW

Show

Hartford,

FLAG OF DRAMATIC ART

Autonomy

A

WDRC,

PROVIDENCE UNFURLS

Managers Have

—
—

etc.

the same.

New Job

San Francisco, Jan.

17.

New

sales manager for the PaCoast Division of the- Columbia Broadcasting System is Arthur
J. Kemp, who has made his headquarters here while serving as special Coast representative for Radio
cific

CBS sales organization.
Kemp previously was sales promomanager at KNX, Hollywood,

Sales,

tion

prior to

Its

acquisition

by CBS.

Reisers' Full Orchestra
Al and Lee Reiser's Swing Strings
crew on Schaefer Beer program
graduated this week to full-fledged
orchestra with addition of brass, etc.
With renewal of show Dec. 22
through B. B. D. & O., orchestra
added couple of extra pieces to get

away from the stringy flavor.
Now sport 18-piece crew numbering bass, three violins, cello, guitar,
drums, two pianos (Reiser's forte),
harp, three trumpets and trombone.

mTERNATIONAL JRADIO
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Etieniie Fredericks In

CBC Refuses Wires to

PubEslei;

FaiShioli-RadiO

Hookup

Montreal, Jan,

Latter Uses

Etlenne

Wax on

18 Stations;

Frederick9,

Up Canadian Storm

de-^

Threatened hy Can. Government;

signer who conducted a series of
broadcasts entitled 'Fashion Speaks,'

WLW,

station
Cincinnati, is
scheduled to appear with the same
ovei*

Issue Stirs

CKAC, Montreal, French Hookups

17.

fashion

Murrayites Decline to Qarify

program over CFCF this, week, sponsored by Louis Roessel, manufacof Mallinson's Pussywillow
Silks. Series of six broadcasts slated
to go over CFCF, with three of the
programs to be broadcast from the
floor of a local department store.

turers

By BOBEET McSTAT
Toronto, Jan.

Coughlin's Invitation
17.

Recent series of time bans and suspensions ordered by the Canadian
Sroadcastlng Corp. over independent
ftations as well as the

CBC

Toronto, Jan.

As sequel

national

network was climaxed here by an
unprecedented

CBC

17.

McCullagh-Glad-

.

whereby the
denied George Mc-

edict

dictatorially

to

Muirray
feud.
Father
Coughlin has offered the Canadian publisher the facilities of
his shrine of the Little Flower
stone

network
stations

CuUagh, publisher of the Toronto
•Globe' and 'Mail,* the right to broadcast a series of addresses on public
affairs over any network of Canadian

(46

privately

owned

arranged by Air Casters,

Inc.).

Culmination of consistent freedomof-speech denials, which has brought

With Coughlin enjoying a
heavy listener interest in Canada, McCullagh is welcome to
use the American chain at any
time if unable to reach a broad
enough audience through Cana-

condemnation of the CBC
stand from spokesmen of both po-

dian stations, said the Detroit
priest in a telephoned message.

stations.

bitter

*

Similar promotions scheduled for
London, Jan. 9.
Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg, Regina,
Lord Selsdon,' who died at ChristEdmonton, Calgary and Vancouver. mas, was chairman Of 1934 Television
Radio and department store camr Commission and subsequently of
paign for several cities in the United Television
Committee,
Advisory
States also.
Gov't body which controls BBC visio
activities; was 61, and had been 26
yefirs in U.«K. Parliament, for five
of which he was postmaster-generaL

'Arizona Red'

nate.'

Airs in France

puband leaders in public thought,

Ernest Longrstafle, BBC variety
Last week station (jKAC was reproducer, has set series of afternoon
programs for first part of ld39 in- fused' lines' for the Lydia Pinkham
tended to make room for talent .program 'La Femme a la Page,'
which has been okayed at auditions which was scheduled to -go over a
but has never yet gone on the air; networic>-of privately owned stations
waiting total of would-be radio stars in this pi^ovlnce starting Jan. 0. Following representations to the auruns into many hundreds.

For

Britisli

&

CBC

iance with opinions held by the govSho,w-down was precipitated by ernment. That is not important. It
CBC decision to refuse McCullagh is, however, of the utmost importpermission to launch his series ance that he be privileged to "say
'Marching On—to What?' which was what he has in mind. Nothing can
icheduled for Sunday (15). As far be gained by the bureaucratic measThis whole affair
«9 preliminary censorship is con- ures of CBC.
cerned, *McCulIagh had told the CBC smacks too much of communistic
Board of Governors that his scripts Russia or totalitarian Germany and
were ready at «ny time for their Italy. No government or governgoing-over.'
ment agency in Canada shall be alUsed Transcriptions
lowed to deny the right of free
Because of the week-end holiday speech.'
which precluded any spot action
from a legal standpoint, the Canadian

pendently-owned.

.

SALES TAX UP AGAIN

publisher's initial broadcast slipped

through on a shrewdly-anticipated
technicality which undoubtedly will
raise a he^t point during the subsequent inquiry. He was successively

Should

CBC Pay 2% on Piano Boofht
In Montreal?

denied speaking rights' over CBC's
tranS'Canada chain and, secondly, a
network of privately-owned Ontario
stations and one Montreal outlet, but
both ruling? were circumvented by
the utilization of electrical transcriptions which were rushed Satur-

Montreal, Jan. 17.
Test case involving the status of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. is
due to corne up in the local courts
for the 27th time this week. Action
was taken by the city of Montreal
over a year ago, demanding payment
day (14) to the. 18 stations on which of the municipal 2% sales tax on a
time had been engaged. Allowed one
$2,000 piano bought by the CBC at a
station over which he might speak

Walter Thompson producing two
new programs. Comprise a new
Hudson's Extract offering, replacing
Eddie Pola's Twisted Tunes.
The
other will be Van Phillips and his
band for Pond's Serenade to Beauty,
replacing Jack Jackson's band.
J.

Arizona Red (Edward McBride),
sagebrush singer and storyteller on
WNEW, N. Y., sails this Saturday
(21) to air his stuff (in English) from
France's Radio

NOrmandy

for a full

McBride takes 61ong

year.
ner,

Don

Sullivan,

who

his partwill work

with him.
Pair will start

work Feb.

1 as sus-

William Bobson, Columbia workshop director, to. visit London end
of the month to produce several
plays for

BBC.

their stuff to audition for a prospective sponsor. Contract calls for a set
\yeekly stipend, no matter how many
sponsors the two air for.

BBC BUYS POTPOURI
Pays

$2.50

Per

—Waiver

On

Item

Proprietary Ac^encies, Ltd,, which
serialized' presentation
in

started

week-day programs

of Radio Norfor Phillips Dental Magnesia,
has increased its contract to three
script show broadcasts every weekday afternoon,' the two new ones being Milk of Magnesia and California
syrup of Figs.

mandy

Plagiarism

George Cnrzon gets
London, Jan.

10.

Although past practice has been to
lay off manuscripts and items submitted by casual listeners, BBC is
now rieversing its policy and inviting
the public to submit songs, yarns,
etc., for them to include, in -new
series styled 'Listeners' Corner,' Contributors must certify the contribution is their own work and that
there are no copyright snags.
Corp. will pay for all material It
uses at rate of $2.50 per broadcast.

BBC

chapter play based on

McGiHrn

Gets

CM

CJBR,

Murrow

of famous fiction- gumshoe king", Sexton Blake, having played the. character in pictures.
Crooner Brian
Lawrence daringly cast as bis assistr
ant. Tinker.

4
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»

is

as follows:

^Mr. George McCullagh applied to
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to
buy time for a series of broadcasting
had been enforced by CBC and men- talks on the national network of the
tioned that Sir Edward Beatty, pres- corporation in order to give his
ident of the Canadian Pacific Rail views on public questions. The apway, had sought to buy chain time plication was refused, in accordance
and been refused. But, on being with the policy of the corporation
queried, iSir Edward stated he could in dealing with controversial broadnot recall any occasion on which he casts.
had been barred from the air, either
'This policy is based on the prinOver a private station or over the ciples of encouraging the free discusCBC network.
sion of all subjects of public interest
To Meet McCallash
in roundtable discussions, debates,
Meanwhile, a meeting between L talk and forums, for which the cor"W*.
Brockington, chairman of the poration
provides
time
without
CBC Board of Governors; Major, charge. No individual may purchase

last Tuesday (10) by Lord
niuir, Governor General of

"and Sir

.

Carson Case Unknown

Whether the decision to .enforce
the network regulation by the CBC
will affect: the Carson stations, in
Western Canada . has^ not yet. been
Telephone lines are not
Canadian stations for
hookups unless application is first
approved by the Canadian fir0adestablished.
available to

TweedsCanada,

'

CKAC

has

.over. 25

hours

of network shows (ija French) originating in Montreal which would' be
affected through enforcement of the

Broadcasting Act.

executive here have reftised

confirm .or deny reports of the
change.
to

Royal Couple JBraadcasts

Humphreys Walwyn, Gover-

CBC

AH

nor of Newfoundland.
Reginald
Monopo^, but
Brophy, general manager of Canadian Marconi, took part in the openStations Get Service Free
ing from Newfoundland.
Program
was carried of the Canadian Marconi
Toronto, Jan. 17.
station CFCF and the CBC network.
Bell Telephone, Canadian Marconi
Operators of privately-owned staand Avalon Tielephone Co. of New- tions in Canada aren't worrying aily
foundland pooled forces to make the more about being shut out of the
venture possible.
broadcasts revolving around the
forthcoming visit of the King and
Queen of England. They have been
Bin Williamson, .former arranger assured that radio, coverage of the
for Jack Hylton, signed for own event won't be limited to outlets^
series of pop music broadcasts with within the Canadian Broadcasting
12-piece band from BBC.
Corp, and that all th0 broadcasts, of

»»»»»»

assurance that liberty of discussion
is preserved, tha^ all main points of
view are fairly presented, and that
the possession of wealth does not
confer the right to use network
broadcasting to infiueiice opinion.
'Having failed to secure time on
the national network, Mr. McCullagh
attempted to buy time over a network of privately owned stations. As
all network broadcasting in Canada
is under control of the corporation,
under the specific authority of the
Canadian Broadcasting act of 1936,
the permission of the corporation
would have been required to give effect to the new plan. As the same
general principle in controversial
broadcasts applies to all networks In

are now obliged to buy member
loops of the CBC ttetwork.
Tenderleaf Tea (J. Walter Thompson) will go on the local government station as well as on pitAC
because of the difficulties encountered in gettibg lines for a private
regional networkt.

CBC
Montreal, Jan. 17.
Radiotelephone
circuit,
linking
Newfoundland with Canada and the
rest of the world, -was inaugurated

»

Howe, Minister'of CommuniToronto, Jan. 17.
any network to broadcast his own Canada, the second application was
cations, stated that the buying up of
time on a chain broadcast was someWeekend statement of Gladstone opinions, and i\o profit-making cor- also refused.
'Mr. McCullagh had already been
thing adopted by every country
Murray, CBC general manager, on poration may purchase any network invited to participate in the corporawhich had the chain broadcast probtion's Sunday evening national forum
lem, this going for BBC, NBC and the refusal to sell publisher of To- to broadcast opinions.
'Far from being a restraint on free at no cost to him. McCullagh deCBS, 'The regulation is a matter ronto Globe and Mail time or permit
of common sense,' he said. 'It is im- him to assemble a private hook-up speech, the corporation's policy Is an clined the invitation, which, howpossible to permit everyone to broadcast and we cannot confine such a
privilege to the wealthy.'
Howe insisted that this was not
the first time that such a regulation

'

Locally

Gladstone Murray's Statement

C. D,

Station here has been advised not
to accept new contracts calling foi'
hookups with other stations on the
private regional network as linei?
will most likely be unavailable.
Understanding is that there is to
be no interference with existing contracts, but whether, lines will' b*
available for renewals of these programs is questionable.

casting Corp..

NEWFOUNDLAND LINKED
BY RADIOTELEPHONE

.

'

role in
exploits

—

.

Explains

title

.

,

Howe

Corp. has already

has been granted

use of lines for the Pinkham proJan. Id, but only Until

gram starting
March 31.

tainers, However, that picture might put on several workshop presentaIt
is
understood that agencies
change by then, as Normandie's Eng- tions.
which had considered plans.for using
lish agency ordered a rush waxing of
special hook-ups of priv^ite stations

Quebec, has
Rimouski,
local store.
named Joseph Hershey McGillvra its
directly via microphone, McCullagh
Corporation claims immunity from exclusive rep in the United States.
chose CFRB, Toronto, an independ- civic taxation on grounds
that it is a
Deal is part of McGillvra's ambiently-owned outlet.
branch of the Federal Government tion to make, available a group of
Prescribed rights of the CBC to
and not liable. City claims the CBC French-Canadian stations to spot adread and cei^or any radio manuIs a private corporation and there- vertisers.
scripts, a practice which they have
fore taxable.
not stringently adhered to ' in the
Case has been repeatedly postpast and which had hitherto brought
poned in lower courts pending a deReturning
commendation as a British bulwark cision from the Superior Court,
of free speech, were not invoked in
Edward R. Murrow sails Saturday
which is expected to clarify the
the case of the McCullagh' series.
resume
European director
(21)
to
as
status of the corporation.
The publisher was prepared to subof CBS. He has been absent from
mit his address texts.
his London office since October.
No sensational declarations were
Erwin Wasey & Co. has renewed
Prolonged stay in U.S. was in orincorporated in McCullagh's first Normandy contract for Feenamint. der to testify before FCC monopoly
broadcast, this merely imparting his Stars George Formby.
hearings. This took place last week.
views cwi the serious conditions confronting the Dominion and its citi'
zens.
Not since October, .193.7, has
the publisher been on the air at
which his 'Politicians Unmasked•tirred up plenty.

CKAC

thorities,

CBC

will be followed by an inm^ediate Gladstone Murray,
g. m.; and
investigation
Into George McCullagh, publisher of the
Parliamentary
strait-jacketing invocations whereby 'Globe
Mail,' is skedded here for
the CBC has climaxed a series of ar- Thursday (19).
Attorney-General Conant, member
bitrary rulings.
That the muzzling practices of of the Liberal Party under which
functions, termed the McCulCanada's nationally-owned radio setof
overthrow
lagh ban 'most astonishing and disup may result in the
the Liberal Party at the coming polls turbing* and declared that 'freedom
Definite is of the press and freedom of speech
Is even being mooted.
the outcome l^at a bitter controversy are the bulwarks and very founda-will be immediately waged on the tion Of our democracy.'
floor of the House, -with members of
Continued Conant: 'There should
both parties vigorously condemining be no limitation other than what althe edicts which are denying the ready applies In oui^ civil and crimairing of public affairs over any net- inal laws. Mr. McCullagh might exwork. Dominion-controlled or inde- press views unfavorable to or at var-

17.

Privately owned stations will no
longer be permitted to operate as a
network and have been advised not
to accept new contracts involving
use of telephone lines for hookups.
Gladstone Murray of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. has decided to
enforce that provision of the Broadcasting Act of 1930 whereby the
CBC has the power to control and
regulate network operations. Regulate is appalr^ntly to mean 'elimi-

'

litical parties, legal authorities,

lishers,

Montreal. Jan.

Londoii CaUiiig

ever,

remains open.

their Majesties' jaunt in May wiU
not only be available to every stastation in Canada but the CBC itself will

pay

all line 'charges.

Plan permitting

CBC

to cover the

exclusively was put through,
it was explained, to prevent costly
duplication as well as last rninute
mixups. Owing to the inter-empire
importance of the Trans-Canada
junket, it was also thought more
feasible and efficient to centralize
on-the-spot control, particularly in
view Of the fact that the Canadian
government has placed this responsibility on the CBC, and that the biU
visit

was taken by the corown responsibility in which is being met by CBC entails
accordance with the policy laid down not only cross-coUntry line charges,
by the board of governors. Our na- byt also expenditures on mobile imits
tional forum series dealing with na- and augmented engineering staffs.
tional viewpoints, scripts of which These broadcasts will also be made
are not Censored, is given over 60 available to the British Broadcasting
Canadian stations under CBC spon- Co. and the three major webs in the
United States.
sorship every Sunday night
"The decision
poration on its

at 10:00

and runs a half hoiu*.'
As to buying time of the
tional network, Sunday is

CBC

na-

out

on

general policy grounds, according to
Murray. He also points out that CBC
was established by Parliament as 'a
non-partisan public trust to control
all broadcasting in Canada in the
public interest.'

American Men On Spot
American networks will be perown comments*
tor^ in Toronto and Montreal on each
mitted to use their

times as their Majesties are In those
cities.
As far as the rest of Canada
is concerned^ the webs will have to
depend on the CBC reports.

:

so

RADIO

VARIETY

memorial

Ruppert

Wednesdaf^ Januarj 18, I939

exercises

ney* each Wednesday evening after

«Iso

scored.

Background Buzz

PhiUy's first production office ig
in the process of being set'-up.
it are Harry Biben, agent,
who will provide tiie talent, and
announcers. It's part of a course for Charles Borelli, independent time
salesman, who is expected to marthe gabbers.
the productions. Producer and
Frank Sheehan added to sales ket
writers are now being sought.
staff of KOMO-KJR, Seattle,
Independent survey by the SandTor Torland now full time staff lot Sports Association, Inc., which
announcer KVI, Seattle-Tacoma.
runs amateur football and baseball
in
Philly,
revealed
'Time-buyer' calendars, which en- conferences
able time-buyers to calculate quickly Stoney McLinn, WIP commentator,
the expiration dates of contracts, as fave sports airer. More than 10,have been mailed by KSPO, San 000 members took part in the ballotFitancisco,
to
500
advertising ting.
With establishnH:::t of 24-hour-aagencies.
day airing, WIP» Philly this week
was forced to add two men to Its
panel staff. They are C. D. Dengate and Gerald M. Mahoney, both
formerly of RCA.

now

Back of

WEST
John Bemis, veteran reporter on
Spokane Chronicle, has been named
succeed Bob Phillips, resigned, as

to

editor of the

news

staff

of

KHQ«

KGAByron

Mills, chief blue-pehciller
and KGO, San Francisco,
recuperating at the JBast Oakland
loUowing an emergency appendectomy,
Miaintenance supervisor Oscar Berg is also away for
the same reason.

KPQ

at
is

hospital

EAST

Producer Jack Lyman- of KGOFrancisco, giv«n a year's
Bill Schroeder, salesman at WCAE,
leave of absence, during which he
will handle radio production at the Pittsburgh, and Gloria Saylor beGolden Gate International Exposi- ing married in St. Louis Saturday (14).
tion.
Havey Boyle, sports editor PittsLewis Allen Weiss, Don. Lee topper
on the coast, heads radio depart- burgh Post-Gazette, dropping out of
mental of Pacific Ad Club's meet in Isaly's weekly 'Big Swing' program
on WCAE. Pittsburgh, after 13-week
Oakland June 15-29.
Jon Slott, Hollywood scriptist, east stretch. Show continues, however,
for work on the Orson Welles pro- but strictly with a musical setup.
WWSW, Pittsburgh, has installed
gram.
KEHE (Los Angeles> airing Coast a line at Harlem Casino, Pitts.^s hot
Conference basketball games for. spot, for nightly airings of Sherdena

KPO, San

Tohuny. Biggs coast bound with his
Qualter Oats program.
Charles Brown, coast NBC sales
promotion manager, moved his headquarters to Hollywood from Frisco.

Jadk Riinyon smoking, up a
Coast show for Union Oil'.

Tom iflcAyity
ttt
-

ptroductloh

.

new

out of hosp and back

helm

of

Bob Hope

show; .'Carl- Stanton, who did the
pinch bitting job, ^tays on as Mc'

-

.

SOUTH
Martha
tor at

Dulin,.

WBT,

woman commentaC, in New

Charlotte. N.

York City*
Jim Beloungy,

chief engineer for

OHIO

ns

KXOK, St. Louis
Harriet Relsvelt, secretary to Ed.
Linehan. program director for KSOKRNT, Des Moines, back at her desk
staff vocalist,

they inadvertbound file of

VARIETy.

And

lo! it

was

just the

after a tussle with the mumps.
Marie Robinson, hostess for KSOKRNT, Des- Moines, on a month's
vacation in New York and Florida
Bee Baxter, KSTP's Household
Forum conductress, off on a Cuba
vacash.
Bob Hutton, fresh in from Gotham
to take over WCCO's p.a. job, replacing Art Lund, resigned.
Tom Rishworth, KSTP's educational director, back on his gams foUowmg a stiff siege of flu.

sound

they were seekiiig.

who cdllabs with' husband, David
Baylor, in a patter show over WGAR,
arrived just 12 hours too early to be
Cleveland'? first 1939 offering. Child
was r born early on December 31,
causing Baylor to lose two New
Year's Eve bets.
Blowing-u]} a radio review from
VAREETy, which tossed bouquets at
WISN, Milwaukee, has new '1 Want
Tom Maxming for his mike work dur-. Work' series, sponsored by John Graf
irig New York's 'Carnival of Cham- Beverage
Co.,
via Scott-Telander
pions,' WTAM, Cleveland, is front- Agency.
Alan Hale, WISN, Milwaukee,
paging it on a promotional brochure
sports announcer, back from visit to
for nrospective clients.
Cleveland, ]g now claiming Seattle, San Francisco and Los Anthat it has the oldest radio veteran geles.
Earl Tetting, formerly on the mer«
in the business on its staff. He is J.
W. 'DeBell, station's music-copyright chandising staff of the Milwaukee
Journal, came back to. Milwaukee for
clerk, who is 74 yeairs old.

WHK

WBT

WBT

,

KYW

WKRC

WLW

WKRC

MIDWEST

Came from
Allen Franklin, program director
for KXOK, St. Louis, back at stint

sister

station,

KFRU,

Columbia, Mo.

firm', and is conducted by the
Bland Brothers.
Harry J. Moock, v. p. of the Plymouth Motor Corp.; in charge of sales,
and E. B. Wilson, sales, director of
the Chrysler Corp., were down from

ing

'

'

Garry Morfit, m.c. of 'Midafternoon Madness' at KWK, St. Louis,
after removal of tonsils.
spent the holidays with his parents
Carleen Davis,
staff
songbird,
ways.
KXOK, St. Louis, is announcing her in Baltimore. Planed both
Mrs. Clarence Cosby, wife of gen.
owA shows and may do own organ

mgr. of KWK, St. Louis, convaaccompaniment.
Gertrude Lawrence, star in 'Susan lescing from illness.'
that it will get CBS franchise in
Maurice Kipen, leader man on
N. H.'with start of day-and-night op- and God,' interviewed by KXOK, St.
Spelldo^vn,'
'Musical
Louis, after being giiest of honor at WTMJ's
eration.'
New faces at WNBC, New Britain- dinner thrown by Playgoers, Inc., of smashed a finger In a door jamb
.

Hartford studio.
Irene Cowan, formerly on dramatic staff at WCAE, Pittsburgh,
has returned to the- station as music
librarian, a newly-created post.
Roy Starkey, half of the 'Silhouettes of the West', team on KDKA,
Pittsbiurgh, has announced his engagement to Ruby Good, of Detroit

Texas,
Excerpts from 'The Land We Live
over KMOX, St.
Louis, were re-enacted before 325
members of local Rotary Club. Arthur Casey, production director of
series, toted turntable to meeting to
provide authentic sound effects for
tin.

In,' historical series

played the half-hour in throbbing

pain.
Clifton Webb, Broadway comedian, guested with Heinle and His
Grenadiers over.
while at
Pabst, Milwaukee, in Oscar Wilde's
'The Importance of Being Earnest.'

WTMJ

WKRC

staff.

and transmitter for KCMO,
indie station, which will go to

watts.
Larry Sherwood, station
manager, is preparing a national
promotion campaign to get the outfit off with some drum-banging for
its advent into the big-time field.

There

IN

is

WOW

BALmORE

ns

costs ore tremendously important

Distances are so

four to eighteen hours.

This listener interest affords

maximum

audience: at low impact cost for sponsors of

WOW's

"Radio News Towers."
Write to us or our "rep/' John Blair

&

Cleveland Commtmity Fund
the
radio bureau, joined
last week
as a continuity writer. He's the second staff member to matriculate
from the same bureau, the other being Neil Collins, station's publicity

WHK

director.
J. F. Dobosy and Albert J. Pekkola also added to WHK's engineer

ing

staff.

Latter replaces

J.

D.

NEW

Wood

who was made chief engineer
of WBOE, opened by board of edu
cation for school broadcasts.
Mildred Bruder, senior receptionist
at WGAR, resigned last week and
simultaneously announced that she
will become Mrs. Carl George, wife
of production manager, about Feb. 1.
'

Four more

shifts

WGAR

BADIO StiTlOir WOW

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK

Income and Uses It.'
Claude Smith, former secretary for

ward,

C^mpomY*

Gillin, Jr.

local
1,000

watts some time in March.
Station has been operating on 100

wbw

greater than betvireen eastern towns
that radio news often "heats" newspapers

J.

Kw*

new tower

the Rotarians.

WOW

much

bb

1

City, Jan. 17.

has started on the

Ross Wallace, 'Jormerly with the
regional sales department of Staa taxi war going on in tion WHO, Des Moines, has joined
/Clarence Pettit, director of public Omaha, but it's, between radio sta- the executive staff of the R. J. Potts
& Co., advertising agency, as Des
and KOIL.
relatibns at KDKA, Pittsburgh, has tion
He
daily speaking engagements lined up grabbed off the backs of the Yellow Moines special representative.
cabs while KOIL is plugging Itself will -join W. B.- Hill, who has been ^
solid for next next two months.
tire-covers of the Checker a special representative of the Potts
the
on
WOR's G. W. Johnstone clicked off
^1
agency in Des Moines for twp years.
a big day Monday when the New
Bill Sanford, formerly with the adIs understood readying to
York Times and Herald-Trib loosened
even vertising department of the Cedar
up with nice blurbs anent the new offer tire-covers to trucks and
Rapids^ Gazette, has poined the sales
American Forum program and the private. cars in. a' spread of the cam- staff of WMT, Cedar Rapids—WaterDave Driscoll special event on the paign.
Scripts used In WEW's series of loo; la.
Commercial manager, Wm. B.
programs 'Our Public Library' will
be published in book form by the Quarton, of WMT, now vacationing
Doug. Grant,- program MnOMLRfMESCNmnVES
St. Louis Public Library. The series in Mexico.
created bjr the station's Public Affairs director, motored to California for EDWARD PEYmr A ca^
Dept. featured members of the staff a three weeks' vacation.

to middle westerners.

John

Primes for
Kansas

Work

WXYZ, Detroit, staff" members
discussed their various duties,
including oddities, etc., that occiur in have formed a bowling league of six
the daily life of a library employee. teams and engage in weekly tourLibrarian Charles H. Comptan concluded the series With a discussion
on *How the Public Library Gets lits

'

-

_

KCMO

who

News

•

Detroit for the affair, .arranged- by
John Latham of the
^ales

while -helping direct studio visitors

John Parsons, ex-WBNX, St. Louis.
Harry "Pappy* Cheshire, maestro in the absence of Warren Mead,
Waterbury, Vt.; Edward Burns and
Kipen, however,
program's m.c.
Leo Keegan, formerly of Providence, of hillbilly troupe at KMOX, St. kept aloft the time-honored tradiand Frances Charles. 'All sales ex- Louis, attending inauguration of tion, 'the show must go on,' and
cept Miss Charles, who's' reception- Gov.-elect W. Lee O'Daniel at Aus-

.

Columbus, Ohio
John Blair, Hop.

riffling of papef,
ently riffled a

.

ist at

ALL YOU
NEED IN
CENTRAL

A

in

KFAB

Hartford:
1.000

actor, turning in the
best scores so far.
recurrence of an old leg injury
has shelved Norman Paule, featured

here and inattempting to
find the proper sound of the
office

that

forrtied

WOWO,

KYW sales crew under John
weekly on'Mdnday over KWSC, sta- S. K. Hamman, sales manager.
tion pn the Washington State college
FCC having approved construction
campus' here» fraternities and orof jnew trs^mitter in Hamden^ Conn.,
ganizations vie,
going ahead on last lap to
AU » b'asjkdtball games, wrestling WELTs
full
time.
Recent affiliation of
bouts, and liojvne matches at WashHaven's
WBRY
ington State college ar^ being aired Waterbury-New
with
Columbia
notwithstanding,
this season over the campus station
management
WELT
seems confident
KWSC, indlman; spieled by student

Night.

.NBC
Varbetv

appear to be provided bv

orchestra and dramatic staff, with
'Chink' Douriierty, first trumpet, and

John Hodiack,

WBT, Charlotte, N^ C, vacationing
in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams A. Schudt,
Don FuUayson, KFAB-KFOR pro- Lord St Thomas to handle merchanof Cincinnati, visited Mr. and Mrs, motionist, now at WLS, Chicago. dising and exploitation of Hedda
Hopper's 'Hollywood Discoveries,'
Charles Crutchfleld in Charlotte dur- Dick Tripp, who went from
music.
Walker's
ing
New
Years.
as its newscaster to similar post at which opened a two-a-week series on
Katherine Conners has been added
William Winter, WBT, Charlotte, KGKY, Scottsbluff, Neb., Jeft after wax over WTMJ. .Client is Califorto continuity staff at WCAE, PittsFt. nia Prune Association^
burgh, succeeding Hilda Daniels, N. C, Charlotte chairman of Presl- a month and is now at
Prafyer-openlng
dent's Birthday party.
for
its
daily
Wayne; Ind.
who resigned recently.
Wilbur Edwards ta
sales
Ray Morgan, former news blabber schedules was inaugurated last week
Charlie Urquhart, production chief force. Formerly a station announcer.
at KMA, Shenandoah, Xa., replaced by WKRC- eiricy held' to 25 words
at KDKA, Pittsburgh, back on the Charles Arlington now spieling at
or
less,
the
prayers are offered by a
Tripp at KGKY's mike.
job again after taking a health cure
is from CBS, New York City.
Allen Franklin, program director, different pastor each day, tying in
for several weeks.
Ramsey Yelvin^on. has joined the KXOK; St liOUis, in Columbus, O., with the Federal Council of
is keeping the sleepy porannouncing staff of KRIS, Corpus for a tonsllectomy. Blaine Cornwell, Churches of Christ in America.
Ed Williami^ United Press exec,
tion of Philly, in which it is located, Christi, replacing Hoyt Andres, who production director, pinch hitting for
awake. It lias had a set of NBC switched over to ^ieling. for WOAI, Franklin, whose sports programs, and Simms Guckenheimer, newlychimes Installed over its front door. San Antonio, Saturday (7).
Yel- bankrolled ,by Griesedieck Bros. appointed Transradio Press' sales
They pop off every 15 minutes.
vington hails from KXYZ, Houston. Brewing Co., are being handled by manager,, were in from N^'C onfe day
last week for a conference with Bill
Dave Olds, former program di- Alex Buchan. '
Norman Warenbud is making, street
general manager.
scene recordings in Yiddish for rector of KRIS, quit here to start
Betty Arnold, actress arid' com- Schudt,
Fifty Chrysler dealers sat in on
broadcasting the 'next day over mikeing for KABC, San Antonio, mentator ^t KXOK, St. Louis, has
Jan.
1.
for this femme the Dawn Patrol, 7:30 to 8:30 a; m.
WLTH, Brooklyn.
been signed by
Wednesday (U). belead in the Mutual script show, 'The show on
Jack DeRussy, for the past four
fore eating breakfast, in the Hotel
Mad Hatterflelds.'
years on the ad soliciting stafl of the
Mike Chuckray is new man in Alms, Cihcy. Stanza is sponsored
Philly Record, was added la&t week
by
the
L.
T.
Patterson
Co.. distributLouis.
KXOK,
St..
control room in

Avity's first aide.
Edward R. Murrow. London director of C^BS, has presented to
Wasbingtoh State College here, his
alma mater, one of the complete
mimeoi^jQphed sets of the ni&ws reports «overin? this Czech crisis, Sept.
11 to 28, which CBS has struck o^.
The record is contained in 10 volumes of abouj; 100 pages each.
Collegiate spelling bee is aired to the

Watt»

pmmen

Chicago, Jan. 17<
excitedly phoned the

'

.

Associated Oil.

final
'Lone Range?' program ia
i?hippecj west at \l p.m.
Topflight

Keop Old Copies!

Jean Paul King lectured before
Chicago Rotary Club.

and developments

giving
boys something to talk
about. After being gossip-commentator for Erin Brew Co. for nearly
four years, Sidney Andorn was apgointed director of special events,
x-hewspaper reporter, who held up
train eight minutes to interview Sin
clair Lewis via a portable unit, is bC'
ing given carte blanche in using
engineers or mobile trucks for sim-

'thift

radio show that

all

TOBK'S

New

Yoric

"GOTHAM NIGHTS" on WHN

OWN I

talking

about

\%

every Monday at 8 P.M.
And no wonder! These guest stars hove, contributed to
make it the most sparkling^ sophisticated show on the ain
rMNCHOTtONI
QRCTAKILLIII
SYLVIA SIDNEY
-k WALTIR SLEZAK
GLADYS COOPCII
-k HY QARDNER
A. C. MATTHEWS
WILMA BAARD
EVERETT MARSHALL
DON ALBERTS ORCH.
ED EAST
-Ar

Rcflvbr CemnMRfofor

ilar stunts.

Laura Luckey, who conducts Jean
Abbey femme fashion program, was
forced to drop out temporarily when
a broken knee put her in a hospital^
Baby-girl born to Shirley Selden,

is

NATIOHM SMIl MrttMNTATIVIK
fOWAJO

Km
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SARATOGA WANTS ONE

Clerical

Load of Latest FCC Quiz

Sees

Causes Broadcasters to Groan
Washington, Jan. 17.
Opposition to the inquisitiveness of
the FCC was reflected in industry
circles last week following receipt of
the latest in a year-long series of
questionnaires designed to -unveil all
details of corporate opersttion and
control. Resistance so far- has taken
the form of disgruntled muttering
and the National Association of
Broadcasters beseeching the Commish to simplify the inquiries and
lighten the clerical borcten.

Self-Exprestion

IVynd-Unburdening at Denver

Other Towns Drswlnc HeUlI
Bix Thrbaffh Badlo

Saratoga, N. Y., Jan. 17.
plan for the construction in
of
a 30-mile-coverage staSaratoga
tion at a cost of $10,000, the money
to be raised by local subscription,
was propose to the Chamber of
Commerce by Frank Levine, Spa
radio shop proprietor. After receiving favorable comment, it was referred to the Merchants Bureau for
Levine defurther, investigation.
clared that such a station would
'bring our bargaiiis home to the people' and would check the present
magneting of Saratoga shoppers to
other centers by reason of the latter's superior advertising facilities.
Schenectady, Troy and Albany are
among these points, the 'draw* being
especially heavy during the holiday

A

Scope of Discussion of Regional Meeting Indicates
New Coming to Grips with Trade Issues
Denver, Jan. 17.
Scope and serious-mindedness of
discussion at regional N.A.B. meetings these days is well exemplified
by the agenda arranged for the 14th
district huddle which will occupy
broadcasters tomorrow (Wednesday)
and the next day. Gene OTallon,
of iFEL, is the drum-beater for the
event. Neville Miller, Ed Kirby and
Joe L. Miller, of the national office
of N.A.B., are in Denv«: for the oc-

,

Mason
Milo

City, la., Jan, 17.

Knutson,

salesman

at

KGLO,

has long had yen to spieL
So the boys got generous. He

'

—

now

takes the air ^frdin 1 a.m.
2 ajn. each Stmday on the
club (records).

to

Rhythm

It's still

self-expression.

Without openly fightinjg the regustaff member of the NAB VIRGIL
asked for clarification of many of the
questions, pointing out that in many
respscts the form requires analysis
of a huge mass of records and needMason City, la., Jan. 17.
less office expense. Some yelps about
Ill health sends commersh manpryln"? too deeply into private affairs
of both individuals and the corpora- ager Virgil Hicks of KGLO "to El
Paso, Tex., as of Feb. 1, This is caustion?.
Although irked, att6meys for li- ing changes in jobs at station. John ploy from 10 to 12 persons 'at $50 to
censses generally have advised their J. Price, who since the station $60 psT week' each. Sufficient talent
clients to do the utmost to comply opened two years ago has been pro- would be available the year around.
with the Commish demands, pending gram chief, steps out of that departpossible modification of the q\iiz ment, into Hick's shoes as advertisblanks.. They are doubtful of the ing manager of KGLO.
Dffi
Announcer Nick Scheel takes RAI.
success of any legal moves to bloclc
punishment of holdouts, besides won- Price's job as program director,
dering, about the ^vlsdbm of recal- while Jim Woods becoities produccitrance, inssmucfa. as the Commish Uon manager, slipping into Scheel'd
could crack dovm later in a round- groove.
Cleveland,. Jan. 17.
about way, and the operators must
continue doing business with the
Hal Metzger, program director of
Al Parker".
Job WTAM,
regulators.
was married Christmas Day
Troy, N. Y„ Jan. 17.
in Sandusky, O., to Margaret Louise
Alphonse Pappas, known profes- Funnell, daughter of the Rev. and
Pure OilV Spoitcasters sionally as Al Parker, w ill be pro- Mrs. Alfred Jennings.
gram manager of WTRY, new staCorrecting a previously printed
Indianapolis, Jan. 17.
tion in Troy, where he debuted as
MilPure Oil begins a sports program an announcer at Rensselaer Poly- announcement, it is her sister,
dred Funnell, who is secretary to
with Paul D. <Tony) Hinkle, ath- technic Institute's WHAZ.
After Vernon Pribble, station manager.
letic director of, Butler University
graduating in 1^5, Parker joined
and William F. Fox, sports editor of WGY, Schenectady. Later
he went
the Indianapolis News.
Phillip Godsell,. Canadian Arctic
to WNBX, Springfield, Tt., and then
Duo will also broadcast the state to WSYR, Syracuse.
explorer and historian, signed by
basketball finals; for which Indiana
Parker came from Greece at the James Richardson stations, CJRC,
has bec6me famous.
CJRK, CJRM, for series.
age of three.

HICKS OF KGLO

TO TEXAS FOR HEALTH

\

.

Washington, Jan.

17.

Temporary truce between Commissioner George Henry Payne, formerly a chronic dissenter and critic
of the majority, and other FCC mem-

occtksioning comment in inSince returning
quarters.
Florida, where he spent most
of the last two months resting up
after a near-coUaipBe, Payne is imderstood to have been all smiles to some
se-son.
of the associates with whom he cusLevine said that a small station tomarily disagreed. Peace attributed
was entirely feasible for this city of to his call at the White House early
13,500 regular population and of in December when President Roosemuch larger number total, during the velt reputedly told him to take
summer. He outlined plans for a things easy and try to preserve harbroadcasting plant which would em- mony in the family.
'

lators,

Washington Lobby

I

NOT
METZGER
SECRETARY
WTAM

WD

WTRY

.

bers

is

dtistry

from

casion. Broadcasters from six states
will attend.
Up for discussion are these general themes:
1.

Government hroadcasting.

2.

Religiotis broadcasts.

3.

Program standards.
Ascap and performance

4.

fees.

Labor.
Press-Radio relottons
7. Agencies and chiseling.
Boys are invited to speak out and
assured that there will be no reporters (the rats!) present.
5.
6.

Beoomine more of a real fact-finding investigation, the current trend
of the FCC chain-monopoly study is
winning compliments for Assistant
General Counsel George B. Porter.
15th Dlstrlet Meets J»n. tS
During most of the six weeks NBC
San Francisco, Jan. 17.
execs were on the stand, laWyerNeville Miller, president of the
spectators thougHt the proceeding
National
-Association
of BroadcastAvas poorly managed, due to sloppy,
preparation.
When- CBS took the ers, is slated to address a business
chair last week, watchers generally meeting of the Fifteenth District
at
agreed Porter was effective and (Northern California) of
the Palace Hotel here on Jan, 25.
alert.
Some 30 broadcasting, stations in
Thouffh the bulk of the case has this area are expected to be repreare due for sented at the confab.
gone in, NBC and
more quizzing at the investigation.
Going-over will relate to control and
Miller in L.A. Jan. 27
finances, more or less along the line
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.^
that CBS was grilled last week. ReRegional convention of National
turn of David Samoif is to be the Association
of
Broadcasters has
occasion for considerable questioning been called for Jan. 27 by Donald
about some of the less-known chap- W. Thornburgh, division director.
ters in the RCA family history.
Neville Miller,
proxy, is com'

NAB

RCA

NAB

ing -here for the meet from DenContinued criticism of the FCC and ver, where similar session is held
attorneys from Chief Justice Jan. 18.
Groner of the District of Columbia
Around 50 station owners andCourt of Appeals believed to fore- managers in Southern Californioi,
shadow some rebukes when the jur- Arizona and New Mexico will at*
ists
get around to deciding the tend. While on the Coast, regionals
mounting stack of cases being re- at Frisco, Portland or Seattle also
viewed. On a couple of occasions of will be attended by Miller.
'ate the veteran has been outspokeny imfriendly, once muttering about
Harry McClay joined CJRM, Rethe czaristic attitude of the commish gina, as new announcer: Came from
and again commenting that the ad- CJRC, Winnipeg.
its

May
SAUt UAKE

Pot-Shot Case to Hit

FCC

.

f

.

Reappointment Expected to Be Oratorical pield Day
for Senate Raps at Radio
People

Reap.-*-

Washington, Jan. 17,
say whether open debate would octhe confirmation of cur. Wheeler presumably wants to
Communications Commissioner Nor- find out ^putting the former Rhode
man S. Case, named for a seven- Island governor on record what
year term dating from last July, Case's views are on such matters
was shaping up in political circles ias
newspaper
ownership,
large
this week as critics of the regu- prices for stations, superpower, exlatory agency pondered hearings pansion of networks, and multiple
which might become a springboard ownership.
Fight

M;*;

over

—

'

The

I
!

POPULAR

,

STAtlOH

for the drive for an investigation.
General expectation, however, is the
Senate will grant consent to the
President's
appointment, although
considerable oratory may precede

—

Bnlova Ancle
Working behind the scenes, the
foes of Case this week were trying to
collect dope
partictilaTly

about his apparent friendship for
of a string of
local plants along the 'Atlantic seaboard. Inquiries came from Providence, but the identity of the leaders
of
the movement was not
of some FCC actions and policies. learned.. WJlile he had some poNo definite arrangements had been litical feuds during terms as govmade up to the time h« left on a ernor and lieutenant governor, none
of the individuals involved has aptrip to the West Coast, however,
and his office force was tmable to peared in public in this connection.
Evidence of partisan opposition
possibly emanating from within the
ratification.

Determination to hold public hearwas announced before the
nomination was received by Senator
Burton K. Wheeler, of Montana, the
chairman, and an' outstanding critic

Arde Bulova, owner

ings

8ALT LAKE CITY
Rapresentativ*:
& Co.

John Blair

FCC—became Visible Monday (16).A Southern senator, friend of one
of Case's colleagues;

was around

the,

Capitol doing unfriendly missionary
work, according to other solons who
had been propositioned about lining
up against the Rhode Islander.

stepping

Hint that Rhode Island enemies
persons who harbor resentfeel Case did
not go down the line for them. In
one bitterly-fought matter recently,

herence to the policy of public inis so rare the principle is
of the
sreach than the observance.

terest

more conspicuous because

All members of the commish have
seen instructed to hold themselves
in readiness for a summons to appear
the House Appropriations
subcommittee handling the indepen-

before

dent offices appropriation bill. Holidays have been jcancelled on instructions

from

Clifton A.
Woodrum, who is understood to be
primed with searching questions
about accomplishments and failure
of the past year. Previously Wood-

rum has more or less defended commish members but now colleagues
say he is extremely displeased with
the way things are going. Consequently, hope the Congressional committee may restore some of the
$300,000-odd
which
budget
the
bureau sliced from the requested increase in next year's allotment is

.

Rhode Islander felled to participate in the decision on applica
tion on some home-staters, but the
the

r\~rxcr.--,-.:i

CROSSLEY,

Wfiv

sc :o;

Ti;;;c .s
::,

WNEW station.
.

r

,

•

'

NEW YORK
1000 WATTS

JJ JJ.
NEW YORK

^^"'^

5000

WATTS

—From

general expectation

is

the fight of

May-June wUl be resumed

in the current session.

later

Variety, Jun^ 22. 1938

WNEW
NEW YORK

So far no resolutions have been offered for an investigation, although
sponsors of such measures in prior
Congresses have stated they intenc
to renew the' efforts this year anc
last

,

as local

Jha>n^tat,on.

Congressional figures who havi>
excoriated the FCC in the past are
biding their time. Waiting not only
to see what the Senate does about
the nomination but for the House
Appropriations Committee to wind
up hearings at which Commish members are due for intensive grilling

NOW

REPORTS

Inc.

With the Case appointment pend

yc>;: :..s..:v::::o;-,s

WCPO

In 1988 show
the third station In
Cincinnati.

UIEED 8 Gompimit

ing.

Pf.iso:.:

major .sor-

veys condaote^ here.

fading.

majority against the proposition Was
so heavy that his absence was of
no consequence.

Oi- Gvi-i Oxyrio;

CINCINNATI
Tlio three

'

ment because they

.

COUNT
MOST

Chairman

may be

along

WCPO

V5t

ON THE Am

24

HOURS A DAY

New York City and its environs
the entire Metropolitcm Trading Areo

Serving
....

1250 KILOCYCLES
WATTS BY DAY - 1000 WATTS BY NIGHT
STUDIOS—501 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY'

2500

.
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ON THE STUMP FOR CODE
WOW's

Film Short

PIS PLATITUDtS

Omaha, Jan.
Multi-sponsored

SOLVE NOTHING
Ed

Kirby
Touring West to Arouse
Miller»

Neville

Broadcastei's to Seriousness of Need for Putting
Best Foot Forward

WEBS' CODES
Washington, Jan.

film
station

NBC Client, Would

Grapenuts,

Winner Loses
17.

has
here
Goes to the
short

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.

WOW

been released by
under the title of 'WOW
Fair.'
Film is being booked independently throughout this territory
as a combo, plug for station and

With everybody picking

mor

various sponsors.
In on the reel are plugs for Butternut coffee, Crete Mills and Uncle
Sam breakfast food, with the commercial in by flashes of the product
rather than gab spiel.
Camera followed
activities
at. the Nebraska fair and its various
showings throughout the state.

girls,

WDAS

Use Columbia Hookup

gla-

readying a

is

contest to choose a radio glamor
boy. Looks don't count and he
can be a gabber, singer, play an

Young

instrument or do anything else,
as long as he sounds like a glamor boy when heard via the air.
Prize is 15-minutes for nothing.

8c

Eubicam

discussing

is

with Columbia the proposition of rebroadcasting the Al Pearce sh6w for
The Grapefar western listeners.
nuts stanza, which has an NBC

in

West

now

stands the opposition from
Eddie Cantor is considered too tough.
General Foods would like to get

away from this situation but the
solid booking which prevails on
hookup out of Holly\yood Monday NBC's red Pacific link Monday
aights, would retain the same lineup nights between 10:30 and 12:30 EST
to Kelly Smith
of. stations with the exception of makes any solution impo^ible.
Only way out is to have CBS air
Kelly Smith has become the na- those in the Mountain and Pacific
tional sales rep for WSPA, Spartan- areas. If the deal goes through, it the progiram over its Mountain and
will establish a precedent for net- Pacific groups and that network is
Vio Rowe has joined CFQC, Sas- burg, S, C.
katoon, as new announcer.^ Cy Cairns
willing to take on the assignment if
Station used to be on the list of work broadcasting.
promoted program director.
Cox and Tanz.
As the Pearce rebroadcast on NBC the required time can be cleaced.

WOW

WSPA

17.

Crystallization of iiidiistry opinion

on proposed code of good program
standards starts this week when NaAssociation .of

tional

Broadcasters

officials open swing through west
and southwest trying to convert re-

gional subsidiaries to the idea that
steps must be taken to insure high
moral principles in program build-

IN

SEPTEMBER,
"WLW now

ing.

•Following analysis of initial teacNeville Miller, president, and
Ed Kirby, public relations chief, visit
regional meetings in Denver, Portland (Ore.), San Francisco, Los Angeles, and Mineral Springs (Tex.),
in the <:oming three weeks. Besides
building up the NAB and improving
relations by explaining what headquarters is up to, the bMnstormers
will concentrate on selling the program code idea and of getting comment on various phases of the problem of insuring good quality and
observance of public interest oblitlon,

now

938,

1

SAID

B

many network hits! Some agencies
maximum audience for network appropria-

originating

obtaining

by economical production without sacrificing big time

tions

showmanship, such
Co.,

WE

H, W. Kastor

&

Sons Advertising

M. Seeds Co., Inc., Henri, Hurst & McLambert & Feasley, Inc."

Russell

Inc.,

Donald,

as:

Inc.,

gation.

How

to

Word

It

Special committee to draft proposed code for submission to the annual convention in San Francisco
next July has not begun group deliberations, but staff members already are scrutinizing the -policies
now in use by networks and individual stations to see what can be embodied in a nation-wide declaration
of do's and.don'ts. After determinit^g the scope, the outstanding job is
to find phraseology which will be
siiiBficiently .cle&r and definite without placing too tight handcuffs on.

TODAY

WLW

ORIGINATES 200% MORE NETWORK

PR06RAMS THAN
We

think this

more

the industry.

is

significant

IN

SEPTEMBER ....

because

proves that more and

it

national advertisers are turning to the Nation's Sta-

Comments sent to headquarters
'

tion for

since the directorate decided to embark on this venture show that considerable missionary work is inevit-

While

able.

many managers

the general idea, they object to including many of the. provisions which
will be imperative to give a code any
force. If all the objections were obs^rved,'^ statement would be little
more than a pious wish and probably
no mbre effective than the present
ethical doctrine. Among the points
to be hammered home are the need
for some rigid provision on free time,
defining how far stations should go,
on Allowing gratis use of their fa-

ning

Way

— to
.

deal

apolitical,

with

for Boscul Coffee, "Plantation Party"

Cigarettes, "True Detective Mysteries" for Listerine, and

"Vocal Varieties" for Tums are the result of careful planning, judicious selection of talent

controversial

social,

News Review"

as "Peter Grant's 'Sunday Eve-

for Bugler Smoking Tobacco, "Avalon Time" for Ayalon

cilities.

topics

network originations at decidedly lower costs.

Great network shows such

favor

and

PRODUCTION

as

economic,

and religious^looks likely to be a
major headache. Probably will be
easier to get the membertogether on matters such as
proper sort of jcld programs, what
kinds of advertisin^g should be
banned and how to limit objectionable continuities. Another difficult
subject is the treatment of gossip
columnists and news commentators.
Little trouble anticipated in adopting a, provision concerning raffles
•and contests, since most stations now
are careful in view of the grief that
has been experienced from disappointed competitors as well as the
regulatory authorities.
Some concrete definition of what is covered
by term 'lotteries' in the Communi-

found only at The Nation's Station.

somewhat
ship

If

you are planning a radio campaign, whether national or

.

regional

.

Act must be agreed to.
Considerable attention being given
the stand taken by NBC and the
forthcoming declaration by CBS.
Numerous independent station codes
being considered as a possible model.
Composite formula is likely, with
clauses being lifted from here and

cations

there.

FOR

CLIENTS

. .

learn just

how much

WHOM WLW

WLW can offer at decid-

ORIGINATES

NETWORK PROGRAMS INCLUDE:

Only Winner

Tobacco,

arettes.

Big Ben

Coffee,

Smoking Tobacco,
Avalon Cig-

Listerine,

of

two

Tums, Ballard & Ballard, Acme White
Lead and Color Works, Bugler Smoking
Boscul

Francis Laldler, Tom Arnold and
Emile Littler, three leading panto
mime impresarios, appeared in BBC
program dealing with this type show

.

edly lower production costs.

VARIETY
Showmanship Awards
1936

for

Program Originations
1938

"r

RADIO

YASmV

34

& PRESBREY

CECIL
Warwick

4t

»>»< »«<>»>»» MM

ACCTS.

Lefler All
1, 1939

New

report

advertising

as •!

Verbatim

of

C. C's

F.

Jan.

Blueprint

Yen;

Flossy Plant Impends

for $sr.,000 cash and freo time offered by KTAR Brondcastlug Co., dominated by publishers of the Arizona Republic
Technical equipment has deand the Phoenix Gazette.
preciated value of $11,688, while total properly Is apprnltoa
Contract re^
at 529,r.40 on the basis of replacement cost.
quires pfesent owners to buy JIO.OOO worth of time at regular
card rates within next three years but purchaser will extend
credit for half the outlay. Shift will result in linking KVOA
other
to the NBC weh ond extension of educational and
Opinion explained the transfer will not cut
local programs.
down the "public service.
Paul M. Segal and Harry P. Warner did the legal work.

new

building here.

n;>lsslon's

Iowa web now has an entire

i24.S10,

KHSL.

CS«ot^U: WKEU, iGrl In, granted renewal ot Itcenee for'
period ending July 1.
WCRW. ainton. R. White, Chicago, granteO- re-lIHnola:
newal of llcenele for" the period ending Juno 1; WBBM, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., Chicago, granted extension of special extperlmental authcfflty to operate synchronously with WFAB, Lincoln, Neb., from local sunset at
Uncoln to midnight, from Feb.' 1 to Aug. 1; WOSGO,
Broadcasting Co., Tuscola^ granted license for new experimental relay broadcast station to be used to relay programs
where wire facilities are not available to be- broadcast over
apilllcaht's broadcast station WJZ; frequencies 21,100, 34,600;
37,600 and' 40,600 kc on an 'experimental basis only condlLafaytette,

'Sanders, pres|de[nt.
Need for a' station was established by witness. Including
the Mayor of McComb, who testified that, the area receives

kw^ from Feb. 1 to Aug. 1,
Marxtand: WJEJ, Hagersto^n,; granted renewal of license
June 1.

-at

-Mnssachaaetts: W-LLH, Lowell, granted renewal -of licenseto July 1; WIXQ, GeneraMelevIsIon Corp., Boston, granted
renewal of television broiadcast experimental station license,
from Feb, 1, 1939, to Fieb. 1, 1940, subject to Commlsh pan*
*
ce)lation •tat any, tlmie. '
Minnesota:' WKLB, Virginia, granted renewal of license

to.

ymitai^on,

.

<

.Xorth Carolina;-

to'

>

operate from t to 6 a.m..
-

renewal' ot

.

license for the period ending July 1^ WPTF, Rale)gh, granted
extension ot special experimental authority to. operate with
6 kw from sunset at KPO, San Francisco^ to 11 p.m., EST,
using directional antenna after sunset, from Feb. 1 to Aujg. 1.

TmQmiLLs
jA\E

3,v

NOW

WEST

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE
^ho

Ivorv

Soap

PfObcnted

i lCTCM
lildlEI^

b'/

•

•

Dir.
lyrCKT.,

-:c

'

:

pure

ISfBC

Red Network, 12:15 to 12:30 P.M. EST

-

WABC—

2: 16 to 2:30 P.M.

EST

COAST TO COAST
qOMPTbN AUVBRTISINO AGKNCT

ED WOLF-RKO

BLDG.,

NEW YORK

of

the

E.

L.

Gove,

WHK,

cago; Theodore C. Streibert,

WOR,

and Fred Weber, Mutual, NYC.
During the Reado fasimile demonstation at the Hotel Gibson, Crosley's smallie, WSAI, carries two 15minute programs daily from the ex-

hibition room to acquaint listeners
with that style of broadcasting.
transmits facsimiles regularly
after the station's signoff.

WLW

Monroe Out
Paul Monroe, executive producer
with Transamerican, exits this week.
He resigned officially last week, but
has been cleaning up some details
during the past week.

Monroe is said to be considering
from several agencies, includ-

offers

ing Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. W. Ayei',
and McCann-Erickson.

hearing would

original

have

caused

•

.

.

proposed* station.

'
.

No Interference expected to other transmitters If the deal
goes through, but service of the proposed station would be
lirnited tp Its 2.3 .ihlllivolt pi^r meter contour by
witl^ the. pDsqlblllty, that this might be Increased to 4
millivolts per meter contour If
la granted operation
with 250 watts at .night.
Ben S. Fisher, Charles V. 'Wayland and John W. Kendall
represented applicants.

WTMV

JOSEPH
RINES
and
His Orchestra

HARRY .RICHMAN'S
ROAD TO MANDALAY

yftLXiAVL

MORBIS AGENCT

WTMV

Day Late en

WHB

Frank Qainn at

KOB

Denver, Jan,

17.

Frank Quinn, who resigned some
month?- ago as commercial manager
Kansas City, Jan. 17.
'Lone Ranger' is on WEffl here of KLZ, Denver, has been made staon a sustaining basis on a deal made tion manager of KOB, Albuquerque,
by Don Davis and John Schilling N. M.
with Allan Campbell of WXYZ,
Has assumed duties.
owners of the 'Ranger' show. Though

W0AL
»M«<m^

StUineU

"

the 'Ranger' rides in the evening on
the Mutual web,
is platterizing
it olf the wires and re-running the
show the next day 4:30 p.m. to
snatch up the kid listeners.
'WHB has also arranged a: tie-up
with nabe theatres running the 'Lone
Ranger' film for announcements on
the screen. Negotiations now on for
sponsorship. .-

Ball Club Hires

TWICE DAILY
CBS

IN

HeART-THROBS
99''

Detroit;

Cleveland; C. H. Meyers, Keith Masters and E. M. Antrim, WGN, Chi-

uv'BedUincU.

WHB

RADIOS MOST POPULAR

AUGHTER JeARS

WWJ,

Station,
build,

.

Itanger'

WLW

bears the name of Reado, and is manufactured by the appliance division
of the Crosley corporation.
Attending the special conference'
were 'W. G. H, Finch, president, and
Frank R. Brick, of Finch; H. H. Butt>ner. International Telephone & Telegraph Co.; P. A. Loyet, WHO, Des
Moines; Leonard Kapner, WCAET,
Pittsburgh; Hector Skifter, KSTP, St.
Paul; J. H. DeWitt, Jr., and Harry
Stone, WSM, Nashville; C. H. Wesser,

.

.

>WEED, Rocky Mount, granted

ing in the Hotel Gibson. Affair preceded the opening of a public exhibition of facsimile broadcasting by

Frank. Stollenwerclc represented applicant,
Mlssourli New station for Sedalia, to be operated on 1600
kc with 100 watts night, 260 watts days, .recommended.
Application of* Albert S. and Robert A. Drohllch, brothers,
proposes construction of a $12,200 plant. Both hrothera are
employed by the American Sales Co., St. Loiils, but Robert
Drohllch -n'ill resign his position to become manager 'of the

,

'

ihodlflcation of- its authorityInstead of from 2 to 6 a.m.

Jr.,

shares of stock.

tho. iterlpd ending Vay 1..
New Jqrseir:. "WOR. Newark, granted extension of apeclal
experimental authority for the period Feb. 1 to Aug. 1, to
operate with 6.0 kc pow^r (used by broadcast -atation)' tor
tti6 trahstnlsslon of' facsimile -stgnala «xperlmentally and' fdr
for.^

were guests of Powel Crosley,
Thursday (12) at a dinner meet-

casting

which will operate on 1200 kc, will cost $6,126
Broadcast company has $11,182 In cash, plus a
transmitter sltd valued at $1,200 which was transferred to
the-' applicant by oile of the stockholders In return for 60

.,

Commit-.
Wtiftiingion
joT their grocioiis

the time

trouble

for- tlie'.pel'Iod endljig- J'uly 1.

::''tei

il.

the Mutual network and

'

for the period ending

graA.ted renewal, of license

of'

eight out-of-town stations operating
the Finch style of facsimile broad-

tiU' In.fprfnatldn concerning local, civic and commercial ac
tlvltles 6; the people through two small, weekly newspapers
with only five issues a week.
Problems of Interference
were- solved by denial of two .pending ap)>lications which,

-^Ith iO

"^QBC, Vlcksburg,

Cincinnati, Jan.

Execs

whose citlmnship was previously

•

.

—

the Axaraln^r for further hearing.
Shuffling of the officials of the. McComb Broadcasting
Co., to put George Blumenstock, Jr., son of the .Indtvl.dual
In qliestioii, In as vice
Blumenstock, Sr., represident apparently satisfied Berry.
signed aa vice-president and disposed of his -40% of the
stock in the company to his son and to Robert Louis

2 watts.

-

tashslppl:

'Wllmtngton, from

-

.

"Whitejnan ccthe ^igh honor
the
with' thanies. to

WDEL,

BIlsdBalppIt Daytime eqiallle for McComb recommended by
Examiner Tyler -Berry la 'a reversal of his prevldus adverse
report.
Trouble over thQ citizenship of one of the former
-eftockholders and question .of need for a station in the community drew a n^ fr^m Berry in May last year, with squawks
of the applicants resulting in the case being remanded to

granted .renewal of television broadcast experimental station
license for the period Feb. 1, 1939, to Feb. 1, 1940, subject
to' Comralsh cancellation without advance notice.
Inwa: WHO, Des Moines, grantnd extension of special
authority for the transmission of facsimile signals over .the
regular* broadcast transmitter during the experintental p«rfOd
helween 12 midnight and 6 a.m., from Feb. 1 to Aug. 1,
KWKH, Shreveport, granted extension of -spejLonisiana:
clal'experlmental authority for the period Fob. 1 to Aug. .1,
to otlerate with 10 kw full time for, the regular license,
jhsriod; WWL, Loyola Uhlverilty, granted extension of speclaj
experimental' authority to opera^^ unlimited time on 860 kc.

• Mr.

boost for

.

WDZ

.r'^Qtipts

transriiltter

KWNO —

:

Monddy^ jan. 30th

program

KWNO

with .100 watta).

.

In

kw, would be In the Interests of (he comDelaaccording to Examiner John P. Bramhall.
would spend approximately $6,000 to install new equipment
adding to expenditures of from $16,000
to $20,000 made since last July for new transmitting quarters, new vertical antenna and. other equipment.
Present rates of $86 nn hour nationally and $46.20 locally
before 6 p-m.. and $126 and $69:30 after that hour would
Station is an affiliate of NBC, carrying
not be changed.
With increased powei' no Interred- network programs.
ference would be expected with any other existing stations,
'Bramball found.
WDEL was represented
by George O. Sutton and A. H.
*
Schroeder.
Night operation for KWNO, Winona, given
Mtnnesotiv:
Transmitter, now
preliminary okay by Examiner Irwin.
operating on 1200 kc" with 260, daytimes. only, could supply a
need for nighttime service If permitted to use 100 watts at
night, Irwin declaerd.
No primary night service la availare
able in the area at present, and ofClclals of
anxious to provide programs which farmers In the rural
Civic and agricultural- organizasections can hear at night.
tions in the city also have asked for an opportunity to
broadcast tb a larger audience.
No Interference would occur to other atationa It the
i\o\v' operating
request were granted, Irwin said, and
at a profit of about $400 a month—expects to boost Its
'revenues by. approximately $600 monthly.
Clarence C. Dill and Jarnes -W. Gum represented appllca-ht.

-

••:;^ivii^yfljDwer.

Day power

Delnwnre:

.

BiHhA^ BaU

.

munity,

.

Preaiden^s

promised

ferees.

W^XAO? Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los
California:
Angel^, ? granted tfenewtll of television; btoadeast experimental station license- for the period Feb. 1, 1939, to Feb. 1,
1940; 'subjectr to Comtbish caifcellatro^n at any time without
"
advance notice.
,
ComMctrcnt: WDRC, Inc., Hartford, granted new experimental 'broadcast station to be used as a relay service from
100 watt frequency
WPBC studios to WIXPW, utilizing a Typo
directional
and
Armstrong
the
of
transmitter
modulated
antenna (80,000 to 400,000, 401,000 kc and above, conditionally^

Ploy Anl^ricats. ko. i

Improvements

-600 watts to 1

MINOR DEOSIQNS

Invliiii to

Numerous

with particujai; attention to farrti and local programs.
Transferors were "represented by Elmer W. Pratt, with
Clarence C. Dill, and James .,W. Gum appearing for trans-

service,

,

West

Facsimile

Tryont in Cincinnati

the

—

WAPI, Alabama- Polytechnic- Institute, UniAlabnma:
versity of Alabama,- Birmingham, granted extension ot.speelal
authority to operate runllibltea .tline^on 1140 kc with 25 kw,
usins- directional antfenha. nights, from Feb". 1-td Aug.' 1.
Arlcansns: KOTN.'Plrie Bluff, granted renewal pf license,
,
for. period endinjr July 1,

University,

Men ^ther To

Witn^s Fi^h

out.
Profit of fl.138 was listed for KHSL, during the
period from May 1, 1037, to April 30, 1938, but KVCV exCrbsley's. WL"W in .the same, .hotel,
perienced a 'loss of f 4,793 In the same space of time.
Improvements costing lapproxlmately $12,600 \vlll be made which is. to run -for "a fortnight, .with
by the new group. If application goes through.- No tie-up visiting hours from 11 a. m, to 10
with any niition'al chain is anticipated and applicants, do
not conternplate raising tlie rates .which now stand at $46 p. m. daily except Sundays. Receivper hour for KVCV, as a basic charge, and $66 an hour for- ing set u?sd by
for facsimiles

ware

Purdue

stock of

capital

sell

—

W9XG,

Station

\vhlch have a depreciated value of
and a replacement value ot $43,201. Original cost
shares' of

participated in

the picketing, urging a boycott- of
the station and its advertisers.

Sale of

of stations was $u8,272.
Under the proposal 300

view.

VHh

Supreme Court,'
About 800 marchers

for

Golden Empire Broadcasting Co.: licensee of the stations,
would be turned over to three individuals, Ray McClung,
Horace E. Thomas nnd Stanley Pratt, Jr. McLung has been
interested In tlie operation of KYOS, Merced, and KWI^K,
Longvlew, Wash., while Pratt Is part-time manuger of
KWLK, Thomas is editor and publisher of the Marysville
Democrat.
Three-man partnership which now owns the transmitters
was birokcn up last October hy the death of one of the
partners.
Remaining stockholders—reach of whom owned
one-third of the stock decided it would be advisable to

seers.

BAND-

WDAS

Irwin.
fSS.OOQ for the plants,

George S. Smith did the legal work.
Pennoylvanta: Additional time was allowed WEST, Eaiston,
in the R.&T. building but is avoiding
Harrlaburg, which now share time on the 1200
any elaboration of its studios at this and WKBO,following
conclusion that morei local service is
kc stripe,
time, feeling that .it will put on the required In the former community. No objectionable intersince each plant useS only 100 watts
anticipated,
was
dbg properly when the new building ference
makes each outlet a fullmodincation
License
d6.rk.
goes up. While no exact plans are after
Commiah noted that
timer, benefiting WEST in particular.
y6t set, it is expected that thd sta- m the' p^^st it has been necessary to grant a multitude of
over a year, Covering
little
i80
In
a.
authorization*—
npecial
tions will h9ve the two top floors of
could do a satisfactory Job of coverWEST
hours
so
279^4
the building, with a special audience
Attorneys were George O. Sutton and
ing local events.
studio to hold at least 1,000 sight- Arthur- H, Schroeder.

..MnVlliuia:

Philadelphia, Jan., 17.
Pickets parading in front of
for the seventh consecutive Sunday
(15) in protest against the ban on
Father Coughlin, added Professor
Felix Frankfurter to the object of
their venom. Two signs carried by
the pickets read, 'Keep Frankfurter
Out of the Supreme Court' and -Advise Your Senators and Congressmen to Keep Frankfurter Out of tha

KHSL, Chtco. and KVCV, Redding,
Commlsh approval by Examiner Robert
Present ownex'.q of the twa transmitters a.skln;;

Lu

floor

'tlonally,

Add Frankfnrter
Their Devil List

Coiichllnitest

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
ralUornla:

recommended

Des Moines, Jan. 17.
New York: Additional wattage allowed WGNT, Newburgh,
Iowa Broadcasting System and its allhouxh
extra expenses exceed revenues In sight, in order to
two local outlets, KSO and KRNT, provide full time daylight service Instead of Intermittent covare looking forward to one of the erage. Station will move from the 1210 kc channel, on which
Presently
It uses 100 watts, to 1220 and jiimp to'^BO watls.
more impressive studio and station shares time with three other outlets. Resources of Peter
set-ups in the country should the Des Goelet, heir to large estate, are ample to cover any tlnancial
Moines Register and Tribune go losses, the opinion noted. Change In assignment will make
advertisers, however, and
through with its plans for the erec- the station more attractive toprogram
service, In the Comenable Geolet to provide better
tion of a

CHANGE OF PLACARDS

«

Ohiar WLW, ClnclnnatU granted extension of Hpedal experimental authority to operate regular broadcast transmitter
of station WI*'W for the experimental trans^nieslon of facsimile from 12 midnight to C a.m., with Go kw.
Oklahoma: K'VOO, Tulsa, granted special experimental
authority for the period Feb. 1 to Aug. 1, 1939, to operate
with 26 kw, using -directional antenna system nights.
Oregon: KBPS, Portland, granted renewal of license for
the period ending July 1; KOOS. KOOS, Inc., Marshlleld,
granted renewal of license to .T<ine 1.
WLEU, Erie, and WMBS, Unlontown,
Fennsylvunln :
granted renewal of licenses- to July. 1; WKBO, Keystone
Broadcasting Corp., Harrlsburg, granted renewal of license
to July 1.
Pufirta Rice: WPRA, Mayagucz, granted renewal of license
to July 1.
WHBQ, Memphis, granted renewal of license
l>nii«Rse«:
to July 1.
Vermont:
WSYB, Rutland, granted renewal of llpensa
for the period ending July 1,'1939.

MAJOR

Have

M M >>>»»»»»

»»»»*

WASHINGTON DOCKET

agency radio activity during 1938
DECISIONS
published in Variety last week
credited several accounts to Warwick
Washington, .Tiin. 17.
voted for Mobile, wltii
& Legler, which only came into be- AlitbAUtit: New daytime plant was
Norm?in S. Case not
ing Jan. 1 as a new corporation. Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and
participating. In order to remedy lack of local 'prosramo.
sucis
the
Inc.,
Cecil & Presbrey,
Application ot S. B. Qulerley. business man, for a 100 watter
cessor to the former Cecil Warwick operallnff on the 1200 kc ribbon was granted in accordance
wltn
with th* recommendation of a Commlsh examiner,
& Legler from which Paul Warwick WATiA
carrying web programs most of the day, additional
and Henry Legler withdrew, selling taclllties are needed, the Commlsh held, for local advertisers,
wUU
weekly,
Station will run 61 hours
back their stock to the company.
civlo (froupa, etc.
charge for WALA tira«.
Cecil & Presbrey continue to rep- rates approximately half the P. and John M. Llttlepage.
Successful lawyers were Thomas
present G. Washington coffeft, ElizaSale of ICVOA, Tucson, to present owners of
ATlxono^
beth Arden and Nestle's Instant KTAR. Phoenix, was ratllled, despite antipathy toward newsCocoa.
paper control, multiple ownership, and difference between
actual worth and purchase price. Albert Stelnfeld and Co.,
engaged in many mercantile activities, will swap the station

KSO-KRNT, D«s Moines,

Wednesday* January 18, 1939

Buffalo, Jan. 17.

Duke Slohm, who conducts an
amateur sports comment program on

WKBW,
CITY

Slohm

has been signed by the Bufiri a promotional

falo Baseball club
capacity.

To Those Who Have Any Doubts!!
(TUNE

IN

ON) THE FAMOUS "GLIDER MAN"

BOB HOWARD
Every Thursday Nite— 11-11:15 P.M.,

SOLID UNTIL JAN.
Exdusiva Management
1560 Broadway,

15,

WEAF

1940

EDWARD RILEY
New York

RAmo

Wednesday, January 18, 1939

Inside Stuff-Radio

it

In handling the Jack Benny
smuggling charges story, the

&

WEAF

New York

dailies described him
as 'America's No. 2 radio come-

dian,' but without indicating
this rating was arrived at or

have to worry about being permitted to remain on this station.
There is no beer or wine account on the network.
WEAF, which is the key tor the red link, also carries a series for Ruppert beer. It's a 25-minute musical program Tuesdays and Fridays. Lennen
doesn't

&

was

is

CAB

Bendley

MiX-UP CUNIC

S5

Bruslioff

Honor—WCAU Know»

from Nothing
Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
tained an auai«»tu«! viti' ,.
Jau*«M knt:..f n«^hing
hard-hitting
battle man himself.
Week-long,
no avail, was engaged in by of the controversy, It was said, and
WFIL with the Republican State immediately demanded that WFIL be
Committee in an endeavor to get per^ given full rights.
Once it had gained its point, WFIL
mission to air the inaugural of Govroyal, to

ernor Arthur H. James today. Okay decided to forego putting in its own
finally obtained when Joe Con- equipment,, and aired only the Govnelly, special events director, got to ernor's inaugural address, pumped to
the Governor-elect himself yesterday it through WHP, Harrisburg.
Attempts to freeze WFIL seemed a
and exjplained the brush-off which
sock at it because of its partial ownWFIL was getting.
ership
by influential Democrats.
Connelly had been told for the past Greenhouse is

was

Information' Ticket

Requests 2d to Toscy

Requests for ducats to NBC's 'Information, Please,' emanating from week that there was no room on the
New York, rank second only to Capitol steps for WFEL. Ultimatum^
Arturo Toscanini's concert programs. it is understood, was handed down
Studio officials have only about 275 by Leon Greenhouse, of the McLain
tickets per 'Information' show, since Agency, which handled the RepubGreenthe smaller studio only is available lican campaign broadcasts.
house was also in charge of broadTuesday nights, when it's held.
Increasing demands may force casts of the inaugural. He is reportcould
NBC to seek outside studio, possibly ed to have said that
New Amsterdam roof, where Kay sufficiently well take care of Philly,
Kyser has been broadcasting Wednes- coverage ol the ceremonies, and
WFIL, in effect, would just be clutdays.
tering up the place.

•

l\m

&

CAB].

of the regulars on the Joe Penner program,
even a look-in on radio when she was in New York two years
Although she had years of experience in radio, legit and films, she
ago
was given the brushoff by virtually every talent and advertising agency
In New York. Couldn't even get a sustaining shot.
In debt and discouraged, she finally went to the Coast, where she landed
a couple pf single radio spots, then was picked up by a dally dramatic
serial and finally was heard and signed by Benton & Bo^^les for the
Penner program.

DUART

evidently trying to

reports.
Raised curiosity
in the reader's mind.
tChase
Sanborn show rates No.- 1 on

Gay Seabrook, now one

couldn't get

first.

Newsmen

.

Philly Station Defends Its

how
who

show an acquaintance with the

the agency,
While testifying recently before the Federal Communications Commission Lenox R. Lohr declared that NBC was shutting down on beer and
wine accounts. Lohr further clarified this policy last Monday (15). He
said that the network had acted on the theory that the advertising of beer
should be a local question and that it should be kept out of those communities where sentiment is. strongly against plugging the beverage. Lohr
pointed out that the NBC managed and operated stations are free to turn
down beer or wine business if the lo£al management feels that local sentiment on thfe subject is unfavorable.
Mitchell

WFIL

Politicians Give

Grafted FaLme

will not apply its anti policy on beer and light wines to the 15 staO., which has the Schaefer
manages and operates. B. B. D.
Thursday nights, has been assured that it
Brewing Co. program on

NBC

tions

VARIETY

brothers,
the outlet

close to the Levy
of
WCAU, but
to have known

owner

ms

clai

nothing of WFIL'b difficulties, taken
no part In the attempt to keep it out,
nor even to have asked for an exclusive on the inaugural broadcast.

WCAU

to Coast

Gntf-tidd Tqqrers
Hollywood, Jan.

if!

San Francisco, Jan. 17.
Marty Gosch will continue as the producer of 'One Man's Family,' perClinic,' in which listenprogram's producer during the West forms a similar task on the kilocycle
whodunit.
ers' personal problems are discussed Coast stay.
Stripper rides five times a week.
by a group including two 'monitors,'
an attorney, a reporter, a business
man and a housewife, is the DUart
Manufacturing Co.'s new radio program, which debuted Sunday (15)
over the Columbia Pacific Network
from KSFO. The discossions are extemporaneous and are conducted by
Vance Graham and Marcia Miller,

Trobl«m

This became unnecessary, however,
when, through the intervention of
Col. Carl Estes, Texas publisher and
udose friend of James, Connelly ob-

program, has an agreement with
Screen Actors Guild to list players
change each week in alphabetical
order.

Listeners are inthe> 'monitors.'
vited to submit their problems involving marriage, engagements, child
training, and other such matters.
Identities of the writers are not revealed.
Show is scheduled for 26 weeks
on Sunday from 2:30 to 3 p. m.
PST over CBS stations KSFO, here;
KNX, Los Angeles; KARM, Fresno;

KVI, Tacoma; KIRO, Seattle; KFPY,
Spokane, and KOIN, Portland. £rwin, Wasey & Co., San Francisco,
handles the account. Duart, makers
of 'Creme of Milk' cosmetics and
beauty shop equipment, previously
sponsored John Nesbitt in 'The
Passing Parade' over NBC more than
a year ago.

WRAL ROAD CLEARED
FOR START

IN SPRING

Charlotte, N.

Purchase from

C,

Jan. 17.
of a

Wake County

20-acre plot of ground near the FedCemetery for use as an antenna
ite has removed the last major
'Obstacle
in
be'ginning
operations
of Station WRAL.
E. Johnston,
Neal, president of the new Raleigh
broadcasting concern, had site surveyed by representatives of the Civil
Aeronautics Authority and a favorable report from,Washington is expected within a few days.
Actual broadcasting is expected to
begin early in March, with power
limited to 250. watts during the day
and 100 watts at night, and unrestricted
time..
George T. Case,
.•ral

•

.

formerly

•

of

WDNC, Durham,

has

employed as program director.

AND THE THING BEYOND
2

Vailee to N. Y. Feb.

*
hudy yallee-Standard Brands show
Vill

resume originating out

of

New

York Feb. 2.
Gordon Thompson will go on producing it and Lynn McManus will do
the ficripting.

ItHMik

Colora<lo

fomed

week.

Went back
made a

she

via Peoria,
spiel

where

111.,

before local ad

club.

Willianifi to Pearia.

Portland, Ore., Jan.

17.

Jan Williams; vocal arranger for
KOIN, has left for Peoria, to be program director at WMBD.
Williams made his connection by
odfail

with "Edgar -BilL

»

.

. .

listened-io

and responded-to radio

station.

Since that time KlZ'a stur has continued to rise

Men,^elJi«ds

ever aometliing of particular interest to the station

and machinery have been coordinated in such a manner as to bring this comment from former governor

Another red
in 1922.

It

It

was on the air with

letter

rej^ular

/

day was clialked up for

then became die

first

station in the

9WH

Ammoiis on the occasion of llie dedication of
KLZ's 5,000 watt high fidelity transmiUer in August,
Teller

193(i:

KLZ

"In o(ie

sliort

has given

tlie

new management
Colorado a new con-

year under

people of

its

ception of radio service.

bkser and a pioneer

may

well

Columbia Broadcasting System.

real radio renaierance for the Denver-

Rocky Mountain area came in 1935. On August 1 of
lliat year tlic management of KLZ passed to another
progressive ami pioneering group
E. K. Caylord
and other associates ^Iio had alrea<ly achieved a
.

praise-worthy record of building

.

.

up the Southweet's

.

the

lias

ever heen.a

trail it is

higltway^.to

trail

blazing to«lay

cany

its

des-

a|^riotAXalure,"

KLZ has gone, far since its swaddling days

oC. 191i8/

has become one of th*

radio ... a

f mly great ntbttx in.mbdem
name thc)t is constantly ^cing Ijnk^d with

the biggest

telling

It

tain area.

KLZ
CBS ytFPU.fJTE

KfJZ

«

tinies oitward aiMl forn'ard into

Rocky

Mountain region to receive a «omni«r«ial braadcart
It became KLZ. Then came 1926 and affil-

.

become a broad

license.

iation with the

But the

Jan

most

higher and higher on Denver's sky.

owner came up. But Colorado's 9WH was different.
Even then it was dedicated to the pleasure of its
daily broadcasts as early as 1918.

Helen Kennedy, radio director of
the Kroger chain, to N.Y. from Cincy
last

a definite radio listening habit

.the final days of the World War. Mo«t
bad « policy of putting on a broadcast w)i«n>

in

•tati«Da

listening audience.

Helen Xenuedy'g Tour

17.

WFIL was prepared to go into Fed- Talent toppers on the third Screen
Bob Benchley will move to the Carleton Morce Mysteries
eral Court for an inj^unction, claim- Guild-Gutf show Jan. 22 will be
Coast March 13. The indications are
Hollywood,' Jan. 17.
ing no one has the right to refuse to Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery and
that Artie Shaw will go along with
sponsoring a allow it to air a public event. U. S. Basil Rathbone. Ernst Lubitsch diFleischmann Yeast
him, settling down at the Palomar, mystery serial on NBC coast net- marshal was to be asked for to guard rects.
Los Angeles nitery, while the Old work, which took oil yesterday the equipment against feared atTo avoid billing disputes, Yolmg
Mon.). Carelton Morse, writer and tempts of State police to dislodge it. & Rubicam agency, producing the
Grold show clears out of that town.

— JW Kll/)Cya.Ef!

jo^ in

the Dcuverrttocky Moun-

RADIO REVIEWS

VARIETY

Wednesdaf, JanuaiT* 18, 1939

WALTER O'KEEFE

PHIL BASER

Tarlor Tricks and Banter Formula

with Harry MoNanrhten, Ward Wil- With Lily: Pons, Andre Kostelanetx
Orchestra^ Kay Thompson Sinrers
son, Eddie de Lsnre orohestm, Andrews Sisters (3), Harry Von Zell 48 Mins.
ETHYL
30 Mins.
Thursday,
10 p.m.
DOLE'S PINEAPPLE
'

FoDow-Up Comment

Of t]ie$2a000Al-Star Kellogg Circle

Rudy

Variety

Vallee'tt

Show

Thursday held a disappointment in
the failure of Eddie Conrad and
Patsy Flick to jell... both sounded
like Russians^ and both depended on
THE MAGIC KEY'
By BOB LANDBT
the play on words and vocabulary
WildRobert
With Sylvia Brema,
*Ahoy, shipmatM, Kellogg is on the
hack, Margalo Gilmore, Muriel gymnastics for laughs which were
the
V.S.A.
Winaloxo
of
tXrV—Don
Angelas, Marcy Westcott, Wynn seldom forthcoming even from pushSo shouts the hero of that daytime
»mall-time old-time aerial which
Kellogg abo sponsors. It is a fan--

over studio audience.
•The Best Policy,* an odd gangster
sketch, satisfactorily served Marie
Wilson and Bill Frawley, latter as
the gangster and Miss Wilson as the
wealthy, but playful deb who has

Murray

his familiar confidential info about
others' on program.
Dub Taylor, given buildup as the
youth who played an Alabama football player
on the screen, had
enough goofineSs in his patter to be
xylophone
into
different., .swung
solo for his bowoff..

Rubtcam)
A rambling comedy program, with
some hills and a ravine or two«
brmgs Phil Baker back to network
tt

In general, the entertainment

radio.

was easy-going and bright. Although
Baker was less the old Baker and

more the Young

of

ing and, failing that, disarmimg.
Baker's stock-in-trade Beetle, with
his 'get off the air,' is omitted. Without dwelling on this omission in
terms of present tense, it may again
be mentioned that in its time it was
one of the few genuine tadioesque
pieces of business ever, developed. It
creative in a sense that is rare
Tommy Rises' program for Quaker was
on the radio. It seems to warrant
Oats Saturday nights has been re- an obituary paragraph for the recvised and tightened—largely for bet- ord. Nothmg
as good has taken its
ter results. Riggs and Betty Lou, his place.
alter ego, are singing liow and an
An audience interruption (Ward
obvious effort has been made to take
Wilson) bit during Baker's accordion
Riggs off the spot of staggering along
solo was played up for some giggles.
solo with the burden of a half hour
a trifle over-done, although
on his shoulders. He continues to Perhaps
that's not important enough loi: unget. sprightly musical aid from Larry
derscoring.
Baker made, himself
Clinton.
and jo did Harry McNaughCute touch was the Beatrice Fair- likeable
ton, and the setup will probably
fax interview with the Betty Lou settle down
to an amiable amble
brat conducted by Nellie ReveU.
through the by-paths of nonsense.
This had the kid character expandOddly enough, the most memoring on men and love and the difficulties of both while 'Neighbor Nell' able bit. of comedy on the getaway
played the sage adult philosopher. It program was a spoof on radio anWith uncanny burwias a bright exchange that seemed noimcements.
to suggest more value than just a lesque, several different kinds of
one-time brush-off; It may have salesmanship were delightfully reproduced.
Only
to have tYt anappearance
been NeUie Revell's first
as a character actress. Maybe she's nouncer (Von Zell) excuse himself
with a few self-conscious words and
got something there.
barge straight into a deadly-earnest
harangue that could have been
John Barrymore bowed out of the spoofed quite as readily as the types
Texaco show (CBS) last Wednesday made sport of.
(11), leaving behind as big a probThe Hawaiian member of Conlem for the advertiser as prevailed gress,
Delegate King, spoke a lew
when the series started. The com- words to
the people of the island in
edy as a whole still leans on the native
patois and the Andrews Sisdubious side. Quick to pall as ever

i

is

,

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

(3), who have been going places,
dominating theme, sarcasm ters
arrived and held their own £q fast
The needle may in time replace the company,
with their unique swingstar as the company's trademark. If
style. Together with the brandBarrymore wasn't engaged in push sing
new (to network commercials) Eding it into Jimmy Wallington, there
die
figure that Vrill be hard to cut» and WMCA, New York
de
Lange
orchestra, the swingwas Charlie Ruggles taking it from sterettes
inay have to be. padded, it's the
Patricia Grew, who does a 15<
issued a gilt- edge policy on
stooge with a cracked larynx posed
the musical end. De Lange does a
writers.
That's gomg to be a call mihiite sustainer over WMCA, N. Y,. a
as a! peddler of- mag subscriptions,
for the well-known opiate. Writers every Saturday morning at 8:30, with the whole thing topped off by highly competent job on his own, all
lor the first show were Stoopnagle reading selected poetry as well as that ace of slug repartee; Ned the way through.
Tayloir, John Wleedon ani George some of her own composition, is the
(Broadcasts are from the AmbasSparks. For his adversary Sparks
Faulknen Tony Sanford produced.
yoimgest member of the American again had the parrot, Horatio, inci- sador theatre^ N. Y., with Ward Wil'The Circle' was called together by Academy of Poets, being but 1& dentally a clever bit of sustained son doing his interruption bit from
Moderator Ronald Colman and had years old. She is the daughter of mimicry.
a box. Parabolic microphone makes
Carole Lombard as its secretary and Agnes Mengel, who for many years
As has been the rule since the In- this possible. Incidentally, the Dole
Cary Grant as its. beadle. Groucho has been associated with Paramount ception of the series, the dramatic Co. has had a complete atmospheric
Mark was the heckler and brother in its home office at New York in interlude proved a choice bit of en- scenic investiture painted for the
Chico pin^-ponged the double talk' executive purchasing duties.
tertainment.
It brought together show and the orchestra is garbed
back at him. Tibbett' was a visitor
Her readings have appeal for the Basil Rathbone, Georgia Backus and Hawaiian. Making it a travelog for
and the Bobby Dolan orchestra and necessarily limited poetry audiencCc Barrymore in a script, 'The Stronger the island.)
Lond.
Foursome quartet injected change of Diction is very clear and the voice Man,' by Dick Weil. Deft sictihg and
pace. In effect they all fiat around is excellently suited to radio,
having production overcome the sense of in
and ir.lulged in what the program,' a quality that is refreshing, and lis- credulity and distaste that might PHIL PORTERFIELD
with a perfect phrase, described as tenable.
have spruhg from the story's theme, With Frank HnrlbUrt, Dave Ramsey,
Char.
'parlor tricks and banter.' That tells
Mack Parker
Fairly diverting was the crossfire of
the-stQsy. It also iexplains. perhaps
kidding that Barrymore and Rath- SpngSi Chatter, Mosie
why many people will like it, and BILL ADAMS
13 Mins. ^Local
bone put on following the sketch.
ttiany. won't.
It's what divides the
Hockey
Kenny Baker and Frances Lang- Wm. J. Barker Co.
world on Noel Coward sophistica- Sustaining
ford continue to give full satisfac- Tnes^ Thurs., 6:45 p.m.
tion (incidentally he may be on a Thursday, Nifht
tion in the vocal passages.
WICC, New Ha^ven
future broadcast), Phillip Barry KEX, Portland, Ore.
Erstwhile 'Bachelor of Hearth' on
dialog, F^ank Fay whimsy, and other
BiU Adams is doing nice job O-.
Franchot Tone guested on the Kate Mutual, Phil Porterfield. is two-athings and stuff like. that.
play
reports
by
play
at the loca
Smith show last Thursday (12) over weekmg his baritone songs and 'pipe'
J. Walter Thompson has imdoubt
and
pup' chatter at the hekd of a
This section inci- CBS, playing the lead in a syrupy
edly bitten off the largest chaw since hockey .arena.
variety
at WICC's New Haven
Texacp decided to rent the New dentally has had fast hockey for romantic sketch, 'Heaven Is Here,' studios. turn
Public attending on an
than 20 years. Lester Patrick, by Elaine Sterne Carrington. AlYork Hippodrome and broadcast more
now
York,
though
script was constructed open-house basis.
of
New
was
the
"president
of
from there. What they are attemptEasy Porterfield vocals and inwith
technical
skill, it was common
old
Pacific
Coast
Hockey
League,
ing to do is cut cute curlicues withformal monologues are supplemented
piresent league includes numer- place in theme and hardly of the inout boring the congregation. They The
telligence level expected for a major by entertainer's Irish setter pup,
ous cities in western Canada.
lead with their chins quite, literally,
Tone brought which not only supplies a program
Bill Adams scores as a Canadian- evening commercial.
for it's a chinfest. They fllrig casualall his trouping skill and warmth of trademark but is tied in with a conly witty remarks at each other in born guy brought up on skates and microphone personality
to the part test in behalf of the sponsor, Hirbetween, occasionally dwelling on knowing hockey from personal in- of the department store
clerk whose sutus Tonic,
Writer of best name
timacy.
With his background he
the nature of happiness, the proba
marriage was almost stymied be for dog gets one himself at end of
Wyatt,
bility of frustration and the beauty malces it the living room.
cause he smashed some chinaware six-week period.
of literature.- It's a production job
stock. Noel Mills made the girl ex
Quarter-hour supports Porterfield
for bold spirits and ones not afraic
pressive and vibrantly lifelike, but with guest artists, preem broadcast
of the ready sneer given those that grade. What did anybody do in par- Allen Drake overplayed outrageously using
Frank Hurlburt and Dave
stumble while -skipping down strange ticular? Colman read a poem; so as the storekeeper./ Erik RoU ne Ramsey, listenable
Yale two-piano
did Carole
Cary- Grant gotiated a bit satisfactorily.
team.
Advertising sensibly interA legitimate criticism may, of spun a tall Lombard;
tale, and Tibbett as
Ted Collins added to his m.c. du- preted by M^ick Parker of WJCC
course, be raised as to whether such aforesaid, sang,. But mostly they ties on the show by subbing for Bud staff.
Complete absence of
a show is over their' heads, and just babbled along.- They were Abbott, who Was ill and unable to pressure indicates cordial rece- high
tion
whether it is ideally adjusted to the charming. With aU the valves open. parti jipate ii. the usual Abbott and for program.
Elem.
peddling of corn flakes. A strange Just a bunch of celebrities talking Costello stanza. Naturally he 'was
contrast Js the smMtness of the pro- the way some people would like to nowhere near as proficient a straight
duction in general and the extreme talk, and in the manner that makes as Abbott, but he did surprisingly
corninesS of the Kellogg commer- others want to fight or throw ginger well 9t that. Lou Costello had a Fred Astaire, Herbert Marshall and
cials, which are fired point-blank ale bottles.
larger share of lines than normally Loretta into a pleasant little charade
of dialog and tunes dubbed 'Miss
out of a slightly rusty M26 howitzer.
Quality of intimacy which the pro- and jhowed the absence of his feeder,
is

.:

its

.

.

fB. B. D. & CO.)
Walter O'Keefe returned Thurs-

day (12) at 10 p.m. after a silence
of nearly a year. He IS the CBS
entry opposite the Bine Crosby NBC
red show, presently No. 9 horse in
the C.A.B. gallop. In general, the
first impression of the Ethyl bid was
agreeable despite some off moments

and a one-timer sopg about a West
Indies cruise that had everything a
laugh song needs except punch-lines.
Production problem will require
considerable- resourcefulness because
O'Keefe has plenty of a burden.
Getting guest stars that fit in properly won't be easy, and especially
not In New York at this particular
in radio production,.
What
Andre Kostelanetz might mean to

point

the show.

,

.

—

.

.

l

°

'

.

of this program by reportmg what
ddnd and bdid will noUrndke the

vf&it

The comedian

Kostelanetz as heretofore gives out

a richly embroidered kind of arrangement that has a rococo fiavor.
Time has dimmed some of its freshness and novelty. Other and newer
enthusiasms- in popular music may
be; a psychological fadtor. That is
not easy to reckon. It Is, of course,
always worlananllke, if perhaps at
Some
times a bit overworked.
snappy ypice work ,by the Kay
Thompson girls helps show.
Lily.

Pons kibitzed

in

a likable

manner witl\ O'KeefCr and the program was ingratiating most of tha
way, although the Mc(jronigle family
skit seemed badly placed at the tag
end and the third 15 minutes seemed
It might have been a
siiperfiuous.
more compact and equally bright

show

in 30 minutes.

CKeefe's own comedy mate-rial
and original twist of mind was

flair

several times manifest.. His 'Waste
of Time', burlesque on the Time forof newscasting was nicely done,
O'Keefe's
if spotty in laugh content.
voice has a lot more resonance and
flexibility than the average' comic's,
and he may well attempt to further
exploit this asset. O'Keefe can get
•away from the carbon copy stuff in
radio fun and would be smart to do
so, because there must be a law of
diminishing returns in the endless

mula

-

•

parade

of.

comiics

whose motto

is

'if-it's-6kay-f or-Benny-it's-okay - for-

Land.

me.'

ABMCO BAND
With Frank Simon
30 Mins.

AMERICAN ROLLING MILLS
Sundays* 3 pjn.
WJZ-'NBC, New York
'

W. Ayer)
Opening program of the 10th season caught Sunday (15) over WJZ
was up to past standards. Several
of the selections were- from the classics and were played with the techiN,

nical finish usually associated with
a symphony orchestra rather than a
Program in52-piece brass band.
cluded: 'Jubilee,' by Edwin F. Gold-

man;

'Cortege,'

from Rimsky-Korsa-

kov's 'Mlade'; Eric Leidzen's cornet
solo, 'Happy Days,' With Verna Kellogg as soloist; a modem arrangement of 'Star Dust' oy Hoagy Carmichael; 'Fete Boheme,' from 'Scenes
Pittoresque' by Massenet, and De
Capua's, march, "Maria Mari.'
Miss Kellogg, the cornet soloist, It
was announced, is a member of the
Flint Salvation Army band and a
winner of scholastic contests. She
played with the expertness of a professional.

Charles R. Hook, president of the
Co., the man
created a national impression as

.

Comedy highlight was the routine
of Groucho Marx with his brother,
in which he sold a club membership
ahd also collected an advance resignation lee. Lawrence Tibbett (next
week Jose Iturbi) was the musical
eockeroo. He did not have much to
member
say (but said it well) as
of the circle, although his four booming barytone solos were a ^it too
much, for an hour, they fitted nicely
into the general scheme of bright
chappies.
.
^
Any attempt to 'render' the flavor

certain than what

is less

O'Keefe must mean.

will have to be the works, which

means he must have scope and mapersonalities he can work
the time the material was amus- terial and
with and get results out of.

.

Trio is Muriel Angelus,
not necessarily right
showmanship in itself. [With time Mary Westcott and Wynn Murray,
who are in 'Boys From Syracuse.'
it comes nearer to $40,000.]
They
opened
with a hit from that
One thing is clear: the reaction of show, 'Sing for
Your Supper,' Miss
the public and the C,A-B. barometer
Murray topped with a solo of
to this program will be watched and
'Johnny, One Note,' sold extremely
analyzed with great concern. For,
well.
Agent
trouble
is supposed to
if it clicks, it is going to be a first
lost Miss Murray a radio week
major breakaway from the now- have
some. months ago.
grim tradition that any hit show
Dropping the sneezing and snortmust have a comedian who is
stingy, eccentric, pompous or other- ing of the past, Wildhack did- a fnonwise peculiar, and who is given to olog on the various forms of 'yes,'
which
he pronounced or emphasized
by-play with a poised and handsome person who "may be the or- in 16 different amusing ways; Miss
chestra leader, the announcer, the Gilmore's sketch took up considerNone of this able time, but was worth it, although
tenor, or all three.
kind of beefsteak is served by 'The inostly dialog without much- sugCircle."
On the other hand, the gested action. Smoothly written by
reading of Browning poetry, straight, Miss CoUinge and charmingly permay not be exactly intoxicating, to formed. A gem in a pile of rocks,
^he scene. was a smart restaurant
the masses, either.
Persons and estimated salaries in- Where a husbajnd and wife were celvolved in the first meeting of the ebrating their 14th wedding anniversary
and luxuriating in their own
club were as follows:
company as well as memories. Payoff
$5,000
Ronald Colman ,
was that th^ wife knew she had only
Carole Lombard. .......... .5,000
six months to live, but refused to
4,000
Cary Grant....;
divulge this to the husband who's so
Groucho and Chico, Marx. 4,000
much in love with her. Not much of
Xawrehce Tibbett......;. 5,000
an idea, but beautifully developed
50O
The Foursome..:
and played.
Chor.
500
Bobby Dolan.......^.....
1,500
Orchestra
2,000
PATRICIA GREW
Writers
250'
Poetry
producer
15 Mins.; Local
It is likely that this gross will be
Snstalning
drastically reduced after the show Saturdays,
8:30 a. m.
gets tmder way. But if there is one
.

WABC-CBS, New York

p.in.

{Young

& Rubicam formula
comedian than before,' few listeners
will be inclined to quibble. Taken
for what it is supposed to be, a halfhour of spoofing with musiqal inter-,
Jane Warren, 15- ruptions, the 3how did and should
}een snatched.
year-old miss, mentioned as soon to do nicely.
go into pictures scored alone and in
The material ran from -A for age'
duet with 'VaUee.
to *Z for zany.' Which Is the story
Kathleen Norris, author of many of most comedy shows. The members
novels, dished up crisp interview of the cast showing up at the Baker
Woupd up with an home for dinne. and the imaginarywith 'Vallee.
original poem dedicated to him. Al Mrs. Baker's comment was debris
Herman, old-timer of vaude, made that could 'well have been swept
nice impression. Herman went into away in rehearsal. However, most

60 Mins.

RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA

on added sig- Sunday, 2 p. m,'
fare that now
W4Z, New York
nificance.
For, with $28,000 worth
Sylvia Brema. soprano; Robert
of talent Oh the tab, Kellogg is
really on the air, with shipmates to Wildhack, comedian; Margalo Gilspare, in a night-time, big-time, more, Broadway leading lady; a
singing trio from 'Boys From- Syralovely-time spree.
cuse,' current legit, and the Frank
Opinion on the first roll-call of
coniprised
the
orchestra,
Black
celebrities that calls itself 'The
'Magic Key' program Sunday afterCircle' was sharply divided Monday
noon (15). Made for nice entertainin New York radio. There was a
ment Well staged and plotted.
tendency to think it was all pretty
Miss Brema opened with a brace
effete, brittle and iincertain, Offihe
other hand, there was another camp of numbers, an 'aria from 'Aida' and
rather tricky Spanish solo. She
that was inclined to see a commendable atiempt to get awa ' from stag- did not appear later on for additionnant-imitation of every other name al singing, which to some listeners
may
have been disappointing, though
viewor comedy show. This latter
he sign-off with a harmony singing
point should have a natural appeal
showmanship advocates, threesome was first rate in its own
the
to
takes

although $28,000

Saturday, 9

WABC-CBS, New York

American Rolling Mill

who

an orator the night he introduced
Anthony Eden as a speaker at the
National -Ass'n of Manufacturers'
dinner. Was the guest speaker. He
talked briefly, and he's a good talker.
Program is apparently designed to
appeal to family heads and prospective home buUders who happen
to be spending mid-Sunday afternoon in a' mood for quiet diversion.
It fills the biU:

MYRNA LOY
With. Elliott Lewis
30 Mips.-

INTERNATIONAL
Sunday, 6

p.

SILVEi.

m,

WABC-CBS, New York

(Young A Rubicam^
Making one of her rare appearances on the air last weekend (15)

in a script tagged 'Debutante,' Myrna
Loy showed that she can majice a
slice
of
inconsequentialty sound

dramatically important.
Also that
she is one of the few Hollywood
girls who, by sheer laryngal
talent can diffuse no small measi^e
of s.a. through the loudspeaker.
Elliott Lewis proved a good example of casting for the occasion.
Formula yarn was co-authored by
Grovcr Jones and True Boardman.
debutante wearies of the tinsel
and fake of it all and sets out to

glamour

Brown of Worcester.' It was nicely
a strong asbalanced fluff. Dwight Taylor and
Its stars are of unquestionable
Joe E. Brown's program for Post Arthur Sheekman were responsible
potency. The production daring was Toasties Saturday night (14) suf
for the script Ernest Lubitsch apobvious. Name any other program fered from scriptitis.
plied the directorial finish, and
that doesn't have dull moments and
Emphasized Brown, as an excel Fratiklin Pangborn the more hokey make her own living. Girl meets
any other program that ever took lent sight comedian left stranded portions of the comedy.
boy, a fioorwalker who yearns for
less
chance
came
with
such a
and
up
for something to do. Of course it's
Tab musical comedy took up all his chemical lab and a chance to dewater in its lungs?
obviously designed to get the young- but five minutes of the refiner's half velop a formula for eliminating carProgram is rather suggestive of sters. And maybe it does. But it .hour on CBS. George Murphy, the bon monoxide from gasoline fumes.
one of the casual English what-ho all seemed inferior even for inferior program's standby emcee, managed The pair lose their department store
to horn jui for a moment toward the jobs. Financial complications mount
gatherings with an Oxfordian chair- mentalities.
Margaret McCrae sang pleasantly. fadeout when he challenged Astaire for the lad, but just as things beman. It's a reverse on the Usual
to a duel of taps. Though it lasted come, hopelessly dark the heiress
complaint They may admit it's art
Gulf Oil's Screen Guild second pron but a minute the> encounter -soxinde^ corner ,to-' the rescue with .the coin
this time, and say instead: 'But is it
.
gram (15) blended the talents of interesting.
and reveals her real identity, pdec.
commerciJ!^?'
gram projected seemed

set.
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Qmt of Lonikii Here Nebrasb Politician Ikeatens

IS Best Skeet Music SeDers

Joseph

Jan. 14, 1939)

W&n

Umbrella

^ .

I/ty

Baby

.

.

.Harms

They Say

Bregman
Shapiro

Home

Spiei
t Indicates stage production song.
others are pops.

Warners Tires of Inaction in IHsc
license Hatter;
Warner Bros, publisliing combine
indicated last week that it wUI break
the quiet tension existing between
the music publishers -and the phonograph record manufacturers over the
former's new licensing requirements
by starting a couple of court actions
against, the Decca Record Co,
The

numbers which WB has advised
Decca it will name in its proposed
suits are 'Umbrella Man' (Harms);
and 'Jeepers Creepers' and 'Mutiny
in the Nursery,' both Witmark.
Intention to sue was mentioned in
two letters. Each of these charged
that Decca had failed to give notice
to xise as. required under section 25E
of the copyright law and that it had
also refused to take out a license restricting the numbers to home use.

.Counsel

for

the

phono-

various

graph companies were slated

to

May F3e

Suits

Trumpets Sacred

'

Sacramento, Jan. 17.
Trumpet players who are in
the habit of failing to pay tiieir'
bills will suffer.no further em-

barrassment
if
Assemblymkn
Jack B. Tenney, of Los Angeles,
persuades the legislature to enact a bill he has introduced.

would

make

—

Whiteman Tour Opens
At Mayflower Ball
Paul Whiteman will play the num
her. one President's Birthday Ball at
the Mayflower' hotel, Washington,
D. C, Jan. 30, as part of a three
week tour which takes him out of

New' York.

Will include a concert
With the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra and the Mardi Gras in New
Orleans, La.

posal that an entirely different
Trains out of New York following
and royalty fee prevail for .Chesterfield program of Jan. 25.
records used in coin-operated ma- Opens in Pittsburgh; Jan. 27, and
chines.
squeezes in private parties, dance
It is understood that the deternii- dates and concerts through Florida
nation of one of the recordings com- starting Feb. 7. Lineup .concludes at
panies to hold out against such classi- Paramount theatre. Ft. Wayne, Ind,,
fication .is largely influenced by a Feb. 18.
fear that .general concession may be
followed by price cutting on the part
of a competitor. The law bans the
fixing of prices by a group, with the
result that price stabilization can't
be made any part of an agreement
Johnny Lan^c and Lew JPorter
to treat with publishers.
cleffed 'Serenade to a Lovely Senor.

Music Notes

ita'

for 'Rhythm. Rides the Range' at

Grand National.

Troy, N. Y., Jan.

17.

Supreme Court Justice Harry E.
Schirick of Kingston reserved decision on the application of the Troy
Musicians' Union for an order restraining Frank E. McCarthy, owner
of a Watervliet amusement spot,

Heaven' at Uni-

scoring Param^Dunt's

Dave Snell doing musical scores
for 'The Hardys Ride High' and 'SerMcCarthy claims that the orches- geant Madden' at Metro.
employed by him under
a union contract quit sometime ago
Harry Warren and Gus Kahn are
without giving the agreed two. weeks'
notice and that the suit is an effort having two songs published by Bregto compel him to take back the man, 'Voccd and C6nri. Ditties, written for Metro's
tra formerly

Among

the spectators at

Lineoln«..Jan. 17.

laist

many from

the trade.
general'
A. L. Ashby,
(ounsel, James W. Baldwin, former managing director of the
National Association of Broad-

and Andrew Bennett,
served as prosecutor in the
Government's' antitrust action against ASCAP three
and a half years ago, were intercasters,

who

trial of the

ested onlookers.

CONSOLIDATED GETS

ELBOW SPACE

IN N. ¥.
Prager at that firm as business manager, although Olman wslnted Praget
to shift back to the Robbins Co.
With the ojpenlng of Chick Webb
Robbins has already consolidated at the Park Central hotel, Jan. 25,
all three booking departments un- Consolidated Radio Artists, booker,
der one roof, at the Robbins head- will hang up its first si^ble repre^
quarters, with Fred Smith in Charge. sentation in New, York. Four other
Elmore White has joined Feist as CRA crews will be cleffing^ in other
prbfessiohal contact.

Franz Waxman scoring Metro's
vibraharpistdnunmer,
the
originally 'Ice Follies of 1939.'
third
scheduled to follow James and WilTroy Saonders musical adviser on
son, 'Will «tick ivith -Gpodman- for n
"
'"while yit^
Par amount's 'Beau Geste,""'

Hampton,

-

>

'

'

°

he

braska,'

said.

ASCAP tecently took heart when
militant Richard Hunter, former attorney general, went Out of office <1)
in favor of Walter Johnson. .John;soo was in. the legislature when the
anti-ASCAP measure v/as passed,
and said he believed it unconstitutional at the start and refused to vote
horizon for &e amuse-"
biz is ceatered on the chain

legislative

ment

however, a bill .for theatre
divorcement alriiady having been
theatres,

on keeping Bernie

Gotham

spots.
Office, long light locally, has Gray
at the Edison hotel; Charlie

drawn up and ready

for presentation.

This has the A. H. .Blank-Par and
Foxwesco partnerships worried. Censorship is also a live .topic in the
legislative corridor,. and' the town was
filled with showmen early in the
week (11) getting rieady for a legislative drive, s;?cirhedd,ed

byist

Bob

by vet lob-

Livingston* of the Capitol.

Gordon

Seattle Battle Renewed
•Seattle, Jan. 17.
Le Mirage and Jan Savitt replacDrive to repeal Washington State's
ing Artie Shaw at- the Lincoln hotel
anti-ASCAP law wag opened lafet
Ground Jan. 27.
Loosen
week with the; ^ing of a bill In the
Park Central will go for Leblangsenate, which is currently in
For Savoy Spade-Dig ing the drinks with Negro band's State
session at Olympia.
Senator H, 1,
bow. Drinks will peddle at three
Kyle (D), Kingg county, introfor a dollar plus cover of 75c and
Ground breaking for Savoy ball- $1.50.
duced the repeal measure, with the
latter striking particularly at the secroom at New York World's Fair will
be press stunted with crew of Lindy
tion of the State copyright st^ute
which bans two or more, persons
Hoppers digging up turf while dancing with spiked shoes.
from combining to ' license their
Dorsey's Miss
Erskine Hawkins' band will play
works or collect fees for such in
for the alligators who'll start cuttin'
Washington.
After having left the band as
the sod Feb. 1, preceding the spades.
E, C. Mills, of the American Soscheduled when it finished af the
ciety of- Composers,

Barnett at Famous Dopr, Lee Shelley

Spiked lindy Hoppers

at

Up En^

'

Command' Performance

.

For

Wright

Hotel New Yorker, N. Y., last week,
Edythe Wright rejoined Tommy Dofr
sey's crew at Hartford Saturday (14)
when customers would have nothing
to do with substitute vocalist, callr
ROBBINS ing
repeatedly for Miss Wright.
Miss Wright will probably stay
Bobbins Musi9,c through. its attor- with the crew for the diu^tion of its
ney, Julian T. Abeiesi. has served theatre and one night tour.
Dijnah
notice on Mills Music over the lat- Shaw of WNEW, N. Y.,
has been au
ter's song, 'Blame It on My Jl.a^t ditioning
for the spot.
Aflfair," by Harry Nemo and Irving
Mills, which Robbins alleges is an
infringement
on 'Deep^ Purple,'
Kendait Turns FubBsher
Peter de Rose's instrumental tune.

MEOOY

INFRDiGEMENT

ALLEGED tl

Authors and

is on the sdene -watching
developments. Repeal measure will
soon be put to a test vote in the
Senate. If the -latter passes thb bill
it will, come up befofre the House toward the middle ot the present session. AntirASCAPers ere ejcpected to.
concentrate theic fire on nieinbers of
the .'House:.,

Publishers,

Washington lawmakers' on Weekend homecohiing firom the Capitol

declare that

shbul'd. the senate repeal the statute j^t tibis sesslbn there,
was a good possibility of th0 House
passing a much tougher measure as
'Purple' was first published in 1934
Tommy Kendall, singer, has gone far as ASCAP would be concerned.
as a piano solo but this season has
His If there was any house sentiment on
a set of lyrics by Mitchell Parrish into the publishing business.
and constitutes one of Robbins' plug first tune is 'Kissing Is Not a Sin,' for the issue; it was for adding more
stringent sections to the law.
which he wrote the lyrics.
songs.
Melody was composed by Edmund
Melody Infringement only is alDrops AnU-ASCAP Drive
Eysler, of Vienna.
leged.
Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
Plan of Stanley CanColt organizer
of the Night Club Owners Association and operator of three spots here,
to introduce an ahtl-ASCAP bill at
the present session of the legislature;,
has been dropped.
Carroll said yesterday (Monday),
he has given up the idea because
other nitery owners weren't interested.
principal reason for formation of NCOA was passage of such
Spokesmen for the American So- the property rights of the copyright
a bill, but the organization never
ciety of Composers, Authors and owner.
created much interest among nitery
Publishers last week scored the CaIt was further stated that tmless men
and has led an anemic existence.
nadian Copyright Appeal Board for ASCAP, which, because of its affiliathe action it took on the radio rev- tion, was deeply interested in the
enue schedule which the Canadian welfare of the CPRS, was soon asPerforming Rights Society had sub- sured of a less hostile attitude toward
mitted for 1939, The appeal board's copyright owners on the part of the
IN DUJU.
procedure in the case was described Canadian appeal board it would take
as a 'violent abuse of power,' which whatever steps that may be proper
'

'

Of a

Canadian Board Guilty

"Violent

Abuse of Power

.

VICTOR YOUNG FHEED

AGENCY MIXDP

in piupose 'practically

Own

'

Senator Brady, in the Nebraska
unicameral^ said this week that
ASCAP was in for another legislative attack in case the supreme court
soured on the anti-ASCAP bill he
authored in the 1937 session. 'We
can insist on registration of all song
titles, ownership, and a few other
things "Which will make it unattractive to ASCAP, or any music combination or trust, to operate in Ne-

on it.
Most brow wrinkling threat on the

amounted to to protect the property of its mem'Honolulu,' are the
group.
confiscation.*
The CPRS had asked bers in the Dominion. Such action,
title song and 'Tonight Will Be My
for $154,535 and the award was $88,'- it was intimated, would proceed fir^t
Souvenir.'
336, plus $5,000 for Dominion's re- through
American
diplomatic
ceiving set increase during 1938. The sources.
Teddy WSson on
Ray Noble's sOng, 'By the Candle- former amount was same the CPRS
light,' used in Earl Carroll's show, collected irom Canadian
radio in
1938.
With first trumpeter Harry James' is being published by Harms.
Transfer Tune Sttit
Canadian Society had submitted a
new outfit currently in rehearsal and
tentatively scheduled to Open
Steve Pastcrnackl doing the score mass of data in support of the rein
Boston, Feb. 10, the next to leave for 'Arizona Bracelets' at Para- quested increase, but the appeal
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
Benny Goodman's crew for a band mount.
board ruled that scrutiny and evaluaSuit for $60,000 brought by LouLs
of his own will be pianist Teddy
tion of this matter would have to be
Wilson.
Chet Forrest and Bob Wright put off until the coming summer. Herscher and Robert Wolf Gilbert
Latter will drop out of
Goodman's outfit the first week in wrote two songs for Metro's musical Meanwhile the CPRS's revenue from against Warners, Harms, Inc., Music
Publishers Holding Corp., Al Dubin,
March to start to gather and re- short, 'Somewhat Secret.'
Ditties radio would have to remain practihearse his new, crew for a .middle are 'You and I' and 'Fair Damsel,'
cally as is. ASCAP officials termed Johnny Mercer, Hariy Warren and
of April debut.
this handling of the problem as Jean Herbert, was transferred from
Lionel

Sniping

A

Sam Wineland
'Cafe Society.'

from employing non-imion bandsmen.

•

insisted

ASCAP Calls

James V. Monaco and Jphnny
Burke wrotie title song and 'That Sly
Old Gentleman' for Bing Crosby's
picture, 'East Side of
versal.

the Sidelines

week's hearing before the U. S.
Supreme Court in Washington of
the appeals of the American Code ty .of Comppsers, Authors and
Publishers on the Florida and
Washington State cases were

mu-

instruments
exempt
from attachment proceedings.
Whatever the neighbors might
do while the musician is practicing is beside the point the
sheriff could not seize the instrument for debt while the musician was swinging it and being paid.
sicians'

license

Union Seeks Injunction;
Operator CaUs It Unfair

Jack Robbins may elevate Willie
Horowitz to general- manager of
Miller lilusic, with ah eye to specializing that firm, in production music.
Thus, with Harry Link at Feist, and
Abe Olman jas g.m. of Robbins Music,
the directing head of the MetroRobbins niusic interests, woidd be
relieved 6f operation details and be

Feist,

Tenney

On

NBC

able to select material and generally
*
contact all three companies.
Link, new professional head of

meet

yesterday afternoon (Tuesday) to
discuss a further line of strategy on
the licensing issue.
Meanwhile a
spokesman for., the American Rectord
Co., which was recently acquired by
CBS, has suggested that the publishers call a moratoi'iimi on their new
licensing demands until the newcomers have, had an -opportunity to
study the whole situation, particularly as it affects the coin machine
.field.
The present strictures between publisher and disc manufacturer stems from the former's pro-

.

Music Pub Finns

'

The

New

.

li^s. for Afl 3

Chappell
Schirmer

Must See Annie Tonight
Only Star,

* Indicates filmusical song.

Rules on ASCAP;

Seattle Reports

Gen 1

..Witmark

:
:

You're' the

Hurry

Rdbliins'

;Chappell
....,;....'..;ABC

,

New Nuisance

came from

originally

Shapiro

Witmark

.r....

.

tThis Can't Be Love.
'Sweethearts
I

who

.Remick
Robbins

. ,

Revetie

All Ashore
*Jeepers Creepers «
;
tF. D. R> Jopes
•Ferdinand the Bull

this side for a visit
He arrived last

the States, will devote the interim to
picking up tunes and placing some
of his own.

Harms
Famous

••

Beautiful

on

of several weeks.
week.
Gilbert,

Peep in a D^eam
•Two Sleepy People
.*You Must Have Been a

is

London

Gilbert,

€>eorge

publisher,

(Week ending

t7

VARIETY

merely a case of passing the buck,
indicating nolonly ah abuse of power
but a 'lack of harmony with the general intent of the Canadian copyright
I&w/ Also a complete disregard for

Superior to Federal court.
Herscher and Gilbert charge the
defendants with suppressing their
song, 'Garden of the Moon,' in favor
of another tune with the same title.

Contract
controversy -between
Rockwell-O'Keefe, Inc^ and Victor

Young was

settled last

week through

the intervention of the Music Corp.
of America; Young's new. manage-

ment,

Rockwell-O'Keefe

received

several thousand dollars for a complete release.
R-O'K claim was that the contract it held with Young had two
years to go. Difference between the

was brought to a head last
spring when the maestrd refused to
take a Cut on the Al Jolsort-Lifebuoy
two

show and gave Rockwell CKeefe
notice that he was changing booking
offices.

As part of the deal MCA released
R-O'K of any commission liability
to the former on some .bookings
that
Rockwell-O'Keefe had madd
for Jimmy Grier, who is regularly
affiliated with

MCA.

.

.

CONCE»T-BIUSIC—DANCE BANDS

VARIETY

38

.
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RASH OF NUPTIALS

Music Budgets, Plans Prominent
For Expositions on Both Coasts

Baltimore, Jan. 17,
Ted' Routson, p.a. of Hipp, local
house, i)layed Cupid last week
in triple style to widespread space
returns from" dailies. Three memr
bers of Will Osborne's Tiand were
spliced in the Mayor's office to the
accompaniment of horns and sirens
from a battery of six new pieces of
fire apparatus lined up (by coincidence) at the same time for the

combo

New

Music

Keeping 'Em Straight

festival Idea for the
Fair, which was rejected because supposed to cost an estimated $2,500,000, now has been defi-

York World's

Professional staiBFs have been
reshuffled so frequently of lat«
that a gag among the band leaders, when contacted for a plug,

New York

City yearnitely set as a
round music festival, with the exposition's directorate underwriting for
$750,000. Intention is to make Man-,
hattan a successor to Europe's Salzburg, with both the Metropolitan
Opera Hous? and Carnegie Hall air
conditioned for summer performances.

is

appearances of

many

Radios

showing of the

dance

Others scheduled to participate Include Vic- Walls ballet, of London,
(first time in U. S.); Paris Opera Co.,
with cast of 170 (first outside of
France; Cincinnati May Festival with
Symphony of 1,000; C^lyndebourne

Sked.

Co.,

.

opera.
$600,000 for 'Frisco Mnslo
San Francisco, Jan.' 17.
Ralph .Murray, local bandmaster,
will direct, an aill-purpose band for
the 1939 Qblden Gate Litemational
^

Exposition, Will function at special
events and ceremonies, etc Music
budget is placed at $900,000.
Henry Ford is reported toying
with the idea of sponsoring the San
Francisco
Symphony -Orchestra
throughout the Fair,, as he did at the
.

Natives

still

burping

OPERA DRIVE

Umbrella Man,*

lead spot

oij

some seven months ago by Jimmy Cavanatigh, who did the

UNLESS THEY FIGHT

to the San. Francisco Symphony for an appearance at the east
Fair. Members would have to
pay their o'v^ transportation biit
engagement in' the east -would be
sufficiently remunerative to make

em

Jan.

Atlanta,

17.

Thursday

(12)

to raise a $100,000
guariantee for return of grand opera
Unless threatening hostilities start to Atlanta in the spring. Preston S.
in the meantime, Jimmy Lunceford's Arkwrightr prez of- Georgia Power
band returns to Europe this summer. Co., 'heads committee composed of
Smith and Jesse
Outfit is tentatively scheduled to Yictor Lamar
shove off May 19 and open in Oslo, Draper, backing campaign to raise
Norway, June 1. Tour will be mostly doiigh to coin the Metropolitan'
in the form of concerts with the Opera Co. here in ApriL
crew remaining abroad most of the
Minimimi of $57,000 is needed to
hot spelL
provide for curtailed, four-performFats Waller, who's at the Yacht ance 'season.*^ Former sum would
Club, N. Y., where he closes tomor- give city full week of big-time opera.
row (19), is also contemplating an- Atlanta was regular: stop on pre-deother try at European time,
pression toiu-s of tiie Met.

Add: Gadgetry

Paramount Jan. 26 will give the bandman an opportunity to catch up
on his Decca recordings, while in New York. The last batch they
waxed was in Chicago, while Bing was passing through en route back to
the Coast and where Bob Crosby arid his orchestra have been stationed
at the Blackhawk cafe.
After two (and probably three) weeks at the Nf. Y. Par—Bing's filhi is
Taris Honeymoon' for the joint booking ^Bob Crosby returns to the
Blackhawk where he's set until 1940.

—

'

dealers in midtown.
Results have been nothing to speak of, although the only thing being
exhibbed on the stands are songs from minor publishers, with no top-

ranking hit times

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
Wireless record-player .for use in
conjunction with radios was intro-

into commercial spiei
net
of the

"Venerable old

Academy

on Chesterfield program airing through

Maurice Hart, chief announcer of WAAT, Jersey City, will shortly launch
the station's third post card popularity poll on orchestras. Hart is going
to elaborate extremes to attempt to guarantee the validity of the votes and
their tabulation. He asked Vabiety to act as judge, but this publication
does not participate in such undertakings.

Cab Calloway, Inc., the bandleader's operating concern, with offices at
799 Seventh avenue. New York, on Saturday (14) filed a- satisfied judgment
This amount includes $210 in
for $1,386 with, the N. Y. county clerk.
penalties for the corporation's New York State income tax for 1936.

Chi Pluggers Elect

N. 0.

of Music,

Chicago, Jan. 17.
duced by Philco last week. Gadget which has never even been deseChi chapter of the. Professional
plugs into an electric socket and crated by a Benny Goodman or Paul
Music Men last week elected Harold
needs no connection with the radio. Whiteman,
will
ring
tomorro\v
Receiving set is merely tuned tt (Wednesday) night to 2,000 voices Lee as chairman for the new term.
Marvin Lee was reelected vicethe trip profitable.
1,550 kc. and' it automatically picks warbling *I've' Been Working on the
prexy; Walter Donovan comes in as
Connick of the Expo and Pierre up the disc being played if it is Railroad,'
to the accompaniment of
chairman of the board of governors,
Monteux of the Symph were together within 60 feet of it.
the full Philadelphia orchestra.
includes
Ben Goldberg,
last week. Monteux's contract as dl
Community sing stunt is part of which
rector of the San Francisco Sym'
Ida May James new vocalist with' the Concert for Youth, which the George Pincus, Fred Kramer and
phony Orchestra expires with the Erskine Hawkins current at Savoy, orch is sponsoring. Soloist will be Billy Stoneham.
close of the season,^^ May 7.^
N. Y. Girl formerly with John Kir- a 21-year-old Philly lad, Joseph
Golden Gate Expo officials have by's crew. Band's getting
three NBC Battista, who won a piano audition
Ferde Grofe signed by CRA this
Toted $600,400 for music for the Fair wires weekly for dancery.
last spring to play at this concert.
week.
.

which

Is more than twice that spent
lor music at the 1915 World's Fair
here.

San Francisco, Jan. 17.San Carlo Opera Co., making its
29th

annual

GRAND

TITLE.

tour,
engagement at

This Can't Be Love
opened a two-week
War Memorial Opera House here Thanks for Every thi
(Monday) y(ith Coe Glade Jeepers Creepers....

H.tle role of 'Oilmen.'
Froni the advance sale it appears
that the cothpany's take this season
will not equal the b.o. of the past
several years.

Go fdr That
You Must Have Been

a Beautiful
I Must See Annie Tonight
F.DJI. Jones. ;

Bregman
.Harms

Harms

one night stand, Feb. 4,. and
Jimmy Lunceford for, Feb. 25.
for

SUBEHIES' SIBS-IINE
Philadelphia, Jan.

17..

Al Subel's schmaltzy trio at the
snooty Hotel Warwick cocktail bar
here,

consisting

of

Subel,

Virice

Bruno and Buck McGovern, has purchased the Honey Dipped Product

. .

...
.

Witmark

My. Reverie
Simple and Sweet
Ya Got Me
Kansas City, Jan. 17.
Doc Lawson and his orchestra in It's a Lonely Trail
I
Have Eyes
the Pla Moor for a four-day stand

Jimmy Livingston's crew prey ip'us
^eek played to similar vein of biz,
and returns next week-end for four
days/ Bob Pope is set for Jan. 26-29,
and Anson Weeks is on the calendar

Saturday (14).

He was

also,

named

permanent delegate to conventions
of the American Federation of Musicians.

.

David Winstein Was named vicepresident; Robert Aguilera, recording secretary; R. L. Chaboa, treasurer; W. B. Miller, sergeant-at-arms;

Robbins
Miller
Bei'lin

.

..

Famous

Get Out of Tbwn
,
You Look Good to Me:
What Have You Got That Gets Me?
Room with a View.

.

Chappell
. .

.

;

An.nabelle^^.

. . 4 , . »

, ..

. ,

Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop
Poo
Pop
Pop
Pop
Po"
tHoUy wood Revels
Poo
*
*Paris Honeymoon
*'A Song Is Born

, . . . .

......Poo
tBoys from Syracuse.....'

Pop
Garrleri of the Moon
*Fi(rdinand the Bull

Angels with Dirty Faces
Pop

<

tLe.ave It to

Tenney

Pod
Pop
.

.^.>> V.

.

;

•^op^/'i:.'>.,

and Mr. Hartmahn were named delegates

the next convention.

ito

Me

.

FOx,

.

to Europe
music

publisher,

vacation in Florida.

Al O. Hahn Divorced
St. Louis, Jan. 17.

Mrs. Minnette Hahn who charged
25-|.lver husband, Al O. Hahn, baton
»24 waver of 'Hahn's Syncopaters,' cur24 rently at the Jug in Hotel Coronado,
23 with refusing to take her to places
22 of amusement, among other things,
-21
gross alimony
20' won a divorce, $2,650
maiden
-20 and the restoration of her
20 name (Heimberger) last week. Ap20 pearing before Circuit- Judge John
19 A. Witthaus at Clayton, St, Louis
18 County, Mrs. Hahn said her husband
18 intimated he did not desire to con18 tinue to live with her and subjected
18
her to general indignities.
17
i,d16

Couple were married June 15,1927,
and separated last Dec. 30.

15
15
15
15
15
14

Detroit, Jan. 10.
Detroit will be host to Orchestra
Managers of United States at their

Syiiipli

Managers' Meeting

powwow next December.
Org composed of managers of 15
major orchestra, With budgets of

14 annual
13
13
13
11
10

IQ
MV<^.%VL,>^^^ii^

Sam Fox
Sam

20
25
23

17
:

;

Chappell

Feist. ....

,

; . . . ,

,

4

ABC ...,...,..*.(
»>

^
,

;

^

.Feist:

4.

1026.

,

:

Thanlcs for the Memory

;

,

,

Me

It to

Artists and Models

Pop
Poo

. ,

From Now On
Corporation, engaged in glazing and It Serves You Right
hone^^kig dried fruits.
Who Blew Out the J'lame?
Jntettol to run it during the day and
continue ,to dl$pense their niusic at I Promise You
* .

29<1

29
29

,

Pop
.:

Santly-

Sleepy People
Famous
Could Be,.
Santly
Old Curiosity Shop
Feist
I Long to Belong to You
Red Star
Have You Forgotten So Soon
Berlin
What Do You Know About Love?
Marks
Never Felt Better
Miller
,
Ager
You're Gonna See a Lot of Me
Shapiro
Just a Kid Named Joe
All Ashore
Shapiro
I won't Tell a Soul
Crawford
Love, I'd Give My I^ife for You ........... Stasny
Your Eyes Are Bigger Than Your Heart. .Shapiro
You're a Sweet Little Headache
Famous
»
.Famous
Heart and Soul. ;
Fox
Lovely Debutante
Cliappell
Sing for Your Supped
Words-Musi
Please Come Out of Your Dreams
Harms
Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish
ABC
Ferdinand the Bull
Fisher
Angels with Dirty Faces. «
Remick
Let's Stop the Clock
,

tLeave

Bregman
Famous

....Bregman

Between a Kiss and a Sigh

Two

..

Lincoln

'

Charles Hartman, Leo Brockhoven,
Russ Papalia, I. J. Vidacovich, Jean
Paquey, Charles Dupont and A. J.
Papalia, directors.
Charles Rittner

-35 shoves off late this month on a trip
34^ to Europe to look in on agents in
32 London, Paris and other capitals.
31Fox returned last week from a

St. Louis

Chappell
. .

48
37

i

Pop
Pop
^
tSmg Out the News
~
Pop
Pop
Pop
;
Pop
Pop
tU. of Penn. Mask and Wigl
Pop
•Paris Honeymoon

...Remick

Deep in a Dream
Umbrella Man

Si-

*49

Places

Pop

Famous

1

OK

this take.

Going

Witmark
...Spier

They Say.

ran up a figure of $1,250 total take.
Band tooted Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nighis and closed with a
Sunday matinee, Jan. 15, with a 35c
fee for the mat, 50c for Saturday and
40c per person for the other nights.
Figured a bit better than average at

New Orleans, Jan. 17.
Giacomo Pepitone was re-elected
president and business representative of Local No. 174, Musicians Protective Union, at the annual meeting

TOTAL*.

tBoys from Syracuse
•Thanks for Everything

Chappell
Robbins

Hurry Home

. *

Kansas City Hoof Biz

SOVECE.

PUBLISHER.

'the

la the

1 AJffi.

Following is a totalisation of the comhinid plugs of current tunes on NBC (.WEAF and WJZ), and CBS
(WABC) computed for the week from, Monday through Sunday iJan. 9-16).. Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from » a. vl;.to l a. m. In 'Source^ column, • denotes film song, t legit
tunes, and 'pop" speaks for itself,

transcontinental

last night

LOCAL RE-ELECTS
GIACOMO AS PREZ

.

Network Plugs. 8 AJM. to
San Carlo Opera B.O.
Off in San Francisco

local static^

NBC

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.

,

visible.

Stunt of 'localizing* his once weekly program is being .tried by Paul
•Whiteman who's usihg Postal Tely's Song-O-Gram telephone and wire service to inform select list of listeners in separate locales each week. Girl
calls up listed persons, hums couple bars of 'Rhapsody in Blue,' then goes

The New Philadelphia

over

rumored bid hy New York Expo of
•ficials

.

.

Idea being experimented with in New York, to merchandise sheet music
through newsstands, has been tried in Philly for almost-six months by indie

leaders
Civic
Jimmy Lunceford Due to Open May
laimched a drive
19 in Oslo, Norway

Fair.

are

ATLANTA'S lOOG

is

overtures; Saturdays, straight dance.

(initial

San Diego

stuff,

Mondays, overtures; Tuesdays, overtures;; Wednesdays, waltzes;
Thursdays, dance classics; Fridays,

New York

.

WB

current, wait? hit. which, jmnped from obscurity to the
the .best seller .lists in the space of several weeks, was written
lyrics, and
and Dick Gabbe, manager, saying, Vincent Rose and Larry. Stock. Kay Kyser introduced the tune for Harms,
'I do,' to Janice Todd, May Swanson
which first pubUsbed It some, time in September, and also recorded it
and Eve Evans, in order and strictly However, it was .not until Kenpy Baker did it on the Jack Benny program
on the upbeat. Current date was that it started to make aixy dent in .the biz.
first extended stay in season pf one
Witmark admittedly had been sleeping on it imtil Kenny's vocal awaknighters and no time for wedding ened interest. Following that event they got behind the tune and shoved
bells.
Brides now with troupe em- it up to Its current rating.
barking on further points south and
west.
Bob Crosby on-stage and brother Bing on-screen at the Broadway

night

with Fritz Busch directs
time outside of England);
Philharmonic, Polish National Opera, Leopold Stokowski,
Grace Moore, Ballet Russe and possibly Arturo Toscanini directing an
ing

Donath

will put on a
different set of orchestral types, each

Russia.

Opera

Different

•

be followed by

ballet, being the first
latter outside of

Soviet

It's

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
Something new in remote band
airings is being pioneered by WIP
from Jack Lynch's Walton Roof. Station this week started 15-minute
nightly broadcasts of Jeno Donath's
music.
But, instead of the usual

celebrat-

stars and organizations away from
their native lands. Wagner cycle of
operas at the Met is supposed to start
festival, this to

Mwer

.

ed

the
the

Max Dreyfus, who controls Chappell & Co. and the Crawford Music
is bidding against Jack Bobbins, of the Metro-Robbins publishing
combine, for the services of Harry Warren and Al Dubin as a team. Warrea
teamed up with. JlQhnpy
several m.onths ago after Dubin had re.
tired from his Warnei: J3rP5. Atudip contract because of poor health.
Before considering either pf the offers, Harry Warren has inquired of
publishing group, what he wants to do
Edwin H. Morris, Jj^ed of the
about renewing the contract .that the studio now holds with him (Warren).
It is understood. that. ^0 decision will be made on this score until Morris
gets to Holly wopdf.arpund Feb. 1.
Corp.,

o.o.

Benedicts were Harry Ross, trombone; Charles Zimmerman, trumpet,

week?'

this

Eyery Time Jeno Donath

Citywlde music festival is set to
open early in May. It will include
initial

Mayor's

to inquire:

•Who are you with

Inside Stuff-Music

Three Members of Will Osborne Orchestra Married at Same Time

more annually.
According to Murray G. Patterson,
manager of Detroit Symph, org rep-

$100,000 or

resented

expenditure

of

$4,857,000

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

Wednesday, 'j^uary 18, 1939

Band

MCA s Name

Get That Boy

rjiiilili

VARwry

hearing the Andrews
Sisters' recording of 'Hold Tight,'
a iiame band leader currently on

39

Band Showcase Set

After

Sonny Kendis orch opeJxf at the
Book-Cadillac, Detroit, Jan. ?6.
Al Davies band opens Jan. 21 at
the Clarendon hotel, Daytona- Beach,
set by Meyer Davis.
Michael Trini orch opens -Jan. 21
Beach hotel,
at the Don Ce-Sar
\

Rice hotel, Houston, Tex., Jan.

21,

Russ Morgan succeeds.
George IJall, Tommy Dorsey and

Wingy Mannone

for

set

dates

Savoy baUroorii, N. Y.
Charlie
Famous
Barnet,
N. Y., Jan. 18, 12 weeks.

at

Door,

location in New York started inquiring about the clarinetist who
is featured in the background
music.
Inquiries were for the

purpose of determining who he
was, leader saying he'd like to
hire him.
Tooter is Jimmy Dorsey.

Xiarry Clinton to Meadowbrook
Buss Morgan, Rice hotel, Houston, Club, Cedar Grove, N. J., Jan. 20.
Joseph Sudy fenewed for four
Tex., March 8, three weeks for CRA,
Olmous
Club,
at
now
Moore,
weeks at Sir Fsencis Drake hotel,
Carl
San Antonio, moves to Jung hotel, San Francisco, as of Feb. 1.
New Orleans, Feb. 9 for four weelcs. Leon Mojica, El Patio ballroom,
Rita Rio, Moonlite Gardens, Sagi- San Francisco, Jjuj. 19, after exiting
Barney RatlifFs, San Di^c.
naw, Mich., Feb. 13-19.
Henry Busse playing week at
Rapp also hits spot from April 17
Lyric, Indianapolis, Ind., Jan, 27, beto 23.
Henry Busse, Downtown Casino, fore embarking on one-niter jaunt
Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
for CRA.
Detroit, Jan. 25 to Feb. 7 for CRA.
Clem Williams, 21-year-old socialJimmie Richards quits Commodore
Hughie Barrett into Sagamore
stick-swisher at the Arcadiaite
hotel, Rochester, N. Y., for eight Perpy hotel, Toledo, Jan. 29.
Chauncey Cromwell stays at Club International, was t "ik-d with a $300
weeks.
fine by the Musicians' union last
Artie Shaw, Strand, N. Y., weeks Delevan, Buffalo, through Feb. 29.
Jimmy Dorsey, Strand theatre, week for allegedly offering to emFeb. 3-10. Paramount, Newark, N.
N. Y., March 31, two weeks for ROK. ploy a musician under union scale.
J., Feb. 24.
Benny Meroff, Hipp, Baltimore, Williams denied the charge, declarJoe Rines extended at the Road
ing the complaint was brought by
Feb. 3, two weeks.
to Mandalay, N. Y., indefinitely.
George Olsen played Archer ballRed Nichols one-niting far west a member of the band who was
discharged because Jhe- refused to
room circuit through west enroute for ROK.
Paul Sabin, Colony Club, Palm leave town with the crew. Trial
board of the union levied, the stiff
Beach, Fla., Jan. 24, eight weeks.
Al K^iivelin, Nixon Restaurant, penalty nevertheless, with Williams
contending it is prejudiced because
Pittsburgh, Jan. 30, indef.
il
Bill Scotti, Belvedere hotel, Balti- of his youth and society hook-ups.
Union is also reported collecting
more, Jan. 26, 10 weeks.
Nearing the Topi
Strollers, Flynn Duo, Spencer ho- Williams' money at the Arcadia and
Marion, Ind.; Swing Busters, doling it out to the men in the band
tel,
Tampa Terrace hotel, Tampa, Fla.; itself because of'suspected kickbacks,
We Two, Statler hotel, Buffalo; Dell which are also denied by Williams.
Pass-a-Grille, Fla.

.

SOCIAL LEADER FINED

FOR UNDERSCAUNG

.

iTHE HOUSE OF
0 0 0 HITS

WHAT DO YOU KNOW

ABOOnOVE

and Harmony', Statler hotel, Boston;
Four Top Hatters, Lincoln hotel,

Watch Out For
THOSE sAnnra

Amm

Springfield, O.
18 for CRA.

All start around Jan.

Ai rest DiCarlo With
Buddy Rogers Orch

Joe Cherniamky's

STRANGE

larceny.

copies to date.

Band
number

office

was

of requests

prompted by
from promotei"?

He

who sought band after gandering
popularity from coin machines. Mu-

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

sicians who backgrounded him for
platters will be organized into regular crew of 13 for coming one-niter
season.

BOBBINS MUSIC CORP.

refused to waive extradition.

On

Music Corp. of America will have wing.
a name band show window of its
own at the New York World's Fair.

Deal

virtually set although papers
are not actually signed whereby
will present name bands and
other entertaimnent at the huge
Hall
on the
exposition
Music
Intention is to operate as
grounds..
a restaurant with a complete cafe
is

MCA

The plan to present these reto 10 days was
sidestepped when exposition officidls
were reported to have become cobivinced that there was not sufficient
coin to finance the propQsition.
The Music Hall operation by

w^k

vivals for a

MCA

conform to formet agreement
whereby Billy Rose was given exclusive for girl shows in any audiwill

show.

torium having 1,600 capacity or
Music Hall, which originally was more. This is bciing done, it is unhave housed a music festival dur- derstood, by placing up to 1,499 seats
ing the fair, seats nearly 1,500 when in the N. Y. Fair's Music Hall.
arranged for a restaurant, floor show
and band. Construction of the large
auditorium and building was financed
by the fair, reportedly from funds
that might normally have gone, into
midway zone improvements.
When the music festival idea fell
through because foimd to cost something like $2,500,000, a series of legitimate play revivals was being
considered under John Krimsky's

to

TERRIFIC HITS

IPROMHSEYOU
FERDINAND
THE BULL

WOODY HERMAN'S PEEVE
Would

—

But R-O'K
Cancel
Validated by 802

Pact

Woody Herman has notified Rockwell-O'Keefe that it no longer represents the crew. Outfit is currently at
the Roseland ballroom, Brooklyn,
N. Y., until this Sunday (22). Herman's contract with R-O'K has several years io tUn. After receiving a

an

indefliiite stay

tomorrow

(19).

mimmmmm
Irving Berlin's

!$ONO$

Clyde McCoy and band staying six
at the

Palomar

Also Fox Trot

Buddy Rich, formerly with Bunny
Berigan, has taken over the drums
in Artie Shaw's band at the Lincoln
Rich was originally
hotel, N. Y.
scheduled for the skin position in
Harry James' new crew.

Your Nexr No.

Roy Bargy

is

1

HitI

DEEP PURPLE
By Peter De Rose and Mitchell Parish
.

The "Tops"!

Still

MY
ty

soloist.

Gordon and

Jimmy

Grier playing the dances at
Topsy's in Southgate, just outside
Los Angeles.

Kenny and Vaughn de Leath

FROM

Irvin Talbot conducting 50-piece
orchestra recording score of Paramount's 'Never Say Die/

Paris.'

A LONELY TMIL

CORPORATION

New York City
FBANK HSMNIOS. Prof, i^gt.

799 Seventh. Ave.,

in L.A.

Paul Whfteman and his concert
orchestra haye recorded an album
of George Gershwiniana for Decca,
including the complete 'Rhapsody in
Blue,' the 'Second Rhapsody,' 'Cuban Overture' and 'An American in

New Song

KNOW
WE'LL NEVER
—
Arranged for Waltz

of

ABC MUSIC

any
Isham Jones' old band.

the Upbeat

more weeks

MUt Her^ swing trio has been
signed for the Chez Firehouse of the
American. Music Hall, N. Y., opening

"LOVELY LADY"

Nick, Chas.

Music HaO Setting

Coin Machines Barometer
Dick Robertson's Rise

Emery Deutsch^a
BEAUTIFUL DANUBE
No Wonder You're Blue

IT'S

Fair;

copy of Herman's notification. Local
New Orleans, Jan. 17.
802 of the American Federation of
Thomas DiCarlo, 25, trumpet Musicians, advised both parties that
player in Buddy Rogers orchestra, the contract between them is still
playing here in the Hawaiian Blue recognized.
Dick Robertson, vocalist, will soon Room, was arrested by local police
Herman's complaints are many,
bow as a maestro under aegis of Thursday (12) at the request of among them being that his band has
Rockwell-CKeefe. He's singer who Quincy, Mass., authorities. Chai-ged been an icebreaker in new R-O'K
brought out the 'Oh, Ma Ma' disc for with being fugitive from justice. booked spots, which wasn't gaining
Deccb which has sold over 110,000 Wanted for non-support of wife and him
prestige. Crew is made up

Xavier Cngat^M

NIGHT MUST FALL

19]

For N. Y.

REVERIE

Larry Clinton

Revel's Latest

Song Sensationl

THANKS FOR EV'RYTHING
20th Cenfury-Fox Picture, "Thanks for Everything"

Andy Kirk

orch. opens a 10-week
stay at the State Ballroom, Boston,

FHEART

HAVE

Friday

By Mickey Rooney
Just Released

Ben Franklin Hotel, Philly, curRed Norvo; Johnny Hamp

IT'S

to the Adelphia on Jan. 25;
Little Jackie Heller opens at. Benny

the Bum's early next week, and Art
Padula, op of the Arcadia-International, is dickering for iui outfit.

SHUT-EYE

Sacramento

NEVER TOO LATE

By Carmen Lombardo and Johnny Loeb

IRVING BERLIN,

Seventh Ave.

Folded

Nicolai SkolofI, national director.
Sacramento unit has been in operation just three years. At present
it is providing livelihood for nearly
50 musicians.

Prof. Mgr.

Inc.. 799

WPA

Two

N. Y.

Distinct

WHERE HAS MY
I

*

*

By

Ella Fitzgerald

and Chick

Wayne

King,

LEO FEIST, INC.

•

Burke

1629

Bivens

ona Mitche.l

BROADWAY

Webb

AOBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

__799

SEVENTH AVENUE NEW

ANNABELLE
By

H'ltsI

DOG GONE?

FOUND MY YELLOW BASKET

A Distinctive Novelty - Bigger Than "Josephine"

*

Novelty

LITTLE

By Al Feldman

Sacramento, Jan. 17.
Orders were received by the Federal Music Project in Sacramento
to close the local project this week.
Orders were from William Lawson,
director of the WPA lor Northern
California, after a conference with

Preparation

JOE SANTLEY,

By Al Hoffman, Al Goodhart and Monny Kurtz

comes

CUCKOO In the CLOCK
In

AFTER LOOKING AT YOU

rently has

TWO DYNAMITE SONGS

By Walter Donaldson and Johnny Mercer

Gotta Get Some

The Newest Ballad Song Smash I

(20).

Parish

NEW YORK

YORK__

AUDE-NIGHT CLUBS

VAnmTY

40

Wednesday,

Newsmen Club
Organized in Chicago

Janu^

18,

1939

P. A.,

WHIfs 'Refugees from Germany

15 YEARS

AGO

Show Opens as

IntTs

Show On

Chicago, Jan. 17.

(From Vamety)

New

PA Tour After

exclusively for press

club,

agents and newspaper men affiliated
Fern Andra's arrival in New York with show, biz, has been organized
Count Salm von Hoogen- locally under the tag of the BallyMillicent hoo Mob.
to
straeten's 'marriage
Acting chairman of the
committee Is Ted
Rogers stirred speculation.
organizational
Saranac Lake
Weber, and acting secretary, MadeBy Happy Benway
Van and Schenck canceled vaude line Woods. Held Initial meeting in
bookings for 10 weeks because of the Sherman hotel Friday (13).
Many members of Ballyhoo had Clifford C. Fischer's revue from the
Vincent Astor visited here with Dr. strain in playing theatres and clubs.
been in the Chicago Amusement International Casino, New York,
Francis Trudeau.
Publicists Association, but pulled out which folded last week, opens a
at
skiing
for
John Golden received check
Kate Smith taking, up
when CAPA veered off its original vaudfilm tour Jan. 25 at the State,
Lake Placid.
$15 from fellow bricklayer, who had news and p.a. setup and became al- Hartford, and winds up
around
After 15 years here, A. B. 'Tony' borrowed $3 from him while they most completely a film group.
March 15 for a run at the San Franwere both working on construction
Anderson got his final okay.
cisco Fair.
William Morris agency
Golden turned
job years before.
handling both the tour and the expo
Frisco DeVere, who played this
check over to Actors' Fund,
bookings'.
actors' colony for years, later leaving

Unit in Prov.

the day of

Providefice, Jan.

'Refugees from

13.

Germany/ Joseph

Bonner, m.c.; Myriam Zunser, Dr.
.Gottfried Buschak, Mme. Toni Neuhaus, Margo Voss, Kdtherine Mattern, EUa Roder, Jimmy Berg,
Hamlich; ,'Strange Faces' (U).

Max

For excellence of musical rendiWHN's 'Refugees from Germany' revue need make no apologies, but much can and should be
done to improve its t>resentation and
vein.
The talent is there but it's
more, Chautauqua, lyceum or concert
for Scarsdale, N.
than good vaudeville.
tion,

.

Nite Club Folds

'

Y., reports a slight
One: can't help but feel the under- setback.
current of. sorrow behind the inof Alexandria, Va.,
Massimo,
Leo
dividual presentation, and this is
ago, got a. recent
heightened by the recital type show who was here years
which has the principals sitting like checkup and wad told that he could
so many nervous youngsters waiting join the army.
for their cues to recite. Their ill-atChris Hagedorn, who ilcked two setease attitudes vanish, however, as backs in as many months, is up and.
they face the mike, but their past around.
expediences are forcibly brought
Thomas BUtler, Branford theatre,
back by their stirring renditions of
songs close to their hearts and the Newark, N J., and Raymond Williams, U. S. theatre, Hoboken, are
land of th^ir birth.
best
Their very efforts to give the
newcomers here.
they can, and thiat's plenty good, adds
Herb Elder, on his second trip
to the timeliness of the act. It leans here, making the grade along with
toward the heavy side, however, with Al De Lorraine,
Both old-time
only a smattering of the Ughter vein,
and could use .considerable pepping troupers.
manager
Jr.,
assistant
Fuller,
J,
C.
vaude.
in
to reach standards expected
Striking of a happier medium would of Loew's Valencia, Jamaica, L. I.,
help tremendously in putting the visited the Rogers and his frau, who
company pn its own legs. They do wiU be ready to return home soon.
hobly with what they now have.
Write to those wlio are 111.

,

AKRON

Max

,'The
staged
Relnhardt
Miracle' for Morris Gest on 10%
Cost
basis at the Century, N. Y.
before opening was $400,000.
'Abie's Irish Rose' booked to open
18-week run at Criterion, Buffalo.

'Flaming Youth' (FN) confiscated
Quebec' Charlie Chaplin's 'A
in Paris' barred in Ohio,
but those who had already booked it
were allowed to run film a week,
in

Woman

Henry King signed to direct Rudolph Valentino in 'The Sheik.'
B. P. Schulberg took over Hollywood Studios to produce for Preferred Pictures.

Int'xjduction of the act presents the

,

group as one whose 'stories had best
remain untold.' Joseph Bonner, m.c,
then takes over stage and, in introducing the various soloists, tells of
their origin and leaves them on their
own.

'The

SAVO PACT SUIT VS. ROSE
DISMISSED; CAN SUE CO.

Covered

Broadway
45th week

Wagon'

broke

by

starting

film record
at Criterion.

Max Hart's $5,256,000 damage suit
against B. F. Keith and the OrMiriam Zunser, concert violinist,
recently arrived ttOm Germany, ably
pheum Circuit in third da;-. Booker
Jimmy Savo's suit against Billy charged Keith-Orpheum violated
'Hungarian Dance No. 5' by
Sresents
irahms.
Is followed by Dr. Gott- Rose for $1,732 Was dismissed in New
Sherman anti-trust law in barring
fried Buschak. concert baritone, in York last Wednesday (11). CJomic's
an aria ttom 'Rigoletto'. Mme. Toni action was based on his' cancellation hir.i from Keith floor.
NeuhaUs shows a wide range in de- from 'Show of Shows,' which Rose
Alan Dale led legit critics at yearlivering 'Two Hearts in Three-Ouarproduced in San Francisco two years
ter Time' by Richard Strauss, Margo
end with Craig (Mail), Rathbun
Voss ably acquits herself in a piano ago. Sum represented balance of (Sun),
Mantle
(News),
Broun
t-endition of 'Rhapsody in Blue.' Savo's contract with the show.
Court held that while Rose was (World), Corbin (Times), Woollcott
Katherine Matterh and Ella Roder,
personable youngsters, lend a lighter not responsible, the dismissal didn't (Herald) and Hammond (Tribune)
vein and sing in th« modem manner prejudice any future action which trailing. Ibee (Jack Pulaski) topped
Rumanian the comic might bring -against the the Variety, critics.
two original songs.
Girls' and 'Story Book,^ written by
Jiminy Berg, who accompanies them. Territorial Producing Co., of which
Fritzi Yokel shows a wide range in Rose was president and controlling
singing 'Vilia' from 'The Merry stockholder.
Detroit
.

.

Two

,

Widow.'

Heme's HOG,

Max

Hamlich, piano ao'
cQrdionist,
revealis
a remarkable
Detroit, Jan. 17.
depth of feeling in rendering 'Blue Sonny Kendis Leaves
Danube,' and to show his versatility
Sonja Henie's ice revue got a
switches to a peppy rendition of
York for a Spell rather chilly reception at the Olym'Some of These Days'.
pia here last week, but pulled out
The 25-minute unit is brought to a
Sonny Kendis with an augmented with a bigger
gross than last year
close with ensemble singing 'Amer- band, number 12, opens for the Hitz
when her revue set an all-time atica, We Love You.' It's too obviously
hotels at the Book Cadillac, Detroit,
"
patriotic corn.
Malo. . Jan. 26, for three or four months. tendance record at the arena. Scale
for last week's show was higher than
Kendis, who is under long-term conlast year's.
tract to Sherman Billingsley's Stork
The seven^day attendance was
New
Club,
York,
drops
every
out
(PARAMOUNT. L. A.)
80,000.
Last year it was 110,000.
so often just for change of pace.' He
Revue
between $110,000 and
Los Angeles, Jan. 12.
may essay the Netherlands-Plaza, $115,000grossed
in this last time out.
Rudy Vollec and Grch, Vic Hyde, Cincinnati, another Hitz spot, after
Bob Neller, Mirth and Mack, Seah the Detroit booking.
Waring,
Caryl
Gould;
'Ride
Meantime the Stork Is staging a
Crooked Mile' (Par).

New
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Salary contract claims by the Max-

UNITS STEADY PLAY

Surprising that a shrewd

showman
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MCA's 4th PhUly Spot

Weeks

Hectic

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
Jackie Heller has been
open Jan. 27 at Benny ths
Bum's. Music Corp. of America set
the deal, the first time the agency
has gotten its foot into the door at
Benny's. Understood MCA's agreement is to book the nitery regularly.
Move gives
four spots in
Philly.
Others are the Arcadia International,
and
the
Benjamin
Franklin and Adelphia hotels. Franklin has only a band, while the otherg
also offer shows.
Little

St.

John, N. B., Jan.

booked

17.

night

to

MCA
.
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lis sensible to stick with
RED LABBL.
Syewriold.

girls,

Qoses

The Earlescourt, new suburban
club, equipped with illumi
nated tennis, squash and badminton
Under a policy to employ more courts, was raided twice, fined $100
talent than in the past, and use for illegal possession of liquor and
bands, the Firenze, New York caught fire four times,* all within
brings in Don Mario's orchestra (9) three weeks.
Feb. 1.
The fires were all within three
In addition to featuring Mario as days and of unexplained origin. One
a vocal soloist, the restaurant wil caused considerable damage, but the
feature Henry Pierre at the piano.
others were minor.

Firenze's

Gertrude Hoffman

Beau Brummels

(3) and Jay. C. Flippen, m.c, are outside of Fischer's
province, these acts having been
Akron, Jan. 17.
Akron is getting- more vaudeville added by the Bob Christenberry
management after Fischer's show
units this year than for a number
first folded Dec. 10.
When the show
of seasons.
Following record business with reopened & fortnight later, the
Phil .Spitalny unit. Palace opened American turns were added to supthe basic Frenchy revue
four days Friday (13) with Henry plement
Busse orchestra, Benny Baker and which Fischer' first brought to
Wini Shaw. Beginning today (Tues- America
Prior, to the Second folding of the
day) the Casa Manana unit. headed
by Lou >Holtz and Helen Morgan will International last Wednesday (11),
Eddie LewiSi company manager for
play for three days.
Fischer, was grabbing the last few
nights' receipts, otherwise refusing to
permit the show to go oh, in order
to protect his troupe.
These acts
Injunction in Detroit
have been paid, being imported in
main, and bonded by Fischer.Gambling Spot the
Emma and Henry, one of the acts,
have already gone back.
Detroit, Jan. 17.
The 55-people revue, which will be
Macomb county citizens last week known as the 'Folies Bergere of
obtained an injunction closing Dan- 1939,' is getting $7,500 and a split in
the
vaudfilmers. Company includes
ny Sullivan's Chesterfield Inn, described as biggest gambling spot in 35 girls and acts, such as Grace and
midwest, only two" weeks after it had Nikko, Franklyn D'Amore Co., Bruay
reopened. Sullivan paid off his 160 and Margo, Shyrettos, Harald and
employees and left paraphernalia Lola.
When the International closed litst
intact, as ordered by court.
Detroit police are set to prevent week—it went into 77b last year—
Trust wa$
several other joints from reopening the City Farmers Bank
willing to piit up further funds,
in Wayne county.
equal to the amount which the operators would invest. Jake Amron, of
Jack Dempsey's, was called in but no
Straeter
to
deal eventuated. Spot is now dark
Ferry's
Y. Cafe and sundry hew policies are reported
for it.
Ted Straeter, radio pianist, will
preem his new band at Felix Ferry's
new nitery on the site of the old N. 0.
Cafe to Reopen;
House of Morgan, New York. Ferry
mdy call it the Monte Carlo or the
Plans
Talent
Chez Fefe. Lee Wiley will be a
floorshow feature.
Ferry, who has socialite conne'cNew Orleans, Jan. 1*7.
tions, is tieing in with the smarter
The Jung Roof, which has been
couturiers for fashion shows, etc. dark for some time except for |)rlGene, of the Colony restaurant, and vate parties, will be reopened middle
several Park avenooers are said to of next month.
Ray Cantrell, manager, plans to
be backing him financially.

RUDY VALLEE

contest Jan. 22 for the winner of a
debutante vocalist to sing with the
new band, as yet imdecided upon.
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NAME DEARTH ON B'WAY
—

•

_

Henry ChesterfieM,

62,

Dies in N. Y.;

Vaude Figure Headed NVA
Henry

Chesterfield,

tor

'

I

23 years

a dominant figure in vaudeville as
the executive secretary of the NaArtists,
died last
tional Variety
Wednesday (11) in a New York
funeral parlor, one hour after being stricken with a cerebral hemmorhage while delivering a eulogy
Edwin
C.
an actor-friend,
for
Brandt. He was 62.
Chesterfield emerged from an ob«cure performer to a power in show
business in 1916, when the
was formed by the vaudeville circuit heads as a counter-irritant to
thff White Rats union, then engaged
in the national strike which led to
With the late E. F.
Its oblivion.
Albee pulling the strings, the
three years later took over the
Whitie Bats* ornate and luxurious
hotel-clubhouse at 22d West 46th
N. Y,, and Chesterfield's
street,
executive secretaryship was made
permanent at $250 per week salThe clubhouse, its personnel,
ary.
mepnbership, charitable and social
ends were under his absolute rule.
He had. a voice, in the arbitration
of actor and trade disputes and was
also importantly concerned in the
management of the- NVA's Saranac

NVA

U Years

Burke Exits Allen

To Open

Lake Sanatorium

The

nominally was a professional club with facilities to care

and indigent vaudevillians.
elections for officers and
usually, a prominent performer was
chosen as president, but there was
never one who was anything more

for sick
It

held

than a figurehead, while ChesterThe executive
field Tin the works.
secretary's little 'office off one corner of the mezzanine was the 'power
house* among vande performers for
.

years.
Chesterfield's

Allen's office recently extended
activities,

Max Roth

adding Fred
to the staff.

erly strictly vaude and film,
getting into radio now as well.

is

Fabians

MuD

BUyn

Strand

Policy Switch

.

Past .Decade
Decline

in

to

Flesh-

Causes Houses to Burn Up
B.O. Acts Faster Than
They Can Find Them

HOLLYWOOD DOUBLES'
SET FOR WB SHORT

Bookers Unhappily Sbidy

Responsibffities as

Syracuse Fair's Vaude
Out for Amateur Acts

.

Broadway,
spots

now

with

current,

vaudeville

six

running out of

is

The shortage, already being felt by the bookersj
grows more acute week by week.
Vaude spots include Billy Rose's

stage headliners.

Manana,

Casa

Kurt

Robitschek's

Fay Takes Over

.

N. Y. Theatre For

straight vari6ty at thie Majestic, and
the Paramount, Strand, State and
Roxy. With the development of talent naturally greatly curtailed in the
great decline of vaude during the
past 10 years, these six houses are
burning up b.o. talent faster than
Frank Fay has leased the Hudson,
they can find it.
and
Situation, for instance, is very New York, from Sam Grisman
hew will open in two or three weeks
acute at the Casa Manana.
show is scheduled to bow into that with 'straight vaudeville,' but only
theatre-cabaret next week, but up eight shows e week, once nightly,

One-a-Day Vaude

A

vaudeville spots. Robitschek's Ma
jestic has thus far not played an out
standing name, but has been a great
drain on secondary talent through
using 10 acts,
Competish among the Paramount,
State and Strand on name bands has
now evolved into a scramble for
name acts as well to augment the
.musipal crews, with the Roxy. entering into the bidding only mildly. As,
for mstance, the current shows at the
State and Strand,
Latter spot has
Bill Robinson as a hypo for Louis
Armstrong's orchestra; State has augmented Benny Meroff's band with
the Stroud Twins, from radio, and
Joy Hodges, featured film player.

MCA

Charles

matinee on Saturday. Harry Delmar
will be associated with Fay. Sealed

CONVENTIONS SEEN BIG

BOOST TO DEL CAFES
Detroit, Jan. 17.

Nocturnal biz here is expected to
perk again shortly with convention
Ites again b6gin ifiocking to Detroit.
Influx of about 2,500 Society of Auto
motive Engineers to annual midwin
ter powwow here last week helped
nitery biz, but town's convention
.

•late will really get

tacks

in

the

down

to brass

next few weeks and

mean plenty to the cafes.
Despite the big letdown after a
New Year's Eve, spots here are,

should
fair

nevertheless, far ahead of last year's
grosses in the corresponding period

when general

business

Clark,
Poule,

Earlc

Haddon and

who

respectively

atre,

17.

Apparently the victim of an over

department.

nitery

This

ture around Feb.

1.

Numerous other changes regarding
sale of booze in niteries are being
written into the new legislation.

A

drive

San Francisco, Jan. 17.
against San Francisco

niteries which disregard the 2 a. m.
to 6 a. m. closing law was planned

but

that's

out.

Some

of

Emery,

sleeping

25,

Preps to Picket

Sherman

Hotel, Clu,

After Accord Snags

acts,

as possible.

NUDIST TERPER SUES
IN

CONTRACT VIOLATION
Detroit, Jan. 17.

Zorine, nudist hoofer, seeks $500

the Ambassadors East aiid West.
Decision hinges on the latest efforts
here of ihe AFA rep; Guy Magley, to
reach an agreement with the Sherman hotel group on. a closed-shop
contract
Putting pressure on the AFA for
some pact with the Sherman hotel
are vaude and nite club performers
who claim the Sherman is using an
inequitable contract.

damages from her former manager
Artists
claim that superficially
and publicist, Frederick Merrill, who, they are signatured to appear in the
she claims, jumped a contract >vith College Inn, which is the hotel's
her to pilot Dorothy Henry, milk- main spot, but that they are forced
bather currently at local nitery.
to do shows in the private dining
Dancer asserts that Merrill com- rooms. Claim the hotel caters to
pelled her to go through engage- banquets extensively and that it
ment last October although she was offers to them floor shows giratis.
Result was an opera- Another yelp Is that the hotel has
ill at the time.
tion, she claims, that kept her off been cancelling acts and contracts
Meanwhile, without proper, notice and remustage for some time.
Merrill is charged with skipping on neration.
Music Corp. of America, which Is
her and taking over management of
Miss Henry, who, Zorine. declares, booking the hotel, is also on fire because it's said to be linked with the
stole her act.

plaintiff

tactics of the hotel.

MIAMI SEASON OFF

has not been violated.'

weeks.
Failure to secure proper permits
the Shalimar Bowl until the
the
reopening
the
of
afternoon of
Yacht Club
dancehall Jan. 12 resulted in no
liquor being served over the widely
first
diuring
the
touted 85-foot bar
New show at Yacht Club, New
four days of Gene Krupa's engage- York, opens Friday (20) with Lesment.
ter Allen, Three Playboys. 'Rosie,'
Police, arguing that .dancehalls are Nellie Breen, George Davis and Enis
not allowed to sell spirits, issued a Beyers heading a new show, which
temporary license until yesterday is also something of a new policy.
(Monday). At that time the man- Show h geared strictly for knockaagement said that the dispensing of bout hoke comedy. Boots McKenna
food entitled the spot to be classified staging. Special material by Ken
Title
'Laugh, Town,
is
as a night club or restaurant. Board Nichols.
of E.^ualization likewise issued a Laugh.' An orchestra (whit6) wasn't
;

for

Show

New

tablets, Thelma this week by Tom Gosland, acting
a West Oakland night chief liquor control officer for the
club entertainer, was found uncon
Saa Francisco-San Mateo County
scious Jan, 11 near one of .the ap
district.
proaches of the Bay Bridge.
Gosland pointed out that lack of
Police found, an empty pill bo^ funds h^s njside i^ imposg^^*!,^ ,for
a few feet from where she' was lying, the state to properly enforce the tempoi*rf<jrtlicei|^e until situation was
•cleared" up;''"***"' * ' - • '
but titf tvfdent&^of yixrsssttce.'"'"

dose

AFA

names not disclosed, are set. Others
Chicago, Jan. 17.
will be added before week is out.
American Federation of Actors
Band, will be in the pit. Will consist of about 10 acts and will not here is preparing to picket the Hobe changed regularly, staying as long tel Sherman and its sister hostelries,

OK

Nl£ht Curfew Violators

Oakland, Jan.

the

as representatives, and additional insurance to protect themselves on
collection of fees is still another
problem.
Many office reps >have
scrammed with coin collected at a
show and acts have. had to accept
that ^s an excuse.

First reported that the Shuberts
would be interested and .that Fay
would probably take their Cort the-

Rum

was down.

SLEEPING POTION VICTIM

of

dent to a performer while working
for them. All employers must carry
compensation under the law.
Bonding of office salesmen, known

at $3.30 top.

would concentrate Manie Sacks
mimic Joe E. Brown, Bing Crosby more on the hotels, to which he's
Wally Sharpies been leaning. Phil Bloom, of course, Stanley, Utica, Starts
and ZaSu Pitts.
m.c.s.
heads the vaude booking departTroupe in 1937 made a feature, ment. MCA may add further book3-Day Vaude Feb. 7
'So This Is Hollywood' for Columbia. ing manpower.
Ingalls is partnered with Jack
Stanley theatre, Utica, starts three
Davies, both having been formerly
with .International Theatrical Corp., days of vaudeville weekly Feb. 7.
Bill to Be Introed in Pa.
Clifford C. Fischer's agency, which House is operated by Warners and
Curfew the latter now operates solo.
will vaudfilm Tuesday to Thursday
To Extend
with name acts, staged house band
Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
and occasional name bands.
on
curfew
Present midnight liquor
will have three
Temporary Al Rogers, booker,
Saturdays will be extended two Dancery Gets
houses by that time, with Rivera,
hours in niteries, same as it is the Permit; Asks
as Cafe Brooklyn, and Fabian's St. George,
scheduled
bill
rest of the week, in a
Staten Island, due to start in two
San Francisco, Jan. 17.
to be introduced in the State legislaEzelle

Club-date bookers are unhappily

studying some of the ramifications
of being named employers, rather
than agents, by the unemployment
Syracuse, Jan. 17.
insurance and social security boards
Vaudeville, which has heretofore of New York. They see headaches
been featured at the annual New for themselves with increased adYork State fair, will be dropped this vantages for acts they handle.
Firstly, as employers, bookers are
year.
fully responsible for acts'
The fair, scheduled for the fall, Time-worn excuse for stallingwages.
payintends replacing vaude with amaoff, where bookers say they haven't
teiu-s recruited from various organyet collected themselves," can no
izations participating in the expo.
longer be used as employers, since,
they pay salaries to the acts whether
or not they collect.
Another worry is the status of the
booker's responsibility towards employee insurance.
Some bookers
have inquired into compensation insurance with an eye to protecting
themselves in the event of an acpi-

whose real name was
was a graduate of
the College of Physicians and SurHollywood Star Doubles, a mixed
geons,Columbia University, and unit whose members impersonate
served an interneship at Bellevuie various screen personalities, at presHasn't Given Up
Hospital, N.'Y., but never actually ent touring midwest vaude houses, is
practiced medicine.
He went into set for a two-reel short at Warners'
On Miles Ingalls Deal
show business after serving in the Brooklyn studios late in February.
Spanish-American War. His mother,
Merrill, in his filed answer, deCompany includes "Tom Herbert,
Mrs.. Hettie Seiner, now 86, was an
Sonny Werblin, Music Corp. of clared that 'Dorothy Henry is not
imitates his brother Hugh; Virelocution teacher, and gave him his who
considered a nudist or a semi-nudist,
ginia Rendel as Mae West, Loraine America v.p., is still negotiating with
(Continued on page 42)
the contract with the
Grant as Deanna Durbin, and also Miles Ingalls to come over in charge and therefore
Chesterfield,
Henry Seiner,

Employers

•

CASA'S ACUTE SITUASH

Fabian interests, operators of the until yesterday (Tuesday) only one
Strand, Brooklyn, in a pooling deal act, Everett Marshall, had been set
with Warners, are mulling a change besides the 'Refugee' afterpiece Rose
in that theatre's stage policy. House has been working on.
Charles J.
has been playing vaudfilm, using Freeman, booker for Rose, admits the
Teddy King as permanent maestro, shortage of names, adding, also, that
since early falL
most of those personalities available
Change, if it comes, 'will not mean have jacked up their salaries prohibthe elimination of stage shows, but itively, due to the competish.
will refer to the band situation
Incoming Frank Fay straight vaudeHouse has been booking occasional ville show at the Hudson, N. Y., will
name orchestras, with the result that naturally add further to the already
it has either had two bands to pay existing
competition, between the

por'tedly shows a
control of Keith-Albee, Chesterfield
hits $10,000 or over.
apparently was not adverse to also
removing Albee's infiuence from the.

NVA. This enraged the vaude
tycoon so that he did not even mention Ijiis 'pet,' the NVA, in his will
Studied Medioine

Due

its

Norman and
AU^n form-

name became syno
nomous with the NVA and the (the other being King's), or else lay
NVA was Chesterfield.
ing off King's crew entirely. In one
The frequently reiterated report instance, when- it played Duke El
that Albee was solely concerned in lington recently. King's band was
organizing
the
NVA was er shifted to the Fabian Fox for the
roneous; he was concerned, natural
week. This house has a straight picly, and also powerful In its man
ture policy.
agement from the beginning. Ches
Vaudfilm policy at the Strand has
terfield was an 'Albee man,* but
been successful thus far; house re
later, after Albee had sold out his
profit if the gross

—

opment

tain deals.

until 1934.

NVA

Curtailing of Taleitt Devel-

Bernard (Bernie) Burke, general

manager the Charles Allen Agency,
exits to go on his own in New York
this month. Burke was g.m. for 10
years with Curtis & Allen and later
with Allen when Curtis went to the
Coast to form Crawford, Winslow
& Curtis. liikely that Burke will
continue working with Allen on cer-

Qub

New

Office

OwnNX Agiericy

NVA

.

N. Y.

VAUDE SPOTS

6

AFTER FAST START
Miarni season, which started bullishly, isn't panning out so well. It's
repeating the usual sock teeoff and
slow finale.

Gambling always a hurdle, Is
working out pessimistically, with the
clamped, which is a big factor in

lid

the sluggishness

$12,000 Cafe Blaze
El Cerrito, Cal., Jan.

17.

Fire which destroyed the Acme
Club, El Cerrito nitery, caused damage estimated by Manager Ed Stewart at $12,000.

The
raided

nite

gambling

>

club,

several

which had been
recently by
was outside the

times

squad.s,

city limits and firemen ran hose lines
for five blocks before they could get

water.

Youngstown, Jan.

17.

" Venice Gardens, night club here,
was destroyed by fire of unknowa
origin last week with loss estimated

.

set

up

to

Monday

night.

Heretofore a colored swing spot.

in excess of $10,000.

Loss partly covered bv InsUrnndp

VAUDE-NI6HT CLUBS
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hoof-music is well serviced by
Charles Baiun, piano-maestro, who
was' last with his combo at the Essex House and who has unlimbered
considerably both as a personality
and as a dance purveyor. An expert

Night Club Reviews
RAINBOW ROOM, f^. Y.
Ben Cutler and Eddie LeBaron
orchestras,
jeaturing Joan
latter
Cartier, Mary Martin, June Sidell

remindii^g Paula she had
missed several taps while doing an
interpretation of one of his routines.
He worked himself and stopped the
show cold. Miss Stone, warbles a
number of popular ballads in comheckler,

and David Hacker; Dean Murphy, mendable
Martinet,

.

Double preem of Yajeman-maestro Ben Cutler, who used to be a
varsity tackle before he. threw a
songplugger fpr a loss, and Mary
Martin, a
of 'Leave

new Broadway

fa6e, out

It to Me,' gave the Rainbow Room an extra* fillip in its gen-r
eral chi-chi atmosphere. Heavy socialite and professional turnout was
as much to the credit of both, with
Miss Maftin (New Acts) particularly pulling the^show bunch.
Stymied from .doing her saucy
•My Heart Belongs to Daddy' out of
^eave It. to Me,' the songstress is
a charming personality in a class

environment with her song reper.toire.

Save for the bands and Martinet
and his Trained Crow, the rest of
is under New Acts,
Of these, June Sidell and David
Hacker dropped out after the opening night, being too broad for. the
room, although their Hartmanesque
'hoi^cum would be okav in a lesser
the debut show

league.

Dean Murphy (also New Acts) Is
a mimic who has possibilities, but
needs editing and scissoring. Martinet is a whitefaced vet who works
and
main, but whose

.kindred- legerdeforte is "working

with. clOGk$

,

the Trained Crow.
iserves as a foil and straight
the juggling, doing some

Latter

with,

'

amazing

style, but her Stone style
of hoofing proves the high spot in
her repertoire. Her taps are sharp
and clear and her technique is proof

bits.,

On

man

—

'

;

'Irish

Eyes Are

roomology.

work

is still

new

SHOW BOAT

A

.

(HOTEL

ST.

N. Y.

REGIS)

Ice revue, featuring

Sam

Jarvls,

Simpson Sisters, Guy Owen, Charles
Baiim and Don Marton orchestras.
ThiB ice show at the St. Regis'
Iridiimi Room is the talk of the town
among the fashionable spots. It's put.
this chi-chi restaiurs^nt very much on

CASINO
.

spot and

a swell
job of puttmg what heretofore' was
a white elephant back on its feet. A
personable young guy, he ironts^hip
own band and turiis but some kiUerhe's, done'

rhythms that have-'captui'ed
the enthusiasm Of local society deb^
He dispenses smooth ^nd lidt tun6&
in an admirable manner and his style
diller

of directing has the cats gaping toward the bandstand most of the time.
crew of expert swmgologists sur-

Etzi Covato in management of Plaza
cafe couple of years ago, with Covato
also going on his own since at
Italian Gardens.

Entertainment's modest but good.
In Al Marsico, Show Boat has one
of the better home-town maestros.

He was at one tiifne head guy with
Dick Powell's stage orch at Enright
theatre and experience there makes
it a push-over for Marsico to handle
a show. Also knows plenty about
dansapation, too, and style has been
^

the map to. the degree that the con- fashioned to suit spot's clientele. Kid
servative hostelry, kiiowing its regu- trade is almost entirely absent here,
lars and content to cater to them so. swing's out and sweet predomimodestly, has a bit of a problem on nates.
its hands because of the abnormally
Show's topped by Jackie Jenktas
bullish biz some nights. It calls for (New
Acts),
local
hoofer who
much of maitr^ d!hotel John's tact doubles as m.c. Handles the anand diplomacy in coping with the noimcing satisfactorily and gets
situation on certain evenings, espe
plenty into his own specialties as
cially after some theatre premiere well. Evelyn Lee girls (5) are trim
and the like;
lookers, routines and costumes are
What was casually accepted at the easy on the eye and kids can step
International Casino, or even in the out on their own, too. One of 'em,
Hotel .New Yorker, is regarded as almost a dead-ringer for Joan Bensock stuff by the Park avenue bimch nett, comes through with neat toepatronizing the St. Regis, to wit: an tap.
ice rdvue; on a cafe floor, Somehow
Kay Marie Baird, torch singer, has
that's rather hovel iand, in fact, when a nice voice, but special arrangethe hotel fixst heralded its plan, it ments are ovqr-arranged and too
wab deemed quite as daring ah mno'^ lengthy," cutting in on her effectivevation as
Benny Goodman; jit- ness. High spot for ringsiders is apterbUgging at^the Waldorf-Jj^totia.
pearance of Betty Benson (New
In convention^' manner, as h^ Acts) in session of exotic dancing,
been going on at the College Inn, hula and Oriental.
Mitchell and
Cliicago, or the Terrace Room of the Rayburn, mixed team, wind up with
Hotel New Yorker, in New York, the some novelty comedy dancing. She's
ice mat roUs out from underneath an little, he's tall and lanky,
and cute
elevation and covers the regular, overalled costumes help. Should cut
dance floor. When the show's over, the opening chatter with Jenkins,
it slides back into its niche and the
[lowever. Patter slows 'em down and
hoofology continues.
isn't particularly funny.
Present ice show is headed by Sam
Show Boat's a big spot, with cirJarvis, the Simpson Sisters, Guy cular balcony and downstairs
seatOwen with Dorpthy Lewis; latter,, ing around. 350. Also has a merryout through an accident, is due back go-round bar at one end that can
this week' Another new -starter will look after another ,20 or so. No conbe Erie Reiter, when Owen drops vert, with $1 minimum week-days
out. Meantime, the latter, "with his and $1.50 Saturdays.
Cohen.
highly effective gaucho getup and
tango routine on skates, is a highlight.
Ditto the attractive Simpson
Arcadia-International
Sisters, one of whom works, in deftly
with Sam Jarvis' Mr. Esquire rou(PHILADELPHIA)
tine.
Latter is a realistic mask of
the Esky character.
PhilodelpWo, Jan. 12.
The show is fast and kaleidoscopic,
McDonald Ross, Catherine Smith,
which is a good idea..f or the sophis- Betsy Ross, &
Vanderbilt Boys, Vera
ticated patronage, which is partial to Niva,
Elmer Hoffman, Mario Villani.
the dcmsapation on their own. The Clem

A

rounds him.
Current show features Paula Stone,
daughter of trouper Fred. Opening
night, papa Stone attended Paula's
first nitery venture with his other
two daughters, Dorothy and Carol,
and Charles Collins, Dorothy's husband. He proved more or less of a
'

HUGt ARENA AVAILABLE
(or six mrttiths dnrlnr

WORLD'S FAIR
GAT BLADES

Ice SkatlnR RtDk.
Brtfadway at 62nd, In the heatr of
New York. 100x225 feet: Balcony
nU rtronnd. 40 foot ceillns.
NO
POSXS OB COLVMNS. Bare opportunity; April-October.
Btnte nae In.

tended. Ji. 3. BBECKJBB, 1658 Broad-*
way, N. Y. O.

^s

'

Williams Orch (11).

THE

•

•

•

STROUD TWINS
OLAUDE and CLARENCE
Just Completed ONE YEAR
WITH THE

RADIO HOUR
NOW APPEARING
STATE, NEW

Direction

WM.^MORRIS AGENCY,

A

NVA

Show here is pretty mediocre for
a class spot of this type. Except for
Mario Villani, m.c, it's made up entirely of youngsters in the lower-fee
category and lacks a strong standout
or novelty. Topheavy, too, on warbling and terping. Two of the acts,
however, show promise and save the
show from absolute oblivion. They're
Catherine Smith (New Acts) who
does ballet and tap work, and the
Vanderbilt Boys, hand-balancers.
Villani, cafe operator in Philly for

,

NVA

NVA

WMCA

'

NVA

,

NVA

NVA

A

Mt

ping.'

Besides his widow and mother.
Receivership Denied
Chesterfield is survived by two
The receivership was denied in brothers, Louis and Charles Seiner,
N. Y. supreme court and trial of the who operate the Chesterfield hotel,
civil suit never eventuated.
To ap- Miami Beach.
pease Chesterfield, the Fund settled
around $12,000 on him. His personal
fortune of around $75,000 was lost
in the stock market crash; in 1935
Dregaed by
he lost even the Fund's bequest when
he turned manager himself and instituted an ambitious but short-lived
vaudeville-pictures-ballroom
policy
75/77 Shaftesbury Avenue
at the Mosque theatre,
Newark.

DAN DONOVAN

SIDNEY FISHER

Chesterfield left his widow virtually
penniless.
Having borrowed up to
the hilt on his life insurance to meet
obligations incurred in the Newark

venture, hje eventually was forced to
allow the policies to lapse. He stated
ortce that the Newark experiment
cost

him

$25,000.

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

Best Coffee in England

QUAUTY INN

NVA

With the removal of the
into
onefloor quarters at 247 West 46th
street in 1934, Chesterfield's job became non-salaried. The membership,
however, later voted him $10 weekly
for expenses. This, incidentally, will
be paid his widow for one year.
Now strictly a social organization,
the membership in 1937 revolted
against Chesterfield's one-man rule.
It asked for a full election of officers,
including a vote on the executive

Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

MOUNT ROYAL
LONDON
That's

AU

years, m.c.'s

well.
With an ItaloFrench accent that's sometimes almost unintelligible, he's nevertheless
appealing and has a strong person-

Also gives .the acts a nice
buildup. He once warbled, too, but
of late has kept away from it, although a try at his 'Valencia' might
make a "neat novelty.
Opener is McDonald and Ross,
ballroom duo, very weak.
They
have little in the way of routines,
which aren't aided by the femme's
poor wardrobe.
In the deuce is
Catherine Smith, a distinct lift, with
her charm and technique, although

CARL

FAITH

ality.

CHASE & SANBORN
LOEWS

NVA

NVA

.

IRIDIUM ROOM,

secretaryship. Chesterfield resigned
and at first refused a renomination
for the post, but was drafted by the
pro-Chesterfield faction and then
'unanimously' re-elected. Lou Handin, former actor and Chesterfield's
attorney, was elected to the presidency. As a token of respedt and
memorial to Chesterfield, Handin
said last week that the position of
executive secretary of the
hereafter will remain vacant.
Chesterfield was buried from the
same funeral parlor in which he died.
During his eulogy on Brandt, Chesterfield remarked twice that he was
merely doing what his old friend
would have done for him if fate had
called' him first.
Also coincidental
was that the first person to rush to
Chesterfield when he was stricken
.Was Ralph Whitehead, executive secretary of the American Federation of
Actors.
few months after the
had
been evicted from its clubhouse.
Whitehead's AFA.was given the old
White Rats charter as an AFL member of the Associated Actors and Artistes of America.
Rogers Memorial Fund.
Saturday (14), the body of ChesIn 1934 the NVA's financial crises
hit .their peak. Grosses from the terfield was taken to the clubhouse,
annual .hat-passing in theatres had now the Hotel Sharon, he fought so
been dwindling since 1930; the hard to retain. His body lay in stat*
clubhouse had become such a drain in' the lobby for three hours.
Services for Chest<erfleld Were origon the
Fund that proper and
full administration of the Saranac inally planned for Sunday afternoon
Sanatorium was endangered. Man-- (15) at Walter B. Cooke's funeral
parlors, but then set back to the
agers told Chesterfield that the
would have to- move from the morning because of the previous
elaborate clubhouse which vaude- scheduling of James J. Walker's
longer
support.
ville
could no
broadcast from the
Chesterfield refused for the mem- clubhouse that afternoon.
Walker,
bership.. 'He tearfully told a protest who makes a tour of the city's instimeeting, 'What will happen. t«^ those, tutions, hospitals and clubs as p&rt of
poor souls (actors), who will have his weekly program, mentioned Chesno place to come in and read, to sit terfield in the broadcast and said that
down and rest.' He refused to ac- the deceased would have wanted 'the
cept smaller, more modest quarters, show to go on.'
even threatening to go to WashingRabbi Benjamin A. Tihtner offiton and demand a probe into 'what ciated at the services, which crowded
happened to all that money.*
the 300-seat parlor tb overflowing.
By Chesterfield's reckoning there Brief tributes were paid by Louis
should have been a $550,000 balance Handin, president of the NVA^ Myron
Fund from the $3,355,757 M. Behhnan, representing the Main the
collected in six drives from 1928 to sons; Alan Corelli, of theTheatre
1933. This the Fund denied, and on Authority; R. H. Burnside,
of the
June 18, 1934, virtually . evicted the Catholic Actors Guild; Noble' Sissle,
from 229 West 46th street of the Negro Actors Guild, and WilChesterfield brought suit against the liam Degen Wei^iberger, for the
JewFund, meanwhile asking a receiver- ish Theatrical Guild.
Harold Rodner, of Warner
ship.
Hawaiian string ensemble played
Bros., one of the defendants named during the services.
Joseph K, Howamong the managers','.had this to say ard, as per. a promise made to Chesof Chesterfield in his answer:
terfield some time ago, sang 'Nearer,
'It is Chesterfield, 'primarily, who
My God. to Thee.r Following the
has instituted this suit, because he is services, the cortege was escorted
loath to lose the $250 weekly salary past the 46th street
clubhouse by 50
and the power which he wields over actor-American Legion members en
the members of the profession. In route to
Carmel Cemetery,
short. Chesterfield feels himself slip- (jlendale, L. I.

NVA

Hank the Mule, another holdover,
continues successfully as a .novelty
gamgirl in a mule skin
walks on tables, stands on glasses, bling and name-act days, it's graduspins customers around the floor and ally being whipped into a moderately
does ^ome clever pantomime work profitable enterprise again under
to provide a novelty act comprising smart handling
of John Maganotti,
many laughs.
Freddie Daw trio provide."? music a vet in the nitery field locally.
Thorn.
Maganotti was formerly' teamed with
in the cocktail lounge.
offering.

Henry Chesterfield Dead

(Continued from Page 41)
to him, but he does a good job at
the helm of his band here, both for
the show and the straightforward first lessons In diction. Chesterfield
dansapation. Don Marton is the al- added his own flair for dramatics
ternate tango-rhumba combo, and a to the studied enunciation and every
standard in this type of work, hav- speech he made -was a sharp etching been last summer with Joe Rines ing in histrionics.
at the St, Regis Roof.
Until 1931, Chesterfield had a sineIn the standard $3.50 table d'hote
and $1.50-$2.50 convert (after 10 cure ad executive secretary of the
p.m.) scale, the Iridium Room is one NVA. Then the combined factoirs of
of the town's mopups, seating 350- skidding vaudeville and the general
400.
It's said to be the most direct
depression made itself felt on the
cause why the Persian Room of the
Chesterfield was
Hotel Plaza, -for example, has been club's resources.
so light on its biz this season. Abel. told by the Variety Managers Asso-.
The rent for
ciatioh to economize.
the clubhouse was cut from $30,000
to $25,000 yearly, and the all-around
operating expense of the club was
(PITTSBURGH)
curtailed to $150,000 yearly. Of the
latter amount, $60,000 went for the
Pittsburgh, Jan, 14.
Al Marsico's Orch (9), Jackie Jen- operaition of the club itself, salaHns, Betty Benson, Kay Marie ries, etc., while the balance took
Baird, Mitchell & Raybum, Evelyn care of the charity end, exclusive
of the Saranac Sanatorium. This
Lee Girls (5).
Fund
was administered by the
Although Show Boat, anchored (managers) until two years ago,
Sanatorium became
permanently at lower downtown when the
wharf, has never managed to recap- the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
vmder'the supervision of the Will
ture old push of its upstairs

,

(BOAMI BEACH)
Miami, Jan. .13.
Duke Dingley has a big piece o:!
,this.sm£urt.

'Danny Boy' and

Smiling' are particularly outstanding.
The Everetts, dance team, are a
holdover who have improved greatly
since the spot opened. Victims of a
heckling audience opening night,
they've settled down and appear to
have found their stride. They're not
the tops here by any means, but
their stuff is okay as filler material.
[Routines are too stereotyped, bordering more oi^acrobati^; than ball-

-

•

.

TOWN

.

in

Continental clown, who is otherwise
in nondescript 'lorlhar getup, is
rather d novelty,
.
Eddie
LeBaron,.
tango-fhumba.
znaestro,'whQ. goes, with' the Rainbow.
Booin. lease and should ^now has
a new featured vocalist in JoaA
Cartier, a flashy looking blonde who
airs her lyrlds In standaird style.
Maestro Ben Cu^er, succeeding Al
Donahue, is another letumer, having
been here, before. Cutler does a
corking job on both th^ dansapatioh
and for the show portion.
Abel.

—

Johnny Hale, m.c, looks like a
curly-haired- -juvenile lead, and he
the show for all it's worth. He
possesses a swell pair of pipes keyed
to an Irish tenor pitch. His renditions Of popular as well as classical
numbers are big league stuff: His

rather

a caie floor the

•

of expert coaching.

sells

radio pianist, cafe

Wednesdajr, Januaiy 18, 1939

YORK
Inc.

it's unfortunate the two dance acts
follow each other.
Betsy Ross, chirper with the band,
'Who's third, is just a mite, and cute,
but it's pretty tough to judge her
pipes because she's drowned out by
the orchestra. Same is true of the
(Continued on pag6 53)

KUMANETTES
OBIGINATORS OF
Manlpulatinf Marionettes In Full View of th« Audience
Seconal Week—Xlvoll Theatre, Sydney, Aastralla

Direction— MUSIC CORP:

OF AMERICA

MINOR and ROOT
EL RIO CLUB,

NEW YORK
'

I

—

'

VAUDE-MI6HT CLUBS

Wednesday, January 18, 1939

NEW ACTS

VAniETY

JOEY FAYE

BEVERLY BEMIS

Comedy

Dancinr

8 mfais.

5 Mins.

MARY MABTIN
Comediennit
IZ Mins,

One and two

JOY HODGES

BILL.T HOUSE
Comefly

'

Sinfflnp

...

14 Mins.; One
State, N. T.

20 Mins.; Fall (Special)
Palace, Chicago

Tower, Kansas City
Balnbow Boom, New York
Beverly Bemls makes her debut
Majestic, New York
Every musical comedy season sees
Joey Faye, from burlesque and the as a vaude single here currently, a new face who, without attaining
late 'Sing Out the News' musical, has being attached to Ted Weems and stardom that year, augurs much for
taken the basic principles of Deszo his orch for about three months of the future, or it's just a flash-in-theHer work is limited
Better's old rassling act, given it theatre dates.
For instan':e, last season it
pan.
some talk and moulded it Into a to two short routines, both taps In was Joy Hodges, a Coast girl out of
smash comedy turn. He panicked the which she clicks in good style. She Jimmy Grier's hand, who, through
attractive
stage presence.
an
has
first-night audience at this straight
with George M. Cohan
being
coupled
Formerly the girl teamed with her
vaude spot.
as the Ingenue interest, got attenPaye acts out all the principals; brother as Billy and Beverly Bemis tion. This year it's Mary Martin in
two wrestlers, announcer, referee in vaude and in a series of shorts for 'Leave It to Me,' the Victor Mooreand candy butcher.
Biz of the Warners, but Billy's retirement via Willlam Gaxtont-Sophie Tucker stage
referee is especially funny in its a recent marriage has put .the girl musical, who, through the medium
panto inference. As the wrestlers, on her own. Although this marks of a saucy Cole Porter lyric, 'My
Faye strips down to fringed bloom- her first theatre appearance solo, gal Heart Belongs to Daddy,' and a fresh
ers and a toupee on his chest He's spent some time in nite spots, not- stage personality, came to the fore.
ably the Bal Tabarin in San Frana laugh on sight alone.
Thus she's doubling into the RainQuin.
This type of act hasn't been spcn cisco.
bow Room as a mild sort of -a name,
on vaude stages or in niteries for
doing only the post-*heatre show,
THE DEL BIOS
-

After years of his 'Resolutions*
sketch, House comes in with an act
built along the lines of his recent
radio prograhi, 'Laugh Liner,' and
his main source of comedy here is
the sequence of 'Amazing Dr. Billyhouse,* which is a good basis for
laughs.
There are several rough spots in
the act at present, but there is no
question that most of them will be
ironed, out before many days have
•elapsed." First correction, unquestionably, will be the elimination of
the yoxmgster Barbara from the act
Kid adds nothing to the turn.

Joy Hodges' first Broadway stage
appearance,
opposite
George M.
Cohan in 'I'd Rather Be Right* got
her a ticket back to her native Hollywood. After her showing here, it
doesn't look like pictures did her
sense of stage presence any good.
When she's not singing she appears
lost.
The corny 'I hope you like it'
follows her announcement of every
song; also, she's not entirely at ease
in her brief talk with Clarence
Stroud, m.c. of the current show.
Vocally, however. Miss Hodges some time. It's almost surefire for
easily goes over.
Sings 'Walking any type of spot
Scho.
Stick,' 'Have You Met Miss Jones'
and 'I'd Rather Be Right,' from the
Cohan .show; a medley and finally JACKIE JENKINS
'Charley Is My Darling.' Latter, an- Dancinir
nounced as a Scotch folk song, is an 5 Mins.
unhappy selection as an encore. It Show Boat, Pittsburgh
gives her a quiet getaway.
Personable yourigster is a good
In dress, looks and chassis. Miss prospect for development in the ecHodges looks like. Hollywood. Scho. centric hoofing field. Has a lot on
the ball right how, but still needs
.

Hank Ladd and Francita turn in
good work with House, Ladd onand-ofl throughout the act Francita
is the nurse in the 'BiUyhouse's seHouse is also
quence and neat
carrying a walk-through stooge for
a couple of laughs.

Act opens 'in one,' with House doing some monolog and then crossfire, with Ladd, broken by occasional
interruptions by the stooge.
Goes
Into 'full* for the 'Billy house'- num^ .GILBEBT BROS.
which will undoubtedly be Bar, Acrobatic
ber,

At Show Boat,
a bit of polish.
Jenkins is also serving as m.c, but
it's his dancing that registers best
High spot is something he calls 'A
6 Mlns.i Two and One
Tap Dancer's Nightmare.' Youngster
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.
Gilbert Bros, must have bieen comes out in loose-fitting, over-sized
around, but are new to the Variettt suit (class garb would be even more
effective) and simulates sleep, at
files, 50, for the records, they're devarious times 'running into' Will
tailed anew.
Team is a graceful Mahoney,
Ben Blue and Pat Rooney
pair of horizontal bar workers, doing
in his dream. Takes a flock of neat
their lifts, holds and fulcrums with
poise, distinction and eclat.
They falls in the Mahoney manner, does
the Rooney kicking naturally and is
don't overstrain nor overhoke their
all right, too, on Blue's comically
efforts, yet the essential skill and
dexterity of their gympastics is bizarre stuff. Routine hzs flock of
other
possibilities and Jenkins seems
readily apparent especially to the
well-fed bunch that usually pat- to possess enough natural hoofing
Cohen.
ronizes the Music Hall and must ability to work it up.
sigh with relief that th^y don't have
to keep in pluperfect training in JUNE SIDELL & DAVID HACKEB
order to achieve some of that diffi- Comedy Dancing
cult gym work.
7 Mins.
The Gilberts are nicely attired in Rainbow Boom, New York
tennister-type sport clothes.
For
Sidell and Hacker are another in
the topoff they do some quite sensa- the galaxy of Hartmans, Moore and
tional floor and lift work' that's Revels and kindred style hokum
focused primarily in the strength of. ballroomologists.
They're just a
their hands. It's also a mixture of. shade broader, and because of that
fulcrum and balancing in combina- the snooty Rainbow Room had to
tion with the hand-to-hand stuff.
let them gQ after the first show.
Acts of this nature are always
Team is commercial for the interokay in mass capacity houses like mediary spots, although even in the
the Music Hall, where the sight ele- minor leagues they could underplay
ment is an. important factqr. How-^ the hoke to better results. He's
ever, this cleancut team would be particularly broad in his grimacing
just as effective in closeup range of and the girl overdoes the derrier
a class nitery, a hotel floor and simi- business in the awkward posturing.
(2)

.

.

trimmed and tightened; and finally
back to 'one' again for some music
and dancing finale.
House is to be commended for going to ihe time, trouble and expense
to' build an act instead of merely
'

,

slapping a couple of joemillers together and spreading a thin monolog
for a turn. Vaudeville needs more
performers who will go to the effort
of producing an act instead of put
ting it together with paste-pot and
she9rs.
Gold.

—

BETTT BENSON
Dancinc'
.6 Mins.
Show, Boat, Pittsburgh
Gal's one of the more expert torsotcssers, with the most educated pair
of hips on display in these parts for
6ome time.
natural for the hot
spots, she puts plenty of meaning
into her exotic numbers without
ever making them look anything but
'

A

class.

Flesh display is artful and her
flimsy costumes are attractive.- Her
best bet is' the hiila. Danced in the
conventional grass skirt and lei, it's
•a sizzling exhibition done with good
-taste.
Strictly for the niteries as is,
but with a little toning down could
fit into the stage pictuire as well.

Cohen.

lar cafe dates.

Abel.

^ince the regular 9:15 dinnei: session

Acrobatic
8 Mins.
Boxy, N. Y.
Though looking seasoned and probably an act that has been working
in night clubs or out of town, the
Del Rios are not in the New Act

conflicts with the Winian musical.
Through stage copyright restrictions,
and a wise move by Wiman of

course, she can't, do the 'Daddy'
number, which Miss Martin explains

charmingly, but very effectively vocalizes 'Hometown,' a swing, version
of 'II Bdccio' (The Kiss') and 'The
Humming Bird.' She works with a

file.

An acrobatic turn of the better
and different, the Del Rios
feature combinations of a unique
order as well as hand-to-hand work.
Trig ^ consists* of two men and a

type

mike, and while not necessary in
ise defensive
the R. R., it's a
to preserve her voice,.
Miss Martin has been getting quite
a bit of trade publicity through her

'

mechanism

One
all in evening clothes.
of the clever combinations effected
has the girl in an acrobatic pose on
the back of one of the men while
supporting the other male herself.
Several sock combos figure in handwoman,

work.

to-hand

Whole routine

Brunswick

is

clever and neat

Char.

DEAN MURPHY
MImlo
8 Mins.

Rainbow Room, N. Y.
Dean Murphy is a personable
young man of much promise whose
material is smart, but whose routine

.

waxing

two

.of

NELSON and MABSH

overboard.
Skillful editing job Dancinr
will solve it. He runs the gamut of 5 Mins.; One
mimicry with takeoffs bn Hugh Her- Beadon, N. Y.
Mixed team in even&g dress esbert,
Hepburn, .Boyer, Muni in.
'Zola,' Richman. F.D.R., Mrs. Roose- says the shag typ6 of buck *n* wingvelt, Ned Sparks, etc.
Some good, ing. They're fast and young, but
some n.s.g. Mrs. F.D.R, was rather need a little mote polish and anin bad taste,- and the Dems in this other type of routine that, would
usually Tory noint gave out with a riulllfy the impression they only
mild hiss at the lampooning. Boyer know one brand of danqing..
was a complete missout, ditto Garbo;
From first appearances they look
Muni OK. His Joe E. Brown ditto. like ballroomers. It might not be a
Murphy's physiognomy lending him- bad Idea If they adopted the Astaireself well -to that
Rogers type of dancMg as a break
Neat worker, dapper in tails, his in the shagghig. Both are suffimaterial is bright and crisp,' but not ciently personable and good-looking
is

Abel.

.

.

•

too

He

boffo.

could

some

stand

more spectacular

way

punctiiations in the
of sock lafl materia\
Abel.
'

to re^nster in the niteries.

Got across
caught

here

.

sily

JACK DURANT
CASA MANANA, New York

Currently at the

BILLY ROSE

say&

TURNED A GOOD SHOW INTO A GREAT SHOW
The

ED SULLIVAN
New York Daily News

Daily Mirror

'Jack Durant stops the

'Orchids to Jack DuranVa routine*

.

.

it'«

humor

worth seeing

.

.

.

Ciiicinatti

Enquirer
10,

of the smart sophisticated sort
is

—and weU

December

2,

TNT climax

*

BETTY CRAIG

1938
.

,

or

While appearing as the comedy lead in ^ROBERTA* . . .
CALVIN McPHERSON in the St. Louis Dispatch on Juno
28, 1938 said-i 'Jack Durant won the audience with his first
appearance as Huckleberry Haines and late in the show

the house.*

stopped the show,'

WARD MARSH

T.

Cleveland Plaip Dealer
19,

Denver Post
October 23, 1938
'He was great in his patter^ mighty clever in his impersonations and made a r^al hit with the customers*

show

Columbus Dispatch
November 25, 1938

SAMUEL
wows

1938

'His characterisations are sensational . . • which find its 0uf^
let in hilarious comedy and winds up the Shubert stage hiU

Jack Durant*

*Jack Durant . . . goes better than anyone else in the
. . . in the show's finale he gets a bigger hand than ,
any of the others,*

November

.

December

with a

W.

.

RADCLIFFE

November 29, 1938

VARIETY

*Jack Durant

show

E. B.

INDUNAPOUS TIMES
and winning most applause

.

Puhlic^s Representatives Said

WALTER WEVCHELL
Ne^ York

WILSON

Engaged os Added Attraction . and for the first time
the history of the Casa Monana. HELD OVER to Stor
.

New Show

1938

'Jack Durant, doing a solo
turn, reaped the reward of
stopping the show,'

Thanks

to

Abe

Direction

.

Starting January 23

Lastfogel,

Cole

Porter tunes from the show (with
Eddy. Duchin), plus the -fact she's a
Laurence Schwab find (he has her
under personal contract) and she
should ride the crest on the heels
of the stage musical comedy Lit,
There's a dearth of names for cafes,
especially in the s..iart spots, and
Miss Martin has every chance to
click as a nitery name. Especially
following her very good impression
here. She's a bet for pictures, too.
Abel.

Nat Kalcheim, Paul Small

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

in

ROB REEL

in

Chicago American
'Jack

Durant's

tions

of

pieces,*

,

.

impersonO'
are

master'

when
Scho.

—
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MUSIC HALL,

Henie

Wows 'Em

at N. Y. (iarden

Markert

Russell

With Classy

Vwood

Ice

Revue

white costumes. Mood Is spoiled
None of the superlatives that have by circus technique of successive
winds up
been showered on Sonja Henie, while pausing for applavise and
clever series of well-executed
she was competing as an amateur as
and alter she turned professional and^ stunts.
_JRoss on next for his regular act,
became a captivating film artist, seem starting
with so-so patter, going into
to have been exaggerated. At Madi- piano medley of decade ago and
son Square Garden, N. Y., Monday really getting under way with ar(16), the little darliiig of the ice rival of Maxine Stone for surefire
blades began the 13th and final week 'laziest girl' routine. On bow Ross
of a tour which originated in the west introduces line in a 'request numand included some 58 showings. ber' which turns out to be Hawaiian
There were comparatively lew empty routine, starting with hula in full
seats and there wai? plenty of class skirts and concluding with formaand coin represented, with indica- tion stuff under changing lights
tions that her 'Hollywood Ice Revue' with gals in bathing suits carrying
will see the top gross of the tour at fiower hoops.
Craig.
this engagement.
Biz fair.
Latter half of the week was re^rfed sold x>ut by Tuesday, uidicaN. Y.
tlohs being for a gross topping $200,Capacity about
000, at $4.40 top.
$38,000 nightly. Date is for six eveNick Lucas, Three Svrifts, The Del
nings.
Rios, Sunny Rice, Gae Foster Girls,
There is plenty of the extraordi- Paul Ash and Orch; 'Jesse Jame^
nary in skating and not the least is (20tH). reviewed in Vahietv, Jan.
the co-ordination and skill with 11, '39.
which the ensembles have been handled. Harry Losee, who staged the
Due to the length of 'Jesse James'
skating: sequences of Miss Henie's (20th) and its importance, the stage
Bictures, staling' with "One in a Mil- show with this picture is held down
on;' devised the^ice show. Some of sharply to 25 minutes' running time.
ihe ensemble spectacles are out of They usually run twice- this dOistance
in and sometimes more here.
'Alice
hier
pictures^ including
.Wonderland,' which was staged in
Show is tight and fairly entertainher most recent iaim, 'My Lucky Star' ing as well as colorful, with the Gae
(20th).
Foster line crowded -into two good
While the smiling little blond routines, one at the opening when
irom Norway approaches perftetion it employs hoops and passes litem
in performance, she is not- alone in back and forth.. the- other at the close
capturing the audience. The tango on with the girls as Sadie Thompsons.
skates with Stewart R^burn is the For the latter number, the line is
evening's bell-ringer. Reyburn stands split so that half the girls appear as
out as a master, as he did last sea- male escorts of the Sadies.
This
son when appearing, in an" amateur number is a topper for Nick Lucas,
charity skitmg event, the 'Ice Fol- who, after his regular stint, goes off
The routine stopped the show, to one side of the sta^e to sing 'Umlies.'
audible and de- brella Man.' This brings on the girls
^the audience
jtnanding no less than five encores. carrying^ minnie bumbershoots.
Miss Henie looks like a princess In
Lucas scores nicely with his voice
and guitar,, opening with a hit from
a Irock of siiimmering gold doth.
Show opens smartly with the a recent picture, following with a
company in varlicolbred skating pop and coming into, the stretch with
clothes.
A classy octettes in some- 'Great American Home/ a novelty
thing called ^Stompin' at the Savoy,' number.
drew two or three repeats, ttien the
Another act here this week that's
epsemble cleverly simulates the )raod>- standard is the Three Swifts, comedy
ern dances; lUQss Henie lollows with jugglers. Their routine with the IntheHrst of a number of appearances; dian clubs has been developed for
she is generous but never on too maximum results and even though
'Classic music for the most an old gag is a part of tiie material,
long.
part is usedi, some from the operatic, the act still stands as one of the
Among those- numbers, is- the mar- cleverest and best of its kind. Swifts
xiitge festival scene- from the Snow ate on early, following the opening
'Maiden Ballet, with phosphorus cos- line number.
tumes making for an effective £cene.
Sunny Rice is spotted midway in a
Comedy numbers are not of the toe single* backed by the girls. Her
usual pattern. 'The Merry Widow,' routine is a short one, and, while
by IVIabel Jacksott and Bert Clark« is flashy, amounts to little more than
irick6d tro and the' house went for it a lot of pirouetting. She gives way
in a bii;- way. Sisk and Lyman, in to The Del Rios (New Acts), very
something Spanish also comic, also good acrobatic trio.
score, as does Irving Gregg.
Friday night (13) the last stage
The ensemble people for the most show went on at lfi:35, which was
part are the same skaters who ap- very late. HouA, no doubt, is having
peared with Miss Henie in Holly- difficulty getting turnover, CAor,
wood and it is claimed, many were developed there. Added novelty comes
K. C.
when the male skaters frequently
entrance down- steep slides flanking
either side of the main entrances.
Kansas City, Jan. 14.
•The Henie managerial set-up ig from
Ted Weems and Orch, featuring
Chicago, with Arthur M. Wirtz head- Elmo Tanner^ Perry Como, Red Ingel
ing the outfit, which has William H. and
Downes, Beverly Bemis,
Burke as- general matiager. Musical Patsy Parker, Peggy Taylor Trio,
conductor is Jack-- Pfeiffer, Of the The Adorablest 'The Storm* (U).
20 "" -^ia?: studio.
Miss Henie won the worlcL's skatStiring
of name- bands in this
ing .title. 10 times and the Olympic house continues, although this outtrown thrice. After seeing her in fit is the last band skedded for sev
.action, her success is no secret.
eral weeks to come. Weems' crew
carries oh an entertaining show and

By JACK PUI4ASKI

ROXY,

N.

jireaentaHon,

'Sparklettes'; settings oy Nat Karson; costumes, Willa van; Marco
Montedero; executed hy H. Roaoe;
symph conducted by Emo Kapee,
Mischa Violin and Lamar Stringfield;
ballet (Flor^ce Rogge, director};
Viola Philo, William Home, chotr
(William Reid, director); Richard
Robert Weede, Frosini,
Liebert,
Rockettes; 'Trade Winds' (UA), reviewed Dec. 21, '38; 'Lincoln in the
White House' (WP), short, rcmewed

Wednesday,

Ann McCabe, but

she never got
across in town as she did at the last
show Friday (13). She had- to encore and speech away. She did partiqularly well with classical tunes in
swing-time. Her appearance is an
She should repeat often the
asset.
gown she paraded at that show.
Biz fine. Should be a sjtrong b.o.
Gold.
week.

Sara

APOLLO,
Webb Orch

N. Y.

would

than-

result

from

.

•

.'

'

"London's Favorite American,' is a
tall, attractive blonde who catches
ihe audience right off the bat, but
although her sopr^ino is strong, well
trained and pleasmg, potential effect
of 'Whirling Dervish/ 'Reverie' and
'Change Partners and Dance' is cut
in half by way she blasts mike.
Line takes it again for modernistic harlequin number in which effect is totally achieved by clever
use of changing red and green liglitAt end of routine gals split
ing.
on either side of rear enteance, as
backdrop goes up on tableau^ of
Maurice and Betty Whalen. Gals
melt oflf into wings as pair come
downstage for what starts out as
.

«mooth acjwbatio J?aUet

In.

Clare

&

Fuhs house

(Straight Vaudeville)

Ella Fitz-

(14)

profited

John LaRue, the

Stage portion accelerates with the
Gilbert Bros. (New Acts) on horizontal bar stuff and 'Venetia' is a
colorful finale, but likewise in formula vein, with the palace of the
doges as background, flanked by two
Venice canal bridges of familiar
character, plus a lot of spaghettiflavored fol-de-Tol.
The decor is
ultra, but the basic idea rather early
<

Roxy.
Frosini distinguishes himself with

a jcouple of difficult accordion solos,
and Miss Philo, Horne and Robert
Wieede again go through the Venezia
vocal calisthenics., backed by the
choir, and topped by the ever surefire Rockettes.

'Trade Winds' (UA)

and an equally

is

effective^

the feature
screen in-

!LIncoln
in
the White
House' (WB), distinguishes the celFirank McGls'nn's
luloid portion.
sterling reading of the (Gettysburg
address and the general skill in the
production of this ipatriotic short is
to the general credit of all concerned.
terlude,

Richard Leibert organologs and
the newsreel is a brifle.
Abel.

PALACE, CHICAGO
Chicago, Jan. 14.

in this spot. Further downtown at
the Paramount, where these two
played, the:^ .beat the customers
down to their socks in short order;
at this Harlem house, where there
usually can't be enough swing to
satiate 'the payees, it was a bit different opening night. It was somer
what of a decorous crowd that
viewed the show.
It's all Webb and Fitzgerald here
and the customers' appreciation of
their efforts is made manifold because of the extreme disparity with
the rest of the- bill, which is only
mediocre.
Webb remains at the drums, and
las a yoimg band-member fronting
for him, but the spotlight is continually on Webb. His expert tattoo on
the skins is evident throughout,
though his mannerisms are more
subdued than the average drummer.
Rest of the band is excellent, though
also marked by the subdued mannerisms of their leader.

BOSTON

"

-

venture (with assistance

from the Shuberts) would not have
been clouded with so much doubt.

The

weren't too kind with the
they can't help but be
enthusiastic about the second offercritics
teeoff, but

more

holds, for instance, much
in the way. of comedy talent

':han

the-

ing.

It

smash

has only one

'Hellzapoppin';

weak

it

(Herman

spot

Sing) 'in 10 acts and could play -even
better than it does with a couple
of changes in spotting.
There are several other faults in
tiie

show, whioh, however, probably

aren't as apparent to the layman's
eye. For one, the show is overburdened with men. Secondly, it lacks,
the- color and. flash an ensemble act
would lend. The third error Is obvioxis

to.

everybody, and that's the

.

Billy House
Co.; Sara Ann McCabe; Herman Hyde -& Thelma Lee; gained in ensembling. the number,
Mattison's Rhythms (7); Monroe & which made the tune go over so
Grant; 'Son of Frankenstein' (U)»
mightily in the 'Sing Out the News'
revue. As is, a couple of the musiTheatre is beginning to pull out of cians, chorus occasionally, but that's
the slough of despond in which it not enough.
has been resting, for several months.
She's mixing 'em up cleverly, folLast week saw it perk considerably lowing with 'I Let a Tear Fall,'
at the gate with Fibber McGee unit which is announced as written by
on- the stage; currently the rise is Webb, and then cOmes through with
continued with, the chiller flicker and 'St. Louis Blues,' which features a
the ether-boomed Billy' House on the couple of the band members instrumentally.
rostrum.
Tune that secxired Miss
House (New Acts) has finally Fitzgerald prominence. 'A-Tisket,' is
shunted 'Resolutions'^ into the attic properly ignored here, since it's
stalemated
by now, but she does a
and comes forth with an act built
along the lines of his 'Laugh Liner' sequel to that, 'Found Yellow Basket,'
program. Plenty of work and detail which scores.
Eighty-minute show is opened by
involved in the entire set-up, especially on the 'Amazing Dr. Billy- the house's usual sketches, which
house* sequence, which became an feature Jackie Mabley, John La Rue
and
Vivian Harris. 'Their usual blue
important item on the air show. Always a standard vaudeville per- stuff is tempered considerably this
There's some aside instruformer. House did remarkable work week.
in smoothing over the natural- rough mentaling by the Swingsters (3)
spots in the break-in of" a new turn. that's good and Edith King does some
singing.
mediocre
The Drinkhards
Hank Ladd, as chief stooge and
straight, does extremely well Ladd are a fair mixed comedy dance team.
has plenty on the ball. He has a Norman and. Blake are male tapnatural feeling for the footlights and sters who work in cutaways and
when he does branch out on his own click. Their routines are off the
he will probably click pronto. House beaten path. The house line is on
boxoffice on his long standing in three spots, but was missing openis
variety rep and his radio buildup is ing night.
Band is on stage during the earlier
registers well throughout. Running further guarantee of register draught
65 minutes, show is slightly overMonroe and Grant open the bill part of the show, accompanying beboard« • Cieneral
tightening
and with their standard trampoline act, hind a serin), and when the latter
lifts
is revealed in a nifty 'setting.
shortening of a couple of numbers timed and spotted to the split-second
would make it zippy at 55,
through many years of identical rou Rest of production, however. Is off.
Snowstorm exacted its toll at the
Band opens with its theme, and tiaing. The laughs come where they
Patsy Parker, blond songstress, fol-. should and the applause likewise. boxoffice opening night (14).
lows with duo of peppy vOcals. Band This is sterling variety material, fullfronts again with a brief medley, weight and unquestioned and enter
KEITH'S,
and spot then goes to Beverly Bemis tainment anywhere.
(Ne'
There are seven people in the MatActs), singling in a modem
tap routine. Her first theatre date tisan's Rhythms fiash and none of the
Boston, Jdn. 13.
as a solo, since retirement of seven can do much. It is, in fact, a
Lew Parker tt Co., Pansy, the
Brother Billy split the act, youngster general display of incompetence.
is limited to two short routines and Four boys and three girls who dance Horse, Byrne Sisters (3) Kay Hammight better have been given three, and sing, but unsatisfactorily. Two ilton, Fredysons (7), Eddie Rosenas bill's short stock is dancing.
boys who play the saxophone slop waid's house orch.
Perry Como, otch vocalist, war- pily and hoof badly try to do both
.

sults of the

failure to dress up the stage. That
built-in frame still looks as though
the carpenters and painters scrammed
iiefore the five o'clock whistle. The
travelers, drapes end backdrops are
more tasteful, but the front of the
theatre
is as glum and uncommuniBand starts off with "Harlem
Stride,' which is a mild opener, but cative as ever.
This layout has two of the comedy
then, hits the groove with 'Stompin'
at the Savoy.*
'Liza' hits the top highlights of the first show, Eddie
note with the customers, and not un- Garr and the Wiere Bros. (3), as
duly, since the crew does that best. holdovers. Garr this time takes on
the added burden of m.c. and comes
It's a Webb recording for Decca.
through in great fashion, though
Miss Fitzgerald is plenty solid with leaning a little too much on the blue
her tunes, swing and .sweet alike. side. His dirtiest bit, the takeoff on
First impression of her is that she's Roy Atwell doing a fight announce-'
the conservative, type, particularly in ment, was lorced on. him opening
'Heart and Soul,' which she does night by the audience near the close
plaintively und well.
But 'FDR of the show. Garr resierves this for
Jones' completely dispels that. Lat- nitery work, but he delivered the
ter is done expertly, but by no means suggestive tongue-twisted spiel with
approaches the click. results usually due apologies when the opening

Om

show

Roy Rognan,

Sisters .(3), Julian

Kurt Robltschek appears to have
somewhat by his mistakes of
first straight vaude layout at this
Norman & Blafcc, Swingsters (3), house, which closed a tworweek stay
The
Saturday (14). This show opened
Edith King, Vivian Harris,
Drinkhards; 'Sharpshooters' (20th). Sunday (15) and by the third performance that night was a sound and
diversified entertainment, with emThere's Harlemania aplenty here phasis on comedy.
CWcJc

.

straight vaude presentation.
Opens with girls in spangles going
-throiigh succession of kick routines,
with several of hoofers delivering
solo and duo specialties. Travelers
come together behind Benny Rpss
who arrives ,out to start emceeing,
Patter with lait maestro.. Phil Lampkiii, in which Lampkin introduces
next act instead of Ross, and plea
via offstage mike for Ross to 'get
hell off the stage so that thie
til'
show can get goin,' goes over liaild
Josephine Huston, heralded as
ly.

A

Lorraine
orch.

TOWER,

^act that shpw has a line and: the
only, comic on bill doubles as m.c
gives the bill a revue fiavor* but
nobody appears to have strained
himself to 'squeeze more out. of

Wahl with Jonnie Trama, Jeanne

Sana

his week in the persons of Chick
Had the opening bill held the sock
Webb's orchestra and Ella Fitzgerand pace of this entry, the final reald, who're somewhat of an anomaly

.

•'.
Washington, Jan. 14,
Chester Hale Girls (24), Benny
& Maxine Stone, Josephine
Huston, Maurice & Betty- Whalen;
*Artists and Models Abroad* (Par).

Herman Bing, Eddie Garr, Wiere
Bros. (3), Jack Holland de June Hart
with Gloria Rich, Joey Faye, Chaz
Chase, Avis Andrews, Walter 'Dare*

The above is a mess of credits for
a lethargic stage presentation which
The
belies its 'Sparklettes' bUling.
opening ballet number and the ensuing choralizing of Liszt's 'Liebcr
straume,' with Viola Philo and William Horne leading the soprano and
tenoring, are two aesthetic but dull
It's a- marked letdown
sequences.
(Johann
'Fledermaus'
the
after
Strauss) overture.

.
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A

night crowd became insistent.
lax-,
ative gag early in the show, in reference to Bing, could and should ba
eliminated.
The Wiere Bros, also smash again,

but their satirical hoke comes much
too early, -Immediately following

Joey Faye's comedy 'rassltng turir
(New Acts). Thars throwing toi>

many men at

the audience, especially

with Bing following the Wieres, and
then Walter 'Dare' Wahl with Jonni*
In between, of com'se^
'Trama.
there's Garr, and the customers
haven't seen a dame since the open*
ing skating act of Clare and the tw»
blonde Sana Sisters.
Avis Andrews, colored and socko,
gives the outfronters the first peek
at the distaff side after the parade
of males. Lyric soprano has a forte
and intelligent delivery of diversified
tunes, starting with 'You Went t»
Head,' 'While a Cigarette If
Burning,* into- a medley of oldtime
southern classics and then 'Singing
the Blues' for an encore. She rate*
serious attention as an up and coming colored star.
Preceding Miss Andrews, there's a
steady flow of comedy, with the exception of Bing's stanza. Dialectic
film comedian strives for laughs, but
gets nowhere until he starts singing,
uncovering a surprisingly good baritone. Goes jitterbug for a finish and
Wahl, with
it gets him off okay.
Trama doing the anemic stooge, haa
a soft touch following Bing and their

My

'

dumb
As

aero
it

is.

comedy mops up.
Miss Andrews is only a

brief interlude between, laughs. Garr
follows immediately with' mimicry of
male and femme singing, styles that'#
both clever and funny, and then

throws the zaney Chaz Chase at the
audience. He panicked 'em Sunday
Does his standard masticacigars, cigarettes, matches,
etc", biit gets biggest returns with
It's not
a satire on a fan dancer.
exactly a milk bath, but the femmes
out front go hysterical.
Holland and Hart's classy ballLew Parker and his stooges give roomology, .with a short hoofing inan otherwise medium-gcade show a terlude by Gloria Rich, serves as an*,
good comedy lift, in spots, while the other break in the- comedy at this
Fredysons provide- a needed aero point. They could be spotted in the
fiash in the finale. It's a spread-out earlier portion of the show, though
show, running 60 minutes, with they click here with three smooth
Parker given two spots and m.c.'ing routines. Miss Hart and Miss Rich
the other acts. Does good job aU fill a crying need for s.a. in the show,
around.
both being blonde lookers.
Fredysons offer some sensational
Garr's standard drunk routine and
teeterboard stuff that varies slightly the Atwell big precede the closing
from other bigtime circus acts of comedy wow of Jeanne Lorraine and
this type. They are fast and finished Roy Rognan. Not a new act, this, but
in execution.
evidently greatly improved. Girl is
Byrne Sisters (3) open with an as an eccentric contortionist, though atsortment of taps, and Pansy the tractive v.'ithal, while partner plays
Horse is a good comedy follow-up. a sedate straight and also hoofs.
Kay Hamilton gives a fair account Spotted soon after Holland and Hart,
of herself in a trio of vocals. Best they're especially effective with their
night.
tion of

,

bles a trio of. pop choruses in style
that's
surefire with the femmes.
Weems then' calls on the Adorables,
house line, for a precision routine,
nicely spotted.
•'With a combination of whistling
and singing, Elmo Tanner, regular
crew member, takes a trio of numbers for sock applause, his whistling of 'Stardust' and *Nola' being
'

at the

same

time.

A

The

result is dis-

couraging.
girl sings; later she
back for the finale as a shagger,
She has nice legs.
taU youth
dances to some Gershwin with a blue
light.
If bookers have to consider
flash acts like this for bulk on their
shows, maybe shorts aren't such .a
bad idea after all.
is

A

Thelma Lee is now with Herman
Tanner adds 'hillbilly pat- Hyde and they are both excelleni;
and also a stunt with Red Ingel, vaude performers who know what it
uses a ventro's dummy for some is all about. Miss Lee is a fine foi
and it's a pity they haven't the ma
laughs.
Between Tanner's solo and his terial to make this a really outstandcombo with Ingel the Peggy "Taylor ing variety turn. Hyde's costuming
Trio Works out in a comic acrobatic is not of the best. It's neither her
Should dress
routine, two muscle men tossing gal ring nor apple pie.
around.
Mary Lee, 14-year-old straight or low-down. At present he
singer, faces the mike for some nov looks merely nondescript. Bulk of

the tops.
ter

who

Man

elty type songs intermixed

is 'Ole
his 12-piece

own brand

ual,

with her their musical clowning is good stuf
and entertaining,, but they neec
Is something stronger for a finish. Are
on using the egg-laying bass fiddle for
inning
for
razmatazz
his
a
given
the tympani, and show winds up the wind-up and this bit is getting
rather old-fashioned. It's about time
with a straight orch number.
'The Storm' (U>. as screen fare it was put on the retirement list.
Familiar in Chicago is voc9list
Quin.
striking adds little to the "b.o..
of yodeling.

Orm Downes, band drummer.
.

Mose.'

Rosenwald and hokey 'Blue Danube

Waltz.'

They

house band play, as us look like a surefire smash for a smart
nitery where, however, they're by
a good show,
Pllnw are 'Flight to Fam*' (Col) no means new.
and 'Lawless Valley' (RKO). Added
Robltschek, a foreigner, is giving
to this is a serial and newsreel. The American audiences here something

morning mob get a big buy for. 20c, a native showman rarely thinks of
and it's still a bargain at 40c at the 'Star Spangled Banner' for a
night.

Fox,

finaloi.

«'
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BEACON,

with some nicely timed
They're especially clicko

N. Y.

(NEW)
Dave Schooler's Swinghearts
orch (16), Harrison Sisters
Arena, Nelson & Marsh,
Wilson, Ray & Harrison;
With Dirty Face^iWB).

girl

Joe
Evelyn

(3),

'Angels

Vaude is getting another chance
In what was once its strongest nabe
In New York, mink-coated Broadway between 70th and 100th streets.
The Palace used to draw the bulk
of its trade from this area; the 81st
Street and Riverside (96th street)
were important two-a-dayers on the
Keith chain, but there hasn't been a
stage show in these parts in years.
And the Beacon's teeofE on a fiveday-a-week vaudfllm poUcy doesn't
augur a brilliant revival.
This house has been a white eleShant ever since it wis first operated
y Warner Bros. It's now being operated by the Skoiirases. Goodloolcing inside, .its front looks more
like a dime spot than a prosperous
nabe operation. The billing and the
photos outside are distinctly cheap

old-fashioned, with naturally
appeal to passersby. It
limited
points up again the fact that few
managers know how, or care, to sell
a show properly. Another instance
of 'poor vaudeville' innocently taking it on the chin; it's vaude and. not
the selling of it that takes the blame
when the boxoffice doesn't favorably
reflect the extra expense of stage

with

a

chair dance.
Skeets Hurfurt, of the band, xmcorks- some comedy singing of 'Kermit the Hermit' and 'Ding, Dong
Daddy.' Then
in
some
indulges
peckin' with another musican for
some more laughter. Edythe Wright,

:

comes through with

vocalist,

'Posin,'

and 'Mulberry Bush' for nice results.

Milton Douglas gets by with some
cross-talk with a stooge in the audience.
Follows with patter with
a gal, Priscilla, that is partly off
color. Although much of the talk is
stale and hackneyed,
to push it over.

they manage

Band then dishes out a swing version of 'Hawaiian War Dance.' Nice
arrangement.

Jack Leonard, other

vocalist with the band, warbles effectively four pop numbers, 'Get Out
of Town,' 'Old Folks.' 'Deep in a
Dream' and 'Change Partners.'
At show caught Saturday (14) biz
Eck.
was exceptionally strong.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

and

shows,

JndiaTuipoHs, Jan. 13.
Frankie Master}s and orch, Marion
Fay.
Francis, Slim Timhlin. Novak

Stone

&

&

Barton;

'Devil's

Island'

(WB).
Frankie

Masters'

orch.

provides

on stage, but. name
not strong enough to bring the

nifty 55 minutes
is,

Vaude Is skedded to run five customers
from Thursday to Monday, in-, consists of
elusive, with a single feature. Duals accent on

days,

Band
in at the wicket.
11 pieces with harp, with

Mas'bell-tone' rhythm.
and swings the stick well,
but vocally is not a standout. Band
opens with a rhythm, tune, then
swings 'Take Me Out to the Ball
Game.' Followed by. Stone and Barton, who hoof in partnership, then
in
impressions of Pat
alternate
Rooney, Bill Robinson, Ruby_ Keeler
and George .White, the mimicry beClose with the
purely
mental.
ing
standard tap to 'Orpheus Overture.'
Band then does 'Bo jangles of Harlem,' featuring the drummer, with
Masters stepping in for a vocal
helped, out by the glee club. Entire
orch comes downstage to vocalize
Marion Francis follows
'It's Love.'
and scores well with her swing-singtrios
ing of 'Don't Let That Moon Get
numerous
same
as
the
asically
of their type. They're billed as from Away,' 'Alice Blue Gown,' and 'Two
radio, but there's nothing distinctive Sleepy People,' in which she is
about their arrangements of 'Honey joined by Masters. Novak and Fay
suckle Rose' and 'Rain, Rain Go follow with some dead pan acroAway.' They need classier dress, batics, consisting of shoulder stands
too. Quietly received.
and arm work in which partner
Masters then
Joe Arena's aero work with a misses the holds.
bull-^rrier Is a nice interlude in warms up the larynx with 'Ol' Man
ose.' Slim Timblin does his blackthe deuce spot. It's a four-minute
turn, nicely paced and includes mild fdce burlesque of a Negro preacher,
laughs as Arena continues pulling with a blackface comedy marriage
glasses of colored liquid from his ceremony as finale. Act has always
pockets and drinking 'em. Nelson gone well here, but is out of place in
and Marsh (New Acts), mixed shag band show, even to the point of
buck 'n' wing team," also generate working before a closed traveler,
some life in the next slot.
while other acts do stuff in front of
Show's comedy burden is on orch.
Evelyn Wilson, who does a drunk,
Show closes with medley including
standard
and Ray and Harrison,
'Pagan Love Song,' 'Make Believe,'
mixed team, still doing their
in which harpist does nice work, and
Pain in the BaUet' act. Fact that 'Good Night Sweetheart,'
Miss Wilson will do a drunk is cued
Biz thin at third show Friday,
in Schooler's intro and that sluffs
Kiley.
element, but the
surprise
the
femme's comedy and hoke singing
and
Ray
foes over nevertheless.
[arrlson's knockabout in a ballroom
routine between the dapper male

Slay the remainder of the week,
headed by Dave
is
irst layout
Schooler and his Swinghearts, 16piece girl orchestra, but the management is rather uncertain about
whether Schooler, once a highly
popular stage m.c., will be a- per-manent fixture. Schooler is greatly
hampered by the outmoded, picturie
house type presentation, the tremendous stage and the poor musical
<iuality of the femme aggregation.
Latter is being lighted by individual
baby spots and they point up very
little youth and beauty.
Five acts comprise the remainder
the
show. Schooler m.c.ing.
of
Opener, the -Harrison Sisters (3),
Sive out with harmony singing that's

STATE,

tapping.

ters m.c.'s

.

,

State isn't giving *em much of a
stage show currently to augment
weakie boxOffice celluloid in 'The
Duke of West Point' (UA). Hence,
the gross will probably be as anemic
as the entertainment.
Marquee lure rests on Benny Me-

'

EMBASSY,

lowing

it

Hartford, Jan. 15.
Dorsey's Orch, with Jack
Leonard, Sheets Hurjurt, Edythe
Wright, Milton Douglas & Priscilla,
and sound effects, but something
Jack
June Boyle, Sam Kaplan's seems
lacking when 15-minute skit is
house orch; 'I
a Criminal' over. Or maybe payees were just
(Mono),
chilly after braving a snow blizzard

&

Am

outside.

House this sesh is striking pay dirt
Tommy Dorsey's orch, plus two
additional acts. Dorsey and his 15
piece unit, mostly brass, are pro
viding a sparkling show. Running
about 65 minutes, it's solid, diversi

The Kidoodlers, four males with
gob of instruments and things, Offer

with

some

work

fled entertainment.

Dorsey's music

high in its
fleld.
The maestro crams a mess
of swing into the period; on several occasions, he joins the band for
some torrid tromboning. Band is
on stage all the way.
As a starter, orch offers a swing
arr^jigement of 'Old Black Joe* followed by three other numbers, "Two
Sleepy People,' 'Room With a View'
and My Reverie.' Show places emphasis on instrumental and vocal
numbers, but Jack- and June Boyle,
youthful tap duo, provide variety

'

federal court.
There are the

usual

scenes

of

havoc caused by storm, wrecks and
whatnot. In the fleld of sports. Fox
dominates with skiing and hockey
clips, while Paramount draws the
gold ring on chuckles with a kid
boxing tournament, highlighted by
the tendency of one of the younigster's trunks to keep sliding down.
Odcc.

numbers in the
Especially their 'down
Buddy Clark, nethas a nice set of

HIPP,

bit.

BALTO

baritone,

pipes.

raies

Musica brothers being nabbed by
state authorities immediately
upon their release on bail by the

the

nifty novelty

opening cog.
on the farm'

Mimics of w.k. personages are
Steve Evans' forte, and he tops 'em
off With takeoff on the 'Hunchback
of Notre Dame.' Besides the puppet
number, Dansonettes contrib two
other routines that look nice. Kaufman licks his boys through a medley of band leaders, with various
pit occupants aping famous proto-

Baltimore, Jan. 15.
Roger Pryor and orch (13). Helen
Pammer, Red Hodgson, Ray Wilbert,
Barr
Estes, Lane Truesdale, Ann
Sothern: 'Little Totigh Guys in Society' (U).

&

Recent run of strong flesh layouts
here continues in good style this
week with Roger Pryor's orch backing up a strong lineup of interpoBlizzard thinned out crowd plenty
lated standards and p.a. of Ann
at early evening show Friday (13).
Sothern. Pryor has a workmanlike
Pete,
types.

ROXY, ATLANTA

immediately with a Tech-

A

Tommy

combo of five brass, four sax and
four rhythm, featuring a rather
straightforward and simple style, effective in unadorned arrangement.
Takes hold of a trombone in parts,
but does not essay solo or spot-

lighted contributions.
roff's band, Joy Hodges (New Acts)
Smart opening by band features
and the Stroud Twins (Claude and modern working out< of classic
Clarence).
Former is the Coast 'Whistler and His Dog,' composed by
singer whose first Broadway stage Pryor's dad in heydey of concert
shot, opposite George M. Cohan in bands.
Pryor's. handling of an'I'd Rather Be Right,' got her draftnouncements is unaissuming and pered to Hollywood.
She hasn't yet sonable. Brings on first specialty,
attained the rep in films to make Helen Pammer, for
some fiair hoofher a surefire coin-getter on per- ery, and follows with Red Hodgson
sonals.
from brass section, in skillfully sold
The Strouds started to burn up the comedy vocal and trumpet specialty.
airwaves last year on the Chase & Verson of 'I Got Rhythm' by band
Sanborn show. Originally starting next, as frankly announced by
in vaude as moppet hoofers, they Pryor, a bit off the cob, but corswitched to droll comedy and were rectly spotted for Ray Wilbert, who
clicko on *he air with that for a follows.
while. They're using the same styleWilbert, vaude standard, socks out
and tempo here, Clarence also
m.c'ing the entire show, but it's not an interlude of nifty hoop manipuentirely effective.
Once they start lation, nicely spliced with fairish
Remarkable condancing, however, and do a difficult comedy chatter.
hand-to-hand balancing trick, they're trol of rolling circles, particularly
in closing trick in which hoop is
over.
made to climb a series of ropes
Clarence, per usual, is a 'walking stretched from proscenium, good for
dictionary, while Claude plays dumb a solid ovation and a begoff. Made
and lazy. It's too slow a routine to for nice change of pace with band's
be worked as long as they're on and 'Musical Toys,' just right in the contheir material coula be fortified.
Medley of a.k.
tinuing groove.
Benny Meroff's orchestra (13), plus numbers
highlighted by Pryor's
two femme specialties, closes the impressionis of Bert Williams, nice
four-acter, while Alf T. Loyal's dog
stuff and well received.
act opens it. nicely. Meroff's crew is
Barr and Estes, man and woman
not as noteworthy for its music as it
comedy hoofers, take hold here,
is for novelty and comedy, especially
in the antics of Roy Richards and whacking out considerable laughter
Popikoff, both musicians with the with eccentric legomania and funny
latter a dialectic.
The specialties, panto. Vet team sells smartly and
Doc Lang, aero dancer, and Martha scores strongly, making hard spot to
Perry, singer, are on briefly and get follow, but band's comedy impresby, though not by very much. Meroff sion of name bands does the trick
is a lively batoner, besides playing and highlights the doings for appearvarious instruments.
He should ance of Ann Sothern.
muffle that trumpeter who persists
Miss Sothern, on to audible recogin being heard over everything the nition by stub holders^ looks well
band plays.
Scho.
and gives out with legitimately sold
brace of vocalsj 'Deep in a Dream'
and 'With a Song in My Heart,' both
entirely up to scratch and a solid
N. Y.
handgetter.
Leads into cleverly
(NEWS REELS)
worked out vocal with Pryor for reWithout the March of Time's reel sounding series of curtains.
Biz
on the refugee problem it would be okay.
Burm.
a dull week for the Embassy's
screen. The showing of this clip is
brought to a rousing pitch by fol-

.

chores batoning the pit band,
knits the acts into production with
nice bit of m.c'ing.
Phillips H. Lord's 'Gang Busters'
doubtless is as good a subject for
stage dramatization as any ether act,
what with punchy dialog, plenty of
pistol shots and expert performing

Evidence Vaudevile s B.O. StrengA

(UA).

FOX, DETROIT

his

Par and Shubert, Newark, Shows

ards, Popikoff; Joy Hodgea, Stroud
Twins, Alf T. Loyal, Ruby Zwerlin^s
house orch.; 'Duke of West Points

A

HARTFORD

4S

N. Y,

Benny Meroffs Orch (13) toitfi
Doc Lang, Martha Perry, Roy Rich-

nicolor trailer of the Stars and
Stripes blowing in the breeze and a
recorded choral group giving way to
the 'Star-Spangled Banner,' At the
runoff reviewed, the audience quickly got to its feet and joined the
soundtrack choristers in the anthem's several verses.
The time reel tells its story without rancor or resort to exhibits of
physical torture. While a major part
of the footage is devoted to the Jewish question, the reel gives considerable treatment to the plight of
Chinese and Spanish refugees. The
scenes captured in Nazi Grermany
grip the heart and the mind, and the
job as a whole rates as a brilliant
piece of documentation.
and 'fat and forty-ish* woman also
Detroit, Jan. 13.
scores.
Little excitement is otherwise reSteve
Evans,
Kidoodlcrs
(4),
flected
from the international scene.
work
several
Schooler's band gets
outs during the show and surpris- Buddy Clark, 'Gang Busters^ radio Metro contributes a clip depicting
line
house
Dansonettes
(16),
drama,
Premier Daladier's reception in
ingly sounds better when the stage
orch,
Jack Kaufman house
Corsica. From Pathe comes an inIs dark than when the lights are Sam
up. Generally, though, it's hardly Peggy McColl; 'There's That Woman terview with Jan Masaryk, once
Czechoslovakian ambassador to Engappetizing ear-stuff and when the Again* (Col).
land and son of the republic's foundband essays seven tunes all at one
Hooked up as a 'television show' er. Masaryk's expressed hope for
time, it's doubly n.g.
Schooler is as personable as ever. of the future, current bill at the the future of his homeland has a
grade-A pianist, he almost saves Fox is okay, though nothing start- heavy overtone of gloom.
the day for the entire band when he ling to prompt patrons to rush out
On the domestic scene Pathe
solos Liszt's 'Hungarian Rhapsody.' and purchase a visio set. Neverthe- stands out with its glimpses of the
He has the appearance and stage less, it's a good production job on army of homeless sharecroppers
presence to front a band, and cer- what's at hand.
whose plight again became a fronttainly rates a better one than he
Except for theatre's line, the page item last week.
Paramount
now has.
Dansonettes, most of the current presents bits from the senate comLayout dragged through 58 min menu is obtained from radio. To mittee quizzing of Harry L. Hoputes at this viewing, Friday night bring in the 16 gals, there's a small kins, appointed Secretary of Com(13), and biz was only fair, the stage erected on stage proper and merce,
and President Roosevelt's
b.b. being badly clipped by the win- show switches 'back to Fox theatre*
Jackson Day speech. Same company
Manager of occasionally, to glimpse a routine flips in a few shots from the latest
ter's worst snowstorm^
the house is Montague Salmon, long (one, a puppet number, is a stand- chapter
in the Coster-Musica scan*
Scho.
on the Skouras staff.
Sam Jack Kaufman, besides dal, these showing the surviving
out.)

STATE,

VARIETY

By JOHN HUBLEr
In both its vaudeville houses (Shubert and Paramount), Newark is currently being served some well«sea->
soned and palatable shows at sizeabl*
prices. Attendance and reception accorded both shows Friday (13) night
during the blizzard was Impressive.
Paramount was playing to standing

room with 'Beachcomber' (Lau£^ton) and OzZie Nelson-Harriet Billiard combo, Harry Richman at the
Shubert was eclipsed by the stronger
Par bill.

The Shubert is a converted legit
house located at end of a side street
off he main drag. Seats are not too
comfortable and theatre could do
well with modernization all around.
Eddie Sherman-Sam Stiefel, booking-operating, took house over Xmas
day and have since piled up some
important grosses, with the exception of the current stanza. Imposing
names have led off the parade so far,
Ben Bernie bringing in $12,600 in
six days, Lou Holtz, $21,500 (holiday
week); and Ro.ger Pryor-Ann Sothern. $15,600. No films; just shorts,
so it's almost straight vaude uftlik*
the Par's vaudfllm.
'

Shubert has a nut of aboui $6,4}00
weekly. Union scale for music and
deckhands is reported very high here
which condition ups the ante considr
erably. Like the Paramount, Shubert has no set budget, the bookers
on both sides being prepared lor
$10,000 layouts, depending oa circumstances. Both stands stick to straight
guarantees, and ho percentages except in cases of big overage wheu.
attraction and house would split
after certain figure is reached. Lou.
Holtz was bonused with $500 on his
week for the hice gross he pulled on
the regular house scale of 40-65c, and
75-89C weekends. Shows are four to
five daily but can go to six if biz
warrants.
Tommy Dorsey, Benny
Goodman, Kay Kyser, Richard Himber, Connie Boswell, Willie and Eugene Howard-Borrah Minevitch's

Gang and Benny Fields 'are booked
for future Shubert lineups. Vincent
Lopez. Abbott and CS>stello and Estelle Taylor are also coming in as
one show.
Par's Setnp
In .this town full of dualers, the
Paramount was forced to better It?
shows with re^birth of the -Shubert.
^'onnerly a very light nut vaude
spot. Par, not unlike Loew's State,
N. Y., In physical aspect and considerably better looking than the Shubert, was obliged to lip the shows to
standard of ooposlsh. There's room
for both in this 500,000 pop. city, it
wbuld seem, with grosses good at
bpth. Par has the edge with firstrun films as against the first-ruti
brief ies. at the Shubert. But the latter is reaching out for superrdrawtf
.

Atlanta, Jan. 14.

Roxyettea (16), Vernon Rathhurn
8e
Co., Al Allan Sc Lillian Croel,
Howard Brooks, Gene- Doyle & Don
Donnelly; 'Shadows of Shanghai'

(GN).

Roxy (formerly the Georgia under
Sc Jenkins, Inc., banner) has
a pleaser in this show, the third, and doing, okay so far.
since opening under new name. It's
Paramount is operated on partner-,
a fast layout, with four acts carrying ship deal with A, A. Adams and
punch interspersed between three Pariamount. Seats $2,200 as compared
to Shubert's 2,100 and sports same
outstanding dance routines by 16 admish
scales, except for drop to 25Gae Foster Roxyettes,
35c for early bird shows. Al- and
Femmes open show with 'Boogie Belle Dow book; Like the Shubert
Woogle' number after Mike Segal, it bucks the Proctor's, Loew's, Termasetro, batons his 11-piece pit band minal and Branford, other first-rtth;^
through medley of hit tunes of past ners. vj^easonal reopening occurred
Id.
Reported nut averages beyears. Girls are well drilled, young Oct.
and lookers, and their precision is tween $7,000-$8,000.
worth mentioning. Opening act is
Here also some hefty shows ar<»
Vernon Rathburn, good sax tooter, being set, with Duke Ellingtr-. in
his company, including Irene Blynn, next Week, followed by Will Ossinger; Pete King, tap dancer, and borne-Andrews Sistersj Jimmy DorLovejoy sisters. AH play saxes, while sey, Casa Loma, Artie ShaW and the
King and Lovejoy girls do a credit- International Casino company, last
able clog challenge number.
for week of Feb. 3. Louis Armstrong
They're followed by Al Allan and is also set for a. whirl at the Par for
Lilian Croel, who tied up show the Dows.who, at one time, operated
the
opposish Shubert with vaude to
caught, Man trundles on a midget
piano that's equipped with practi- buck Adams, now his customer.
Both houses report Visits by out^
cally everything imaginable, fncluding a spigot from which he draws of-town theatre ops who want to
situation and policies
beer, Their business is funny, girl gander th
sings and hoofs well and Allan's with possibility of going flesh- themgiano hokum scores. They had to selves.
There's no sitting On hands In ^
eg off^
either place even though weather
Gae .Tester girls are baek at this called
for it. At the Par, the crowd
time for a superbly lighted and exwhipped up a steady stream of apecuted moonbeam number, followed
for Roseanne Stephens, DOtt
by Howard Brooks, whose sleight-of- plause
Cummmgs
and Betty Lou, besides
hand is only fair, but highlighted by the
stellar Ozzle Nelson-Harriet Bilsmooth presentation and okay gags.
liard combo.
Unit Is excellently
Gene Doyle and Don Donnelly, in paced
by Maestro Nelson and offers
next-to-closing spot, present chatter
and songs that, are good for the some pi;omising new talent in Miss
Stephens,
pert
and capable swing
a
laughs. They're assisted in a pantosinger; and the kid, Betty Lou, an
mime number by Allan and Croel.
acro-tapster. Entire show was at the
Finale by Roxyettes is a skating Strand, Brooklyn,
last week. Cumroutine that's a thriller. Girls speed mings gets
little blue as does Richaround Roxy's ample stage in pla- man at thea Shubert
but this town's
toons of four and wind up in a pop- customers go
for it.
the-whip finale that all but tosses
Shubert Show
femmes, on end of line into pit. EveShubert works
overture with
lyn Weiss, from the line, announces Buddy Page
pit and stage band of
acts from backstage over p.a. system.
13, including leaden
Plenty listenShow runs an hour,
able, sounding like a sizeable aggreRoxy is filling a long-felt need in gation when working overture. 'They
flesh-starved Atlanta by bringing in take to the stage immediately followgood stage entertainment.
M. J. ing where they are fronted by acta
Baranco, former manager of State, and not too good-looking stands.
Denver, Colo., is managing director Drapes and curtains are fair but
of Roxy and is personally attending stands have a very gaudy and five'-,
to
stage productions, with Beth and-dime
affect.
Handle shovr
Mitchell, former assistant to Gae chores well.
Foster, assisting.
Harry Richman handles the m.C
Roxy's scale is 25c. to 55c„ latter assignment in showmanly manner
price being on 300 available loge but sags a little personally on doing
seats.
Biz at show caught (opener his own heroic baritonin" as Shchor
s
(Ck>ntinued on page-47>
Sunday) was capacity.
Luce.
LUcas

-
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VARIETY

4«

Alexander

DurcIIe

Mnurico

Varietv Bills

PdrUoi'son

l.*w

Tom Low

WEEK
NEXT WEEK
THIS

Numorals

in

Monti

Mill

(Jan. 13)

Morlti
Ua»ll Koineen Oro
Aurella Colomo
Pierce & Roland
liolrl

(Jan. 20)

connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or yplit week

Dominion
Trolse Co

Alphonse

Gaiimont
Wallenda Co

3

YORK CITY Noma

CK.ArilAM

Marion & ICtUeen
Roger Pryor Ore

Ann Sotliem
IMI.TIMORK

KAST

Stuart & Martin
Men of Manhfttlan

Centnrr (19)
Randnll Sia

HAM

Granada
Badmhilon Co
4

Oav

Gloria

&

Enu'.-b

Hnte^t

Granada
Bobby Henshaw

&

Foster

EnUl Colcnian Ore
iMedi-aito

WOOI.WICH

& McN

Ronald Gi^urley

Alary

Robbtn^T Bros. £;
Carol Manners

Plvllharmonlcas

Boys
John jtockwood
Vaughn Comfort
Danny Higglna

M

Ira
SId

'i'amcll

Hawkins

df Janttary 16
aberdken
Jaok Marks
Tfvoll
Pearce- & Orunden
Bower & Ruthert'rd Velvey Attwood

NB«' YORK CITY Cass Owon & T
Blackstone
MiMic Hen (20)
Debonalrs
Jan Peerco

(>3)

Bobbins Bros.

& M

Foster & Clarke
Murjorle Stevens

BOSTON

Memorial (20-22)
fiulon'u^

Bell & Eng'BroB
.Joe Morrison

Bowan

Sybil

Swanson

Xteleiv

&

Grant

Herman Hyde
Sara Ann- McCabe

&

MARK

Mr:

Jjadd

Cabaret

NEW YOBK
SIgrid

Lsksscn

Dick Chapman

YORK CITY

Strand (20)

I^o Relsman Ore
J

& L

Seller

Dick Todd

Andy Mayo Co

(13)

Will Osborne Ore
Phil R«gaii

Fuzzy Knight
Harry Savoy Co

Louis Armstrong Or
BilV Robinson

riTTHICllOH
Stanley (20)

Klcodemus
Gordon & Rogera

Major Hotres Co

Daiidrldge Sis

Hal

BROOKIiYN
(20)

Kemp Ore
READING

Astor (20-21)
Ina.-Bay Button Or

Phil Regan

Ann

Mlller
Stepin Fetchlt

WASHINGTON
R^rle (20).

4 Franks

(One to

nil)

(13)

Kim Loo

Sis

Harris

Howell
H'ggeTty

&

&

Ben Blue

Kemper

DU-K P6Tan
F & P Trado
4 ICim Loo Sin

Gae Foster Qla

4 Ortohs

Bob Crosby Ofe

Blglna
Mldgle Fellows-

Bob- Wllllama

PHITiADKLPHIA
Korle (20)

Ore

Bernlfi

(18)

.

.C

Ben

-

(13)

..

.

Mary Small
Linda Moody
(One to nil)

B«d Dust

&

Troy

.

Lynne

YORK
Strand (20-21)
Bartell & Hurst
(More to

Bandbox
CharlM Barber Ore
Gus. Martel Ore
Roscoe Alls

Betty Lewis

NewfeU

Vivian

(IS)

Strand

'

All)'

Independent
Boxy

CITY

Bill nertoiottl's

Bh'mba Bd

Angelo'a

Xllis pton
Eleanor -Ethttrldge
Velyne Hague
Helen Dell

Kent
GAy »0's

Itoberta
Hlll'a

Jim

Phillips

Florence Herbert
Billy Lorraine

Bd Furman
Casn .Maiianai
Vincent Lopez Ore
Jay Fresfeman Ore

Lupe Velez
Doc Rockwell
Peggy Fears
Paul Haakon
Shaw & Lee
Jack Durante
Fred Sanborn
Elder Blooms

Benny Baker
Carol Bruce

Nick: Lucas

-

Del RIoB
Z Swllts
Siinny Rice

3 O'Connors

(20)

Orplieum (19-22)
Floyd Ray Ore
4 Ink Spots
Danny & K^dle.

& C

RiverHlde (13)
Al Bernte

ATLANTA
Rnxy

Bpc Ho Grey Co
Tlmberpr <fe Rooney
Jean Sarfrent
Fortuncllo

<14)

Rathbui-n Rev
Allen & Donnelly
Howard BvociUs

OlIICAGO

Oriental

Dawn

Perry

2

&

Fayne

Shyretto

Nash

Foster
3

2

NEWARK

Pammnunt

I-TodgeS

HARTFORD

State

MILWAUKEE

(SO)

Pis

Steve 13 vans
•Lathrop Bros & L
Mauclo Hilton Co

Joy

.

& Tates
MEMPHIS

Dare

Len Mence

V

KANSAS CITY
TtFwer (20)
Varsity 8

(20)

(18-22)

Coubt Bernlvlcl
Faith Bacon ^

xSdianapolis
Lyric (20)

Hal LeRoy
I^ambertl

Jack Gray

Ivy Anderson
3 ChocolAtecrs
(Thtee to nil)
i

Nelson Ore

Harriet. Kllllard

Don Cummings
Betty Lou

NEW

&

Debs

& S

Shanghai Wing Tr

Bob Oakley
(18)

Frankle Masters Or
Slim Timblln
Novalc & Fay
Stone 4: Barton

CASTLE
(10)

Jack Fulton
Paul Gordon
Ted Adair Co

(Two

to nil)

WHEEI'ING

Capitol (20-21)
Coquettes Ore
Janlcd Williams
Maud Hilton Co

Tanner

& Thomas

London
Week
Adtorla

of January 16
George Doonan
Oresbam Singer^

Borle & Ltwis
Trucndero Bettt

Teddy Brown
PhlllijirlRobblns

Clftnde Gliahdler

Adam

ft

Yola Gain
Kny Parsons
Chez Flrehnuse
James McColl
Tony Kraber
Clifton

&

Miley

Maria Forbes
Mllt Herth Trio
Club IS
WhI.to
Jerry' Klan<;hard
.lack

Doc Lee
Shad MUchell
-

Put tlarrlngtmj
FranUie Hyers

Grogan
Leila Gayncs
U'lIIle

Beale St

G

r-toys

Ore
Clob Gnucho

Antli-ews

&
Nina Orla
Tarrant &
DIniltrl

Troc Ore

&

Joylta-

Maravilla

Romero -Gome^
Paqulta, Dominguez
Dorlta & Valero

ErnU Hoist Ore
April

Eleanor Sheridan

Bettlne & Fontana
Dell O'Dell
Greenirloh Tillaco

Casino

Ray O'Hara Ore.
MacMahoh
Dumont
Monet
Bea & Ray Goman
Havana-Madrid
Nano Rodrlgo Ore
Juantto San'brla Or

Oloria

Hilda Reyea
Mextico Z

&

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
KIcholns Bros
Berry Bros
VV C riandy
Dandrklge Sla

Delia LInd
Emma Frdnuls

Lulu Batiai
Willie Solrlr

Patricia Norman
Paul Bartels

Diana Del Rio
Hickory Hobb*
J 00 Marsala Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Dick Gasparre- Ore
Vincent Bragale Ore
Eleanor French
Rosalean & Seville
H'tel Belmont-Plaea

Joe Venutl Ore

Adrian Rollinl
4 McNallle Sis
Paul Roslnl

White

Sis

Wacky Watsons
Selms & Kaye
Midnight Sua
Jack Mclvtn. Ore
Jerry Kruger

Betty Keane
Dorothy Blaine

Man

Paris

Charlie Murray Ore
Virginia Uppercu

Be«vrly Wllshtre

Harry Owens Ore

Howard Gerrard
"
Bray

Sis

Blltmore Bowl

Shep Fields Ore
Annabelle
Jerry Stewart
Shirley Rust
Ronald & Roberta

DanwUls

Bud & Hid Buddies
Fritz '& J Hubert

Hal Derwln

Blltmore
Horace Heldt Ore
Larry Cotton

Bob McCoy
Art Carnfey
Ferrlngton.

Agnes & George
Bernle Mattinaon
Bmlly' Stephenson
Jean Farney
Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kayo Ore
Hotel Essex Hons*
N Brandwyntie Ore
Clinton

Betty Gale
Hotel Llnroln
Artie

ABC

ShaW Ore

3

I'lare KIcRante
Bin Fnrrell

Bonn Kauf

Tommy

Mills

Joe White
Wally Shulun
Leo Lazaro Oro
riitntatlon Club
Sheets Tblbert Ore
Harrington Guy
Valda
Velma Mlddleton

Moke

ri»Ke

8e-

&

Collins

PltZKeraid

Conway & Hnrka
Connie Jaclison
nanjo Bernle
Lee .Simmons
Pepper rot
Joe D'A-ndrea Oro
JJill ScuUy
O'Hanlon St Del R
Bob Itlatr.I Ore

Cafe Cnllente
Eddie Agullar Ore
Liils Banuelos
JulJo Cervantes

Susana
Leo
Lu/, Oasduez
C'nfe

La Maze
Boys

Pari; Ave.

rinb Itall
Charlen Lawrence
Bruz FlPtcher
Club
.Toe Frisco

U

Carlos

Jan

Giirbifr

.Tack GaiitUe'

'\\-'IIIIams

Rudy

AVme

MoFarlands Ore
Judy Abbott
Marlynn ft Michael

Ruam

Playboys Ore
Betty Bordf-n
nine fSmHMi'
Frances Romas
Loretta Ryan

Marelene Morrow
Irene Green

Mildrea Txax la
Dot Keith Gls

Hits & a Miss
Harry Singer Ore
4

Dean Murphy

V Caneva

Ore
l<^nMH!« Door

HiHrt

Itrevnorl

(t'ry«>(*t Room)
ri«retir«' .Schubert

Esther Wbittington

Goodelle

Nk]|la

Diosa Coeicllo
Gle^n Pope

Kfvtchma

PAUL and

Mlsha UndaaolT
Nastia Potlakeva
DarIa Blrse

Nflia

WEEK

Show

SImone

Jerrj'

VersiHllcs
B'ergere Ore

Panchtto Ore
Sophie Tucker
.lyAvalos Dancera
Village

Buddy Hayes

Caravan

Blllie

West

Brecae Ore
Don Orlando Ore
Evans Adorables

Jackson, Stone 8t
Kadle Moore
Jock Irving
Mildred Jordan
Allen Cole
Bdle Burton
Bernle Adier

Ellard

Jack Frost
Val Harris
^It Cafe

Ray West Ore
Diana Gayle
Jerry's M:^ndaluy

Jimmy K6rr Ore
Tommy Howard
Geo Junior
Frankle Gallagher
Oliver Albertl

J Otto's SteaklibuHt*
King Cole Ore
Rose Murphy
Mttcrbug Honne
.Louis Prima Ore
Lu Coiigu
LaC'nga Rh'mba Bd
Don Jerl
Spike Featherstone
Little Club

Jane .Tones
Tiny Mpredlth
Betty Unley

R

IIOs

Joan Rogers
loan Joyce
Marion Peters
Vee Ames Gls
Geo Anderson Oro
Jr Ore
Gnind Terrace

Capt. Perry

Ted Smith
Connie Harris
Leonard Reed Gls

F Henderson Ore

Graemerv Hiitel
(Glass House Km>
Toasty Pall Ore

Bock

Bob Given
Lorraine Voss
Harry's N Y Cnb'ret
RoscjOe Alls
Leslie

Club Spnninii
Fowler & Walsh
KdOIe Mark
Pinky Tracy
Bob Davis «'>rc

RUth Denning
Rcnee Villon
Frltzle Luhr
Betty Robin
Chas Engels Ore
Art Buckley

Baker

Mnn'/anares Or
Keith Beech er Ore

.Tose

Co:o<4imos

Inga Borg

TuUah & MIy
Yvette Rugel
Gerhart 3
Kurtis .Marlonc los
Lane, Allen & E
Mary Stone

Bobby PMtiders
Lyie Foster

Uooncy III
Hyiitr
M Lii.U»-/e Kest u'r't Bob
Ruth Denning
Ijeonnrd Keller Ore Proimph Gls
Lynn Sterling
Hollywood 6
Diane Denisn
Chib Zarape
Henri Gendron Ore
Mart us Daly
Aaron <!onzaloes Or
Club itfiimi
BUI Roberts Ore
Leo Roja
Connie Morrow
Felix ;^la^tianl
Omar's Dome
Sam Robinvon
Co:'<ianut Grove
Geo Redmond Ore
Brown
& Brown
Freddie Martin Ore Charlie
I*at

Gay

Mona

Loretta Deftoer
Colony Club

Margot Gavin

Tommy

Jones

Al Wagner.
BilUe Myers
Lee Berling
Dorothy' Johnson
Rankin Gls

Hickory inn
Dictators Ore
Fred Casey
Terry O'Toole

HI Hut
Nat Cherney
E. LeAvis

.Tean

Mona

Lee Bart'el
Andre & Michel
Kretlow Gls
Sid Lang Ore

Hippodrome

-

Hotol HcAlpIn
J Messner Oro

.

Hotel rierra
Harold Nagel Ore
Hotel Plaxa

Eddy Duchln Ore
Bobby Parkb Ore

Russell

Swann

Abbott Dancers
41 Club
Ethel Jlowe

9

Havry I^ash
X'ranlt Sebastian's

Cubiinola
IJarros Ore
Bobby Ramos

.Tof-e

Les into Ore
Hnwitlkin Paradise
Andy lone Ore
Princess Luana
Calif Revelers
Stanley Mechan

Eddie Albany
Joy Williams
Anita Clark
I..enorc Le Nay
Billy O'ltryant

indigo Citfe
Sid

Brown

Earl
Beau Lee
Eddy & Tours
Pnlorour ^
Clyde McCoy Ore
Bennett iJIs

Wayne Gregg

Bert Lynn & Myla
Mllo & Marlon

Hudson Metzger Gls
Paris Inn

Dominic
Reglnl

Rudy La Tosea
Marsha Noleen
Thora Mathlason
St

Hcnrlcne Barker
Abbott Soy re
Wesloy Long
Chips Hill
Sanf Thenrd
t'.:harle8 Isom

Red

Sa^ln(lfr^<

Ore

Congress Itotcl
(iilasa

Hat Rm)

Pauletto LaPlerre

Bobby Dunart
.Tnnct Si Loretta
Blllle Banks

Jerry Glrard
(Srover Wllkins

Ted Pearlman Gls
Joe Hahn Ore
ivanhoe
Helen Sunmers
Helen IrWTh
4

Hawallans

Earl Hoffman Ore

L'Alglon

R'yal Anrib'Ks'dor Or

Florence Gillette
G Gls

Marguerite

.

Partelln GIh

Taynton.n

Ken Henry son

(Sandra

M

Chuck Henry Oro
Seven Sean

Danny Kawanna

(Prurock Km)
Marie Allen Daniels
(I'ompellnn Bm)
Irving Margraff
Drake Hotel
(Gold Const Room)

Wayne King Ore
Edna Sedgwick
Reddington Sis

Murtah
Alene

ft

Sib

Evans

Mary

W

Ozzle Jackson Ora

Susl-q

KItpatrl<'l<

Eudeblo Copclaldl
Don Quixote Ore
Ennio Bolognlnl Ur
Hotel La Hnllr

Betty Harris
D'rothy DeHougfat'a

Viola Jefferson

Thompson's 16
Ray Reynolds
Joy Kalese'

Olafc

Terry Terrell
Mllllcent

DeWltt

Three Dencea

Bert Nolan
Marvin St Helens

Brown
Baby Dodds

Cleo

Charles McBrldo

Zimmerman

Honey Brown

Vagabonds

Freddie Reed
Lonnla Johnson
Towei Inn
Flo Whitman BeT

Steve Stutland Ore

Rosa Bowl
Shore

'Willie

Edythe

GrlflltU

Callahan' Sis
Walter -Haalings

Nyra Lou

Sol

Genevieve Val
Sharone
Patsy DuBrae
Frank Davis Oro
.Trocadero

Muriel
Slssle

Wagner Ore

Hoveler Gls
Royale Frolica
Dolly Kay
SId Tomack
Rein Bros

Reed

*

Mele
Florence HInlow
Al Trurk Ore
Jack Hllllard
Frolics

»

Ens

Mark Fisher Oro
Sberman Hotel
(College Inn)

Happy Felton Oro
Prof Lambertl

Circle-

'

Roy Rankin Oro
Villa Modeimo
Tony Cabot Oro
Winona Gardens
Stan Carter

Rene

Gigl

Doiores Lee

Suzaime Kessler
Lucille Johnson

Gibson Gls
Glee Club
Eddie Piatt
Billy Galbralth
Louise Dunn

Frankie^ Rulloa Oro
/Ik zar
.

Tiorralne Barrle

Carl

Terry

DIarie Lat>e

Pat Rooney

Mabel McCane

Joseph
Robbina

Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clair

St

Marx

Sunny
Laura
Sunny
Larry

Bouche
Mar.man

Mack
Lux Oro

FHILABELPHIA
Bill

Anchorage
Honey Ore

Blllle

France

Amy Organ

Eddie Thomaa

Arcadia tnt'l
Clem Williams Ore
Mario Villanl
Catherine Sntlth
Kitty Kallen

Club Morocco
Chick Mullory
Jewell ^lla
Charlie GalneH Ore

Elmer Holfman
James Craig

Cafe Moroney.
Scarey Gavin
Jean NUes
Lorraine Wiley
Betsy Bain

K-Mar

llrllevue-Stratford

(Main Dining R'm)
Meyer .Davis Oro

(Burgandy Room)
Frank Juele Oro

Rae

Dell
Isabell Daniels

Abby Cublpr

Joe Famllant Oro
Hall
Murray Dancers
Clnb Parakeet
Edmund DeLucca
A'dolph Lanza
Leonard Cook
Cosmo & Lolito
Ben Franklin. Hotel IiolUa- Berger

Cliff

(Garden- Terrace)

Red Norvo Ore
Terry Allan
lirnny the Bum'*
2 Mystics
Anrti-ews Sis (3)

Jeanne Goodner

Emnla Stouch
Betty Fernon
Al Wilson
Bill

Thornton Oro

Monya Alba
El Cities
Angellta

De Llmas
Benny Perry
Patsy Shaw

Kay Lavery

Deloyd

Joyanne Shear

Victor

McKay
Hugo Ore

Cadillac Tavern
Henrique & Adr'nno
Dick Thomas
Darlene Jones
Marcella March and

Dolores L^kro
Lillian Stewart

Dean Edwards
MImi Stewart
Ronnu H
Reynolds Ore
Stuff' Smith Ore
Jack Nowlon
Gladys Madden
Clnb IB
Jonah Joned
Johnny Toung'a Or
Liberty Inh
Jerry Macy
Stanley' Mack
3 Hicks frohi 'Sticks
(Blue, tVonl.

LaVonne

.Tane

Edith Principle
Verne Wilson Ore
Swlngland
H -Henderson Or*

Jeanne

Freddie Janis Oro' I.Arpenter & Lorett*
Joe Cqnrad Ore
Pow W'ow

'

Ji>e

Debs

Jimmy Ame^.

Honey Lee

4

Carl

.

Kitty SwanBon
Adeline

.

St

Gladys

Dave Unells Ore
Chalk Robinson Ore
Eddie Rol.h Ore

Belle

Gower

Howards

B Danders

i

ATalter l)yson
Little Hungary
Valesoo's Gypsies

Fane

Colleen

Club Al
Ross
Sylvia Tucker
Jane Jordan
MI eke}' Winters
Oliver Harris Ore
Club Alabiim

Subway
Ray King
Val du Val
Opal Adair

Titan 8
Gertrude Simmons
Beverly Allen
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Ore
Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Marlta Ryan

Casino Gls

Lew King

Larrj'

W

.

GrI tilths

Sextette

Bennett

Stockade Inn
Charles Chaney

Kay

Frances

Jean Moore

Rocke Ellsworth
Bob TInsley Oro

2

St

&

Novello Bros

Paddock Club

Buddy Kirble

liOU

I.)

Herbie Ore

Connie Ross

Dick Hardin

Leon.'ird

Y Bob Han on

Antolne & DuBarry
Evlen Bergere
Karyl. Normaa

Jimmy

Shorty Ball Oro
Franke'e Casino
Dave Tarinen
Loretta Owens
Taft St Bo one

Milton Berle
Grade Barrle
Lucienne & Ashonr,

Dell Ore

Lucky

Shirley

Helen DeeFloe .Sole
Adorables

Chez Paree

Hal Windsor
Jim Lewis
IVoodblde Gardens
(W«ot1sMe, L.

Jeanne

Carl Scholtz Oro

Te^cfts

4th Club

Homer Roberts

Henry Simon
Claire Bougush
Bstclle BIckow

Everette

Ore

Estelle Ellis

-

Robinson

Castellanos

Rbth Barton

Nonnlfr Morrison

Edna

Bam

Larry Punk Oro
Helen O'.Connell
H'w.ood Horse
Iva Kitchen
Bryant. Rains &

Lou

Kay Marcl
Tonya

Rocke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot & Jerry

MarjIe Radcay

Herr Louie

Sbaw

.'

Socialltoa

Rhythm Boys Orb
Garron

(Emptre- Room)
Orrln Tucker Ore
Bonnie- Raker
Bailey Sis

Paige
Terry O'Toole

Ballard

Eddie Gorman

Jerry Roberts

Octet
Lois Tscnappat

ft

Stevena Hotel
(CoBtineatal Roobb)

Wright Ore
Palmer Homm

Bryan Wolf

Broadmont
Kerb Rudolph Ore

Stephen Vans
Stork Club
Sonny Kendls Ore
Jose Lopez Ore
Swing BendetTona
Bob Warren Ore
Jack Laurie
Vivian Vaughn
Ronnie King

B Tank&

Jorry Frost

Grace Katroi

Norma

Sky Bocket
Mathewa4 Kings

Evelyn Hora
Marlon Miller'
Ed Leon
RaATundl's Ore
Old HcrMelbers
Old Heidelberg Co

City

Charles- Baldwin

Harriet Carr
DeRondo & Barrle

Carmen

Tripoli 3

Doris Liglittoot

Clint

Wally Rand

Collette

Joel*& Annette
Mary Jane Browa
Sol Lake Oro

Marjorle Whitney
Dictatora

Pb»ced by

lit ir

(Forest IHUs)
Sleepy Hall Ore

Ruby Bennett

Manfred Gotlhelf
Nameleiia Caf«
Dale

EDDIE SMITH

Katov

'Volodia

Naorivl

MILWAUKEE

RKO, Radio

Yvonne Nova
Aloha
Patricia Perry

Julie

Rex

Hermine Michel
Capellova
Senla KaravaefC
Michel Allchon
Serge IghntenUo

eBEm

;PAN. 20tli

RIVERSIDE,

ManMfa £ava

M

-

Heaney

Boiihle

Dagmar

Art Fisher -Ore
filorriflOR Hotel
(Brfsten Oyeter
Huuae)

Von

Jackio

Bnck Hunt

Eddie Le Baron- Ore
Joan Cdrtlcr
Boad te Mitmhilay
Joie RInes Ore

Leirter

Austin

June Scott

Roy Swift Oro
Mlnaet Club
Jack Farrell
Saxon Sis
Botty Bennett
Mildred Parr

Barbara Wayiie

Al Lane
Melody King

Ben Cutler Ore
Mary Martin

Kay

Brown

Alicia 'Willis

Helen Eneherls
Sharon McAIann

•Ot Clab
Billy Carr
Marg Faber Ola
Lee Val
Jessie Rosella
.loan Carson

LaTour

Ikiarge

Wick

Peggy

AHIIstone
Millstone

Ethel

Noble

Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

Sammy Haaa

£1 Damp*
Rdsita Carmen
Frltzie

Balaine' Rabey

Roma

Tannen
Bob-O-Lyn Gls
Johnny Parkers Or

Ann

Jean Baker
Kay Foster
Stan Carter

Km)

(Kalineite

Alice

& F

3 Talenta

Mfaimt Clab

Bodrldge

Harriet Smith Gls
SS5 Club

lUnekstone Hotel

Silver Ctollco

Joan Dawn

Harold Osborne
Belva Villi t^
Earl Rlclutrd
Spencer St Foleton

Eddie Varzos Ore
Bee Baker

Leo Bennett

Hazel Zaius

Billy Reeves

-

•

Rudlslll

Eds«w»ter Rf^eb

Rhythm Rebels

Fritz Hellbi'on

Commadorablea
Kord RiehardsoB
3 Tops
Johnny McFall Or*

Oro

Melody Min

Moft Lund Oro

Nancy Hutson

Ore
Ore

Dorothy Burns

Barl

Novit

Jules.

& DuBoto

Sophisticates

Meyers-Carlotta Co
Ginger Vine

Tiny HUI Ore
Allan De'V\''ltt

LoMta

Weatllcld Marlonets

Vickie Allen
Lois Kaye
Frederic & Vvoun

Katlierine Tate
Corllcs & Palmer
Kiitnbon Grill

'

Hotel
(Marfaie R4mhd)
Herbie Holmes Ore

R4M>iii>

4

Ryan

Sammy

Betty Jerome
Evelyn Harris

Curley Slade

Silver Clood

DlCarlo

Mickey Dunn

Dolores

Si

Balrd

Jane Clino
Hal Barber

Paty Ruth

John Elliott

Billy Lcac.i
Szlta & Anfs
llluekhii'wk

Joe Ellis Drc

Owen

Ralph Cook

Jimmy Green

Estelle Creasy

Jerry Glldden
Kay Nichols..

MciJiughllne
Charlene
Tonlta
Marlta

Tony Marks

Sunny Mack
Louis Tops
Jimmy Blade

Chuck Andrews

Dutch's

Bltll

(Walnut

Leda Lombard

Dolly Meyers
Phil Chlnard

GHIGA60
Bull

Bismarck- Hotel

SAary

Trocadero
Ted Flo Rito Oro

Lucke

spinning Top*
Bill

Chuck Foster Ore

Sklnnay Ennis Ore

Marlon Holmes
Betty Grey
Darleno O'Day

Raye

Petfgy

Shemp Howard

Dome
Shirley

McGrawB
Chick Wllllama
Al Copeland
Helen Jones
Avis Doyle
Helen Mack

Victor Hngo
Charlie Bourne

Omar

Prince

Don & A LeMaira

UmehoflHe
Barney Richards Or

2

Talla

Art Kassel Ore

Barbara Lime
<itieea

Somerset House
Harry RIngland
Nonle Mitchell
Hal Chancellor
Stage 'I' Cafe
Cully Richards

Roberta Roberts
Jack & Jill Warner
Mildred Jordan

Wallace Bros

Iris-

Mathews

Dorothy King

Beasiey

Avon Long
Lillian

Topsy'e

Elmer

& Lewis
Tommy Rellly Oro

lOS ANGELES

C

t

Hotel

Red

Jackie Cherry
Marjorle Raymond
Marjorie Waldon
Dolores Gay

Cliarlle

Moore

.

Jimmy Rogers

.

Jeanne D'Arcy
Sis & Tom Dowling
Hotel New Yorker
Jimmy Dorsey Ore
Lyda Sue
Sister Tharpa
Paul Sydell
Mae Johnson
Mark Plant
Tlmmle «^ I'Veddy
Duval
June Richmond
Helen Myers
JigHaw Jackson
Hotel Park Central
Vortcry Choir
Diamoiul HorsuAhoe Lee Myles Ore
Elsa Harrlli
Noble SISHle Ore
McLennah
Don McGrane Ore
Nina Olivette
FrJtzl Scheff
DeRonda & Barry
Frank Mbuso
Hotel Penqsylranla
Tom Patrlcola
Kay Kyser Ore
Joe Howard
Clyde Hnger
Mnngean Tr

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Ouvls
liou -Martin Oro
Iris Adrinn

Carlto
Roslta Ortega
Carlos'

Eddy MayehbfT Ore

Gauchos

Cook

Elsie Houston
Bowers & 'Vt'alter
Palomo
Mabel Mercer

Larry

Valerler

Daclta

Felicia Flores

i.e Mirage
Lee Shelley Ore
Barbara Bannister
FaWn & Jordan
Kajor
Paul Warner
Le Roban Blea'
Herbert Jacoby

Atleen

Virginia

-

EI Rio
Johnny Johnson Or

Hotbl Got.

Ija Mnrlta
Pedro Valll
'i

TIsdale 3

CITY

Harry Armstrong
Elizabeth Murray
Et Cbleo
Elisea Grenet Oro
Fantasia Novla

Virgil

Tereslta

(13)
Ozzte,

CathertrnI

Ross, Pierre

(20)

Duke Ellington Ore

Don Rodney

El Morocco

Barney Gallant's
Angela Velez
Carter & Bowie
"Neilia Paley
Terrace Boys

12 Aristocrats.

NEW YORK

Ijarae

Anne Franclne
Arinundo'a
Buddy Clarke Ore

Arlett Jon

Claudia-

Callfornlans

Eddie Uavis Ore
Joseph Smith Oro
Grax.iella Parraga
Le I'uq Rouge
Geo Sierney Ore

ffils

Ryan

Jack Waldron

Russltia

Julienne'

PMctor'B (10-21)
Rita .Bio Ore
Mike Rio Ore

Red Barbour

(.;urly

Harold Leonard

Harriet HlUlard

Don Cnmmlnes
Betty Lou

Peggy de la Plante
Lynn & Deerfng
Mar;-;.T.-et Grey
Kit Kat Club
Ray Durante Ore
Johnny Hudglns
Etiz Cook
Teddy Hale

I^DT

F»y'8' (20)
Ozale Nfflson Ore

SCH£N£CrCADY

CINCINKATI
Shiibert (20)
6' Grays

NteW

J.

Slapsy Mnxle'e
Slapsy Maxie

& Pk Chops

Hacker. & Udell

.Marsh

Oloria

Saus'ge

Jack Connors
Paradise
Glenn Miller Ore
Carol King
Marlon Button
Jack Lane

Whlta

Sylvia

Tonlta
Charlyne
Jean Murray
Earl Wiley Ore

Swanee Inn
Evans Oro

Al Mclntyre
Eddie Bush S

April

f.es>lle

Tonnkj Harris

DUVAL
LYDA SUE

Grays
Eddie White
Cappy Barra Co
0

Lire

SauMny Cortez
La Marquise
Edith Boark

NOW

(15)

& Schaub

Red &

NEW YORKER
NEW YORK,

Palace (20)
Robinson Rt>\

Bill

rBOVTOBNClS

Mattison Co

House

HOTEL

DttTis -& Wills
Sylvia -Msnoii Co

ratace: (20)

Honroe

Alhambra Ols

12

Co

GordonJane Pickens
Sani Bdrton
Red Skelton
Bockettea
Ann Miller
Corps de Ballet
OBrno Rapee Symph' Mlnnevttclt Co
.

Walter Scott

Adrn Cooper
Carter

Kay Silver
Lillian Gibson

RuiHhwW'

a

T;rn;

Week

VloU PhHo

I.ane

Alonir>."jrtrc

Jaokle Brooks Oro

Onyx Club
Jack Jenney Oro
Merry Macs
Carl Kress

& Donna

Giv^^e Drysdale
fllmmy Kelly'*
Joe Cnpcllo Ore
Gladys Kaye

Granada
AfrJquQ-

Stat« iJike (SO)

Gang Busters

Mnj-ble

Alli-e

Wallabies

Stanford

Room)

(Srrt

Gunsett

Frederlque;
6

':Udoi>f-

.^Htorlii

(Kwpire RtMHn)
Glen Cray Ore

TOOTING

Marcia

Oro

l.tght

LIghl HrlKiide

Broadway

Granada-

Balie

Serge AbngofT
Hutel Tatt

Peggy Mnnn
George lllnes

Leon Cortez Oro
-

Spallas

4

Boris rtclastozky

BVSH

ravlUo»
S-Manley Bros
Alphonse Berg
Konyot Tr

Spallas

Jack Joyce
Premier
Leon Cortez Ore

Ralph Sylvester
Jack Joyce
n.tM.WIi:RSMITH
Crnnmont
Marie Burke

KK»v YORK r.vrs
CHICAGO
'P'aran»oBnt
CbtcaRA (2«)
Benny Goodman Or Ted Weems Ore
Shea & Raymond
Bob Rlpa

SHErH'lU>S

STRATFORD

GRKENWICU

Paramomil

Ore
I'vonne Eouvler
Aluthe}-

Dasentaam Gls
Savoy Jr Ore

GmnaOn

Marcia & Gunsett
Frederlqu*
6 Wallabies

CnpUol (20)
Texas Comets
R &' J Hudson
Johnny Barnes

Ruhm)

(Miilsoaette

Gaum oat

Bobby Henshaw

WASHIKGTON

Tlm» Crip

Bis-

Galto

Century Dancers

(It)

8ti(t«

Juvelys

Jane Nicholson
Don Martin Ore
SlmpFon Sis
Dbcothy Lewis

UiwiSHAM

M

Jurvls

Erie Itclter

Bers

Myron s

'i

Porcellya
5 &
H.irrlsoq
2

KtfCte

St.

(Iridium Room)
Charles Bnum Oro

ISUNGTON
Blue Hall
& M Harrison

TOWN

CA3»D£>*

St.

llolrl

Sam

KEH^'

& Cordoba

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy I<nmbardo Oro
Hotel Savoy-Flaca
Gerry Morton Oro

^ednesdaj, January 18, 1939

Edna Thompson

Bobby Burke

Mldgle Blair
Margaret Marshall
Muriel Harrison
El Chlco. Ore

Douglas Show Boat
Flappe Ore

Emory Evana

Line (8)

Embaa^
Francesca
Chita

Roberta Jonay
Aina Constant
Virginia Renault.
Al MO(iro dytf

)

Teddy Moore

George CUffora

Jlmmle Rossi
Marie Fltspatrlck
Joe BimoniViola Klaiss Oro
Parrlsb Cafo
Flo Gross

CvarcrMM CaalM

B«tb Ch»IH»
Xo« MlUkopf Or«
1523 Clnb
swing King pro
FranSes WlUiamt
Mlsa L«e
gouth & Lane
I<ninkl« Palumbo's

Marlon Alk^n
Johnny Holmes Ore
Vernon Guy
Clarence Evans
Bebe Fitzgerald

Alma & Kowland

May

Kathleen

RendoKToua
Lenny Dltson
Leila Rose
Winston & Lolette

Goy Nineties
SW Raymond

Pearr Williams
Chet Fennis. oro
Btamp'a Caf*
Parmlta & Miller
4 Blossoms
Maude O'Malley

&

Sue Mitchell
Blackle Johnson

Joan Gardner

Blllle

WllUams Ore
Harris Tavern
Vic Bnrlson
Jack Hutchinson
Bobby Lyons

iChlck

Greta LaMarr

Hlldebrand'*

L«k« InD

Silver

(Clementon)
Mickey Famllant Or
Alice Lucey

Harry McKay
Dee & Damour

Cleo Valentlrte
Nlckl Galluccl

Reno
Rudy Sager Oro
Harry Rayburn
Betty Kae

Peg Manning
Jean Alyn

Jessie

Roma

Dan Hurwyn

Viola

Costello

Schwarta
Bo'b Eherte Oro
Lee Lelghton Ore
Congo Club

Bob Freeman
Mary Reed
Jeff Thomas
Leonard Gay Oro

Oasia

Marty Gray Oro.
Snooks Hartman
Old rieldelberc
Mary Beth
Ginger & Louise
Sallie Marshall
Eddie Kube

Royal Palme
Margie Dorello
Bessie Proflct

Jimmy Kenny
Johnny Dixon

Gls

Seville

Donna LuPae

Don Rico Oro

Paris

Garland Grant Ore
Caapor Reda Oro
Len Herrlck
State <>ardena
Florence Bell

Vendick

Sis

Shirley Little
Mildred Seeley
Lady Delilah

Ann Helene

&

Dale

Red Billings Oro
Ray Block Oro
Ben Boe Oro
Ralph Lewis

& Lamarr

Devlnes Bugles

-

Dale

Great

Foster

Sunset Club
Eddie Apple
•

Tlo Top Tap
Joey Feldstein Ore
Bert Nolan
Bobble Cook
Carlos & Dolores

Italian Gardens
Anchorago
Btzl Covato Oro
Hughle Morton Ore Mildred
Segal
Mason St Lynn
Betty Nylander
Jackie Moss
Laverne Kldd
New Penn
J & T Shellenh'mer Jack Keller
Ken Francis Oro
Tacht Club
Balconadea
Michael Strange
Kitty Helmllng Ore Art Norkus Oro
Weston Sis
Jimmle Bailey
2 Johnsons
Bin Green's
Virginia Brown
Joaquin Gill Oro
Nixon Cafe
Alicia Marvell
Claire Sis
Fran Elchler Oro
Joseph McCullough Johnny DufCy
Patricia Maggims
Bob Carter
Club Petit*
Angelo DI Palma
Roberta Bamsey
4 Comlquea
Buddy Ross
Ted Blake
Loretta Dennlson
Joyce Arden
Margie May
Viva Shields
Dawn & Darrow
Sherry' Martin
Pete Evans
Line (6)
Rose-Marie
Cork and Bottio
Not Hons*
Hanna Grill
Jack Davis

.

Ralph Corabl
Helen Wortblngton
Su-Foo
Golden Co

Bubbles Shelby
Bathskcller
Jaok Qrlflln Oro

UUU

Zorlta

Bob Carney
Johnny

&

Dagmar

Mata Monteria

Rhumba Oro

.

Georgo

Dolly Reckless

Ruth Wayne
Valley & I^nn*
Open Hofr Cafe

Arlington Lodge
Joe Ravcll Oro

'

Be Mayoa
Bob Ridley
Crofton Sla

Petello

Actlno
'

Bros

&

Margaret

Juliet

Paul Sis

Aemmer

Gypsy Lee

Herman Plrchner

Hotel Cleveland

AvaloB

Rose Morgan
Manny Landers Ore Rhythm
Pala
Walt Bergen Oro'

Hy Barron Oro
Florenza
Bert Gilbert
Carol Chapello

Jules DeVorson

Jack Webb
Hotel Femvuy Hall
WUlard Potts Oro

Cedar Gardene
Madeline Jackson

Bettle Allen
Hotel Stcrllnr

Brown

Susie

Monette Moore
Sn'kes-Hips Fet'rs'n
Duke Melvln Oro

Marty Lake Oro
Hotel Hollenden

Chatean

Bagnio
Doc Marcus
Murtah Sis
Pritlkin & Mason
Slgrld

Ben Tracy

Queens & Jack
Ada Rose
lllgbt O'clock Club
Bill Miller Ore
S

Hotel Statler

Geo Hamilton Oro
Costello

Undsay's Sky-Club
Bonnie LaVonne
Marlon Bowen

Vreddie'a Cato

Omma

&

Pollard

Sammy Llpman
.

Oro

'

cniB Wlnehlll
Madeleine Gardner
Myrle Creblo Gls
Golden Glow
Paul Slmonettl Oris
TeTaylor
Phllomena Ranello

Pearl

Do Lucca

Mounds Club'
Orvelle Rand Ore.
Southern Tavern
Paul Burton Oro

Dee Downing
Kay Smith
Kay KIppen
Kay Lenz

Don Kaye
Nick Bonte^ps
Vbangl Club
Troy Singer Oro
;

Hatton'a Club

Bessie

Phil Helkell

'

Brown

Sonny Carr

MILWAUKEE
Bert Phmip'a

Bemie & Tovsnna

Oro

sthel seldel
/
BlatB Palm Garden
Eddie South Ore
Louis Mason

Blue ilooB

»

liavidson Oro
Virginia Rosen

Jay Jayson

Gale Parker
^ Cardinal anb
fiud Vloni Ore

Chatcaa Club
£oe Cumin Oro
Buddy Lake °

Schenk
Jack Terry
•Al

& King
na

DeWood
Hays

Johnny Boat
Little Laverne
Clover Club
Tliornton

Marge Young
«:ieanor Gail

Jean Hurley
Clnb Forest
Helen Kaye
Clnb Uadrld

Hotel Roosevelt
Kissinger
Hotel Schenley
Howard Baum Ore

Buzz Aston
Jack Rogers
Hotel fVlllIam Penn
(Chatterbox)
Jackie Heller Oro

Louanne Hogan
(Continental Bar)
Larry Murphy 4

.

Brown Derby

Al Walte Oro
Fay & Wellington
Pat Lynch

Webb
& Betty
Max Coleman
Betty Taylor
Plantation 6

Brown & Simpson
'

Rendezvous

K.Athertne Kaye
,/Auth Gary;

Belmont Bros
Phyllis Merrill
Billy Cover

Riviera
Joe Lee Oro

Show Boat
Al Marslco Oro
Jackie Jenkins
Evelyn Lee Gls
Kay Marie Baird
Betty Benson.

WUlowa

Hotel Copley-Square
(Keyhole)
Harry DeAngells Or
Gertrude Woodsum
Hotel JEssez

Les Steele Gls (6)
Casa Manana
Morry Sacks Oro
Pat Kelly

Barbara Lane
Duane Marshall Or

Fat RelUy

Hotel Imperial
Cliff Jarvis Oro
Hotel Somerset

The Shadow

Theresa
Clnb Mayfair

Ranny Weeks Oro
Llta & J Marsh

&

Revel

Myra Nash

Flamingo Room

Bob Hardy Ore
Hamllburg s

Don Humbert Ore
Ginger Gordon

6

Hofbrnn
(Lawrence)
Leyands

Hotel Copley Plarn
(Sheraton Room)
Nyo Mnyhew Ore
(Merry-Oo-Round
Jimmy Avalone Ore

Hotel Bradford
(Penthouse)
Lelghton Gray Ore
ToiTis

& Mank

Johnny DeVante
Johnny Brooks

Patsy Duncan
Diane DubrlUe
.

Billy Kelly

Harry Marshard

.Or

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Room)

Lelghton Noble Ore
Edith Caldwell
Chick Floyd

Johnny MacAfee
Noble

V &

3

M

Horst

(Cafe Ronge)
Salvy Cavlcchio Or

(Lounge Bar)
Alfredo Seville
Musical Rogues.
Hotel Westminster
(Blue Room)
Karl Kohde Oro
Vic Jerome

Frank©
Rone Roland
Sylvia,

(4)

Honey

Fam

(6)

Trocadero

Frank Paul Oro

unison taps to a

ment

of

in
kicks.
off

modem

arrange-

an Oriental tyne, and go
close

contact

doing

half

Fourth then comes on to pipe
Swing tune
'A-Tisket A-Tasket.'
is now outmoded and should be replaced. Piping of it, however, was
brings
the
Sign-off
acceptable.
quartet on for nice tap routine with

broadcasting.
Dick Rogers, also part of the band

He clicks solidly with
his rendition of ''lDlnah' in various
dialects, smacking it over at the end
with mimic of .a dictator chirping
the number. Encores with imitation
of guy asking gal for a dance when
in grammar school, high school and
college.
Good, but considerably
weaker than original turn.
unit, follows.

Tap turn by Vivian Newell

& A

Vivian Von
Knotty Fine ftoom
(Hotel Woodcock)

Freddy Green Oro
Keyhole
Harry DeAngells Or
Gertrude Woodsum
Vic Jeromo
Old Fashioned Cafr
3 Cyclones
New Amer. Hotel

(LoweU)
Clarke Ore
Don & Uetty Lane

T.ou

Ort'B

Don Humbert Oro

is satis-

fying, although not particularly distinctive.
Femme's a looker. Fuzzy
Knight works at a minnie piano,
playing,
warbling and clowning,
mostly the latter. Ivories a couple
bars, lets off with part of a song or

dummies. Okay change of pace, but
not as effective as it should be. In
between one of the girls does a
high kick and aero solo.
two, and then jumps around the
Frank and Pete Trado, also piano and at the mike.
Although roustandard, draw laughs with a gag tine
is standard with him, it's such
and follow it up with a cleverly a meaningless hodge-podge
that it
executed bit which perches one on isn't
overly impressive. Better in the
the shoulders of the other, a long
encore doing a straight interpreta(Continued from .page 45)
coat making the two, look like one
Comical aspect is the excep- tion of 'Twilight on the Trail.'
act. Leads off with 'It's Your Broad- giant.
Harry Savoy does a rube turn
way,' a ditty that goes well enough tional co-ordination between the that's long on comedy.
Starts off
on the Stem but which invariably legs of the understander, and the with a species of double-talk that
sags elsewhere.- Comes at conclusion ^irm and head action of the upper
he's
used on the Cantor show. Later
of show so it has little effect on rest half of the team.
goes into straight gagging in tricky
of bill, which gives- favorable acstyle, which pretty well wows 'em.
count.
Some of the material is old, but
Monroe and Adams Sisters break
there's lots new and it's all quite
Trio
ice with their juggling turn.
funny.
work up front beatini; balls in
ClcvclaTid, Jan. 14.
Phil Regan, with a heart throb
rhythm oh regulation-size drums.
Six Grays, Eddie White, Cappy phiz and Irish tenor, does a combo of
Monroe takes stage for solo comedy Barra Harmonica Band, Sylvia pash pop tunes taid brogueish faves.
stuff with three balls Until one Jtfonon & Co., Joan Davis & Si Wills; Opens wjth 'Heart and Soul,' then
femme reappears with a drum which 'Dramatic School' (M-G),
'Irish Eyes,' and finishes with 'My
she holds out while Monroe beats
Own.' Encores are 'Little Lady Make
out 'Stein Song' to ork accomp. A
Ordinarily film in-person celebs Believe,' 'Wild Irish Rose' and
completely smart turn topped by get a 10-above-zero reception at this 'Thanks for Everything.'
man guggling tambourines in time to stand, where they want fast-andBand brings the traveler shut with
Spanish music. Girls reappear and flash flesh.
Joan Davis, 20th-Fox the by now well-worn imitations of
go into same business while tapping. mimic, is one ol the few exceptions. other name orchs. Work in some
One exchanges discs before exiting. Gawky, lanky comedienne is not slight variations and fairish comedy^
"Toy and Wing, Chinese mixed only drawing crowds from first day,
Herb.
team tap and ballroomologists, -in- but fdso warming them up more than
gratiate themselves completely. Nov- any of the recent Hollywood visitors.
elty of Celestials being so thoroughly She's originally from vaude, workYank as to shag, Suzie-Q, etc., gives ing here Mjrith Si Wills, her -husband.
them springboard. They've changed
Primary reason is because Davis
Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.
act around just a little, adding some gal is an experienced trouper with
Hal Kemp's Orch (14), Judy Starr,
new acrobatics after dropping part some funny eccentric dances which
of full dress rigging.
Makes, it she knows how to deliver emphatic- Paul Remos and Midgets (2), Knapp
Barone,
Billy
&
slightly longer but never lagging.
& Iriene Ldzzeri, Boh
Secondly, it's a solidly conally.
Vets make up the rest of the bill structed show, consisting of a neat Allen, Saxie Dowell, Mickey Bloom,
Eddie Kusby, Jackie LeMaire; 'Say
with Block and Sully, Neila Goodelle build-up and four smart acts.
*
and Cass, Owen and Topsy. in order
Six Grays whip it up with some It in French' (Par).
named. Jesse Block bows off with good tapping, fading into youngest
'Better that we live in America
Hal Kemp's always a safe bet for
one of five girls in Scotch kUties
where we carry football heroes on swinging 'Loch Lomond.' Grays are this
deluxer, and not without
our shoulders rather than guns,' Scotch and the song is a natural for reason, either. Not even heaviest
which has little place in a show.
Their precision chorus work snowstorm of year could keep him
Remained for Neila Goodelle td her.
Eddie White's sophisticated from practically filling Stanley toclicks.
again sock the show home with her
Broadway patter, at least 60% day (Friday), and he's over big as
'Hurry Home,' 'Alexander's Band'
than it was in the spring, usual with a very smooth band unit»
and 'Devil and Deep.' Had to en- breezier
gives' Show its initial comedy sock. Abandoning swing entirely, exceptcore before getting off.
She and Couple of ballads he tenots in a ing brief appearance early in show
Richman are both doubling from latDowney manner are so-so, but his of two shag-dancing couples (Sis
ter's Road to Mandalay, Gotham
enough to be Knapp and Sonhy Barone and Billy
nitery.
Aero lunacies of the Cass, dialect stiiff is expert
sure-fire.
He grows on. audience and Irene Lazzeri, introduced iis
Owen and Topsy trio added more when
telling an accented anecdote New York state champions), hie's
oomph to show. They were heavily
back to the old style exclusively and
applauded for their efforts which with pantomime, and hardly could it's the goods.
^
preceded Richman's singing stint. He get away after his 'Pents Too Long'
This stage lately has been such a
idenbeen
songolog.
Joe
Lewis
has
got into shady poem-ditties for
blare of hrass that mob's apparently
laughs while introing acts, a need- tified with this song.
finding
it a pleasiue to listen to
harmonipaseven
Barra's
Cappy
less touch, and somewhat detracting.
blowers speed up the tempo with something rhythmic and melodic.
Hurl.
Team Everything Kemp does here is the
their jumping-jack antics.
and signal for palm-pounding' and entire
tears into symphonic 'Poet
Peasant overture' after their tom- layout's a successidn of steanvng
Borrah socks. Musically, outfit's the tops: in
after
patterned
foolery,
addition, personiilities play an imMineviich's, and score best with
portant part, and ditto the comic byBen Blue (3), tick Foran. Five 'Flight of Bumblebee.' Sylvia Manon, play on the stand and mdestro's own
Elgins, Kim Loo Sisters <4), Frank back for second time this year, has suave, pleasing manner.
and Pete Trado, Teddy King's house revamped her adagio act to good •Kemp's sweet, almost sugary style,
orch with Midgie Fellowes; 'I Stand advantage. Three husky lads toss particularly in the sax: section, is
her through air for sbme fresh thrill- ear-magic; hi3
Accused' (Rcp5.
numerous novelties
tricks, while staging is attractive.
are lU in the groove. Show opens
Miss Davis;- next-to-closing, is
Another good week Is in store for brought out by partner and husband. with slick medley ending in 'Lambeth
Walk'
and
then shoots into
the Strand if the snowstorm of open- Wills, doing her characteristic rubing day tFriday), which held th0 ber-kneed walk. It sets her up im- Mickey Bloom's sure-fire solo on the
toy trumpet. Shagsters follow, niceb.o. down and which extended "to
mediately with audience, drawing looking kids
attractively costumed,
Saturday, didn't hurt too much.
laughs every time she skids around but their dancing's
too repetitious
Neither the house nor customers
and wrestling with and could wisely be shortened.
have anything to complain about stage, slipping
gag as. she
Bob
Allen's next, tenor and vet
with the current show, headed by curtains. Fac6-slapping
warbles daffy ditty is another with the organization cleaning up
Ben Blue and Dick Foran.
Guitar-playing with
moment.
Besides the click talent on hand, punchy
'So Help Me,» 'My Reverie^ and
the outstanding portion of ''this setup hubby crossfires with her effectively. 'Got a Date with an Angel.' That
Pullen,
is
leads to Saxie Dowell and his inthe improvement apparent in
T6ddy King's orch. Switch in. arevitable tale of the 10 little bottles,
rangers and other changes have
with rotund sax-plAying comic later
worked wonders lor King. (I!rew
teaming up with guitarist Jackie Letosses in several pops between turns
Maire on the 'BuKher Boy' for flock
in swell style. Best is an arrangeof laughs. Latter at the finish uses
Philadelphia, Jan. 1^.^
ment of the current llianks tor
Will Osborne Orch., Dick Rogers, a prop that's in rather bad taste and
Everything,' a really outstanding Lynn Davis, Fuzzy Knight, Phil Re- out of place in the general high tone
work.
Vocalist
Midgie Fellowes gan, Harry Savoy, Vivian Newell, of Kemp's act.
lyrics several, doing the opening Lou Schrader house band; 'Pacific
Eddie Kusby steps down from
'Sweetheart Sigma Chi,' 'Have You Liner (RKO).
stand for his spedalty, neat bit of
Forgotten So Soon,' and 'Jeepers
trombone soloing jon 'Blue Indigo,'
Creepers.' Latter is more her Fj;; le.
is melting into the Kemp sdxtet. which
layout
entertaining
Nicely
Ben Blue goes over neatly v/ith scrambled together on the Earle is played heavily for comedv nowahis standard stage routine. Opens boards this sesh. Led by Will Os- days and successfully,
too. Sock arwith his card trick while scatting borne's band, not an extra-strong rangement of Raymond Scott's 'Powthe imaginary hound nipping at his
draw with the house's killer-diller erhouse* precedes Paul Remos and
heels, then goes into the taxi dance
kids, and hypoed with second string His Midgets, strongest act Stanley
bit.
It's all okay with the customHollywood names, biz was only sd-iso has come up with in many a moon;
ers,
taxi bit giving him a brief
Standard turn* improves with age
when caught.
chaiice for a few terps. Succeeding
Osborne s crew sticks generally to and in addition to their amazing
bit of Eccentric heel and toe work,
the sweeter side of swing. Arrange- acrobatic stunts, hatf-pints are detakeoff on a Russian hop, sets up the
ments
strong, and music is good, veloping Into first-class comedians.
are
finale, the burlesque of a minuet
Had the toughest time of the afterwhich he did in 'College Holiday.' with nice emphasis on rhythm. Open noon
getting away.
Latter gets him off strong. Co- with theme, 'Gentleman Awaits' and
Remos* wow puts Judy Starr in
median then assumes King's spot as then go into an explanatory selecm.c. of the jitterbug contest, also tion of Osborne's 'slide' music. Stick- tough spot, but diminutive songstress
is equal to it and delivers solidly.
swinger
patters
explanation
while
an
good for a few laughs.
Dick Foran had to be prodded band demonstrates. Novel and inter- Hands the lie to everything anywith a 'hurry up' from Blue from esting, as are also the 'slide cornets' body's ever said about girl songsters
the wings to allow him to exit when the men show. Maestro himself, in with bands, combining oodles of percaught. Carrot-topped westeVn film addition to pleasant piping, is a capa- sonality and talent. Starts off with
star encored twice, using a wide ble m.c. in a quiet, unassuming way 'Must See Annie Tonight,* then goes
range of tunes and leaving his listen- that's rather a relief from both the into 'Two Sleepy People,' comedy
arrangement of
'Tisket
ers still loath to let him go. Opens mike mumblers and the alter ego novelty
Tasket' and 'Flat Foot Floogie,' Cuswith 'Little Buckaroo'- from one of boys.
Lynn Davis, femme warbler with tomers wanted more of her. too. For
his films, and doubles with 'Ol Man
River.' Encores were 'My Reverie' the outfit, is pleasant on the ears. finish, Kemp parodies 'What Goes On
and 'Mexicali Rose,' That's varied Her appearance isn't aided by a Here in My Band,' with the crew
enough for any single, but he socks frowsy headdress, but she compen- turning in slick impressions of Henry
sates with personality and a desire Busse, Tommy Dorsey, Kay Kyser
'em all.
Five Elgins are the leadoff act. to please. Opens with 'Reverie* and and Benny Goodman.
its
juggling to then does 'Devil and the Deep Blue
Quintet confines
Not a dull moment.
clever manipulations of straw hats Sea.' Uhfortxmately, as so often hapCohen..-

PAR AND SHUBERT

PALACE, CLEVE.

STANLEY, PITT

STRAND, B'KLYN

.

& Rayburn
Webster Hall
Buzty Kountz Oro
Mitchell

Jack Manning Ore
Mary Burton

Moore

Billy

Plaza Cafe

Tom. Hardy
Day Sis (2)

Club Sahara
Geo Cerwln Ore

Mtiry

Jim Buchanan

Jimmy Peyton Ore

BOSTON
Bine Train
Bert Lowe Oro

La Verne's

Lucille Rich
Bergere Sis (2)

pens at the Earle. p.a. volume is too
iow to hear Miss Davis fully. It's
carelessness on part of the house;
could be corrected by addition of a
decible meter, 'just as is done in

,

Eddie Weltz Oro
Gerry Richards

Bob Russell
Chllds' Old Franre
Marshall Morrill Or

TInney LIveng'd Or
Larry Powell "
Packard Ballroom
Al Cavalier Ore
Paradise Gardens
Anthony Doria Ore
Plantation Club
Bert Bailey Oro

Boogy-Woogy

Harry Nosokoff
Cher Clark
Al Mercur

.

(Grill)

Bavarians

Roberta Roberts
Betty Adler
Marie Marsb
Rose Steffen
Edith Rae
Shutta & Kent
Jimmy Rotas Oro

Ken Keck
Open Door

Sadler
»f
Cleone

guth PhllUpo

Hotel Henry
Contreras Oro
Conchlta

M

Geo Libby Gls (8)
Clnb Terrla
CoGoanot Grove
Jack Teeter Oro
Jacques Renard Or
Ethel Warren
Gomez & Winona
Phil Kestln
Congo
Dotty Norman
B Calloway Oro
Kathleen Kaye
Crawford House
Claudia Ferris
Phillips
Oro
Ray
Last Round Up
Alice O'Leary
Chubby Welnert Or Adrian O'Brien

.

Joe Klein

Lew Devlne

Adele Curtis
Carol Gould

OzKle J)lal

Monaco'a Cafe
Jacques Pollack Or
Vevo & Doro

Goormet Clnb

Bttbler

Larry Steele

Art Cutlit

Louis GIna Oro

pep

Gladdess
Pedro & Dolorea
Dorice Bradley
Harlemettes (8)

Sammy Watklna Or Lowe &

Pete Oeraci Oro
AI Gayle

Tony

Harlem Casino
Sherdina Walker Or
George Gould

Steuben's

(Vienna Room)
Jack Fisher Oro
Towne Clnb
George Harris Ore
Maurice
Charlie Ross
Mlml Chevalier

and tossing of Jndian clubs. Work
in bit of comedy in the hat turn by
slow motion exchanges. Club tossing shows th6 turn "at its best; with
three and four corncilred exchanges
and a fadeoff of four tossing against
one. Three men work in tails and
two girls in evening dresses.
Kim Loo Sisters, Chinese tapsters,- have been around for some
time and also click here. Open in

WB

'

dEVELAKD
Alplno Tllloffo
Otto Thtirn Oro

47

Babe Wallace
Dean Earl
SI age Door
Don Humbert Oro

House Reviews

Even Allen
Irene Schrank

Johnny Warren Ore Ray Syles
Mabel Drake
Curry & Deltre
Sky Top. Club
Dorothy Dale
Natasha
Milt .Hamilton
Bob Garrlty Ore
Town and Country
Billy Stein Oro
Red Roberts Ore
Club
lutbln'a KathNkeller Wally MJUer Oro
Gomez & Wlnnona
Robertos
Gloria Gale
Beth Calvert
Knight Sis
Luclene
Jimmy
De
Palma
Richards & Carson 3 Debs
Virginia
Davis
Howard
Gelger
Mariia Leonard
BUI Steele
Betty Harger
Hotel Scliroeder
Bon Angelina Oro Jay Jerome Oro
SOth & North Club
(Empire Room)
Frank Pontl
Hotel rhlladelphla
Crandell
Ore
ICay
BUI Bardo Oro
20th Centurr
C Wolf Gls (6)
Trocadero
Varieties
Chippie Velcz
Bob Magee
Miron Stuart Oro
Knrl Ratscli's
Dot Landy
Audrey & Price
Tiny Gorman
Sepple Boch Oro
New Yorkers (3)
GIrard Ream
Sally Osmond
Tommy Cullen Ore Helene Sturn
Joe Prasetto Oro
Ruth Phillips
Larsen's
GIrard & Carol
Viking Caf«
'& Barnes
Ray Meadow's Oro Ford
Jack lomoli'*
Cllft Conrad
Mary Dou Mann
LIndy's
Watson Sis
Jane Rubey
Jeno Dotiatb Ord
Rick & Snyder
Barbara Breht
Vincent Rlzzo Oro
Fntnrlstio
WIrth's
Nita Leenn
Grace O'Hara
Barney Zeeman
Bill Schweitzer Ore
Victor
Jerry Delmar Oro
Mona Reed
Jack Fexer
Peg-Leg Bates
iiOff Cabin
Vlllase Barn
ValUe Jay Oro
June Travera
Carl Bergman Oro Maureen Rosay
Tania & Klrsoff
Bex Weber
Leon Fields
Rogan & Mann
Miami Clnb
Riley s
Margie Smitii
. Wisconsin
Hoof
Miss Trixlo
Janet 'ReedEadie Lang
Ann Klrwln"
Doris Dane
F Trumbauer Oro
Teddy Oliver Oro
Helene H^ath
Nlkkl Nickall
Steve Swedish Ore
f^ober'a Hot Braa
Ctaas Smith
Ray WencU
M Merrymaker Ore
(Camdon)
Jimmy Blak*
Gene Emerald
Nic Harper Oro
J Lynch Gls (17)
Harriet Cross
Karl & Grotcheo'
Ellen Kaye
Georgia Lucky Gls
Bavarians
lAtlmer Clnb
Zunker (Qardens
Peggy Geary
Use Hart
(Blae Boom)
Johnny Davis Oro Skipper Leone Oro
Rudy Bruder
Ann Rush
Ray Miller
Vlr^rlnla Howard
Jules Flacco Oro
Barbara Bradley
PITTSBURGH
Jerl

Southland

Hardy Bros Oro
Cook & Brown
Big Time Crip
Rogers Sis
Chappell & Reed
Beachcombers (2)

Flo Smith

Cornles Ship

Bailey

Faradlse Restaurant
(Lawrence)
Freddie Coombs Or
Serranoa (2)
Dick Stutz
Les Steele

Eddie ZIpp Oro

Dorothy Hamilton
Bing Burdick

Beryl Cooper
George Reed

Blchard Uach
Bobby L.e« Oro
Hotel Adelphls
(Cafe Harraery)
Howard Woods Ore
Lou Valero

&

Mllwankean
Bobby Maynard

Cameo

Tony Bauer Oro
Marie Kecky

Braslow Orr

Irving

Charlie Neld

Doree
Alma Grant
Helen. Shulak
Bob Matheson Ore
Vera Robsel

Scaler's

pastlne & Marlyn
Frank Hall
Yvonettes (6)
Bobby Morrow Oro

Millie

&

Diane

Rose Venutl

>«i1r« Blanco Or*

VARIETY

18,1939
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EARLE, PHILLY

LEGITIMATE

4S

FTP May Balk

Piracy of Swing

Roys Meet Girls

'Washincton. Jan. 17.
Balto Legit Gloomy
chieftains of the Federal Theatre Project here are iinderstood watching dosely the developBaltimore, Jan. 17.
ment of general commercial interest
Nothing on local legit calendar unin the colored swing version of 'The
til Jan. 30, when George Abbott's
Mikado,' which has proven such an
•Mrs,. O'Brien Entertains,', by Harry
outstanding smash In Chicago. With Madden, will have its pte-Broadway
producers understood planning to workout at the indie booked Maryraid the show and copy the idea, the land. Ford's, town's UBO house, has
FTP organization here is up in arms Herman Shumlin's 'The Foxes,' with
and may take action to forestall out- TaUulah Bankhead, listed for a
siders from appropriating an idea three-day trial, Feb. 2. Nothing else
conceived and developed by the is on deck.
FTP.
Hilltop Players, town's strawhat
Whether piracy or plagiarism ac- aggregation with a successful sumtion will be taken is not yet deter- mer season under its belt, essayed a
mined, but legal advice indicates that three-day playing of 'The Vinegar
the FTP has basis for action on the Tree' at the Auditorium last week
basic idea of swinging the show, even to fairish returns. May attempt anthough it does not hold the copyright other play later in season. Summeron 'The Mikado' itselt
time activities are slated for remodeled mansion on outskirts of town.
B. 8t K. Deal
Don Swann is directing the outfit.

Boys from Syracuse' now has a
counterpart in 'The Girls from
Buffalo,' which is the locale of

Government

Chicago, Jan.

17.

Balaban & Katz has entered negowith the Federal- Theatre
Project here to buy The Mikado' in
its coloted swing version current at
the XJreat Northern here, Balaban &
Katz, it is understood, has offered
$5,000 a week for the show, and.
wants to signature the show for a- 10week minimum, planning :.to play it
as a unit in picture theatres.
B. & K. is the latest company to
attempt a deal for The Mikado,' but
B. & K. is. negotiating for the show
ditect with the government rather
than attempt to exclude the FTP and
do the show on its own.

Actor's Poor

Memory

Puts Equity Into

Law

Suit on Stock Co. Bond
Because an actor in the stock company at Woodcliff^, N. J., 'fOrgot' he
had drawn $10 in fidvance of pay
day, Equity has been placed in the
position' of going to court to sue on a
.

surety bond covering salaries. The
schedule of money due the players
did not agree with the manager's figures and the latter. Max SuderoS, a
film exhibitor, ordered

BERMUDA STOCK PLANS

payment be

stopped by the bonding company.
After he had denied getting' any

POSTPONED TUI SPRING

coin in advance when the cast assembled at° Equity's offices, the actor tel-

ephoned -that he had made an error.
Because the new theatre will not
Players blamed part of the trouble
be completed in time, the plans o| on Jack Linder,
manager of the
Al Wagstaff and Alfred B. Leaman house. They claimed,
that they had
acto tgike a company of Broadway
missed two pay days, but that' the
tors to Bermuda for a season of
stagehands got theirs, telling Linder
Figure
stock hav9 been set back.
to get it -up, which he did.
the troupe will now go dOwn in June
"the Woodcliff stock has been unand play through July, Augyst and
September, then rettvn and -mak6 der several managements. J. J. Lev.
changes and additions iUi' preparation anthal figured partly, but it develfor. another season in the spring of oped that he withdrew after guaran1940.

Wagstaft

and, Leaman had

p]re-

viously planned to take their trojiipe
to the island in March for the preliminary season, 'but the amateur
dramatic grdup, which, ts erecting
the theatre to hous? the Venture, sent
word Monday (9) that the construction was not proceeding as' rapidly as anticipated. Also an English
repertory company i» how scheduled
to play a .lOrday season in midFebruary, using the Opera House

which normally 'Shows films, Wagstaff and Xieaman .atien't aijiiiKioiis to
buck competition dt the start of their

5,000

The 'Tobacco Road' theme of
'Primrose Path' has inspired
sundry quips. Because of George
Abbott's connection with 'Path,'
one wheeze has it that 'The

likadiLiBM Wants It for Pic Spots

tiations

Wednesdaj, Jsnuaiy 18, 1939

'Primrose Path.'

Another nooks up two titles of
Abbott shows, concurrent on
West 47th street opposite each
other: 'Primrose Path' 'What a

—

Life!'

TMAT ELECTS

mW OFFICERS
Election of officers and board of
the Theatrical Managers, Agents 8c

A parade of 5,000 WPA'ers, protesting the Government's cut in the Arts

he

.

day
due

(12)

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.

380FIP

Coast Letonts

Hollywood, Jafi. 17.
Cooperative vaude and legit outthe plan of 380 fornter Federal
Theatre Project workers, mostly
professionals, who were cut off the
government payroll last Friday (13)
by an upheaval in the Works Progress Administration.
Discharged actors -held a mass
meeting on a parking lot' adjoining
Hollywood Playhouse, from
the
which they had.been barred. Jimmy
fit is

Phillips,

\

Silverman, for the boxoffice treas
urers;
Chisholm,
Bernard
Elise
Simon, New York press agents;
Charles
Emerson Cook, Howard
Herrick, road agents; William Scott
Roslyn, L. I., group, presentirig 'Playboy of the Western World,' will and William Carroll, picture divi
make its road preem the following sion; Joseph Grossman and Milton
Weintraub, Yiddish division. Bodkin
night at the house. It*s in for two
was a candidate for president, but
weeks with three Saturdays.
was added to board candidates.
By that time the local unit, which
closed 'One Third of a Nation'
four weeks ago, Is expected to be
re^dy to take over again with
'Spirochete,' drama of venereal dis-

with Mrs, Flanagan,' however, resulted in the G. and S. crew Ijeing
allotted five extra days here. They*ll
remain uhtll Friday, Jan.' 27, and a

U.OFP.'SMASK&WIG
SHOWS $10,000 PROFIT

eases.

onetime director and actor,

presided over the meeting, which de
cided to organize a new theatre
group. Plans are still vague as to a

Playwritiiig

Awards

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
Tally of U. of Pennsylvania's Mask
grosses, piled up dur
ing a. one- week stay in Philly and a
15-city road tour, reveals the best
total since 1926. Net profit was just
about $10,000. Top was $3 in most

and Wig club

Group Meets Today

bankroll.

I

Committee awarding the Rockefeller play writing fellowships will meet cities, $2.50 in others.'
today (Wednesday) to make its selecTour, which started in Trenton bePeter O'Crotty resigned as pub- tions. Understood eight young au- fore Thanksgiving and included two
are under consideration, with Saturday performances in New York,
licity director' of the Los Angeles thors
Federal Theatre Project, a job he five or. six likely to be chosen. One carried the club over 4,000 miles. It
award, to Betty Smith; was made last went as far west as Chicago. Show,
had held one year.
taggeJi *A11 Around the Town,' won
Previous to his Federal work, he summ^.
includes most notice fchtough its music. Two
Fellowship
committee
had been with Walt Disney's pub0*Crotty's resig- Kenyan Nicholson, chairman; Kath* numbers, by Clay Boland and Bick
licity department.
natfbn was foUowea by that of Don erine Dayton, John Golden, Paul Reichner, have been near the top^ of
the 'Most Played on the Air' list
Green and AUerdy?6 NicholL
Victor/ hi£ assistant.

O'CROTIY SCEAMS FTP
Los Angeles, Jan.

17.

.

.

MAY RETURN
TO FRISCO FOR FAIR

after

visit Bermuda
situation. Lea-

Form Own Co-op &oup

WPA

delegation entered the
1697 Broadway, declaring

to the

tion.

Comment of Col.
new national WPA

F. C. Harrington,

administrator, to

the effect that those let out would
'not starve peacefully' was not made

a keynote of the protests in New
York. At a mass meeting two nights
before the parade, a fairly large attendance at the Hudson theatre also
went on record against the letouts.
Point of the gathering's speakers was
that the dismissals 'must' be reinperiod when TMAT was struggling stated and that the deficiency appropriation must be secured to prevent
to obtain recognition from the maC'
future depletion of the arts projects.
agers.

LAST-MINDTE STAY

A

offices at

they would 'sit-in' without food unFollowing the demonstration, the
Broadway district was covered by til the order to drop 1,500 from the
arts project was rescinded.
Group
individuals who secured many signaleft
the building early Tuesdsiy
tures in support of the protest. Snow
morning after an 'agreement' with
was falling, but the reliefers kept soEdwards.
liciting until dark. When the parade
reached the WPA offices, marchers
bearing banners walked to and fro
along the pavement for about half an TINS'

,

^

powerless to rescind the dis-

missals.

-

WALNUT,

jiist as well
wait until summer.

Former hopes to

is"

setup,

was held. Thursconsiderable delay hour. The line of march was origitime consumed in adopt- nally scheduled to wirid up at City
ing a new constitution during the Hall, but was changed when there
fall.
Saul Abraham "was re-named was no permit forthcoming.
president; Daniel Melnick, of the
There were supposed to be five
Cort boxofflce, v.p., and JaYnes Mur- lands, but musicians failed to follow
phy, a treasurer who has been denstructions of their union leaders.
voting most of his time at the TMAT Latter had ordered 150 men to report
offices, was placed in the post of with their instruments, but, while
secretary-treasurer.
that niunber did appear, there were
Officers and the new board will- only enough instruments ifor one
act during a short term, since the jand. Those in charge were disapannual election has been set for pointed, for it had been expected the
June. Therefore, in about 12 weeks, mxisicians would pep up the procession.
William Feinberg, of local 802
nominations for posts during the sea
son of 1039-40 will be in order. Meet- (musicians), expressed regret that his
ing was held at the Capital hotel people had not responded as exand, with 18 tellers on the job, a pected.
Orderly Parade
start
was made in counting .the
Because of careful checkballots.
It was an orderly procession, and
ing, the count was slow and com- a police inspector complimented the
pletion was postponed until Sunday leaders for the well-handled arrange(15), but the result concerning the ments, adding thiat the department
officers end of the ticket was 'con- was wholly in sympathy with such
fidentially' known.
Equity
demonstrations.
led
the
Lodewick Vroom, who withdrew march, and, although a comparativeas president last season, presided as ly small number of its members rechairman, as is the custom when th6 ceived let-out slips, there were 500 in
incumbent is candidate. Abraham, that division. Participating groups
who is general manager for Eddie were American Federation of Actors,
Dowling, originally accepted the post American Federation of Radio Artwith the- stipulation that he would ists, American Guild of Musical Arttists, Newspaper Guild, Federation of
not receive emolument.
There remain but three paid posi- Musicians, Brother (Burlesque) Artists, Chorus Equity, Screen Actors
tions, that of sec-treasurer and two
business agents. Mutphy supplants Guild, Theatrical Managers, Agents
John McCarrpn, who held the job 8s Treasurers; Scenic Artists &
from the time TIVLVT started and Woodcarvers & Modellers AssociaTreasurers udion

Franchot Tone,
Eddie Dowling
Burgess Meredith, Sam Jaffe, Sylvia

marched Friday (13) Sidney, Herbert Biberman, Dorothy
afternoon from Fourth and MacDou- Parker, Margaret Webster, J. Edgal streets to the executive offices at ward Bromberg and several others.
The flying delegation consisted of
28th and Madison avenue to present
a petition to Paul Edwards, adminis- Gertrude Niessen, Phoebe Brand,
trator in New York. The committee Frances Farmer, Artie Shaw, Tarepresenting the Federation of Arts miris> Michael O'Shea and Robert
Unions was courteously received, but Reed. They hoped to see the presiEdwards said that, while the petition dent and expected to visit Senator
would be forwarded to Washington, Robert F. Wagner.
relief

There were keen contests for
WPA's Walnut Street Theatre here
was saved by the last-minute inter places on the board, make up of
vention of national director, H&llie which is now more than 50%
soon to look over the
changed over that which. was in ofman, who recently returned to New Flanagan, from being forced to shut
Board is composed of 18. They
York from Palm Besich, has changed ter next Saturday (21). New York fice.
Howard Schnebbe, Mack Hil
his plans and doesn't intend going to Gilbert & SuUiyan company, now:
its -second week at the house; was liard, Louis O. Werba and Tom Bod
the island, (for sorhe time.
slated to close at that time, leaving kin, for' the house and company
managers; Hugh McAuley, Arthur
the Walnut without a flU-in.
Ffenzied confabs by local execs Wright, Richard Moon and Joseph

satisfied to

Stf^e Orderly Protest

Parade in N. Y.; Tooters Let 'Em Down

teeing the first three weeks' salary.
There was contest ovei: the right to
play Sundays, which Equity first de- who has been in unionism for many
nied and then granted. Understood years. Whether McCarron -will have
oii^iness has been tinder expectations, some other assignment in the set-up
despite Sunday showings. Hous? is has not been decided, but it is undernow being operated by Robert stood that he has a claim against the
imion.
Abramowich, also a film man.
Hal Olver, a press agent, was reagent,
with
elected
as business
Maurice Seamon his new running
PHILLY, GETS mate, having defeated Jack McNevin,
former ticket seller who was some^
thing of a stormy petrel during the

stock venture, so'th/ey're

WPAers

Hartford, Jan. 17.
Possibility that the road company
of 'Pins and .Needles' will play in

San Francisco during the coming
fair either at the, fair grounds or"
at the Geary theatre, was indicated

by Sam Schwartz,- company manager.

Company completed a three-day
stand here Saturday night, grossing,
close to $7,800 in four performances.
Understood that management of
the Geary, where the unit played
for five weeks last August, has asked
to have the production back during
the interim of the fair. Representatives of the fair ace also understood
to have discussed with Labor Stage
the possibilities of staging the production there.
Unit in its 10 months tour has
netted a profit of more than $80,0Q0,
Sands reaccording to Schwartz.
maining to be played are Ottawa,
(20-21), and Montreal, week of Jan.
23.

No

Fair Legit

(Continued from page 1)
the stage end of the expositions «ctivities.

It had been proposed and virtually
decided to stage revivals of former
hits in the Fair's 2,400^seater. How-

ever,

upon

reconsideration,

it

was

pointed out that there will be too
divergent attractions for managers to logically expect audiences
for full stage performances. Idea of
condensing plays to a one-hour limit,

many

as in radio, was also figured to be'
impractical, though that plan was
favored for a time.
Another angle that showmen believe out of gear with the Fair li
Broadthat of admission prices.
The parade was* supposed to be way's usual scale for straight -shows
confined to unionists in American is $3.30, with most musicals higher.
Federation of Labor affiliates, but the Places of admission at the. Fair will
Newspaper Guild, which is CIO, be from 25 to 75c and, unless legit
wanted- to participate and was ac- could operate at the latter level,
cepted, since the writers' pr oject is stage attractions would stand little,
part of the arts groups in WPA. The chance to draw sufficient patronage.
Workers' Alliance, ah independent
Revivals Wouldn't Jibe
union, is protesting along different
Understood that one reason that
lines.
Fair executives did not particularly
One activity scheduled the appear- agree on the revival plan was the
ance of 100 dismissed dancers in fact that it did not jibe with the
Times Square prior to a Washington slogans 'The World of Tomorrow*
trip, where it was proposed they dis
and 'Dawn of a New Day.' The
play their talents on the steps of the ballyhoo along Broadway for the
Capitol.
Fair has not developed to the proportions expected, but high pressure
Expect More .Dismissals
That further dismissals will be will come as the opening date nears.
made was indicated by Edwards Most theatres are exhibiting Fair
early this week, when he said that banners in the lobbies.
Matter of legit and the Fair was
70% of those to be ousted from the
theatre project were off the payroll delegated to the American Theatre
Total to date was 8&1, by far the Council, which at a session last week
largest number of let-outs in one decided that show business should
division within the arts projects. remain on the main stem, contention
Explained that the theatre project being that whatever proportion of
will
attracted
are
personnel has always been as popu- theatre-goers
lous as all the other arts projects naturally visit Broadway. This porcombined. Administrator added that tion of out-of-towners is figured to
the giving of two weeks' notice ac- have budgets which will afford atcounted for the balance of the dis tendance at theatres. Plan of the
missals. However, the Dies congres
ATC for a dramatic festival has not
sional investigation committee par- been formulated, but, if and when
ticularly bore down on the theatre it eventuates, such activities will be
project, charged with having many in regular legit houses.
radicals in it.
Shakespeare, in modified form,
Monday (16) a committee of seven however, will be present on the Fair
planed to Washington bearing peti- grounds, as during the Chicago aad
tions signed by 200,000, protesting San Diego expositions.
Such showthe cut in the relief theatre rolls, ing, may 'v exceed four times daily,
also statements from show people to but if so, 'the players must be paid
similar effect.
Statements are said additional Jjalaries pro rata. Perto have- been signed by Fredric formances ax*^. limited to 42 minutes.
March, Herman Shumlin, Orson Attraction, as ''Rrevioxisly, will be
Welles, Zorina, Robert .iBejrichle^, known as 'Merrie ISoAland/ .
'

Wednesday,

Jffliiiary

IS,

IiEGITIMAn
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Best Performances of 1938

As Rated by

lOOG Advance Sale

the N. Y. Critics

In tequesting the nine leading New York reviewers to name what they
the best performances of the calendar year, no special limit was set
by Vawety. 'Some critics made more selections than others, hut all opinions

deem

are' printed. Listings are in the alphabetical

order of the reviewers^ nam'es.

JOHN Ain)ERSQN
( Journal-American)

Cedric Hardwicke, Juli« Haydon ('Shadow and Substance').
Dudley Digges, Peter ilolden ('On Borrowed Time*).
Frank Craven ('Our Town').
Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne, Richard Whorf, Sidney Greenstreet
ir

Dean

D'Oyly Carte Opera Co., Engexponents of Gilbert and
Sullivan appearing at the Martin
Beck, N. Y., is reported having
piled up in advance sale of over
$100,000, That compares with the

advance coin for 'Hellzsapoppin;
which established a record* With
around $20,000 over the century
mark.
Understood that all the lesser-

&

priced tickets for the G.

have been sold for the balance x>f the engagement, which
ends March 11.

AGCY.MA

BROOKS ATEINSOK
(Times)

Haydon ('Shadow and Substance').
Frank Craven ('Our Town').
Margaret Webster ('Sea Gull').
Mildred Natwick ('Missouri Legend' ).
Werner Bateman ('Victoria Regina')
Robert Morley ('Oscar Wilde').
Maurice Evans ('Hamlet').
Raymond Massey ('Abe Lincoln in Illinois').
Morris Carnovsky ('Rocket to the Moon').
Jimmy Savo ('The Boys from Syracuse').
Vera Zorina CI Married an Angel').

Laurette Taylor ('Outward Bound'),
Jane Cowl, June Walker ('The Merchant of Yonkers').

JOHN MASON BBOWN
(Post)

Maurice Evans CHamlet').
Robert Morley ('Oscar Wilde').
Eddie Dowling ('Here Come the Clowns').
Victor :Moore ('Leave It to Me').
Frank Craven ('Our Town'),
Cedric Hardwicke ('Shadow and Substance').
Laurette Taylor ('Outward Bound').
Luther Adler ('Rocket to the Moon').
•

ir

BIGHABD LOCEBIBGE
(Sun)

BURNS MANTLE
News)

Arthur Byron ('Stopover').
Raymond Massey ('Abe Lincoln in Illi
Maurice Evans ('Hamlet').
Robert Morley ('Oscar Wilde').
Nigel Bruce ('Knights of Song-').
Walter Huston ('Knickerbocker Holiday').
Sir Cedric Hardwicke ('Shadow and Substance').
Fi'ank Craven ('Our Town').
Stephen Courtleigh ('Prologue to Glory').
Orson Welles ('Heartbreak House').
Robert Speaight ('Murder in the Cathedral').
Dudley Digges ('On Borrowed Time').
Laurette Taylor ('Outward Bound').
Victor

Moore ('Leave

It to Me')."

(Mantle also selected a 'supplementary'

list)

GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
(News-Week, Esquire, Judge)
Maurice Evans ('Hamlet').

RICHARD WATTS,

JR.

(Herald Tribune)

Maurice Evans ('Hamlet').
Robert Morley ('Oscar Wilde').
Raymond Massey ('Abe Lincoln in Illinois').
Eddie DoWling ('Here Come the Clowns').
Laurette Taylor ('Outward Bound').

Illinois').

Sir Cedric Hardwicke ('Shadow and Substance').
Robert Morley ('Oscar Wilde').
Ethel Barrymore CWhiteoaks').
Dudley Digges ('On Borrowed Time').
Jimmy Savo ('The Boys from Syracuse').
Victor Moore ('Leave It to Me"").
Maurice Evans CHamlet').
Morris Carnovsky ('Rocket to the Moon').
Eddie Dowling ('Here Come the Clowns').
Hiram Sherman ('Sing Out the News').
Laurette Taylor ('Outward Bound').

(Mirror)
Lincoln in

Illinois').

Helen Claire ('Kiss the Boys Goodbye').
Nigel Bruce ('Knights of Song').
Mary Martin ('Leave It to Me').
Robert Morley ('Oscar Wilde').
Jesse Royce Landis CDame Nature'),
Mildred Natwick ('Missouri Legend').
Martin Gabel CDanton's Death').
Eleanor Lynn ('Rocket to the Moon'),
Hiram Sherman CSing Out the News'),
Ernest Lawford ('The Fabulous Invalid').
Dippy Diers CHellzapoppin').
,

.

Wftplayfii ttc6ived the

RECAPITULATION
unanimous vote

to be a circulation and
Mag expects
promotional scheme,
to offer tickets for 25c. over the box

presumed

of all the critics.

the

reisult

has not yet been placed

A

before the board.
number of
bl'okers
were separately intetrogated, while boxoffice men appeared
'On the following ^temoon, after it
had been intimated that they would
refuse.
Most of the queries had to do with
the Acme agency. League seeldng to
find out how the latter, which refuses to sign the code, has been se-

Acme, which seems
to be plentifully 9upplied, i& not supposed to receive any allotments from

curing tickets.

legit theatres.

By means

of digging

and other ways, the agency has been'
Deals mostly are for short coin, but operating and is known to charge
topping FTP pay. Shuberts' Frisco premiumsr in excess of the code Hmopening is -set for around May 1. Ed itation$.
Albany, 'Human Echo,' was given a
Acme is "the same agency which
two-year contract by Shubert for a applied for a writ enjoining the
New York show.
League's code on the grounds of re?
straint of trade.
A temporary order was vacated then re-argued;
Tuesday Justice Valente denied the
stay, handing down a four-page opih-

WFATONE

ion.

Appeal

is^'anticipated.

League's

At

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.

Novel stunt,
been tried in

first

time

it

has ever

Gumshoen

agency

gathiering,
the
League's side of the Acme matter
was based oii investigators who are
said to have followed rufiners from
the agency. Stated that tXitf iavesti-.
gators saw the Acme messengers
enter other agencies, including, the

the

.

Phillyj is being used largest, and hand over r envelpp^
hypo biz at the - Locust with receiving othel's in retuitt. tinderGeorge Abbott's 'What a Life,' All stood there is no actual. eyidenCe of
office price, which would place it in
reseI^ved seats and price differentials ticket ihterchahges', nor was it shown
competition with agencies who, unwera abolished starting yesterday whether the Acme pe6ple were dealder the code, are limited to a
time ing in tickets fpr attraction?, other
premium of 75c. more than the b.o. (Monday). Admission at any
to any seat is $1, including taxes. than legit.
the
balcony).
Agencies
scale (50c. for
James F. Rellly, secretary of the
open a half hour before the
Doors
are required to pay V^c: per ticket
performance begins and patrons are League, and Miltoh Weinberger, its
-

the League, and, ii the mag's
plan is okay, a similar levy would
follow. Claimed that the weekly has
applied for a state license^ as must
all ticket selling offices.
Claimed, also, that the

projected

agency has the approval of and has
been assured of ticket allotments by
Plan was
10 or more managers.
formulated by Oliver Claxton, in
charge of the publication's theatre
department, and Lorella Val-Mery,
former press agent, who is oh the
staff.
She is to have charge of the
ticket activities.

to

Robert Morley

seated in the order of their arrival.
In addition to careful scrutiny the
plan is getting from legit men here,

&

have

'Shadow and Substance'

will close

tour In Cincinnati Feb. 11,

Harwicke

At

is

fighting

it

out for

29.

tion of interpreting certain

box*
ques-

dauses

(Continued on page 52)

be.

San Francisco, Jan,

17.

Ednamay Graham had a 'future
with Burns Mantle (News)
last
week from
divorce
and Richard Lpckridge (Sun), had date'
one no-opinion, was rightly opinion- Maurice J. Graham, professionally
ated 33 times and wrong on an octet. Ronald Graham, one of the leads in
His percentage is .786. same going for the New York company of 'The Boys
from Syracuse.'
Superior Judge
Lockridge and Mantle,
As to be expected (we're keeping Franklin A. Griffin has ordered that
the
score,
remember!).
Variety an interlocutory decree be entered
comes up in the lead with a percent- effective as of today (17), when the
age of .886 on 44 shows 39 rights specified time on a summons by puband five wrongs. That includes all lication will have elapsed.
the muggs as a whole.
The Grahams V/ere married in
Outside of the boxscore, the .seasoh Reno in 1931, separated in 1937. She
has held nothing unusual so far. In told the court her husband was more
number of shows' it's running ah6ad interested in his career than in the
of last year, there being 44 up to Dec. marital relationship,
Mrs. Graham

—

left tickets ii) vairioUs
offices. That brought (ii» the

will

released for Hollywood, he being
under contract to' co-star with Spencet Tracy In the fllmiog of the Stanley and Livingstotie African explora(Continued from page 1)
tion story to be made by 20th-Fox.
the Broadway shows for the Herald
'Shadow drew spotty business on
Tribune, is a close fourth with .819, the road, it being reported von the
on 34 wrongs and 8 rights, John verge of shutting down several times.
Mason Brown is an even closer fifth Closing week in Chicago, however,
with .816. Brown whistled the cor- was claimed to. have been excellent.
rect tune 34 times, -wrong on seven
occasions and also forgot himself and
just didn't. give any opinion at all on
Ronald Graham Divorced
one show.
Only other no-opinion
reviewer at this point in the season
is Brooks Atkinson, of the Times.

who

Theii?;

Weber

<

that time Sir Cedric

Critics ^Box Score

counsel, did the questioning.
together- with L, Lawrence

and Sam H; ' Grisman, acted -as the,
it is coming in for some o,o,'ing from grievance .couftmittee, \irhich sat wjieij
film exhibitors because the levy is the boxoffice men were questionedat the. secdnd .session Friday (t3y.
so near top scale in the de luxers.
Latter were represented by Giistsft
Gerber, attorney for the Theatrical
Managers, Agehts
Treasureri
Hardwicke to Coast
union. Substantially the satiije «vi-<
dence .was in.troduced.
After 'Shadow^ Shuts League contended that unaccredited agency runners were- seen 'to

its

McCoy

&

Out «f

Illifi

Somi

t#M. Stock

Venimro

tHi^mg

Regarded as the most successful
venture of its kfrid 4n years, the
stock season at Maplewood, N,
will «nd SatUirday (Zt) under th«
dhrectorship of Franlc McCoy and
Q. E. Wee (called Harry, although
his name is Oscar>. Duo has been
operating the spot fpr 30 weeks,
starting ft as a summer venture:,

House

is of the Fabian string,, and
that outfit will ^ conUhue the same

policy.

McCoy Ar Wee decided to protect
bankroll rathej: than take
chances With weather for the balance of the winter. They plan to
resume at Easter time, having
scheduled a rptafy stock wheel of
three or four standi; in Eastern keys.
Wee and J. J, Leventhal were
teamed in similar activities with
varying success, the number of spot*
varying. McCoy is due to go to the
was granted $100 a month alimony. Coast with the idea Of securing
their

tatent.

Understood that the pertinent reaselected by all but one, while Laurette Taylor, Maurice Evans and son for giving up Maplewood wa»
the dearth of matejlaL Stated that
Raymond Massey were the runners-up at one less.
all the available plays had been used
Helen Claire
Robert Morley
8
un and the managers decided not to
Maurice Evans
7
Victor Moore
repeat.
Recently they turned to
Morris Carnovp
Raymond Massey
7
operettas, which fared surjprisingly
Laurette Taylor
Julie Haydon
7
Sir Cedric Hardwl
Jimmy Savo
6
2 well despite tint increase in operFrank Craven
Ethel Barrymore
Five such musicals
4
2 ating costs.
Nigel Bruce
Dudley Digges
4
2 were staged.
Eddie Dowling
Hiram Sherman
4
Top takings were registered b<s>
2
,
Mildred Natwick
3
tween Christmas and New YearV
It may be noted that Werner Bateman received one vote for his perform- with fBabes in Toyland,' four matiance in 'Victoria Regina.* He did not appear in the play during its original nees being played to draw kid audiBroadway run. Of course Helen Hayes was in the original presentation, so ences. Net profit on the week wa»
her performance i.s not rated as of 1938, Incidentally, the men far sur- said to have' been $1,500. Regular
passed the women in total votes, the count being 67 to 26. There were 41 tion chorus of 24 girls was used.
players mentioned, of which 27 were actors and 14 were actresses.
House seats around 1,400.

was

WALTER WmCHiXL
Raymond Massey CAbe

is not indicated that the move will
secure the approval of the League
of New York Theatres, which is
operating a ticket code for the purpose of regulating premium agencies.
That the mag's plan will be opposed
by established brokers is already
evident with the latter protesting to
thie League.
According to the publication, the
idea is to offer a ticket service to
subscribers and on that premise it is

Atkinson,

B. WHIPPLE
(World-Telegram)
('Abe Lincoln in

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
J. J. Shubert is reported signing
several featured players of the' local
Federal Theatre's 'Two a Day* for a
similar production to be staged in
He is said to
Frisco during fair.
offer five-year contracts with 20week guarantees.
Understood Shubert offered contracts to .Barrie O'Daniels, Ethel
Davis, Marie Cherry Hills, Pearle
Austin, Paul Roberta, Jimmy Sill,
Helen Hundley, Clarke and Dexter,
Moran and Van, Tyler and Renoud,

Two sessions concerning alleged
irregularities in adhering to the restrictions of the ticket code were
held last w^ek'ih the offices of the
League of New York Theatres, but

.

proposed to start an independent ticket agency in connection
with the publication of Cue, a
Broadway amusement guide, but it
It is

last place

SIDNEY
Raymond Massey

i-mr m mm

Violations

.

to

Victor Moore ('Leave It to Me').
Helen Claire ('Kiss the Boys Goodbye').
Laurette Taylor ('Outward Bound'),
Cedric Hardwicke ('Shadow and Substance').

(Daily

SHDBERT TO SPOT

Men on

,

Dudley Diggea ('On Borrowed Time').
Ethel Barrymore CWhiteoaks').
Raymond Massey ('Abe Lincoln in Illinois').
Robert Morley ('Oscar Wilde').

ir

W#; &ills

Agcy. D^igers

and Slim Edwards.

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Julie

40

bs (diiBhoer^Saw

Bookers, B.O.

vivals

mmm mm

Clahfis

Acme

S. re-

COE^ TICKET

Maurice Evans ('Hamlet').
Robert Morley ('Oscar Wilde').
(Anderson speciflcally excluded musicals.)

League

lish

('Sea Gull').

Laurette Taylor ('Outward Bound'.).
Eddie Bowling ('Here Come the Clowns').
Morris Carnovsky ('Rocket to the Moon').
Raymond Massey ('Abe Lincoln in Illinois').
Jagger, Dorothy Gish, Mildred Natwick ('Missouri Legend').
Helen £;iaire ('Kiss the Boys Goodbye').

VARmry

LECITIMikTE

VARIETY

50
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Williams after several seasons away
stage. Following the Milwaulcee showing it was decided to
her along with Clifton Webb

from thq

Plays on Broadway

Town

Play Out of

star

and Estelle Winwood.

DEAR OCTOPUS
Oomeay

In

acta

three

presented

exalted.

at the

Brondhurst, N. Y.. Jnn. 11, '80. by John C.
WHson: written by Dodle Smith; Lnclle
Watsoii, lillllan GIsh. Rose Hobart, Jack
Kawliliis. featured; Btaged by Glen Byam

Shaw;

^1.30 top.

ReKlnaW Mnson
Luclle Watson

Chnvlea Rnndolph

rora Randolph
Hilda Randolph
Marwry Harvey
K C'vnthia Randolph

Phyllis Joyce
.Phyllis Povah

Rose Hobart
....Jack HawKlnn
Peter Robinson
Shirley Potrler

fJicholas Ranc'olph

Hugh Randolph
Owen Harvey

Warren

Villlam Harvey
Knihloon Kenton
Kdna Randolph

Mills

Helen Renee
Ivy Troutman
Robert Craven
Naomi Campbell
Marparet Dale

Kenneth Harycy
laurel Randolph
Belle Pchleaslneer

....Lillian Olsh
Alice Belmore Cllce

Grace li'enning
Nniiny
Gertrude

Georgia Han-ey

Boston liked the new Dodie Smith
play and in London it is an .established success, but it's questionable
whether Broadway will picept 'Dear
PreOctopus' more than mildly.

miere impression did not favor a
clicks

Like the same author's 'Call It a
Day,' the new play is about English
country family
*

life,

but

it

Earlier in the season Webb appeared in the creaky 'You Never
timely yet timeless, earthy yet Know,' while Miss Winwood's last
It electrifies the mind and
time out was with a fast
previous
enkindles the heart. In short, it is flop called 'Good Hunting.' They are
an exquisite and vital play—one of both more at home in.. 'Earnest,'
the most distinguished in seasons.
though they cannot make it more diNot that 'Steed' is perfect, either verting. Webb, in the title part,
It is
artistically or commercially.
sported something most unusual in
too similar to 'Shadow' in both
pants,' while a blue coat catches the
thought and pattern, while its re- eye as well.
ligious theme may limit its appeal.
As one of the swains, he and
Second act is not completely re- Derek
Williams stage a muffin eatr
solved and in at least one instance ing contest in his flancee'is
garden.
the pungent dialog may arouse pious Seemed like
bean bag stu^, but,
resentment. But by and large it has after
all, the lads are London fops.
a broader appeal than 'Shadow,' is Miss Williams is correctly prim as
clearer, more moving and steadily
the spinsterly Miss Prism, with an
rises to a climax of choking emoeye on the rector, she getting her
It should score a resounding
tion.
best chance late in the performance.
success*
Miss Winwood wants to be gay as
Play is based on an old Irish legshe chaperone's Helen Trenholme,
end about a warrior who was car- who
is the most attractive of the
ried away by a lovely girl on a
femmes.
Florence McGee Is the
white steed to the Land of Youth,
other girl, who, too, gets engaged.
and who returned after -300 years to
may be a lark for the
'EarnesV
find 'all the great heroes dead and
players,
but
it is distinctly too dated
the land swarming with little black
Ibee.
to get past first base.
men.' In general, Carroll is again
dealing with the conflict between
dogmatic and spiritual religion in
It Is

does not

More specifically, he tells
Ireland.
of a kindly old canon who after
a lifetime of shepherding his all-too-

YIDDISH PLAYS

—

.'

-

.

TanKel

Though he

is

ground for the human drama

XjaaX is

glistens with Wit.
Barry Fitzgerald, formerly a conPerhaps there is too much of the frere of Carroll's at the Abbey themature feminine and that sex is par- atre, and more recently in Hollyamount in the play. As for youth,- it wood, is enormously persuasive las
Is mostly exhibited in kids, who
the salty old canon. The part is an
threaten to get into the audience's actor's dream, easily the best Fitzhair in the, first act, then subside. gerald has had in the U. S., and he
Virtually part of the family is Grace plays it with, understanding, sincerFenning, called Fenny and suppos- ity, quiet eloquence and incandesedly a companion, yice-goveimess. ceht humor. It is manifestly one of
She has been in love with Nicholas, the most satisfying performances in
aporoaching 40, the only unwed Ran- a season already notable for fine actdolph, and he has been oblivious 'Of
ing.
Fenny's adoration. This is straightJessica Tandy, London player, last
ened, out at the end and supplies the
seen on Broadway in 'Time and the
romance, which is anything but hot.
the defiant girl with
Nothing, much happens otherwise. Con ways,' plays
impressive
intensity.
Liam RedA daughter-in-law makes a mild play mund, brought
from the Abbey to
tor Nick without getting to first base,
the
weak-kneed youth, clarifies
the 'girls' telling her oil in the bar- play
gain. Nick gives the toa^t at the an- the only obscure character in the
niversary dinner, saying the family, play, but both he and Miss Tandy
though spread out, is like a dear oc- are handicapped by high-pitched

Dressinig of the table, loaded voices.
George Courouris portrays the
with glassware, and grandma getting
B bit of a bun with offstage drinks of Calvinistic priest with a convincing
blend of authority and reticence.
iherry, pre third act dlvetislons.
Lucile Watson has the part of the Leslie Bingham is rightly bustling
matriarchial Randolph, the old girl as the canon's faithful housekeeper,
having a penchant for finding jobs while Ralph Cullinan, Roland Bot~.>4or everybody, also, fortunately not tomley, Farrell PeUy, Grace Mills,
So insistent after act tine. Miss Wat- Elizabeth Malone, Thomas P. Dillon,
son is among .a. -nuniber -of good Florence Barrett and Tom TuUy are
actresses in'the' casti but the present effective types. Hugh Hunt, importpart does not compare with her wise, ed from the Abbey to stage the prowitty mother in 'Yes, My Darling duction, has managed the intimate
scenes adroitly, but occasionally has
Daughter.'
Fhyllis Pbvah plays ond of the trouble handling a crowded stage.
daughters, with kids. She was well Carroll broke recent Broadway cuschosen, being quite matronly now. tom opening night by responding to
Hobe.
Rose Hobart is the nrodigal Cynthia, curtain calls for 'author.'
tonus.

.

.

.

Who

looks unusually thin.
Phyllis
Joyce is. another daughter, whose ablent-mindedness plagues her, yet she
Importance of Being
earns £2,000 a year. Ivy Troutman
is the daughter-in-law, a fair. part.
Earnest
Jack Hawkins- plays Nicholas and is
Revival In three acta presented at tbe
one of the featured players, a rating
Vandcrbllt. N. T.. Jan. 12. '30, by Richwhich could as equitably go tp Regi- ard
Aldrlch and'' Richard. Myers in associanald Mason as the elder Randolph: tion with Albert Tarbell; written by Oscar
Child parts by Warren Mills, Shirley Wilde: Estalle Winwood. Hope Williams
Poirer and Helen Renee are filled and Clifton Webb starred; staged by Miss
Winwood;
$3.30 top.
okay.
Ibee.'
Lane
Guy Spaull
;
.

THE WHITE STEED
Drama in three asts (four scenes), by
Vincent Carrolli staged by Hugh
Hunt; settings. Watson Bnrratt: presented
by Eddie Dowling, at the Cort, N. T., Jan.
Paul

Canon Matt Lavelle
Rosleannc
Father Shaughnessy

Leslie

Bingham

George Coulourls

Ralph Cullinan
Tandy

Plielim Flntry....
Nora Flntry...!-....
District Justice
Patrick Hearty
Sarah Hearty.....*
Brl?Id Brodtgan
Denis Dillon

...Jessica

Roland Bottomley
Farrell Pelly

Grace

Willis

Elizabeth Malone

Llam Redmond
Thomas P. Dillon

Toomey

Magree...
Michael Shivers

Clifton

Webb

A. G. Andrews

..Barry Fltzperald

.'

Slefr

Derek Williams

Alnsworth Arnold
Merrlraan

10, '30; 'J3.30 top..

Irtspector

Alf^ernon Monorieft
Worthlnpf. J.P

.Tohn

.TCstelle Winwood
Lady Bracknell
Hon. Gwendolyn Fairfax. .Helen Trenholme
Hope WlUlama
Stias Prism
...Florence McQce
Cecily Cnrdew
Rev. Canon Chasuble, D.D

Florence Barrett

>

<

Tom TuUy

Paul Vincent CarroU, former Dublin 'schpolhtiaster, whose 'Shadow and
Substancp' won the New York
.

Critics Circle prize for the best foreign play of last season, has written

in even more inspiring drama in
rriie Wliite Steed,' which is. likewise
presented by Eddie Dowlihg. It is
a play of' bone and sinew, ]passion
and tendfertiew, tears and laughter.

In comparison to the revival of
'Outward Bound' across the street
at the Playhouse, this one is quite
mild. Comparable to the' biographical 'Oscar Wilde,' it measures up
more on the negative side.
It would seem that the supposed
standout comedy of the brilliant
Englishman only emphasizes the superiority of the play written about
him. There is mention in 'Wilde' of
the success scored by 'Earnest' at its
London debut, one of the doubtful
passages.
The refurbished Vanderbilt houses
the revival following its jump to
Milwaukee for a holiday booking,
where the piece was welcome probably on "the strength of its several
name players. It brings back Hope

Finkelstcln

Nathan Parnes

Frances
Malvlna

StcUa Gold
Gertrude Stein
Ruthle W'lnkler
Jennie Cosher

personal to the playj^oer, and he Dora Wasser
keeps the story moving resolutely Mary
on its course. His characters are Slmche
Bernard Waascrman
vivid and true, his sense of dramatic Frances
situation is siire and his dialog Louia Wasdermah. ,.-

play..

.

.Leon

Jacob

concerned with large Pauline
them as a back- Mammy

issues, Carroll uses

Mr. Becker .... %
Mrs. Meyerson

Anna

Lillian

Jerry Silversteln
Sam -Kasten
-.Leon Schachter
Flora Frelman
.Sam Joaephson
Harry Schlecker
.J.anet Ringler

.

Haven, Jan.

14.
Musical comedy in two act.f (G scenes),
presented by Dwlght Deere Wiman; stars
Ethel Merman. Jimmy Durante; features

.

and oncoming talent, and deEthel Merman and Jimmy
Durante top the bill and carry
meaty parts to perfection. Songstress is in good voice and does
lished

zlner; costumes, John Hambleton; dances,
Carl Randall. At the Shubert, New Haven,
Jan. 18, '.10; $3.30 top.
Assistant Director
Ted Gary

livers.

Edith Grant
Thekia Horn

First Girl

Second Girl...

First Assistant Director...... Edward Kane
Third Girl
Fruncea Randa
Electrician. .,
Anthony Albert
Carpenter
David Morris

In her

Fourth Girl...,
Fifth Girl
First Visitor
Second Visitor..,.
Third Visitor
Junior

Dancing

Costello

.Gloria Clare
Basil Galahoft

Nora Kaye
Sundberg
Walter Cassel

llnton

Man

Gloria Clara

Mildred Natwlck
Ethel Merman

Jeanelte Adair
Voice Coach

Maty Wlokes

Maid

Kntfaryn Mayllcld

...Jimmy Durante
Basil Qalahod
..Robert Ross

Bill

Jockey

Darrow

femme

John Blake
.....Richard Carlson
Tata
Tamara Toumanova
Dawson.,
Richard Barbae
Propertyman
Dave Wclnstein
Green
Roger Stearns
Photographers :—
Walter Cassel. Edward Rane, Davis
Cunningham and Robert Shanley
Zeb, ,
Paul Godkln
Russian Consul
.Russel ProtopoR
French Consul
Dwight Godwin
Italian Consul
.Fernando Alonso
English Consul ,
.David Morris
. .

.'

Watchman

.

Ambrose

Costello

.Beverly Kirk
Davis Cunningham

cides she'll

Kathryn Mayfleld
David Morris
Ambrose Costello

Ladies of the Ballet:
Alecia Alonzo,
Peggy Conrad, Maria De Galenta, Jane
Everett,
Edith Grant, Marlon Hoyncs,
Thekia Horn,' Johanna Hoven, Marjorle
Jofinstone, Nora Kaye, Maria Karnlloft,
.Tane Miller. Joan Mann. Mary McDonnell,
Martha Pactna, Frances Randa, Audrey
Reynolds, Olga. Suares. Margaret Vasllled,

Mary Jane Williams.
Gentlemen of tba Ballet: Anthony Albert,
Fernando Alonso, Paul
Alvtn,
Savva
Andreleir, Dwight Godwin, -Basil GalahoH.
George Kiddort, Bussel- ProtopolT. Richard
Reed. Newcombe Rice. Jerome Bobbins.

star

on the make for the

simple lad who's In love with a girl
nearer his Own level. Jeanette Adair
(Miss Merman) is making a musical
film called 'Old Kentucky' when
shooting is suddenly stopped by the
producer, who announces, he has
discovered a writing genius from
Nebraska, John Blake (Carlson),
who will make the studio's newest
classic, 'New. Kentucky,' in place of
the old version. Adair rebels until
she ganders Blake's looks, then de-

>

German Consul.
Secretary
Dress Designer
Hairdresser
Russian Masseur

definite click

with her acting as well as hoofing.
Richard Carlson upholds the promise he showed in the 'Young in
Heart' film and surprises with a
fairly good voice. He's : t for bigger things. Mildred Natwlck will
probably, draw a rave in New York
for her interpretation of a Doirothy
Parker-type scenario writer. After
'Missouri Legend,' she's a revelation.
Clinton Sundberg is prominently
cast as Wilder, the film director, and
Robert Ross as Darrow, \hs producer; both fit well.
Book is a new treatment of the

Judith Palmer
.'Phyllis Roque
...Mary Wickes
Beverly Kirk

Girl

Wilder....-

Leading

Ambrose

with
ex-

is In

musical comedy, Tamara

first

Toumanova proves a

.

Soundman

numbers
Durante

cellent form for clowning and registers at practically every appearance.

Johanna Hovcn
Cameraman
Walter Wagner
Soundman,
Rcnnle McEvoy
,
Assistant 'Director
Davis Cunningham
Third Assistant Director. .Dnn Dailcy, Jr.
Babe
Dawn Roland
The Eighth Girl..,..
Maria De Galenta
Assistant

Merman

typical

plenty of appeal.

Woman

Wardrobe

Script Girl

SHWARTSE MAMME

day.

cal theme, via leftist labor angles
this plan was abandoned as too dangerous (and stale) when show went
into production. J. P. McEvoy completely revised the book, which is
Tamara Toumanova, Richard Carlson, Mil- now strictly entertainment, minus
dred Natwlck; book, J. P. MoEvoy; muslcr propaganda.
Arthur Schwar;tz: lyrics, Dorothy Fields;
Cast is a smart combo of estab.
staged by Joshua Logan; settings, Jo Miel-

New

Bess

begin to serve up an appreciable
measure of humor. Devoid of suffi- human parishioners is crippled by a
He is relieved by a smug
cient laughter, 'Octopus' seems com- stroke.
monplace and only at moments does young priest whose crusading intention is to bludgeon the simple counCBLACK MOTHER')
its sentimentality fill the void.
Dora and Charles Randoloh have try folk into strict righteousness.
Musical melodrama In two acts (0 Bcenea)
Young woman of the play, repre- by Louis Frclman; presented by Julius
drawn their children, now of middle
ste^d,
Nathanson;
white
staged by Nathanson; music.
girl
the
the
on
senting
grandchilage, three of their small
Trilling; lyrics.
Ilia
Chalm Tauber; at
dren, plus a daughter-in-law and imparts her courage to a fear-chilled National, N. T., Jan. 14, '30; $2.20 top.
son-in-law to the old home in North youth and together they defy the Sammy
VIckl Marcus
Essex, it bein? the golden anniver- fanatical priest, who stands for the Bennle
Jackie- Shulman
;
or in a broad- Sidney
....Seymour Siegel
sary of the elders. It is to be an 'little black men'
Lawrence Rosen
eventful weekend, but turns out to be er sense, all prejudice- and oppres- Harry
Shirley
Dolly Wiener
rather placid. True,. Cynthia has been sion. Although it has qualities of Mnllle
Selma Sekolitzky
in Paris for seven years without vis- mysticism, the play clearly repre- LiUIe
Irene Baratz
(.\11 children of the orphan Asylum)
iting home, for a reason. She admits sents the ageless struggle of tolRose DcUer
to her sisters living with a married erance against bigotry, and, iri a Helen
Frieda Halpern
Anna Mills
man for seven years, he being unable sense, of liberty of thought and Tukel
Leo Fuchs
to secure a divorce, but the affair is spirit as opposed to tyranny. That Nathan Chizbik
Sam Gertler
Berths Gutentag
is a universal theme at any time, Oussle
over.
Max Henig
In the third act, which is the best, but it was never more vital than to- Solomon
th6 old lady discerns the reason for
the loni? absence, knowing^ that a girl
of Cynthia's temperament would not
have gone along single-o. Grandma
Randolph glances at the painting of
her mother, saying she would not
approve, but with Cynthia agreeing
to remain at home. It was well worth
while in getting a daughter back.
This scene is the most effective in the

STARS IN YOUR EYES

make

the picture during,

working hours and Blake outside
working hours.

An
'

out-of-work

Russian

of

extra,

Tata (Toumanova), who practices
dancing on the' sound stage after the
place is supposedly closed for the
night,, pops out of the shadows while
Blake Is inspecting the place alone,
tells him he can accomplish anything in the way of doing big things,
and the episode ends with a clinch
and a promise by Blake to get her
into

his

picture.

Bill

(Durante),

Judicious pruning is probably the whose job it is to think up ideas
onlv thing that stands in the way of around the studio when snooting
turning this latest Wiman musital snags, befriends Blake by working
Sammy
into a hefty click.
There's almost Tata into the script in the role of
enough material here ^most of it Lincoln's mother, which brings in
Second avenue has had several in- topnotch ^for. two shows. Opening the dizzy Hollywood angle.
The l^anlcers backing the picture
tense mellers during the current sea- night ran three hours and 45 minutes
son, but it renrains for 'Shwartse and third show (14)
was only 15 walk out when one son^ offends
Mamme' ('Black Mother'), by Louis minutes less. Book is substantial, consuls representing the foreign
Freiman, to emerge as the four- tunes melodious, laughs plentiful, market, and Adair walks when she
alarm meller of the semester.
terps outstanding, and entire produc- discovers Blake is going for Tata.
Through a ruse, she's induced to
There is food for excellent Yiddish tion is beautifully mounted.
melodrama beneath the weighty
Show started out as 'Swing to the stick with the picture and also back
In the end Blake
dialog and hokey situations of the Left,'
being
based
oh
Arthur it financially.
Freiman play. With considerable Schwartz's idea of a stage musical realizes Hollywood is not for him,
cutting, 'Mamme' looks like a -fair dealing with a Hollywood produc- so he heads. back for Nebraska, takmoney-maker.
tion of a film musical.
Originally ing Tata with him, and the company finishes up right where it
Julius Nathanson has used expert intended to carry a somewhat radistarted making the original 'Old
care in his production.. He also
Kentuclcy.'
staged, in addition, to being one of
A number of Hollywood sidelights
Other ex- presentation of th« season, 'My
its featured performers.
have particular audience a-^peal due
cellent players are Leo Fuchs, Flora Baby's Wedding.'
to their novelty.
There's a stoiy.
Freiman,
Gertrude Stein, Anna
Feld is co-starred with Dinah Hal- conference that's a big laugh and a
Mills, Sam Josephson and the nine- pern and it's mainly- through these
couple of exhibitions of process
year-old Vicki Marcus.
two that the play gains its success. shooting, including a riotous auto
Play revolves around Miss Frei- Feld supplies the comedy with his ride against a back screen. Bits
man, as the illegitimate daughter of loud costumes and tailored lines, showing the actual production of
a Negro mother and a Jewish, white while Miss Halpern contributes one film sequences and sound effects
father, and her heartaches when she of the finest dramatic characteriza- make for interest and j.i rsneral are
liearns
the truth upon reaching tions in the Yiddish theatre this sea- a -revelation to the onlookers.
A
adulthood. To this there could be son.
Hollywood-type earthquake also is
Miriam Kressyn once more is en- standout.
only one solution. She takes her life,
leaving behind her Sammy (Nathan- trusted with the songs; her voice is
Score is of generally high calibre.
son), the playmate of her childhood the only one of merit in the troupe. The Dorothy Fields lyrics are smart
She and Seymour Rechtzeit, as the
but a gangster in his maturity.
love interest, duet pleasantly in a and snappy, 'Swing to the Left*
While all performances are good, couple of spots.
being particularly clever. The Ar'— the outaitanding player is Miss Stein,
The title of the play is no con- thur Schwartz ditties are consistentwho has the title role. Speaking tributory
factor to the plot, except- ly tuneful, with a couple of possible
English throughout, she gains a pro- ing the suggestion
Carl Randall's
occasionally of hits among them'.
found intensity in the emotional American democracy. This is a tale staging of the dances is noteworthy.
scenes.
Jo Mielziner is again using a
laid in Nazi Germany, but strangely
Leo Fuchs Is the comedy relief, enough, the persfecutions don't form treadmill for visible scene shifts
mugging and cavorting about to win, ihe crux of the wheel. It deals with with good results.; A night club set
the audience at will with his angu- mother love and sacrifice, no new and a richly embellished portable
theme on the Yiddish stage, but as dressing roorii are excellent. Coslar contortions and sly lyrics.
Music by Ilia Trilling is not up to it's done by Miss Halpern it takes tuming generally is aces, Miss Merman sporting a number of stunning
his usually good standard. Settings on a new savor.
Muni Stsrebrov, Goldie Eisman, creations, but Miss Toumanova
are adequate.
Yetta Zwerling, Moses Feder and doesn't fare s- well. On several ocSally Schnorr stand out in the sup- casions she's dancing in flapping
porting cast.
skirts that completely hide her footStaging by Abe Gross and set- work. Joshua Logan scores another
Musical in two acts (0 scenes) by Abra- tings are adequate.
directorial bull's-eye with his intelliham Blum; stars Dinah Halpern and Itzik
gent staging of an intricate producFeld;
features Goldie
Elsnian,
Miriam
Nurse
second Nurse

Kantor
:.. Sally Wlnlck
Julius Nathanson

First

Blllie

—

—

.

—

•

—

•

LONG LIVE AMERICA

Seymour Rcchtzcit and Muni
etaged by Abe Gross; music,
OlshanctzKy;
Jacob
lyrica,
Jacobs; dances, Marty Barat^i;' presented
by Feld at Second Ave. theatre, N. T.,
opening Dec. 80, '88; |2.20" top;
Fishke Varon
Itzlk Feld
His Mother.
Sally Schorr
'Blacksmith
Sam Bometsky
His slater.'
Goldie Elsman
Village rabbi
Moses Feder
,
Hie daughter.
Miriam Krcssyn

tion,

Krcssyn,
Serebrov;

Future Plays

Alexander

,

Matchmaker
Rabbi
Lora Varon

Jacob Zangcr
Zwerling
Shuchatt
Jacob Himmelstetn
Dinah Halpern

Her son

.Seymour Rechtzelt

Widow

'7ctta

Bai-lender

Isldor

Georg von Hartwl
Hia mother....'

Muni Serebrov
Rae Schneier

Itzik Feld is cui*rently presenting
a sprightly^ musical in 'Long Live

America,' by

Abraham Blum. 'Amer-

isn't much at variance with
other musicals that have hit Second
avenue' during the past few years,
but the excellest cast and tuneful
music by Alexander Olshanetsky enable it to overshadow Feld's initial
ica'

'Foreigners,' Frederick Lonsdale's

most

recent effort in which the
British playwright 'pokes fun at all
forms of government and nationalities,' is promised as a February offering by Richard Al^lrich and Rich-

ard Myers, now assembling a cast.
'Luck Money,' comedy by Maurice
Marks, based upon a fainily in Astoria, N. Y., has been acquired by
Edward A. Blatt with an eye toward
an Easter production.
'J3hn Henry,' a dramatization by
Roaik Bradford from his own story,
will be put into rehearsal by Sam

High spots include Miss Merman's
rendition of 'This Is It,' 'Swing to
the Left,' 'Just a Little Bit More,'

•My

New Kentucky Home'

and

'It's

Durante takes bows on
'Self-Made Man,' 'Terribl- Attractive' and 'It's All Yours.'
Miss Natwick does a dance routi .e with
Durante that's a knockout. Dawn
Roland, Ted Gary, D n Dailey, Jr.,
and Rennie McEvoy please in tap
turns, and ..Gary and Dailey join
Miss Toumanova in a ballet-tap that
registers big.
court ballet is efAll Yours.'

A

fectively colorful

and some

irrele-

vant gagging by Durante and Miss
Merman in a czar's musician routine
has patrons applaudin<^ heartily.
'Stars' is being presented by Wiman
largely on his own, with four unByrd in August for an early fall named backers in for comparatively
small
pieces.
Show looks like hot
opening. Piece will have music by
stuff for pictures if Hollywood wants
Jacques
Wolfe,
while
Anthony to take another poke. ^t .itself,-,
.

Brown

will direct.

Wednesday,'

Janumy

Lunts-'Sea
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Shofrs in Rdwarsal

Chi; 'Shadow' $13,000, 'Kiss Boys' Id
Chicago, Jati. 17.
Business was good last week, two
shows splitting considerable coin.
•Shadow and Substance' perked to
excellent grosses on its scram-notice.
Lunt and Fontfinne continued
locally by
their boxoffice tradition
walloping through with their 'Sea
Gull' revival for the American TheOnly a fortnight lor
atre Society.
'Kiss the
this show. Newest entry is

'ANGELA' SKIDS IN

MWWEST

CITIES,

TWO

%m

Indianap9lis, Jan. 17.
With Sinclair Lewis, co-avithor
with Fay Wray, film player and star
of 'Angela Is 22,' at the English for
three evenings and' one matinee,'

house turned in very bad gross.
Local cricks were spiked by Lewis'
Boys Goodbye,' which relighted the admission as to his lack of histrionic
was
BuUdup
(15).
Harris Sunday
the ad- ability, so typewriters wer^ trained
fine for a hvrry-up job and
on
play and not his performance.
vance sales indicate a profit-making

Golden.
Herman
'The Little Foxes'
Shumlin.
Entertains'-^
/O'Brien
lilrs.
George Abbott.
'Jeremiah'—Theatre Guild.
'One foK the' Money' Stanley
Gilkey, Gertrude Macy.

—

—

'What Every

Woman Wants'—

Shuberts.
'Candida* (revival )
Otis Skinner.

— Cornelia

legit front this

TdtCS*

previously

the

Boys Goodbye,' Harris
(1,000;

$2.75).

Opened

'Shadow and Spbstanoe^' Selwyn
Finished' here Satur(1,000; $2.75).
day (14), cleaving a full week from
its original four-week schedule. On
wind-up notice built to neat $13,000.

COiUNW

'Gentle People' is the best grosser
the new crop, being quoted
$15,000. for its first full week
at the Belasco. 'Mamba's Dayghters,'

aroimd

'The
Closing

Blackstone.

Copperhead,'
Saturday (21)

good

after
.

lEnV' FAIR
IN

3D

,

.

Northern.

Mikado,' Great
Selling out in 17th week.
'The

$5,000

L

A.

WE0[

is

its

third

show and

only the Erlanger remains dark,
with nothing definitely set for it, although 'Of Borrowed Time,' and a

WPA

stay.

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.

more activity along the
week than had been
Both 'The
indicated.
Women' and 'What a Life,' figured
There

Minneapolis, Jan.

17.

'I'd Rather Be Right' chalked up
an approximate $43,000 week, 'divided among Des Moines, MinneGeorge M,
apolis and St. Paul.
Cohan musical pulled $8,641 for a
Sunday night (8) performance in
Des Moines,' got $23,000 for four
nights and a matinee here and
wound up with $11,000 in two nights

in St. Paul.

Empire, and
the Cort,

at the
Steed,'

(and announced) as closing Saturday
(14) night are continuing. 'Mice and

Continuing tour.

Several,
play portion of the list;
while not immediately regarded as
clicks, have developed encouraging,
if not substantial, business.
BaUince of the winter should be.
Laist week saw an upturn
good.
after the dip following New xiear's,
and this week's outlook is brighter.
Arrival of 1,100 buyers in town

around

me'Fair$9,Si

possible film have been mentioned
as bookings. State laws on juvenile
players, however, militate against
'Time' getting a local run.
There's good reason for the lastminute holdover of 'Life/ Lawrence

Shubert Lawrence,

who runs

the Lo-

and Chestnut for the
Shuberts, decided on a $1 top, which
went into effect last night (Moftcust, Forrest

day). This is the first time in years
such a scale has been used here in
connection with a top legiter. 'There
is no mention now of the play's 'last

,

.

at

'The

White

were

rated

$9,50Q, the latter getting that

tant

first

The

Way/

Center

(D-3;438; $3.30), Presented

by Sam

American

Harris
H
by

and Max Gordon; written
George S. Kaufman and Moss

Hart; opens Saturday (21).

'The Merchant of Tonkers,* Guild
(4th week) (C-914; $3.30). Around
$9,500 with aid -of subscriptionls; op*
erates to profit but run not yet indicated.

Hie White

Stee^T Cort (2d week)
One of several new

(D-^1,050; $3,30).

regarded as having

playb

(ihances;

staying

drew

$9,500 in first seven
shows.
'The Primrose Path,' Biltmore (3d
week) (CD-991; $3.30). BaWdy comedy another new play that looks like
fairly good draw; got $9,000. first
full week.
.'Tobacco Road,' Forrest
(267th
week) (D-1,107; $1.65). Plans call
for
sticking
into
World's Fair

among

the

musicals

is

:|ieviva|8

the

D^Oyiy Car^c Ooera Co.. Beck (3d
D'Oyly Carte troupe, at the Beck, week) (M-l,ia9;
Excellently
$3.30).
which did $20,000 last week with
supported with agencies repoFting
Gilbert and Sullivan revivals.
good ticket call; $20,000 for first fuU
'Steed' looked easily the best of
The touted week.
last Vi^eek's arrivals.
'Hamlet,': St, James (14th week)
'Dear Octopus' drew a questionable
Final week; busi(D-J,5fiQ; $3:30).
press, while 'The Importance of Beness exceUeiit with takings around
in Earnest' was not rated as favor$18,000 for wind-up, according to
ably as other recent revivals^
sale.
The full-length 'Hamlet' winds up advance
'Oatward Bound/ Playhouse (5tb
'Here
at the St. James this week.
(D-873; $3,30). Another sucCome the Clowns' is advertised to week)
cessful revival; business well oyer
close at the Booth, but claims to be
moving to another spot. No new $12,000 with length of ^tay indefinite'.
'The Importance of B«ing Earnest,'
productions are carded for the eomVanderbilt (2d week) (C-900; $3.30).
ing week, but starting Jan. 30 BroadOpened late last week; drew critical
way is set to get 'Stars in Your presQ
and ordinary stey indicated.
'The Birds Stop Singing/
Eyes,'
Added
'Jeremiah,' 'One for the Money' and
'Henry IV.'
One- Act B-'ep-e r t o r y, Hudson
(1.094; $2:75). Presented by Sam It
estimates for. Last Week
Grisman;
three
one-act' playlets on
'Abe Lincoln in. UlinolB/ -Plymouth
bill which opens Friday <20).
(14th week)
(D.l,q36; $3.30). As
Tins and Needle^/ Labor Stage
earlier indicated, will probably not
be topped this season -by any straight <60th week) (R-500; $2^.75). Is now
play; selling out right along; takings getting around $5,500 weekly; labor
around $21,000 in eight perforinances. unionists revue profitable rl^ht
-aloraf..
'Boys from Syracuse/ Alvin (9th
The Girl trim Wyoming/ Ameriweek) (M-1,255; $4.40). One of mu- can Music Hall; '(13th week). Caba'

•

MERMAN-DDRANTE BIG
2 DAYS,

Top

$13,000

DOES SEASON'S

.

ret's old-s^yle melodr.'.n:a getting by
'

with aid of bdoze and dancehall.

Elsie Janis, Music Bdx; Sunday
nights; supported by several Additional artists.

WPA

'The Big Blow/ Elliott.
'Androcies And the Lion,* Lafayiette,*

Harlem.

'Pinocchl0/ Ritz.

'Awake

.^and

Daly'i

Sins,'.

(Yid-

dish).

cowmiAiff

AvcV

2DBeSTINST.L,2$g

.

Hub

-

Opens

Top

seven times, while 'The
Primrose Path,' Biltmore, was not period; gross around $4,500, which is
okay for low-cost show.
much behind.
'What a Life/ Mansfield (40th
The musical big three, 'Hellzapop- week)
(C-1,060; $3.30).
Operates
pix},' 'Leave It to Me' and 'The Boys
under sharing plan with cast; busi-from Syracuse,' are holding to form,
ness modest, but some profit earned
while a running mate is promised in
lyith takings around $4,500.
'Set to Music,' which opens tonight
'Where There's a Will,* Golden
(Wednesday) at the Music Box. This
(Ist we6k) (CD-784;* $3.30).
Preweek ushers in the biggest cast show sented
by Edward Stirling, who
of the season, 'The American Way'
adapted play from French of -Sacha
(drama), -opening at the Center,
Guitry; opened last night (Tuesday).
Radio City, Saturday (21). Imporin the

The holdover of 'The Women' for
a third week at the Forrest came,
I'd
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
Smashed the house as the result of business climbing
Charlotte Greienwdod wound up (2,200; $3.85).
record by a considerable margin for steadily. It's due out Saturday' (21).
"three weeks* revival of 'Leaning on
'Mice,' thanlcs to American Theaa four-night engagement, but stil]
Letty' at El Capitan (14) and started
went slightly under expectations, tre Society 'subscriptions and genPacific Coa^t toiir under direction of
failing
to sell out lower floor at any erally rave notices, drew fairly well
Martin Broome, her husband. House
in
its first Sveek at the Chestnut, alof the five performances-^four eveagain gp^s dark.
...
.„
though too grim and morbid for
Biltmore relighted (16) with 'Se- ning and one matinee. Upper shelf, lightier-minded playgoers.
however, capacity throughout. Critics
Jahus* after being dark past several
The Chestnut, which started the
months. Premiere was scaled at $5.50, and public raved over the show.
season very late, is getting the fullwith. $2.20 top thereafter.
est booking schedule of the local sical list's big three; virtual capacity,
Estimate for Last Week
houses right now.
with takin,|s approximating $30,000.
<Leanine on Letty,' El Capitan (CEstimates for Last Week
'Dear Octopns/ Broadhurst (2d
,-1,250;. $2,20) (third week). Eased off.
'What a Life/ Locust (3d week) week) (C-1,107; $3.30). Drew feir
on final six da.ys, coming under the
after midweek debut, business
press;
IN N. H. (1,400; $2). May build enough biz
wire with fair $5,000, still profitable.
$9,600,
for a run; $7,000; house has nothing moderate; better line on chances this
-WPA
week.
Two-a-Day,' Hollywood Playhouse.
in prospect.
New Haven, Jan. 17.
'Gentle People/ Belasco (3d week)
'Bun, Little Chtllun,' Mayan.
'Mice and Men.*. Chesfaiut (1st
•Volpone,' Belasco.
Three turnaway performances last week) (1,700; $2.50). Fourth sub- (CD-liOOO; $3.30). Goes to standing
weekend landed preem of 'Stars In scription play of ATS season. Lat- room at matinees; night attendance
support plus good notices good, and indicates new click; quoted
ter's
Your Eyes' in big money. Originally did not result in .as much business around $15,000 first full week.
'Road' One^Gghters
set for four shows, Thursday (12) as was expected, takings approxiHellzapoppfn/
Winter
Garden
performance was cancelled when mating $9,500^
(18th week) (R-1,671; $3.30>. Playconstruction work caused de'The Women/ Forrest (2d week) ing nine performances weekly: rein Pitt Sector hieavy
secShow got swell notices.
lay.
Has been clunbing;
(2,000;' $2).
mains most in demand and cleaning
House has Ruth Draper due Jan. ond week under estimated, gross be- up, with gross over $34,000.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 17.
28. for one night; preem of Francine ing around $9,560, while last "<veek's
'Here Come the Clowns/ Booth
Playing' succession of one-nighters Larrimore in 'What Every Woman takings were $12,600.
(7th week) (D-704: $3,30). Althou»rh
in this territory last week, 'Tobacco
Wants,' Jan,' 27; 'One-Third of a
last times advertised, slated to move;
Road'
spectacular Nation,' under auspices of labor
continued
its
business somewhat better, with takgrosses, getting well over $13,000 in group, Jan. 28.
ings estimated around $6,000,
'SUSAN'
seven performances, including one
Eftlmate for Last Week
'I
Married An
Shubert
inatinee.
In every case, with one
Shubert
'Stars in Your Eyes,'
(37th week) (M.1,367; $4.40). Newer
exception, show was a return entwo-day
attractions getting higher coin, but
gagement. In Springfield, O., Jan. (1,600; $3:30). Big $9,600 in
stand for Merman-Durante starrer.
this one still making goodly profit
9. where it did $1,900, it v 's a third
with $24,000. Pencilled in out-ofvisit.
St. Louis, Jan. 17.
town next month.
Drew $1,768 and 137 standees In
'Susan and Crod' was big at the
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Miller
Marion, O., Tuesday; $1,940 follow- Hayes-'Regiiia' Grabs
American theatre last week, aided
(17th week) (C-044; $3.30), On nineing, night in Morgantown, W. Va.;
by raves from crix.
$2,123 in Oil City, Pa., Thursday:
Ethel Barrymore, in 'Whiteoaks,' is performance basis; extra matinee
slated
for balance of winter; slightly
in
$2,100 in New Castle, Pa., Friday and
current at the American and heavy
better than $2,000 in afternoon and
advance sale points to profitable run. oJT early in week but capacity there$16,000.
evening performances Saturday in
Lunt and Fontanne, in 'Amphitryon,' after;
Boston, Jan. 17.
'Knidcerboeker Hottday/ BarryErie, Pa.
'Boad'^ comes to Nixon
'Victoria Regina,' starring Helen follow Jan. 23.
more (14th week) (M-li096; $4.40).
here for seventh engagement Jan. 30,
Hayes, finished a smash week SaturHolding to satisfactory business, with
Estimate for Last Week
after which it heads south again.
day (14), moving to Washington and
takings
again around $17,000; engage-and
God'
(American)
'Susan
(1,707;
Pittsburgh for the final two weeks
sprint,
$2.80 top). Eight performances, the ment should extend into the
of its eastern tour.
'Leave It to Me,' Jmncrlal Cllth
were sellouts,
'Kiss Boys*
'Stars in Your Eyes,' new Dwight last three of which
Musical
week) <M-1,468; $4.40).
Deere Wiman musical, with Ethel rolled up sock $20,000 for the second ^ross leader rated at $35,000; standees
In Buffalo to Big $6,000 Merman and Jimmjf Durante, opens best week of the season. 'I'd Rather
most performances.
tonight (Monday) without opposition. Be Bight' still holds No. 1 spot at
'Mamba's DaujfhtcrF,' Empire ^3d
Buffalo," Jan. 17.
$35,000.
week) (D-1.099: $3.30). Business
Chicago company of 'Kiss the Boys Remains until Jan. 28. 'Of Mice and
is slated for entry Jan. 23,
Men'
climbing
and indications arc for
Goodbye' premiered here for four
goodly stay; first full week around
Estimate for Last Week
performances at $2.50 too.
'Cargo' $2,000, B'klyn
$9 500
Grossed big $6,000.
'Victoria Beflna,' Shubert (1,590;
'Oscar Wilde/ Fulton (15th week)
Standees
Brooklyn, Jan. 17.
Tallied $27,000.
$3.30).
'White Cargo' gave Shubert here (D-913; $3.30). Should span season;
were a common sight during the
one-week run.
a nice take. At the St. Felix Street business picked up smartW last week,
•Boy' $8,000, Cincy
toppini?
previous sesh, not considertheatre Brattleboro Players are getCincinnati, Jan. 17.
ting mild r&ctlon to 'Shakespeare's ing extra matinee; $14,000.
'Rocket to the Moon/ Windsor (9th
Dark this week, the Cox reopens
Merchant, 1939,' modern version of
Jan. 23 for eight performances of
Holds to
7G, K. C.
Current at week) (D-1,949; $3.30).
'Merchant of Venice/
moderate money, with gross .still
Whiteoaks,' with Ethel Barrymore.
the Shubert is 'Night of Jan. 16.'
helped by pa"ties: rated aroimd
Bachelor Born* comes in for the
Estimates for Last Week
week of Jan. 30.
$7,500, which is profitable.
Kansas City, Jan. 17.
'White Carjo/ Shubert (1,750; 25'Set to Music/ Music Box (Ist
Estimate for Last Week
Ethel Barrymore, in a three-day
•Golden Boy,' Cox (1,350; $2.75). engagement of 'Whiteoaks' in the 85). Revivarmadc money. Grabbed week) (R-l.OOO; $4.40). Presented by
John C' Wilson; written bv Noel
Dandy reviews and lotsa press puffs Music Hall of the muny auditorium, $2,000.
'Shakespeare's Mercliant, 1939,' St. Coward; highly rated out of town;
Were helpful in fetching a fair Jan. 13-14, did $7,000.
$8,000. Biz for last two days excepRain Friday and Saturday made Felix. (287; 50.$1.50). Considerable opens tonight (Wednesday).
tiortallji'
'Spring Mcetlnfr/ Morosco
(6th
strong, despite loUr'incih little difference, as large share of local publicity, but no great shakes
week) (CD-961; $3,30). May make
at b.o.
snowfall and icy streets.
biz was on advance sale.

Road

Three' StiD

.

days,'

Week
Rather Be BieW Lyceum

Estimate for Last

Smash $27,000

IHamha,'

Four, of the newer arrivals on grade although business moderate,
Broadway should pep up the straight, with takings under $7,000.

of

'Women'

mm

%

1937.

Men' gives Philly

.

$9,500,

(16) further indicates busiThere are more
ness betterment
shows listed than in y^ars-, much in
excess of the 1929 total and that of

U

.

OK

Monday

'•

week)

€2Hn; Teople

Ginsburgs')—Vinton Freedley,
'Henry IV'—Maurice Evans.
The Birds Stop Singlnc'—John

.

'Kiss

M

1 Mast Love Somcont'—^lack
Tlve Klnes*—Guild-Mercury.
'Off to Buffalo' (The Flyhig

.

(1st

Newcomers Up B'way, Uncertainties

Kirkland.

Estimate fqr tikat Week
Bojourn for the comedy click.
'Angela Is iZ: English (1,500; $2.65).
Federal Theatre Project is foldmg
'Copperhead' revival In the Three-day gross was poor $3,800.
its
relieve
to
(21)
week
Blackstone this
Ian Keith of too much pressure due
'Angela' $3,000, M'w'kee
to preparations for .a series of Shakespeare, starting with 'Hamlet.' ConMilwaukee, Jan. 17.
tinuing with 'The Mikado,' which is
Legit situittion still faulty hese j^nd
selling out regularly in the Great jinx has affected every show here
Northern.
except Ethel Barrymore's 'Whiteoaks,' which did a sock $6,500 in
Estimates for Last Week
three days. 'Angela Is 22,' current
'Sea. Gull,* Erlang6r 2d-flnal week)
at the -Davidson, got off to m bad
(1,400; $2.75)/ Finishing, this week
start.
Local crix panned show.
(21) with the Lunts scramming for
Estimate for Last Week
remainder of midwest, tour, dviring
*Anccla
Davidson (1,500;
Z9,'
which they'll revert in several spots $2.75).
Four performances drew
lo 'Idiot's Delight.' Clicked to nifty poor
$3,000 'due to unfavorable press.
$17,000, gross held down by ATS cut-

«martly Sunday (15) and looks Okay
on advan,ce interest.

SI

Washington, Jan. yi^
Magis of Noel Coward &B an author and Bea Lillie
a sUr had the
Cap's only legit house almost sold
out before opening of pre-^Broadway
week of 'Set to Music/ Acclaim of
critics clinched things.
Current is return of Helen Hayes*

Regina/ which mopped up
here In 1935,
Next is 'Bachelor
Born' due Week of Jan. 23,
Estimates for Last Week
'Set to IffiDsle/ National ' (1,698;
$3.30 top).
COward-^^fllie rep plus
sock reviews offset bad word-of'Victoria

'

mouth

to clinch $29,000.

m

miteoaks'

•

'Oar Tovai' Knocks

Det

Off Good $14,500,

Detroit, Jan. 17,
Backed bv good notices and bally.
'Our Town' did nicely last- week at
Cass.
the
LoWer-priced chairs at

premium^roughout the week.
Current is 'Shadow and Substei\ce,'
which steys for a -week, followed by
George M. Cohan's 'I'd 'Rather. <Be
Right,' which moves in for two
weeks at stiff too of $3.85, hi|hest of
season

now

here,

Cass

book«d- soMdlf

until middle of next
E:.«'mate for Last

•Own Town/ Cpss

montht

W^k

(J.59fll;

^2,75).

Pulitzer Prize ploy knocked- off ijicp
$14,500 on eight performahcies.

a

-
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injunction Is not clear. The
granting of a temporary injunction
is not to be indulged in except in
a case clearly demanding It. This
application must therefore be denied, but in order to expedite a
speedy determination of the issues
the case is placed on the Special
'.'.'erm Day Calendar for trial Feb.
r.snt

League

Grills

Brokers

The application comes before me at
a time when our concepts of the law
relating to the fixing of resale prices
has undergone some radical changes:'- -I4j 1939.
Since the decision in the I^son case
there have been some very definite

(Continued from page 49)
in the code as to what is a customer.
League Insisting that brokers outside

the code cannot be so regarded.
Finally the treasurers asked that the
investigators face them and the departures from what we regarded
'hearing' was adjourned to some as old and fixed principles in this
date this week. Believed that the branch of jurisprudence.
As an
undercover people sent out by the illustration we need only recall the
Lea'gue may not still be in its employ. 'rule of reason' enunciated in the
Violated Basic Agreement
Sugar Institute case, where the
When the treasurers were sum- Chief Justice declared:
moned, Gerber objected on the
end
to
action
'Voluntary
grounds that a mass assemblage in
abuses and to foster fair comthe League offices was not in conin
the
opportunities
petitive
formity with the basic agreement
public interest may be more efbetween the managers and TMAT.
.

Instructions to disregard the order to

sure stuff.'
Brokers had been advised by the
League not to sell tickets for theatres the managements of which are
not in the League. Although not
specifically mentioned, shows and
houses which would have been affected are 'The Primrose Path,' Bilt-

,

WPA

Justice Valente

Denies Temporary

'Victoria

'

was thereupon exempted.

Supreme Court

Tour of Helen Hayes in

PLAY ABROAD

presented an out, however. House
and flhow are operated by the International Ladies Garment Workers Union and an official stated that
as a labor union it could not join an
employers organization. Labor Stage

't

IN prrr

A FEFHER HATTYU

more,. and 'Pins and Needles,' Labor
Stage. Note to the agencies stated
that 11 the order was disobeyed 'it is
the intention of the League to take
appropriate action under the code
for the violation thereof.*
That situation was quickly cleared,
the Biltmore promptly iipplying for
membership in the League. However, George Abbott, the show's producer, has not signed but claims to
be following the code rules. Labor
Stage, which intimated court action,

C

UP
next week

'REGINA' WINDING

Preem ol 'Stars In Your Eyes* at Shubfert, New Haven, last weekend
brought the usual extraneous angles that crop Up in staging this type of
show. On opening night a broken zipper on a quick change fouled a Toumanova ballet entrance, leaving group on stage holding the bag. Al Goodman, in the pit, covered the wait It was clever manipulating by both
Goodman and Toumanova, and audience was scarcely wise to any halt.
Jimmie Durante went blank in the middle of a speech on a crowded
stage. After a brief pause, Schnozzola walked over to the pit and blandly
asked the leader, 'What's the next line, here?' It drew a big laugh. Audrey
Westphal, dancer, waiting to enter for finale, caught her foot in moving
scene treadmill and bashed a toe, requiring removal to hospital.
An unusually sizeable contingent from Broadway went to N. H. for thtt

Regina' will definitely terminate in break-in.
Pittsburgh next week. Show is currently in Washington, after closing
Brooks Atkinson, critic of the N. Y. Times, in his Sunday (15) column,
to excellent takings in Boston. Sea- wrote an extended second review of 'Mamba's Daughters,' at the Empire.
son was originally announced as He commented on the original notice as having been 'lugubrious' and
limited, although the star played a ascribes it to an attack of incipient. grippe, 'rather than other occupational
fective than legal process.'
second repeat on Broadway for a diseases '^to which critics are susceptible.'
Although still rating the drama to have been rather clumsily conAnti-Trust Act Unreasonable
longer stay than intended.
'Regina' played 11 weeks at the structed, Ethel Waters is warmly praised for her initial appearance as a
The gist of the decision supports
dramatic actress, 'giving a valiant performance'. An extra space ad in
the view that the restrictions of the Beck during the fall, out-of-town
Anti-Trust, Act as aimed against return dates making five additional the Times shortly after the melodrama opened, which called attention to
the colored star's work, was paid for by a group of w.k. playgoers and
such restraints as are unreasonable. weeks.
professionals who took exception to the first review.
It evidently inAt the outset it may be pertinent
spired Atkinson to see the show again.
and
ticlcets
to observe that theatre
the like partake of the nature of a
There is no count on the number of times Oscar Wilde's 'The Imporlicense or privilege, and strictly
tance of Being Earnest' has been played in stock, little theatre and amateur
speaking, are not a commodity, and
groups since it was originally presented at the Empire, N. Y., in 1895. The
whether the business of dealing in
reason Is that the play was not properly copyrighted and with the right
('The White Swan')
them comes within the purview of
to royalties being muddled, 'Earnest' drifted into the classification of
Budapest, Jan. 5.
the ;.tatute presents some element of
Musical comedy- In three acta by Imre
doubt. It is not seriously disputed Foldes; lyrics, Imre Harmath; mualc, Paul public domain.
'Earnest' was revived last week at the Vanderbiltj N. Y., with name
that the league has control of vir- Abraham: staged by Vllmos Tlhany; costumes, Eric VoKCl; Bettings. Tlbor Upor; players in. the cast, press hardly being cordial, In iaddition to the straight
tually all tickets, but this, in my dances. Bob Gray; at tha Varosi, Budapest.
opinion, does not necessarily make Nadia
Hannah Honthy showings, play was the basis of a musical comedy book of 'Oh, Earnest,' which
Grand Dukoi
....Fecenc Delly was presented at the Roy ale (now a CBS radio studio) on west 45th
it an illegal combination in restraint
Deplerre
Georcre Solthy
street about 10 years ago. It was a summer flop.
of trade. There is no evidence be- Prince lUoclne
Arthur Fodor
Serena Szlklay
fore me that the supply is to be His -wife
Olsa Mirova
Biri b^ondy
Harry Kline, formerly with the late C. B. Dillingham as manager of th«
limited or the p.'ices increased. The Mlchlnslcy
Nandor Blharl
ICopeczl-Boocss
enhancement of price seems to be a Gregor'
Globe, N. Y., when it played legit, is now general manager for Brock
Tatlana
Erzsl Vero Pemberton,
vital and important factor to bring Secretary
whom he joined as company manager of 'Kiss- the Boys
Bela Fay
He is currently handling the Cliicago 'Kiss' compahy.
a group within the condemnation of Count Jurltch
Zoltan Petheo Goodbye,' Miller.
Victor Kiraly filling in.
the statute.
On the contrary, the
Romantic
musical
comedy
costly
is
Lep Solomon, formerly treasurer of the Music Box, is again back with
facts disclosed here indicate that the
means adopted may lead in some de- and in good taste. In normal times Sam H. Harris, being in the boxoffice of the Center, where the Harrisgree at least to a program of expan- it would be a hit, but with political Max Gordon show, 'The American Way,' opens Saturday (21). Solomon
and economic situation what it is,
sion in the theatre, making more
in the Windsor b.o. this season.
its future is uncertain.
Play opens was
tickets available to the public. Con- in Petrograd in 1916, with the Ballet
cededly, the prices are not being in- Russe shown at the zenith of its
There was some dispute over a bill covering expenses for the
resale
protest
meeting held last Wednesday (11) at the Hudsofn, N. Y. Because
creased. The advance in> the'
glory-,'
and Nadia, surnamed- the
price is being clearly limited to end 'White, Swan, its leading star. Grand the house was dark, imion requirements were to call in. several stageTwo hours overtime was also
w.hat defendants contend is one of Duke 'Constantine wants her for his hands at a minimum of one day's pay.
.the flagrant abuses of the theatrical mistress^ but Nadia braves death and charged and most of the cost was for back stage help. Explained that the
Siberia
rather
surrender,
than
business, namely, the exaction of exstage hands are not in the Federation of Arts Union, the reliefers group
-knocks him down with a candlestick
session.
Understood the latter was looked to for the
orbitant differentials from the thea- and flees to
Paris with her devoted which called the
tre-going public. Under these cir- admirer. Major Depierre.
payoff. Hudson relights Friday (20) with a three-playlet show.
cumstances can it be said that it is
Second act, in Paris, a year later,
illegal for these defendants to re- shows the Ballet Riisse giving a guest
Although a simplified stage dress is used for Elsie Janls' showings Sunfuse to do business with plaintiffs so performance at the Opera. Naoua is day nights at the Music Box, N. Y., stage hands' regulations called for
as to bring the former within the routed from her hiding place, in- unusual backstage expense. Nine men were employed, although only an
statute? As was stated in Helm vs., duced to dance, and the Qrrand Duke, electrician, operator and curtain man were required.
who has recovered from the blow
N. Y. Stock Exchange:
One reason' for the additional men was. the protection of the settings of
but not from his infatuation, lures
'The distinction which the de- her to the Russian Embassy. Nadia 'Sing Out the News,' which closed. Although 'Set to Music' opens at th«
cided cases make is that, if the is on the point of committing suicide theatre tonight (1^), tmderstood fewer in the crew for Miss Janis has been
combination not to do business rather than give herself to him, when conceded.
with the plaintiff is for the purpose news comes of the outbreak of the
The Grand
of injuring and destroying him, it revolution in Russia.
Lillian Foster, who switched from the Playwrights* ^Abraham Lincoln
is illegal; but if injury to him fol- Duke is arrested, but Nadia saves In Illinois', Plymouth, to tiie author-managers' 'American Landscape,' withlows as an incident from action his life and aids his escape.
drawn, has returned to her original part in the former play. Marion
Third
act is some years later; the
sought to protect, increase and
Grand Duke is now alternately a Rooney, who replaced, also remains with 'Lincoln*.
strengthen the business of the as- chauffeur and a waiter; the devoted
Through error it had been mentioned that Miuriel Kirkland had changed
sociates, then it is as legitimate as major has conveniently died at Ver- from 'Lincoln* to 'Landscape'.
other forms of competition which dun in his rival's arms, and nothing
the law leaves parties free to in- stands in the way of the happy imion
John Mason Brown^ drama critic for the N. Y. Post, appeared at a
of the Grand Duke and Nadia.
dulge in.'
premiere last week with his right eye sealed with 'cotton. He denied It
It has good film possibilities for was
Plaintiffs here are not driven out
a shiner as the result of a left hook, laconically mentioning that tha
this
side.
tuneful
there
Score
and
is
of business. Defendants have not resurface of his peeper was scraped by tinfoiL
fused to transact business with them are plenty of Russian folk songs and
other old favorites. With the exbecause they do not like them or
ception of .Hannah Honthy, as Nadia,
their business. Defendants have sim- cast is weak, but sets, costumes and
Co-op Group
Engagements
ply stated that these plaintiffs can- staging are better than average.
•^lot enjoy one privilege openly
Jacobi.
and
the other secretly. They decline to
First Play in Frisco
John Cromwell, 'Candida'.

appear were withdrawn, however.
Union attorney also regarded the
League's summonses as 'high pres-

Sup.

Indde $tiiff-l«il

.

'

Inj.

Justice Louis A.

Valente's decision (Tuesday) denying a temporary injunction to compel the League, several ticket brokers and' Eqmty to carry out the terms
of the theatre ticket code, follows:
The question to be determined here
Is whether a temporary injunction
should issue in favot of plaintiffs
against The League' of. New York
Theatres, Actors Equity Association,
officers and directors of the league
and a number of theatre ticket brokers named as defendants, from enforcing a Code of Industry Regulations governing the sale of theatre
tickets. Plaintiffs rest their case oncharge that defendants created a monopoly in defiance of Sec. 340 of the
General Business Law (Donnelly
Act). The gravamen of the complaint lies in the refusal ot the
league which has control over the
distribution of .theatre tickets to deliver, such tickets to plaintiffs until
they become signatories to the' Code
-Jand istipulate that they will not
charge an advance of more than sev,enty-five cents per ticlcet over the
regular box office price, when the
have business intercourse with plainsame is sold to the public. The plain- tiffs until
they agree to sign a code
tiffs' unwillingness to so subscribe
that has for one of its objects the
has led to what plaintiffs, claim is a protection
of the theatre-goer (Leboycott, and being unable to obtain pler
vs. Palmer).
As far as I am
tickets they seek relief from the able
to discern, defendants' proposal
courts
is
not one' of- exclusion towards
The subject of trafficking In. plaintiffs.
tickets of admission to theatres and
Another significant feature is that
places of, amusement has been be- defendants claini that
the tickets are
fore the courts on prior occasions not 'sold' to the brokers
who be(Tyson vs. Banton, CoUister vs. Hay- come code sign&tories, but are mereihan,' Harris
vs.
Jack's Theatre ly 'consigned,' and that unsold tickets
Ticket Service, People vs. Newman). may be returned to th? box office
and full credit obtained. Under these
conditions they maintain that tiiey
remain their property and have the
clear right reserved to them to dictate the price at which the ticket
may be resold. Whether this conten.

.

,

'

•

-

-

tion standing alone

would be

suf-

ficient to ultimately defeat plaintiffs
not prepared to state. But on
1

am

an application for a temporary injunction it is a factor which necessarily carries weight

ignore

and

I cannot

it.

do not make these observations
because I wish to express an opinion
I

''STARS IN YOUR EYES"
Mgt.: LOV CLAYTON

as to the merits of the controversy
.or to influence the final determination of the action, but mei-ely to

show

that a serious and grave doubt
exists In
mind as to plaintiffs'
right to the ultimate remedy; Where

my

WRITING A PLAY?
Man, cxperlenpud ni» nrtor, director,
nnd playwright wUI help 70a whip
it

into tlinpe.

BOX
VARIETY,
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any such doubt

is present a tempoInjunction
should not be
granted.
The law is well settled
that the right to a temporary Injunction rests in the sound discretion of the court and it should not
issue where the right to a perma-

rary

.

<

Opens

Current Road Shows
(Wecfc of Jan. 16)

Jeanns Wardley, 'The American
Way*.

Norman

San Francisco, Jan.
Stewart,

'What Every

Woman

Willard Carey,
Wants'.

'Amphitryon'-'Sea Gall' (Lunt and
Fontanne), Erlanger, Chicago.
'Angela Is 22' (Sinclair Lewis),
Parkway, Madison, Wis. (16); Muny

'The

Forty-Nlncrs,'

first

of

17.

the

was prethe Crolden Bough Play-

Civic Theatre productions,

Jessie Busley; Frieda Altman, 'The
Birds Stop Singing'.
sented at
Tonio Selwart. John Williams, Wilhouse hiere Friday (13) and Saturliam Post, Jr., 'Foreigners'.
Aud, St. Paul (17-17); Lyceum, MinNeU O'Day, Gene Kelly. Alfred day.
Drake, Keenan Wynn, Don Loper,
neapolis (19-21).
Organization, which is directed by
'Golden Boy» (Phillips Holmes- 'One f*.r the Money'.
Joe Cilook,' Hiram Sherman, Otto Barhey Gould,, is non-profit, cooperaJean Mulr), Hanna, Cleveland.
Hulett, Frank Davis, Richard Taber, tive group. Civic Theatre will give
Td Rather Be Rl^ht' (George M. Fred Lightner, Dudley Clements,
Cohan), Davidson, Milwaukee.
Ruth Yorke, Harold Whalen, Luba three plays before the Fair opens
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Harris, Wesoly, 'Off to Buffalo'.
Feb. 18. Second production, Hoyt's
Chicago.
'A Trip to Chinatown,' is set for Jan.
'Niffht of January 16/ Shubert,
27-?8.
Third stow wUl be 'FloroBrooklyn.
•Of Mice and Men/ Chestnut St., Leighter Plans Stagers
dora.'
Philadelphia.
One-dollar membership cards en•Cop Town/ Paramount, Toledo
Pofish Pic Talent title members to free admission to
(16); Hartmah, Columbus
(17-18);
both sho-ws in January and to a subMemorial Aud, Louisville
(19);
stantial reduction In price of tickets
Hollywood, Jan. 17.
English, Indianapolis (20-21).
during
contemplated
shows
Jack Leighter pulled out of the to
San Carlo Opera Co., War MePaul Kohner agency to form Leigh- World's Fair. Group's aim is to remorial Opera House, San Francisco.
ter-Pick, Inc., a stage production out- establish legit here.
'Shadow and
Snbstanoe'
(Sir
fit, with Walter Pick, business manCedric Hardwicke), Cass, Detroit.
ager for Melvin Douglas and Helen
'Sejanus/ Biltmore, Los Angeles.
Gahagan.
Lavery,
Get
'Stars in Your Eyes' (Jimmy DuPlan of new company Is to prorante-Ethel Merman), Shubert, BosPosts
Special
duce legit plays on the Coast and
ton.
Broadway to develop picture talent.
Emmet Lavery, author of 'The
'Sasan and God' (Gertrude LawFirst Legion' and 'Monsignor's Hour,'
rence), Nixon, Pittsburgh.
has been appointed director of the
'The Women/ Forrest, PhiladelJoyce Bros.-Dean
National Service Bureau by Mrs.
phia.
Hallie Flanagan, national director of
'Tobacco Road/ Erlanger, Buffalo.
London's Holborn the Federal Theatre Project.
'Victoria Regina' (Helen Hayes),
National, Washin'gton.
Yasha Frank, who adapted and
London, Jan. 17.
'What a Life/ Locust St., PhiladelJoyce Bros, and Dean opened at staged the WPA's current 'Pinocchio'
phia.
the Holborn yesterday (Monday).
at the Ritz, N. Y., has been named
'Whlteoaks,
(Ethel
Barrymore),
Though not fully assisted by the national consultant for the, .chilAmerican, St. Louis.
orchestra, act did well.
dren's division of the FTP.
.
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Wednesday, January 18, 1939
See Eaffle-Goild Pact
Hearst Fortifle* QftKoSaaXion
Newspaper Guild negotiators with
John Malloy, managing editor ot Frank D. Schroth, publisher of the
Boston,
in
three Hearst newspapers
man- Brooklyn (N. Y.> Eagle, have recomhas joined the Hearst general
mended acceptance of revised terms
agement board under Joseph V. Con- offered the Guild's Eagle unit A
assisteditorial
nolly and wiU act as
certainty that the unit will accept
ant to Connolly. Latter is sailing
Schroth grants Guild shop, guarsoon for an extended vacation in Eu- antees an 80% payroll for a year
while
and
family,
rope with his
and in the event, of any layoffs will
abroad will make preparations to drop a non-union staff member for
strengthen the International News every Guildsman given notice.
Service in case of war.
Settlement made amid aura of good
Connolly on his return from Eu- feeling, in
sharp contrast to start of
rope may be shifted by W. R. Hearst negitiations between publisher and
position
in
the
formidable
more
to a
Guild,
when
Guild unit was informed
of.
realignment
and
liquidation
it would have to take a deep cut and
Hearst properties. He may act as co- fast.
Accompanied by threat that
administrator with Judge Clarence J,
paper would fold in short order unShearn and occupy a more important less Guild complied.
position in the business management
the
repas
direct
affairs,
Hearst's
of
Carl W. Jones' Hobby
resentative of the publisher. Shearn's
Carl W. Jones, publisher of the
appointment, it is understood, came
about through mutual agreement be- Minneapolis Journal, is a bug on
tween Hearst and various banks in- magico. So much so that when he
terested in the financial future of the comes to New York he's been known
to leave important gatherings and
properties.
Malloy, in that event, is slated to, browse around the shops that sell
step into Connolly's shoes as manager magic tricks and' the like.
Jones has. privately printed a
of Hearst newspapers and King Features Syndicate, according to insiders. X,000-copy limited edition, $12.50 retail,
a treatise on modern magic
called
'Greater Magic,' by John
Annenberg First Person
Northern HiUiard, pioneer magico,
Philadelphia was treated to a
which is edited by Jones and Jean
unique supplement distributed Sun- fiugard. Intro by Howard "Thurday (15) with the Philly Inquirer by ston. Edition is practically sold out
.

—

publisher, M. L. Annenberg.
and publisher Jones has just broken
Twelve-page tabloid roto section was even, which is more than he barcalled- 'A Great Newspaper Is Re- gained pn when first essaying this
b6rn,' and the sub-title was 'The venture.
its

Story of the Philadelphia Inquirer

Amazing Revitali^ation Under the Magic Touch of a Dynamic
and

Its

—

Publisher ^M. L. Annenberg.' Front
cover carried a picture of the In.qulrer building, and the back con-,
tained a portrait of -Annenberg.
Section first went into a general
exposition of 'What Makes a Newspaper Succeed.' Jt then delved into
the history. of the Inquirer, leading
up to its- purchase by Annenberg.
It pointed out that when Annenberg
acquired the paper in July, 1936^ its
circulation was 280,093, while its
morning competitor,, th-; Record, had
In November,
328,222.
it
1938,
claimed,, the Inquirer had 345,422
daily average circulation, while the
,

•

Record had slipped to

From there

204,000..

the story launched into

a biography of Annenberg. It mentioned charges hurled at jiim prior to
November's election that Annen-

N. Y. Mirror's Fla. Edition
Daily Mirror will publish a Florida
edition for a six weeks' period starting next Tuesday (24), idea being to
supply a New York newspaper to
winter' vacationists each morning at
brealcfast time. Papers will .be sent
by plane each night at 11 p.m., due
J

in Miami at 8 a. m. Miami special
will be priced at 10c per copy.
After the one-star edition is run,
the front and back pages of the tab
will b^ replated for the Floridian
service.
Sporting events, racing in
particular, will be featured. In that

Milwaukee

at this time.

Selbel

on

Pitt

Bench

George Seibel, for years drama
of the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, on Monday (16) was named
magistrate of Morals Court in that
critic

city

by Mayor

Pathfinder's

KQV

move, Karl Krug, columnist and reviewer, moving into his slot.
Seibel served on Pittsburgh's first
Morals Efficiency Commission under
late Mayor Magee 27 years ago, that
body hiving been responsible for
elimination of city's segregated vice
district.
Appointment as Morals
Court justice came as a surprise,
since he had previously been mentioned as the next hea^ of (Tamegie
Library in Northside district.

New

ControlleVs

Control of the Pathfinder Publishing Co., which gets out the national
news mag. The Pathfinder, acquired
by James L. Bray and Victor Whit-

Both from the United States

lock.

News.
Bray,

former

publisher of the
News, assumed presidency of Pathfinder Publishing Co. a few months
ago.
Whitlock recently resigned
exec post with the News to take
control of The Pathfinder.
Bray continues as prez of The
Whitlock to serve as
Pathfinder.
publisher.

Book Output Drops

Book output

in 1S39 is expected
Quantity of
see a sharp drop.
most of the spring lists below that
for the corresponding period in 1938.
At least one extreme case is Lippincott Firm's output for the first
six months of 1939 will be 30 volumes af the maximum. During similar period last year house issued 55.
Reasons for the drop are many, from
lack of good manuscripts to concentration on smaller list.
to

Marshall's

Howard

London Switch

Marshall, radio

commen-

and newspaperman, has refrom the London Daily Telegraph to join the Daily Mail as a
special writer on topics of natioilal
interest Marshall has also been a
Guild, P.E.N. Go Social
Authors' Guild holds a tea today writer on football, cricket and box(Wednesday) at the Park Lane, New ing and has done much investigaYork, proceeds to go to the organiza- tion of social problems for BBC.
He has been heard in America in
tion's charity fund. Guests of honor
NBC.
will be Mary Margaret McBride, talks on English affairs over
John Erskine, Elmer Rice and
Ex-Muffg
George Seldes.
American Mercury, taken over this
Monthly dinner of the P.E.N. Club,
of which Dorothy Thompson is prez, week by Lawrence T. Spivak, its
took place last night ^Tuesday) at treasurer and general manager, from
the Hotel Algonquin, New York. Paul Palmer, will have Eugene
Principal speaker was Phyllis Bent- Lyons as its new editor in place of
ley.
Guests of honor were Ferdi- Palmer. Policy of mag will not be
nand Bruckner and Oscar Maria altered.
Lyons, author of 'Assignment in
Graf, representing newly formed
(3erman-American Writers Associa- Utopia' and others, was at one time
tion.
Group is headed by Thomas Varieiy mugg in Moscow.
Mann.

Widow and two

(CLEVELAND)
(Continued from page 42)
Russian, Vera Niva, in costume,

Cleveland, Jan.

who

14.

children by^a iforSammy Watkins^ Orch .(8), Murcanaries later. Major trouble is in
survive,
Uth Sisters (3), Sigrid Bagnie, Doe
system.
George R. Keoester, founder and the house public address
Jifarcus, Pritikin & Mason.
have
a
Boys,
who
Vanderbilt
publisher of The Columbia Record,
strong finale, follow* but deserve a
(Columbia, S. C, and The Greenville
Since the Statler's Terrace Room
better spot^ The two dance acts fol- dropped
its fiQor shows, the HoUen(S. C. ) Piedmont died here recently
low in second appearances, Lads
at 68. At the time of his death he must pep the beginning of their tum, den is now the only hostelry here
boasting
of flesh revues and capiwas editor and publisher of The which consists of hoofing. Must also
In.stead of lelting
talizmg plenty.
Observer,
a work on the routine to get more down,
Greenville
County
its smartly intimate Vogue
better.
jibing
get
it
variety
to
and
weekly.
Room is building up units with a

mer marriage

—

'

Nevertheless, just youngsters, they
show plenty of possibility, do their
CHATTER
strongman stuff well and exhib a
Clare Leighton over from England. couple of breath-takers.
Clem Williams, since his last apAutobiog of Arthur Train due next
pearaince at the Arcadia, has tossed
month.
14-man jive outfit for 11
S. Van Zandt has joined Woman's out his
It's all to the
riieces of sweetness.
Day, the mag.
Elmer Hoffman, who
better, too.
W. Somerset Maugham In N. Y. and warbles with the crew, is good and
may go to the Coast.
Herb.
should improve.
Erna Fergusson gets into town next
week from New Mexico.
Albert F. Noerr getting his Mer- Russian Kretchma, N. Y.
cury Magazine Co. started.

Alan

Villiers getting set for a

new

Indian Ocean sea adventure.
Psychology Book Enterprises organized by Kurt Bernheimer.
British edition arranged for Ray
MillhoUand's 'The Splinter Fleet.'
Martin H. Schwartz has gotten his
Transatlantic Press Service started.
Eric Ambler, who does those spy
thrillers, docks the end of the week.
Marian Sims has begun a new
novel at her home in Charlotte, N, C.
Walter Zendt lights out for the
Carolinas early next month to finish,
a novel.
Alfred A. Knopf said to be grooming Raymond Chandler as another
Dashiiell

Hammett.

Poliakova,

Nastxa

Misha

heftier cor^edy kick, adding

hew

acts

every week,
Thi.-; opera gets most of its show*mimship and laughs from 'Doc' Arthur Marcus. They tag him the 'Mad
Magician' and his type of madness
especially infectious. His mugging
more effective than his sl'ck card
which he puts acrocs with a
sizzling line of nonsensical chatter.
Favorite stunt is to get half-adozcn customers out on fioor to help
him in rabbit-itt-casserole or cardpicking-duck feats and then heckle
thsm with double-talk, Rapid-fire
'ferWeroo with a Bronx accent has

is
is

tricks,

Vzd^n- been throwing sophisticates into
Her- hysterics. He slings it so expertly
that even a convention of magicians
went a trifie haywire when he began

offt.Darid Birse, Marusia Saua,

Michel, Claudia Capellova,
Senia Karavaeff, Michel Michon,
Serge Ignateiiko, Volodio Kotot? or-

mine

chestra.

pulling torn cards out Of «irss with
a lead of nutty adjectives to confuse

them.
Situated at 14th street and 2d avenue, the Russian Kretchma has been
going along for years as a vodka
boite, drawing a nice middle-class
audience.
Not pretending to the
chi-chi aura of a Maisonette Russe,
as does the ultra St. Regis hotel, the

Russian Kretchma (means 'hut' or
'inn* in the native tongue) is an intime spot capably presided over by
Peter Nemiroff, with everything in
the best White-Russian tradition, incl'iding songs, dances and exaggerated folklore of the pre-USSR days.
There's a wide assortment of songand-dance specialists, most of whom
are by no means kids, so far as -face
value goes, but who seemingly arc
a heritage of a fast dwindling corpr
of talent.. Nastia Poliakova is indeed
a venerable songstress of gypsy airs,
but she's burdened with the billing
of being (or having been) the 'greatest Russian gypsy singer.'' Her yester-year- glory is still vivid, despite
her matriarchal appearance, but
since some of the other Russian
peasant 'maidens' are above, the ingenue brackets, it's something the
caviar customers don't' wax captious

Murtah Sisters, replacing Terry
Lawlor, have another rib-ticklintg act
of clever horseplay. Three gals start
out singing 'This .Can't Be Love*
seriously, but wind up hoking it with
mu.'^ing.
Trio virtually stretch
mouths oat of shape when dramatizing 'Ferdinand the Bull* and a coyple
of, other ditties.
Sigrid Bagnie, winsome brunet
kicks a pair of sweet imderpinnings
in some flashy high steps. She gives
Pritikin and
shbw- good balance.
Mason, g'uitar-and-vocal duo,

fill

iii

the interludes nicely. Sammy Watkins, who£>e orch is an' institution
may be kept through March.

here,

Pulleiu

Unit Revimts

'

Rudy

Vallee

Lewis Giannett.the New York Her(Continued frqm page 40)
ald Tribune daily book crick, about
again after his auto accident
like Rudy Vallee shorld inject so
Maurice Hindus back in N. Y. after
much barroom stuff before a family
with.
I
eight months in Europe, with part of
theatre audience, particularly when
Senia Karavaeff is the .sparkplug
he must realize that his stage unit
the manuscript of a new book.
of the show with tireless hock dancing
Arthur D. Howden Smith in besides pacing the show in general is tops in the way of entertainment
Hollywood trying to sell his novel, .as m.c.. and' conferencier, Michel without resorting to decidedly offedlor ga.gs in the hope of garnering
'Porto Bello Gold,* to the studios.
Michon is a dicky singer, and the an
additional laff. Vallee unit makD. Minard Shaw elected vice prez rest of the galaxy of kn.ife-throwlhg ing its theatre debut after a long
dancers, singers and native dancers
of the publishing, company which
highly successful run at the
and
are in like pattern.
Claudia Cagets out the mag. Congratulations.
Grove here, scored a depellova does the featured terping. Cocoanut
hit from a capaqi^ audience,,
Article on N. Y.'s Mayor LaGuar- Misha
Uzdanoff is the dagger danc- cisive
dia by George Britt of N. Y. World- ing specialist who spears throw but by the same token, the crooner
Telegram, skedded. shortly by- Col- money-T-of the folding type exclu- left many a Dad taste among his auditors.
lier's.
.sively, by the very nature of the
Cleaned up, as it Should be for
Steve Fisher sold two mag stories, feat— as extra income.
the Vallee stage
Volodia Katov, with a versatile theatre audiences,
''Love Is on the Corner' to Country
show easily takes rank with the best
combo
strings, swings and salons
of
Home, and 'Daylight' to .Cosmo- for the
to offer in many a
hoofing and show with equal the house his had
.

'

'

.

^

politan.

Fourth

&

and

Book

WEEK

book by Paul Wellman,

member of Kansas City Star, a
novel, 'Jubal Troop,' sold to Carrick
Evans for spring publication.
Ralph. Harris, forced to quit the
book publishing biz about two years
ago because of illness, has. recovered
staff

tator

LITERATI OBITS THIS

dexterity,

Viking Press to reissue Stefan
Zweig's play, 'Jereniiah,' which Theatre Guild Will present. Play first
published here in 1922.
Carl Van Doren agreeable to a
German translation of his 'Benjamin
Franklin,' but only on condition it be
published outside the Reich.

isigned

•

has

formed the Consolidated

Co.
Jeffrey Roche,

New York newspaperman and son of the late Arthur
Somers Roche, honeymooning in
J.

Florida with his bride, the former
Margaret. Flook.
Katharine Haviland-Taylor, the
novelist, has done a number of silhouettes to illustrate Horace Gardner's
forthcoming
book,
'Happy

Birthday to You.'
Helen Worden, of the N. Y. WorldTelegram, has delivered the manuscript of her N. Y. guide book, 'Here
Is
New York,' to her publisher,
Doubleday, Doran,
John
Steinbeck's
new novel,
'Grapes of Wrath,' to which he has
just put the finishing touches, runs
to 200,000 words, more than twice as
long as his longest previous novel.
Foreign
department
of
Curtis

Brown sold
Daphne du

translation rights
Maurier's 'Rebecca'

to
in

Ken Goes Weekly
William Aspenwall Bradley, 60, auArrangements completed, by Ken thor, editor and literary adviser, died Denmark, Sv/eden, Finland, Poland,
France, Holland, Hungary, Czechoturn \yeekly.
Inside-stuff mag, Jan. 10 in Paris. He had been a nanow published bi-monthly, to shift tive of Hartford and was once con- slovakia and Spain,
Herman G. Weinberg translating a
nected with the Boston Herald,
early in April.
novel, 'Zwi.schenlandung in Zermaf
Present fo'rmat and price (25c) to American Magazine, Delineator, Yale
continue,
some University Press and the .Macmillan by the Swiss refugee writer, Stefan
but thereH be
changes Inside. Arnold Gingrich Co. A Chevalier of the French Le- Brockhoff, now in N. Y. Novel set
^iph of Honor, he was the author of for simultaneous spring publication
several works on arts 'ahd aVtiists as here and in Switzerland,
to

VOGUE ROOM

Arcadia-Inteniattonal

mer

.

Scully, succeeding Al-

bert D, Brandon, who died last week
of pneumonia.
Of late Seibel has
been a regular feature on station
in Pittsburgh, doing book and
theatre reviews. .He was dropped
from the Hearst paper couple of
years ago in sweeping economy

He had been forsecretary of the State of Connecticut and a charter member and
director of the Associated Press.
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Nitery Reviews

uremic poisoning.

James A. Hyland has novelized his
play, 'Burnt Gold,' and now negotiating for publication.
Upton Close, whose real name is
Joseph Washington Hall, married his
agent, Bernice Meek.
Jacket on Bess Streeter Aldrich's
department Fred Keats and Ken
Kling will be pn the ground, latter new novel, 'Song of Years,' has a
having arrived at the resort last painting by her son, James.
CSeorge Rector has signed with
week. Selig Adler, city editor of the
Mirror, will be sent south to set the Prentice-Hall to do a book, 'Dining
in New Ybrk With Rector.'
deal.

last

berg was a 'circulation gangster and
that he personally organized and directed in Chicago a private army of
hoodlums, whose tactics were presumed to have laid the groundwork
for what happened in gang-ridden
Chicago during the dizzy Prohibition
era,'
Charges were all denied, Annenberg claiming to have been in

VARiETV

well as editor of publications in this
country and France.
Theodore Bodenwein, 74, publisher
of the New London (Conn.) Day,
died in a New London hospital
and
Jan.,
12
of
heart
disease

moon. Crooner has surroimded bfmself with a talent-packed company
and does plenty himself to win fur-

'

HOTEL NEW YORKER
Paul Sydelt and Spotty, Lyda Sue,
Duval, Mafk Plant, Helen Myers,
Jimmy Dorsey' Orch.
,

One good Dorsey deserves

an-

Ralph Hitz must have figured,
so saxaphone-maestro . Jimmy has
been .brought in to follow his
other,

brother-maestro,
Tommy Dorsey,
trombone virtuoso and exponent of
sweet-swingo. As another stunt in
the Hitzian style of showmanship,
the 'band of the week', is a cute way
of hypoing the Sundays when, under
the musician union's new six-day
regulations, Jimmy Dorsey drops out
and Russ Morgan or some other
name dombo fills in for that evening.
"Per usual, the Terrace Room of the
Hotel New Yorker has assembled a
neat little floor show headed by Paul
Sydell and 'Spotty,' his uncannily
tutored terrier. It's perhaps the No.
1. trained pooch turn of its kind.
Lyda Sue, recently back from
Paris, where she was featured with
Pierre Sandrini's Bal Tabarin revues,
manifests anew why this supple dancer clicks" Oh both sides of the pond.
She's a svelte acro-dancer, nifty for
close-up work on a cafe fioor, and
possessed of personal charm that
further enhances her terp talents.
Mark Plant m.c's ahd barytones
ballads in nice style and Duval, featuring
legerdermain
with
gay
streamers and silken kerchiefs, is
another effective sight interlude. He
has a femme aide, and later, also, a
male assistant But Duval's the turn
principally.
He essays to 'expose'
how one trick might be done, but
in so doing further confounds his
auditors.

/

ther admirers.

Band, in full stage bencitth a silken
canopy with golden back-drapes,
opens with the Maine drinking song,,
with Vallee singing the refrain, *'etting the .show off tb smart start First
act is Mirth and Mack, couple of
highly proficient male dancers, who
infect considerable comedy in their
offering, but who .ihar an otherwise
excellent turn by use of 'hell' and

thumh-to-nose gestures.
Scab Waring, sound impersonator,
clicks solidly, but again the act suffers from iinnecessary injection of
barroom hilarity. Waring's airplane
finish is a darb. Vallee at this point
makes his first solo appearance, doing a bit of recitationuto music, telling of the trials' of the personal es-"
cort slave.
Bob Neller, ventriloquist. Is particularly talented, and no lip movements on his part are discernible
during his lehgthy turn. Some fa.""ing between the dimuny and Vallee,
introduced as 'one-punch Rudy,' but
all in good fun.
Caryl Gould, fetching and talented
songstress, ,crpens with
'Umbrella
Man' and tops it off with a ballad
that sends her off to ringing applause. Then Vallep does a conrr-talk
=

number, 'Mad Dogs and En'»li.'}bmen.*,
which would have been a terrific bit
excepting for' a few decidedly offcolor fags introduced.
Vic Hyde, billed as a one-man band,
is a wiz at manipulation of more

than one instrument and clinaxes
playing three comets .simultaneously, then going into a hi?a"ious
dance while playing the trumpets.
He injects a vein of innocuous comedy all through his ofitering and

by

wows.
Mirth and Mack return for series
of

Helen Myers, long at the Rainbow

Room« pianologs

for the relief interludes. Dorsey has a new songstress
from Texas, Ella Mae Morse, who
alternates vocally with Bob Eberle,

Abel.

impressions

of

film

and Stage

names, and then band serves as bockground while Vallee. does his T»ew
number, 'Where To?', the semi-soinoquy of a cab driver.
Fjnale'-. i»
abrupt with entire company on for
a brief bow as curtain' f{tlI$."*£a'iL'rt.'

.

CHATTER
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riety

Its first baby,
Catherine Variety Sheridan.
John Lazaro, -who used to operate
Show Boat, has returned to PittS'
burgh as a brewery representative.

Broadway

Vedneaday, January 18, }939

Club adopted

appears at Lyceum in 'Angela Is 22'
Jan. 19-21.
Gov. H, B. Stassen will make radio
address on statewide hookup of Min
nesota radio stations to launch. Twin
City Variety Club campaign tp raise
$25,000 for German refugees through
sale of 50,000 theaffe tickets.

London

the

Dave Finestone

laid up again.
Stantoa L. GrifEis back front PlorIda.

Herbert Bayard Swope again

Bebe Sherman
couple

to

David £. Green, tbe publicist, laid the
up .with pneumonia.
Al Baker, vetmagico, testimonialed

resort.

cronies last week.
on diet designed to
shed 40 pounds by Easter.
Boxing writers' beefsteak, at Dinty
Moore's tonight (Wednesday).
Casa Manana celebrates its first

Antoine in from New York.
Agnes Capri nov/ operating

own

boite.

Shura Cherkassy

suffering from
sinus, but sticking as manager of 'Set
to Music'
A. M. Bliimberg, treasurer of
Brooks' costumery» lost his father
this week.
Joe Hummel, foreign sales manager for Warner Bros., vacationing
In Florida.
Bob Kerr in and out of town in
week to take up advancing for Gene
Austin again.
Harry Goodman, brother of Benny,
has opened a barbecue in 52d street

off

on winter con-

cert tour.

Vladimir

Monte

concerted

at

Carlo.

.

line.

'Her Secret^' last picture made in
Austria before Anschluss, openied at
Pick-A-Rib.
Noel. Coward to -the Coast and a Studio d'Etoile.
Question whether or not Danielle
Honolulu vacation the end of this'
week once his 'Set to Music' gets Darrieux will return to Hollywood
now going rounds.
going.
Revue, 'God Save Paris,' closed at
Chris Dunphy leaves the end of
the week on a southern hunting trip. Bouites-Parisiens to make Way for
He'll alsp spend s6me time in Palm 'Les Parents Terriblfes.'
Max Ophuls commenced 'Sans
Beachr
Jake (WB) WiUc has A son who's Lendemain,' starring' Edwige Feuil
« soph at Yale 6nd one of Prof. lere and Georges Rigaud.
'La Chair de Poule,' new play by
Walter Pritchai^d Eaton's pet pupils
G. Dolly and Pierre Chaine, in re
in dramaturgy.
Edith Hazen, radio ingenue, sailed hearsal -at Theatre de~ I'Himior.
Roger Vitrac, dialog writer of
for Coast last week where she will
wed Alfred Fox, local attorney and prizewinner, -'Alerte en Mediteranee,'
finished scenario on 'Jeanne d'Arc'
childhood flame, on Feb. 10.
Pierre Chenal, megger for 'PostThe Edgiir Leslies back from a
Caribbean, cruise and the Jules Hoff- man Rings Twice'; Femand Gravet,
mans (Briinswidk-Balke-Collender) whoU star, and cbmpany to Nice for
outdoor shots.
off to JEtib on a 24-day jaiint.
British sovereigns turned down
As with otI>er legit shows. Radio
City Music Hall screen and program Madeleine Carroll's invitation on part
of 'film industry to visit Hollywood,
is trailerizing the advent of The
reported
here.
American Way* inta the Center.
Arnold Van Leer, out of (jowan &
Van Leer ad agency, handling merchandising atiid public i^elations for
Chicago
the same accoimts the agency for.

calls

'

.

Ulan

Moe

as secretary- to

Gale,

,

bo^' friends.
It's immediately upstairs and lil&rt. of same building
housing Billy Hose's new nitety.

P

Joe Laurie,

k

Jr.,

writes

he bought

h

sport coat last week and
pair of
fcolored trousersrsort.of sneaking up
on Hollywood. 'T won't be a bit surprised if I pass myself Up. in the mirror one of these days,' he adds.

Games and giveaways which

restubs are n. g. in niteries.
ABC board (likker watchdogs) have
ruled it makes for .drin^ng induce
ment and^ more stews. Only door
prizes, scrambles for toss-ups» etc.,
([uire ticket

pei^mitted.

Sr., off to

a case

Florida for

Gardner Wilson batting out some
short stories and features while in
winter Quarters here.
Auto that CAPA gave away for
charity fund was won by a busdriver from Paducah.
Eric Charell and Charles Freedman in town over the weekend to
^confer on colored 'Hot Mikado' production.

filed

T. Dyer,

manager

WSBC, WCBD,

Chicago,

of

WGES,

The Nicholas Schencks

in.

WPA

next will be 'Room

Patio

Moresque opened Wednes-

theatre's
Service.'

day

(11).

Alone,'

Shaftesbury

Palestine.

Louis Stevens back from trip to
'

'

Tax Relief Nil

.

.

&

various units in MPTOA's national
organization we feel that many of
objections found In the dis
tributors' proposals as issued under
date of Dec. 1, 1938, were based on
misunderstandings of just what the
language meant and many of these
were ironed out. We, of course,
still feel that there are certain trade
adjustments that could be further
relieved and we tried to present 'this
to the distributors' committee in the

Fosters*

conjurers, currently in the Prince of

Wales revue, for an American tour.
Open in May.
Walt Disney bought pictiure rights

satisfactory.

Mmneapolis
By

Les Bees

Oliver LaMere, M-G-M assistant
booker, under the weather.
Reno Wilk, stateright distributor,
back from Califoriua vacation.
Hal Mclntyre' ahd his orchestra
into Hotel Radisson Chateau Terrace.
'Red' Carter, local night club m. c.
and comedian, held up and robbed of

J. J. Friedl and L. J, Ludwig, Paramount Northwest circuit heads, in
on business.
Anton Janssen, Lyric manager,
the Ver- celebrated a birthday and his wed-

at the

Libby Holman opens at
sailles Friday (20).
be honored at
Enriba and Nbvello and Lillian
testimonial dinner Feb. 9 on his 30th Carmen in at the Continentale.
anniversary in shbVlr biz.
Eddie Peyton and Bertha MuUer
The Dave Silvermans—he's RKQ opened .at the Hangar Saturday (14).
manager—celebrated their
office
Frances Faye and Pete Clifford reanniversary.
placed Oshins and Lessey at the Pad10th wedding
It's to be a Valentine Day wftf^dlng dock.
Sunny Isles club opened Friday
for booker Harp Vaughn and Gloria
(13) imder direction of Col. Joe
Smiley, 'Miss Jacksonville.'
Boston associates presented Al Stehlin.
tTA
during
Olympia
theatre resumed stage
watch
wrist
Welner with
shows. Opening bill comprised local
manager's recent visit there.
Larry Clinton'is appearanbe at U. nitery acts.
Nick Kenny's. 'Cavalcade of Stars,'
of Pitt Junior Prom Friday (13) was
YMHA benefit, to be presented Jan.
« BkUQixt mbhth in advance.
It was Just 10 years a^o that Va- 28 at Cameo theatre.

SL Louis

have
the
signed Effy and HaUma, comedy
William Morris

$25.

Bob Christenberry and frau
Miami Biltmore.

i

Florida:

picture.

(Thvirsday).

shopping

Miami Beach

.

touring 'Co-respondent Unknown.'
Paul Barabas' 'Coffee with Cream,
current at the Royal, to become Ufa

by Max Catto,
tombrrow

They Walk

opening at

Minneapolis, here.
Brothers called in to replace.
Col. Edward R. Bradley's Beach
20th Century Theatres, the Victor
Club had a glittering opening.
Sheridan outfit, whose theatres were
Harry Olsen's orchestra in for sea- leased by Moss Empires and operated
son at 52nd 3t., replacing Lew Carl- by George Black as vaudeville houses
ton.
on a percentage arrangement for
Ballet
Caravan, under Lincoln one year, with options, -will revert
Kirstein's direction, skedded Jan. to the owners.
Experiment wasn't

By Arthur Thomson

will

Edward Mannix recuperating in
Margit Dayka and Eugene Torzs Florida.
Nunnally Johnson vacationing In

.

Xon Chaney, Jr., off 20th-Fox conMartin Keleti, picture director, to
do two French pictures at Joinville, tract list.
Erno Gal producing.
Adela Rogers St. John interviewSzlnhazi Magazin, new fan mag ing biggies.
Lou Diamond in from N. Y. for
engaged Sari Fedak, one-time musibarin.
two
weeks.
cal
comedy
Ferenc
Molnar's
star and
Louis Levy provided the music for
?hil Berle visiting brother Milton
40% of the pictures made in British erstwhile Wife, as theatrical critic.
Paula Wessely to make a picture in Chicago.
studios during the past year.
Bill Saal in from^anhattan tor
Leon Underwood, provincial show here next montti, possibly from Jack three Weeks.
producer, now operating the Hippo- London's 'Little Woman of the Big
Bobert ii'risch recovered from apHouse, or a play by Lajos Zilahy.
drome, Balham, for vaudeville.
pendectomy.
After three months, jazz has reArmand Schaefer returned from
George Black Intends running a
Reason Panama vacation.
midnight show at the Palladium, turned to Magyar radio.
George Weeks in from New York
with proceeds going to Refugees given for curb was that it was deemed
unwise to play such music, due to for studio huddles.
fund.
Grand .Duchess Marie of Russia
Bob Dupont working with injured the general European unrest.
gandering
studios.
directed
Segesdy,
Peter!'
by
'Hello
eye caused by hitting himself with a
Nelson Eddy readying for concert
club while juggling in his act at the by Szlatinay, starring Antal Pager
tqur
starting Feb. 6.
and featuring Gero Maly, being shot
Palladium.
Edmund Elton celebrated his 25th
at Filmiroda. Next on schedule is 'A
Three plays closed Jan. 14: 'Lot's Model Man,* Endre Rodriguez di anniversary as an actor.
Wife,' at Savoy; 'Banana Ridge,' at
Lionel Barrymore discarded his
recting, Zoltan Maklary featured.
Strand, and 'Elephant in Arcady,' at
wheel c^air for a cane.°
Kingsway.
Edwin Knopf back from story
scouting trip to Broadway.
Berthold Vlertel's production of

WMIN,

for a house.
Murray Dancers, with Albert
Vehte; Anita Stone, and Taylor
baritone, featured with Val
Waldo,
suit
Ernie band at Whitehall.

,

Paul Fejos making a picture in
Sweden.
bna Munson planed in from ManLaszlo Vajda, Hungarian director, hattan.
to London.

leaving Methuen
and will set up as indie publisher.
Cecil Landeau off to Paris to hook
Up with Sandrinl, of the Bal Ta-

worse

Briaii MacDonald to legalize that
name soon. Right tag's Jphn Gaughan.
Joe Mazdea and Al Kennedy have
joined
Joey Simms' reorganized
band,
Pittsburgh added to Toscanini's
Itinerary. He comes here with NBC
symbh Feb. 1.
Edith Warman Skinner back from
a visit with, her sister in Bermuda
over the holidays.
Gene Kellv has quit chorus of
TLeave It to Me' for featured spot in
'One fpr the Money.*

Jjmmy Balmer

with Jack Melford.
Eric Wollheim troubled with a rcr
currence of eczema.
Claude Luxemburg taking over
Grand theatre, Croydon.
It's now Henry Sherek, Ltd., with
the missus one of the directors.

of 'Peter Pan* from GTreat Ormond
Street Hospital for Children, which
had been bequeathed royalties from
the play by Sir James Barrie.
Carl Brisson, on holiday in Madeira, shortly, returning to London
most comprehensive way. It Is our
Palm Beach
to revive 'The Merry Widow,' 'in
which he played the leading role at understanding that the distributor
Daly's when James White revived it proposals, will be completely reCharles Pier, cellist, here,
written and one or two objectionable
10 years ago.
Howard Hughes arrived on yacht. about
George Robey suffered spinal In- clauses eliminated entirely. The canPaul Sparr's orch at Palm Beach jury and broken ribs following fall
cellation clause will be better underBiltmore.
into orchestra while making his exit
Mrs. Arthur Somers Roche off on during pantomime in Birmingharh. stood. There is yet much to be done
world cruise.
Comedian is 69 and recently wed his in the setting up of conciliation
Edward Hoffman, manager of manager, Blanche Littler. Diamond boards. It is naturally a rather intri-

Gene

Ben Jaffe has -taken turn for
In hospital here.
Dancer Betty Benson has
for divorce from Al jSlack.

Aaron Jones,

26, 27.

Pittsburglt

By Hal Cohen

attack.

as repertory.

tussling With

SG3S0I1*

band

his N. Y,

Irene dastle laid up with nervous

play

territory.

Herb Elisburg
of the flu.

booker. Latter wife of Robert Hertzberg, N. Y. Daily Mirtor reporter
and expecting an heir.
Sammy Weisbord of William Morris office not going to Cdast office as
Abe Lastf ogel's assistant after all. H6
stays in New York, while Lou Woilfir
son becomes general goodwill agent
cTn road.
Cal Swansoh, contacteer for the^
Lux accoimt at J. Walter Thompson,
has Ijeen" demotept to No. 2 :table in
the noonday tdiund of scopa, the
Italian version of pinochle, because
of his overbidding habit.
Chorines at Diamond Hol^eshoe
nitery proving a bonanza for Paramount hotel bar where they meet

Benny Rubin postponed
trip.

Al Bord'e readying a radio stars
vaude unit.
Joe Flynn In ahead of ICiss the
Boys Goodbye.'
Jack Davies back to New York
after two weeks touring the midwest

air af ter a brief

layoff.,.

:

fall.

Budapest

Fraxikie Thomas on Harry Carey'a
ranch recuoerating from flu.
Irving Asher here from London
for confab with Harry Cohn.
Herbert Wilcox wants to commis
(Continued from page 4)
Ralph McAllister Ingeirsoll looksion Sir Robert Vansittart to write
ing
over studios for Time mag.
a stage play, subsequently to be pro
Albert Hackett and Frances GoodAssn. of New York.. Intermountain
duced as a pictiure..
rich back from coast-to-coast auto
Doreen Hyams, daughter of Sid Theatres Assn. of Salt Lake City, tour.
Hyams,' founded amateur dramatic Theatre, Owners & Managers of the
C. Henry Gordon recovering inclub to produce shows in aid of the Rocky Mountain. Region and the In- hospital after emergency appendecEuropean refugees.
dependent Theatre Owners of South- tomy.
Capt. W. Winterbottom O'Reilly
Sybil Thomdike, co-starring with ern California & Arizona. Distrib
Emlyn Williams in *The Corn Is coniinittee announced that 'details ogling studios- for London Daily ExGreen,* rushed to hospital for ap- must necessarily be withheld at this press.
William Keighley and Jerome Odpendicitis operation;
time as there are several matters untouring prisons for 'Each Dawn
Michael Balcon guaranteeing work settled but we are hopeful that these ium
- Die.'
for an average of 400 studio em- can be overcome,* but the MPTOA
Joseph B. Piatt, here from New
till
ployees, in addition to a^ts,
more
was
enlightening In the follow- York for interior designing on 'Gon«
1940 at Ealing studios.
ing statement issued by Ed Kuyken
with the Wind.'
•French Without Tear^ closes at
Shirley Logan's new name is JandaU, president, who left for Washthe Criterion Saturday (21)*after 900
Ice Logan as result of surplus of
ington, en route to Columbus, Miss.
'Tony
successor
is
performances. Its
Shirleys in films.
Saturday
(14):
Draws a Horse,' new comedy by LesMrs. Gilbert Grosvenor here to sea
ley Storm.
Kuykendall's Statement.
filming of the life of her father,
The King's, Hammersmith, has
'Our committee presented to the Alexander Graham Bell.
been taken over by three actors, Noel Distributors' committee a coordiWilHowlett, Esmond Knight, and
nated analysis of the reaction of the
son Barrett, who intend running it

Quin Ryan back on

features

waltz contests for the customers.
Rockefeller nitery revived its stunt
for Mondays; the Amb on Tuesday.
Sylvia Diamdnd replaced Qlaire

June Lane laid up with flu.
James Gleason home with same.
Frank Vincent out of hospital.
Peggy Singleton injured in bathtub

Andrew Dakers

Horowitz

Elvire Popesco named Chevalier
of Legipn of Honor.
Fred Ad^on orchestra into Restaurant des Ambassadeurs.
Clifford C. Fischer, just in from
America, sailing back there shortly.
Armand Bernard, film player, taking on cinema management a^ side-

merly serviced.
Hotel Ambassador's Trianon Room,

finishing

HoDywood

in

Clive Brook p'taying tennis daily

By Ungo Speck

(Wednesday).

Rainbow Room,

holidaying

Wakefield

Gilbert

Paris

Howard Schnebbe

the

Lennox

girl.

titled 'Brothers.'

Bill Halligan

like

Wright and Marion adopting
Gilbert

by

which he

to Portugal.
Lovat Dickson joining Macmillan.

C. C. Kellenberg and Al Weiss pull Switzerland.
out Fridav (20) for a few weeks In
Harry Kaufman operated on for
Miami. Harold Lund's back from appenmcitis.

Ha-

vana.

anniversary today

in from Chi for
visit with her
Sherman, at' Nut

weeks'

Harry

House.

nigbting.

George D. Lottmsm planed

of

brother,

first

Lady Playfair

New York

ding anniversary Friday (13).
Don Buckley, Redwood Falls,

cate procedure because of the various
interests involved and in order that
there be no mistake in their methods

of procedure
functioning.

when they do

MPTOA's committee

insists

start

that

whatever adjustments are made they
should be immediately effective, and
I feel that they will be consummated
and made effective at the earliest
possible date consistbnt with the im-

By Sam

X.°

Hurst

Yeggs took $400 when they cracked
safe in the Fulton, Fulton, Mo.
Improvements costing $200,000 at
Municipal theatre in Forest Park un-

der way.
Guy Golterman, Jr., son of grand
opera impresario, suffered fractured
ankle in fall.
Joe Sarafty, Universal salesman,
recovering at home from auto accident injuries that kept him in Decatur, 111., hospital for three weeks.
St. Louis Symph, with Vladimir
Golschmann back from brief vacash,
is on first of three tours this season.
Jascha Heifetz will be guest soloist
Jan. 27-28.

Four performances of Ballet Russ*
n opera house of Municipal Audi;orium grossed approximately $20,It was best biz troupe has don*
in six years here.
David Van Vactor, of Northwestern
music faculty, on hand to hear his
own composition, 'Overture to a
Comedy,' played by the St. Louia
Symph for first time.
Ban of Washington
faculty on
activities of Thrysus, dramatic organization, and Quadrangle Club, -which
presents university's annual musi:al comedy, lifted on promises of fu:ure behavior. Ban clamped on recently due to student rowdyism.
000.

U

U

portance of the things Involved, and
I am convinced that, while there are
still
some important matters on
we are not in accord, we made
great progress in this meeting. We
Sydney
do not anticipate another meeting
By Eric Gorrick
until after the distributors* committee with their lawyers rewrite the
Hoyts running Shanghai Troupt
proposals that we may study them
over chain.
further.
Slaps at U. S. distribs eased when
'I urge everyone In the motion picthe government recessed.
ture industry, both exhibition and
Wirth's Circus quit Melbourne for
distribution, to give these trade prac- the road after excellent run.
Nicola, magician,' continues to do
tice adjustments their complete and
wholehearted support, that they may well in New Zealand for the Fullers.
Greater Union Theatres opened the
be made effective and fair at the earVictory, Sydney, successfully with
liest possil^le date, in order that the
"Pygmalion" (GB).
exhibitors of this country may be
Expected that National studio will
benefited by them as soon as possi- go Into production again this year
ble. Let's not allow petty and purely With government assistance.
Hal Carleton, advertising director
local issues to becloud the negotiaof Metro's theatre chain here, also
tions, because whatever benefits
are
derived from one exhibitor will be edits a special paper covering exploitation for exhibs.
equally effective for all. We are not
Ron Trimble appointed manager of
seeking credits or playing politics. Metro's ace Brisbane
house. Trimble
What we want are results, and I In- 22, rose from office boy and is said to
vite helpful information and con- be the youngest manager here.
structive criticism Irorii any source
Vaude-revue troupe, headed by
whatsoever if it will tend to bring Will Mahoney, set for New Zealand
tour through deal between Frank
about an early agreement

which

Minn., exhibitor, and Harry Simons,
Walker, Minn., theatre owner, in
Florida.
Harold B. Kaplan, State manager,
winner of.$500 for Paramount house
manager showing biggest gain during
13-week period.
Joe Jacobs. Columbia salesman,
back from Hollywood displaying
stills- taken of himself with Penny
Singleton on the 'Blondie' set
Residents of Sauk Center, Minn.,
former home of Sinclair Lewis, to
toss party for him here when he all of those concerned.

A

between

W

,mrectoP,blSfWo^^

;

OUT]
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Anaheim,
widow.

VARIETY
Surviving

Cal.

61,

In
,

player, who
Jack Byrne, 48, legit
annlveruary on
o«iebrated hia 25th
died Jan. 12
fh« stage last aummer,
He Wa« In the cast
in Nev^ York.
currently on Broadif 'What a Life/
was forced to withway, when he
111draw wme time ago because of
of his death he
nesr- At the time
George Abbott
had been signed by
Eotcrtahis.*
lor 'Mrs. O'Brien
Byrne, bom in Brooklyn, attended
Brooklyn, and
St John's University,
Pharmacy
was graduated frpni
MontSchool of McGill University,

ca.
He Is
Lillian.

survived by his widow,

also

known

Melbourne, Australia, Jan. 16.
On eve of opening with Jay Whldden's orchestra for Tivoli theatre hie
ended his life because of reported
love disappointment.
Also under
contract to Australian Broadcasting

Commission.

At

he started his stage
Young's Pier, Atlantic

23

at

career
City.

Widow, Helen Vmcent, an victress;
three stepdaughters and a sister survive.

MATTHEW TEPLITZ

Rupert Franklin,

veteran character actor in pictures, died Jan. 14
In Los Angeles. Widow, two daugh-^
ters

Teplitz, veteran Pittsdistributor, died in a hospital there Jan. 7 after a brief illness.

tlie

DAVIO POWEIiL
GdODMiUI
Died Jan.

19,

HENRY CHESTERFIELD
Henry Chesterfield, 62, died Jan. 11
in New York, one hour after being
stricken with a cerebral hemorrhage.
The executive secretary of the National Variety Artists for 23 years

FasMd Avtaj
M!«mory of Our Beloved
Father

was tdken ill while delivering a
eulogy for an actdr-friend, C. Edwin
Brandt, in a N. Y. funeral parlor.
Details in. the vaudeville section.

IWi
i

A

A
A

|

and two -sons survive.

OLLIE ALICE CAMERON

loving one from ua bai gone,
voice rr» loved Is etiUed;
place Is vacant In out hearts

lived in

Milwaukee

until

he came

COL.
John

to
Col.

widow and two

sons.

Wamow,

Wile of Mark

32,

She had been

N. Y.

ill

for

some

JOHN BEROER

Of

(Exec'utiva Secrotary)
the National Variety Artiste,

(NVA), who paseed away Jan.

"HJb long years of devoted service
spirit endeared him to

and sincere
Ul."

staged

Akron!

many programs for WADG,
He was a former railroad

engineer.

^•ARTHUR CECIL MESTER
Arthur Cecil Mester, manager of
the 4ith Street theatre, died Sunday
(15> in^New York.
He had suffered
a stroke Saturday (14) night.
Mester once had been chief audi-

and company manager for WinFollowing the retireAmes he became general
manager.
Mester had also been general manager for Elmer Rice at the Belasco
at one time.
tor

throp Ames.

n»ent of

NEIL KENNEDY

BILLY POWELL
Billy Powell, 49, sand artist and
actor, died Jan. 11 at Bowling
Green, O., after a brief illness. He
and his wife were known professionally as Powell and Nedra and
toured vaude circuits for 23 years.
They were in Europe for eight
months in 1936.

vaude

MRS.

ANNABELLE

C.

NOVIKOFF

Mrs. Annabelle Clay Novikoff, 25,
circus aerialist, died Jan. 15 in Los
Appeared in NovikoflAngeles.
Loretta turn until forced out by in-

Cornelius (Neil) Kennedy, about
62, died after being struck Friday juries.
Leaves husband, George No(13) night in New York by an auto vikoff, also an aerialist, and a daughafter he had alighted from the wrong ter.
side of a taxi.
Cremated and ashes scattered over
He had been a song
and dance man, but had gone into the Pacific in accordance with her
the lumber business.
wishes.

Kennedy was a member of No.
Elks Lodge and was
unobtrusive charities.

known

ED MAHLKE

If Stving

Wanes

(Continued from page

enabling the cost of the Boles and
be fitted into the budget.

Ellis acts to

Aoer and Boles Pcrsenals
Mischa Auer, filmer, will play a two-

KAY ARNOLD

being laid out by booker Charlie
Allen, who is handling tour for
Schulberg-Jaffe, Coast agency.
is

when he

mwm

One

has had Ave fights, starting with Joe
Louis,, and has lost the duke in all.
Yet, when it was over; the fans
cheered the blond Britain and razzed
Red.
On paper the card was loaded with

and

fireworks,

it

sufficed.

Fistic

supporters turned out to isee a Jersey
mugg called Edward Patrick Comiskey in action. Usually he is spotted
at the start, being only 18, but his
event with Marty Lieberman, also
from those parts, was put on before
the star bout..
Pat from Patterson has been
knockmg 'em dead in the first or second round, and Marty is like that, too.
Comiskey was a bit cocky in the
opening frame, and sustained a scar

early 1900;s, djed Jan. 11 in

NAME

C. J.

m¥ HEAD

.(Columbus, Jan. 17.
Charles J. Gray, 42, of Pairiesville,
secretary of the Lake County Fair,
was elected president of the Ohio
Fair Managers' Assn. at- the annual
.

convention here (11-12).
He succeeds Judge L. L. Holderman, of Dayton, .who had Served for
10 years and was named honorary
president.

Long Skate, Short Coin
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
Gordon and Morris Blodgett, roller
Grauman, Al
Painter and the Hollywood Rollerbowl for $100,000, Charging bteach of
contract and fraud.
skaters, are suing Sid

.

Plaintiffs claim they signed last
That made him mad,
and he planted Lieberman on the July to skate to New York and back
canvas twice during the second, the to advertise the Hollywood rink, for
bell saving the Newarker, who didn't which the defendants were 'to star
know what it was all about In the them in a picture, 'Heaven on
tMrd—so ecIipseJ Comiskey is a dy* Wheels.' Skaters assert they received
namite socker, and, if brought along only $35.
properly, should be a real contender
for the title when he reaches his
'

majority.

MARRIAGES

'

Burnnan, from Baltimore,

is a protege of Jack Dempsey. He has been
around for about a year, with a so-so
record. Had it not been for the other
bouts the fight would have been
tabbed one of those things to enable
Farr to get somewhere. As a contest
it was blah. The decision could have
been either way, and the officials
were not in unison as to the result.
•

Wilda Arnold, to Jack White, in St.
Catherine's, Ont., Jan. 7.
Bride
works at CKTB; he's sportstaster at

CKLW,

Detroit

Kemp

Martha Stephenson to Hal
in Pittsburgh, Jan. 13.
He is the
orchestra leader; she's a 1938 society
.

deb.

,

in

amount date Feb.

8.

,

Pittsburgh, Jan.

8.

Mother

is

Sally

Hughes, singer with Herman Middlemap's band.
Spokane, Jan. 17.
Mr, and Mrs. William Johnson,
City C^ouncil has voted against waiving the $200 a week fee for carnivals daughter, in Hollywood, Jan. 13.
and circuses no -matter who^ spon- Father is freelance film Writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bock, daughter,
sors the show.
In the past it was the city's policy in Akron, Jan. 7.
Father is comto waive the fee if some local fra- mercial manager of WADC there.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Fleming, son,
ternal or patriotic organization was
in London, Jan, 4.
backing it.
Mother is Cella
Johnston, actress; father a writer.
Mr, and Mrs. Pedro de Cordoba,
at S. F. Fair
•son, in Hollywood, Jan. 14,
Father

Rodeo

San Francisco, Jan.

17.

Indoor rodeo has been lined up by
the Golden Gate Exposition. About
$30,000 has been earmarked
for

Hollywood, Jan. 17.
left Philadelphia a
week ago, but was taken to the hosJohn Boles opens a personals tour prizes and acts.
ALBERT RUSSELL
Event will be staged May 12-22 in
^^^} when he arrived in Boston.
Albert H. Russell, 66, lyricist of in Frisco tomorrow (18).
Then, hops to New York for a Par- the livestock coliseum, expanded to
;Hia\Yatha' and othec popular pongs

^n the

In addition, cost of ferry trip was
cut last week from 25 to 20c roUnd
trip, with a promise of further' reductions later if traffic is heavier

ently.

Spokane to D^nand Fee

1)

.

well

;
been sold in advance.
That figure, it is said/ represents
more than 15% of the total attendance expected during the entire 288day run of the fair.
Beefs' from the natives oVer high
cost of getting to Treasure Island,
site of the 1939 Golden Gate Exposition, plus the
general admission
charge of 50c, parking charges and
other tariffs, have been quieted
somewhat .by announcement of Leland Cutler, expo proxy, that 75% of
the shows at the Pair will be fi-ee.

BIRTHS

Kay Arnold, 20, of the team of week date at New York Paramount,
Kay and Buddy Arnold, died Jan. 2 starting March 8. He'll come directAn overdose of ly from the Coast. Some other time
in- Lakewood, N. J.

Ed Mahlke, 45, of Chicago, manager a sedative was said to be the cause.
and part owner of the Ice FoUies,
Couple had been singing over
aied Jan. 16 in a Boston hospital, fol- WMCA, New York, and had been
wwing an appendectomy. He was with a number of orchestras.

San Francisco, Jan. 17.
Faith of the west in Its World's Fair
on Treasure Island, opening Feb. 18,
was revealed with the announcement
that 3,134,034 admission tickets have

Karen Peterson to Joseph Harkcr,
London, Jan. 5. He's a scenic
Colored Roscoe Toles, who hails painter and brother
of actor Gordon
not made up their minds but Cleve- from Detroit, as does Louis, won a Barker.
land, both St. Louis organizations, technical kayo over pudgy Gus DoVera Zorina to George Balahchine,
razio,
of Philadelphia. Not long ago in Staten Island,
possibly one Chicago, team, Detroit,
N. Y., Dec. 24.
both Philadelphia nines, the two in Gus messed up a third-rater named Bride is film and legit ballet dancer;
Boston, and possibly Pittsburgh or Bob Pastor, and the promoters he's a ballet master.
thought
Washington will take a fling at night
he had something on the
Peg La Centra to Paul Sternberg,
baseball In the coming season.. This ball. <3us stayed around for awhile, in Abingdoii, Va,, Jan.
14.
Bride's a
would take in some of the largest key but the lanky colored lad finally radio singer; he's Paul Stewart procities.
measured him, and boom went Do- fessionally, connected with, the MerThe sweep of night baseball has razio. He got up, but in the seventh cury Theatre.
extended from smaller minor leagues was wandering around the ring after
Elizabeth Cooke to Mack Gordon,
into the American Association (about being felled, and the referee took the In Yuma, Jan. 14. Bride's a film acsix years ago) and then into the In- cue.
tress; he's the songwriter.
Fights in midtown switch to the
ternational League. Thus, only the
Mary Catnerme Grant to Nobel
Friday
Sonja Don Monetlrb^, in Buenos Aires, Jan.
(20),
smaller cities were included in this Hippodrome
category, but last summer virtually Henie and her skating troupe occu- 4, He's with Eduardo Armani's band.
every club in both of these leagues pying the Garden this week. Next
had six or more after-dark games major event in the Garden is Joe
Louis versus John Henry Lewis. It
scheduled.
is
carded for Jan. 25, with the
Mr. and Mrs, A. R. Dalzell, son,
heavyweight title at stake.
in Los Angeles, Jan. 9.
Father is
cameraman at Warners.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Crozier, son, in

r

1

for his

By JACK PULASKI

ADVANCE SALE

let schnozzle.

.

11. 1939.

fm

'

Vera

Inc.

getting

report was that Tommy
trained too much in Jack White's
night nut house, the sports writers
Grace Oaborn Wharton, 48, com- mildly commenting on the overposer and pianist, died Jan. 12 in weight around the midsection. He
time.

Exhib Headaches

day afternoon (16).
Prior to his work as an official of
the Theatrical Alliance he had been
a comedian, playing in both Yiddish
and English productions. Widow and
a son survive.

reported as not

rators, especially those
40c or more.

mu-

S.

HENRY CHESTERFIELD

S. F.'S 3434,1)34

Again the short-enders collected at
sical director at CBS, died in Florida Jan, 12. With her husband she Madison Square Garden, and agaiil than anticipated.
Souvenir tickets admitting bearers
had been south for a fortnight's Tommy Farr lost in a New York
to the fair twice during the tworest. Survived by Warnow and three ring, this time to a fellow called Red
Burman. Odds were 13 to 5, and day premiere, Feb. 18 and 19, will
children.
go
on sale Feb. 15.
some of the wise guys layed a chunk
Mrs. George LynAb, wife of the to pick up an "easy grand.' It was in
the cards that the limey would cop,'
chief Aim buyer for the Schine Cirbut he was out of condition, appar- OHIO FAIR
cuit, died Jan. 6 at Gloversville,

ABRAHAM

he was
Jan. 14. When he
in the midst of arranging the annual
benefit performance of the Alliance.
Latter went on as scheduled yester-

is

midway show ope-

CREERB,
B6T DROPS DIIKEAG4M

WTAM

York

proval from

TOKIY

Berger, 60, promoter
of civic pageants, died Jan. 12 in
Cruz' Pro Return
Los Angeles after two years illness.
(Cleveland, Jan. 17.
Among his promotions were the Los
Vera Cruz, whp quit Charles' BarAngeles 'Pageant of Progress Exponett's orchestra about a year ago to
sition! in 1922 and the 'New Engmarry Ozzie Asmundson, hockey
land States Century of Progress Explayer for Cleveland Barons, has
1931.
Surviving are
position' in
come out of retirement to become
the American Academy of Dramatic three sisters and a brother.
Stubby Gordon's vocalist In his
appeared
had
and
Arts in New York
staff band.
ELMER B. HASKINS
in Little theatre productions.
Husband recently broke his. leg
Elmer E. 'Dad' Haskins, 75, pioneer during a hockey
Surviving are his mother, father
game and is still laid
and three brothers, all of Milwaukee. Akron broadcaster, died at Mantau,
near Akron, Jan. 12. In 1925 Haskins, who was self-educated In music,
SINCOFF
Abraham Sincoff, 54, president of organized his 'Hicktown Band' and
the Yiddish Theatrical Alliance, died
of a heart attack at his home in New
IN MEMORIAM
(Continued from page. 1)
died
to

.This scale

meeting with wholehearted ap-

John

^>• lined.-

study drama three
years ago, died in New York Thursday (12) after a brief illness.
He was stricken with a streptococci infection Jan. 6, one day before
he was to go into rehearsal with
Fredric March in "The American
Way.' He was a 1938 graduate of

New York

entitling piurchasers to admitance into the shows.' This has
been scaled so that midway
shows charging 25c will receive

let sold.

Ollie Alice Cameron, 63, one-time
musical comedy player and head of Hollywood.
her own stdck company In Quebec,
fell to her .death Jan. 14 from the
We. mju you dear: daddy.
fourth story of a hotel where she
JACK POWELL ANb FAMILY
&:€eiitricity
lived Jn Los Angeles.
Friends called it suicide. She had
Moorehead, Minn,, Jan. 17.
years ago after leaving Hollywood been forced off a Federal Theatre
As the result of an experience he
where he had been writing scenarios. Project a year ago by illness.
had at hockey game recently, Manny
He had been connected with the
LIEUT. .EARL V. BIDDLE, JR.
Marget, KVOX sportscaster, will
Shubert office in various capacities
Lieut. Darl V. Biddle, horseman stick to the practice of having a
as well as managing several theatres.
He had been ill since last November and member of the ,61st Cavalry, regular mike in front of him, even
was killed in an Automobile crash in if it's dead. Marget was using a
with a heart and kidney ailment.
Among his plays are 'Boccaccio Long Island City, N. Y., Jan. 13. At lapel mike for the event when a
Nights,' 'Pearl of Great Price,' and one time He was a dancer with Har- fan, who was seated in front of him,
turned around and shouted:
riet Caperton.
'Eternal Magdelene.*
'What the- hell. Do you have to
Widow, daughter and parents surpractice talking through the whole
vive.
JOSEPH P. HURST
game?'
Joseph P. Hurst, 28, actor, who
Vl^hlch never will

Season admission books for the
New York World's Fair are due
to be placed on sale shortly. As
usual with expositions, a number
of the outstanding shows on the
Fair's midway-amusement zone
will be listed in the season book,

4c and those charging more than
25c get 6c on each season book-

Riley, 74, stationary engineer
at the Eltinge theatre, i;ew York,
Teplitz was with Warners during for 20. years, and later at the Vantheir start in that city, remaining derbilt, N. Y., for two years, died
with them until 1930.
Jan. 10 in Corona, L. I. Survived by

where he had gone two

16 Teart

!

PERCY CLINTON CRANDALL

'

With

77,

Percy Clinton Crandall, 38, actorwriter, died Jan. 15 In lios Angeles.
He had written for radio and acted
in legit for past 20 years.

Matthew
burgh film

For the last few years he had been
out of the film business, operating a
EGBERT H. McLAUGALlN
furniture store in nearby Finleyville,
Robert H. McLaughlin, 61, play- Pa.
right and producer, died In Cleveland Jan. 16

survive.

RUPERT FRANKLIN

as Jack

Was found dead in

j

N.J.

JOHN COWLET
John Cowley,

,

real

the film business during its' pioneerIng days, died Jan. 10 in Lakewood,

Widow and son

Dale;, musician,-

Like Leblanging

W. ROBINSON

Edward Wanton" Robinson,

BTBNE

15

his

is

No

EDWARD

JTACK

.

seat 9,000.

stage and screen player.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Reinsch,
daughter, in Dayton, Jan. 6. Father
is manager of WHIG, DaytC".
Mr, and Mrs. Jimmy Hurlb'ut,
daughter," in Washington, Jan, 11.
Father Is manager o^t
JSY's, .n^w?
staff, Washington.
is

.

i
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A SOLID MAN FOR COMEDY
TIMES.'

LOUIS
^

ARMSTRONG

III f

SECOND SMASH WEEK
!N

N.

STRAND

Y.

PERSON AND ON THE SCREEN

tribune;
man

"He*s a solid

New

Barnes

a

for

comedy," says Frank

York Times. "Mr. Armstrong
in

Nugent

S.

splendid/' sciys

is

in

the

Howard

the Herald Tribune* "Louis Armstrong actually has

straight rote- in the picture,

and does a

lot better

than the principals/' says Eileen Creelmdn

sends me. Louis 'Satchmo* Armstrong

Maxine Cook

in

with

The Sun.

in

it

"It

the trumpet king/* says

is

the World-Telegram. "The jitterbugs that

buzzed around the Paramount on Wednesday are now
verging on the Strand/' says Kate
lavishly embellished with hot

Cameron

in

con*;

the News. "All

songs and America's ranking

swing trumpeter, Louis Armstrong, your old friend, 'The Hot*
tentot',

Places'

reappears at the Strand with d new
it

is

a superior

ments add to

its

farce, indeed,

and

strength," says Bland

its

title.

As 'Going

musical embellish*'

Johaneson

in

The Mirror.

Louis Armstrong is the only bandleader ever to star in FOUR pictures
"Pennies From Heaven"

—

with Bing Crosby for Columbia,

and Models" with Jack
Benny and "Every Day's A Holiday" with Mae West for Paramount, and now "Going Places"

"Artists

with Dick Powell for Warner Bros.!
Available for immediate booking

Iff

nt

n*

sti

tn

m

after February 10th.
t

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

Thanki and thanks again,

Mayer and to
Warner Bros,
organization, and to Harry
to Harry

the entire

Courfain for

his swell

pro-

duction.

R. K,

O

BLDG.,
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Where Rah-Rah Enthusiasm Hurts
Comments of American film players returning from abroad regarding British film-makihg shortcomings, as against Hollywood standards,
and slap3 taken at English film methods, has been keeping foreign
department officials jittery in recent weeks. Reaction to the^e outbursts
by retiining travelers is that the average U. S. screen actor knows
few of the facts, less about production and that these, caustic comments react in the British pi ess. This means that the comments counteract, in a single statement, months of, careful planning to maintain
the most cordial relations with the British film industry.
The only partially plausible explanation for such outbursts that the
foreign picture officials in New York can advance is that returning
screen people are so glad to get back to America that they start with,
the^hip-news reporter by comparing conditions here with London.

25, 1939

B.O.

64

Murder on Sundays;

Critics

Radio Strike Palaver Has
the Most - Affected - LeaatConsulted G r o up Suddenly

Confronted

with
Problem Sponsor's Beaacoup Peeves

Vaude /Revival' Backfires; Most

—

Skeered?

roadway showmen have come
to the conclusion,

at' last,

they've

a hex on the crix.

Ever since 'Hellzapoppin','
the managers aver the critics
,seem scared to" commit- themselves on comedy and, if any.

Use

of

cheap,

one-night

stage

lliows by circuit theatres, particularYork, has caused a
ly; iaround
inlsleading' impression of large scale

NITERrS BURDEN

New

About 35 representatives of nasponsors met In New
all day Monday and part
of Tuesday (yesterday) on the AFRA
radio actors strike situation. Their,
discussions were strictly private and

AMERICAN WAV

comment was forthcomfurther meeting was in pros-

official

Decrees Cafes Responsible for Ac- ing. A
tions of Patrons After Leaving:
pect for later this week.
Sponsors were boning up. In «
hurry on actor unionism, who's who
and what's what. It was all very
perplexing to them. What they most
dislikefd was the time element. Sponsors are not pleased by a lot of
things. First of all the suddenness
with which, so far as they are concerned, the actors' union is roaring down on- "hem. While the union
feels they have been stalled by the

There's been too
yaude
Detroit, Jan. 24.
around, with result
much
Nitery operators are liable for the
that acts fiocking eastward have beleave
come disillusioned when much of the conduct of patrons after they
clubs, a Kalan.az6o (Mich.) cirplaying time boils down to 'amateur their
cuit court jury decided last week.
nights.'
Earl Kicby, who claimed that his
Reports around the country have
son, Leslie, was injured while riding
it that over 200 theatres are playing
in a car driven by Hobart Shoe, after
vaudeville. Actually, a lot of it is
latter had been drinking in Aragon
flye-and-dime payoff stuff, ranging
awarded
from $2 to $10 per day for acts. Some Tavern, Kalamazoo, was
Jesse L. White, opof it is only occasional, opening up damages against
and the Seafor special band attractions, etc., and erator of the Aragon,
by* no means can be construed as board Surety Co.
regular playing time. Many theatres
have-folded entirely after such sea•onal flashes in the pan.
for Ribbing
Lewis'
Acts playing the sticks, in coming
to New York for work,- are amazed
With
in
at the Gotham salaries and poor
working conditions. For example, an
Actress in 'Angela 22'
•art recently came in from Chicago
on learning the circuits were 'going'
(Continued on page 48)
Minneapolis, Jan. 24.

Sunday night has again replaced
Thursday evening as the most high«
powered cohcentration of boxoffice
names on the air. It's the toughest
free Hollywood array that the" film
theatre boxoffices have yet had to

The shift in rating also ap^
plies to the accumulative payrolls for
buck.

the programs on those two evenings.
The s talent payoff, including writers,
of
the
shows originating from
Hollywood on Sundays after 6 p. m.

EST

tional radio

York City

no

.

'revival.'
hypo all

way

RISING COSTS

Ams

Hollywood, Jan.

Warners
a $225,000

Is

reported' to have

24.

made

'The American
Paul Muni slated for

bid- for

Way,' with
Fredric March role.
,

If

bought at

Yen

MARKET

Sousa, 3d,

To Maestro

William korris office Is building
« Dand around John Philip Sousa, 3d,
P'^'^son of famous Marine Band
7®
composer. Progeny of
i»
"^si name band
leader doesn't play
W^y instruihent.
iii'Jf°*"i'^P^°^ *o

put a sweet crew

$80,000,

shows coming from
the week, .now
an estimated $198,000. A
breakdown of this sum by days of
talent costs of

week

follows:

Sunday

Monday
Tuesday

, .

$80,000
28,000
26,000
ll.OPO
36,000
13,000
4,00D

Trammers

Row

As^nment

The

OF EDISON

2 METRO FEATURES

TABU ON

PICTURES

i

'

With new bands currently being
Puut for a start before opening of
tua N. Y. World Fair,
and other outlets contemplating changes or addiuons, girl vocalists are
In for a boom.
Latest bandleader to consider adda femme piper is Sammy Kaye,
gently at the Hotel Commodore,
«. Y. I^aye has never had a girl
nanollng tunes, adhering strictly to
CContinued on page 48)

estimated

figures

CHARGES

BOLL

an

HoUywood during

that figure it would 'mark the second
thj
time a Kaufman-Hart, play brought

225G for pictures, as Columbia is
said to have parted with that amount
for 'You Can't Take It With You."

totals

while the three one»hour programs
currently emanating from.. the same
point Thursday nights has a joint
cost of around $36,000. With Walter
Winchell's check tossed in the Sun*
day night tally would go to $85,0'00.
Another' pertinent factor made
evident from a study of air talent
payrolls is the new high achieved in
that respect this season in the Hollywood sector.
The accumulative

Wednesday
If a deal is closed it would be six
months before the film could go into Thursday
Friday
v.
agencies there it little question that production.
Saturday
,
the average sponsor.'had been faced
Warners has been taking the lead
with the issue in its proper focus in filming patriotic subjects.
Total
$198,000
only in the last week or two.
No indication was given as to the
Sunday evening's talent expendiadvertisers accepting -or not acceptture on the Coast involves four and
ing AFRA conditions. Their reac*
First H.O.
three-quarter hours of entertaintion to the 24-hour -deadline ultiment, while the $36,000 entails the
matum with which they will only
three hours of broadcasting on the
Smootliing
be familiar today (Wednesday) will,
NBC red (WEAF) link, which for
of course, be the clue to what comes
Hollywood Friction the past two seasons has rated tops
next in the whole complicated affair.
(Continued on page 63)
Strained Feelings
Strained feelings behind-theNiles Trammel, NBC executive v.p.,
The propensity of Sinclair Lewis scenes is meanwhile a definite real- returned from Hollywood Monday
for caustic kidding, particularly in ity already with possible- future ref- (23). He had gone out to the film
D. S.
curtain speeches, goit the Pulitzer erence to various relationships,
colony a couple weeks ago to smooth
prize-winning novelist, now trying
There was some tart comment out some differences prevailing bePACIFISTIC
his hand at playwriting and acting, among the advertisers as to the net- tween the picture industry and NBC
in 'dutch' with one of the members
(Continued on page 28)
over policies and cooperation.
Philadelphia, Jan. 24.
of the company playing his 'Angela
Will Hays suggested to Lenox R,
Is 22' during its local engagement.
U. S. Government has 'clamped
Lohr some time ago that a high rankThe angry young woman in quesdown' on the film industry to preKid's Last Fight
ing officer in NBC be sent out to look
tion threatened to quit the show
over this dubious situation and see vent production of 'any moire peace
pronto, and only considerable perwhat could be done about rectifying pictures,' IJ. Raymond Wilson, sec'Look, Douglas,' said Algonsuasion caused her to reconsider,
it.
The assignment was Trammell's retary of the American Friends' Serquin Frank Case to Fairbanks,
healing the breach between her and
vice Committee, charged here on
first since his promotion and transfer
Sr., 'we've known each other a
Lewis.
Sunday. 'The only direct experience
from
Chicago.
good many years, and for a good
It all came about after the final
with war propaganda and with the
many years we've ,spent most of
Lohr has not as yet decided who is realism of the
curtain at the first night here. Lewis
horror of war that
the time talking about you. Let's
to
replace
Trammel
as general man- most
came out and, after the style of Al
of our youth have had,' he
talk about me for a change.'
ager of the midwest division. Sidney
(Continued on page 63)
said, 'has been through the films.
'Um-m,' mumbled Fairbanks
Strot? is now acting in that capacity.
But the U. S. Government has
gazing absently out the window.
clamped down on the film industry
'After all, Douglas,' continued
in this country.
No longer is GovCase, burning just a little, 'I
LIFE
IN
ernment equipment loaned for prohave not been without some pubduction of war movies that advance
licity myself of late. On the air
pacifist
ideas.
Films like 'The
a few times, and don't forget my
President Vanishes' and other peace
book.'
films are not likely to be available
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
'Um-m,' answered Fairbanks
Omaha, Jan. * 24.
In the next two years.
John W. Considine, Jr., is to prostill far away. Then with a start,
duce two successive features based
Philo Hansen, director of the Pax'Oh, your book, Frank. Of course.
'Of course we want to build up
on the life of Thomas Edison for
ton hotel orchestra here, is a busy patriotic ideals in the minds of our
Yes, I read it. Parts of it were
Metro. First wiU be devoted to Ediman for, besides directing, he is also youth. But when the crisis comes,
good, too.'
early youth, with Mickey
son's
superintendent of the hotel's laun- all the ingenuity of the films ahd
'What parts?', bristled Case.
Rooney in the name role.
dry.
'The parts about me,' replied
radio and the press Will be used to
No lead yet selected for Edison as
Got music Job only recently after divert our real respect for our ideals
Fairbanks.
the 'Wizard of Menlo Park.'
appearing at Peony Park here.
into a defense of them in the war.'

Winds Up
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thing, are leaning the other
to be kind.
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$85,000
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2 FINAL STEPS BEFORE RED'S 77B ENDS:
THE BOARD AND ARAS' UNDERWRITING
Feb.

4 Deadline

Board of 9

for

—

Corp/s 20-F»x Sets 10 Players

^Atlas

$1,500,000 in New Common Stock to Provide
Working Capital for the Company
Two important steps remain to be
taken by proponents of the RKO reorganization plan and the court, beforeHhe company emerges from 77-B
sometime this spring. -Before-Federal Judge William Bondy puts his
final order of confirmation on the
plant proponents will set before him
a tentative slate lof directors shortly
before the Feb; 4 deadline.
likewise, Atlas Corp., which

is to

underwrite $1,500,000 in new cortistock to provide working cash
for 'the new company, will submit
terms of the underwriting to Judge
Bondy several days before Feb. 4.
Bondy must approve both matters
before plan can be said to be finally
confirmed, since both things are component parts of the plans. Action
on them will not happen until after
the Feb, 4 date.
Should Judse. Bondy apprt^ve beth
the new board and the underwriting
he will allow i 30-day period in
which jthe new stock can be issued
and creditors given an x>pporfunity to
take it up, which means the new

mon

compahy

be^n

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
20th Century-Fox dropped 10 con-

SLASH 'ANGELS' INTO

SmF

STAYING.ON

Montreal, Jan. 24.
'Angels with Dirty Faces' (WB)
will not be shptvn here, due to objections of the Board of Censors of
the Province of Quebec.
Censors » ordered so many deletions that the exchange figured film
would be too far gone to be of any
Qse if cuts were made as ordered.

Cairo, Jan. 10.
was
Antoinette'- <;M-G)
banned by the Egyptian government
after it played two days at the Studio
Film, consid.ered harmful to
Mist.
the monarchy, is first in years t6 be
banned here» although cutting is
fairly Ire^uent. Picture did big biz

during its. stay.
Films doing well in Egypt are 'Tom
Sawyer' (UA) and 'Alexander* (20th-

'

filed,

Bondy will also allow a SO^ay periodr which may run concurrently
with the unilerwriting period, to give
stockholders an opportunity to appeal to higher courts. Two such ap-

m

mREwy

&

.

been lined up so far. All members
of the new board will be elected for
a two-year term.
New executive personnel will be
entirely up to thfe president, George
Schaefer.
Questions ^as to who
will run the studios,' the theatres and
other departments ol the company
rest <:)n Schaefer and the new board.
His election to
Radio and its
subsidiaries had the approval of all
creditor groups as well as the proponents.
Regarding applicability of the
Chiandler Act td jconflrmation of the
plan. Judge Bondy,. it is. known, has
considered some .of .it9 provisions,
one of vfhich prpyide? that the
Securities .& Exchange Commission
be permitted, to .participate in the
reorganization, if it seeS fit. Bondy
has made no ruling on whether the
Chandler. Act applies to this 77B
proceeding. ..Attorneys for
pro
•ponents doubt 'tl^ali he vrill,.. giving
as their viewpoint the fact t^at the
-'Chandler Act permits Federal judges
to use' their ,own discretion.
J.

RKO

.

.

Guild president, i3oth vacationing,
no -Anal agreement for the return of

Sidney

Russell,

Yung,

Doris

Tolei*,

Bowdin and

v

Confidence

is

expressed that such

-

-

matter

Rubin

is
is

regarded as
due back in

uncertain.
aboiiit

two

weeks,
weeks.

Sherwood

in

about

six

DINNER FEB.

Its

5

23

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Anhual distribution of Oscars for
outstanding work in pictures last,
year is slated for Feb. 23, when
Academy 6t Motion Pictufe Arts iand
Sciences holds its 'annual dinner in
the Biltmore Bowl.
Preluninary ballots, were mailed
yesterday (Monday ) to 4,000 qualified
voters, with nominations closing Feb.
t'inal ballots go out Feb. 10, and
3.
polls close Feb. 20.
Vote will be
audited by Price, Waterhouse & Co.,
certified accountants.
,

Gledhill.

F3mers

to F. D. R. Fete

Annabella..
Irving Asher.

Monty Banks.
Vince Barnett.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bellamy.
George Brent
Bruce Cabot
Nick Castle
Bill Comstock.
Jack Cohn.
Richard Condon.
Hal Cooley.
Herbert Crooker.

Metro's plan to

make

Jan. 24.

'Sons of Tar-

June Gale.
Dorothy Haas.
Arlene Harris.
Emily Holt

Alexander Korda.

Andrea Leeds.
CJharles Levin.

Carroll O'Meara-.
Parsons.
G.
Al Pearce.
Ginger Rogers.

last

Monty Banks is returning to Lon- Mayor Bernard F. Dickman and Podon to start direction on British pic- lice Commissioner Otto Higgins,
tures for 20th-Fox, after production Kansas City, ^ close friend of the
Mayor. The offer also Included a
confabs at the studio.
He entrained today (Tuesday) proposal to take the monks to and
taking with him writers Karl Tune- from Hollywood in a heated railroad
berg and Don EttUnger, Robert car and provide special care during
Kane, London production chief for their stay at the studio.
The proffer was thumbed down on
20th, ^is sticking around for another
the grounds that the health of the
weekr
monks would be jeopardized by the
trip and strange environment.
The
bite
quits:
simians', Jackie, Lady, Percy, Tommy
and Jimmy, have been performing
Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
Rene FuloprMiller, screen writer, together for four years and have apwas sued here for separate main- peared in newsreels as 'Jackie and
tenance by his wife,* Heddy, living His Gang.' If M-G wants to send
a crew here to make the pix ierin Vienna.
Charging desertion, Mrs. Fulop- heller said the lotal zoo execs will
co-op to the limit
Miller demands $2,500 a month.
'

a

,

San Francisco, Jan. 24.
Ninety percent more Hollywood
names are available to the Golden
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Gate International Exposition than
Edgar Selwyn stepped out as di- to the New York World's Fair, acrector
dramatic sketches for cording to local expo wees, who are
of
Metro's 'Good News' broadcasts to gloating over the inking of contracts
with a large number of topnotch
screen, radio and Broadway &tars for
appearances in one-hour shows at the
California theatre on Treasure Island.
from Texas.'
The 3,500-seater is the only complete theatre at the^Fair outside of
the Federal Theatre '-Project house.'
Officials claim few Hollywood' stars
will be able to make the trek east
Pointing to the fact that Frisco i$
an overnight journey by train and a
two-hour hop by plane from Los Angeles, between and during their appearances the Fair will present Leopold Stokowski's electric orchestra,
the San Francisco Symphony, Edwin
Franko (acldman's^ Band, which open^
a 15-week enga^ment in March, and
Thaviu's Band, beginning in 'Sfeptember. Fair also has its own 40-plece
On .the expectation that the New band and an
York World's £air, three months off, matic shows orchestra of SO. Drawill not be included in
will boom business in the Greater
any commercial enterprises staged
New York area, unions in all fields, by the
Fair during its 288-day run.
including theatres, may become very
Reason for nixing legit attractions is
troublesome in demands for inthat the running time is too long and
creases and conditions, it is feared in
admish would have to be too high.
managerial circtes. The unions are Fair-goers'
time limit in any theatre
reported ogling the added boxoffice
on the Island is one hour, officials
impetus the fair y^ill bring and are believe.
Incidentally, the legit repreparing further demands for highvival which -was predicted last yearer wages, better conditions, overtime, tor
the coming season now appears
etc.
The niteries, restaurants and most unlikely, with
the Expo proving
allied public enterprises will also be
too much competition.
targets of the union heads. Longer
Negotiations are under way for a
hours of operation necessitated by
the fair crowds may provide a negor mammoth ice carnival including
hockey teams and ballet headed by
tiatinj^. opening.
Sonja Henie. A 186-foot ski jump is
set for the opening 10 days of the

work

at the studio.

>

films requiring his directorial

touch aro 'Maiden Voyage' and 'Kid

EXPECT MORE
UNION WOES

Fair.

20-FeX ENDS MONTH'S
LULL,

THREE PIX ROLL
Hollywood, Jan.

24.

Chan

week

was nixed

Y.;

Coast s Brushoff Riles East s Expo

Joan Davis.
Fred De'mpsey.

Barbara McLane.

the Zoological Board, although
the studio offered $500 a week for
the monks and also an undisclosed
salary for (Seorge Vierheller, chairman of the board, and a keeper.
Telegrams were sent to Vierheller,

Hwood

Name Vahe Advanti^ Over N.

Production at 20th-Fox came out
of a month's slump yesterday (Mon.)
with three pictures rolling, 'The Big

.

zan' with' the five talented simians in

by

American Way'

HOmer Curran,
Danny Daiiker.

Carl Hoff.

St Louis,

in 'The

Frisco Fair Brags of Its

Two

Errol Plynn.

Talrated Monkeys

March

resumci picture

Sam Friedman.

Weekly Bid for

34
41
43
43
.......Page 58

Selwyn Back to Pix

OSCAR AWARDS

Roy Disney.
Don Ettlinger.

St Loo Zoo Nixes $S60

Fredric

12
13
13

.-

,

Sen

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Picture names accepting invites to
However,
lefest anothet tabhth.
the President's Ball in Washington
Jake Wilk, of Warners, and Sidney
are Ralph Bellamy, George Brent,
R. Fleischer, Guild arbiter of pic- Andrea Leeds and Anhabella.
ture sales, are continuing their huddles, to work- out the draft of .a preL, A. to N. Y.
liminary agreement for submission

an agreement can be reached. Providing it is, and the Guild council
okays it, the pact would then be
subject to approval by the League
of New York Theatres and individual film cbmpaniesi There has been
a
growing
impression
aroimd
Broadway that an agreement is vir
tually- sure, but xmtil t^e- question
of 'option' is decided, the whole

Mex slap at U. S. pix
,
.Page
Better pix via British quota....
il^ge
Latin-Ameripan hoomerang.
Page
Radio reviews: Walter O'Keefe-Joan Blondell, Claire Trevor,
'March of Dimes,' The Circle,' Jessie Matthews, Lever
Bros., Bob Hope, Screen Guild, Jane Cowl, Adolphe.
Menjou, Morton Downey,
^ .!Page
British vs. Yank radio
. ;Page
Buddy Morris may join Dreyfus
Page
Dubin- Warren and Metro-WB.
Page

Lucille

film financing to legit is possible for

to the Guild' cotihcil.

of Interest to Filins

Miller.

at

the local zoo

Hollywood, Jan. 24.

John

and Donald

SEC

BANKS TAKES SCRIBS
VITH am TO LONDON

Charles Farrell,
Biian Donlevy, Jean Hersholt, Gloria
Stuart, June Storey and June Wilkins. -Added starters are Lionel Atwill, Henry Fonda, Douglas Fpwley,
Jr.,

With J. tlobert Bubin, of Metro,
and Robert E. Sherwood, Dramatists

call in

at this late date is also ex
tremely unlikely. He has indicated
he is fully satisfied -with and has
approved the rulings of Special
Master George W. Alger in disposing
and settling claims against RKO,^e
there is little the SEC could contribute now, other than to pass on
the new common and preferred stock
to be issued, as provided by the
Securities law.
the

Checking out were Robert Allen,
J, Edward Bromberg,

Henry Arthur,
Lon Chaney,-

Banquet committee consists of
Mervyn LeRoy, chairman; Basil
Rathbone, Robert Riskin, Howard
Estabrook, John LeRoy Johnston

'

That Judg^ Bondy would

list.

.

IDEAVAMPWG

One is
peals are pretty definite.
threatened" by ^John Stover, representing
Milwaukee stockholder
Ernest W. Stim, and the other is by
Nathan Rosenberg, representing se-~
Co.
cured bondholders of Cassell
The new board of directors will
not consist of less than nine members. Approximately 12 names have

FINANCING

Neilifs

tract players, but. added eight since
the last roster revision on Nov, 15,
making a total of 80 on the thesp

Etypt Tabo9 'Antoinette'
'Marie

functioning Fox),,
until March, provided no appeals are
caniiot

Takes Aboard 8

Adrift,

Other

C

James Roosevelt
Charles Schwartz.

Lynn Shores.
Emanuel Silverstone.
Karl Turiiberg.

Monroe Upton.
Bill Wright
B. F. Zeldman.

N. Y. to L. A.
A. L. Berman.
Mort Blumenstock.

Noel CJoward.

Lee Ephraim.
William

J.

Drum,'

The

and .'Charlie
Next Jane "Withers
the gun next
and 'Shooting High'

Gorilla*

in Reno.'

film, still untitled, gets

Monday (30),
starts Feb. 6.

Irving Reis.
Leon Schlessinger.
S. S. Schneider.

Gradwell Sears.
Verree Teasdale.

scale.

Eddie Cantor opens with his radio
troupe for one w«ek, followed by
Either
Peter Lorre goes comic in 'Goril- Mae West and company.
Kate Smith or Fannie Brice will
la,' starring the Ritz Bros, at 20thFox. Harry Joe Brown is producing, head the third week's show. Al Jolson.
and Ruby Keeler the next unit,
Allan Dwan directing.
succeeded by Martha Raye, Bums
and Allen, Bob Burns, Amos 'n'
Andy and Phil Baker. They are to
play on a guarantee and percentage
Feb. 1 (Genoa to New York), plan.
Carlo Buti (Rex).
Morris agency has booked a numJan. 28 (New York to London), ber of name bands for two-week
Alexander Korda, Irving Asher, Joe stands in the public dance pavilion.
Friedman (Champlain).
They'll draw from $3,500 to $6,000
Jan. 2» (London to New York), a w«ek without percentage.
Ray
Sam Eckman (Normandie).
Noble opens, foUowed by Abe LyJan. 28 (Los Angeles to Honolulu), man, Ozzie Nelson, Vincent Lopez,
Jack Cummingis (Matsonia).
Phil
Spilalny,
Eddie De Lange,
Jan. 21 (New York to London), Emery Deutsch,
Jack Denny, Enric
Glen Byam Shaw, Henry C. Y. Madriguera and Joe
Rines.
Hirshfield, Carmel Snow, Gaby MorFair management is dickering lor
lay, Jacques. Catelain, Hans Nissen,
more bands through' other agencies.
Edward Grobe, Natalie Visart (lie J. J. Shubert
has a pact to supply a
de France).
series
of operettas to be sandJan, 25 (New York to Oslo), Norwiched
between
the radio acts and
bert Lusk (Bergenfjord).
pictures at the Auditopium.
Jan. 20 (New

SAILINGS

York to London),
Kimberly and Page (American Farmer).

N. Y. Fair's Film
Legit

Fadiman.

Eugene Ford.
Leonard Goldstei
Abe Montague.

Morris Office's Llneap
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
William Mori-is agency is booking nine shows into the Auditorium,
a 3,500-seater, opening Feb. 24 as
part of the
Francisco Fair's entertainment program. Shows will be
headed by names, with their own
supporting companies, doing four to
five one-hour shows daily at a ^-75c

ARRIVALS
(At the Port of New York)
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tauber
(Diana Napier), Bruce Lockhart,
Lord Kernsley, Vcloz and Yolanda,
Rosa Book, Edward Everett Horton.

showmen

Yen

in particular pep-

ped up a meeting of the New Yofk
World's Fair advisory committee on
entertainment at the Terrace Club
on the grounds Friday (20), Grover
Whalen, president of the fair, and
John Golden, chairman of the committee, asked- for suggestions and
(Continued on page 63)
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THEATRE MEN
UA

Cuts Distrib Costs to Lowest

Level Sets Bonus System to Attract
Producers; $1,000,000 Rebate from '38
Holljrwood, Jan. 24.
Newr deal adopted by United Artists stockholders provides for drastic

ZEIDMAN EASTS FOR

A FRESH BANKROLL

reductions in distribution costs

and a bonus system to reward

in-

dustrious producers. Sales costs will
be the lowest among the majors.
Under the new plan, the charge
Ugainst producers for sales will be
determined by the gross of the picture, varying from a maximum of
25% to a minimum of 15%. The
latter rate applies to productions doing approximately $2,000,000 world
Distribution charges in
business,

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
B. F. Zeldman, Equity Pictures production head, aired east Sunday (22)
to confer on a new executive setup
for the indie outfit and arrange for
additional financing.
Company ,has been inactive for
several month;.

England and Canada were reduced
from 30 to 25%.
Bonus system, known as the 'Mur-

MONO'S STOCK

ray Silverstone distribution plan,'
provides a 1038 rebate of around
producers. Bonus
$1,000,000 for
will be determined by the gross of
individual pictures and by the take

CONVERSION

,

UA

program.

the complete
sharing is open
of

to

all

Profit-

producers,

whether stockholders or not.
Plan calls for distribution of approximately 50% of the earnings to
producers, with the rest going into
stockholder

dividends and reserve.

Dividends last year amounted to
about $500,000. Bonus scheme is expected to attract additional producers to the

UA fold.

^At the end of the year, an audit
will be made and rebates made to
producers, based on their individual
picture grosses plus total grosses for
the year on everything released by
the producers in question.
According to the way the

UA

tales department
it costs them no

ture which

views the

situation,
more to sell a picgrosses $1,500,000 than it

one which only grosses
$750,000.
Consequently, with each
producer releasing through UA en-

does to

sell

to some rebate, the picture
grossing more will get a larger reward, proportionate with the gross.
Silverstone counts on this system to
act as a spur on all producers to
make better product capable of
titled

.

.

larger grosses.
Election of a new president was
not discussed at the meeting, but Silverstone is the most likely candidate
for the job.
James Roosevelt re-

SPOT
First

U.S.

CUmil

That the Bigger the Hit the Less

Considered Sound Policy
by Divorcement
Actions -—This Restricts
Theatre Expansion, Added
Is Stjrmied

WHAT TO DO?

James Mulvey

CHANGES AGENTS, NOW
HE'S IN

Schulberg-Jaffe,

claiming

the

con-

spect to expansion.

was refinanced two years may be presented with opportunities for expansion which they would
not like to pass up. Were independ&

ent houses in their territories offered
to them, including on the auction
block, they couldn't make a move if
warrants at a ratio of five for one it were expected that they maintain
share of Monogram stock, within 30 the status quo as individuals, since
days after the stockholders have ap- they are hooked up in part with
proved the proposal. Exactly 97%% majors in properties now operating.
of the option holders 'will also have Leases could also be offered to them
represent deals they
to consent to the conversion, within that might
shouldn't decline as a matter of good
the 30 days limit.
second proposal will be sub- business. Sites in their territories
mitted to stockholders asking them for building could also crop up or
to vote on modification of present reality developments, shifting popucompensation agreements with com- lation of towns, could occur.
Under the status quo, pending adpany's president, W. Ray Johnston,
and the v.-p. in charge of production, judication of the U. S. suit, a theatre
Scott R. Dunlap, to increase their partner of a major in association
present salaries from $500 to $700 with the latter could not make any
weekly for the next three years, in expansion moves, but, it is asked,
consideration of which Johnston and could that partner, on his own, step
to

THE MDDLE

Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
Edward Ludwig, director, filed suit
in superior court to determine the'
status of his managerial pact with

tract was made through misrepresenWhile the question remains un- tations by the agency.
answered as to what will be the poSchulberg-Jaffe, the director assition of theatre operating partners serts, induced him to sign by telling
of major producer-distributors, when him he was free from a prior conit comes to defending divorcement, tract with Berg-AUenberg.
Now the
and whether they will resist such an latter agency is suing him for breach
eventuality, meantime such partners of contract.
are said to be speculating on how
they stand as individuals with re-

ago, a considerable share of which
went to J. A. Sisto
Co., the imderwriters.
Board of directors proposes to al-

low option holders

Benefts the Suhsequent Houses

Holdings, Etc.

convert the

A

Dunlap will grant Monogram further out to take over houses or build
Samuel options on their services for two without danger?
The largest partners are. those of
on the years, following the three-year
period, at compensation of $1,000 per the Paramount chain, which, in turn,
Edward Small's contract with UA, week each for the duration of the is more than three times as large as
the circuits of any of the other prooriginally for three years, was ex- two years.
tended to eight.. He plans five picOther proposals to be laid before ducer-distributors. Of the Par parttures, and possibly six, for the 1939- the stockholders are an amendment ners, E. V. Richards, is also a direc40 program. A budget of $6,000,000 in the by-laws to permit increase of tor of Paramount; A. H. Blank has
will be provided for Walter Wanger, board of directors from seven to a tight grip on the midwest; the Into
elect
Leon terstate string in Texas is very powwho has scheduled six pictures for nine; proposal
the coming season.
Fromkess, treasurer, and Norton V. erful in that state as are the KinceyAlexander Korda, after a confer- Ritchey, foreign export manager, to Wilby interests in the southeast and
ence with Silverstone, promised six the board; reelection of all present middle south.
A Whodunit
features for the 1939-40 sked, four to members of board and change of
If Ricnards, a 50% owner with
be made in Technicolor. Four of the present members of board and
Par of the Saenger circuit blanketgroup are slated for London pro(Continued on page 48)
ing Louisiana tind Mississippi, plus
duction and two in Hollywood. First
on the list is 'The Thief of Bagdad,'
a part of Alabama, wanted to build
some houses, which would be his
v^ith Sabu and Jon HaU in England,
CHAPLIN'S
100%, or acquire holdings of others
followed by 'Jungle Boy,' 'Lawrence
in the same manner, could he do so?
In Arabia,' two Merle Oberon starBy the same token, could H. F. Kinrers and 'Conquest in the Air' for a
ROLLS IN
cey and Bob Wilby, whose interest
late summer start.
He returned to
in various strings with Par varies
New York by plane over the week
Holly\vood, Jan. 24,
from less than 50% to more than
end.
Charles Chaplin's first talking pic- that, also step out on their own,
if
Douglas Fairbanks Is due to pro
ture, 'The Dictator,' for United Ar- they wished?
duce at least two, and possibly three
tists release, is slated to roll Feb. 10
Before Par made its permanent
features, and Charles Chaplin starts
at his own studio.
50-50 deal with Blank in the midshooting 'The Dictator' Feb. 10.
Lone stage on the lot is being west more than a year ago. Blank
Chaplin and Tim was a partner with the company in
soundproofed.
Durant are polishing the script. one large string of houses while, on
Brulatour's Accidental
Brother Syd Chaplin has arrived his own, he was in control of still
retreat to assist the another sizable circuit in his terriGun Shot;
Slight from his French
direction and production.
tory. He had, by stages, built up a
Jules E. Brulatour, husband of
circuit for himself while still operatHope Hampton, and Eastman Kodak
ing one in which he and Paramount
recovering yesterday
/m^°°"'
Coloring the News
were partners. When the permanent
(Tuesday) from the effects of an acdeal was made both circuits. Central
ciaental gunshot
Sacramento, Jan. 24.
wound suffered
Monday evening.
Filming of news events in color is States and Tri-States, were blended
reported
placed

It

What Would Normally Be

B'WAY-H'WOOD

PROGRAM

it

as

Goldwyn's representative
board of directors.

PLAY ACCORD

MTATOR'

,

.

Wound

He was

inspecting the mechanics of a gun
When it was discharged, hitting him
the head.
He was treated and X-rayed at a
nospital after summoning his own
aoctor. Wound evidently
wasn't seri'fus,
as
he personally answfered
queries anent his condition.
The

^

ponce reported

it

as an accident.

into the present Par-Blank partnership.
Inc., applying for incorporation paVarious partners of majors are
pers, with. Robert Hoyt, Al Lane
said to have ogled various properand William Wise as directors.
company plans a series of ties for a takeover but have done
forced,
featurettes and newsreels running nothing about^sucji moveg.
from three to six and a half minutes complete divorcement of produceron a deal with Monogram through distributors and their theatres might

the purpose of Pictorial Newsreels,

New

Fox- West Coast Theatres.

A

(Continued on page 48)

The demand for relief, but the
question of what steps to take in
order to achieve it, in protecting subsequent-run theatres from first runs
that are eating up too many potential fans through long holdovers, is
a problem over which operators are
expressing growing concern. In the
face of doubt that first runs could
be required to reduce their hold*
overs, based possibly on gross figures that would be set up to determine when a picture is justified
in being .held over, theatre ops may
start a campaign against the low
prices employed by houses up front
In New York, as well as Chicago
and other keys, the larger downtown first runs have their admission scale down so low, mornings
and matinees, that second runs in the
downtqwn as well as neighborhood
'

areas find it difficult to compete with
them. In some cases neighborhoods
must try and get 40c second run
against the two-bits charged by the
bigger downtown theatres for the

morning or mat shows. Nabes, also,
are not able to open up as early as

ON THE WAY

houses in

downtown

areas.

While the operators are perplexed
to what to do in the situations
where the problem has become inWith J. Robert Rubm, of Metro, tensified in the last year or two, if
and Robert E. Sherwood, Dramatists prices are not lifted In the larger
first runs, then the operators fear
Guild president, out of town on
they may be forced to shorter runs
vacations, no conclusive action is exin the subsequents than now being'
pected for several weeks toward a
jas

possible peace pact between the
Guild and the picture companies.
However, Jake Wilk, of Warners,
and Sidney R. Fleischer, Guild
arbiter of film sales, are continuing
their huddles to draw up a tentative

agreement.
Confidence has been expressed
that such a draft will be completed
and ready for Rubin's approval upon
his return shortly. But nothing final
can be done until the proposal is
approved by Sherwood and the
Guild council, and subsequently by
the film companies and the League
of

New Tork

Theatres.

Although predictions are being
heard in Broadway circles that the
agreement is 'in the bag,' the ticklish
question of whether the film backers
should guarantee purchase of the
picture rights to plays or merely
hold an optidn to buy is believed
still in the air.
Figured possible that
if the studios insist on the option
ruling the Guild may nix the .vhole
deal.
On the other hand, if they
were to be obligated to buy any
shows they might produce, the film
companies might not accept the proposed get-together.

given films.
In

New Tork Very Acnte
New Yorlc the problem is very
When the Paramount holds

acute.

a picture three or four weeks, very
often on the strength of Its stage
show, then the State, getting Par
product second-run, suffers with it.
Other Loew houses downtown and
In the neighborhoods similarly dip
with the films from what they otherwise would be gjetting. This is also
true of its own (Metro) pictures
when getting long holdovers at the
Capitol, or of (Columbia and United
Artists pictures coming from the
Music Hall. The plight of the subs
with Metro, UA and Col pictures is
less than with Par because latter
(Contl4^ed on page 5S)

Trad« Mark Regrlatered

FOUNDED BY SIMB SIT.VKRMAN
I>obUHlip«l

1B4

Weekly by VABIBTY.

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

BLUMBERG, SCUUY,
COWDIN'S

U.

Foreign

$10

the 1938-39 program
Fox, Cliff Work and

final features of

with Matty
Cheever
other studio execs.
J.
Cowdin planed in on Monday also
for the confabs.
Joseph H. Seldelman, foreign sales
manager, here for the huddles, leaves
Friday for N. Y. to catch the boat
for a field survey of Universal ex-
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New

Hollywood, Jan.

24.

Charles Boyer gets the co-starring
role with Deanna Durbin in 'First
Love,' her first romantic picture at
T'niversal.

Shooting starts as soon as Miss
Durbin finishes 'Three Smart Girls.
Grow Up.' , Jpe Pasternak is slated
aa. producer -and Henry Koster to
direct.

Pictures

Radio
Radio International
Radio Reviews
Radio Showmanship
Unit Reviews

—
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49
25
11

52-53
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44
15
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News

Joe Laurie
Legitimate

Deanna Gets Romantic

17
50

.....54-.';3

International

change in South America.

tll

26 Cents

130
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PARLEYS

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Nate Blumberg, head of Universal,
arrived yesterday (Monday) from
New York with William A. Scully,
sales manager, to confer on the 12

Inc.

Sid Silverman. PreHldent
West <Cth Street, New York City

Single Coplen

>

TWO WEEKS

to Extent

BI2

One of the questions which they
are asking is whether, as part owners of circuits or properties in which
major producer-distributors have a
minority or' majoirity interest, they
are expected to maintain the status
quo of the U. S. anti-trust suit until
Stockholders of Monogram ^ Pic- it has been decided.
This could
tures Corp. at its next meeting, mean anywhere from two to five
March 1, will vote on a proposal to years, or even more.
In the interim, partner-owners of
call
in or eliminate outstanding
stock options.
Some 300,000 war- theatre strings in the chain, empires
rants were issued by Monogram of producer-distributing companies

when

Runs Drain B.O.

12-13

6
58-60
61
42-44
51
-....45-51

63
63
2-25
26-41
41
34
39

49
45-51
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5 EXECS MUST REFUND $500,000
But That's Due Only

Book Errors Involving Two

to

—

'Nancy' Leads Parade Of

Theatre Corporations ^High Salary and Bonus
Arrangements with Quintet Upheld
Overpayments • f approximately $500,000 were made to
Nicholas M. Schenck, Louis B...
Mayer, 1. Robert Rnbin, David

Bemateln and tbe

in
Thalberg's .services and mai
morale of the company, and likewise

Irvinf

late

through miscalculations in profits of Loew's, Inc.,
distributed since 1934 in the
form of bonuses.
This amount, plus interest,
coming to about ¥550,000, has
been ordered restored to the
corporation.
of
the
treasury
There will be no direct repay-

ments made by the four execuand the Thalberg estate,
but restoratlim will be accomplisbed
by deductions from
monies due them in their accounts with the company.

tives

count will be charged with apprcximately $180^000. The Thaibcrr estate's obUgatton wUl be
9143,H«; Bubin, $110,00«; Schenck,
972.IH» and Bernstein,, 946,«00.
Of the total 19% of the Loew
profits
spUt as
corporation's
bonuses among the five individnalSy Mayer and Thalberg got
C% each; Bnbin, 3%; Schenck,

Suit

Bernstein,

1^%.

sef aside

alleged excessive
.

bonuses and shares of the company's
profits, split amoitLg five of its

tied

About

contract
as a bonus

to-

the

a

$180,000,

rectors were not guUty of waste,
or 'conmismanagement,
fraud
between the
Contracts
spiracy.
company and its executives for the
compensation
were
payment of
pepper in principle and not out of

reasonable proportion to the value
of their services, considering the
high salaries paid in the motion picture industry and the intense competition between the major companies for executive talent.

He

major

Net; &{iia]s Earnings

Of $5.63 Per Conunon
Loew's,

Inc.,

and wholly owned

showed net income $9,and charges,

subsidiaries

024,934y after all taxes

for the fiscal year ended Aug. 31
last, according to the annual statement sent to stockholders yesterday
This is equal to $5.63 on
(Tues.).
each common-^ share, which is exfurther held that the contracts
actly in line with expectations in

fore taxes
and that, therefore, the
Minority
stockholders must be deemed to

after notice

have

interests' share

RAFT AT

Studio Contracts
Hollywood, Jan.

and Fed-

down

net profit which was carried
and the the
it
was diecided„ had forward to earned surplus accoimt.
Company balance as of Aug. 31,
hot improperly withheld any in1938, was $47,787,157.
formation from stockholders and
The report covering the 12 months
their abstinence from publishing to
prior to Sept. 1 last showed operatthe world the amounts paid to its
ing revenue of $122,737,214, and
principal employees and executives
operating and general expense of
was based on good business judg
of

directors

-

24.

Columbia signed Wesley Ruggles

writer option.
Grace Stafford signed two-picture
contract at Warners.

'

.

quired the making of' certain de
ductions from the .percentage base,
which were not made,, and jecbmmended that the cpmpahy also make
proper adjustments on the books, in
accordance with the profit-sharing
contracts, of corporate funds held in

Germany and

Italy;

which cannot be

transmitted to this country because
of restrictions and exchange difficulties.
Adjustments for losses on
these funds could be made until 1944
under the contracts!
As result of Justice. Valente's
individuals,
four
findings,
the
Schenck, Mayer, Rubin, Bernstein
and the Thalberg estate will, through
restatement of their profit-sharing
payments, have to pay back to the
corporation, between $500,000 and
,

in the

Ohio

fol-

situation.

actor turned down the role assigned^
in "The Magnificent Fraud.'
Pact would have expired Feb. 11.

him

Lloyd Nolan, who replaced Raft
in 'St. Louis Blues,' does the same
in 'Fraud' Studio plans to build him
into a star.
Raft had been with

Paramoxmt about eight years and
was drawing $4,750 a week under hit
last option.

Court Rules Freddie
Stays with His Aunt,
Myificent Bartholomew

Merritt Hulburd, 35, associate producer for Samuel Goldwyn until several months ago, and more recently
associate editor of the Saturday Evening Post, died of a heart ailment in

Sacramento, Jan,

24.

The parents of Freddie Bartholo-

mew

lost in their attempt, to have
the state supreme court review proceedirtgs whereby the 14-year-cld,
British-born film, star was adopted
by his aunt Miss Myllicent Mary

On

Darrieux Contract

.

ditional

.

as.

AT 35

24,

.

.

co,niP.any failed to deduct from
IpFoJIt and Joss, statements approximately $1,000,000. expense to retain

DIES IN FLA.

press Co.

Eiurope
Saturday
(21)
to
stock dividend, in determining profits for
for purpose of the compensation straighten out legal difficulties of
Darrieux
in
France.
base» by holding that to do this Dannielle
would be contrary td the terms of Likely that she will return with the
the written' contracts with the ex- Gallic film star in a couple of weeks,
confident of adjusting some of her
'ecutives.
Those contracts provided that ad- previous commitments in France.

Ohio

lowed
The

Hollywood, Jan,

and
Paramount
George
Raft
washed up' their contract after the^

Bartholomew.
The court denied
without comment in San Francisco
West Palm Beach, Fla,, Sunday (22). Jan. 20 the petition for a review
Court disposed of the complaint
had gone south to recover from which was filed by Mr. and Mrs,
Cecil L. Bartholomew.
Ad Schulberg (Mrs. B, P.) of He
that there was no deduction of $2 per
an illness and had expected to leave
Charging fraud, the parents alshare made on stock issued as a Schuiberg-Jafle, Coast agency, sailed shortly for the Coast to become an

And

came accounting procedure was

YRS. AT PAR

MERRrmiOLBURD

Wabash, railroads and American Ex-

Mrs. Schulberg Sails

8

lente's decision.

shares sold for bona fide
consideration in cash or property,
approximately equal to the then
market value of such stock, should
be counted in the. number of ..shares
Errors Involve
on which $2 per share should be deBuffalo Theatres ducted. Stock issued as dividend is
The eirrors, specifically, consisted not of that nature. It is merely a
of deductions from' income tax re- profit distributed as stock instead of
It does not belong in the
ports but not from profit-sharing cash:
computations and distribution to the category of new stock issued in exIn the case of change for property acquired, for an
Ave individuals.
Loew's Ohio Theatres, company had. equivalent bona fide consideration.
an investment of $1,406,507 repreSchenck Vindicated
sented in this deal. Because of the
Expressing satisfaction with the
foreclosure of the properties in 1934 outcome of the Loew's stockholders'
a deficiency judgment resulted which suit, Schenck stated last Friday (20),
was written off on the books ttt 'I am delighted that the court h^ts
Loew's, Inc., deducted from income exonerated our board of directors,
tax reports, but not deducted from and that the profit-sharing contracts
have been approved, I can only rethe profit-sharing statement.
In the matter of the Chippewa peat what I said in my letter to
!I3ieatre, .Buffalo, the corporation suf- stockholders on Dec. 30, 1937, that,
fefed a .loss of $3;i,517. in the same in my opinion, the approval of these
year (1934) because pf loss of the contracts will be in the best interThe ests of the company and its stocklease by ^failing to pay rent.

because
of accounting errors committed in
failing- to deducts proper losses.
$550,000, including, interest,

throp holds directorships also in Metropolitan Opera, Long Island and

WEEK ENDS

Court approved extension of Joyce Mathews' contract with
Paramount.
Metro lifted Marion Parsonnet's
Superior

^

genius of Irving Thalberg, is in large
part .due to Nicholas M. Schenck.
With the rapid growth of the company and with his diplomatic skill
in holding the organization intact, it
would seem that no ground exists for
dissatisfaction with salary and small
percentage of the profits allowed
him by the directors,' reads Va-

$4,750

as producer-director.

decided by N. Y.
Siqpreme Court Judge Louis .A,
Mary McCall, Jr., inked scripter
Valente last Friday (20) in favor of ment because of the .possibility such $95,800,012.
Loevv's paid out $5,596,593 in divi- pact at Metro.
The profit-diaring employees might be (enticed away by
the company.
Metro handed Gene Reynolds a
to common stockholders and
dends
contracts between Loew's and Nicho
more lucrative oilers.
$888,693 to preferred shareholders new ticket.
las M. Schenck, Louis B. Mayer, es<Stuart Palmer signed one-year
during the past fiscal year.
tate of Irving Thalberg, J. 'Robert Praise for Mayer Group;
Company made note of the fact writing deal at Paramount.
Rubin and David Bernstein were
Profits
in
Yrs.
Jordan inked player ticket
Doubled
Doris
3
shares
reserved
for
that
115,152
proper,
also approved as fair and
These five, however, were ordered
Under the so-called 'Mayer group,' options were issued to executives in at RKO.
RKO handed Garson Kanin new
to rebate around $500,000.
consisting of Mayer, Thalberg and connection with personal service
contracts, and exercisable at $40 per scripting contract.
Justice Valente refused to order Rubin, the production enterprises of
John Laing signed to RKO covean accounting of the aiffairs of Metro prospered and net profits of share, as follows: 66,660 shares from
Dec, 31, 1938, to Mar. 1, 1939, and nant.
Loew's, Inc., and the petition lor an Loew's, Inc., increased from less
Paramount handed Ellen Drew
2/5
shares
hte
rate
48,492
at
9,608
of
injunction to restrain operation of than $3,000,000 in 1924 to over $6,and consequently shares' cumulative annually, from new player contract.
tiie new salary-bonus arangements, 000,000 in 1026,
Irmgard Von Cube inked pact with
they were .entitled to everything re- Dec. 31, 1937, to Mar. 1, 1942.
effective Jan. 1, 1039, ^as denied
Henry Rogers Winthrop, of Win- Samuel Goldwyn.
Court, however, held that the five ceived in salaries and bonuses.
Paula de Cardo handed new play'Continued success of Loew's, Inc., throp, Mitchell & Co., Wall Street
defendants had received
X>rinciiE>al
er ticket at Paramount
overpayments- of percentage compen through all the depression years, no brokerage house, was elected to the
Loew's,
Inc., board of directors at
matter
much
one
may
at
how
sation by reason of errors in com
the meeting last week. He replaces
puting the bonuses.. Valente found tribute a part of the success to the
William A. Phillips, resigned. Winthat certain errors in principle re^ Mayer group and. the .producing
executives, -was

Addenda

A

Loew's net profit betotalled $12,054,885.

eral taxes of $1,581,141 brought

ratified the same.

Financial

Commenting on whether or not the 12 Loew stockholders represented
in the suit were satisfied with the verdict, EmU K. EHUs, chief counsel for
the 12 consolidated actions stated: 'Insofar as the court's opinion does
criticize Loew's accounting methods, and inasmuch as it points the way in
the future to a more conservative accounting policy, it seems to me the
stockholders in the future will benefit to a very much larger extent than
the restoration of the $550,000.
'Proper accounting will hereafter undoubtedly reduce the amount of
money to be split up amon? the executives named in the suit just ended,
and to other producers .and. executives whose new percentage contracts
were effective Jan. 1, 1939.'
While the court held that the directors were not chargeable with negligence, because company accountants failed to discuss with them conflicting
opinions among officers of the company and its accountants, Ellis feels
that such specific instances of improper accoimting, as complained of in
his briefs and given below should: have received the court's attention, and
undoubtedly would have been productive of a much larger financial recovery by the corporation. Ellis' points are:
Failure by directors to set up a proper reserve in anticipation of having
to pay judgment of over $600,000 in the 'Letty Lynton' case, especially
after referee had determined how much the company would be liable for.
Somie $250,000 was all that the directors had set up on the books for deduction from future profit-sharing statements;
Comar Plays, Inc., Loew subsidiary producing plays on Broadway in
1935-36, showed a loss ol $380,000, according to EUis, but this was not included in statement of losses in those years and was only written off the
books finally in 1938;
The Park Slope theatre property in Brooklyn, N. Y., in Connection with
which the company did not take off such proper items as expense for repairs and maintenance and instead, capitalized them;
Song properties, worth about $160,000, never used and scrapped, but not
deducted as a loss;
About $822,000 as reserves on book rights, which the company failed to
deduct from profit-sharing statements;
total of $271,644 in story continuities, which figured in the 'alleged'
overpayments, originally written off by accountants but ordered restored
by Rubin and Mayer as still possessing value.

perqentage compensation had
Wall Street.
been approved by the stockholders

for

The board
management,

by 12 stockholders of Loew's,

Inc., to

Norma Shearer

keep

Justice Valente held that the di-

Aeeording. to computations of
plalntilTA* counsel, EmU K. EUls,
the lartest repayment will be
made by Mayer, whose' ac-

2^%, and

WB

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
'Nancy Drew, Trouble Shooter,' hit
the cameras yesterday (Monday),

first of eight features slated to
start on the Warner lot in the next
four weeks.
among the execusplit
Three more, 'Confessions of a Nazi
tives, will have to be restored by Spy,' 'Each Dawn I Die' and 'Student
them and the Thalberg estate to Nurse,' roll Jan. 30. 'Old Maid,'
Loew's, Inc., as settlement, with in- 'BatUe of the City Hall' and 'Blind
terest,, of a claim of, the Thalberg
Spof are scheduled for Feb. 13 and
estate against the corporatio;i.
an untitled Secret Service yam for
The court pointed out that im-. Feb. 20.
proper accounting of the 1934 items
of loss were not due to wilful intent
but to a mistake of law by the comLoew's $9,024,934
pany.

to

Metro

Thalbere,

Eight in Prod, at

Ellis'

holders.
'As, to relatively

minor respects

in

While abroad Miss Darrieux made

associate producer for Selznick-InMrs. Hulburd, the forternational.

time of his death.
When Hulburd resigned his post
with Goldwyn at a salary reputed to
have been $1,250 per week, he surat the

'

,

pelrfleld.'

Mr. and Mrs. Bartholomew said
they attempted to have the adoption
set aside after the aunt filed an action to nullify an agreement" concerning the boy's earnings.
with the Saturday Evening Post in
Under this agreement, 80% was to
order to get away from the nervous
have been held for Freddie, 10%
strain of Hollywood, The mag job is
for two minor sisters and 10% for
said to have paid $300 a week.
the parents.
Several weeks ago David O. SelzThe aunt was named guardi
nick induced Hulburd .to resign from
the boy Nov. 21, 1938.
the publication and 'return to Hollywood. In the late fall, before, leaving for the Coast he had submitted
Butler Off 'Maker'
to a major operation. His health had
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
seemed to be improving when he left
David Butler, currently piloting
for Florida and he exnert/>(l to re'East Side of Heaven' at Universal,
sume his film career shortly.
Hulburd was bom in Philadelphia, called off his assignment as director
the son of David W. Hulburd, a law of the forthcoming Charles R. Rogyer.
He graduated from the Uni ers picture, 'The Star Maker,' at
versity of Pennsylvania in 1923 and Paramount.
joined the Saturday Evening Post in
'East Side' will hot be finished in
1925. In 1032 he became story editor time, owing to delays in script
for Paramount and three years later
joined Goldwyn and produced 'Dods
SUE CAaOL TUHNS A&ENT
worth,' 'The Hurricane,' 'Dead End,'
'Ciome and Get It,' 'We Three' and
Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
'Stella DaUas.'
Sue Carol, former silent film acSurvived by a son and two broth tress, will enter agency business.
ers, David, an editor of Time mag,
Actress has filed incorporation paand Lieut, Jack Hulburd, a naval pers for a Hollywood percenlery

a film, 'Katia,' which has already prised the industry and his friends
been trade-shown in the U. S. It by saying he "was returning to Philawas made in French only, because delphia to resume his editorial job
of the star's Universal contract
I feel sure that none of our execa
tives would desire to retain any

money they had received through
mistake of law.'
Joseph M. Proskauer, ex- judge of
the Appellate Division, and J. Alviri
.Van Bergh, represented the corpora,
tion and the five defendants in the
trial.

Emil K. Ellis, plaintiffs' counsel,
indicated the Loew's corporation
would probably reimburse him and
his associate counsel for their efforts
in having restored to the company's

treasury, the amoimts directed by
the court, stating, 'The court will al
to the attorneys who represented
stockholders in this action, com.
pensation based on their services, to
be determined by the applications
Which will be made at the court's

low

direction.'

which court has found that I and
Unofficial estimates as to extent of
four other executives were inad- this compensation run anywhere
vertently overpaid in 1934 and 1937, from 25% to 33 1/3%.
aviator.
.

leged that 'Aunt Myllicent kidnapped' the boy and brought him to
after arranging, without
the Bartholomews' knowledge, for
him to act in the picture 'David Cop-

mer Jean Thompson, was with him America

capitalized at $25,000.
,
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AGENTS FIGHT LICENSING
Now

More Indies Look to Withdraw

From

B£K Suit;

Resolves

Itself

Into Essaness the No. 1 Plaintiff
Chicago, Jan. 24.
Unraveling of the case of the Alindependent exhibitors against
Balaban & Katz and the major distributors looms as a near -future possibility. This follows the pull-out of
two important plaintiff exhibitors
from the suit and it is understood

Hold That Smile

lied

several

that

originally

more

on the

exhibs,

inside

firing line against

BStK and the exchanges, are ready-

withdraw their complaints.
Several factors have come to the

ing to

front to bring about this change, of
heart in the indie exhibitors. Most
important is the proposed legislation,
both locally and nationally, against
producers affiliated with exhibition,
and the two Federal lawsuits pend-

ing against circuits in Chicago and
In the east.
Indie exhibs here feel that the
Federal action will take care of all
the exhibitor complaints here, and
thus eliminate the necessity of the

exhibs coming up with the
considerable cash that it will take to
push the Allied suit through to a
It is reported that the bulk
finish.
of the exhibitors in the Allied suit
have neglected to contribute their

local

attorneys' fees and it is likely that
many of them will continue to hold
,

coming through with such re-

off

muneration.
appears
It

now

that

Essaness,

largest and most influential circuit
in the Allied ranks, will emerge as
the prime backer of the Allied indie
suit against ^laban & Katz and the

Essaness has been the
of
denunciator
vehement
double features, and is rabidly opposed to the continuance of twin
Essaness and BStK have
bills.
locked in the northern nabes on
triple features, with the B&K Belmont and the Essaness Northcenter
trying to outdo each other in the
amount of bargain entertainment offered the public. From the way the
other exhibs are dropping out of the
case, indications are that Essaness
will wind up paying the big share
of the freight, making it almost primarily an Essaness vs. B&K suit.
And finally, the straw that Is
cracking a number of exhibs in the
suit, is
the indication that both
B&K and the distributors will
make good their intention to insist
that the exhibitors bring their books
Into court to prove, by financial
statements, just how much the socalled unfair tactics are injuring
them. These exhibs are unwilling
to open their books in court, for
distributors.

most

Hollywood, Jan.

U SET NEW DEALS

WITH PENNER, FIELDS
Hollywood, Jan.

24.

Joe Penner has signed a new contract with RKO. He cleaned up his
old five-pibture deal with 'Doodle
Kicks Off.'
Universal has signed W. C. Fields
lor another picture, with Lester
Cowan in on the deal as producer.
Comic this week finished 'You Can't
Cheat an Honest Man,' with start on
his next expected in early April.

Be Drawn

may

smile for hours
wrinkling their com-;
with a new type of
makeup devised by Joe Valen-

Gals
without

cameraman,

tine,

Into Scrap

VETO ARBITERS

Jack

and

Pierce, facial architect, at Universal.
New makeup, built on a
grease base, is lighter than the

a^d eliminates permanent
creases caused by smiles.

old,

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Film and radio agents have decided to fight licensing plan of the
Screen Actors Guild unless drastic
concessions are made in the proposed
franchise setup.
mass meeting of
Coast bookers has been scheduled
by the Artists Managers Guild for.
Monday (30) to discuss the situation.
Tops in the
admit that nego-

A

M-G SLASHING

When
A

—

plexions,

AMG

between 'the two groups have
been harmonious but claim there is
still a wide difference of opinion as
to how the licensing pact should be
drafted. Biggest hitch is on limitation of contracts and revocation of
an agent's license.-' Arbitration plan
calling for outsiders to decide any
"dispute that might result in an agent
losing his license was promptly
HoUjrwood, Jan, 24.
vetoed by the SAG.
Metro shorts department for 1939AMG leaders claim revocation
40 is in for a heavy reduction. Our
Gang comedies are to be dropped, clause .as proposed by the actors
along with, more than 20 one and would amount to seizure of an
two-reelers. Last year's program of agent's business without due process
105 pictures wiU be whittled to about of law. The AMG, while refusing to
discuss the situation in advance of its
80.
Four series are definitely assured meeting, is known to be counting on
the support of the State Labor Comof remaining the Pete Smith Spemission, which must finally pass on
cialties, the Carey Wilson Miniaany license before an agent can do
tures, the Robert Benchley comebusiness.
Passing
Nesbitt
dies and the John"
While the SAG first proposed to
Parade. Plans call for dropping sevlimit all contracts between agents
eral other series, including a nimiand their clients to one year, the
ber of musicals. Under the new sysactors have shown a dispositvdn to
tem, sljorts will be sold separately,
on their own merits, and not tied to increase this to two or three years.
With a tentative agreement near on
features.

Duals, with Vaudevile,

At the Loop

Negotiators Can't See Eye to
Eye on Limit of Player
Deal, Contract Revocation
Basis N. Y, Agents May

24,

aiid

Where

Breen Standoff

Studio recently lost a decision
over 'Zaza,' making it 50-50.

HOW THE LACK
OF A DAILY

iNDiynHim

—

this issue, the biggest' remaining
item in dispute is the revocation

HURT

TAX APPEAL; $16,000
Sacramento, Jan.

ZaSu

Pitts,

film

24.
actress, filed an

appeal with the U.S.

circtiit

court in

San Francisco, Jan. 18 from a decision of the Board of Tax Appeals
in which she was assessed $16,000 for
alleged income tax delinquency for

1933.

set forth her own earnings in
$74,265, her husband's as
$1,600, and said in 1933 up to the
divorce she earned $20,600 and that

She

1932

as

her husband had no net earnings.
The Go.vernment contended all her
earnings constituted separate property and were taxable to her that
they did not have the status of community property because she wa- not
living with her husband.
The board in its decision held that
'the evidence clearly indicates both
parties had come to the parting of

—

the ways.'

In the event an open fight develops, eastern agents are expected to
be drawn into the battle as Actors
Equity would be lined up in support
of the SAG. Because of their active
interest
in
supporting American
Federation of Radio Artists in its
tilt
with the advertising agencies
over a contract covering commercial
network broadcasting, the actors
have been unwilling to bring the
situation to a'

showdown.

Hint at Coarf Appeal

The

SAG

agreement
is

is

still

anticipated.

however,

indicates

that an

near and that no fight

Tops among agents,

they will never willingly accept conditions offered. Several who only recently aligned with
the AMG, intimated they would appeal to the United States courts before sui'rendering the right to operate bvisinesses in which they claim
to have invested thousands of dolinsist

B.O.

mal and have been

off ever since
newspapers ceased publication in this
city of about 100,000 about three
months ago, because of trouble with

The town's
the Newspaper Guild.
first daily resumed Monday (23).
Although exhibitors have used
handbills, radio time and all other
means of ballyhooing product, continued absence of newspaper publications cut into grosses so badly in
the last 45 days, that the take is reported to be 40-50% below normal.
Exhibitors claim that the experience
has convinced them that newspaper
advertising is 75-90% of the efr
fective bally they can secure on
films.

VALLEE WITH HENIE
IN 20-FOX 'WINTER'
Hollywood, Jan,

24,

Rudy Vallee returns to pictures to
join Sonja Henie and Don 'Ameche
as one of the leads In 'When Winter
Comes,' starting next month at 20thFox.
Irving Berlin Is doing five songs
for the picture, screenplayed by
Harry Tugend from a story by
George Bradshaw. Director 1b William Seiter.
S. S, Van Dine has been signed by
20th-Fox to write a whodunit on
skates for Sonja Henie.
Follows her current 'When Winter Comes.'

MUGG'S POLITICO POST
Frjink

Scnlly's

Berth—Carey

Mc-

Willlams Gets Calif Appointment

lars.

Possibility of another studio labor
war over union jurisdiction hinges
on decision to be hdflded down the
last of this week by Harold V. Smith,

Coast head of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees,
Crafts actively involved include the
studio laborers, carpenters, plasterers

and machinists.
Smith, before checking out for lA
executive meeting in Miami, conferred with international representatives of various unions and J, W.
Buzzell, executive secretary of the
Central Labor Council, who stepped
into the picture in the role of me-

Sacramento, Jan.

a balanced biU that balanced the
budget. At present, the general run
of houses are running an unbalanced
bargain lineup and endeavoring to
right their budgets.
But the trend to bigger and more
extravagant bargains continues. The
newest is the decision of Jones, Linick
Schaefer to shunt the big
downtown vaudfilm Oriental Into' a
double feature film policy along with
vaudeville. New setup starts on Fri-

&

24,

Par

Hollywood, Jan.
^

24.

Eight scripters finished their writchores
at
Paramount and

ing

checked out of the studio.

They were Malcolm S. Boylan,
Monte Brice, Jerry Cady, Lloyd Cor^igan, Laura and Sam Perelman,
Sam Perrin, Frank Ryan and Robert
xost.

with 'Smashing the Spy

&

^

will meet this bargain move on the
part of J. L.
S. by shifting either
"
or both the Apollo and Garrick into
a regular twin bill policy so as to
offset the twin-billing of pictures at
the Oriental.
Mounilngr Costs
Exhibitors around the midwest are
rushing out for aspirin as they watch
the steadily climbing cost of operation due to the great surge of bargain policies in ,thls territory, and
they do not know just what to do to
meet the situation.
They have gone Into double features; they are giving away dishes
and other Items running up to 10c
and 12c value; they are cutting
prices; they are even being shunted
Into triple, features In many situations.
And the end is not yet in

&

sight

from

all Indications:

Loop spots' which looked free of
double billing now appear readying
for a. spree of twin-billing of firstrun flickers, and there doesn't appear to be any way to spot the steady
drive to that conclusion,"
It has become a matter of seating
capacity In practically eyery instance. Houses which can do large
gross trade manage tq show profits,
while the small seaters are finding It
a herculean task to stick on the right
side of the ledger under the added
weight of new bargains.
The customers Indicate their full
boxofflce approval of the bargain
,

policies. They openly squawk at the
twin pictUtes, but w:hen it conies to
buying amusement, the customer al-

tral

Eight Scribs Leave

(27)

Ring' (Col) and 'Mysterious Miss X'
(Rep) on screen.
Oriental has found the going soinewhat tougher, at the boxofflce during the past few weeks since Balaban
Katz reopened the State-^Lake
with vaudfilm, using eight acts at
40c top. J. L, 8c S. has made the
town conscious of vaude and admission bargains, and this latest step Is
a new move giving extra amusement value to the customers.
It is considered likely that B.
K.

Frank Scully, Hollywood author ways buys doubles.
Predictions are that the giveaway
and ex-VARiiiTY mugg, who wrote
Governor .Olson's biography for use will be the first Item that will be
in his campaign, has landed the ap- lopped off by the exhibitors when
Evidence is
pointment as deputy California State the trerV explodes.
Director of Institutions. . Post pays growing daily that the premium
stimulant has worn itself out in most
$5,000 a year,
Richard C. Olson, son and private sectors and that the exhibitors have
secretary to the governor, said Scully reached the end of their rope in exwould be assistant to Dr. Aaron J, pensive and costly Items for gifts.
Rosanoff, noted psychiatrist. Young The cheaper items are absolutely of
Olson described Scully as a 'deep no boxofflce value, and the costlier
scholar and a very social-minded handouts make it impossible for the
house to break into a profit.
person.'
Carey
McWilliams,
Hollywood
writer and attorney this weekAfifirm Mary Pickford's
end was appointed by Governor Ol-

Generally reported that
Smith will bring his group into CenLabor Council If Buzzell is suc- son as chief of the state Division of
cessful in ironing out disputes among Immigration and Housing, He sucRoach's 2-Wk. Layoff
American Federation of Labor crafts. ceeds A, E. Montieth, Los Angeles,
Studio Utility Employees Local who held office under the Merriam
Hollywood, Jan. 24,
724, carpenters, and machinists have administration.
McWilliams is described in the
Economy wave at the Hal Roach already appealed to the National LaThe SUE is formal announcement of his appointstudio caused a two-week layoff for bor Relations Board,
all workers not directly connected asking for certification as bargaining ment as attorney for a number of
with 'Captain Fury,' now in produc- representative for the laborers, while motion picture unions in Los An
the carpenters and machinists are geles, and legal representative of
tion.
Among the payless vacationists are charging the produce! s and lA with the Los Angeles unit of the Amer
Jack Jevne and Charles Martin, coercion and intimidation ty forc- lean Newspaper Guild, He is also
the author of several biographies.
(Continued on pagP 21)
writers.
diator.

AU Wmd Up

ment rather than promotion, exploitatldn and showmanship are becoming the order of the new day of show
biz and the theatre men are beginning to wonder where the halt will
be called.
Just a f6w years ago,
the theatres were doing well with a
single feature and a few shorts for

day

Grosses at picture theatres in
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., are far below nor-

clause.

ZASU PITTS' NOVEL

It'D

Chicago, Jan, 24,
Supercollosal values in entertain-

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Paramount won a skirmish
with the Hays office over a love
scene in 'Cafe Society,* whichJoe Breen thought was too hot.
Scene remains as is.

SHORTS; SELL

Wonders

Oriental; Chi

tiations

1932 and part of 1933.
She contended the board erred in
failing to find that the earnings of
several reasons.
There is doubt that the books will a wife living separate from her husshow the exhibs taking the losses band (for the purpose of obtaining a
claimed by them.
EspecialUy, the divorce on grounds of desertion) redoubt exists" that the books will mained community property until a
show any losses for such years as final divorce decree.
Records of the case show that the
1936 and 1937. when the double features, the clearance system "and the actress was married to Thomas S.
other so-called abuses were as much Gallery in 1920, that she filed a suit
for divorce Jan. 14, 1932, obtained
in evidence as they are today.
an interlocutory decree April 26,
1932, and won a final decree May 2,

RKO,

GUILD DRAFT

IN

It s

25G Judgment

in Cal.

Sacramento, Jan.

24.

The California supreme court in
San Francisco affirmed a $25,000
judgment granted Mary Pickford,
Inc.,
and Mary Pickford against
Bayly Bros,, Inc., for money invested
by the actress in a Los Angeles real
estate subdivision.

Miss Pickford charged that sales
of shares in the subdivision were
fraudulently promoted.
-

PICTURES

VARIETY

UA'S SPECIAL SALES

Metro Talent Exec Details Co. s

Method of Training for

New

But

H wood;

As qn outgrowth of its method of
working in close cooperation with
individual exhibitors and circuit
heads In merchandising pictures for
maximum boxoffice possibilities.
United Artists has organized a new
sales

4-

methods for seeking out newfaces lor the screen have become
necessary with talent divisions ol
major companies in the east during
the last few years. With, talent having dwindled markedly for the past
five years or more, the stage can't
be depended on for new thespians.
'Consequently major companies talent executives in the east are grooming young people,' states Al Altman,

On

a Bicycle
Hollywood, Jan.

Double

'Consent'

PROMOTION DIVISION

Faces of Grave Concern

New

Wednesday, January 25, I939

promotion department

Pur-

pose of the setup, which will function under Monroe Greenthal, head
of the
exploitation department.
Is ie provide special aid to theatres
playing
pictures on advertising
and exploitation, and to iict as a
liaison between the circuit heads
and the
sales department, heads:
Harry Crold and Jack Schlaifer, east

UA

24.

look like pushovers to Raymond Hatton, who is
playing a triple-header at two
bills

studios.

Route covers 'I'm from Misand 'Federal Oifense' at
Paramount tq "The Lone Ranger

souri'

UA

UA

and west
continues in a
liaison capacity between the adver-

Greenthal

also

Returns' at Republic.
Metro's eastern talent executive,
tising-publicity department headed
'when they possess personality and
by Lynn Farnol, and the
sales
photogenic appearance by helping
department. When the latter, for inPrincipal
giving
and
by
into
shows,
them get
stance, decides a picture should be
them cooperation in preparation for
ipltchandised along certain angles,
some eventual success on the screen.
Appeal; 12 Indie Pii
Greenthal works out the campaigns.
'I do not say that any person we
Specific goal
is aiming at calls
single out is assured of a chance in
Involved
in the Suit for a concentrated ^effort, through
a legitimate stage production, but
the sales promotion department, to
at least we will try our best to see
obtain holdovers or extended runs
Principal Film Exchanges, Inc.,
that he or she receives a break.
of the company's high-percentage
Legit producers seem glad to try yesterday (Tuesday) in the Appel- picture engagements.
out our discoveries.'
late Division of th^ N. Y. supreme
An- illustration of this, Altman court won a reversal of an order of
pointed out, is Marcy "Westcott, op- the lower court which last Novemeratic ingenue discovered in Chicago ber temporarily enjoined it from
and persuaded to come to New York. continuing to distribute 12 indeIntroduction of her to Marc Con- pendent action pictures made by innolly and Bel,a Blau got her into dependent producers -on the Coast.
'Two Bouquets,' according to" Alt- The plaintiffs in the action, Superior
man. Ndw she is a lead in 'Boys Talking Pictures and Stage & Screen
From Syracuse,' under George Ab- Productions, Inc., claim exclusive
In both shows she
bott's direction.
right to the -pictures.
has the advantage of skilful hanIn reversing the lower court, the
dling, and learning at first hand full
Appellate
Division held that 'a temaudience reaction to her work and
porary injunction pending the outpersonalty.'
Altman summarizes outstanding come of a suit for a permanent stay
Washington, Jan. 24.'
players tested by Metro since 1928 should not have been granted, nor
Dissatisfaction with the self-reguto Illustrate how badly the Broadway should a receiver have been apstage had. slipped as a talent source. pointed.' The higher court set Jan, lation plan proposed by major distributors, as a means of ending
recall doing tests of Phillip 30 for trial of the action.
'I
bickering over leases, was reflected
Merivale, Walter O'Keefe, Dorothy
last week by directors of Allied
Stickney (then in 'Front Page'),
States Association, disgruntled group
Irene Delroy (at that time in the
IN
of independent exhibitors.
Further
'Follies') and Melvyn Douglas in a
negotiations were ordered, although
single month back in the 1928-30 era.
the board voted to continue seeking
Wealth of Potential*
relief from alleged oppressive pracanother month teists were
'In
tices through the courts and from
turned out of Henry Hull, Brian
Dearth of strong first-run foreign Congress.
Donlevy, Ada May Weeks and Pegfey product is held responsible for shutOutcome of the two-day huddle
Woods, then playing in 'Candida'; tering of two arty-foreign language
with W. R. Rodgers, chairman of the
Alice' Boulden, a torch, singer re- theatres in New York City last week.
garded as the Ethel Merm&n of her The Squire (Consolidated) on Eighth majors' cofnmittee, and Gradwell
day; Spencer Tracy,- Mary Lewis, avenue, and the 55th St. Cinema, the Sears was approval of a report that
concessions are unacceptable
operatic artist; Mary Ellis, Betty latter a pioneer foreign film, were th^
and fall far short of Allied's desires.
Com'pton, now Mrs. Janies J. Walk- the casualties.
Chief sauawk was about the arbiIn still aner, and Basil Sydney.
Continental, on Broadway and 52d
other month in those lively days of< street, which has struggled along tration machinery, with the indies
feeling
the distributors' plan is
legit
productions, Violet Kemble with sundry foreign product at inCooper, Margaret Wycherly, Ethel tervals for the last two years or so, wholly disappointing and the tentative outline incomplete in both prinBarrymore, Harriet Hilliard, Gus is swinging into burlesque.
ciples and details.
Shy, Frank Morgan (tested with
In contrast to these closings, both
'The draft in its present form does
Peggy AUenby), LoU Holtz, Charles
the Filmarte and Waldorf are faring not, in the opinion of your commitBickford,
Roland Young, Gladys
well with foreign first-runs. Latter tee, meet the requirement of the
SWarthout and Grace Moore went
house, on 50th street near Sixth ave- resolution adopted at Chicago (Nov.
before the testing cameras for Metro
nue, since taken over by the same 3) that it obtain from the distribuin New York.
group running World Pictures, has tors their complete plan, including
'There are 12 carefully selected
used both first-run foreign pictures aribtration,' the directorate 'was told.
I>eople on Metro's list at the present
as well as unusual subsequent run 'The draft being incomplete in the
time receiving individual coaching
product suitable for this location.
particulars mentioned' above, the
from experienced local mentors. All
Committee does not feel that it can
pay their own way. But as soon as

UA

Ikt

and

Legal

Bill

Latest development In legal circles of the Industry relative
to
ground work for any consent decree in the Federal anti-trust case
ia
that film attorneys believe the wording of the plaintiff's petition
in the
BUit Is too abstract to be Used as basis for a satisfactory decree
(from
the picture business' standpoint). While indicating willingness to
agree
on certain phases of a consent decree, lawyers envision any such decree
as so heavily tied in with other unsatisfactory stipulations that a
common ground apparently could not be reached.
Currently, the anti-trust suit now hinges on what action the court
takes on the defendants' plea for a bill of particulars.
In the meantime, while sentiment sways first in favor of a satisfactory
consent decree and then definitely against any such move, the cost to
the picture business continues to grow. One of the lesser major com^
panies alone has 14 attorneys now at work on the case. Another larger
company has established a complete legal division just to handle this
luit

and

all anti-trust litigation.

It required nearly two and a half years for the Government to develop material in the suit including heavy outlay for trips by Federal
men and attorneys, and now the film companies must go over virtually
the same ground In order to show the industry's side of the* story.

Wins On

UA

ALUED SCORES

.

BldERlNGiN

THEPKBIZ

3 FOREIGN

ARHS

N.Y. FOLD

OR SWITCH

-

.

they appear ready, these aspirants
will be .helped in' stage productions
when an opening occurs. This tutoring is not school work but individual coaching where Voices and body
movement receive especial attention.
'M-G-M- thinks aspiring players
should get professional work as soon
And that audiences
es possible.
should be the medium for correcting
flaws in their work, and also that
theatre patrons will let the individ-

recommend

that

it

be

either

ac-

•

ual

know what

is

necessary to rem-

edy in the most cledr-cut way. Our
idea is to get behind neophytes with
promise and see that their morale
stays high while they are going
through the mill;
'We also help them get into radio,
night clubs and shorts. In our tests,
too, occasionally we use them to
•feed' more experienced thespians so
that the camera conscious attitude
will be eliminated. The eastern office is inglined to believe that actual
experience is far more fruitful than

Brice Out of

MG

cepted or rejected.'

Pix

But Held for Ra£o

sist in trying to get a concrete draft
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Latest contract checkup at Metro which can be the basis for taking a
Fanny
Brice
shows
erased from the definite stand, but said a report must
player list but still on the payroll be presented by March 1.
In another resolution, the group
under the studio's deal with General
Foods to keep the comedienne in reaffirmed its support for the Neely
anti-block booking bill again pendthe Good News airshbw. Others off
ing in Congress and requested aid
the player list are Reginald Garof 20th Century-Fox and Chase Nadiner, AUyn Joslyn and Kenneth
tional Banl^in breaking the hold of
Stevens.
Warner Bros, on first-run pictures in
Newcomers on the Metro player Philadelphia.
roster are Ina Claire, Mary Beth
The directors instructed their
Hughes, Laraine Johnson and' June legislative committee
to do every
Preisser. Ernst Lubitch, Tod Brown- thing
required to prosecute 'vigor^
ing and Leslie Fenton have been ously and relentlessly'
a campaign
added to the director list.
for both Federal and

Stoki's Disney Chores

takes care of Injuveniles and young leadthis,

Hollywood, Jan.

genues,
ing men and women.
'But where are new

24.

Maestro Leopold Stokowski has
Disney
character signed a contract with Walt
to direct and record eight semipeople coming from? When there
classical numbers for a cartoon feaare so few long-run successful plays
ture
based on a Disney short,
today, it means this opportunity to
Stoki had
'Sorcerer's Apprentice.'
be a successful character in legit is previously recorded one number for
almost wiped out. Nor is radio prothe short.
acthis
of
supplying
type
ductive in
Stokowski's pact with Disney will
tor to any appreciable degree,'
run for 18 months, and recording for
the feature will be done in Phila'kahska* lined up
delphia by a special symphony orchestra under Stokowski's direction
Hollywood, Jap. 24.
Metro is filming 'Katinka' as the Deems Taylor, composer and critic,
next/ co-starrer for Jean6tte Mac- will act as technical adviser and
narrator on the picture.
Oonald and Nelson Eddy.
.

Elks

Than PK-Fmik
By Joe

h Pays Better

Laurie, Jr.
Coolacres, Jan.

21

Dear Joe:
Well, Aggie

me

once again and everything Is hunkydory.
She is her sweet sarcastic self and it sort of gives a different atmosphere
to oui home. You know, Joe, nothing hurts your friends more than to try
and figure out how you and your wife are perfectly happy. Me and Aggie
have had plenty of arguments in the past and are gonna; have some in the
future but when you come to think of it, we all have arguments with
friends and even perfect strangers, so why not have arguments with your
wife who is almost as good as a friend? Sometimes I win the arguments
and sometimes Aggie does, but what's the difference, we don't keep scorel
I know Aggie don't like me to drink and that's what made her sore at me,
but like I told her an exhibitor these days has got to drink once in awhile
that's the only time I think I'm running good pictures.
Well, anyway,
I signed the pledge. Which shows you a guy will do anything when he'a
is

talking to

—

drinking.

Last week I put on the Elks' Annual Show in my theatre and the place
was packed. You know last year I gave them the house for free, but |
didn't have any overhead then as I owed for everything, so this time |
just charged them for actual overhead expenses, which only gave me ^
slight profit.

Aggie said

it

pays to run Elks instead of pictures.

We

had a pretty good entertainment considering it was all yokel talent
of the people were rehearsing their acts for nearly a year. Can you.
imagine anyone rehearsing a year to be bad? They listen to the comics oA
the air and imitate them. They got their routines word for word. One\
guy did Jack Benny, another guy did Bob Hope and one guy sang like Al
Jolson, he thought. They weren't so very bad considerihg they did it for
nothing. They were all paid-up Elks and we just had to let them go on.
They all had a lot of fun; you know it don't take much for people to have

Some

—

^just give 'em a chance to make a fool out of themselves in public^
and they're tickled to death. At least when an actor does it he gets paid,

fun

sometimes.

by last week's Variety that there's a shortage of acts for vaude^
10-week route punctured with months of layoffs won't bring out
ville.
the good acts from hiding. Aggie sez it looks like they're bringing baclf
vaudeville, in an ambulance. I think they're bringing it back because It'i
a World's Fair Year. I won't be a, bit surprised if some guy shov« up.
selling those folding combination coat and trouser hangers. . .and the flower
you put in your button hole that squirts water. In fact Aggie and me,
the first thing we talked about, when we started talking, was about getting
a concession at the Fair in New York or Frisco. You know me and Aggii
worked carneys for a few years and know the racket and all the angles,
"We cati leave the theatre here in the hands of Vic while we're gone. I was,
even thinking of making him a partner, but he's too nice a kid for XhaX,.
You know it gets a little tiresome for me and Aggie in a^mall town lik«'
this. .especially in our business where we must look at pictures ever:^
day. So it would be a nice change for us to be with crowds and see some
people in a hurry for a change. If you hear of anything in the line of f
good concession let me know. I think .1 can get my friend the banker
here to. bankroll us; it won't cost him much for an excuse to go to Nevf
York.
We sure were very sorry to hear about our old pal, Walter C. Kelly,
going 'Upstairs.' If there ever was a blue-blood of vaudeville Walter Kelly
was it. His act was one of the few cameos of vaudeville and besides being
a great performer he was a swell pal, a. combination that makes the best
obituary. And now, all that fiow of fun and all that fount of humor ii
stopped. 'Court's Adjourned' for our pal, the 'Judge'... So long, SEZ
I see

A

,

.

Your

pal,

Le/fy.

in the presidency.
Fire
Hierman Blum, of Baltimore, was re-,
elected treasurer, while Charles H.
Lynchburg, Va., Jan. 24.
Olive, of Washington, was named
Brookneal»
Fire
destroyed the
secretary, and P. J. 'Wood, of Cinonly film house at Brookneal, Va.,
cinnati, was chosen recording secreestiof

Fall

tary.

River,

Abram

$25,000 Theatre

F.

Myers, former Fed-

eral Trade Commissioner, was reelected general counsel and chair-

Sunday (22), causing damage
mated at $25,000. House had been
built a year and seated 300.

Dr. E. E. Branscome, of Stuart, th*
man. The board comprises W. A.
state laws
owner, said one of the two projecbreak up the alleged Steffes, Sidney Samuelson, Martin J. tors might be salvaged.
monopolies and give the desired re- Smith, Myers, Yamins and Cole.
lief
from the major distributors.
RKO Yorktown's Damage
Specifically told the wire-pullers to
Auer Duals 'Parade'
try and line u^ support for the
Seriously menaced by a threeNeely measure.
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
alarm fire which started in the buildOn the Philadelphia situation, a
John H. Auer gets the dual job of ing, of which it is a part, but esresolution requested 20th Century- producing and directing Republic's caping with comparatively Ksht damFox and Chase, as the controlling 'The Hit Parade of 1939,' starring age, the RKO Yorktown, on uPt>S*'
interests in National Theatres Corp., Phil Regan.
Broadway was in hopes ol reopen-

which

'schools.'.

'However,

Approving this report, which said
Allied'has been told the majors 'have
gone as far as they will go,' the
board directed the Committee to per-

Aggie Thinks Lefty Oughta Rnn More

^yill

to 'give earnest consideration to the
Work starts as soon as Auer ing last night (Tues.) after repairs!
advisability of leasing said theatre to finishes 'Flight at Midnight.'
during the day. The fire occurred
an independent exhibitor when the
late Monday night (23) and caused
present lease (with WB) expires to
heavy damage to the rest of the
break the monopoly in first run thea'UAMtOCE' NIXED IN OHIO building but did not get into the
tres which Warner Bros, now have
Columbus, Jan. 24.
theatre, diamage there being mostly
in Philadelphia.'
Following an additional review of from water, broken doors and a batIn addition to' a chowder party 'Professor Mdmlock,' Russe pic, at tered lobby.
celebrating the organization's 10th request of film men and others, the
Yorktown, on the upper west side,
birthday, the directors elected new Ohio censor board has permanently is- operated by
as a doubleofficers, picking Col. H. A. Cole, of banned the picture in Ohio.
feature grind on a weekly-change
Dallas, to succeed Nathan Yamins,
It previously was rejected.
basis.

RKO
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28 STATES

VARIETY

WORRY SHOW BIZ
DaOy Raps Lawmakers OaUey Chiz

Legal Spur to Self-Reg
Fear of blocking-booking and other measures, including further legisproducer-exhibitor divorcement, during the present
the meeting of legislatures in the various states
bielleved .will speed the rewriting' of si trade practices
this winter, it is

TO TRUE

lative moves seeking
session of Congress, and

draft The slant that suitable machinery for self-regulation of distributor
and exhibitor relations would no doubt have the effect of stalling oft adverse legislation augments the opinion that a ti'ade practices program
might take the sting out of the U. S. anti-trust suit.
The distributors' last trade practice proposals, in the hope, of lessening
the danger of the Government action, were coolly received. Now with
the Aeld wide open for attack from legislators in Washington, as well as
state legislatures, tiie demand for an early understanding betweeix distribs
and exhibs is doubling.
While* exhibitors believe that the distribs would like to stall a trade
practice program until the 1939-40 product starts to sell, on the other haiid,
distribs may not want to gamble against the danger of
it is believed the
the Neely bill, additional divorcement attempts and other legislation. The
Neely bill is expected to be pushed hard for signature and early subsequent
enforcement.
Start Rewriting It Soon
Attorneys for the film distributors may begin meeting within a week or
10 days to start rewriting the initial trade practices "draft, which was rejected in whole or part by 10 leading exhibitor organizations, to conform
to demands made in some cases merely in language employed, in others
modification or elimination.' There is still the possibility that additional
clauses may be added, though riot expected that the desire of Allied States
Ass'n., most radical of the exhibitor groups, for such things, as curtailed
expansion of theatres, elimination of blind selling and other points will be
yrritten into the new agreement.
foipartial consideration of the first draft prepared by distribs and their
attorneys was that too many Ibopholqs for the distribs. were carefully provided by the language used and the conditions laid down. Fewer 'ifs' and
•buts' are likely to go into the new agreement^ if there is to be any hope
of early signing by both sides and revision of sales contracts to conform
to the provisions of the pact.
S. R. Kent, chairman of the distrib committee, is at piresent in Florida.
William F. Rodgers, general sales manager of Metro, who has been more
active than other members of the committee on negotiations and has acted
as its spokesman, is also in Florida, but is expected back within a week,
it probably will not be necessary for Kent to be here as attorneys get to
work on a new trade practices concordat, but he will be kept informed
of progress and contacted for any necessary advice.
The other members of the committee are Ned E. Depitiet, now, on the
Coast, but due back shortly; Grad Sears, of Warner Bros., and Abe Montague (Columbia), now in New York.

from police authorities.
offers to donate
part of receipts to charity, and
couple of arrests have already been
»ade, with, others threatened if film
sites persist in trying to circumvent
law.
In nearby Ambridge,- Pa., Donn
opposition

!

WB

Wermuth,
manager there, was
nabbed for Sunday exhibition and

New

fined $50.
In
Kensington, Pa.,
15 miles from here, police stopped

Sunday showings at Warner site and
indie spot operated by Bart Dattola.
JNo arrests were
made there, but
managers were
be
told
they'd
pinched next time.
In both cominunities,

referendum

Sunday

on

shows .was defeated.
'

Pittsburgh

nave

apparently
prospective charges

authorities

dropped

against local

managers for staging
Year's Eve midnight shows in
Violation of Blue Laws.
Police reports are made
on all houses openjng for special
show but no action
*W3 so far been taken,
despite wide
.Church protests,
and likely that
whole matter will be dropped.

«ew

Nudie Pic Raided
New

Orleans, Jan. 24.

Police Friday (20) raided the

Ace

weatre here and arrested the manJoseph D; Starr, 29, for showan obscene motion picture. The

«ger,

nim, police said,
was 'Body
showuig a nudist colony,
^^^^^'^ confiscated
tare

1UCKY' ON

and
the

Soul,'

pic-

WAY

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
starring Robert
•J^yior. arid
Myrna Loy, got under
^y-onthsjietro-lot,
'

Xucky

Night.'

JJorman'Tatooif

h directing.

•

state legislatures out

go into session
laws aimed at the picture

methods.
Theatre divorcement, chain store
legislation and various forms of sales
and state income taxes predominate
in new measures brought up. New
York state leads the procession with
proposals to extend the freedom of
the press to stage, radio and cinema,
two operators in a booth, sale of
theatre tickets under state control,
to
regulate billboard advertising
(three bills) and, in New York City
alone, ^require attendants for rest
rooms in theatres when 'children are
admitted without adults; excise tax
to pay loans for low rental housing,
these to.be placed on theatre sales,
outdoor advertising, cigarets, etc.
New Jersey has a measure proposing a luxury tax to include amusements and a 3% tax on retail busi-

Reported in N. Y. Localr
Anti-Basson Faction

Local 306, Moving Picture Machine
Operators of
York, the. strongest projectionist local in the country,

New

new

New

Mexico has come up with
a ban on bank nights in a bill alness.

'

ready introduced.
Oklahoma, Kansas, Maine and Arkansas have chain store or circuit
legislation proposed, with industry
concerned in the former only, when
includes circuits as a chain establishment or is likely to include
theatres
subsequently under this
it

statute.

negotiating committee for 306,

Nebraska, besides a measure for
theatre divorcement including a fine
of $10,000 for violations, plans a sales;
tax, an amusement tax, a license fee
for exchanges at $1,000 per, a $1 per

while also contributing to the present strife is said to be a feeling
among members that the union is
being dominated too much by the
lATSE. In many instances in the
past the union has gone to the lA for
advice, in connection with strikes
and the like, the influence of the lA
always
having
been
important.
Basson is a closed friend of George
E. Browne, president of the lA.

reel tax, an anti-ASCAP bill
state regulation of pictures.

and

Missouri would censor pictures and
advertising, put two operators in a.
projection booth, extend its 2% sales
tax to December and revise the income tax law. New Hampshire has
Under Basson,. however, the union a bill to legalize Beano, with profits
has made great strides and today has split between promoters and the govits members in more booths than ernment, and a plan to extend pariever before in history. It was Bas- mutuel betting.
Screen advertising would be taxed
son, also, who effected the merger
North Carolina.
Ohio plans
of Allied and since then has been in
attempting an absorption of Empire amending the censorship rules so as
State Operators which is confined to curb the power of the censor
board to reject pictures because of
mostly to booths in Brooklyn,
the political content. Besides a chain
store tax, Oklahoma has a resolution
Theatre Reorg asking Congress to enact the PatOld
man bill imposing a tax on interstate chain operations. State also has
Passes Final Legal
a wage-hour measure up for conFinish to the old Roxy Theatres
sideration that would be more severe
Corp. occurred yesterday (Tuesday)
than the Federal one in force.
when N. Y. Federal Judge Francis G.
Sales Taxes
Caffey discharged Howard S. CullThough
small state in point of
man as trustee, winding up a re- population.aNorth
Dakota solons proorganization and the formation of a
pose a
admission tax, a luxury
new company after litigation lasting tax on 10%
theatre tickets, reenactment
since 1932.
The reorg plan was
of the 2% sales tax* which would
passed some time ago after the
include theatre admissions, 5c. on
establishment of the present Roxy
tickets from J5c. to 50c., and 2c, more
Theatre, Inc. Cullman had requested
on admissions over 50c.
he be discharged as trustee shortly
Thus far, only the ordinance introfollowing the okay of the plan, exduced
in Philadelphia has attracted
plaining that all liabilities had been
attention in Pennsylvania. The plan
met under the arrangements of the
to increase 2% sales tax including
plan and with the approval of the
film rentals to 3% was passed, but
court.
vetoed by the mayor, and the veto
The trustee in his final report had
upheld.
South Dakota would
announced that $535,492 had been was
cut
the sales tax to 2%%. A sales
expended' in fees and cash disburseis planned in South Carolina.
ments since Cullman's regime as tax
Texas is seeking coin for old age
trustee, and* that" he surrendered his
(Continued on page 12)
duties with a zero balance.

Roxy
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ANYWAY

industry, taxiing the business additional fees or affecting the industry
in some way, feature new legislation introduced in 28. states. Many
states have old-age pension proposals
coming up and state solons are seeking new means of raising funds to
meet their cost.' Initial digest of
some pension proposals, a liberal dispensation of money is a salient feature, which. naturally makes legislators search for new money-raising

306 FACTIONS

a

filled.'

With about 40

is

They've no-diced

this year,

TAXES,

reported being shaken by internal
grief, with one faction at odds with
Joseph D. Basson, president, and his
supporters.
Basson was voted into
the local as president several years
ago after the lATSE withdrew HarPittsburgh, Jan. 24.
Recent efforts of film houses to get lan Holmden, the lA v.p. who had
gone in to straighten out the troubled
•round Sunday blue laws in comaffairs of the union.
munities where voters have vetoed
Anti-Basson faction is reported
seven-day week is meeting with stiff
making demands for the election of

SUNDAY PK

of 48 scheduled to

the following editorial from the Oklahoma City "Times:
'Legislators are no more entitled to receive free tickets to the theatres than the theatre men are entitled to receive exemption from the
state income tax or the. autoniobile driver's license fee. Yet, some sort
of bill aimed at putting the screws on the theatres—to frighten them
into giving free passes to the lawmakers ^hits the legislative deck of
every general assembly with as much regularity as Little Orphan
Annie smarts her way out of one harrowing episode into another.
'This time it is Senator Nat Taylor of Strong City who offers a measure providing a fine of $100 to $500 when a theatre sells tickets after
all seats are filled. The ostensible purpose of the bill is to prevent the
theatre from compelling a cash customer to stand up for a few minutes after he has paid for a seat. It is about as sensible as a law requiring a city bus and street car to close the doors and quit niaking
corner stops after all seats are taken; or a law forbidding the growing
of cotton this year when there is enough cotton in warehouses now to
last the world nearly two years; or a law prohibiting parents from
bringing children into the world after all seats at the famUy table are

ulations

,
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strife

Oklahoma City, Jan. 24.
expression of the way local newspapers feel about state legislators' pass-grabbing and introduction of theatre bills in early, days of
sessions, allegedly solely for pass-procuring purposes, is revealed in

But It All Adds Up to an
Extra (Potential) Boff at
the B.O. Of the 40 State
Legislatures in Session, 28
Have Laws Touching on
Theatres, Receipts or Reg-

—
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--'

I
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D. S. Reported Probing J. P. Nick s

Tax Returns; More St
St. Louis,

Jan. 24.

Indictments.

L

Quizzing

Bass explained that the

With Federal authorities reported depositions will be taken because his
be delving into tax returns made client, Nick, who is at liberty on a
by John P. Nick, international v.-p. $25,000 bond and confined to his
of an attack of
of lATSE, indicted Friday (13) with home because
Edward M. Brady, state legislator, on arthritis, will not be given a prean extortion charge, Sigmtmd M. liminary hearing on the charge.
to

Bass

is

preparing to take depositions

Bass'

move

will reveal the identity

from the witnesses who appeared be- of the 18 witnesses, many of whom
fore the Grand Jury that voted the are said to be theatre owners, 'who
during a secret investigation
of the G. .J. While thosfe who appeared before the G. J, could not be

testified

FENYVESSYS'
SCHDiDEAL

made

to state in depositions

what

they told there, Bass said they could
be required to give information without stating that they appeared before
the G. J. or that this was the nature
of their testimony before that body.

The taking of depositions also will
enable the defense to learn some of
the facts upon which the State obtained the indictments.
Through Bass, Nick made a general denial of the charge, asserting,
'I am absolutely innocent, I've never
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 24.
taken a nickel from a soul, I don't
Sale of four R6chester nabes to
see how they can do this,' Brady,
Schines by Fenyvessys, all but com- after a five-day search by the local
pleted in the last week, has cooled. constabulary that extended to Hot
Newest possibility is that Comerford Springs, Ark., surrendered Wednesor
will take them over. Simi- day (18) to cops after he perfected
After the sureties
lar deals have blown hot' and cold a $25,000 bond.
for two years. Catch is that Albert were found to be acceptable to the
Fenyvessy, Sr., 83, founder of the Circuit Attorney's office Brady was
Police
Headquarters,
enterprise and now in Florida, wants t£iken. to
To all
to sell, but his four sons, Chester, mugged and finger printed.
John, Paul and Albert, Jr., who run queries about the charge the legislator said, 'I have absolutely nothing
the houses, want to hang on.
Fenyvessy, who recently gave up to say.' After a short confab with
leases on the Family and Strand, Chief of Detectives John J. Carroll,
operates the Madison, Monroe and Brady was released to resume his
West End, and leases the Capitol legislative duties at Jefferson City.
.

RKO

downtown to Comerfords, and the
Liberty, nabe, to Schines. The five
theatres are valued around $500,000.

Arthur M. Lyday, international
representative of the film operators

through Massachusetts and Vermont.

ness

and stage hands union, is in town to
RKO, Comerford and Paramount conduct an investigation Into the afnow combined here in operation of fairs of Local No. 143. He said he
five downtown houses.
If deal goes came in response to a request made
through it wiU be first try at nalje about three weeks ago by Nick. A
report in circulation by members
operation.
that Lyday had arrived to take
charge of the union was characterBenton Adds Another
ized by him as 'not being exactly
Granville, N. Y., Jan. 24.
right.'
Union members have been
William
E.
Benton,
Saratoga notified to appear for individual inSprings, added another theatre to terviews with Lyday at the headhis list with opening of the Ritz here quarters this week.
Benton is president of
Jan. 21.
In a written statement issued by
Benton-Schine Corp. which operates Lyday he said he would make his rethe State, Mechanicville; Capitol, at port of his findings to George E.
Ballston Spa; Capitol, at White- Browne, international prez of lATSE.
hall, and now the Ritz here.
He Lyday's arrival here followed a short
formerly had theatres in Glens meeting Tuesday (17) of the operators' union, the first held since Nick
Falls and Cohoes.
Mr. Benton says he plans further and Brady were indicted. Clyde E.
Weston, appointed by Nick as busiexpansion of his theatre holdings

Va. Exhibs Meet in D. C.
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Virginia will hold its annual convention in Washington at the Shoreham hotel, Feb. 6, instead of at
Richmond or Virginia Beach. Session will last two days,

manager of the union, adjourned the meeting after announcing that Browne, who was skedded
to appear, failed to put in an appearance. Weston expressed the opinion
that Browne's arrival had been delayed by the storms that swept the
Mississippi Valley during the first
part of the week.

The penalty in this state for extorwhich in legal terminology is

tion,

Virginia exhibitors conclave is one known as third-degree robbery, is
of most widely attended of state asr punishable, on conviction, of Im(Continued on page 17)
sociations.
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25)—'Blondie'

'James Haul in

(Col) and 'Dr. Meade'
(Col). House opener nice at $2,400.
Linooln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 1025-35)—'Topper' (UA) and 'Swing,
Sister'
(U).
SweU $3,500. Last
week, 'Stand Up*
(M-G), okay

L A. Big

Crosby-Canova, $16,000, 'Record'
2 Spots;

,

Tyg

Strong

Wow $20,000

'Jesse

$3,200.

PhiDy; Bernie-'Record'

Stuart (LTC-Oooper) (1,900; 10-25Yanked after
(Par).

Key

$4,800.

Los Angeles, Jan.

up

35)—'Angels' (WB) (2d week). Good
$2,700. First week swell, $4,600.

24.

Broadway Grosses

at State

and Chinese and headed for combined $38,000 on stanza. Bing Cros-

Honeymoon/

by's 'Paris

City Grosses

Snowy

Canova on

stage,

for fairly profitable v/eek.
Warner houses not strong with
'Off the Record,' and Orpheum just
so-so,
RKO and Pantages holding
over 'Son of Frankenstein,' former
for five days and latter for four,
with second stanza okay. 'Pygmalion'
continues strong at the Four Star,
where now in fifth big week.
Estimates for This Week

Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;
30-40-55-75)—'Jesse James' (20th).
Another mopup in sight with big
Last week 'Trade
$16,500; holds.
Winds' (UA) and 'Thanks for Every-

POWER-VAUDE

(WB) and

Island'

Devil's

Sister' (U), nice $4,000.
Bialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Dawn
Patrol' (WB), after a week at each
;he Denver and Aladdin, and 'Nancy
Last
Drew' (WB). Good $2,000.
.

GOOD

Detroit, Jan. 24.

coupled with vaude
at the Fox, is headed for town's top
coin currently. Ballyed nicely with
teaser ads, etc. Rest of town pretty
'Jessie James,'

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-5565)—'Off Record' (WB) and 'Thor-

Boston, Jan. 24.

'Cowboy and Lady,' on double bill
Orpheum (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35- at Orpheum and State, head the field,
40)—'Lawless Valley' (RKO) and
'Son of Frankenstein' and 'Dawn
'Comet Over Broadway' (WB), dual Patrol,' h. o.'s, are not drawing big
and vaudeville. First time house coin in their second stanzas.
has had a first run in three or four
Estimates for This Week
it isn't

helping

much

as

30-40-55)—
and 'Next Time
I Marry*
(RKO), dual (2d. wk).
Wound up (23) with house dark
throughout day (24) for premiere of
'Gunga Din* (RKO) Tuesday night.
After that on regular run. Holdover
good for $3,100 in three days. First
(2,812;

week just fair $7,600.
Paramount (Par) (3,595;

30-40-55)
(Par) and stage

Boston

(RKO)

(3,200;

20-30-40)^

(U) and 'Last Express'
(U), dual, plus vaude, for three days,
and 'Secrets Nvurse' (U), and 'Marry'
(RKO), dual (2d run), for four days.
Will tally $8,000, or better, okay.
Last week, 'Flight Fame' (Col) and
'Lawless Valley' (RKO), with vaude,
for three days, and 'Miss Manton'
(RKO), and 'Road Demon' (20th) (2d
run), dual, four days, satisfactory
$7 800
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-55)
—'Devil's Island' (WB) and 'Off Rec
'Exposed'

— Paris Honeymoon'
show. Combo of Bing Crosby on
screen and stage unit headed by ord '(WB). Fair $6,000. Last week,
Judy Canova heading for fair $16,000 'Honeymoon' (Par) and 'Bengal'
and holds. Last week 'Crooked Mile' (Rep), medium $6,200.
(Par) and Rudy Vallee on stage
Keith Memorial (RKO)
25
(2,907;

got good $18,000.

35-40-55)—'Frankenstein'
(U) and
(2,872; 30-40-55)— 'Frank^n
'Exciting Night' (U) (2d wk). Hold
(U) and 'Next Time Marry' over for five days, around so-so
$8,
dual (2d wk.). Four-day 500, First week, good
$18,500, 'Great
second stanza bringing $4,500. First
Man Votes' (RKO) and 'Lady Van-

(UA) and 'Thanks Every-

Winds*

thing' (20th), okay $12,500.
United Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 30

•40-55)-"Trade Winds'
(UA) and
'Thanks Every thingV (20th), dual.
Just ordinary $4,100 on moveover,
Last week 'Kentucky' (2dth) with
•Ferdinand, Bull' (Disney) very good
$5,300.

WUshlre (F-WC)

(2,296; 30-40-55

66)^'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Ferdinand'
(Disney),
wk).
dual
(2d
Strong on holdover week, with
$5,500 in sight. First week of con
tinued

first

run, spiffy $9,000.

ishes' (20th)

open tomorrow (Wed,).

And H.

0. in Denver
Denver, Jan.

24.

Biz here is good,
'Beachcomber* is mooping up at
will stick for second

Denham and

(M&P)

(4,367); 25-35-

40-55)—'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and
'Nancy Drew' (WB) (2d wk). Aiming at pallid $12,000.- First week,

—

Liberty, Lincoln, Reopens;

week.
Estimates for This Week
Al&ddin
(Fox)
25-40)—
(1,400;
*Kentuclcy' (20th). after

two weeks

'Blondie'

Dual

OK

$2,400

Lincoln, Jan. 24.

at

With the re-lighting of the Libthe Denver, Will h.o. here also, geterty, one more house is back on the
ting eood $4,500. Last week, 'Dawn
row; Orpheum rejoins the unshut-

(WB) (2d wk). after a week
at the Denver, »»ood $3,500.
Broadway (Fox) (1.100; 25-40)—
Patrol'

'Stand Ud* (M-G) and 'Peck's Bad
Boy' (RKO), both after a week at

the

Omheum.

Nice $3,000.
Last
(M-G), strong
a week at Ornheum.

week. 'Sweethearts'
$4,000. after

Denham
—

(Cockrill) (1,750; 25-3540) 'Beachcomber* (Psr). Laughton
drawing fine $8,300 and holds. Last
week, 'Zaza' (Par), good enough
$7,200 in nine days,

Liberty
tered in mid-February.
opening (20) found the house on dual
feature plan with 'Blondie' and
'Strange C^se of Dr. Meade.' Penny
Singleton, Arthur Lake (Hollywood)
'

and

Sarney

Oldfield,

newspaper

chinned back and forth about
series on long distance
phone opening night for an added atcritic,

'Blondie'

traction.

Rest of the town is so-so. Varsity
took cue from fancy first week and
held 'Angels' a second seven days.
25-35-50)— Stuart yanked 'Zaza' after four days.
Thanks for Everything' (20th) and
Estimates ior This Week
Bowes' unit. Fine $11,500. Last week,
Colonial (NTI-Noble-Monroe) (750;
TCentucky' (20th), good $10,000 in
10-15)—'Pioneer Trail' (Col) and 'Insecond week.
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600: 25-35-40) visible Menace' (WB), split with

Denver (Fox)

(2,525;

Man Votes' (RKO) and 'Girl
Downstairs' (M-G). Fair $7,000. Last
week. 'Stand Up' (M-G) and 'Peck's
Bad Boy' (RKO), good $10,400.
Paramoant (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
•Going Places' (FN) and 'Sharpshooters' (20th), Nice $4,000. Last week.
—'Great

Strand (Fourth Avenue)
15-30-40)-'Kentiiclcy'
(20th)
week).

(20th)

Wonder

(1,400;

and

downtown
along main

(5th

pic

drag. Breaks run record of 'Sunnyside Up' by two days, set eight years
ago. 'Kentucky' in final week should

gather oke $4,800.

Last v^eek tallied

fine $4,700.

Horror Good

'Missing Witnesses' (WB) and 'California Frontier' (Col). Okay at $900.

Last week, 'Canyon' (Mono) and
'Daredevil Drivers' (WB), split with
'Rhythm Saddle' (Rep) and 'Blondes

Work' (WB). okay $1,000.
Liberty (NTI-Noble) (1,000; 10-20-

Boyd (WB)
'Zaza'

(Par)

(2,350;

(2d

37-57-68-75)-^
Suffering

wk).

from bad word-of-mduth, which

is

causing one of the steepest seconds
week descents here in a long time.
Down to $8,000 after doing just twice
that in the curtain-raiser,
'Idiot's
Delight' (M-G) comes in tomorrow
(Wed.).
Earle (WB) (2,758; 26-37-42-57-68)
Off Record' (WB) and vaude, Ben
Bernie and Mary Small on the
boards. Will get okay $21,000. Last
week, 'Pacific Liner' (RKO) with
Will Osborne and Phil Regan in per-

—

Of

Pitt

So-So

—

ator

Thursday

(26) for the h.o.

Duke-llifoman

(WB)

(1,870;

37-42-57-68)—

OK

isn't

strength.

'Dawn

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)
likely to develop, while
amateurs, at Stanley with —'Jesse James' (20th), Only thing
that's really holding up the town,
'Duke of West Point' and always going great guns at better than $20,-'
highly satisfactory here, aren't pack- 000. Good for at least another week
ing the old. punch and sliding to a and a half and can go two more if
these- horses hold out, as 'Gunga Din'
mediocre session.
Fulton picking up somewhat with doesn't have to ring in until Feb. 3.
Last week, 'Honeymoon' (Par), was
'Pacific Liner' and 'Peck's Bad Boy
almost as bad as 'Jesse' is good at
at the Circus,'

ner

Hefty 7G; All
L'vifle B.O.S

Keith's

showing any •Woman Again' (Col) (2d run). Repeating its first run grief with low
Patrol'
Last week, 'Sweethearts'
$3,900.
got away big at Penn, but it's fading (M-G) (2d run), nice $5,100 after two
and hoped-for second week at War- weeks and five days at the Boyd,
Elsewhere, biz

particular

Isn't

Bowels'

first twinner in several weeks that looks as if it might
Louisville, Jan. 24.
stick the seven-day distance.
Film houses are perking currently
Estimates for This Week
and opposish is at a minimum.
big ^,500.
Alvin (Harris)
25-35-50)—
.fi^heum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40- Weather is decidedly favorable, on •Frankenstein* (U).(1,850;
Horror vogue
SSJl^'Cowboy and Lady' (UA) and the cool side and no rainfall or obviously swinging back into big faProduct seems to be only
Getting about snow.
'Spy Ring' (Col).
vor
here
again.
Expected
$11,500
sur$20,000. good. Last week (2d), 'Shin- so-so, but b.o. trade holding up
isn't to be sneezed at under existing
ing Hour'
(M-G) and 'Dramatic prisingly well at all downtown spots. conditions and represents real dough.
'Duke of West Point' and 'That
School' (M-G), dandy $15,000.
Last week 'Woman Again' (Col) and
Paramount (M&P) (1.797; 25-35-40- Woman Again,' at Loew's State, are 'Chan' (20th), way off at $4,800.
55)—'Devil's Island' (WB) and 'Off pulling hefty biz, despite lack of
Falton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)
standout marquee names.
'Son of
Record* (WB). Fairly good $8,000.
Frankenstein,' at the Rialto on a "Pacific Liner' (RKO) and 'Peck's
Last week, 'Honeymoon' (Par) and
Getting a little
dual,- and 'Off the Record,' at Mary Bad Boy' (RKO).
'Bengal* (Rep) (2d run), $8,000.
likewise
maintaining attention on strength of marquee
Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40- Anderson,
names and will be first attraction in
50) 'Honeymoon' (Par), and 'Storm healthy pace established over weekseveral,
weeks
to
.the distance.
last
end.
Around
Bengal' (Rep) (3d run).
'Kentucky,' at Strand, is still in Nothing to write home about at
Last week, 'Young
.^5,500. medium.
but it's considerably better
(UA) and 'Going Places' the groove in fifth downtown week. $2,800,
Heart'
Last week 'Ex'Birth of a Baby,' set for full week at than recent takes.
(WB) (2d run), okay $6,800.
citing Night' and 1 Am Criminal'
State (Loew) (3,600: 25-35-40-55) the Ohio, is pulling the femmes.
(Mono), yanked after five days to
Estimates for This Week
—'Cowboy and Lady' (UA) and 'Spy
depressing
$1,700.Very good $17,500.
Ring' (Col).
Brown (Loew's (Fourth Avenue)
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300;25-35-50)
Last week (2d), 'Shining Hour' (M- (1,500; 15-30-40)—'Stand Up' (M-G)
G) and 'Dramatic School' (M-G), and 'Spring Madness' (M-G). Moved 'Dawn Patrol' (WB). Getting some
pleasing $12,000.
here after profitable week at Loew's dough but not matching flicker's potency
elsewhere. Likely to wind up
State; managing fair $2,300.
Last
week, 'Honeymoon' (Par) and 'New somewhere in the nabe of $14,500.

Metropolitan

"

Laugbton Winning $8,300

$7,200.

•Down Farm'

stage, tepid $16,000.

EKO

(RKO),

$9,200, good.
State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-5575)—'Jesse .James' (20th). Another
big week being registered with $21,
500 and holds.
Last week 'Trade

Strong $7,000 indicated. Last week
•Zaza' (Par) and 'Chan* (20th), okay

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-65)—'Honeymoon' (Par) plus
Should grab
'Off Record' (WB).
about $12,000, fair. Last week okay
son, fair $18,900.
$14,200 for 'Zaza' (Par) and 'Girl
Fox: (WB> (2,423; 37-57-68-75)^
Downstairs' (M-G), dual.
'Frankenstein' (U). Expected to click
Palms-State (United Detroit)
big after nifty results of the recent
30-40-50)—'Zaza' (Par) (2d
horror cycle, this Is apparently just a
.(3,000;
little too late tp catch the crest.
run) and 'Long Shot' (GN). Former
Oke, but not thrilling, at $15,000, Last
opus moved here from Michigan, and
week. 'Woman Again' (Col), poor
headed for mild $5,000. Last session
Pittsburgh. Jan. 24,
'They Made Me a Criminal'
$9,500.
'Fate'
(M-G)
and
poor $4,500 for
improving
are
Although
takings
(WB), due Friday.
'Stand Accused' (Par).
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)
United Artists (United Detroit) slightly, looks like another In-and'Artists and Models'
(Par) (2d
(2,000; 30-40-65)—'Stand Up' (M-G). outer generally, with 'Son of FrankPaced for light $6,000. Last week enstein'
out-and-out
sock. run). Floppo in first run, it's same
only
here with only $3,000. Last weelq
(3d) about $6,000, okay for 'SweetChiller's shooting Alvin to best gross
;Wesl Point* (UA) (2d run), weak
hearts' (M-G), following sessions of
In several months and moves to Sen- $3,300.
$18,000 and $11,000.

stein'

week

Elalta (Fourth Avenue) (3.000; 1530-40)—'Son Frankenstein' (U) and
Off to a strong
'I Marry' (RKO).
start and should hold up well.

ll^aG, but Rest

oughbreds' (Rep), dual. Not much
interest, and $5,000 likely. Last week
•King Underworld' (WB) and 'Freshman Year' (U), bettered $6,000.

Pantaees (Pan)

drama on

Philadelphia, Jan, 24.
and sub-freezing

streets

have Pbilly patrons carefully
choosing their pix, or sticking close
to the fireside altogether.
Only
product showing strength is 'Jesse
James,' which is super-socko, and
'Topper Takes a Trip,' Practically
everything else is n. g.
'Jesse,' at the Stanley, is set to better $20,000. It can have three weeks
at the house if the draught holds up
as nothing is inked in until 'Gunga
Din' on Feb. 3. 'Topper' is in its
second lap at the Aldine and will get
another without trouble on the basis
of its current $11,000.
'Son of Frankenstein,' at the Pox;
is somewhat disappointing in view
of what the dual of its father and
'Dracula' did here recently.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57*68-75)-^
'Topper' (UA) (2d wk). Traveling
along nicely at $11,000 for a second
sesh after sockeroo $16,000 in the
opener. Set for one more week,
.

$37,500,

2 HUB SPOTS

tory $5,600.

weeks, but

Total Gross Same Week
$1,598,100
Last Tear. . . ,
(Based on 24 cities, 162 theatres)

(Mono) and "You Me' (Par), mild

COWBOY' DUAL

•Frankenstein' (U)

including

N.Y.)

$900.

week, 'Trade Winds' (UA), after a
week at each the Denver artd Alad- quiet.
Estimates for This Week
din, and 'Last Warning* (U), average
$1,800.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—
'Secrets
Nurse'
(U) plus 'Down
thing' (20th), okay $10,200.
Farm' (20th).
Figures for about
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55okay.
Last session okay
65)—'Off Record' (WB) and 'Fight$3,900,
$3,800 for 'Kentucky' (20th) (2d run)
ing Thoroughbreds'
(Rep),- dual.
(2d wk.), coupled with 'Spy Ring'
Looks like weak $5,000. Last week
(Col), following nice week of $5,400
'King of Uhderworld' (WB) and
with 'Mr. Moto' (20th),
coupled
'Freshman Year' (U), picked up for
$7,400.
Fox (bidie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—
Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)
'Jesse James' (20th) with stage show.
—'Pygmalion* (MG) (5th week).
Ballyed nicely and headed for smash
Looks like another $5,200, after
$30,000. Last week, 'Woman Again'
fourth week brought highly satisfac(Col) with 'Gang. Busters' radio

$7,200 attests.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$1,586,900
{Eased on 26 cities, 180 thea-

SOCK30&DEr.

'Swing,

OK $21,

blasts

tres, chiejly first runs,

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$285,800
(Based on 12 theatres)
Total Gross Same Week
$377,4M
Last Year
(Based on 12 theatres).

Judy
heading Paramount
•witl>

Freezmg

40)—'Zaza'

'Jesse
four days and slim $2,300.
James' (20th) in for 10 days. Last
week, 'Kentucky' (20th), excellent

Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25-

'Jesse James* cleaning

in

$10,000.

Stanton

(WB)

(1,457;

26-46-57^-

Ambush' (Par). Oke at $5,000. Lasjk
week, 'King of Underworld' (WB),
satisfactory $5,400.

•

'Hardys,' $7,500,

Tops

In Mont'l; 'Kentucky'
Montreal, Jan.

76
24.

-

Two standouts currently, with Palace looking to cop lead with 'Out
West with Hardys' at around $7,500.
Capitol also running okay for $7.000 with 'Kentucky.'
'Beachcomber,' at Princess, still
going strong.
Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1,600; 55$2.75 plus tax). 'Pins and Needles.'
Legit. Pointing toward good $10,000,
Last week 'Gaby Morlay in Bernstein plays, grossed nice $6,500.
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)-That's a reasonably profitable figure. 'Hardys' (M-G).
Pacing for very
York Sleeps' (20th), tepid $1,200.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)— Last week 'Stand Up' (M-G), a major nice $7,500. Last week (3) 'Sweethearts' (M-G), good $4,500.
'Around Corner' (20th) and 'Thanks disappointment at $12,000.
25-45-55)^
Capitol
(CT)
(2,700;
Senator
(Harris)
25-35-50)
(1,800;
Memory' (Par), split with 'Service
De Luxe' (U) and 'Man Remember' —'Kentucky' (20th) (2d wk.). Not 'Kentucky' (20th). Should get good
Last week 'Dawn Patrol
(U). Pretty fair $1,500. Last week much chance of bettering $2,700; $7,000.
'Men Wings' (Par) and 'Miss Man- film had previously played to sock (WB) good $8,500.
week at Alvin. Last week Blue
ton* (RKO), tame $1,300.
Loew's. (CT) (2,800; 25-34-40)— 'In
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15- Grass epic fell just short of $4,000, French'
(Par) and vaude. May
30-40)—'West
gross $6,000, fair. Last week 'Spring
Point'
(UA) and good,
'Woman Again' (Col), Both ends of
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)— Madonna' (M-G) and vaude, in red
this dualler coming in for important 'West Point' (UA) and Bowes' ama- at $5,000.
attention at b.o.
May cop robust teurs. Indications that tyros have
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—
$7,000. Last week 'Stand Up' (M-G) about worn out their b.o. magic here.. 'Beachcomber'
(Par) and 'Drumand 'Madness' (M-G),. good $8,000.
Doesn't look like much better than mond' (Par) (2d wk). Repeat sesMary Anderson (Libson) (1.000; $16,000, n.s.g. Last week bad break sion heading for very good $5,000i
15-30-40)—'Off Record' (WB). Brisk in weather walloped finish of Hal after excellent $9,000, first week.
trade at wicket, which will probably Kemp and 'In French' (Par), UOrpheum <Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)-level off as week progresses.
Po- boating them to indifferent $17,500.
'King Kong' (RKO) and 'Hf.->pened
tent enough to point toward ample
Warner (WB)/^<2,000; 25-40)— One Night' (Col) (tissues). Good
$3,000.
Last week 'Going Places' •Devil's Island' (WB) and 'Annabel' $2,200, Last week (2d), 'West Poinf
(WB), okay $3,300.
(RKO). Former running up unex- (UA) and 'Doodle' (RXO), poor
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Birth pected grosses all over this territory, $1,200.
,
Baby' (Indie). Set for full seven- but it's just slightly better than avCinema de Paris (France-Film)
day stanza at this subsequent-run erage runner for the key spots. Im- (25-50)— 'Prison de Femmes' (2d
house and should pull generous proving Warner somewhat, however, wk). Fair $1,800 in sight, after good
share of femmes who did not catch but $5,000 is only fair. Last week enough $2,200 last week.
20the pic when it showed at the Mary •Memory' (Par) and 'Girl DownSt: Denis (France-Film) (2,300;
Anderson last summer. Will run stairs' (M-G), rolled after six days 34)—'Bamabe* and 'Gosse. de Riche.
close to $1,500, fine.
Last -week, to fair $3,900 in order to get Warner Point to okay $6,000.
Last week
'Stolen Heaven' (Par) and 'Sally, back to its regular Thursday open- 'Lumineres de Paris' and 'Radio
Irene' (20th), split with 'Marines' ing.
Vedette; very good $7,000,

PICTURE GROSSES

Wednesday, January 25, 1939

First

Vaude Hypoes 4 Chi Houses; 'Zaza'

Runs on Broadway

OK

.

POWER SMASH
8G IN TEPID

m

House
Mickey Rooney moniker

United Artists Saturday
slotted the

Both flickers figure
Sweethearts.'
for a profitable trade in these two
low-overhead spots.
Estimates for This

Week

Apollo (B&K) 1,200; (35-55-65-75)
^'Sweethearts' (M-G), Moved here
after three good weeks in the United
Artists and seems capable to tugging
satisfactory $5,000 for this stanza.
Last week 'Kentucky' (20th), fair

BALTO

(Reviewed in Varieiy, Jan. 11)
Criterion
'The Girl Down-

—

(20th-Fox-GB) (6th wk).
Mnsic Hall
'Gunga

—

Din'

(RKO).
(Reviewed in Current Issue)

Paramount
moon' (Par)

—

'Paris

Honey-

(25).

(Reviewed in Variety, Dec.

21)

Bialto—'Pacific Liner' (RKO)
(2d wk).
Rlvoll

— 'Son

(U)

of Frankenstein'

stage doings, headed by Connie Bos
well, to adroitly publicized The
Great Man Votes,' is building stead-

'The Duke of West Point' Is just
CWcsgo (B&K) (4,000: 35-55-75)—
(Par) and Ted Weems' band fair at poew's Century, with rest
on the stage. Plenty of credit must of town equally uneventfuL
Estimates for This Week
be given to Weems for part of the
coin; word-of-mouth on the flicker
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15
Figures for $32,000. okay. 25-35-*40-55)—'West Point' (UA) and
is not hot.
and
Patrol'
(WB)
'Dawn
Last week
stage presentation. Going along at
vaude, started Ijig and then slipped moderate pace to possible $9,000.
Oh lack of femme appeal to wind up Last week 'Stand Up^ (M-G), fairish

—

—

Up

and Fight'

(Reviewed in VAiOETy, Jan. 11)
Criterion— 'Federal Manhunt'
(Par).

Globe—'Devils
Music

Island'

(WB).

— 'Gunga Din'
— 'Paris Honey-

Hall

(2d wk).

'Paramount
moon' (Par) (2d wk).

—
—
—
Strand — 'Wings of the Navy'

Bialto
'Homicide Bureau'
(Col) (31),
Blvoli
'Son of Frankenstein'
(U) (2d wk).
Boxy
'Jesse James' (20th)
(4th wk).

(WB)

(3).

(Reviewed in. Variety, Jan.

18)

MPLS. HAS COLD;

$10,400.

(B&K) (900; 36-55-65-75)
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;
Patrol' (WB). Moved from
'Man Votes'
and will do all right at 15 - 25 - 35 - 40 - 55-66)

<;srrick

—

—'Dawn
Chi

the

Last week 'Woman Again'
neat $5,100.
Oriental (Jones) (3,200; 25-35-40-

$5,000.

(Col),

and
(U)
55)—'Newsboys Home'
vaude. House has' been having a
b.o, difficulty the last couple
of weeks, and next week shifts to a
double-feature pictures plus vaude
policy. Looks for $17,000, okay, cur-

little

Last

rently.

week was a

disappoint-

ment with 'Great Waltz' (M-G) and
vaude at $16,100; fair, but not what
had been expected.
Palace (RKO)' (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
(RKO) and
'Great ^Man Votes'
vaude. "Toniy Martin headlining and
his presence is putting the house
across currently.
Plenty of femme
support shovild pour healthy $20,000
into the coffers.
Last week 'Son
Frankenstein' (U) and vaude, good

—

$20,100.

Boosevelt (B&K) (1,500: 35-55-65Doing nice
hut not great business; will be satisfled with 212,000 for initial session.
Last week 'Thanks for Everything'
(20th), slumped to $10,100.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 25-3540)—'Blondie'
(Col)
and vaude.
House has caught on in great style
with its eight-act policy and is now
garnering profits, even with hefty

(RKO) and

—

'Paris

Honeymoon'

(Par),

mild

$8,300.

INDPLS. BIZ

BEHER;

BEERY-TAYLOR BIG lOG

Indianapolis, Jan. 24.
imposed by B. & K, Fine
currently.
Last week good
Business Is slightly better among
(Par) and the first-runs this week after a' fort-

$13,300 for 'Illegal Traffic'

vaude.
^TTnlted ArUsis

(B&K-UA) (1.700; night of light trade.
35-55-65-75)—'West Hardys' (M-G).
Loew's is the leader, with 'Stand
Opened on Saturday (21) and looks Up and Fight' pulling plenty of pat
cinch for beaucoup gelt on great rep
The Indiana is doing niceof the series. Headed into the high ronage.
coin brackets at indicated $19,000 for ly with 'Son of Frankenstein.' Lyric
initial prance.
Last week 'Sweet- also lands in the black with 'Off the
hearts' (M-G), finished three-weeker
Record' and vaude, headlining Hal
to oke $8,100.
LeRoy.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30-

SHEARER-POWER TOPS
IN

B'KLYN AT

Best biz

is

•e-aza

%\im

is on
Fabian Paramount, with

Week

^3'2'4; 25-35-50)- 'Arizona
w^J"".*.
wildcat' (20th) and
'Mr^Moto' (20th)
Pws Bob Hamilton at organ. Will
Last week
$13,000.
Trl-?"^^

satisfactory $17,000.

25-50)—'Going Places'
and 'Disbarred' (Par). Opened
^23). Last week 'Dawn Pa-

tr^i"'*?,^,

(Col)

(2d

25-35-50)-'Marie An
Single Die will bring
hi ".'/^y ii8.000. Last week 'Sweet-

K«
ttfnl+t

^^^%m^^
oS*iT«J^
"Kay
$16,000.

its

,

to

$76,300

playing to over

first,

The holdover began Friday
is

overcoming

all

(20)

obstacles for

dandy

°'

—

<*'126:
25-35-50)
"^^^ 'Miss X' (Rep).
I

$9,100.

Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30^40)—
Record* (WB) and vaude. Hal
LeRoy on stage shares credit with
Last Week
film for okay $9,000.
'Devil's Island' (WB) and Frankie
Masters orch., was no good at $6,000.

'Off

Last week 'King Un-

and

what

looks like a corking second week of
$61,000 or better. This will be the
biggest holdover week for any picture excepting 'Alexander' and beats
all other pictures on initial weeks
excepting those playing over New
Year or other holidays. Goes into a
third session Friday (27).
'James,' as well as other pictures
with any attracting power, have been
benefited from the School Regent
exams, loafing period for them extending from Thursday (19) through
today (Wed.). They all must hike
back to school tomorrow (Thurs.).'
Best battle against the terrific
draught of 'James' is being put up
by the Strand and State, with the
Capitol and Paramount neck-andneck for third place. 'They Made
Me a Criminal,- coupled with the
Leo Reisman band, is taking the
Strand to $35,000 or bit better, very
good.
Stage show here is not as
expensive as some have been.
On second run at the State, which
has been up and down of late,
'Sweethearts' ns lifting the house to
$28,000 or more, away over average,
aided by Ann Sothern on a personal, plus the Roger Pryor band.
Cap looks no more than about $24,000, with 'Shining Hour,' Joan Crawford's latest, and it scrams tonight

subsequent run showings. Hall opens
Minneapolis, Jan. 24.
'Gunga Din,' which is being strongly
Sub-zero weather over the week
advertised, tomorrow (Thurs.).
its dirty work and helped
Holdovers at the Paramount, Astor,
throttle grosses that are having a
Rivoli and Globe all satisfactory.
hard enough time keeping Jabove The Par closed out three weeks of
water tmder more favorable condi- 'Zaza,' with Benny Goodman, last
tions. A trio of the strongest attrac-night (Tues.), garnering $26,000 on
tions will chalk up fair figures, but the final seven days.
House today
the aggregate takings are likely to be (Wed.) brings in the Bing Crosby
anemic
of
proportions.
gicture,
'Paris Honeymoon,' with
In the Orpheum for only three
rother Bob Crosby on stage.
days. Fibber McGee and his radio
Still varying little from week to
associates, plus 'Disbarred' on the weekf 'Pygmalion' continues stoutly
screen, brought a neat profit to the at the Astor, again looking $13,000
Singer house. 'Paris Honeymoon' is or better. Last week, (its 6th) the
doing somewhat better than imme- gross was $13,100, while the prior
diately preceding Bing Crosby pic- (5th) stanza was $14,400.
ture for the State, while 'A Man to
'Beachcomber,' now in its fifth'
Remember,' in its second week at the (final) lap at the Riv, is holding to
World, continues to click on all cyl- around .$12,000 and would be remaininders.
ing a sixth but for insistence from
Estimates for This Week
Universal that 'Frankenstein,' long
Aster (Par-Singer) (90; 15-25)— held up on first run here, be brought
'Tough Guys' (U) and 'Comet Broad- in Saturday (28). Another that totals
way' (FN), first runs. En route to a very profitable five weeks' run
fair $1,600.
Last week, 'Peck's Boy' Friday night (27) is 'Lady Vanishes'
(RKO) and 'New York Sleeps' at the Globe. On the current session
(20th), first-rate $1,800.
it will get about $7,800 and sticks a
Century (Par-Singer) (1.600; 25- sixth frame. 'Devil's Island' debuts
35-40)
'Dramatic School' (M-G). here Saturday (4).'
Critics found film to liking, but pub'Disbarred,*^ on first run at the
lic response is leaving plenty to de- grind Criterion, is having trouble
sire.
Looks like mild $4,500. Iiast and may not reach a bad $5,000.
week, 'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d wk), 'Pacific Liner' ending its first week
good $5,000 after $12,000 first week at at the Rialto Monday night (23) at a
State.
swell $11,000, is being held a second
Gopher (Par-Singer) (998; 25)— leg.
•My Heart' (UA). Looks like mild
Estimates for This Week
Last week 'Heart of North'
$3,300.
Astor (1,012; 25-40-55-65 )—'Pyg(FN), $4,200, big.
(M-G) (7th week). Remains
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 35- malion'
very
steady, again looking $13,000 or
40-66)-'Disbarred' (Par) and Fibber
over. Last week (6th), $13;100.

end did

—

ed for

$26,000, while second stanza hit
and the first $50,000.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-

$32,500

60-85-99-$1.65)—'Great Man Votes'
(RKO) and stage show. A sorrowful $55,000 will be lucky, despite the
dandy reviews. Last week the story
was a little better but still highly
disappointing. Trade Winds' (UA)
failing to get a response that was
better than $63,000.
'Gunga Din*
(RKO) bows tomorrow (Thurs.), a

probable two-weeker.
25-40-55)—'Pacific
(750;
(RKO)
(2d-flnal
week).
Ground through gratifyingly to
$11,000 on the first week ending Monday night (23) and goes a second.
'Homicide Bureau' (Col) scheduled
Rialto
Liner'

Tuesday

for

(31).

25-55-75-85-99)—
Blvoli
(2,092;
'Beachcomber' (Par) (5th-final week).
Laughton English-made has held to a
firm pace here throughout, its run,
the final (5th) week looking around
$12,000, following a fourth week's
Would retake of over $16,000.
main a sixth semester but for necessity to get 'Frankenstein' (U) rolling, this to open Saturday morning
(28).

Boxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Jesse
James' (20th) and stage show (2d
week).
Sustaining terrific driving
week (2d) looking $61,000
or over, immense, and goes into a
Playing
third week Friday (27).
over 165,000 people on the first
week and against bad weather
breaks, the picture pushed into very
high grossing ground, taking down
This is the biggest second
$76,300.
week for any picture here under the
Dolicy of more than six years excepting 'Ragtime Band,' and beats
all others on first weeks excepting

force, this

to

t

on holidays.

35-55-75)—'SweetState
(3,450:
(Wed.) after just one week, with hearts' (M-G) (2d run) and, on stage,
'Stand Up and Fight' due tomorrow Ann Sothern, plus Roger Pryor band.:
(Thurs.).
Things are humming here this week,
Most disappointing at the ticket gross looking $28,000 or bit better,
windows is 'Great Man Votes,' which very good. Last week, 'Duke West
opened very poorly, received a lit- Point' (UA) (2d run) and vaude laytle of a lift when notices hit the out
including Benny Meroff, Joy
street, but still ends up poorly at $55,
Hodi^es and Stroud Twins, $18,500,
000 or Under for the Music Hall. Pic
weak.
ture has been heavily ballyhooed and
Strand (2,767; 20-40-55-75-85-99)—
may do proportionately better on "They Made Me Criminal' (WB) and

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—

full

.

Kentucky' (20th) and 'Chan' (20th),

'Blondie'
WK), nice
$16,000.

ground through

week,

—

/oeal copper.

(WB) and

picture,
last

;

doing bfetter than expected.
is
doing profitably with
vaude headed by Phil Regan, once
is

wand

fw5\
^B)

down- was

to 'Jesse

'Shining Hour' (M-G). But one week
for this Crawford exhibit at only
week, but could spare only about $24,000, disappointing though
three days.
Did five performances profit. Last week, 'Antoinette' (Mdaily. Will grab $8,000 for the three G), mounted $26,000 but also disapCircle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 25-30'Stand Up' (M-G) opened pointing for this high-cost spectacle.
40)—'Kentucky' (20th) and 'DOwn days.
Monday (23) probably for week or
25-40-55)—'DisCriterion
(1,662
Farm' (20th) (5th wk). Final week longer, and looks
set for fair $6-,500. barred' (Par). Another bad week is
of its run, and is still able to make
Last week, 'Kentucky' (20th), $7,000 n store here, probably not $5,000.
the grade at $3,800^ Unprecedented
in eight days, okay.
week
was
also
Last
this
side of that
run here began at Indiana and
State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-40) figure with 'Drummond' (Par).
moved to Circle. Last week's take
'Honeymoon' (Par). Mixed opin25-40-55)— 'Lady
Globe
(1.274;
was $4,800, okay.
ions regarding this one. Getting mild Vanishes'
(20th.GB)
(5th week).
Indian* (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30- $6,000.
HigUy profitable run is being ex40)— 'Son Frankenstein' (U) and
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)— 'Am tended to six weeks; this week (5th)
'Disbarred'
(Par).. Shocker given Criminal' (Mono). No cast names
$7,800. Fourth week was also $7,800.
plenty of ballyhoo and^ is good at that mean anything^ but title and
25-35-55)—'KenPalace
(1,700;
Last week 'Zaza' (Par) and type of picture fits in nicely here. tucky' (20th) (2d run) and 'Gam$7,000.
'Chan' (20th), poor $4,500.
Fair $700 indicated. Last week, 'Dead bling Ship' (U) .(1st run), doubled.
<L«ew's (Loew's (2,400; 25-30-40)— End' (UA) (reissue) and 'Orphans 'Kentucky' is carrying all of the load
•Stand Up* (M-G) and 'Spring Mad- Street' (Rep), split, $600, light.
here currently for a probable $8,000.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—'An- 'Dawn Patrol' (WB) (2d run) and
Extra national assist
ness' (M-G).
(FN).
First
neighborhood 'Peck's Bad Boy' (RKO) (1st run),
ads helping this one to swell $10,- gels'
Last week 'Cowboy and Lady' showing. Heading for good $2,700. dualed, remained eight days, getting
000.
(UA) and 'Burn O'Connor' (M-G), Last week, 'Great Waltz' (M-G), $3,- $8,500 over that period.

move-over stanza at $2.7(H), follow'
ing good week at Indiana.

Brooklyn, Jan. 24.
at Loew's Metropoli-

Estimates for This

$3J0

40)— 'Swing, Sister' (U) and 'Newsboys' Home' (U). Middling. $3,000, McGee in person. McGee .gets entire
Last week 'Honeymoon' (Par) and credit for draw, which, however, is
'Secrets Nurse' (U), so-so in its imder expectations. Show Was want-

an, where 'Marie Antoinette'
the screen.

HEARTMP

show headed by

Getting good ex?loitation and word of mouth; nice
Last week 'Tough Guys*
11,000.
(U), thanks to p. a. of Roger Pryor
and Ann Sothern, got okay $12,800.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 1525-35-40-55)—'Newsboys Home' (U).
Not catching on at $4,000. Last week.
'Son of Frankenstein' (U), chalked
up strong $8,800 for best doings in
weeks.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35Keeping
55)
'Jesse James' (20th).
them coming in steady fashion for
booming $8,000, big figure here. Last
week, third session of 'Kentucky*
(20th), added faltering $2,700 to pre
vious total of $8,400.
Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40
55)—'In French' (Par). Strictly blah
at little more than $4,500. Last week

75)—'My Heart' (M-G).

rental
$14,000

stage

Connie Boswell.

in

James,' now in its second big week
In
at the Roxy, but most of it is.
the face of unfavorable weather, the

ran into cold over the weekend, but

(28).

(Reviewed in Variety^ Jan. 18)
Boxy 'Jesse James' (20) (3d
Wk).
Strand
'They Made Me a
Criminal' (WB) (2d wk),.
Week of Feb. 2
(M-G)
Astor
'Pygmalion'

(RKO)

Not all of the business
town New York is going

165,000 persons, a lot of customers.

Capitol—'Stand
(M-G) (2d wk).

Baltimore, Jan. 24.
Biz Is at an unexciting level her*,
but 'Jesse James' is showuif the
way in grand style at the New, taxing that house's limited capacity to
doings In many -weeks.
biggest
Combo Hipp, adding well selected

Totes 55G NSG

35G, Crawford 24G,

—

(M-G).
(Reviewed in Vahiety, Dec. 28)
Globe
'The- Lady Vanishes'

stairs'

•Za?a'

WiUi good $34,100.

Fight'

(0th wk).

ily.

$5,000.

Up and

—

(21).

plug,
on the top line in nearly eveiy
though there is no question that the
own
series title is a winner on its
tag.
Rooney
the
strictly
than
rather
Holdovers went into the Garrick
and Apollo, being "Dawn Patrol' and

B way; 'Criminal -Leo Reisman Good

(M-G)

'Pygmalion'

Capitol—'Stand
(M-G) (2d wk).

derworld' (WB) and 'Swing Sister*
Chicago, Jan. 24.
(U), $14,000, unexciting.
flesh houses, are
Strand (2,870; 25-50)—'Drummond'
This as
*v,l ™nnev Spots currently.
(Par) plus vaude headed by Phil
key
six
the
of
four
Regan, Stepin Fetchit. Good. $12,600.
?ot KrisinTas
combination
are
Last week 'Stand Accused' (Par)
bouS in the loop
policy theatres.
and vaude, okay $12,000.
^
, ,
and
Oriental
Palace,
Chicago,
m9ney.
the
in
are
all
State-Lake
is giving
aggregation,
Ted Weems'
the Chiconsiderable aid to 'Zaza'
while Tony Mart n is the boxA* *he
Sic^ item in the Palace. line-up
vaude
general
the
it's
other,
boomer.
bargain that is the biz
the
In the single-b flicker situation
'Out West with the
topper is
the
Hardy's • which got the gun

Sock $61,000 2d Week, Tops

of Jan. 26

(8th wk).

main the

m

—

Astor

Martin

Ups Votes; 20G, 'Hardys Big 19G
In th«

'Jesse,'

{Subject to Change)

Week

Leans on Weems,

VARIETY

Leo Reisman. Not the most expensive show played her6 under pitband policy but comin^g through
.

strongly for $35,000 or above. Croes
a second, week. Last week, second
for 'Going Places* (WB) and Louis

Armstrongj band, plus Bill Robinson,
$21,000, fair after a first week's nab
of nearly $35,000.

13G, 'Zaza' Cold

$6J00 in Omaha
Omaha, Jan,

"24.

'Kentucky' broke fast on the rail
here this ^veek, despite a
northern gale, and Is heading for a
tremendous $13,000 at the Orpheum.
in front

'Zaza' is only so-so and may last
only five days at the Omaha, enabling the house to get back on regular

openings,

which

'Sweethearts,'

with a two-day holdover, tossed
askew.
Estimates for This Week
Avennc - Dundee - Military (Goldberg) (950-810-650; 10-2S)—'Angels'

(WB) and

'Four's

Crowd' (WB), dual,

with 'Giants' (WB), 'Five Kind'
and 'Numbers' (20th).. Good
$2,400.
Last week, 'Men Wings'

split

(20th)

(Par)
and 'Campus Confessions'
(Par), dual, split with
King'
(Par) and 'Vacation Home' (M-G),

H

dual, good $2,300.

Brandela (Smger-RKO) (1,250; 1025-35-40)—'Pacific Liner* (RKO) and
•Girls Probation' (WB). Good $4,300
in sight,
Last week, 'Heart North*

(WB) and 'Broadway Musketeers'
(WB),

$4,600. okay.
(Blank) (2,200;

Omaha

10-25-40)—

(Par) and 'Up River* (20th).
So-so $6,700. Last week, 'Stand Up*
(M-G) and 'Storm Bengal' (Rep),

'Zaza'

$9,500, excellent.

Orpheum (Blank) (3,000* 10-25-40)
—'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Down Farm'
(20th).
Smash' $13,000. Last week,
•Thanks Memory' (Par) and 'Spring
Madness' (M-G)* $9,500. excellent.
Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)
—'Flight Fame' (Col), 'California
Frontier'
first-runs,
(Col),
and
'Giants'
(WB). tripler, split with
'Tombstone' (RKO), 'Four's Crowd*
000, big.
Paramount (3,664; 25-36-55-85-99) (WB) and 'Angels' (WB).
Good
World (Steffes) (350; 25-35-40-55)
^'Paris Honeymoon' (Par) and Bob $1,800.
Last week, 'Frontiersman*
—'Man Remember' (RKO) (2d wk). Crosby band. Opens here today (Par), 'Convicted' (Col) and 'Last
Prospering as result of critics and (Wed.), following three weeks of Expres.s' ..(U), tripler, first-run, split
customers' raves and heavy advertis- 'Zaza' (Par) and Benny Croodman with 'BufTaloas Roam' (Mono), 'Secing campaitjn. Big $3,000 in sight. which was not sensational but very retary' (U), fins t- runs and 'Breakln?
satisfactorily profitable. Final week Ice' (RKO), tripler, good $1,800.
Last week, $3,200, big.

—

PICTURE GROSSES

VARIETY

10

Weather R^ht, Biz Wrong

Power Big 8G

in Frisco;

House
winner.
turned on the bally heat and pic
is responding for big results.
Mayfair took a second stanza of
'Stand Up and Fight' as a successful fqllow-up to a four-week run of

Strongest thing at the box
so-so.
office this week is 'Zaza,' which is

stage.

Biz at the

Orpheum

is

slipping

where it was before 'You
It With You.' House has

Drew' (WB). Due for good $3,000.
Last week, 'Crooked Mile' (Par) and
'Annabel' (RKO) four days, with
'New York Sleeps' (20th) and 'Sharp
Shooters' (20th), three days, bit under at $2,400.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—
'Zaza' (Par). Pretty poor $3,000 in
Last week, 'Going Places'
sight.
(WB), dead stuff at $2,700.
Plaza (Stan) (750; 25-35-40)—"Kentucky' (20th). Brought back to probable $1,500, so-so. Last week, 'Dawn

burg's

heavy

'Stand Up*

to

Week

Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-3540)—'Heart North' (FN) and 'Swing,
Sister' (U); Fair $4,700. Last week

Can't Take

bills, this

Paramount

JAMES' SMASH
IN CINCY

$22,000

strong $9,000.

Paramonnt (F-WC> (2,740; 85-55(Par) and 'Disbarred'

75)—'Zaza'

possible being
done by Paramount theatre here to
put some fire into new version of
that oldie, 'Zaza,' but only fair $13,000 in sight. Last week (2d) 'Going Places' (WB) and 'King Underworld' (Par), dived to awful $5,500.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-5575)— Sweethearts' (M-G). Lucky to
Last week 'Keniget $4,000; poor.
tucky' (20th) and 'Chan' (20th), mild
$4,500 in fourth stanza.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 3555-65 j^'Trade Winds' (UA) (2d wk).
Holdover satisfactory at $9,000. Last
week got $13,000, considerably better than anticipated.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)
—'Honeymoon' (Par) and 'New York
Sleeps' (20th). Fairish $13,000. Last
week (3d) 'Sweethearts' (M-G), $7,.
000, okay.

Everything

(Par).

Cincinnati, Jan. 24.
•Jesse James,' with Cincy's own

bagging the important money cuAently, Albee's heaviest haul since 'Snow White.' Its tug
is more than double the next largest
pic pull, 'Paris Honeymoon,' at Palace. Lyric is above par on 'Devil's

Tyrone Power,

Vaudfilm ShUbert, linking 'Say It
in French' and stage fare headed by
Blackstone and Red Barber, sportscaster, is racking up an all right

BUT

mS' HOT 14G

$6,500.

State (LOew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
•Trade Winds' (UA) and •Up O'Con
nor' (M-G).
week, 'West

Hefty $14,000.

.

Last

Point'. (UA) and' Dr,
(Col), swell $11,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,300; 25^35^50)—
•Heart of mrth'- (WB) and •Smiling
Along' (20th).. Only so-so $6,fl00
Last week, 'Kehtucky' (20th) and' 'Titans Deep' (CSB), SV6J1 WOO.
Strand (Indie) (2,200; 25-35-50)^.
French' (Par) and 'Disbarred'

Mead'

(Par)..

Average; $6,500.

Traffic' (Par),

Estimates for This

Week

—

Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)
James' (20th). Wham $22,
since

Average $1,600. Last week 'Alexander' (20th) and 'Touchdown Army'
(Par), winning $1,900.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30(FN) and
35.40 )_«Going Places'
'Dramatic School' (M-G). Weak $2,500 in" five dayS. Last week 'Stand
Up' (M-G) and 'Girl Downstairs'
(M-G), good $5,700.

White.'
Last week
very poor $8,500.

'Zaza'

Capitol

(RKO)

(2,000;

(Par),

35-42)—

wk) (2d run)
Great $5,000. Last week big $6,000.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
'JKentucky' (20th) (3d

Army'

'Last
(Par),
Warning' (U), 'Secrets of a Nurse'
Average $2,000. Last
(U), singly.

week 'White Zombie' (BF), 'New
York Sleeps' (20th), split, okay
$2,100.

9iG

Colbert

NSG

in 0.

at

In 2 K. C. Spots;
Hits B.O.S

Kansas City, Jan. 24.
A three-inch snowfall hit here yesterday (Monday) and cut Into all
Traffic has been severely
grosses.
hindered.
Midwest preem of 'Jesse James,'
day-and-dating at Esquire and" Uptown, getting the fans' attention this
week. Film Is a natural here and

'Last

Best combo

week, big $6,000.
.Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
'Frankenstein' (U). Rather stagnant,
after a bad start at Hipp; just $3,000.
Last week was worse, 'Blondie' (Col)
dragging down $1,200 in four days
and 'Spy Ring' (Col) for another four
days very blotto at $800.Hlpp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)
.

—'Jesse James' (20th). Heavy matinees as .well as great ballyhoo; big
$19,000 looks certain.
couple more
like it will bring house well out of
red. Last week 'Frankenstein' (U)
put it there by registering 59,000 in
crimson ink.

A

cheerful $5,000.

Seattle Biz Good, But

'Zaza' Only Fair $4,800
Seattle, Jan. 24.

D. M. Shaeffer Adding

•Duke of West Point' is holding
second "\veek after getting surprisingly good figure in first. Biz generally is quite good.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 32-37-42)—'Stand Up' (M-G)
and 'Nancv Drew' (WB). Moved from
Pai-amount for third local week. Indicate okay $2,000 in six days; Last
week, 'Dawn Patrol' (WB) and
'Memory' (Par), six days of third
week, good $2,700.
Colisenm
(Hamrick-Evergreen)

25-40)— biz is good in both spots.
(1,200;
Sorry $1,900
Biz mediocre In other spots, only
His U. Holdings
'Sweethearts' (M-G) (5th 'Zaza,' at Newman, giving good acwk) (3d run), light $1,800.
count
of itself.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—
Washington, Jan. 24.
Estimates for This Week
'Stand Up' (M-G) (2d run). Poor
Purchases of Universal Pictures
Ditto last week with 'Dawn
$3,500.
Esquire and Uptown' (Fox MidCo. common by Universal Corp. durPatrol' (WB) (2d run).
west) (820 and 1,200; 10-25-40)— ing- September came belatedly to
Lyric
35-42)
(RKCf)
(1,400;
with
Opened
a
(20th).
'Jesse
James'
light last week in Securities and Ex'Devil's Island' (WB); Good $5,000,
Last week 'Trade Winds' (UA) (2d Thursday night preem, and certain change Commission statement on
run), okay $4,500.
of extended run. Extremely heavy operations of corporate insiders.
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 35-42)— local interest hereabout and biz top
Daniel M> Shaeffei- reported his (1,900; 21-32)—'Stablemates' (M-G)
.'Paris Honeymoon' (Par). Fair $10,
rank iri both houses. Combined fig- stake in
had been boosted an un- and 'Around Corner' (20th), eight
000.
Last week 'Stand Up' (M-G), ures here will total. over $16,000. Last
days.
Garnering good $3,200. Last
amount by reason of the week, 'Suez' (20th)
disclosed
disappointing $11,000.
week, 'Kentucky' (20th), completed
and 'Darling*
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-40-60)— more than" three weeks' run and holding company's acquisition of (M-G), six days, big $3,100.
'In French'- (Par) and vatide, topped Woimd up with- combined $5,000, good 2,000 shares, raising the total to 230,Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
927 in addition to the 220 pieces of 'Rhythm Saddle' (Rep) and 'Tough
by Blackstone and featuring Red in view of previous take.
Barber, WLW-WSAI sportscaster.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40) 1st preferred and 20,000 of 2d pre- Kid' (Mono), split with 'G^Man'
All right $11,000. Last week 'Down —'West Point' (UA) and 'Homicide ferred.
(Mono) and 'Sez O'Reilly' (GB).
Farm* (20th) and vaude headlined Bureau' (Col), dual. No star value
Last week,
Only other transaction in film Expect $2,100, okay.
by Red Skelton, doubling from here and biz strongly refiecting the stocks listed in fhe report was sale 'Frontier Scout' (GN) and 'Danger
deficit.
Weak at $8,000. Last week,
Air* (U). split with 'Prison Break'
WLWi good '$12,500.
of 3,000 shares of Trans-Lux Com- (U) and 'Booloo'
(Par), fair $1,800.
mon by H. P. Farringtori, one of the
Avenue
Fifth
(Ha'mrick-Everdirectorate.
By disposing of three green)
32-37-42)—'Ti-ade
<2,349;
batches, he cut his stake to 5,000 Winds', (UA) and 'In French' (Par)
shares during November.
(2d wk). Four-day h. o. to bring

Grand

(RKO)

To

•Zaza' (Par) (2d run).

Last

week

—

'

U

'

<

.

Tajrior-Beery $22,000, 'Zaza'

1?/^

Two vaude

24.

have smashed
the jinx this week and it's thanks
to 'Stand Up and Fight,' which has
Capitol solidly in the lead, and
'Zaza,' which is giving Earle nice
"spots

or over. Opening day broke all rec- above average, but not big.
ords for weekday openings, .with
Estimates for This Week
some 6,000 filing through.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40Other bills are question marks, 66)—'Stand Up' (M-G) and vaude.
with possibly good $4,000 on 'Duke of Robert Taylor and Wallace Beery,
West Point' at State;
plus hefty bally on nearby Maryland
EstiAiates far This Week
locale, carrying pic toward swell
Criterion (Stan) <1,500: 25-35-40)— $22,000.
Models'

A

Last

week

(Par)

and

'Artists

vaude,

and

weak

$14,000.

Columbia (Loew) (1,234; 25-40)-'Topper' (UA)'very neat $6,200.
20*30)— 'Sweethearts' (M-G) (2d run). Back
<1,200;
Liberty (Stan)
'Heart of North' (WB) and 'Nancy downtown after two bi" stanzas at
•

.

back rejrular change date. Heading
for good .tS.OOO.
Last week, same

Hdp Vaude Over Ae Wa4 Hurdles

'Kentucky' is third with fair
take.
Oklahoma City, Jan. 24.
$14,000 at Palace, Loew's ace straight
'Jesse James' -smashing through for pic spot.
sure $9,500 at Criterion, with possiOnly other new film is 'The Great
bility of $10,000, equal to 'Alexander' Man "Votes,' which Will wind up

dinch for" $9,'Jesse James' (20).
600, 6r mote, smash tr^de. LaiSt week,

(GB) and

.

French' (Par) and 'Disbarred' (Par).
Slipping fast. Looks around $4,500,
poor.
Last week 'Hardys* (M-G)
(2d run), $6,400, average.
Lafayette (Ind) (3,300; 25-35)—
'Bengal' (Rep) and 'Blondie' (Col).
Last
Probably over $7,000, good.
week 'Frankenstein' (U) and 'Swing
Cheer' (U), neat $10,000.

Palace and will see good C3,000. Last
week 'With the Hardys' (M-G) (2d
run), big $6,000.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)'Zaza' (Par) and vaude.
No name
vaude, leaving it up to the pic to
collect good $17,500. Last week 'In
French' (Par) and Bob Crosby orch,

big $7,700.
Liberty (J-vHV (1.800; 21-32-42)—
'West Point' <UA) .(2d wk). Anticipate only fair $3,300.
Last week,
films,

Boys*

town
.

C;

"Vanishes'

Warning' (U) (2d wk).

of winter for this spot, rating fourday h.o. worth neairly $3,000. Last

BLUE BUFF.

'Illegal'

$3,000

—'Lady

Palace (RKO) (3,200;- 30-35-42-55)
—'Going Places' (WB), with Bill
Robinson heading vaude. Latter certainly needed to keep house above
so $10,700.
water.
Okay $13,000. Last week,
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)— Joan Davis and 'Dramatic Schoor
(WB) and 'Comet (M-G) got bang-up $18,800.
Record'
'Off
Broadway' (WB). May get around
State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
$7,000, fair. Last week 'Pacific Liner' —'Honeymoon' (Par).
Off Crosby's
(RKO) and 'Nancy Drew' (WB), so- standard and usual gross, earning
so $6,600.
average $1,0,000. Last week, 'Zaza'
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50) (Par), couldn't can-can' any more
Should see, than $9,500, weak.
—'Stand Up' (M-G).
Last week
around $8,500, good.
SUllman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42'Honeymoon* (Par), did not show 55) —'O'Connor'
(M-G)
Racing
much strength at $7,300.
yarn's strictly in second gear; $4,000,
25-40)—
'In fair.
Hipp (Shea) (2.100;
Last week, 'Stand Up' (M-G),

average $6,500.

'Jesse' Big

& lOG

Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—
'Zaza' (Par). Takings not imposing
and looks set for only $10,000, poor.
Last week, 'Young Heart' (UA), so-

Big 16G

Snow

Cleveland, Jan.

slapping others into a sick-bed.
Estimates for Last Week
Alhambra (Printz) (1,200; 10-20-35)

Buffalo. Jan. 24.
Business at downtown theatres is
subsiding currently, due to uncertain weather conditions and indifferr
ent film fare.
'Zaza,' at Buffalo, 'is limping, and
there isn't anything else in town attracting any particular attention.
Estimates for This Week

'Snow

biggest

burg's

Washington, Jan.

"

—

'Jesse

Last week.

Thanks Memory' (Par) and

IN

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

figure.

Touchdown

Providence, Jan. 24.
Continued, poor weather not help
ing b.o.'s, but main stands managiiig
to hold own. Loew's State is brightset with 'Trade Winds.'
Ozzie Nelson, on stage at Albee, Is
helping boost b.o. some, at that spot.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2.000; 25-35-50)-^
•Fugitives Night! (RKO) and Ozzie
Nelson on stage. Stage show helping,
but only so-so $7,500 in sight. Last
week, 'Grand Illusion* (Frehch) and
•Exposed' (U), nice $7,000.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35
50)— 'Kentucky' (20th) and 'Titans
Racing to
Deep' (GN) (2d run)..
swell $6,000. Last week, 'Dawn Patrpl' (WB) and 'Swing, Sister' (U)
(2d run), neat $4,500.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-35^40)—
•King Underworld' (WB) and vaude,
Stepping along to swell $8,000. Last
week, 'Strange Faces* (U) and Ger
man Refugees, unit on stage, fair

'ZAZA' N.

30-35-40)
James'
'Jesse
(3,000;
(20th) and 'Disbarred' (Par) and
'New York Sleeps' (20th), average
$5 200
20-25)—
kivoll
(Indie)
(1,100;
Coed' (20th) and 'Numbers' (20th).

'Jesse'

Island.'

000;

PROV. TEMP. ICES BIZ,

is

Down-

'

—

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—
•Woman Again' (Col) and 'Spy Ring'
(Col). Mugg trade at Orpheum helping to put this pair over. Hope to
get around $9,000. Last week 'Dark
Rapture' (U) and 'Blondie' (Col),

'Girl

Newman

'Sweethearts.'

Estimates (or This

(M-G) and

24.
(M-G), good $13,000.
Politics, odd to say, are making
(Paramount) (1,900; 1025-40)—'Zaza' (Par).
Brought in key theatres mark time until Ohio's
new
governor
completes
his bureau
Wednesday (18). Substantial at $6,appointments.
This is one state
000. Last week, second of 'Dawn Pawhere a large amount of business is
trol' (WB), cut to five days; okay
dependent upon political set-ups.
$4,000 after $9,000 on opening week.
Orphenm (RKO) (1.500; 10^25-40) Large number of people are too worabout their jobs to think about
—'Man Votes' (RKO) and 'Torchy' ried
(FN).
Barry more film got strong films, so houses have been suffering
since the gubernatorial elections. At
notices. Biz average at $5,000. Last
week, 'Pacific Liner' (RKO) and least that's theatres' alibi for current
'Comet Over Broadway' (FN), plus doldrums.
'Jesse James' is the only pic to get
March of Time 'Refugee' release, soby the jinx, going to $19,000 for Hipp,
so $4,800.
Tower (Fox Midwest) (2,050; 10- the sweetest money seen hereabouts
25-40)—'Tough Guys' (U) and vaude. this month. 'Going Places,' plus Bill
Drawing power at a minimum and Robinson, on stage, getting good famLast ily trade for Palace, but State's 'Paris
biz slowest in weeks; $6,000.
week, 'Storm' (U) with Ted Weems Honeymoon' is way below Bing Crosby's average. Influenza weather also
and band on stage, great $12,000.

stairs'

Frankenstein' (U) and 'Tough Guys'
Patrol' (WB) pretty fair $1,900.
big bally camState (Noble) (1,100; 25-35-40)— (N), -answered to
week's
Average $3,500 in paign for good $5,200.
fare being 'There's That Woman 'West Point' (UA).
'Gangster's Boy'
week,
Last
view.
(Parker-Evergreen)
Mayfair
(1,500;
Ring.'
Again' and 'Smashins the Spy
(Mon.) average $3,500.
30-35-40)—'Stand Up' (M-G) and
Estimates for This Week
Tower (Stan) (1,000; 25-35-40)—
wk).
Downstairs'
(M-G)
(2d
'Girl
35-55-75)—
Crifrom
Fox (F-WC) (5,000;
'Topper' (UA). Moveover
'Stand Up' (M-G) and 'Thanks Mem- terion, set for good $2,600. Last weelc, Nice $3,000, following strong stanza
ory' (Par) (2d wk). Second stanza 'Stand Up' (MG), over average at at UA. Last week 'Sweethearts' (MLast week $2 700
loolcs good at $12,000,
20-25)— G) (4th wk), average $2,200.. First
(1,000;
Victoria (Stan)
good $18,500.
$17,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55) Citadel' (MG). Brought back at ace three weeks at the UA, big
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
ligh $3,000 after dismal failure last
'I Marry' (RKO) and vaude headed by Johh Boles. Matinee trade November in run at downtown Mid- (1,800; 30-35-40 )-^'Woman Again'
(Col) and 'Gangster Boy' (Mono).
extra fine because of p.a. of Boles. west.
Weak $3,700. Last week 'HoneyBiz healthy at $17,000. Last week
moon' (Par) and 'Adventures Sa'Secrets Nurse' (U) and vaude, fair
hara' (Col) good enough $4,000.
$13,000.

back

gone back to double

New Alibi PoEtics; 'Jesse

19G, but Crosby Off at $10,

Portland, Ore., Jan. 24.
'Jesse James,' at the Paramotint,
is

being double-billed with 'Disbarred'
at "the Paramount, and the Golden
Gate, which has John Boles on the

Qeve. Has

'Woman' Weak $3,700

Boles-larry' Very Healthy $17,
San Francisco, Jan. 24.
Rainfall this Winter is lightest in
are having pertheatres
years and
fect picture weather, but biz is just

in Port.;

Wednesday, January 25) 1939

of Calif

Inc.

Sae'ramehto, Jan. 24.

Boys- Town of • California was' incorporated this week with the filing
of papers With Secretary of State
Frank C. Jordan by a group of Los

Angeles and Hollywood spohsors.
The purpose of the organization,
as set out in. the incorporation papers, is tp establish a home and a
school for underprivileged boys,
fair $14,500.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,830; 35-55)— similar to one in Nebraska, recently
'Great Man "Votes' (RKO). Bowed featured in a picture, 'Boys Town.'
in Sat (21) and should see good
'

$6,500 in six days. Last week 'Son
Frankenstein' (U), passable $8,500 in

same

film,

good

$4,300.

Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850;

G)

-32-87-42)-'Sweethearts'

(4th wk).

enough.

Expect

(Mgood
good

$2,400,
filmi

Last week, same

$3.lOO.
•

Ornhepju

(2.600;

(Hamrick-Evergreen)

32-37-42)

—

'Going

Places'

(FN) and 'King Aldatraz' (Par).
Shaping up for good $5,300. Last
week, 'Frankenstein' (U) and 'Exciting Night'

(U), $5,200, good.

Palomar
37-42)
'Little

(Sterling)
— 'Dark
Rapture'

Orphan Annie'

16-27-

(1,350:

(U)

and

(Par),

Expected okay
Last week, 'Bengal' (Rep) and El
Brendel in person, dandy .'65.800.
Paramonnt (Hamrick - Evergreen
(3,039; 32-37-42)— 'Zaza' (Par) and
'Reno* (U). Looking for only fair
$4,800. Last week, 'Stand Up' (M-G)
and 'Nancy Drew' (WB) (2d -wk),
dIus vaude.

$4,000.

*GESTE' ON LOCATION
nine days.
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'Paris
Honeymoon' (Par) (2d run). Back
Principals in William A. Wellon mainstem after good week at man's Paramount production, 'Beau
Earle and should see average $4,000. Geste,'
go into -action tomorrow
Last week 'Spy Ring' (Col), $4,000.
Palace (Loew)
35-55)— (Wednesday) on location near Yuma, five days, $3,300, okay.
(2,242;
Ariz.
'Kentucky' (20th).
Opened ThursRoosevelt (Sterling) (800: 21-32^—
Shooting started last Thursday
day (19) and headed for fair $14,000.
'Can't Take It' (Col) and 'Mr. Wong'
Last week, 'Cowboy and Lady' (Par), (19) with scenes usinjg 150 extras. (Mono) (2d wk). See $1,800, good.
adequate $13,000.
Gary.Cooper has the top role.
Last week, same films, big $2,800.
^

•

•

•

FILM REVIEWS
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GUNGA

DIN

^"iVin* Douelas FnlrbankB, Jr.: features
ClannelH. Joan Fonokm' Jflrte, Iduardo
^^?« DlrecteS toy Ckorge Stevens.. ScreenFred Gulol from
Jort Sa^e
MaoArU^r* by Ben H«chl pnd CharleeKJpUnB'a
fin/ fureested by Rudyard.
special
*^^^m. muslo by Alfred Newman ;
.

edited by Henry
?(?«Ss Vernon £. Walker:
S?.,m»n and John Lockert; technical ad3W Robert Bnjklne Holland. Capt.

5«S^

William
^.iltST'Montan ind Sdi^ant-Major
J*!! K. AntPist Reviewed
g'rl?r«: caTeV

^""W^N.

j„ projection

T.. Jan.

Running time: 180 MTNS.

^r"^,r£Mnev

24,

«0.

Victor McLaglen

;

? "Vi^ii WMd'

' •-•

Moirtaffu

Love

.Robert Coote

:^?lSSSLVh^m
Hirelnbotham.

Abner Blberman

; ;

Major Mitchell

;

•

•

•

.liumsden Hare

•Gunga

front. One of the
pictures this year, both

on the boxofflce

big money
production
in coin represented in Its
and what it mepns to the exhibitor.
Numerous extended runs and re-

jQunding grosses appear certain for
domestic field while in the foreign
market, it should mop up. if only because of actionful, melodramatic
content. Picture has numerous exploitation angles and is hacked by

a giant

Coburn, Joseph Schlldkraut.
Directed by
Clarence Brown.
Screenplay, Robert E.
Sherwood, based upon his own play of
same name; eJltor. Robert J, Kcm: montRpre enacts.
Slavko Vorkaplch; camera,
AVilllam Danielq. Previewed at Westwooj
Vlllft.q:e, li. A., Jan. 2, '80.
Running time.
Irene

Harry
Achllle AVeber

'

Waldersee

Norma Shearer
Clark Gable
Edward Arnold
Charles Coburn
Joseph Schlldkraut
Bureress Meredith

Ca]>tatn
Qulllery

KlrvUne

Madame

Zulellcn

Laura Hope Crews

Donald Navadel
Mr. Cherry
Mrs. Cherry
Dtimptny

Skeets Gallagher
Peter Wllles
Pat Patterson

William

Edmunds

Fritz Feld
Virginia Grey

Pittatek
Shirley

Bebe

Iiorralne

Franclne
ElAlne

:

Edna

Krueger

Paula Stone
Virginia Dale
...Joan Marsb
Bernadene Hayes

Surefire boxoffice in a big way, and
certainly one of the most potential
grossers of the year, 'Idiot's Delight'
is an exceptionally entertaining comedy carrying wide audience appeal.
Reputation of the play and the co-

starring of Gable-Shearer in a finely
offering
insure certain
loldovers in both keys and subse-

produced
qents.

Author Robert Sherwood, in preparing his

own

screenplay, has deftly

added an entertaining prolog establishing the early meeting and a onebally and advertising cathnight affair between Gable and Miss
For British territory, it Sheared in Omaha as small-time

should score extra big because it s
the sort of production that swells
national pride in British soldiery.
Aside from the feature's ability to
tell a swiftly-paced, exciting yarn
rijout British rule in India in the
1890s, it shows Cary Grant, Victor
McLaglen and Douglas Fairbanks,
of happy-go-lucky
Jr., as a trio
British army sergeants who typify
Oie type of hard-bitten non-coms deaicribed by Kipling in his famed 'Bar-

rack

duction.
Gable.

of

ieulah

Spectacidar in its sweep and tremendous in its dramatic portrayals,
Din' is certain to hit peak spots

ndign.

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Hunt Stromberg proStars
Norma Shearer, Clark
Features Edward Arnold, Charles

Metro release

J Jr.

Gary Grant

;

DELIGHT

IDIOT'S
pro-

Room

Ballads.'

Basis of Ben Hecht and Charles
MacArthur's original story from the
barrack ballad, is the! outbreak of the
!^ugs, cruel religious marauders,
who revolted against English troops
In India late in the 19'th century, 50
.

years after ttiey

had been

originally

put down. It is the constant and
prutal watfare that they wage, almost from the opening scene imtil.
th« sweeping battle climax, which
forms the plot structure.
That powerfully staged fight be
tween' the British and the Thug
hordes near the Khyber Pass forms a
)iair-raising climax as Gunga Din,
fulfills his
ambition, even though as a dead
hero. Remttrkable suspense has been
developed, as the native struggles to
the top of the. temple dome, though

regimental water carrier,

vatideville performers. This provides
plenty of entertainment when the
pair meet later in an Alpine hotel.
Miss Shearer masqueraded as a Russian aristocrat.
The essential differences from the play are the inclusion of a prolog of about three reels;

Miniature Reyiews
'Gunga Din' (RKO).

with McLaglen-GrantFairbanks combo to top b.o.
'Idiot's
DeliETht'
(MG).
Exceptionally entertaining comedy,
starring Gable-Shearer. Will be

MINS.

thriller,

a

sock.

b.o.

•Four Girls in White' (MG).
Stereotyped hospital drama. For
the duals.
'Persons in Hiding' (Par). Excellent G-man offering based on
J, Edgar Hoover's book.
Strong
supporter for the duals.
'They Made Me a Criminal'
(WB). Absorbing actioner about
a prizefight champ; should boost

John

Garfield's standing.
Ship' (U).

'Gambling

Poor
programmer with Robert Wilcox
and Helen Mack heading cast.
'Lone .Wolr Spy Hunt' (Col).
Lone Wolf gets comedy treat-

two distinct characterizations, first as
the vaude trouper and later impersonating the Russian aristocrat. In
the Alpine sequences she is bedecked
in
eye-filling
and
glamorously
streamlined gowns. Anti-war angles
of the play are cohsiderab^ softened
and made more palatable for the
masses, and, although a portion of
the
original
material
remains,
amount is not sufficient to offend.
It all could have been deleted with'
out detracting from picture values.
As a further guard against possible
controversy in this coimtry, Esperan
to is used when foreign dialog is heC'

Keith Neville

Michael Whalen

Mary Hart

Julie

Dan Casey
Miss Botts

Chick Chandler

Mabel Todd
Frank M, Thomas

Ross.,...,.

Regis Toomey
Don Douglas

Jack Webster.
rVedericks
Chief McDougal

,

Pierre

. .

Graham

Watkln

..Harlan

Brlgga

This is a cheapie that'll get back
production cost, plus some profit

its

For the duals.
Cast is reasonably formidable, but
weaknesses lie in the trite dialog
and poor development of the stoiy.
Otherwise, there's Michael Whalen,
Chick Chandler, Mary Hart and

Mabel Todd
tion.

some distincGus Meins has paced

to lend

Director

Warning

Mr.

Madame

Delacour

Hawkins

Hakim
This

Joan Carol
Robert Coote

'Margaret Irving

Ley land Hodgson
John Davidson

one of the better 'Moto'

is

pictures.
title role,

With Peter Lorre in the
Moto in this film has more

It's a good dualer.
Cast in a colorful Egy.ptian background, yarn is replete with mystery
and action. Strong supporting cast
is chiefly notable for excellent comeback by Ricardo' Cortez.
Also
creditable are Virginia Field, blonde,
English importation; George Sanders,
the 'heavy,' also British; John Carradine as a secret service operative,
and Robert Coote as a caricatured
English tourist.
Lorre, agent of the International
Police, and Cortez, as leader of a
spy ring working for some unnamed
country anxious to disrupt England's
and France's sphere of influence in
the Near East, are the principal
protagonists. Posing as a vaudeville
ventriloquist, CoVtez i>lots to blow
up the French fleet as it steams into
Port Said for maneuvers. Lorre,
working as a Japanese shopkeeper,
survives several attempts on his life,
but ultimately frustrates the plot

lives than a cat.

.

—

White

Me a Criminal

Warner Bros, production and release.
Stars John Garfield, Dead End Kida: features Claude Rains, Ann Sheridan, May
Robaon, Gloria Dickson. Dlreoted by Busby
Berkeley.
Screenplay by Slg Herzig, from
novel by Bertram Mlllhauser and Beulah
Marie Dlx; camera,

James. Wong Howe;

music. Max Stelner; musical director, Leo
At
F, Forbsteln; editor, Jock Kllllfer.
Strand, N. T., W€ek .Tan; 20, '30. Running
time: 9!i MINS.
John Garfleld
Johnnie.
Billy Halop
Tommy
.

'.

Bobby Jordan
Leo Gorcey
Huntz Hall

Angel..
Spit

Botcler Dippy
Dorothy Tree T.B
Eddie Acuff Milt

Policeman....

Wlnslow.

They Made
'

11

Wade

Alma

the film well.
Yarn sees Whalen and Chandler,
a couple of stranded vauders, mistaken for Scotland Yard snoopers on
a visit to America, and they're invited by local police to assist in the
duals.
solution, of a murder In the hotel
where they're stopping. Their operations unwittingly implicate Miss
Motors Last
Hart, the romance interest with
20th-Fox release of Sol M. Wurtzel pro- Whalen ,and ultimately they, too, are
Stars
Peter
Lorre;
features involved in a maze of circumstantial
duction.
Rlcardo Cortez, Virginia Fiold. John Car- evidence that reveals their true
Diradlnie, G«orge Sanders, Joan Carol.
Adapted by identities. There's a second murder
rected by Norman Foster.
Philip MaoDonald and Foster from charac- also, but the slayer, whose identity
ter created by J.' P, Marquand; camera,
has long since been suspected by
VlrgU Miller: musical director, Samuel: the' audience,
finally
is
caught
Kaylln; editor, Norman Colbert. At RKO
Albee, Brooklyn, N. Y.. week Jan. 10, '39. through some questionably ingenious
Running time, 71 MIMS.
sleuthing by Whalen.
Mr. Moto
Peter liorre
For comedy, there's Chandler, who
Fabian
Ricardo Cortez
Connie
Virginia Field tries hard to be funny, but whose
Danforth
John Carradine lines are a halter. Mabel Todd, forEric Morvel
George Sanders merly on the Al Pearce radio show,

Four

.

duction.

ment.
Mildly entertaining, for
the duals.
'You Can't Get Away With
Murder' (WB). Prissn meller of
standard pattern. For the lower

tnortaUy woilnded, and sounds the
bugle blast which warns the English essary.
forces, of' the trap into which they are
Story opens with Gable in various
marching.
small-time vaude spots, eventually
George Stevens has employed su landing in Omaha as a stooge for a
perb. change of pace, first going from
mind-reading act.
Miss \Shearer,
tiction army combat to character
member of an acrobatic troupe .on
Photography, direction and editing
Sloseups and then tossing in a- bit of same bill, tries to impress Gable that
umor of romantic touch. He directs the pair should frame their own tel are adequate.
vnth fine discernment, both, in the epathy act, episode wniding
up
as a
sweeping episodes at long range, and night of romance.
Girls in
Separating at the
the less hectic indoor scenes. Stevens
end of the booking with a casual
Hollywood, Jan. 19.
Is also credited as associated pro
goodbye. Gable is found several years
Metro release of Nat Irvine production.
ducer.
later touring Europe with a six-girl Features Floi-ence Ric., Una 'Merkel, Ann
The understandable, living drama song-and-dance
Mary How2.rd. Directed by 8.
En
unit.
route to Rutherford,
Sylvan Simon.
Screenplay by Dorothy
of the three musketeering sergeants
Geneva, the troupe is forced to stay 7ost; original story by Natballa Bucknall
.has been neatly made into the screen
over at the Monte Gabrielle hotel and Endre Bohem; camera, Leonard Smith;
vehicle by Joel Sayre and Fred
Gaorge Boemler. Previewed at Upwhen the border is closed; Miss editor,
town, Jj, A., Jan. 18. '38. Running time:
Guiol.
Deviation from the main Shearer turns
up as traveling' com' It mins..
story is the effort of two hardy nonpanion of munitioneer Arnold,, with Norma Page...'
Florence Rice
Coins to per;^uade their buddy-in..Una Merkel
an acquired blonde wig and a .Rus Gertie Robbins
arms, Ballatine, ,to abandon thoughts
Patricia Page
Ann Rutberford
lingo. Gable vaguely recognizes Mary Forbes...,
sian
Mory Howard
dt marriage for a new enlistment in
her, but she tosses aside efforts to Dr. Stephen Meiford..'
Alan Marshal
the army and feal^ to the trio. It's
Kent Taylor
her memory on the Omaha Robert Maltland
* clever counterplot, and in part, at refresh
Express
j
Buddy Ebsen
episode.
Byplay of pair is' highly Miss
Tobias
Jessi? Ralph
least,
will answer objection that
amusing
and
entertaining.
From
this
Miss
Bennett
Sara Haden
there la not enough romance in tiie
Phillip Terry
point the film version follows the Dr. Phillips
picture, since this constant effort to
Dr.
Sidney
Tom Neal
pry Ballatine away from his wife-to- play closely, presenting, brlefiy, the
be figures Importantly In the main play characters of the doctor, British
Regulation formula for a hospital
honeymoon couple, anti-war commu
plot theme.
yarn, and without draw names in the
With the. Grant-McLaglen-Fair- nist. Border commander and hotel cast, 'Four Girls in White' will sufbanks combo measiuing to every ex- staff. War clou3§^ather fast, and fice as support in the dualers. Spotty
gectancy as big draw figures in this planes from the nearby airdrome in
maintaining
interest,
picture
rpe of yarn, further interest at- lake off for a raid.
The next day the border is opened sketches highlights of four girls durtaches to the title role of 'Gunga
ing their three-year nurses training
Dm,' native water carrier, and the and the guests resume their journey, course. It overstresses nurses' duties
conveniently leaves Miss
Villainous Thug leader.
Sam Jaffe Arnold
Shearer at the hotel with a faulty and routines, and consumes too much
, Contributes
possibly his best screen
footage to depict details of operating
portrayal since his work in 'Lost passport, and Gable succeeds in his procedure all incidental and extraHorizon.'
Though comparatively a final attempt to get her to admit she neous to dramatic lines of the story,
leaser role, he makes it stand out as is the girl of his Omaha romance.
Florence Rice decides nursing proVital all the time. Eduardo Ciannelli, He leaves for his train, but returns
fession is only an opportimity to corfamiliar for his gangster roles, out- toward end of an enemy air raid, and
ral a rich and prosperous husband,
does himself as ruthless native leader the pair get their heads together
and,
shortly after enrolling, selects
anew and plan an act with which to
of India's Thugs.
Alan Marshal, brilliant resident phy'
Youn^ Fairbanks, Cary Grant and wow audiences.
Romance is
Sophisticated audiences may scoff sician, as her victim.
McLaglen set their characters deft
Wtely in the first hand-to-hnnd con at the insertion of a 'Happy Ending,' conveniently generated, until Miss
Rice detours for' brief infatuation
filet with natives and maintain them but Metro's decision to use it came
with
playboy
Kent
Taylor.
But he
after
sneak previews of the several
light to the final fadeout. Montagu
Love arid Ltunsden Hare make con^ tragic finales made, all of which quickly falls for Ann Rutherford,
Ventional army, officers, Abner Biber proved unacceptable to trial audi- Miss Rice's sister, during vacation,
»nan is a realistic Thug fighting ences. General mob will be well sat and Miss Rice returns to the hospital
in time to take an important part in
teader, while Robert Coote and Cecil isfied with the ending as presented.
Sherwood's script is an excellent rescue work at a railroad disaster
^ellaway head the strong support
with Marshal for ultimate get
¥^nlch
includes countless extras. job, presenting smoothness in devel
Joan Fontaine plays the only speak- opment, plenty of comedy and wealth together.
Covering three-year stretch, story
iptfemme role, the girl Fairbanks of entertaniment. Clarence Brown
proposes to marry. Pretty and suffi has directed with skill, maintaining is uneven and sketchy in its presen
clent for the limited character.
a fast and even pace throughout. tation. Direction is good in spots, but
Nicely of the camera work by Supporting cast is magnificent and Sylvan Symon is handicapped through
John H. August enhances the pro- expertly selected for respective necessity of etsablishing hospital de
auction values which crowd the film. roles. Brief appearance of Burgess tails and routine to detriment of
Special effects by Vernon L. Walker Meredith as the war declaimer is smoothness of story.
are deft.
Florence Rice and Alan Marshal
Photography is
brilliantly handled.
Production needs no diagram to of high standard, and process back are adequate in the leads, with Una
"how that heavy coin was sunk into grounds of the Alps exceptionally Merkel and Buddy Ebsen supplying
niaking this click. 'GUnga Din' un- good.
Picture has been given the comedy relief in effective fashion.
P?'»otedly will- recoup plenty at the fullest production resources In its Jessie Ralph gives a fine portrayal as
boxofflce whidow.
Wear.
the head nurse.
making.
.

X

Republic release of Herman Scbtom proDirected by Gus Melns,
ScreenOUvo Cooper, from original by George
W. Yates; camera, Ernie Miller; editor,
Lester Orlebeck; musical director, Cy
Feuer.
Reviewed In Projection Room,
N. T., Jan. 10, '30.
Running time. 66

play,

.

time vaude performer, and domi^
nates the picture throughout
His
cynical yet breezy manner, rustling
coffee and cakes by his wits, is a new
characterization for Gable, and audiences will endorse it. Miss Shearer
does nobly in a part which calls for

The Mysterious Miss

Kipling's
hero in spectaculEu: British army

a happy ending; subordination of the Mary Delacour
anti-war dialog, and elimination of RoUo
identifying countries participating in
the war which just starts.
Gable milks his role as the small-

VARIETY

,

Gabriel Dell

Bernard Punsley
Claude Ralna
..Ann Sheridan

Detective Phcinn
Goldle

May Robson

Grandma
Peggy
Doc Ward
Magea

Dickson
Robert Gleckler
John Rldgely
Barbara 'Pepper
William Davidson
.Gloria

Budgie
Ennis...

Ward Bond

Lenlhan

MaWln
Smith
Rutchek
Manager

Robet't Strange
Louis Jean Heydt
Frank Rlggl
CllR Clark*
Dick Wessel

,

Colluccl
SherltC

Raymond Brown
Sam Hayes

Fight Announcer

As John (Jules) Garfield's second
picture and his first starring assign-

Me

ment, They Made
should fill the bill.

a Criminal'

The film gives
part, well tailored to
his acting style and personality. It
him a buildup

should also fare reasonably well at
the b. o., and is a step upward in
the Hollywood career of the former

Group Theatre juvenile.
The pictiure is a carefully prepared and skilfully produced effort
that should rate as absorbing if undistinguished entertainment for general appeal. Story is familiar enough
a reworking of several standard
Concerns a newlyplot formulas.

—

.

crowned middleweight champ who
sobers up from his victory celebra'^
tion to discover he's supiposed ta
have heen killed in an auto crash
after murdering a newspaper reporter. He slinks away to Arizona,

although having not much with where h6 makes his home on a fruit
which to work, pa'nics 'em. Frank ranch, becomes the hero of the Dead
M. Thomas, Regis Toomey and Dor- End Kids who have been sent from
othy Tree are good support.
New York's slums to be regfenerated and falls in love with the. sister
of one of the boys.
There are a number of wrinkles,
IN
incidents and coincidences the specHollywood, Jan. 21.
tator may not believe. For instance,
Paramount release of Edward T. Lowe. one might doubt that the papers and
Directed by Louis King.
Screenplay by
William R. Upman and Horace McCoy; public covild bo fooled about the
based on book by J. Edgar Hoover. Camera, non-existent mother of a sensational'
Harry Flschbeck; asst. director, William championship
contender or
that
Faralla; editor. Hugh Bennett. Previewed
there would be any real need for
at Paramount, L, A,, Jan, 20, '38. Running
fooling them. That a champion
time, 60 MINS.
Pete Griswold
Lynne Overman could keep from lapsing into his
Dorothy Bronson
Patricia Morison normal style during a slugfest, that
Freddie 'Gunner'
....J. Carrol Nalsh he could ever recover from a beatWilliam Henry
Dan Waldron...,
Helen Griswold
Helen Twelvetrees ing as fast as Garfield does, that a
Alec IngUs
William Frawley barnstorming fight would be broadBlase Blonde
Judith Barrett cast from such a tanktoym, or. even
.William Collier. Sr.
Burt Nast
Mme, Thompson
May Boley that a New York detective .would
Flagler
Richard Stanley happen to see the 'dead' man's picFlo
Dorothy Howe ture in a western newspaper. More

PERSONS

HIDINP

—

John Hartley

Joe Butler....

Ruth Devoe
Powder

Ma

Janet Waldo
Ichard Denning
.Xieona Roberts

,

Curly...

important,
there's
common
the
scripting flaw that if the hero used

any sense when he found himself in
Warren a jam, there wouldn't be any story.
However, the scenarists might easily
Roy Gordon claim every incident in the yam ia
John Hart possible and even plausible all are
Lillian Tarbo
simply a matter of opinion. And in

Bronson

Gordon Ktngsley
Zeke Bronson
John Nast
Male Stenographer

.

.....Phillip

John Eldredge
..Richard Carle
'

—

Maid

a smoothly
developed drama riealistically picturing the operations of criminals, and
methods pursued by the Federal Bureau of Investigation in tracking
them down. Presentation of the subject is a relief from the generally
overtheatric G-man pictures that
have gone before. Offering will fit
as a strong programmer in the duals,
and withqut any. marquee names in
the cast will depend entirely on rep
of J. Edgar Hoover to attract.
Factual experiences of Hoover and
FBI men have been expertly woven
into a compact and ((xciting picture,
which moves along at a fast clip.
Inside operations of FBI, including
fingerprinting-sorting machines, scientific deductions in. tracing criminals, and completeness in which the
G-men cover cases, are presented
most effectively during story unfold'Persons in Hiding'

Is

.

ing.

Tracing criminal career of J. CarNaish from time he robs a gas
and hooks up with Patricia
Morison, who induces him to aim for
bigger game, until pair are finally
convicted for a major kidnapping,
story, swings through various robberies, holdups and underworld affairs, while the FBI men are hot on
roll

station

the trail to corral the fugitives.

none

really important,,
since the story maintains interest oa
a steadily rising scale,
Garfleld gives a stunning performance as the epical scrapper who's
this case,

is-

finally softened up by
is just right for him.

romance. Part
His personal

color and effectiveness are enhanced
on the screen, while his playing
shows insight,, study, sincerity and
restraint.
Given a few more such
compilimentary parts, he can scarcely miss becoming a major star. Fact
that

he

and

fine actor

is

such a distinct personality
make him a screen

natural.

Of the supporting
Dead End Kids repeat

players, the
their Towdy
a new setting, fitting into
the story nicely and proving an effective foil for Garfleld.
Claude
Rains turns in a fine performance
in the small, but effective, part of a
detective, while Gloria Dickson la
passable as the love interest. May
Robson buUseyes as her iisual character, and Ann Sheridan clicks in
the brief role of the champ's sirenIsh gal.
Biisby Berkeley's direction
has pimch, both in the quieter moments and such rousing scenes as
the prizefights. Piece is handsomely mounted and is printed on sepia
stock all of which helps.
In sum, Class
treatment, production and performances of a Class
B story should lasso Class grosses.
stuff in

—

A

It's meaty and suspenseful drama,
with several situations reminiscent of
newspaper yarns of FBI experiences
A
Hobe,
in capturing criminals. Most noticeable is tracing hideout of the kidnappers through daily passage of airplane overhead as remembered by
the victim.
This incident occurred
Universal release of Irving Starr proFeatures Helen Mack, Robert
during a midwest kidnapping case a duction.
Wilcox, Joseph Sawyer, Ed Brophy and
few years ago.
Irving PlehCJ.
Directed by Aubrey H.
J, Carrol Naish turns in a neat and Scotto.
Story, G. Carleton Brown and
believable performance as the small- Emanuel Manhelm; adaptation, Alex GottAt
time mobster who is steered into lieb; photography, George Meehan.
Palace, N. T., dual, week' Jan, 20, '39.
large operations by ambitious and Running time: 62 MINS.
notoriety-loving Patricia Morison. Larry Mltfihell...,
Robert Wncox
Latter is excellent as the scheming MoUla Rlley
'....Helen M^ck
Innocent
Ed Brophy
moll.
Tony Garzone
Joseph Sawyot"
Lynne Overman handles the FBI Profissor,
Irving PIchel

GAMBLING SHIP

i

,

—

operative role most effectively stern
or affable as occasion demands. Supporting cast is above standard for
regulation programmer.
Script job by William Lipman and
Horace McCoy, and direction by
Louis King combine to build situa-

Rlley
Speedy

.Steve

Matron
Fingers
Cramer.......
Snowflake
Nlck.t

Sclmer Jackson
...Sam McDanlela
Dorothy Vaughn
.Tohn

Al HIU
Harmon

Rudolph Chavers
Tim Davia

A dawdling cheapie with a light
with smoothness and clarity,
with overall unfolding at a fa$t tem- cast which topples to the status of a
As a moderate budgeter, pic- 'C programmer. Tripped by mediture has been well mounted in all ocre production and direction, stilted
(Continued on page 15)
departments.
tions

po.

—
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mTERMATIONAL NEWS

St.

Mexico Loom As

Politico Shifts in

Qwts

from a demo>

cratic front to pro-fascist,

promise to

hurt American distribution thef6 in
the next six months.
American companies, with extensive exchange alignments in Mexico,
have been confronted with hew assessments and higher wage demands
I

Mexico

City, Jan. 24.

Because his colleagues pruned several hot scenes from 'El Beso Mortal'
Mortal Kiss'), which he
megged, and which was produced
under auspices of President Lazato
Cardenas, Fernando Rivero, the di-

(The

Ms Foreip

Tops

U. S.^Canada

visitors.

2%

Vermont has a .bill for Sunday
iheatre opening. Delaware also plans
Sxmday shows, bill allowing theatres
to operate from' 2 p.m. imtil closing.
Arkansas would license chain
stores but repeal the act taxing theState also
atres for 'Buck' nights.
proposes boosting the sales tax from
2% to 3%. It also would legalize

in the last two or three' year$, Most rector, quit the censorship board.
recent tilt brought talk Of with- Film is strong propaganda, against
drawal by U. S. firms but nothing certain social diseases.
Censorship board comprises nine
came of it.
One American executive this week persons, three of them femmes.
predicted that Mexico was headed
for as strong a nationalistic attitude
on films as currently prevailing in
some fascist nations of Europe. He
indicated that many oi Italy's policies may be invoked. there.
The Mexican market has been a
profitable one for American films,
due to its proximity to the U. S. and
its large English-speaking populaHowever, internal strife, detion.
clining business and decline in the
value of its money is wiping out
these advantages, aver returning

Distrib Staff

a straight

sales tax.

a Huff

in

is

Sunday

pictures.

Another

enterprise, to
picture men.

AUSTRALIAN BIZ

Plans to lighten the tax burden
are proposed in Colorado's legislature.
One seeks the repeal of the

Another would
eliminate the sales tax or any commodity that pays more than 12% in
income tax.

federal taxes.

Sydney, Jan. 8.
Biz picking up with intro of new
product. Hot and dry weather proving sturhbling blocks though.
^Carefree' (RKO), plus stage show,
opened well. Astaire-Rogers reunion

•

porations

owned by

outside Of state

Wyoming would

interests.

legalize

pari-mutuel betting.
Wisconsin seeks a luxury tax while

dies but not

much

night biz expected.

'That Certain Age' (U), plus vaude,
opened to a smash. 'There Goes My

In N. S. Wales as Only

Means

to

Up Low

Biz

plus a practically

8.

Ben

Fuller suggests that the
only way to bring the public back
to the picture theatres in 1939 is for
managements to reduce their admisAdmits that charge
sion charges.
should be upped for higher-grade
product, andvalso says that salai'ies
of the stars and Hollywood execs
should be cut considerably to bene
fit the ihdustry in general.
In. New Zealand, Fuller says, his
chain, introed guest nights thrice
weekly, with admission scaled at 12c,
One house, which previously had
been losing $6,000 yearly on a
straight policy, turned in a profit of
over $5,000 after putting in low ad
missions. Now other houses on the
chain have adopted the policy and
its success is anticipated.
What has been done in New Zealand, Fuller says, can be quite easily
accomplished here providing the Motion Plctur6'. Distribs* Assoddtion
agrees to wipe out the 25c minimiun
admission now in force.
Sir

Heart' (UA) shoxild find moderate
located in this state,
plans a 2% sales tax and would name trade over a limited spell, which also
a committee to study the length of goes for 'Submarine Patrol' (WB).
films for the effect on a theatre- ,'Snow White' didn't pull much on
goer's health.
repeat; it ran 21 weeks first time out
the volume of employees, according
Illinois already has voted to exto Jack Lang, personnel director. tend its 3% sales tax to July 1. It hert. 'Men with Wings' (Par) doing
The overseas organization with 37 also has a proposed for theatre di- well. 'It's in the Air' (BEF) pulling
branches, including the newly estab- vorcement. Indiana would amend its
plenty of George Formby fans. Metro
lished South African organization, gross income tax law and have redoing exceptionally well with "The
has 2,100 on the weekly payroll, tailers pay'y4%.
Great Waltz' and 'Boys Town.' 'Lady
while the U, S. and Canada, with
Massachusetts has a true-name bUl Vanishes' (G-B) held over.
'Pygabout the same number of exchanges, which would force theatrical people
(G-B) opened and is a sure
malion'
employs oply 1,250,
;o use their real names while perbet.
'Army Girl' (Rep), 'Heart of
Largest xmit of employment by forming in that state.
State also Arizona' (Par) and 'Sons of the Le20th-Fox is naturally in the Coast would repeal dog racing statute.
gion' (Par) holding their own.
studios where, on the average, 4,000
Michigan has a censorship bill up for
people out of a grand total of 11,787 consideration.
Melbourne, Jan. 5.
(world-wide) get weekly paychecks.
Biz on the way up here. 'Snow
t
This includes executives, production
Fox West Coasc's Worrj'
White' (RKO) still taking plenty.
heads, technicians, players and cler
Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
'Robin Hood' (WB) and 'Pgymalion'
leal forces.
Chain theatre owners in California (G-B) also sure hits. 'Dad and Dave
little more than 500 work In
are
worried
over
a
proposed
Come to Town' (BEF) was okay for
state
the home oiTices; i?e Luxe Laboraof the
tory in N. Y. uses another 400, and constitutional amendment which, if. the holiday trade.' 'Spawn
'RoMovietone News and short subjects adopted, would cost them .about North' (Par) finding favor.
also was
(M-G)
Three'
for
year,
mance
a
Fox
$750,000
West
Coast
utilizes
another
1,100,
department
Theatres alone would pay close to liked.
here and abroad.

A

.

$500,000.
Irving F.

At COLISEUM, LONDON
London, Jan.

Vaude opening

here, this

24.

week

presented some mixed values. Joseph
Marion, Continental mind-reading
turn, opened unconvincingly at the
Coliseum.
Cardini, card manipulator, on the same bill, was excel

but with

U. S. Fikers Minimize

Nazi Tabu on American

Amendment, proposed by
Newton of Hollywood, calls

for a graduated tax on chaiin establishments, running from $5 to $2,500
on each theatre. Plan provides a
yearly $5 tax on the first establishment in a chain; second, $10; third
to ninth, $100 each; 10th to 19th,
$1,500 each; and 20 or over, $2,500
each.
F-WC has about 200 theatres In
California and a number of partnerships in smaller circuits.'

'FLEEr TO

aOSE

Not Much Anyway

Picts;

Reaction in the trade to reports
from Berlin that the number of
American pictures being released in

Germany had been

cut sharply was
had been anticipated by
S. and in
coimtry.
Though this de-

that this

developments both in U.

,

CAfiDDO OPENS WELL

cast,

fraternity here.

•

Sydney, Jan.

new

the original scenery' and costuming,'
has resulted in an enthusiastic reception
and
unanimous
praise.
Binnie Hale in the leading part is
especially scintillating" in her performance, and the entire show looks

Milwaukee,

sales end of 20th-Fox
business out-strips the domestic distribution branch of the company in

12c B.O.

London, Jan. 24.
Unusual experiment resorted to
with spectacular productloti of the
romantic musical, 'Paprika,' which
ran nine nights last September and
has just reopened at His Majesty's
theatre on Jan. 20, under the title of
'Magyar Melody.'
Entirely new

Affiliated theatres are hit by a will mean plenty later. 'Little Miss
in. The experiment is being watched
measure introduced in Washington
Broadway* (20th) okay for the kid- with interest by the entire theatrical
proposing a tax on all cor-

state, this

Foreign

Fuller Urges

in London

book and added musical numbers

islators.

state

Pattern Clicks

be run by Mexican

NEW IKOD. UPS

vides a tax on chain stores.
Georgia has a bill prohibiting the
distribution of theatre passes to leg-

New

Taprika in

consul in Fuebla City.
Jenkins is finai^cially backing the

pro-

bill

KOimOir

Teuple Bar SO41-0O4t,

Mexico City, Jan. 24.
Four modern cinemas are being
(Cojitinued from page 7)
built in the provinces and site for
another theatre has been bought by
)ensions, one proposal being 8/10% interests headed by William Oscar
xansaction tax on sales and ser- Jenkins, of Los Angeles, ex-U. S.

vices, while another

Internal difficulties in Mexico, with

T«I«phoii0

5 New Mex Theaires

28 States

Threat to U. S. Pix Distributors
political setup shifting

C«bTe AiOttMtt TABDCIT,

Hitler's

crease thus far apparently has not

shown up

in the film lineup of three

majors continuing in Germany, according to check in New York, it is
understood that the seven or eight
featiures okayed by the Nazi government for showing in the first half of
1939 had gone through the censorial
body some time ago. The thi\jee companies are Metro, 20thrFox and Par.
Berlin

report

was

as

attributed

having come from a source close to

German

the

government

and

as

amounting to a tacit boycott against
American pictures. Generally pes-

IN

simistic feeling regarding distribution in Germany was expressed in
the trade, with some major officials
'

LONDON; SET FOR TOUR
London, Jan,

16.

Current London Hippodrome show,
'The Fleet's Lit Up,' closes Jan. 19
or 26. Musical has been bought for

believing that it was only a matter of time before the Nazis clamp
down on the three remaining U. S.
film companies still distributing on

Germany.

Home

office

In

representatives

New York admitted that it would be
by Tom Arnold, with Frank difficult to tell if there had actually
UNION'S BEEF
Leighton and Helen Barnes, respec- been a decrease in number of picWonld OK Sun. In Del.
tures going into Germany, but latest
Dover, Jan. 24.
tively, replacing Ralph Reader and
H'WOOD'SMEX PLAYERS lent.
unofficial reports from Berlin augur
Representative Henry M. Canby Frances Day.
At the Empire, iStump and
that the going will be much tougher
yet
unStumpy, Negro tapsters, skidded on last Thursday (19) introed a bill in
show,
Hippodrome
New
as
Mexico City, Jan. 24.
the Delaware house to legalize Sim- titled, which will star Frances Day in the future, and that French-mad«
their first show. Evinced some im.
films will get the foreign breaks.
Preventing Mexican players .going provement on second when act was day films after 2 p.m. Measure pro- and Vic Oliver, opens at the. Hippoto Hollywood to work in Spaiush cut to eight minutes. Elmer Cleve vides that pix could not be shown on drome, Brighton,- Feb. 13, for two
which
town
city,
.or
language pictures Is planned by the Co. at the poUoway fju-ed nicely, Sabbath in any
weelcs, with Robert Nesbit produc- Grosyenor House Show,

ON

MEX

has passed legislation to the contrary.
studio workers' union, which Is irked but needs tightening.
At the Cafe de Paris, Frances Sunday films are now prohibited by
by competition Hollywood Spaniards
State law.,
are giving Mexican films.
Day's offering got by.

Anti-Marathon

Opined that the union won't get to
base because Hollywood coin is
too much of a magnet for Mexican

Current London Plays
(.With Dates When Opened)

artists.

Mer's

Quota Fdms

*French Without Tears,' Criterion

—Nov.

Bill

Lincoln, Jan. 24.
Experience with devastation marathons may wreak on film biz found
latter backing latest bill entry in
the unicameral session by Sen.

first

6. '36.

the road

ing.
'Fleet' may go into the
phi, twice nightly, for a few

skatathons,

and

all manner of endurance shows, with
Palace exception of cross-country runs.
Omaha had a bad time, competing Larry Adler, Caselotti
—Dec, 16. '37.
with a roller derby recently, which
•Nine Sharp,' Little—Jan. 26, '38.
The Fleet's Lit Up,' HippOdrom<
brought on the protective legislaContinue as Anzac B.O.
Jack Cohn, v.-p. of Columbia Piction. Bill is designed to cover anytures, arrives in New York today Aug. 17.
Sydney, Jan. 8.
•George and Margaret,' Piccadilly thing of that nature, whether admis(Wednesday) from the. Coast to close —Aug.
30.
Larry
Adler, the American harsion is charged or not.
contracts with Irving Asher for pro'Running Riot,' Gaiety—Aug. 31.
monica player, working on the Tivoli
duction of three or four quota pic'Flashing Stream.' Lyric— Sept. 1
circuit, is continuing to click big
tures for the .'39-40 season.
'Room for Two.' Comedy--Sept. 6,
'ARYAN'
ON LEHAR here.
•Dear Octopus.' Queens—Sept. 14,
Asher sails for Denham Studios,
Other acts here are: Barbara
•The. Corn Is Green,' DuchessLondon, on Saturday (28) together
Jewish LibreUists Don't Set Well Blaine, Aland and Anise, Jack GregSept 20.
•with Alexander Korda.
Asher is
with Nazis
ory, Joe Young, Peter Ray, Jack
•Elephant in Arcady,' Savoy
still under contract to London Films Oct. 5.
Cavanaugh, Grey and Kathleen, Will
untU May, 1940.
'When We Are Married,' St. Mar
Vienna, Jan. 14.
and Joe Mandel, Tivoli; Shanghai
tin's—Oct. 11.
Pro and contra Franz Lehar, com- Troupe, Hoyts; Young Australia
'Quiet Wedding,* Wyndham's— Oct
poser .of 'Merry Widow' and other Boys, CarroUs, and Les Flores,
14.
Seek to Reduce Capital
'Goodness, How Sad,' Vaudeville— Viennese operettas, is jgoing on be- Greaf^er Union.
hind the scenes.
18.
Theatre Co. Oct
Prosi Lehar was 'Aryan,' accord•Elisabeth of Austri ,' Garrick—
'Snow White' in Person
Nov. 3.
London, Jan. 16.
ing to yiuremberg laws, able to prbve
Melbourne, Jan. 8.
'Geneva,*. Seville-^Nov, 22.
his Christian ancestry as far back as
Court consent is to be sought by
Adriana Caselotti, 'Snow White's'
'Under Your Hat,' Palace—Nov. 24 1799. His music is 'indispensable.*
the Victoria Palace company to a
voice in the Disney film, is proving
•No. 6,' Aldwych—Dec. 21,
Contras: Lehar only worked with a big draw here for Tivoli, particuscheme th&t would permit it to re
'Babes in the Wood/ Urury Lane
Jewish 'librettists. There's' not even larly, since the film is going over big,
duce its capital of $600,0p(), tO. $200, —Dec. 23.
one 'Aryan* among his lyric 'writers. too,
••Charley's Aunit,* Haymarket
000 by cancelling $1.56 of each of its
„
.German Reiohsmusikkamm^r is
Dec. 24.
240,000 $2.50 shares.
Other Tivoli acts here: Adriana
Dec, siding iwith Lehar so »far, though Caselotti, Nelson, ahd Knight, Osaki
The.directors value. tHe- theatre at ^^'Qiieen of Hearts,' I^ceum
.thiplcs
there
petsi^tent
bo$rd
are
rumors
his
the
that
but
and
Taki,
over $500,000,
George Downey, Helen
Marco's Miilioils!,' Westminster
mubic -will Be cut down to minimum, •Honan, Radium Marlonets, Sylvia
its value -doesn't iexceed $300,000 Dec. 26.r.
„
.
as soon 'arf there 'fare, "works .of the "Seftbh, Large and M6rgner, Sylvia
Hjoss I3mpires ;.h'old5:.a. ^ar^e. .per'I^t's Pretend,'' St; James—Dec 26.
^hew
generation'
iti
sufficient
qliaitmarket
arid
the
shp'res,"
Clemmehce,
the
La'mpihi, Thr^e
centage of
.'They Walk Alone,' .^Shaftesbury
tities.
Ardinis, d't)oim'ell and Blair.
price of .which is now quoted at '60c. Jan. 10.

•Robert's Wife,'

For Col; 3-4 io '39-40

'Me and

My

London, Set for Vaude

London, Jan. 16.
House" cabaret show,
'Grandfather's Follies,' will travel
as a. roadshow when it finishes at
was postponed when names weren't GH, with Charles Tucker presentavailable for the latter date. Adel- ing.
Cast will comprise the Three
phi presently negotiating with Cliff Music Hall Boys, Duane and Earle
Fischer to produce girl show there. Leslie, the Three Admirals, Two
Equillos, and line of English gals.
Show opens for Hyams Bros., with

Richard Johnson which bans walkathons, bikathons,

Adel-

weeks

as a stopgap, prior to the theatre
starting vaudeville Feb. 20.
Adelphi's vaude policy was originally skedded to open Feb. 6, but

Globe—Nov. 23. '37,

Girl,' Victoria

ROW

Grosvenor

.

General Theatres and Moss Empire
dates to follow, marking first time
a Music Corp. of America show will
have played English yaudeville.

Flock ot Latin Films

.

'

—

Of London

.

.

.

,

—

—

—

.

,.

.

'

,

Hollywood, Jan.

24.

Fortunio Bona Nova will produce
three Spanish language pictures in
Hollywood for United Artists release in South America. First is
'

Only

Desire.'
First 'of a series of patriotic
for the Mexican government

completed
Pictures,

^Ims
was

by Hollywood Famous
headed by John Charles,

with Henry Orozco as director.
Three-reeler,
showing birth of
Mexico's national holiday, is destined
Mexican consulates for .propaganda. Charles and Orozco hold distribution rights in U. S. and South
America.
*Los Hijos Mandan,* Spanish languager piloted by Gabriel Soria, Mex
for all

director. Is in work at General Serv'ice studios Iby Cobian Productions.
'

Picture

is

for 20th-Fox releasd

'omen

•
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NEWS

Night Trotting Socks Aussie ExUlis*

ISnEHBOfli

Yanks

London, Jan.

There's one press agent here
sighs
with relief each

who

his mail
shows |io^
Ballyhoo man
press clippings!
was signed on a stock conthict,
and only discovered after making his mark on the dotted line
thait it embodied a clause for>
bidding him to give any information to the press concerning
the company or its plans.
Every time a. clipping shows
up it's another breach of con-

.

that

night,

ace

cinema evening of the -week. Situation is so serious that every branch
film industry may imite to
The industry
balk night racing.
claims that dog-racing has already
cut into its business considerably.
Some believe that the turf sport may
force some of the ace theatre^ to
of the

Flg:ht

.

tribs' Loss to Be Less Than
Anticipated Due to Sig
B.O.s of Several Pictures

LAW

PROVIDE FOR WB

Melbourne Betting

Melbourne, Jan. 8.
Although night horseracing is finding favor in this territory, the government thus far has not permitted

EMPLOYEES

IN

to a close,

1

American major

°

won

the National Board of Review prize for the best foreign
film presented in America dur-

and

ducer

feffect

April

eff ecti^, it

1,

1938,

was estimated

EXHIBS PROTEST

Alone,'

to reject 25%
British Films' Success Abroad
that a better picture of the situation
Quota advocates point to the conbe available when Ralph siderable success enjoyed outside of
Clark, Warner Bros, managing di- Great Britain by such films as 'Yank
rector for Australia, reaches the at Oxford,' 'Lady Vanishes,' 'Drums,'

fiendishly

would

Coast from Down Under this week.
He's due in New York, Feb. 3. Warner Bros, has a five-year pact, with
options, with Hoyts theatre circuit
The chain also has
of Australia.
pacts with 20th-Fox and other major
U, S. companies.
Complete satisfaction with the
has with the
present term deal
Revive
Slesinger interests in South Africa
was expressed by Morris. Deal has
Original Cast, in London about two more years to run. He
pointed out that the peculiar setup
South Africa, with Slesinger
in
London, Jan. 16,
'Three Men on a Horse,' with dominating the theatre field, has not
Romney Brent, David Burns, Ed made individual distribution exRyan, Tucker McGuire, Clare Carl- tremely successful there.
Morris, who went to England for
ton and Butler Hixson, who were
the opening of WB's new house in
all in the original London company
three years ago, may be revived London, pointed out that WB's prohere.
Only one of the originals is duction policy in Great Britain had
been little disturbed by the first year
out, Bernard

May

WB

Three Men/

The

and
'Pygmalion'
Citadel,'
'Beachcomber' as tangible results of
British quota stipulations. They aver
that the production effort and expenditure put behind these films in
readying them for American distribution was only possible through
new quota credit rules.
Of 52 features registered in Great
Britain at end of 1938, seven were
for triple-quota credit, 15 for double
and remainder single-credit pictures.
This- covers pnly the first nine

months of the new law.

Quota

stat-

ute requires foreign, distribs to secure British-made films on a basis

of 15% of /the total number distributed in England. Thus, an American company distributing 40 features between April 1, 1938, and
March 31, this year, must make in
Nedell, now in HollyGreat Britain, or. .purchase (after
of the new British quota.
wood.
made in England) for distribution,
Show would open at the Garrick
Percentage
six quota credit films.
Feb. 17, same date as original openjumps to 20% in April, which means
ing three years ago, and run for
additional credit films must be obForeign
10 week.s, then touring. A. E. Abratained by U. S. companies.
hams, owner of the theatre, is backBased on minimum labor costs
Britain Theatres, Distrib specified by the law, American dising.
tributors figure a single quota credit
feature as costing $75,000; double
London, Jan. 24.
Foreign officials of Paramount, credit film, $175,000, and triple credit,
Spanish
Spielers
concerned with its distribution and $225,000. Features made in England,
theatre problems in Great Britain, or British productions bought by
Pathe newsreel added Americo are making a. series of. flying visits American companies, in both cases
Lugo-Romero as commentator and to various parts of the British Isles to for U. S. distribution, are regarded
started making a complete Latin
Adolph in the trade as supplanting just that
investigate the situation.
American
language
edition
last Zukor, John W. Hicks, Jr., head of many features which might be proweek. Previously, the Spanish is Par's foreign department; David duced in Hollywood.
•sue had been in English with Span
Virtually all Hollywood prbducers
J. Dickinson, general
Rose, and
ish subtitles.
sales manager in Great Britain, com- estimate that it costs ^5% to 30%
Other newsreels active in the for prise the party on the current trip.
more to turn out a picture in Engfign field have been using a Span
Group was in Ireland during the land than it does in Hollywood.
ish narrator for some time.
past week.
Triple-Credit Fix Discounted

Execs Eye

Par

News

C

^Suez'

Big in

Mex

City

city, Jan. 24.
doing big at the

r.::exico

Suez'

(20.h)

Olympia, only directly
operated hou§e here.

American-

,

•Intake for the first week was $5,650
40c top. For the second week, at
top.,

gross .was $4,160.. Olympia's
best biz in 10 years.

.

'

Vi Bradley Okay In
London Cafe Debut
'

London, Jan.

24.

Vi Bradley did splendidly in opening at Giro's last Tuesday (17).
She seems set for run ot sophisticated niteries here.
.

for'
flelil,

Situation may
tion Picture
tributors Association before it goes
too far.
Practice pf buying a locally-made
feature in order to secure more
playdates in a specific Latin-American country, done sparingly for several years by American companies,
has gathered momentum since interest veered to South America and
Central America as potential markets for building foreign business.

The

distribs'

id^a has been to

U.

S.

Recapitulation of quota credit features made by eight major com-

buy

°

American product.

PROVISO

Developis Into Subsidizing

For some film executives main'

elaborate system of distribution in Latin -American territory,
building goodwill by this means soon
develops into
subsidizing
native
film producing at the expense of
American companies. Reason for a
modified hands- off attitude in regards to foreign production by some
companies is gleaned from experience they have had in other foreign
taining

Sydney, Jan. 8.
Other exhibitors have joined Hoyts
government's

circuit in protesting the

law giving British

films preferential

treatment, claiming the screen should

be international in character and that
exhibs should not be told what they nations.
must show. Hdyts points out that the
Where native producers have
public should be the sole judge of made several initial, successes, and
entertainment wanted. The statute, naturally have obtained a break with

which forces exhibitor to make up bookings, several American com15%. of his program with British- panies have been 'asked' to either
made films, cause of the wrangling, buy this product or do some local
is reputed to be the main reason why
producing themselves.
Associated Talking Pictures agreed
Some U. S. distribs have ignored
to a contract renewal with British these bids.
Their attitude has been
Empire Films for five years. It also that they are operating to sell their
is possible that Gordon EUis^ who own pictures and, if this is not poswent to London in behalf of BEF, sible, it is better to withdraw from
may have secured additional con- this particular foreign nation. They
even concede the wisdom of showtracts.
ing Yankee..' films at reduced rentals
Gordon Ellis, ^ho stopped in New rather than work with" locar product
York on business and to confer with in competition with themselves.
Capt. Harold Auten, New York rep
New Restrictions
of Greater Union Theatres, left for
One direct result of publicizing of
the Coast last week preparatory to
sailing for Sydney. He probably will
stay in Hollywood several days,

heading

home

late this

month.

panics, or purchased for credits, discounts the repeated reports of countless triple credit films and other

ambitious plans because few triple
or ..double- credit pictures are listed.
made by or purchased for
release by U. S. coihpanies in Great
Britain in first year of new British
quota include:

Features

Columbia:
Black* and

Planes,'
'21 Days.'

'Yank

Metro:
Citadel,'

'Climbing

'Q

'The

at

'Spy

Oxford,'

in

'The

Lady Vanishes' and

High.'.'

Paramount:

Latin-^American situation and
perhaps the overemphasis .on the

the

American company's need for getting more business from these countries has been n^w restrictions that
have cropped up, Argentina, which
only a week ago laid down such
heavy duties oh posters shipped in
from U, S.' that major companies
quit making them for this coutitry's
distribution, now has extended regulations to all advertising matter of

American companies.
Officials in N. Y. claim that the'
rule on advertising is discriminatory because it's apparently applicable only to' American film companies.
As a' result, advertising
matter must be turned out in Argentina.

'Stolen Life,' 'Vessel

Wrath,' 'Royal Divorce,' 'This
Is News,' 'Chinese Fish,'
Last
three for distribution in England
of

Man

Starhemberg (Nora
Gregor) Pic Up Again

alone.
Paris, Jan. 16.

RKO:

'Sixty Glorious Years,' 'His
Regrets,'
'His
Lordship
Goes to Press,' and one other, as yet
imtitled.

Lordship

Announcement, denial and reannouncement that Nora Gregor, now

the Princess Starhemberg, will make
a film in France is on the announce'Tudgate Hill,' 'Dial ment side again.
She'll star in a
999,' 'Villiers Diamond,' 'Murder in Leon Mathot picture to be made
the Family,' 'Last Barricade,' 'Clay- here shortly.
Eric von Stroheim
don Treasure Mystery,' 'Who Goes and Bernard Lancret are mentioned
Next,' 'Macushla,' 'Second Thoughts,' for other roles.
and several yet to be completed.
Plans which formerly called for
United Artists:
'Drums,' 'Prison her to make a film based on the AusWithout Bars,' 'Divorce of Lady X.; trian grab have been dropped temUniversal: General Film Distribu- porarily, producers believing it 'untors, Ltd., supplies necessary quota ethical' to market film with such a

20th-Fox:

However, American producers adcontroversial subject.
mit that living up to the spirit as pictures.
Warner Bros.: 'Return of Carol
well as the letter of the new quota
law has proved successful in its first Deane,' 'Dangerous Medicine/ 'Everyyear, pointing to the British features
(many of them quota credit films)
that have been well received in the

excluislve disappears to btt

on American firms.
be aired before' Mo •
Producers and Dis-

these local features to foster goodwill and thus break down local
sales
resistance
when
spotting

40%-50% more

LONDON BOW

Walk

He'll

that

WB

'They

become both prodistributor.

the law woula\cost U. S. distributors

RECEIVED

melodramatic thriller by Max Catto,'
which preemed at the Shaftesbury
Thui'sday (19), was accorded a good
reception.
However, it looks unlikely for America.
Berthold Viertel directed, with
Beatrix Lehmann, Carol Goodner
and Rene Ray starring. Firth Shephard produced.

for them
tribution in this

When

to do business in
Great Britain than, under the old
No check is obtainable on the
Adelaide, Jan.' 8.
Warner Bros, made provisions for exact amount it did cost, but the sucNight trotting is harming picture every important employee moved cess of several quota films in the
theatre business here alarmingly.
world market probably will make
of Austria, with the shuttering
out
About 40,000 have attended' the races
the increase much less than had been
of its operations when the Nazis anticipated.
on recent Saturday nights.
took over there, according to Sam E.
While the new quot^ has reduced
Perth, Jan. 8.
Morris, vice-president in charge of the quantity of British production in
England, according to figures for first
Exhibitors are being hit hard by WB's foreign affairs.
night horseracing here.
Disclosed
Veteran employees have been nine months of British Board of
that 30,000 play the ponies, with its shifted to other countries, he said. Trade, features turned out by British
popularity growing.
A number, now in Switzerland, but studios have improved vastly. Since
not on regular jobs, have been given one of the main objects of the new
still is liquidat- quota measure was to develop worthfinancial aid.
ing its affairs in Austria because pf while productions, and thereby secure greater distribution in the world
governmental red tape.
Morris, who returned from abroad market, especially in the U. S., apIN
recently, had little to say about the parently the quota in its first year
new laws in New South Wales, par- was a marked success from the Britticularly the right allowed exhibitors ish viewpoint.
London, Jan. 24.
foreign films. He said

WELL

made

boomeranging

Renoir has not only written
the scenario, 'La Regie du Jeu,*
but will appiear in the film.

quota.

CAHO PLAY

to bolster dediniiig foreign
revenues, plus activity by numerous
American distributors in purchasing
films or havin°g Spanish features

distribu-

beginning to count the law's
cost to them as compared with the
former quota measurt^ New statute

Revenue

means

tors are

went into

AUSTRIA

Distribs and exhibs are fighting
betting since they claim it cuts into
their b.o.'s.

Attempt To

Recent interest by U. S. firms in
Latin-American distribution as a

Paris, Jan. 17.
Jean Renoir^ the , director,
whose 'Grande Illusion' recently

ing 1938, will

EXPIRES APRIL

With only about two months more
remaining before the initial year of
Great Britain's new quota law comes

made

betting.

Renoir Steps Out

make his first film under the
new setup with Nora Gregor.

tract!

.

shutter Saturday nights.

Improved Quality Discounts
Decreasd Production as
Main Purpose of Measure
Is Achieved—^U. S. Dis-

17.

morning

ernment rev6nue.
Claim is made by exhibs that
trotting Saturday nights would ruin

in

st Declining Foreign

Suppress Agent

tors Down Under this year. Heavy
play being made hy horserace showmen to get government wnction of
the night sport, which seems likely
because it would mean more in gov-

business

Interest in Latin-American

Trade Boomerangs

Industry Fights Melbourne Betting
Sydney, Jan. 8.
Night trotting seems destined to
become a new headache for exhibi-

^9

Bw

PK VIA BRTT. QUOTA

BETTER

picture

Cable Addre9it VARIBTT, LONDON
50U-5MS
Tclephomt Tepapls

BEF-ATP'S 5-yB. DEA^.
Happens to Me,' 'Many Tanks,'
Sydney, Jan. 7.
Disappeared,'
'Gentleman's
Gentleman,'
'They
Deal completed whereby British
Drive by Night,' 'Good Old Days,' Empire Films will continue, to re'Too Dangerous to Live,' and one yet lease product from Associated Talkto be completed.
ing Pictures for five years.

thing

'Nursemaid Who

.

u

VARIETY

Wednesday, Janaarj 25, 1939

JESSE JANES"
BEAT "ALEXANDER" IN
19 OUT OF 21 SPOTS
FAR OPENED!
BALTIMORE
FORT WORTH
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
NEW HAVEN
LOUIS
MIAMI

ST.

HARTFORD
NEW YORK

OKLAHOMA

CITY
KANSAS CITY

HOUSTON
TULSA
BRIDGEPORT
DETROIT

SCRANTON
SALT LAKE CITY
LOS ANGELES
PORTLAND, ORE.

Cfose to ^'Alexander'' at Stanley,
PhUa^f and Comerford, Wilkes^Barre

NOT PICKING GOOD
SPOTS-THIS IS THE COM-

THIS

IS

RECORD OF ALL JESSE
JAMES OPENINGS TO DATE!
PLETE

THE KEYSTONE

OF YOUR FUTURE

FILM REVIEWS

Wednesday, Jiwuiary 25, 1939

GAMBLING SHIP

picted against artistic backgrounds.
After a slow-moving prolog in silence
(the necessity for which is questionContinued from Page 11)
able), the competition for success is
performances and a trite story, this wx)n early by the creation of suitable atmosphere, Befreshingly robust
picture is just a filler.
Narrative stem^ fro- v the nefar- throughout, the characters are good
gambling ty- to meet in the simple story enriched
ious practices o£ one

employing crooked methods, by ironical comment.
an honest compe*'tor out of
Practically all the principals are
business if not able to., force him to drawn from the D'Oyly Carte comAfter an exploision which
a sale.
pany, and they disport themselves:
removes the honest gambler, the well. The most important recruit is
daughter, a type that should be in Kenny Baker, as Nanki Poo.
His
finishing, school instead, takes over singing is too well known to Amerithe operation of his ship casino.
cans to call for critical comment. He
Robert Wilcox is weak as a special was a most satisfactory selection.
investigator who ingratiates himself The other principal 'outside" is Jean
too easily into the circle of rack- Colin as Yum-Yum, who sings sweeteteers as well as into romantic favor ly and effectively. Most outstanding
with the girl. Both Helen Mack and role is that of Ko-Ko, the Lord High
Wilcox- are deserving of better ma- Executioner, an extremely ludicrous,
terial and piloting,
low-comedy part, played by Sir
Irving Pichel is excellent as the Henry Lytton ,on the stage for about
Ed Br(^hy, as 30 years, and enacted before the
gambler.
crj>Qk
left
rather
henchman,
is
his chief
camera in masterly fashion by MarCast as
high and dry on laughs.
tyn Green.
bodyguard for Miss Mack, Joseph
Sydney Granville as the robust
Sawyer is more of a sympathetic
Pooh-Bah also scores. The amiably
Char.
character than a menace.
remioiseent music, with the crisp
lyrics, is admirably sung, backed by
the London Syinphony and a chorus
of volume and harmony.
coon,

to out

NEWSBOYS' MC^E

Stars
Uolvorsrl production, and release.
Coopor. FVMtures EMmurid Lowe and
Wendy Unirle. Directed by HrioU Toung.
OrlRlnnl stoiy. Gotcfon Kahn nnd Charles
Gi'svson; KCreonplfty, Gorflon Knhn; cnmcra^
At Central. N. V.,
n»an, Milton Kr.TSiier,
Running time, 79
dual, .Tnn. 21, "30.

Jaclcle-

,

Direction of Victor Schertzlnger is
competent. Camera work, is a trifle
static, while dialog crackles.
A thoroughly ingratiating satire,
carefully concocted,

Jolo.

MIJ<^S,
•Rifle'

Edwards

Perry Wnrner.

Jackie Cooper
Edmund Ijowe
"Wendy Barrle
Sdwa'rd No- r^S'

^

Owen Dutton
Franlvie

Barber

Dutton

I.,...

,

Samuel

Dawnport

3.

Hinds

Irving Plcttel

Hsha Coot. Jr.
Harrlsr Berger

'Danny'
'Sailor'

Hally Cheutor
Charles Duncnn
Dnvld Gorcey
Wm. Benedict

'Murphy'
'Monk''Yhi>'

•Trouble'

Another in the tough kid cycle. The
rehash is a newspaper theme, and
HoHyAvood's usual far-fetched, presentation of the fourth estate is gone
one better with this entry, which pictures the circulation side as being
little short of a World War, with the
kids in the middle of it all. Implausible most of the way, youngsters will
eat it up while envisioning themselves in same situations, etc. Will
easily handle its end of dual depots,
what with revitalized Jackie Cooper
name, Edmund Lowe, and the word
of mouth.
,

The Lone Wolf Spy Hunt
Hollywood, Jan. 20.
Columbia production, release of Joseph
Features Warren William and
Directed by Peter Godfrey.
Ida Luplno.
Screenplay by Jonr.than Ijatlmer; based' on
Camera,
story by I^ou's J-orc^h Vance.
Allen SICBler; r.s.=!t. dlroctcr. Cliff. Broughton; editor. Otto Jleyor. Previewed at PanSistrom.

taees.

Jan,

Mlcliael

10,

'58.

ftunnlng

time,

09

Warren William

Lanyard

Ida Luplno

Val Curaon.
Karen

Hay worth

Itor

\'Irglnla

Patricia
Spiro
Serjjcant Dev.an
Inspector Thoma.--

Weldler

Ralph Morgan

.'

Tom

Du.i;on

Don Baddoe

Jameson

Lco''> ard

Carey

Baa Welden

.Tenks

Brandon Tynan.
Helc* r.vnd

Senator Carson
Marie Templeton

Inside Stuff-Pictures

('Three Waltzes')

(FRENCH-MADE)
Paris, Jan. 13,
Vedls release of Sofror production. Stars
Yvonne Prlntemps. Pierre Fresnay; features Henri Gulsol.
Directed by Ludwlg
BergQr.
Adapted from orlRlnal operetta
of Oscar Straus. Leopold Marctaand and
Albert Willemetz. by Marchand and Hans
Muller; raaBl<>, Oscar Straus and Jdiann
Strauss: atuslcal director. A. Cadou; camera. Sctauftan.

Cast: Yvonne Prlntemps, Pierre Frosnay,
Henri Guiso), Jean Perler, GulUaume de
Sax. Jeanne Holbllng, Jeanne MarUen, Germalne Michel, Boucot, France Ellys, Claire
Gerard. Schuta. Maxudtan. Yolanda, Missia,
Guy Sioux, Lemontler. Laure Diana, De-.
mange Stephen, Vattler, Genla. Vaury, Cahumc. At the Marignan, Paris. Running
time: l»8 MINS.

Ludwig Berger's direction of the
film version of the popular operetta
has much to commend it, and would
be one of the year's outstanding productions had some irritating lapses
been avoided.
Story of 'Three
Waltzes' signifies three generations
of the stars and possesses all the
musts.

Topped by Yvonne Priiitemps and
Pierre Fresnay, who played for a
long run in the original operetta
her?, 'Waltzes' is set for top returns
in France and considerable success
abroad. Unfortunately, Berger has
allowed inconsequentials to creep
into the first chapter of the three
stages, but each of the following two
improve, with the last almost erasing
th'? early shortcomings.
First stage, under Napoleon III, in
1869. sees the ravishing dancer give
tip the young officer to save his career.
Second sees the dauf^hter of

the same dancer, a world-famous
operetta star, abandon the son of
the officer to continue her career.
Third sees cinema star, daughter of
the singer, fall in love with the
grandson of the officer when he is
given a part opposite her in the film
producing the first two stages of the
story.
Second chapter happens in
1900 and third in present time.
Miss Ppintemps, with both singing
and acting, assures the greater portion of the picture's success, Fresnay, while warmed up in the third
bracket, appears cold several times
in the first two. Linking character
throughout who appears as a young,
middle-aged and old man. is Henri
Guisol, impresario of the three women, the dancer, the singer and the
star.
He lends strong support.
Decors are lavish and well-executed. Photography and dialog are
,

You

finale,

Httrl.

THE MIKADO

times beccMnes ridiculous as William's pestiferous girl friend; while
inclusion of Virginia Weidler in the
cast is for main purpose of attracting

(In Color)

(BSmSH-MADE)
London, Jan,

12...

General Film Dlatrlbutore* release (In
y.K.) oC Geoffrey Toye production.
Features Konny Bnkcr. Marlyn Green, Jean
(olin.
Directed by Victor Schertzlngrer.
Based on opera by W. S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan, by .nrranRement -with Rupert
D Oyly Cnrte. Adopted and conducted by
Toye; lecordcd bj' London Symph and
chorus of D'Oyly Carte Opera Co.: camera.

Bernard Knowles. William

l^lcester S(|uaki> theatre,
time: »3 MINS.

MoK

Rantd-Poo

At

Run-

Kenny Baker
Marty 11 Oreen
Sydney Gr.-xnvillo
3ot\n. Barclay
George Stroud
Jean Colin

^"-Ko
Pooh-Bah
The MJkado
Plsb-'TuBh

Tum-Yum...
K*"^
5;*'
ilttl-Sing

isknll.

liondon.

.Constance Willis

• • • •

Paynter
Kathleen Naylor

BllzabPlti

°*6P-Po

reformed master-crook is entirely
too obviously sauve and self-assured
in his adventures.
Ida Lupino at

Many English-speaking people who

kid i>atrons.
Picture hits the level of fundamental slapstick in many spots, but
has a moderate amount of laugh
content. It's the first picture directing chore for Petor Godfrey, English
stage director who handled 'ShadSubstance,' New York legit
presentation. Godfrey is handicapped

ows and
by the

script provided him.

Amkino

Moffllm production.
Features Nikolai Cherkassov.
Directed
by v. Welnstocic and D. Gutman. Screenjilay.
G. Heonldov from story by Jules
Verne: cam°ru. A. Kolsall: music, J. Dunaycvshy. At Itooacvelt, N. Y., week Jan,
relensi

have never seen a Gilbert and Sulli11, '3!i.
Itunnlnt;
van production should flock to the Capt. Orniit
picture houses for 'Mikado.' Even if Ayerton
I'nganel. ... ?
Jhey don't and it is reasonable to Klena Glenarvon
iinagme a goodly percentage of them Mary Gra n t

—

Will go

of

time, 80

MINS,
Y. Turlef

Chuvlev
Cherkassov

I.

Nikolai

M. Strelkova
O.

Bri zfi rova

Y. Sesnl
out of curiosity—there are Robert Grant
D. Gulman
enough G-S fans who will attend to McXalia
Mnnsrels
M. Romarov
guarantee success,
Talkov
A. AdelunR
The London dailies were evidently Innkeeper
M. MIchurIn
very much interested in the experiment of the filming, and sent either
(In Russian; with English Titles)
ineir music or dramatic critic
as well
Minus even a message, along with
as their film man.
Some sent all everything
else, why this feeble fable
and
palpably
event,
an
,
lut'
jne
following day the reviews took was ever made is hard to undermany divergent angles. All agreed, stand. Story and actors are there,
Jnough, that it was a good picture, but were lost in a muddle of sloppy
tienerally conceded, too, that, the direction and acute budgetitis on
Producers had a problem in their production.
enorts to adhere to tradition and still
All the action- shots of the Verne
provide entertainment of sufficient story which would have upped the
popular appeal to the modern pic- effort to palatable degree are amaturegoer.
teurish process shots.
Sea wrecks,
There has been no attempt to out- landslides, erupting volcanoes, etc,
00 Hollywood in munificence. Film are so patently phoney as to malce for
w a feast of subdued
Story is that of two kids
color and re- laughs.
admirable craftmanship. It is who go on world cruise in hunt for
«f» ^
tne
portrait of an age charmingly deHurl.
shipwrecked father.
.

Get Away
Murder

'Jesse James' (20th) recalls the silent version produced for Paramount
with Fred Thomson featured. The production at that time was termed
'uncalled for, useless and dangerous, certain to do picture industry no
good,' Par was chided for having 'taken a long chance with censure and
censors in idealizing this gunman, robber and murderer.' Jesse James
was characterized as 'probably the first gangster in America, following

the Civil War,'
Sidelight on the two versions is the fact that Jessie Jo James, granddaughter of the outlaw, acted as technical adviser in both, J'esse E, James
Jr., a son, was the principal technical adviser on the silent film, but Jessie
Jp James and another granddaughter Were both credited on the technical

end and appeared as extras.
Lloyd Ingraham directed

K

interiors of the silent picture and Alfred
Werker, the exteriors, Ingraharh is still active as a character actor- and
Werker directs for 20th-Fox, but didn't work on this version. Henry King
directed.

Decision on petition of Paramount to enjoin Ben Blumenthal from prosecuting his breach of contract suit against it in England was reserved by
I, Rosenman in N, Y. Supreme Court last Wednesday (18).
Louis Phillips, Par counsel, argued for a quick decision, stating that
Paramount only has until Jan. 24 to answer the English writs. When
Justice Bosenman indicated .he couldn't guarantee decision by that time,
PhiUips and Milton R, Weinberger, counsel for Blumenthal, agreed to arrange further esctension of time in the two English suits against Paramount and Oscar Deutsch, Maneuver will give court here sufficient time
in which to rule on the temporary injunction.

Judge Samuel

New drive to enforce the Federal tax regulations on passes for picture
houses and sporting events is reported being pushed by Treasury Department operatives. Under the rules, only bona flde reviewers actually on
the job are permitted tax-free passes. Film houses and sports promoters
are imdferstood to have 'been failing to ohserve the law, permitting deadheads to be passed in at the door on an okay.
Legit houses are exempt imder a revised ruling put through last summer. Previously they had also been required to collect a tax on passes
for others than actual working press.
Contract for the talker rights to 'Petey Pan,' owned by the Great Ormond
Street Hosl[>ital for Sick Children^ London, has not yet been signed, though
announcement had been made of the transfer. Walt Disney recently
bought the film rights to the Barrie piece from Paramount, which made
the silent versicm.
There may be a question whether the hospital has any remaining film
title to the opus, but it's considered likely ,h^re that Disney will pay to
avoid complications.

Jerome A. Jacobs, New York theatrical attorney who received a prison
sentence of from four to eight years in 1936, after conviction on the charge
of extorting $1,800 from Harry Bannister, actor, in the divorce proceedings
brought by Ann Harding, stage and screen star, pleai^^d for his freedom
in the Court of Appeals at Albany last week. Jacobs challenged the legality of his conviction on the grounds the trial court lacked jiu'isdiction
and the judge committed errors in the charge to the jury. Decision
reserved,

Rabbi Nathan Wolf was the guest of John Barrymore at the Music Hall
Man Votes.' RKO's reseia;ch department learned
from Gordon Hillman, author 'of story on- which the film is«based^ that he
had Rabbi Wolf in mind when writing the yam. The rabbi is the only
man in the U, S. whose vote is the complete one of his district. He lives
in the 42d election precinct of the 10th Assembly District, New York City,
where his synagogue, in a loft building, is located in the busy midtown
garment and fur district.

for the premiere df 'Great

That $40,000 12-room shack occupied by Marion Davies as a dressing
room is due for another move. This time from the Warner lot to 20th-Fox
or to one of Miss Davies' properties in Beverly Hills. Its first move was
frqjrf Culver- City (Metro) where it had to be hoisted, over a wall at a eost
of $15,000. Cosmopolitan built its own wall at the Burbank studio so the

bungalow can be moved without

rostly engineering feats.

One

reaction to the $602,658 plagiarism award against Metro 1$ the current attitude of the picture company story departments in the east towards
original stories sent unsolicited. They are being handled like hot pota20th-Fox, for instance, is. not even opening packages and. 1$ using
toes.
the telephone as faster communication to the senders to come tind get
their stories.

District Attorney

Herbert BawUnson"
John D. HerbE, partner in Lehman Bros., and a director of Paramount
Pictures. Inc., and Leiand Hay ward, the agent, were elected to board ot
Strictly a flUer for the duals, exWestern Airways, Inc., last v/eek.
cept in spots where customers go for directors of Transcontinental
Humphrey Bogart regardless of pic- ^Hertz was prominent in transportation via Yellow Taxicab manipulations
ture,
'You Can't Get Away with in Chicago and Hayward, a licensed pilot, commutes with regularity beMurder* is an obvious imd iminter- tween N. Y. and L, A. in his own plane.
esting melodrama behind -the walls
of Sing Sing.
It's ponderous and
Universal newsreel moved its executive and news offices itotn the

&

"

final prison break.

Story is stretched in getting Boyoung Billy Halop into Sing
Sing on conviction of gas station
holdup after Bogart had bumped off
shopkeeper in subsequent Stickup,

U

building, away from the
home office, to 630 Ninth avenue, where its
cutting and operating quarters have been fpr some time. This concentrates full staff under one roof and thus makes more room for home office

gart and

executives and aides.

Gale' Page, Halop's sister, is in love

Lamour and Lloyd Nolan

who

is

con-

victed of the murder; despite his
alibi and^ position as a cop. Balance
of lengthy picture unfolds inside Sing
Sing, with Halop's inner conscience
battling Burke's innocence against

Bogart's
domination.
Kid finally
takes part in prison break attempt
to be fatally wounded, but not until
he has established Burke's innocence
for last minute reprieve from the
electric chair.

Nothing new about the script or
Trite and obvious situations
unfold without arousing much interest.
Melodrama is strictly on the

story.

heavy

side,

with few light moments

Latin-American version of Paramount's 'St. Louis Blues' differs widely
distributed in the U. S. Tito Gulzar co-stars with Dorothy
in the revised film and sings two songs in- Spanish and one in Portuguese. T.Atter language is spoken in Brazil.

from the picture

With Ben Washer resigning ifrom UA-Goldwyn to join George Abbott's
Al Margolies, last at Gaumont-Britlsh, may get ths
publicity berth under Lynn Farnol, Status of Meyer P. Beck,
pu'jlicist,

legit activities,

UA

MARCH OF TIME

(The State of the Nation')
Newsreel subject at Radio City' Music
week Jan,

2(^,

'39,

Running

lime,

ZO mlna.

So long as most exhibitors continue to buy film shorts by the yard,
throwing in this or that distributor's
crop, along with which company is
supplying, the feature film, shorts
won't have any special significance

UA

is luicertain.

To
lett

capitalize

O'Hara,

on the publicity attendant

to casLing Vivien Lei'{h as Scar'Fire Over England,' 'Dark Journey' and 'Storm
English-mades in which she has appeared.

UA is reissuing

in a Teacup,' three

boxoffice.
The Music Hall Is
apparently trying to get away from
that.
The Hall, through its RKOWalt Disney franchise, has first call
on this product, or once a month
adds on a March of Time subject,

for

to relieve the tension.
Bogart turns in a standard portrayal of the tough gangster, while
Halop stresses his toughness through-* and every sO often the program
out.
Best characterization is by shorts evolve into something b.o,
For instance, Di.<!ney*s
Henry Travers, as old lifer who is worthy.
'Ferdinand the Bull' was such, or
prison librarian.
last week's 'Lincoln in the White
House' (WB), And likewise Time,'
which always does a competent job,

Hall,

RCA

'

slow moving in development, and
fails to reach climactic heights in

with Harvey Stephens,

Capt. Grant's Children
(RUSSIAN MADE)

IS

TROIS VALSES

Columbia brings the Lone Wolf
out of lengthy retirement for another adventure this time on the
side of the law to smash a spy ring
Plot is very thin, and acting of all in Washington. But in its presentabut the kids similarly light. Moral tion, picture leans too heavily to- good..
Hugo.
seems to be that yellow journalism ward the Thin Man formula, and'
pays and that woman has no place at combo of screwball comedy with
the head of a newspaper. Entire reel dramatic episodes is intermixed too
Can't
with
rests heavily on the antics of the haphazardly to. provide more than
rowdy Little Tough Guys and ring- mild entertainment The Lone Wolf
leader Cooper. Miss Barrie as the
tag, together with featured names of
publisher's daughter who takes .over
Hollywood, Jan. 17,
Warren William and Ida Lupino,
Warner release of Sam BIschofif (FN) prowhen her father dies and runs the may attract in a few spots for solo
duction. Features Humphrey Bogart, Gale
sheet to the ground with her toney
bookings, but generally picture will Page, Billy Halop.
Directed by Lewis
ideas has little- to do and shows it in
Seller.
Scicennlay
by Robsrt Buckner, Don
drop satisfactorily into lower brackher delivery, Lowe plays the editor et's of the duals.
Ryan. Kenneth Oatnet; based on play,
'Chalked Out," by Warden Lewis E. Lawes
who's canned for telling her off. He
and
Jonathan
familiar
Finn.
Camera,
Sol Polito;
develops
along
Story
also does very little with a secondary
director, William Kissell; dialog diWarren William is abducted asst.
lines.
role.
rector, Jo Graham: film editor, James GibLife as pictured in a newsboys* by gang determined to lift secret bon. Previewed at Hollywood, Jan. 10, '38.
Running time, 75 MINS.
home will be plenty interesting to anti-aircraft plans from War Dept. Frank
Wilson
Humphrey Bogart
boys. Plenty of hooey goes into the safe, with the Lone Wolf -doing his Madge Stone
Gale Page
But Johnnie Stone
twisting specialty.
picturization, but it's the edible kind. tumbling
....Billy Halop
and
secured,
plans
are
only
half
the
Attorney
Carey
Jobn Lltel
Director has kept it packed with
Pop
for
Henry Travers
opportunity
action, making for much of j^peal. yam then provides
Frod
Burke
Harvey
Stephens
Cameraman did good job of aivoiding William to get involved sufficiently Scappa
Harold Huber
Joe Sawyer
closeups on Cooper. Latter is also so he can regain the plans and round Red
Smitty
Joe Downing
getting away frtoi the childiish pout up the gang.
Toad
Georse IS. Stone
Characterization of Warren Wil- Principal Keeper
which no longer suits him. Elisha
>,, Joseph King
Cook, Jr., ranks next to Cooper as liam is far removed from previous Warden,.
Jc-feph Crehan
John Ridgely
the toughie who turns 'right' for Lone Wolf film portrayals; and the Gaa Station Attendant

—

VARIETY

but this time out

it's

denced by the Roosevelt landslide
in 1936; and similarly, the Fortune
fact-finders, embracing four major

cross-sections

of

class

Americana—poor,

middle class, r.bova middle
and well-to-do show that the

avera:,'c

—

country is still 59% for F.D.R.
'The State of the Nation' is also
a basJcally patriotic endorsement of
our democratic principle, and al-

though carloadinsc, automotive
booming, and kindred enterprises,

are at peak proportions, the 10,000,an extraordi- 000 unemployed remain as a major

narily good entry.

problem.

March

captioned 'The State of the
Nation' and is predicated on For*
tune mag's statistical appraisal of
the U, S. A,, 1939,
In a canny,
punchy style, the authenticity of
Fortune researchist Elmo Roper's
findings are built up.
It's shown
that his mathematical findings are

possessed of

unerring' in their conclusions, as evi-

a

It is

of Time's current release,

by virtue of being contemporaneous
close-to-the-heart
and
of
every
American,
portions.

assumes featurette pro'The State of the Nation*

a short which exhibitors could
and should give extra emphasis. It's

is

filler.

b.o,

just
—pot
Ahel.

qualities
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OUT OF THE

Wednesday, January 25, 1939

FIRST

20

chosen by 22,000,000 people
in

"King and

Queen

of the

annual nation-wide

Movies"

poll

ARE 20TH CENTURY-FOX STARS!
63% more votes than nearest contender
sponsored by New York Sunday News and more than 50

Tyrone Power fs^lCmg^^f ...with
in

1939

poll

other key city newspapers^ reaching 22,000,000 readers.

Other 20th stars in the select

Young, Richard Greene,

Shirley

Twenty ares Sonja Henie, Loretta
Temple, Alite Faye, Don Ameche.
First

Power and Henie tops in New York! Readers of the N.Y. Sunday News,
with its 3,250,000 circulation, voted Tyrone Power and Sonja Henie
"King and Queen"*
Richard Greene's record! Richard Greene, in pictures only since last
April,

took 5th place

among

all

men

stars!

THE KEYSTONE OF YOUR FUTURE

.

PICTURES

Wednesday, January 25, 1939

Nick's

VARIETY

17

Advance Production Chart

Tax

(Continued from page 7)
Universal is also well caught up on its schedule, needing
Hollyioood, Jon. 24.
only 12 mora
Most noticeable situation among the studios and their schedules is at pictures tb wind up season product
against promise of 48. Warners needs 14
prisonment from two to five years Paramount, where only nine pictures remain to be made before complet- against 52 promised.
ing entire 1938-39 program of 59 features. Having batted along at an even
in the big house at JeflEerson City.
Production among the lots is holding up, with 37 pictures in
work, as of
In a sharply worded resolution, pace, Par is now ready to spend ample time preparing its commitments for Jan. 18. Cutting rooms are editing 82; 216
have been previewed or released*
the AFL Central Trades and Labor 39~40a
leaving 246 still to go before season ends.
'

«

Sunday

Union

(22)

upon

called

president

Green,

William

of

the

George E. Browne,
president of the lATSE, to authorize
Columbia
restoration .of autonomy to Local No.
143 which has been_ dominated by Features
40
13
4
6
17
17
Nick. The introductory paragraph of Westerns
16
7
0
3
6
6
4
1
the resolution declared: 'There has Serials ..
0
0
3
3
organized
labor movecrept into the
Total
..
60
21
4
9
26
ment of St. Louis alleged gangsters
26
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews
and racketeers who had devoted
aretheir time to a large extent working
REDWOODS,' produced by Wallace McDonald for
th??r!Jn^n?for their own interests and changing the Irvmg Briskm unit; directed by Charles Vidor; no writing credits reAllen Siegler. Cast: ChTrle^ Xkford. Jean
g^^^^^'^^P^^^,
their membership as a side issue.'
P=frif?
Dunn
Lloyd Hughes, Ed Laughton, John Tyrrell, Ann k^n^c
ShoeIt mentioned a letter written Jan.
S«w'a^,^?J
*
maker,
Al Bridge, Gordon Oliver.
14 to Green by AFL organizers Wil•MOUNTED POLICE NO. 1,' produced by Harry Decker for the Irvirig
liam Schoenberg and E. P. Theiss,
'ii'^ected by Sam Nelson; original screen play
by
Bennett
"u
accompanied by a petition signed by Cohen; photographed by George Meehan. Cast: Charles Starrett, Linda
85 motion picture operators^ veteran Winters, Bob Nolan, Sons of the Pioneers, Robert Fisk*. Vernon Steele,
union members, requesting the local Eddie Cobb, Dick Botiller, Tom London, Lane Chandler, James Millican,
After requesting Hal Taliaferro, Ed Brady, Harry Cording.
be reorganized.
'SABOTAGE/ produced by Larry Darmour; directed by Lewis D. ColGreen and the AFL executive comlins; original story and screen play by Eric Taylor and
Gordon Rigby
mittee to request Browne to author- photographed
by James S, Brown, Jr. Cast: Japk Hoiti Katherine DeMille,
the
council
tb
comply
ize
with Ralph Morgan, Paul Everton,
C, Henry Gordon, Sidney Blackmer, Ivan
Schoenberg's request for restoration Lebedeff, Regis Toomey, Holmes Herbert, Guy
D'Ennery,
of autonomy and reorganization of
'NORTH OF SHANGHAI.' formerly titled 'LIFE IS CHEAP/ produced
the local under control of the AFL, by Wallace McDonald for Irving Briskin unit; directed by D. Ross Lederman; no writing credits released; photographed by Franz Planer. Cast:
the resolution concluded:
Furness, James Craig, Keye Luke, Dick Curtis, Joseph Downing,
'We request and iipplore the Betty
Honorable Wu. Cy Kendall, Lotus Liu, John Tyrrell.
executive council of the AFL to take
'FIRST OFFENDERS/ formerly titled 'FIRST
immediate steps to end this alleged Lou Appleton for Irving Briskin unit; directedOFFENDER,' produced by
by Frank McDonald; no
reign of terrorism In St. Louis at writing credits released; photographed by Lucien Ballard.
Cast: Walter
once, and the good name of our 51- Abel, Beverly Roberts, replacing Rita Hayworth, Johnny Downs. Iris
year-old central body be reestab- Meredith, Robert Sterling, John Tyrrell.
'LET US LIVE/ produced by William Perlberg; directed by John Brahm;
lished in the confidence of the 'clean'
membership of our local organized screen play by Anthony Veilier and Allen Rivkin. Cast: Henry Fonda,
labor movement and the public in Maureen O'Sullivan. Ralph Bellamy, Henry Kohler, Alan Baxter, Stanley
Ridges, Clarence Wilson, Ray Walker, Sammy Bliim, Beatrice Curtis, Ted
general.'
Oliver, Monty Vandergrift, James Blaine, Philip Trent, George Douglas,
A fight on the floor against the Peter Lynn, Martin Spellman, Charles Lane,
Harry Bernard, Herbert
resolution was led by Clyde Weston, Haywood, Walter Soderling, Billy Wayne, Sam McDaniels, Ethel Wales,
business manager of the union, and Mary Foy, Jack Clifford, Eddie Heam, Eddie Cobb. Herbert Ashley, Kernan
Cripps,
Dick
Rush,
Harry
C.
Bradley,
Emmett Vogan, Stanley Mack, Cy
Nick's first lieutenant. At a recent
meeting of the local, Weston dis- Ring, Ray Stewart, Bess Wade.
•THE THUNDERING WElST/ formerly titled 'TRAIL OF THE TUMregarded the operators to vote on
BLEWEED/ produced by Harry Decker for the Irving Briskin unit; dithe question of returning the manrected by Sam Nelson; original screen play by J. Bennett Cohen; photoagement to the members, and is said graphed by Lucien Ballard. Cast:
Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith, Dick
to have forced them to give Nick a Curtis, Bob Nolan, Ed LeSaint, Frank
Bell, Eddie Cobb, Art Mix, Slim
uananimous vote of confidence.
Whittaker, Hal Taliaferro, Ed Peil, Dick Botiller, Robert Fiske.
At the meeting Simday (22), West'RACKETEERS,' produced by Wallace MacDonald; directed by C, C.
on declared there was no need for Coleman, Jr.; no writing credits released; photographed by Allen Siegler.
action by the AFL, inasmuch as Cast: Alan Baxter, Jacqueline Wells, Joseph King, Gordon Oliver, Willard
Browne has a representative here Robertson, John TyreU, Ed Fetherston, Dick Curtis, Harry Strang, Joseph
now investigating Nick's manage- Caits, Eddie. Laughton, George Taylor, Stanley Brown, Frank Mills, Joe
ment. William J. Gibbons, delegate Harmon. James Millican, Frank O'Connor, Ed Cobb, Kernan Crips, Robert
Walker, E. L. Dale, Art Dupuis, Al Ferguson, Ky Robinson, Sam Ash,
from the Typographical union, cen- Al Herman, Forbes Murray, Edward Hearn.
to request

AFL,

photographed by Art Reed,
Peters, Reed Howes.

Cast:

Grand National Plx

.JF^^^SS^^^^'
PANAMA

stories, declaring:

*A man has not only been tried,
but has been found guilty. The
buildup in the press Is one of the
most perfect .against a man connected with the labor movement. Let
John Nick be placed on trial and if
he ia found clean, okay, but if he
is found guilty I will submit to the
verdict.'

New

Theatres

formerly

titled

'RIO

GRANDE ROUNDUP,'

pro-

duced by Harry Decker for the Irving Briskin unit; directed by Sam Nelson; original screen play by John Francis Royal; photographed by Lucien
Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith, Sons of the Pioneers, Bob
Nolan, Fred Kohler, Jr., Hank Bell, Raphael Bennett, Blackjack Ward,
Lee Prather, Eddie Cobb, Ed Hearn, Frank Austin.

Columbia Plx Now In Production
4/ produced and directed by Howard Hawks; no writing
by Joseph Walker, Cast: Jean Arthur, Cary
Grant, Richard Barthelmess, Rita Hayworth, Thomas Mitchell, Sig Ru
man, Donald Barry, Noah Beery, Jr,, Anthony Quinn, AUyn Joslyn, ViC'
tor Kilian, Milissa Sierra, Pat West, John Carroll, Charles Moore, Sam
Tong, Frank Puglia, Inez Palange, Pedro Regas, Manuel Maciste, Lucio
Villegas, Budd Fine, Francisco Moran, Victor Travers, Wilson Benge, Jack
Lowe, Tex Higginson, Vernon Dent, Pat Flaherty, replacing Frank Marlowe, Enricas Acbsta, Raoul Lechuga, Dick Bottiler, Harry Bailey, Amora
Navarro, Tessie Murray.
•BLONDIE STEPS OUT/ produced by' Robert Sparks; directed by Frank
Strayer; screen play by Richard Flournoy; photographed by Henry Freulich. Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry Sims, Jonathan Hale,
Dorothy Moore, Jo Coflfin, Stanley Brown, Don fieddoie, Linda Winters,
Sarah Edwards, Danny Mummert, Irving Bacon, Richard Fiske, George
Chandler.
'MRS. LEONARD MISBEHAVES/ formerly titled 'OLD MRS. LEON-

•PLANE NO.

credits released; photographed

•

,

St. Louis, Jan. 24.
J.

M. Summers and William A.

Graver, Excelsior Springs, Mo., planning rebuild theatre recently destroyed by fire. New structure will

ARD AND HER MACHINE GUNS/

produced by Fred Kohlmar; directed
by Richard Maibaum and Gertrude Purcell;
by George Bradshaw and Price Day; photographed by John
Stumar. Czst: Fay Bainter, Ida Lupino, Lee Bowmart, Warren Hymer. Joe
erecting 800-seater in Maryville.
Caits, Tommy Mack, Jim Toney, Joe Sawyer, Tommy Dugan, Forbes MurFred Wehrenberg, owner of a ray, Henry Armetta, Olaf Hytten, Harold Huber,
OUTSIDE THESE WALLS,' produced by Ralph Cohn for the Irving Brischain of nabes in St. Louis and St.
kin
unit; directed by Ray McCarey; no writing credits released; photoLouis County, has talcen over the
granhed by Lucien Ballard, Cast: Dolores Costello, Michael Whalen, VirJ^ormandy, in the
cost $20,000.

by Ben

Stoloff; screen play

original

Clarence E. Cook, Maryville, Mo.,

suburbs, and will
operate it in conjunction with the
Studio in Pine Lawn, Mo. E. E. Rudolph, Jr., will manage both houses.

ginia Weidler, Don Beddoe, Charles Halton, Selmer Jackson, Dick Curtis,
John Tyrell, Pierre Watkin, Robert Emmett Keane. Tommy Buptj, Joe
Devlin, Stymie Beard, Jimmie Camobell, Joe Cunningham, William Searby,

Harry C. Arthvu:, Jr., head of Fanchon
Marco interests here, said organization contemplates erection of a
$175,000 house on site of present
Florissant Cinema Garden on north

Grand. National

Walter Merrill, Allen Matthews, Eddie Laughton,

In Production

formerly titled •CURIO

Adnenne Ames, William von

Joan Barclay, Ralph

CIPHER/ formerly

titled

Brincken,

bietro

of Plx

.Com-

50

Selznlck-Int'I

Total
Pictures

..,..1

51
in the cutting

now

.

Shooting

Promised pleted

,
„
Features

Now

Now

Number Number

,

TEXAS STAMPEDE,'

Fletcher,

Now

CIPHER/ Fme Art production; directed by Charles Lamont;
original screen play by Arthur Hoerl; photographed by Arthur Martinelli.
Cast: Leon Ames, Charlotte Wynters, Weldon Heyburn, Sidney Miller.

™.

sured the members for arriving at
conclusions based on newspaper

Tex

19
0

5
1

19

6

in

Balance to

Replaced

Cuttlnjsr

Before

Kooms Cameras
0

19
0

tion
19
o

7

19

19

7

,

Stories in
Prepara-

rooms or awaiting previews are:
produced by Jack Cummings; directed by Edward Buzscreen play by Herbert Fields, Frank Partos and
T®",'"^^*^®^
Jack McGowan; photographed by Ray June. Cast: Eleanor Powell, Robert
Young, George Burns and Gracie Allen, Eddie Anderson, Judith Allen, Jo
Ann Sayres, Rita Johnson, WiUie Fung, Clarence Kolb. Bert Roach, Ruth
Hussey, Tom Neal, Sig Rumann, Edward Gargan.
'ICE FOLLIES OF 1939/ produced by Harry Rapf: directed by Reinhold
Schunzel; no writing credits released; photographed by Oliver Marsh. Cast:
Joan Crawford, James Stewart, Lew Ayres, Ice Follies troupe, Jo Antt
Sayres, Lionel Stander.
'HUCKLEBERRY FINN/ produced by Joseph Mankiewicz; directed by
Richard Thorpe; screen play by Hugo Butler from Mark Twain's novel;
photographed by John Seitz. Cast: Mickey Rooney, Walter Connolly, William Frawley, Elizabeth Risdon, Minor Watson, Harlan Brlggs, Rex Ingram,
Lynne Carver, Jo Ann Sayers, Sarah Edwards, Victor Kilian, Clara Blandick, Irvirig Bacon,
'BROADWAY SERENADE,' produced and directed by Robert, Leonard;
no writing credits released; photographed by Oliver Marsh. Cast: Jeanette
MacDonald, Lew Ayres, Ian Hunter, Frank Morgan, Virginia Grey, Rita
Johnson, William Gargan, Katherine Alexander, Franklin Pangbom, Esther
Dale,. Esther Howard, Al Shean, Maurice Moscovitz, Wally Vernon.
•THE DUSTY ROAD/ formerly titled 'SONG OF THE WEST/ produced
by Harry Rapf; directed by Jack Conway; no writing credits released;
photographed by Sidney Wagner. Cast: Nelson Eddy, Virginia Bruce,
Lionel Barrymore, Victor McLaglen, Edward Arnold, Guy Kibbee, Allea
Jenkins, H. B. Warner, Raymond Walbum, Charles Butterworth.
•FAST AND LOOSE,' produced by Frederick Stephani: directed by
Edward Marin; from story by Marco Page; photographed by George Folsey.
Cast: Robert Montgomery, Rosalind Russell, Reginald Owen, Jo Ann Sayres,
Tom Collins, Samuel S. Hinds, Sidney Blackmer, Anthony Allen, Joau
Marsh. Tom Neal. Etienne Girardot.
IDIOT'S DELIGHT/ produced by Hunt Stromberg; directed by Clarence
Brown; from play by Robert E. Sherwood; nhotographed by William
Daniels. Cast: Clark Gable, Norma Shearer. Laura Hope Crews, Charles
Cobvu-n, Pat Paterson, Joseph Schildkraut, Paula Stone, Edward Arnold,
Burgess Meredith,- Skeets Gallagher, Joan MarshK. Bemadene Hayes, Virginia Grey, Mitchell Lewis. Virginia Dale, Fritz Fold, Edward Roquello,
Lorraine Krueger.
Metro Plx Now In Production
1 TAKE THIS WOMAN/ formerly titled 'NEW YORK CINDERELLA,'
produced by Lawrence Weingarten; directed by Frank Borzage; original
story by Charles- MacArthur; photographed by CSiarles Lawtoh,
Cast:
Spencer Tracy, Hedy LaMarr, Walter Pldgeon, Thurston Hall, Carlos Valdez, Leonard Penn, Ina Claire, Marjorie Main, Louis Calhern, Laha Turner,
Mona Barrie, Willie Best, Dwight Frye, Jack Carson. Frank Puglia, Adrienne Ames.
THE WIZARD OF OZ* (Technicolor), produced by Mervyn LeRoy;
directed by Victor Fleming; based on story by Frank L, Baum; photographed by Harold Rosson; for Technicolor, Allan Daz'ey, Cast: Frank
Morgan Judy Garland, Ray Bolger. Bert Lahn Jack Haley, Charley
Grapewin, Billie Burke, Margaret Hamilton. Pat Walsh.
•SERGEANT MADDEN/ produced by J. Walter Ruben; directed by Josef
von Sternberg; based on a story by William A. Tollman, Jr.; photographed
by John Seitz. Cast: Wallace Beery, Alan Curtis, Tom Brown, Larraino
Johnson, Marion Martin.
'THE HARDYS RIDE HIGH/ produced by Lou Ostrow; directed by
John B, Seitz: screen play by Agnes Chiristine Johnston, Kay von Riper and
William Ludwig; photographed- by Leslie White. Cast: Lewis Stone,
Mickey Rooney, Cecilia Parker. Fay Holdeh, Sara Haden, Ann Rutherford,
Virginia Grey.
'TARZAN IN EXILE/ produced by Sam Zlmballst; directed by Richard
Thorpe; based on characters created by Edgar Rice Burroughs; photdgraphed by Leonard Smith. Cast: Johnny Welssmuller, Maureen O'Sulli*
van, Henry Stephenson,' Kenneth Hunter, Henry Wilcoxod, Frieda Inescort,
Uriah Banks, John SheiTield,
'GONE WITH THE WIND* (Technicolor), produced by David O. Selznick; directed .by George Cukor; screen play by Sidney Howard and Oliver
H. P. Garret from novel by Margaret Mitchell; photographed by Lea
Garmes, Cast: Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh, Leslie Howard, Olivia de Havilland, Barbara O'Neil, Laura Hope Crews, Hattie McDaniel, Oscar Poll^

HONOLULU/

:

»

•

.

Butterfly

McQueen, Everett Brown.

Monogram

&

side.
It is expected new house will
be a 2,500-seater.
St. Louis Amusement Co, has earmarked $30,000 for improvements of
its Union, north side nabe, dark for

several months,.
The Jersey, 400-seater, Jersey ville,
111., opened by Ballard, Horn & Metcalfe Co.

New

equipment purchased from

Exhibitors' Supply Co, and National
Theatre Supply Co, here for the
State, Nashville, HI,; Grand, Sullivan, 111., and a house owned by D, O.

Lanham

in Eldorado, 111.
Frisina Circuit has let a contract
for its new Bond, 600-seater, GreenviUe, 111. It will cost $30,000, The
Frisina organization also operates the
lyric in Greenville.

New

$65,000 Nabe

Norfolk Va,, Jan. 24,
E, L, Collamer, president of the
Reco Amus. Corp., announces plans
for a

Park

$65,000 nabe in
section, seating 980.

Fairmount

Number Number
of Fix
ComPromised pleted

Now
Shootlog:

Now

Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In
Cutting Before Prepara-

Rooms Cameras

Number Number
of Plx
ComPromised pleted
7

Now
Shoot
Ins

5

1
0

3

12
8

12
8

12

1

9

20

20

tlori

68
1
Total
7
55
5
55
Pictures now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
'RIDE 'EM, COWGIRL/ formerly titled 'FURY'S IN THE SADDLE,' produced by Arthur Driefuss; directed by Sam Diege; original screen play by
Arthur Hoerl; photographed by Mack Stengler, Cast: Dorothy Page, Milton Frome, Vince Barnett, Linn Mayberry, Joseph Girard, Frank Ellis,
Harrington Reynolds, Merrill McCormick, Pat Henning, Fred Cordova,
Eddie Gordon, Lester Doerr, Walter Patterson, Snowy (equine),
'WATER RUSTLERS/ formerly titled 'THE LAST BARRIER/ Coronado
production; produced by Donald K. Lieberman; directed by Samuel Diege;
original screen play by Arthur Hoerl; photographed by Mack Stengler.
Cast: Dorothy Page, David .O'Brien, Vince Barnett, Ethan Allen, Leonard
Ti'ainer, Edward Gordon, Stanley Price, Warner Richmond, Merrill Mc-

Cormick, Lloyd Ingraham, Ed Piel,
'SINGING COWGIRL/ formerly titled 'LADlT BUCKAROO,' Coronado
production; produced by Donald K. Lieberman; directed by Samuel Diege;
original screen play by Arthur Hoerl; photographed by Mack Stengler,
Cast: Dorothy Page, David O'Brien, Vince Barnett, Ed Piel, Dix Davis,
Stanley Price, Warner Richmond, Dorothy Short, Paul Barrett, Lloyd Ingraham, Ethan Allen, Edward Gordon, Merrill McCormick,
•EXILE EXPRESS/ produced by Eugene Prenke; directed by Otis Garrett; original by Edwin Justus Mayer; musical score by Dimitri Tiomkin;
photographed by John Mescall, Cast: Anna Sten, Alan Marshall, Jerome
Cowan, Walter Catlett. Jed Prouty, Leonid Kinsky. Irving Pichel, Feodor
Chaliapin, Addison Richards, Henry Roquemore, Byron Foulger, Stanley
Fields. Harry Davenport, Spencer Charters. Etienne Girardot.
•RHYTHM RIDES THE RANGE/ Arcadia production; directed by Sam
Newfleld; screen play by Fred Myton from original by Ted Richmond;

Now

Baianee to
in Be Placed Stories In
Cnttingr Before PreoaraRooms Cameras
tlon
6

Pictures in the cutting room:
^'
associate producer. Frank
J9A^J^ directed
F^^J'^'^E*'
Melford;
by Lambert Jjy,,^HiUyer; original screen play by John T
Neville; photographed by Arthur Martinelli,
Cast: Ann Nagel, Robert
Kent, Charles Trowbridge, Morgan Wallace, J. Farrell MacDonald. John
T. Murray, Arthur Loft. John Merton. Roger Williams.
Duke York, Donald
Kerr, Carleton Young Stanley Mack. Harry Strang, Ernie Adams, Isabell
Lamalle, Martin Spellman, Tom McGuire. Bill Worthington. Bill Lally.
Eddie Hearn. Frank Nelson, Jack C, Smith, Kernan Kripps. Frank LaRue,
*
Frank Hall Crane.
'WILD HORSE CANYON/ formerly titled 'WILD HORSE TRAIL.' produced by Robert Tansey; directed by Bob Hill; original screen nlay by
Robert Emmett; photographed by Bert Longenecker. Cast: Jack RandalL
Dorothy Short, Frank Vaconelli, Walter Long, Dennis Moore, Charles King,

Warner Richmond,
'SKY PIRATE/ produced by Paul Malvern for Monogram release: dl
rected by George Waggner; screen play by Paul Sohofield and Joseph West
based on cartoon strip, 'Tailspin Tommy,' by Hal Forrest; photo«»raphed by
Archie Stout, Cast: John Trent, Marjorie Reynolds, Miiburn Stone, .Tasoa
Robards, Peter George Lynn. Lucien Littlefield, Polly Ann Youn". Savre
Deering. John Peters, Drew Demarest. Arthur Van Slyke, William Carlton,

Bruce Mitchell, Tommy Bupp, Betsv Gav,
'CONVICT'S CODE/ formerly titled 'PAROLED TO EXILE/ produced
by E, B. Derr; associate producer, Frank Melford; directed bv Lambert
HiUyer; original screen play by John W, Krafft and John T. Neville; photo(Continucd on page 19)
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Step lively and stay lucky. Step

up snappily

to the

booking desk where there*s more gold to be gadiered
like 'Brother Raf, Angels', 'Dawn Patrol' and 'Devil's
Island'.

This

sensational

is

the big

week we smash home with

John Garfield and the 'Dead End' Kids in

Thev Made Me

a Criminal' !

For Lincoln's Birthday

and National Defense Week 'Wings of the Navy'
'Yes,

My

Darling Daughter' , comedy twin

to 'Brother Rat'. Then more! {Bette Davis in 'Dark

Victory'!

Warden Lawes* 'You Can't Get Away with Murder', with

Humphrey Bogart; Cagney in'The Oklahoma Kid').

WA

And More!

ER BROS
'or

Satisf

I

—
PICTURES

Wednesdayt January 25, 1939

Advance Production Chart]

VARIETY

Sparkuhl. Cast: George Raft, Ellen Drew, Hugh Herbert, ZaSu Pitts,
Louise Beavers, Harry Tyler, Stanley Andrews, Carol HoUoway, Hooper
Atchley, Virgmia Sale, Lew Payton, Cordell Tate, Jimmy Briscow, Eugene
Jackson, Fern Emmett.

'NIGHT SPOT HOSTESS/ formerly
(Continued ij:om page 17)

graphed by Arthur Martinelli.

Cast: Sidney Blackmer, Robert Kent, Anne
Nagel, Norman Willis, Victor Killian, Sarah Padden, Ben Alexander, Pat
Flaherty, Carleton Young, Howard Hickmanr Joan Barclay, Carol Tevis,
Harry Strange, Ray Stewart, Dennis Moore, Maxine Leslie, Frank Crane,
Kathryn Sheldon, Frank La Rue, George Cleveland, Donald Kerr, Hal
,

Price,

Mac Sheppard.

'SUNDOWN ON THE PRAIRIE,' produced by Edward Finney; directed
by Al Herman: original' screen play by William Nolte and Edmund Kelso;
photographed by Bert Longenecker. Cast: Tex Ritter, Horace Murphy,
Dorothy Fay, Karl Hackett, Charles King, Bill Tomberlin, Frank Ellis,
Wally West, Rudy Sooter, Ernie Adams, Ed Peil, Jr., Bud Pope, Juanita
Street; Bud Osborn, Hank Worden.
'NAVT GIRL/ produced by William T. Lackey; directed by Howard
Bretherton; screen play by Harvey Gates from Steve Fisher's Cosmopolitan
magazine story, 'Shore Leave'; photographed by Harry Newman. Cast:
Fay Wray, Grant Withers, Dewey Robinson, Andre Cheron, Robert Frazer,
Craig Reynolds, George Sorell, William von Brincken, Joseph Crehan,
Duke York, Joe Girard, Arthur Housman.
'STAR REPORTER,' produced by E. B. Derr; associate, Frank Melford;
directed by Howard Bretherton; original screen play by John T. Neville;
photographed by Arthur Martmelli. Cast: Warren Hull, Wallis Clark;
Marsha Hunt, Virginia Howell, Clay Clement, Morgan Wallace, Paul Fix,
Joe Crehan, Eddie Kane.
<ROLLIN^ WESTWARQ, produced by Edward Finney; directed by Al
Herman; original screen play ,by Fred Myton; photographed by Marcel
Plcard. Cast: Tex Ritter, Horace Murphy, Dorothy Fay, Slim Whitaker,
Herbert Corthell, Harry Harvey, Charles King, Hank Worden, Dave
O'Brien, Tom London, Estrelita Novarro.
Monogram PIx Now In Production
'THE MYSTERY OF MR. WONG,' produced by W. T. Lackey; directed
by William Nigh; original screen play by Scott Darling; photographed by
Harry Newmann. Cast: Boris Karloff, Dorothy Tree, Lotus Long. Morgan
Wallace, Holmes Herbert, Gr^nt Withers, Craig Reynolds, Ivan Lebedeff,
Hooper Atcbley, Bruce Wong, Lee Tong Foo, Chester Gan, Wilbur Mack.
.

.

Paramount
Number Number
of Plx
Com-

Now
Slioot-

Total
Pictures

51
8

25
6

59

31

5
0

12
2

9
0

14

9

BOY

Bank night, screeno, banko, lucky,
sweepstakes and kindred cash giveaway contests are about to get the
gate in New York City if License
Conimissioner' Paul Moss hasi his
way^
He is seeking to eliminate
coin games, which he claims iEnvolve
an element of chance, through two
mediums. One is the 100% cooperation of exhibitors in areas involved;
the -second is by means of convictions in court which, it is understood, give him authority to revoke
licenses within specified jurisdiction.

Commssioner Moss

is

meeting with

Staten Island exhibitors this Friday
(27) in ah effort to wipe out the socalled practice by means of complete support' of exhibs concerned.
At the same time; he,ia following the
outcome of the cas9 against the
Jewel theatre in General Sessions
court.. If a CQnvictiqn is' obtained, it
is understood that Moss wiU act
against pth^r JH&vf York .exhibitors
if they fall to cooperate in his campaign.

Commissioner Moss explained this
that churches,, lodges or other
which hold Bing(^
organizations
ABOUT TOWN/ produced by Arthur Hornblow; directed by Nights and similar cash contests will
Mark Sandrich; no writing credits released; photographed by Ted Tetzlaff. be prosecuted the same as film theCast: Jack Benny, Dorothy Lamour, Edward Arnold, Binnie Barnes, Phil
He said that the
atre operators.
Harris, Eddie> Anderson; Monty Woolley, Leonard Mudie, Herbert Evans»
flood of complaints from patrons and
Clifford Seviem, Cyril Thornton, Kay Linaker.
'INVITATION TO HAPPINESS/ produced and directed by Wesley exhibitors indicated that 9 majority
Ruggles; no writing credits released; photographed by Leo Tover. Cast: of them wished to abandon cash
Irene. Dunne, Fred MacMurray, Charlie Ruggles, Donald O'Connor, Wil- con^^ts. Mqss added, however, that
liam Collier, Sr., Burr Carruth, Charles Randolph, Allen Wood, Don La- some were afraid to quit unless comtorre. Bob Evans, Mack Gray, Billy Newell.
petitors dittoed.
'FEDERAL OFFENSE/ produced by Edward T. Lowe; directed by I^ouis
Meeting of many representative
King; screen' play by Horace McCoy and William R. Lipmaii from J. Edgar Hoover's Tersons iii Hiding'; photographed by William Mellor. Cast: exhibitors an4 circuit operators froih
Lloyd Nolan, J. Carrol Naish, Shirley Logan, Heather Angel, Broderick all sections of New. York about a
Crawford, Robert Wilcox, Richard Carle, Stanley Ptice, Johu Eldredge, month ago indicated, to Moss that the
George Meeker, Raymond Hatton, Philip Warren, Paul Fijt, Richard Den- bulk of exhibs wanted to quit the
ning, Abner Biberman, Roy Gordon, Clem Bevans, Clarence Wilson, Monte
cash nights. However, in the trade
Blue, Grace Hayle, George Irving, Fern Emmett, Ottola Nesmith, Ivan
it was the general impression' thai
Miller, Galan Gait, John Maurice Sullivan.
only a big stick in the. hands of a
constituted official would bring a
Reason
halt to the cash contests.
for this opinion is that no exhibitor,
independent or circuit, would abandon the practice while a competitive
Now Balance to
Number Number Now
in Be Placed Stories in house continued it.
Shoot- Cutting Before Preparaof Plx
ComAttempts of major, circuits ta quit
pleted
Rooms
Cameras
tion
ing
promised
the cash contests in the recent past
23
4
5
23
18
50
Studio
were halted when certain operations
0
0
0
3 .
0
3
Sol Lesser
0
0
0
were drastically affected at the box1
1
0
Herbert Wilcex.
office by the contests kept operating
23
22
4
23
54
Totafl
by their competitors.
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
Commissioner Moss said that the
'GUNGA DIN' (for 1938-39), produced and directed by George Stevens; present campaign was not directed
screen play by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur; photographed by Joe against all giveaways but simply
Jr.,
Joan
August. Cast: Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen, Douglas Fairbanks.
those involving the element of
Fontaine, Eduardo Ciannelli, Sam Jaffe, Montagu Love, Lumsden Hare,
chance and with a cash payoff to
Robert Coote, Abner Biberman.
that it was
HOURS/ produced by Robert Sisk; directed by winners., He stated
'TWELVE
,
,
^
Landers; screen play by John Twist; original by Garrett Fort and within the province of his office to
p^^^j. Ruric; photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: Richard Dix, Lucille handle the situation without Calling
g^jj jjQj^gjjj j^g.^jgyi^g Bjgjjjgy Page Poj^^
Hunt, John Arlidge,
'THE FLYING "IRISHMAN/ produced by Pandro S. Berman; directed
Tampa, Jan. 24,
by Leigh Jason; screen play by Ernest Pagano and Dalton Trumbo; photographed by J. Roy Hunt. Cast: Douglas Corrigan, Paul Kelly, Robert
Florida's supreme court knocked
Armstrong. Donald McBride. Dorothy Appleby, Eddie Quillan, Joyce b9hk night dut of the. theatres last
Compton, Peggy Ryan, Dorothy Peterson, ,
- ,
^,
^ ^ „. ,
Sisk; directed by week by holding it to be a lottery
Robert
BACK/ produced by ^

week

MAN

0

,

9

now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews are
Jeff Lazarus; directed by Ed H. Griffith;
and screen play by Virguiia Van Upp; photographed by Ted
Tetzlaff. Cast: Madeleine Carroll, Fred MacMurray, Shirley Ross, -Claude
Gillingwater, Allyn Joslyn, Don Alvarado, Mira McKinney, Hilda felowrighi Dorothy Tree, Harlan Briggs, Frances Raymond, Ruth Rogers, Dorothy White, Jessie Ralph, Charles Trowbridge, Frank Dawson, Ciipid
Ainswoi-th, Gloria Williams, Gus Glassmire, Lillian Yarbo, Eddie Dunn,
Eddie Borden, John Day, Robert Emmett Keane, Tony Merlo, Al Hill,
Luana Walters, Ethel Clayton, Marion Weldon, Dolores Casey, Dorothy
Dayton, Norah Gale, Httrriette Haddon, Gwen Kenyon, Judy King, HelaineJ
Moler, Reginald Simpson, Max Wagner, Helen Lynd, Heidy Masburg
Bryant Washburn, Mary 'Punkins' Parker, Charles Begole Smith, Bernard
Matis, Paula de Cardo, Joyce Mathews, Janet Waldo, Lester Dorr, Paul

-

•

.

'

'

RKO-Radio

Edward Gargan.

•

LO. BINGO. ETC

.

'CAFE SOCIETY/ produced by

"

RY. IN MOVE TO

associate

'SUDDEN MONEY/ formerly titled 'SWEEPSTAKES MILLIONAIRE/
titled 'SUDDEN MONEY/ associate producer, William Thomas;
directed by Nick Grinde; screenplay by Lewis Foster; based on a play by
Milton Lazarus; photographed by Henry Sharp, Cast: Charley Ruggles,
Marjorie Rambeau, Charley Grajpewiri, Broderick Crawford, Billy Lee,
Evelyn Keyes, Philip) Warren, William Frawley, Mary 'Punkins' Parker,
John Gallaudet, Stanley Price, Robert Brister, Dick Elliott, Richard Denning, Charles Halton, Ethel' Wales, Larry Blake, Emory Parnell.
TROUBLE,' formerly titled 'TWO WEEKS WITH PAY/ formerly
titled 'PARENTS ON PROBATION/ G. M. O. production; associate producer, William Wright; directed by George Archainbaud; screen play by
Laura and S. J. Perelman; based on a story by Lloyd Corrigaii and Monte
Brice; photographed by Henry Sharp. Cast: Charlie Ruggles, Mary Boland,
Joyce Mathews, Donald O'Connor, Billy Lee, John Hartley, Andrew Tombs,
Dick Elliott, Josephine Whittell, Sonny Bupp, Archie Twitchell, George
Billings, Sonny Boy Williams, Wally Albright, Paul de Cardo, Helaine
Moler, Doodles Weaver, Tommy Tucker, Grace Hayle, Ed Gargan. Pat W^st,
Russell Hicks, Zeffie Tilbury, Sarah Edwards, Georgia Caine, Harlan Briggs,
Charles Trowbridge, Kathryn Bates, Nell Craig, Fern Emmett.
Paramount Plx Now in Production
*UNION PACIFIC,' produced and directed by Cecil B. DeMille; associate producer, William H. Pine; location director, Arthur Rosson; screen
play by Walter DeLeon, C. Gardner Sullivan and Jesse Lasky, Jr., based on
an' adaptation by Jack Cunningham of a story by Ernest Haycox; photographed by Victor Milner and Dewey Wrigley. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck,
Joel McCrea, Robert Preston, Akim Tamiroff, Brian Donlevy, Lynne Overman, William Haade, Regis Toomey, *J, M. Kerrigan, Harry Woods, Fuzzy
Knight, Hugh McDonald, Mala, .Noble Johnson, Anthony Quinn, Joseph
Sawyer, Harold Goodwin, Sheila Darcy, May. Beatty, Nora Cecil, Julia
Faye, Ruth Warren, Evelyn Keyes, Mike DriscoU.
'BEAU GESTE/ produced and directed by William A. Wellman; frdm
story by P. C. Wren; photographed by Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: Gary
Cooper, Ray Milland. Robert Preston, Susan Hayward, J, Carrol Naish,
'Broderick Crawford, Brian Donlevy, Donald MacBride, James Stephenson.

tlon
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'NEVER SAY DIE/ produced by Paul Jones; directed by EUiott Nugent;
screen play by Don Hartman, Frank Butler and Preston Sturges; based
on a play by WiUiam H. Post; photographed by Leo Tover. Cast: Martha
Raye, Bob Hope, Ernest Cossart, Paul Harv6y, Alan Mowbray, Siegfried
Rumann, Andy Devine, Gale Sondergaaird, Ivan Simpson, Donald Haines,
Victor Kilian, Waltei: Fenner, Oscar Rudolph, Ferdinand Schumann-Heink,
Albert Dekker, Charles Brokaw, Frank Reicher, Foy Van Dolson, Harriette Haddon, Frances Arms, Donald Haines, Nick Moro, Janet Elsie
Clark, Christian Rub, Jack Knoche, Hans Von Morhart, Henry Zynda,
Max Barwyn, Richard Von Opel, Kenneth Wilson.
'KING OF CHINATOWN/ executive producer, Harold Hurley; associate
producer, Stuart Walker; directed by Nick Grinde; screen play by LiUie
Hayward and Irving Reis; based on a story by Herbert Biberman; photographed by Leo Tover. Cast: Anna May Wong, Akim Tamiroff, J. Carrol
Naish, Anthony Quinn, Roscoe Karns, Bernadene Hayes, Philip Ahn, SidArchie
Mayer, Alex Pollard,, Sam Ash, Charles Trowl^idge,
*v,*^x,.
ney
«^J Toler,.Ray
Twitchell, George Anderson, Marie Burton, Sheila Darcy, Wong Chong,
Dolores Casey, Dorothy Dayton, Paula De
Denning, Judy King,
Richard
- '
-rx-,-—
,/r-i„
ivT«„*u
n„,*«
^pnvnn.
Kenyon,
Gwen
Gale,
Cardo, Harriette Haddon, Helaine Moler, North
Charles B. Wood. George Magrill. Lily King, Ethel Clayton, Guy Usher.
'BULLDOG DRUMMOND'S SECRET POLICE/ G. M. O. production;
play
associate producer, Edward T. Lowe; directed by James Hogan; screen
by Garnett Weston; based on 'Temple Tower,' by H. C. (Sapper) McNeile,
photographed by Merritt Gerstad, Cast: John Howard, Heather Angel,
CarLeo
Clive,
E.
E.
H. B, Warner, Elizabeth Patterson, Reginald Denny>
Rogers, Neil
roll, Forrested Harvey, David Clyde, Clyde.Cookj^.Gerald

AND MY GAL/

formerly

original

Hurst,

'ME

producer, Mel Shaiier; directed by Kurt Neumann; screen play by Lillie
Hayward and Brian Marlow; based on story by Grover Jones and William
Slavens McNutt; photographed by Harry Fischbeck. Cast: Buck Jones,
Helen Twelvetrees, Donald O'Connor, Dorothy Howe, John Hartley, Larry
Crabbe, Robert Armstrong, Ed Pawley, Sidney Blackmer, Philip Warren,
Louise Carter, Kathryn Bates, Sarah Edwards, Gordon Hart.

Now Balance to
in Be Placied Stories in
Cutting Before Prepara>
Rooma Cameras

promised pleted
studio

Harry Sherman.

titled

19

'

CROWDED

I

I

_

.

.

,

I

'

,

'THE SAINT STRIKES
Wyndham John
Farrow; from novel by Leslie Charteris; photographed by Frank Red- and contrary to the constitution. In
man. Cast: George Sanders, Wendy Barrie, 3arry Fitzgerald, Jerome] proceedings that started in Tampa
pro
BRACELETS/
'ARIZONA
Gilbert Emery, Jonathan Hale.
.and Miami, the court said the
titled
formerly
„
Neil HamUton, Ed Gargan,
...w..
TRAIL/
Cowan,
'RENEGADE
original
on
based
Selander;
Leslie
'LOVE AFFAIR/ produced "and directed by Leo McCarey; no writing niethod of awarding ca^h prizes to
duced by Harry Sherman; directed by
Ja-

Fitzgerald,

Elspeth

Dutch Hendnan, Dick Rush,

Dudgeon,

,

Harrwon
story by John Rathmell; additional dialog and sequences by
Russell Hayden,
cobs; photographed by Russel Harlan. Cast: William Boyd
RockGeorge Hayes. Charlotte Wynters,"ltussell Hopton, Sonny Bupp, Jack Men,
Kings
well, Roy Bancroft, John Merton, Bob Kortman, and the

**"HERiTAGE OF THE DESERT/ produced by Harry Sherman;

associate

I

Paul Guilfoyle, Paul Fix, Willard Robertson, Reginald

released; photographed

mS

-

-^^-^'^^^^'^^^^^^^

h^^'^^^^S^'i?^^^^

Ba?rVE?el|S'^enabli c.„He^^^ Gordon. _SidneyJoler.Barlow,

,

|

Noman

by
producer, J D. Trop; directed by Leslie Selander; screen play

,

by Rudolph Mate. Cast: Irene Dunne, patrons contained, every element of
Charles Boyer, Lee Bowman, Maria Ouspenskaya, Maurice Moscovitch, a lottery and therefore was outlawed
Fred Malatesta, Scotty Beckett, Astrid AUwyn, Phyllis Kennedy.
by Florida statutes.' The decision
RKO-Radio Pictures Now in Production
was unanimous.
'THE CASTLES/ Produced by George Haight; di^cted by Henry Potter;
.^^
unmindful/ sam
said me
the
'We are not unminoiui,'
no writing c^^l^s "leased; photographe^^^^
court, 'of the far reaching effect of
Pillds Edna
credits

J.

Skms

^^rnor^^^r^^^^^ Mer^cer, ftiepne

^^^^^^

|

^^^^ ^^^^^

^^^^ ^^^^
Bricker and operated bank nighc;

.^^^^^^^^

Hively; screen play by Jo Pagano; original story by George.
Cast: Sally Filers, Allan
by Robert Florey; screen play by Gil^^^^^^ Lionel Houser; photographed by Nick Musuraca.
Biro photographe^ Lane, Fritz Lieber, Peggy Shannon. Alex Craig, Leona Roberts, Jonathan
Gabriel and Robert Thoeren; based on a,Play by ^ajos
Gene
Hale, Theodore von Eltz, Spencer Charters
by William Mellor. Cast: Isa Miranda, Ray %llandj^Reginald Owen,

*^'HOTEL IMPERIAL/

directed

nroduced by Arthur Hornblow; directed by Mitchell
CharlL Brackett and Billy Wilder; based on story
Franz Schulz; photographed by Charles Lanj
Jo^n^Bargrmore,
Cast: Claudette- Colbert, Don Ameche, Francis Lederer,
Bor^^
Mary Astor, Elaine Barry, Hedda Hopper, Lionel P^pe EugeneHelen
bt
Paul Bryar, Ferdinand Munier. Leonard Sues, Elspeth Dudgeon,
Rayer, Eddy Conrad, William Eddritt, Billy Daniels
•I'M FROM MISSOURI,' produced by Paul Jr
Reed; no writing credits released: photographed
Cliv^
Bob Burns. Gladys George. Judith Barrett. William Henry, E E. riive
Doris Lloyd, Patricia Morison, Gene Lockhart. Lawrence Gropmith. Ernest
SP&ncer
Cossart, DeAnie Moore. Tom Du^an. Ethel Gnffies. James Burke,
DenCharters. Raymond Hatton. Eddie Waller, Charles Halton. Richard
ning. Clarence Wilson. Morgan Banks. Harry Tenbrook. Frank Hammond,
Martin Faust, Russ Powell. Harry Meyer. Lee Shumway. Carl Harp^gn,
__
Billy
Warren,
PhiUip
Huntley,
C. L. Sherwood, Phillip Morris. George
P.
Cook. Winifred Harris. Kenneth Hunter.
, - ,
,
'THE LAOY'S FROM KENTUCKY/ oroduced by Jeff Lazarus, oirected
Theodor
by Al Hall;
writing credits released; photographed by

^'wS^IGHT'
scrfen

pS S

b? Edwin S^^^^

..^

•

^^^^

.

Ken Reid and Bro.-in-Law
Killed in R.IL Accident
Akron, Jan. 24.
38, former manager
Loew's theatres in Cleveland,
Canton and Columbus, and his

|

Kenneth Reid,

of

brother-in-law,
Raymond Britton,
42, of Zanesville, O., were instantly
killed

^

when

Cuyahoga Falls, Akron
Tuesday night (17),
by a Pennsylvania
The two men apparently were'
in.

last

struck

A

—

^

i

I

.

suburb,

Rooms Cameras 'tion
Ins
Pro;mised pleted
train.
30
30
5
3
21
59
Total
walking along the tracks when they
were hit by the shuttle-traih that
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:
'FORGED PASSPORT/ produced and directed by John H. Auer; screen operates between here and Hudson..
Lee
by
James
Webb
and
story
original
Reid was identified through a
Dlay by Lee Loeb and Franklin Coen;
Loeb- photographed by Jack Marta. Cast; Paul Kelly, June Lang, Billy fishing license and a social security
card.
native of Cuyahoga Falls,
he recently had inherited a home
i"*^
k-,^"--*
J
and
had only returned to live
there
from
Franklin
Paul
and
Powell
Arthur
j,y Charles
^^^^^ j
week before the accident,
Paul Franklin; photographed by Reggie Lanning. Cast: Gene there a
^i
Burnette. June Storey, George aeyeland. Jack Mulhall, Reid had worked himself up from
Gordon Hart, Ethan Laidlaw, Jack Ingram, Earl Hodgms, usher to manager in the theatre
j^^J.
years ago he had
Four
business.
g^l Price.
x ^ v
Loew organization and' rc,^
judiTH RANDALL/ associate producer. Sol C. Siegel: directed by
';;
g^y^^.g„ge^ pi y by josep^^
Frieda
Geiger and Alice Altschuler; photographed by Ernest Miller. Cast:
Cleveland. He leaves a widow and
(Continued on page 21)
1 daughter.

"

1

.

no

^^^^^^

I

way, Davison Clark, Harry Tenbroolc. Paul Kruger.
Ba^^^
'A KNIGHT IN A GHOST TOWN/ produced by Bert Gilroy; directed
Robert Middlemass, Ernst Verebes. Albert Dekker WilhamPaula de Cardo, by David Howard; no writing credits released; photographed by Harry
(Sale
man PhUlips, Robert Frazer, Sheila Darcy. NorahArthur
(:ernitz G^
Wild. Cast: George O'Brien, Rosalind Keith. Chill Wills, Ward Bond, Monty
Judith King, Russell Hicks, George MacQuarrie,
Bull Montague, Ray Whitley, Otto Yamanski.
Schumann-Ite
Savitsky, Joseph Marievsky, Andre Marsaudon F
Harry
Anderson, Marek Windheim, Gustav Von Seyffertitz.
Sam Engel; directed by
GRAND JURY SECRETS/ produced by
story
on
a
based
Republic
Hogan; screen play by Irving Reis and Robert Yprt;
Fischbeck. Cast.
Irving Reis and Maxwell Shane; photographed by Harry
Porter Hal^
John Howard, William Frawley, Gail Patrick, Jane Darwell,
Now Balance to
Jr^ Jack
Harvey Stephens. John Hartley, Morgan Conway, Ehsha CookKelly, Tom
in Be Placed Stories in
Now
Number Number
Kitty
Norton. Richard Denning. Gordon Jones. Charles Jackson,
Shoot- Cutting Before PreparaComof Pix

LeSn-

theatre business
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Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 19)

Henry. Wilcoxon^ Claire Dodd, Sybil Jason, Spencer ^la^ic^o,
Charters,
Cora Witherspoon, Joan Howard.
'I WAS A CONVICT,' formerly titled 'WHITE FURY/
produced by HerSchlom; directed by Aubrey Scotto; screen play by Robert D. AnMarksoh; original by Robert D. Andrews:
photographed by Ed Snyder Cast: Barton MacLane, Beverly "
Roberte
Clarence Kolb, Horace MacMahon, Ben Welden, John Harmon
'HIGGINS FAMILY NO 2.' produced by So? C. sferel'Xcted by GusMerns; no writing credits released; photographed by jkck Marta. Cast^
James Gleason.Lucile Gleason, Russell Gleason, Mar^' Hart, Harry Daven:
port, Hfenry Arthur, Maude ^burne, Purnell Pratt, Marjori4
Gateson
Republic Fix Now in Production
KQUGH RIDER PATROL,' produced and directed by Joe Kane: no writcredits
released;
ong
photograplied by Jack Marta. Cait: Roy Rogers? Mary
Hart, Raymond Hatton, Eddie AcufF, Guy Usher, Jack Rockwell Georee
Inescort,

man

^^""^^^
fSTtirir Ho^Sa HSey^^^ySb?r?l^' ^^^'^^^
'THE LONE RANGER RIDES -jAGAIN' (serial), produced by Robert

Beche; directed by William Witnefand Jack English; original screen
play
Shipman and Sol Schor;
SLEf.rv2^?p"rl by
hv^ WiUiam Nobles Cast: Bob
photographed
Livingston, Chief Thundercloud, Duncan Rinaldo, Jinx Falken. WiUiam Gould, Rex
Lease, Eddie
Dean^Bob McClung, George Burton, Glenn Strange, Stanley Blystone Ed'
"
win Parker.
'MAN OF CONiQUESTS,' formerly titled 'WAGONS WESTWARD,' produced by Sol C. Siegel; directed by George Nicholls, Jr.; screen play by
Pwamore, Jr„ and Jan Fortune; original story Idea bj
S^^^^i/cl*'
Harold
Shumate; photographed by Joseph August. Cast: Richard Dix,
Gail Patrick, Joan Fontaine, Edward Ellis, George Hayes, C. Henry Gordon
Max Terhune, Victor Jory, Robert Barrat, Robert Armstrong,
Ralph Morgan, Janet Beecher, Jason Robards, Kane Chandler, Ferris Taylor,
Charles
Stevens.

20th Century-Fox
Number Number
of Fix
ComPromised pleted

Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In
Cutting: Before Prepara-

Now

Rooms, Cameras

iner

Total
55
26
3
8
18
Pictures in the cutting rooms oi: awaiting previews are:

•GIRL

21

by Karl Struss. Cast: Oliver Hardy, Harry Lahgdon, Alice Brady, Billie
Burke, Jean Parker, June Lang, James Ellison, Stepin Fetchit, Hattie
McDaniel, J. Farrell MacDonald.
'MADE FOR EACH OTHER,' produced by David O. Selznick; directed
by John Cromwell; screen play by Jo Swerling; photographed by Leon
Shamroy. Cast: Carole Lombard, James Stewairt, Lucile Watson. Donald
(Continued from page 5)
Briggs, Charles Coburn. Arthur Hoyt, Ruth Weston, Nella Walker. Harland
Briggs, Mickey Rentschler, Esther Dale, Edwin Maxwell, Tully Marshall.
ing workers to affiliate with ihp
United Artists Pix Now in Production

Agents Fight

•WUTHEBING HEIGHTS/ produced by Samuel Goldwyn; directed by
William Wyler; from novel by Emily Bronte; photographed by Greg
Toland.
Cast: Merle Oberon. Laurence Olivier, Hugh Williams, Flora
Robson, Geraldine Fitzgerald, Leo G. Carroll, David Niven, Donald Crisp,
Cecil Humphries, Romaine Callender.
Universal

Now

Now

Number Number

Balance to

In Be Placed Stories in
Cuttingr Before Preparation.
Ing
Rooms Cameras
12
Total
48
29
5
2
12
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:
'PIRATES OF THE SKIES,' formerly titled 'PLANE 66,' produced by
Barney Sarecky; directed by Joe McDonough; screen play by Lester Cole
and Ben Grauman Kohn frortT original story by Lester Cole; photographed
by Jerry Ash. Cast: Kent Taylor, Rochelle Hudson, Marion Martin, Lucien
Littlefield, Stanley Andrews, Horace MacMahon, Ray Walker, Frank Puglia,
Guy Usher. Eddie Chandler, Henry Branden, John Harmon.
'BUCK ROGERS' (serial), produced by Barney Sarecky; co-directed by
Ford. Beebe and Saul Goodkind; screen play by Norman Hall and Ray
Tranripe from cartoon striji by Dick Calkins and Phil Nolan; photographed
by Jerry Ash. Cast* Larry Crabbe, Constance Mpore, Reed Howes..
Wheeler Oakman, Jackie Moran, Carleton Young, Henry Brandon, Philsoh
of Pix
ComPromised pleted

Slioot-

lATSE.
Various unions claim the lA has
been encrcr-hing on work belonging to their members.
SUE asks
that about 1,200 laborers seized by
the lA and glvsn.the classification of
Class B grips be returned to it- In
addition, Jc(T Kibrti, member of the
lA, has a pa "tlon pending before the
NLRB for an investigation of the
operation of the organization by its
internatir^nrl officers.

Dec.'"i-n

FoUow.ng

Due Friday

h"s conference with lead-

Smith F'nned out for Miami to
discuss the s'tuation with George E.
Browne, lA international .president,
and. to sit in on annual meeting of
ers.

the lATSE general executive comHe promised a decisibn by
Friday (27) on demands of the other
mittee.

studio unions^

In the msrntlme. Dr.. Towne ;Nylander, NLRB regional director^- has
sidetracked all pending film cases
until the various lA petitions are
Universal PIk Now in Production
settled Or "called for hearings. .7 He
•YOU CAN'T CHEAT AN HONEST MAN/ associate producer, Lester- has postponed until Feb.. 14 ahy facBogle;
Charles
ori(?inal
story
Marshall;
by
Cowan; directed by. George
tion in lA cases jii hopes -aniie^ble
photoi»raphed by Milton Krasher. Cast: W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen and agreements can be rea.ched.
'Charlie McCarthy,' Princess Baba, Constance Moore, 'Placeman,' Edward
Smith also took to Miaml"^ deBrophy,- Grady Sutton, David Oliver, F/ainlc Melton, Edwaird Anderson.
UP/ produced by Joe Pasternak: di- mands of majority 6f 12,000 JA niem'THREE SMART GIRLS
rected by Henry Koster; original screen play by Bruce Manning and Felix; bers. for five-day,' 30-hour week.
Jackson; photographed by Joseoh Valentine. Cast: Deanna Durbin, Nan Rank and .file is alsa demanding a
Grey, Helen Parrish, Charles Winninger, William Lundigan, Ernest Cos- voice In negotiations With .'the. prosart. Robert Cummi'ngs. Nella Walker.
ducers, and Snsist tha^ annual Bstsic
, „ „
'EASTSIDE OF HEAVEN/ nb producer credit; directed by David Butler: Agreement Conference be held, in
f
screen play by William Conselman; original by, David Butler dnd Herb
Stewart Mckee, son\of a] wealthy
Polesie; photographed by George Robinson. Cast: Bing Crosby, Joan Blonbanker here, was today, appointed
dell. MiBcha Auer, Jerome Cowan, Jane Goude, Sandy Henvllle.
the
t^rd
member
the
Standing
of
'THE SPIRIT OF CULVER,' producer by Burt Kelly; ditected by Joseph
Santley; screen play by Whitney Bolton and Nathaniel West; ©hotogranhed Cofnmittee for arbitration trader' the
by Elwood Bredeil. Cast: Jackie Cooper, Freddie Bartholomew, Gene producer-actor contract' Othjer memReynolds, Andy Devine, Henry Hull, Jackie Moran, Tim Holt; Walter Tet- bers are Lou Anger for the studios
ley, Harry Tyler, Pierre Watkin. John Hamilton, Frances Robinson, Stanley and Murray 'Kinnell for tlje Guild.
Hughes, Raymond Parker, Herbert Heywood, Jack Grant, Jr., HoUis Jewell, A. M. Rochlen, of Douglas Aircraft,
Johnny Morris, Charles Begole Smith, Joe Cunningham, the second.
produced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Joe May; had previously nixed appointment as
'KEY
screen play by Arthur Horman; photosraohed by John Boyle.. Cast: pres- third member because Qf pressure of

Ahn.

.

^

Now

Shoot-

VAl^iETY

tlon
18

GROW

-

.

FROM BROOKLYN/

formerly titled 'BY THE DAWN'S EARLY
LIGHT' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by
Gregoiy Ratoff; original by Gene Markey; photographed by Karl Preund.
Cast: 'Warner Baxter, Alice Faye, Charles Winninger, Keye Luke. Arthur
Treacher. Willie Fung. Doris Lloyd. Leonid Snegoff.
'THE LITTLE PRINCESS' (in Technicolor), produced by Gene Markey;
directed by Walter Lang; screen play by Ethel Hill and Walter Ferris:
Prances Hodgson Burnett; photographed by Arthur
Miller; Technicolor photography by William Skall. Cast: Shirley Temple,
Richard Greene, Anita Louise, Ian Hunter, Cesar Romero, Arthur Treacher.
Mary Nash, Sybil Jason, Miles Mander, Marcia Mae Jones, Deidre Gale

-

'

.

WOMAN/

i
ton Foster, Irene Heryey, Walter Wolff Kirn?. Fred Keating, Regis Toomeyt his own business..
•TAIL SPIN,' produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by Roy Del Ruth; Frances Robinson. Rr\ymond Parker, Clav Clement, Milburn Stone, Robert Hollywood Instead of Ne\y .;York,..
original screen play by Frank Wead; photographed by John Mescall. Cast: Darrell, Harry Hayden. Eddie Acuff. Mme, Christine To^meure, Frank
SAG tops admit,- howevir, RochAlice Faye, Constance Bennett, Nancy Kelly, Joan Davis. Charles Farrell, Reicher, Doris Rankin, Gerald Mohr, Michael Mark.
len was reluctant because of agreeJane Wyman, Kane Richmond, Wally Vernon, Joan Valerie, Robert Lowment clause permitting either the
ery, Edward Norris. J. Anthony Hughes, Jack Pennick, Warren Hymer.
producers or 'ihe SAO to ilischarge.
'THE THREE MUSKETEERS/ produced by Raymond Griffith; directed
Warners
the -committee upon 30. days* n<itice.
by Allan Dwan; music and lyrics by Sid Kuller, Rajr Golden, Walter Bullock and Samuel Pokrass; screen play by M. M. Musselman, Wm. A. Drakie
Le^iSei/s admit, this claliste ^prpbably
and Sam Hellman; special Ritz Brothers material by Sid Kuller and Ray
will hav6 to be changed before aa
Balance
to
ifow
Golden; photographed by Peverell Marley.
Cast: Ritz Brothers, Don
Number Number Nowin Be Placed Stories In acceptable n??n can be ifoynd.
Afneche, Gloria Stuart, Pauline Moore, Binnie Barnes, Joseph SchildBreech
between 'Hhe
Screen
of PJx
ComSlioot- Cutting Before Preparakraut, John Carradine. John King, Lionel Atwill, Douglass Dumbrille.
Promised pleted
Ing
Rooms Cameras
tlon
Writers Guild and the Screen. PlayMiles Mander, Russell Hicks
*
4
14
52
20
14
14
^yrIghts, Iric, was widened last week
•WIFE, HUSBAND AND FRIEND,' produced by Nunnally Johnson; di- Total
Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:
when the SP arbitration committee
rected by Gregory Ratoff; no writing credits released; photographed by
Ernest Palmey.
Cast: Loretta Young, Warner Baxter, Binnie Barnes,
'BLACKWELL'S ISLAND/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William refused screen credits to- two GuildGeorge Barbier, Eugene Pallette, Franklin Pangborn, J. Edward Brom- McGann; original screen play by Crane Wilbur and Davjp. Marcus; photo- ers. The issue developed over tenberg, Helen Westley, Ruth Terry," Harry Rostehthal, Edward Cooper, iva graphed by Sid' Hickbx.
Cast: John Garfield, ftosemary Lane,' Morgan tative credits for Parambiint's 'The
Stewart, Alice Armand, Dorothy Dearing, Kay Griffith, Helen Ericson.
Conway, Peggy Shannon, Dick. Purcell, Lottie Willianis, Stanley Fields,
From Kentucky.' Stndio
WINNER TAKE ALL,' produced by Jerry Hoffman; directed by Otto Charley Foy, Norman Willis, Granville Bate's, Raymond Barley, Jimmy Lady's
awarded joint bredits to- Malcolm
Brower; no writing credits released; photographed by Edward Cronjager. O'Catty. Wade Boteler, William Davidson. Walter Young.Cast: Tony Martin, Gloria Stuart, Slim Summerville, Henry Armetta, Rob'TORCHY RUNS FOR MAYOR/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Stuart. Boylan, member, of S»±% and
ert Allen, Johnny Pirrone, Jr.
Ray McCarey; original screen play by Earl Snell; photpgraphed by Warren Sy Bartlett and (jlive Cooper, CyV^ld'TERROR ISLAND,' formerly titled 'MR. MOTO IN PORTO RICO,' pro- Lynch. Cast: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLane, Tom Kennedy, Joe Cun- ers, Boylan insisted he was enduced by Sol- Wurtzel; directed by Herbert Leeds; no writing credits re- ningham, Frank Shannon, George Guhl, John Miljan, Joseph Downing, titled tol e^c^Msive credit anid
Apleased; photographed by Lucian Androit. Cast: Peter Lorre, Amanda Duff, Charles Richman. Irving Baton.
pealed toi .thfe, SP. Latter held t^at
Jean Hersholt, Leon Ames, Robert Lowery, Warren Btymer, Richard Lane,
'SMASHING THE MONEY RING/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by
Paul Harvey, Charles D. Brown.
Noel Smith; screen play by Lee Katz and Dean Franldin; photographed Bartlett aind C6ope;r had contributed
'JONES FAMILY IN HOLLYWOOQ,' associate, producer, John Stone; by Ted McCord. Cast: Ronald Reagan, Rosella Towne, Eddie Foy» Jr., less than 1$% oi work and directed
that sUidio give sole credit to Boylan.
directed by Mai St. Clair; no writing credits released; photographed by Moroni Olsen. John Gallaudet, John Litel; June Gittelson. Steffi Duna.
Edward Snyder. Cast: Jed Prouty, CJeorge Ernest, June Carlson, Spring
'DODGE CITY' (in Technicolor), produced. by Robert Lord;' directed by Battlett''.&nd- Cdopet have retained
Byingtpn, Florence Roberts, Kenneth Howell, June Gale, Billy Mahan, Michael Curtiz; original screen play by Robert Buckner; photographed by an attorney, and notified Paranaoi^nt
Flynn,
Marvin Stephens, Matt McHugh, William Tracey.
Rennahan;
Errol
Cast:
Sol Polito; Technicolor photography by Ray
that, studio wili;>e held responsible
20th-Fox Pix Now in Production
Olivia de Havilland, Ann Sheridan, Bruce Cabot, Frank McHugh, Alan
|
'THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES,' associate producer. Gene Mar- Hale, Victor Jory. Henry Travers, John Litel, Henry O'Neill, Gwinri Wil- names of two GuiI<Jers.
Board Drafts' Complaint
key; directed by Sidney Lanfleld; screen play by Ernest Pascal; photo- liams, Gfloria Holden^ Douglas Fowley, William Lundigan, Bob .Watson;
Complaint charging the- major
gra]phed by Peverell Marley. Cast: Richard Greene, Basil Rathbone^ Wendy Paul Guilfoyle, Elizabeth Risdon, Charles Halton, Cora Witherspoon, Olin
Barrie- Nigel Bruce, Lionel Atwill, John Cariradine, Ralph Forbes, Beryl Howland,' Russell Simpson, Thurston Hall, Robert Romans, Spencer Char- companies with iatifair labor practica
Mercer, Barlow Borland, Morton Lowry, E. E. Clive, Eily Malyon, Rita ters, Nat- Cari-, Cliff Clark, Joseph Crehan, Bud Osborne, Chester ClUte, for refusing* to negotiate cxcjusiviely'
Monte Blue.
with the .SWG has been '4rgftediby
'ROSE. OF WASHINGTON SQUARE,' associate producer, Nunnally
'SWEEPSTAKES WINNER/ produced by Milton Shubert for the Bryan the NlilitBi A<)t|bn. bas been -held
Johnson; directed by Roy. Del Ruth;' no writing credits released; photo* Foy unit; directed bv William McGann; no writing credits released; photofiled
iddU
grapTied by Karl Frcurid. Cast:. Tyrone Power, Alice Faye, Al JolSon, graphed by Arthur Edeson. Cast: Marie Wilson, Johnny Davis, AJIen Jen- up when the iSWG
titlonal charges in which the SffijElB
Marie .Wilson, i)ouglas Fowlejiv Hobart Cavanaugh, Moroni Olsen, E. E. kins. Jerry Colonna, Frankle Burke, Charles Foy, Maxie Rosenbloom.
Clive, William Frawley.
ON' TRIAL/ produced by Milton Shubert for the Bryan Foy Unit; di- was ask«d to (f&ncA the 'agreement
Lou
'ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELI^i' associate producer, Kenneth Macgowan; rected by Terry Morse; no writing credits released; photographed by
now existing between the produciers
directed by Irving Cumrhings; screen play, Lamar Trotti; original story by O'Connell. *Cast: Margaret Lindsay. John Litel, Janet Chapman. Edward and the SP. Case has been taksn
Ray Harris; photographed by Leon Shamroy. Cast: Loretta Young, Don Norris, James Stephenson, Larry Williams, Henry O'Neill, Gordon Hart,' out of the hands of the local
dii^cotor
Ameche, Henry .Fonda, Charles Coburn, Gene Lockhart,- Sally Blane, Spring Charles Trowbridge.
^,
_
^
and is being b^andljed by Bernard
By^igtoHr Polly Ann Young. Georgiana Young, Bobs Watson, Harry Daven'WOMEN IN THE WIND/ produced by Bryan Foy; directed by John
port, ElizaTieth Patterson, Charles Trowbridge, Jonathan Hale, Lillian West, Farrow; screen play by Lee Katz and Albert DeMortd from novel .by L. =Alipert; special NLftB.iai,fittt'jhey
from Washington. The' boarjij -flias
OttolaNesmith.
Francis Walton. Cast: Kay Francis. William Gargan, Victor Jory, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Sheila Bromley, Harvey Stephens, Frankie Burke, Frank set Feb. ,13 for the hearinjg;/; V'

Ira. Stevens.
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Number Number
of Pix
ComPromised pleted

Samuel Goldwyn.
Selznick

Waiter Wanffer
Chaplin

Roach
London Films

Edward Small

,

.

Now
Shooting

Now

Balance to

in Be Placed Stories in
Cutting Before Prepara-

Rooms Cameras

10 16
10 13

1
1

0

1

0
2
2

0

0

1

0
0

1

5

0

3

1
5
3

8

1

4

20

22

8
5
5

Total
33
Pictures in the cutting

0
1

tion
2

4
2
8

1

2
0

0
6

5

room or awaiting previews are:
'KING OF THE TURF/ produced by Edward Small; directed by Alfred
E. Green; screen play by George Bruce; photographed by Robert Planck,
Cast: Adolphe Menjou, Roger Daniel, Alan Dinehart, Tom Hanlon, Oscar
O'Shea, Snowflakes, Cliff Nazarro. Smoky Saunoers, Charles Borel, George
McKay, Harold Huber, William Demarest.
'STA<5ECOACH/ produced by Walter Wanger; directed by John Ford;
screen play by Dudley Nichols from story by Ernest Haycox; photographed by Bert 'Glenhon.
Cast: Claire Trevor, John Wayne, Andy
Devine, George Bancroft, John Carradine. Donald Mack, Louise Piatt, Tim
Holt, Thomas Mitchell, Berton 'Churchill, Florence Lake. Chris Martin,
Francis Ford, Yakima Canutt. Nora Cecil. Paul McVey, Elvira Rios, Cornelius Keefe, Jack Pennick. Lou Mason.. Berenda Fowler, Chief Big Tree,
Harry Tenbrook, Kent Odell, Marga Ann Daighton, Lloyd Ford.
•IT'S SPRING AGAIN/ proriuced for H9I Roach by A. Edward Sutherland; based on story, 'Zenobia's Infidelity,' by H. C. Runner; photographed
-

Femnie extras tirylng^'to "break i
Faylan.
j.-,1
«
,
, ,
DARLING DAUGHTER/ produced by Ben.iamm Glazer: di- pictures Via atmosphere players
'YES,
rected by William Keighley; screen play by Casex Robinson, based on found the going rather tough last,
Priscilla
Cast:
Kosher,
Charles
stage play by Mark Reed: photographed by
year. Figures released by the CenLane, Jeffrey L^^nn; Fay Balnter, Ian Hunter, Roland Young, Genevieve tral Casting Corp.
disclose that wom'^°NAUGHTY,°BUT NICE/ formerly titled 'THE PROFESSOR STEPS OUT/ en extras earned only $700,159.75' in
I,AUGHING,' produced bv Sam 1938, while mile extras were being
formerly titled 'ALWAYS LEAVE
Rirtiard
Wald
and
Jerry
play
by
screen
Enright;
paid
$1,651,035,10 for the same peBischoff; directed by Ray
Macauley: Dhoto/?raiDhed bv Avthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Gale Page, riod. The. percentage in youngster
Ann Sheridan, ZaSu Pitts. Maxie Rosenbloom, Allen Jenkins, Jerry Colonna, ranjts w.as even larger -in favor of
Halliwell Hobbes. Granville Bates. Ronald Reagan, Helen Broderick.
boys. Girls receive i $24,037.75,
'DARK VICTORY,' oroduced by David Lewis: directed by Edmund the
wh^e boys were handed $75,59lio.
Goulding; screen plav by Casey Robinson from play by Geor«re Brewer.
Cast: Bette Each received the same daily wage,
Jr.; and Bertram Bloch: photographed by Ernest Haller.
Rorald
Bogart.
but more than twice as manj- men
Davis, George Brent. Geraldine Fitzgerald. Humphrey
Reagan. Henry Travers. Dorothy Peter.son. Chnrles Richman, Lottie Wil- were used in 1938 productions.
liam.*!. Vir(?inia B''L«:sac. Frank Reicher. Pierre Watkins'OKLAHOMA K\^,' nroduced by Sam Bischoff: directed by Lloyd
Bacon: screen plav bv Robert Buckner. Jerome Odium and Warren Duff;
from original by Edward Paramore; photographed bv Janfes Wong Howe,
Hollywood, Jan, 24.
Cast: James Cagney. Rosemrry Lane, Humphrey Bogart, Donald Crisp.
Granville Bates, Charles Middleton, Hugh Sothern, Edward Pawlcy. Ward
'The Lady and tha fltob' is third
Bond.
title for 'Mrs. Leonard Misbehaves/
formerlv titled 'BROADWAY .C4VAT.IEF.' nee 'Old Mrs. Leonard and Her Ma>
'THE KID
nroduced by Sam Bischoff: directed by Lew Seiler: screen play by M'Vhael ch^"ne Guns,' at Ppramount
Fersipr from original by Dalton Trumbo. Cast: Pat O'Brien. Joan BlonColumbia made three switches; 'My
f'-n. Wrvne MorrLs. Jane Wyman. M?xje.BosP"bloom, Max Robson. Stanlny Son Is a Cr'mfnrl' for 'Racketeers::
Fields,. Morg?n Conway, Sidney Toler, Ed Brophy, Olin Howland, Jack 'The Army Spy' for 'Sabotage/' and
'Blohdie Meets the Boss* for .'Bloiiditt
'ADVENTURES OF JANE ARDEN/ Produced bv Mark Hellinp'er: di- Steps Out/
'Blind Spot' is new title for 'Waterrected by Terry Morse; no writing credits released; photographed by L.
(Continued on page 23)
front' at Warners.
•
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350 grabbed the ch'pnce, which put it
up to Tyson to pick one of 'em from

Ends Six-Month Campaign

RKO

a

hat.

VARIETY

23

Fox-West Coast Paying Rent On

Telephonic Ballyhoo

for 'Gunga Din'
Barrett

S

completed

a-

McCotmick has just
six-month publicity and

advertising campaign on 'Gunga Dm'
a
that has been unique
for
number of respects. Its cost ran to
$200 000, and it will reach its climax
as the pictxire filters into additional

m

BKO

key city runs during the next couple
of weeks in the form of cooperative
newspaper advertismg.
The big smash on the national advertising has been timed for New
York, Los Angeles and Miami Beach
openings. Other key openings have
been staggered over a period of three
weeks as a matter Of protection and
to take advantage o; the full effects
of the publicity on the formal premieres.

Because of the spectacular outdoor
nature of the film—most of the
scenes were made in -the California
mountains stills were shot on candid cameras, 4x5 and 8x15 negatives.
Last summer these were sent out
weekly with specially suggested layouts and captions in much the same
way ad layouts are shipped to theRoto editors went
atre managers.
for thera in a big way, full pages
at times: About Dec. 1 15 exploitation men were sent intb the field.
They visited 425 cities and reached
6G5 newspapers.
In enlarging the stills, McCormick found they could be blown up
to 24-sheet size by a new process.
Five 24-sheets were made in this
way, topped by a si::th in full color.
These billboards are being concentrated in all the exchange cities and
in each spot all six 24-sheets are
The variety thus has someused.
thing of the effect of a trailer. The
outdoor advertising runs for one
month" before an opening.
An effort was made to get the
same variety in the national maga-

—

.

zine advertising, which is running in
the January issues because of the
Radio City Music Hall opening Jan.
26, Formal openings- are also set for
the Pantages, Hollywood; the Hillstreet, Los Angeles, and 'le Sheridan, Miami Beach,
The two former are indefinite runs. The Sheridan play is for a week, after which
tha picture goes to Miami for a run.
Other openings are on the basis of
10 or 12 key cities a" week, plus the
satellite

towns the following week.

loew Managers Get

'

Horsemen Go in Free
Ride a horse to see 'Jesse James'
and get a free ducat. Manager Herbert Sobottka put the stunt across
for the Paramount at Portland, Ore.
He installed a hitching post outside
the theatre. Sobottka even, figured
on livery stable service for the
parked horses,
patrons
so
the
.

wouldn't worry about parking tags.
Enough drugstore cowboys and
sage brush old timers fell for the
gag to make it go over as 'a front
lobby novelty. Sobottka figured that
it cost more money to hire a horse
than to buy a ducat, although in this
town of hunt clubs he was taking a

A

'Jesse James Gang' was sorganIzed by Turner Morrisett, manager
of the Yale at Claremore, Okla.,

with gang miembers being given a
badge admitting them to the theatre
anytime from the date they joined
the club until the run of the picture
had been completed. They had to

,

agree not to cut their hair or shave
until Feb. 10 ^yhen irom the stage
of the theatre the member with the
best beard is to be given a free shave
on the stage and receive a safety
razor as a prize.

Open

'Blues' Along Biver
Paramount has worked out a new
slant on its regional openings,' 'St,
Louis Blues' opens Jan. 27 in 19
cities along the Mississippi and its
tributaries.
Special campaigns are
set for

each spot.
Another regional tieup

set

by the

company calls for a screening of
Bob Burns' 'I'm from Missouri' before Gov. Lloyd C, Stark and state
officials, prior to the opening at the
Newman, Kansas City, early in
March. The K. C. Chamber of Commerce and the state chamber will

"WASHROOM
INFECTION"

)nliwon Towels and Tissue

quarters
Springs.

NW

Par

W. &

V,

New One

Philadelphia.
is

be started within 60

to

days on a new Wilmer & Vincen:;
house in West Reading, to seat about
His estate will continue to
1,000.
operate the three Lebanon houses
owned by John A, Jackson, who diec
about a month' ago, after a sudden
heart attack: However, it is under
stood several people are interested in
purchasing the houses .and the estate
is amenable to the sale.

Sundays Again Kixed
Smithfield, N. C.
films for Smithfield
decision Of- citizens; - as
expressed in a special election. The
Sunday issue has. cropped up in
Smithfield off and on for several
years. Each year H, P, Howell, proprietor of the local "theatre-, asks
the town board to approve Sunday

No Sunday

That's

"the"

Minncapoli

Providence.

Kenneth Rockwell,

assistant

mana

RKO

-Albee for year and
week to man
Colonial New
of

half, transferred last

agership

RKO

York, Replaced here by Harry Mc
Donald, brother of Charles McDon
aid,

New York

division

manager for

RKO.

No

.

Robert James, assistant of
Minneapolis Granada,. to th^ Loring

pacity.

as assistant; Daye Gotild, treastirer
of Minneapolis Statte, becomes GranL. Taylor
ada assistant manager,
manager.
appointed
State
9sst,
George March, State chief usher, succeeds T, K. Kjelland, resigned, as
Nolcomis theatre asst. manager.

C

!

.

Markowitz to Atlahta
.Kansas City.

Joe Markowitz,

Metro exchange

office manager, has been transferred
to Atlanta, where -he is how a -sales-

Herb Center comes

man.

-in

from

the Pittsburgh office to takd xxver. the

Denver Changes

He works under Frank

vacancy.

Hensler, exchange manager.

Denver.

Mave Davis, Atlas theatre divimanager, has made .these
sion
changes: Walter Jancke moved from
Rex; Brighton, Colo., to Granada,
Monte Vista, Colo., replacing Frahk
Brown, resigned; Ralph Hamilton,
newcomer,- will manage the Gem,

Foreign Films

Col.?s

Columbus.
film, 'Grand Illusion,*
Open Loew's Broad, here Feb.
becoming the initial first-run
2,
Golden, Colo.; Carl Smith goes from downtown house to experiment with
of forGem to Rex, Brighton; Ray Louns foreign pictures. Productsshown
in
manager of eign studios also will be
group will be accompanied by two bury, assistant, made
Lamar, Colo., succeeding near future at suburban Indianola.
studio stock girls' in costume and Pioneer,
prints of the picture will be delivered to local exhibitors.
Among' the- guests at the WaldorfAstoria dinner will be aU the New
York members'.of the 'Ninety-Niners,'
organization of women flyers. D, W.
Tomlinsori and Dick Merrill will be
among the speakers.
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A BETTER SHOW AT

THEBE'S

TBL

Rialto,

Bockwell to N. T.
ger of

and Cecile 'Teddy'. Kenyon, will
leave for HoUj^wood Jan, 17; accompanied by Bill Chambliss, Lachmann's assistant, and Jim Johnson,
of the home-office advertising staff.
On Jan. 28. following a dinner, they
will leave. Los Angeles in two groups,
one headed north, the other south.
Advance men will precede each to
Each
make local arrangements.

Backs TTp 'Girls' School'
Leo Trainer, manager of the
AUentown, Pa., went to work

films.

\

Marc Lachmann,
Film opens at
Roxy Feb. 10.
Foiu: aviatrix, Ruth Nichols, Betty
Huyler Gillies, Margo Bain Tanner

Shifts

Paramount here has advanced additional personnel ftbm within tl^e
ranks. Donald palmquist, assistant
manager of the Loring here, transferred to St. Paul Uptown, same ca-

.

Jitters in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
by George Tyson, ex-

ploitation chief of Harris Amuse.
Co, for 'Son of Frainkenstein' at
Alvin last week got a lot of local
attention and laughs, Tyson had an
ad in the papers -offering $15 to any
woman who'd agree to sit alone at
midnight in the theatre and view a
special screening of the shocker.
Only kickback was that more than

School' in a big way, with
the help of Ed Rosenbaum, Coliunbia exploiteer.
Stunts included signs on taxicab
bumpers, a preview for womeii's
clubs, school heads, teachers, city officials and newspaper men; three
five-minute programs on WSAM, in
'Man
addition to plugs in the
on the Street' program; special teaser
trailer, distribution of 3,000 special
'Critic Rave' folders and elaborate

on

'Girls'

WSAM

lobby posters.

Defense Tieup Used

To make sure its theatre accounts
wouldn't miss the significance of the
headlines, Warners has turned out a
four-page reproduction of a mass of
recent newspaper stories on air defense, the flight of Navy planes from
San Diego to the Caribbean, and re
cent articles on preparedness.

Advance Production Chart
(Coninuted from page 21)
William O'Connor. Cast: Rosella Towne, William Gargan, Dennie Moore,
Peggy Shannon, Edgar .Edwards, Maris Wrixin, Frankie Burke, Pierre
Watkin.
'SECRET SERVICE IN THE AIR,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by
Noel Smith; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Ted McCord, Cast: Ronald Reagan, Irene Rhodes, Rosella Towne, James Stephenson, John Litel, Morgan Conway, Joe Cunningham, Anthony Averill,
Larry Williams, Richard Bond, John Ridgeley. Eddie Foy, Jr.
Warner Fix Now in Production
'JUAREZ,' produced by Henry Blanke; directed by William Dieterle;
screen play by John Houston, Aeneas McKenzie, Wolfgang Reinant and
Aben Finkel; from story by Mrs. Perdila Harding; photographed by Tony
Gaudie. Cast: Paul Muni, Eette Davis, Brian Ahem, Claude Rains, John
Garfield, Donald Crisp, Gilbert Roland, Joseph Calleia. Montagu Love,
Harry Davenport, Henry O'Neill, Gale Sondergaard, William Wilkinson,
Pedro De COrdoba, John Miljan, Hugh Sothern, .Robert Warwick, Georgia

BOSfANTIO
TlUtILI.EBt

produced by Max Siegel; directed by Lloyd
Bacon; no writing credits released;- photographed by Sid Hfckox, Cast:
Pat O'Brien, John Payne, Gail Page, Ann Sheridan, Frank McHugh, Ronald
Reagan, Granville Bates.
^
'HELL'S KITCHEN,' produced by Mark Hellinger for the Bryan Foy
unit; directed by E. A. Dupont: no writing credits released; photographed
by Charles Rosher. Cast: Dead End Kids, Margaret Lindsay,. Stanley Fields,
Ronald Reagan, Grant Mitchell, Frank E, Burke. Charlie Foy, Fred Lozere,
'HERO FOR A DAY,' produced by Gordon Hollingshead for the Bryan
Foy unit; no writing credits released; photographed by Arthur Todd, Cast:
Charles Grapewin, Jane Bryan, Henry O'Neill, Elisabeth Risdon, Dickie
Jones, John Russell, Fred Lozere, James McCallion,
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Aragon.
Westland Theatres moved headfrom here to Colorado

it the,

'

Work

who

leaves the organization to become
assistant of the State, Denver.
G. Notrianni has sold the Navajo«
Denver, to D. M. Nogro. Notrainni
is working at the DenVer Poster Exchange.
L. C. Snyder readying new theatre, costing around $40,000, in Ft.
Collins, Colo., where FOx has been
exclusive for a number of years.
Will open about Feb, 10.
Mrs. Eleanor H. Graham bought
the Magdalene in Magdalene, N. M.,
from Mrs. Cora B. Hayes, renamed

—

Stunt pulled

Gang

Jack Kramer,

ver, succeeding

W-K

.

chance.

Harry Moore, who moves to Salida,
Colo.; Dick Jancke goes from Jew^el,
Denver, to Salida; and George Sandstrom, out of the business for a time,
takes management of Santa Fe, Den-

!

Frizes

'Jesse James'

20 Dark Houses; Theatre Shifts

In the last few weeks Priscilla Lane,
Rosemary Lane, Pat O'Brien, Arthur
Los Angeles,
cooperate,
Special newspaper and Lake and Penny Singleton have
radio support have been lined up.
talked through amplifiers from the
Fox West Coast circuit is paying
First pictures to benefit by the stages here.
Lanes talked on the rent on 20 shuttered theatres, 16 in
recent tieUp with Pan-American opening of '4 Daughters,' O'Brien for California, three in Montana and one
Petroleum Corp., calling for outdoor 'Angels' and Singleton-Lake for in Arizona. Dark houses in Los Anadvertising in four southern states,
Blondie.'
and vicinity are Carthay
geles
are 'Cafe Society,' 'Never Say Die'
Quizzing this end handled by Bar- Circle, Rivoli, Rosemary, Rubidoux;
ney Olfield, pic crit on local sheets, and Lyric.
and 'Union Pacific'
goldfishbowled on the stage.
Arthur
purchased the Brayton
Milt
theatre from Garguna, Theatre Corp,,
Seattle Plays TTp Sally
and the Lee theatre from F. W.
'Frankenstein' Tieup
Sally Rand, scheduled to open for
McManus, both in Long Beach,
week (30) at Palomar, Seattle,
Indianapolis.
Joseph P. Kelly took over manstopped off en route to Vancouver, B.
Indiana theatre, to plug 'Son of
of the Forum for Warners,
C, and Jack Sampson of Sterling ad- Tranlcenstein,' worked up contest agement
after resigning as manager of the
vertising staff used the angle for idea with the News, in which $100
in that town., Stanley
some catchy exploitation. Reporters was distributed for best letters on Redliands
Kriner, transferred from the Sunklst,
interviewed
Sally,
and
cameras My Most Terrifying Experience.' in Pomona, replaced Kelly. Dave
clicked for the press services,- with First prize was $50; second, $25, -with
assistant at the Pox in PoLackie,
stories in the local papers. One in five $5 prizes and 25 ducats to see
mona, gets the Sunkist managership.
the Post-Intelligencer by Doug Welch picture.
Ben Peskay, former advertising
had Miss Rand talking intellectually
Contest drew 2,000 letters.
head for Grand National, bought the
on sociological subjects.
Palms theatre near Culver City.
Par in Oil Firm Tieup
Bring On tlie Jinx!
Paramount haj a tieup with PanShifts
Charlotte, N, C,
American Petroleum Corp, imder
Manager Paul Rhyne, of the Vic- which the oil firm's advertising will
Spartanburg, S, C.
tory, Salisbury, staged a Friday the plug Paramount talent.
Already
Oscar Montgomery, manager of
13th street promotion in front of his lined up for the early ads are Clau- Criterion here, transferred to Victory
theatre' Jan. 13.
He put up a lad- dette Colbert, Madeleine Carroll, at Salisbury, N, C, Severn Allen,
der, ^ got some cheap mirrors and Martha Raye, George Raft, Fred asst, at Broadway, Charlotte, N, C,
offered free tickets to the midnight MacMurray and Cecil B. DeMille.
moved here to fill spot. Houses are
show— 'The Thirteenth Man' ^to any
The oil company, as part of the Wilby-Kincey owned.
persons who would walk under the plan, will circulate a four-page tabInterior modernization project at
ladder and break a mirror.
loid, containing film gossip, in its Strand
nearing completion.
New
3,500 filling stations, and run news- lighting, other improvements.
paper ads concurrent with film reSunday pix proposal voted down
20th'8 Badio Plugging
leases.
Campaign covers Louisiana, at Smithfield. New Tryon theatre;
Twentieth-Fox is working on a Alabama, Tennessee and Mississippi. operating one mile across S. C.-N. C.
special coast-to-coast broadcast on
state line, opened and making heavy
Feb. 12 (Lincoln's Birthday) from its
Plftn 'Tail Spin' Air Tour
bid to Sunday patrohs from this state
Hollywood studio, in conjunction
Two plane tours covering 12,000 where Sabbath theatricals are tabu.
with 'Lawyer from the West,' which
New licensing provisions for thestars Henry Fonda as young Lincoln; miles, with stopg for luncheons and
atres, fairs, and other enterprises, bedinners
in
18
cities,
are
started
to be
Studio also has under consideraexploit ing figured by city couricil.
tion an international broadcast to ex- 'Jan. 28 by 20th-Fox to
Bob, Talbert, city Wilby-Kincey
ploit
its
forthcoming 'Alexander 'Tail Spin.' Stunt will end with a
banquet and screening in the Wal- houses manager, elected v. p. of
Graham Bell,'
dorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y., Feb. 9, ac- Spartanburg Junior Chamber of
cording to the schedule laid out by Commerce.

Prizes in the Loew circuit managers exploitation contest, in connection with the showing of 'Shopworn'
Angel' and ,'Of Human Hearts,', have
been awarded to Edy Coffey, manager of the Colusa, Colusa, Cal., and
C. E. Macdonald, manager of the
United Artists, Berkeley.

Forms

Lincoln, Neb,
Telephonic voice of the Hollywooders is getting to be no novelty herie.
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HALL
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OPENING SATURDAY

SON OF FRANKENSTEIN
l4iet 3

Dayn Chan. T.anshton In "The
Beacliromber"

DIN''
Spoctacular Stag*. Produetiont

t'NITi;D

ARTISTS

Rfl/ni
niVULI

0««ri Open t-Jt A.M.
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MIONITC -SHOWS

VARIETY

Wednesday, January 25, 1939

The First Great
Dramatic Hit of
the

O'SULLIVA

RALPH
ALAN BAXTER • STANLEY RIDGES

•

HENRY KOLKER

Screen play by Anthony Veiller and Allen Rivkin

Based upon a story by Joseph F.. Dinneen
JOHN BRAHM • Produced by William Perlberg

Directed by

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

New

Year!

,

PICTURES

Wednesday, Jinuary 25, 1939

VARIETY

25

FILM BOOKING CHART

(For information of theatre and jiVni exchange hookers. Variety presents a corrvplete chart of feature releases of all the American distributing
Date of reviews as given in Variety and the running time of prints are included.)
companies for the current quarterly period.
COFSMG^T, 1938, BY VARIETY, INC. ALL BIGHTS BESEBVED

WEEK

l^LE

OF
RELEASE
11/11/38

11/18/38

11/25/38

12/2/38

PBODUCEB

ADVENTUBE IN SAHABA
THE FBOG
SFBING MADNESS
IF I WEBE KING
ANNABEL TAKES A TOUB
STOBM OVEB BENGAL
JUST AROUND THE COBNEB
BIS EXCITING NIGHT
TOBCHY GETS HEB MAN
THE SBINING BOUB
GANG BULLETS
TBANKS FOR TBE MEMORY
LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE
SANTA FE STAMPEDE
SBABPSBOOTEBS
COWBOY AND TBE LADY
ANGELS WITB DIBTY FACES
BLONDIE

OUT WEST WITB HABDYS
UTTLE TENDEBFOOT
SAY IT IN FBENCB
ARREST BULLDOG DBUMMOND
COME ON. BANGEBS
ORPBANS OF TBE STREET
PECK'S BAD BOY WITB CIBCUS
SUBiyiARINE PATROL
LITTLE TOUGB GUYS IN SOCIETY
NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE
FUBTING WITB FATE
LITTLE OBPBAN ANNIE
WESTERN- JAMBOREE
ROAD DEMON

Lou Appleton
Herbert Wilcox

BIO GRANDE

ROUNDUP

DRAMATIC SCBOOL

I AM A CRIMINAL
RIDE A CROOKED MILE
NEXT TIME I MARRY
UP TBE RIVER
SECRETS OF A NURSE

BEABT OF THE NOBTB
STRANGE CASE OF DR. MEAD
CALIFORNIA FRONTIER
A CHRISTMAS CABOL
TBE FBONTIEBSMEN
DOWN ON TBE FARM
PIRATES OF TBE SKY
SWING, SISTERS, SWING
GBOST TOWN RIDERS
COMET OVER BROADWAY
THERE'S TBAT WOMAN AGAIN
AWAKENING OF KATBINA
WILD BORSE CANYON
TOM SAWYER, DETECTIVE
FIGBTING TBOROUGHBBEDS
SBINE ON. BARVEST MOON
RED RIVER RANGE
HBANKS FOR EVERYTBING
TRADE WINDS
NEWSBOYS' HOME
TBE DAWN PATBOL
SMASHING TH^ SPY BING
CLIMBING HIGH
SWEETBEABTS
TOUGB KID
ARTISTS AND MODELS ABBOAD
BOY TROUBLE
FEDERAL MAN-BUNT
KENTUCKY
DUKE OF WEST POINT
GOING PLACES
STAND UP AND FIGBT
DISBABRED
.

12/30/38

1/6/39

PACIFIC LINER

1/13/39

1/20/39

WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS
LADY VANISBES
LAST WARNING
DEVIL'S ISLAND
-TBE THUNDEBING WEST
BUBN 'EM UP O'CONNOR
ZAZA
MYSTERIOUS MISS X
THE GREAT MAN VOTES
CHARLIE CHAN IN BONOLULU
TOPPER TAKES A TRIP
SON OF FRANKENSTEIN
TBEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL
FRONTIERS OF '49
CONVICT'S CODE

AMBUSB

AltlZONA LEGION

SMILING ALONG
MB. MOTO'S LAST WABNING

1/27/39

GAMBLING SBIP
OFF THE BECOBD
LONE WOLF'S DAUGBTEB
FOUB GIRLS IN WBITE
IDIOT'S

DELIGHT

DRIFTING WESTWARD
PARIS HONEYMOON
PRIDE OF TBE NAVY
JESSE JAMES

2/3/39

MADE FOB EACH OTBER
KING OF TBE UNDERWORLD
BONOLULU
SUNDOWN ON TBE PBAIBIE
ST. LOUIS BLUES
FISBEBMAN'S WBABF
TBE ARIZONA WILDCAT
STAGECOACB
pirates of THE SKIES
TOBCBY IN CBINATOWN
TEXAS STAMPEDE
NOBTB OF SBANGBAI
BUCKLEBEBRY FINN
NAVY SECRETS
ONE THIRD OF A NATION
BOY SLAVES
WOMAN DOCTOB
BOME ON TBE PBAIBIE
'

2/10/39

TAIL SPIN

2/17/39

WINGS OF TBE NAVY
FAST AND LOOSE
KING OF CHINATOWN
TBE TBBEE MUSKETEEBS
TOU CANT CBEAT AN HONEST MAN
NANCY DBEW, BEPOBTEB

Drama

Col

GB

MGM

Rom-Com

Par

Lou Lusty
Armand Schaefer

RKO

Drama

Dave Hempstead

20th

Rom-Dr
Comedy

U"

Rom-Com

Ken Goldsmith
.

Derr
Manckiewicz
Par
Cliflt Reid
Wm. Berke
Sol Wurtzel
E. B.

J.

.

Mono
Par

RKO

Meller

J.

Action

UA

WB

Rom-Com

Robert Sparks

Col

Comedy

MGM

Com-Rom
Western

Par
Par

Comedy

Stuart Walker
Chas, E. Ford
Sol Lesser

RKO

Rom-Com

Gene Markey

20th

Drama

U

Max Golden
David Loew
John Speaks
Harry Grey
Sol Wurtzel

Par

Comedy
Comedy
Western

Com-Dr
Western

Mervyn LeRoy

M-G

Rom-Dr

E. B. Derr
Jeff Lazarus

Mono

Meller

Par

Reid
Sol Wurtzel
Bert Kelly

-RKO

Rom-Dr
Comedy

20th

Meller

U

Bryan Foy

WB

Col

Col
Col

Monroe Shafl
Joe Mankiewicz
Harry Sherman
Sol Wurtzel
B. Sarecky

Rom-Fan
Western

20th

Comedy

WB
Col

Armand Schaefer

Wm.

Ford
Berke

H. J. Brown
Walter Wanger

E.
J.

Par

Bryan Foy

C. E.

Drama
Meller

M-G

B. B. Kahane
Harry. Rapf
Robt. Tansey
E. T. Lowe

M-G
M«>no

Western

Par

Rom-Dr
Rom-Dr

UA
U

Western
Western
Musical

Robert Lord

WB

Rom-Dr
Drama
Drama

Irving Briskin

Col

Meller

GB

Hunt Stromberg
Lindsley Parsons
A. Hornblow, Jr.

Wm. Wright
Armand

Schaefer

GB
M-G
Mono
Par
Par

Comedy
Musical
Meller
Musical

Comedy

Rep

Rom-Dr
Rom-Com

20th

Mervyn LeRoy

M-G

Rorh-Dr

Stuart Walker
Robert Sisk
Sol Wurtzel

Par

RKO

Meller

Drama

20th
20th

Melodrama

WB

GB

U

Irving Starr

WB

Bryan Foy

F.

Dougrlss-V. Bruce

Gaal-Tone-W. Connolly
Jack Bandall
D. O'Connor-B. Cook
B. Byrd-M. Carlisle
B. Bogers-M. Hart

J,

TIME

J.

Musical

Col

Derr
Wright

Wm.

Bert Gilroy
Robert T. Kane
Sol Wurtzel
,

Irving Starr
Sam Bischoff
Jos.

Sistrom

Nat Levine
Hunt Stromberg
Robert Tansey
Harlan Thompson

Benny-J. Bennett

Boland

L. Young-R. Greene
L. Bayward-J, Fontaine

D. Powell-A. Lonlse
R. Taylor-F. Rice-Beery
G. Patrlck^O. Krnger
McLafflen-C. Morris-W. Barrie

B. Karloff-N. Barrigan

Mystery

Comedy
Melodrama

Drama

Col

Western

Melodrama

Par

Rom-Dr
Western

Mus-Com

G. Fields<-M. Magnire

Mystery

U

P. Lorre-B. Cortez

Drama
Comedy

B. Wilcox-H. Mack
P. O'Brien-J. Blondell

Sam Nelson
R. Sinclair

Wm. Nieh
Alfred E. Green

Garson Kanin
Alfred Werker

Arthur Lubin
Lewis Seller"
Lewis D. Collins

Elmer

Cliftoil

E. L. Marin
Les Selander

Mai

St.

Clair

Joe McDrnough
Joseph Santley
Geo. Wnggner
Busby Berkeley

Al Hall
Norman Taurog
Robert Hill
Louis King
Sidney Salkow
Joe Kane
Geo. Sherman.
Wm. A. Setter
Tay Garnett
Harold Young

12/7
12/7
11/9
11/16
12/14

55
68
74
60

12/14
12/14
12/2ff

10/12

63

12/14

65

12/21

70

1/U

51
64
63

^m
1/18

55-

•I

55
70
93
73
103

1/11
12/7
,12/21

1/2&

W.

S.

H

Mitchell Leiseo

60
90

Geo.Archainbaud
Nick Grinde
David Butler
Al Green
Ray Enright

107
85

Bretherton

W,

S.

VanDyke

Robert Florey
Lew. Landers
H.B.Humberstone
Alfred Hitchcock
Al Rogell
Wni. Clemens

Sam

.

12/14

64
95

t/ll'

12/21
12/21

1/ir

Ml

«9
58
76
61
96
62

1/11
12/28
12/21
8/31
12/7

67
83
62
70
65
80
94
92

1/4
1/25
1/11
12/28
1/4
1/18
1/25

Nelson

Edw. Sedgwick
Geo, Cukor
Gus Meins
Garson Kanin
H3.Humberstone
Norm. Z.McLeod
Rowland V. Lee
Busby Berkeley

,

Sam Levering
Lambert Hillyer
Kurt Neumann
Dave Howard
Monty Banks
Norman Taurog
Aubrey H. Scotto
James Fl<(od

61
58
85
71
62
70

12/14
1/25
1/25

Peter Godfrey

A. Marshall-F. Bice
Shearer-Gable
Jack Bandall
B. Crosby-F. Gaal

Sylvan Simon

72

Clarence Brown
Robert Hill

100

1/25
1/25

Par

UA

Rom-Com
Rom-Dr
Drama
I^ama

H. Bogart-K. Francis

Mus-Rom
Com-Dr
Comedy
Rom-Dr

Bryan Foy

WB

Melodrama

Irving Briskin

Col
Col

Western

M-G

Wm. Lackey

Mono

Harold Orlob
P. J. Wolfson

BKO

Par

Bep
Bep

Action

Drama
<!om-Rom
Drama
Drama
Drama
Drama

Harry Grey
Harry J. Brown
Lou Edelman

20th

WB

Drama
Drama

F. Stephani

M-G

Com-Dr

Stuart Walker

"Par
20th

U

WB

Donn-B. Hudson

T. Power'N. Kelly-Fonda
C. Lombard-J. Stewart

Par

BKO
20th
UA
U

J.

Rom-Com
Western

Griffith

Otto Brower
Earl Taggart

W. WllHam-I. Lupino

Com-Rom

Cowan

12/14
11/30
12/14
12/14
12/7
1/11
12/7

Ralph Staub

Meller

M-G

Bryan Foy

70
57
57
70
66
58
78
73
70
61
75
6S
74

MacDonald
Ben Holmes

F.

Western

Mono

Lester

11/23
11/2
11/2J.
12/7

Rom-Dr
Com-Dr

Jack Cummings
Ed Finney
Jeff Lazarus

Raymond

«S
95
76
67

Col

WB

Sol C. Siegel

John H. Auer
Edw. F. Clme
John Ford
Erie Kenton
Wm. Clemens

11/2

Mono

Bryan Fpy

Manckiewicz

11/30
11/23
1/4

M-G
M-G
20th

J.

S. ToI«r-P. Brooks
C. Bennett-R. Young-B. Barke
B. Karloff-B. Lugosi
J. Garfield-C. Bains

20th
20th

Rep

W. MacDonald

M. Whalen-M. Bart
J. Barrymore-P. Bolden

RKO

Herman Schlom

Sol Lesser
John Stone
Walter Wanger
Barney Sarecky

D. O'Keefe-C. Parker

B. Elliott-L. De.Alcuniz
R. Kent-A. Nagel-M. Ebome
G. Swarthont-L. Nolan
G. O'Brlen-L. Johnson

Nunnally Johnson
D. O. Selznick

11/23-

70
•0
56

F. Darro-J. Allen
J.

C. Ruffsles-M.

Mystery
Mystery

Mono

WB

69
84

1/18

C. Colbert-B. Marshall

E. B.

G. B. Seitz

Al Herman
Andrew Stone
Jas. Hogan
Joe Kane

12/21
1/11
11/2

C. Starrelt-L Meredith

WB

11/30
12/7
9/21
11/9
10/26

11/16
12/28.
11

120

Par

Rowland V. Let
Ben Glazer

75
62
75
72
56
63
91
97

Van Dyke

Melodrama

Comedy

•11/2

12/7
10/12

62

Albert Lewin

RKO
20th
UA
U

H/l«
9/21
10/19
12/14

Christy Cabanne
Carol Reed

Western

Reid
John Stone
Hal Roach

12/21

4/7/37

Wray-B. Bellamy
J. Mathews-M. Bedf^rave
J. MacDonald-N. Eddy
F.

M. Whalen-J. Rogers
M. Lockwood-M. Rf dgrave
P. Foster-F. Boblnson

Mystery

60
75
6S
100
S8
65
19
61
62

Edm'd Goulding

Com-Rom
Rom-Com

Cliff

M'.?hael C'»rtiz

Frank Strayer

Cooper-W. Barrle

Col

Rep

Wm. WyLer

F. March-J. Bennett

M-G

Herman Schlom

Glenn Tryon
Geo. Sherman
Jas. Tinling
.

WHEN
REVIEWED
BrvARnmr

E. Flynn-B. Batfabone

Harry Rapf

Irving- Briskin

G. Archainbaud

Wayne-R. Corrlirait-M. Terhune
A. Menjoa- j. Oakie

R. Livlngsfon-J. Travis

Gehe Markey
Edw. Small
Barney Glazer

UA

M.

^

"

Frank Borzage
Lambert Hillyer

J.

Drama

20th

Ken Goldsmith

Prouty-S. Byington
K. Taylor-R; Budson
K. Morfay-K. Kane
Bob Baker
K. Francis-J. Litel

Salkow

Cummings

Gus Meins
Michael Curliz

W. Boyd-G. Kayes-E. Venable

Action
Musical

Rom-Ur
Drama

Lowe-B. Mack

'

D. Foran-G. Pagre
Bolt-B. Boberts-N. Beery
B. Jones-C. Bailey
B. Owen-T. Kilbnrn

Western

Bep
Rep
Ben

Sid
Irving

Brown-L. Carrillo-S. Dana

A. GlIIis-R. Kent-J. Travis
G. Autry-S. Bumiette
H. Arthar-J. Valerie
D. Kent-F. Jenks
C. Starrett-A. Doran
L. Kalner-'A. Marshial
J. Carroll-M. Komman
A. Tamiroff-F. Farmer
L. Ball-J. Ellison-L.^ Bowman
T. Martin-P, Brooks

Western

U
U
U

Bert Kelly
Trem Carr

Angrel

Lew Landera

Greene-N. Kelly-Bancroft

J. E.

Drama

•

Boward-H.

J.

B. Bogers^M. Hart
T. Ryan-B. Livfaisston
T. Kelly-A. Gillis

Sports

U
Col

.

Raymond

C. S, Simon
Frank Lloyd

B. Granviltc-J, Liiel

Bert Kelly

V

Lederman

Jack

M. Boland-E. E. Horton

Ren
20th

Falkenbere

B. Milland-O: Bradna

,

Irving Briskin

Cliff

T. Bitter-J.

Meller
Meller

WB
MGM

Bryan Foy

Stn^lcton-A. Lake
M. Booney-L. Stone-C. Parker
P..

Mvstery
Western
Meller

Rep
Bep

Herman Schlom

G. Cooper-M> Oberon
J. Cagney-P. O'Brien

Drama

Mono

Crawford-B. Yoiinr
A. Nagel-B. Kent

B. Hope-S. Bsss-Butterworth
H. Carty-T. Holt-E. Brent
J. Wayne-R. Corriiran
B. Donlevy-L, Bari

Western
Western

Rep

Hudson

Temple-C. Farrell

S.

Rom-Com
Rom-Com

20th

Lou Ostrow
Ed Finney
Andrew Stone

P. Knowles-R.

C. Ruec:Ies-0. MunsoB
G. Farrell-B. MacLane

Comec'y

Sam Goldwyn
Sam Bischoff

O. R.

Colenian-F. Dee-Rattabone
J. Oakie-L. Ball

Rom-Com

Rep

WB
MGM

Bryan Foy

P. Kelly-L. Gray
N. Beery>G. Barker
M. O'SuUrvaD-L. Ayres

Meller

Edw. Chodorov
Frank Lloyd

STRANGE FACES

12/23/38

OIBECTOB

MiNS.

12/9/38

12/16/38

TALENT

TYPE

DISTBIB.

Western

Melodrama

Mus-Com
Comedy
Melodrama

E. Powell-B.

Young

T. Bitter-D. Fay-C. King
L. Nolan-D. Lamonr
B. Breen-L. Carrillo
J. Withers-L. Carrillo
C. Trevor-J. Wayne

K. Taylor-B. Badson
G. Farrell-B. MacLane
C. Starrett-L Meredith
B. Furness-J. Craig

M. Booney-W. Connolly
G. Withers-F. Wray-D. Robinson
S. Sldney-L. Erickson
A. Shirley-A. Daniel
F. Inescort-B. Wilcoxon
G. Autry-S. Barnette
A. Faye-C. Bennett-C. Farrell
G. Brent-O. de Bavilalid

R. Ilontiromery-B. Russell
A. M. Wong- A. Tamiroff
D. Ameche-Bitz Bros.-B. Barnes
W. C. Fields-Edgar Bergen
B. Granville-J. Litel

S.

Frank Tuttle
Charles

Lew

83

12/21

105

1/11

69

1/11

Lament

Henry King
John Cromwell
Seller

Eddie Buzzell
Al Herman
Raoul Walsh
Vernard Vorhaus
Herb. 1, Leeds

11/9

John Ford
Joe

McDonough

Wm.

Beaudine

58

12/28

Sam Nelson
D. R.

Lederman

Richard Thorpe
H. Bretherton
Dudley Murphy
P. J. Wolfson
Sidney Salkow
Jack Townley
Roy Del Ruth
Lloyd Bacon

Ed Mdrin
Nick Grinde
Allan Dwan
Geo. Marshall

Wm. Clemens

1/18

8S

1/18

.
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FRANK HUMMERT GIVES HIS VIEWS
APKA

who keep over a

Maurice Scopp supplies Varibtt with the stock set-up of the production and casting offices through which Blackett-Sample-Hummert's
New York shows clear.

—
—

FEATURED ARTISTS SERVICE,

acceptance of the
terms must be made by each sponsor
individually, of course, but we recognize that the actors' organization expects us to get the sponsors' decision.'
Hummert smiled wnen he admitted
he had been a recluse, hadn't gotten

12%%

INC.

to

BUDGET
Sacramento, Jan. 24.
Cooperative advertising amounting
to approximately $2,000,000 will be
spent over a three-year period by
the wine industry of California.
This is entirely new money to be
poured into advertising channels
and represents one of the biggest
campaigns of a cooperative type to
be 4aunched in recent years.
Under the State marketing act,
passed at the last session of the
legislature, producers representing
65% of any agricultural product C&a.
enter into an agreement, whereby a
certain percentage of the sales must
be deposited with the state treasury

CLEANED UP FOR NBC
of 'My Heart I^elongs
Daddy' Now Sanctioned

know many

actors personally, al-

though Mrs. Hummert knew quite a
few. He was aware of the use made
of his name and system in the present union affair and added, 'I seem to
be getting pushed around a bit. I
hear some people think I have horns.
I never realized the extent of this

—

Lyrics

'Actual

stated.

Milton Kl«in—President.
Maurice Scopp Secretary ahd treasurer.
Stock ownership: Sauter. 42%%; Scopp, 42%%; Lyman, 15% (Incorporated May 20, 1937, in N. Y.)

CALIFORNIA
WINE ADV.

to

After a revision of lyrics* and a
slight tangle over the title which
finally was allowed to stand, the networks last week, put an okay for air
use on the Cole Porter tune, 'My
Heart Belongs to Daddy.' Original
lyrics as sung by Mary Martin in the
Broadway show, 'Leave It to Me,'

sort of thing until the last week or
two.'
With regard to the increase in dramatic costs under the proposed

AFRA

Hummert

scale,

would be

stated

but

substantial

it

thought

there w.as no way of predicting at
this time, what it might mean in
broad terms when finally figured out.
'Our lowest rate has been $12.50 per
bit per quarter hour and the' new

WLW

•Gopd Will Hour,' Ironized Yeast's

Sunday evening -stanza over Mu(tual,
will not go back on WLW, Cincinnati.' Program may clean in Cincin-

for advertising purposes, making it
mandatory for the remaining 35% to
do the same.

nati later

Wine producers representing 65%

on a spot

basis.

WLW shied from the show because

of .the industry and practically 90%
of soine subject matter, and the
of production made a contract
agency on the atoount, Ruthraufl.&:
with the division -of .agriculture
Hyan, has elected to let the Iqcal sit•which provi^s for the payment of
uation ride for the time being.
1% cents a gallon tax on sweet wines
foi; advertising and on dry wines
of a cent a gallon.
Peck Changes Corp;
Qn the basis of last year's producAlbany, Jan. 24.
tion the estimated minimum yearly
Peck Advertising Agency, Inc.,
sum for this purpose is placed at
New York, has changed its capital
$600,000.
stock from $250,000, $100 par vialue,
Carl Stanton, coast radio producer to 2,500 shares, no par value.
Papers filed at Albany by Attorney
for Lord & Thomas, marries Virginia
Ketcham of Dehver, in March.
William L. Schwartz.
:

One

AFRA

the

of

'

Acting as a Steady Job

TWO

A point consistently

made by "Blackett-Sample-Hummert has

with among agency men. He
didn't say a word about his
ideals, but stuck to the matter in

LOREXZO JONES

Title and original story line by
Frank and Anne Hummert,

.the present crisis) that its programs were long-lived and gtn^ permanent employment over long periods. This aspect of the situation is
exemplified by records of extended, runs in various roles. Examples cited:

before

SHOW.

ISCEPWOX
DATE,-

Just Plain Bill....:. 9/10/32

..

l/17/'36

BT.

Arthur Hughes...

Davidson

Xnncy
David Harum.....

PLAYKD

CHABAOTEB.
Bill

Rusan .i
John Perry

.Peggy AUerf by....
.Hanley Stafford...
Matt Wowley
Blcbord Kollmar.
liuls Van Booten.

Wm.
Our- Gal Sunday.

/37

..10/20/37

Lorenzo Jones

llzabeth Perry.. Adele Bonson
Caroline Prince.. .Elaine Kent
.....Evelyn Abbott....

Mr. Keen
Second Husband
"Wldder Jones
(Recording)
"Wldder Brown

10/12/37

Dorothy Lowell...
Karl ffwenson ....

Tjord Henry
Stella

to V22 '33
C/0/3S to dfite Stella
4/20/37 Lorenzo Jones .

7/24/33
/lC/33

Post, Jr. ...

Sunday

Belle Jones

Helen Trent
Backstage Vf\te

Helen Trent
Larry Noble
Mary NobJe
'iir.

Keen

;

. .

Bose

12/28/36
11/22/87
O/lD/38
12/10/38
0/14/30

to 11/19/37
to 0/16/38
to 12/10/38

to datd
to dale
ft/20/38 to date
3/20/07 to 4/ 2/87

4/ 5/37 to date
4/ ,'5/37 to date
/37 to 4/22/88

lOr

Anno Elstner

0/ 0/38
4/20/37
4/2C/87
10/17/88
13/ .1/38
7/24/33

to date
to .date

2/15/33
2/15/35
10/12/37
10/10/37
10/12/37
4/14/37
4/14/37
1/ 3/38

to date

Karl Swonson ....
Betty Garde
Helen Bennett....
Betty Garde
Virginia Clark....

Ken

Griffin

Vivinn Fridell....

Edgar

Stehll

Clayton- Collyer...

Jimmy

to date
1/17/80 to date
»/14/30 to 12/26/36

Anne Elstner

Bennett Kllpack..
:Mt6d Elllle
Florence Malone..
4/14/37 Brenda Cum'ings. Helen Menken....
Qrant Cummlngs.. Joseph Curtin....
Florence Freeman
1/ 8/38 Widder Jones
to 4/4/38
8/20/38 WIdder Brown..., Florence Freeman
Alan Bunce
Peter Turner

/3S

I

Kerry
....James Meighan...
David Harum,.... WUmer Walter. ..
Aunt Folly
..Bva Condon

Charme Allen
/14/38

DA17II.
o/iv/a2 to date

Ruth Russoll

. .-

Valentine.. James Melghan...

Elizabeth Day....
.Florence Freeman

to 10/14/38
to 12/ 2/38
to dates
to date
to date
to 10/14/37
to date
to date
to date
to date
to 4/ 4/38

0/20/38 to date0/20/88 to 12/10/38
12/10/38 to date

0/ 0/38 to dale
fl' <•/:'« to
7/18/38

V2o/38

to itXm

Bobert Andrews..,.,.
David Davidson

12/ 7/.30 to l/n/39
1/1V30 to date

,."
Juli.in Funt
Lawrence Hammond,.

12/14/30
12/21/80
4/20/37
12/13/37
8/ 8/37

Title

—
—

and original story
Frank Hummert.

line

by

4/20/87
0/20/38
11/ 4/38
11/28/38
1/ 2/38
10/14/38
11/ 2/38

STELLA DALT^S

by

saying:,
'Air Features was not established
to exploit talent but to prevent talI have
ent from being exploited.
done business with talent contractors
from the beginning. Was this a good

I have regarded it .as a
of handling the admindetail of our
shows. It Tefi Mrs. Hummert and myself free for our <vofk, which is writing, and it gave'' us the advantiage
of other persons also familiar with

system?

sensible

way

istration

and production

Anne Hummert.
TOXJNG WIDDEB JONES

Name changed

BROWN

for

NBC Red

.

talentr

there

Morris Jacobs
Doris Frankel

9/ 8/37
11/16/37
1/17/38
1/17/38
1/17/38
1/81/38

,

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE

Dunn
Nan Murphy

Winifred

Titles and original story line by
Frank and Ann* Hummert.

.

market.

were some

Cady

Jerry

(

Bobert Andrews

ALIAS JIMMY VALENTINE

(Live

i-now once a week at night)

, .

•

Ernest Shenkin

.

quel to O. Henry Story by
Frank and Anne Hummert'.

Buth Borden
Ellery Queen

DAVID HARUM

John DeWltt

Anne Hum-"

FAMOUS ACTORS GUILD

we

liked the suggestion of

agreed to certain basic principles.
We thought "ive could rest in peace
luiowing that the salary practices
would be uniform.'
Mrs, Hummert called attention to
the fact that there had been actors

(Ethel Barrymqre)

Thed. and Mathilda
Ferro
Cnrl L. Blxby

is

outside-owned, that

was set up by two

auditors,

Sauter and Maurice Scopp,

•

Katherine Seymour...
Marie Baumer....;,..
Mary Watklns Beeves
Buth Borden^

Kenneth L.

Original story Une of radio sel
quel to book by Frank and
Anne Hunfmert,

.Watt;.'...

*David' Davidson
itGhnflci .-O'l^'olll
'•.Alternating.

to dale

,

Bobert Andrews
Jero.me D. Bosst

.Toijn

.

D^Wltt

Norman

;

Frank Provo

Ruth Borden
Robert Andrews

,'.

Frnnlc, Cavett
Frifzi Bloelil
A. E. Ellington.,-....

Larry

Hammond

Bnumer
Halman
Denn Reed (1 script).

IMnrle

Doris

Stewart Ayers
Cornelia Giliam.^..
Doris Frankel
Bcsley Crowthers

..

Ann

Mortl'd (1 script)
John Caldwell

James

who were ROMANCE OF HELEN TRENT
Note: Starting date of show
July, 19,13,
Title and original story line by

W

/38

to 9/20 '.IS
to 10/ 4/38
to dat»

to datft

.lerry

Kny

.

/20/37 to

6/28/37

6/30/37. to

7/.W37

White..,,',,.

Erllca Zosttow."

Jerome D, Boas..;...

liy

to

only
only

.10/12/37 to 12/14/
12/10/^7 to date

Wm. McMorrow

BACKSTAGE WIFE

4/20/38
6/ 3/38
8/30/88
0/20/38
0/;3/38
0/20/38
10/11/38
10/11/38

'

Marie Baumer

Frank and Anne Hummert.

7/2S/38

to 11/14/38
to datft

6/12/87, to S/20/37 inc.
ff /2/37
to
4/26/38
'

Win ifred punn
i

it

familiar with Hummert affairs, as a
private venture.
'Th6y made the suggestion that

4/12/38

to

'

Title and original story line by
Frank and Ann* Hummert.

who had protested against the 5%
deduction by Air Features.
They
had promptly been exempted from
such payments and continued to
work on their shows.
Emphasis was made lanew that Air
Features

to

13 weeks
4/7/37 to 6/5/37 Inc.

Diivld DrlBooll.;

(SECOND HUSBAND)

Title and original story line
Frank and Anna Hummert.

1/18/38
6/ 0/38
6/13/38
0/ 0/38
8/ 1/38
11/28/38
11/21/38
12/ 7/30
I

I

'Briefly,

.

David Drlscoll

was the shock of learning some years MB, KEEN
Original story line of radio se-.
ago that our actors were complaia
quel to book by. Frank and
ihg, and had a justified cause of com'
Anne Hummert.
plaint, that led -finally to' Air Fea
OUB GAL SUNDAY

on^ outside organization operated by
perspns we could trust and who

Halman

Doris

It

tures.

1/24/38
1/24/38
4/ 4/88

Show

Unfortunately

'irregularities.

to
to

9/20/38 to 10/ 7.'^8
10/10/38 to 10/24/38
10/23/38 to 12/a0/»8
1/ i2/80 to 1/20/.19
8/22/87 to 9/ 2/37
(Bee. No. 1 to 52)
0/ 3/37 to ft/30/3T
(Bee, No. C3 to 78)

Katherine Seymour...
E. R. McGin

ttreek.

quel by Frank and
mert.

to 11/ 8/37
to 1/ 3/3S
to 1/24A18

to

Network broad-

cast

Three times a

to
0/23/38
to 10/13/38
to 11/18/38
to 12/30/38
to date
to 11/ ,1/38
to 11/25/38

10/25/37 to 11/ 2/38
11/ 3/38 to date

Baumer

Lawrence Hammond..
Bobert Andrews
Lynn Adair
*
Marie Baumer

(Recorded).

YOUNG WIDDEB

to

Aycrs

StU(irt

Marie

.

the

4/23/37

Mnry Watklns Beeves

Original story line of radio sequels to book by Frank and

Original story line of radio se-

this

to 12/17/.17

to

12/20/;i7 to l2/.'ll/3r
1/ 3/38 to date

Katherine Seymour...

$15 minimum proposed by the 'factfinding commitee, of the Four A's
which was attached to & frequency
discount table that interpreted the
pay for strips in weekly terms. This
latter approach had incensed the radio actors who interpreted the suggestion ^wrongly according to the
Four A's as an attempt to peg earnings on a weekly average.
Questioned on Air Features, Inc.,
and the latter, organization's deduction of 5% commission from actors,
Hummert outlined the history. of his
relations with other program contractors (i.e., casting and producing
outfits) prior to establishment of Air

on

to li/JHm
t6 3/ 6/.37
to IS/IO/.IT

12A3/37 to 12/37/37

hand.'

light

OF

Pli^tlOD

ASSIGNMENT.

AVBITEB,

OTHEB WIFE

JOHN'S

S'eatures.

be^ (long

YEARS' PERIOD
PIAI.OGUE

did a complete reverse on the
heretofore expressed (by others)
opinion regarding Frank Hummert.
'He is the most business-like,
most direct person we have dealt

Hynimert threw

list

ON CURRENT HUMMERT SHOWS

.

%

,

cir-

spot

Anne Hummert.

Title and original story line by
Frank and' Anne Hummert.

-

stri

week

its

-

SHOW.

officials

last

.

JUST PLAIN BILL

SUBJECT MATTER PUTS

WUL' OFF

Hummert

Compton agency

cularized the stations on

firm

FOR

Praises

In anticipation of an actors'
the

with a 'conditional' cancellation of all
such non-network business. Accordcharge only ing to the. letter, the agency- consid5%. I really thought I was being ers itself free to cancel any program
solicitous for the actors, who I un- or announcements which follow or
derstood paid 10% and often much orecede shows that have been withmore in practically all other places,' drawn because of an actors' walkout
Hummert declared.
Agency explained thai, although
He also disclosed a change in the the letter gave Feb; 4 as the date of
matter of script credits. 'Now that the cancellation's effectiveness, it was
this whole matter of relatiorts with not to be taken literally until furour people has come to a head we ther notice was received. As far as
want to adopt such policies as will could be learned, no agency other
remove or reduce to a minimum any than Compton has taken such preand all causes of complaint. For ex- cautions.
Execs in other agencies which hold
ample we have been criticized for
not crediting dialog writers.
This heavy spot commitments figure that,
was largely due' to the frequent even if there is a strike, the client
changes of dialog writers. But here- can be held responsible by the staafter every script used will be clear- tions, since all contracts place the
ly and unmistakably labelled with responsibility for the delivery of. prothe names of everybody involved. grams upon the sponsor. All that the
That's one thing we can do right station or network is committed to
deliver are the facilities. Any outside
away and we are doing it.'
The tentative title page of the interference with such delivery of
Hummert scripts hereafter will bear programs is the client's own risk.
this printed form (properly filled in
as varying from program to pro- Dfolojr of this script by
Edited by
gram) :
Director
Title of Show
General Supervisors: Frank and

new

proviso the

scale seems to amount to $24, figurwere deemed much too suggestive as ing in an hour and a half rehearsal,'
were the words of 'Weekend of a he explained. 'iPlease imderstand,' he Origvml story by
continued, 'we have paid the flat rate
Private Secretary' a few months
for each period and do not have and
back.
do not advocate a weekly all-inPublished by Chappell Music, the clusive rate.'.
DIALOGUE WRITERS
Sheet music of the tune will go out,
'This latter was in reference to the
on initial printing, with the new
LAST
words contained in an insert.

'IGOOD

FOR WALKOUT

walkout in radio, chiefly affectdaytime flve-a-week strip
ing daytime programs. Cracked
serials on the air. The Hummerts
the wag:
have seen Mrs. Emily Holt and
'I
knew the listeners would
George Heller of APRA, expect to
eventually go on strike against
see them again, and expect the matdaytime radio.'
ter of wages and other factors to be
amicably adjusted.
'There is no thought of combating
establish a talent booking buAFRA in any way and there is every they
reau and that I give them the Humdesire to get together,' Hummert
mert programs. I accepted with the

actors.

AIR FEATUBES, INC.
^President and treasurer.
Manrice Scbpp Secretary.
Stock ownership: Sauter, 45%; Scopp, 42%%; Abe Lyman,
(Incorporated Nov. 24, 1936, in N. Y.)

COIHPTON PREPS
Broadway wag was told last
week that there might be a

dozen

Neither Frank nor Ann Hummert nor Blackett-Sample-Hummert
owns any share of stock or derives any direct or indirect benefit,
bonus; salary or other emolument from Air Features, Inc., or its subIt is altogether an outside
sidiary, Featured Artists Service, Inc.
organisation handling Hummert production detail and casting the
programs for which.it has collected—or deducted— a t% fee from

James Santer

Striking!

ques-

by Frank
and Ann Hummert, the man-andwife writing team

Who's

Monday

In a two-hour interview
(23) in New York, the
tion was freely discussed

Air Features Setup

McGill
Cllase

Richard Salisbury....

Frank Butler

Mary AVatklns Reeves

8/ 2/37
11/ /37
1/17/38
4/18/$8
4/ 5/38
4/28/38
0/ 8/38
2/25/35

to 11/20/37
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AFRA

[SPECIIILLy IH
AFRA's

position

since

*No Compromise*

issue

last

of

Variety may be .summarised as follows
1.

A

cago^

meetings in

series of

New

York, Chi-

Los Angeles and San Francisco have

given advance endorsement of whatever action
Contrast of January, 1939, the AFRA executives decide to take.
Shows
1936,
2. AFRA last night (Tuesday) placed in the
with January,
FalKns out of Clients Cou- mails official notification of its code together
with a demand on agencies for acceptance 'impled to Increase of Time
mediately.'

Purchases

3.

MONOPOLY TREND
agency

Certain
'

These same agency

men

Sponsor Decline

CBS

1931
134
88

as

is,

or leave

^

»»»

M »» M»

it'

AFRA.
con-

>

1938
116

83

1937

1938

3.1

11.6

X

NBC-CBS Daytime

X

Clients

% Urs.
Account
Amer. Home Prod
Babbitt
Ballard

per Wk.
23
5

& B

2

Bowey's

3
15
5
5

Colgate-Palmolive
Continental Baking

Cudahy

'

General Mills....
General Foods....."
Kellogg

i.

Kleenex
Lever Bros
McKesson-itobbins
Penick & Ford..
Pet Milk
Procter & Gamble
Quaker Oats
Ralston
Sealtest
• •

.'.

Wrigley

5
5
ID
5
5

5
2
83
10
6
5
B
6
B

..249

Total

Cr'osley Corp., of Cincinnati, has
adopted the free-discs-to-dealers idea
for a countrywide campaign in behalf of its Shelvador refrigerator. It
proposes to turn out 26 quarter-hour
musical shows, using the talent and
production facilities of
for the

WLW

job.

Under

arrangement the deal-

this

ers get all the transcriptions gratis
but buy their time locally.'

Bamett, Wright East

30
6

With Pearce Air Gang
Hollywood, Jan, 24.
Two newcomers to Al Pearce's
Grap'enut show axr. on the eastern
trek with gang after last night's
(Mon.) broadcast. They are Vince
Bill
Barnett,
actor-ribber,
and
Wright, who for years on the Coast
^ayed Eb to Pearce's Zeb. UnderPearce
hick
will
revive
the
stood
turn for another sponsored program
Both Barnett and
in negotiation.
Wright finish out the series. Wright
has been playing the city editor on
Edward G. Robinson's 'Big Town.*
O'Meara,

Carroll

New

on

MlnnesoU Politician Makes Printers' ripgmaster.
Ink With Smusffle Bcsolutien

Minneapolis, Jan. 24.
Rep. L. E. Brophey, of Minnefour programs within
period such clients get their sota's lower house, has thrust himQuarter hours at the rate of $112.50 self into the limelight with a proCommunicaeach. As for the small user of time posal that the Federal
Commission suspend radio
the best discount that he can expect tions
on this same unit of time is 10%, stars who have been indicted on
carrying a miniwhich puts him in the position of criminal charges
penalty of one year imprisonpaying $216 for an item that another mum
House's Public Welfare Comgets for $112.50.
When it comes to ment.
mittee yesterday (23) approved this
selling goods this disparity in adverpr(H;>osal which Brophey, who comes
itising. costs, the agency mathematifrom this city, had introduced in
cians state, can be made to count in
the form of -a resolution.
• big way.
Brophey declared that his measure
Affiliates Angle
was designed to prevail upon the
These observers hold that the only FCC to bar those air celebs re.Way out is an evening-up process, cently indicted on gem smuggling
and this must come from spot broad- charges. What particularly burned
casting. Independent station opera- him, said Brophey, was that at least
names had betors, they say, must do two things, if one of the indicted
they want to retain these smaller na-' littled the criminal action.
tional accounts for their medium.
Jack Benny and George Burns,
First, they should be willing to readjust their rates so that the refugee of Burns and Allen, are the Minnefrom the networks can get half-way sota legislator's obvious targets.
equitable break on time costs. Sec- Burns has pleaded guilty to the inondly, they should lend themselves dictment, while Benny declares him»nore diligently to building attractive self .innocent and has elected to
stand trial.
local shows
for a

James Neale's Duties

By running
thia

.

.

•

producer

Young & Rubicam Hollywood staff,
also made the jaunt to continue as

AGIN 'EM
lYork key stations, which is $600. For
big time users the discounts and rebates amount to 25%, which cuts the
net cost of this hour down to $4S0.

ever-more tinie for evergross annual revenues, aredoing business with fewer rather
than a growing number of clients.
Renewals by old customers form the
:;
bulk of CBS and NBC bus^iess. And
many of these old customers tend to
(January, 1936)
::
sponsor more th^n ope program.
Thus, much of the cream time beDaytime
::
comes identified ivith veteran advertisers.
N.ew advertisers in con(
Clients
sequence are relatively rare.
Figures bear out this tendency and
at the same time suggest that the
^ Hrs. newcomer, Mutual, is by the very
fact of its newness' and fiscal smallAccount
per Wk.
ness obliged to scratch for busioess.
Amer. Home Prod..
15
It is identified with new swlvertisers.
Babbitt
5
Historically the new— and In the be2
Best Foods
ginning often small advertiser of
Climalene
2
today is tomorrow's prime customer.
Colgate-P-P
5
A disparity once observable in this
Corn Products
3
connection between NBC and CBS.
1
Cox Gelatine
is wiped out under conditions of th«Cream O' Wheat
3
moment.
3
D.L.&W. Coal
Mutual is closely associated in th«
Fels
2
i
trade mind with the cooperative proo
General Baking
5
gram, a device whereby many small
12
General Mills
or regional sponsors may share pro.
3
Great A & P
rata the costs .of a program of naHumphrey's
5
tional calibre,.. While perhaps few
KeUogg
5
of the co-dps have achieved popuHeinz .<
3
larity comparable with the giants ol
Illinois Meat
5
NBC and CBS, they have maintained
5
Kleenex
reasonably high quality.
What ia
2
Marrow Co
more po'inted^they widen the use
1
Modern Food
of radio, bring in new customers,
B
Mohawk Carpet
provide the most practical means
1
Benj. Moore
now available for giving little busi2
Pepsodent
,
ness a peep.
'
2
Pet Milk
Mutual Was* Pioneer
Pillsbury
7
Mutual pioneered co-ops in 1936
31
Procter & Gamble
with the motning hook-tip (ThursRalston
3
days) of name dance bands. Local
Spratt's
1
department stores in various cities
5
Wander Co
shared the sponsorship. 'Gross bill5
Wasey Products
ing to MuUml for 1936's co-ops was
Wheatena
3
$52,512, or 2.5% of the year's revenues.
In 1937 the share-the-ex152
Total
penses shows were tallying $114,811
in time sales, or 5.1%.
A fMrthcr
spurt last year accduiited for 11.6%
Ira Ashley LeaVes CBS
of Mutual's total billings, or, in dolIra Ashley, who has been direct- lars, $339,819.
ing and building programs for CBS,
Wide Scope for Showmen
has resigned.
If accepting the viewpoint that
Future plans unsettled.
open frontiers are always healthy,
one of the chief virtues of the cooperative program is that it gives
scope and a practical field for en-

»»»»>>»»»»»

Diy.

;

Wander Co
Ward Bftking

daytime hour on one of the

GROWS

Discs for Local Spots

(January, 1939)

which can be sold

price within reason.

Chicago, Jan. 24.

James Neale has been appointed
chief of sales traffic detail for the

NBC

BUT

of

will be ex;empt from any
strike, but AFRA insists signatures be without reservations. Its code and scale are described as 'final' and not 'bargaining prices.'
Mutual, Scratching for Biz,
7. Charles J. Post of Federal Dept. of Labor
Keeps Radio Frontiers
is regarded by AFRA as an investigator rUher
Open to Small Budget Ad*
than a mediator. AFRA states it does not revertiser
quire his .services. He has called on them and
on the Four A's but is merely standing by.
8. AFRA is convinced that 'force and only
CO-OP BIZ
force' is necessary to win the war.
9. Question of open shop or AFRA shop
A paradox is becoming Increasr
(agencies regard the latter as 'closed shop') may
be a vital factor. Both sides say they will ingly noticeable in radio. The' two
big networks, CBS and NBC, while
force a complete showdown in the matter.

ke Box

Cresley

total

billings

with

UP,

appeasement or evidence

good faith.
6. Those who sign

(dve Dealers Free

Pillsbury

Mutual Co-Ops
Per cent of

»»»»»»»»»»

point out

In Illustration of their point on
competitive disadvantage these agency men set forth the following arithisetical proposition: For puri>oses of
simplicity they adopt as the basis of
their calculations the basic rate for 9

olients
clients

it

crete gesture of

their

that the discount privileges extended
the big time-block contractees tend
to put the smaller advertisers at a
tremendous competitive disadvantage
and that this freezing out of the
small fellow for the immediate l\uge
package buys of the major soap^ food
and drug combines may end ia
.weakening the networks' economic
and bargaining position. It could
evolve, they say,' into a case of having all the eggs in one basket, with
the few big clients in the dictator's
teat

NBC

'take

They claim agencies have not made any

network broadcasting is gradually
developing into a royal prerogative
tot major advertisers. They are also
making the prediction, that in due
time small-money users of daytime

be conspicuous by

AFRA

5. It*^s

time buyers are

IRdvanclng the thieory that daytime

periods will
sparseness.

'Immediately* means 24 hours.

threatens to strike 'at a moment's
notice' and 'at the least convenient time for
agencies.'
4.

2T

GET SCARCE
mm

Says

the,

VARIETY

Neale wUl

Chicago division.

supervise traffic on -network, spot
and local commercials.'
Floyd Van Btten slotted as Neale's
'

aide-de-camp>

selling

larger

YEARS ago

3

NBC-CBS

•

'.

—

.

'.

'

Grocery Spemtng StiD Favors

terprise to creative
alert promoters.

showmen and

Mutual co-ops at
Lone Ranger, 20

N^ht Oyer Day Broadcasting
Grocery food packers preferred in
1938 to allot more of their NBC-CBS
time appropriations to night-time
broadcasting than they had the previous year: The trend in favor of
daytime advertising had been on the
upbeat in this field for three successive years, ending 1937. Behavior
of the food market in the matter of
daytime proportioning of business

« .

.

. .

%

six

,

two

stations; Famous Jury Trials, 17
stations; Marriage License Bureau

Romances, three statiohs; Show of
the Week, 42 stations; The Shadow,

proved the lone exception among two
the major users of before 8 p.m. netthis

work

In general the peroC daytime spending has
the increase since 1934,

radio.

centage

been on
Following breakdown shows how
the manufacturers of grocery store
products have been splitting their
appropriations during the past five
years:

In support of their claim that the
(NBC-CBS)
Carlos Franco Laid
dumber of daytime clients have
% of the
% of the
dwindled as' accumulative billings
Evening
Whole
Total
Wliele
Day
for daytime broadcasting have gone
49.1 %
50.9 %
$15,463,913
Carlos Ffanco, chief time and tal- 1938
$16,041,479
$31,505,392
tip on the networks the agency men ent buyer for Young & Rubicam, is 1937
47.5 %
52.5
12,474,399
13,781,563
.
26,255,961
point to the records.
inflammatory
1936
12,725,801
58.95%
ill
from
41.05%
8,860,181
21,585,982
In January, seriously
64.1 %
35.9 %
11,379,804
J936, NBC and Columbia jointly had rheumatism at the North Westches17,763,882
61.9 %
31 daytime accounts using a total of ter hospital, Mt. Kisco, N. Y. It's a 1934,
38.1 %
9,261,732
5,702,344
14,964,076
In
Corp.'s
expenditures
ailment
but
Separate
General
Food
152 daytime quarter hours.
analysis
of
the
follows:
During recurrence of an old
the current month, three years later, a far more virulent form.
(NBC-CBS)
the two networks have 255 daytime
Franco felt a slight touch of the
% of the
% of the
Evening
Whole
Whole
Total
Day
quarter-hours under contract but the inflammation while visiting the home
10.0%
$4,688,040
90.0%
accounts total 24.
$5,217,486
The number of office of Gulf Refining in Pittsburgh
12.3%
2,423,695
87.7%
2,764,944
commercial quarter hours have gone three weeks ago, but it did not force
8v2%
1,379,335
91.8%
1,501,945
6^%, while the list of clients "has him to repa''- to a hospital until 10
1,850,793
95.0%
5.0%
been reduced by 24%.
1,948,509
days ago.

Up

Hornet,

t>resent include
stations; Green
stations; Lamplighter,

stations.
Showmen active in
line include Ben Rocke, Red-

field-Johnstone, J. Ralph Corbett,
Sterling agency, King-Trendle.
By
way of illustration of the type of advertiser brought into radio through
co-operative programs these may be
cited:

B. F, Goodrich & Co., .'Famous
Jury Trials.'
Yellow Cab Co., Tamous Jury
Trials.'

Marlin Razor Blades, 'Famous Jury
Trials.'

Borden-Weiland

Co., 'Marriage Li-

cense.'

Lone Star Margarine

Co.,

'Mar-

riage License.'

Lincoln Packing Co., 'Marriage License.'

Chrysler Motor Car Co., 'Show of
the Week.*

Howard

Clothes,

'Show

of

the

Week.'

Nash Coffee
Week.'

Co.,

'Show of thi

.-

Sponsors Burning Plenty
(Continued from page

Frank Conrad West To

On

medium

that
that
viously protecting themselves with type of advertising from, their plans
a Sustaining scale of fees consider- and turn to other mediums. In the
ably lower than advertiseifs will ap- case of radio, the sponsors will be
parently have to pay. Networks are forced (1) to cut down on the num-

welfare.'

ber of performers employed; (2) to
cut doWn on their time on the air;
or (3). to cut out radio entirely and

WNYC AND WIW HAVE

STUDIOS AT EXPO

.

on the grounds.
mote broadcasts.

—-Networks

Nets will do re-

Ken-L-Ration Waxing

of

.'the

disc

rights

to

'Calling

All-

expected to ha,ve an important bearing in the fifture on the placement
of .waxed dramatic Shows which are
taken off a live broadcast.
The
union Contended that the actors had
been paid solely for the live version,
which clears only over the Columbia
Network, and that supplementary
compensation ought to be made for
the

wax

negotiate

impossible competitive position.
Nobody dared take a bold stand
either way for fear of rivals' using whatever happened against

placements.

During a conference between the
of 'Calling All Cars,' Rio

talent.

Oil, the Show's" California
sponsor, 'and Conrad, it was agreed
that the line take-offs would not be
used outside of the state and that
an entirely different set of recordings would be made for Twenty
Grand or any other account that
bovight local or regional rights to'
the gangster drama. The new recordings will be based on scripts
broadcast by Associated Oil. Cig's

Our president was

tiser cannbt afford to spend a dol
lar in any medium unless that dollar' brings back at least one htmdred
cents in sales.*

'Responsibility*

some

As Enemy

tives.

At the outset it was made clear
that this fact-finding committee could
not, nor, for that matter, could any
agency, commit its various clients in.
matters pertaining to labor. You wiU
campaign on
and
is readily appreciate that each adverslated to start the first week in tiser has a different set of conditions
February.
to consider where labor is concerned.
The fact-finding committee went
While in' Los Angeles Conrad als,o
closed for the use of disc versions of to work to examine the evils which
'The Shadow of Fu Manchu' in be- AFRA claimed existed. Included in
half of the same account on KHJ, the investigation was the wage-scale
.

KMOX

proposed

|

(I^otc—VAfiifiTY bc0cn publishing in 1905 but the N. Y. Clipper, founded
was purchased and merged with this paper in 1923. Ther Clipper

drawn upon

Raised Against Networks

naturally pleas-

ed to serve on a yolimtary fact-finding committee set up by the Four
A's to meet with AFRA representa-

.

(1900-1939)

files are'

AFRA

One

owner
Grande

in 1856,

theiti.'

of

>

.

HISTORY OF ACTOR UNIONS

clients for ethical reasons.'
It was further stated "bear in
mind that the agencies are in an

was the opinion

MM

Several advertising agencies have ed to cover such cases, as these: That
sent letters to all program employees of an actress who might appear five
explaining their position in regard days" a week on a daytime dramaic
to AFRA and enclosing a -copy of the serijtl 'and be required only to say
letter sent by the Four A's committee 'Number please,' in the manner of a
to Mrs. Emily Holt of AFRA. Yourig telephone operator, at the very Jpeginhing of the program. The Agency
&. Rubicam sent the following:
Dear-iCommittee proposed a $50 a week
We are anxious that you, as a minimum to cover cases of this sort.
Obviously, there is a great differradio .artist, understand fully the attitude of Young & Rubicam in the ence between this type of performance and that required for a difficult
current AFRA discussio];is.
dramatic part.
Having been associated with us,
In any event I want you to know
you know we are in complete sym- that the .Committee did not expect,
pathy with eliminating any "€vils
hor intend the so-called agency scale
which, might exist in the rpdio busieffect any reduction of prices paid
We have taken pride, in the to
ness.
to actors, singers and announcers.
reputation we have enjoyed with our
(Signed)
talent. Our policy has been to mainCOMPTON ADVERTISING, INC.
tain the best of working conditions.
Leonard T. Bush,
When Mrs. Holt, Henry Jaffe and
Vice President.
other AFRA representatives first
talked to us, they stated that there
never had been a complaint lodged,
Voice
Frisco
against our method of dealing with

,

.

with us jointly.
They simply did not have authority and we could not go
over their heads direct to the

It

developed in connection with his
purchase for Twenty Grand cigarets

Ken-L-Ration, dog food brand
canned by Chappel Bros., of Rockford, 111., is going in for a transcription campaign. • There will be 13 Los Angeles, KFRC, San Francisco,
quarter-hour programs.
and KGB, San Diego. They will be
World has the recording assign- evening spots with a schedule of
ment.
three a week.

make the agencies understand it
was important, and to get them
to

Frank Conrad, of McCann-Erickr
son, flew to Los Angeles last week
to straighten out a tangle which had

WJR

A network spokesman yesterday (Tuesday) called any charge
against them on the grounds of
thinking only of themselves unfair.
'We tried for months to

Cars'

Cars' for use on KMOX, St. Louis,
invest their advertising money in and WJR, Detroit The L. A. local
other mediums.'
of
the American Federation of
Actors had raised an issue which is

'It is unfortunate,' said one of those
present later, 'that a false impression seems to have been created in
certain quarters as to the amount
that' radio artists are paid and would
be paid under the AFRA demands.
Advertisers, of course, are desirous
Work is almost completed on the
that the actors be properly compen- three studios and master control
sated.
On the other hand, radio panel being setup by city-owned
It WNYC, at the N. Y. World's Fair
costs already are near a peak.
should be remembered that this is Grounds.
Equipment will be innot due entirely to the cost of talent stalled just prior to the Fair openbut. to the increasing complexities of ing.
Inasmuch as the studios are
sponsoring a program, con^plexities located in the only permanent buildwhich have grown tremendously ing at the Fair, the City of New
during the past two years and are York's setup which will be used as
constantly becoming more burden- a sports center when the Fair folds,
some not only on the agency but on the equipment will remain to air futhe manufacturer himself.
T!*3se ture events.
complexities cost money and it must
YNYC and WLW, Cincinnati, are
be borne in mind that an adver- the only transmitters with studios

Tried

A»

who

to the sponsors

works (the media) taking a powder pay the bills, it is but natural
on the whole situation aiter pre- they will eliminate or cut down

trying to look innocent and act as if
this .matter did not concern them,'
oh? sponsor remarked bitterly, 'but
I >Vonder if they may not one day
rue their indifference to their clients*

'Calling
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Agencies Write Their Actors

Untangle Recording Issue

becomes unprofitable as an adver-

1)

tising

We

'

RADIO
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for confirmation of pre-1905 facts.)

JUNE, 1900
White Rats* of America ('Rats' is the word star backwards) was formed
by the monologist George Fuller Golden. It started with 124 members
including George M.* Cohan, Fred Stone, Lew Dockstadter, Mclntyre and
Heath, Eddie Foy and Frank Cushman.

of those

FEB. 21, 1901
present that AFRA should not have
Shortly after its formation the White Rats had demanded that the vaudewalked out on the agency group and ville managers stop the practice of deducting a .booking commission (a
that if a strike is called the respon- parallel .with the present Air Features, Inc.j system ) and when the Vaudesibility rests solely with the union. ville
Managers Assn. was disinclined to surrender this side-income, the
There was a good deal of discus- tlireat became an actuality—a strike broke out on the above date. Actors
sion as to the increased- costs the in alarming. numbers repoited themselves violently ill on the same day.
adoption of the proposed minimum Actor-pipkets later made their first appearance in theatrical history.
scale of AFRA would entail.
One
Th6 White Rats triumphed in this strike 'for better conditions, but
case was cited Where the demand promptly decided .that they, as a imion, must go* into the talent-booking
would allegedly increase the cost business. William Morris, fovmder of the agency .that bears his name
of the- program by as much, as 400%, (which agency .today is prominent in placing radio talent) urged the Rats
although generally the increase to confine themselves to working conditions and Salary matters, but the
would be much -less, .The rebroad- Rats' leadership felt a imion-operated placement bureau was necessary.
cast fee of 50% or more as proposed Morris' judgment was vindicated, as the Rats fell into internal bickering
is felt to be especially unwarranted.
over the booking office, its politics and policies. Only a short time after
•Values* Vs. *Wages*
its display of strength the Rats began to disintegrate.
Another point brought up was that
26, 1916

by

AFRA.

This

scale

minimum of $185.00 per
for the least important performer on a typical five-time-a-week
15-minute day time serial with xebroadcast.
Such a scale would
raise. the cost of broadcasting beyond
the point where radio could be regarded as a sound advertising investment. The committee, therefore,
made suggestions which it was convinced would eliminate the evils
claimed by AFRA, and would at the
same time maintain the competitive
soundness of the medium. Specifically
the committee's suggestions
would accomplish the following:
Establish a minimum, not an average, of $50.00 a week for players
on 15-minute, flve-a-week programs,
with higher minimums for longer
called for a

week

programs.
Assure pay at an established rate
for overtime rehearsals.
Establish a policy against unreasonable and capricious dismissals.
Eliminate free auditions speculative to the radio artist.
Assure additional pay tA an estab-

Unanimous vote

national strike that may be called by
AFRA against sponsors and agencies

producing commercial programs was
taken at meeting of Sah' Francisco

membership of

.

whereas certain ou,tstandln'g artists
on night-tme shows have built up
their own following, this does not
hold true with the averatje day-time
program where the "script and the
are far

plot

more important than

the' actor,

'As the sponsor of a snow which
has been on the air a good many
said one advertiser, '1 can
assure you that s<nce I um the one
responsible for the prod uci ion of
these shows, actors' noses vill be
counted with more care th.m ever
before and our scripts will be as
close to duo-Iogues as it is possible
to make them. The result taay be
years,'

more pay,
will probably mcjn fhal a lot
of them will return to'jvhatever
they did before the took up -radio
This all adds iip to saying
acting.
that I agree wit!) the prevailing
opinion that the basis of AFRA's demands is exorbitant. Our experience
shows that many of the people who
that a few actors will get

but

it

more

MAY

By now

We

not Young

&

salaries.

JULY, 1919

Compton agency's letter read as
The history of actor imionism now entered a. new chapter. In the field
follows:
of the legitimate theatre Actors Equity, formed as an independent union
Dear
in 1914, finally obtained the active backing of Samuel Gompers and the
Undoubtedly you have heard that
American Federation of Labor. An
charter from the A.F. of L.
made Equity one branch of actor unionism. (Vaudeville end, and the this agency was represented on the
committee of the American AssociaWhite Rats charter, lapsed mto desuetude for years.)
tion of Advertising Agencies, which

AGMA

Prexy John B. Hughes
declared
called,

that

AAAA

.

.

•

of local union
national
strike,
it

would have no

on com-

effect

mercial broadcasts originating here,
none of which are transcontinental,
uhless attempt is made by agencies
or sponsors to break up nati6nal

shows into regional broadcasts.
Wage scales and working conditions to be sought for regional and
local commercial shows were also
cohsidered and approved at meeting,
although figures were hush-hushed.
Efforts to establish AFRA shop and
other

AFRA minimum

'conditions

start following -settlement of
Local
present national difficulties.
wage scales and working conditions
will be coordinated with those of
Los Angeles, it was said.

will

Los Angeles Meeting
Hollywood, Jan.

24.

Los Angeles chapter okayed, in advance any action taken by AFRA ex-

necessary.

Other speakers at meeting were
Kenneth Thomson, Screen Actors'
Guild executive secretary; Edward
Arnold,

has been meeting with AFRA.
If you have learned of the so-called
agency scale which this Committee
proposed, you may have been puzzled and' wondered if it meant that
feps were to be reduced to conform

with it.
I think you deserve to know that
such was not the intention, and I
enclose a copy of the complete letter
which went to Mrs. Holt. This, I
hope, you. will take time to read.
•The -Agency Committee was not
suggesting a standard scale rate for
all actors.
Instead, the proposal was
to correct abuses and to set up a
minimum rate of wages payable to

any perfoirmer on any. program
gardless of the circumstances

employment'.
For example, the scale

was

of.

rehis

intend-

W.

J.

Gillette,

representing
prexy;

AFM; Ralph Morgan, SAG

B. Kirnblum, AFRA counsel.
Resolution to obey strike order was
approved by unanimous 'rising vote.
On stage with speakers were Jack
I.

Benny, Tyrone Power, James Wallington, Don Wilson, Dorothy Lamour, Boris Karloff, Conrad Nagel,
Melvyn Douglas, Andy Devine and
others.

AFRA

AAAA

.

night.

'

vaudeville had become an organized, far-fiung, prosperous inThat you may have a better unManagers took drastic steps to fight a revitalized "White Rats derstanding of the problem, I have
under the control of Harry Mountford, an English actor. A strike of. attached the. fact-finding committee's
White Rats broke out in Oklahoma City in 1916. Previously the National report which shows in detail the
Vaudeville Artists, a rival union which ultimately was dominated by E. F. conclusions reached by this group
Albee, head of the Keith circuit, had been organized. N.V.A. in the end after a thorough and sympathetic
.acquired the clubhouse on West 46th street. New York, which' the White study. I hope you will make a point
.Rats had built.
of reading.it. It provides a. practical
By September, 1916, the notorious 'blacklist' of the Vaudeville Managers basis for eliminating abuses.
Firebrands were refused work.
Protective Assn. was functioning.
In
(Signed)
.Deceinber, 1916, the Rats published their demands and in February, 1917,
YOUNG &; RUBICAM, INC.
there was a strike outbreak of performers in Boston. Ina March, 1917,
Thomas F. Harrinpton,
there were further strikes. In ApHl, 1917, the White Rats went bahkrupt.
Director of Radio.

AUGUST, 1919

Sunday

Rubicam's in- ecutive committee.
Eddie Cantor,
tention to make this minimum our AFRA head, presided
at Saturday
standard of pay, or to lower salaries. night session at El Capitan theatre.
On the other hand we know you will Emily Holt told attendees date for
agree that an agency has-the right nation-wide strike against agencies
to introduce brand new, untrained would be fixed within 24 hours unless
actors and, during their period of some agreement is reached, but exapprenticeship, not pay them top pressed hope walkout would
not be

'that- it is

dustry.

One month after getting the A.F. of L, charter,- for which it had been
angling for several years. Equity called a strike on the legit managers. It
resulted in extraordinary bitterness among the actors themselves. George
M. Cohan, a founder of the White Rats in 1900, led a rival union. Actors
appear in our shows work on other 't'idelity. On Sept, 6, 1919, Equity won an almost complete victory (some
programs. If they work for us five minor concessions to the conscientious objectors, in Fidelity were granted).
for.
that
and
$183
get
days a week
1929
and equal salaries from two or three
Ten years after the big victory oh Broadway Equity attempted to
other sources, I think a lot of ad
unionize the film colony in Hollywood, but after a prolonged series of
.sellers
of
and
vertising executives,
Skirmishes was defeated and retired in disorder.
radio time had better take up radio
1937
acting for a living.'
acUnder the stimulation of the Wagner act, but largely due to a clever
orobe
of
Advertisers seem to
cord in pointing, out. that there are tactical plan worked out by the Screen Actors Guild, which was meancharter was revived
many ways of 2Jvertjsing of whicn while nominally .affiliated 'With Equity, the
radio is only one.. Some of the others and revised. Equity was confined to its "original province, the legit, and
jure; newspapers, m'agasdnes, display, -gave up its previously asserteil' jurisdiction over radio with which it' had
n6vef been able to come.to; grips^ - At present there are performer unions
direct mail, and the like,
:
'When any" one medium/ told one atttonbmously operating In' pictures, legit, vaudeVille^nite cliibs, concert
advertiser, ^reaches a point whefe it and radio'. But aU are part of an entente cordiale.

AFRA

This followed meetings in New York
and Chicago. AGMA, Equity, Screen
Actors Guild and personalities including Lawrence Tibbett,
prexy, urged favorable vote via telegrams to the meeting.
Attempt of one member to urge
strike against networks rather than
agencies.
'Because it is the networks that sell the artists down the
river* met with no encouragement
either from local AFRA execs or
other members, according to reports.

,

lished rate for all rebroadcsists.
cannot emphasize too strongly

of Talent
support any

to

Cerdfied at

KSD

Washington, Jan. 24,
Certification of the St. Louis Local
(A.F. of L.) of the American Federation, of Radio Artists, as sole collective bargaining agent for staff actors,
singers, announcers and all freelance actors, singers and announcers
employed by Pulitzer Publishing Co.,
at,

station

KSD, was announced by

the National. Labor Relations Board

on Saturday (21).
Minors were included in the stipulated unit but 'hill-billies' were left
out. Stipulation between the union,
the board and the company was entered into, on Dec. 21, specifying that
the union represented a majority of
the employees in the agreed-upon
appropriate unit.

David N^ven under consideration,
for' comedy spot on Chase & C<(nbom.
:

,

RAIMO
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Wky

Here's

CAMPBELL EYES

F.D.R. s Dissatisfaction
Washington, Jan. 24.
Indicative of President Roosevelt's dissatisfaction with the wotk of
the Federal Communications Commission is a letter sent to Congressional committee's headed by Senator Wheeler and Representative Lea
by the Chief Executive.
The letter received by Wheeler and Lea gave no hint as to specific
changes of policy, thoiigh necessary in the President's opinion, but it
is known that he. is desirous of seeing definite action taken leading to
regulatory yardsticks to- end vacillation and uncertainty in such matters as multiple Ownership of networks; superpower; station transfers;
Parts of the letter which have
implied monopolistic practices, etc.
been made public read:
'Although considerable progress has been made as a result of efforts to reorganize the work of the FCC under existing law, I am
thoroughly dissatisfied with the present legdl framework and adminI have come to the definite
istrative machinery of the commission.
conclusion that new legislation is necessary to effectuate a satisfactory
reorganization of the Commission.
'New legislation is also needed to lay down clear Congressional
policies on the substantive side so clear that the new administrative
body will have no. difficulty in interpreting or administering, them. I
very much hope that your committee will consider the advisability
of such new legislation.'
It is also known that Roosevelt has asked Chairman Frank R. McNinch to dtiscuss this problem with Wheeler and Lea and give them

—

his (McNinch's) recommendations.
While legislation is undoubtedly

being drafted, no member of Congress has yet seen or has been asked to consider action o any ne<v bills
for FCC revampi or seems to have more than a bare general idea
of White House wishes in the matter.

To Make a Name

OLD GOLD'S BASEBALL

In

WGN

On

Marbles' Contest Biz Is

for

3rd

.

Tear—It's

15th

Season for Station

Washins^ton

Understands
Piresent System Has Be-

come

New

Political Liability to

Deal,

Which Has

Probe of Communications

Chicago, Jan. 24.
third consecutive year the
baseball play-by-play will be
sponsored by the Lorillard company
for its Old Gold cigarette. Bob Elson will again handle the mike on

For

Lynchburg, Va., Jan.

WGN

24.

James (Uncle Happy) Howe, profor thre.e
duction manager at
and a half years, has resigned effective (1) to become national sales
representative of the Scripps-How•rd Marbles Tourniunent.

WLVA

Upon

WLVA in

Joining

started

marbles

local

1935

Howe

tournament,

lending boy to national contest in
Ocean City, his. home town. Station
vas first in U. S., h« says, to adopt
the idea; previously the franchise

had been sold ejcclusively to newsIn his new job he figures
on going out strong after radio biz,
snd will add a fourth regional tourpapers.

ney,

named by

•No successor

all

games, both White Sox and Cubs.
mark the 15th consecutive
has been carrying

It will

year that

WGN

baseball broadcasts, starting back in

B.R.

•

Rosenberg Hires Two
For Transamerk, Chicago
Bill Joyce and Richard Kqpf have
been added to the Chicago office of
the Transamerican Broadcasting &

Television Corp. Both matters were
on the visit of Emanuel J. Rosenberg, Transamerk v.p., to that

set

tion,

.

•

BIUJS

DUE SOON

Washington, Jan. 24.
President Roosevelt held a piress
conference on the subject of revision
of radio laws Tuesday (24) afternoon. He went on record as favoring
new basic legislation rather than
mere administrative changes. Called
present radio laws 'so vague and
evasive nobody could administer
them properly.' While not defining
what he wanted or recommended
the President made it clear he hoped
House and Senate Interstate Cominerce committees would clarify the
whole question of regulatory policy,
including the general matter of who

That the Administration is convinced of the need of revising the
setup in existence since July, 1934,
was learned when Chairman Frank
R. McNinch first denied to a House
committee that any such move is in
prospect and then a short while later
confessed he was aware President
Roosevelt has asked Congressional
committee chairmen to exert eyery
Presumeffort for prompt action.
ably he referred to Senator Burton
K. Wheeler and Rep. Clarence F.
Lea, heads of the respective Committees on Interstate Commerce.
McNinch Contradictory
When members of the House Appropriations Committee were grilling

WCAU

LEIGHTON

On
Spreading
present

& NESON

HANDLE SARATOGA

the Spot
dissatisfaction
with
was .reflected

conditions

Saratoga Springs, Jan. 2,^
Leighton -& Nelson agency of
Schenectady^ will, for the fourth
House Appropriations Committee to consective year direct the advertisbeg more money and defend the
ing promotion of the Saratoga As»
budget estimates for the coming fissociation's racing meet at Saratoga
cal year.
Si^-hour session was' deSprings, The horses will run.irom
voted chiefly to asking searching
July 31 through. September 2, and a
questions, although at the outset Mcbig ballyhoo wil. emphasize the fact
Ninch refused, to discuss anything,
this is the upstate track's 75th anthat did not have a. direct dollarsniversary. A group of radio stations
and-cents connection.
will again slice part of the melon,
The slowness of the current chain- newspapers and swanky magazines
monopoly inquiry was criticized, at cutting the remainder.
least by .implication, while -some

Monday

when

(23")

bers of the

all

FCC were

seven membefore the

>

,

House members wanted
the commish has to go

tO'

know why

into many of
Seattle, Overtures
the angles now being studied. What
have the regulators been doing in
Wrigley Talent
year
past
and
why
the
informaisn't
broadcasts.
Seattle^ Jan. 24.
tion already in the files?
Disgust
Local CBS station KIRO, is trying
reflected by purse-holders when Mcto get Jesse L. Lasky's 'Gateway to
Ninch
estimated
another
60
days
Russell Neff Quits
Hollyvyood' airshow for Wrigley to
will be required to wind up the
move into local studios for at least
him Monday about FCC affairs, Mc- hunting expedition which has been one program for contestal:xts from
going
since
first
the
part
of
NoNinch flatly refuted the unceasing
Detroit, Jan. 24.
Pacific Northwest! If local CBS outvember.
Russell Neif, studio manager at rumors that brain trusters have been
let makes deal it will lease theatre
In checking up on the past year's
here j.ov past several years, working on a new Communications
or suitable public building for audi-*
specifically
deonly
lawmakers
progress,
wanted expla- ence. invites.
He not
leaves post next week to join radio bill.
department of Knox-Reeves agency nied according to reports from the nations for the commish approval of
If airshow says it will come north
(Yankton, S, D;) sale to
(General Mills), in Minneapolis. secret session—that Thomas Cor- the
a tiein with local paper, possibly P'l
coran, leading White House adviser, the. Cowles interests, the apparent
NeflP has been connected with
Hearst sheet or Star will grab ex->
was drafting a measure, but said that inconsistency between the denial of ploitatibn.
for about seven years.
Successor is Harold True, station's no individual was working on any the KSFO (San Francisco) lease apcommentator, who takes over studio proposals. Subsequently he contra- plication and previous approval of
managership this week. True, who dicted himself, revealing the Presi- similar transaction?, 'and the status
NIGHT CLUB'
held post years ago before Brace dent has asked for cooperation, but of the complaints set down for hearBeemer was named manager, has when pressed for details demurred ing months ago and never yet aired station in Deal with Oklahoma City
against the John Shepard transbeen associated with
for past on the ground the matter is highly
Auditorium
confidential.
mitters (WAAB and WNAC, Bos10 years.
Introduction of the legislation is ton).
Carl Genzel, assistant to Neff for
Oklahoma
City, Jan. 24.
expected shortly, with all indications
The recent purge in which Hamppast year, remains.
and the City of Oklahoma
pointing to unveiling within a week. son Gary, general counsel, and Davis
One lawmaker a§ked Monday (23) G. Arnold, chief examiner, were have become partners in a ballroom
about the plans countered by inquir- summarily ousted along, with two venture. It was the station's idea,
municipal auditorium now
Dietrich Guilds for Gulf
ing whether any bill had been of- other staffers Was discussed by the with the
becoming a competitive spot to local
fered that day, a strong hint that the appropriations
crew.
Understood independent dance promoters.
a
late
hour
break is imminent. Up. to
McNinch gave some new versions of
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Enterprise has been tagged the
nothing had been the secret moves in connection with
Fourth Screen Guild program for today (Tuesday)
Night Club. The event will
put before either chamber formally. the firings.
Among the aspects feature the station's staff orchestra,
Gulf Jan. 29 will have in the stellar
Political Liability
which seemed to be more than cas- studio talent and outside acts booked
bracket
Marlene Dietrich, Mary
Motives behind the forthcoming ually interesting was the fitness of
Boland, Frank Morgan and Cliff
for the occasion. Admission will be
Nazarro.
Both Miss Dietrich and action are mystifying. In some quar- youthful William J. Dempsey, who $1.50, plus tax per couple for nonters, it was felt the President may succeeded Gary as general counsel,
m.c. George Murphy will warble.
members and $1 plus tax per couple
have.reaphed the conclusion that the and the background of Marion L,
Yarn will be a hoke whodunit.
for members.
Membership can be.
repeated FCC squabbles and sensa- Ramsay, brought in as special conobtained gratis by writing to the
tions have reached such proportions sultant on public relations.
station.
'Family's* 7Option that the agency is a distinct political With the House Committee giving
liability.
He was seen as possibly McNinch a going over, further inHollywood, Jan. 24.
wanting to wash his hands of the
Trio's
'One Man's Family' was contracted whole mess, passing the buck to quiry into affairs at the commish is
due in the Senate independent of any
last week with options up to seven Congress and opening the way for
Schenectady, Jan. 24.
general study that may result when
years. One of the longest covenants a thorough ventilation of the trouArkansas' Soft Pine Bureau (lumamendments to the 1934 law are Ofever given a Coast show.
bles of the past two to three years.
fered.
The Senate Interstate Com- ber) will sponsor 13 quarter-hour
Standard Brands closed deal for Other observers noted, however, that
merce Committee expects to 'ask a transcriptiohs with Landt Trio, on a
Tenderleaf Tea.
such a theory is not consistent with few questions' of Commissioner Nor- orice-weekly evening schedule over
a direct request for cooperation in
man S. Case, recently nominated for WGY, Scheniectady, starting Jan, 31.
pushing the billS to final enactment a seven-year term. While time has Robfert H. Brooks Agency, of Little
McPHEBSON'S JOB in the earliest possible time.
not been fixed. Chairman Wheeler Rock, handles the account, new to
Roberta Semple
c P h e r so n
Any move to renovate the commish
local radio.
.
daughter of the evangalist, is heading which gets to the stage of formal indicated the former Rhode Island
Landt Trio work as 'The Arkansas
governor will be quizzed late this
the research dept. of Dave Elman's consideration
by a Congressional week.
Troubadours,'
1924,

when Quin Ryan, now

WGN

general manager, cat-walked along
the roof of the ball park to do the

WXYZ

For Knox-Reeves Agency

KIRO,

Hunt

.

WNAX

'KOMA

—

Schulze Baking firm has taken the
•Josh Higgins of Finchville' show,
\^ith Joe DuMond, for a local commercial on WMAQ, Will ride Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 4:30
in the afternoon.
Show has been
JIBC sustainer since June, 1936.
Will continue on the NBC Blue as a
gustainer outside of the Chicago area
Alonday-through-Friday at 9:15 a.m.
Potts agency of Kansas City set
Schulze deal which is for Mrs. Webber's Homemade Bread.

week.

work on produchas handled the Tom Mix and

who

expected to meet

WXYZ

("-•::ago, Jan. 24.

Joyce,

may be

considerable opposition. Virtual admission that things are wrong will
it next to impossible for Democratic bosses to continue arguing that
everything will be. fixed up as soon
as McNinch has time to wield the
broom and that the new chairman is
rectifying errors that have become
obvious through past' experience. bell's clam chowder were started
Some members can be expected to last Monday on WC^AU and WABC.
demand a thorough explanation why They are being aired five minutes
it has become necessary to alter the
and
morning and evening on
administrative
set-up.
Embarrass- five minutes in the evening only on
ment unavoidable for the Democratic WABC.
bosses who last Jtme killed the Connery resolution for a special investigation by ridiculing the critics and
portraying McNinch as the great reformer.

—

JOE DU MOND'S JOSH

eity last

Philadelphia, Jan. 24.
Campbell's Soups, in addition to.
of OrsQn Welles
and Amos 'n' Andy, are understood
considering 9n experiment with local
variety shows in various cities
throughout the country. If and wh.en
plans get past the current tolk stagey
first show will probably be tried on.
WCAU, Philly, George Ogle, of
Ward Wheelocfc Co., which handles
the account, is in charge of the plans.
News broadcasts plugging- Camp-?

WXYZ

station.

SUSTAINER GETS

LOm PROGRAM
their sponsorship

Heretofore Soft - Pedalled make

owns what and why.

Uncle Happy's Aim

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Every principal on Bob Htipe's
Pepsodent program is working in
pictures. Hope is at Paramount;
Skinnay Elnnis at Columbia;
Jerry Golonna at Warners, and
Six Hits and a Miss at Metro.
The big reason why r^dio performers like to go west.
legislation

919

will

•Checkerboard Time' shows in the
past, while Kopf, who will be on
time sales, comes from International
Radio Sales.

—

WXYZ

—

KOMA

—

KOMA

Year

-

Landt

New Tag

BOBEBTA

M

DAVID

BROWN RESIGNS

Leaves Pedlar
was on

& Ryan Agency

P&G

—

Account

'Hobby Lobby' program.
committee is bound to, result in a
She recently lobbied on the pro- lid-lifting- and probably a thorough
gram for her hobby of collecting public sifting of the mounting com-

David Brown has resigned from rare perfumes.
& Ryan. He had been doing contact work on the Procter &
Warnow's 52

plaints about lack of policy, political
intri^jue, internal bickering, and in-

Pedlar

Gamble

Mark Warnow

account.

Loomis &
months ago

Starting:

orch. of 52 pieces

debuts on the Lucky Strike Hit
agency, 14
Parade, Saturday (28);
P & R assignment. Brown had preQuintet of Raymond Scott, also on
viously been with MeCann-Erickson the session, will combine With Wara3' radio <5xec on the Beechnut Packnow's large crew for one tune, 'Mexi-

Browrt

left

ing account.

Hall, Miami
to take the

can'

Jumping Bean.'

effl'''^ncy;
Revitalized Republicans,
now having enough strength to present "respectable opposition, can be
counted' upon to insist upon open
•hearings which will be a forum for
every critic of the way the FCC has
functioned in recent months.
Despite administration support, the

WOR's Farmers

Digest

Jerry Cooper Extended
Singer Jerry Cooper was renewed
week by Procter & Gamble for
transcriptions in behalf of Us Tool
Cooper will cut 12
Toothpaste.
sides. He's been making platters for
P & G for past couple of years, but
for another product,
H. W, Kasf
last

In collaboration with Transradio,
station WOR, N. J., starts a half-hour
J.'armer's Digest program Monday
(30). Show is-.scheduled for six days
a week, 6-6:30 p.m.

Will carry news. Weather,
rriusit

setujp."

.c

and

is

the agency.

'

•'

Cooper is currently ort thb'air one*
weekly froiri Cindinnati fbr'Tuhis.'

;

80
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STATION REPS ARE MADE CONSaOUS OF

ILLER TAPE RECORDING AS A RIVAL
&

Ruthrauff

Ryan

New

Inquiries of Stations Brings

—Contingency

Industry Factor Into Attention
stallations of

_

'

Station rep?

-

Studio

have another third

15% commission bugaboo

to

Rowdyism

worry

They're afraid that the fee
eetup which has been adopted by the
American developers of the Miller
system of tape transcription will cut
in on their own commissions from
The Miller reproducing
stations.
equipment is being installed with
the understanding that the station
will remit 15% of the card rate on
all commercial programs recorded
by the Miller method.

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Quietus has been put on
whistlers and foot stdmpers in
NBC's Hollywood studios. Notice
has been posted and those who
persist in showing their approbation in the gashouse manner
will be paged for a curbstone

the
acceptance, of
Advertiser
Miller system was brought home to
the reps for the first time last week
when Ruthrauff & Ryan inquired of

tice

number

of stations

COURT ACTION
SLAPS FCC

End of 1938 marked the 14th year that N. Y. Daily News has been
reviewing radio programs. In recent years the radio department has been
catching air shows eight to 10 hours daily, an elaborate radio set in department's office operating almost constantly from 10 or 11 o'clock in the
morning until 10 p.m. Paper is the only publication 'remaking' its radio
page three times daily, final 'makeover' being near 10:30 p.m.
Ben Gross, and his assistant, Sid Shalit, spend virtually all their time
reviewing radio shows. No reviewing is done in studios. Because of
enormous circulation (2,500,000 daily, 3,100,000 on Sunday), News radio
editors attempt to judge programs strictly from the listeners' viewpoint.
Because reviewing task keeps them cohstantly in the office, two are said
to know fewer radio people personally than any editors in the business.
State Council of Churches, representing 'Federated Protestant-

'

Editing.

Defense of the regutransmitters.
Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 24.
Rejuvenation of NAB has a visible effect on the weekly bulletin to
Jose ItUrbi, pianist and conductor, latory body to the effect that it is
members. First of the 1939 volume, oiit last week, not only was a difflew 5,500 mUes over the weekend a safe 'assumption' the evidence
to play Kellogg program in Holly- shows economic situation warrants ferent color a lisual practice to distinguish between the various years—
competition was rejected, with ver- but showed signs of face-lifting. Masthead has a zippy touch, besides bewood,
The 'Admiral' as he has been dict the Commish action was arbi- ing an innovation, given by a microphone and dashes of electricity. Standdubbed by United Airlines after set trary and capricious. Judges nulli- ing departmental heads likewise dressed up although no material change
ting a record of 350,000 miles as an fied order effective July 27, 1937, un- in organization of contents.
simultaneously got
der which
air passenger, conducted a Philhar'
Raymond Paige has begun casting his 92-man orchestra for U. S. Rubber.
monic orchestra concert here ThurS' permission to change its location by
day (12) night, flew to the Coast for shifting from East Dubuque (111.) It debuts Feb. 22 in New York using the enlarged stage of the former
Paige is using unusuial injust across the Mississippi River to Ambassador theatre now operated by CBS.
lis piano numbers at 10 p.m. Sunday
strumental Sections. There will be 21 violins, seven violas, five 'cellos,"
the Iowa town'.
broadcast.
The Court refused to sustain' an- three bass fiddles, two harps, two pianos, four drummers, eight each of
Then planed back to Rochester for
other important complaint about flutists, clarinets, saxes, trumpets and trombones and four each of bassoons
orchestra rehearsal today (Tuesday)
FCC procedure, holding there was and oboes.
no convincing proof that the deciMrs. F.D.R.
Claim of WIP that it aired the first football broadcast, the Penn-Cornell
sion was based on data not contained
Squawk had grown game in 1922, has been disputed by KDKA, Pittsburgh.
Hollywood, Jan. 24.
in the record.
Station's records show that Pitt-Nebraska game played In Pittsburgh
out of the Commish habit of studyIt's no go for Mrs. Franklin D,
Roosevelt to appear on KeUogg's ing -confidential memoranda contain- Nov. 5, 1921, was carried in detail.
Circle Feb. 5. J. Walter Thompson- ing
the
extra-curricular
recomFederal
Theatre Project In Chicago is setting plans for the entrance of
ites were promised a possible March mendations of its engineering and
the Project into the radio field under the direction of general supervisor
date while first lady is out on the legal staffs.
Coast for the Frisco fair.
Precedent was set by the Court's Harry Minturn. Project has an active radio branch in New York.
She would turn over $5,000 for the stand on the matter of economic inGrant 8c Wadsworth
Casmir, Inc., is the advertising agency for th«
shot to charity.
terference raised by Louis G. Caldwell in assailing the completeness of Hirsutus program which was reviewed last week from WICC, Bridgeport^
Delany's Added Title
the formal decision.. With Justice and not credited.
Justin Miller voicing the feeling, the
Hartford, Jan. 24.
C. Glover Delaney, commercial jurists stuck to their prior assertion
to
manager of WTHT, now also assist- that existing stations .are not enMeeting
Boston
ant station manager.. Other changes titled to automatic priority over
Covered
include the transferring of Walter newcomers but cleared the atmos-Boston, Jan. 24.
Nilson, mikeman, to the sales force. phere by telling the FCC to look into
Philadelphia, Jan. 24.
New England will have Its own
Paul Schmelmer joins as an- the effect of stiffer competition, on
Paul Harron, prez. and g. m, of
nouncer.
going concerns.
Town Meeting of the air, when a WHOM, Jersey City, will take over
new series opens tonight on
operation of WIBG here on Feb. L
and 15 affiliated stations emanating Outlet is currently run by Joseph
from Boston. Airing every Tuesday M. and James A. Nassau. It is
at 8:30, the pro-and-con program will owned by Moffat and Walker, busirun a full hour.
nessmen of Glenside, where the staStudio audiences will participate tion is located.
Operates daytim*.
in debates, and listeners will be in- only with 100 watts power on 970 kc.
Wlohita.—Radio station KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan., broadcast wedding vited to phone in questions to be anHarron, it is understood, has given
music for ceremony at which Lyle Putnam of Hutchinson, and Charlotte swered by the speakers. First pro- notice to all employees. Some of
Fowler, Kinsley, Kan., wer^ married New Year's Day at bedside of Putnam gram on 'New England Town Hall' them have already been replaced
in Hutchinson hospital where he had imdergone appendicitis operation will stir up the question of 'What and -others will be before he takes
three days, previously. Wedding had been postponed once before so bride- Shall We Do About Civir Service?' over.
groom made doctor promise he could be married on set date before he
David C. Adkins is executive diTilts in wage scales for the four
would permit them to operate.
rector of the group promoting the
panelman at WIBG were won

—

—

—

WKBB

also
first

to make commercial use of this syS'
tern in America but -that the agency
wouldn't know just how extensively
the method could be applied until it
itfi

Inside Stuff-Radio

New York

Ruthrauff & Ryan explained last
Friday (20) that what has interested
the .^agency in the Miller method is
the chance it allows for editing a
progranu ionized Yeast's spot place
mentfl are off-the-air recordings of
the show on Mutual Sunday nights.
The live version runs an hour. Some
of the spot bookings are for the same
length of time, while others are
limited to a half hour. With the
Miller system the sound track can
be clipped aiid pasted together as the

.

—

ism,' at its annual jtneetlng in Albany, adopted a resolution (endorsing the
Washington, Jan, 24.
bill of Congressman Francis D. Culkin, Oswego Republican, to bar a]il
Economic aspects must be pon>- liquor advertising fi;om radio. The Council, like many gr.oups apparently
dered by the FCC in ruling on re- laboring under the impression NBC had banned beer »:m1 wine as well as
quests .for new facilities, the District hard liquor, promotion from controlled stations; okayew,
a resolution comof Columbia Court of Appeals de- mending, the network. The. Gannett papers and the Curtis publications
Margaret Anglin may soon start clared Monday (23) in reyefsing still
(including the. Saturday Evening Post) were also praised for their policy
dramatic series under the agency another decision because of sloppy
of refusing alcoholic beverage copy.
direction of Blackett-Sample-Hum- procedure. Reopening of the applimert. Thing is now merely in the cation of Dubuque (la.) Telegraph
Reluctance on the part of Warners players in contributing to studio's
process of negotiation.
Herald was ordered in the latest re- quota in Community Chest drive prompted Jack Warner to tavoke a ruling,
Neither product nor network time versal of the regulators.
making it obligatory for contract talent doing guest shots on the air to
las been set,
Temporary victory for WKBB, kick in half the coin they receive to the charity coffers. Studio chief
Dubuque, was based on the conten- allowed that since studio takes no cut of radio dinero earned on the outside,
tion that the Commish erred by fail- it is justified in asking its people to donate half of such income to help
Itnrbi's Kellogg Hop
ing
make concrete findings the studio reach-its quota. Edict is removed when quota, lowest among the
to
whether the town can support two major studios, is reached.

free recordings to advertisers providing they use World-affiliated outlets in the selected markets.

received the answers to
to stations.

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
H, G. Wells wants nothing more to do with radio. He made that
plain to Buchanan agency attaches, Who tried to buy radio rights to
his 'The Man Who Worked Miracles' for Texaco Star Theatre. He is
reported to have told the agency lads 'they stimg me once \ising one
of my stories and they'll never get a chance to do it again.'
English author had reference to the Orson Welles broadcast of 'War
of the Worlds,' which was produced with such realism that it threw a
scare into thousands of dialers and gave the newspapers a chance to
pour it on its arch enemy.
^shmead.iScott's 'One and One Are Three' will be used this week on
the petrol program instead.

MARGARET ANGUN
UP FOR AIR SERIES

Millel: tape.

program editor sees fit R. & R.
stated that it hoped to be the

NEW ADVERSE

programs.

whether

Gonna Scare No Ho'

another week.

John Swallow, division prograin chief, declared the prachas sprung up only recently
but that it is not only in bad
taste but that it also disconcerts
the millions of listeners to NBC

Antagonism among station reps
toward the Miller fee setup is similar
to that which prevailed when the
World Broadcasting System announced its Gold Network. Stations
allied with the latter proposition are
.under obligation to pay a .15% commission on all business created by
World, with this company furnisfhing

Program

24.

Dan Danker, vice prez of J. Walter
Thompson in charge of Coast radio,
left last night (Mon.) on his annual
visit to the New York offices. He'll
be gone two weeks.
John U. Reber sticking around for

V.

roost.

they were equipped with the Miller
inechanism or whether they are
planning on such installation. The
agency proposes to record the 'Good
"Will Hour' series for Ironized Yeast

on

to N. Y.

Hollywood, Jan.

Equipment

about.

quite a

Dan Danker

In-

Ain't

Maybe

inquiry

I

Among

those once reported to be
financially interested in the develop
aneht of the MUlei: system on this
side were Warner Bros., Waddill
Catchings, Walter P. Chrysler, Frank
Hummert and A. H. Diebold^ president of Sterling Products, Inc.

&

FREE RADIO ASSURED

I

Harron
Run
Panelmen

Town

SCHWELLEN6ACH WANTS

Washington, Jan. 24,
Broadside against possible censor'
was fired from the U.S
Senate last week by Senator Lewis
B. Schwellenbach,
Democrat,
oil
Washington, in three amendments to
the Communications Act of 1934.
Elaborating on similar bills which he
introduced last year, Schwellenbach
asked for amendment of Section 315
of the Act to provide free time for
Uncensored discussion on any subjec
Via the airwaves."
Would permi;
cuffo arguments on political, eco
nomic, social, religious and other
topics to supplement prevailing law
Which permits candidates for public
office an equal chance to talk back.
Washington solon's newest sugges
tion Recently was attacked by Lenox
R. Lohr, NBC prexy as unwise.
Second piece of legislation de
signed to head off any possible cen
sorship or favoritism bn the part of
broadcasters would call for complete
station log showing requests re
ceived for free time and the amoun
of time granted by the transmitter.
Bhlp of radio

WIBG;

by CIO

WAAB

Radio

—Opportunistic

Daffodilss

made a

by

series.

O. A. Johnson Insurance, agenby in North Platte,
to buy spot announcements whenever a
deal with
fire occurs in the town.
All future fires will be by courtesy of
.

Lincoln

Neb., has

KGNF

McGee's 5th Year

the American Commimications Association, CIO, in a pact signed Saturday with Paul Harron, new opera-

tor of the outlet. Two of the men
Chicago, Jan. 24.
will have their pay jumped from $18
McGee show, headlined by to $30 a week, while the others will
Detroit ^Toby David and Ralph Bingay, comedy team on 'Happy Joe,' Jim Jordan, has been
signatured by be upped from $30 to $40. Similar
daily program over CKLW, talked so much over their respective wrestling the Johnson
'wax firm for an addi- concessions on vacations, sick leave,
abilities that they found themselves framed into putting on a public match.
tional year's broadcasting over NBC
Matchmaker at the Arena Gardens got their signatures on a contract web starting April 11. Fifth con- overtime, etc., as have been won
in recent termers with other kilothrough an autograph trick and after several days of training at a nearby secutive year.
Now rates as the out- watters here, apply.
health club the pair appeared in a preliminary on the regular wrestling standing Chicago
program.
Organization of WCAM, Camden,
card last Friday night (16). Card's promoter had plastered the town with
Company is now heading to the has been completed by the ACA,
posters showing the 'Happy Joe' cast One of the program's sponsors was Coast where
the show wiU originate
with the two announcers and three
Schwellenbach also introduced an the referee for this particular batch of grunts.
for the next few months.
amendment preventing any form of
engineers now members.
Negotiacensorship by the Government, but
tions
for the
municipally-owned
Seattle Concerning herself with things that don't concern— or interestOff to the Convention
h4tting at the industry by providing many people, press agent Vera Jedlick got a lot of press agentry across
outlet will start this week with
Cincinnati, Jan. 24.
no exemption for stations in' the when she hotly denied that 'Howie Wing' was the first radio program ever
Mayor Byuper. Confabs are now beLincoln Dellar, manager of WBT, ing held also with Ben Gimbel, Jr.,
event of defamatory, obscene or broadcast while the cast was traveling in an airplane. She cited taking a
otherwise unpalatable broadcasts.
mob of carol singers and Santa Claus up in a flying machine to broadcast Charlotte, N. C, joined his CBS prez of WIP, for all employees of the
colleague Bill Schudt,
pilot, station.
Washington lawmaker was active the night before Xmas.
here Sunday (22) prior to their leap
last year in drafting similar legis
Provincial radio comedy on'^Briarhopper hillbilly hour to Chicago for the Canners' convenCharlotte, N.
Donald Dickson starts canarying
latidn, which was inttoduCed in the
tion.
on WBT: 'Were you eve;: on ,tlie stage?'
on Chase
Sanborn Feb. 5 while
Hotise by former Representativi
Left, their wives in Cincy.
'I once had my leg in ii cast.'
Nelson' Eddy goes concert touring.
Byron S. Scott, California D^mocr.at<

—

Fibber

;

—
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&
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LONGER LICENSE ENDORSED
—

try to be constantly aware of the advertising might be disastrous and
need for diversified programs.
dislocation of the industry would be

Thoroughly Convinced
American Way Okay
'The Committee is convinced that
the American system of broadcastoperated in accoird with the
broad policies now prescribed by
Congress, has proved to be the best
method of applying this modern in^
vention of radio to the service of
the people of the United States,' report said. Trio rejected the idea of
dual system a group of wholly national stations and another of purely
local
stations
on technical
grounds and susgested the most
beneficial use of limited resources isoperation 'in accord with the principles of democracy -and in accord
with high standards of ethics in conformity with the tastes, requirements,
and desires of the public' Assignments should be distributed to give
the maximum number of people a
choice between two programs of adequate signal 'intensity to insure acceptable reception.
Practical aspects will make it impossible to satisfy all the needs and meet every desire of the public, the trio remarked.
Discussion of the economic problem ran through the entire document but was stressed chiefly in discussing allocation and power. Too
many stations may be as undesirable as too few, committee feels, because of the- danger of over-stiff
competition and excessive emphasis
on profit-making.
The hesitation
ing,

C a s e - Craven - Payne Document Regarded as Happy
Omen Sees Need for Non-

—

Rigid Standards

—

contrary to the Wishes of Congress.
Concern over the social consequences was reflected. Even if they
did not 'conspire to influence wrongfully the public opinion of the nation,' a select group of super-power
licensees should not be permitted to
have the potential power to control
the 'Operation of the industry. Under the present system, with many
licensees, there- is less danger of patternized
entertainment, education,

and

culture.

Duplication of stations on 15 of
the 40 Existing clear channels was
recommended despite the strong arguments of the group now having
exclusive use of these ribbons. In
taking the attitude that the shoe must
be made to fit the foo*, the committee said technically it is possible to"
put secondary plants on all the frequencies without grave injui'y but
the need of the remote rural areas
requires continuance of some -50 kw
plants which do not have to share
thoir channels.
The frequencies to
be 'brolcen down' are located for the
most part on the Atlantic and Pacific seaboards, with the channels assigned to interior stations preserved.
Some notable exceptions due largely to the concentration of population
in the Northeastern part of the nation.
As previously suggested, the
foiir
high-power-regional channels
would be put in the same category
with the broken-down clear bands.
Relative importance of the press
and radio requires further thought,
about super-power was caused chief- the report warned. At present, it is
ly by the undiminished fear of the impossible to state postively whether
consequences of watta°:e disparity. newspaper proprietors should be
Adoption of any rigid policy concern- banned from broadcasting or perIn
ing newspapers is impossible be- mitted to gain a bigger hold.
cause of the financial, employment, parceling out facilities, Commish
and social considerations. .Network should be cautious about injuring
an
older
'industry
with a materially
operation is highly desirable not only
because it provides an effective larger investment and payroll but
method of talent distribution but in also should not try to prevent progress
radio
in
just
to protect the
view of the advertising practices.
Before granting new stations, the press. Different conditions in different
places must be considered, such
investigate
thorshould
Commish
oughly the ability of the commun- as the amount of competition between advertising media and the
ity to support transmitters and the
possible monopoly on means of
adequacy of present service.
steering public thought.
Technical reasons make it necessary to stick to the principle of having different classes of stations, the

—

MODERNIZING
Washington, Jan.

Adoption

of

regulatory

24.

policies

which will give broadcasters more
stability

while assuring the public

of highest type service were recommended to the FCC last week by the
special committee weighing changes
Initial reIn rules and standards.
port, suggesting numerous new concepts, will be the foundation for

modernizing the lumbering regulatory machinery.
Findings of the three members who
listened to hours of testimony last
spring were pretty much in accord
with observers' expectations but the
.discussion' of mountainous evidence
series
surprises.
of
provided a
Noticeable undertone of criticism of
the FCC itself.
Drone of warnings to beware of
industry
heartened
regimentation
observers, while the trio Commissioner^ Norman S. Case, T. A. M.

—

Craven and George Henry Payneplaced heavy emphasis on the urgency of being practical in supervising, directing and punishing licenseTheme was- for the Cojriholders.
mlsh to keep within the bounds of
the Communications Act of 1934
without allowing the industry to become arrogant or headstrong.
The principal points were:
1. AH
regulatory policies should
take into account the social and economic problems and phases of the
radio business as well as the technical considerations.

Equality of service to the pubthe goal of the 1934 stdtute and
should be the constant objective of
the industry and regulatory author2.

lic is

Commjsh was

told.

Economic and

social phases provide further reasons for sticking to the differentiation between present groups. Equal-

of facilities should be attempted whenever these factors allow, but blanket power boosts for
the regionals and locals are as unaccordance with concepts behind the wise as 'any enlargement of the differential' between the top and the
American system.
4. Industry cannot be expected to bottom layers.
grow or to perform to the maximum
advantage if placed in a strait- Rigid Tests of Need
ization

ity.

Diversified operation,
control,
and service must be guaranteed In
3.

jacket.

Should Govern Grants

With the general policy discussion
Recommending a rigid test of need,
overshadowing the individual matters of controversy, the Committee the trio proposed a priority formula
made four major recommendations for determining the fate of requests

Preference
facilities.
better
should go to communities without
station^ if they are able to support
them. Second break for places with
business on a sounder basis.
Second, reduction in the number inadequate technical facilities to
of clear channels but preservation provide proper service; then to spots
of .the theory of using some fre- which' can support additional staquencies primarily to reach remote tions; and last to transmitters laboring under economic handicaps. Poareas.
Third, regional and local transmit- litical boundaries should be disretters
should have more wattage garded in the centers of population,
with each of the 96 metropolitan diswhenever feasible.
Fourth, superpower is still too tricts—according to the Census Bureau definition regarded as a comlittle understood to be permitted on
plete community.
a regular basis.
Super-power is unquestionably the
Lack of Information
best way from a technical viewpoint
of giving service to rural areas lackAbout Radio Business ing coverage or inadequately served,
The lack of information about but the potential economic and social
many aspects of the radio business objections make it desirable to retain
was noted repeatedly, with the trio the existing 50 kw power limitation,
frequently cautioning that the Com- the report said. Better to 'exhaust
mish must proceed slowly and all methods of securing technological
should be wary about taking arbi- advances' than- to rush ahead before
trary action, particularly with re- the relative benefits and disadvanspect to newspaper ownership, pro- tages of possible remedies for presgram standards, and the economic ent weaknesses have been determbalance of the industry.
ined.
While the principal cities unquesRemarking that radio can become
,'a dangerous weapon' as well as 'a
tionably could support 500 kw plants,
beneficial instrument of social prog- it is doubtful whether the requisite
ress,' the report pointed to the im- amount of competitiort would conperative duty of safeguarding demo- tinue if the wattage top is removed,
cratic ideals in order to insure exer- trio declared. .Places where higher
cise of private initiative, free speech, powered transmitters would be ecoand healthy competition.
To this nomically feasible already have the
degree, the engineering aspects were lion's share of facilities and the benesubordinated and no radical changes fit from a program viewpoint would
Id technical structure were proposed. go chiefly to the listeners already
Extremely important for the govern- best cared for. Damage to smaller
ment to adhere to the principle of communities and less powerful -stadiversified licensing and the indu»- tions— throu^ diversion ol national
for the guidance of both the Commish and the industry. I^hese are:
First, longer licenses, to place the

for

—

Newspaper Ownership
No Snap Judgment
Warning was given against adopof 'any rule-of-thumb' on a
subject such as this.' While a definite stand may be unavoidable in
the end, the situation is not sufficiently clear to permit a decisive
tion

13-Pomt Code Would Guide Radio

But Not Guarantee Rekemert

A

'Character'

Washington, Jan. 24.
A code specifying the 'minimums*
required to comply with public inwas suggested to the FCC last
week by its- policy committee. But
the idea of a rigid set of program
standards was rejected as liable to
result in stereotyped service and
substitution of government tastes for
public desires.
It was stated that the anti-censorship clause of the Communications
Act makes it impossible to lay down
'any rules specifically prescribing
what program service should be.'
While advocating a sat of guideposts, the committee admitted that
uniform 'standards of public service'
are liable to restrict 'initiative and
reasonable freedom of action,* which
are the foundation of the American,
system of broadcasting.
Remarks
were a partial rcbul;e for industry

Buffalo, Jan. 24.

terest

Whan George Lorenz, 19^ was
questioned at the police showup following a charge

of working a racket and stealing $9 from
a local gas stattion, it developed
he was a dialect actor on local
radio stations.
In response to
questioning by the police as to
how he became involved in the
racket, he answered, 'I got the
idea from the radio programs I

was

on.'

Further inquiry developed that
Lorenz -\Vho does imitations of
President Roosevelt, Mussolini
and other dialect parts has been
appearing on a local program
known as 'Racket Chasers,' sponsored by the Buffalo Better Business Bureau over
weekly.
Lorenz wag placed on proba-

WGR

tion

to

make

restitution

critics who want to legislate culture,refinement;,
and art Intp radio.
Tastes,
preferences, and require-

when

the probation department reported that he was 'a capable
imitator and actor.'

Campbell,

WXYZ,

ments vary with the topography, and
within each area there ^re Individual
differences, the, report note^d.
Furthermore, economic .considerations
complicate the writing of a concrete

Confers

code.

So broadcasters .will .knpw they,
are operating in a way which wilt
Chicago, Ja-n. 24.
entitle them to renewal permits and
Allan Campbell, of WXYZ, was in remove some of the present fear, the
town last week to sit in on ironing committee proposed 13 principles
out details on sponsorship of 'Green which might be weighed at a subHornet,'
production here. sequent future hearing and then proShow has been taken by Quaker muljate for use as a yardstick i
Oats for a twice weekly gallop on measuring the qualifications of appliWGN, Chicago Trib outlet.
cants.
Sat through Ruthrauft & Ryan
Broad Principles

On

'Hornet' Sponsorship

WXYZ

,

agency here and will go on for 13
weelts as local test, with a spread
to ether Mutual stations, particularly WOR, Newark, if a financial

As a $tarter, the report listed
thase practices as the minim un^ t€!st
of eligibility for a llcensa:
1. Station
always myst show regard for public opinion and demands
rcTarding its service.

click.

'

Cecil Cannicliael to

WLW

2. Facilities must be made available
equitably to citizens and. organizations in. the commimity, with no discrimination on Account cf race, creed,
social position, or economic stalnjs.
3. Local talent shovld bs encouraged as much as practicable.
4. Community resideiits should receive preferential treatment in fillin:'?: jobs whenever feasibla.

Cincinnati, Jan. 24.
Cecil Carmichael started Monday
(23) as press relations director for

WLW-WSAI,

succeeding J. N.

'Bill'

Bailey, who recently was transferred
as newsroom editor of the Crosley

recommendation.
Possibility
was stations. During the past year Carnoted that newspapers may be able michael supervised special events for
to render better service when ultra- WKRC. Before joining the local CBS
high-frequency operation is per- outlet he was with that net's WBT
fected and more room is available in Charlotte, N. C, under Bill Schudt,
in the radio spectrum. Any limita- who brought along Carmichael when
tion on the amount of radio adver- becoming manager of WKRC.
means of preventing
tising one
Michael Hinn, announcer, formerly
jeopardy to the press^would be with WWNC, Asheville, N. C., and
dangerous' without more information several midwestern stations, joined
about the 'economic consequences to the Crosley staff last week.

5. Diversified, balarced
programs
are provided, with sufTIclsnt time for
education, culture, religion, enter-

tainment, news and civic activities.
G. Restraint is
imposed on pro-

grams containing

'obscenity, profansalaciousness, Imm^ralityj vulviciousness, malicious libel,
maligning of character, sedition, and
malicious incitement to riot or to
racial or religious animosities so as
to contrive the ruin and destruction
of the peace, safety, and order of the

—

ity,

garity,

broadcasts.
Gene Trace, WLW-WSAI spieler
The present solution -to the press- for the last two years, leaves this
radio dilemma seems to lie in close week to become program manager
scru|^iny of all applications for new' of WMBD, Peoria, 111.
report said. Competition
stations,
factor might be considered as one
der Linda's
of the phases of public interest. If
competition threatened to destroy
Victor van der Linde, NBC genexisting newspapers in any situation, eral sales counsel, was operated on
this might be. grounds for denying yesterday (Tuesday) at the Harkan application from a newcomer, the ness Pavilion, Medical Center.
It
tno suggestea.
was his second encounter with the
surgeon for the same ailment, a

Van

Makes
Networks Necessary

Talent Scarcity

public'
7.

Programs containing 'uninterand lengthy advertising con-,
lottery in formation, and

esting

Hip

tinui'ty,'

fraudulent, or misleading advertising should not be allowed.
8. In accepting copy for medical
services
or products, advarilsing
should be 'strictly truthful and decfalse,

orou.s" and checked v/ith the Food
hip.
and Drug Administration, post OfFracture occurred while he was fice Department, Federal
Trade Combowling last February.
The 'pin* mission, local medical authorities,
Without going into the question inserted by the surgeon slipped and
now being pondered by the chain the bone failed to set, requiring the and FCC principles."
9. All advertisers are treated on
monopoly investigators, the group repeat operation.
an equitable basis.
gave hearty approval to the idea of
10. Both sides are allowed access
network operation. Considering the
lack of talent in most communities, that broad national social objectives to the microphone on controversial
'the preponderance of the evidence will not be jeopardized by the con- matters.
sequent disastrous economic effects
11. Station facilities shovld not be
is that networks constitute an excellent method of making available of unsound engineering allocation of used to voice the social, poVtical, religious and ..editorial views of the
desirable live talent programs to the broadcasting facilities.'
The committee threw out two of management unless dissanters are^
public at large,' report said. Webs
are the only practical means of cov- the proposals which drew hottest pbrmittced
to
air
contradictory
ering vital news events and are in- ilre and had been described as both opinions.
impracticable
dispensable for emergencies. Reveand illegal. Idea of
12. All programs are suitable for
nue from network broadcasting is an requiring local station licensees to family reception, 'so that no I'stsner
equally important consideration for reside in the community is unsound, would be compelled to tune out the
the independently-owned affiliates. the report said, while the proposal station because of dsubtful effect
Faithful observance of engineering to compel applicants to show they on youth.'
standards by the regulators is im- will provide sufficient cultural pro13. Equipment must be kept up to
perative if the industry is to remain grams was rejected along with the date and operated efficiently, withhealthy and the public to enjoy whole idea of rigid program stand- out causing excess injury to otlier

adequate,

satisfactory

service,

the

broken

ards.

Whenever

local

residents

stations.

advised. While flexi- make a showing equal to that of
must be assured, the commit- outsiders, the home town enterprise

Commish was
bility

tee urged its colleagues 'to exert
utmost caution in departing from
good engineering practices in the

granting

of

applications

In

order

should be favored, but recognition
must be given the development of
broadcasting to the stage of 'a specialized

prdfessioh.'

GcDs Autrey guests with AI Jolson
Mhrjorie Wilson, charm
31.
operator and a^^hority on eti-*.

Jan.
i

.".chool

quct,

booked for Fab,
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MORTON DOWNEY

CLAUSE TREVOR

Follow-Up Comment

With Eddy Dachln Orchestra

'Hie story of Ruth Taylor*

Dramatic

Songs

Are Yon Usteimig?

IZ Mins.

30 Mins.

SWANSDOWN-CALVMET

Now

that song-styles spell so much
offlce-^'shuffle rhythm,' 'swing
sway,' 'rhythmic pyramids,' 'cham-

box
'n'

pagne music' etc.—Del Courtney
from the Rainbo Boom of the Hotel
New Kenmore, Albany, has a 'candid camera' band style, with himself
as the chief focuser. (Joseph Cherniavsky used like idea).. Actually,
it's just a little showmanship wrinkle, but it's the distinction between
being just another good dansapation
group and taking on a little novelty.
Thus, instead of tritely heralding
the song titles, it's announced as the
'portrait'

of

Margarita,'

a
or

rhumba
'little

lady, 'My
faster action

Thursday,

pju.

Dave Elman lined up a group WABC. New York
and ran off a program that carried
(Young dr Rubicam)
comedy, heart tugs, human interest
Claire Trevor, film player and in
and a timely tinge. It had more
change of pace, and therefore a the last two years radio figure via
wider appeal, than other recent Lever's "Big Town' series with EdLobby broadcasts. One guest the ward G. Robinson, is on a busman's
man who did stunts with liquid air, holiday in New York. She slipped
m^ant more to the visio than to the into the Kaie Smith program as a
time.

—

'customers' a condition not
German
infreeiuent on this block.
dentist, out of a concentration camp

audio

A

only six weelcs, told of his hobby,
the collecting of toothpicks, but,
wisely perhaps, refrained from details about' Naziland, except to say
he had to leave the collection.

camera shot' to introduce 'Hurry
Home,' etc. For the yesteryear med-

Chicago, Jan.

24.

Dear Editor:
(Young & Rttbicom;
Got a call from Postal Telegraph
There are several singers who
with a vocal notice of Paul Whitehave
been
consistently sponsored
man's new show. Thought you might
much longer than Morton Downey
like a review of it. Here 'tis:
.

MISS POSTAL TELEGRAPH
Sonars

usster in a t2ar-;'erkin? sketch, 'The
.Stoi-y of Ruth Tpylor.' by Clark Andrews (her husband). Supporting

and Talk

&

r

Via A. T.

cast v/as not announced.

Early, in the moraing (was it civilized?) the phone rang and a lUtle
lady that we hadn't been out with
the night before started warbling
Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in Blue' and

Sketch was good enough to serve
the purpose: u
to show off Miss
Trevor in IC-k. dramatics. She took
the part of a nurse caring for a little boy desperately sick with pneumoni:v.
On the job for two days
and two ni-'hts, she refussd.to tnke a

flnished
sure to

by

T.,

Chloare

saying, listen, toots, be
for Paul
to

listen

WBBM

.

.

(Joan BlondeU) in Hollywood via a coast-to-coast hookup.
Skit involving the two was done in a
talk-song manner using a nuinber
titled 'Life at Home/ Bit involved
all the implications, possible in the

title, shifting from sweet, talk to
minor squabbles over the proverbial
breakfast table.
Neat timing between the two with the width of the
country between them stood out.
O'Keefe's pleasing manner of de-

livery revitalizes many a feeble jest
Somie of the ones he used on this iEiiring, including several puns, would
have thudded but for the delivery.
His 'News oil Parade,' a burlesque of
current happeninjts, is also fairly
stroni? comedy.
Outstanding piece
was based on the selection, of Vivian
Leigh as Scarlett O'Hara, and Leslie
Howard as Ashley for the film version of 'Gone with the Wind.' Gag
had the cast doing supposed scenes
with an lUiglish accent. Picture ol
a southern plantation scene with
lines sooken in an accent, bordering
on cockney was a, trouble-easer in
^
lavh content
Musical Dortion was helped by
Powell's vdcalizin? of 'I Get Alcmg
Without You Very Well,' This is the
tune the lyrics of which Hoagy Carmichael is supposed to have received
from an anonymous contributoryears
a^o and recently enliisted Walter
Winchell to help, find the author
when^ it .was to -be published. The
tune is of click caliber and received
plenty impetus from Powell's treatment. Andre Kostel&neti- arrangement of 'Casey .Tones' was also in the
groove. Kay Thompson Chorus got
-together on 'Blow. Gabriel, Blow,*
and backi^rounded Powell on 'I Get
Alop»».' Program could use more of
th? chorus's contributions.

Vic
T>/[arch

XniKht, who produced the
of Dimes' ballyhoo for the

W!^^m

Snrinrts (Ga.) Foundation, jusrated the credit and courtesy
ext-^ri.ed him for his excellent job.
TJsu?llv all-star affairs" iare clarrbakas,
but with seeming concern to circumvent that very much in mind, this
sh"i\v Was a cl»dc all the way.
More imnortant. ifs a credit to th6
ialont entailed. All seamingly primed
some+hin/* sr>aaal in the way of ma•terial and rout»pin<». in .order not to
l-^t riown Presidet»t Roosevelt's pet
chnrity, and the White House mails
tifi-^blv

week are a cmch to be clogged
v/Uh the 'mprch of ftimes* for the in-

th\«!

narsbrsis drive.
or" " ti ally set up on
Tjv* Knight took over.

Show was

New York

end,

Eddie Cantor m.c/d a host of
inmas, including Norma Sharer,
Tyrone Power. Mickey Rooney (who
plu^-red his own son?,- 'Have a Heart,"
and reprised it with a fitting naro^
to match the situation), Budy Valle6,
Jick Benny, Burns and Allen, Flrank
Parker, Fannie Bricev Maxine Sulli-van, et al. Meredith Willson did an
•excellent batoning job.

Ronald ColmaB (Kellogg's

*CircIe'

Carole Lombard declaimed on women in the
White Hou^e. the futility of war. etc.
(and stumbled a couple ot times
while so doing); Jose Iturbi was coy
and swlngo, in between his legit mu:sical didoes at the Steinway.
Groucho Marx was kidding on the
.square when be:-«racked something
about 'me on the same ImQ with
Plato; thit makes another mmiber of
the act, Plato Mdrxi' More Algonu'n
mid 21 than Autknat. it rcmaimt to
be seen if such letudition can sell
"boss) told a ghost story,

brealcfast food.

Hobby Lokby/ on
•VfBi

NBC

last

week,

one of the zingiest in a long

be attributed to Richardis verse drama. It is read with the
'What Next In Europe' was theme son's coolne&s. Without prompting, precise enunciation and heavy draof a CBS roundtable Friday (20) he related the happenings accom- thatic
manner of a Shakespearian
with.H. V. Kaltenborn, Ed Murrow, panying and following the plane's work. Miss Cowl obviously was faforced landing after being told not
Bob Trout and Maurice Hindus.
miliar with her lines, and had com(a
Crystal gazing session sized up as to go Into technical details
pand of every delicate' vocal intonaa smartly handled stunt if, vague. thoushtful precaution on the part tion necessary to make
them conOn eve of departing for European of WOR, inasmuch, as the affair may form to tradition. But a listener
has
posts, Murrow, CBS' European rep some day wind up in court). Indibe an enthusiast to stay with it
and Hindus, who handled 'crisis' cative of Richardson's level-headed to
from Prague for network, argued the view was a note of drollness he in- lor 60 minutes.
largely

of war being close at
locals Kaltenborn and
Trout- Result of speedy talk session

possibilities

hand with

left question

.

troduced into the account of the
tragedy his discovery of his castoff trousers in the sea. and rescue

—

unanswered but made of his favorite

pipe.

Interviews, with
survivors
of
tragedies always have a certain
of luck—good or bad. Some
Adolphe Menjott displayed a thor- are coherent and others are not. That
ough knowledge of the hobby of this one was way above normal in
stamp collecting on the "Calling All clarity can either be set down to
Stamp Collectors,' 15-minute pro- good luck, or to good choice of ingram on NBC-Red Saturday (21) at terviews (if the station
had the op5:15 p.m. Menjou, in fine voice and portunity
to make such a choice).
in sometimes deep technical terms,

amount

Edga.

gave advice to embryo collectors on
to start a layout of their own,

bow

Seemed strange

to

listen

in the

to

a

lens subjects. Obviously reading her
lines, inflections and intonation of

soidiisticated film star whom it isn't her voice suggested she was bored
easy to picture as an authority on with it all. Also tossed in ideas for
sudh a si^ject, discourse on the vari- camera addicts expecting to visit the
ous types, etc., of stamps which N. Y. World Fair, with advice on
might be interesting to beginners angles, etc., and went through a
and old. hands alike. However, his laughable skit with Archie, who-protalk impressed a: authoritative. Call- duced a family album.
Tuneful portion of the hour was
ing for many probing questions,
which were put by Capt. Tim Healy led by Morton Downey. He did a
of the National Federation of Stamp bit with Taylor picturing his start
Clubs, the 15 minutes was neatly and as a singer and clicked handsomely
tersely handled by both interviewer with a trio of numbers beside bis
theme. Did 'Thanks for Everything,'
and interviewee.
'Irish

New

throu.-jhout

All the

members

of

what seemed'

to be a large cast delivered technically perfect performances, apparently, but the announcer who gave

.

now annexed

to Duchin's ether proAfter being heraVled into the cigaret stint with the announcement that he's a sensation at
the Persian Room. Downay got off
three vocals of the ball-'d type—
'Severe,' 'This Can't Be Love' and
'Deep in a- Dream.' Renditions, are
clear and otherwise o!;ay. Mingles
well with Duchin's work, and serves
to shift the pace a bit at three in-

nram

(23).

tervals.

Downey is using 'Wabash Moon'
'Carolina Moon' has also
served in- the same capacity at various times.
Edga.

tot theme.

ADRIAN ROLLINI
With Bob

Carroll,

Ed HerUoky, Dolly

Mitchell
Instrumental, Sonfs
30 Mins. Local
.

—

AMERICAN CHICLE

CO.

Thurs., 7:30 p.ia.

WJZ; New York
(Badger, Browning &. Hersey)
While anything but high-powered
in naitSe or entertainment Value, this
weekly half hour makes a pleasant

reminder for the giim addict that he
can chew the sponsor's pellets in
swing time. It's produced simply
and the talent, with tiie exception of
the Rollinl' Trio, runs pretty much
along the same groove.

Adrian Rollini's ^ohe fault is that
in his effort to be different at all
times -he teeters close to overdoing

Some of his arrangements toss
the occasional in-between-scene descriptions was out of his element. the origboal melody e6mpletely overHis vocal style brought listeners board and take on the aspect of a
back to these modem times with a hodge-podge of contrapuntal: effects
on the vibraphone, or the chimes.
jolt each time he spoke.
Otherwise his is .swing fare that
fetches potently on both the ear and
MARTIN WELDON
the
tootsies.
With Frances Farmer, Leif Erickson
For the vocal interludes there's
(guests)
Bob Carroll and a 15-year-old
Gossip
15 Mins. Local
youngster billed as Little MLss
^ She's
Sastatttlnir
Chiclet.
MitcheU,
Dolly,
Monday, Friday, 7 p.m.
daughter of e](-maestro Al Mitchell,
WINS, New Yprk
now the 'AbsWer Man? on WOR.
Staff announcer for this Hearst Carroll packs a 'sturdy baritone and
station is taking a Vhack at theatrical sings 'etn straight and likably tunereviewing and interviewing under ful. He doesn't do quite as well by
the title, 'Seeing Things at Night' the patter assigned him.^ The 15What he has on the ball, except a year-old miss is ingratiating in dish>
pleasing delivery, could not be deter- ing out' the plug, but. her vocal
mined from the stanza caught (23). tendency is to drop a couple octaves
His guesters, Frances Farmer and and make it all sound bras^.
Ed Herlicky doubles as' emcee and
Leif Ericksoh, needed no interviewing or prodding.
They got into a plug reader, doing a good job either
tirade against the cuts in"
the- way. Cotoy stresses the fact that the
atrical folk, and, inspired by this product hds four flavors and that
all
delightful.
topic, didn't leave Weldon toom for they're
John W.
more than a dozen words. This par- Bates, Jr., is credited with the script
ticular stanza must have been a and the producing.
Odec.
sheer freak, for such obviously
enthused co-operation
from the
LEVER
BROS.
REVtJE
guests is not commonplace.
Weldon prefaced the Farmer- Wi^ Jack Hyltoni; \aiMl hts band,
Bebe Danleb, Bejb :Ly6K^. Tommy
EricksoQ (wife-hubby) spouting with
Handley, Sid liNekman, Teggy
a brief review of 'The Gentle Polk,'
Dell, Gino Mato
legit production. Since this has been
on the boards for over two weeks, 30 Miss.
it's sort of late for a review.
Mat- RINSO
ter can be excused, however, on ttie Sundays, 6:30 p. m..
grounds that the gue^ are- Group Badio Nonnandy (France)'
Theatre principals, and. this play is
Sponsored programs for U, K. lislikewise a Group Theatre effort.
teners from stations located on the
Weldon's review on the whole tried Continent are probably not so good
to be too literate, and the coiApU- they could tieach the U. S. networks
cated phrases practically obscured an3^ing, but some of 'em .get a fair
what was being said by way of crit- entertainment content. Cii such is
icism. Simpler language would have the
Hyltoh
bill,'.,
approximating
left a better impression.
Edga.
largely to the show, he puts over
for BBC under title of 'Jack's Back'
'CAN
FORGET?'
(noticed in VARinrrY), but pepped
With Bette Davis, Robert Montgom- up some by having Ben Lyon as
ery, Basil Rathbone
emcee, with Bebe Daniels' wise30 Mins.
cracks as a side dish.
GOOD GULF
That Hylton is currently tops for
Sunday, 7:30 p.m.
work of this type cannot be refuted;
WABC-CBS
band alone is worth the money be(Young & RuMcam)
cause it knows its onions whether
'Can Vfe Forget?', a dramatic piece the stuff is hot, sweet-, or corny,
written by Mary
McCall,
film while outside of that the fcontrastlng
scenarist, with Frank "^apra (billed vocalists,
from
frequent
chatter
as) directing his flrst radio show, comicker Handley, and, other solo
proved to be an absorbing Screen tricks means there's everything you
Guild effort Bette, Davis was cast want in the show for half an hour's
as the young wife of an architect good listening.
who is killed in a subway. Her
There's a heavy snag., about all
love for him is undiminished after these programs, and that is all must
threj years when she marries again. be pre-recorded in London.
Her husband's spirit returns to
haunt her. Basil Rathbone played
this role. A Christmas tree accident 'THE STUDENT AT THE MIKE'
brings her to a realization that her Round Table
love must now center about her 30 Mins.
daughter and new husband.
Sustaining
The sketch was presented in ex- Satarday, 4 p. kn.
tremely short scenes, with a mu- WABC-CBS, New York
sical background by Oscar Bradley's
Program airs discussions of college
orchestra.
As a result the scenes undergraduates with speakers purmoved swiftly and were extremely portedly unaware of moment mikes
effective.
The work of the three come alive. According to announcer's
it.

for interesting discussion.

based on what his experience
field had taught him.

(Frank Munh for one). There are
others who've been on the air just
."s long (Bing Crosby came up about
the same time). Downey, however
has a peculiar niche of his own. His
nsar-.soprano
tenor is something
which sounds today substantially as
it did in 1931.
It's a voice apparently suited to a single style, which
is the way Downey has treated It

WhKeman's program-.
Currently appearing with the DuSinger was only so-so, and when- chin orchestra In the Persian
Room
she heard it was Variety, she hit the of the Plaza hostelry, Downey is

Bob Hope, now approaching bis
ley, 'tintypes' is the classifl'cation. 20th week on the air, has reached rest
and the attending physician hi?h notciT with too much trehiolo.
And to complete th& Holl^ood that point where you suddenly drugfTed"' her. She
dreams she kills Okay on personality, but indications
and
simulation, vocalists Joe.Martm
realize they're signing oft and the the boy b.y giving him the wrontj
she's not ready .for the State-Lake
Sherman Hayes sing 'preview' half hour is over.
hvna
the playlet hit an hysteri- yet: She may get some dates,' but
snatches of tunes they are to feature
Hope's show seems to be based on cal pitch during her cross-examina- personal-like.
on their next broadcast, in itself a speed and informality. If the quaK tion bv the dead child.
Program is short and quick on its
new idea and lending a feature aura ity has been uniformly good then,
Miss Trevor's radio experience and entertainment, but is overlong on
to the type song so ballyhooed.
perhaps, his low point to date was trcM"ing abrlity was evident thrcu<jhcommercial.
At least 25% of the
Del Courtney does his own an- the program of Jan. 10. Tliat one out
Sch'o.
runnln,<i
time was devoted to sponsor,
nouncing and handles that depart- was really bad. But allowing that
a dispenser named Whitem^n.
ment well, giving the 'candid cam- the outfit kicked it that time, they
Production was just fair. Limited
era' style a bit of an elocutionary bounded right back the next week •CAVALIER INTERVIEW'
engagement indicated.
Gold.
aplomb that enhances the general (17) when Patsy Kelly was the Neil Richard.'-on, Dave Drfeeoll
picture.
Basically, of course, the guest.
The crossfire between Hope Special Event
JANE
COWL
band must be danceworthy to mean and the comedienne was so good and S Mins.
'Mary,
Queen of Scots*
anything, because all the f(A-de-rol fast as to create doubt that he could WOR, New York
&^ Mtns.
and hokum couldn't camouflage the follow it Yet the boys rolled out a
Special events department of WOR Susteiniagr
terp necessity.
staple
Courtney, burlesque drama based on a tune, claimed a scoop on
this interview Ssndays, 1 j».m.
however, delivers in that department 'Get Out of Town,' and held the between Dave
DriscoU 'and the first WIZ-NBG, New York
as well. He'll be heard from. The momentum.
Maybe it was faster officer of the ill-fated Bermuda
ClipNBC builder-upper is proving a than it was funny, but if Hope has a per,
This was one of the great play
the 'Cavalier.' Chatter had been
corking trailer for him.
mania -for tempo he's not wrong, waxed about an hour before presen- series put on weekly by NBC under
either.
Nor do they make a block- tation (24), and turned out to con- the generetl supetvision of Blevins
ing back out of the commercials. A tain as good an account of what Davis of the educational division. It
Walter O'Keefe'is 'Tune Up Time' pretty good program, what with one
was notew6rthy because Jane Cowl
happened as appeared anywhere.
Thursday (19) had Dick Powell in thing and
another.
Success of the interview can Is seldom. heard on the radio.
New York crossing swords with Mrs.
Friederich Schiller's 'Mary Stuart'
Powell

PALL MALL CIGARETTES
Monday, 9:30 p.m.
WEAF-NBC Bed, New York

Eyes' and 'Christopher Rob-

—

WPA

York,* CBS entry bins Is Saying His Prayers.'
He
Chase and- Sanborn introduced the latter last year. Barry
m. Sunday (22), had a Wood got off in good voice backed
Lynn
Murray's
wide variety of guests to make the
Chorus, which was
program an exceptionally listenable on its own at the opening okay.
Not the least factor is the smoothone and help it further toward becoming a contender for non-McCar- ness with which Deems Taylor conthy dialers. Included Dale Carnegie, ducts proceedings, and his stooging
Morton Downey, Samuel Leibowitz, for Archie's comedy.
Barry Wood, Margaret Bourke^
White, Jack Pearl, Deems Taylor,
'Nancy., James,* dramatic serial,
Leith Stevens orch., Lynn Murray
Chorus, and the unbilled Archie^ with Barbara Weeks, Clare Niessen,
who romps through the hoUr spring- Joseph Curtin, Ned Weaver, Michael
Fitzmaurice and Alice Reinhart, a
ing gag after gag.
Outstanding bit was a dramatic daily strip for Kleenex, catered
piece well handled by Jack Pearl (Monday, CBS, 12:15 p.m.) to the
(Baron Munchausen) in the closing housefrau's sentimental yen. It was
15 mins.
He led off in the Baron all a beeootiful emotional drama,
Munchausen character with a series with the tear-yanking valves down
and a heart-rending tremolo in every
of light gags, his tall story routine
WE
and one pretty murderous pun, then tragic sentence. If it doesn't shake
Great American Home with sobs
assumed the role of a forgotten lover the
Little Woman
ain't
all
she
who goes through Ufe treasuring the
be.
memories of the past. Pearl sur- oughter
Stanza caught (23) must have
prised with the onotionalism of his
flooded the studio in tears. All about
portrayal, which was done solo in
how
a mysterious heroine is in the
flashback manner.
Stint was aug- hospital after
an unsuccessful suicide
n»snted with snatches of tunes from attempt. S?ems
she's going to have
the 'Merry Widow* with which the a baby, but. won't
reveal who the
lost love was supposedly closely as- dastardly
papa is. She's being ever
sociated, and an occasional vocal in- so brave
about.it all, but also pretty
terpolation by an imbiUed singer. disillusioned about true
love and roFirst few mins. of the piece were mance. Says she knows
she's sinned,
harsh, but the comedian warmed to but is ready to face the cruelty of
his work and at the finish was go- the big bad world and
take her mediing great guns.
ince.
Hinted that Nancy James,
Samuel Leibowitz, criminal law- who's nursing her, will ultimately
yer, noted for his percentage of ac- succeed in being the little ray of
quittals, tackled various problems in sunshine to bring back happiness to
slightly pompous voice.
HoweVer, an aching heart. Sniff, sniff.
his an&wers to Taylor's well put
Considering the well-known requeries were clear and concise. He quirements of daytime serials and
covered subjects from news story the strictly femme audience, the
effects on trials to the slum young- writing, production and playing sum
ster problem. Odd facts about New up to a hokum masterpiece.
Two
York, done in. 'Believe It or Not' commercials on the show, the flrst
style were related by Dale Carnegie, being a dramatized bit to show that
who, though the idea has been used men may alsa use Kleenex to mop
often, seemed to have several new their sniffles, while the latter stresses
contributions.
the fact that the HoUywood glamour Srincipals was flawless.
George introduction, men know their round
Margaret Bourke-White, photogn> girls use it to remove makeup.
lurphy was master of ceremonies. table is to go On the air, but. in view
Scripted by Dave Victor and Herb
pher for Life Magazine, told of her
Every evidence of serious prepara* of the fact that their watches are
quest
of
lands
In
Little, directed by Basil* Loughrane; tion.
travels in foreign
(Continued on page 42)
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A great year for the West's
greatest station
^'"^ '^'^

KNX'S LOCAL AND NATIONAL SPOT
ADVERTISING VOLUME TOPS ALL COM-

PETITORS - EVERY MONTH ALL YEAR.

'>^-'

VARIETY SHOWMANSHIP AWARD GOES

TO KNX.

".

. . .

KNX GETS THE PALM

FOR STATION OPERATION

^^30

IN 1938."

NEW $350,000 TRANSMITTER BEGINS
OPERATION, MAKING KNX THE ONLY

WHOLLY NEW 50 KW STATION

^-y- '93«

KNX

IS

FOR

19'H

IN U. S.

VOTED FAVORITE STATION,
CONSECUTIVE MONTH, BY

THE LOS ANGELES RADIO AUDIENCE.

isriUM KNX DEDICATES "COLUMBIA

SQUARE,"

BROADCASTING'S FINEST STUDIO
FACILITIES

ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

ColumLia-in-HoUywood— is the originating point for many of Columbia's most
brilliant coast to coast programs. Plus

tising campaigns.

KNX serves, in its

many successful local and regional' adver-

daytime primary listening area alone, three

million three hundred thousand people living in

14 Southern

California coun-

nighttime primary area surges out to include 272 counties, the

home

of over seven million well-to-do consumers of advertised products. K^NX is

owned

ties. Its

and operated by Columbia Broadcasting System and represented by Radio

Sales*

—
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competition from wildcat groups
operating on a shoe-string and cash-

PALEY, RALPH COLIN, OTHERS CONTINUE

ing in on their prestige.
Benefits
to the affiliates are assiu-ahce of a

steady supply

from

enue

FOR

AFFUATES' ATTITUDE

CBS; DETAH.

"of

programs and revoperations,
he

have a large degree of freedom, Paley declared. No
compulsion on them to join up with
Corp. sold Paramount stock to Para- CBS, they are at liberty to cut off
Monopoly Hearings Develop Story of
mount and bought Columbia stock web programs for sufficient reasons,
from Paramoimt,' the attorney ex- and no kickback is imposed if comStock Ins and Outs ^Need for Network-Owned plained.
On receipt of the Columbia mercials are not aired.
transferred
stock,
the
Columbia
Units Defended
stock to Park Corp. in exchange for Money-Making Coincides
its stock which was in turn passed
With Public Interest
than it started with, in addition to on to Mr. Paley.'
Washington, Jan. 24.
After the CBS had moved from
The selfish money-making interCareful scrutiny of network-station the income from the sales,
Par to Park, it began going over the est
and the public interest coincide,
relationships and the steps in that

FCC

A 'Conduit' for Moving

.

with Paramount highlighted last week's continuance of
Columbia Broadcasting System ex-

stock swap

during the

amination

FCC

chain-

monopoly inquiry. Service angles
are due for discussion this week,
With

technical

data

scheduled

to

wind up the jimior network's review
early next week,
Detailed explanation-..of the Par.

Columbia transactions in 1929 and
1932 was elicited from Ralph F.

who represents both
web and William S. Paley, presi-

Colin, attorney,

the

With the inquisitors persisdent.
tent in following the maneuvers,

affiliates still

CBS

—

In the

counter.

The Stock Conveniently
Denying that Parcol ever was in
technical control of CBS, Coliii described the holding firm as merely
a 'conduit' through which legal title
to the Columbia stock moved from
Par to Park Corp., and the purpose
of creating the two concerns was to
avoid being soaked heavily for taxes.
Liability was lessened by delaying
the time when the government received its share of paper profits on
the Paley-Par operations.
In his resume Colin explained that
the Par stock given the network
stockholders was valued at $85,
slightly abov6 the market .level at
the time, and the deal was on a basis
of 1% Par shares for each_Columbia
chip. Understanding gave the Paley
group right to demand Paramount
repurchase their holdings of film securities if CBS made $2,000,000 be-

first

sale.

Brown

Bros,, Harriman got 7,794 shares for
$640,744 and shortly afterward another 2,598 shares for $21,581. This
left Park Corp. with 10,577 shares,

which were materially increased by
the 5-for-l split of CBS securities.
From the replenished portfolio. Park
sold 500 shares for $14,653; then 200
shares for $5,900; then 25 shares for
$620; then two lots of 5,000 shares for
$139,787 each; then 500 for $15,153;

and

man

1,000 for $30,957,
LehBros, was buyer of 11,000 of the

finally,

At the finish. Park still40,660
tickets, which were
raised to 60,990 by the 50% stock
aggregate.

A

had

web

as far as the

cording

Is

concerned, ac-

Paley's- concept.

to

Good

business requires the chain manage-

ment

be sensitive to public re-

to

action

and

is

the explanation

over programs
on commercials, the
code on kid entertainment, the ban
on undesirable advertising. There is
no conflict between rendering public service and operating commercially, while cultural programs are
aired in sufficient volume to meet
control

for

strict

the

limitation

•

Affiliates

once were allowed

to sell

sustainings rqther liberally, the v.p.
said, but the privilege has beeii
steadily restricted' because of the

CBS might

possibility

find

it

was

competing

with itself.
Curbs required to make sure that local out-,
lets did not allow companies who
might be customers for full network
facilities to sponsor" the sustainings,
depriving the weh of potential business. Also to, prevent destruction of
the artistic effects by undesirable
breaks and spot announcements.

Backing up Paley, the relations
agreed the exclusivity feature
desirable. Still allows stations to
join temporary regional networks
for special events but protects both
parties to the bargain against pertKJSs
is

manent damage.

strive to retain listener

This

good-will.

cies.

chain

added.

The

Akerberg was, quizzed by his own
counsel, John J. Burns, the FCC attorney,
and committee memberg
about some of the underlying poli-

Some Can Insert Spots,
%hile Others Cannot
Contracts are not uniformly apalthough a standard form is

plied,

used, Akerberg confessed. Numerous
variations, .on many points, were
brought out by FCC Counsel Porter.
Some affiliates may insert spot announcernent
in
network breaks,
others cannot.
Possible conflict between Section
310b of the Communcations Act (requiring FCC approval for transfers
of control) and the CBS contracts
was discussed during Akerberg's ap-

Of this total. the public service obligation.
In philosophizing about responsiPark gave Paley 17,000, but subsequently by virtue of the 2-for-l bilities, Paley said parents must assplit the holding company's batch sume some obligation to steer chilhad been increased to 87,980 shares. dren's radio tastes, but emphasized
Although sometimes having diffiAs summarized through repeated the network's concern over kid stuff.
culty in comprehending the operaquestions,' the story was that Park Employment of a consulting psy- pearance.
The Commfsh lawyer
Counsel
Assistant General
tions.
Corp, started with approximately chologist was cited as proof. Pres- asked about clause in 55 affiliated
George Porter and the '^our-man
committee finally drew the following tween September, 1929, and Septem- 21,000 CBS shares, sold $1,201,285 ent network policy is against' spon- station pacts which requires the inber, 1931,
The privilege was exer- worth, and wound up still owning sored news commentators, because of dependent outlet to insist that a pur->
picture:
realization that individuals exercis- chaser carry out the commitments
With Paley as the central figure, cised on 49,000 shares, the other 87,990 CBS shares.
In refuting the idea that control ing editorial judgment should not to CBS in event of sale. Akerberg
all of the holders of CBS Class A 10,000 having been disposed of by
have other interests at heart. He said this phraseology was necessary
n>ay
have
been
affected,
Colin
told
18
unidentified
participants
in
the
stock; then in the hands of 16 to
inquisitors
that
Paley
in- confessed CBS had received kicks to prevent proprietors of affiliates
Because of financial the
individuals, turned over the 50,000 transaction.
about the slants of Boake Carter from selling out from under after
outstanding shares to Par in the problems, the Par people did not dividually never had legal control of
summer of 1929 in return for 59,000 wish to lay out cash and' negotiations CBS, although, through family con- while the spieler was being aired the web has helped build them up.
via his web.
Also contributes to stability, by
shares of the film company stock. were opened leading to the agree- nections, he had effective working
The increase in capitalization of making it possible for CBS to count
Before the two-year call period was ment to give back the CBS stock, control.
Columbia was not motivated by de- on having outlets regardless of the
ended, Paley organized Parcol Corp,, Coincidentally, CBS as a company,
sire to clean up through stock trad- ownership, and minimizes the posx
to which he transferred his 21,000 bought back from Par 14,156 shares Paley on Stand Tells
ing, Paley insisted. While the series sible litigation over breach of conoriginally sold by the Columbia
Par paper. When the transaction
Whyfores of Policies of boosts has increased trading op- tract. Akerberg insisted the clause
ended in 1932, Parcol sold the Par insiders inasmuch as Par had acportunities, good business manage- is subordinate to Federal authority
tickets back to the film company and quired some additional CBS paper
Little additional light was thrown
ment desire to keep the value of and does not violate the statute.
in returA got back the CBS certifi- and had 62,000 or 63,000 pieces on on the transactions
when Paley was securities within control and bolster
Elementary instruction in network
cates.
Parcol subsequently shifted hand.
the position of the company was operation was given the FCC by
on
the
stand
Wednesday
(18),
The $5,000,000 deal was undone in
the CBS stock to Park; (Corp., anthe reason for raising the authorized Hugh A. Cowham, commercial enother Paley holding com^toy, which 1932, Colin testified, because (1) Nearly all his testimony was constock.
-gineer.
Explained routines and
paid Parcol in its own ducats, Parcol CBS had performed so as to produce fined to discussion of broad policy
Quizzed by Commissioner Paul A. groupings, split networks and roundultimately gave the Park Corp. stock the specified profit (2) the original matters,
including a resume of the Walker about the wisdom of allow- robins, drawing a detailed picture
back to Paley, going out of existence. Paley group exercised its right to
Through Park Corp. Paley peddled insist on repvu-chase, and (3) the web expansion and a defense of the ing webs to own stations, Paley of the maneuvers involved in putagreed that networks could orig- ting programs on the' air and linkan aggregate of 22,613 CBS shares- shortage of cash prompted the Par exclusive contracts.
Relating that CBS has grown from inate programs without possessing ing the various outlets.
stock dividends and split-up in the management to pay off in paper, al11.24% Advertising
process haying replenished. the hold- though the Paley crew could have an organization of 20 outlets when transmittei^s and at points where
Advertisers' gab jgenerally is withhe took charge to a group of 117 neither a web-owned or an affiliated
ing
company's portfoliOr*'*BO that demanded money.
Park woUiid up with mor^ tickets
'What happened was that Parcol stations covering .95% of the audi- station exists. But not as easily, ef- in the limitations imposed in th«
To ren- 1935' code, the cbmmittee learned.
ence, Paley testified that web' own- ficiently, or economically.
ership of eight key stations has con- der chain service without having Over a 13-week period at the end of
tributed matei'ially to the ability to possession of strategic stations would 1937, the web found 157 programs
render satisfactory service to adver- be possible but 'on a very undesir- weekly used 11.24% of the time for
BESSIE
!S
T
U 3 LI . . But
commercial puffs. Only 10 programs
tisers and listeners.
Important for able basis,' in his opinion.
exceeded the limitations, while the
a network to possess some strategic'Undesirable Basis' Reply average duration of blurbs was 2
ally-situated transmitters, he ex-

Colin revealed the outcome, was a
$1,201,285 profit for Paley after the
omeJ.et was unscrambled.

—

—

dividend in late 1934.

,

'

.

—

—

•

.

HERSELF

NO

RO

plained, to give requisite operating
flexibility,
meet the demands of
various advertisers, and insui'e sufficient
originating
points.
Webowned plants insure both adequate
coverage of the leading markets and
access to program material.
During the formative years, care
was exercised in picking affiliates,
Paley declared, while CBS introduced several operating innovations,
such as concrete contracts with affiliates and new arrangements for
sustaining service.
Network operation Is vital to
listeners and sponsors, Paley affirmed.
Quality cannot be guaranteed without the far-flung resources, which means that radio has
gone virtually on a mass-production

HER FAN MAIL GETS US DOWN

.

This method

basis.

On M.

and O. Question

Parallelism between CBS and NBC
rate cards aroused passing interest,
but Paley denied there is any collaboration between the two institutions in evaluating the worth of their
services and facilities. Several factors considered independently by
each outfit, such as circulation, competition with other media, and what
the traffic will bear.
The probers went dieeper Into

minutes 15 seconds per program. Excellent cooperation has been enjoysince agencies and far-sighted
sponsors agree;. the curbs raise the
quality of the programs and please

ed,

He

listeners.

adroit

said one result is more
of' sponsors' mes-

handling

sages.

The restrictions on kid entertainment materially affected income.
Gray said. A good number of pro.

grams for children have been rejected in accordance with the policy,
while the network has been forced
to develop its own to flt the standards. For a solid year, CBS had no
sponsored kid features, a drop of

web-affiliate relations when Herbert
V. Akerberg, v.p. in charge of this
subject, took the stand. After a long
step-by-step resume of the development of the present contract form. over $1,250,000 in revenue.

does not un-

necessarily restrict the freedom of

—even

affiliates

restricted call

though CBS has unon their time—as is

shown by a recent study which de-

"Bessie Bossie," Beti Hawthorne'i
only the canned. moQ 6f
mythical Guernsey
just a
sound effect. To hear her at all
you've got io tun* in WTIC's
ato'oiDe, is

—

a

"Morning Watch" between 7 and
8 A.M. And still Bessie's fan mail
is a problem.
She

get's

home-baked cakes and

cookies by the dozen— more than
could ever eat and to answer
her correspondence would keep us
busy ail week long, every week |n
the year.

—

WE

Yet

if

to us,

Bessie's mail

'i't'^

is

IN SOUTHERN

FIRST
• IN

TO

l'

WTl
50,000 WAT.T5 HARTFORD, CONN,
S'af'O-^ Vi-ih ihc

Thi

r.fl*

l.f^

Friendly

Aud'pntc

n

,,rio'i vr

i

Wcfd

i

Componv

est,

bjBsides

and

tlie

chains build good-will for their afand that both investments
and efforts would be jeopardized if
filiates

B'oodcotiinp Sp'vicc Co'pofoi'OP

Ml n^b^i NflC RfU NcrwOFH end Yannuc Nclv^o
P p^i

Exclusivity in web-affiliate deals
imperative to safeguard quality,
prestige, and investments, as well as
to enable the network to meet advertisers'
demands, the Columbia
head maintained. In promising not
to take any other network programs,
the stations serve the public interbenefiting themselves
web. Agreeing with the
viewpoint expressed earlier by NBC
.executives, Paley noted that the

'

you?

Safegruards Prestige

AOVIRTISIRS

mighty important to you

^^^^

many is the fact that the farming
New York State, around Syracuse,

territory of
is

a .national

bright-spot

r

agricuUural market.

is

• in NUMIIR or NITWORK ADVIRTltlRI
• IN NUMIIR OF NATIONAl SPOT

a problem

anyone^ «ls« .with goods to .sell
.Southern New England, it's a
grade A indication that VVTIC has
and has had for years a thorough
following the whole length of the
Conriictidut River Vallfty." VVhen
can we .put our friendly audience
and our. 50,000 Watts to work for

lltTINIK rOfUlARITY BY 3
IN THI HARTrORD ARIA

Good Earth
Surprising to

Affiliates' Exclusivity

or,

in

NIW INOIANB WTIC RAni

veloped that the network took only
35 hours weekly on 40 of the mostused outlets. About 28% of their
operating time.

"

Outlets had fr^edem :to 'takfe.'
whatever serv4ce ti^ey desire at any
moment. Without such protection,'
major chains would be vulnerable to
thfe'

Diversified agriculture, including rich dairying,

produce and fruit areas, insures a regular income
for t)ur farmers.
ket,

And, in

this

good farm mar-

survey after survey shows

WSYR

—^WSYR progriamg are

favored station

is

the

Mm

liked best.:

—a

Here's what ypu'Ve been .looking for

NEW

direct connection with thousands of rural con-

sumer^

Vfith

money to

spend.

-

SYRACUSE
NEW YORK

—
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CELLER STILL HOPEFUL

Patent Control

R«p Celkr

Washington, Jan. 24.
Changes In patents laws were advocated to the temporary National

week

last

Committee

(monopoly)

Economic

at resumption, of hearings

on problems created by concentrated
wealth and industrial control. Sched-

who
may

ule includes witnesses
about television, and

will talk
possibly

undergo examination about radio
and film patents and licensing.
More protection for inventors was
advocated by Conway P, Cbe, U. S.
Patent Commissioner, at reopening
of the inquiry, while Assistant Secretary of Commerce Richard C. Patterson, former NBC executive v.p., told
legislative
steps
committee
the
should be taken to check abuses.
Both agreed on preserving the principle of giving genius protection, but
said overhauling of the laws is desirable to make certain the social
purpose of patent rights is served.
assistant secretary was agitated about difficulties which result
in building up monopolies and discouraging technical progress in industry. Coe wants the "law to. safe-

The

guard the

little

porations, to

man

president of
NAB, met here with 40 Pacific
Northwest broadcasters. Group
went on record as opposed to
(Congressman Celler's bill for
short wave station to propagandize
South America against

Washington, Jan. 24.
Re-introduction of the Celler bill,
sponsoring establishment of a Government-owned short-wave transmitter, occurred last week without causn
ing a single Cdngressional whisker to
twitch. Classed among the perennial
'repeaters' on Capitol Hill, the brain
child of Rep. Emmanuel Celler, New
York Democrat, elicited no concern
in the newly assembled Congress.
Plan to put Uncle Sam in competition with the totalitarian powers, Germany and Italy, on highpowered propaganda broadcasts to
the South American continent was
largely discredited because of long
drawn out hearings held last year in
both the Senate and' House on the

Miller,

Argument was such
would put America in

Law

Copyright

stations
delicate

as Unfair

tions,

NAB

200,000 short wave receivers in
all of South America.
Meeting also resolved chief

convention, passed resolutions
for immediate revision of
Section 315 of the Radio Act. This
section prohibits radio, stations editing out libelous matter from speeches
to be made by political candidates.
The resolution asks the changing of
the section to place the blame where
it belongs
on the speaker alone.
similar resolution was that 'recognizing that the preservation of our constitutional right of freedom of speech
and of the press must first and last
and forever be maintained as expressed in our constitution, but having found in the operation of radio
broadcasting stations that the liability for the utterances of persons over
radio stations and the producing net-

—

Al Pearce to N. Y.
Hollywood, Jan.

program Jan.

30.

Bated

Copyright law was branded out of
having been, passed in 1909, before the advent of ,broadcasting, and
the NAB and congress were asked to
date,

work for revision of the law on present day needs. KAB was urged' to
put through some plan whereby raperforming rights of musle
dio
should be vested in NAB, and urged
haste in this since the time Is fast
approaching for new contiracts with

ASCAP.
'

Radio stations were urged to pay

their Federal Radio Education Committee Assessment, whiqh was levied
some time ago, but which has not
been paid by all.

Reports of headquarters work were
made by Neville Miller,
presicontrol, dent, and Edw. M. Kirby, public rebe it therefore resolved that we re- lations counsel, here from Washingr
quest our national association and ton. They went on to the west coast
our representatives in congress to for similar district meetings. John
cause the enactment of such legisla(Continued on page 48)
creates liabil-

NAB

the affiliated stations for mat-

which we have no

ter over

24.

Al Pearce is taking his radio gang
back east after several weeks broadcasting here.
Due in N. Y. for

A

work programs today
ity of

are

Call Copyright

calling

radio headache is copyright law
and ASCAP phrases. Program
standards and broadcasting code
discussed. Miller and NAB Public
Relations Ed Kirby left
Monday night fpr San Francisco.

Cavalcade of industry witnesses
mostly from the principal networks
—last year appeared to have convinced lawmakers that Latin Ameri-

Denver, Jan. 24.
tion as will fix the only liability
41 broadcasters from 20 sta- there may bfe if any upon the origimeeting in the 14th district nator of all such broadcasts.'

Some

with foreign pQwers.
admitted there are only

position

Also

Weeks of discussion over whether
the U. S, should expend $700,000 for nei;s and morals of the respective
construction. of a 'Pan American Ra- countries.
Chains are in a "ttiuch
dio Station' and $10d,000' additional, betteir. position to give the South
yearly for operatidn and mainte- American' cousins what they want,
nance, resulted in a smart slap-down hearings disclosed..
for the Celler proposal.

principally addicted to
swing-music and patter from Hollywood and New York. No special
demand for Government preachments, nor long discourses on man-

Bninds 1909

Libel Reform;

fascism.

proposal.

cans

Meeting Asks

District

Portland, Ore., Jan. 24.
Neville

In Washington

*7

Bill

Denver

Be-Introduces His U. S. GovernmentShonid-Broadcast Bill

Gets Going Over

VARIETY

against big cor-

enhance the monopoly

granted individuals without giving
corporations a chance to exploit the
The protection afforded pt
present is insufficient, commissioner
public.

asserted.
Wh^it is badly needed is
genuine protection which would
proyide a bulwark between inventors and 'mighty and ruthless corporations.*
At the same time, law
must allow room for speculative capital to gain rewards.
Declaring there is no fundamental conflict between the anti-trust
and patent statutes, Coe proposed a
remedial program, including creation of a special new court to entertain patent litigation, limiting to
20 years the time when a pdtent may
be prosecuted in the Patent Office,
reducing from two to 6ne year the
period when an applicant may copy
a claim from an issued patent, and
authorizing the commissioner to require applicant to answer patent of.

0

action in less than six months.

fice

WiPEN Makes

On
WPEN

WLW?

Inquirer

a Hint from Levy
Philadelphia, Jan. 24.
call-letters

returned

last

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT

Simday to the'Philly Inquirer log
time since the paper was
taken over by M. L. Ahnenberg in
1936. Row with members of the stafor the first

your next big network show should originate at

On

tage.

1

prez,

to

Annenberg

that.

Sunday, January 15,

WLW

gram in the tenth annual

%

Peter - Grant's Sunday Evening Newspaper of the Air

NBC

fed to

series of

Vocal Varieties

——

the

first

WLW,

WLW

WCAU
WPEN

originated

'39 than in

WLW

Digging the Panama Canal

200% more NBC shows

September, '38 because

in January,

I

50%

New
•

.

lower at

.

.

WTAM

I

WLW*~scnpt show

The "Mad Hatterfield^s," an
was recently purchased by

original

Dobbs Hats
The Madhatter Qothes Co.

Horlick's Malted Milk Co.

8

program handled by Fuller, Smith &
Starr, who was with KMBCK. C. for six years, starting
here Jan. 30.

program "Plantation Part/*
weekly stage presentation called

The
The

WLW

Bam

Dance
Jitterbug Jamboree

is

part of

WLW*s
•

-

_

Boone County Jamboree
Uncle Tom's Get-Together

Hollywood, IncJ

WUCA

My

Chemiavsky's Chit Chats

total of all

WLWs

spot and staff draniatie
'

people

A

Alusical Steeplechase

Lucky Break

assistant of station WMCA's
press department, resigns as of Feb.
3 to take up home duties with hus-

band and two children.
Brought in by Larry Nixon she remained ^ide to Leon Goldstein after
l«tter left to join WNEW» N. Y. Fay-

has been said that no program' has been as responsible

for as

eral

'

and moit unique

Musical Camera

It

Rhea Diamond Quits

of Josef CherniavsJc/s latest

is

is

baker's dozen

Two

Six Sextettes

score and ten

it

Rhea Diamond, for four years gen-

replaces.

Skelton and Foley
Stoees and Davis

NBCs

The sum
The name
program

«oss.

Schulman

.

WLW.

six

over
hour spot.
Leisy execs picked him out of.
seven commentators who tried for

oelle

Barber and Bray
White and Blue

.

times
on a dinner-

review,

—

are

Studio audiences are more responsive in Cincinnati.

sportscasters by copping
Brewing account for a 52-

'W'eekly,

WLW

features two
"Avalon Time* fed to NBC out of
men whose nicknames are "RedT and whose last names

i

centrally located between Chicago aind

is

who have reached middle age

Fishing

All telephone wires run underground into Cincinnati.
Talent and production costs are sometimes as much as

out local

sports

A couple

Unsolved Mysteries

York.

Cleveland, Jan. 24.
Jack Starr of Kansas City edged

week

River Pirates

Armco Band Concerts
Big Ben Dog House

Jack Starr Sponsored

Leisy

"Midstream", WLW*s 5-a-week sustaining script show
•"
•
has to do with

pro-

Plantation Party

man, city ed.
Second, which undoubtedly didn't hurt, was the suggestion by Dr. Leon Levy,

ought to be included. Levy and Annenberg are close personal friends.
Arthur Simon, WPEN g. m., took the
matter to Levy when other means
were apparently fruitless.

Will have difficulty in answer-

Check the answer you think is correct and score 10 points for every question: answered correctly. A
ecore of 60 is fair, 70 is very good, and if you can get 80 or better you knOw without out telling you that

ing.

was operated
by present management or personnel
brought on the ban, although the
sheet has never admitted any other
reason for the omission than the outlet 'isn't important enough.'
It lists
other stations of equal or less watThere were a couple of causes, it is
understood, for the Inquirer's change
of heart and inclusion of WPEN,
starting Sunday. First was the continuous missionary work done by Gil
Babbitt, outlet's p. a., on E. Z. Dimit-

no well informed radio man

Here's a simple quiz about the Nation's Station

tion staff long before it

THE
NATION'S STATION

ONCINNATI

many' love

affairs as

WLWs

'

.Organ Reveries

Nation's Playhouse

Moon

Sweet Adeline

River

10

where to originate a network show at lower

is

the only station in the United States to ever

Program Originations
Most Attractive Lounge

Correct answers to these ten questions can be founds
of.

WLW

win tWQ Variety Showmanship Awards for

oil prige 40.

costs i«

•

— WLW.

.

,

Community Exploitation
Handsomest Announcers

'The correct answer to your jprbblem

RADIO

VARIETY

3ft
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DOCUMENTARY PROGRAMS

ICKES DEPT. HAS SERIES
Labor Proi^ram Continues

—

Govt

F.

Execs. Articulate

Washington, Jap.

MAJOR DECISIONS
WaMlilnuton, Jan. 24.
program troubles of KMPC. Beverly
Issue
HiUs, ended last week when the Commlsh aRroed to
ao-called Station of
the
the regulation six-months ticket to
Tronsmltter, which has been In the rtoBhouso
the Stare.'
treatchiropractic
of
merits
since 1»36 over alr-wavlnp the
ments and llduot-cures, was given a clean bill of hoalth beor
cause of new and efficient management. Kocont conduct
dec ded— prethe station has been above reproach. Commlsh
will not be
aictln? that 'the future service of the stntlon
affected by Its past conduct.'
„
Now owned by G, A. Richards (W.TR. Detroit; WGAH,
Cleveland), KMPC was hauled on the carpet for announcements advertising 'Baalc Sclei\co Institute' and 'Samaritan
outfit
Scleiice
Basic
revealed.
InsUtute,' Commlah decision
claimed to be able to diagnose physical- aliments througb
chlropractlce. while the Samaritans bragged of a 48-hour
Latter company was assailed
cure for the heeble-Jeebles.
on the grounds that 'several Individuals who have subjected
themselves to the treatment olterod have, as a result thereof,
consequences.'
suffered serious physical
In pardoning the station which has been squirming along
-water—
on temporary licenses since It first got Into hot
the F.C.C. delivered the following lecture on medical broad-

:

Saturday

(21)

by

Frances Perkins, Secretary of Labor.
Sounding off over Columbia's WJSV,
Miss Perkins started the 233rd presentation of the show which will feature, in its early 1939 months: Mary
Anderson, Director of the Women's
Bureau; Katherine F. Lenroot, Chiel
of the Children's Bureau; John R.
Steelman,. Director of Conciliation;
William F. Patterson, Chief of Apprentices; E. Metcalfe Walling, Administrator df the Division of Public
Contracts; Verne A. Zimmer, Director of the Division of Labor Standards and others not yet named.

Cullfornla:

ProlonEred

.

CAStS*

'Assuming the propriety of one advertising hid skill In the
diagnosis and treatment of human Ills, certainly stations
should carefully InvesUgate this and similar enterprises to
which they are requested to lend their facilities in foisting
upon the public representations and claims concerning the
treatment of human dlaeasft and misery. It is enough that
advertising continuity of such character be offered a station
to cause It to carefully scrutinize the same, as well as to
thoroughly investigate the particular scheme to be presented/
Juice-Jump and change of frequency denied
Georsift:
would be
WRBL, Columbus, on grounds that the stationnight.
Relimited X<y Its 4.7 mlUivclt per contour area at

versing a favorable recommendation by an examiner, Conimish upheld the squawks of the Crosley Radio Corp and
examiner's
WDRC, Hartford, who took exception to theoutfit
Bled a
Croalcy
ruling and requested oral argument.
brief in the proceedings.
. ^ ,
,j
kw would
of
power
1
with
kc
1330
on
Requested operation
agreed
Commissioners
stations,
existingwith
not Interfere
but public need does not 'Justify a curtailment of the present
and
directions'
some
in
Station
of
good service area
Loss In the
require authorization of a regional station.
service area would be 2.1 miles to the north and the southwest, while a gain would be registered of 2.8 miles toward
uses
the 1200
now
Station
showed.
report
southeast,
the
kc frequency with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days.
Columbus Broadcasting Co., Ipc, licensee, retained ,Tohn
A.
"William
Jr..
and
Uttlepage,
P,
ThomiiHLittlepage,
M.
'

WRBL

Porter.

MINOR DECISIONS

Lester Lewis has joined the Ed
WAAO, Arthur Malcolm McGregor and Dorothy
Illinois:
Wolf office as a program salesman Charlotte McGregor, Bloomlngton, granted new relay broadcast station to be operated on frequencies 1006, 2022, 2102
under Bill Kolblenzer, sales chief.
and 2758, with 100 watts.
Lewis brings with him Eve Le
Montana: KRBM, Roberts MacNab Co.. Bozeman, granted
Gallienne and Cal Tinney's 'If I Had voluntary assignment of construction permit (for 1420 kc
with 100 watts nights, 2B0 watts days) from present pera Chance.'
R. B. Macmittee,

Nab,

RobertB-MacNab Co., Arthur I>. Roberts.
and A. Ji Breitbach, general manager, to

Jr.,

KRBM

Broadcasters.
New Jersey:

"WaxUP, Bamberger Broadcasting Service.
Inc., Newark, granted extension of special temporary authority to operate experimental facsimile broadcast station
W2XUP on 26700 kc, instead of normal Uconsed frequencies,
to February 16 (pending definite arrangements to be made
in the ultra high frequency bands) ; W2XMN, Edwin H. Armstrong, Alpine, granted special temporary authority to operate high frequency broadcast station as licensed until Feib. 19,
to retransmit the transmissions from the general experimental station W2XCH, In connection with demonstrations
and research being carried on by the two stations In the
field of frequency modulation.
New Mexico; KOB, Albuquerque, granted extension of
special temporary authority to operate unlimited time on
1180 kc, Virlth 10 kw, using directional antenna system After

GOING

TO TOTTN
IN

special experimental authority to Install a synchronous station to be operated on 1310 kc with 10 to 100 wattH, In addition to regular station (If and when granted) to be operated
on 1310 kc with 100 watts nlRhts, 260 watts days.
lown: KSCJ, Perkins Brothers Co, (Sioux City Journal),
Sioux Clt.v, Install directional antenna system for night use
and boost night power from 1 to 6 kw (to be hoard before

Commlsh).

WSUI, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Increase
nights, 1 kw days, to 1 kw nights.
days, using directional antenna, and move transmitter
locally (designated for hearing to determine It interference might result to existing transmitters).
BImey Imes, Columbus, new station to be
MlMlsslppl;
operated on 1370 kc with 100 watts nights, 260 watts days.
New York: WWRL, Woodslde, L. I., change hours of
operation to unlimited and take over facilities of
and AVCNW, Brooklyn, wltii which it now ^Bha^«^ 1500 kc
with 100 watts nights and 250 watts days.
Io\v»:

power from 500 watts

kw

6
site

WMBQ

WFBG,
Pennaylvanln:
change time of operation
town, to unlimited (set
nighttime Interference to

aunset at Portland, Ore., to Feb.

21.

North Dakota: KOVC, George B. Balrey, Valley City,
granted authority to transfer control 6f KOVC, Ins., licensee,
from George" B. balrey to R, Gisellus, H. O. Harrington,
Milton Holiday, J, P. Katz, Lloyd H. Lee, M. E. McCarty,
Selma Manolea, C. J. Meredith. Karl J. Olsen, E. J. Fegg,
O. S„ Peterson, B, R. Pfuach, John Filler, J. J. Schmltz and

Herman

Stern.

Ohio: WKRC, (CBS), Cincinnati, granted special temporary' authority to operate simultaneously with "WOSU, Columbus, during daytime, using 6 kw (to Feb. 13, In order
to 'determine whether the simultaneous ojieratlon of

The

WKRC

at Its maximum power and "V^^OSU results in objectionable
•
Interference).
Oregon: KBX, Portland, unlimited operation on 1180 kc
wUb 6 kw, to Feb. 21.
Waphlncrton: KIRO, Seattle, granted extension of special
experimental authority to operate on 710 kc with 1 kw unlimited, from Feb. 1 to Aug. 1, on same conditions and
limitations as heretofore Im'posed.

SET FOR HEARING
Callfonla:

Don Lee Broadcasting

Co.,

San Franelsco. new

television' station to be operated on an experimental basis,
under the provisions of Rules 1031, 1033 and 1034, requesting
frequencies 42000-66000 kc, aural and visual power 260 watts,
unlimited time In accordance with Riile 983.
California: Thomas R, McTammany, Modesto, new station
to be operated on 1340 kc with 250 watti*.
Dtotrlct of Colninbla:' Lawrence J. Heller. Washington,

SALT LAKE CITY'
Representative:
& Co.

John Blair

IN
Washington Lobby

BAimORE

I

Washington, Jan. 24.
Speeding up of the time-consOming procedural matters which often
brought squawks about unfairness,

fUnONAL REPRESENmnVES

EDWARD PEimr 4 CA^

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK

favoritism, and obstructionist tactics
has residted from institution of the
FCC motions docket. Each Friday
one. member—CoiEnmissioner Paul W.
Walker; is. presiding this month—sits
to umpire arguments over requests
for permission to take depositions,
file documents after deadlines, inter-

other transmitters).

week in prcjparation
program explaining the

Idea

casts.

putting since

sell ing ttf

WRC

we turned over

provide

to

is

educa-

programs, containing color
and drama and eliminate the postional

uf listeners tuning out because of natural bored6m with ordiof presenting civic

sibility

nary methods
activities.

carry

will

Station

recording

equipment via a mobile unit to the
various subjects and cut descriptions of workings, vox pop opinions
of employees and laymen, and story
behind each dept. Show is intended
for half hour with recording crew
taking an. hour's material or more

.

KFRC Adds Muadans

to 1 kw nights, 6 kw days, and hourtt of operation
from simultaneous days, sharing with KFRU, Columbia, Mo.,

days,

San Francisco, Jan.

24.

nights, to unlimited.
'•Staff orchestra at KFRC, Mutual
Maine: WCOU,. Ltfwiston, boost day power from 100 to
web outlet here, ups from 12 to 15
250 watts.
Missouri: KFRU, Columbia, change frequency from 830 kc pieces this week, with Chester Smith
to 1370 kc, decrease power from 500 watts nights, 1 kw days,
continuing as conductor. Station is
to 100 watts nights, 260 watts days, install new transmitter,
change houfs of operation from simultaneous days, sharing also airing for the first time- this week
with WGBF, Evansvllle, Ind., to unlimited; KXOX, Star- a new morning half-hour sustainer,
Times Publishing Co., St. Louis, change froqxiency from 1260 'Breakfast Club,' using Smith's ento 630 kc, Jump day power from 1 to 5 kw, install new
transmitter and make changes in directional antenna (con- larged orchestra, with. Bill Davidson
tingent on AVGBF and KFRU),
and Jack Kirkwood and warblers
New Tork: National Broadcasting Co., Inc., Nnw York, Virginia Spencer and Dorothy Spenextension of authority to transmit programs to CFCF and
Show, produced by Rupert
CBL (formerly CRCT) and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. cer.
John v. L. Hogan, New Tork, new high frequency experi- Pray, will be broadcast Mondays
mental brondca.st station on 41200 k': with 1 kw.
through Fridays.
National Broadcasting Co., Inc., New Tork, extension of
Press -agent Pat Kelly contributingauthority to transmit recorded programs to all broadcast
stations in Canada licensed to operate by the Canadian Gova thrice-weekly bit tabbed 'Ladies In
ernment which may be lieard consistently in the U. S.
the Spotlight.'
WFAS, Wlilte Plains, change hours of operation from
sharing with WGNT, Newburgh; Red Bank, N. J., and WGBB,
Freeport, to sharing with
and
(requests hours
released by WGNT).
Vox pop and descriptive program,
New York: Columbia Broadcasting System, New Tork,
extension of authority to transmit programs to CFRB and 'Microphone in the Sky' returns to
CKAC and other stations under the control of the Canadian
N. Y., Jan. 30, as a sustainer.
Broadcasting Corp.
Penns.vlTaiila;
KQV, Pittsburgh, Increase night power Aired from the tower of the Empire
from 1 to C kw.
State Bldg., interviews, etc., will be
PennsylTonia:
W8XLT,
Broadcasting Corp., Erie
handled by Julia Chandler of the
City, reinstatement of relay broadcast station W8XLT unTower Guide staff. Spotted 15 mins.
der xiew corporate na-me.
TennesB.ee:
W4XA, National Life & Accident Insurance 12.45-1 p.m.
Co., Inc., Nashville, requesting frequency of 26450 kc, inProgram originally started several
stead of preaent authorised frequencies.
then shifted to
KGKL, San Angelo, increase night power from years ago on
Texas:
'

WGBB

WBRB

SKY MIKE ON

WNEW

WNEW,

WLEU

-

,

.

WNEW

100 to 260 watls.

KUJ, Walla. Walla, new relay broadcast experimental station to be operated on 31100, 34GO0, .37600 and
Washington;

a sponsored spot

on WOR.

Lanny Ross'

40000 kc, with 7.6 watts.

(jharity Date

Cleveland, Jan. 24.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
Sooth Carolina;
Sumter,

Establishment of a satellite station at
for purposes of experimentation, recommended by
P. Bramhali for WIS, Columbia.
South

Examiner John

Carolina transmitter, an affiliate of NBC, proposes construction of a synchronous transmitter to be operated on 660 kc
with from 10 to 100 watts. Purpose of the experiment would
be to And out whether the principle of operating such a
station with much lower power than the master station,
and holding it within one-fifth of a cycle of the master
station's frequency by auxiliary synchronliilng equipment, Is
a practical method to provide such service. WIS, master
station, operates on 660 kc with 1 kw night, B kw days.
dOst of the proposed station, which will be located 38
miles from the master transmitter, was estimated at $13,060,
with a monthly operating expense of $671.
Applicant's intention to employ the best engineering talent, however,
would add $2,600 to the monthly expenses. The satellite
station would have no studios in Sumter and would not be

maintained on

a'

commercial

Lanny Ross is flying here from
New York Jan. 30 to guest-star ia
President Roosevelt's charity birthday show and dance at Al Sutphin's
Arena.
Singer, who broke Food Show attendance records, to make a gratis
three-and-one-haU
appearance
in

show staged in the
capacity hockey auditorium.

hour

'.

Day
1»000

Nlcht.

ALL YOU
NEED IN
CENTRAL
OHIO

.

vene, and withdraw papers. One of doning the office set up last spring
the reforms for which barristers when the group was mobilized by
have been agitating for several John Shepard III. No dissolution
years. Assignment will be rotated.
yet, with insiders claiming the treasury still has sufficient supply of cash
between
Commissioner to finance any routine activities.
George Henry Payne and Broadcast- Only four of the charter members
ing magazine came to at least a tem- are said to have dropped out, Chief
porary end last week with dismissal purpose when the incorporation
of the regulator's $100^000 libel suit papers were taken out was to fight
based' on editorial panning more the super-power battle at the FCC
than two years ago. After being on rules hearings and pool resources to
the docket for trial the past year, get the right for regional plants to
the action was withdrawn just be- move In oh clear channels. Recomfore the latest date set for ventilat- mendations for final action, turned
ing Payne's grievances. No explana- oyer to the Commission last week
tion of the terms, although the mag by the committee which presided
Sciid publicly it. had no intent of de- over the hearings, give NARBS most
faming the commissioner.
of its Wishes.

Feud

12,000-

Watts

basis.

In suggesting an okay for the proposition. Examiner Bramhali frowned on the application of J, Samuel Brody, wealthy
Sumter youngster, for a station to be operated on 1310 kc
with 100 watts nlghtit, 260 watts days.
Brody'a financial
ability Wjas described by Bramhali as 'very doubtful in view
of his numerous contradictory statements with respect to his
assets.'
Examiner added, however, that
notwithstand.
ing, at the Iiearing he exhibited a cashier's certificate for
$10,000 and stated that he had $2,600 additional in the
bank.'
Horace L. Lohnea and Fred W. Albertson appeared for
WIS, with .Tames H. Hanley and George D. Levy representing Brody.
i

CBS

uiDns
Columbusy Ohio
John Blair, Rop.

-

Attempts of Chairman Frank R.
to make a solo appearance Martin Block Replaces
before the House Appropriations
Committee this week fell through
Kennys as Song^writer
when lawmakers insisted on having
Martin Block, director of the
the whole crew on hand for interro- Believe - Ballroom recorded
gation about policies, past conduct, Make
While word program on WNEW, N. Y., was
and financial needs.
spread that everyone was to attend, signed last week to a year's contract
formal notifi.cation did not reach (with an option for a second year) as
other Commish members until after a songwriter by Berlin Music Co,

my

WNYC

City -owned
a series of experiments this
of airing a
ins and outs
of the various municipal depts. patlines
of British
terned along the
Broadcasting's documentary broadstarts

HARTPORP«€ONN»'
"The Shadow
Of Fu Manchu^

McNinch

can concentralo on
our

Follows

Model

Grant Union High School District, North
California:
spot which will be segreSacramento, new station to be operated on 1370 kc with 100 in each
gated for worth and compressed
watts, doys only; KROT, -Royal Miller, Sacramento, change
hours of operation from days to unlimited using 100 watts.
something on the style, of cutting a
John F. Arrington, Jr., Valdosta, new stations .film.
Georgia:
Program debuts "sometime
to be operated on 1230 kc with e1>0 watts.
Illinois:
WCBS, Sprlngfleld, change frequency from 1420 next month.
to 1290 kc, boo.<)t power from 100 watts nights, 250 watts
days, to 500 wntta nights, 1 kw days.
Indiana: WGBF, Evansvllle, install new transmitter and
directional antenna for night use, change frequency from
630 to 1250 kc, power from 500 watts nlghtsi 250 watts

>

CITV

Gable Broadcasting Co., Altoona,
from sharing with WJAC, Johnsfor hearing to determine possible

NEW APPUCATIONS

—

Lewis Joins Wolf

I

Outlet

City
British

New York

|

cations Commission Chairman Frank
R. McNinch, Neville Miller, president of the National Association of
Broadcasters, and Sterling Fisher, of
CBS, firing the opening gun.
Series, entitled 'What Price America,' will review the history of the
development, 'uses act. misuses' of
U. Si natural resources from the time
of the Revolution.
Series of Govei-nment propaganda
broadcasts will be heard from 5 to
6:30 p.m., Saturdays.
New Year end-off of the 'Labor
News Review,' which has rung up a
record as the 'oldest continjaous labor news program in the world,' was
last

WASHINGTON DOCKET

C's

24.

Government
series
of
broadcasts will be inagurated next
Saturday (28) over a CBS coast-tocoast hookup.
Story of America's
struggle to conserve her natural. resources will be presented under the
sponsorship of the Department of the
Interior, with Secretary of Interior
Harold L. Ickes, Federal Communi-

Newest

headed

C

New York

It will not
is effective Feb. 1.
interrupt Block's air work.

closing hours Saturday (21).

Pact

Curtailment of the activities of
National- Association of Regional
Broadcast Stations results in aban-

He replaces Nick and Charles
Kenny who moved over to Feist with

.

Hai-ry Link.

Radio's greattet
serial, available for

national sponsorl
Tht

ttnutlonil,

Dr.

Fu

madly tehamliii
a thrllllna

Manohu— In

erammtd with drama, ri'
mano«, Intrlaua and deitlnad far
1939.
durlni
radle
hlitary
A flttftn ninuta proiran
tiraii
thraa
dramatizad

••rial,

^

Wira
wtelcly.
lull datalltl

(*r

0
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NEW ONE STARTS

50 FINCH MACHINES

FOR

FACSm

WHK

Cleveland, Jan. 24.

W8XE, a new

twin

subsidij^ry of

created for
stations WHK-WCLE and
facsimile transmissions, starts operawhen
50 Finch
Feb.
1
around
tions

WCOV,

Esso's

Montgomery, Fnnctlons;
Covlng^ton Is Boss

receivers will

Montgomery, Ala,, Jan. 24.
Montgomery's new radio broad-

Baytown had

ice,

through WHK's transmitter Mrs. Jesse Johnson, artist bureau,
and Mr. Farris, news.
on 1390 kilocycles between 1:15 a.m.
John Allen will also be associand 3 a.m. daily. Edward L.. Gove,
ated in the management.
who has been handling experimental
work for local United Broadcasting
Co. for last year, is chief engineer of
similes

Initial demonstration to be viewed
by party of Finch and Crosley execs

invited

by H.

K...

Carpenter, vice-

UBC. Chain is using the
two-column Finch facsimile method,
with all material being scanned in

prez of

the

WHK-WCLE

studios.

W8XE

is

planning to hold up all-day operation until sale of sets hits a sizable
figure. Although point is not stressed,
UBC stations are indirectly owned
by Plain Dealer, morning newspaper,
which Is taking a keen interest in

in that order.

cago to enicee.

Waxman

Join

WLW

Cincinnati, Jan. 24.

Michael

Hinn,

announcer

on

Victoria, B. C, Jan. 24.
Victoria, only station on
its

WLW-WSAI

Keeping

week.

At the same time Stanley Waxman

Government Service
Vancouver Island, upped

Asheville, N. C, for the past
years, joined the

staft last

B. C, Wants

WTMJ

director.

invited by BBC to offer their servfor series of broadcasts on
'Tight Comers.' Talks wiU be given
by individuals who have dramatically faced death, and first speakers
will be Robert Wyndham, parachut-

WEW

ices

and test pilot,
film stunt man.
ist

22,

—

Up With Nixon

ing to

.

KOMO-KJR

gram begins with d 15-minute musical concert by Bob Dickinson's orchestra, followed by interviews of
attending celebrities with Hai Wolf

deeper understanding of
radio works in America, is being
dramatized on the air by WTMJ.
Programs are conducted by a narrator aided by hecklers who pop
moot questions. All points answered

and his traveling mike.
Show will be produced by Bill
Warren and Roland Bradley with
narration by Dick Keplinger. Built
around Washington sportsmen and
sportswomen. The stanza is being
boosted by 125 sportsmen organizations of the state and will be a regular feature oyer KJR every Monday
eve at 8:30. It will ,xot b i available

and discussed are

for sponsorship for the jresent.

listeners a

how

illustrated as far as

AIR PILOT
I

I f

y

\n,u:'
* f

o n
'

HERE AND THERE
Bob Burns airs 'Arkansas Traveler'
for Lux, Jan. 30, with Fay Bainter in
lupport.
Fields Bros., Hollywood radio producers, has absorbed wax biz of

Roger Laswell.

1

I^rank
Morgan, Robert Young,
Warren Hull and Meredith Willson
new weekly
feature of 'Good- News.'

Jerry Akecs signed Herbert Raw
Imson, Betty Compson and Thelma
White for waxing of 'Death Joins the
Circus' in Hollywood.
'

James D. Shonse and Robert E,
DunviUe, of WLW, spent most of last
jyeek* in- New York.
At the same
time Jim Krautters,
sales

WLW

assistant

manager, -was in Chicago.

Hal .Wolfe,

chief

mikester of
heading

KOMO-KJR, Seattle, also
special events department.

INHABITANT

OlDtST

Roland

KSO
S.

-

formerly with
promotion in Des

Pejterson,

KRNT

-I llflllindllt

Dak.
So

w V/

*aii-!

He-Equips

New

studio

WHBC, Canton
Akron, Jan. 24,
and trans

building

WHBC,

jnitter tower is set for
Can
ton.
Paur Morgan, manager of the
station, confirms. Station is a Brush

Moore Newspapers subsidiary.
When completed dn June 15 the
station's power will be increased to
250 watts until sunset each day, but
^ill remain at 100 watts in the eve

mng.

Gaboon Appointed
Regina, Jan.

24.

R. D,

Gaboon has been appointed
permanent regional engineer of .th<
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for th<
new 50,0po-watter being built at Wat
rous, Sask.'

Took over new duteis

last

week.

qi^ni

L

li

Ntw

o

^

^

C.

m.'j\..

00

dod-

fonkrt'^ con hror our

tOv^riM.'

Now

Ofll'Oni Ho-

benefit.

King'

'Every Man a King' new half hour
radio show scripted by Vic Hurley,
will be premiered in
of
the main lounge of the Washington Athletic club before' 500 social,
political ^nd industrial leaders. Pro-

and modernization

will vocalize as quartet,

Man a

Seattle.

organization will use in-

Ben Pollack set for another six
months as musical- director of Joe
Penner's pyogram.

So heavy was

programs for own
'Evfery

power

arguments to give
wallop to the appeals to Ottawa.

usage.

,

Station's new policy will stress
publicity for the Island as distinct
from the mainland of the Province.
Being situated in capital city, station
considers there is an excellent opening for prestige and tourist publicity.
Opening of the new transmitter
coincides with the campaign being
organized by the local Junior Chamber of Commerce to hook up with
the national CBC chain.
Claiming
Victoria to be as important as Charlottetown, P.E.I,, which has governoutlet,

word

listen, to

in 'Musical
half -hour pre-

interest

WTMJ

(9) to 500 watts.

crease in power
of the station as

by

mail draw asking ouestions that station prepared a speech chart that is
sent to anyone enclosing a threecent stamp.
Gabbers and others of the station
personnel have purchased charts and

Mrs. Nellie McClung, CBC governor and a
novelist, gave opening talk.

ment

an experiment,

unusual facts about spelling, pronunciation and everything pertain-

announcer for sented by Milwaukee county banks,
Ethridge, sponsors have got out attractive little

Vagabond Voyaging, travel book
Crosley's dramatic staff, by Larry Nixon, WNEW, N. Y., p.a.
after an absence of two years in New goes into its fifth printing 6nd this
York, where he worked in NBC, CBS month.
and Mutual organizations.
Makes about lO.dOO issues all told.
rejoined

Clicks
St. Louis.

as

'Adventures in Words,' conducted

Banks Blotter Ballyhoo
Milwaukee.
Favorites,'

^iureilsr

the WEW Calendar Man, is clicking.
and Reg Kavanagh. Program
consists of interesting and

Others include a passenger, on a
blazing
and a
munitions ship,
steeplejack
whose moment of
danger, however, happened on terra

To promote

Word Gftme
\

Launched

blotters for distribution at bank
16, daughter of Mark Ethridge, vicepresident and geneiral manager of tellers' windows.
Show uses tailor-made platter
the Courier-Journal and Times, ownmade by American Bankers' Assoers of the radio station, were mar- ciation with Nathaniel Schilkret's
ried Wednesday (18) at the home of muSic, human interest sketches and
the bride's parents in Harrods Creek, live interviews with bank employes
by Bob Heiss, m.C.
Ky.
Tillmans have gone to Florida on
N.A.B. Stuff Dramatized
their wedding trip and will live in
Milwaukee,
Atlanta, where the groom will join
'ABC of Radio,' recently published
WSB.
in booklet form by the National Association of Broadcasters to afford

Wendell Neeley coming from Chi-

two

Victoria,

Monday

Louisville, Jan. 24.

broadcasts starting Feb. 5.
Owens, Victor Young and

Hinn,

possible with appropriate music and
sound effects. Series is being written
by Harry Eldred,
publicity

WHAS, and Mary Snow

WWNC,

facsimile.

CFCT,

Marries Announcer

in L. A.

Gene Krupa carded

Tight Corners*
London,
Persons who have at some time
found themselves in a hot spot are

Ethridge's Daughter

John Tillman,

three

(Attention-Getters^ Tie-Ups^ Idetis)

its

firma.

Hollywood, Jan. 24,
Fitch Bandwagon comes west for

Harry

lowered

boats to pick up the survivors of
the Imperial Airway's Cavalier
was one of those freak breaks.
News broadcast had gone on only
two minutes previous when word
came through NBC's regular
news channel that Radio Marine
had intercepted this message.
Impression this incident got
around the trade was that the
account itself had received the'
report from its oil tanker. Esso
did not particularly capitalize the
connection.

tion.

Fitchmg

just

$9

STATKW SHOWMANSHIP

night (21) at 11:32 that the Esso

casting station, WCOV, with studios
in Exchange Hotel, went on the air
for the first time Jan. 18.
Officials of the station include G.

entire project.

Break

Announcement on Esso's own
news broadcast last Saturday

be set up
As a promotion stunt major- W. Covington, Jr., general manager;
Britt,
program director;
installed in Weston
ity of them are being
Herbert Johnson and Louis B. Jindowntown hotels and stores for demnews-print kins, announcers; Al Thompson and
initial
of
onstrations
Homer Johnson, engineers; John
broadcast.
Hughes, Robert Rainey and Hal Hill,
Although new seven-meter station
24-hour-per-day serv- commercial department; Evelyn RobIs licensed for
inson and Agnes Harris, secretaries:
it will pipe part of the first facIn this sec-

VARIETY

H

'J

u

/
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Just a

Sagall Reports to England

On

Chicago, Jan. 24.
Television is splitting the in^
dustry around this territory, with
stations taking absolutely opposed views as to their willingness or readiness to jump itito
the television pictlire at this
time.
Some stations, such as
WTMJ, Milwaukee, are brimming
with ambition and enthusiasm on
the television thing, and are out
bustling with new rigging, equipment and gadgets on the see-andhear item.
Others are just as convinced
that the whole thing is just a rumor and will be of no value to
them for many years to come.

State of Television in America
London, Jan.

Solomon

mately commerecial television in this
country must benefit from the con-

18.

Sagall, British television

promoter, is back in England after
a period in New York where he
looked over American visio and made
tentative plans to attract American

tribution that

America

will

make

to

television.
Indeed, the commenceof television in America will be

ment

influence on the commercial and entertainment developments in television elsewhere, and.
will probably prove to be the greatest stimulus in putting television on
a real revenue earning basis in this
of decisive

capital for a Yankee exploitation of
the Scophony method. He reported
to his stockholders at the Scophony
annual meeting a week ago that the
forthcoming New York Exposition
will be a background for television
experiments by NBC and CBS which
inevitably will stimulate public in-

Rumor?

Background Buzz

Due Back

claimed that circles who
terest.
mattered in the U. S. were fully apSagall believes that the stalled ma- preciative of the greater entertainchinery of American television will ment possibilities offered by large
run smoothly and fast once oiled up. screen visio, and for that reason
He believes the motion picture inter- Scophony Was in a position to make
ests are alert to the threat.

•We are proud of the leadership
British television enjoys both technically and commercially in the
world today,' said the Scophony
chief, 'but this need not prevent us
realistic regarding the
America, once it begins, will
sooner or later be in the forefront
of television developments, and ulti-

from being
future.

Renew

KYW

At

staff-

Columbus, program director

WBLY, Lima, O.
Emmons Carlson,

him

at

Two Columbia

Howard Donahue, ex-WBNS
er.

at

Pacific net programs will originate in the studios
of KIRO, Seattle, Feb. 5, 'West Coast
Church of the Air' and 'Song at Evening,' KIRO Salon Ensemble which
has been augmented by 40 singers.
Dr. John B. Magee will dominate.

promotion
chieftain for the NBC Chicago division, has been booked for a number
Robert Owen, KOA manager, is
the ether busihess. teaching 'Principals of Communicatalks on
of
Okayed spiels for -such organizations tion' In the engineering department
Co.
and
Telephone
as the Illinois BeU
at Denver university.
the .Comers Club.
Stan Catton, CJOR, Vancouver,
Charles Barnhart, continuity chief,,
transfers his voice to CBR
WTMV, East St. Louis, finally in announcer
possession of new teeth that replace (government) mikes Sunday (14).

country.'

Sagall

and short schedules stopped
Portland.

MIDWEST

Band

Prevailing: Rates

Philadelphia, Jan. 24.
New termer for the
house
band was inked with the station by
a technical and commercial contriA. F. of M. local last week. Agreebution of the greatest possible imment is for a yecir, under the same
portance to U. S. television. Followterms as applied previously. Major
ing his recent trip to New York, he
change is that Nathan Snader restated, formatioa of an affiliated
places Jan Savitt as musical direcU. S. company is under discussion,
and he is to make another visit in a tor. Snader has been acting in that
few weeks. He referred to a visit capacity for several months, ever
since Savitt elected to give up his
jy Arthur Levey, a co-director, and
himseK to the FCC. at Washington, steady job at the outlet to take his
claiming that body expressed itself chances on the road. He replaces
favorably with regard to Scophony Artie Shaw at the Hotel Lincoln,

KYW

sales

CJOR is currently touting itself as
those lost in a recent auto accident.
Gene Hogan, of the news dept. of training ground for announcers,
WTMV, East St. Louis, touring to quoting as graduates Jerry Wilmot.
now at CBM, Montreal; Don Forbes,
Mexico City on his vacation.
Wayne Short, gabber, KSD, St. chief announcer ItNX Hollywood;
Louis,^ elected prez of St. Louis Bird Doug Gourlay, at KLO, Utah; Jack
also at CBR, Vancouver and
Regional
Peach,
Louis
Club. He also is St.
Director of Audubon Society of Hugh Bartlett, CBL, Toronto.
Missouri.
j

Frank Eschen, program director,
St. Louis, grabbed Guy Hickok,
director of NBC's International Programs, for interview when latter was
address Foreign Trade
here to
Bureau of C of C.

KSD,

SOUTH

Caldwell Cline, announcer, and
Alex Buchan, spoi'tscaster, KXOK, Bill Mitcham, special events direcSt. Louis, father of brand-new son tor, both with WBT, Charlotte, N. a,
have been working together for the
tagged WiUiam Dunbar Buchan.
R. V. Hamilton, gen: mgr. KXOK, past several months. Each thought,
St. Louis, back at desk after two the other's face was familiar, and
they have just discovered after
weeks' trip into eastern territory^
Allen Franklin, prograjyi director, many months that they went to the
KXOK, St. Louis, making business west coast on a tour of 15 weeks in
New York, this week.
Oklahoma
1929, and even occupied the same
.other
Despite agreements covering the trip to Tulsa and
hotel room on occasions.
spots.
band,
Savitt is still personally unOmaha anFoster May,
WGST, Atlanta, has 4,000 square
der contract to the station.
nouncer, airplaned to Miami, Fla., feet of floor space, about double
week where he interviewed what they had in old quarters atop
last
Frederick Snite, Jr., famous iron Ansley hotel. Station now employs
lung occupant. The interview was 32, including eight-piece house band
Radio Cuffo
aired Saturday and again Sunday under direction of Mac Wooten. W.
evening by special transcription as a H. Summerville is gen. mgr. and
part of the nationwide drive against John Fulton program director..

—

—

'

technrcal potentialities.
Sir Maurice Bonham Carter, chairman of the board, put forward suggestions the BBC might consider for

improving its visio service. Corp,
he said, should consider gradual introduction of television as pictorial
illustration to normal radio broad-

with a view perhaps to an xiltimate merger of sound and vision

casts,

Setting a New Pace
In Popularity

PAUL WHITEMAN

services; experience ovef many years
of the motion picture industry should
be enlisted.

And his AI4L-AKIBBICAN BANB
• Appearing with Pittsburgh Syrtir

Baldwin, St. Denis, Rector

phony, Pittsburgh, Jan. 27th,
• P.laying matinee concert

and

dance, Pittsburgh, Jan. 28th.
• Headline Attraction of Country'*
No. 1 President's Birthday Ball,
Mayflower Hotel, Washington, Jan.
30th.

CHESTERFIELD
OBS CoMt-to-Cout
8:30!

series

to

Keep

preemed over

House,'

WISN

24.

new

Drama

Indianapolis, Jan. 24.
David Milligan, heads new Indianapolis Radio Theatre, a non-prof
civic org that will prepare and present sustaining radio shows.
Other
oScers are: Robert L.
Smock, vice-pres; Kay Fieser, of
WIBC, secretary, and Paul Rouse, of
WIBC, treas.
committee of five
'

infantile paralysis.

new member of the
He was forsales staff at KMBC.
merly a spofts announcer at WHBF,
Joe Matthews

Rock

Island,

111.

KCMO

Kansas City
Jack Neil,
salesmanager, tripping East for couple of weeks banging the agencies in
Chi.

and

New

York.

A
Bert Lane, KMBC Kansas City anmaking up exec group is composed nouncer, doing his work from standof Sidney M. Sanner, Ned LeFevre, ing position after sitting on an open

Tuesday Frederic Winter, Robert LaRue and
Emily Mae Johnson,

General Baking sponsoring 'Lone
Ranger' on WHB, Kansas City, beginning Feb. 13 with a' three times
weekly, half-hour blast.
Bill Beal
Laura Lee, of the Prairie Pioneers,
and Beulah Karney, of the Happy
Pittsburgh, Jan. 2i,Kitchen, both KMBC-ers off duty
Bill Beal, KDKA scripter and unlast week with illnesses.
til recently of announcing staff, has

in.'

WEST

and his

Washington, Jan. 24.
Agitation about the dearth of sig-

was made
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EART-THROB:
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COAST TO COAST

«

in

its

go. into quality of reception, figures
partially refuted the contention that

THI O'NEILLS'
NOW

desert

annual report, pointed with pride
to the effective coverage of U. S.
transmitters. While the data did not

Slanaeemeat'

JOE GLASER,
RKO

in the so-called

the serviceless population it inordinately large.
Relating the surveys made in
preparation for last spring's engineering hearings, the Commish informed Congress that *on the basis
of the assumptions made for this
study, it was found that during the
daytime 8.1% of the total population
and 38.5% of the total land area are
outside of the good-service area of
any standard broadcast station, and
that during the nighttime 17.4% of
the total population and 56.9% of the
total land area are outside of the
good-service area of any standard
broadcast stations. The majority of
the service received in these areas
(which in general is far from satisfactory) is intermittent service during the daytime and secondary
service during the nighttime from
high-i>ower dear-channel stations. It
will also be noted- that during both
daytime and nighttime approximately 15% of the urban population
residing within the service areas
specified do not receive satisfactory
service from any station due to the
fact'that the ratio, of signal intensity
to noise intensity Cman-made static'

caused by power lines, electrical
equipment, etc.) is too low.'
Trend toward wider use of directional antennas in past few years,
result of engineers' efforts to intensify service in certain directions and

obtain higher power without
destructive interference. From tw.o in
1032, the number of transmitters

to

WLW?

1.

Armco Band Concerts
and Production costs are
sometimes as much as '50% lower

2. Talent

at

.

Only 8.1% Of the Population Outside
'Good Service Area' FCC Tells Congress
Featuvlnir
Mary I<«a WllUami
at the Pla«»

ABOUT

Correct answers to questions on page 37

just

JWT-

CLOUDS OF JOY

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW

Promoted

been made head of continuity
department by manager Sherman D,.
Gregory. Takes over new post Feb.
1 but will continue with his daily
Ric« East for
'Movie Magazine' of Air' and, weekly
Seattle radio txecs.went to PortHoUywood,- Jan.' 24.
messages to far north via short wave. land to meet and-hear Neville Miller
Ed Rice, dramatic icripter on Beal recently wort H. P. Davis and Ed Kirby, They were: W. J.
Chase & Sanborn, transfers east to Memorial Award as Pittsburgh's best Quilliam and Archie Morton, KIRO;
Don Graham and Birt Fisher, KOMOproduce a script show for J. Walter announcer.
KJR; Robert Priebe, KRSC,' and
Thompson.
Simultaneous with his promotion
Agency moving Stan Quinn of came announcement .of his engage- Archie Taft and Ehner Pederson,
KOL, Originally Seattle was on the
home office to C. & S. spot.
ment to Cynthia Gate, non-pro.
itinerary of Miller but long jumps

-/IRT/STS

MANAGEM€NT

Milwaukee, Jan.

Pun

(24). Series calls for 39 five-minute
transcribed programs heard twice
weekly.
Faith Baldwin, Ruth St,
Denis and George Rector heard during the first week's broadcasts. Sponsor is Royal Lace Paper Works, Inc.,
advertising Roylies.
Sold by- Lincoln Simonds of Inter
national Radio Sales through Lawrence C. Gumbinner Agency.

Bro&dcastlBC for

Wednesdar*

on IRS' Transcriptions
'It's

WOW

WLW.

3. Horlick's

Malted Milk

4.

My

5.

Moon

4.

A

7.

Skelton and, Toley^

t.

Boone County Jamhore*

Lucky Break
River

couple
age

who have reached middle

f . Two score and ten
10.

Program Originationi

steering their signals has gone up to
64 in 1938. During last fiscal year,
16 additional directive antennas were
placed in service.
Technique drew plaudits from the

Commish.

Remarking this method
of operation has been Very useful'
in cutting down conflicts, the FCC
credited it with improving service
and said the effectiveness of the
North American Rejgional Broadcasting Agreement is dependent to
a large extent on the proper use of
directional aptennas and it Is doubtful whether an agreement on the
distribution of facilities

among the

JOSEPH
RINES
and
Hit Orch«ttra

HARRY RICHMAN'S

ROAD TO MANDALAY
WHiUAH MOBBI9 AGSNCT

several countries could have been
reached without the utilization of
directional antennas.'

With

local

outlets

barred

from

adopting this device, regional stahave been most aggressive in
exploiting directionals in order to
do a jbetter job and to obtain more
wattage. One-sixth of all regionals
—53 out of 302 ^have such arrays.
Clear-channelites have been backward, with only 11 of the 104 operating on these ribbons using the
tions

WBAL

—

principle.

uv'BcdUnuyie

\

TOMMY LYMAN
NIGHTLY AT HIS NEW RENDEZVOUS
(East of Fifth Ave.) , New York

6 East 48th St.

,

—
•vAHncrx's*

lokdon ovfiob

,

nmSRNATIONAL RADIO

Cable AddrcMi YABIKTT LONBON
Teleplione Tcaipla Bar S041-604X
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ENGLISH VS. YANKEE RADIO
South America Hopelessly Behind,

Says Ray Linton,

Australian Labor Station Silenced

mm

Who Looked It Over

By BEN BODEC

IBC

EXEC TO NEW YORK

Charles B. Cochran and GorRay Linton, Chicago station xep, Bich»rd Myers of Normandie's London Selfridge, Jr., Urge
who returned last week from a tour
don Office Sails
Practicability of Radio
of Brazil, Argentine and Uraguay,
immediate

commercial

for

outlook

the

that

think

doesn't

radio

in

London, Jan. 13.
Richard L. Myers, general manager of International Broadcasting,

that

tertainment is still in a primitive
and that 95% of the commercial
business consists of spot announcements picked up from local mer-

state

chants.

Linton found that while some staowners were trying hard to improve their program fare the indus-

will go to

the other side. IBC is the English
sales agency for the Canadian gov-

ernment network.
Frank Lamping,

ager of IBC, may
United States, where he once worked
in the radio business, later in 1939.

Six or

More

at

air personalities

with

whom

listeners

are acquainted. Some of them have
developed quite a following, with the
result that they make effective §ales-

men when

it

comes

to

soliciting

If they're not droning out
announcements they're out calling
on merchants. Because of the level
of programs coming from local stations, the listeners in the upper cul-

'phrases.'

tural strata
turn exclusively to
short-wave broadcasts. Since it is
the latter that dominates public
opinion, the influence that foreign
broadcasting can have in these

countries

Dispute Involves

Conquest

Blair,
John Blair

Sc

basis.

Both Brazil and Argentine limit
languages
In Brazil nbthing but Portuguese is
permitted to be spoken over its local
v?avelength*s; while in Argentine it
mustn't be anything but Spanish.
Progress in South American broadcasting, Linton vouches, has been
made along one line, and that is atwactively appointed studios. Where
there are such the station has
Drought in some musicians to alternate with phonograph records, with
the average scale for these instrumentalists being $2 a day, providing
they are available morning, afternoon and night.
their broadcasts to native

Lydia Pinkham French
Lingual Starts Slow
Montreal, Jan. 24.
Reported here that the new Lydia
J^kham French language program,
*emme a la Page,' is not building
very quickly.
Idea submitted to the sponsors belore the femme
talk show was decided upon was for
a French Catho"c pnest to do a 'Voice of Experience.'
Sponsors nixed proposal for
lear
French language prototype
would not measure up to the stand-

American program and possibly spoil
ence.'

rep of 'Voice of Experi-

offer to the

BBC

for air

and are willing to make a
payment of $5,000,000 a year for the
exclusive use of only one of the Corporation's network of 12 major^Jtransmitters. Situation was hinted at by
Gordon Selfridge, Jr., in a broadcast
debate last night, when he spoke in
rights,

Co. spoke out on

favor of sponsored radio, with support of C. B. Cochran.

Although sworn

to secrecy as to

-

its

the interests involved,
time last week iri'
Selfridge told Variety its (the synconnection with the controversy
dicate's) prepardness to- go into a
over the representation of KGMB,
deal was very real. Some of those
Honolulu, and KHBC, Hilo. Blair's
the set-up are believed to be alNew York office addressed a circular in
ready close to commercial broadcastletter to ad agencies advising them
ing, but Selfridge himself stated he
that regardless of statements made
has no part in it.
by another rep Blair was under conOn the possibility of sponsored
tract to represent the two stations
radio breaking into the U. K. field,
throughout the United States, as of
Selfridge stated, whereas previously
Jan. 1, 1939.
there had not been a dog's chance,
Other rep referred to was Conas a result of recent developments,
quest Alliance, which in a circular
and
conversations he had had with
letter of its own to agencies several
BBC officials he felt the chances
weeks ago stated that it had a conwere now a little better than that
tract with KGMB-KHBC authorizing
but not much. He paid great tribute
similar exclusive representation im-

own

for the

first

identity

of

of the BBC in its
own- to
approach to its task, and praised the
which ConCorp for broadmindedness in perquest cites is not valid because Conmitting an open debate on sponsored
quest never signatured any of the
radio, to which it is rigidly opposed,

til

May

31, 1939.

The

the sincerity

stations'

ers claims the contract

copies.

on

its

A

Waver

CBS Coast

becomes obvious.

Comparatively high cost of radio
has resulted in a low
percentage of ownership among the
lower economic classes. As an added
impediment there's the new federal
law which relieves an installment
buyer of any obligation so long as
he returns the article. Because of
this situation merchants are loath to
sell their receiving sets on ai time
eets in Brazil

Interests

make an

Time

Broadcasters in these countries,
reports
Linton,
still
depend on
phonograph records .or the main
source of their entertainment. The
announcer, or speaker, as he is
known down-under, sets himself up
on a stool before the mike with a
small box containing his announcements, or 'phrases,' there he sits for
hours reading oft anywhere from between six and twelve announcements between every two record
numbers. Patent medicines are rampant among these announcements.
These 'speakers' are about the only

own programs.

corporation

official,

however,

told Variexy he could see no likelihood of a change in the situation.

listeners

Jan.- 24.

100-watt
short wave transmitter for experimental "operation. Ultra high frequency band will carry 40 hours of
programs weekly.
Short waver will be utilized also
for training production apprentices
and reaction of 'hams' to the neophytes programs will be solicited.
Call letters of station are W6XDA.
is

installing

KNX

about $1,200.

Station resumed upon a return of
license that carried an apology and
a promise to be more guarded. Labor station had beeii warned' before
that its commentators were going
beyond proper privilege.
Australian newspapers were inclined to criticize the postmastergeneral's' action which was taken
without cabinet consideration. This
was called .a bit cn the autocratic
side even though' 2KY may hav*
beeii guilty of partisan excesses.
Meanwhile in a similar connection
F. E. Baume, editor of Sunday Sun,
has ceased his commentator session
for the Macquarrie Commercial Network, in which he covered both foreign and local politics. Understood,
>

what they ought

to have.
scared of the taint

Both appeared
of business, and Steed argued another bogey theory ^that sponsors
wpuld call the tune and dominate all
the programs that went into U. K.
homes; commercial interests would
stifle the freedom of expression now
wielded by BBC.

—

.

Miss Hamilton's Stand

although officially denied, that execs
were told that Baume must be toned
down or trouble would follow.

Miss Hamilton had a very, very
superior line of tactics. Commercial
radio was wrong because U. K. programs were far and away superior

Baume's newspaper

D. G. Van Ackere, who has been
in the United States since last July
(in
making radio transcriptions
French) of American scenes for the

French government
taken up residence in

In

has
York.

stations,

New

Canada

Tom

New
casts

policy on religious broadannounced by CKCK, Regina,

preventing racketeering in
Station now prohibits appeals for funds or 'good will offerings' oh broadcasts in any shape or

at
religion.

form.

manager CKCK, ReCanadian Association of
Broadcasters meeting at Toronto,
Jan. 23. Accompanied by F. H. Elphicke, CJCA. Edmonton, traveling
C. V. Chesnut,

gina, off to

via Chicago.

CJRM, 'Your Government Speaks,'
weekly talkfest by cabinet ministers
of province,

now

goes to network of

CJGX, Yorkton; CFQC, Saskatoon,
Federal government's
and CJRM,
P. F. R. A. drought rehabilitation
talks return Jan. 31 for 30 min. weekOf 15,000 inquiries received by
ly.
drought fighters on last series 12,000
were ascribed to radio.

on.

in

fast to their theories, Selfridge and
Cochran produced all the facts: that

Controversial Talks

only one third of the time on U. S.
networks is paid for by sponsors;
that public services (cultural, educational, et al) offered by them can
compare with those put out in U. K.;
that while the BBC could get a Toscanini for six performances a year,
an American network could retain
him for six months.
Best angle was by Cochran, when
he challenged Wickham
Steed's
charge that the sponsors would call
the tune, by asking if, when Steed
edited the Times, he had permitted
advertisers to dictate policy?

Funniest

lines

were

Okayed

To Resume Vancouver

Vancouver, B. C, Jan. 24;
Tom MacLines has received wired
permission irom C?BC headquarters,
in Ottawa to renew his series of con*
troversial speeches over CBtt, Vancouver.
Maclnnes, orator on flery
subjects, failed to receive renewal
on his contract last October, after
.

'

six

months burning airlines with aton Communism. Corporation

tacks

officials stated at

the time that they

would investigate squawks from

of-

fended organizations before renewMiss
ing the speaker's right to buy time
contended

by

Hamilton who naively
monopoly, he said, is governed
on CBR.
that, because Parliament had twice
Maclnnes threatened to sue and
by charter from the Government,
negatived suggestions for coijnmercial
which has still nine years to run
was preparing his case for a conradio in the U. K., that reflected the
since its renewal. .Any question of
centrated attack on the government
minds of the people! She also sugselling air time is expressly forchain when the George McCullagh
gested that BBC board of goveniors
bidden, and any change in that sitcase aro.se in Toronto. Pipint raised
reflected the mentality of the peouation would have to come from the
in this latter case was that no inple in the same way.
dividual could buy time for a chain
Gov't, through the Postmaster-General.
broadcast on controversial subjects.
(Selfridge told Variety that, in
Pro and Con
Statements issued by officials of the
compiling data jor his hroadcast, he
Corporation and the Department of
Selfridge and Cochran (the the- had been aided by Variety's Radio
Transport
'

producers) debated case for Directory.)
sponsored radio against Wickham
Steed, former editor of London
Times, and Mary Hamilton, former
member of BBC board of governors. Another Sponsor Denied
Corp, Selfridge suggested, should
Wires by Go?ennnent
seriously consider such an offer, because it would give the system that
much additional revenue at a time
Radio Network Edict
when it looks as if it is not likely to
get much rtiore either from the GovMontreal, Jan. 24.
ernment or the public
Selfridge's line, wholly endorsed
Murphy Paint Co. ha^ been reby Cochran, was that BBC monopoly fused lines by the Canadian Broadsystem cannot give as good results
casting Corp. commercial departas would be got by competition between commercial networks. It had ment here this week in an effort to
neither the initiative to do so nor a stopi the advertiser from using the
sufficiently elastic income.
A com- regional network of privately owned
mercial network would double BBC stations.
It is understood that the
income— and its expenditure; while Murphy Paint Co. is making repreBBC could not afford to have the sentations to the authorities at
best brains and talent, commercial Ottawa and may circumvent the
radio could not afford NOT to have ruling of the CBC by using tranthem. Selfridge made play with the scriptions if the CBC persists in its
argument how the semi 'civil service' refusal to furnish telephone line?.
atmosphere of Broadcasting House
Advertiser plans a live talent
meant the second-raters were the show originating at station
CKAC,
only ones who stayed, as the best
Montreal, and fed to station CHRC,
personalities were tempted away by
Quebeq, and other transmitters on
bptt®r offers, emphasizing how comthe private regional network. Timed
mercial competition would giv6 it a
for Sundays, 1:30 to 2 p.m.
shot in the arm.
Policy of the CBC in depriving
Set Sales Oft
private stations of telephone' lines

repeatedly claimed that
the restriction was placed on chain
broadcasting and that any man could
air his views so long as the broadcast was confined to one station.
Maclnnes was voicing his opinions
over only one station and therefore
claims the three months delay" in
okaying him was not justi^ed oh the
basis^ of the Corporation's published
policy.

Ira Dilworth, CBC regional supervisor for B, C, states that concrete
evidence of the Corporation's desire
not to restrict free expression of
opinion is shown by the 'National

•

aimed

also

—

atrical

Ackere Goes Native

is

American programs! 'Commercial Macquarrie financially and decided to
broadcasting to us means America,' forego his radio' time and limit
said she, with a sniff. 'You can't say Baume to the scribbling angle.
American programs are better than
ours to me the great proportion of
American programs are crude and
Maclnnes
blatantly commercial!'
But if the pro-BBC speakers held

to

BBC

Hollywood,

Columbia

the labor trade unions, for pplitical

"transmitter to a

mercial broadcasting are prepared to

Hawaiian Rep

4,

utterances which were allegedly un-

RAP 2ND RATERS

general manpossibly visit the

asst.

try as a whole was in what appeared
to be a hopeless bog. As operating
expenses increase, the station men
apply themselves more vigorously to
in
more announcements.
taking
Whatever resolutions they may
have made about trying to sell pro-i
grams in quarter-hour units are un-

Sydney, Jan.

Three days of silence was the penmeted Statk>n 2KY, owned by

alty

commercial concern,
which would give beneficial results
both to listeners and BBC,
Opii'osition line by Steed and Miss
Hamilton was largely to stress public utility side of BBC, and latter
particularly took a high and mighty
London, Jan. 13.
line, suggesting BBC was better able
concerned with com- than a commercial bqdy to give

Canada while on

tion

der such circumstance abandoned.

American Programs

France.

Myers

figures showing how radio set sales
are dropping in the U. K. while rising in the U. S. Commercial methods
would give a tremendous impetus to
sponsored
broadcasting,
because
shows have got to please listeners,

—

is bright.

pression that Linton carried

was

Air Solon Over PoKtical Dispute

Sponsorship and Hint That whereas under BBC system it didn't true. Postmaster-General Cameron,
matter.
He attacked present proImportant Capital May gram
construction for its lack of ad- who has ultimate authority over all
Make Offer ^Anti-Adver- venturous showmanship, and sug- Australian radio, imposed the senexperiment should be tried of tence. Stations advertising loss was
tising
Side
Pooh-Poohs gested
handing over the London Regional

The im- Ltd., is en route to the United States.
away He was over last winter also. His
programming
and en- firm controls English language' sponradio
sored shows on Radio Normandie,

South America

By

ON ADS

Cochran saw nothing against
itself

BBC

adopting sponsored program.s,

and contended the present system
did not satisfy fact proved
by

—

commercial programs is construed here attempt to discourage
national advertising on other than

I

Political Forum' program which is
designed to permit airing ot both
sides of debatable questions over a
national network and without expense to the speakers. Qiarges have

been widespread that this program
is being used as a cleverly disguised
means.i)f propaganda by the govern-

ment

EABIO

^

,

•

for

CbC

stations.

i'ts«fr

j

,

Ctl&L

MUBBEBED

Yorkton, Sask., Jan. 24,
Alice Kroiter, 18-year-old member
of a family trio heard over CJGX
here tor years as 'Songbirds of the
Ukraine,' was shot and killed recently in a Sudbury, Ont., cafe where
.she
was employed since leaving
Yorkton.
is

Her employer, John Ungurian, 38,
being held by police on a murder

count.

—

.

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

VARIETY
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AYRES RELEASED

Disc Reviews

to

—A

Dispute

LUCKY BREAK

Including the unusually

—

Mitchell Ayres

is

of the recordings, with the exception
that Rose Linda is at the Steinway
This is
for the 'Cuban Overture.'
practically
a post-mortem work,
Miss Linda has been responsible
largely in .featuring the 'Cuban
Overture,' performing it with .the
recent Whitemjan concert at Carnegie Hall, and In fact contributed
.

an almost wholly original middle
strain that— as Deems Taylor's program notes put it—almost out-Gershwins Gershwin. The five-disk, 12inch album (No. 31) includes some

highly informative interpretive notes
as part of the release;
The following group of recorders
is notable for an endeavor to essay
chiefly evidenced via
It's
'style.'
their billing such as Johnny Messner and his Music Box Band. Bluebird 10065 couples 'Midnight on the
Trail' with 'Do You Remember Last
Night?' and as the M.B. billing indicates, that's the general keynote
of the combo. Whether Messner or
George Hamilton (who also has
•Music Box' in his billing) pioneered
it is beside the point; basically it's
of the Shep Fields 'ripping rhythm'
,

.

style.

calls his

band the 'Choir of

Inc., for

the re-

ANGLES

A

WLW

Bum

Benny

Bonus

CONCERT MGMT.

poration of America to break his
contract with Little Ja&kie Heller's

Heller

orch.

CONTROL NEAR

Benny's

is

skedded

on Friday

weeks with

open at
two

to

(27)

options.

for

MCA,

since

booking the orch into Philly, got

FOR AGMA

Here Messner and Jeanne

d'Arcy split the vocals.
Seger ElUs on Brunswick

negotiating with

.

Rockwell-O'Keefe,

Jack Kapp, the Decca prez, who
has been translating Hollywood
showmanship onto the wax, and particularly with his album issues of
late, has a dandy production job in
Paul Whiteman's concert medley of
George .Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in
Blue,' the 'Second Rhapsody,' 'Cuban
Overture' and 'An American in
Paris.' As when Whiteman was exclusively on Victor in the past, Roy
Bargy is the featured pianist in most

Radio Reviews

Corky O'Keefe Individually

(Continued from page 34)
.MY
With Josef Chemiavsky, Steve Merrill, Janettc, Bay Shannon, Charlea
confiscated before entering the 'bull
Woods
sessions,' they are not aware of ex30 Mlns.
lease of his band from a booking
ALIAS
actly when it happens.
Sustaining
contract which that firm holds. The
Point of the program is 'an honest
Sunday, 6 p. m.
Orchestra Leaders Pilf Up Vote» Ayres aggregation, which functions expression of the thinking of AmeriWLW-Mutual
can youth.' Basically it sounds like
Under Wron; Name
distinctive musical show with
a co-operative basis, got into a oke idea, but not the way it was preboth rich in human
sented.
Vox pop stuff goes out in two good ideas,
Amusing aspect of the band con- tangle with R-O'K over an alleged much
Concocter is JoSef Chermore digestible form when it's interest.
union
regulation
and
violation
niavsky,
a
a seasoned hand in the
of
WNEW,
on
test being conducted
supervised and kept within bounds of
music
field and
musical direceven tnough the Rockwell-O'Keefe the average listener. Quite a bit of
N. Y,, by Martin Block is name
tor for some months.
office had decided to have Local the early portion of the airing was
Each show dramatizes the turning
crews competing against themselves 802's trial board adjudicate this is- above the latter's grasp. Add to those
point in the life of a show world
Most of the leading sue it entered into release discus- elevated mental workings, the rapid celeb. Added twist is the extending
for votes.
shift of angle attacks on questions,
crews make transcriptions for use sions with Ayres last week.
and the picture of all discussors try- of opportunity for budding comF. C. (Corky) O'Keefe, who re- ing to take the floor by sheer force of posers to bring their works to light.
on smaller stations, and also do live
last October from the firm he voice, and there's a perfect excuse Every stanza offers one such new
Creates ired
broadcasts under aliases.
helped organize, is elated to take for twirling to Al's Alleycats banging tune. Writers are paiJ $25 and retain royalty rights in event the
the picture of top crews building over the personal management of out 'Tiger Rag.*
such a rep under the phony tags he Ayres combination. Latter is
Latter portion, however, calmed pieces are published and go places.
On opener,. P. T. Barnum was sethat votes which ordinarily would now spotted at Murray's, Tuckahoe, down a bit and argued the point of
lected
as the 'My Lucky Break' subdemocracy as applied to a nation,
be credited to the true name are N. Y.
using as an illustration a family ject. Big moment was his signing of
3anked under the alias.
wherein each member had a vote in Tom Thumb. Role of Barnum was
Among those for whom such balthe operation of said family. Pros masterfully treated by Ray' Shannon.
Swell musical injections by a 20Declines and cons, although occasionally deeplots have been cast are: Richard
the
ly involved, due to hesitation and man full ensemble, under Cherny's
Himber (Ross Haywood), Russ Morsearching for words, brought up in- direction. Combo styled his Rhythm
gan (Russ Morrow), Glen Gray $1,000 Cancellation
telligent angles.
Announcer-referee Kings. Vocals by Steve Merrill, a
(George Gregory) and Larry Clinton
Philadelphia, Jan, 24.
to keep order and eliminate those tenor with a big-league ring, and
(Lee Collins and Lanny Carson).
Benny the Bum, nee Fogelman, 'Now wait a minute, let me finish,' Janette, torrid warbler with a Di ie
accent.
would improve things all around.
declared here this week that he had
Scripter and producer of the shoyr
This airing was from the U. of Chiis Ray Wilson. Announcements, done
been offered $1,000 by Music Cor- cago. Northwestern next.

(Only the unusual will be reviewed henceforth.
4

bad.)

Goes

a better spot for

it

in Cleveland.

Fogelman admitted he was plenty
tempted by the offer, but refused

8275

Brass,'

because o^t'S&'*he&Vy advertising
American Guild of Musical Artists and ballyhoo he has been giving
This is his first
Heller's opening.
has about won its fl£ht to regtilate
3hot at name bands and first MCA
and air,- but conceived this choral the concert managemsnt business^ booking in the spot.
brass effect as a new waxing style, Union has signed a preliminary
Bay Herbeofc calls hi^ 'Music with
Romance' on Vocalion 4588 ('Dream agreement with NBC Artists Service
Rendezvous' and 'Junior'); whereas covering all main objectives in its agreeing to the licensing proposal,
a 'substantial' reduction in commisit's 'The Champagne Music of Law'17 points', and expects to conclude
sions and to furnish complete in'
rence Welk' (also Vocalion), when
-that maestro essays his saloncopa- the final contract within a week, formation regarding its civic con
'Hello,
tion. 'A Love Like Ours' and
Deal with NBC puts the pressxure on certs management. Deal did not call
My Darling* (from 'Zaza') are his Columbia Concerts Corp., which now for a complete Guild shop. Pact is
excerpts, Jules Herman^ Lois Bedt must
reach an agreement with now being put into legal verbiage for
and Walter Bloom featured vocally.
or run the chance of losing early signaturing. Figured CBS will
Herbeck as Klrby Brooks handling
its leading boxoffice names to the not hold off much longer now that
vocals.
the
NBC has come to terms.
More about the "rhythmic pyra- rival management.
mids' (Hlmber) and 'Music of YesNBC last week sent a letter to
Concert management affairs have
terday and Today in the Blue Bar
agreeing in principle to all not yet come up for examination in
ron Way* -and the Swing»and-Sway the najor points in the union's 17 the current FCC anti-monopoly hear.
(Sammy Kaye) styles in future. For demands. Agency officials and the ing5r;.but*1ater"6jliir^t1:e)i to Within' b
forthright jam,. Gene Krnpa cuts
petitioned for and
some nift^ brass and iskin capers on union's reps then huddled to work few days.
Brunswick 8296 with ^Apurksody,' out the find! draft of a contract. Pre- received permission to intercede in
liminary deal was signed, with NBC the hearings.
Ixis thematic,, paired with "Ta-Ra-RaBoom-Der-i!,* .plen{y In the groove
The brass work is Specially heatec

featuring himself as pianist-vocalist,
in 'Pied Piper of Hamlin Town' and

of Your Dream.'
Ellis is a pioneer pianologist on wax
•please

Come Out

AGMA

AGMA

—^Looal

15 Mins.

OKLAHOMA GAS & ELECTRIC

new

Daily, 6:30 p.m.

Cherny used another new number

WKY» Oklahoma

and

tunes,

Commentator
15 Mins.

side any state and federal law against
gambling.
Audience member risks
nothing. He merely uses chips given
City
to him, whatever their value in
Station has taken lt!> mike into the money.
State capitol for Ben Bezoff,
Lynch
MacWilkins

WKY

Beautiful

Jeepers Creepers
Thanks for Everything
Between a Kiss and a Si
Two Sleepy People

F.D.R.

I

Go

Deep

.

.

Remick
Witmark

.

*.

Could Be
They Say

Santly

Bregman
Harms

Man

What Have You Got That Gets Me?
I Long to Belong to .You
I

I

Never Know

Cried for

.

way

Words-Music

Sailing.

I Won't Tell a Soul
Lovely Debutante
Tharpe gives out with Please Come Out of Your Dreams
'Rock Me' It's almost Gladys Bent- Ferdinand the Bull

Sister

She vocals to
Decca 2243.

Some

plain

'n'

------

» .

.

.

1

'.

tU. of Penn. Mask and Wig
tHoUywood Revels
Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop
Ferdinand the Bull

ABC

self-guitar ac- From Now On
Chappell
Witmark
Say It With a Kiss
Bre<*man
fancy Ivory-tickling You Look Good to Me
Berlin
Have You Forgotten So Soon ....
is grouped on Bluebird 10098-9. by
Fats Waller; sans band, merely doinef You're Gonna See a Lot of Me.
Fisher
piano solos of 'Clothes-Line Ballet,' Anaels, with Dirty Faces
Remick
'Alligator Crawl,' 'Keepin' Out of Let'^ Stop the Clock;.
Marks
Mischief Now* and 'Star Dust,' alH What Do You Know About Love?
Shapiro
originals excepting the Hoagy Carr Just a Kid Named. Joe
Shapird
t
Strict pianology, All Ashore
michael classic.
Termey
Right.
You
mterServes
It
scat
to
vocal
a
even
With not
.i.:.,, .Paramount:...'.!
Hills..«.>..'.
Old
Funn.y
black:andrupt the. „ultrA-modem
'
Joobalai .......#•«•«••••••*••• ..........wPal^mdunt..
whit^ 'bluesini,

comp.

Places

Pop

^^nnabelle •..........«...............*... Feist .•.......«..........*.
Powell
Sin^in* in "the Saddle

Among Those

•

-...Poo

Robbins
Lincoln
Stasny

;

''

Going

Witmark

.

It to

Going

Places

•

,

^

12
12

C

. .

.

. .

Pop-

i

,

'.

effects

advantageously to roimd out Walter
Hackett's fast moving script.
Previous work on stage and before mik»
helped cast avoid nervousness. Malo.

ZINGO
Game
15

Mlns.—Local

BUTTER KBUST BREAD
Monday, 6:30 p.m.
KOMA, Oklahoma City

enough to keep the
satisfactory level.

program

at a

12 cities in every section of the state.
11 Only 24 .were correct which made
11 the sponsors feel good, as a.buck^of
11 Uncle' Sam's currency is being dished
11 •out for each correct solution.
11
Idea is to identify sounds heard in
10 a shoipt drama land check them
10 against a 'bingo' type card showing
10" a host
of pictures. Show is the. copy10 righted idea, of Ff-ederick Zfv of Cin10 clnnati-'and has been set.for 26 weeks
'

•.

Honeymoon

sound

stein, director, utilized

.

'

Paris Hoheyinooh. i.^'.
^Pdris

offer-

Records showed 920 entry blanks
12
12 sent in the contest after the first
12 program and these .came from 91

.Pop
'.

by preem

^

Angels with Dirty Faces
Pop
Pop
Pop

justified

.

.

. .

was

14
Radio game being tried out as
14 trade watches.
Provincials flooded
14 the mail after the first broadcast
13 which was produced okay. Expert

Me

tLeave

19
18
17
17
17
17
17
16
16
15
15

..2,ol4

Pop
Pop

.-

rating,

ing of 'Man Without a Country.' Ad27 vantageously spotted between CBS
-27 offerings, groun presented a high
26- calibre production.
Tricky theme orchestral music
25
24 opened offering which was back2!i1 grounded by Marshall Shantz, station
21 announcer. Theme was paced nicely
2L and carried Philip Nolan Hale's hu21 man derelict, through temptation,
20 trial and 52 years on the high seas.
Ijl9 Dramatically staged, Jerry Bron-

.

tBoys from Syracuse

ABC

WPBO, Providence
Conviction of Steve Willis, station
manager, that localites could be
found which could pull Providence

-21

Pop
Pon
Paris Honeymoon
Pop
Pop
Pop

.-.

Berlin
Miller
Miller

-

You

-31'

Pop
Pop
Pop

Berlin
a Lonely Trail
Reverie....
Robbins
Robbins
Found My Yellow Basket.
Chappell
Sing for Your Supper
Bregman
Room- with a View.
Your Eyes Are Bigger-Than Your Heart. .Shapiso,
You're a Sweet Little Headache
Paramount
It's

AIB*

.

31 out of the 'sleepy showmanship town*

Honeymoon

Pop

My

We'll

-33
33

tSing Out the News
Artists and Models
:...Pop

Famous
Red Star

Never Felt Better

42
,-31

;

..Pop

Chappell

Jones...

in the ecclesiastic mood at
least as when first written. But the

ley.

;

Spier

Dramatics

30 Mins.,* Local
Sustaining
44^ Saturdays, 9:30 p.m.

tLeave It to Me..
St. Louis Blues

Pop
Pop
Pop
Pop

'PLAYHOUSE OF

43r

Places

*Paris

; .

MacWilkins
Cole used two free
lance announcers as the only hired
talent, to get away from the station
voices.
Questions used on the program were of the ordinary general
knowledge angle, in no way connected with car sales.

TOTAL.

*Thanks for the Memory

Witmark

;

Hurry Home
I Must See Annie Tonight

Marks
Crawford
Fox

—

A.M.

1

•Thanks for Everything.

Famous
Harms

'

more

&

Going

Chappell

Swinging the Nursery Rhymes
I Promise You
After Looking at You
Ya Got Me.
Lona- Love, I'd Give My Life for You

swinging 'em to salvation. The
some Road' is by Gene Austin-iNat
Shilkret, and not strictly a spiritual.
It's paired with 'Rock Me,* the latter

,

Pop

Famous
Paramount

for That..
in a Dream

Umbrella

i...

.Robbins
Santly

, . . .

&

of

editor, to air reports.
Cole Agency figured this one out, esBezoff .'js..assigned- to -the sessions
In other
timaitlilg a 50-50 'br«dk:
of the legislature as a reporter and
words the sponsor puts up .$50 a show
is doing a good job of observing and
—$25
to the five contestants and $25'
a quite satisfactory piece of neutral
to the pot. The general brealc is an
commentating to date.
Soon.
average cost of $25 a program for
this end.
>

tBoys from Syracuse
•Hard to Get

.Chappell

Showalter

news

...

GRAND

Brunswick

ique circles where not many new
She's a
things happen frequently.
swingo gospel songstress and amidst
the hi-de-ho of Cab Calloway and
the general jitterbug aura of the
new (current) Cotton Club shows,
in New York, Sister Tharpe has been

p.m.

WKY, Oklahoma

SOURCE.

PUBLISHER.

Be Love
You Must Have Been a

This Can't

composition, 'You're First

Sustaining

Diaily, 6:15

'pop' speaks for itself.

I Have Eyes
Get Out of Town

tonianisms, are respectively coupled
on. Br. 8297 and 8293. There*s svelte
orchestral effect to these, in strict
dance tempo, but very musicianly in
their fine brass and reed choir work.
Sister Bosetta Tbarpe is one of the
new things to happen along in jazz-

—Local

is

TITLE.

own

ning $10 for five right answers, or
losing nothing of his own money.
That presumably brings it well in-

BEN BEZOFF

(WABC) cpmputed

Goodbye* in modern dress. They're
not sufficiently rhythmic for the
vocally talented Miss Simms, who
bids fair to step out on her own
following the Kyser-American Tobacco radio buildup.
Duke Ellington always waxes a
distinguished waxing for Master
Records (Irving Mills imit) via
'Slap Happy,'
release.
'Blue Light/ 'Jazz Potpourri' and
'Battle of Swing,' all original EUing-

of his

a totalisation of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS
for the week from Monday through Sunday (Jan. 16-22). Total represents accumulated
performances on the two Tnajor networks from 8 o. m. to 1 a. m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film song, t legit
Following

'Strange' romantic ballad. As
for the first show,

new song

station's top warbler
Commercials are thankfully mini- KOIN, Portland^ Ore.
(MacWilkens & Cole)
mized and musical work is tops. On
last, program
heard Lee Norton's
Program uses five audience memsinging of 'Deep in a Dream* was Ders who are given five silver dollars
tops, as was his Irish ballad.
Trio each, and asked to answer five quesdid nicely on 'Umbrella Man* and tions of general knowledge each.
'Out of Nowhere,' thouph former Every correct answer nets the concould have stood closer adherence to testant an extra dollar, and for every
more popular scoring; slowed down wrong answer he loses, a dollar. In
too much.
Soon,
his way any appointee from the seen
audience can stand a chance of win-

AGMA

Network Plugs. 8 A.M. to

his

City

Re-introduction of a very popular on Second Avenue.'
program of last season is clicking
KoII.
with the same old finesse of good
production and very good perform'EVERYBODY
WINS'
GAME
ances by Ken Wright at the organ
Mins.: Local
and a new -trio" aiding Lee Norton, 30
FIELDS MOTOR CAB CO.

'

here, as on Br. B289i where Krupa
cuts up with *Do You Wanna Jump,
Children' and *Nevet Felt Better.
He has the joint jumpin' with both
Kay Kyser, perhaps the hottest
thing among the new bands this past
year,, couples 'AH God's Chillvm Got
Rhythm' with 'Mighty Laic a Rose'
on Br. 8295, vocally featuring Sully
Mason, Harry Babbitt and Glnny
Practically the same band
Sims.
supports Ginny SImms, with her own
band (nee Kyser's) now that she's a
junior recording artist for Vocalidn
—companion label to Brunswick
featuring the Stephen Foster 'Swanee River' and 'Goodbye, My Lover,

by Charles Woods, neatjy worded
and encouraging to unknown melody and lyric writers.
Stint's themer is Chemiavsky's

LEE NOltTON
With Ken Wright

,

i,,,ii»»'.,'4!..V ^iO'

on^KOMA.

1

i

-^..Swm.

-

.

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

Wednesday, January 25, 1939

John Paine

15 Best Sheet Music SeDers
(Week ending

Harms
Harms
Remick

Umbrella Mdn
Peep in a Dream

My

Reverie

»

. ,

,

•

»

Love

•

Burglary Main Vocation of Bay Carter—Nabbed Again

Mississippi.

St. Louis, Jan. 24.

BID Would

ABC

t Indicates stage production song.
Indicates filmusical song.
"the others are pops.

Band Rivalry
Par Newsreel Angers Hnsic Pub;

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 24.
Senator Clifford C. Hastings, RensCounty Republican, has introduced two AFM-AFL-supported
bills restricting the playing of bands
o orchestras connected with public
schools, colleges and departments.
One measure makes it unlawful for
a school or institutional unit to play
selaer

Wires Texas Gov. to DucklllM) Fee
Paramount

last

week drew

a blis-

tering retort from Louis Bernstein,
Co.,
of Shapiro, Bernstein
for going over his head to W. Lee
O'Daniel, the new governor of Texas,

&

Jiead

to get cuflo permission for the use
of the tune 'Beautiful Texas' in a
Governor O'Daniel
newsreel clip.
wrote the number while he was a
hillbilly entertainer over Texas stations.

Acording to Bernstein, some one
from the Paramount office phoned
early in, the week for' a quotation on
'Beautiful Texas,' explaining that it
was to be used in a clip showing the

Murray Staub's Delicate
Brain Tumor Operation
Murray Staub, Chicago manager
for Mills Music, Inc., was operated
on for a brain tumor in the Pennsylvania hospital, Philadelphia, last
week. Telephonic reports to Mills'
New York office over the past weekend indicated a favorable trend in
Staub's condition.
Though stricken in Chicago, Staub
elected to receive surgical treatment
in his home town.

outside functions 'except where
village bdnd exists and
for patriotic parades and
celebrations o
-national holidays.'
The other bill prohibits a band or
orchestra cdmposed principally of
Civil Service employees from furnishing music at any function not
associated with a public department
or bureau this is said to be aimed
principally at the New York City

.at

no town or
except

AFM

officials

ano locals

claim that school, institutional and
department oichestras are taking a
lot of work away from their members. With the growth of high school
musical organizations, the cutting in
on union orchestras and bands is
said to have become widespread.
Similar proposals have been up
for consideration during the past
several years, but the sponsors could
not get them okayed by both houses.
Last year, local boards of education
Charlotte, N. C, Jan. 24.
Bill McNally is an expert on tak- made direct appeals to their legislaing inventories and stuff like that. tors for defeat of the school band
Which talent brought him to town measure. Senator Hastings is refor .the Charles, chain of stores. So ported to have been informed Troy
some new acquaintances laughed area units which might be affected
wheh he sat down to play the piano would not oppose it. Parochial or
the other night and then he un- private
of
school-college
bands,
folded, a sad story without lyrics, by course, are exempt.
Robert Service.

Inaugurated governor leading some
persons in singing the number.
Betnstein said that the charge would
be $100. Nothing further was heard
about the matter until last Friday
(!!0) when Bernstein got a wire from
Governor Daniel asking that the
newsreel 'tie allowed to soundtrack
the tune for nothingv
Bernstein wired back .that he
deeply resented Paramount's tdctics,
that because of other experiences
with; the latter he would insist on
xaaking this a business matter and
that he would jelay the $100 to the
governor for delivery to his favorite
inbuht, Bernstein repeated these same
day when he got a call from Paramount Bernstein repeated these same
McNally, who was once with Ted
k<entiments, and then agreed to let
Lewis and other dance bands, still
the newsreel use the number gratis.
pines for the good old days. But
P. S. Paramoimt later decided not
alas he's an old buckeroo for the
.to use the number under any cirmusic biz. He's 36 and, says he, that
R-O'K,
cumstances.
Bernstein then wrote won't do in a trade where the laborGovernor O'Daniel a letter of exers are measured for their autoIn view of the fact that no actual
iklanation and enclosed a check for
graphs by the length of their eyecharges have been preferred by.
$106.
lashes and their appeal to the jittereither side, Woody Herman's orchesbugs who call a man an A. K. any
tra is free to book with any org it
time he ^kids over 25.
pleases, according to the AFM, Her'So I ups and quits,' says Bill.

MAN AT

-

.

.

He hiked -to Georgia where he was
pinched for burglary and sehtenced
to 25 years in the pen. His musical
ability served him in good stead and
last Xmas he was given a 24-hour
leave of absence. Instead of returning. Carter kept on going and landed
where he pulled a hduse
breaking job and brought the stolen
jewelry here.
Local cops turned
Carter over to the Clayton authorities and notified Georgia and Michigan of his current whereabouts.
Carter will have no opportunity of
playing the clarinet or sax In the
Clayton jug, such entertainment being denied inmates.
in Detroit

BUDDY MORRIS

MAY GO OVER

WOODY HERMAN FREE
OF
AFM RULES

—

WATCH CBS^WNED ARC

FOR COIN CASE CLUE
Music publishers are looking to

American Record Co., recently
acquired by CBS, to provide the
the

basis for

a test suit ia connection

TO DREYFUS

David Snell handling scoring of
Harry Fox, agent and trustee for
Hardys Ride High* and 'Somejnost^ of the music industry in me- 'The
what Secret' at Metro.
chanical

licensing matters, asked the
*«bs. in a circular letter last week
w.fittnisH him with copies of noJJCfs of intent to use which have
been sent them by phonograph
jnanufacturers. He wants the copies
/or his records.

Lopez's

Vaude Dates

Vincent Lopez. orch. goes on a 10-

week vaude tour

after <;losing at the

Casa Manana, N. Y., Sunday (22),
returning to the Billy Rose spot after
Outfit
the completion of its- trip.
ralsy Parker Joins Weems
opens at the Shubert, Newark, Jan.
Chicago, Jan. 24.
27, and the N. Y. Paramount Feb. 8.
Patsy Parker, swingeroo warbler, Dates also set for Washington, Pittsnas been added
to the Ted Weems burgh, Baltimore, et al.
band aggregation.
Bookings are the first set lor the
Opened with W^ems orchestra in band by the Wm. Morris agency,
City, Was brought on from with which Lopez recently allied;
gSJS*
last with MCA.

doesn't

it

mean

the abso-

end thereof, by any means,
whether for Warners or any other

studio.

Metro and 20th-Fox seem as bulland with Dick

ish as. ever on these
Powell shifting from

WB

to the Culver City plant the M-G firm will be
as active' musically as heretofore.
Besides which the usual opieiretta
lineup for Jeanette MacDonald and
Nelson Eddy is set. R-M gi?oup is
also dickering with Vernon Duke,
who is currently allied with Chappell & Co.

Al Dubin by going Metro joins

berts), tentatively titled 'Streets of

McHugh-Dubin would probably also write the futufe Eddie CanParis.'

-

years, may switch to the Max Dreyfus organization. Morris is considering a proposition offered him by

He would be

Dreyfus.

of Chappell & Co. and Crawford
Music Corp., and also devote himself
to

now

Cantor

a

son-in-law,

inci-

~

dentally.

operating head

developing the T. B.

Harms

American News Distrib

cata-.

which Dreyfus recently bought
back from Warners. Morris might
log,

Experiment Continues;

also acquire a financial interest in the

Dreyfus group.
Morris is committed to remain in
his present post until May 31, but he
may arrange to make his exit from
the company a month or two before
that date.

Drug Stores Not Good
Walter G. Douglas, chairman of
the Music Publishers Protective Association, has received a prelimihary
report

Arrangement Factory

from the American News Co.

of the latter's experiment with thp
sale of sheet music in the Hartford
area.
The first two weeks of the

tryout 'showed

the

and

stationery

magazine stores experiencing a substantial overturn in copies, while the
drugistores as a whole did not do so
well.

Experiment will be carried for another three weeks.
The American
believes that by picking out
the best spots, it will be able to. build
up a worthwhile chain of sheet outlets in the Hartford territory.
It
will then proceed to apply the same
method of selection in other sections of the country.

News

'

'

DOGHOUSE FOR KAYE
SItsbt Oversight Left Syracase Jour-

Pair Arrested for Alleged Mulcting Of

'Song Writers'; Deny

Washington

original version.

although
lute

Edwin H. (Buddy) Morris, general tor film tunes, as and when Cantor
manager of the Warner Bros, pub- makes a picture for Metro and/or
lishing group for the past eight
RKO Radio. Jimmy McHugh, Jr., it

"

manufacturer makes an arrangement cleffed
Speak,' for 'Rose of
Jyuhout permission he becomes as
20th-Fox.
uabiie as though he had pirated the Square' at

in line with the current trend
to keep filmusicals at a minimum,
It's

lyricists.
staff
studio
He's
on a stage production idea
with Jimmy McHugh and Johnny
Mercer for Harry Kaufman (Shu-

Music Notes

'

,

casion arises.

also east

man last week served RockwellO'Keefe with notification that it no
HoUjrwood, Jan. 24.
longer represented him, though he
New wrinkle in music is the sale
was under contract to R-O'K for sev- of special arrangements and scoring
eral more years. AFM says that in for radio and pictures. Group headsuch a case the crew is free unless ed by David Broekman and Frederspecific charges are made by either ick Stark, conductors, and Lou RadiStotbart
and Edward party alleging breach of union
Herbert
rules. man, concert master on Texaco Star
Ward scoring 'Broadway Serenade'
Difficulty between the band and Theatre, has been organized to speat Metro.
its manager was almost settled Mon- cialize on orchestrations to meet any
day (23) when negotiations were un- requirement. Three arrangers and
Johnny Lan^e and Lew Porter der way, to put the crew in a New four copyists are aiding on the first
cleffed three songs for 'The Little York spot with network wires. How- batch of music.
National.
DitMaverick' at Grand
ever, it was difinitely set up to yesBen Barenblatt is biz manager of
ties are 'Git Along Cowboy,' 'Ride terday (Tuesday).
the tune factory.
'Em Buckaroo' and 'He's a Lowdown
Cowboy.'

with the pubs' drive to get phonograph record manufacturers to take
out a separate license for discs used
in coin-operated
machines.- The
ARC has given notice to certain
publishers of the company's intention to record some of their latest
spng releases, intimating that the
>)vaxed versions will be special arrangements of such tunes.
Dr. William Axt scoring 'I Takfe
is. this special arrangement right
at Metro.
that the pubs propose to make their This Woman'
springboard in a court fight against
Jacques Press signed to compose
the record manufacturers. The pubs
he music for a series by
contend that under the copyright and score
Animated Cartoons, Inc.
f^Vf the right to make a special arrangement is restricted to the copyMack Gordon and Harry Revel
right owner and that if a record
'I Never Knew Heaven Could

writing commitments. This was on
the tail «nd of the first songwriters'
gold rush to California.
Warners
now feels that it needn't maintain
staff songsmiths on its payroll, but
can call on any tune team as oc-

the
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WB

JUST AN OLD

SQ,000

'

Ray Carter, 31, who played the
clarinet and saxophone in the Atmusic head, he'll probably not
lanta prison band and with dance
orchestras when not in prison, was be renewed. Dubin closed yesterday
nailed here last week while allegedly (Tuesday) with the' Metro-Robbins
trying to peddle stolen jewelry. music interests and will be aligned
Authorities in Georgia, Michigan and with the Feist, Robbins and Miller
Missouri would like to entertain him catalogs.
It's not the first time Warren's
for a time. Garter admitted to gencontract expired, states Morris,
darrhes that he escaped from the
Clayton, Mo., jug on Feb. 9, 1935, as in 1931 the same thought ob'while awaiting trial on three bur- tained and the studio decidied not
to ti6 itself up to any long songglary charges.

—

situation.

group, according to Buddy Morris.
Al Dubin,' just arrived, from the
Coast, is making too great guarantee demands ($350 a week) and for
that reason alone, according to the

WB

Ban School

Witmark

>

Harry Warren and Johnny Mercer
most likely re-sign with the
Warner Bros, music publishing
will

Mason-Dixon

Shapiro
Robbing
Shapiro
Schirmer

•

,

They Say
Ferdinand the Bull

MUSIC HIS SIDELINE

tically all district offices below the
line this side of the

.Robbing

Bregman

I

•Sweethearts

stopoff in his itinerary is
Atlanta. His trip will take in prac-

Chappell
Chappell

D.R. Jones
Must See Annie Tonight
All Ashore
•Thanks iot Everything
You're the Only Star
tl*

Goes with Metro-Robbins Group

through the south.

Main

Witmark
Famous

Jeepers Creepers
•Two Sleepy People
tThis Can't Be-

trip

4«

Dubm s Guarantee Demands Chill WB;

John G. Paine, general manager
of the American Society of Composers, Athors and Publishers, left
last Friday (20) on a four weeks'

Jan. 21, 1939)

•You Musi Have Been a Beautiful Baby.

to Dixie

VARIETY

Detroit,

Robert

DeLeon

and

.Tan.

24.

his

wife,

Ruth, organizers of the Radio Music Corp. here, will be examined this
week before Judge Edward Jeffries
on charges of violating the blue sky
law. They pleaded innocent last
week on arraignment.
Detectives told Judge Jeffries that
the DeLeons had obtained $2,400 on
sale of stock in the corporation, with
the promise of publishing songs any
of the investors wrote.
.Carl H.
Wrobel, on whose complaint the warrant was issued, claimed he had invested ^70, while another investor,
Louise Tripsas, testified she had been
assured her music Would be pub-

Any

Chiseling

Kyser for N. Y« Expo

nal

Out

pit

a Limb

Syracuse, Jan. 24.
Syracuse Journal plenty irked at
Sammy Kaye. His press agent sold
the Journal the idea of sponsoring
a local- contest to select a song hit
which Sammy would tise in a saluteto-Syracuse program scheduled over
and the Mutual chain Satur-

WOR

night.
The jQumal plunged in
Kay Kyser orch. goes into New heavily.
Mutual has no outlet here. Plan
York World Fair May 1. Band is replaced by Ben Berhie's crew at the was to cut a wax of the Kaye broadPennsylvania Hotel, N. Y., Feb. 2, cast and then rebroadcast several
when Kyser leaves to fill theatre and hours later for local consumption.

day

one-night dates.
Kyser's Lucky Strike broadcast
time tonight (25) has been relinquished in favor of the airing of the
Joe Louis- John Lewis heavyweight
go at Madison Square Garden. Leader will guest on" the Fred Allen pro^-

gram.

But, it develops,' Kaye didn't
the necessary arrangements

make

with
Mutual. His program was duly aired

by WOR.
Resulting mix-up brought a deluge
of complaints to both station and
paper. So far as they're concerned
S. Kaye is not okay.

Screen Muslo, Inc., contracted to
Jack Mills has bought the AmeriThe DeLeons told police they had supervise the^ musical scoring of can rights to 'The Humming Waltz*
published sine songs in the last eight three pictures for Fine Arts, Films and 'Parade of the Toy-town Pomonths but that they'd hardly call are, 'Curio Cipher,' 'Full Speed licemen' from Cecil Lennox, Lon'em successful.
Ahead' and 'Empire of the West,'
don publisher.
lished.

MUSIC—DANCE BANDS

VARIETY

44

On
Benny

the Bum's in Philly.

Both

MCA.

placed by

Band Bookings

the Upbeat

Bernie Cummins opens at William
Penn, hotel Chatterbox, Pittsburgh,
Friday (27) for four weeks with
options, replacing Little Jackie Heller, who checks in same night at

Jean Wald's femme band into HoOdego, Toledo, for indef stay.
works out of Pittsburgh, re-

tel

Outfit

Ecclesiastic

Plug

'There's a Gold Mine in tha
Sky' is receiving unusual plugging hereabouts these days.
Rev. O. D. Poythress, pastor of
South Norfolk Christian Church,
is singing it at funerals he conducts in this section.

WB

Round-Robin

Jam Session

Warren's band bowed
Sherman Billingsley's Stork
Club, N.Y,, Monday (23), replacing
Sonny Kendis, who exited for a road

Richard

Too Costly

tour.

Arthur Kahn joined NBC music
Hollywood and draws baton"

on 'Modern

Melodies.'

Heavy

cost of

wire charges killed

a remote pickup jive session planned

Tommy Dorsey
John Scott Trotter will take his show. Idea was to have Jimmy and
Bunny
Dorsey
Berigan
Tommy
and
brief
fair
for
Frisco
the
a
band to
ii- New York, and ring in Gene Kruengagement.
pa from the Coast and a member of
Bob Crosby's Bobcats fron Chicago
Lane Thompson replaces Bill for five cornered jamming.
Bardo at the Hotel Schroeder, MilRound Robin was nixed by $2,500
stretch
three-week
for
waukee,
a
During stay wire charges added to the cost of the
beginning Jan. 30.
Thompson is scheduled for airing on extra jivers. It would have been
repeated on the rebroadcast.
WTMJ and NBC.
for the Raleigh-KTool

Joe VenntI has had his contract
twice at the Belmont
Plaza, N. Y. Latest deal takes him
up to Feb. 15.

renewed

Jules Falk to Eniope
Jules Falk, concert violinist and
director of music of the Steel Pier,
Atlantic City, sailed Saturday (21)
for a European talent quest for the
pier's opera company. He will visit
France, England, the Riviera, Switzerland, Belgium and Holland.

$25,000

Needed For

Mpls.

Symph

Survival

Minneapolis, Jan. 24.
Unless $25,000 is raised by Feb, 1,
the 36-year-old Minneapolis Symph

5th Edition, of tho
Cottott Club Parade

March

til

2.

Jimmy Lunceford

will fold after this season, directors mount,

Newark,

playing Para-

week March

24.

MADLY

I'M

IN

LOVE WITH YOU
By Benny Davis and J. Fred Cooti
Freshen Y6ur Program with

Morton Gould'*

PAVANNE
A

tuperb number in fha

modern idiom
From the Grand National Picture
"The Sunset Strip Case"

ro RATHER LOOK AT YOU
By

Sam Coilow

LAMBETH WALK
Still

the country's biqqesf
dance sensationi

0Sii
{nusii

have

&

at Lucas
Jenkins' Paramount theatre.
'Hour
of Charm' will be aired from stage
night of Jan. 30.

Thursday

(26)

night

Eddie Camden,

now

Spanish
Room of Henry Grady Hotel here,
will bow out after Feb. 9 in favor of
Danny Demetry. Camden has dates
for dances at Georgia U., Athens,
Feb. 10 and University of South at
Sewanee, Tenn,, Feb. 13 and 14, and
a couple' of clufc one-nighters in Atlanta before opening Feb. 16 at
Southern Terrace Club in Kansas
in

City.

opened Friday (20) at Atlanta Bilt
mpre's main dining -room for four
weeks, with options, succeeding Mar^
vin Frederic. Bands that play this
spot
are aired over WSB and

*

To Preem

at Frisco Fair

San Francisco, Jan. 24.
Leopold Stokowski has perfected
an electrical orchestra which may
revolutionize the technique of symphony ensembles. The world premiere of the newly-devised orchestra wiU take place on Treasure
Island Aug. 14-27 under Stokowski's
baton, and after 10 performances at
Golden Gate Exposition the leader
and ensemble will leave on a tour
which is already booked into the

Mike Riley crew, with Marion

Louis Opera Slated,

er,

Backed by $25,000 Fund

vocalist,

With a working capital of $25,000,
the recently formed Civic Grand
Opera Ass'n, has skedded Richard
Wagner's 'Die Walkuere' as the first
of three operas to be presented during a spring season in the Municipal
Patterned after the
Auditorium.
Municipal Theatre Assn., sponsor of

(24)

By

Distinctive

Wayne

THE HOUSE OF
1

0 0 0

Our New

iVo.

HITS
1 Ballad

an' Rice an' Coooanut

Oil

The Cockeyed Mayor
Kaunakakai

of

stiage

directors,

respectively.

A

cast of outstanding Wagnerians from
the Met. Opera Co. is expected to be
engaged for 'Die Walkuere.'

Stokowski, '<vill produce with 24
players a volume of tone equal to
that now produced by an ensemble
of 150 instruments. It will cover a
range now rarely achieved and have
more resonance and timbre.

Burke Bivens and Mitchell
2 9

for-

music.
Laszlo Halas2 and Dr. Ernest Lehr
have been engaged as musical and

A

Novelty - Bigger Than "Josephine"

16

Francis

Placed by Joa Miller

CRA.

AMONGTHOSESAIUNG

-

•

Ken

Penn,

alfresco productions in Forest Park
each summer, the Civic Grand Opera Ass'n. is a non-profit organization.
permanent salaried chorus
whose membership is to be restricted
to natives will be formed. Tooters
in the local symph will supply all

Pasadena, where the last few wrin- combination.
kles of the invention are being
Vibraphone, Hammond electric orironed out.
These have to. do gan, electrical guitar and a violin
mostly with resonance and high equipped with an instrument which
fidelity.
electrifies the tone makes this an allThe electrical orchestra, says electric combo.

King,

LEO FEIST, INC.

New

at

Pittsburgh, succeeding
outfit.

St. Louis, Jan. 24.

Mill-

opened indef engage-

ment Tuesday

Standard Novelties Always
in

Demand

Mama Don't Want No

BROADWAY

•

Parish

NEW YORK

Peas

(From HeMzapoppin')

T ATOOED LA DY
Pepito and His Violin

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS

JIMMY McHUGH'S
"DINNER AT EIGHT"
BOBBINS MUSIC CORP.

ANNABELLE
A

*

Stokrs Electrical Orch

St.

Roy Maxon skedded to play lor winter.
Presidents' polio benefit dances at
Maestro Stokowski and his elecElectric Rhythm
Rome, Ga., Jan. 27, 28.
trical orchestra are now at the "CaliNew quartet at the Hotel Shelton,
Harry Candullo and 8-pieces fornia Institute of Techhology at N, Y., is John Gart's aU-elettrical

WAGA.

1^

—

—

,

Directors have Jimmy Dorsey precedes him March
announced.
pledged $16,000 on condition that the 17 and follows at Strand, N. Y.,
public comes across with the balance. March 31 for two weeks.
Ted Lewis playing southern theaOrchestra requires $45,000 a year,
in addition to receipts to meet its tres and ballrooms for R-O'K.
Benny Meroff to Strand, BrookAttendIs due to sail March 25 from Eng- obligations, directors say.
lyn, N. Y., Jan. 27.
ance this season has been off.
land for the U. S.
Tommy Chatfleld, new R-O'K band.
Century Club, Tulsa, Okla,, Jan. 22,
two weeks..
Atlanta Bookings
Jack Fulton and Southern Gentlemen, Nicollet hotel, Minneapolis,
Song
The New Sitisational
Jan. 28, two weeks.
Atlanta, Jan. 24.
Frank Trumbauer hitting midwest
BLAME IT ON
CRA band activities in and around one-niters.
MY LAST AFFAIR
Del Courtney going into twelfth
Atlanta:
ty tht writart of
Phil Spitalny and All-Girl band week at New Kenmore hotel, Al•'I L«t A Sonq Go Out Of Mi Heart"
bany, N. Y.
will open seven-day engagement
From f he

—

WB

into

staff in

Inside Stuff-Music

Carl Moore one-niting en route to
Music Box ballroom, Omaha, Neb.
Plays fortnight starting Feb. 28.
Isidore Witmark who, with Jay Witmark, is the surviving member
of
Rudy Bundy precedes him from Jan. M. Witmark & Sons, pioneer music publishing company now a Warner
27 to Feb. 9.
Bros, holding has authored a 600-page treatise on 'From Ragtime to
Danny Demetry to Henry Grady Swingtime' which Lee Futman, Inc. is bringing out In a month or two.
hotel, Atlanta. Ga., for four weeks Late Dr. Isaac Goldbefg, authority on music and theatrical works, colstarting Feb. 10.
laborated. Frank 0>Ven, journalist, completed the actual scrivening chores'
Charles Costello, Commodore Club, but Witmark and Dr. Goldberg will be solely credited since they had the
Detroit, Jan. 28, indef.
book well along when the latter died some five months back.
Rita Rio, Casa Manana, N.Y., Jan.
Isidore Witmark, vfetetan music man, has been six years working on
28, indef.
the book, or ever sinCe he Retired from the music business when his deal
Eddy Rogers replaces Bill Scotti at with Warner Bi'os. expired. In 192d, when
took over a flock of music
Belvedere hotel, Baltimore, Jan. 26 companies for some $8,000,000, Isidore stayed on with the firm bearing
for CRA.
his name for a Spell, biit subsequently bo;yed out. Brother Jay Witmark
Emerson Gill, Van Cleve hotel, has been dabbling in the market likewise since quitting the business.
Dayton, O., Jan. 28, indA
House of Witmark published 28 Victor Herbert operettas those scores'
Mike Riley, New Penn, Pittsburgh, were a prime assist when
ogled the music field plus all of the late
Jan. 24 tnrough Feb. 6.
Ernest R. Ball ballads, Sigmund Romberg, Cohan, George Ade and other,
Hal Kemp will one-nite colleges, works. Considerable tin pan alley inside stuff concerning these personaletc., 'til mid-February, heading into
ities constitutes this cavalcade of 50 years in the music business.
The
."'outh.
Just ended theatre tour.
Vjptor Herbert anecdota, says Witmark, is an important component of his
Clyde McCoy closes at Palomar, book.
Los Angeles, March 7.
Dean Hudson will play Trianon
Writers of the music of 'They Say' (Witmark), current sheet hit, are a
and Aragon ballrooms, Chicago, in couple of Viennese refugees, Stephan Weiss and Paul Mann. Ironic part
February after completing south- about this is that because of the pair's membership in AKM, Austrian perern tour for Gu3 Edwards.
forming rights society, which was merged several months ago with AGMA,
Dusty Roades playing fifth return German p.r.s., by the Nazis, the American Society of Composers, Authors
date at Muehlebach hotel, Kansas and Publishers miisf relay Weiss and Mann's portion of the performing proCity.
ceeds to Germany.
Les Brown hitting the college circuit for CRA.
Story in the Now York dailies last week' to the effect Louis Armstrong
Stuff Smith stays at La Salle ho- was starting action against Sammy Cahn and Saul Chaplin because of the
tel, Chicago, unta Feb. 11.
tune 'Old Man Mose Ain't Dead' was the brainchild of a N. Y. press agent.
Blue Barron, Chase hotel, St. Armstrong and a contemporary are responsible for the original 'Old Man.
Louis, March 10.
Mose Is Dead,' and have nothing in mind against the writers ol the sequel
Russ I\!rorgan,,Chez Paree, Chicago, in a legal way.
March 3 and then Rice hotel, Houston, Tex., May 25 for long stay.
Considerable shift of recording talent is expected during the next two
King's Jesters, Rice hotel, Houston, weeks or so as a result; of the CB$ entrance into the field via its buyout of
Tex., March 9, three weeks.
the Brunswick setup. Several artists on CBS programs but recording for
Carlos Molina, Lowry hotel, St. other wax outfits are considering consolidating their efforts under the CBS
Paul, Jan. 28.
banner.
Harry Candullo, Atlanta Biltmore,
Expected shift in some bands will probably force others to break' away
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 21, four weeks.
from the CBS ( runswick) label because of similarity of style, etc.
Dukes and Duchess, combo, Webster Hall, Detroit, until Feb. 14.
Abner Silver and Mitchell Parish have composed their differences over
Charles Costello, Commodore Club, a writing partnership contract and it's now okay with Silver if Parish
Detroit, Jan. 28, indef.
wants to team up with others. Silver agreed to tear up the paper which
Larry Clinton stays at Meadow- obligated the pair to divvy up their royalties on all new works whether
brook Club, Cedar Grove, N. J., un- written separately or joihtly.

—

Norfolk, 'an. 24.

cently closing at Press Club, Erie,
Pa.
«

Al Kavelin to Nixon Cafe, Pittsburgh, Jan. 30 from Jung hotel. New
Orleans, for four weeks, with Fran
Eichler going out after six -month
stay. Placed by Joe Miller for CRA.

"Wednesday, January 25, 1939

-Wednesday, January 25,
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StaD

Robitscheks Straight Vaude Folds

PUnr

Pact

VASIETr

Kyser

Philadelphia, Jan. 24.

In N. Y.; Acts Lose Out

on Salaries

Refusal of Joe Hurtig, operator of
the Shubert, to name those backing

45

Sps to Play Strand, N. L

After Par Nixes Pic

Demand

Pact;

his hurley venture in the house, is

holdmg up negotiations with The-

ARREST CAFE

Kurt Robitschiek's straight vaude

M. C.

Fight Orch Competition

Managers, Agents and Treasurers union, Hurtig, at each meetPrecedent In St. L. on yioiation of ing with the union, maintains he
Liquor Law
must submit all propositions to his
weeks, with all acts in the show
LIKE
backer in Ne\v York. TMAT says
holding the bag for most of their
that if there is such a person, it's
EdSt.
Louis,
Jan. 24.
With the exception of
16th Unit Into Stanley, Pitt—Also
salaries.
Izzy Hirst, hurley booker and operLocal gendarmes established a
Flock of Name Bands
each act reator.
Hurtig pooh-poohed the Hirst
die Garr, the money
precedent last week when they suggestion. Unless the house places
ceived for the last week's Avork
Pittsburgh, Jan. 24.
union
men
nabbed
the
the
m.c.
boxoffice
conin
a
shortly,
of
the
South
St.
Louis
amounted to around 26%
the union will picket, its execs deNew all-time for repeats being set
nitery on a liquor law
because
atrical

attempt at the Majestic, New York,
after three
folded Sunday night- (22)

MUST

AMS

^

of a

Garr,

tracted salaries.

violation

Edward Amsler, the m.c,
collected in full charge.
each day's work until was jugged along with the proprieTuesday (17), but from thereon re- tor, Michael Driska, and the bartender, John Haag.
Cops say they
ceived only a fraction of his pay,
saw customers drinking in the GlenAmerican Federation of Actors is
special

contract,

nightly

for

more Club

trying to collect
the actors' salaries
from Robitschek. Other imions are
not concerned, the stage hands and
musicians locals having seen that the
craftsraien collected in full before the
in

now involved

of

the balance

had been paid.
opened the straight
on a shoestring, the
Shiiberts giving him the house on a

talent

Robitschek

at 2:30 a.m.,

which

is

past

percentage.

Policy

Driska has been cited
appear before Excise Commis-

to

sioner Lawrence McDanieL
III previous arrests cops have only
nabbed proprietors and bartenders.
No explanation was forthcoming
why m.c.s are now to be arrested
also.

Year's impetus.
Acts in the show involved in the
partial-payoff included Garr, Her-

INCH

HOLBORN EMPIRE
HISTORY DRAMATIZED

bitschek said the musicians, stagehands- and house staff would have to
dyaw their pay in full from the Sunday gross before the acts could start

House grossed a

dividing.

over

little

$800 in the three Sutiday shows, actors* share coming to $500.
Divided,
It

gave the performers another

6%

of their full salaries.

During the first two weeks of the
policy, Robitschek went in for extensive advertising in the dailies.
This continued until the middle of
last week, when all paid space was
dropped.

Ga^r wanted to drop out of the
show after the Wednesday night per.

when his daily salary
wasn't on hand, but listened to pleas
from other performers, who claimed
formance,

show would have to fold if he
They figured they would be
able to salvage most of the coin due

the

Wt.

tnem

if

the show continued

till

London, Jan.

liB.

Black collaborated -with
variety dept's Roy Speer and
Leslie Bally on a script for broadcast history of the Holborn Empire.
Program will be last of series of
eight 'Famous Music Halls,' aiid will
be commentated by John Watt. Ada

DETR0ITERSSHlinER2
MORE GAMBLING SPOTS

(21), seeking to collect $205 booking fee from
Blackstone, the magician.
Blackstone, in a filed answer,
claims the bill was paid.

Detroit, Jan. 24.

ASNEWTMNTGUM

Succesaful in shutting the Chesteras a gambling spot,. East De-

MOdred Bailey

to

Europe

field

week caused MaMildred Bailey,
two other gambling
away from hubby
Chalet and the Tango Par-

troit citizens last

comb

county's

joints, the
lor,

to

fold.

The

Chesterfield and

Chalet had reopened following seatChicago, Jan. 24.
_
t^oUowing a three- week test, Bala- ing of Gov. Frank Fitzgerald Jan. 2.
& Katz will continue pro pre- The Tango Parlor, which had operated four years at Eastwood Park,
views
in
the
State-Lake
each
^ednesday night. Wanted to see if on a bingo-like policy^ was closed on
^
"\e previews
would uncover enough suggestion of Henry Wagner, manager of Eastwood, who wired his
*S^/*»*.for its theatres. Thus far
advising
'em to
Florida
aides
from
]J"7o of the acts to preview have
cooperate with' East Detroit officials.
jeceiyed B.&K. dates
.and an addi$300-prize
was
ii9Pal 30%
Chalet
specialty
The
have been

booked

his

contract

that

.

AFA SETS AGENT
FRANCIflSING;

MCA

IN

operating the State, which also uses
bands often, are reported determined
not to let orchestras steam tip one
house against the other, on Broad-

way.
While it's understood orders have
been sent out that Uie booking of
Kyser for the Strand is not be discussed, it's said that no agreement
has been made as to what picture he
plays

Coming

with.

weeks Feb.

17,

in

the picture

two

for

may be

who

'Off

bring together two factions of club
date bookers in N. Y., the Associated
Entertainment
Directors,
formed
from members who quit the Enter'
tainment Managers Association, and
the latter.
He figures it will be
easier to deal with One combined
group than two now at odds.

recently split

Europe

Date

Jessel's Philly

Red Norvo's crew,

leaves shortly for a 12-week tour of

Philadelphia, Jan, 24,
lull in name policy

Following a

Before sailing, Miss Bailey has two since early this month, Jack Lynch
weeks at the Strand with Artie Shaw, brings George Jessel to the Walton
and a week each at the Earle, Philly; Roof Feb. 1.
Hipp, Baltimore, and Earle, WashJessel reported getting $2,500 a
.

ington.

week;

B

where.

in

the Record,' a Warner newspaper story not anticipated as one of
the company's biggest, now slated for
With the Music Corp. of America
that date, but xmderstood 'Dark Vichaving already signified its willingtory' is a possibility instead.
ness to co-operate and sign as an
While the Kyser show may be the
American Federation of Actors licostliest
the SU'and has played since
censee, the actors' tmion will shortly laimch its long proposed plan to emulating the "Pex pit policy early
franchise agents and agencies around last fall, the housei has gone to
New York. Chicago and San Fran $10,000 on two previous shows, inCisco are already ticketed to some cluding the Louis Armstrong-Bill
extent but Gotham has not yet been Robinson bill and the Jan GarberEthel Merman Is^put.
Kyser has
since 1933, when it took over the with initial three days devoted to touched.
State-Lake. Oriental is the last to straight films.
Mineola is in the
With MCA, one of show biz's played for Winers in other spots,
Cocalis chain.
dispense with the lines.
largest and most profitable com- including Pittsburgh and Philad^lAl Rogers will book.
bines for a nucleus, union sees a phia. He is claimed to have taken
Balaban & Katz eliminated its
great stride toward getting smaller over $13i000 out of the .Pittsburgh
house line fronli the Chicago more
Lincoln's Pari Timer
outfits in line.
Intention is to make date on a perceiitage deal and over
than a year ago and when circuit refrom Philadelphia under
agencies closed shops for AFA acts $10,000
Lincoln, Jan. 24.
opened the State-Lake under its own
Vaude bows into the J. H. Cooper and to exact from them, via fran similar arrangement. His demands
banner last month It came In with
a straight eight-act policy instead of house, Saturday (28) with Major chise, promises tb maintain union for high coin no doubt is predicated
in part on that. When he played tho
Goes two salaries and conditions as well.
using the standard girl line with five Bowes' 'Rodeo' revue.
Ralph Whitehead, executive sec Par, N. Y., last May he ^ot $6,500 net.
days, as part of a vaudfilm layout,
acts.
High salaries, it's claimed, would
Oriental indicates that it will spend then goes to A pictures. Not defi- retary of the union, states that the
the money it's saving on the line for nite about policy, but it's under- William Morris office has also in- place the p61icies of the Par, Strand
dicated a desire, to discuss the mat and State in a precarious position
additional vaude talent. At one time stood flesh will get as regular a play
ter
with
the
union.
MCA
is
virtU'
through overhead.
It
was high
Chicago had chorus lines in eight as possible.
ally in the bag, according to the salary
demands th^t knocked the Par
theatres, Chicago, Oriental, Stateunion. Whitehead wiU seek an ap
and Capitol out of stage shows a few
Lake, Uptown, TivoU, Marbro, Avapointment
with
Bert
Abe
LasUogel,
of
Levy
Circuit
Sues
years ago, in qpite of a supposed genlon and Capitol.
the Morris office, before the week
agreement at that time
Only spots left for choruses in
Blackstone for Booking is out; Whitehead wants to have tlemen's
to regulate and not boost salaries on
town are a few cafes and the single
the ball rolling as soon as possible
Milwaukee, Jan. 24.
acts, bands, etc., by competitive bidburlesque house, Rialto.
The Bert Levy Circuit of Vaude- as former is expected to leave for ding.
the Coast shortly.
ville Theatres, Inc., filed suit in cirWhitehead has been trying to
cuit court here Saturday

the

CHI PREVIEWS

stated

it

at the Paramount, the management
of this house, as well as Loew's,

engagement here.

Reeve, Wilkie.Bard and Denier Warren will be among old-timers who
will reminisce about the theatre,
which has been open over 80 years
Recording of Gracie Fields, Hoibom's biggest favorite, and broadcast from the theatre by Max Miller,
will' represent the modern point of
view.

weekend.

Um

deluxer,

with

show entertainment, is reported payso far in '39.
ing Kyser $10,000 for hiniself and
Stanley inaugurates 11th anniverorchestra, plus a standby crew,
sary month Friday (27) with lineup
bringing the cost to around $12,000.
of five straight name bands, starting
with Russ Morgan, and Ted Weems, Standby musicians are necessary beEddy Duchin, Tommy Dorsey and cause Kyser's men are not members
of Local 802 in N. Y.
Vincent Lopez following.
Repeats
Coincident With a flat refusal to
for all of them, with exception of
specify
pictures bands will play with
Morgan, who's playing first theatre

man Bing, Wiere Bros. (3), Jack
Holland and Jime Hart with Cdoria
Rich, Joey Faye, Chaz Chase, Avis
Chicago, Jan. 24.
Andrews, Walter 'Dare' Wahl and
Jonnie Trama,' Jeanne Lorraine and
Kext week Chicago will be without
Roy Rognan and Clare and Sanna a line of girls in any variety theatre, Mmeola Theatre Starts
Julian Fuhs was the
Sisters (3).
Oriental, now operated by Jones,
house pit leader -with a crew of 11.
Part-Time Vaude Feb. 1«
All the acts were given about 20,% Llnick & Schaefer, has given notice
of their salaries after the last ahow to Its chorus and in the future will
The Mineola, Mineola, L. I., opens
Saturday night (21). WhenRobitBchek operate with acts only. Also exiting
with vaudfilm Feb. 16.
Opening
called them in and told them he just
will be line producer -Charles Nig- bill not yet set.
Spot will carry
didn't have the money to pay off in
flesh only on last half of the week,
full, but added that the Shuberts gemyer, who has been with J.L.&S,
were contributing the house free for
Sunday and that the acts could work
three shows that day and split the
entire gross.
First, however, Ro-

WB

that his

picture

the

to with 15th week fpr Major Bowes the Par deliver 'Cafe Society' °(Par)
and Music amateur units. Current one's billed or forfeit two weeks' salary, $20,000,
week after as 'Champion Tyros of 1938.' First to the band.
lengthy negotiations have about been one came here in August, 1935, and
The Warner house, now close bpcompleted.
another followed that year, five in
position to the Paramount with pit'36, three in '37, four in '38 and one

•

TO DROP LINE

at Stanley,

stipulate

play

killed negotiations

members are expected

George

ORIENTAL LAST

week

this

Kay Kyser

of

he
on being dated
between the bandleader an« the Paramount, New
York, with result Kyser has signed
with the Strand (WB). Kyser wanted
would

into the Academy
ticket stalls after next

BBC

re-

is

have just about broken
even the first two weeks, with the
gross slumping badly after the opening of a new- show Jan. IS, though
the trade considered, the second lineup far superior to the -first. Opening
had the advantage of Xmas-New
ported to

TMAT

BVay

go

the curfew.

v&udeville policy
straight

clare.

Demands
contract

on

else-

biiigo

parties

for

women.

It

was

shuttered shortly after the Chesteris the only
field was served with a court injuncaJ*^ here showing previews. tion by irate citizens.
lookers have found them
v^H
u,
T^ugWe in judging acts new for the
formerly nixed, due

AFA to Seek Bonding of Doubtfid Cafe,

KNIFE-TOSSER INJURES

MATE WITH FIRST MISS
Pittsburgh, Jan. 24,
Mrs. Harriett Calvert, half of a
knife-throwing act at a downtown
hot spot, had a narrow escape from
death yesterday morning (23) when
her' husband-partner err«d in His
aim and hit his wife in the right
arm, just above the elbow. It was
the first time he had missed in seven
years of blade-tossing, Calvert said.
Mrs. Calvert was rushed to the
hospital, where it required half a
do^en stitches to close the wound;

Cbi Bicycles Acts

fJjJ^-Lake presently

K

J:-;'\^'»okers' refusal to risk

^ unseen,
vaude time

book- Socialites' Fla.

are now getting
through the showings.

FTR Vaude

Tour

Boston, Jan. 24.

,

Massachusetts
Federal
Theatre
vauae project
goes into rehearsal
"joh .with 'Federal
Varieties of 1939,'
ali°-S?'npany of 50 people, white
t'eb.-M

*

chtoSl***"^
'

bv in,'

i

ford
"i-a.

TTom

*°

^^^^

state with

^^°"'
12.piece or-

scenery and new music
Preston Sani-

^""^"S

Senna staging.

Exodus

Folds Waldorf Nitery

Vaude Ventures to Protect Members

Chicago, Jan.

Two swank

hotels in town,

and Blackstone,

have

24,

Drake

instituted

a
doubling policy for ;acts.
Originally booked into the Gold
Taking another cue from Equity ship has been called for Feb. 2 at
Coast Room of Drake^ acts taxi to
along with agent franchising, the Edison hall. Hotel Edison, N. Y,, the Blackstone Balinese Room
for a
American Federation of Actors is ex- where Ralph Whitehead, executive near-midnight performance.

AFA, will lay his plan
He will ask
to instruct the Council to

secretary of

Although

it

normally closes during pected to act shortly on a plan to before the Vnembership.

the Florida season, the Sert Room of bond all doubtful backers of niteries
the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N. Y., and vaudeville enterprises. Having
folded prematurely when it quit Sat- seen left holding the sack many
urday (21) night. Early exodus to times lately due to vaude house and
the south of the society crowd, main nitery flops, union is out to protect
Latest prodder was
support of the room, due to excep- its members.
tionally bad weather in N.Y., was collapse of Kurt Robitschek's Majestic, New York,
Sunday (22) with
responsibly.
Emil Coleman crew had been set acts getting only percentage of their
Crew returns wages.
to stay until Feb. 22,
mass meeting of AFA memberwith the reopening April 8,

A

members

Team

Smithy Burke
up machinery for such a move,
Ed Smith and Bernard Burke have
has never before demanded
such bonding. Recent crashes of the opened joint offices in New York to
International Casino and Hollywood handle their agenting.
Smith reRestaurant in addition to the Robit- cently returned from the Coast pifter
schek venture also prompted the breaking v/ith Mark Leddy. Burke
action. Union had originally planned exited the Charles Allen office last
such a move for the Majestic show. week.
In each case .acts are still waiting
Pair will work together, though
salaries due.
their association is no partnership.
set

AFA

'

.

VAUDE-NIGHT CLUBS

VARIETY

4«

and thence comes the
Wyse, Jr., and June

sho'vtr.

Wyse

vaude at its best.
Raul and Eva Reyes, who broke
here some years ago at Fred
Grinham's old Country Club, have
gone far since last caught. They
open with a legit Americanized
number in evening dress and come
back for rhumbas in costume. They
tied up the show.
Hildegarde lives up to her billin

charge.

This is the 10th edition of Billy
Rose's 'Streamlined Varieties' and
the start of his second year at the
Casa Manana, New York, since taking over the now defunct French
It's a milestone for which
Casino.
Rose and all concerned, including his

added

starter, Herbert Ertle, singing
It's
'Eili Eili,' should be dropped.
probably the most impassioned and
plaintive chant ever heard on a

mixed public rostrum,

——

in fine

and

tearful voice that is not without its
1939 realism
but it doesn't quite
jibe with the 'Refugee Revue' idea.
For one thing, it reduces the racial-politico-liberal perspective to a
purely secular premise. Up until this
point have paraded a galaxy of cosmopolites, most of them more Nordic
in appearance than Hitler's entire
cabinet, all of them talented, sympathetic-looking young' people who
seemingly prefer to brush aside any
lachrymose appeul in favor of
merely making their performances
speak for themcelves.
But when

capped by the 'Eili Eili' it's a curious
admixture of the religioso with
three-quarter time.
Max Willenz, the conferencier, is
another who might also prune the
There's more effect in disstager, John Murray Anderson, may spleen.
well take bows. It's not only the arming charm than in forceful capbest cabaret-theatre entertainment tiousness; without, in any. wise,
in America today— or, more strictly, blinding one's-self to the basic grimdining-dancing- ness. that accounts for their very
with
vaudeville
drinking features—but in the 'Refu- presence on this side of the Atlantic.
On the other hand, that 'Star
gee Revue,' Rose has a surefire highlight thiat's almost a show in itself. Spangled' finale, tongue-in-cheek as
Thi? 'Itefugee Revue' is further de- you will about it, is a patriotic
something tha- is beginning t6 mean
tailed under New Acts.

much more to
an American
With the Jack Denny and Rita who, heretofore,many
casually
Rio bands alternating, the latter an allegiance to the doctrine pledged
that now
all-femme combo with a stream- takes on many extra
values in this
lined, jitterbugette maestro waving day and age.
the stick—and that's not the only
New
policy of $1.50 minimum, a
the eight acts cut from the
thing she waves
$2 table d'hote minny,
play smoothly, punchfully and well. should spell tumaway biz,
espeAcrobatic Four Vespers tee off cially with this
whammo show. This
with their standard risley. Dorothy gives Rose two hit niteries
in the
Fox, just out of 'Sing Out the News,' Broadway sector, he alone
disprovand formerly of Walters and Fox, ing the eastside trend. His Diamond
is a capable interpretive dancer on Horseshoe
($1 minimum) has been
her own. She's partial to the Ray-

.

show on

own.
^GoAmez and Winona, ballroomologists, are a nice interlude here with
the standard waltz, conga and foxits

Angelo Di Palma, Rockets

MAISONETTE RUSSE
ST. REGIS, N. T.)

Yvonne

Bouvier, Gedda Petry,
Nazarenko, Michel Greben.
Bom Belostotsky, Serge Abagoff,
Mathey's orch.

lasha

The Maisonette Russe (grill), in
the Hotel St. Regis is a class hideaway, very Don Juan, Sheherazade
and/or Casanova in its Franco-Russian class decorum. For a time the
Maisonette had a vogue; then came
the .Iridium Room and that's apparently cutting into its companion
Russe room, although the contrast
between the two is sufficient to make
it worthwhile for business in
both
spots.

-Newest revuette in the Maisonette
Night in Luxemburg,' harking
to ^he Balkan musical comedy
motif, with lasha Nazarenko as the

A

Is

back

gay-dog, a.k. bai-on; Yvonne Bouvier
as the chanteuse; Gedda Petry as
a
trot
dis- demi-mondaine; Boris Belostotsky as
Routine,
professionally
the dandy; Serge Abagoff as a hoofpatched.
ing
zouave;
and
Michel
Greben
Everett Marshall, just closed in
as a
the Shuberts' revival -df 'Blossom hussar.
It's a charmingly thought out
little
Time,' lends vocal eclat and distine
tion to the lineup although inclined revue, a pot-pourri of class nonsense, with much fol-de-rol and
to remain in the same barytone bal
ladeering groove throughout.
His elaborate clinking of wine glasses in
between song and dance soecialties.
'Rosalie' opener and 'The Night Is
Young (And You're So Beautiful) Miss Bouvier, long at the Hotel St.
Moritz, is the star with her okay
finale are more in the popular idiom,
songs and a rather nonsensiHe reprises the latter because he French
cal bit of audience palm-reading
first introduced it for Rose at the
thats not particularly clever and
Fort Worth Casa Manana two' years
doesn't quite belong.
•aeo. But, in between, he offers "The
Mathey alternates with his two
Glory Road,' a very concerty numbands, a tzigane combo and the reguber, 'That's Why Darkles Were Born'
lar dance band. The room's former
(introduced by him in a 'Scandals'
Billy Hicks (colored) .band is out,
seven years ago), and 'Shanty Boat
Mathey servicing in. t>oth departon the Mississippi' (new; also quite ments,
and very nicely. Costuming
lyceum), so that it makes for three by
Paquin of Paris, very effective.
bal^nds in the same idiom. Despite
Couvert $1.50; table d'hote dinner,
Ja"': Denny's band's blasting and
$3.50, and no couvert to late holdfailure to properly synch -on the ac
overs.
^bel.
companiments a detail that will be
ironed out, of course ^Marshall did
handily, holding his audience ex

—

—

PALM ISLAND CLUB

ce^riinply 'Well,

The Three Stooses (Howard, Fine
and Howard), sljjy. straighted by
Eddie Lawton, tire an inelegant but
funny combo of zanies with their
thumb-in-eye and very low comedy

•

street, his flashy

—

one of the cafe outstanders in the
Scott tunes for musical back- past month, doing amazingly
strong
ground, and a distinguished accomp trade in the face of a post-holiday
it is, doing her impressionistic 'world nitery slump.
Abel,
tour' and kindred terps to fancy re-

(HOTEL

By

quired,
was iust thinking,' he said,
Bill Halligan
•what Johnny Royal would do, or
The Old-timer leaned agajnst tl e what Johnny Harris would say if
wall of the Somerset hotel on 47th anyone tried to book a strip-tease

NIXON CAFE

mond

Jack Durant (New Acts), exMitchell and Durant, next, a capable
soloist 'and a sturdy m. c, working
effectively throughout, in pacing the
proceedings.
Lillian Roth, marking a Broadway
comeback, after retirement following marriage, proves something of a
show stopper with her pops. Her
stuff is nicely paced, well arranged
and cannily sold. Always an expert song saleswoman, the comely
Miss Roth is clicky stage fare.
Salici' Puppets, next, seemed a revelation in the nitery atmosphere.
Unquestionably among the ranking
marionet troupes in the business, the
family of five which manipulates the
sticks and strings,' plus' the maestropianist who doubles for the musical
interludes, have a turn that seemingly need not limit itself tb theatres.
Their, revue is &• miniature variety

Saga of 47th Street

polo coat of ancient
vintage shining like the light in an
old maid's eyes. 'How about a cup
of coffee?', you inquire casually and
he nods acquiescence, like a judge in
the stand at Belmont. 'How's things
ing. Her personality quieted a noisy along the rialto?',^ you ask as you
Saturday night audience. Working order a little brandy on the side.
sans mike, she sings to her own piano
accompaniment, winding up her 'What rialto?', he snorts. 'Surely you
stunt with a community sing that don't mean this 'Lane of Despair'
clicks with the trade. She's a strik- 47th street? Let me tell you someing looker with plenty stuff on the thing. Bill.' I settled in comfort for
ball.
the story.
Cross and Dunn, faves here lor
'When vaudeville suffered its secmany years, steal the whole works.
They punch their stuff through, take ond stroke, the fountain-head of talencore after encore, and come back ent in America went, into a tailspin.
I don't know what
smiling tb continue delivering smart No survivors.
Their style and stuff is put the kibosh on the two-a-day ...
material.
high class. They click on a slightly I ain't no "oracle., .but when the
risque basis, but in an inoffensive boys started to put up those 3,500manner.
seaters, the handwriting was on the
Donohue, whose last Florida enThen along
gagement was at the Hollywood dressing room wait
Beach Hotel 10 years ago, slams came the talking picture and the
out swell hoofing rhythms and plays sidewalk comic, and the ad lib wisethe show flawlessly. Monchito and cracker took Horace Xlreeley's adhis rhumba crew fill in for Dono- vice 30 years too late and headed
Thorn.
hue.
for the last frontier thb West Coast
casting offices. The public asked for
it and they iot it.
And how they
got it! There isn't anything science
(PITTSBURGH)
hasn't done to make the public
laugh, cry and applaud, But there
Pittsburgh, Jen. 21.
Fron Eichler's orch (9), Dawn & isn't any machine invented yet that
Darrow, Mack Bros. (Z), Bob Carter, will raise a kid in a .wardrobe trunk

—

turns.

A

tells

of

Rita Rio and Jack Denny orchestras, 4 Vespers, Dorothy Fox, Jack
Durant, Lillian Roth, Salici Puppets,
Gomez & Winona, Everett Marshall,
3 Stooges (Howard, Fine & Howard);
'Franklin D, Roosevelt Jones' choral
ensemble -from 'Sing Out the News,'
'Refugee Rcuuc* afterpiece, with
Max Willenz, Halla Linda, Vera
Kura, Beatrice Lind, Rose Garay,
The D'Artois, Bob & Bertie (Hellman), Ema Rubenstcin, Herbert
Ertle, premiered Jan. 23, '39; $1.50
minimum, $2 on Sat. and holidays,
plus 50c extra for preferred location

Wednesday, January 25, I939

ticularly

Casa Manana Edition

(MIAMI BEACH)

—an actor's kid.'

(6).

That sounded like the tag to me,
With the only hot spot in town but that's where I was wrong. The
that pays its own way come hell or old-timer kept
right on. I ordered
high-water (and that's no exaggeraanother brandy.
tion either since Nixon cafe actually
'Tell me one thing. Bill,' he went
operated right through '36 fiood),
Tony Conforti can afford to shell out right on, not waiting for an answer.
Shows,
entertainment.
floor
booked by Joe Hiller, represent .the
class of the nitery talent in these diggings and current one's up to snuff.
•

for

''

Ross

Mann open.
some gags that aren't parfunny, then goes into a
routine of acrobatics that's a defl>
nit^^cVick. ^Miss Mapn enters and
together "they go to town 'on some
swell- tumbling routines that smack

"Refi^ee Revue' Hk[lilights BiDy
Rosi; s 10th

—

.

Not exactly socko but sound ringside stuff, w.ith Dawn and Darrow

(New Acts) topping the layout with
their slick ballroomology and adding
plenty of class to the flesh display.
Mack Brothers run them a close sec-

ond with a smart turn of familiar
genesis but done well enough to silence the copy-cat cry. It's on the
order of the Three Sailors, even to
the gob get-up, a combo of aero excellence and comedy tricks, with
little or no emphasis on the hoofing
-

'How do those radio comics

.'I

Cleveland or Pittsburgh in
(Shades on E. F. Albee!)
'Another thing,' he rambled on.
'Do you know of any colored comic
like Bert Williartis, or a singer like
Florence Mills, or a colored dancer
like Bill Robinson? Boy, that's why
artist into

tiieir day.'

•

darkies were born.
Audience reactions made them and don't let any.
one try and convince you different.*
The Old-timer lighted his pipe without losing a syllable.
'I see where they just put up another moniunent to Will Rogers.

more the. merrier. Will
that way. Say, after he
those pictures he felt so
lost that h2 rambled all over the
countiry talking at dinners and conventions for nothing.
He couldn't
get that applause and laugh serum
out of his blood. He loved It It
listening to an audience howling
with laughter and applauding their
hands off isn't 50% of the salary,
then tell me what is. 'What a thriU.
You get your pay and more thanv
your pay when you've tasted that
glory that passes So quickly away.'
Well, the

wanted

it

into

got

The Old-timer winked. 'You

know
did

I

you

either.

work in it. I remember back in 1908
was playing Shea's Buffalo. There
was a kid named Ed Wynn on the
bill.
He came to me one night and
I

'Charlie,

said,

next week.
ger things.

I'm quitting this act

I'm on my way to bigSome day I'm going to

be one of the
and, the America.'
No

motion picture cut-ups know when
the- laugh is coming when they
haven't an audience to tell them they
are as. dead as Kelcy Allen's last
year's criticism? You ought to know
yourself. Bill.
You used to be a
vaudeville comic'. Yeh, and you got
plenty of bellies. As a matter of
fact you still have them.' (I ignored
the reference to my. embonpoint.)
'Remember the old days,' he continued. 'You took a batch of untried
material out on the Pan time, or the
Western Vaudeville circuit, and after
you puttered around with it for 10
or 15 weeks, ^nd you had all the
deadwood 'cut out of it, every line
was a laugh. Then you got a showing at the 5th Avenue, or the American Roof, and aft^r the first show it
.

didn't

could quote Sacha Guitry,
Well, it's not all glory
You got to put some hard

Bill?'

greatest
.

tomorrow

week, but some day.
years, but he made

It
it.

comics in
or next

Wynn
He went

took

dug up gags and comedy props, saved his money, sacriYep, he
ficed and went without.
saved his money and it's a good
thing he did. If he hadn't he would
never be where he is today. Wynn
walked but when the actors went on
strike. They put the bars up on him.
He was a dead duck. He couldn't
get a job' when the strike was over.

home

nights,

Ed Wynn

sat in Abe Erlanger's outer office every day for a year, waiting for an audience with the great
man. And then ,bne day, he got
He went out and
tired of waiting.
got a cast and put on his own show.
He put up his own mbney and he
independent theatre.
was only a matter of how much sal- opened in an
laughed so loud .Erary you wanted. It took time, but The audiences
langier heard it in his sound-proof
it was worth it.
Now, in a radio office and Ed Wynn came into his
station or a motion picture studio,
own.
it's got to be perfect the first crack
Jolson's Marathon Mammy Inr
out of the hox or you are a dead
pigeon.
That's why you can't tell
.*I saw Al- Jolson once In Lincoln.
me one first-class comic the air or I was there with the Orpheum show.
the pictures have ever produced.'
Al.was in a-Shubert musical. After
end.
Prof. Quiz
Nixon 'line of six gals Is just fair
the show was over and the other
on both talent and looks. Could give
The lad had me there. We took actors were over at the hotel bar,
themselves a break by showing the time out for another drink. 'Can you Jolson was still singing and holding
gams more often. Out of three num tell me,' the Oldtimer continued, them in. He sang until he couldn't
bers in the late show, only one of 'where
are they going to find an- sing any more. I saw him do the
them has the.femmes undraped and other
Charlie Chaplin or a W. C. same thing in Victoria, B. C. As
that's the finale.
Leg display is
what they want at the ringside and Fields? Both gents from the va- long as he didn't have to catch a
chorus isn't taking sufficient advan' riety! Who is going to take the place train he would stay there and sing
tage of its good-looking imderpin' of Paul Muni, Eddie Robinson, Jack to them till the cows came home.
nings.
,
Barrymore,. or Louis Stone? Don't Victoria, Lincoln, Podunk ^they- all
Eichler does the m.c.'ing, too, stick- get me wrong,' the Oldtimer heart- meant
as much to Jolson as the Wining to straight announcements. His
to-hearted, 'this ic not one of those ter Garden in New York.
That's
band strikes a medium average, both
radio quizzes, but where are they go- what' made Jolson, and put t?iat in
for dansapation and show purposes,
ing to dig up a George M. Cohan, a your pipe and smoke it. He gava
without revealing anything stylistic
Pat Rooney, a Frank Bacon or a Vic- them their money's worth and they
ally out of ordinary.
Cohen.
tor Moore? They have a lot of steam didn't forget it. They made Al Jolshovels, so let them go to it. Where son the greatest minstrel of all
Terrace
are the Frank Tinneys, the William time.
(Benlamin Franklin Hotel)
ColUers, the Raymond Hitchcocks
'Well, they are still up there to(PHILADELPHIA)
and the DeWolfe Hoppers coming day Ed Wynn and Al Jolson. If
from? You know the story of Radio ever two men deserve success those
Philadelphia,, Jan. 21.
Red Norvo's orch (13), Terry Al- City, don't you, Bill?' I nodded.
two do. One thing is a cinch. You
'Well, there you have it in a nut- can't get it sitting around Lindy's.
len.
shell.
They have more money than And no motion picture director can
Latest Phllly concession to the I have troubles. They opened five make you a present of it overnight.*
stay-outs and, without a doubt one years ago mth a mammoth revue.
The Old-timer paused for station
pf the- town's most anpealingly deco- They spent a ton of mullah
for cos- Identification.
I ordered two more
rated larite spots, is the new Garden tumes
and scenery. They had a cast brandies.
Terrace Room in the Ben Franklin of
200 and an orchestra of 75. And
'I don't want to put myself aWay
hotel.
There is no floor show and
lad walked out as the last word on how to get a
none Is contemplated, name bands what happened?
being figured as plenty of marquee in one all by his lonesome, and stole giggle, but I was the straight man
draw in this large, low-tap type of the show bodily.
'lad with some for a lot of crack eoinics and I have
genius
in his feet—Ray Bolger. Tal- had some experiences that's true. But
nitery.
Currently occupying the
ent doesn't need a gold curtain. It laughter is
stand is Red Norvo.
an' elusive thing. When
Room, 'allowing a load of elbow wasn't long before the Radio City yoxi are
standing alongside a real
space, is set up not to hold 300. It Music Hall found out
that a lot of comic you can f feel the laugh coming,
could easily be doubled with smaller empty seats
means no profits. So and when you have an l&udience ia
tables and less space between. But,
they fired everybody and started a the
palm of your hand you have to
unfortunately, except on Saturday
new deal. They hired some dancing hold them. You can lose them in a
nights, thet,e is h»rdly need for addigirls—
50 of them.
And they got a second if your timing is bad. But
tional capacity. Largely accountable
for. that is the utter lack of publicity genius named Russell Markert to the knack takes time and practice
given spot.
Levy is reasonable teach them what to do and how tb and it can't be done with one shot
enough. There is no cover, but a do it. They were a knockout. That in front of
greatest camera or
minimum of $1 during the week and was five years ago. Can you tell mike that the ever
invented. You
was
iSl-.BO on Saturdays.
Most drinks are me one thing they have done since might gef
away with tragedy or a
50c.
that would, make a man pay a dollar good drama.
But after all, the founRed Norvo's newly reorganized 13- to go in
there if they took those dation of the theatre is laughter. I
man crew consists of four saxes,
three trombones, two trumpets and marvelous girls out of the show? guess that goes for life, too.'
four rhythm. Eight of the men are You know you can't.' And perhaps
I remembered a forgotten appointfrom the old band, principal change there was something in what he safiJ, meMt 'and left the /Old-timer sitting,
"
being -liCS Burness at the:'piano. He at that.
.?
in the corner. .As I walked down
came over from Artie Shaw.*; Stew
:Thev Old-timer busted rlght<o\it>iir towtedsiBroadway'l was' still- think(Continued on page 61)
a laugh. 'What's so funny?'. I In- ing of what
he said..

department.
They're over big here, however,
accepted matter-ofsince what's
factly by a theatre audience looks
like a million bucks to a crowd
Still
slightly relaxed alcoholically.
a big-time fave here is Angelo Di
Palma, operatic tenor going into
fourth year here and even at< this
late date unable -to get off withbut
Bob
at least half a dozen songs.
Carter, featured vocalist with Fran
Eichler's orch and 'ft radio name locally,- also has a pair of pipes custom-built for a nitery and manages
to keep up with Di Palma on that
.

•

.

.

.

—

.

Room

Garden

•

1

—

.'

Miami. Jan,

21.

Ross Wyse,

Jr., June Mann. Paul
Eva
Hildeparde, Cross &
antics.
The captious may question Dunn, AlReyes,
Donohue's Orch and Paula,
some of it, in front of an audience Kelly, Monchito's
Rhumba Band.
that's just finished dining, but by and

&

large a nitery is no place to insist
This Is undoubtedly the smartest
upon the properties and the utmost room hereabouts and caters
strictly

decorutn.

A

to the carriage trade.
white-tie
and tails spot, it reeks with class.
Situated, on one of the man-made isJones' number, with lands that harbor
the sWankiest
people, sans Rex In
domicles south of Newport, spot is
gram, out of the just-closed 'Sing ideally located and expertly designed
Out the News,* It's a dandy Har- to catch the cream of 'cafe- society.'
lemania panorama, one of the best
Entrance is through the cocktail
^l'^n
things in this ill-fatcd M^x
lounge, a brilliantly lighted nook,
revue, and a genuine sock, running with a blue and white color scheme.
some seven minutes.
rotating hors d' oeu'vres table
Next, the 35-minute 'Refugee Re- graces the center of the lounge, con^-'
vue,' which, after being strippfed of tainfng. everything from peanuts to
the extraneous, is a unit that can go caviar and lox.
The room itself Is indirectly
out on its own and wham 'em. John
Murray Anderson's staging might in- lighted. Show opens with Al Donosist on a little more pruning. There hue and orch, doing two fast killer
are moments when the satirical 'ver- diller numbers featuring Pnula Kelly
boten' and the razeroo Heil Hitlers vocalizing and -CharTey Carroll' tth
are a 'bit' overdone aiid coulij.be cuf- the drumsT Cartoll is' a sofck skinCertainly that beater. This is strictly, an opener
tiniled to advantage.

The secqnd boffo, on the heels of
this strong variety array of talent,
Is the 'F. D. R.
its original 24
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Chick Webb and Band
Big Hit at Paramount
By EDITH WERNER.

Mke

Webb Combo Bats

u

True Contfession! It's grot us!- After listening to
swing bands objectivcily for lo these many months, thia
reviewer found herself the other noon tapping her feet,
beating time and humming-^

an'

in Detroit
50
(F

along with

all

the other

jit-

4;erbugs present at the'ParaJ

:

i

'Chick

note

one beat of

Webb's drums and a
Ella

Eitzgerald's
voice made-the whole theatre

'ori

i>t

swing-kim

This
[01.

Why

mount.

is

Chick V

first

appeaYance

OrchJifty{im'4saM'7Se

a( the Paramount and judging:
fi'om the reception he received,
he's due for a
return.

/fa.

jba

Webb Band Boosts
Buffalo "DarBng'*
L

mbb-'Scbool
In Baltimore

^18,400

COCOANUT GROVE
PIRR CEIITRHb lOnh
THURSDAY, JAN. 26

DANCE DIRECTION
CONSOLIDATED RADIO ARTISTS.

INC.

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE

THEATRE DIRECTION

GALE. INC.

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

'
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20 Cafes

Down on Bingo

May Be
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Pitt

Fraud;
(Continued from page 1)

Shuttered by Police

Informed

vaude.

for

AFL-Cafe Owners War Looms

Over Employment of CIO Performers

booker's

at

an 'audition' was in order.
Act took it though smelling a mouse.
Pittsbiurgh, Jan. 24.
At Fabian theatre, Hoboken, act
Open warfare in the nitery belt
asked others 'what they were gethere threatens to develop between
ting for. the week' and was ijoformed
a police cleanup aimed to wipe out
(Continued from pag« 37)
the AFL American Federation of
(Continued from page 3)
it was only a one-day stand and that
bingo racketeering. Happy Hour SoActors and cafe owners playing acts
He Elmer of WCBM, Baltimore, former belonging to the newly-organized
salaries ranged from $2 to $5.
cial Club, said "to have been the
partners
had thought the date was for a week. STAB president, was present and also CIO United Entertainers Association
chief violator, had its license to op- be something the various
over. They
erate bingo parties revoked because wouldn't shed any tears
which
were
took
part
In
the
sessions,
in Pittsburgh. George LaRay, interBKO Time Iiicluded
there is
all stand to gain, since if
of alleged fraud.
conducted on a round table basis.
national rep of AFA, is demanding^
separation, those now hav
Some of the N. Y. 'time' listed. Other matters discussed included closed shop agreements from cafe
Owners tried to pre-arrange a fix complete
part interest in various strings includes RKO's 58th Street, 86th self-regulation, religioxis and politia
ing
owners, with threats of picketing
with winners of a big pot, accordno doubt be permitted to take street, Kenmore, Coliseum, Madison, cal broadcasts, liquor, wine and beer
would
and withdrawal of union bands in
ing to cops, but frameip boomer100% control. At the same time, any Hamilton, Chester, Fordham, Albee, advertising, copyright bureau, use of event of failiure to comply.
anged. A couple from Akron said expansion of the future would not
Royal, Tilyou, Franklin, Dyker, Or- phonograph records, musicians imion,
First setto came last week at Plaza
they were offered $10 if they would present the questions now raised unBushwick and Greenpoint. wage and hour law, and legislation.
pheum,
cafe when Freda Pope and Eddie
turn back the $250 prize to the less the Government determined to Some of these houses are farmed out
Press was excluded from all ses- Hess,' co-owners, booked a turn
Instead of doing it, they also hold the indies down.
house.
to indie bookers, others are booked sions by Gene O'Fallon, director for
aligned with the CIO group. LaRay
walked out with the dough. Couple
There has been no official indica- from the theatre department.
the 14th district
informed operators -that if act wasn't
asserted they were followed all the
tion of how affiliated theatre asso
In New Jersey, Warner and Fabian
cancelled at once, he'd appeal to Muway home by one of the irate own- elates of the big film companies feel ^j.^
'flesh' with the Lincoln and
g^j^g
sicians Local 80, with which AFA
Celler's Bill Up
ers, and that he attempted to kicjc
applied
as
divorcement
concerning
Central, Union City; Fabian, Hobohas a working agreement, for walk«
Cafe proWashington, Jan. 24.
their front door down.
to producer-distributors -and picture ken;
DeWitt, Bayonne; Embassy,
Proposal to free broadcasters of out of Jimmy Peyton's band there.
prietors deny charges.
houses, nor whether they will feo to Orange; Savoy and Ritz, Newark,
Hasty series of conferences ensued,
responsibility for defamatory
Affair created such a bad odor bat for the majors which face sepa- and
Globe, any
Jersey City.
State,
outsiders over with Miss Pope and Hess stating
that police department is giving all ration—Par, Warher Bros., Loew's, Bridgeport; Poll, Waterbury, and statements made by
they
had a contract with the perin
Contheir facilities was advanced
bingo niteries until Jan. 30 to refoi'm RKO and 20th-rox.
Proctor's theatres in Yonkers and
before organlast week in the first concrete fomner involved long
and get a new type of license. UnMt , Vernon; In Philadelphia the gress
conflicts be- ization of CIO here, and they rethe
reconcile
to
move
der the new one operators will have
Frankford,
Alhambra, Allegheny,
LaBray
agreed to
fused
to
canceU
the
provisions
of
tween separate
-to turn 40% ,of game proceeds over
Oxford, Kent, Cross Keys and Savoy
back down on demands temporarily,
Communications Act.
also operate in this manner. Harry
to charity and have their receipts
to the Judicial Code with sitiiation between two organizaAmendment
Biben books latter group.
double-checked nightly. Tax is 'ioof
which would provide a way out lor' tions in status quo over the weekhigh,, .answered a number of bingo
A lot of it is being called vaude- bewildered station managers was in- end.
(Continued from page 1)
promoters, who plan to close down
ville, revue, new talent night, etc., in troduced in the House by RepresenPlaza management stated It would
rather than risk pinches for fixes.
an effort to get away from the labels tative Emanuel Celler, New York make closed shop agreement with
the Three Barons or solos by mem of amateur night, opportimity, etc.
Democrat, who has sponsored sev- AFA only if its other competitors,
It's
a maybe
bers of the trio.
eral other measures in past years Nixon, Show Boat and Italian GarMinneapolis Reform Wave
Hire Small-Stase Workers
strictly."
So far,
relating to broadcasting. From the dens, wbuld do the same.
Minneapolis, Jan. 24.
Jackson Teagarden, whose new
Many theatres limit bookings to standpoint of the industry's selfish none of the others has given indicaSeveral dozen warrants have been crew is' currently in rehearsal, is au acts that can work on small stages,
interests, his proposition is the most tion of signing. UEA is first actors*
ex
James,
Harry
sworn out against nitery operators ditioning singers.
Houses using small rostrums require important advanced so far this year, group recognized by CIO and has
here, charging violation of the gam- trunnpeter with Benny Goodman, also no vaude license.
License depart' although a hodge-podge of distaste- membership of around 130, most of
bling laws. There already have be^n with an embryo crew in rehearsal, ment in N. Y. has clamped down on ful bills already is before the law- them local nitery performers.
Wilson,
Teddy
will
wUl use one, as
several convictions.
some because of poor working con- makers.
For time being, musicians' union
Reformers have also been trying who starts a new band in March.
ditions, such as lack of dressing
If enacted, the suggested new sec- is keeping in background and so faf
Gray Gordon, currently at the Edl rooms, fire hazards and accident pos- tion of the Code would bridge the hasn't called out any of its bands
to stop after-hour and Sunday sell'em
over,
looking
Y.,
is
ing of liquors. Niteries claim they son hotel, N.
sibilities due to cramped space. Only gap
between the anti-censorship in any spots where CIO entertainers
can't exist unless they're permitted to as is Blue Barron. Tommy Tucker, singing and musical acts are permit
clauses of the act and the views of are employed. Turn at Plaza that
dispense the hard stuff into the wee Gordon's rival in 'Tick Tock' rhythm, ted while costume changing, novelty, the FCC that each licensee is di- brought about the trouble was Mmei
Rog
and
Eddie
Herman
Woody
comedy or dancing acts are nixed. rectly responsible for whatever goes Eske, and although she belongs to
hours of the morning and to run the and
Nat
ers aire also in the market.
.'14' and other games.
On precedent- neither organization, her assistant,
Latest addition to. the collection over his antenna.
Union leaders have stepped into :3randwynne at the Essex House, are the N. Y. Skouras houses. One- creating occasions, state courts have Joe Curry, is affiliated with the CIO
along
suggestions,
open
to
Y.,
N.
is
the fight, Thejr claim, that if '14' is
time regular vaude stands, the ruled that stations are co-liable with group.
angling for
stopped nearly 1,000 people' will be with Benny Carter, who's
Riviera and Academy of Music are the spieler, even in such instances
thrown out of employment. A,mbve a colored piper..
offering New Talent Hours. Circuit as political campaigns where the
already has been started to Obtain
includes Crotona and Park Plaza, law specifically denies licensees the DeDa land Bankrupt;
legislation to legalize '14' and to exWilliams' Girl Trouble
with Vincent Burns' band musicking right to blue-pencil copy ^whether
the time is paid for or donated gratis.
tend liciuor dosing hours.
fdr alleged tyros.
Nitery Singer Owes 27G
Philadelphia, Jan. 24,
Under the Celler measure, the
Clem Williams, socialite baton
owner, lessee, licensee, operator and
waver, hits gal trouble. Last week
Greta Natzler Stelninger, singer at
their agents would be protedted from
Bonney Holds Interest
he lost the sixth femme vocalist with
any claims for damages for 'any BUly Rose's Diamond Horseshoe,
She is
Lind
and
Delia
his crew in seven months.
libelous and/or slanderous and/or professionally,
defamatory staten.ent published or Greta Natzlfer, filed a petition in
Fay
Vaude Kitty Kallett, chirper ;bn WCAU,
to
decided
Williams
has
With that,
uttered' by any other individual pro- bankruptcy' in Federal Court last
(Continued from page 8)
give up the whole idea and will conviding, 'due care' was taken in ad- week placing her debts at $27,740 and
John W^. Boxiney, actor turned tinue only with Elmer Hofmann,
is
change of present corporate calendar vance 'to prever-t the publication or no assets. Her largest creditor
lawyer, is financially interested In male, warbler.
on
year ending July 1 to a new fiscal utterance of such statement or state- David W. Butler of Los Angeles
the straight vaudeville policy Frank
Canaries with Williams, in order
ments In such broadcast.' By impli- a note for $17,289, secured by a deed
June
30.
ending
on
year
Fay will introduce at the Hudson, of their appearance; were Joan Bar
At the last meeting of board of cation this would temper the no< to property at 144 North Layton
New York, first week in February; tie, WlP songstress? Nita Bradley,
censorship clause in the section deal- Drive, Los Angeles.
He i3 one of the incorporators, pi snitched from Artie Shaw; Patti directors, a proxy committee was ing with political campaigns, though
Other creditors listed and the
appointed,
consisting of Johnston,
Bigtime Vaudeville, Inc., the husl Morgan, likewise a -former Shawite;
there is. still room for debate amounts owed are: Radiotone of
Rosenblatt
Briggs,
Sol
A.
O. Henry
ness tag of Fay's venture,
Selda' Castle, formerly with Mai
whether a general declaration such Hollywood, $85; Screen Actors Guild,
and J. A. Sisto.
of
out
picked
up
Harry Dehnar has been engaged to Hallet; Betsy Ross,
as Celler's would over-ride a spe $45; Pr. Roy Brownson, care Metro
Brokerage Suit
stage the show. Ken Nichols will a dance team where Williams was
cific statement of policy without
Studios, $87, and the William Morris
working, and Miss Kallett.
write the special music.
.>^*
Agency, $250.
Monogram Pictures Corp., of New direct reference.
York and Delaware, will ask N. Y.
Supreme Court Justice McCSeehan
on. Feb. 1 for an order directing
Charles H. Lehman and William A.
Graham, agents, for a further bill of
particulars in connection with the
latters' suit for $195,000 which they
claim is due as commission for obtaining a prospective purchaser for
Monogram stock in 1934. Other defendants in the action are Joseph
NOW APPEARING
A. Sisto and the estate of the late
Joseph Jefferson Cohen, the last
named two as individuals and cO'
partners in the brokerage firm of
office that

may be

cafes

shuttered

N.A.B. Meetings

In a Spot

Cleveland, Jan. 24.

Twenty

by

Girl Singers

,

-

.

'
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.

Honors Stock

h

i

SAM BARTON

ANN

-

AND

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

ROGER PRYOR

J.

A. Sisto

&

NEW YORK

Co.

Lehman and Graham contend they
were hired by the defendants to dig
up a stock purchaser and that they
had obtained prospective purchasers
of stock totalling over $300,000.

NOWAT THE STATE, NEW YORK

demand
amount

payment

.

TO OPEN AT THE

.

COLISEUM. LONDON,
BRITISH

FEB. 6

TOUR TO FOLLOW

Porsonal Manager!

AL GROSSMAN

JUVELYS

TH
Wonder
Week: LOEW'S STATE,

SAILING JAN. 28

They

on the latter
at the rate of 5%. The de
fendants contend the claims are
'vague and indefinite' and want the
plaintiffs to be more specific in
their complaint.

This

MANY THANKS FOR OFFERS

of

Two Worlds—Recently a

Big Hit

crt

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL,

NEW YORK

Booked by INtERNATIONAL THEATRICAL CORP. and

N. Y.

Next Week: CAPITOL,

WILUAM MORRIS AGENCY

WASHINGTON

AUDE-HIGHT CLUBS
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UNIT REVIEW

CLOSE ARCADIA,

Personality Parade
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)

PHILLY, AFTER

Atlanta, Jan. 22.

Van Dusen, Four South Sea

Bert

WALKOUT

Stewart & Folle, Cropley
& Violet, Arvola Van Dusen, Bobby
Knapp & Buster King, Enrico Leide
house orch (7) and unit band (5);
'Devil's Island' (War).
Islanders,

Philadelphia, Jan. 24.
In financial hot water, the
Arcadia-International, nitery here,

Long

New deal stage show policy augurs well for Capitol if this show
closed its doors 'indefinitely' Satur- is an exan^ple of things to come. Under new setup, Harry ( lark, Chicago
day night (21) after kitchen h^lp re- producer, has been named exclusive
fused to work until they got pay agent for booking sta ? shows for
them
Jenkins, Inc., theatres in
Lucas
due
been
has
claimed
they
Georgia.
since before Christmas, About 100
This unit, titled 'Personality Paguests were .in the spot at the time rade,' has zippv tempo, being clocked
There's 17 in company,
in 48 mins.
and had been served the first courses ncluding five tooters undfer direction
of their dinners when they were re- of Milt Henkin.
Bert
Van
Dusen
is m.c, and, fol4iuested to leave.
lowing overture. South Sea IslandWarned earlier in the day that ers, three men and a gal, open with
they wouldn't work until paid, Ar- native and pop tunes, femme, Lois
thur H. Padula, operator of the nit- Mack, offering a hula. Sister team,
ery, informed the kitchen workers it Lillian Folle and Vivian Stewart,
be impossible to give them follow with a creditable soft shoe

&

would
back wages until the evening was
over. They then walked out. Waiters, bartenders and busboys followed, but there was no picketing,

now

number. Rope spinning adagio turn
by Slim Cropley and Violet Horn-

by Cap patrons
Van Dusen's
times, scores.
then joined by his wife, Arvola, for

brook, although seen

many

expected to .claim som6 patter and hokum at the mike,
Padula
the union brokie its contract with after which femme goes to work on
him. Majority of all help must ap- xylophone, pounding out 'Waiting
prove a walkout, he claims, but for the Sunrise' and medley of colwinding up with 'Ramwaiters and bartenders were not in lege tunes,
bling Wreck from GSeorgia Tech.'
favor of it Saturday night (21) when
She was formerly member of Libithey make their biggest tips. Claimed nati Trio of woodpile beaters.
that since there had been nothing
Stewart and FoUe return for a
for them to do following the kitchen swift acrobatic dance, making way
strike, waiters, bartenders and bus- for Knapp and King's click aero act.
Cap's stage has undergone a face
boys walked out, too.
Padula will now have an oppor- lifting, including new band car and
House maestro. En
tunity to carry out a plan proposed new scenery.
white tie
creditors meeting last week. rico Leide, now works in
is

,

at

a
Suggested at that thne that the Arcadia ap&ci only for lunch and dinner for which business is fair. It
would close at about 8 p.m., eliminating the expense of a band and floor
show.
Clem Williams' band, incidentally,
is owed one week's back pay by the
nitery, according to the Ameiican
Federation of Musicians. Union had
been collecting, the money and dol
ing it out to the bandsmen following reports of a 'kickback.' On Friday (20) the local collected $127 due
from the previous week.
Padula- and other '-execs are ex
pected to hold a confab today ,Tuesday) to decide on future action. Ar
cadia, then a straight restaurant,

went bankrupt in 1932. and was com
pletely remodeled and reopened two
years' later under Padula's manage
ment. Paula also owns the Anchorage.

and tails.
With Clark booking the L. & J
houses now, the Bijou, Savannah,
and Ritz, Macon, have been lighted
up again and units that play Cap
will jump from here into those spots.
Units are now playing Royal, Co
lumbus, another L. & J. house, and
it is probable that this outfit, which
has nearly 60 theatres in state, will
open other spots where stages have
been dark for y6ars.
Capitol's business
Sunday (22)
was overflow, fully 400 standees
crowding foyer and outer lobby.
Luce.

15 YEARS AGO<
(From Variety)
Organs reported dying out as
tractions in Buffalo film houses.

at'

Columbia Amuse. Co. turned oyer
Fund. Collected

$1,571.45 to Actors'
as taxes on passes.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benwqy

Germany wanted
Jean Hersholt and his wife ogling
the Will Rogers and getting ideas for
building an institution of the same
kind on the Coast. He's chairman
of a Motion Picture Relief Fund
committee.

Eddi^ Vogt (Vogt and Hurst) successfully took the first stage of his
operation.
Mother of Dr. Henry Leetch, for-

mark on

of

foreign vaude

acts as result of stabilization

ville

Max

gold basis.

Hart's

s

$5,000,000

suit against B. F. Keith
went into last day,

um

anti-trust

and Orphe
with court

room jammed.
Eddie Cantor appeared

at the PalN; Y., to auction copies of Nelbook, iRight Off the
Chest.' He had a day off from 'Kid

ace,
lie

Revell's

merly on the NVA medical staff,
passed away.
Boots.'
Arthur Alverez, here years ago,
and now special announcer over
and acrobatic acts -revived
WNBZ here, has been penciled in at 'Dumb'
the Hippodrome, N. Y.
for a Columbia audition.
with
Dennis Sullivan, formerly
Competition among vaude bookthe Comerford Circuit, here from
ing agencies grew so' keen agents
Providence for a checkup and went
listed clients with numbers in their
back with the o.k.
books instead of names.
Jack Martin's Melody Hounds, who
play nightly at Foster's Grill, include two former actors' colony
ozoners.
""Mark Carson, who caters a lot to
the colony, has pneumonia.

The James Heagneys

(she's

an

eX'

Btenog for Klaw & Erlanger, he an
ex-p.a.) are both doing well now
after a trying period.
(Write to those who are ill.)

grossed $50,876 in first
Overat the Century, N. Y.
Deficit exweekly.

'Miracle'

week

head $35,000

pected, though.

Frank Gillmore, Equity head,
claimed 2,000 members as he arrived
on the Coast and demanded 48-hour
week from film producers.

BROADWAY'S NEWEST NOVELTY
"The Original and Only Act

of

Its

Kind"

JACK LANE
and HIS LOVE BIRDS
NOW FEATURED PARADISE RESTAURANT, NEW YORK
Exclusive

ManoKement

EDWARD

RILEY, nCO Bromlway, New York

AND

ORCHESTRA

HIS
N

EW

YOI^ K
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vers displaying a

By

GAIETY,

Into I4th Yr. in Balto

but doesn't show
anything more in style or appeal
h^e than any dozen ot her con-

N. Y.

Baltimore, Jan. 24.
nitery, in business 13 years in
the same spot, featuring practically
the same type of show, and mopping
up in spite of a consistently frank
admission of operating along entirely
unorthodox lines, is a show-business
paradox. The Oasis, local slumming
spot, operated by 'Sheriff' Max A.
Cohen, is celebrating this week the
advent of a 14th lap with the
ropes still -up every night and customers battling to get in on the lowdown A/hoopee.
Located in a basement in the heart
of the local tenderloin section on the
wrong side of the tracks, The Oasis
features a colorful form of advertising which blatantly boasts of being
'the worst nite club in America* featuring the' 'lousiest shows in the
Customers are asked to
world.'
'walk down one flight and save noth-

Works

entirely
too
erpporaries.
]'on^ Tn view of the curtain payoff,
which doesn't compensate. Irene
Austin is in a skit as well as a
She's smooth and satisfies.
strip.

A

by Dianne Berten, 'Fifl'
Mitchell, peelers, and Alma White,
who whacks out obvious vocals in

Minsky-Herk combo has had much
Occasionally, recruits better shows than current crop.
lusty style.
from among the 24 waitresses essay Show is light on names, comedy,
looks and ability of peep parade,
a number, bolstered by vociferous except for June St Clair, June
encouragement from the customers March, and dancer, Lillus Cairns.
who quickly get the feel of the spot Costuming and production are up
and- let their hair down in surprising to usually good standard, the best
When lights flash for an locally.
fashion.
Steve Mills and Herbie Faye, hanensemble number, the chorines, who
may be seated all around the room, dling the funny assignments, are
hard to take foUowing such comics
piill off evening gowns, which they
as
Phil Silvers, Rags Ragland, Red
wear over their abbreviated cos- Marshall,
et al. Neither puts much
tumes, and go right into their rou- into
his efforts while their bits

by members of the line
which ranges in ages from 20
t6 'too late for Social Security' and
in size from bantam to beeftrust.
Paced by Willie Gray, who- is said
to have passed out in. the joint 12
years; ago and forgot to leave, the
of

lie,

are

gals

inti;«duded

'from

as

House of the Good Shephard'
local

home

tRe
(a

for delinquent females)

of. singer in production

Cohen maintains a a

all zocial strata.

'

numbers,

hcilps

little.

open to plenty improvement.
crew here is above average.

JOE

E,

skinner.

Miss Cairns, capable acrobatic and
toe

dancer, is spotted throughout.
Has nice costumes and routines.

With exception of one solo, she's
aackgrounded by thorus and deadpan showgirls while doing her con.

tortion-dancing.
Quick-peek stripping and limited
upper-story undraping of showgirls
would suggest that license depart-

ment's watchdogs are being heeded.
Comedy is cleaner than before the
cleanup, with only Mills going overboard. Chorus is, as out of time as
ever, but better in. looks than average line.
Hurl.

tions.
It's a bonanza for 'Cohen.
Because
it, he has been able to accumulate
the entire block of real estate surxoimding his 'institution,' and a reputation in business
and financial
circles, resulting in a Dun & Bradstreet
rating
seldom granted a
^
mtery.
There may be a show business lesson here, and again it may. be just
one of those things, but the Oasis Is
definitely one of the wonders of cafe

of
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society.

Stop

Jiext

FLOWDA
Making

Jolly

Times

Carroll's

at tha

CONTINENTAL
MIAMI BEACH
ManagenMht

WM. MORRtS AQENCY

3d PhiSy Cafe

Philadelphia, Jan. 24.
Sky Top Club, owned by Mrs.
Tlllie Lockman, has been sold to
Stanley Carroll. It makes Carroll's
third cafe, as he already operates
Carroll's and thie Yacht Club here.
Carroll's lease permits him to drop
the property it he's unable to make
the spot show a profit in a short
time.

BROOKLYN

STAR,

of

tween

New York

agers

and

"the

Shows

contracts

be-

burlesque manBrother (formerly

Burlesque) Artists Association,
scheduled to take place, a month ago,
is being, snagged by the BAA rule
covering extra shows. Union stipulates performers must be paid onefourteenth of a week's salary for
each extra show,, except the usual
weekend midnight performances.
Theatres want that reduced to one
twenty-eighth.

Though contracts have not as yet
been inked through John Masterson,
recently named labor negotiator by
the managers, the N, Y. houses have
tentatively abided by the rules of
the contract since Dec. 24.

Oriental, Chi, Invites

Pit

Public to Rehearsal
Chicago, Jan. 24.
invited the pub-

The Oriental has

CASINO, PITT

It's

Only excuse for

would redeem

MOUNT ROYAL
LONDON
AU

BAA

It's

is

CAROL KING

closely behind the prothe comedy of Phil

Outstanding

is

a piece Silvers lias
°

H. LU B I N
GENERAl MANAGER
H.

PIERMONT

.lOOKINO MANAGE*

TO SEE

DON'T
NEWEST

apparent here.

been doing for some time. Brings
him on as Hitler decorating aides

NEW YORK

PICCADI LLY. LON DON, ENG.

this one.

QUALITY INN

when he was teamed with
Rags Ragland, goes over easily in
being coupled with Raft. Material
is from the book, except for one
try,
but- with occasional changes
and ad lib, draws its quota of laughs.

ST.

not dirty

Me

On

of the best laugh-getters in hurley,
and though he's not quite as effec-

160 WEST 46^"

it's

'Strike

SIDNEY FISHER

that

NOW STARRING AT THE
PARADISE RESTAURAIVT, NEW YORK

tive as

LOEW BtDG. ANNEX

not funny,

^just

the comedy, Sam Ra-ynor and
Hyatt, usually dependable,
Phil Silvers, Tommy Raft, Joe are under wraps. Bits haven't any
Lyons,
Evelyn Meyers, Mildred punch and sketches are long and
Best Coffee in England.
Clark, Irene Austin, Ermine Parker, tedious.
Raynor also works with
Stan Simmons, Rose Heatherly, Mil three Lunatrix. knockabout comelie & Bubbles.
dians, who might get somewhere
with a little more originality. As
With the fold of Werba's, which it is, turn's a combo of Ritzes. three
Leicester Square
operated at the beginning of the Stooges and Sailors.
They've got
season as an Izzy Hirst stand, the the stuff, though.
LONDON, WE8T-END
Star, situated in the sdme nabe, has
Tease end is looked after all right
no opposition now. Couple that to by Gladys McCormick, good-look
the production efforts of Allan Gil ing blonde, and Marie Cord, who
bert and it spells better than an av
her -undraping matier-oftakes
erage show, which is reflected at factly. There's a pretty good aero
the b.o. Biz when caught Friday batic specialty by Ruth Brown, who
(20) night was close to SRO.
has more s.a. than the usual hurley
Foremost appeal is Gilbert's work ingenue, and some dated vaude
in laying out and dressing up the
warbling by Charlie Harris.
various production numbers.
It's
Chorus looks tired. Production
apparent the output at this housie is
on a biggei- nut but the response also scraggly. Finale simulates a
That's
seems to make it worthwhile. Biz nitery set, with all principals comCohen.
ing
out for. a bit.
good when caught Friday (20),.
All of the houses in New York
are working, under
agreements
which, beside regulating hours, etc.,
FAIL
also includes bans on stage.
Most
noticeable is the curb on line nudity.
BROADWAY'S
CHARMING DANSEU8E

FoUowing

GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

.

ducer, is handling a new ice show to
open in the Chicago Arena March 1.
Show is being produced by the
Pink'
Carrie Finnell, an oldtimer in Chicago Figure Skating^ Association,
is
burlesque, but still one of its stand- and deal is now on to tour it thrbugh
bys With her pop-eyed specialty. the midwest following its local enWhat she does ebn't exactly be de- gagement.
scribed, in print, but she's been doing it so long there probably isn't
any strip student who doesn't know
what it is she swings and how.
Devito and Denny Trio
Buxom gal's making only one ap<
Drigased by
pearance, next-to-closing, and then
only for a minute or two. That's not
enough for all the monotony one
must wade through to reach her.
A. slot earlier in the unit would be
75/77 Shaftetbury Avenue
helpful, although doubtful if even

drawer.
—
dull.

and Tommy Raft, straighted by Joe Lyons. Silvers is one

BOOKING AGENCY

to squint

lic

.

SilversL

SIDNEY

for Eibra

signing

Happy

duction

J.

Actual

vaude rehearsals each
Friday morning at nine. Payees can
see the feature and stage show.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 20.
Similar idea employed by' Bal^ban
'Stripe Me Pink* unit loltH Corric
& Katz, which adds a picture 'presession.
Finnell, Sam Raynor, (Fats) Hyatt, view'
night-out.'
on the final performance of an
June
March,
a
looker,
stands
out
Deicoxations are rather lurid and
Gladys McCormick, 3 Lurtatrtx, outgoing show at the Chicago.
for ability
tease without resortan expensive air conditioning unit ing to basertostunts.
Comparatively Marie Cord, Ruth Brown, Charlie
keeps the room comfortable and free new in the field, she's
promising. Harris line- (16).
of smoke .the year round. Sltmmer- Miss St. Clair puts a little showtime trade holds up as well, and manship into her work by opening
Harris Hani'es Ice Show
sometimes exceeds winter takings. with a poem, 'Sadie, the Tattooed
een slapped
Cohen, keeps a careful' eye on all Strip Teaser.' She's a rather buxom
together
hastily
without
much
mateChicago, Jan. 24.
that goeis on, doing- his own buying blonde with long hair, who puts rial or preparation. Comics are all
Will J. Harris, legit and vaude proand supervision from optening to spice into her. disrobing. Joan Dare right, but their stuff is out of lower
is a lightweight

.

.

bumping school

:

or 'direct t"om Broadway. .and close. Few tabs are run, a-pay-asFleet street,' a particularly unsavory you-go policy prevailing with seldom
nabe -jutting the watterfront. At the a beef.
conclusion of a 'specialty,' the cus-,
Celebrities from the political, sotomers are" warned that if they cial, sports and theatrical life of the
thought it was bad they'll get a real town and nation gather here nightly,
eye-opener on the next.
congregating in the back room adInterpolated^ numbers are offered joining the service bar. Hot foots,
hot seats and the usual routin-. are
old stuff here. Shrimp, oysters; crabs,
steaks, herring or gigantic hot dogs
are served to the guys in the backroom, and refusal to-pjartake of the
free lunch .is treason punishable by
indelicate and' gaudily applied sanc.

her turn

,

She's of the
apmreciated.

tiiere.
and is

Betty. Rowland, once star of the
no-cover-no-minimum policy with Gaiety, is now doing
a straight peeL
menu tariffs moderately scaled. No She formerly combined dancing
extra jolt is put on for •week.-end, ability with her stylized strip, but
Eve,
Year's
holiday nights or New
has now gone completely to the raw
ing.'
The 'show' goes on intermittently the expressed policj being not to tax beef stage, doing an awkward strut
and 'until exhausted/ and consists of the 'good-time-Charleys' on- 'suckers- that winds up in a vulgar bumping
'specialties'

precedes

witfi a vocal of 'Hurry Home.' Voice
s pleasing but hot strong enough to
offset her real reason for being out

Ermine Parker's strength is threeShe also vocals 'Find Out
foldi
What They Want.' Has a nice voice
and strip id okay. Uses a gag variation of Carrie Finnell's animated
Good, for laughs and
lust routine.
hand when going, off.
Rose Heatherley and Millie and
Bubbles open the bill. Former works
in two spots with the line, tr.ving
are first an aero and later a ballet.
tine.
unfunny. Russell Trent, juve and Neither Is very well done. Millie
Rigid decorum is maintained by hurley's Beau Brummel, helps some, and Bubbles and a colpred tao team
'Machine Gun Butch' Gardina and as does Milt Bronson, but it all who are better received in military,
;ap and lindy routines, but work is
'Little* Jack Horner (six-foot, six). adds up to mild giggle. Chet Atland,
Cash customers are representative

(k Pay

topnotchers,

June St. Clair, June MarcK Lxllus
CaimS, Joan Dare, Betty Rowland,
Steve Mills, Herhie Faye, Russell
and Jean Trent, Milt Bronson,' Chet Atland.
Mildred Clark

HOWARD BUBMAN

BAA, Barley Mgrs. Snag

list.

the

Shows (^ing

Van Mungo arm

and control.
Evelyn Myers heads the women
She's supposed to be one of

Barlesqne Reviews

Hforst' Nitery with lerliTs Lousiest

Wednesday, January 2S, 1939

for their efforts in propagating -the
race.
Opening piece, picturing
Silvers and Raft as Scotchmen,
gets over; Another oldie, with Lyons
as a cop, gets a scream when
Silvers cracks: 'What did you do
with those records,* referring to the
missing police' records case in N. Y.
Finale seems original, being built
around the game of tossing baseballs a;t a live target. Raft gets the
laughs here as the target, with Sil-

I^OVIS BOBOIi, New York Joumal-AmerlcaB
iiimbl« sprite named Carol King, who I saw for the first time at the
premiere o( the Varadleie Kevtae ^rarely han there been such (loncliisr loveUne»»—the stiiOTy old-timers sighed and reealled their first exeltement over
Marilyn MUler and Mary Eaton of the Zlegfeld era. There are so few of
these breath-tahbiK ballet dancers."

"A

—

Exdoslve management

EDWARD

BILET, 1600 Broadway Mew York

MINOR and
ROOT
"BANKNOTES"
Mentone Shorts

Soon

through Universal, featuring the "BRAZILIAN
as introduced by us in the United States

to bo roleased

SAMBA,"

ANNOUNCEMENT

BERNARD BURKE
HAS OPENED OFFICES AT
22 West 48th Street. Radio City.

PHONE

BRY. 9-8780

New

York

—

VAUDE—NIGHT CLUBS

Wednesday, January 25, 1939

NEW ACTS
THE BEFUGfiE EEVUE
HsUa Linda,
With Max WlUeni,

Sonffs
5 Mins.

SAM BARTON

Vera Tramp

.Cyclist

Kura, Beatrice Lind, Rose Garay, 6 Mins.; Full

The D'Artois, Bob and Bertie Hell- Radio City Music Hall, N. T.
Herbert
Being a tramp cyclist, the Joe Jackman, Erna Eubenstein,
"
Ertle

35Mins.
Casa Manana, New York
John Murray Anderson staged this
'Refugee Revue' for Billy Rose's
Casa Manana, which' is paced as a

35-minute afterpiece to top ofl the
regular 'streamlined varieties.' The
fugitives from mid-Europa will probably prune their stuff to even better
effect, down to around 25 minutes,
after a couple more nights, but basically it's a showmanly, thoroughly
appealing revuette that perhaps best
visualizes the plight of non-'Aryan'

son analogy is inevitable, but, while
the pattern is the same, Sam Barton
has much of his own stuff. To begin
with, Barton can't be strictly new
he's merely unknown to Variety

New

Act

VARIETY

51

ANN SOTHERN

files..

His panto with the breakaway bike
effective for a succession of chuckles, sonie of it being new and different He also has a new piece of business with his highly resined shoes,
which skid across the stage as if they
they were on rollers.
(Or perhaps
there are miniature ball-bearing rollers built into the dilapidated pedal
is

State, N. Y.
Ann Sothern, film ingenye, appears currently at the State with
and as a part of Roger Pryor's orchestra, Pryor being the hubby and.
himself an ex-film actor. It's a nici
personal appearance land handled
with just' a trace of Joshing of the
marital angle.
Miss Sothern sings a couple of
ballads in disarming style, looks
lovely and handles herself with easy
grace. She takes over and starts directing the orchestra for a comedy
touch at the curtain.
Her easy stage manner comes from
long experience. She was Harriet
Lake in Broadway musicals before
going to Hollywood.
Land.

JACK DURANT

Nitery Reviews
Garden Terrace Room

CHASE CLUB,

(Continued from Page 46)

McKay

is

also

new

in the tenor

ST. L.

St. Louis, Jan. 20.

sax

Eddie Sauter continues to
do the arranging and toots a trumoet.
Music is solid but subtle swing.
Rhythm is nicely casual, and Norvo
moxes up the type of tunes well. Despite its solidity, music all sounds
soft, which is at least partially due to
the cork treatment given ceiling and
walls of the room.
Mildred Bailey, Norvo's wife, is, of
course, missing, preferring to tour on
her own. Norvo therefor wisely refrains from adding another femme
vocalist.
Comparisons with Miss
Bailey would be both inevitable and
odious, as he explains. Terry Allen
handles the male vocal department,
and effectively. Lad has heart intterest for the femmes and nifty
position.

Charles

&

Charlotte

Lamherton,

Heat
Waves, Lois Best,
Johnny Reese, Lawrence Welk orch.
Three

Quality rather than quantity features floor shows at this West End
class spot and Sid X. Hartman, who
has been in charge of the place for
the past 15 months,, has successfully
scouted the bistros for talent that
might click in his club. With a
clientele that demands the better
brand of entertainment, Hartman
must book acts from Chicago or

New York.
Comedy, M. C.
which create that skating efCurrently the dancing Lamber-anyway, that's good for several Casa Manana, New York
tons, brother and sister, both deaf
Ex-Mitchell and Durant, Jack Dulayehs.)
mutes, who follow the orch by sound
His bike work, per se. is glossed rant is an even more effective comevibrations,
are a standout attraction.
dian
and
trouping
m.c,
in yeoman
over; the build-up to the 'riding,'
She's a looker, has chosen her gowns
such as it is, is the backbone of the fashion throughout the entire per- chords for the pop tunes.
with taste and he is a personable
act.
The finale has him producing a formance, pacing the proceedings
Norvo himself, of course, continues
man. Their ballroom rouminiature bike from guitar case, and holding down a highly effective to thump his xylophone in easy and young
tines, done in perfect rhythm, are
which is about the size of a roller spot on his own.
masterful fashion.
Herb.
out of the ordinary. The Three Heat
Comes on very Earlbenham in topKalmann's 'Sari' waltz, Mendelsohn's skate. The contortive Sam. Barton
Waves, Steve LaMarr, Red Fields
'Spring Song' and 'Wedding March,' rides off thereon for a nice laueh per and tails, and simulates an onand John Johnson, imported from
Hawaiian Blue
Oscar Strauss' 'Chocolate Soldier,' a exit. It's a standard piece of biz with the-level mike crooner, but soon
the Drake hotel, Chicago, do a
goes Into a comedy routine anent
couple of Offenbach excerpts and acts of this type.
(ROOSEVELT HOTEL, N. O.)
combo of singing, dancing and play'what
has
Gable
Good
turn
ifor
any
(Herbert
stage or cafe
Marshall,
•Emmerich Kaljnann, again, for his
ing clarinet, trumpet and guitar.
Paul Muni) got that I haven't?' addAbel,
•Countess Mciritza,' punctuating each floor.
NexD Orleans, Jan. 19.
They are above the average. LaMarr
ing that the only difference is they
snatch with an exclamatory 'verRamona's orch, Maidie and Ray, is especially clever with a tap rou'can buy me for a buck and a quarLayman's Opinion
It's an
boten!', and a Nazi salute.
Jane Claire, Flora Vestoff, Bohhy tine. Fields doubles as m. c. for
ter.'
The topping trick in each se- Geyer, Six Jitterbugs, Lydia & Jor- the .show and sticks strictly to busiNew York, Jan. 19,
effective satirical interlude, and just
quence'
Editor, Variety:
'But can they do' thiff?' esco.
about right for that sort of thing.
ness, with no attempt to hog the
whereupon Durant harks back to his
Will you set me straight on the
He might even cut down one or two
limelight.
standard knockabout acrobatics, dofollowing:
excerpts for tempo, but, thereafter,
After getaway to disappointing
Lois Best, a blues .canary with the
ing flips and somersaults from a crowd on opening night due to opAt 4:30 this afternoon I stopped
minimize the palaver ribbing the
standing position that are quite ef- position from Carnival Ball, Ramona, orch, warbles 'You're O. K,,' starting
in at the Music Hall to see the
Hitlerites.'
off sweetly and Ending 'with a bang,
fective and not a little daring.
stage acts of the new show. I
alumnae of Paul Whiteman's band the brass section "doing its share.
Not only on the premise that this
cycle
by
the
tramp
was delighted
In between he does a Gable take- started packing them in the .HawaiIs an entertainment is. the moderaJohnny Reese, also with the band,
act, which I am old-timer enou.eh
off
Durant's
personality
tion thought a better idea, but also
well ian Blue Room Wednesday (la). does a balancing act, utilizing every
to have seen Joe Jackson do
matches the film star—plv.s bits of Band dominates show, which fea- instrument
for the. reason it's best to understate
in the band except the
many times over the years. But
Marshall and an impression of tures modest but good entertain^
the case than overemphasize. Halla
piano.
I was puzzled,.i The actor, from
Muni's 'Zola.' His rib on the croon- ment.
Linda (Hambiirg),- Vera Kura (SalzClub has a seating capacity of
second row, looked like a young
ers and an acfo-dance finale take
Ramona is surroimded with sw^ll 1,400. Minimum
burg) and Beatrice Lind (Nuremof $1 is set' for
man, and yet I could not believe
him
off
strongly.
berg, programmed; but announced
Thereafter, aggregation of musicians and her week-days, $1.50 on Saturdays.
the ethics of the profession would
he's an engaging, but never obtru- brand of music is varied and good.
as from Berlin) come on.
They're
SaJiu.
permit such a complete imitation
sive m.c. in handling the rest of the Rhythm section, paced by Ramona
three comely Austro-German femor coby of a famous vaudeville
show.
mes, twd of them particularly lookat piano, is small but capable. Brass
Abel.
act without credit given.
section gets good harmony, but is
ers.
Their English is a shade less
When I left at the end of the
too forte for a room of this size.
accented than Willenz's.
They do
GEORGE HALE ICE REVUE (6)
Maidie 9nd Ray click in show with
stage show I tot a program and
vocal snatches of 'Vienna, City of
(CLEVEI4AND)
With Dorothy Lewis, Erie Reiter, acrobatic dancing and rope twirling,
found it billed the acts as
Dreams,' 'Blue Danube Waltz,' 'DanJane Nicholson, Simpson Sisters, different from usual type to play
•A Cycle of Humor Sam Barube, No Wonder You're Blue' (AmerCleveland; Jan. 21.
Sam Jarvis
ton.'
here.
Floria Vestoff's tap dancing
ican pop), 'Zwei Herzen im dreiBert Gilbert, Corol Chapelle, D'Au*
20 Mins.
gets over.
I cannot recall reading of Joe
Jane Claire is easy to hour & Rene, Hy fiarrva OrcK
viprtel Takt' and 'Merry Widow,'
St. Regis Hotel, New York
look at and has swell pair of pipes,
ptessing handily.
Jackson's death. On the contrary,
Georgie Hale can take this snappy, warbling several numbers in comit seemed ofily a year or so ago
The D'Artois (Leipzig) and Rose
Once the mo;9t Intimate, sophistisix-people ice revue into any hotel, mendable style.
Garay'. (Munich) essay a satirical
that I read that Joe Jackson had
cated rendezvous in Cleveland durtheatre or rink and wham 'em.
ballrqom bit. and Bob and Bertie
Bobby Geyer from band doubles ing prohibition, days, the A,valon
been for years delighting London
Topped
photogenic
Dorothy
by
the
King
Cole'
that
(Hellman), who look like brotherin
a
vocal
on
'Old
music hall audiences with his
Club is slowlyicjiwbing to a come-,
Lewis, 17, a fugitive from a Holly- clicks.
sister, come on for twin-pianologing
Lydia and Joresco, dance
same old act, and remember the
.by restoring its original type
wood lens scout, it's a tiptop caval- team, miic slow waltz number with back
of Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in Blue' and
story as saying he was still going
of entertainment. Shows were never,
cade of glacial^ pyrotechnics.
a snatch of Johann Strauss. He's a
a fast fox trot and a rhumba in fine expensive at this spot, but they are
strong (but my memory is too
handsome young man, she likewise
Miss Lewis, 'who came to attention fashion. Pair drew flock of encores, long in flippant, risque hiunor and
tricky to rely on that last part).
comely; both rather typically NorSix Jitterbugs, like babbling brook, comedy-singers, wha know how to
when Music Corp. of America proIt is just mv own opinion that,
dic in appearance. Erna Rubenstein,
duced the 'Ice Follies' at the Inter- threaten to run oil and on. II. o. make it sting.
even if Joe Jackson is dead, no
another- very blonde charmer, next
national Casino, on Broadway, had here for umpteenth time. Ltuzza,
actor has any moral right to
Bert Gilbert, who agitates this new
with two Fritz Kreisleresque violin
been out through a slight concussion,
adopt and use so famous and
opera, puts on a one-naan circus. A
specialties, and likewise a click.
following an outdoor rink accident.
unioue an act without giving
veteran song-and-dance zany, he's, a
And then follows the discordant
Now back, ^t the helm of this show, is getting her big chance results in loose-jointed mugger with hornedcredit in his billing to the origi*Eili Eili,' beautifully sung in wailshe's a graceful beaut on runners, hefty
nator. A credit line would not,
response, but cold appraisal, rimmed cheaters and a heavy load of
ing-wall technique, by Herbert Ertle,
who runs the gamut of waltz dex- however,
It seems to me, detract from the
could hardly induce such dyijiamic energy. Gilbert tears into
byt he's more a cantor than a stage
terity to intricate jitterbuggy hoofapplause the copyist would rean indigo dit^ so enthusiastically
enthusiasm.
performer. Its pathos seems rather
'ng on ice,
ceive.
Although
somewhat buxom that he can call a spade a shov^
a
offkey amidst this Viennese potThe Music Hall has a responsiErie Reiter, professional new- blonde and quite attractive, her without offense. His revamped parpourri,
tit went out after the secbility in this case. I cannot see
comer, and Jane Nicholson, another pipes are. too. high and thin for this ody of the. stenographer in the Catond show.]
that they are in the clear. Secnew pro, are a juvenile couple, he type of warbling. Her salesmanship skills is a belly-laugher, but his
Finale is appropriately the 'Star
working in formal tails and lending is also weak.
rowdy take-off on 'Animal Crackers'
retary Eyssell, with whom I have
Spangled Banner*- and a rousing raha nice class touch .to the ballrooma friendly acquaintance, Ts on vaChirps 'Get Out of Town* and is even better.'
tah finish to a worthy cavalcade of
ology-surglace, Mary and Margaret 'They Say.'
As adagio terpers, D'Aubour and
cation; otherwise I woiild submit
Exhibits what sounds
yesteryear charm.
Simpson
are
another
feature
and
the
my complaint to him.
like an operatic tendency ijj her pipe- Rene ring up some flossy shoulder
Basically, the most captious can't
former doubles into comedy se- work and lack of a vital lowet reg- twirls and spifis that are familiar
Henry W. Clark,
decry the charm and appeal of the
quences with Sam Jarvis. Jarvis re- ister,
but containing contagious gusto.
(A reader of Variety for some
ffcfb.
component talents. With the excepprises his 'Esquire' number, but this
They break out into a comedy rou30 years).
tion of the m.c and Ertle, all untime he and his partner are in gay, DAWN and DARROW
tine only briefly. Carpi Chapelle is
derplay the 'sad' keynote, which
one of Avalon's faves. .She lays the
St. Moritz. getup; formerly he was a Dancing:
Joe Jackson, Jr., Stands In
cant be brushed aside altogether,
very
Esky,
formal
travesty and double .entendre bn
Similarity between Sam Barton
6 Mins.
because their very presence in and Joe Jackson's tramp bike turn
CTeorge Hale has done an expert Nixon Cafe, Pittsbargh
with exuberant emphasis. Her 'It^s.
America bespeaks of homeland sor- brings to mind that Jackson has been staging and producing job, getting
Young and personable ballroom My Seat' number is a sizzler but her
rows.
If one- chooses to read or groomin** his son, Joe, Jr., in his rou- plenty into his 20 minutes. Another terpers
show considerable biggest response comes from the
who
Interpret any. messages ~ into this tine.
•
The last time Jackson was nice touch is a new merry-go-round promise. Fenune member .of team femmes.
Refugee Revue,' there is plenty booked into, the R. -C. Music Hall a chandelier which darts gay beams of is literally girl .friend of whirling 'Hy Barron's band keeps Its swing
of mental fodder for the *Hearts and couple of years ago, -his son is re- lighting over the portable ice rink. dervish, for ner. partner .escorts her more conservative thbn o.ther jitter-'
Flowers.'
The Iridium Room of the Hotel St. through the dizziest array of showy bug outfits' to aiUf the middle-aged
But,
likewise,
there's ported to have played several of the
enough basic gemutlichkeit of an- shows without the theatre manage- Regis, not for nought, is maintaining spins on record for a pair of class heavy spenders. While not a specother era to charm, the others who
its fast pace as one of the big moneylegsters.
In the straight stuff, kids tacular batonCer, Barron's expert,
ment getting wise.
would blind themselves to presentmakers
among the class N. Y. are a bit ill at ease, but when they violin solos get attention even from
Sam Barton claims he always has
day history.
'PuUen.
Abel.
done a tramp bike turn, dating as far hostelries. This is a sample of why, go into those tricky wind-ups they're noisiest crowds.
back as 1909, when he was teamed ever since the new Morrison man^ a cinch for attention anywhere.
ED BARBER
Abel.
Dawn and Darrbw have a flock of
fSportsoastingr
with his brother Joe. Later they agement has come in.
tricks that will stymie proceedings
bike
Barton
doing
rube
split,
a
Joe
B Mins.; One
Niterjr Notes
anywhere; For finishes, he has her
single,
while Sam continued, he JAY and LEW SEILER
Shabert, Cincinnati
merry-go-rounding high in air with
A topflight announcer of baseball claim's, the hobo routine. Variety Dancing:
only his mitts for support. It looks
tod football games. Red Barber is has a record of Joe Barton's rube 13 Mins.
Gall and Diane dose a four-week
plenty dangerous without losing aiiy
turn, reviewed in 1922,
Strand, N. Y.
^9""® Pun^Pkins at the mike in
of the dignity tacked to their class engagement at McYan's Club, Bufa theatre. On
Jay Seiler has been around vaude- offering.
and WSAI for
falo, Feb. 13.
^
jne past five years, he is leavinff here DICK TODD
ville for years in various, lineups, at
only
They
need
little polish to
a
Lido and Al HarrlB, cocktail
Bob
Sonsrs
TO introduce broadcasting
first doing mainly a soft-shoe, highTheir in-between stuff duo, rhythming at. the Cafe Lounge
get places.
of the
Brooklyn Dodgers diamond clashes 9 Mins.
kick routine, later adding a flock of still's a bit ordinary until they swing
Strand, N. Y.
of the Hotel Park Lane, N.Y.
jpr General Mills this season.
semi-circular
'skis.'
Curtricks
on
into their knockout spins.
His
Cohen,'
With considerable experience In rently teaming with a lad billed as
Ann Franclne. Philadelphia social*
P-a. at the RKO
Shubert is in the
radio and on records with Larry Lew Seiler, though apparently mereite, who won the deb songstress con.nature of a farewell,
^
Clinton's band, Dick Todd is debut- ly for stage purposes, as the partner THE RILEYS (4)
test at Le Coa Rouge, N.Y., recently,
^H*»<1 the 30-mark, Red is as
Dancing
Biick m appearance
ing in vaude with Leo Reisman's doesn't look like a brother.
and subsequently booked by the
as he is of
Blends choice English with orch. Has pleasing voice and deBoth lads are proficient at the 14 mins.
nitery, has been handed anotheV six
about soft-shoe hoofery, as well as on the Jack Lyuch's, Phlily.
sports Imgo and rustic
humor, styl- livery, but can learn plenty
weeks at the east side bistro,
Offered
person.
Three
and
a
selling
himself
in
boys
gal,
all
apparskis, but they've also worked in a
n£?i™seU a country boy in the city.
Msrgaerlte Podnia warbling at
show caught Fri- welcome bit of comedy. Jay sticks eritly still in their 'teens, present a
in- three numbers at
Pi7,rf« xT^."™^*^^°PJ^one, his props
and American league day (20), drawing barely enough ap- pretty much to straighting, while his solid and appealing terp sesh. Al- Hawaiian Paradise Isle, Hollywood.
ri.n«
He's pard hits out for the laughs. Act though the technique is good, the
La Conga, Hollywood, putting on a
plause to get him offstage.
and
^lis
own
baseball
sonrlu
Bcorebook
and in-season averages on currently on the Old Gold (Robert has plenty of stuff, but would pack quality of the act depends not on talent preview of young studio
that, but entirely oil the personal
and pitchers in the major Benchley) radio commercial.
players every Thursday night.
a more potent punch if cut almost in
kopl
charm
of
each
of
the.
kids
Personable looking lad with wavy half.
and
on
the
Virtually all the business
Eddy Dnchin, Morton Downey and
acquainting the audience blond hair, Todd uses the lazy bari- could be retained, but the routine socko. toutines. Everyone of the four Maurice and
v^"
Cordoba, current at the
dope-recording system, Bar- tone crooning style of Bing Crosby, should be comoreissed and speeded. routines they do at Lynch's has been
bep
very clearly designed just for them, Persian Room, Hotel Plaza, N. Y.,
of ex- Would be surefire
scVm+1^^P^*^"s "^ow telegraphic de- but he fails to inject variety
if thUs sharpened.
fitting perfectly their so-Irish faces bow out Jan. 26,
Set for new show
pression, neglects to build up his
out-of-town
ball
games
Hobe.
apl'^ii2"^«°'
and general appearance. Patterned are The Hartmanj, who return for
consequently misses
drp«^5^®"y transmitted and then numbers and climactic punch. Nor is
after other family acts.
an eight week engagement. Jack
radio
listeners. the necessary
Fini^K^
HOPE
PEGGY
of
Quartet's hoofing is interpretative Marshard's orchestra and Adelaide
with a three-minute sock there any contrast in the type
dMmof-^
tap stuff. Each dan6e seems to have
joh!?*t^2ation of the ninth-inning of songs he offers. After one romantic Songs
Moffett, 'Socialite songstress.
a little story to tell. They're equally
all the others seem just so Earle, Philly
str&* ^^"der Meer's second ballad,padding.
Medrano and Donna, current at the
Cute young femme was added this good, from the three lads trying" to
has obvious posHe
at Ebbets Field, much
BrJiSiL"?'^^."*^'^
Sert Room of the Waldorf-Astoria,
orooklyn, last summer,
Bernie
as
canary
with
week
by
Ben
training
make
the
girl
shrewd
and
getting
with
brush-off
a
and
sibilities,
A Click with baseball bugs.
his crew. Maestro's intro of her as a in
.
the opener, ' to the challenge N. Y., will; return to the Gran Casino
is a potential sock for vaude, niteries,
Hobe.
local lass and his inference that she 1-ounds for tlie final encore.
Herb. Nacional, Havana, on Feb. 22.
Koll.
radio or films,
talent under existing conditions in
the 'anschlussed' countries.
To begin with, the personnel look
more Nordic than Hitler, Goebbels,
They're young,
Streicher, et al.
people,
probably
talented
fresh
equally divided as to faith.
Max Wlllenz (Vienna) tees ofl a
^erboten Overture,' calling for

props,

fect;

Room
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MUSIC HALL,

Hall
Leihert,
Music
Symph, Ballet, Rockettes, Sam Barton, Jan Peerce, Viola- Philo, choir.

The Debonnaires (6), Earl Lippy;
'The Great Man Votes' (RKO), reviewed in Variety Jan. 11, '39, plus
*March of Time' (reviewed in this
issue)
'Variety'
.

varietyall

it

caption

the

is

Rus^U Markert
branches.

of

this

and
gamut of

presentation,

running

is,

It's

the-

nicely

blended

and paced, rounding out an even
hour, including the "La Bohemeoverture; Nat Karson's decor and
the costuming by Marco Montedoro,
WiUa Van and H. Rogge are highly
effective; particularly in that pert,
(which is
finale, 'Beguine'
really a reprise of a- former effort).
Eugene Biraun's expert lighting is
likewise above par.
The ballet opens with Dance
Piquant, actually a schoolyard frolic
on toes, with all the adolescent folde-rol of 'potsy' games, bounding
balls, rope-skipping and hoop-rolling.
It fronts a Radio City Music
Hall version of a schoolhovise. exierior and is a truly pii^uant tee-off^
which is a smart change of pace on
the heels of the Puccini overture.
Sam Barton (New AjCts) is a
.

saucy

-

tramp

-cyclist

who must have been

around, jiidging by his seasoned delivery, but is not recorded in the

New

Like all sight acts,
in the
6i000-capacity Hall.
Third interlude, Music Immortal,
Maurice Baron's special arrangement of a Tschaikowsky classic with
special lyrics by Albert .StUlman,
gives Pari Peerce, Viola Philo and
the choir (William Reid, director)
fuU vocal play. It's here, too, that
Braun's corking, lighting asserts it-

Act

flies.

Ke goes for extra values

These choral numbers, incidentally, will always be flattering to
the Hall's hidden mike * system,
self.

'

which picks up the lyrics for full
values, so that nothing is lost despite
the. size. of. the auditorium.

there
-

any

unseemly

Nor are

microphones

visible to spoil the general aesthetic
picture.

The

Debonnaires,

handle the dance assignment

to

N. Y.

Richard

male

hoofing
sextet, like Battbn and/or the Rockettes, -fall within the category of^
sight appeal. Their concerted dance'
stuff is considerably away from the
premise of six dandies, in formal

STATE, N. Y.

solo.

She knows what she- is doing on the
stage, but her routines are not flashy
enough to make them stand out.

-

,

Time

is

the

acme

of

show business

Evidently minus any rehearsal, booth flashed verses on and off, enwith playing of the song. In the midst
of all this, backstage woke up to the fact that verses on the scrim
couldn't be read, so the standard picture screen was lowered to
properly catch the words. Difficulty was encountered in centering
verses on the white background. Hamilton's attention was by now
entirely riveted on screen trying to fit his rhythms to the disheartening
business gp.ing on over head.
Hamilton's embarrassment at the entire procedure had by now
spread to the audience. What might have been a satisfying organlog
turned out to" be a mess.

Crip,'

Barr and Estes, comedy dancers, Ann Sothem (New Acts), comes
are more aero than graceful, but along just ahead of the act's conLand.
score with their interpretation of the clusion.
jitterbug. Male partner of the team,
with his pinched-up face, does a neat
job of a subway straphanger, his
Dorsey
panto being very funny.
then brings on his other soloist,^
Hartford. Jan. 21.
Jack Leonard, whose 'Old Folks' got
Faith Bacon, Count Berni Vici
ready recognition.
in its -wintet-criiisei suggej5ti6n,-pacedLowe, Hite and Stanley, the. mid Orch with Gene Gory and Roberta,
t»y Earl Lippy vocalizuig *B6gm the get-to-giant act, are oke- with their Lane & Lane, Bill Guthrie, LaRue
Beguine.' That brings on the Rock- physical differences played, up from &
Schlepperman, Edith
Carroll,
ettes in perky, Martinique costuming, several angles, with the marching Tarler;
Thoroughbreds^
'Fighting
under
light cork masks, with a cori- and tumbling bit about the best, (Mono),
, .
^
trast of gaily mad, yet well blending Freddie Dosh, sound trickster, imi
-spectrum of colors. Their rhuriiba is tating autos, street cars, etc.. ends
Faith Bacon carries the marquee
ii natural for the Cole Porter tune
up strong after a weak start. Dalz.
weight this week, but the Count
and the general aura of the presenBerni Vici unit supplies the greater
tation. If memory^ serves, when this
Cuspart of the entertainment.
number was previously done, there
tomer have filed in. expecting to see
was a luminous paint effect included
Miss Bacon strip and have been disand, probably not to hark back too
was
dancer
because
appointed,
Indianapolis, Jan. 20.
much, that's not utilised this time
Hal LeRoy, Professor Lambert!, warned away from this stint after
out.
Sweeney,'Lister Cole second day by local gendarmes.
Biz for the 'Great Man Votes' Ross, Pierre
enis
-wreek's
show
this
Flavor
of
Debutantes, Bob Oakle];,''5hang7tai
(RKO), despite the quality of the
Troupe; 'Off the Record' tirely different from those of past
feature, seemed considerably below Wing
months. It follows in the wake of
par for an opening (Thursday) (WB),
swing and sophisticated music name
night. Latest March of Time is reWith pit band moved " on stage, bands, and screen personalities. It's
viewed in this issue.
Abel.
a fast moving show, well paced and
bill has a revue flavor,' Bobby Oakley having been imported to wave full of a solid hour's divertissethe stick and intro the acts.. Oakley, ment, with the line- girls (8) spotted
while he has an act of his own, .does opening and closing arid in two other
numbers. They add substantially to
nothing else but act as m!c,
Chicago, Jan. 21,
Shanghai' .Wing Troupe is a typi- the entertainment.
Ted Weems orch,' Patsy Parker, cal opening' act, consisting of an enUnit uses a double stage. All-girl
Trio,BcuMary* Uee, .Peggy:, Taylor
tire Chinese family juggling strings, band (13) is located on a movable
9rly Bemis, Perry Como, Elmo Tan- hand balancing,
diving. ..through platform under the upper deck. Led
ner, Red Ingle; 'Zaza' (Par)c
kives and pjate juggling., A* mop- by Countj Berni Vici, also m. c, band
pet wins big response with aero includes an electric organ arid a
Always a Chicago fave since the work.
harp. All the members play banjos,
days of the Trianon ballroom, stay,
Ross, Pierre and Sweeney follow. harmonicas, and accordions besides
the Ween\s orchestra is a guaranteed Ross is the entire act, with his imi- their regular instruments.
theatre.
entertainment item in any
Mechanical number by the line,
tation of Popeye a standout. iSweeNo lengthy comment is needed for ney works in weak imitation of Ben with the girls resembling cogs and
Weems' music; it. is solid. stuff, melo Bernie and Ned Sparks, and joins carrying sparklers, is the opefter.
dious and well-arranged. It is the Ross for some vocalizing.
Pierre, Next are Lane and Lane, who click
style of music that will go on and
femme member of trio, also mimics with knockabout acrobatics. Ring
on, unmindful of temporary fads or
with French accent, then is joined the gong with two-high rope skipcrazes.
-who does sound effects on ping. LaRue and Carrol spotted deWeems has two femme singers by Ross,
Louis Blues.' Trio warble 'Aloha' livered an adagio nimiber, which
with him. Patsy Parker is the lat- 'St. close.
registers well.
to
est addition. She could b^ a blonde
Bill Guthrie, in cowboy attire,
Lester Cole' and his Debs are an
bombshell with proper handling,
for the eye as well as the ear. warbles 'Last Roundup' -effectively.
She has a wealth Qi personality, a act
Six girls are niftily dressed in white In the closing spot he does well with
fine stage presence and a gusto that
and put plenty 'Lonesome Road,' Gory and Roberta
gives her a splendid .operating basis. satin evening gownis
the comedy of the show.
From there on she needs songs. She of polish on the tonsils to sing provide
Following, some crossfire patter, Rosang two numbers when caught, and 'Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody,' 'Mul- berta,
Vica looker, slams Gory across
neither one of them really showed berry Bush,' 'Heart and Sojil,' a
tor Herbert medley, and "Wedding the face with a tin cello. Gory gets
off hpr true ability.
the laughs when he attempts to
On the othet hand little Mary Lee of Jack and Jill.' Cole had laryn- make
has three songs which are well-nigh gitis at show caught and din't show, and music, using breakaway fiddles
other props. One bit, in which
Hal Le Roy is standout in taps de
.perfect, and. she sells them with
he has a dog drop from a cello, is a
rhythm,
effortless
with
Has partment
plenty of juvenile wallop.
strong laugh.
lenity of stuff on the vocal ball, disclosing an ingratiating personalS•ther singers for Weems are his ity iri telling a few gags during a
Ravel's 'Bolero* orchestration by
regular male stand-bys. Elmo Tan- hreathing spell. He displays plenty the band stands out while the line
ner Is unqaestionably the top of original steps and rhythm tap fin- goes through a dance on the upper
stage.
Number is started in a blackProfessor
winner;
mitf
is
feure
-whistler in the business today and ish
With Lamberti is one of the annual visi- out, with only the radiolite hands of
his tonsil flfiiig is surefire.
the gals visible. Orch is heavy on
Red Ingle .he. is a great basis, for tors and still tops all other musical the
skins and organ in this number.
comedy and novelty items that iden comedians. His props, gags, the
Edith Tarler does nicely with imiLeather wad of gum, come-apart xylophone,
outfit.
the.. Weems
tjfy
tooler Ingle is a comedian who red "flannels, droppirig pants, are tations of stage -and screen parsonalities,
Js tops with cne on Lionel
for
doesn't look like a comedian, which surefire,, arid when he goes in
Has a new straight thumping of the wood for Barrymofe. Faith Bacon gets by
is probably an asset.
with her i-rchid dance, "vyorking with
/ventriloquiat bit that should develop a -finish he has the ticket-buyers
a a large veil. First two days of the
into A strong stage routine for the with him all the way. BiU runs
long .6^ .minutes, but lack of dead show, Wednesday (1,8) and. Thursday, she stripped, but. then came
:.Two vaude acts are with, the band. spots inak,es it seem shorter.
the warning from the coppers.
Biz 'good at third show Friday.,
Beverjf Remis jb now. on. her own
Kiley.
Introing- himself iai a fugitivi
o^ a struggle for her
and irs

STATE,

HARTFORD

•

from the

six flavors^' Schlepperman
has the next spot. Personable, he
works easily, using the dialect with
which he has been identified. Gets

in several plugs for
his ex-radio associate.

Line finales
Biz good at
night (20).

STANLEY, PITT
Pittsburgh, Jan. 21.

Jack Benny,

Major Bowes 'Champion Amateurs
Ted Mack, Joe &
in a southern routine. Marie Smith, Moe Sparminato, Texas
show caught Friday Rangers (i), Larry Best, Jack Martin, Lauri Bianco, Albert Hall, Merle
Eck.
and Gaylor, 3 Harmontco Dees, 2
Nit-Wits, 3 Lewis Sis; 'Dufcc of West

He

scores.

STRAND, B'KLYN

Four Franks (4), Emmett Oldyield
Eddie Ware, Ann Miller, Stepin
Phil Regan, Teddy King's
house orch and Midgie Fellows;

of 1938' unit with

,

.

LYRIC, INDPLS.
&

CHICAGO, CHICAGO

-

,

.

'

'

•

'.•

(UA).

Point'

So-called

&

bonger
anemic

Fetchit,

won't

champ unit
in name

is -that

of the gongonly. Pretty

entertainment,

but
that
difference at "WB
deluxer. No. 1 spot for Bowes shows
'Arrest Bulldog Drummond' (Par). ever since he's been sending 'em
around.. Corniest turn in the world
Present week marks 19th of vaude- could be a sock here so long as it
fiew the Major's banner.
ville since policy was inaugurated
That's a
ph^nomenoft peculiar
Sept. 16, and biz has built consist- only to Stanley, The pros nave to
ently after first few weeks. W. J. break their necks to get over. The
McLaughlin, house manager, paves ams on other hand can wiggle their
finger and stop the show. This is
the way for a healthy opening by
the iSth Bowes unit to play house
starting each Friday with a stunt and mob's still in "the tyros' cornight, currently jitterbug dance, con- ner, though enthusiasrii is growing
Saturday and Sunday trade is a trifie less ecstatic.
tests.

-

.

worl,d over, yet there are

tirely out of synchronization

°

&

th.e

played.

NEWARK

Sid Marion is poorly equipped,
Tommy Dorsey and his orch, doing a- split program of swing and with things to say and things to do.
sweet, got the cash customers jit* But in the process of proving that
terbugging in the aisles and right he needs material he also proves
onto the stage, until fire officials that he can get a lot. out of extremeput an end to it and ordered Dorsey ly little, Madeline Killeen gives him
to warn the addicts to stick to their good, straight support.
They may
seats.
It made page one' of the se- be a good act as soon as they get
date Newark. Sunday CacH.
an act.
Dorsey wisely balances his sock
Roger Pryor proves likable as the
swing music with comedy. Skeets slightly -gabby leader of an -enterHerfut, doing an uncanny imperso- tp.ining band, which is at its best
nation of Disney's 'Dopey,* sings when spoofing other musical organ'Kermit the Hermit' and teams up izations.
Pryor is an ex-actor of
with Edythe Wright in a bit of legit and films. This means a lot in
Suzy-Q arid a couple of numbers. terms of poise, personality and an
Miss
featured
soloist,
For a
delivery of wordage.
Wright does not have much -to do, easy-flowing
He tosses oflt a slice of song nicely
but does that well. Orch thrushes
again into mimare now taking comedy under their and dips now and
wings and Miss Wright is no excep- icry. Coupled with a neat appearsolid authortion, but she is more at home in her ance, he presides with
*
ity,
Mrs. Pryor, better known as
vocalizing.

doing intricate tandem step
ping. 'Their dance mechariique, sec
bnd of their two terp numbers, has
novelty in creation and inteUlgence
in presentation, plus a dash of comedy, that inakes them surefire before
almost any type audience,
'Caribbean,' finale, is appropriate

M

New York

Class A theatgres not far from the Broadway sector which neglect
fundamental principles so essential to good showmanship.
Patrons of the RKO Albee, Brooklyn, were treated to an inexcusable
presentation of a specialty act introduced between halves of the double-feature program, last Thursday (19). Caught at the 7:50 p.m, show,
screen trailer announced Bob Hamilton, swing organist, at the Hammond electric console. House lights, remained off while a stagehand
puttered around the small organ setup near wings. House still dark,
screen curtain went Up, front curtain came down, followed' by another
scrim curtain, badly askew.
.After several minutes of this, with patrons fidgeting in their seats,
house lights came up and organist was discovered before microphone
in front of his organ, while the stagehand scurried off., Hamilton began to speak but had to apologize when the public address system
failed to function. In a minute or so, it came on.
After this bad start, intimating to audience that he was overjoyed
at working at the Albee,- Hamilton dashed' off several pops, but in the
middle of one number booth began flashing a verse from a number he
wasn't playing. Lyric belonged to 'P.D.R. Jones' Which Hamilton next

•

in.

Albee s Comedy of Errors

Juvelys, Big

attire,

a

Bidp

Time Crip, Std Marion
Also her costume could be changed and Madeline Killeen, Roger Pryor
and the color changed to something Orch, Ann Sothemj 'Sweethearts^
darker for greater effectiveness.
(M-G).
Shades of the Kitchen Pirates!
Peggy Tayior is doing a comedy
A punch-less bill that nonetheless
burlesque adagio act with a couple
manages to impress pleasantly. Its
of male heavers.
It is one of the
Sid- Marion
best comedy adagio acts because deficiency is comedy.
the sole seeker of giggles in a big
is
they have a basis of real sensational
stuff when they want to step out. way, although there are comedy bits
Pryor
Show
meanRoger
act.
the
They would do well to inject a bit in
more of this solid stunt stuff just to ders along amiably, but without ever
prove further .to the audience that touching a peak.
Juvelys. man snd woman, open
they can toiis off a genuine adagio
trick. Also, while tl\e tearing of the the bill with body-balancing that is
men's costumes is okay up to a point, original, novel and amazing. Girl
they over-step the bounds by going not only head-to-heads with the
too sloppy -with torn pants and holes mari, but is .undeterred by one, and
-rubber
intervening
two,
in the socks.
The light snicker it then
And just to be more
gets doesn't atonj for the generally spheroids.
messy effect. They are solid enough complex, .the man bobs around in
reand
this
predicament
with
on comedy rolitine itself to soft pedal this
sponsibility while teetering on a
this biz.
Biz was pretty good.
Gold.
plank which in turn, is rolling on a
small barreL' It's something doubled
and redoubled. Here is an act that
bespeaks
It
rates
superlatives.
adroitness,
daring and
patience,
finished skill of exceptional characNewark, Jan. 23.
It can play the, world.
Tommy Dorsey's orch, Skeets ter.Next
in line is a Negro with one
Herfut, Edythe Wright,.Barr & Estes,
leg and a white dress suit tailored
Jack Leonard, Lowe, Hite <SF Stanley. in
the extreme and generous manFreddie Dosh.
ner of Harlem elegance. This showout some
Vattde at the Shubert is still do- manly )9erformer beats
aid of a
ing, lobby business right into the heated hoofing with the
and delivers a fast five mincrutch
next show. At first show on Sunresponds
to
vaudeville.
He
day (22), generally low-ebb at bx>.. utes of
the patrons were aliready jamming, the Vanvechtenesque billing of 'Big

SHUBERT,

Wedntsdnff January 25, 1939

usually okay, with remainder of
coasting on this impetus.
New bill leans On Stepin Fetchit,
Ann Miller and Phil Regan for marquee draft, but i_s getting support
from the other acts and Teddy
King's house' band
(on stage as
usual)
plus vocalist Midgie Fellows,
Fetchit gets applause before he
appears, the 'Lazy Bones' theme song
cuing his entrance. He's still clicking along in early part of act, using
same material and pantomime. That
much ado about nothing .is deftly
manipulated, but he seems to just
miss a cleanup finish. Might be
well to really go into that dance at
accelerated pace if only for con-

week

trast.

Phil Regan, ex-gendarme from
Brooklyn's force who made the films
through his
warbling,
measures
higher than expectations. Registers
better on the stage than he has" in
some pictures shown in same theatre.
Carries his own accompanist,
also
billed
as
a Brooklyn boy.
Regan's a cinch here because of local angle, but robust tenor gets by
easily on his voice.
Best, in his
repertoire

is

'My Own,'

However,

he's been around in cinema talking
roles long enough to give him a better line of gab tha-n he's presently

employing,

Ann Miller, recently at the n! Y,
Paramount, scores with her legmania. Continues to get background
buildup regardless of her work in
pictures, with 'You Can't Take It
With You' stressed. Appears in
only, one
costume,- blue seauined
blouse and trouserettes. Pert personality needs at least one change,
especially to a garb in which gams
are visible, Femme is pat on complicated tapping.
Emmett Oldfleld

.

make any

Ted Mack's the m.c. and he's the
brightest thine present. Doubles as
batoneer of Dave Broudy's house
orch. on stage and "keeps the patter
fast and flip between the acts to
give things a badly needed lift.
Slow start disposes of Texas Rangers
(4),

ordinary hillbilly instrumental

quartet, and Lewis Sis, harmonv
trio slightly on the flat side.
Jack

Martin draws the

first blood with a
neat bit of eccentric hoofing, mixing acrobatics with soft shoe, and
Harmonica Dees, three yuongste-"-,
keep it going at moderate speer.
Boys better than, average mouth
organists and over nicely wit'^. a
medley of 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band,'
'So .Help
Me' and Toy
Trumpet.'
Lauri Bianco follows them on for
an operatic solo piped fair-to-middlin,'
Merle and Gaylor picking
things up again with a corking roller-skating exhibition, ending in a
flash neck-to-wrist sling at a dizzy
pace. -Albert Hall on next ostensib?^
playing a piccolo, but develops he's
whistling the tune himself, good
novelty but stiffly done and not
showy enough to get everything it's
worth.
No bowes unit is ever complete
without an impersonator, and Larry
Best's the one this time, but the
market for this sort of thing's
pretty low right now, Moe Sparm-nato ambles on with three clarinets,
first Benny Goodmaning a solo and
then mouthing the entire collection
to produce sounds not too much
unlike those of a oipe organ, A lit-

tle different

and

liked.

Next-to-closing brings
on Tv/o
Nit-Wits, Pittsburgh lads who rnpeared- on Bowes .broadcast Thr?.-day (19) and were immedi"^'^'y
r''"3
sent back for present unit.
are alumni of Brian McDonald's

cal amateur hour on WJAS. v'"th
and Eddie Ware minor talent but major 5alesms.nclean up here with their clowning,
ship. Routine a raoid-fire series of
knockabout balancing and gymnas- impersonations,
gagging the radio
tics,
Limbermiiscled, smaller athlete shows
and 'March of Time,' with
astoniphes with his excellent timing
their
and skill. Four Franks, two col- lads getting by chiefly on Over
caution-to -the-winds manner.
legiate-type youths and pair
of
femmes provide enough variety to bigJoehere.
Marie, in
Smith
and
daughter.
push through for nice returns in
knock
opening spot. Routine is varied, en- some new and old rug-cutting, close,
to
tailing dancing, knockabout and mu- out a fast hoofin? session
with entire cast parading back onto
sical work,
.stage again in the customar.v Bowes
Teddy King's band is now a much finale style for the curtain.
smoother unit,- this including King's
Cohen..
m.c'ing. Midgie Fellows, swingster,
mops UD with 'Old Man River' medley and 'What Can the Matter Be,'
•REFUGEE' UNIT IN B'KLYN
King- announces that his outfit and
WHN 'Refugee Theatre of the
Miss Feli.dws are due to start, a fiveAir.' which started a vaude tour at
timcs-wepJdy broadcast via WORgoes
Mutual Feb. 13." Jitterbug dancers, Fay's, Providence, last week,
held resoonsible for much of Fxi- into the Rivera, Brooklyn, Friday
day draw, occupied stage ior about (27) for four days. Other dates are
15 minutes, in cbmpejish for cash.
being lined up.
Biz big at last night's show.
..Unit, booke,d by Ben Shanin and
"iV'edr.
Abe Weinberg.
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.25,

N. Y.

are featured and

}le,

offer-., rousing

STRAND,

arrangements of the 'Rangers Song'

N. Y.

and 'Song of the Musketeers.* Bit of
production is worked f6r a finale
fiCO Reisman orch. Toy & Wing,
House
jinderson ^& Boisseau, Glenn & with the octet singing a medley of Dinah Shore, Pansy the Horse, Dick
Sonny,
Sonny &
college songs and the line working Todd. Jay & Lew Seiler; 'They Made
Hines.prcH out a background in natty collegiate Me a Criminal' (WB), reviewed in
iVeSie Anderson, 'Earl'Jones
this issue.
& Jean Eldridge; (20th).Fam- Costumes.
he Farm'
Show is held to 47 minutes. Biz is
ily Down on t
Leo Reishman's orch uncorks
reflecting lack of marquee strength,
show,
stage
of
minutes
88
A^ter
jeing slowest in weeks.
Quin.
a thoroughly acceptable brand of
was
orchestrated music, while the acts
the black 'n' tan crowd up here
line

Vivian Harris,

(16),

'

still

yelling tor more opening night,
up as one of the most invaude audiences in the me-

EMBASSY,

setting it

N. Y.

Harlem's
on
Located
Newsreel subjects' at the Embassy
Broadway, 125th street, house natu- cover a lot of territory, the idea
trade, apparently being to please both those
colored
chiefly
rally draws
wish they had the money to go
who
with a sprinkling of white, most of to Florida and those who prefer
whom are evidently slumming. northern sports.
Shows are colored, always headlined
For the warm weather enthusiasts
by a band and always include hoof- there are six subjects a Paramount
clip on Miami -Beach fashions, with
*^Regarding the latter, this is prob- the models wearing nothing much at
ably the most critical audience in all^ a Universal subject with girls in
the country. A hoofer has to have
the lathing suits trying to ride rubber
it on the ball here; he can't fake
lorses in a pool; a Pathe contribuwings and hocks or sluff his taps.
ion from the Hialeah track; some
Tliis fact is clear cut in the case of
i'ox Movietone fashions; some Par
hoofing
male
Sonny,
SdlHiy^nd
'ootage on cruise clothes, and' a
practically
teammttiis show. Thev
'athe
panorama showing a huge
murderedNtiiemselves Friday night
(20) before the audience started to trailer camp in Florida;
At the opposite end of the thertumble; then they wouldn't let the
sartorially elegant tappers get off. mometer. Par shows French skiers
Originally, this duo was billed as in the Alps doing some spectacular
stunts, with some fine scenery in
Sonny and Eddie.
The bands find the going easier. the background. A Pathe number
iceboats
maneuvering on
All they need is a forte and fast shows
style of playing swing arrangements, Greenwood Lake, N. J.
Barcelona war scenes and Chamas per Earl Hines* crew in this layjerlain's visit to Rome, by Metro,
out. Father Hines is socko at the
piano and has two expert musicians are just more pictures and can't be
in Leroy Harris (sax) and Walter made interesting even by the earnest
Latter also vo- efforts of the commentator, James B.
Fuller (trumpet).
Kennedy. In Tunisia and Algiers,
cals, 'Solitude' being the favorite at
the opening show. Jean Eldridge is however, the native officials, camel
the femme soloist with the band, has corps, Arab horsemen and army distyle.
inanimate
but
an
voice
nice
visions
put on a. fine show for Prea
Hines' orchestra closes the show mier Daladier of France.
These
after working the first part behind were covered by Universal and
drops and scrim. Early portion Pathe.
holds the standard Glenn and JenConsiderable footage is devoted to
kins blackface comedy -dancing act, new army uniforms.
Grabbing a
with assist from an unbilled boy. truck driver off a truck and. making
This team has been big-time for lim inflate a balloon to find out
'em
up
wows
comedy
their
years and
whether he is intoxicated is good for
here. They're working two spots in a laugh. Metro and Par shots of the
the show and equally effective both San Francisco Expo and New York
World's Fair are spectacular. The
Production opens with an "Aavice new CJovernor
of Pennsylvania was
the Lovelorn' school, chorines
tropolis.

—

'

to

seated at desks arid bringing the inquiries to Vivian Harris, who sings
the advice over the p.a. system. Its
meaningless. This cues on the mixed,
song-dance team of Anderson and
Boisseau for a bit of alleged comedy, with the femme half also fronting the line for the first hotcha ensemble dancing. Line is there evidently just for sightstuflf, the groupand precision being quite
ings
slonpy. Then Glenn and Jenkins.
Sonny and Sonny, plus a torrid
bump and thigh -grinding cooch by
Frenchie Anderson with the line,
break up the Glenn and Jenkins
Hines' band, 14 pieces and
act.
nearly all brass, comes into the

open at this point.
This is one of those weeks when
house is not staging any sketches
—and the show plays all the better
thfe

tor

it.

.

iz fair

,

_ .
Scho.

^

opening night.

TOWER,

A

PARAMOUNT,

Los, Angeles, Jan. 19,
"Judy Canova, with Zeke & Anne;

Con

Colleano, Count Cutelli, Frank
Jenks, Hal Belford, Fanchonettes,
orch; 'Paris Honey-

moon' (Per).

and Con Colleano
honors on the Par
and mopping up.
and abetted In her
Adorahles: 'Little Tough Guys tn hillbiUy tomfoolery by Brother Zeke
Society' (U).
and Sister Anne; and, with the Chase
& Sanborn radio hour prestige back
Stage entertainment this week of them, are .helping pull a few
and
with a mistress of ceremonies
sheckels into the box office.
Colthe band on the stage, has a semi- leano, with his exciting tight wire
revue or unit flavor. This is an about act, kept his auditors on the edges of
^face from recent weeks, which have their seats today CThursday) while
seen a parade of name bands more he danced and pranced about in
midair,

or. less as units.

While bands have been paying
is flgured needed
from wearing out.
Next show or two will also be in a
different vein, but bands are sure to
return, as they have proven the best
coin-getters cf the past year or more.
House stage director, Jean Devlyn,
adds considerable to the show with
productions bits throughout. Annette
dividends, change
to prevent interest

Canova

act

is

mostly moimtain

songs and music, with Judy clowning most of the way. She. warbles
singly, and at times the others join
Sister Anne shows proficiency
at the ivories, particularly with a
solo which reveals unusual technique. Turn is ^ood for hearty laffs
and scored decisively at the opening
in.

show.'

For

opening, the Fanchonettes,
Anderson, line regular, is called
garbed a la Eton boys, form a backto handle the m.c. assignnvent, and
ground fdr Hal Belford, local disdoes well.
covery, who shows great promise as
Line opens with a brief number a tap dancen
Girls wind up the
built around the acrobatics of the turn with a driU routine, cleverly
three Bradford juves. Two lads and executed*
girl, all under 10, are being given
Frank Jenks, onetime favorite m.c.
their chance while their father and at the Paraimount as. well as other
trainer,
victim of a hit-and-run Coast theatres, returns to his first
driver, recuperates in a local hos- love aft6r eight years away, most of
Trio need stage presence, the time being spent in picture work.
EitaL
'are and Yates, adult acrbs, follow Jenks gabs a lot, sings and performs
Some of
^ith their panto-comic routine, dead- on the slide trombone.
pahning throughout their, shoulder his material is poor, and he resorts
stands and balancing.
entirely too much tq such phrases
Band under Conrad's baton takes as 'no kidding,' 'you know what I
Also his gag
its chukker with
a medley of songs mean' and 'really,'
Jfiade famous by recent nam6 bands leading up to the trombone solo
Otherhw;e.. Busse's 'Hot-Lips' is the lead- could well be eliminated.
is still a corking stage
off, but crew
registers better with wise, Jenks
One O'clock Jump,' written bv entertainer and before end of the
Count Basic. Less Boyer of the orch week should have his act finessed
featured in some trumpet work to click nroportions.
Count Cutelli, expert on sound efand
oui,

Kenny Smith clowns

Ray

fects

.(3)

all

scarlet,

(2)

purple, buff arid,

chocolate.

Biz good.

Craig.

HIPP,

BALTO

J.,

.
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BOSTON

KEITH'S,

Boston, Jan. 20.

Joe Morrison, Sybil Bowan, Ru& English Bros., Helen
'& Co. (A), Eddie Rosenwald Orch: 'Exposed' (U) and 'Lost
tons, Belett

Swanson

Express

(.U).

Some new and old faces in this
lineup provide the best variety bill
the Boston has presented since opening its new stage policy a month ago.
Sybil Bowan serves cao^My as m.c.,
and in .the next-to-shut spot stops
everything with her assortment .of
impersonations.
new number here,
an impression of a British bathing
beauty, wowed 'em, as did her solid
caricature of Mrs. Roos'=svelt. Weak
spot of her reperto'ire is something
about passe show girl,' now 40. Too

A

realistic to

be hilarious.

Joe Morrison, perennial In this
house, -handles the m.c. chore very
well, vocals 'Heart and Soul,' 'Reverie' and 'Liebestraum' beautifully,
and repeats the medley of cowboy
ballads aimed to remind the customers of his screen escperience. Bright
spot on the bill.
English Bros, and Miss Belett give
out a terrific rOwdy acrobatic and
hoofing turn that socks the morning
mob. Helen Swanson and three part,

new to this territory, close thcwith an adagio number marked

ners,
bill

some sensational tosses and
catches, Femme is a looker. Music.
('Blue Danube') Is not appropriate
and a revision in that department;

by

more experience with the
routine, should lift this quartet into
bigger time.
Opener is a dog act, Rutons, with
the man putting the puns through
their paces in a showmanly manner..
'Skipoy,' the featured dog, is outstanding, and the' trainer rates spe<*
clal mention for- handling his stunters in such a- kindly manner. Women
partner keeps in background.
House band on stage backs up th«
plus some

acts nicely.

Fox,

Roxy, Salt Lake City

Salt Lake City, Jan. 22.
Vic Hyde, Norman Nassar, m.c.,
the Wayne Family (5), Grcenman
Walters, Flo Ash, Roxyettes (8), Bill
Floor Orch (5); 'You and J\fc*
closes with 'F.D.R. Jones,' all prop- (Par)
and 'Thnll of a Lifetimif
erly in the groove and sold just (Par),
right. Encored with 'Martha' in response to shouted requests from stub
Vic Hyde, one of Rudy 'Vallee's ra-

&

•

holders.

dio specialties

and dubbed by the

Dr. Hoffman, fast working mix- crooner as 'a bucolic ambidexterious
who produces variety of symphohi'st,' walks off with top
drinks from pitcher of Water or a honors at Roxy, town's sole vaudeshaker, gives out a pleasing inter- fihner.
While the 'cutest little
lude, splicing his Skillful timing with nudist,' Flo Ash, .top billing, has
okay chatter. Uses femme assistants the one-man band Is the money all
,to pass drinks to audience and sup- the way and wins best returns. Hyde
plies strong finish to show.
dsiplays clicko riiannerisms on the
Bttrm.
Biz fair.
ivories, but his assorted trumpet selections, lipping two or three insfru.ments simultaneously, made the pew
collection of talent, the two outpatrons holler for more.
Spotted
standing features, one at the beginnext-to-closing, Hyde's act is a. cinch,
for any house. In this spot, he stood
ning arid one at the end, are both
Cleveland, Jan. 21.
out like a grapefruit In a case pf tan^
production ideas worked out with
Jack Carter Orch, BUI Robinson, garines.
the chorines. First is snappy ClanCan, 'done with brilliant vari-colored Lorenzo Robertson, Three Peppers,
Miss A-sh, who Is a hold-over from
Parks, Irene
ruffled petticoats and getting plenty Mabel Scott, Conway
last week, is featured in two tepid
ballyhoo from reviewers as the Cort; 'Going Places' (WB).
semi-nude terps. Her mirror dance
dance Hays office ruled out of 'Zaza.'
is unique, but her feather twirling'
All-Harlem bill built around Bill provides more s,a,, Her two speOther is town's first experience with
new Whiting Filterite equipment, Robinson by RKO Palace's producer, cialties have the assistance of the
used on especially -costumed version Dave Bonis, has hot spots, but not Roxyettes (8), whose footwork" apenough musical ballast. Benis is pears shoddy in spots and whose
of line's stilt number.
Most interesting angle of Fllter- making plenty of changes after a costumes bear the stamp, of rigid
sluggish first show, and may have it economy.
lite's debut here is fact that not one
of five reviewers covering show ap- snapping along faster before week is - Nassar, a personable youth, hanparently realized they were seeing over.
dles the m.c. chores in an
manWhat it actually needs for a tonic ner, being eclually adept aso,k.
Columns had been filled with
it.
a yarnadvance stories on the idea, but is a band of more fev2rish caliber. splpner and hoofer. His portrayal of
critics were under the impression Jack Carter's 'whispering swingsters*
the
'Cavalcade
Popular
of
Steps,'
it wasn't to
bow here imtil next are sweeter than usual colored out- ginning with the era when bethe
Friday (27). Conclusion is, that fits, but they haven't got the Harlem
Charleston held the spotlight down
while idea undoubtedly is clever ad- umph localites demand. Arrangeto the Lambeth Walk, smacks of high
dition to staging methods, it's not ments are too straight, while violinprofessional
lustre.
He
has
a
.pair
sufficiently
different from results ist-leader keeps his back to audience.
achieved by standard filters to be More showmanship is displayed in of solid pipes and is potential bigtime timber*
called revolutionary from audience excellent stage setting
of white
Greenman and Walters are a
standpoint.
drapes.
couple of male gabbers, whose forte'
Show, entitled Taris Music Hall,'
Good starters are Conway and is
mild slapstickery. Their best efcarries out atmosphere of accom- Parks, who jump into the groove
panying picture. Opens with line's with smart snakes-hips hoofing and forts are incorporated into a funny
ologist

.

PALACE, CLEVE.

.

&

'

drum-beating act. Clifford Wayne
full-blooded Indians, Is a
unidue troupe, consisting of father,
mother. Sister and two brothers.
The latter.'s slick dancing in the modern tempo is excellent. Mrs. Wayne
possesses a bell-like soprano voice
in tails, looks debonair but isn't sure
Announcements are and pere Wayne sticks solely to the
himself.
of
either under-toned or over-accented, introductions. Miss Wayne's terping
a weakness he carries over in his is oii+-moded in style.
Bill Floor's house orch, spotted on
songs. When he learns to keep his
feet together and not mugg 'Chloe' the sta^e, does okay despite limited
have personnel. Biz at show caught was
he'll
melo-hokumishly,
so
good,
Guss.
something on the ball.
Band then steps in with a medley
running from 'Old Man River* to

Can-Can. Girls, fall back to let finely
comedy-pantomime.
timed
Andre Bordeaux through to center They're worth a repeat numbef later
mike for adequate warbling of ''Val- in show, but don't get the chance,
entine' a la Maurice Chevalier. He Irene Cort, in green silk pajamas,
introes the Four Ortons' tightwire fiips through some acceptable acrowork. Highlights include man walk- batics. As m.c, Lorenza Robertson,
ing wire with feet in baskets, girl
standing on chair balanced on wire,

and man jumping through six-foot
paper hoop.
Charles

Kemper

lisping patter about

follows with his

amusing signs in

downtown shopping area. Gags are
but some go over and
same goes for second half of rou-

shopworn,
tine

with George Haggerty. Line's
in purple chiffon evehlhg'

routine

gowns as Bordeaux warbles. A
French ditty precedes the Kin Loo
Three of latter flutter on
Sisters.
in white silk pajamas for brief
rhythm vocalizing leading into a
smooth tap routine. Fourth Chinese
girl, dolled uo in black and gold evening dress, delivers 'Jeepers Creepers* nicely.
Following an acrobatic
dance by one of the sisters, all four

which he produces with his go into a strong shag tap finish.
Hutton.
Kemper and Haggerty return for
mouth and a rubber ball, gives the
••Three O'Connors—Jack, Bill and
with Rube Wolf, an imaginary fight routine, with
ratsy—come next to closing with a audience an earful,
as an inter- Kemper then bringing in Harris and
ime of patter, songs and dancing. up from the pit. acting return for a Howell with Leon Cepharv First two
rogator. Fanchonettes
Ringing is left to the nine-year-old hillbilly routine, as prelude to the do their standard cross-fire and singi'atsy, >who has the
Cephar appears for a fast
earmarks of a Canova turn. Girls are back at the ing.
irouper, but whose dancing outshines
finale to serve as background for the rhsrthm tap. with Harris joining him
for finale, building up kid's Second
v°caUhg. T^rpin^ is the long (^ijleano act.
.X of
suit
routine
through sleepy -sporadic imiNews
Paramount
the trio, and nicely tops the
Screen also has
corredy at finish.
and 'Little Blue Bird' (U). car- tation of steps.
^JdiiJa.
Finale has line in toy soldier., stilt
varsity Eight, male vocal ensem
toon.
Iria

(1)

"

EARLE, WASH.

Judy Canova
Kansas City, Jan. 22.
are sharing top.
Ben Yost's Varsity Eight Dar6 & stage currently,
Yates, Three O'Connors, Bradjords
Judy Conrad's orch, The Former is aided
(3),

•

and change to
deep wine and

are generally forte enough to keep
the audience sitting «up. Even so,
Baltimore, Jan. 22.
there's nothing to whip an audience
Connie Boswell. Buddy Paige,
into genuine excitement, In sum, a Rolph Holbein, Billie and Her Boy
Friends (5), Dr. Hoffman; 'The Great
mild okay.
Man Votes; (RKO).
Reisman has a well-trained and
capable if unspectacular crew., He
Rither nice layout here this week,
plays the show excellently, while his
straight band offerings are musician- a bit heavy on the novelty end but
ly and distinct. Arrangements bring nevertheless pleasing in its playing
out interesting colors of the numbers, if not entirely socko. Buddy Paige,
particularly under Reisman's deft
holding down the m.c. assignment
handling of his men.
Band also
achieves vivid effects by contrasting as well as batoning the house orch
volume, rhythms and tone. Unique moved up to stage, handles himself
arrangement of 'St. Louis Blues' is a fairly well considering repeated and
stunning finale.
unwieldy opening and closing of
First of the individual turns. Toy travelers to accommodate planting
and Ming, offer a clickish brand of and clearing of extra heavy prop
hoofology, including various styles of setups. He tells a story nicely and
toe, soft-shoe, high-kick and tap. is far from a faker with the stick,
Oriehtal mixed pair are both agile turning in a workmanlike stint of
steppers, nicely costumed and main- directing.
taining a lively pace. Gal is a looker.
Fast opening is provided by Billie
After a short band number, the gal and her Boy Friends, who start off
vocalist, Dinah Shore; is on for a With fairish three-way hoof and aero
single song, 'Won't You Hurry Home.' challenge followed by some flashy
Nicely gowned, sells a song passably hocking by femme. Have a punchy
and has an unaffected ease of man- finish which brings on quartet in
ner, but doesn't pile up much of a tails for a setto of tumbling that
wallop for the windup. Followed by rings the ^aell in good style. Gave
the familiar vaude and nitery turn. doings a nice start and set iriatters
Pansy the Horse. Act's 'trainer' is a for Rolph Holbein in the deuce.
luscious
blonde, particularly the Latter is a swell novelty and a highgams, which she wisely shows. Horse light for any layout. Utilizing large
does the usual cavortings and poses, canvas,. Holbein proceeds to paint
with a few bits of faintly bluish busi- various objects which tcke on a third
ness. Goes over as always.
dimension and amusing animation.
Dick Todd (New Acts) is next with An electric bulb lights up, a pump
a mild serving of crooned ballads. handle works to produce water, a
Has the appearance and voice, but hatrack accommodates a hat and a
isn't as strong on the stage as via stove provides realiistic looking heat.
Strenuous piano solo by Paige, in
radio or records.
Needs plenty of
training. In the closing spot. Jay and which he really renders 'Body and
Lew Seiler (New Acts) contribute Soul,' precedes Connie Boswell, who
on to a rousing reception.
cOmes
plenty, of adept hoofing and some
goofy stuff on semi-circular skis, but Singer handles string of vocals In
the turn needs cutting,, pointing and typical style to good results. Openpacing. Jay Seiler has been in vaude ing with 'Jeepers, Creepers' and
for years, but is not in the New Act changing pace with okay working
out of 'Two Sleepy People,' she
flies in his present combo.
Hobc.

inaugurated
in
a
glass-enclosed
grandstand by Fox Movietone.
A Lew Lehr subject showing a
seven-year-old boy trying to shave
a man stirs up more excitement and
laughs than anything else on the
program. The. program here winds
up with a Cinecolor short on 'Costa
Rica' and the 'Star-Spangled Banner'
Washington, Jan. 21.
sung, by a chorus, with the flag wavRoxyettes (16). Andre Bardeaux,
ing on the screen in Technicolor.
Four Ortons, Charles Kemper &
few men in the audience, who con- George Haggerty, Kim Loo Sisters,
tinued to wear their hats during the Harris & Howell with Leon Cephar;
rendition, discovered they were in 'Zaza' iPar).
the United States. They were given
the razzoo,
House line plus five acts lead
stage. with 31 people this week in a
varied and colorful show. Despite
L. A.

Rube Wolf and

K. C.

routine, bit which scored here several seasons ago, plus new effect
gained by Filterites. Three filters
are used, which, counting original,
give four color schemes.
Original
costumes are red, orange and bronze

•

(NEWSBEELS)

satiable

VARIETY

that warms up a trifle
the brasses get going. It's hotMabel Scott, a chocolate peppermint, who shakes a pair of nice
stems as briskly as she chants 'Old
'Be

line'

when

ter for

Man

River,'

family,

RIVERA, B'KLYN

& Bud Riley, Sid Gary, Roscoe
Ates with Barbara Ray, Molly Picon,
'Glamorous
(3);
Three Peppers precede Flying WhirVos

her with a top-grade turn of jitterbug rhythmu, instrumentally and

Sis

Night* (Rep),

h&

The Rivera
a trim little show
this
chowlng discriminate
sesh,
the very last act, but long delay is booking. In this sector of Brooklyn*
neutralized by emphatic reception where vaudeville has been extinct
handed him. Dusky dean of tappers for years, the customer are frerips off a tap routine with all his quenting the Rivera increasingly
old. magic,
telling several classic each week.
This is the fourth stanza that th«
anecdotes so jovially that their age
doesn't matter. After that, Bojarigles house has returned flesh to lis rosFirst
builds up hU comin<? 61st birthday trum Oh a split-week basis.
ih'May whimsically, illustrating how .half of /the week house has been
he will dance 40 years hcrice. Al- just breaking even with a' nut conthough conserving his energy, his siderably lolVer than that on last
(Conthiued on page 55)
act is as solid as ever.
Pullen.
Boys deliver stuff expertly.
BUI Robinson doesn't pop out until

vocally.

*

.

-
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Agones St GeorfC0

Bernie Mattlnson

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK

WEEK

THIS
Numerals

in

connection with

how,

week

or split

Manning & Mltzl
Kir by 4b Duval

CITY

BALTIMOBE

I>arry Collins

Century (S6)
Olga Dan« Co
WllKey & Rae
Eunice H«»ley

Broad

(SO)

Blue Barron Orp

Toy
LieVan & BoUes
Jane Pickens
Lowe, Hlte &. S
Blllle Co

(28 only)

& T

CapUol

16

(27)

Rhythm Rockets

Juvelys

Men of Manhattan
Roscoe Ates

& Thomas

Conklln

Week

Art Brown

of

January 23
Joe Peterson
Reerele RedcUfCe
Ronald Gourley

Astoria
3

Bemlalon
5

CITY

Varsity 8
State rake (27)

Paramonnt (26)
Bob Crosby Ore
Bert Walton
Franklyn D' Armour Trado 2
Cass Daley

Danny Dr&yson

CHICAGO

Chicago

(27)

HAMMERSMITH

Cleveres

Ganmont

Gaudsmith Bros
Troeadero Rest
G}'psy Nina
Ted Ray

Paramonnt

Happy Felton Oro

Coqiiette Ore

Ghezzls

Williams

A

(27)

Smith

Emle

Michael M^ore

St

Ganmont

Marie Burke
Forsythe

Seaman

Georse Doonan
Frederick St Lane
Jack FrancioB
Olive Groves

&

Farrell

Phillips

4

SHEPH'RDS BUSH
Sherry Bros

5

.Will

TOOTING
Granada
Hay Jr

Rawicz

Granada

Nay Jr

St

Landauer

Arnolds

I/«s

WOOLWICH
& Landauer
Granada
EAST HAM
New Faces of '39

Erno Rapee symph

BOSTON
(27-29)
& Drew

Memorial
Farrell

Touman Bros

Grace Drysdale

Howe

Carroll

MateltoK

C Westerfield
Don Cummlngs
Troy

Lynn

St

Grays

6

Harris

St
St

Red Barbour
Cass Owen & T

Beryl Orde

Blackstoire

ABERDEEN

Granada

S

Wallabies

Tlvoll

Dann Co

Albert Sandler

&

S

Billlnss

Win

I.iee

M

Herons

CIETELAND
Palace (27)

Ann

Sotherit

Roger Pryor Ore
Eleanor "Whitney
Val SeteBarr & Estes

JAY and LOU 8EILER
STRAND, NEW YORK
KAY, KATYA and KAY
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

BUI Robinson
Jack Carter Ore
3 Peppers
Iiorenza Roberson
Mabel Seott
Conway. & Parks

VIA
MARK

J.

T Fredysons

CINCINNATI

Skabert (27)
^attlson Co'
'

Don 'CuntmlngB
Betty Lou

LEDDY

Cabaret

Bifls

SC&ENECTABY

IQSW YORK CITT
Clarke. Oro

Sigrid Lassen

CITY

PITTSBURGH
Stanley (20)

Major Bowes. Or*

BEADING

Astor (27-28)

Don Martin Oro
(Maisonette

Rnsso)

Mathey Ore
Yvonne Bouvler
Boris BelOBtozky
Serge Abagoff
Hotel Tatt
Enoch Light Oro

Peggy Kann

George Hines
Light Brignde.
Hotel WaldorN
Astorla

Room)

Emll Coleman Oro
Alice Marble

& Donna

Ktlz Cook

Teddy Hale

Red

Proctor's (26^2S)

Dick Chfipman
Bandbox
Charles Barber Oro
Gua Martel Oro
'Roscoe Alia

Betty Lewis

Barney Gallant's
Angela Vele:;
Carter St Bowla

Felicia Florea
3

GauchoB

Cotton Clob
Cab Calloway Ore
Nicholas Bros

Berry Bros

W
C Handy
Dandrldge Sis
Sister

Tharpo

Altdnlcbt Sim

Jack Melvin Oro~
Joe Kirk
Jean Landis
K & R Paige
lilon Paris
Charlie Murray Oro
Virginia Ilppercu

Jimmy Rogers
Onyx Clnb

Mas Johnson
Timmle.& Freddy

Curly
Connie Harris
Sammy Cortez
St

La Haranlse
Edith Roark
HAroM Leonard
3

Californlans

Lame
Eddie Davis Ore
Joseph Soitth Oro
Graziella Parraga
Le Ce« Rouge
Geo Sterney Oro

Don Rodney

•

Ai Mclntyra'
Eddie Bush S

"Walter Dyson

HongaiT

M LaMase^ Rest'u'r't
Leonard Keller Ore
Diane Denlse
Marcus Daly
Bill Roberts Oro

Dome

Omar'it

Carl Kress
Saus'ge St Pk Chops

Eddy

Bill Farrell

Benn Kauf

Tommy

Mills

Joe White
Wally Shulan
Leo Lazaro Oro
Plantation Clab
SkeetS' Tolbert Oro

Barrlngtoa Guy
Valda
Velma MIddleton

Mbke

&

Collins

&

Poke
Beasley

Avon Long
Lillian Fitzgerald

Conway

St

Florence Gillette
G Gls

Jackie Cherry
Marjorle Raymond
Marjorle Waldon
Dolores Gay
Talla
Chuck Foster Oro

Reginl

Rudy La Tosca
Marsha Noleen

Swanee Inn
Bvana Oro

Charlie

Bill Scully
St

R

Del

Bob Matzl Oro
Raye

Barbara Lane

Arlett Jon

Peggy Ware
Leda Lombard

Katherine Tate

Palmer
Rainbow Grill
McFarlands Oro
Judy Abbott
Marlynn St Michael
Rainbow Room
Ben Cutler Oro
Cerlles St

Mary Martin

Hacker St Sldell
Dean Murphy
Eddie Le Baron Ore
Joan Cartier

Bull Ball

Ralph Cook>

Curley Slade

Dorothy King
Roberta Roberts
Jack & Jill Warner
Mildred Jordan
Bismarck Hotel

Reem)

Tony Marks
Blaokhawk

Red Saunders Ors
Congress Hotel
(Glass Hat Bm)
R'yal Amb'ss'dor Or

(Peacack Bm)
Marie Allen Daniels
(Pempellan Rm)
Irving- Margraff

Murtah
Alene

Evans

Elliott

&

Carlos

Rm)

-

Ryan

Mickey Dunn

Sammy

Bari
Jules Novit Oro

TOMMY DORSEY

St Earl Ore
Blue Goose
Frances Romas

Ryan

Loretta

Drlgo

St

'

SIngrer

(Crystal

Franclne

Rhythm Rebels

Nancy Hutson

Harriet Smith Gls

Room)

Eddie Varaos Ors
Lucio Garcia

Broadmont
Herb Rudolph Ore

Kay Marcl

Johnny Howard
Bee Baker
El Dump*

Nonnla Morrison

Henry Simon
Bea Jones
Claire Bougush
Bstelle Blckow
Helen Dee

Alice

Sam

Hansen
Badis

Peggy Lester
Dot Keith Gls
"v Canova Oro

Floe Sole
Adorables

Famous Door
Esther Whittingtoa

Caravan

Bryan Wolf

Eddie Gorman ^

Jerry Paige
Terry O'Toolo
Castellanos Ore

Rocke Romano
Toddy O' Grady
Don Morgan
Dot Si Jerry

4th Club

Edna Leonard

Homer Roberta

Carl Seholtz Ore

Ruth Barton

Chea Paree

Estelie Ellis
.Teanrie

Mfiton Berle
Grade Barrle
St

Lucky
Shorty Ball Ore

Shirley

Ashour

2

Firanke's Caslns

West
Bob Han on
Lou Breese Oro.
Dob Orlando Ore
Evans Adorables
Hverette

Dave Tannen
Loretta Owens
Talt Sl Boone

Clnb Al

Fane
Connie. Ross
Jean Moore

.Larry Ross
Sylvia Tucker

Dick Hardin

Blllle

Casino Gls

Jane Jordan
Mickey Winters
Oliver Harris Oro
Clnb-

Alabam

Jackson, Stone
Sadie Moore
Jack Irving

St

R

Mildred Jordan
Allen Cole
Eflle

Loretta DeBoer
Colony CIdb

Joan Rogers
Joan Joyce
Marlon PeterS
Vee Ames Gls
Geo Anderson Oro
Colleen

>

Baker
Jose Manzanares Or
Keith Beecher Oro
Belle

Colonlmoi

Inga Borg
Tullah & MlT
Tvette Rugel
Gerhart 3
Kurtls Marionettes
Lane, Alien St B
Mary Stone

Bobby Danders
Lyle Foster

Bob Hyatt
Pronaph Gls
Hollywood •
Henri Gendron Ore
Club. Dellsa

Connie Morrow

Buddy Klrble
Rocke Ensworth
Bob Tinsley Oro
Gay eos

Lew King

Burton

Bernie Adler

Dave Unells Ore
Chalk Robinson Oro
Eddie Roth Ore
Club Spanish
Fowler & Walsh
Eddie Mark
Plnlty Tracy
Bob Davis Ore

Sum Robinson
Brown & Brown
Sandra

^

Roslta Carmen
3 Loose Screws
Marcelia Sherr

Tonya

B

Danders Jr Oro
Grand Terracs

Capt. I*erry

Ted Smith
Connie Harris
Leonard Reed Ola
F Henderson Oro
Oraemere' Hotel
(Glass

House Rm)

Toasty Pall Oro
Carl

Bock

Bob Given
Lorraine Voss
Harry's N Y Cab'ret
Roscoe Alls
Betty Lewis

Margot Gavin

Tommy

Jones

Renee Villon
Frltzle

Luhr

Betty Robin
Chas Engels Ore
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Billle

Myers

Lee Berllng
Dorothy Johnson
Rankin GI«
Hickory Inn
Dictators Oro
Fred Casey
Terry O'ToOle
'

Manfred Gotthelf

NamelessCafe
Sophlsttcates

Day & Knight
Marlon Miller

Bd

Lioon

Diane- Nixon

Tom

Hales

Whorley Gls
Dorothy Burns
3 Tops
Johnny McFall Ore
SIlvw nroUcs
Xoan Dawn
3 Talents
Balalne Rabey
Rome.. Noble

Fay Wallace
Art Freeman
•Of Clnb
Billy Carr

Marg Faber Gls
Lea Val
Kay Austin
Jessie Rosella

Joan Carson
June Scott
DagmarYvonne Nova
Marian Pisters
Dolly Sterling

Ruby Bennett
Patricia Perry
CoUetto-

Carmen

&

Joel

Annofte

Mary Jane Brown
Sol Lake
Tripoli 3

Ore

Socket
Marjorie Whitney
BIqr

Dictators
St

Shaw

Kings

Rhythm Boys Ore
Garron St Bennett
Stookade Inn
Charles- Chaney
Subway
Ray KingVal du Val
Opal Adair
Kitty Swansea
Adeline

Debs
Ozzle Jackson Ore
SuBl-Q
Betty Harris
Billy Martin
Molly Manner
George Dorenfleld
Olga Hanton
'

RaMundl's Ore
Old Ueidelbers
Old Heidelberg Go
Octet
Lois Tschappat
Herr Louie St

888 Club

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Katrol'
Norma Ballard

Luclenne
Robinson

Sl

Carlotta Meyers Co

a Miss
Ore
Brevoort Hotel

Hits

Sis

Mildred Parr
Art Fisher Oro
Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster
House)

3

Holmes Oro

'Herble

Buck Hunt
Marlon Ryan
4

Mort Lund Oro
Edgewater Beaob
Hotel
(Marine Boom)

Al Lane
Melody King

Harry

Lollta

Latham

Claire

TankiT Soolalltoa
Stevens Hotel .
(Centlnental Room)

Flo Nlles

Saxon

Silver Cloud
.TImmy Ames
Folds St .Chaddock
Moya Anderson
Gwen Winters

4

Swift Oro
MUmet Club
Hal Barber

Dir. EDDIE SMITH
22 vrest 48th St., Radio City

Jerry Olidden
Kay Nichols

B

Roy

SHUBERT, NEWARK

Baird

Bill

Mathews

Sammy Haas

WITH

Pliher

Arias Oro

Millstone
Millstone

Marie S.iree
Evelyn Lee
Helen Spencer

Capellova

Stephen Vans
Stork Clnb
Richard Warren Or
Jose Lopez Ore
Serine Rendeevons
.Bob Warren Oco
Jack Laurie
Vivian Vaughn
Ronnie King
Naomi Slmone.
J«rr'y Roberts
Marjle Radcay

Paty Rqth

Ann

Senia. KararvaefE

Harriet Carr
DeRondo St Barrle

HelJinKhllns
Cbarlene

Alexander

BARR and ESTES

Hermine Michel

Waily Rand

Chuck Andrews

Ramon

Marusia Sava

(Forest HUls)
Sleepy Hall Ore

Chick WlIHsma
Al Copeland
Lania Wheeler
Avis Doyle
Dolly Meyers
Phil Cblnard

Tonlta
Marita

Estelie Creasy

Sunny Mack
Louis Tops
Jimmy Blade

Hazel Zaius
Nord. Richardson

Sylvia White

Miami Clnb
Belva White

Dolores

Betty Jerome
Evelyn Harris

Maggie McNeills

Erdman

Margie Dale

Allan DeWltt
Harold Osborne

Dutch's

John

Blaokatone Hotel

Detrla Birse.

Show Bar

Jonah Jones.

Melody Mill
Tiny Hill Ore

Sis

St

Lee Bennett

Nastla Poliakova

Volodia Katov

Smith Ore
Gladys Madden
Stuff

McGrawB

Reddington Sis

Fredei-lc St Tvonn
Rudy Rudlalll

Mlaha Uzdanoff-

Serge- Ignatenktf

Hotel La Salle
(Bhte Fkont Room)

Umebonae

(Gold Coast Room)
Wayne King Oro
Edna Sedgwick

Jan Gurber Oro
Jack Gaulke Ore

Road to 'Mandalay
Joe Rines Ore
Niela Goodelle
Dlosa Costello
Glenn Pope
Russian Kretchma

Michel Michon

Ennio Bologntnt- Or

Barney Richards Or

Partello Gls

Omar
A LeMaIre
Dome

Lucke
Spinning Tops
Tony Marks

Tonlta
Charlyne
Jean Murray
Earl Wiley Ore

Henrlene Barker
Abbott Sayre
Wesley Long
Chips Hill
Sam. Theard
Charles Isom

Dunn

Shirley

Ore-

W

Millie

Drake Hotel

Vickie Alien
Lois Kaye

(Ballnese

Ban Hoffman

LIberiy Ina

Sklnnay Bnnls Oro

Fritz Heilbron

April

Helen Sumners
Helen Irwin
4 Rawallans

John Morrison
Laurene Novelle

CHICAGO
Jimmy Green

Louise

Prince
Don .&

-

Victor Hugo
Charlie Bourne

Danny Kawanna

Billy Galbralth

Mabel McCane
Lorraine Barrle
Carl Marx>

Hahn Oro

Mary

Ted Flo Rlto Oro

Chuck Henry Oro

(Walnut-

Banks

Trocadere

& U

Ken Henryson

Art Kassel Orb
Marlon Holmes
Betty Grey
Darlene O'Day
Don St S Jennings

Joe Ellis Ore
Gwen Williams

Billle

Loretta

L'Alglon
Kllpatriok
Euseblo Conclaldl
Don Quixote Oro

Topsy's

Elmer
Ryan 2

Thora Mathlason
Marguerite

St

Ivanhoe

Jackie Brooks Oro

Domlnio

Gibson QIs
Glee Club
Eddie Plait

Bobby Dunart

Joe

Cafe

Shemp Howard

Parks-

Banjo BernieLee Simmons
Pepper Pot
Joe D'Andrea Oro

Claudia

T

(College Inn)

Pat Rooney

Paalette LaPlerre

Janet

Ens
Sherman Hotel

Prolicq

Prof Lambertl

Jerry GIrard •
Qrover Wllkina
Ted Peorlman Gls

Clyde McCoy Ore
Bennett Sis
Wayne Gregg
Tayntons
Bert Lynn & Myla
MIlo & Marlon
Hudson Metzger Gls
Paris Inn

Connie Jackson

Iris

Rellly Oro

Somerset Hoass
Harry .Ringland
Nonle MltQbeU
Hat Chancellor

Jack Hilllard

Happy Felton Ore

Hippodrome

Lewis

St

Tommy

Cully Richards

Seven Seas

Wallace Bros

Moore

Stage

Tours

St

Mathews

Virginia

Beau Lee
Palomar

Paradise
Vincent Travers Or
Place Elecsnte

Jack Waldron

Charlie Earl

Jack Connors

Jean Mona
Andre & Michel
Kratlow Gls
Sid Lang Oro

Slapiy Maxle's
Slapsy Maxle

Valesoo's Gypsies

Geo Redmond Oro

>

•

Jane Jones
Tiny Meredith
Betty Haley
Little

HI Hat
Nat Cherney
Hennie Youngman

Sliver
Lillian Gibson

Jack Jenney Oro
Merry Macs

Julienne
June Richmond
Anne Franclna
Jigsaw Jackson
ersalllcs
Tlsdalo 3
Vodery Choir
(One to 11 11)
M Bergere Oro
Nellie Paley
BROOKLYN
Le Mirage
Diamond Horsesboe
WASHINOTON
Faitchlto Ore
Boys
Terrace
Strand (27)
Easle (27)
iphelley Ore
Gertrude ^Nleeen
Lee
Noble
SIsfile 6rc
MerotE
Benny
Oro
BmTtaet Oldfleld
Audrey Gray
lyAvaloB DAncers
BtUBertoiottl's
Don McGrane Oro
(20)
Lionel Stander
Fawn St Jordan
Village Bam
Phil Reean
Anselo's Rb'mba Bd Fritzl Scheff
Randall Sis
K«jor
Buddy Doyle
Ann Miller
lilis Dion
Larry Funk Ore
Phillips &. Kohl
Paul Warner
Frank Libuse
Steplh Fetchlt
Eleanor Etherldgo
Helen O'Connell
Gae
Foster Gls
Tom Patrlcola
Le Rnbon Blea
4 Franks
Velyne Hague'
Horse
H'Wood
(20)
Joe Howard
Emmett Oldfleld
Helen Dell
Herbert Jacoby
Iva Kitchen
4 Or tons
Clydei Hager
Midgle. Fellows
Roberta Kent
Alleen Cook
Bryant, Rains St T
Kim Lob Sis
Mangean Tr
Blale Houston
Buddy Hayes
PHULABBLPHIA. Harris & Howell
BlU'a. Gay OO's
Delia LInd
Bowers & Walter
Hal Windsor
Earle (27)
Kemper St H'egerty Jim Phillips
Emma Francis
I Tommy Dorsey
Palomo
Texas Jim Lewis
Ore Gae' Foster Gls "
Lulu Bates
Florence Herbert
Mabel Mercer
Winton &. Diane
Andre Bordeaux
Woedslde Gardens
Willie Solar
Billy Lorraine
Ldrraln St Lognao
YORK
Leon A Eddie's
(Woodslde, L. I.)
Harry Armstrong
Furman
Ed
<20)
.Steand (27-28)
Elizabeth Murray
Davis
Eddie
Lou
Dell Ore
Manana
Caaa
Ben Bernie Ore
White
Sc.
Reynolds
LoU' Martin Oro
Antolne St DuBarry
Et Cbico
.Mary Small
Jack Denny Oro
Billy Carbone
Iris Adrinn
Bvlen Bergere
Linda, Moody
Ellseo Grenet Oro
Martin, Sally St M
Rita Rio Ore
Patricia Norman
Karyl Norman
Bin Ames
Everett Marshall
Fantasia Novia
6 Blglns
Paul Bartels
Ulllan Roth
Joyita St Maravilla
Yacht Club
White Sis
Romero Gomez
3 Stooges
Jack Bocksmlth Or
Paqulta Dominguez Wacky Watsons
Gom02 & Winona
Lester Allen
Selms & Kays
Dorothy Fox
Dorita & Valero
Mills. Starr St T
Sallcl Puppets
Meyer's Cellar
El Morocco
Nellie- Breen
Independent
Jack Durant
Ernie Hoist ore
(Hoboken)
Enlce Beyer
4 Vespers
Charles Strickland Herbert Ertel
£1 RIe
Refugee Rev
Johnny
Johnson
Or
Modeme
Chateaux
MEMPHIS
NEW YORK CITY Orphenm
lOS ANGELES
April
(20-80)
Roxy (27)
Paul Bass Oro
Nora SherI<IanHarry Lash
Beverly Wllshire
Henry Busse Ore
Gabriel
Nick Lucas
Bettine & Fontana
Friink Sebastian's
Harry Owens Oro
Katheleen Byrne
MILWAUKEE
Del RIos
Dell O'Dell
Walkikl 8
Howard Gerrard
Cubanola
Riverside (20)
3 Swifts
Famous
Door
Lynch
Bray
Sis
Walter
White
Eddie
Sunny Rice
Jose Barros Ore
George Rixon
Allen & Kent
Charley Barnet Ore'
Len Mence
Bobby Ramos
Blltmore Bowl
Ghezzls
Les
John
Kirby
Ore
Box
Hits
Chatter
Les
Oro
ATLANTA
Shep Fields Ore
Tip Top Gls
3 Peppers
Roxy (28)
(MoontalnsIde.N.J.)
Annabelle
Hawaiian Paradise
Wally Sharpies
Harry Stqckwell
Greenwich VUlago
Jerry Stewart
Bernardo De Pace Sammy Deane Ore
Andy
lone
Ore
Ray &. Harrison
Casino
Joe Campo
Shirley Rust
NEWARK
Princess Luana
Fred Craig Jr
Betty Mann
Ronald Sc Roberta
Ray O'Hara Oro
State (27)
Calif- Revelers
Williams St Charles
Pete Marconi
6 Dan wills
Larry MacMahon
Will Osborne Ore
Stanley Meehan
Rusiell
Madeline
Hts
Bud
St
Buddies
Valerie
BALTIMORE
Dumont
3 Andrews Sis
Eddie Albany
Ruth Dale
Fritz & J Hubert
Gloria Monet
Hippodrome (27)
Don Rica
Joy Williams
Joan Fallon
Bea & Ray Goman Hal Derwln
S Olympics
Fenwlck & Cook
Anita Clark
Grace White
iRadlo Ramblers
Shubert (27)
Cafe Callente
lienors Le Nay
Havana-Madrid
Helen Morgan
Vincent Lopez Ore Ann Mason
Eddie Aguliar Ore Billy O'Bryant
Alice Riley
Ben 'Blue
Nano Rodrigo Oro Luis
Abbott & Costello
Banuelos
Leopard Lady
Juanito San'bria Or Julio Cervantes
Estelie Taylor
Chez Pirebouse
Indigo Cafe
Hilda Reyes
Betty Hutton
CHICAGO
McColl
James
Sid Brown
Susana
Moxtieo 3
Dr Hoffman
Oriental (27)
Tony Kraber
Jimmy Ellard
Leo
Freda Sullivan
Carlos & Carlto
Dare St Tates
Clifton & Miley
Jack
Frost
Luz
Dasquez
PATEBSON
Roslta Ortega
SIsson & Neal
Maria Forbes
Val Harris
Cafe La Mase
Majestic (24-20)
Diana Del Rio
Zelaya
Milt Herth Trio
Park Ave. Boys
It CafeRatetons
Aunt Jemima
Hlckoiy House
Clob 18
Manning St Mltxl
Clnb
Ray
Ball
West
Oro
HARTFORD
Joe Marsala Ore
Njtrman & Hart
Diana Gayle
Jack White
Charles .Lawrence
Paramoant (27)
Belett St Ene Bros Jerry Blanchard
Hotel
Ainbasiador
Bruz
Fletcher
Jerry's
Mondaiay
Duke Ellington Ore Rhythm Faehtona
Doc
Lee
Dick
Gasparre
Ore
.TImmy
Club 17
Kerr Oro
Ivy Anderson
(27-30)
Shad MltcheU
Vincent Bragale Ore Joe Frisco
Tommy Howard
2 Zepbers
B'way Merry Go R'd Pat Harrington
Dutton St Crook
Geo Junior
(Two to fill)
Pat Rooney III
(31-2)
Jerry Kruger
Rosalean St Seville Ruth Denning
Frankie Gallagher
INDIANAPOLIS
'VTlrglnla & Gus
Frankie Hyers
Oliver Alberti
H'tel
Belmout-Plasa
Lynn
Sterling
Spoons Brown
Ijrric (27)
Willie Grogan
BeeHo Gray
Ted Weems Ore
Leila Gaynos
Joe Venutl Ore
J Otto's Sfeakliouse
Club Zarape
LaMarr. Lopez & R Beals St Boys
Beverly Bemls
Adrian Rolllni %
Aaron Gonzaloes Or King Cole Oro
Streamline Rev
Patsy Parlcer
G Andrews Ore
4 McNallle Sis
Leo Roja
RoRe Murphy
PHILADELPHIA
Peggry Taylor t
Paul Roslnl
Felix Martian!
Clnb Gaucho
Jitterbug House
niy'fl (26)
(20).
Coconnut
Grove
Hotel Blltmoro
DIraitrl Sc Virgil
N T Q
Hal LcRoy
Freddie Martin Ore Louis PrlmH Oro
Horace Holdt Oro
Nina Orla
Fay Carroll
LamOertl
RuHscII Swann
La Conga
Larry Cotton
Tarrant St Daclta
Lester Cole & Deba Slate Bros
9 Abbott Dancers
Bob McCoy
Teresita
LaC'nsra Rh'mba Bd
Valerie Deslys
Ross, Pierre & 3
41 Club
Art Carney
Don Jerl
La Mavita
HiMft 'Ferguson
ShanKhat Wing Tr
Red Ferrlngton
Ethel Howe
Spike Fealheratone
l»edro Valli
Emily
Bob Oakley
IS Dancing Debs
Stuart St Martin

Kav

Clnb

Little

Queen Mai7
Uorlta

Hotel St. aetto
(Iridium Room)
Charles Baum' Oro
Sam Jarvis
Erie Reiter
Jane Nicholson

(Sert

Fay's (29-25)
Ozzle Nehten Ore
Harriet RlUlard-

Buddy

Strand (27)

St.

Medrano

Arniando's

Leo Reisman Oro
3 ttTt Seller
Dtcic Todd
Andy Mayo Co
Toy & Wln^

Hotel

Grace Drysdale
Kit Kat .Clnb
Ray Durante Oro
Johnny Hudgina

Major Bowes- Co

-Herman Hyde

Tom Low

Mill Monti

(Empire Room)
Glen Gray Ore

pROvmiafCE

Ames
Shore

Tony Martin

NEW YORK

9

& Chase
Duffy & P
Helen Mitchell Co
Stanley Eddie St

Premier

Haver

Parlierson

Simpson Sis
Dorothy Lewis

Irene Cort

(20)

Brown

Lee-

(40)

cmcAoo

Palace (27)
02zle Nelson Ore
Harriet Hilllard
,

Sara' Ann McCabe
Billy House Co
7 Fredysons
(20)
Lee, Iiouise & C

Jack Marshard Ore
Bobby Parks Ore

Basil Fomeen Ore
June Forrest
Pierce & Roland

Pavilion

Low St Webster
Tollefson
16 Dasenham Gls

Hotel Park Lana
Freddie Starr Ore
Bob Lido
Al Harris
Hotel Penasylvaata
Kay Kyser Ore
Hotel Pierro
Harold Nacel Oro
Hotel Pla

Lew

Lea Arnolds

Klcholas Daks
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

Lyda Sue
Paul Sydell
Mark Plant
Duval
Helen Myers
Hotel Park Central
Chick Webb Ore

Hotel Savoy-Placa
Gerry Morton- Ore

Rawlcz
HuBle HaU (26)
Ruby Mercer
Kay. Katya S» K
Paul Remos Co

Dowllnar

Wednesday, January 25, 1939

Maxl
Bazooka Bd

Guy Lombardo Ore O'Hanlon

Lewis

LEWISHAM

& Halima
Adam St Troc Ore

Elly

Will

IrORK CITY

& Tom

Hotel New Vorlie*
Jimmy Dorsey Ore

Adelaide Moflett
Hotel Roosevelt

Bine Hall

CLAPWAM

NEW

Sis

P & Q Hartman

ISLINGTON

O^nmont

SPRINOPUXB

Parampnnt

Sherry Bros

6

3 Brilliants

Olgro

CAMDEN TOWN

BlAerbloomB
Paul Gordon

Ore
Hotel Edison
Gray Gordon Ore
Hotel Ensex House
N Brandwynne Ore
Hotel Gov. Clinton
Eddy MayehofT'Oro
Betty G^le
Hotel tinrotn
Artie Shaw Ore
Hotel HcAlpla
J Measner Oro
Jeanne D'Arcy

Ella Fitzgerald

Omegra

NEW YORK

&

WASUINOTOM

.

COLUMBUS

Sinclair Sis

Minff

MTMAN

Stanley

(27)
Broadway
Rubs Morgan Ore
Koran Sis
Shea & Raymond
Marvelous Marvell's

Stote (26)

STAaiFORD

Palace (38 only)

Cantons

& B Whalen

Ina Ray Hutton Or

Blue Devils

7

Myers & Arthur
Johnny Burke
S

Sammy Kayo

below indicato opening day of

Una WUyte
Carman (27)

PITTSBURflU

Hotel Commodoro

(Jan. 20)

bills
whether full

Chlqulta

NEW TORK

Emily Stephenson
Joan Farney

(Jan. 27)

Clarissa

M

'

Herble Ore

W

Paddock Club
Diane Ray

Virginia Burt
Edith Principle

Verne Wilson Ore
Swlngland
Henderson Ore

H

Viola Jefferson
Thompson's 16 Club

Eve Tvon

Ray Reynolds
.roy Kalese
Dtone Page
Jane LaVonne

Katherine Cornel
Doug Oroose Ore
Jerry Frost

Kay Dare

Palmer House
(Empire Room)
Orrln Tucker Oro
Bonnie Baker

Cleo

Victor Graff

Mickey Dunn
Patsy Bloor
Mlllcent DeWitt

Batley Sis

Jeanne

St

Titan 3
Gertrude Simmons
Beverly Allen
Abbott Dancers
Phil Dooley Oro
Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Marie Thomas
Sarah TIebold
Freddie Janls Ore

Pow Wow
Bert Nolan
Marvin & Helens

Howards
Gladys

Zimmerman

Vagabonds

4

Steve Stutland Oro

Rose Bowl
Wllllb Shore
Olive Fay

Monoff
3 Orchids
Walter Hastings
Sol

Wagner Oro

Hoveler Gls
Royale Frolics
Dolly Kay
Sid Tomack
Rels Bros

Reed

&

Devere

Rita.

Helen D.uVal
Joe Conrad Ore

Three Deuces

Br^wn
Baby Dodds
Charles McBrlde

Max

Sextette

Gower

Dor DeHoghton

Mele

Florence HInlow
Al Trurk Ore
Mark Fisher Oro

Miller

Oro

Anita O'Day
Lill

Armstrong

P'reddle Reed
Loiinle Johnson

Tower Jnn
Flo

Whitman Rev

Nyra Lou

Muriel Joseph

Robbina
Genevieve Val
Sissle

'Inez

Gonan

George Arnold
Sharone
Pa^sy DuBras
Frank Davis Oro
Trecadero
Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clair

Terry Circle

Roy Rankin Oro

Modeme

Villa

Tony Cabot Oro
Winona Gardens
Stan Carter
Gigl Rene
Dolores Lee
Diana Ziaue
Suzahne Kessler
Lucille Johnson
Fraiikle' Rulios Ore
Zig Zac
Sunny Bouohe

Ijaura
S.unny

Marman
Mack

Larry Lux Oro

PHILADELPHIA
Aneherage
Bin Honey Oro
Bellevne-Btratrerd

(Main Dlnlnir R'm)
Meyer Davis Ore
(Bnrtandy Room)
Frank Juele Ore
Cliff

Hall

Murray Dancers

Edmund DeLucca
Adolph Ijanza

Ben Itanklln Hotel
•(Garden Terrace)

Red Norvo Ore
Terry Allan

Benny the Bum'e
2

Mystics

Andrews

Sis (3)

Jeanne Goodner
Randerson

K

Diana & Dei Campo
Tony, De Centro

L Henderson Ore

Benny Perry

Pdtsy Shaw
Deloyd McKay
Cadlilae

Tavern

Henrique St Adr'nne
Boyle
Darlene Jones

Tom

Dean E(^ards
Mimi Stewart

H Reynolds Ore
Jack Newlon
Club IS
Johnny Young's Or
Jerry Mariy
Jimmy Lackore
St B Sheldon
Eleanor Landy
Princess Helen
Blllie France

Carl

Cfife

Morqaoy

Scarey Gavin
Jean Nlles
Jerfy Vance
.

I'eggy,

Joan

* D

VARIETY
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Tjeojiard Coolc

Stouon
Kmma Kernon

'Betty

Wilson
DOTlB Fields

Ai

Jack Adcock Ore
Nonya. Alba
EI Chlco
Angellta

Edna Thompson
Kay I-avery
Jack. Curtis

Jolinny

Ruth Wayne
Open Door Cafo
De ^layos
Bob Ridley
Teddy ^oore
Jlmmle Roast
Marie Fltzpatrlck
Joe Slmonl
Viola .Klalss Oro

ParrUh Cafe
Clarence Ellis
Chickle Martin
Carl Waye Oro
Purple Derby

White
Bella Belmont

Rollins
Arlett Wither*

Joyanne Shear
.

Mldsle Blair
Warsarct Marshall
3klurlel Harrison
El Ctalco Oro

BlUIe Bull
Bobby Carr

Club Frontenao
Amos Jacobs

Wayne

Mltzle'

Eddy Morton

Babe Morris
Brucettes 4
Geo Alfano's Oro
Hotel Btatler
(Terrace R«Mtm>

Riley

Margie Mcalle
Joe Burns
j^ay Alien Oro

Jo* Mlllkopf Oro
1523 Cliib

Swing XCIng Oro

Consuela Flowerton
Jean St John

B'way Belles (4)
South & Lane
Fmnkls Pulambo's
Millard
Hill

May
& Marlyn

Kathleen
Pastlne

Andre Andrea

Oasis
Cullen

Billy

Dorothy Henry
Plantation Club
Savoy Sultans Oro
^lae .Dlggs

Esquires 2
Louise McCarrell
House Line (8)

Pewataa
Walker 3
Winifred

Se.eley

Johnny Howard
Covert & Reed
Baks

Woody Mosher
Buddy

Lester

Texas Rockets (6)
Geo Kavunagh Oro
Club Ten-Forti.
Shavo Sherman
Coyle McKay Ore
Te-Je FarsiS

Jack Marshard Ore
Pepplno & Canaille
Imperial Club
Congo Gls (6)
Mort Mortensen
Mazle White
Deeds & McGrath
RendeBTOUfl
Arlene Whitney
Boots Lynn
Lenny DItson
Frank Rapp Oro
Gantflchl & Sonnen
Lolla Rose
Neblolo Cafe
Hal Boom Ore
Winston & Lolette Leonard
Seel Oro
U'ebNter lisll
Millie & BllUe
Hart & Allison
(Cocktail Grill)
Pearl Williams
Jalna
Chet Fennia Ore
Duke's Duchess Or
Nortliwood in«
Vlckl Lauren
Stamp's Cafe
Ray Carlln Ore
Delphlne's Popeye
Lord & Janis
Ruth
Dick Tewsley
FranUle Rlchards'n Speo Dennen
Jean Shallor
& Spot
Blossoms
Doc Dougherty Ore
Maude O' Mai ley
FITTSBUBOH
Jack Hutchinson
Bernie Perella
Anchorage
Silver Lake Inn
Hughle Morton Ore Chlckle & Ross
(Clemrnton)
Phyllis Merle
Arlington Lodge
Dick Smith
Mickey Famllant Or
Joe Ravell Oro
Betty Nylander
Alice Lucey
Laverne Kldd
Mlchl Taka
Jack Keller
New Penn
Eleanor Ethrldge
George Reed
Mike Riley Oro
Balconaden
Clarion Miller
9ky Top Club
Alex Morgan Ore
JIaurice & Faye
Eddie Thomas
iBiU Green's
Betty Hurst

Nan

Francesca
Dorothy Dennis
BUly Maple
Boberta Jon ay
Alna Constant
Virginia Renault
Al Moore Ore
Pedro Blanco <)r«
George Clifford^
KvargrvjBD Caslna
Beth Chains

&

Paul Grey Gls
Commodore Club
King's Jesters
Mary R. Milan
Oldtlmers 4
Polmar, Dancers
Downtown Casino
MUt Brltton Ore
Dancing Duanos

Lesll*

Ann

La Rose &

& March
& George

MelSon

Abby Cubler
Joe Pamllant Ore
Clab FartkMt

Miller

Herman

Sylvia

Irene Hart
jsabell DanlelB

:<

Ruth Kaye

WCAB

NIkl NMlcolai
Joe McCullough
Kipple Velez
Bostonlans Oro
>atkUi'e RathNkeller
Beth Calvert

Jeanne Baxter
Club Petite
Comlques
Ted Blake
Joyce Arden
Viva Shields

Nixon Cafe
Fran Elchler Oro

Chick Williams Or& 3 Debs
Mama Lieonard
Uarrls Tavern
Irving Braslow Ore
Frank Pontl
Bobby Lyons
Greta LaMarr
20th Century

Pete Evans

Line (G)

Hildebrand'fl
Charlie Neld

George Gould
Rose Morgan

Frank Hall
Tvonettes (6)

Bobby Morrow Oro
Gay Nineties

Raymond

SId

Sue Mitchell
Blackle Johnson

Dot Landy

New Yorkers (3)
Tommy Cullen Oro

McKay

Harry

Paula
Dee Del Duo

Venice Grille
& Kitty DuVal

Billy

Smith

Canfleld

Wanda

Martha Lee

Dell

Sue Mitchell

Frankle Milton
liesUe Sis

Fay Ray

Cleo Valentine
Nlokl Galluccl

Pagana Ore

Gomez & Winnona
Knight

Sis

Richards & Carson
BUI Steele

Don Angelina Oro
Hotel PbUadelpbla
C Wolff GlB (6)

Bob Magee
Audrey ,& Price
GIrard Ream
Joe Frasetto Oro
Jack Lynch'a
Jeno Donath Ore
Vincent Rlzzo Oro
'

Barney Zeeman
Mona Reed
Peg-Leg Bates
June Travers
Pepplno & Camllle
Miss Trlxle
Hqlene Heatb

Viking Cafo

Henry Patrick
4 Rhythmettes
Grace O'Hara
Jerry Delmar Oro
Village Barn
Shag & Shag
June Kldrldge

Anthony

&

Juliet

Delores O'Neill
Teddy Oliver Oro

H'agon Wheel
Joe O'Shea
Dottle Winters
Sandy MacPheraon
Al Bastlan Oro
Weber'M Hot Brav
iCamden)
Karl & Gretchea
Bavarians
Use Hart
Rudy Bruder

Ray

Miller

Jules Flacco Oro
Beryle Cooper
Wilfred 3

Dan Hurwyn

Chas Smith

Jimmy BInke
J Lynch

Thoma

Anita

Richard tiacb
Bobby Lea Ore
Hotel Adelphla
(Cafe Marsnery)
Johnny Hamp Oro
Jayne Whitney

Gls- (16)

l4itlmer Clab

(Blue Boom)
Ann Rush
Virginia Howard

Barbara Bradley
Rhumba Ore
Bubbles Shelby
Mttlo Batbsbelle
Jack Grlffln Ore
Zorlta

Jackie Green

Ralph Corabl
Helen Worthlngton
Su-Foo-

Cork and Bottle
Jaclt Davla

Rhythm Pals
GladdesB
Pedro & Dolores
Dorlce Bradley
Harlemettes (8)
Larry Steele
Ozzle Dlnl
Hotel Henry
Contreras Oro
Conchlta

M

Hotel Schenley
Howard. Baum Ore
Buzz Aston
Jack Rogers
Hotel William Penn
(Chatterbox)
Bernie Cummins Or
3

Sophisticates

Walter Cummins
(Continental Bar)
Larry Murphy 4
(tirlU)

Bavarians
Italian Gardens
Etzl Covato Ore

Bert

Blue .Moon

D Davidson Oro
Virginia Rosen

Tacht Club
Kitty Helmllng Ore
Jiine

Vallmer

Rahda
Mary Snyder
Patricia Magglms
Roberta Ramsey

Jay Jayson
Gale Parker
Cardinal Club

Bud

Vlonl Ore
Chateau Clnb

Joe Cumin Oro

Buddy Lake
Al Schenk
Jack Terry

Lord

Petello

Margaret

Bob Armstrong
Rose-Marie

Uanna

Bros

Artlno &. Juliet

Aemmer

GrllL

Betty Jerome

Herman Plrchner

Gypsy Lee

Avalon
Hy Barron Oro
D'Aubour & Rene

Hotel Cleveland
Manny Landers Ore

Bert Gilbert.
Carol Chapelle

Brown
SUm Thomas
Whitman Bis
Princess Wee-Wee
Susay

Prince Albert

Raymond & Lee
Blaine Castle

Bight O'clock Club
BHl Miller Ore

Sammy Llpman

.Freddie's Cafe
Cllft

WlriehlU

Bcttle Allen
Hotel Sterling

Marty Lake Ore
Hotel Hollenden
Slgrid Bagnio

Doc Marcus
Murtnh Sis
Prltikin

& Mason

Hotel Statler

Bvans Sis

Emma

Hotel Fenway Hnll
WlUard Potts Ore

Sammy Watklns Or

Chateau
Pete GeracI Oro
Louis Martini

Tony

AValt BerRen Oro
Jules DeVorson

Jack Webb

Cedar Gardens
Duke Melvln Oro

Ore

ivette Dare

Myrle Creblo Gls
Golden Glow
Paul Slmonettl Ore
Fhllomena Ranellb
,

Gourmet Club
Clna Oro
pee Downing
Kay Smith
Kay KIppen
ICay Lenz
Ilatton's Clnb
Shirley Martin
Lenny Colyer

I'oula

Geo Hamilton Oro

Pollard & Costcllo
Lindsay's Sky-Club
Bonnie L'aVonne

Marion Bowen
Art CutUt
Pearl De Lucca
Monaco's Cafe
Jacques Pollack Or

Rudolph
Bernl Sc Jovanna
Terese

Mounds Club
Orvelle Rand Ore
Soutliern Tavern

Paul Burton Ore

Don Kaye
Nick Bontemps
VbnngI Club
Troy Singer Ore
Dessle

Brown

Sonny Carr

SETBOIT
Ambassador Club
Pinky Tracy
Doreen & Douglas
Palmer Gls
Bin Tracy
Clel Roberts Ore
Book-Cadlllac Hotel
(Rook Casino)
Xavlor Cugat Ore

Carmen

Castillo

Judy Lane

FItllllp'i

Johnny Poat
Little Laverne
Clover Clnb

Harry Weber Ore
Ruth Phillips
Eva Thornton
Marge Young
Eleanor Gall
Jean Hurley
Club Forest
Helen Kaye
Club Madrid
Stan Jacobsen Oro
ZIta & Annls

Ames & Vivian
Lang

.luno

Bernie

& Tovanna

Roberta Roberts
Betty Adler
Marie Marsh
Rose Stcllen
Edith Rae
Shutta & Kent
Jimmy Rotas Ore

Club Sahara
Geo Cerwln Ore
Club Terrls
Jack Teeter Ore
Ethel Warren
Phil Kesiln
Dotty Norman
Kathleen Kaye
Claudia Ferris
Last Round Up
Chubby Welnert Or

Ken Keck

.Open Door
Tlnney LIveng'd Or
Larry Powell
Packard Ballroom
Al Cavalier Ore
Paradise Gardens
Anthony Dorla Ore
Plantation Club
Bert Bailey Ore

Mnry Webb
& Betty
Max Coleman
Billy

Eddie Asherman
Castallno Kulon
<.Motor Hnr)
Peler Kent Ore
Ross MacLetin
Cliene-Trombley

Jimmy Gargano Or
Harry Jarkcy
Marino & Duval
Mitzl

& King

Lorraine DeWood
Rena Sadler
Cleone Hays

Wayne

Boots Burns

Betty Taylor
Plantation 6

Brown &

Simpson
Rendezvous
Katherlne Kaye
Ituth Gary
Diane & Doree
Alma Grant
Helen Shulak
Bob Matheson Ore
Vera Robsel

Dale

&

&

North Club

Trocadero

House Reviews

Ore

Stuart

Mlroii

Dale

Tiny Gorman

Bvon Allen
Irene Schrank
Flo Smith

Sally

Osmond

Ruth

Phillips

& Barnes
Mary Dou Mann

Ford

Snnset Club
Eddie Apple'

RIVERA, B'KLYN

Jane Rubey

Tie Top Tap
Joey Feldstein Oro
Bert Nolan

Bobble Cook
Carlos gc Dolores
Syles
Curry & Deltre

halves.
But there was no denying
the popularity of the revival here

Rogan & Mann
Wisconsin Hoof

Natasha

F Trumbauer

Oro

Steve Swedish Ore

M

Club

Merrymaker Ore

N'c Harper Ore
Ellen Kaye

Robertos
Luclene

Zunker Gardens

Virginia Davla

Betty Harger

Skipper Leone Ore

Felton Booked Into Chi

show Friday night (20).
Molly Picon is topping this show,
while Sid Gary and Roscoe Ates
lend generally good support among
the
headliners.
Miss' Picon
is
wowing, as always, with her excellent mimicry.
A fave of the Yiddish stage for years, she's now doing
an act sufficiently pliable for the
needs of any audience. She's openat the last

Jim Buchanan
Plaza Cafe
Adele Curtis
Lenore Rika
Ted Meredith
De Bolo 2

Mme. Eske
Cover

Billy

Riviera

is

Friday (27).
CoQies in with 'Jesse James* (20th).

SUBLET MGR. FINED
Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
Ted Coyne, burlesque manager,
was fined $100 on a charge of operating an indecent show.
and
Marian
Morgan,
dancer,
Claude Mathis, actor, drew $10 fines.

fiddling and tromboning, too, but it's
purely for effect and there's no attempt at musicianship. Patter with

Joe Lee Ore

the gal definitely indicates the act
needs some new material. Miss Ray
supplies some much-needed s.a.
Sis and Bud Riley ate the openers with aero dancing and they

Albany.
Trans-Asia, Inc., New York; motion
machines, etc.; capital stock,
par value.
Directors:
)100
Geo. J. Kraft, 175 Liberty street, Newburgh; Geo. H. Halbert, 32 L«.kewood
Road, West New Brighton, S. I.; Irene
Hallowell, 600 E. 21st street, Brooklyn.
(Dean, King & Taylor, IGO Broadway,
New York, 1111 ng attorneys.)
Spot Film Productions, Inc., ^lanhatpictures,
$50,000;

stock,
tors:

smash. They're back from a couple
of years abroad and should be
moved up a couple of notches, with
the Flying Whirlos
skaters,
(3),
probably showing to better advantage in thfe first slot. The Whirlos
are an excellent turn, but the effect
of their efforts is considerably lost
since they follow Miss Picon's terrific reception.
Skaters are still inviting members of the audience to
take a whirl with them.
Ted Eddy, house maestro, is
m.c.ing, but isn't sufficiently at ease.
However, with this show, that lapse
isn't so noticeable.
Musically, the
band comes through with a couple
of numbers that are kinda squeaky.

motion picture films, etc.; capital
400 shares, no par value.
Direc-

Sherman

Price,

18C8

Amsterdam

avenue; William James, 1113 Sixth avenue. New York: Geo. D. Spear, 17 Rose
bush avenue. Merrick.
State Prmlnctions, Inc., Manhattan;
motion picture business; capital stock,
,'

Show Bout
Al Marsico Ore
Sid Ward

Buddy Ross
Wilma Douglas
Line (6)
Kay Marie Balrd
Betty Benson

Webster Hall
Buzzy Kountz Oro
Johnny Duffy
Willows
Eddie Weltz Oro
Gerry Richards

Jean Alyn
Scaler's

Tony Bauer Oro
Marie Kecky

&

Viola

Dorothy Hamilton
BIng Burdick

Roma

Costello

Schwartx
Bob Eherle Ore
Lee Leighton Oro
Congo Club

Bob Freeman
Mary Reed

Thomas

•TefC

Leonard Gay Oro
Cornles Ship
Red Billings Oro
Ray Block Ore
Ben Boff Ore
Ralph Lewis

& Lamarr

Bailey

shares,

York.
Alachtenberir

Musical

Bureau,

Inc.,

Manhattan; theatrical- business; capital
Direcatook, $10,000; $100 par value.
Bert

tors:

Bertha

Boxer.. .TuUus

H.

W. 42nd

65

Stein,

Devlnes Eagles

Johnny Warren Ore
Mabel Drake
Dorothy Dale

Bob Qarrlty Ore
Red Roberta Ore
Wally Miller Ore
Gloria Gale

Jimmy De Palma
Howard Gelger
Hotel Schrorder

(Umpire Room)
Bill Bardo Ore
Varletlea

Karl Ratsrh's
."Sepple Boch Oro
Uelene Sturn
J^rsen's

Ray Meadows Oro

GlUer,

New

street.

(T^uls Frutkln, same address;
flllng attorney.)
Al Gelflt Fnterprlses, Inc.. Manhattan:
theatrical business; capital stock, 200
Directors:
Horry
shares, no par value.
.S.
Clyne, Jarob L. Warkow, Joseph Slobodin, 206 W. 34th treset. New York,
(George J. BeldoCk, same address, filing
jittoTney.)

connection with radio;
shares,

no par value.

Gene Emerald
Harriet Cross

Lucky Gls
Peggy Geary
Johnny Davla Ore
(Jeorgla

MilwuiLkeun

Bobby Maynard
Oasis

Marty Gray Ore
Snoolis Ilartman

Old Heidelberg
Mary Beth
Ginffcr

Inc.,

&

Nfw

York.

Tolalronhonr. Inc.. Manhattan: radio
broadf-.-istlng devices: capital stock, $20,Plroctors: .Tacob M.
W. 72nd street, N>w York;
George Bisgelr. 2301 Klncrs HItchway,
Bernard A. Arbashkin, 1S4 Cl.TkRon
(Kornfold *: BISB«»1r,
avenue. Brooklyn.
000; $10 par vnlue.

Kornfeld. 60

'

11 Park
torneys.)

Place,

New

York,

filing

at-

Jack FIne-Clrcns Cabaret. Inc., New
York; cafe and restaurant business;

capital stork, 1,500 .ihnres 600 common,
no par valuo.- and 1,000 preferred. *J00
par value. Directors: .Tack Fine. Plymouth hotel; Hugo Pollock, Sara Hlmeltarb, 19 W. 44th Kfeet, New York.
St. George Moilm Piotnre fjuoply, Ltd..

Manhattan;

motion

plbture

Reda Ore
Lcn Herrick
State Gardens

(Ja.sper

jammed by

standees.

Old Maestro, of course, handles the
m.c. chore himself and with good
reason. On the boards all the way>
his fiddle, his cigar and his patter
lend an air of Informality and keep
things moving. He's even considerably stronger In the flesh than vi
ether.

Crew of 13 musickers is currently
made va> entirely of apparent youngit a nice appearance.
and three
veers from sweet to sWing
number. Nifty arrangements make everything sound good.
'St. Louis Blues' gives each man
chance to solo and hot finale number
provides a showcase for the lad at
the skins.
Vet Manny Prager does a couple
warblings that are more memorable
for their novelty than for his pipes
or presentation. Include an adaptation of 'Ferdinand, the Bull' and his
standard 'Ten Little Bottles.' Rest
of the outfit's vocals are handled by
Bobby Gibson and a femme. Pe.egy

giving

sters,

With

five saxes, five brass'

rhythm,

it

to suit the

Hope (New

Acts), just

added

this

Gibson croons in deep, full
style, reminiscent of Crosby.
Nice
looking lad, he starts with 'Old
week.

Follts'

ing

and 'Two Sleepy People/ hav-

considerable difficulty begging
Comes back later with a medi-

ley, swell.

Mary Small, erstwhile kid prodigy,
grown not only in stature, but in
and sell ia tune. Her

ability to chirp

voice is clear and pleasant and she
puts her all into 'em. She has voice
and salesmanship.
Tees off with
'This Can't Be Love' aiid 'F. D. R.
Jones,' Comes back with a nifty encore.
Instead of swinging, a classic,
as is customary,' she classicizes- a

swingeroo.
tion on 'Flat
ations.

Gives a diva demonstraFoot Floogie' with vari-

is

Drain B. 0»

understander for half-pjnt

(Continued from page 3)

are pushed Into' holdovers with
Jean Sargent, next, warbles 'So strong name bands playing the firstHelp Me,' 'Deep in a Dream' and run Par,
over well,

She puts songs
The RKb circuit, which operates
although band's brass put up a little
too much competition for her on la§t the Palace jJowntowh, and many
number. iShis got good response and nabes in the Greater N. Y. area, is
encored with Cole Porter's 'Get Out pinched by pictures that get exof Town.' Roxyettes troop on in tended holdovers at the Roxy and
stroet. Now York.
lOO Pineapple. Inc., Npw York; the- flashy, tight-fitting gowns, carrying Strand. Now that the latter has gone
atrl'*al bi'slness and re.ilty; capital stcok,
veils in each hand for butterfly rou- into a successful stage-band policy,
Bern.ird
IL Elcoff.

l.";2

W. 42nd

street.

New

'Siboney.'

York.

tine.

Homey flavor of Bee Ho Gray's act
also pleases. Elongated cow-puncher
uses rube assistant as foil for his
patter and does tricks with long

New

York.
Kvercft ItfnrHha)!

Inc..
Rnterprises,
M.mhattnn; thpatrical buslnpsa; canltal,
Dlrprstork, 100 Fhares. no pnr vnlue.
tors:
EvpTPtt M.TVRball. 100 W. nsth
street: William Miller. 1270 Sixth avenue; David J. Wolnher filling attorney).
521 Fifth pvenun. New York.
Sndan Tlieatrlcal Corp., New York:
thp.atrlcal
cinltal stork, 200
bu.si.ncf-.s;
shores, no nar value. Dlrcrtors: Ei'ciene
V. Wpisprnan, Bertha Bender. Ann t.pHman, lo B. 40th sfrret. New York. fOarron. RIre & Rockmore, same address,
filing attornevp.t

banjo.

Rarramento.

Sackln.

whip and lariats, plus knife-throwAlso plays cowboy songs on
He carries with him a hungry looking coyote which is supposed
to sing while he played, but animal
balked at show caught.
Timberg and Rooney, juniors, in
next-to-closer, didn't get very far
with their comedy at this catching,
but made up with their dancing.
Both are excellent hoofers. Timberg,
particularly, possesses a versatility
that should carry him far.
Roxyettes'' last number, swJngy
version of 'Loch Lomond,' is preceded by comedy dance by Timberg
to 'Annie Laurie,' assisted by Joan
ing.

CALIFORNIA

ilfartln

Paris
Garland Grant Ore

nearly all upper-rank and
provides a solid amusement stanza.
At show caught, the lobby was

Cirillino, their act consisting of tumbling and aero stunts. They click.

apparatus;

Vendlck Sis

Donna LuPae

Liaycut isn't a highly

b.o.
is

it

-

Former

canital stock, 200 scares, no pnr value;
Directors: Jo.senh /niontufk <niln<T «.ttornoy), Bei-nard L. Sellrrman, 'Benjamin

Florence Bell

Gla

plenty

diversified affair, but what, there is

of

announce precision train number of
Roxyettes, well done. Fortunello and
follow.
Cirillino,
Italian
clowns,

—

.

(WB).

Heavy load of entertainment is
packed into the Earle show this sesh,
with Ben Bernie himself providing

Although, mimics are- beginning to
pall by their preponderance. Bill
Ames succeeds in clicking solidly, as
much through the humorous lines he
puts in the mouths of the great as
by his copying, Weakies are Prez
Roosevelt and the voice of March of
Time. Introing carbon of the Ben
Bernie patter with the old tobacco
Foster Roxyettes, giving customers peddler right behind him is neat
60 minutes of action on stage. Roxy- novelty.
ettes have been clicking consistently,
Rounding out the bill Is Linda
their every routine getting big ap- Moody, tap terpen Gal's technique
(Ordinarily, Atlanta audi- is good and her routines are excelplause.
ences have a tendency to yawn when lent most of the way. She's an attheir stage bills are made up of 50% tractive brunet and wears an s.a,
terping.
costume.
Gets off well, too. with
This show gets going with overture some gagging with Bernie. Herb.
of medley from Victor * Herbert's
'Fortune Teller,' Pat Rooney; Jr.,
popping out from behind traveler to

Indlanland, Inc., New York; theatrical
business; capital stock, 1.000 share.i. no
par value. Directors: Walter V. Bo\iBroadway, Idena Powell,
120
nuet.
Robert I. Brown, 20 Exchange Place,"

Louise

Eddie ZIPD Ore

Personal-

'

Standard PIrfnTS ProdurtlonH, Inc.;
ranital stock, $100,000, no subflrrliitlo-'s.
Directors: Charles B. Taylor. John W.
Lehners, Harvey A. Hnrkne.ss, Thur.st W.
Smiley, B. W. Richards.
GlnHsell Theatres, Inc.: production and
distribution of films nnd thrntre oprration; capital stock. 100 aharfts. no suherriptlons.
Directors;
Kurt LftCmmle.
Alyse L.npThmle, Margaret ^Icntien, Isaac

Cameo

The

Manhattnn;

business; capital stock, $1,000: $10Q par value. Directors: Herman
T. Meltzer. Ann KIra.
Rtith Illrsch, 651
(A. L. BerFifth avenue. New York.
man, spme address, filing attorney.)

^larshall

Kube

Billed out front As

ity Parade,' presence of Jean Sargent
and scions of Timberg and Rooney
families justifies title. It has been a
long time since Atlantans have seen
Mosellfl Amusement Co.. Inc., Manhat- name folk 'in vaude and they're gotan; motion picture films, etc.; capital
ing for 'em strong since this house
Direrstock, 20.0 shares, no par value.
tors:
Leslie Moskowltz, Abraham .L reopened four weeks ago.
Wachs, Florence Greenberg. 25 W. 43rd
Managing Director M. J. Baranco
(Lee Hazen, same
street. New York..
IS building his shows around the Gae
address, filing attorney.)

Ebony Prodnctlons,

$1,000: $10 pnr vnlue. Dlrectora:
D. rohen. Helen Haupt. 110 B. 42nd
R^rpet: Milton
Lynas, 2316 Broadway.

Nlkkl Nlckall
Ray Wencll

Herman

torneys.)

Log Cabin
Carl Bergman Ore
Miami Club
Janet Reed
Doris Dane

& Snyder

lino,

Meyer, Betty Amos, Sylvia Teldor, 233
Broadway, Now York. (Mendefi. Krisel
St Lo.ssnll, Woolworth building, filing att.heatrloal

ord'

has
Atlanta, Jan. 21.

Roxyettes (16), Fortunello & CirilJean Sargent, Bee Ho Gray,
Timberg, Jr., afid Pat
capital stock,' 100 Rooney HI, Mike Segal honse hand
Rose (11); 'Make a Wish' (RKO).
Directors:

Victor

Nlta Leenn

.Sallle
I-Jddle

ROXY, ATLANTA

Herb Fntran Associates. Inc., Manhatvocal and Instrumental music In

tan;

Philadelphia, Jan. 20.

off.'

York.

Theatre TTonKc. Inc.. theatrical business; ca"ital -stock, 100 sharp,"., no par
Blanche Yurka, a"5
Director.':
value.
R. 7?nd strpct; Oarrott H. Levcrton. 310
E. ^'.th street; .Rose Lader, 11 ,W. 44tb

LIndy'R

Rick

'

'

Reno
Rudy Sager Oro
Harry Rayburn
Betty Nae
Peg Manning

.Tessie

Directors:
no par value.
Harry Mlnsky, Alexander Chelfetz, Ed
ward T. Roehner, 1457 Broadway, New
100

EARLE, PHILLY

.

.

NEW YORK

tan;

A

particular click, though,
her encore in which she narrates
the different types of audience as
they have looked to her from the
stag;e of the Yiddish theatre.
On
opening night she had to beg off.
Almost equally as popular is Sid
Gary, who baritones a couple of
numbers; He'.; still doing his 'Old
Man River* best and shows excellent
showmanship in delivering also
'Roch Ame,' old Hebrew melody,
whicli is particularly strong with
this predominantly Jewish audience.
Ates is on with Barbara Ray, a
redheaded lookier, who foils for the
stuttering comedian and also contributes some sprightly taps.
He's

too long.

Incorporations

Jimmy Peyton Ore

House

which details
Ben Bernie's Orch, Manny Prager,
Her Bobby Gibson, Peggy Hope, Linda
imply in their daily use.
'Working Girl* is equally as fun >.y, Moody, Bill Ames, Mary Small, Lou
but 'Grandmother's Shawl' is a bit Schrdd<^r's house band; 'Off the Rec-

Nut House

Chor Clark
Al Mercur

Roxy's new shows open oh Satur^
Biz has been decidedly good.
seats 2,300 and there were
standees at show caught Saturday
night.
Luce.

days.

number,
the message the hands

Chicago, Jan. 24.
Happy Felton's orchestra, at the
College Inn of the Hotel Sherman in
recent weeks, has been booked into
the Chicago for a fortnight, starting

his feet in this

in
the finale, musical arrangement rating an extra rave,
Femm-es, all
fhaoely, pressnt a nice picture in
thpjr Scotch garb.

ing here with her 'Hand-

Vauder with 'James'

Joe Klein

works with

number and got a great reception.
Real rhythm marks line's work

(Continued from page 53)

Ray

Town and Country

shot the

Wlrth's f^turlstie

Bin Schweitzer Ore
Jack Fexer
Vallle Jay Ore
Maureen Rosay

Dawn & Darrow

MILWAUKEE
Pep Babler Oro
Ethel Seldel
Bluts Palm Garden
Eddie South Oro
Louis Mason

S6tli

Kay Crandeir Ore

Ann Helene

Alack Bros

Hotel Roosevelt

Lowe & Kissinger

Jackie Moaa
J & T Shellenh'mer

Jlmmle Bailey

Bob Carter
Angelo Dt Palma

Lew Devlne
Harlem Casino
Sherdlna Walker Or Boogy-Wobgy
Harry Nosokoft

Golden Co

CLEVEL&NI)
Alpine Tillage
Otto Thurn Oro

Airliners

Shirley Lltlle
Mildred Seetey
Lady Delilah

55
'

j

Wells, line captain, and Norma Duss,
also from line. Lad, in kiltie getup,

RKO

the Pal and other
houses are
getting less from the Warner pictures than they had previously been
bringing. ,

The long holdovers of 'Alexander's
Ragtime Band,' playing to around.
750,000 people at the Roxy on first
run, and 'Snow White,' which ate up
a like number of fans on its run at
the Music Hall, are tough breaks for
in that too much of the potential film population has already been
exhausted. The
circuit Is said

RKO

RKO

to

have done

less

with

'Band,*^

though

the biggest grosser at the Roxy under its present 75c, top policy, than
it has done with other pictures. Including 'In Old Chicago.'
While the Hall gets no lower than
40c, all the other large N, Y, first
runs are scaled from 25c up.
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Current Road Shows

Rave Reviews Pave 'American Way

(Week

ef Jan. 23)

Wednesday, January 25, 1939

BALTO LEGIT LOOKS
OP; 2 PLAYS SKEDDED

'Gowns Qose

'AmphUryen'-'SeA Gull' (Lunt and

BoxoiFice Path; Previews Also Help
It was figured along Broadway that
the chances ol 'The American Way,'
which opened at the Center, N. Y.,

'Life's'

Number

Saturday (21), depended mostly upon
its acceptance by the reviewers, and
the reaction of the strong press ac-

corded

when

it

the

was immediate. Monday
boxofflce opened there

were 30 people in line, despite frigid
.weather. The line did not break, and
as many as 60 were waiting during
the afternoon, when all three windows of the boxoffice were thrown
open.
The management also credited the
effect of previews as definitely benefiting the boxoffice for the first time.
There were plenty of tickets for. the
opening on Saturday, but favorable
word-of-mouth comment from those
at previews resulted in a sellout at
curtain time.
Most of the critics went to town
over the season's most populous and
costly production, while one, John
Anderson, Jourrial-American, wrote
in a v^n rarely if ever accorded the
drama. Alluding to the first-night audience reaction at the finale, Ander-

son said:'
'Then followed
'

an

•

uproar

New

Pains

sWinc'

new

Grand Opera House, Chicago.
'Correspondent tJnknown,' Shubert, Brooklyn.
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Harris,
Chicago.
'I'd Rather Be Bitfht' (George M.
Cohan), Cass, Detroit.

advance, while an unfavorable
weather break kayos the window
sale.

Prize incident took place last

'Of

Thursday night (19), however.
Western Union messenger boy
was in line early, holding two
choicie orchestra locations for an
theatregoer.

over the 'reserved' seats,

WPACIir CULLS

Wm

that

the Republic emblazoned across the

proscenium; here was no longer a
theatre but a place of pilgrimage; no
sit in judgnient, but to stand

'Sing - For Ypur Supper/ which
established some kind of a record
for long time rehearsals, is again
in an indefinite status, despite the
{act that it has been in preparation
for approximately 18 months. Reason for the fresh d elay is the cuts
Federal Theordered in the
atre Project.
Stated that because of the reduction of complement, the revue wiU
have to be recast. How much of
the 'material will be discarded was
not estimated.
Show has been in

time to

at attention.

Salute!'

.Although the cost of production
variously estimated from $100,
000 to ^00,000, it was stated after the
opening that it represents an invest
ment of $250,000. *Way' is scaled at
$3.30, with the matinee scale at $2.20,
and can gross close to $50,000 Aveekly.
It got $8,911 on the first night, scale
on the lower floor then having three
different prices, with the top at $5.50
Is

.

WPA

-

250 In Cast

hot water almost from the start and
There are 50 speaking parts in the was the subject of startling, if not
substantiated, allegations in connec
tion with the mixed cast, colored
Claimed that ihe extras and jnusi- and white,
In the meantime, the Adelphia,
clans used on stage for parades make
N. Y., whence 'One Third of a Nafor a total of 250 people.
George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart, tion' was ousted so that rehearsals
who wrote the book of 'I'd Rather Be for 'Supper' could be made, conRight,' which attracted an unprece- tines dark. Last week imion trouble
dented press last season, are again threatened 'The Big Show' at the
limelighted by their first serious Elliot and Wednesday's performance

first straight pflay to be berthed in
the! 3,400-seat iRockefeller property.

The Women/

]

|

was cancelled when the stagehands
refused to operate.

I

Deckhands demurred when a sound
belonging to
a
CIO
union was assigned to work, replacing the No.- 1 man who was HI.
New man said he did not wish to
Show Biz Angels
interfere, but was merely foUowSam H. Hiirris, who produced ing instructions, evidently from YiTPA
'Right/ again figures in the mana
(Quarters.
The situation cleared,
gerial end, teamed with Max Gordon, and the show went on Thursday
who also was in on 'Right/ as were (19). SimUar trouble cropped up
the authors. Latter are said to have during the 'Nation' engagement,
invested in 'Way,' too.
Fredric with the WPA heads declining to
March, lead in 'Way,' is reported to take action, saying they were in no
have put in $50,000. The'^Harris of position to take sides in a labor conflee is secretive over others reputed troversy
to have taken pieces of 'Way,' but a
flock of show people have been
named, including Darryl Zanuck, Joe FASCISTS
Schenck, Bill Goetz (all 20th-Fox
execs). William S. Paley and Ik6
TINS'
Levy, both CBS.
The Rockefeller interest in the at
traction is not known other than the
Montreal, Jan. 24,
house end, but is participating in the
Said by police to be group of
p.ublicity.
Trailers announcing the known Fascists, a crowd demon
opening were flashed at the Music strated in front of His Majesty's
Hall prior to Christmas.
Latter theatre here Monday night (23) at
house, also controlled by Rockefeller, premiere of 'Pins and Needle^;.
is a separate corporation, however.
Show is being staged by the Inter,
The screen trailerizing for the legit national Ladies Garment Workers'
is a regular thing at the Hall.
Union.
There was some conunent about the
Cordon of 50 policemen were sta
authenticity of the costuming, but it tioned around the house during the
is known that Irene Sharoff, design- performance.
As the audience filed
er, had research workers on the job out the demonstrators started shoutfor months. Same applies to Donald ing. They were driven away by the,
designed
scenery.
the
Oenslager, who
gendarmes. A short distance from
technician

•

DEMONSTRATE

AT

MONT'LPREEIi

theatre,
another group
the
lected and shouted and sang.

col

Maplewood Continues
Maplewood

theatre,

Maplewood,

continues its stock policy this
th6 operation of L. & H.
Theatres, Inc. Paul Blaufox is manr
ager and Anton Bundsmann stage
director.
Frank McCoy and O. E,
Wee, who had operated the house
uhder the stock policy for 30 weeks,
bowed out Sa'fUrday (21).
'Missouri
is
week's bill
This
Legend,' with Dean Jagger in the
leading part he created last fall on

N.

After 'The Copperhead' closes, it's likely that FTP
will get together with Keith for a
Broadway. 'CamlUfr,* with Eva Le Shakespearean production, either
GalUenne, Is scheduled for next 'Hamlet' or 'Merchant of Venice/
the latter in n odern dress.
week.
fold Saturday (21).

Grosses $8,000

At 57th

Benefit

By HOBE MORRISON

WHK

Company Matthews and John Buckmaster trya three-point NBC hookup, ing to out-shout each other, and
including Hollywood, Cincinnati and Raymond Massey coming from the
Cleveland, on Febl 11 as tribute wings to 'free the Winter Garden
marking 10th anniversary of Na from the British' by dragging them
tional Thespian Society of 34,000 offstage.
members.
Miss Fields, who delayed her
Major half of program is x)rigi- scheduled sailing back to London to
nating from stage of .Play House, appear in the show, completely re
which heretofore has been rather versed her previous showing on
cold to radio, with Lari^ Roller of- Broadway. English comedienne, who
some years ago at the
ficiating. For the N.T.S.. tie-up, GU- skidded
more Brown will speak'from Holly- Palace, N. Y., was Xnaking her first
wood and Ernest Bavely, the- group's Broadway stage appearance since
Obviously
having adjusted her
then.
national secretary, from Cincinnati.
Roller also taking charge ot NBC work to the U. S. metier, pace and
Blue's 'Town Meeting' when it is mood, she quickly had the huge
broadcast from Cleveland in March. house eating from her mitt. Opea
to glorify the legit theatre.

the Booth, N. Y., to the- Golden

day

(23)

after

Philip Barry

Mon-

announcing that the

drama would be with-

drawn. It is understood that Dowling
has not accepted salary since the

show opened.

It is the

second time

for the former vaudevillian to have

appeared, the budget was exceeded
is said to have given
services for the length of the
engagement without remuneratioi;!,
nor did Miss Dooley receive salary.
'Thumbs,'
which starred Bobby
Clark and the late Paul McCullough,
was backed by several of Dowlirig'a
friends, including one- high in the
Roosevelt
administration.
Show
ended in the red.
'Clowns' was made controversial by
the critics, play drawing divided
notices. It is reported to have operated in the red from the start, but
last week was claimed to have bettered an even break.
Extra space
was used to announce the show's
his

Share-Profits Setup

will join

2 Shows Take Air
'Where There's a Will/ which
opened at the Golden last week, was
withdrawn after a weak press. Seven
performances.

WHERE THERE'S A WILL
Opened Jan. 17, 39. Reviewers
were ananimons in negative
opinions.
Watts (Herald-Trib)
said it was 'one ot the most
'

wearisome plays of the season.*
Anderson
(Joomal):
'Pretty
strenuously tiresome.'

One Act Repertory,

bill

of three

playlets at the Hudson, opened Friday and disappeared over the week-<^
end. Roasted by reviewws.

— ONE-ACT BEPSRTORT
Opened Jan.

20, 39.

Only mild

interest evinced by critics.
Atkinson (Times) said: 'Labor lost.'
Brown (Post): 'The one-act play
was made to seem like a lost
cause.'

'Portrait*
Chicago, Jan. 24.
Ian Keith, in 'The Copperhead' at
t^e Blackstone here, has clicked in
such a manner that the Federal Theatre Project has decided to hold the
show for additional time.
Had been originally skedded to

produced

.

Keith's Chi H. 0.

J.,

week under

who

the Clowns/ in which
moved the show from

Gross take from the 57th annual
Actors Fund benefit show Sunday
'Tobacco Road,' Hanna, Cleveland, night (22) at the Winter Garden,
'Victoria Regina' (Helen Hayes), N. Y., was just over $6,000. Capacity
Nixon, Pittsburgh.
house pulled about $3,000, while closing. Understood that Barry Is
•What a Life/ Locust St., Philadel- donations, sale of programs and pro- interested in the managerial end.
phia,
Barry's newest work, 'The Philagram advertising accounted for the
'Wliai Every Woman Wants' (Fran- balance. Take was said to be slightly delphia Story/ which wiU, star Kathcine
Laarrimore),
Shubert,
arine Hepburn, went into rehearsal
New more- than last year.
Haven (27); Bushnell Aude, Hart
Show brought out the usual array Monday (23). It is a comedy, whereas
ford (28).
of glittering theatrical stardom, both 'Clowns' is a serious play.
'Whiteoaks'
(Ethel
Barrymore), in front and behind the footlights.
John Farrell replaced A. H. Van
Cox, Cincinni.ti.
Several outright clicks marked the Buren in the cast. He was a single
long succession of acts.' Standouts in vaudeville, as was Dowling.
included Gracie Fields, Olsen and
Johnson, Walter Huston and mem
Little Theatre Ballyhoo
bers of the 'Knickerbocker Holiday' Musical
to Tour Stix
Cleveland, Jan. 30.
company, and Doc Rockwell. Among
Frederic McConnell's Play House the novelties was a special English'
Under Local Auspices,
roupe of community actors are go invasion-of-Broadway sketch, with
ing blue-network for
in series Robert Morley, Gladys' Cooper, A. E.

I

I

Dowling,

Come

starring,

and the actor

phia.

I

piece, frankly a patriotic play. Authors scored their earlier successes
with laugh plays, particularly with
•Can't Take It' and 'Once in a Lifetime,'- which was their first collaborative work.

is

Actors Fund

Philadel-

Forrest,

Eddie
'Here

he

agreed to such an arrangement.
When he produced 'Thiunbs Up/ in
which he and Rae Dooley, his wife,

San Carlo Opera Co., War Memorial Opera House, San Francisco.
'Shadow and Sobstancc' (Sir Cedric Hardwicke), Mizpah Temple, Ft
Wayne (23); Parkway, Madison, Wis.
(24); DavidsoL, Milwaukee (2S-28).
'Stars in Yonr Eyes' (Jimmy Durante-Ethel Merman-Tamara Toumanova), Shubert, Boston.
'Susan and God' (Gertrude Lawrence), Royal Alexandra, Toronto.

AGAIN

Dowling s Act

Syracuse/

'Our Town,' Selwyn, Chicago.
"Pins and Needles,' His Majesty's,

showed up just before curtain
bought two admissions,
paid off the messenger and took

this not as a play nor a spectacle so much 9s a dedication. Here
was a seal of approval as deeply and
solemnly made as the Great Seal of

Mice and Men,' Plymouth, Bos-

Montreal.

time,

marked

'Night of Stars,' under auspices of
'Friends of Abe Lincoln Brigade,' is
underlined for one night at Ford's,
Feb. 12, with Frances Farmer and
Lief Erickson promised to head
group of i>layers from 'Golden Boy,'
'Shtg Out the News' and 'Boys From

ton.

Latter

By

Herman

Shiunlin's production of
Abel-Ruth Gordon), Chestnut St.,
'The Little Foxes/ with Tallulah
Philadelphia.
Bankhead starred, opening a three'Bachelor Bom,' National, Wash-, day trial at Fordfs, Feb. 2.
Brace
ington.
constitutes first legit doings here in
'Candida' (Cornelia Otis Skinner), weeks.

Reason is
receipts nosedive.
that the new policy kills any

affluent

Postponed

Baltimore, Jan. 24.
Slight brightening of legit situash

Orpheum, Davenport (23); Orpheum, here impends, with George Abbott's
Des Moines (24); Paraimount, Omaha
Muny Aude, Kansas City latest try, 'Mrs. O'Brien Entertains/
(25);
)y Harry Madden, set to start at the
(26-28).
indie booked Maryland, Jan. 30, and
'Birds Stopped
(Walter

wrinkles have
cropped up at th* Locust theatre, Philadelphia, where the
road company of 'What a Life'
is experimenting with a straight
$1 scale, no-reserved-seat policy.
One unanticipated headache is
that in case of bad weather, such
as last week's snowstorm, the
of

Fontanne), American, St. Louis.
'Angela Is 22' (Philip Merivale),

Again Ready

Cheryl Crawford, whose production of 'Family Portrait' was recently set back on the eve of rehearsals, is reported- to have ob-

tained the necessary financing and
is expected to resume active work
on the show within a week. Play
is virtually all 'Cast, with Judith Anderson set to play the Virgin Mary.
'Portrait' deals With the life of
Christ, but only through the eyes of
others.
Principal character never

appears

oti stage.

Chicago, Jan. 24.

A musical show designed to tour
the country under various local auspices is now readying for production
under the tag of 'A Night at the
Moulin Rouge/ Will hit the road
some time in September according
to present plans and is setting dates
far into 1040.

Produced

with

Chicago

capital

and backing, 'Moulin Rouge* is. designed strictly for sponsorship dates,
with Ned Alvord now on the road
penciling in time.
Understood
that
the
'Moulin
ing with a fairly straight (for her) Rouge' setup is considerably different
version of 'The Sweetest Song in the from other similar ventures in that
World,' from 'We're Going to Be 'Rouge' will demand no coin guarRich,* she then offered superbly antee from the various sponsors. Inhoked renditions of 'I Never Cried stead, will go into all towns on m
So Much in All Me Life,' a concert strictly cooperative and percentage
burlesque of Brigo's serenade, and, basis.'
General operating company label
after
insistent
applause, encored
for 'Moulin Rouge' is Societe des
with *Walter.' Had to beg off,
Walter Hampden opened the show Productions Francais.
with a tribute to 'Uncle Dan' Frohmanv Actors' Fund president. Latter
subsequently spoke briefly on the
^Meeting' Movnig
differences between the theatre of
today and in Shakespeare's time, and
praised the democratic form of gov
'Spring Meeting/ English comedy
ernment that makes a- free theatre which moves to the Little, N. Y..
possible.
M.C's during the evening from the Morosco next Monday (30),
included JBert Lytell, Jay C. Flippen, will play nine performances weekly
Frank Fay, Vinton Freedley, WUliam at the new stand. Matinees will be
A. Brady and Jimmy Walker.
Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday.
Those taking part in the show in Although the Little has a more
eluded Massey (giving the third act limited capacity thaii the Morosco,
speech from 'Abe Lincoln in lUi the management hopes the show will
nois'), Frank Gaby (from 'Here Come do as well there.
Idea is that the
the Clowns'), Clifton Webb, Estelle audiences -in the Morosco haven't
Winwood and Helen Trenholme (in numbered more than the capacity
a scene from 'The Importance of of the Little, and that in the more
Being Earnest'), Blanche Iting, Clar- intimate atmosphere the play may
ence and Claude Stroud, Tamara and go over better.
William Gaxton (from 'Leave It to
Little has a capacity of 531, of
Me'), Vera Zorina and Vivienne which about 300 seats are on the
Segal (in a scene from 'I Married an first floor. House will have a caAngel'), Olsen and Johnson (in a bit pacity of about
$9,000 for nine perfrom 'Hellzapoppin'), Laurette Tay- formances, that amount being more
lor, Florence Reed, Vincent Price, than the
show has been grossing at
Bramwell Fletcher and Morgan Far- the Morosco. Reason 'Meeting' is
ley
(in a
scene from 'Outward being shifted is to make room for
Bound'),
Helen
Chandler,
Van John Golden's production, 'The Birds
Grona's Negro Ballet, Walter Huston Stop Singing,' with Ruth Gordon and
and members of the 'Knickerbocker Walter Abel. Although the latter
Holiday' troupe in several numbers show Is set to open Feb.
2, it refrom the show, Hugh O'Connell and ceived a critical lambasting in PhilaEdward Clarke Lilly in a sketch by delphia, where it is trying out this
George S. Kaufman and Marc Con- week, and may be taken to Washingnelly, John Dudley and Isidore God- ton next week for further
doctoring.
frey (of the D'Oyly Carte Onera
'Spring Meeting' is presented by
Co.), Paul Haakon, Eddie Garr, Elsie Gladys Cooper arid Philip Merivale,
Janis and the Charlie Wilkens in association with Lee Ephraim
clowns.
and George .Jesael.
.

.
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MORE B'WAY LEGIT JOBS
THAT

Intimates Strike CaD Unless

Pinkertons Are CaDed Off the B.O.

Men; N. Y. Storm Hurts Producers
With more chatter about a central
£cket agency, there was criticism of
the ticket code aiid its administra-

by the League

tion

of

New York

during

voiced

Theatres

the

past

With the code being signatured by most agencies, general opin-week.

ion appears io be that the central
office Idea is mere theory at this
time.

The Theatrical Managers, Agents
and Treasurers union for the second

made allegations anent the effectiveness of the code and complained .about its boxoffice members
being spied on by Pinkertons. Union
charged ihat the use of private detectives attempting to 'police' its people is a violation of the basic agreement with the League and intimated
that unless certain changes be made,
a strike might be ordered tying up
legit theatres on Broadway and out
time

Peace

—

It's

Wonderful

Noel Coward, whose

'Set

to

rehearsals^ Then next afternoon,
while the players were catching
up on sleep, he was in a dentist
chair having the molar yanked.
He later told friends he didnH
enjoy the preem very much.

Author-actor-director-producer
couple of days later for an
extended vacation -in Hawaii,
with « vtopoff in Hollywood en
left

route.

by

tre

allotting

them 75%

Equity Qears

Up Haze About

WPA Situation

tickets.

TMAT

It is now definite that no WPAers can join Equity on the strength
of their appearance in the Federal

Theatre Project shows.

They must
they worked
-.

establish the fact that
in commercially produced shows in
order to qualify. Relief operators
formerly questioned the right of any

who is, or is not, professional in the project and contended that if players appeared in
union to say

(Continued on page 60)

the project shows they naturally
obtained the necessary experience
to tab them as pros.
Equity does not take the same
Abbott's Publicity
view. Matter came up during a
meeting of Chorus Equity last FriBrings In
day (20), when it was resolved that
no WPA-er could join without exat
perience other than in relief shows,
or dance programs^ Since the time
Ben Washer, press and exploita when Equity and other stage unions
_
questioned the status of some on
tion heact for United Artists, trans
as to their professional status,
fers next week to take charge of
argument has remained unthe
pu:^llcity for Georgef Abbott. He will

Revamp

Ben Washer

People,

Using 250
'Hellzapoppin/

'Lincoln,'

'Syracuse,'

Kn

Helm

Always Clowning

ckerbocker Holiday'
Cited as Cases in Point
Chorines Getting a Break

Marcy Westcott, one of the
leads in 'The Boys from Syracuse,' at the Alvin, N. Y., tells
friends she has a new ambition.
'If I can get in one more musical hit,' she explains, 'the Salva"

MORE MUSICALS

tion

Number

of

Army

Barcley McCarty, Abbott's
present p.a., latter going out ahead of
the

touring 'What

Frank McCarthy,

a Life* troupe.
currently ahead

of the road 'Life,' will come in to
handle Abbott's forthcoming production,

and
Goldsmith

'Mrs. O'Brien Entertains,'

be general
another

assistant. Ted
general assistant,

reveals that the condition
has been notable since the season
started, but is particularly true at

officials,

moment. Unusual number of
musicals and spectacles has been a
factor. Fact has also been observed
on the toad as well as on Broadway.

Legit Road Group

will spe-

wyn's press rep, moved into the UA
•pot .during the company's recent reorganization. He was first hired by
Goldwyn to ballyhoo the film, 'Dead
End,* having previousl> press-agent«d the legit production of the play.
Stated he is giving up the film
berth's assured 52-weeks-a-year because he prefers to work in the
comparatively precarious legit theatre.
Denied there has been any
friction with Goldwyn or other

Angel,! 'You Never Know,' 'HeUzapoppin,'
'Sing
Out the News,'
•Victoria
Regina,'
'Hamlet,'
'Abe
Lin Din in Illinois,' l&iights of Song,'
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' 'Madame
Capet,-' 'Leave It to Me,' 'Boys from
Syracuse,' 'Great Lady,' 'Blossom
Time,' 'Merchant of Yonkers,' 'Every-

where
ters,'

I

Roam,' 'Mamba's DaughRather Be
the incoming Dwight

'Set to Music,' 'I'd

Right'

and

Wiman

musical, 'Stars in Your Eyes,'
and the Theatre Guild's 'Jeremiah.'
Pointed out that since ian unusual
percentage of the above are musical
shows. Chorus Equity has benefited
with extra employment.
N» British Invasion

Squawks about an
Broadway by English

'invasion'

of

actors, always
heard at least once during the season, are pooh-poohed by Equity.

Stated that there are actually less
(Continued on page 60)

UA

execs.

McGarty,

who

succeeded Charles

Washburn as Abbott's p.a., was previously on the road with 'Three

Men on

a Horse,' 'Boy Meets Girl'
It was underRat.*
stood at the time that the assignment was temporary, as Abbott
wanted to experiment with various

and 'Brother

publicity policies.
With the prcem
of 'Mrs. O'Brien,' Abbott will have
four shows on Broadway simultaneously, his record to date. Besides
'Life,' the others are 'Boys from
Syracuse,' at the Alvin. and 'Primrose Path.' at the Bilti-;ore.

Hinges on His Larynx

A

claim for salary has
by Solly Ward against
Kilpatrick, who recently
presented* 'Window Shopping,' at the
Longacre, N. Y, Showman liet the
actor out prior to premiere,' averring

been

unique
filed

Thomas

.

Ward could not be heard out
Actor stated he talked as he
always did on the stage, though admitting he was under treatment for
that

front.

a throat irritation.

A small part had been assigned to
Ward, but he was principally engaged to understudy George Sidney,
who was starred and who came from
Hollywood to appear in the play.
Because of the understudy responsibilities. Ward was to have received
He also
top salary under Sidney.
was on the Coast last year.
Matter will be arbitrated, claim
being for two weeks pay. 'Shopping'
was withdrawn after playing slightly
more than one week.

from the 46th

weeks

ago.

Street

some

going into the Majestic,
which was made available by the
withdrawal of vaudeville there Sunwas reported that
day (22).
li
'Stars,'

objected to placing the

mu-

any place but the Winter Garden, but the reputed argument with
the Shubert office was settled when
he accepted the Majestic, where the
debut is carded for Feb. 9. Wimdn
used thfkt house for 'Lovely Lady,*
an opeiretta which closed after a
brief stay, heavily in the red.
Plan is said to have .originally
Legitimate
Theatre
Corp,
of called for 'Hellz' to move back tb
America has been formed to carry the 46th Street, but the advance salt
out a plan of nationwide subscrip- on that revue extends for three

Ready

to

Send 4

sical

Shows on Tour

months and it was believed refunding and exchange of tickets would
be too intricate. One switch fion-,
sidered was to book 'Stars' into the'
44th Street, an independent house
for sending out four productions the which was slated to get 'Blackbiti^s;*
first season.
Arthur M. Oberfelder, colored show which folded after '.an
Denver showman, is president; Hor- out-of-town tryiJut
Most of the theatres suitable for
ace Kiser is v. p. and Ralph F. ChatiUpn is secretary-treasury. Offices musicals are operated by the Shu-'
berts. However, it is possible that if
are in Chicago.
Plays picked for the first season more musicals are produced as exinclude 'Golden Boy,' 'On Borrowed pected for thie World's Fair crowds,
Time,' 'What a Life' and Eva Le Gal- some of the strai.^ht drama' houses
lienne in a choice of 'Hedda Gabler' will be booked. A new musical is
or 'The Master Builder.' Brochure jein.*? projected for the 51st Street
(Warner's Hollywood). The former
i^ being mailed this week to civic
organizations in communities of va- Colony, which was built by B. S.
rious sizes throughout the country. Moss and now devoted to Italian
Recipients are asked to state whether films, was originally built for musithey desire an agent to caU on them cals and housed 'The New Yorkers'
to explain the plan, or prefer fur- for a run. Spot at 53rd and Broadway currently called the Cine Roma
ther details by mail.
Brochure is one of the most elab- may revert to musicals with the razorate ever used to bally a legit en- ing of the elevated- road.
terprise, being printed in several colThe 46th Street and the 44th Street
ors on heavy, glossy stock, elaborate- are both dark, they being the only
ly illustrated, having 10 pages of 14 showshops directly in the theatre dis-,
by 20 inches in size.
trict built for musicals that are not

'

definitely
booked.
The Shubert,
used for straight plays as'ivell as
musicals, has 'I Married an Angel/
which was reported going to the
road next month. Scale for 'Angel'
was lowered from $4.40 to $3.30 this
week.
The St. James, built by A. L. ErJack Pulaski langer when it was doubtful whether
he could retain the New Amsterdam
Flames
(now grind pictures) some years ago,
also built for mu$icals, but for the
past several seasons has been de*
voted to drama. Maurice Evans, who
Lyons' fingers were also

Erin O'Srien-Moore s Accident

Gown

Fired

by

Careless

('Variety') Beats

Erin O'Brien-Moore, stage and film
actress,

Claim Vs« 'Shopping'

there

people.
Previous
Kaufman-Hart
entry, 'The Fabulous Invalid,' also
used a large cast, and kept going for
eight weeks, although it failed to tion tours for special Broadway legit
climb out of the red.
Among the other productions, productions. Idea, which was reeither current or closed, that in- vealed last month, is along the line
volved large casts are 'I Married an of concert, recital bookings and calls

However, when the cuts were orit became evident that Equity
was favored by the project direcDance units had been questors.

Ward's Salary

when the question arose over the
booking of 'Stars in Your Eyes,'
which opened favorably out of town.
Show was originally slated for the
Winter Garden,^ but the booking was
verbal and that spot is being used
by 'Hellzapoppin,' which moved

Dwight Deere Wiman, who produced

the

dered,

cialize on the original 'Life' company at the Mansfield, N. Y.However,
permanent status of all Washer's
aides will be up to him, as specified
under the TMAT—League of New
Solly
York Theatres contract.
Washer, who was Samuel Gold-

an

street

Broadway apparently has enough
theatres for straight shows, but may
run short of houses to berth musicals. That was indicated last week

'Stars* is

settled.

tionable in the matter of the professionalism of the talent. When an
entire dance unit was dropped, it
was taken as an admission that those
effected had not appeared on professional stages prior to getting ©n
the relief payrolls.

me

on the boards is creating more employment among legiters than in
many seasons. Survey by Equity

WPA

tank

has promised
of its

audition for one
singing groups.'

heavy shows currently

Musicals;

Use Drama Spots

to

i

tion last

of the

asks for a reorganization of
the code administration, in the regulation of ticket sales. It suggest^ that
instead of a League comimittee, there
i^ould be a committee representing
the stage groups and the public. Also
that since the agencies are getting
the major portion of tickets, especiaj^y for hits, the brokers should
also be represented on such a committee.
Iteport^d. too, that Equity, which
it supposed to back the managerial

May Have

Way/

Attention was called to the situaweek with the opening of
the George S. Kaufman-Moss Hart
spectacle, 'The American Way,' at
the Center, N. Y. Patriotic show is
an enormous affair, using nearly 250

of town.

Gustav Gerber, attorney for TMAT,
averred that those treasurers believed to have done business with
agencies not signatory to the code
had denied any such activity. He
pointed out that the League is inconsistent, since it charges the brokers with violations, while acknowledging their importance to the thea'-

'American

B way

Faces Incoming

[MPLOfMENT

'

Music' preemed Wednesday night
(18) at the Music Box, N. ¥.,
spent a hectic last few hours before the opening. Although suffering from a jumping toothache,
he was up all the previous niglit
putting the revue through final

Shortage of Suitable Houses

snows HYPO

BIG

who was

painfully burned

—

Smoker
Out

hospital.

seared.

Saturday midnight (21) when her
Mi.ss Moore had attended the predress caught fire while in Lyons miere of 'American Way' imescorted,
Chophouse, near Radio City, New Barron having remained home due to
York, will not be. facially scarred. the recurrence of an illness conA dermatologist, called in by her tracted while covering the Ethiopian
husband, Mark Barron, drama editor War for AP. Pulaski met the acof the Associated Press, stated that tress in the lobby of the Center thethe burns on her face were super- atre, after the show, and offered to
escort her home.
They stopped in
ficial, her urms and legs sustaining
at the Lyons cafe and were about to
the most severe injuries.
Miss Moore was saved from more leave when the accident occurred.
serious
injury
by Jack Pulaski The carelessly handled match which
(Variety), who was escorting her caused the accident was bandied by
home from the premiere of 'The somebody adjacent to Miss Moore
American Way' at the Center thea- and Pulaski.
Yesterday (Tuesday) Miss Moore
When her filmy gown burst
tre.
into flames from a carelessly drop- was resting comfortably, ^ It's exped match, Pulaski ilbee) pushed pected she'll have to remain in the
her to the floor and onto her face to hospital for at least two weeks,
save the latter from the flames. He though treatment will necessarily
beat out the fire with his hands. continue for some additional weeks.
Jack Lyons, restaurant proprietor,
Though suffering severe pain, Miss
and other patrons meanwhile smoth- Moore did not lose her sense of huered the blaze with tablecloths and mor. During the trip from City hosnapkins.
pital, on Welfare Island,, to Doctors
Miss Moore was removed by am- hospital, she turned to Barron, her
bulance to City hospital, from which hu.sband, and remarked: 'Here we're
she was transferred to the Doctors paying all this money for a private
Both ambulance, and the driver hasn't
hospital, a private institution.
of
hands were badly even got the siren on.' Barron got
Pulaski's
burned, but he was able to go to his the chauffeur to set the screamer
home after treatment at the same going full blast.

scored
closed

there
the

in

with

full

'Ricl^ard

III,'

length 'Hamlet*

week, but relights with 'Henry
IV' next week and may again reviv*

last

'Richard' afterwards.

'BOUND' CAST
F.D.R.

TO EE

GUESTS, WASH.

'Outward Bound,' which will give
one-night performance Sunday
at the National, Washington,
connection with the President's
birthday ball, will be shipped to the
Capital that morning fr»m the Play-

a

(29)
in

house, N. Y.
Cast will leave by
train in the afternoon and will be
guests at the White House after the
special showing. Production will be
brought back to New York in time
to resume its run Monday (30).

the second season a Broadselected to give
in Washbenefit
ington
to
the
infantile
The musical, 'Beparalyses fund.
tween the Devil,' was the choice last
season. Resultant ballyhoo was figured beneficital to the tune show,
which had not been faring too well

This

is

way show has been

a

'command performance'

on Broadway.

LEGITmATE

VARIETY

5S

Wednesday, January 25, I939

as economic exigency demands.
•Weary of It All' Is a lampoon on
the world-weary sophisticate (Miss
Lillie) who, as a harrassed star, is
besieged by admirers and their gift

loom,

Plays on Broadway

THE AMERICAN WAY

and must start all over again.
his is the courage of a free man.

Phys Out

They are mystified
by a cablegram from Linda, travelt
ing abroad with her husband, anDrama hy Lenpre Coffee; presented by nouncing their sudden return and
John Golden; stara Buth Gordon; features requesting complete secrecy.
Their
Walter Abel, Nicholas Joy and Tom Hel- worst suspicions are
confirmed when
more: staged by William Miles; aettlnss,
At McCarter, Prince- Linda arrives with a crippled Ron«i
Donald Oenslager.
«t.
ton, N. J., Jan. 2J,
nie, who, as the result of an accident
.
„ ,
..Jessie Bnsley
Mrs. Vanway
Frieda Aitinan abroad, is told by the doctor he will
Bertha

Eva Ortega, personality
offerings,
songstress, leads the 'Children of the

But

The Birds Stop Singing

Crux of the story comes when Ritz' and 'Never Again' numbers
America enters the War and Irma one good, one n.s.g., respectively
beauts
protests the enlistment of their son, backed by the John Powers
And irnth W«9ton: eUsed by Kanfr.wn: Karl. She cries because he will be and a male quartet The 10 lookers,
liEbtlnc *nd tttbnlcal 4llrection, Hassard fighting Tiis own people.'
Gunther all said to be Powers models, are a
Oenslager;
cosDonald
Short; settlnsa,
are not departure in stage adornment, and
tames, Irene Sbarafl; orehestr* direction, then firmly dedaimst *We
in itseU a good stunt
Oscar licvnnt; at the Center, N. r„ ?3.00 Germans any more; we are AmeriIn between Miss lallie makes
Xop.
The boy goes overseas and
cans.'
Itortin Gonther ........w.^^T^dric Marrtj
young much of the scene, 'Madame Dines
a
does not retunit leaving
Irnia Gnnther ..........3FUbrence EldiriO^e
Alone,' foiled by Richard Haydn, an
laamis^Ation Oi:flclal ..^.Jainea MoDonald wife and a child he never sees.
...l<oma 1^'nn
The golden anniversary of Martin imported comedian, whom she's
Lisa Gonther m» s, cbllil.. , .Kcnna Clerc and Irma is the play's most senti- sponsoring, as the butler. Scene deiTirffinia Xioii?e
'

,

3{arsoi rraijer..

i

1

^^^^J^-

i

—

Hngh

<!amtTon
That March, canylng a dialect own with a "Fish Mimicry* monolog
AHen Kcam.i throughout, wholly wins audience that gets a somewhat verbose bufldup. ^ydn's makeup is quite unique
^'ly'^*'^^ sympathy seems a sterling test of

W

^...1> J5oi Oprrti

MacFai-lase

.

j-->jr

J—

.

l-:;-;V^Ts^:^^V
I-

'

abmty.

He

ttje

character lovable, and if subsequent
and • the
audiences accept GunthCT
..
_
play as did that at the premiere,
Xlia "Gnnthv.
..Alan Herritt "Wsy' should be a fixture despite
AleTC nmitk
....."Datid Wr.yne the largeness of the Center theatre.
Karl GvnAcT
^.-..'vralTer Krlly Florence Eldridge <Mrs. March) is a
Twaiiiy
,.
...Stephen S^anfles
Mandolin Player.,.,
mate as Irma, buoyant
Helen
Itara ayos fine runmng
.
Tonns Man.. ................ AJei- Courtney at the start and tenderly affectionate
.Kdiraxd Elliott in old age. The couple came from
Another Tonns Man
Van irarten the Coast last season and after an
Ksrl Gnnther, .Asc„J>,.- ickey-w^^
stage ap^arance (jr.
fgi^^^^t^:lrelS::::::::cS°^o^^^]ims^^^
s»oiiUcai u^ker-,,.
,i;}ci(=ra i.v>ya j Obedient Husband'), dedaied they
Minister
Walter Bcc»c J •vurould remain in le^t regardless.
,
Jnlia. As* 21..,.
B.ii3>nTa WoodeU
»rKi,w. are
-iTa n-fha-p
firva T%*»i-frtrmaT«ppjl.
perTormances,
fine
other
There
Mary-, Age 20...,...-.,.Gretchen Daxldson
Morris, playing
"WhStner E'ssrH topped by
Khrl. At:* 21
Ed. jjoeen r.. ....... .»........^aclc .Arnold the banker. Ruth "Westot Is excelJohn Wmiama ........ ,...Gf>tase Jlimdon lent as the suffragette, who, too,
Henry Courtney.. ......... ..Wand Tgdlmon.'
She has most
Tennis Giria

V

...Gerry CaniKatherine Duncan
1... Marios. Edwjirds
......ACrienne M^nlev
t

j

'

.

,

Mc^y

The

most far-reaching
of Americanism in
term* that are immistakable, Ihe
American Way* Is a patriotic display
'Qiafs stirring if taken in Qxe mood
of its writing- It belong and will
likcily be an extra attraction for the
play,

season's

« drama

World's Tsar crowds.

grows old gracefully.
of Uie humorous ^'"«*^, which axe
limited. Janet IV>x, with her man-

nerisins, brings smiles, also. THie lug
cast, which includes about 250 players,
has other fanuliar BroadCameron,
way feces, namely,

Hn^

AQen Keams, &dney Grant and
ErsL Some are a^gned comparative bits, but aU are well done.

•F^iga

Jbee.

Cieorge S. Saidman and Moss Hart
delivered a saga <if ^bow buaoess
eaxiier Siis season in TIhe FiabuIoUs
Invalid,* and now come forth with
a cavalcade of America since 1896.
"^valid* miosQy axmealed to. people
of the theatre, wlnle the new piece
should lntK«st aiU types -who realize
IhTt the 17. S. is &e melting oot,
stiQ ibe land ol the :&«e; esp^ially
more so now than ever, vith Ihe dictat!>rship5 abroad.
Other plays this season sought to
iell the sttoy, but aione approach
ambitinn- and scone of 'Wajr'
prodoctionally. imaginatively nor in

&e

ploymg

strength.

SET TO MUSIC
Reroe hv Xod CoKaxfl, mreaented Ijy
John C. Wnsom: staged hr ihe antbor;
staiii Be^rire liHtr; deoor Mni coatnmes.
G. E. Callhrop; at .Vn'ic Box, K. ,X.,
premiere Jan. IS. *3». at *S.« top: lesplar
ssiJe. $4.*0: orchestisitlona.

Sans Spia3^:

ronSootor, John McManns; Goirara'a prodnrtlon asEt.. Anthony PeltBaier.
Cast: Beatrice I^Dle. Bibhaid Sayfln.
Trench.
GlaOys Hcnson. Era Ortesa.
Mary Atnt Csxr, Xjemkavd Gibson, Maldte
Andre'SRE. Sanders I>rai>er. Fenelops Dnd-

Hn^

Ward. Mccra Sfneent, Kotsetnary Lamai,
S^arali Snton, 3 Iiittle I>ehntantcs <(Anna
Jadbson. I^nra Pnnran, Bnhy Green).
Kcsnatb Garten, Anthony
Hollywood ca&- Ancns Menxies.I>eimia.
Hobeit Shat^elton.
ley

PeUssicT,

BsT

tributes the lead in Frediic March. ToTd SoreU Helen Besmett. Helene SodFon,
Jt is his top stage petfonnanee. Di- Vema Ijodz, Ann Sden. TBda Getx. Sylvia
rection by Cieorse S. ^rdEman, who r&Te. Ann? Graham. Hilda SsilghU Z<aiirie
T>oiQrla!(, XlAoT Cotrer, Horesioe Britton,
wrote IMs saga
Moss Hart. Carol
Lssise TTantemaa. John Jfathewa.

^

and his piscatory stimulation is different, but it's not as de\'astating as

the cafe-society Coward-Lallie firstnighters so vociferoudy alleged.

Miss Lillie and Hugh French have
a three white feathers' scene and

number wherein the pawnbroker's
daughter recalls when it was three
white balls' instead of the about-tobe-presented-at-court three white
feathers.*

comedy

Walter Abel
.Buth Gordon
Tom Helmoro

David Hudson
Linda Marsh

Eobhy Barron
Bob

Maynr McEvoy

...Nicholas Joy
,..,.Bslcn BrooHJ

Reuben Lawrence

mental scene and is affecting. It picts the octogenarian in rendezvous
leads to the purpose of th3 authors, with a ghost, and the finale is a
.Bradford Hmt bitter resistance to the Nazi bunds lovers' quarrd over alleged infic!ality.
It makes for some rather
Jeanne
"WarriK'y
Slrsv Kennedy
here. Their grandson, fretting over
»Grat«e Talentln*'
Mrs. WTiUe.
attends ghoi;dish comedy and again illus.Sydney Otaht being unable to find a job,
3>r. Sqnlres
The trates the unique Lillie technique.
Manrlce TTrils J a meeting of brown shirts.
<*ao Hflnricai
Finale is a sort of musical Torch,-Eisa lirsi Qifl jnan rushes to flie spot, assailing
Clara Heinrich
Stemncl Broclrton
"Rroelrtm
McKoT Morris
a
4.v^..» in the
-rt^c mob,
vnnVt
McKay
bearers,' a socialite extravaganza
Samnel
those
Robert rJjodes the leader and
Pd!iiicol SpeattT
that goes berserk. Props don't work,
Another Tolltieiil Si>Ki-, ...-James Moore pointing out one after another who
Enth Wfston have no reason to subscribe to such sequences are upset, lines blow up,
"Winifred Barter ....
Mary Murray tenets. Guhther is then Slugged and costumes don't jell and cues run
St>booiteacher ...»
iotin Ling
..Antonio OoletJj
hajTvire,
Miss Lillie, as the fussdiesHewatasa chnd..*;—
Through the public square his budget organizer of this charity fete,
Toddj- Ca5!ey flag-draped coffin is carried. Brock- is in and out of several mishaps.
„ „ as a*h»5d
^ , Gnnther
KarJ
This
first
act shapes up as having
j .,._B«ady Jrrinff
of his fine character, the
,Tonitny Lrwis ton speaks
BoW«y
its bright moments, but somehow
Janet Fas toxcnspeople break into *The Star
Anna
there is no sock or any stando.ut
f„Eaxrard Fisher Span^d Banner' and as the curSidney f?tone tains closed there were tears in the number. Just to put the convincer
factory Workers....
..Ersnt Gorman
The on it Coward reprises 'Children of
James Tttjsso eyes of many firet-nighters.
l
the Ritz,' Three Little Debutantes'
ESleen Kams applause lasted five minutes. Funeral
Mrs. Brocton
i,-..w..Je^ne Shelby bit went out after debut because of (twice more), and 'Stately Homes of
ilrs. Hewitt
England.' Haydn impresses on his
Cbairtnan ....................John Ir^cirens critical objection.
3>.-.

Horace Sinclair

Crocker

.f

Anoihcr Boy.
Jlad5« Hewitt

French makes a good

foil here.

Ijonald Marsh
i^igmar
Dr. Callovraj-

..l\"an

Trlesnult

Herbert Yost

two seasons of reviving
Ruth Gordon returns to the

After

Ibsen,
stage in a modem play, 'The Birds
Stop Singing,' by Lenore Coffee, a

scenarist John Cifolden has endowed'
a beautifully - mounted production
with a splendid cast, including
Walter Abel, from films. Staging is

^

A

talents-^with the
Grade
exception of Miss Coffee's play.
Principal fault lies in the fact that
Despite the aura of
it is dated.
modernity with which the theme has
been embellished, actually it harks
back to the era of melodramas with
its hysterical climaxes and pointed
moralizing.
Miss Coffee's smart.
Park avenue dialog (and there is
little enough of that) fails to serve
as an effective camouflage. The play
remains essentially something that
might have served Bertha Kalisch in
good stead 15 years ago.
Fortunately, it offers Miss Gordon
ample opportunity to display her
wares. Her charm completely wins
the audience and there are many
times when she lifts the play above
the level of, mediocrity.
Her role is lengthy and sympathetic.
As Linda Marsh, the perfectly-mated wife, she's completely
in love with her husband, Ronnie,
tion of

'Secret Service' is a broad and not
overly distihguished burlesque of in- an Adonis who's dominate by his
temational espionage, more Mask' belief in the body beautifuL Next
and Wig than Noel Coward. The to his love for Linda his absorption
Party's Over Now,' led by the wil- lies in Ms own phyrical fitness.
lowy Penelope Diudley Ward and. The play opens in their country
French, cues into Bronson Dudley's home in Conne^cticut, at which are
tap speiualty, about the only resdiy gathered Ldnda's father; Vanny, the
enthusiastic hand-to-hand music in- housekeeper, who raised Linda from
spirer. He's ex-critic Bide 'Dudley's babyhood^ and David Hudson, Ronson and a capable tapster. Toung
Dudley cauld &e used to advantage
while the names of the patriots seem
in the forepart as w^L
*Mad About the Boy* has been more interesting than wlxat they say.
The Coggerers* is the second playheard around America for a couple
of years, while "Weary of It All' and let, foUowing 'Mr. Banks of Birm'Never Again,' other feature songs, ingham,' an adaptation by Sidney B.
are new on this side for the first Whipple, dramatic critic of the N.
Y. World Telegram., That interlude
time.
Since the Wednesday <18) pre- was so long that the audience l>emiere, "Muac' >iag been selling came figety. There's little diversion
standing room, whic^ of course, at- in it
Scene is Tahiti, where British matests Indubitably to the Lillie draw.
Show is not overboard on invest- riiies come with an official to teach
the natives labor, loyalty and moralment or overiiead.
AbeL
ity. Chief of the Islanders promptly
offeis a selection of their women to
the commissioner for the evening.
He's shoQked. but likes the idea. His
Presented hy One-.\ct Eepertory Co. In wife promptly steps in, but ^e is
assoraation vtth Sam H. Grisman: staged
young men as
hy Emjo Basshe: »t the Hadson. N. X., offered the
-consorts. The prudi^ Britains are
Jan. -a}, 'Oft; *2.7S top.
The Cuju eieiB.* hr Panl Vincent Oar- elderly, so the idea is rather farToU ; Thv S«d Tebrrt 4itmt,* hy Josephine fetched. Most of the players
-Mr. BaBka mt Virmanghmm.' through the motions tmbelievingly
adapted hy Sidney S. Whipple from also.
Jesn GiTandoicfa OTi{nna1.
The Red V^vet Goaf has more
Mr. Buks •t :KrmUshSBB
KIas:> laentenant
Uonel Iocs mediocre performances.
Scene is
'..
QBartennaster Solander
Mexico, and is supposed to be gay.
Clement OTion^hlen
Valan. a native
........GeortrA SoesoS Natives caper at a benefit performMr. Ban^
....J. P. Wilson ance, an alleged' drama written by
Matalina...
.Bo? Galrann one of the actors:
Ibee.
Cl^er OntomoQ.
Walter 3C. Grcaza
(Withdraiim after ti^ree perform1 Amanmra..
...Thircthy Maris
Pomaretnata.
Tera TiscnntJ ances; printed for the record.)
f
.

ONE-ACT REPERTORY

^^le

w^t

—

5

J

.

.

1

'

Opsrette,' presented last season
rmcinal <;cene.
principal
scene, the best
begl rfihe
setof the 4etPoli*?cal carades BT»d the re- London.

tinss.

^

turn
the boys from the World War
are adm'irafbly sitaged. while an exterior, ^here a picnic is held, is another animated scene.
Most of the pageantry comes In
the Sist act, ttiotish throughout it's
fairly.. well dispersed.
Woman soffra.^e^ the run on the banis. the ^ieht
«f Lindbetsh are but some of the
that
provide
•ccurrencss
the
46rama with action and stir recollections, for basically 'Way' aptwils
io the adult Later there's a WPA
\il and the voice of Preadent Roosevelt comes from a recorded address,

m

^

p«na^Eer;n
Esther Mstchei?
.Ambrosio.....Robert Payson
Satninino. ................. ...-Lionel Ince

'

"

m

]

.

,

w

After that it's the old story of the
being a perfect nurse,
a charming companion, ever gay and
cheerful, keeping on the run 24
hours a day to suppress her natural
physical desires. 'The realization that
she can never have a child almost
becomes an obsession.
Also present during the entire yeaff
of readjustment is David, who has
undertaken to do Ronnie's portrait
Secretly, he has always loved iJoda.

Miss Coffee develops the

theme

into

an

triaogte

hysterical, dramatic

moment

Walter Abel gives an exceptionally
performance as David, but a
thankless script provides birn with
precious little to do or say. Usually,
he's compelled to stand around while
others do the talking. Tom Helmore
portrays Ronnie with skUL Others
who abty perform are Jessie Busley^
as Mrs. Vanway, the housekeeper;
Nicholas Joy, Linda's father; Helen
Brooks, as an Intruding ndghbor
with designs on David, and Heibert
Yost, who is splendid as Dr. Calloway.
Hosen.
fine

SEJANUS
Los Angeles, Jan. 2L
Drama

in three acts <40 Bcenea)

hy Een

Joniwn. adapted hy Raymond Spencer; preaented hr I^uclen Henri: £ta?ed hy Henri;
designed and auperrisod by Mel Archer;
$2:75 top.

GranrlUe

Sahlnus

Scoeflld

.........Brace

Stlins

C

Natta

Lane

Otto Nelsen

.....R. Moray Armstrong
Sejanns
..Victor Manrice
Taflnris
.Dolph Nelson
Endemlis........
Josef Surirkard
Tiberius....
..Sdmnnd E3ton
Prince DinEns.
David Jordan
ZJTia..
Barhara Denny
AEripplna..,.............Gretchcn Thomas
GaHns
C, Otto Nelaen

Satrins

Nero
Dmsor, Jr
l^co
Bufas

Neyle Maix, Jr.
Dolph Nelson

Warren McCoUnm
Peter ISsxeom

:

Lepldos
Jnstlnlns

Macro
Pomponins..
Minotins
TercntlnB

Regnlns
Cotta

>

Kenneth Lawtun
Edward Groag
Dean Norton
Rnasell Gordon
Darid Jordan
Harold Gerard
Rneaell Gordon
Irrin Berwlcfc

George Walcott
Harold GejarA

Trio

Gnard

This Ben Jonson play, as presented
this occasion, is actually a martwo plays by Shakespeare's
contemporary; ''Sejanus, His Fall,' and
Cataline. His Conspiracy.' Program
note claims that it hasn't been produced since the 17th century—nand
the present production won't change
the records mudh. It will go right
back to the musty files.
There is much good about the piece
and, imder current World conditions,
it might have stood a chance.
But
bad acting ^id sloppy technique defeat it
Play deals with the rise and fall of
Sejanus, a HiUer-like dictator of the
time of Caesar. Production is staged
modem dpthes. Stage has a goodlooking big setting, and the various
scenes are managed solety by the use
of lights. Staging is" in the manner
of Piscator, reminding sharply and

on

riage of

m

effectivety of that livety theatrical
era in pre-Hitier Germany. But, with
a set distinctly reminding of the Ro-

man

era (columns, platforms, etc.)

and with the speech in Elizabethan
rhyme, it is incongruous to see the
actors parading about in modem-day

clothing. If it is modem, it should
be that all the way through. As is, it
looks like the producer is merely
trying to save money on costumes.
Vtrtor Maurice, yoimg ikiglishman
in the titie role, does not fit his assignment.
He's good-looking and
probably has something to offer for
pictures, but fails to impress here,
This adaptation is merely another not' looking for a moment heaxy
of those barely i>erceptible ripples enough for the dictator
role.
on Broadway, There's nothing parSeveral of the minor characters are
ticularly obnoxious about the show
quite good, chief among them being
it just fails to regKter.
Bruce Lane, George Walcott GranIt's possible to imagine how such ville
Scofield, Joief Swickard, David

After a somewhat oveiextendea
buildup. Miss lillie's comedy enThe idea of reviving one-acters
trance on a horse gives it a nice | has been mulled by showmen for
laugh start; but the bizarre Coward some seasons. This is the first sui5i
comedy quirk that 'prompted him lull since Noel Coward's Toni^t at
to punctuate the forepart with the 8:30.* Indications are the effort was tinsel may have been fairly amusing
l^ree l^tHe Debutantes is some- wasted for the playlets are- tire- to a volatile Parisian audience. A
thing Philo Vance will have to solve. some, and the acting generally cymcaUy frivolous skirmish in marital infidelity, it must have had unSaid Debs are a colored femme ^ fanity.
combo.
The Coggerers,' an earlier writing deniable sparkle in Sacha Guitry's
"^lad AlK>ut the Boy* next is de- by Paul Vincent Carroll, the Scot- original text, particularly 'with the
hero-worship
veloped here as a
tish schoolteacher, whose 'Shadow author playing the lead.
Even so,
number, starting with a scene out- and Substance' and The White *Le Nouveau Testament' as it was
side a London cinema and giving Steed' have given him high rating called, was only a mild success in
cros;-sections of public adulation for here, is easily best ot the trio. Like Paris, It will be decidedly less than
.New York,
causing; some dissenters to hiss on the celluloid star. Peneloi>e Dudley his full-length plays, it is quite- Irish. that
Whatever vitality there was in the
Wcrd and Rosemary Lomax are tiie
Scene is that of the entrance hall
openiniT nig^t
Arrival of newcomers at Ellis sodialite addicts; Gladys Henson, of a library in Dublin, where are original play has evaporated in the
Island pi^vides the (ipening. There with her dry style, is the housemaid- spotted the statues and marble busts adaptation, while the direction is
Mariin Gimther meet his wife and fan; Laura Duncan, as a colored of five patriots of early Irish strug- mept and the performance trans*
small chadrm, having preceded • prostie, vocally paraphrases her ad- gles for freedom. Date is Faster, parent There's nothing in it for
them to Amonca, He is a cabinet miration, and a nifty onnedy topper 1916, when rebellion again breaks Hollyi^^od and, except that the pro.maker and Is* soon able to ooen his has Miss Lillie and Moya Nugent &rth. A charwoman, whose young duction brings a pretty face to
own shop. His development is slow, cast as caUow schoolgirls, likewise scm had gone to the bnrricadesT fears ^oadwa.Y, it simply fnWs away
for his safety. After tiie lad returns the evfimng. Probably nobody but
but his sense of fairness is such that goofy about the picture hero.
^Stately Homes of England.* vocal- to her mortally waimded, Mrs. Gal- the backers wlU remember It fov
Samuel Brodston. the tQTPtfs bah*:?^'
unwillingly.
admires him, !ni«s sftarts « ,life- ized by Hu5(h IVetfdi, Angus Men- gooley is comforted by the heroes
^,
Edward StirhnR, previously known
Anthony
Carlen^and
who
sies,
Kenneth
come to life occasionallv, somefri«Ddship. GunQ»r soan opens
a tsdtstSt bat 'trbm «»ere% a run Pelis5ier» •satirises the bloods 'Who^tknes arguing among ttiemselves, chiefly, as operator ot t»ie English
that Jieir- j Staging and lighting are very good
(Continued on page 60)
^r*^loi^ ^iwdc'^ liases jevet^ptl^nS^ ^^^^ by sdlios tius
I

never walk agaip.

sacrificing wife

second act curtain that finds an
expert and settings beaiutifuL Every- emotional disturbance restoring Ron«
thing, in fact, suggests a collabora- nie's walking powers at a crucial

se?ms to have eomt from the heart ^nsonlpndi^.'
Kaufman and SbA wio have de- 1
livcMd a jramber ot top comedies. ^ ^he new Noel Cowaid-Beatrice
are ftoroughay senous with 'Wsy'-lLBOie revue is
to Mn^cf almost
apparently ft»U'ay ed by Ihe terrors of in three-quarter time. It's not ^pute
Karism and its of^oots in the T?. S. a lazv W^tz. but borders cm that in
^'"^^
Flay is a croiss-secison of a small a miiaber of ^ts. e^»ecially when |T»^-"
"i^^-ciiii^^^Sr^
town in Ohio, but in essence it te^ Miss LoUie is aleent Fortunate, Charles Siewart
Pamcn
Xaonel Inee
the stmy -of a German immigrant
Robert WaiiBte*
a hard, generous worker, and ^oUb Tone
Wher« There's a Will
There are many Martin and Irma she's
.RocGaivann
whenever
she adorns the scene is jJKoDert E*ninet ............... .Horton Koote
.
3
Comedy in three acta (four scenes),
Gtmthers, and thor stories are pxeify
delight to the eye and ear. But^ joha MitrheH
Ross Matthew adapted hy Bdvrard SUrling from JFrtnch
much the same as that of the mam a
clement O'Lion^hlen of Saclia Gnltir; jsetting, jvibert A. Ostand
bv
large there are gobs of iBamoTsn O'Ccrcy
c^iatacters in this play, but doesnt
.^„„.„Lrene OsWer rander; stased and prrscnHd hy Kdward
JJ^^^^^SODSley
That this revue rOweneen
Evan Ptephen Bvacs Stirllns: at the Golden. K. T., Jan. 10,
minimize iiiteret in this perform- Istha^C comedywill fare well for a spell sums up
The SeA Tdrvt C«a«
'59. *5.S0 ton.
ance.
presidoitLsl camoai^ms.
more to the credit of the star rather Mariana..
Barbara Bo'hhins
too, berinnae^ with William McKinBdward Stirling
Estehan
Walter X. Greaza Jean Marcelin...
A. P. Ivaj'e
ley af^inst WiDiam ^iQmings Bryan, than its creator.
Trtsvuzo
..Horion Ftoote Butler
Tilusic'. is a blend of old and new, JfiJnfo
.\nita Bolster
tn
-...GeorBe
Kossaff Mademoiselle Moi-ot
no Hsrberi- Hoover, are well simu- icelading two excerpts from previX.ncie Marcelin
-ie Royce Landla
Ester..........
Frances
C^o^en
lated and difiertin^
Othsr hi»hli>anceS Hold
Lo5a.
Vera Tlseonti Jnllette I^ourtois
the
*Mad
About
Coward
shows,
ous
li'Thts of public Interest withm fh&
Donald Baker
Carmen
jDorothy Marts Fcmand Worms
Boy,' from Words and Musac,' and namcin.....
40-vear span are also inclui'ed.
Mnrsarct Irving
.......Boc Ga-vann Marirnerite Worms
England,' irora
from Don Pepe
Homes or
of jmgiana,
'iStately ^omes
..Clifford Brooke
Ross Matthew Adrien Worms
The souaie at ManSeton. O.. is the ^^^Teiy
.

nie's best friend.

Princeton, Jan. 22.

'rama. In ttro »rta. by Ceorffe S. KautTr.> t and Mosa HarlL; prcsent«d by Snm H.
HaTs'Is and SuAx Gordon: Xemtures Fredric
Uarrh. Flcrence EldrlOee. AIcKa}* Slorris
,

Boy

Town

of

Jordan and Edmund Elton. Dean
Norton hasn't stature tor the role of
Macro, but has a remarkably attractive speaking voice and should be
worth watching for radio or films.
Edward Groag, in a key assignment
Is handtcappcid by missing upon his
English. He's a refugee from Germany, and shows a lot of acting 'ability, which should stand him in good
stead in the U. S. once he overcomes
the diction hurdle.
In a program note Lucien Henri
claims he has assembled the group of
close to 100 actors in order to give
the Coast an acting comps- v similar
to the Mei"cvuY Theatre in New York.
That's quite an ambition and one
which, at this writing, seems hopeWSSlV doomed, AU the imagination

and integrity shown in staging, direcselection, after all, can t
the handicap ot lack of
is painftUty obvious throughout Itbtt ev^infi-

tion or

plax!-

ovewome

jctlttrt

tMcnt~and that lack

.
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VARIETY

'Angela* Gets Fair

'Kiss

Boys' Oiiens to Fine $16,000

In Chi; Lunts

Do $20,000 in Wind-Up

another click in.
Goodbye,' which opened

the

Boys

resound-

ingly last week,

show's future here,
Erlanger went dark Saturday (21)
when the Lunts called it a Chicago
stay after four weeks of 'Amphi-

'Angela

weather.
Ethel Barrymore in 'Whiteoaks'
comes in next for three performances, Feb. 3, 4.
Estimate for Last Week
'Our Town,' English (1,500; -$2.75).

Last fortSociety auspices.
night they did turnaway trade.
Into the Selwyn last night (Monday) came 'Our Town* for a month,
leaving the house Feb. 20 for fBachelor Born.' Tonight (Tuesday) Cornelia Otis Skinner comes to town

$5,800.

'Town,' 5G,

drew capacity

play

Prize

to

the

Hartman, which will now be durk
until Monday (4), when Ethel Barrymore comes in for three days in
Whiteoaks,'
'Candida,'

regulation, drama, a
Show opens
'Candida.'
following rehearsails in

York. Advance on the Miss
Skinner show is encouraging.
Ian Keith clicking in the Federal
Theatre's 'The Copperhead' and the
show will hold over at the Blackstone for at least another week, before Keith shifts to a possible FTP
Shakespeare show, 'Hamlet' or 'Merchant of Venice.'
Estimates for Last Week ^

Columbus

Columbus, Jan. 24.
critics, 'Oqr Town*
did swell $5,000 here last week in
two nights and a mat. The Pulitzer
Heralded by

first

Skinner,

is

starring- Cornelia Otis
set for the Hartman next

PhiUy Holds Own;
5G, 'Mice,*

'life

.

'Candida,' Grand (1st week) (1,Opens tonight (Tues300; $2,75).
day). Bernard Shaw revival looks
for good stay on bright advance coin.
•Sea Gull,' Erlanj-er (1,400; $2.75).
Called it a Chicago stay on Saturday (21) after a swell sojourn, finishing to $20,000.
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Harris
(2d week) '(1,000; $2.75). In on fine
publicity buildup and got away
smattly, with better than $16,000
Plenty of local interest and appears
cinch for weeks at high pace.

Selwyn

Came

(1st

week)

in last night

(Monday) with satisfactory possiblli
tiies.

'The Copperhead,' Blackstone. On
Ian Keith's rep show is holding well.
•The Mikado,' Great Northern. Colored swing version is doing capacity every performance. Now ip 18th
session.

'Women

$11,000

Philadelphia, Jan. 24.

Legit biz generally held its own
week despite adverse weather

last

conditions.

Locust reported successful with $1
top for first-come-ftrst-served policy
for 'What a Life.' 'Life' set for this
at the Locust which
will give it six weeks in all, three
with regular scale and three with
new $1 top experiment
'Mice' and Men' completed a satis
factory two weeks' stay at the Chestnut Street Opera House Saturday
night (21). Boxoff ice sale was nothing to boast of despite general rave

week and next

but sturdy American Theatre Society subscriptions gave the
show a fine start. Second week held
nicely to initial pace.

Thea Women' winds up satisfactory

ADVANCE; 'SHADOW 12G

•

M

OK

To

$10,000 in St.

Loo

'Whiteoaks,'

more

inl

top

Louis, Jan. 24.

with
role,

Ethel
clicked

Barryat

the

American, town*s only legiter, and in
a week's engagement ending Saturday (21) did nicely, despite a blizzard Wednesday (18) that hit the
b. o.
Miss Barrymore and piece
scored 100% with crix,
Lunt and Fontanne in 'Amphitryon 38' opened week's stand last ihight
^(Monday).
Will be followed by

Shadow and

Substance.'
Estimate for Last Week
'W h 1 1 e o a ic B,' American (1,707;
$2.80).
Counted $15,000 for eight
performances, .good. Last three performances were near capacity.

'Jan. 16' Mild, B'klyn
Brooklyn, Jan.

24.

With former silent film star, Esther
Ralston,, playing lead in 'Night of
January
Current

16,' Shubert, drew mildly.
is 'Corresjjondent Unknown.'
Brattleboro Players closed down
'Shakespeare's Merchant— 1939,' and
IS jrehearsing Lynn Rigg's 'Roadside,'
Which played Broadway in 1930 with
Ralph Bellamy in lead. 'Roadside'
opens at St. Felix Playhouse Feb. 6.
Estimate for Last Week
'Night or Jan. 16,' Shubert (1,750;
25-85). Quiet $2,000, despite presence
of Esther Ralston.

Estimates for Last Week
Lite,' Locust (4th week)
Did well with $5,000.
and Men,' Chestnut (2d
week) (1,700; $2,50). ATS basis plus
fine notices, gave this one a good

'What a
'Mice

fortnight; $llt200, in second

week

'The Women,' Forrest (3d week)
Picked up enough after
(2,000; $2).
dreary start to give it a four weeks'
stay. Biz satisfactory at $11,000.

Engagements
Ellen Hall, 'What a Life'

(N.

Y,

Co.).

Van Heflin, Ann Baxter, Joseph
Cotten, 'The Philadelphia Story,'
John Beal, Joyce Arling, Ann Andrews, Peggy Conklin, 'Miss Swan
Expects.'
St. Clair Bayfield, John Hendrik,
Charles Furcolowe, John

McKeem,

'Jeremiah,'

Burgess Meredith, John Emery,
Robert Speaight, Lora Baxter, Orson
Welles, 'Five Kings.*

Edward Craven, Edward Hodge,
John Ravold, Elmer Jerome, Russell
Morrison. Katherine York, George
R. Taylor, 'What Every Woman
Wants.'
•

Pierce,

Harry

Bannister.

Jean Castor, Jack
Sheehan, Melba Deane, Charles Ansley Dorothy Libaire, John Dilson,

Ethel

Jackson,

Scott Coulton,
one.'

came
week

lamba

IIG

WPA

'GOLDEN BOY' KAYOED

AT

Cleveland, Jan. 24.

'Our Town,' cautiously held to a
half stanza, surprised with good $7,Bill Blair to put
000, encouraging.
'Croldeii Boy' in for a full week. But
the Group Theatre play dived.
Erroneous rumors that Phillips
Holmes was quitting cast probably
hurt business, but generally poor
.

'Dear

week)
to

24.

tices; $6,000.

Added
'One-Act

'I

Must Love Some-

Repertory,'

Hudson.

Yanked Saturday (21) after two
nights.
'Pins and Needles,^ Labor Stage
(61st week) (R-500; $2,75). Garment
Workers' Union revue profitable
with $5,500.
'Naughty Naught,' American Music

Revived
with

Hall.

alternate

this

week and may

"The

Wyoming' which played
night club atmosphere.
Elsie
nights.

Janis,

From
Girl
13 weeks 111
.

Music Box;

Sunday

WPA

'The .Big Blow,' Elliot.
'AndrocIeB and the Lion,'
ette, Hiirlem.
'Finocchlo/ Ritz.
'Awake and Slnr/ Daly's

(Yid-

dish).

IN PHT.

Broadhurst (3d
Must iipprove
although claimed to have

Octopus,'

(C-1,107; $3.30).

stick;

$5,000.

Milwaukee, Jan.

Golden.
seven

Revivals
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co., Beck (4th.
Close to
week) (M-1,189; $3.30).
$20,000 again; engagement to be extended beyond originally scheduled
nine and one half wedcs.
'Outward Bound,' Playhouse (6th
week) (D-873; $3,30). Should play
well into the spring; over $12,0.00.
'The Importance of Being Earnest,'
Vanderbilt (3d week) (C-900; $3.30)i
Doing fairly well, considering no-

good things.

.

Week

Will,'

(21) after

performances.

the time; $21,000.
'Boys From Syraisnse,' Alvin (10th
$4.40), Musical close
to $30,000 right along; one of sea&on's

ting all that's possible at the scale;
Estimate for Last Week
nine performances topped $34,000.
^Golden Boy,' Hanna (1,435; $2.50
'Here Come the Clowns,' Golden
for
at
week
$6,000
graveyard
top). A
(8th week) (D-769; $3.30.) Moved
seven performances. Cricks' helpful here from Booth after being annotices were all that saved it.
nounced to close; some imprqvement,

For Nfiiwaukee

'Where There's a
Withdrawn Saturday

week) (M-1,255;

improved somewhat last week, takings tmder $5,000.
'Gently' People,' Belasco (4th week)
around town, but they did little good. (CD-1,000; $3.30). One of the new
successes
with several Hollywood
Hanna has 'Susan and God' inked
for Jan. .31, followed by several dark names in cast; over $15,000,
'Hellzapoppin,'
Winter
Garden
weeks before Cornelia Otis Skinner's
(10th week) (R-l,67l; $3.3.0).
Get'Candida' Feb. 27.

Smash $25^00

dicated; approached $11,000.
•The White Steed,' Cort (3d week)
(D-1,059; $3.30). Another new show
that's building; $11,000.
Tobacco Boad/ Forrest (268th
week) (D-i;i07; $1.65).
Turning
some profit at $4,500; Iboks like lowcost, long-run drama will run well
Into the spring.
'What a Ltfe,' Mansfield (41st
week) (C-1,050; $3.30). Some profit
at $4,500, with cast on sharing basis,

(15th week) (D-1,036; $3.30). Front
runner varies but litQe. Capacity all
performances with standees most of

conditions were blamed for enjpty
Holmes and Jean Muir
$2.50 seats.
tried to offset poor biz with personals

'Right'

house; good call for tickets reported.
'The Merchant of Tonkers,' Guild
(5th week) (C-914; $3.30). Subscriptions materially aiding; approached
$10,000; house scheduled to get 'Jeremiah' next wteek.
'The Primrose Path,' Biltmore (4th
week) (CD-991; $3.30). Another of
the new shows to improve; stay in-

mm

Pittsburgh, Jan, 24.
Legit season canve to life again last
after fortnight of inactivity,
with Gertrude Lawrence moving Into
the Nixon in 'Susan and God.' First
thne star's ever played Pittsburgh,
and got a lot of press attention In
addition to rave notices;
Helen Hayes' current in 'Victoria
Regina,' her second 'Regina* engagement here, and looks like another
session to absolute capacity. Advance
pretty close to "$20,000, and, with bal'
cony scaled slightly higher this time,
everything points ot better than the
$30 400 gross she piled up in Novem-

week

'I Married an AngtV Shubert (38th
week) (M-1,367; $3.30), Scale re1937.
duced this week from $4.40 top; lat- ber,
Nixon's prospects for r<tmalnder oi
ter hgure applies
only Saturday
'Tobacco
season are brighter now.
nights; former leader, $23,000.
Road' comes back Monday (30) for
'Kiss the Boys' Goodbye,' Miller
seventh week, with Tallulah Bank(18th week) (C-944; $3.30), Best of
head's 'Little Foxes,' 'Bachelor Born'
seai;on's comedies; on nine performand Cornelia Otis Skinner's 'Candida'

ances schedule for balance of winter following.
period; $16,000.
Estimate for Last Week
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' Barry'Susan and God,' Nixon (2,100;
more (15th week) (M-1.096: $4.40). $2.75). Show got off to slow start,
Improved somewhat, $17,500; looks but wound up snappily, however,
set into the spring.
and left town, with close to $17,000,
'Leave It to Me,' Imperial (12th
due
Substance'
and
'Shadow
very good. Appearance in cast of
week) (M-1,468; $4.40). About tied Paul McGrath, long time stock faWedne.sday (25).
with
'Hellzapoppin'
for
leadership;
Week
for
Last
Estimate
vorite here, helped some, too.
getting
only
variation
$34,500,
being
'I'd Rather Be Right,' Davidson
Added up to big in number of standees.
(1,500; $3,85 top).
'Mamtm's Daughters.* Empire (4th
$25,000 in eight performances. Show
week) (D-1,099; $3.30). Materially flajFes Cracks Record
drew critical raves.
improved; last week, $11,600; jump
of about $2,000.
In Wash, with $32,000
Oscar Wilde,' Fulton (16th week)
*Road' Plays 5th Buff
(D-913; $3,30),
Holding iip better
exiiected and now looks set
Washington, Jan. 24.
Dat« to Swell $10,000 than
through balance of sea.son; $14,700.
Helen Hayes' home town turned
Buffalo, Jan. 24,
'Rocket to the Moon.' Windsor (10th out to batter the s-r.o, sign for nine
Playing Its fifth engagement in week) (D-1,049; $3.30).
Has been performances on her return engageBuffalo last week, 'Tobacco Road,' getting around $7,500 right along, ment in ''Victoria Regina' and break
starring John Barton, uncle of the profitable: parties still helping,
house records for dramatic produc-*
show's Broadway star, beat all of
'Set to Music,' Music Box (2d week) tions at standard $2.75 top.
Even
its previous grosses here.
(R-1,000; $4.40). Sonie notices strong- without extra Friday matinee, fii»ure
At $1.50 top, for eight perform- ly favorable; while there was differ- .would top week played here by show
ances, show topped $10,000, close to ence of opinion, looks like money three seasons ago; thus beating precapacity.
.show;
open last mid-week, with vious record of $27,500, held by Kathmany standees by Saturday; indi- arine Cornell's 'Romeo and Juliet.'
cated pace, $29,000.
Current occupant of Cap's only
'Sprini;
Meetitte.' Morosco
(7th le.Tit .stage is 'Bachelor Born.' Nex't
Future Play
week) (CD-961; $3.30), Moving to week blank, with 'Of Mice and Men'
the Little next week: profitable due Feb, 6,
,';6,500; 'The Birds Stop Singing' here
Eptim.ite for Last Week
'Mr. Trucsdalc Is Waiting,' new
next week,
'Victoria Rcpina,' National (1,698;
play by Philip Yorkan, has been -acThe American Way,' Center (1st $2.75 top). Return enr»p«ement in
quired by the new firm ol Sidney week) (D-3,438; $3,30). Opened Sat- .star's home town broke house recHarmon and Walter Hart, Entry .urday (21) amd drew rare prcs.s; ord.s with approimately $32,000 fot
proposed early in March.
first time for drama in Radio City nine performance;?.

Rather Be Right' topped
'I'd
$25,000 in single stanza at the Davidson, turnmg tide on legit jinx here.
Complete sellout weeks in advance,
show surpassing 'Victoria Regina,'
here last season.

•

•

;

Muriel Hutchison. James Rennie,

Marion

last-

Big, in Hnb Trial

listed.

(1.400; $1).

St.

potential successes

Broadway boards

Musical $18,500,

notices,

COHAN SHOW'S

Clicks

the

when

'The American Way,' at the
Center, drew press raves and 'Set to
Music,' after a Wednesday debut,
quickly jumped to attendance of
standee proportions. 'Music' can and
should approximate $29,000 weekly.
'Way,' a patriotic drama with a cast
of about 250, is spotted in a 3,400seater, and indications are that it'll
assume the list's gross leadership.
With 'Music' a definite draw, there
are now four musicals in the big
money, the other three leaders being
'Leave It to Me.' 'Hellzapoppiii' and
'The Boys from Syracuse.' 'I Married
an Angel' is still turning a goodly
profit, and, with the expectation of
Boston, Jan. 24.
^
pepping up attendance, it dropped its
'Stars in Your Eyes,' new Dwight scale. The D'Ojfly Cartes are again
Deere Wiman miisical, starring Ethel cleaning up, with takings not far
Merm&n and Jimmy Durante, which from $20,000, while 'Knickerbocker
Holiday,' a more
musical
came in from New Haven Jan. 17, grosser, is makingmoderate
a fair operating
clicked with the Boston press, with profit.
the reservation that it needed cutting.
jf'The White Steed,' at the Cort, has
Originally slated for two weeks, aVgood- chance and was estimated as
'Stars' will stay for a third frame, having taken over $11,000 for its first
and maybe more, to shape it for full week. 'Mamba's Daughters' furBroadway.
ther improved and was rated around
'Mice and Men,' with Clare Luce, $11,000, same going for "The PrimEdward Andrews and Guy Robert- rose Path.' 'The Gentte People' was
son, opened Monday (23) for two again rated at $15,000, and tops the
weeks, 'What Every Woman Wants,* straight shows that opened earlier in
by Saxon Kling and Esther Forbes, the month.
,
starring Francine Larrimore, comes
'Deiar Octopus,' however,
is' in
in from New Haven Monday (30) for doubt, Broadway having reversed the
two weeks. Advance sale on
out-of-town opinion of the British
to
heavy,
due
version of 'Macbeth' is
import.
'Here Come the Clowns'
school tieups. Opens Jan. 31 for indef moved from the Booth to the Golden,
run at the Copley,
claiming material pickup last week.
Other dates: Ruth Draper, Feb. 6;
Last week's other two entrants,
'Susan and God,' Feb. 13; 'I'd Rather 'Where There's a Will.' at the GoldBe Right,' Feb. 20; 'Candida,' April en, was yanked after seven perform-i
10, and the D'Oyly Carte Co., April ances, while the One-Act-Repertory,
17.
which opened at the Hudson Friday
Estimate tor Last Week
(20), was taken off the following
'Stars In Tour Eyes,' Shubert (1,- night.
Du^ next week: 'The Birds
5d0; $3,30), (l&t week). Had the town Stop
Singing,'
Morosco
('Spring
swell
took
$18,500
all to itself and
a
Meeting' moving to the Little); 'Jerefor seven performances.
miah,' Guild ('The Merchant of Yonkers* either moving or closing);
'Henry IV,' St. James; 'One for the
Money,' Booth, and possibly 'Stop
Press,' house to be chosen.
Estimates for Last Week
IN CLEVE.
$6,000 'Abe Lincoln In Illinois,' Plymouth

four weeks Saturday night (28). Biz
at the Forrest, though, far below
standard set by first company, when
BIG DET. it tried out here over two year-s ago.
This week's only newcomer is
'The Birds Stop Singing,' John
Golden tryout at the Chestnut for
one week. .House has no booking
next week. 'I Married an Angel'
Detroit, Jan. 24,
comes to the Forrest Feb. 13 and
Unprecedented ducat sale greeted Philip Barry's new play, 'Philadel
George M. Cohan's 'I'd Rather Be phia Story,' produced by the TheaRight,' which opened for two weeks tre Guild, Is set for the Chestnut
at the Cass here last night (Mon- Street Opera House on the same
day). Originally pencilled for only date. Last-named will be fifth ATS
subscription play.
March 6 brings
one week, but mall orders, 'surpass
ing even Katharine Cornell and the Mercury Theatre-Guild produc
Helen Hayes' opuses, prompted addi- tion of, 'Five Kings' to the Chestnut,
and March 13 has the D'Oyly Carte
tion of second week.
Getting sea^
at the Forrest, where it's skedded for
son's top price of $3.85.
three weeks.
Estimate for Last Week
The Federal "Theatre is continuing
'Shadow and Substance,' Cass (1,
for another week with its preisenta
for
rush
500; $2.75).
Bothered by
tion of Xxilbert and Sullivan operas
'I'd Rather Be- Ri^ht' ducats, but
at the Walnut, but switch Saturday
came home with $12,000,
night (28) to a revival of J.
-Syhge's 'Playboy of the Western
World.' Two weeks are tentatively

miteoaks'

Two more
to

'

month.

New

$2.75).

Plays, $15,000; 'Steed,'

22,'

Merman-Durante

Three performances brought in nifty

atre

'Our Towtt,'

Is

New B way
Tops Newest

B.O. Clicks; 'People

I

and two weeks of 'Sea Gull'
revivals, both under American Ther

(1,000;

'American Way,' HAosic

I

tryon'

revival of
cold here

Cities

Lyceum. (2,200;
Three nights and matinee
$2.75).
Indianapolis, Jan. 24.
yielded $4,300. For two nights and a
'Our Town,' playing the English matinee in St. Paul show got poor
;!or two evehing performances and
$1,500.
matinee, broke the spell of. apathy
that befell legit productions here recently.
Got a break frOm the

Second company or no, 'Kiss Boys'
looks like a high money-maker and
a lusty gallop appears to be thie

with her

Twin

and star Sinclair Lewis is a Minnesotan, helped its half-week engagement here.
Critics lenient with the play, and
the audiences friendly.
Estimate tor Laist Week

Our Town' lip in Indpls.;
Columbus with $10,800

Chicago, Jan. 24.

Having just finished a smash, run
Harris im-

of 'Susan and God/ the
jncdlately shot back into the legit
limelight with what is indicated as
'Kiss

$5,800 in

Minneapolis, Jan. 24.
Considerable publicity for 'Angela
Is 22,' due to the fact that co-author
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Rehearsal

'The Philadelphia Story'—The<
atre Guild.
'Miss Swan Expects' ^William

hiside Stuff-^Legit

'

MADAME LA

—

FOLIE

Harris, Jr.

Paris, Janii 14.

Patriotism on Press

Revue In two acta (32 scenes) presented
by Paul Dervnl; proc^uced by Derval and
Maurice Hermlte; stnrs Jeanne Aubert;
by Georges Trlcl; dancea, Rafoel
Miss Bluebell; music, Plerri^ Larrleu; aetttnga. Michel Gynrmatby, Raymond Deshays; costumes, Mme. Derval,
Malsbn
Jeanne
Genet,
Jean
Dcssea.
Matlileu. SoIat(rPS, Max Weldy. At Folles

staged

Garcia,

'I

Kirkland.
'Five Kings' Guild-Mercury.
'Off to Buffalo'—Vinton Freed-

—

First four in the series of patriotic
short plays to be published by the

ley.

Parla.

presenting a colorful,
speedy and wellrcast revue. 'Madame
la Fqlie' leans more on the beauty of
its scenic effects than.it does on topline performers to drayr distinction.
The Folies formula has been followed
perfectly in the former and a sufficient standard of qua'ity is maintained in the latter to give the ensemble -a character stamp.
Jeanne Aubert, who's starred,
this

trip

in

.

—

—

primary aim of the playlets

ever,

—

'Henry IV Maurice Evans.
'The Little Foxes' Herman
Shumlin.
O'Brien
Entertains'
'Mrs.
George Abbott.
'Jeremiah'—Theatre Guild.
'One For the Money' Stanley
Gilkey, Gertrude Macey.

Dramatists Play Service have gone
to the printers and will be issued in
about a month. Two film companies
and the networks have asked for
Paul Derval, master of the caval- advance copies of the pieces and are
cade, has remained true to tradition
interested in adapting them. How-

Bergcre.

Must Love Someone'^-nJack

for royalty-free presentation in
classroohis to instill in school chil-

is

dren the U. S. democratic ideals.
Playlets skedded for first release
are Stanley Young's 'A Ship Forever Sailing,' E. P. Conkle's 'We

Plays on Broadway

Couldn't Be Happy Otherwise,* Dan
Will
There's
Totheroh's 'Seeing the Elephant,'
and Merrill Denison's 'Asylum.' All
(Continued from page 58)
while purveying praiseworthy artisincidents in American Theatre in Paris, plays the leading
on
based
are
of
try, failed to catch the warmest
series will number part, as well as being adaptor-proapplause at all times due to several history. Entire
momentary lapses at show caught. 12 or more playlets. Robert E. Sher- ducer-director. He is no more sucAbsence' of an outstanding male lead- wood and Elmer Rice may con- cessful as an actor than he is in his
other capacities. His performance is
also detracts from the talent side. tribute.
painstaking, but rarely convincing,
Roger Dann, a relative' newcomer,
and he lacks the necessary personal
spotted for the place, lacks the voice

Where

and showmanship to keep his re-

TMAT Strike

turns highly geared.
But support generally is good.
Irene Hilda, newcomer on this stage,
sings and dances in some feature

competent

actress, she's

employed

effectively.

Hugo.

MARCIUSI SZEL
('March MVini')
Budapest, Jan.

13.

Drama In tbre» -acts by Xstvan Zagon
directed by £rno' Tarnay; settings, Paul
Voros; at the Vlgslnhaz, Budapest.
Eva
.

complement

Although his performance in Paul Vincent Carroll's 'The White Steed,'
at the Cort, N. Y., was highly rated by critics, Harry Fitzgerald still is
under Jessica Tandy and George Coulouris in the billing. All three are
featured, but even before the opening some siurprise was expressed in
Broadway circles that Fitzgerald, who has won critical esteem in pictures
as well as with the Abbey players, -was billed below Miss Tandy and
Gouloiuris, particularly since his part is the lead.

Fitzgerald tobk the role

stymied by a

A

to revert to dated costumes and settings: Both departures, however^ are

the whole playing

.

(Continued from page 57)

spots commendably; the Schwartz
Sisters are spotted twice for songs,
dances and gags; Rafael Garcia,
dancer, is limber enough to satisfy^
but in his own dances he has too
much sameness; Paul Meeres, formerly of Meeres and Meade dance
team, is featured in several dances
with several partners; Evelyn Grit,.
Gay Buissoh, Virginia Angela and
oth^r secondary supports, are also
satisfying.
Last, but by no means
least, are Dandy and Orbal, standard comics at tihe Fplies, who bring
two of their typically French
sketches to pull laughs aplenty. ;

Norman Bel Geddes, who has designed special settings fo^f a major
exhibitor at the New York World's Fair, planned a novelty show of his
own, but has not come to agreement with the expo management. Cost of
a building is estimated at $150,000 and the requirement is to guarantee the
cost of razing when the fair is over. Fair collects 15% of the gross and
the showman-designer figured the costs too high.
His idea is a spherical building with mirrors set at various angles.
Illusion is that when one girl dances it looks like a whole troupe. Admission would be 15c. Half dozen girls working in shifts would comprise

magnetism with which Guitry must during the out-of-town tryout, after Whitford Kane had played it for several-performances. Kane subsequently resmned his part of the First
have invested the part.
Although Jessie Royce Landis is a Gravedigger in the Maurice Evans full-length 'Hamlet,'

vapid part, as well as by faulty direction and inarticulate surrounding
performances. In at least one inLeague, also is critical of the man- stance, her attempt to play a scene'
without .adequate resjybnse from the
ner in which the code is operating. other player is downright embarrasCouncil is said to have indicated that sing. A. P. Kaye, normally a capable
the League is not disciplining those character actor, nullifies the comedy
managers who are alleged to have in the part, of the butler by overviolated the ticket regulations. There playing and mugging, instead of
has been no actual proof of viola- dead-panning it as he should. But
tions, however. While it is generally he may have been directed that way.
Frances Reid, a newcomer to
accepted that a percentage of tickets
Broadway, is a pretty and engaging
for hits are beins sold at prices much
ingenue, and although her voice is a
in excess of Ahe 75c. code limit, a
trifle thin, she plays with appealing
larger number are being disposed of simplicity. Others are routine, exregulation rates.
cept Donald Baker, who is palpably
Revue has less nudity than tisual at the
unequal to the part of the youthful
Exam
Pre-^Trial
Seeks
Acme
for this type of show, allowing cosphilanderer. Albert A. Ostrander's
tumed fineness to replace.
tendIn its -battle with the League of single setting is bargain-counter stuff.
ency also prevails almost throughout
-

'

a

To a couple of principal juves In the cast, one of the recent Broadway
openings was a major washout. Figuring themselves a sure click in
comedy parts, the two actors splurged on silk dressing gowns, scarfs and
all the toney accessories in which to greet their friends in their dressing
room after the preem.
When the final curtain calls were over, the two, scrambled backstage,
donned their finery, and waited for the onslaught of admirers. Mob of
visitors to a featured actress in the adjacent dressing room extended down
the corridor past their door, but. hot a soul approached them. They haven't
worn the new duds since.

New York

Broadcast of audience comment from the lobby after the show was one
of the novel stunts pulled last week during the presentation of 'The Night
of January 16th' by the John Holden Players at the Dominion theatre,
Winnipeg. iProgram was aired oyer station CKY, Winnipeg, and was credited with giving substantial boost to the week's gross. Iti addition to the
radib tieup, the unusual nature of the play, which calls for jurors to be
selected from among members of the audience and to give a verdict on.
the guilt or innocence of the heroine accused of murder, drew generous
space in the local press.
:

^

Postcard campaign to bring D'Oyly Carte Opera Co. back to Pittsburgh
this season has just been launched there.
Note appearing in column of
Harold W. Cohen, drama ed of Post-Gazette, announcing that Savoyards
would not visit Smoky City on current visit to U. S. brought a letter from
English college professor wondering if flock of postcards to G-S troupe
management wouldn't help.-. Cohen said it might. Result was hundreds
of cards immediately, which will be sent oh to D'Oyly Carte troupe when
they stop coining in. .Savoyards played Pittsburgh on last trip to this
country and did a great full week's biz.

Theatres' and Equity over
Hobe.
Acme
code,
ticket
theatre
(Closed after seven verfoTmainces;
Cast. of the stock at Woodclifl, N. J., across from New York,; appeared'
Agency, through Mike Atlas and printed for the record.)
before Equity's council, requesting that the association pay the missed
Y,
ask
N.
will
Friedman,
Walter
two weeks' salaries and later collect on the surety bond which was ordered

the

'

suprenie court" Justice McGeehan
today (Wed.) for ah order directing
officials of the League and Equity
to appear for examination before
triaL

Acme

withheld.

Legit Jobs
(Continued from page 57)

is

Council declines to sp act, although it was realized that in civil court
procedure the case may not come up for some time. Players were told
that Equity cannot guarantee the sureties deposited, though every effort
to collect will be made.

seeking a permanent in-

Muratl junction to restrain the League from
Lilian. 1
Maria Qulyok
1.''. . .Andor ^Jtay
carrying out the clauses in the code
Andras
.Imre 'Kaday relating to the price on tickets.
Johnny,. ...*„,.„
Arthur Somlay
KoUer......
J oaepb Blhari week ago Justice Valetite denied a
JanoB
temporary stay pending trial of the
young student of sculpture In suit for a permanent injunction.

Gertrude Lawrence, playing Pittsburgh last week in 'Susan and God,'
first actress ever to receive gold key to city from Mayor Scully there.
She's only the third person ScuUy has so tionoted, other two having been
Douglas Corrigan and Crown Prince of Sweden. Presentation was made
at City Hall following opening night of 'Susan/ at which Mayor and some
of his cabinet occupied a box.

Paris h6ro-worships her middleaged teacher and gives herself to him
for one night. She does not love him
but pities his loneliness and is
thrilled that the' great man should
be attracted by her youth and charm.
Later, when she falls in love with>
a boy who wants to marry her, her

Since the opening of the Group's 'The Gentle People' at the Belasco,
N, Y., Franchot Tone and Sylvia Sidney have been elevated above Sam
Jaffe in the billing. All are featured, but before the preem Jaffe had the
top spot. Elia Kazan and Roman Bonnen are also featured. Tone, one of
the founders of the Group, and Miss Sidney, drew particularly favorable
reviews.

r....L>tly

..

A

The boy goes
haimts her.
finds it out and. the
marries the sculptor. All three
are unhappy, until the boy returns,
discovering. that although he wouldn't
marry a young girl who once sidestepped, he. didn't object to marry
ing a divorcee.
Though there. are the makings of
a somewhat, old-fashi'ohed. problem
play in this theme, Istvan Zagon has
avoided its pitfalls by deftly han-

'past*

aWay when, he
girl

than the usual number of Britishers
in current shows, both on Broadway
A and the road. Even with such allEnglish casts as 'Spring Meeting'
operating and excluding the D'Oyly
Carte troupe,, there- are not more
Court, however, ordered the 'trial be than 20 alien actors .employed .in
New York or the road combined, it
set for Feb. 14;
Fact that such foreign-born
is said.
Snowstorm Hurts Prods.
players as Robert Morley, Maurice
One of the ways in which the tick- Evans, Raymond Massey, Barry Fitz
et code is costly to producers was
gerald and Beatrice Lillie have won
demonstrated by last week's snowcritical raves is Credited with cen
storm.
With the adverse weather
undue attention on the
tering
keeping last-minute playgoers at
normal percentage of non-resident
a sharp
•

drop in the
home, there was
actors on the boards, it is explained.
number of late, calls at the brokers.
According to Equity, the number
As a result, large blocks of tickets
of 'alien' .actors' is steadily decreas
were turned back to the theatre at
ing. Foreign-bom players may gain
the last minute, when there was no
'resident' rating either by playing
chance of disposing of them, in the
75 weeks in the U. S„ or when they
case of -The Primrose Path,' at the
receive their final citizenship pa
Biltqnore, the amount involved ran to
pers, although Canadian-born actors
several hundred dollars, since a large

dling situations and light dialog, percentage of that show's business
Third act solution is rather tincon- has been through agency. call.
vincing, but the rest is clever and
If the code were not in operation,
enloyable.
Lily Murati fs excellent as the girl; such returns wouldn't be dumped
Andor Ajtay, as the sculptor, and back on the theatre, as the show
Imre Raday, as the irresponsible would probably be operating on a
playboy, who ^royrs up when he is 'buy.' However, 'buys' are now out-

confronted with an emotional, prob lawed Under the pact. Indicated the
also giv^ capital p'erforniances.
the
One of the bfest plays of this. year's returns represented a saving toman
brokers, but an outright loss to
Jacobi.
crop' here.

leva,,

ager.

Of course; the theory of the code's
supporters is. that in case of such
Detroit, Jan. 24.
storms, or other adverser elements,
•Local Federal Theatre Project Is the loss must be born by someone,
rehearsing 'The Merry Wives of and that, in this case, the amoimt in
Windsor,' fi.rst S^^akespearean. play volved ^yill be more thjui made up in
t
be attempted by Detroit company, the long run by increased business,
It's planned for early presentation
due to the operation of the code. Ex
throughout Michigan.
planatlon offered is that if there had
Project currently is presenting been a 'buy,' the brokers would have
'The Locked Room.*
had to absorb the loss resulting from
the storm. Any such loss would ultimately be borne by the public
through increased agency prices, it is
claimed.
FTP'S 'Merry Wives'

-

,

Syracuse Obituary
Syracuse, Jan. 24.

Once one

of the finest legit houses
upstate, the Empire, lately a third'
run film house, is now apparently

approaching the also-ran class.
Mitchell Fitzer, owner, is convert
ing the stage of the Empire into a
,

basketball court for games by local
Syracuse ban on bingo,
banko and giveaways is apparently
cause of the shift from films to has
quints.

"STARS IN YOUR EYES"
a|lC(.t

ILOV

CLAYTON

ketball.

was

Second Carnegie Tech drama student to. join up with Lunts' acting company in a month is 18-year-old Donald Buka, a freshman, who quit school
last week to become bit player and general understudy with Theatre Guild
stars. Other Tech .student to go with Lunts was Thelma Schnee, graduate
of drama department last February. She's replacing Uta Hagen, who left

company upon her marriage

recently to actor Jose Ferrer.

Short sketch, 'A Day in the Life of an Agent,' by Dorothy Fletcher, of
the Pinker & Morrison play agency, was tested last week by the Plays &
automatically qualify as 'resident* Players, Philadelphia amateur dramatic group. Miss Fletcher, Adrienne
imder the Equity rules. Reason so Morrison, Eric Pinker, Dorothy Johnson and Guy Andros appeared in it.
many non-residents are acquiring Piece will be revised with the idea of a commercial presentation.
resident status is a, matter of cou'
Several candidates for the best performances of 1939 have arisen since
jecture, but it's figured the uncer
tain state of European affairs may the turn of the yeai*. First in line is Ethel Waters, -whose appearance in
'Mamba's Daughters' is her initial dramatic assignment. Show opened at'
be a factor.
Contributing- angle rnay also be the Empire, N. Y., Jan. 3.
the increasing importance of the
Pat Ballard's unproduced play, copyrighted in 1937, was titled 'Off to
Broadway theatre as compared to
Notably in the Buffalo.' "When Vinton Freedley learned of this, he made a settlement
that of London.
higher-salary classifications, actors with Ballard, because Freedley's forthcoming production is similarly titled.
can earn about double the money It's the former 'Flying GinzbUrgs.' Joe Cook's slated to start in it.
on Broadway that they can. in London.
And in some cases/ notahly
pressed by the professional viewof Evans, Morley
Miss
.

'

.

and

those

they have won much more ac
claim in the U. S. than in their ha'
tive country.
Lillie,

6 GET ROCKEFELLER

$1,000_FELLOWSHIPS

point of the award -winners.
Atlas is the author of 'Wednesday's Child' and 'But For the Grace
of Go^,' as well as the unproduced

plays, 'So Long, House We Live In'
and 'John Doe.' Miss Bell hasRe
were written 'Saturday Evening,' 'Do
Mi' and 'Horse Tale,' none of which
Illness of Ruth Gordon likely to awarded by the Dramatists Guild was produced on Broadway.
necessitate the cancellation of to
this week to Leopold Atlas, AUadine
Corey authored 'Turnip's Blood'
night's (Tuesday) performance of
Bell, George H. Corey, Alls De Sola, and '$595 F.O.B,', as well as several
'The ^irds Stop Singing,' at the
short stories. Miss De Sola has
Ben
A.
Simkhovitch
and Arnold
Chestnut. Actress, who has been
written 'Shadow of the Moon,' 'Oh,
Sundgaard. Purpose of the grants Baby' and 'Panic,'
suffering from a cold for about
which were given
week, became worse, but managed "to is to give the recipients financial as- little theatre productions. Simkhoplay last night's (Monday) opening. sistance to complete new plays. On^ witch is the author of the unproExpects to be sufficiently recove'rec previous award had been made to duced plays, 'Garment Center,' 'The
to go on tomorrow night.
Betty Smith.
Morning Star* and 'Child's Play.'
Lenore Coffee play, which is being
Committee,
including
Kenyon His 'Off Shore Wind' is slated for
tried out here by John Golden, is Nichplson, chairman; Katherine_ Day- Broadway production by T. Edward
undergoing strenuous repairs. Pro
ton, John Golden, Paul Green and Hambleton.
ducer and his general manager Prof. Allardyce NichoU, plans to
In addition to the recent BroadDixie French: the author, and direc meet every two months with the fel- way production,
I
'Everywhere
tor William Miles, are huddling today lowship winners to lend them en- Roam,' which he co-authored with
on scriot revisions and restaging couragement and practical
as- Marc Connelly,
Sundgaard wrote
Stated they still plan to take it into sistance. Stated that the committee 'Spirochette,' a
play history of
New York next week.
members were particularly im- syphillls.

Ruth Gordon's

Illness

Philadelphia, Jan. 24.

,

Rockefeller

ing

Fondation

fellowships

of

playwrit-

$1,000

UTERATI
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papers, was given a testimonial
Authors' Woe
new radio di- dinner in Boston last week,
Connolly, Walter Howey, who sucListeners Digest and Raceeds Malloy in Boston; Hinson
Stiles, of the N.Y. Mirror, and Brad
Kelly, of King Features, were among
Radio Writers the guests, which included the govbroadcast material.
group, the Au- ernors of Massachusetts, New Hampparent
its
and
Guild
League of America, are eyeing shire and Maine. William Randolph

PubUcation of two

gest mags,
become a problem
dio Digest, has
Deals with the question
for authors.
reprint rights to
of payment for the.

thors

have formulated no
the situation but

Hearst wirell greetings.

official policy.

According to certam radio scriptpaid for the recrs they should be

any of their ether maHowever, a
terial in the digests.
number of authors, among whom are
Dorothy Thompson and Fanny Hurst,
reprint
are lenient in granting free
rights for any of their works provided credit is given. In addition,

printing of

both Miss Thompson and Miss Hurst
are said to be unusually generous in
supplying gratis scripts for broadcasts in behalf of 'worthy causes,'
According to lesser authors, the
name writers can afford to pass up
minor coin involved in reprints or in
scripting for 'cause* radio programs,
but such generosity makes it tough
for the struggling scripters who

would welcome modest

fees.

Pointed

out that as long as sponsors can
get gratis scripts from name authors
there is no reason why they should
pay comparatively unknown writers
for the job.
Apparently the Authors League is
hoping the digest reprint problem
will solve itself, since both Listeners
and Radio Digest have announced
they Will'institute a policy of paying
for all material as soon as the publications are established on a paying
Listeners editors, in particubasis.
lar, are emphatic on that point, explaining that unless the mag can
support itself on a pay-for-material
basis, they will scrap the venture.
In the regular digest mag field,
Readers Digest is almost alone in
payjng^ for all material.
Listeners editors say they already
obtain permission from all persons
concerned befofe reprinting any
Explain that,
broadcast material.
they consult the author, sponsor, ad
agency, network or any others who
might hold the copyright to the desired material, In most cases, copyright is retained by the author, but
in the case of network staff writers
employed on salary, the employer
holds the copyright.

Rcfaeee Backers Party
Committee sponsoring forthcoming
mahuscript sale by League of American Writers and Booksellers Guild
to raise funds for refugee scribblers
cocktailed at the Hotel Delmonico,.
N.Y., Thursday (19). Guests of honor
were Raymond Massey, Henry Seidel
Canby and Aline Bernstein.
Ralph Roeder, chairman of the sale,
which will take place Feb. 19, Others on committee include Dorothy
Marshall,
George
Mrs.
Parker,
George S. Kaufman, Theodore Dreiser, Luise Rainer, Carl Van Doren,
Prince and Princess Hubertus .zu
Loewenstein,. Samuel Barlow, Irene
Lewisohn, Rockwell Kent, Prof. Albert Einstein and Richard S. Childs.
Also, Clifford Odets, Burton Emmett, Sherwood Anderson, Bennett
Cerf, Thornton Wilder, Mrs. Edwin
Harmon
William
'Justice
Vogel,
Black, Dashiell Hammett, Alfred
Knopf, Waldemar Kaempffert, Mrs.
Joseph Swan, Archibald MacLeish,
Mrs. David Levy, Lewis Gannett,
Massey, Canby, Frederick Melcher,
!Elichard Simon, Prof. Irwin Edman,
Mrs. Henry Ittelson, Sr., Harold
Guinzberg and Louis Bromfleld.

VARIETY

NEW PEBIODICALS
Strange Detective Mysteries and 44
Stories being revived by
Popular-Publications. Pair had been
suspended around a year ago, but renewed favor of detective and westerns has prompted the revivals.

Western

as well as new ones by Reich refugee
scribblers. Krause will additionally
handle U. S. film, radio and dramatic
rights to the books distributed by

short story collabers, have sold an>
other to Cosmop, 'Candid Candidate.'

him.

Darwin

the editorial direction of
who supervises most
of the mags in the chain.
Good Healthkeepine being prepared, by Joe Bonomo Publications.
Will go in for beauty and health
aids, and the like.
Bonomo, silentscreen player and vaudeville strong
man, has been publishing number
of one-shots
on health, dancing,
beauty, etc.
Will edit as well as
publish the mag.
Insular Review, monthly designed
to cement relations between U. S.
and the insular possessions, makes
its
first
appearance early nent
month. Joseph A. Bliss is publisher

with

Teririll,

Teddy

de

Nolasco

'

London
Hall,

publishers.

Chapman

&

have taken English rights to
L. Teilhet's ""Journey to the

West,'

Mags under
Rogers

€1

N. T. Guide for Fair Influx
Kenneth Collins joins the N. Y.
Extra influx of millions to New Times next mohth as assistant to the
result- general manager, Col. Julius Ochs
ing in a flock of guide books on the Adler. Collins is a department store
town.
Guides leave no stone un- ad exec.
turned for the gawkers, exposing the
Tiffany Thayer has signed with

York during the World's Fair

metropolis from the Bronx to Staten
Dial Press for new series of novels
sland. In all sizes, from a two-bit
which he starts writing in the
tuck-me-in-your-pocket to $2 book.
spring.
Some of the more important guides
George Harrap, Ltd., has secured
being published are 'Here Is New
York,' by Helen Worden, of the N. Y. the British publici\tion righis to 'We
World Telegram; 'Metropolis; A Sav; It Happen,' by 12 N. Y. Times
\wriiers.
Study of New York,' by Mary Field
Aiden Nash sold 'The Boss Walks
Parton; 'New York, the World's Fair
City,' by Dr. Frank Mona.than, and Out' a prizefight yarn, to the Tothe Federal Writers* Project's 'Al- ronto Star News Syndicate' for serial.

manac

editing.

for

New

Yorkers.'

ization,

Nathaniel G. Benchley, Robert
Whitehall Pabs Formed
Benchley's Boy, on the N. Y. HeraV.
Whitehall Publishers formed in Tribi: • -engaged to wed Marjorlv
New York to sponsor non-fiction Bradford.
books on variety of subjects.
Closing date for the Harper priHeads are Emanuel M. Solomon novel competish is Feb. 1. Be: i
mag now guided by F. Meredith
Dietz, publisher in Richmond, where and Samuel Azen, advertising men, novel will net the author minimum
the Messenger is being published. but understood they are fronting for of $7,500.
others.
Publication monthly.
Robert Benchley's 'My Ten Years
Fact Spy Stories will be second
in
a Quandary and How The^
Take Over M'w'kec Daily
in the series of mags which the
Grew' goes into a reprint soon by
The Milwaukee Evening Post, for- Blue Ribbon,
newly -formed Fact Publishing Corp.
is to
issue.
Starter, recently an- merly the Milwaukee Leader, is the
Construction got under way in
nounced, is Fact Detective.
successor to the Milwaukee News, Herty, Texas, on $6,000,000 newsImagination, monthly, going in for Hearst rag Which folded Jan: 14.
print plant of Southland -Paper Mills,
former' newspaperman
and
fashion paper publisher.
Southern Literary Messenger out
after hiatus of some 75 years. Once
edited by Edgar Allan Poe, revived

Bliss

the weird and fantastic, in fact and
Former News writers bought the Inc., last week.
fiction.
Science, too, but away from Leader, typical farm paper, :ind
Tom O'Connor, of the Evening
the ordinary. Published or* the Coast, United Press features.
'Mews, is new president of the Los
with Forrest J. Ackerman editor.
Angeles Nev/spaper Guild, succeed4^H Horizons, montlily mag, will
Fadiman Presides at Feed
in.'! James Crow.
cover various youth activities. C. B.
Hearst's Economy Move
Clifton Fadiman to preside at
Dorothy and DuBose Heyward'a
Suspension of Pictorial Review Smith, Joseph P. Egan and Charles fourth Book and Author luncheon
play, 'Msmiba's- Daughters,' to
be"
with the March issue is in line with E. Eshbach to. edit.
Feb. 14 at Hotel Aster, New York, published by Farrar & Rinehart,.
decision of Hearst 'publishing board
at which prominent scribblers Will comes out Feb. 2.
to gradually liquidate unprofitable
speak.
Belated Garland Tribute
Scribners publishing Helen Wills
properties in the Hearst chain. SusMonthly affair, which has foi' its Moody's novel, 'Murder on tbe-CenAt the turn of the century midwest
pension followed by few days con- nixed stuff Hamlin Garland wrote purpose familiarizing book-buying
ter Court,* in serial form, beginning"
solidation .of Milwaukee News, Hearst
about the locality, yelling he did the public with authors, proving ,,ex- late next summer.
afternoon daily, with that of he Sen section dirt.
tremely popular.
Robert Penn Warren, managing
tinel, Hearst morning paper in the
editor of The Southern Review, has.
However, Garland pieces, though
same city.
Galleon Pubs Subsid
completed a novel on a Houghton
derogatory to the midwest, and to
Panart
Publishers being formed by Mifflin Fellowship,
Circulation and editorial features
Dakotas in particular, now
the
Loewinger to supplement
of the Review likely to go to Hearst's
Joseph H, Schmalacker, Brooklyn
deemed among the most praiseworthy Rudolph
other women's mag. Good House
his Galleon Publishers.
Eagle, has been elected president, of
things ever penned on the locality
publishing the Legislative Correspondents' Asgeneral
Galleon is
keeping, just as Delineator circula
As a means of making amends. South
tion -went to Pictorial Review when
house, and likely that some of its sociation in Albany.
Dakota Writers' League has gotten
Hearst acquired former two years
books will be put out under the
Thornton Delehanty is doing a
up a 'Hamlin Garland Memorial' vol Panart imprint for better concentraago.
daily Hollywood is'Int for the N. Y.
ume, intended as a tribute to the
Herald-Tribune instead of the forReview was founded in 1899 by author 'for what he's done for the tion.
Paul Ahnelt. Lee Ellmaker became Dakotas.'
mer -weekly coverage.
publisher -in 1932, and 'in 1934 mag
LITERATI OBIT THIS
Jonathan Cape, the British pubPaul Shannon, 64, veteran Boston lisher, due in N. Y. Saturday (?8) to
was bought by a Hearst subsidiary
Nationalism In U.S.
Foreign
headed by Richard F. Berlin, general
Post sports writer and president of gander likely American book mateIncreasing nationalism abroad remanager of the Hearst mags.
the Baseball Writers' Association, rial for the other side.
Nine mags remain in the Hearst flected in U.S. by rapidly growing drowned last week in St Petersburg,
DuBose Hey ward, whose 'Mamba's
nationalistic
chain.
Editor of Pictorial Review number of mags along
Fla.
Shannon, who had spent last Daughters'' is current on Broadway,
and racial lines. Generally in Eng- 15 winters in Florida covering major has completed a book about an
was Herbert R. Mayes.
lish, their aim is to water, foreign
Easter
bunny, for juyej.
league, teams' spring training, left
roots of those U;S. citizens with
Lloyd C. Douglas back to his Coast
his home night before, his death to
Push Shawn's. Literary Flair
European antecedents.
take walk and was last seen sitting home-^fter a: short spell in New York
Through the combined interest of
Typical are such periodicals as on seawall.
Coroner's inquest at- following his return from a trip to
Jake Wilk, Warner Bros, story chief,
and John Farrar, of Farrar
Rine- Swedam and The American Slav. tributed death to accidental drown- Central and South America.
Thome
Smith's
unexpurgated
He had been connected with
hart, book publishers, Ted Shawn, First-named designed for the Ameri- ing.
the dancer, is being brought along can of Swedish descent, and latter the Post -for 35 years. Widow and 'Topper Takes a Trip* has been reprinted by Sun Dial Press in a tieup
as a literati discovery. Former head as indicated by title. Until nation- sister survive.
with United Artists, which preleased
of the Denishawn Dancers, when alism came in with the dictatorships,
the film.
partnered with Ruth St. Denis in nationalistic and racfal press here
CHATTEH
Jonathan Daniels; editor of the
yesteryear ballet and stage work, had declined.
Anna Louise Strong back from
Raleigh (N. C.) News and Observer^
still has a school around Boston, and
Europe.
it was through mutual friends that
Macfaddcn's Look Abroad
Henry Seidel Canby doing a life of made the 1938 honor roll of The Nation for his book, 'A Southerner DisWilk first spoke to Shawn about deBernarr Macfadden has sailed with Thoreau.
veloping his reputed literary flair.
Asa Blish, one of his publishing
Nat Karsoh doing a book on stage covers the South.'
Albert i erkins and Gregory DickThus it was that the Warners film execs, to look over the five editions designing.
son
writing a comic whodunit,
exec suggested James B. Duke, the of True Story Magazine published in
R. H. Bruce Lockhart here for a
localed in the Walt Disney studio.
tobacco man, as a fitting subject, Europe.
lecture tour.
Book
will also tell how animated
which is resulting in both the book
Gladys Egginton working out a
Understood that some changes and
cartoons are made.
being published and
having a new appointments will be made by publishing idea.
No. 35056 at Michigan State Prison,
Publishing
formed
by
possible screen subject.
Royal
Co.
Macfadden while abroad, with the
who turns out humor for numerous
reputed possibility that Blish may Sam Schonwald."
Daniel Rocke Parsille has moved mags under the pseudonym of Lew
Storm Arrives In 'Good Health'
remain there in a high post
York, has done a book on prison
his typewriter to Key West.
Hans Otto Storm, novelist and raFrank Graham, sports columnist humor, due for publication soon.
dio engineer, returned to his home
William Haggard, m.e. of the RochDeal to Write 25 Novels
on N. Y. Sun, writing a novel.
in Palo Alto, Cal., last week from
Chronicle, is .laid
Neil Swanson and Farrar & Rine'Jeannette Marks back from a ester Democrat
Peru, where it's said, he was told
up with a broken, leg suffered in a
hart have completed deal calling for cruise to Trinidad and Jamaica,
to leave the country immediately in
Swanson to do 25 novels for the pubSamuel Harden Stille has his Ar fall as he stepped out of bed. Joseph
the interest of his 'continued good
Adams, assistant m.e., is pinchhitting.
lishing house.
lendale Book House under way.
health.'
H. .Gordon Garbedian, of the N. Y.
Patterson McNutt sold his story,
Novels will conH^rise a series on
The Peruvian government gave no
'One Big Happy Family,' to Sateve- Times editorial staff, will have his
explanation for his
deportation. the creation of the U. S., although
third
book, 'Albert Einstein: Maker
Storm said, but he figures it was the each will be complete .in itself. post.
New newspaper syndicate. Press of Universes,' published by Funk
around one a year,
result of one of two. things, jealous Swanson will do
Alliance,
formed by Frances F. Waghalls, on March 14, Einstein's
resentment of a rival radio equip- witht F&R' to maintain steady exbirthday.
Dobo.
ment firm over his installation of ploitation of the series.
Leslie Charteris, creator of 'The
have bought Susan
Scribner's
wireless apparatus, by which proGoodyear's third novel, 'Such Har Saint' has new title to appear- in
ceedings of the recent Pan-AmeriFoto Comes Back
April on the Crime Club list, 'The
mony.'
can Conference were broadcast, or
Foto, one of the many picture
.shortly
Russell Birdwell's 'I Ring Door- Happy Highwayman.'
outraged nationalistic pride among mags to come out in the wake of
bells' being brought out Feb. 15 by to preview his third 'Saint' film, 'The
readers of his novel, 'Pity the Ty- Life,
subsequently Messner
which
and
Saint Strikes Back.'
rant.'
dropped out, has been revived by
Reader's Digest has contracted
Digest Year Book, offshoot of
The book treats Peruvian politics Dell Publishing Co. Edited by West World Digest to be issued semi with Random House tb use as a
unflatteringly.
F. Peterson, who gets out a number annually hereafter.
forthcoming book supplement Philip
of other periodicals of Dell.
The Ballston Spa (N.. ..Y.) Daily van Doren Stern's 'The Man Who
Retiu*n of Foto raises number of Journal, daily for 44 years, becomes Killed Lincoln,' February choice of
Literati Hot-Foot
Less than 24 hours after it became picture mags published to six. Be- a weekly next month
the Literary Guild.
sides
Life,
Click,
others
are
Look,
of
the
known that H. Allen Smith,
Clij[ton jPadiman doing a game
Leo Dishei:, Jr., of the Charleston
N. Y. World-Telegram, was scripting Pic and Peek,
(S. C.) Post, has joined the AP bu- book on his 'Information, Please'
.
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Learninir Va,st

Arthur W. Hansen, the Fairhaven
(Vt.) chief of police
(and entire
force), who once a year achieves
local immortality by having his an

nual report to' the town council
published in John Chapman's column
In the New York Daily News, is
learning the ways of big-time publicity.
Hansen this year sent Chapman
a copy of the report even before he
aubmitted. the original to the council.
Accompanying the report was a
request from the Fairhaven newsdealer for advance word when the
report would be published.
Ex
plained he will be able to make
about $6 profit on extra sales of the
-

Issue.

/Hansen's

a
is
always
account of his year's
the town and

teport"

•traight-face

Iiolicing activities in
is virtually

a cross-section of rural

Americana.

town

In his off hours, he's the
electrician. Chapman will run

the report Sunday (29).
He first
picked it up two years ago from the
Fairhaven Register, local weekly,
which prints it in uncut form.

Cooper's Bit for Justice
Courtney
Cooper,
the
Ryley
authdr, testified in U. S. District
Court, Philadelphia, Thursday (19)
against a dealer in obscene literature

Whom he trapped while gathering
material for a book. Dealer, as a result of Cooper's testimony, was sentenced to a year and a day, given an
additional suspended
sentence of
five years and placed on probation
for five more.

Cooper

testified that since

he was

WEEK

.

&

WB

&

•.

&

appalled by the number of sex
crimes throughout the country, he
had planned to gather material for a
bdok on the effect of obscenity on
yoirth.
Postal inspectors agreed to
help him and he posed as G. F,
Cooper, an illiterate farmer.
'Coming across an advertisement
for spicy books,' stated the author,
} communicated with the advertiser
in Philadelphia.
I received three
hooks for $1 each and wrote back for
something spicier.' Cooper then got
Midnight Intimacies,' for which he
paid $15, and 'Memoirs of Madame a series about practical jokers, past,
Madeline,' which cost him $45 for present and future, he was swamped
two volumes. He said they were 'the with phone calls and mail. Catch
naost vile and rotten material ever was that the bulk of practical joker
written.'
experiences were about the hot-foot
gags and the brakeman's wife".
Understand that Smith was adTestimonial to Malloy
John A. Malloy, transferring as vised to duck 'cafe society' for mani.e. of Boston
Hearst papers to edi- terial and preferably move west as
torial assistant to Joseph V. Con- far as 10th avenue for original joker
,

nolly, general

manager

of all Hearst

gags.

RKO

reau in Charleston,
Dislrib BookS''Banned in fielcb
of German-language- book
publishers outside of Gerntany have

Number

set

up

an

American

di^ribution

New York under direction
of Friederich Krause, Agency, carrying Krause's name, to be known as
Friederich Krause, publisher.
Books to be distributed by Krause
here will be those banned by Nazis

agency in

W. Va

radio program for

Simon k Schuster

Dorothy Baker, who authored publication early in. the summer.^
'Young Man With a Horn,? has sold a FJ'.A., John Kieran and other regulars on the program contribing.
short story to Harper's Bazaar.
Charles G. Ross, Post-Dispatch edi^
Irving Reis, Par scripter, accompanying the N. Y. police emergency torial writer, has been appointed contributing editor and will be stationed
squad for 'Emergency Squad.'
HeyWood
Broun
and Walter in Washington, where he formerlyWinchell did special forewords for headed the paper's news bureau i',T.,
16 years. Ralph Coughlan succe<t'9
the 'Damon Runyon Omnibus.'
Jack Goodman and Albert Rice, Ross in St. Louis.

.
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'Hy* Chapman because he
to hospital for operation.

Broadway

had

to go

Charles Stoflet promoted from
checking supervisor to M-G-M sales
staff, succeeding the late Walt Mc-

Jack Oakie in town.
Harry Archer back with a Miami Keen as North Dakota representative.
In 13 gam6s to date, Minneapolis
A. A. professional hockey team has
pulled more paid attendance than it
drew in all last season's 24 contests.
Yeggs gave up before they reached
cash boxed in safes at El Lago and
Leola theatres, nabe houses, missing
out .on more than $1,000 in the
former.
John J. Friedl and L..J. Ludwig,

tan.

Earle Larrimore

fell

and hurt his

chest.

Mayris Chaney (and Fox) in hospital with grippe.
Don DePore, le^it player, convalescing from his triple operation.
Phil Reisman, who has been vacationing in Florida, has gone on to
Paramount circuit manager and asHavana.
respectively, back from New
Clay Morgan, NBC, hosted a large sistant,
York,
where they ironed out product
party at Actors Fund performance
•

Sunday

deal details.
R. H. Stahl transferred by Universal from Des Moines to replace Fred

(22).

Harold Koenigsberg of American
Federation of Actors to be married Finnegan, office manager and head
next June 11.
booker, on indefinite leave because
Eugene Ford, 20th-Fox director, of illness.
-

back from European vacation, left
for the Coast last week.
'

Burgess Meredith, going around
with a beard and moustache he's

Paris
By

growing for 'Five Kings.'
Walter Winchell back to Florida
end of this month to do his column
and broadcast from there.
Louis Brandt, Bernard Brandt and
Marty Levine. of Brandt Circuit, to
Florida on two-week vacation.
Franchot Tone says he's going
back to Hollywood and pictures in

.

Meeting,'

which was

produced in London, recently bought St. Moritz.
oy Universal.
Samy Siritzky sailing for AmerKen Nichols missed Yacht Club ica Jan. 28.
opening for which he wrote the
Creorges Marton packing for Holilumbers. Mother's death took him lywood visit.
to Milwaukee.
Earl Maiman In from America for
Joe Glick now g.m. for Mike concert tour.
Todd's 'Swing Mikado.' Alfred de
Comedie-Francaise planning 1939
Liagre, Jr., is abandoning his plans London season.
for a jazzique 'Mikado.'
Ray Goetz in from London and
John Howard Lawson has returned off to America.
to the Coast after confabbing with
Geoffrey Capstick, of Felman PubGroup Theatre strategists on his in- ications, to London.
complete, untitled play.
Waverly Root out as Time mag's
Charles Boyer came in from the Paris correspondents
Coast last week to meet his mother,
Investigation of the Natan scandal
arrived from Europe, and then ac- continuing on the q.t.
companied her back to Hollywood.
Wilson Keppel and Betty featured
Cole P6rter, recently returned at Tabarin Variety, Nice.
from a Caribbean cruise, huddling
Bnmo Welter off on short ioxa
with Vinton Freedley in an effort to with Paris Philharmonic.
imearth.a plot for a new musicaL
Mistinguett revue moved to AlIrving Aels, Paramount scenarist, cazar from Moulin-Rouge.
after several weeks in N. Y. colJan Kiepura recovering from
^
lating local color for TSmergency grippe in iGnerican hospitaL
Squad,' left Friday (20) tot the
Pierre Sandrini planning to open
Coast.
his Moulin Rouge in the spring.
Gladys Unger In from Hollywood
Last year saw 120 French and 160
with script of 'Salute Tomorrow/ foreign Alms released in France.
which she co-authored with Dorothy
D. Koester, of Metro Music Corp.,
Presnell.
Matson Se Duggan hau' in and then back to Amsterdam.
dlingit.

Paris' oldest cafe, Procope,
250th anniversary
celebrate
year.

David

(Loew*8 y;p.) Bernstein's
Arnold, has joined Julian T.
Abeles' law firm. Latter is special
copyright attorney for Loew-Metro
and 20th-Fox.
William J, Fadiman, Metro east
em story edito^, flew to the Coast
for story conferences with Edwin
son,

picture

Show opens

theatres.

at

Fred Duprez left $14,165.
Troxy Jan. 30.
Sole representative of show busiGeorge Valentine In from Vienna.
Sir Seymour Hicks now a grand- ness In this year's New Year's Honors
List is W. J. Gell, director of Pathe
pop.
Pictures, Ltd., who becomes a ComThe Terry Sheltons expecting a mander of the British Empire, for
child in June.
his work on official and documentary
The Cardinis expecting addition to films, particularly on the coronation.
the family in July.
Not generally known that when
Minna Schneier sailing home to Jock Whitney was here he proposed
South Africa Jan. 26.
to Erich Pommer to make 'Jamaica
Frances Day out of the London Inn' in Hollywood, in color, starring
Charles Laughton. Film would have
Hippodrome show, due to flu.
been under supervision of Selznick,
Jack La Rue to play vaudeville but Pommer turned down the propohere, opening for the Hyam Bros.
sition.
SamLucien
(Mrs.
Bobbins
Jenny
mett) getting over serious illness.
Earle Leslie to produce the next
Palm Beach
three Grosvenor House floor, shows.
Phinnias Balcon (Michael Balcon's
brother) joining the T. Hayes Hunter
Gilbert Miller In and out.
film agency.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Block have arBasil Sydney to star in picture to rived.
be done by Associated Talking PicE. V. Richards yachted In on his
•tures at Ealing.
Loretto.

formerly with
Par's production code division on the
Coast, has returned to N. Y. af,ter a
world cruise.
Gladys Hurlbut in town on a visit.

^

wiU
this

Writer Jerome Tharaud, member
of French Academy, expelled from
Italy.

Blanche Baretta-Worms, outstanding actress early in century, dead
at 84.

Knopf and Kenneth MacKenna. Back

for Morocco to
shoot exteriors of his next, 'Poiir la

Jean d'Esme

off

Gtafton Fihns to do

Killed the

sion.'

show.
Buster Shaver, with Olive and
George, slated for the new George
Black revue at the London Hippodrome.
Charles L. Tucker and Sam Bischoff renewinlg' a 20-year-old acquaintance. Were brought up together in
New York.
Steve Calgary's hobby is amateur
photography, while his brother, Andre, has made a study of watch
mechanism.
Diana Ward off to Excelsior Casino, Alexandria, for one month, with
another month set for Shepherd's
:

&

Jane Withers back from personal
tour.

Frank Nugent here for the N. Y.
Times.

Tony Martin

to

Chicago for per-

sonals.

Robert Taylor in from Broadway
holiday.

Ernst
agency.

Laemmle

joined Paul Kohner

Davies

Marion

to

hospital

for-

checkup.

Harry DAvenport celebrated 73d
birthday.

Johnny Davis recovered from

sinus

operation.

William Powell recovering from
operation.
Dario Faralla back from Manhattan biz trip.
W. Ray Johnston here for three-

month

stay.

Clark Gable bought Raoul Walsh's
Encino estate.
John Wayne on motor vacash in
the southwest.
J. J. Milstein In for huddles with

Edward Small.
Irene Castle around again after
nervous attack.
Princess .Luana recovering from
appendectomy.
Francis Lederer took out first citi-

zenship papers.

Dick Dickson back from northwest

Herb Lutz

New York

on song slant.
Louis 9' Lipstone checked In as
South Ameri- head of Paramount's studio musis
department.
can cruise shortly.
Tony Gaudio, film c£(meraman,
George Browne revealed as an exawarded a decoration by King Victor
pert on cattle raising.
to

biz confab.

Lou Cowan

sails for

Niles Trammel, exec v.p. of
visiting local offices

on

trip

NBC,

back

east.

stake

with Jorge Brescia last week. lowing tax protest.
theatre, Croydon.
Billingsley had his joke by
Robert Sidomak selected Tieges,'
Billy Watts,, late of the Brown
introducing the pug to Noel Coward adapted from the original play by Derby, Hollywood, operating DodErnest Neuvllle, as his next.
dy's club; and trying to make it an
Russian Prince Troubetzkoy, once actors' rendezvous.
cowboy in Hollywood horse operas,
Gypsy Nina's mother coming over
Miimeapofis
one of stars in 'Serge Panine.'
from New York, and off to-Africa
Marcel Came readying to make Feb.
By Les Rees
2, where her daughter is due
'Le Jour se Leve,' from Jacques Viot
for a vaudeville tour.
original, starring Jeani Gabin.
Leslie Banks will be resident star
Friends and groups urging W. A
Femand Gravet signed with Abel
for
Alec
Rea at the Apollo theatre,
file
for
Steffes to
Mayor.
Gance to make 'Regardez-vous-dans
where he will be presented in sevUniversity of Minnesota Theatre to la, Glace' opposite Elvire Popesco.
Jacques Feder to make 'Telle EUe eral plays after 'Gaslight.'
offer 'It Can't Happen Her?.'
With Tom Walls in vaudeville,
Joe Stern, Indie distributor, to mo Etait de son Vivant' from Constan
tin-Weyer story
and will star Parnell & Zeitlin are looking for
tor to Texas' with the missus^
Michele Morgan.
vaude vehicle for Ralph Lynn, Walls'
'Schnickelfritz' band back at Hote
Pierre Fresnay to meg 'Le Duel, partner in several legit productions.
St. Paul for indefinite engagement.
Ethel Shutta, who finished her four
Henri Lavedan play, adapted by H.
George Granstrom over his illness G. Clouzot and J. ViUard. Vyonne weeks at the Cafe de Paris with the
and back at his Grand View theatre Printempts to star.
Bachelors, brought over as part of
Leon Treich, writer, suing Louis her act, is being held over with
Cornelia Otis Skinner in 'Candida
pencilled into Lyceum for two days, Ferdinand Celine for $1,359, charg- latter.
Thornton Freeland and June Clyde
inr latter slandered him in his book,
Feb. 7 and 8.
(Mrs. Freeland) off to the Bahamas
Bob Long, M-G-M auditor, at Mayo 'L'Ecole des Cadavres.'
l>resident Lebrun and Minister d:! as soon as Freeland finishes directing
clinic at Rochester, Minn., to learn
National
Education
'The
Zay attended
Gang's Here,* Jack Buchanan's
what ails him.
After 13 years with EUIott Film opening ceremonies celebrating 100th latest film.
'Pygmalion' and "The Lady VanCo., Clara Eisentatg resigned to join anniversary of invention of photog
raphy.
ishes' held over as dual at StoU's
Univer^al's office staff.
'Three Waltzes' operetta^ with Picture House, Kingsway, for two
Joe Podoloflf, 20th-Fox branch man
weeks, a record for any attraction at
ager, adopted 10-week-old baby glr! music by three Strausses, to be re
vived at the^ De- la- Michodlere, with this ho.use since it became a picture
from The Cradle; Evanston, HI.
Phif DuDflff/Coltunbia district man Pierre Fresnay and Yvonne Prin'Ma Vlast' ('My Country'), Czecho
«t£^r|ju«tfNe to keep local date with temps still in the leads.
flght

Sherman

.

'

Italy.

Harold Lloyd

first

actor elevated

to illustrious potentate of

Ed Voynow has shipped her kah Temple
horse, Rommy, to Santa Anita. Angeles.

AI Malal-

of the Shrine in Los

Edith Griffith In town on call from
NBC for a couple of commercial auditioiis.

Bill Rice, outdoors and carney
agent, has gone to a St. Louis hospital for a general once-over after
being in poor health for some time.
Phil Fein, of th^ (Chicago City
Opera Co., directing a production of
'Manon' for the St. Paul Civic Opera
Association in St Paul, set for Feb.
8-11.

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

;

—

Emanuel of

Mrs,

Honohda
By Mabel Thomas
J.

J.

Shubert spent vacation on

the beach.

W. Beelby new musical

director at

the Royal Hawaiian hotel.
Dick Berlin, Hearst rep, honeymooned at the Royal for 10 days.
Consolidated Amus. Co. building
another house In the Moillil district

IJdmund Goulding sailed on William B. Leeds' yacht, Moana, whil«

.

-

Harry Sherman In from eastern
+our.

Mary Jane Walsh

,

;

flu.

Hurok in from' New York.
Joseph I. Breen out of hospital.
Joseph H. Seldelman in from N. Y.
Spyros Skouras In from New York,
Allen Jenkins motoring to Florida.
Harry K. Thaw gandering studios.

,Sol

:

A

I

Reid home with

Cliff

of 'Sing Out the Insoection tour.
Mitchell Woodbiiry here gandering
Count.* legiter, which had a good run News' here several days, then
back
for Toledo Blade.
at the Whitehall over a year ago.
to-N, Y.
Brian Donlevy to Wisconsin to setWalker
Syd Walker of the 'Mr,
Francine Francis and George ViWants to Know' air feature, has gouroux are with the Murray danc- tle mother's estate.
Gradwell Sears in from N. Y. foi*
been booked for the Stoll circuit.
ers at the Whitehall.
P. B. Biltmore show featuring Roy production huddles.
Al Devito (formerly Devito, Denny
Mary Pickford to make New York
and Co.) now doing single in Bebe de Vallere, Enters and Borgia, and her permanent home.
Carmelita. Paul Sparr's orch.
Daniels-Ban Lyon vaudeville \mit.
Beatrice Cruickshank recovering
Arthur Hammerstein and George
Captain A.C.N. Dixey, one of the
from, appendectomy.
founders of London Films, is now Jessel huddling, on biggest theatrical
Robert Dell here from Manchester,
show
of
seasop
colony,
the
in
operating the Griffin hotel, Leeds.
annual Kiwahls benefit. Set this England, to ogle studios.
Y. Frank Freeman back at Par
Athene Seyler deputizing for Sybil year for Feb. 28 in Paramount theaThomdike in The Corn Is Green' tre. Sam Harris comes down Jan. 28 after New York conferences.
operation.
from
Lou Irwin flew in ttom Broadway
while latter recovers
to join Hammerstein In handling,
Fred Russell elected King Rat for pair having worked -on charity affair for the second time In two weeks.
Helen Gahagan and-Melvyn Dougthe fourth time at the 50th anni- for 13 years.
las hosting the New York Gahagans.
versary of the Grand Order of Water
William B. Davidson named seidelRats.
melster for Masquers' dinner-show
Carroll Levis figuring on going to
(30).
Chicago
N. Y. in July or August to line up a
Stephen Slesinger gandering
couple of acts for his vaudeville road
studios from a New York publisher'i
'I

east in three weeks.
hotel, Cairo.
Flock of standard brand. .^oughnut Glorie.'
and milk bars springing up all over
Paul Murray quit the Reeves
Three Peters Sisters in from Lon>
town. Primed for the floating, popu don via plane to top Cirque Medra- Lamport office, having become man«
'39
lation due for the
Fair.
mass no bill.
ager of Pavilion theatre, Weston'cheap' crowd is expected.
Super-Mare.
Stella Adler In from London look'
Hazel (Red) Hickey, professional, ing for plays prior to returning to
Tonl Hankey getting first direc^beini; sought by her brother, Andrew America.
torial assignment at Warner Bros.
M. Hickey, Kansas Cily, to advise
Auguste Frediani, acrobat and (London). Picture is 'Too Dangerh6r that their mother died Nov,
circusowner of a half-century ago, ous to Live.'
last.
She probably doesn't know i dead at 93.
Tour of 'Bobby Get Your Gun'
as yet.
French film productions for 1930 may not materialize due to Howes,
Betty
Lawford's
post-meridian set for 200, but doubtful if they'll all
now in Switzerland, having bronchili con came parties are proving be finished.
chial trouble.
tough competlsh for- the class joints
Queen Victoria pageant planned
Isabel Jeans cabled dramatist-husshe takes 'em on in groups from for Artists' Annual Benefit gala at
band Gilbert Wakefield from Hollythe Stork and 21, depleting the cuS' Cirqile d'Hiver.
tomers there.
Roland Toutain putting on im wood that she signed to do another
The Stork Club, which prides Itself promptu performances at Restaurant picture for Par.
on being choosey about who gets by des Ambassadors.
Claude Luxemburg presenting new
the tape, had a curious nitery loafer
Cinema b.o.s raking in record tak' comedy, 'Happy New Year,' by auin Tony Galento the night aiter his ings after three-day shuttering, fol thors of 'Come Out to Play,* at Grand

•

Hollywood

Bros.,

A. J. Balaban figuring on returning
de I'Oeuvre.
Staples and Cerny, song duo, now
to America and crashing into the
at Biltmore.
Harry Lachman in from London.
restaurant business.
Prince Omar, In from College Inn,
Gaby Marces spotted at Lida Club.
'Richard the Conqueror,' a comedy,
Writer O. P. Gilbert turning meg- to be tried out Feb. 13 at Richmond. cry.<;tal-gazing at' 52d St.
Walter
Koessler,
of
manager
Stars Jack Melford.
ger.
Doreen Stevens of the Myron Selz- WROK, Rockford, 111., here.
'Suez' (20th) still grossing good reSally Gay Is singing with Paul
nick London office off to New York
urns.
Spaar orch at the Biltmore.
Madeleine Spencer opened dancing in a coupla weeks.
Jackson Hines singing at GabriHenry Cass wants to produce a
school.
Without Bars,' with elle's during the cocktail hour.
Niedzielski piano recitaled at Salle egit 'Prison
lead.
Vickie Lister in
Frederick G. Koch replaces Moe
Pleyel.
Weston Drury to be casting direc- Morton as manager of the 52d St.
Riviera winter season exacted to
(jeorge Shelley, Myrus and Jean
tor for London Films, leaving Warbe big.
Brokaw added to show at the Whitener Bros.' London office.
Artur Schnabel concerted at Salle
Bud Flanagan out of the London hall.
Gaveau.
Four Arts Society began showing
.'alladlum show for a week, due to
June Duprez winter sporting at illness. Ernest Shannon replaced.
foreign pictures With 'Grand Illu-

Hammell,

Her 'Lovers

comslovakian revue,
pany of 23, being booked by Hyams
and Sidney Bernstein for their

London

'Juliette' closed at

June, but probably not for Metro.
The Beatrice LiUie and 'American
Wf -'"preems were bull markets for
the class niteries after the openings.

John

Huffo Speck

Wednesday, January 25, 1939
comprising

here,

Jimmy Balmer

convalescing after

operation.

U

Row

office led Film
league at half-way mark.

bowling

Polly Rowles will be starred In
'Tonight at 8:30' at Playhouse.

Margaret Roule engaged to Eddie
Metcalfe, of Dick Barrie crew.
Indie exhib Sam Gould convalescing in Florida after long illness.
H.

H.

Pauls

and

Art

England

among the latest Florida-bound.
Mary Jane Thomas and Leroy
Hoon, from Film Row, engaged..
Ill health has sent Warner manager
Lou (jilbert south for several weeks.
Dolly Fritz saUing for Rio Satur(28) with night club dancing

day

line.

George Brent has completed three
round trips from Hollywood to Honolulu within 30 days.
Mrs. Harry Hartman, wife of tha
film director, arrived to make permanent home on the islands.
John Halliday directed and headed
the cast for Honolulu Community
Theatre Players in 'Rain from
Heaven.'
Shlrland Quinn, writer, home from
California, where her play was produced at the Pasadena CommunityPlayhouse.
•

New Haven
By Harold M. Bone

Cuddy

Cutshall quitting Al .Marsico's band at Show Boat for Jan

•Ice Follies' into Arena Feb. 6-12.
Firemen's big-time vaude benefit
Louise Carroll quitting solo danc- at Arena Feb. 27.
ing to joint Betty Nylander's new enLew Schaefer finally licked gripp«
semble.
and returned -to Par office.
Actress Mary Morris here from
Taft Grill dancing cut to two
New York for couple of weeks to nights, Friday and Saturday.
visit friends.
John Hesse back at the Roger
Roger Ferger new biz mgr. of Sherman desk aftef neuralgia.
morning Post-Gazette, succeeding
Harry Berman again batons chilII. Kent Hanson.
dren's concerts at Woolsey HalL
Reggie Wilson, of the William
Billy Elder and Sam- Badamo delePenn, named general manager of gated to dig up talent for President's
Roosevelt hotel.
ball floor show.
Lynn Chalmers in from Chicago to
Harry Shaw gaVe a luncheon for
join Maurice Spitalny's orchestra as Richard Carlson during his stay here

Savitt.

featured vocalist
with 'Stars in Your Eyes.'
Charlie Danver and Dick Fortune
Audrey Westphal, dancer, injured
joining newspaper party to opening at 'Stars In Yoiu: Eyes,' pr^em here,
'•
of San Francisco fair.
discharged from local hosp.
W. -Va. exhibs to ^onor Charlie
Yale drama department put on amDortic and Bob Dunbar at testimonial bitious- production of 'The Wheel,
dinner Feb, 28 in Clarksburg.
new play by Lawrence DugaiL
.

,

.

OUTDOORS
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No Nudes

Frisco Fair Brags

'Once and for
tions

that a
nunch attraction in the ainusement
although
area would be welcomed,
Lennox R. Lohr, NBC prexy, who
was in charge of Chicago's fair, dealclared the list of concessions
New
ready arranged for assured
diverYork's exposition of plenty of

them.

tfot

was indicated

It

are based on the principle of -the
airplane, while polarized light will
be largely employed for illu"mination. There is no change in the plan
to charge 75c admission at the main
gates, but whether a federal tax will
be ordered has not yet -been decided.
If the government seeks a
ta}(,
the admission fee will then
include the levy. Tax may be
dropped^ on the premise that the
'

sion for visitors.

that Hollywood nixed the
how pictures are
idea of. showing
made was brought out, film men reputedly saying they did not care to
expose the 'secrets' of the studios.

That was immediately naUed as the

from the Coast, where
thousands visit the studios annually.
take the matter
It was decided to
up with Hollywood execEf.
William A. Brady in a spirited address called for action, with the
Martin
committee in. full accord.
Beck suggested that the general
smaller
committee be split into
bodies and in that way secure bet'

Eddie

results.

ter

Bowling

hit

Hollywood's answer and he speculated, on the use of the Fair site after
the exposition ends, saying it would
provide space for a number of
studio's, which, he thinks, will move
east

No

Cottipetish to

B'way

not the
intention: of the Fair to compete with
Broadway, but rather to supplement
the attractions In the greater city.
He said that the progress made in
getting the fair so far advanced
over the schedule was the result of
tearh w6rk, not the efforts of one
man. While one of the committee
declared that the success of any fair
depends on the strength of its
amusements, Whalen gave the opinion of one important concessionaire.
It was to the effect that he did not
fear the competition of other shows
in the zone, but the entertainment,
slated by the exhibitors,, indiciating
that so much diverson of that nature is being arranged for. that
visitors. may get their fill, without
even entering the amusement area.
John Krimsky, head contact for
amusements, explained the type of
shows already contracted for, discounting a report from outside
sources that a goodly portion of
space in the amusement area is still
available. Latest estimate of the
niunber of people expected to vifiit
the fair is 33,000,000. Estimated that
the subway, which will provide a
nickel ride to the grounds, will disgorge 50,000 persons hourly.
Emphasized that where admission

Whalen stated that

it

is

:

there will be
similar attrac-

New

forthcoming

the

Fair 1939.' Concessionaires were thus informed

by Grpver Whalen.
Whalen had called

'

boys

all

One

.together for a luncheon.

on nudies.

of

etc.

White Out,

Traditional

Ringling Gets Blue Tent

of the 2,400 -seat

Sarasota, Fla., Jan. 24.
Folk who flock to the Ringling
for Bros.-Barnum Bailey' circ\^ next seaname bands. One group has offered son will sit under a big top in shades
to take over the theatre guarantee- of blue. The traditional white will
ing the showing of some 25 leading give way to a brilli&ntly shaded blue
It is pro- ceiling,
bands and orchestras.
with the top center in dark
posed, however, that personal ap- blue and other shades gradually
pearance of film, stage and radio tapering off to white.
Blue and
assute
names would be expected to
white stars will provide a backOrigination of
boxoffice support.
ground for the aerial acts.
commercial broadcasts at the fair is
Circus employees say it will be
also being considered.
the first colored big top in history.
Tone of the meeting was strongly Oldtimers recalled that P. T. Barnum
opposed to a bill reported due to be years ago
had blue in the two middle
introduced in Albany which would sections
of his tent, using it as a
Frank
close the fair on Sundays.
backdrop for a 'Queen of Sheba'
Gillmore said he would appear be- spectacle.
fore Equity's council and request a
resolution in opposition. Equity for

music hall is not
most recent plan

definite,

is

but the

to use

it

.

has consistently opposed Sundays for legit, but this may again

itself

B.O. Murder

come up

for reconsideration.
Individual committees have partly
been named. Whalen requested that
thelre be more frequent meetings,
Friday's session having been the

(Continued from page 1)

and salary concentramost satisfactory to date.
tion.
Film Slant
List of programs emanating from
been
which
has
committee
Special
Hollywood, with most of them loadnamed by the New York World's Fair ed with film names, by days of the
to seek a feature production, to be
week and their estimated payrolls
exposition, is not ex-

made at

the
pected to obtain any results from the
Haysians indicated this
industry.
week that the industry's contribution
to the New York Fair, as well as to
the San Francisco Exposition, would
be, feature-length cavalcade of American history features. The one the
industry is making for the New York
show, now. known as 'Cavalcade of
America,' is nearing completion.

ii.

celebrity

follows:

Sunday
Silver Theatre.
Jesse Lasky's Gateway
Jell-O (Jack Benny)

$6,000
5,000.

Screen Actors Guild
phase & Sanborn
./oodbury (Tyrone Power)
Irjne Rich dramas
;

Kellogg's Circle.....

.

12,500
11,500
15,00a
7,000
3,000
20,000

. .

.

. .

.

«

Rudy Vallee Hour
Good News

.$26,000

$11,000
$8,000
18,000
10,000

Kraft Music

Detroit, Jan. 24.
Bill

calling for

$400,000 to bally

Bishop.

W. H. Kinnan has been named
manager of the Ohio State Fair by
John T. Brown, new director of
agriculture.

Kinnan was state fair manager in
under former Gov. Frank
Willis, but resigned to become sec1916

retary of the grand racing circuit.
He succeeds W. W. Ellenwood.

Total of $200,000 would be distributed to various tourist associations by state administrative board,
with remainder spent at direction of

governor and board with principal
emphasis
on state's agricultural
products.
About $150,000
spent annually advertising

is

now
state's

resorts.

MARRIAGES
Peterson to Buck Rath, 'in
Bethany, Mo., Jan 11. Bride is aero
dancer; he's tenor with the Northeasterners, hillbilly unit on KRNT,
Des Moines.
Mrs. Ann D. Franklin to Nelson
Eddy, in Las Vegas, Nev„ Jar 19.
Bride is ex-wlfe of Sidney Franklin,
film producer; he is the radio and
screen singer.
Betty Jean Lennert to Ralph Bates,
Des Moines, Jan. 21. Bride is in
the KRNT-WMT, Dfes Moines, 'Sun-

m

Club'; he's

KSO-KRNT

engi-

neer.

Peggy Greppin
Stuart Palmer,
m Beverly Hills, toJan.
He's a
20.
.

screen writer.

Mary Jo Dehnel
Jr.,

in

S.

Burns Si Allen show
Jack Haley program

'

$8,500
4,500
.'....$13,000

SATURDAY
Joe E. Brown show

$4,000

Lewis Yen
^

GROUP

C, Jan.

24.

P. Moon has been reelected
prexy of South Carolina State Fair
Ass'n.

Beverly

to

John C.

Hills, Jan. 22.

Flinn,

Son of

C. Flinn (Variety) is with
Selznick-International on the Coast.

Fred Beiber, announcer at WTHT,
Hartford, and Adelia Cullen, Manchester, Conn,, Jan. 14 in Hartford.
Catherinie Riley to Ace Pancoast,
Philadelphia; Jan. 11. He's organist on WFIL.

KERSCH

(Continued from page

gave

the

sons survive.

ABE HOLZMANN
Abe Holzmann, 64, formerly a
composer and during recent years
advertising manager of the International Musician,

East Orange, N.

J.,

'MERRITT

J.

WOfJBVRD

.

Cal., Jan. 13 afteif

His best
'Hiawatria.*

a long

illness.

known compositi.-i was
Widow survives.

Mrs. Charies Sfsson, 90, widow of
Remeny, Hungarian gypsy violinist. former manager of Sampson theatre,
Pehn
Yan, Pa., died Jan.: 8 at her
He later joined San Carlo and £k>l
home in Penn Yan. Her husband;
Hurok's opera companies.
During the Spanish-American war was widely known when stase sliows
were in vogue in Western New Yojrk
he was military press censor at Key
She leaves a daughter.
West naval base. For the past two villages.
Miss Eva Sisson of Penn Yan.
years he had been with L. A. Federal

Music

Project

as

publicist.

William

survives.

Bill

J.

Meenam,-

74, father of

Meenam, WGY, Albany, pub-

and assistant forenxan
THOMAS RIGKETTS
of the composing room of the AmThomas Ricketts, 86, one of the sterdanv Evening Recorder for years,
earliest film directors on the Coast, died in Amsterdam, N. Y,., Jan. 18.
died Jan, 20 in Hollywood from Widow and daughter also survive.
pneumonia. He had been playing
a bit part at Universal when taken
Mother, 62, of Ken Nichols, vaude
i"and nitery actor-writer, died ThursRicketts went to the Coast in 1906. day (19) of a heart attack
in her
He directed J. Warren Kerrigan, Milwaukee home.
Ethel Clayton, Bryant Washburn and
others. At one time stage manFarrell,
Mary
86, mother of Tommy
ager for the Shuberts, he made his Martelle, vaude actor, died
Jan.

bow

18

in 1882.

FLORENCE PETERSON
Florence Livingston-Kellogg Peterson, 49; who had sung with the Metropolitan and New York Opera companies, and who received the personal thanks of President Woodrow
Wilson for her Liberty Loan recitals
during the World Warj died in
Schenectady Jan. 18.
native of

A

15.

the Orpheum, Omaha.
Show is headed for Broadway, and,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Marx, son', in
Hollywood, Jan, 21. Father is Co- according to present plans, will hit
there late in February.
lumbia story editor and producer.
At a reception, Lewis, among
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Heineman, son, in Jamaica, N. Y. Father other things, paid his compliments
to New York, his present home. He
is western sales manager of Univerasked Aisteners to believe that 'there
sal Pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Devine, son, are decent people in New York if
Jan. 24, in Hollywood. Father is tlie you search long enough among the

—

thugs.'

HORNSTEIN

L.

illness.

ness.

Chatham, N. Y,, she had been a resident of Schenectady 20 years. WidFather get off.
After the first scene of the Satur- ower, four daughters and a son surday night performance here, Lewis vive.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Bloom, son, in relinquished his role to Philip MeriNew York, Jan. 23. Father is head vale. At the same time, a partially
OTTO KRAUSE
of Music Corp. of America's vaude rewritten version of the play was
Otto Krause, 56, former Austrian
department in N. Y.
presented.
cavalry officer and husband of Lotte
Mr, and Mrs, Charles Brennan,
Lewis, however, will continue to
Lehmann, the opera singer, died Jan.
daughter, in Milwaukee, Jan, 9, tou^ with 'Angela Is 22.' He will be
22 at Saranac Lake from tubercuFather is engineer at WISN, Mil-^ co-starred with Merivale because of
Miss Lehmann 'had cut short
losis.
waukee.
the supposed boxoffice value of his
a concert tour in Spokane and had
name.
But
his
stage
will
duties
be
daughMiskell,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill
been rushing ec st tc him at the time
ter, their second, Jan. 22 in Oihaha. confined to presentation of a prolog of
his death. They were married in
arid" epilog.

film actor.

ISAAC

Isaac, L,. Hornstein, pioneer builder
iehain ©f local colored
picture houses in Baltimore,' died
Jan. 13 in Miami Beach, after a long

Widow, daughter, three brothiers,
died Jan. 16 in sister and grandson survive.
after a long ill-

on

BIRTHS

Los Angeles, Jan.
Universal exploiteer.

a son survive.

and operator of

I

son, in

Widow and

employed by Loew's and Ross Fedoral as a checker. Widow and two

stage

1)

lowdown'

Spartanburg County Fair Associa- members of the troupe during his
rieiar speech.
He told the audience that
here and plans big 1939 building Mary Howes, one of the principals,
program, to be completed before was 'beautiful, sweet, but a bit
autumn opening. Mayor Tom Wood- dumb.' Members of the cast were
worth is president.
lined up behind Lewis when he made
the speech, and Miss Howes laughed
with them and the audience at the
ribbing, but she resented it, and afnovelist where to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McFadden, terwards told, the
is

field hospital.

following a long illness. He joined
Harry Davies enterprises in WOS,
TVAN MOSJOUKINE
later' going with "Columbia, PennIvan Mosjoukine, 50, Franco-Russylvania and General Film com- sian player of silent films, died in
panies.
With organization of Row- Paris last Wednesday (18) after a
land & Clark circuit Kersch went long illness.
along in 1915 and served as its bookHe had been starred in 'Casaing executive through latter's pur- nova,' 'Michael Strogoff' and o'ther
chase hy Stanley-Davis-Clark.
French silents> but retired from the
For last decade, Kersch had been screen with the advent of sound.

His widow, an invalid, survives.

Herman,

Agricultural Society, sponsor of the
annual Loudonviile' free street fair,
died Jan: 14 'from a heart, ailment
in an ambulance en route to a Mans-

licity director,

He manages

John

m

S. C.

Spartanburg,

$36,000

FRIDAY

Total

E.

35 years, died in Pittsburgh last week of a heart ailment

Widow
Total

tion has purchased a large area

Vail

shme

MOON HEADS
J.

WILLIAM

William E. Kersch, film veteran of

more than

Charles R. Baker, 70, fdr the past
40 yesirs press agent and advance
$7,000 for operatic: troupes, died Jan. 16 in
10,000 Los Angeles of a heart attack.
In
9,000 1897 he brought to this counti;y

a legislative

Kinnan Fair Director

Michigan resorts during next two
years, has been introduced in state
legislature
William
Senator
by

K

survive.

.

Pepsodent (Bob Hope)

Asks

$200,000 as Ad Fond

-

$28,000

TUES&AT

THURSDAY
Bill

Cotter's Saturday Ni:jh{,' which,

.

Merritt J. Hulburd, 35, fbrmer asHolzmann, born in New York, had
once been with Leo Feist as a com- sociate producer for Samuel Goldposer, later joining Remick.. Most wyn and' associate editor of fh'e
of his compositions antedated the Saturday Evening Post, died Jan. i2
jazz era. He had been a member of in West Palm Beaih, Tla., of a heart
$80>000 the American Society of Composers, ailment.
Details in. the picture section.
Authors and Publishers,
Widow, daughter, three half$15,500
ALBERT 10. RUSSELL
11,000 brothers and four sisters survive.
Albert H. Russell, 66, composer of
1,500
populat music, dijed in Anaheim,
CHARLES BAKER

While individual companies might
Total
be interested in such a project on a
MONDAY
modified scale, no all-industry picSeveral major Camel-Eddie Cantor
ture plan is likely.
companies are reported considering Lux Radio Theatre,
using the N. Y. Fair as backgrounds •Those We Love'...
for forthcoming releases, while an independent company also is said to be
Total
dickering for a similar production.

"x'- .e

Hamilton,
George Gordon
55, after being limited to CJCB for sevand screen veteran, died at eral years, went on the Canadian
Fort Lee, Ns J., Jan; 16 from a hea.rt Broadcasting Corp^. netw">rk for six
Hamilton's screen career years. It was eliminated i'rom CBC
attack.
dated back to the time when Fort last year.
Lee was the film center of the east.
He. had appeared in "The Perils of
KENNETH A. REID
Pauline' with the late Pearl White.
Kennelh A. Reid, 38, formerly
During recent months he had ap- manager of Loew's theatres in Clevepeared in Federal Theatre Project land, Canton and Columbus, died
productions, the last of which was Jan. 17 in Cuyahoga Falls, O., after
'Macbeth/ His most important stage he had been struck by- a locomotive
role in recent years had been that as he walked along
the railroad
of Captain Elagg in "What Price tracks.
Gloty,* in which he had succeeded
Widow aftd a daughter survive.
Louis Wolheim.
He had been a member of Equity
O. K. ANDRES S
and the Actors' Guild. Widow, a
Andress, 51, for 16 years
sister and two nieces, known on the
p.
stage as Fanny and Kitty Watson, secretary of the Loudonville (O.)

'

Sacranienlo, Jan. 24.
Al Jolson show
Governor Culbert L. Olson signed Big Town
bill exempting exhibits
brought from outside California to
is charged, no additional money ii^
Total
to be called for, save for food and the Golden Gate International ExpoWEDNESDAY
merchandise. Most of the new rides sition from the sales and use tax.
Texaco

Midiigan

GEORGE GORDON HAMILTON
stage

the more intrepid asked tlie
Fair head for a final statement

Orchs in M. A.?

As yet the policy

at Fair

York World's

fair is educational.

Fact

•wrong answer

•

at

03

all,

no Sally Rands or
(Continued from page 2)

VARIETY

in

Los Angeles.

Clyifi Kerr, 43, Metro technician,
died Jan. 18 in Hollywood.

Graft Spreadiag Canvas
Los Angeles, Jan,

24.

Crafts' 20-Big Shows, after wintering in Southern California, opens its
regular season Feb. 2 at Riverside

county fair, Indio, Cal. This date
will be followed by tour of the Imperial valley, heading back to San
Bernardino for national orange show

March

16-26.

Carnival outfit
eral

new

is angling for sevattractions for 1S39.

B-C Gets Canada Show
Chicago, Jan. 24.

1926,

Barnes & Carruthers. fair agency
Four sons by a previous marriage
here, snatched off the prize chicken
at the Winnipeg outdoors meeting
last week when it was awarded the
ROBERT H. WRIGHT
grandstand shows for the Canadian
Robert H. Wright, 42, program di- A circuit.
rector and announcer al CJCB, SydRoyal American shows grabbed off'
ney, Nova Scotia, died recently in the carnival contract, Royel Amerialso survive.

Sydney.

He

created

the

radio

program.

can is one of the 'Big Three' group,
directed by J. C. McCaffery.
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Wednesday, January 25, 1939

A prominent exhibitor said:
**Without

M'G-M

this past year, it

would not only have

been tough sledding for the average exhibitor, butTt
would have been nothing short ofiaicalamity/'

We

announce easy sledding again

this year, for

M-G-M:

exhibitors!

Hop on your sleds, boys! "SWEETHEARTS," "STAND
UP AND FIGHT" are just samples.
Followed by

A MONTH OF SUNDAYS!

Honestly, have you ever in your career as a

showman

witnessed the like of this:

Four weeks in a row!

NORMA

Look!

SHEARER, CLARK GABLE

in the powerful

"IDIOT'S DELIGHT".

"HONOLULU", the Darling of Musicals, starnng ELEANOR
POWELL, ROB'T. YOUNG, GEO. BURNS, GRACIE ALLEN.
MICKEY ROONEY, the box-office kid himself in "Adventures

HUCKLEBERRY FINN".
JOAN CRAWFORD in a million
of

of 1939" with James Stewart,

And more

Lew

dollar role

"ICE FOLLIES

Ayres, Lewis Stone.

easy sledding thereafter!
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